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Jan~_,-’y 13, 2003

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary of Energy
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue,
’Washington, D.C. 20585

Delivered by Messenger

Dear Mr. Secretm’y:

The Edison Eleclzic Institute (~J~I) contin~s to support voluntary actions to reduce
g~evnhouse gases (GHGs) and specifically supports the President’s goal of reducing U.S.
GHG intensiW by 18 percent by 2012o EEI and the eJeotr~c utility indt~t’yI a£e world
leaders in vohmtary actions to ~educe, avoid or sequester GHCTS. Unde~ the Climate
Challenge program in~tiated by the e3~.--’tric ~ industry and the government in 1994,
the power sector repoxtcd mo~ than 237 n~Hon metric tons of carbon dioxide (CO~.)-
ezluivalent omission reductions, avoid~ccs and sequestrations in the yesr 2000 alone -
the equivalent of taking 44 million cars and tracks offthe road for that year.

EEI has bvvn working with our EPICI industry allies and our member companies to
develop a joint response from the entire power sector that reflects our ~ contribution to
the l~w.sident’s goal. Accozdingty, ]~PICI plans to enter into a cooperative umbrella
agreement or mamorandam ofundorstanding (MOU) with DOE by May 1, 2003. From
1990 to 2000, electric power carbon emissions per KWH of generation decreased 1.2 "
pe~tt. In the next decade, F~I will work with our F_.PICI ~duslzy allies and the
goveznment to fm’ther reduce the power sector’s carbon intensity and to aehiwcYthe

z In response re Presldcnt Bush’s call for a~rion, HHIjoined with six other power sector gzoups- Nuclear

Energy Institute (NED, American Public Powcr Association, Lezge Public Power Counm2, NationalRm-al
Hlectric Cooperative Assoc~alion, Hlectric Power Supply Assodation and Tennessee Valley AtllLu:~ty
(TVA) - to fo~m the H1cctric Power ludus~ Climate Initiative (HPICI). HPICPs pdmm7 purpose is to
coordinate ~l~ pow~ seetar’s volmam3, climate activifi~ in cooperafiaa with, aad with as~Lsmnc~ fi~m,
Departmcm of Energy (DO]~) and o_fl~r~ government ~. The parmershlp between HPICI end DOE
has been dcsign~ed "Power Partn~s ." Pov~r Partners , a!ong ~ other industry pa~nersbips with
DO~,, e.,onstlt’u~ the ’z’Pre~de~tt’$ ~le~’gy Partners for C].imatc Action= (also xefrm-rd m as "Business
Challenges’�). Several F.EI member �ompazfies are nlso par~elpafing in other voltmlm’y climate prolp-m.as
such as the Climate Leaders (with the Enxdmnmvnufl Protcction Agency (’BPA)), the Chicago Climate
Exchang% Businvss Bound Tablo and Partnerships for Climate Action.
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equivalent of four-to-five ~nes the results o£the last decade. Accomplishing this goal
will b~ wry diftioult, and achiovablc only if all EPIO" Wade groups and their members --
with government support and appropriate polities~ - work together to implement robust
supply- and demand-side actions as w~ll as offset projects. A combination of power
sector and goveaztment efforts will bo necessary, including: individual company a~dons
reflecting companies’ particular dr~unstances (financial, ~ and fuel mix);
government laws, regulations and polioies favoring the Rill realization or maintanancc of
nuclear and hy&oelectric plant generafiug capacity, and the full benefits of offset
projects.

Individual Company A~-tivitics as the Cornerstone.,.

In order to z~ch the President’s goal, EEl has strongly recommended that member
companies focus on quanfitafive~ concr¢~ and specific activities to reduce, avoid or
sextuester GHGs.

Once the umbrella MOU is completed, individual member companies can entez into.
company agreements with DOP.. Activities pledged in these documents will include
individual company actions - whether madertaken as a member ofEEI, NEI or any other
group - and joiut, industry-wide initiatives (see discussion below).

Supporting individual company actions will be the Power Partners R.esouroe Guide,
which will set forth a panoply of supply- and d~mand-side options for companies to
consider in order to rsduce, avoid and sequester GHOs. Among these activities will
likeIy be: additional natural gas and clean coal teolmology ganeration; additional nuclear
g~neration (through increased capacity, uprafings and pla~t rrstm-ts)S; additional
renewable, s, energy efficiency and demand=side managem~at; and additional offset
prc~ec*s (e.g., tree planting and forest manag~meaxt, methane projects and inteanational
pro jeers).

...Supplem.e, ute~l bY Industry Initiatives

~n addition to individual company actions, which are the cornerstone of Power Parmerss~f
voIumary programs, EEI member companies will also pattie/pare in industry initiatives.
Our industry ourrenfly has eight initiatives undm~zy, with six headed by EEI and two led
by EPP, L The cu~ent forecast for these initiatives is contained in Enclosure 2 to this
letter.

Other Actions

In conjtmG~don with our EPICI iudxmtty allies, EEI also plato to issue an interim report
that exanRues the progress of Power Partners~M activities and will seek to identify

" Th~ ta’iticat area ofgovcmmem policies is add~sr~d in Enclosure 1 to this l~er.
~ See ~ letter of December 23, 200~, to yot~ ~
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additionalactions that could be undcrtakrn by member companios, individually and
collectively, to help mdct tho Pr~id~t’s goal

Furthermore, EEI w~ll strive ~ obtain full compauy par~cil~ion in Power Psrtms~sM.
Compsnies c~y partlcipalin~ comprise mor~ then 24 percent of EEI member
compauy generstion.

We appreciate the oppommity to work wifh DOE and othar ag~acics as part of the
President’s Energy Pa~t~crs for Clima~ Action, and look fo~nxl to pactioipating in the
~auuary 23, 2003, ldclmffevent in Washington, D.C.

Sincerely,

Thomas IL Kulm

TRK:Isf
Enclosaircs (2)
co (w/enos):
Vice/A. Bailey
Assistaut Sccrcta~
DOE O~ce of Policy aud International

Larisa Dobfiansky, Esq.
Dopu~y Assistant Sec~tary
DOE Office of Policy and International Affairs

.Tames L. Connaughton, Esq.
Chailman
Council on Environmental Quality

Philip A. Cooney, Esq.
Chief of Staft
Council of Encironm~ntaI Quality

Christine Todd Whitman
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
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Contribution~ fi-om EEl and HPI~I Industry-wide Initiatives

The eurreAt forecast for EEI’s industry initiatives is as follows:

YorestTree Carbon Company: As much as 2 million metric tons of carbon
dioxide (CO~) are expected to be sequestered over the lifetime of the projects)

Coal Combustion Products Partnership: This partnership with the Environmental
Protection Agency will increase the use of coal combustion products, and
therefore is projected to increase CO~ avoidances from the turret 16 million
metric tons of CO~. to as rnueh as 30 million metric tons of CO2 annually.

Iutemational Power Parmerships: This partnership with the Department of"
Energy (DOE) could reduce, avoid or sequester 1.8-18 million metric tons of
CO2-equivalent gree~ouse gases (GHG-s) annually from 2002-2010, depending
on government (DOE) funding o1~ and member company investments in, projects.

Three initiatives on wind, biomass, and restoration of abandoned mine lands:
Tons of GHCrs reduced, avoided or sequestered as result of these renewables and
restoration initiatives are uncertain until projects are devdoped, but are
potentially high.

EPKI’s cdrbon capture and storage and climate technology roadmap initiatives: These
long-term, research, development and deployment programs are unlikely to yield
significant tom of GHG-s reduced, avoided or sequestered in the short to medium term,
but their potential for addressing GHGs in the long term is high.

t The Department o~Agrieulture this month is holding two workshops on revision of the
t~uergy Policy Act section 1605(b) guidelines that may address unresolved carbon
sequestration accounting issues, such as reporting a larger number of" sequestered tons
during the early years of projects.
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~anuary 13, 2003

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary of Euergy
U.S. Dcpaxtm~nt of Energy
.1000 Iudel~ndence Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20585

Delivered b.y Messenger

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The Edison Electric Institute (EEl) continues to support voltmtazy actions to rvduc¢
greenhouse gases (GHGs) and specifically supports tl~ President’s goal of reducing U.S.
GHG intensity by 18 perce~ by 2012. EEI and the electric utility industryz are world
leadvrs in voluntary actions to reduce, avoid or sequester GHGs. Under the Climate
Challenge program initiated by the el_ectric .,w~,~l~ty ~udustry and the government in 1994,
the power sector reported morn tha~2r3~millioR metric to~ofcarbon dioxide (CO~)- ">
equivalent emission reductions, avoidances ami sequrstrations~be .ymtr 2000 alone -~

EEI has bs~n working with om~ICZ~dustry allies and our member companies to
develop a joint zesponse from th~powrr sector that reflects our fair contribution to
the Pz-esident’s goal. Accord~gly, ]~PIrCI plans to enter into a cooperative umbrella
agrcczlle~zt o:r meznoraztdgm oflzzzderstandJng (~OLI’) with DOE by ~[8.y I, 2003. From
1990 to 2000, electric power c~rbon emissions per ~ of goueration deczeased 1.2
pel~=ztt. Tn the next decade, E~I will work: with our EPZCI ~dustry allies and
government to further ~duce the power sewer’s carbon intrnsJty and to achi~ve~the

~ In response to President Bush’s call for action, M joined wi~h six oflzer power sector groups- Nudvar
Energy lnstitut~ (NED, American Public Powcz Association, Larg~ Public Pow~ Council, National Rmel
Elcctfic Cooperative Asso~iatio~ Wle~rlc Power Supply Association and Tennessee Valley Authndty
CIW’A) - to form th~ E1cctric Power Industry Ctimate Initiative (EPICI). EFICPs primary purpos~ is to
coordinate the power sectar’a volmmuT climate activities in ~oope~zion wiflt, m~d with assistance from, the
Department of Energy (DOS) and other govemrae.nt ~. The parmezshl9 bst~en EPICI and DOE
has b~n dcsignamd "Pow~ Pazlnm~s~." ]?owvr Pa~tn~ss~. along with o[her industry partner.s with
DOE, constltu~ the "~esident’s Fm=~ Parmers for Climar~ Action" (also x~.f~d to as =B~Lsinrss
Challenges"). Several EEl member compazfies are also pm-ticlpating J~t othe~ voItmtm’y climate progrm~s,
such as th¢ CHmate Leaders (with th¢ Environmvntal Prorcction Agency (HPA)), the Chicago Climate
Exchange, Businvss Round T~blo and Pmlnmshlps for Climate Action.

CEQ 003854
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equivalent of four-to-five times the results o£the last decade. Aecomplishlng this goal
will b~ v~ry diffi~nflt, and achi~blc only if all EPICI trade groups and their members -
with govemmsnt support and a~ropfiate polio-ies2 - work together to implement robust

.supply- and dema~-sido actions as woll as offset projects. A oombiuatioa ofpower
seo~or and goveaztment efforts will be neoessary, including: individual company actions
r~fle~dng companies’ particular droumstances (finanoiaI, opmming and fuelmix);
government laws, regulafions and polioies favoring ~he full realization or maint~ance of
nuclear andhydmeleotrio plant generating capacity;, and the full benefits of offset
proje~.

Individual Company Activities as the Cornerstone...

In order to r~ach the President’s goal, EEl has strongly recommended Chat member
companies foous on quantitative., ~rrt¢ and sped.rio activifios to reduce, avoid or
sequester GHGs.

Once the umbrella MOU ~ completed, individual member companies can enter into
company agr~eraents with DOE. Activities pledged in these documents will include
individual company actions- whether undeRal~n as a me.mbex ofEEI, NEI or any other
group -and joint, industry-wide initiatives (se~ discussion below).

Supporting individual company actions will be the Power Partners Rosource Guido,
which will set ~orth a panoply of supply- and demand-side options for companies to
consider in order to reduce, avoid and sequester GHGs. Among those activities will
likely be: additional natural gas and clean coal teohnology g~nvration; additional nuclear
generation (through inoroased oapaeity~ upratings and plm-~t restarts)S; additional
renewables, energy efficiency and demand-slde management; and additional offset
projects (e.g., tree planting and forest manage~msnt, methane projects and international
proje~s).

...Supplean.e~ted by Industry Initiatives

In addition to individual company aotions, which are the cornerstone of Power ParmorssM
voluntary programs, EEI member companies will also partieipats in industry initiathres.
Our industry o-an’cntly has eight initiatives tmderway, wRh six treaded by EEI and two led
by EPP, I Th~ eu~ent £orecast for these ~ves is contained in Enclosure 2 to this
letter.

Other Actions

Tn conjunction with our ]~ZCZ industry allies, EEI .al.s.o. plans to issue an interim report
that examines the progress of Power P~rS~M activities arid w~ seek to id~ntLr-y

z The cziticat area ofgovernmeat polities is addressed in Enelosu~ 1 to this letter.
s See NEI lettex of December 23, 2002, to yo~ ~

CEQ 003855
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additionalactions that could bc undertaken by m¢mber oompanics, individ~dly and
collectively, to help m~:t th~ President’s goal.

Furthermore, F_~I ~ill strive t~ obtain full company participation in POwor PartnsrssM.
Companies currently partioipat~ng comprise mor~ than 84 prmcnt ofHEI mrmbcr
company genexation.

We appreciate.the opportunity to work with DOE and oth~ agencirs as part oftho
President’s Enrrgy Partners for Climate Action, and look forward to participating in the
january 23, 2003, kickoff event in Washington, D.C.

Since~ly,

Thomas tL Kulm

TRK:lsf
Enclosm’cs (2)

Vicki A. Bailey
Assistant Secretary
DOE Of~co of Policy and Iutemadonal Affairs

~)obxiansky, Esq.
Deputy As~sl~mt Se~eta~y
DOE O~¢e ofPo~ ~d ~te~fio~ ~s

James L. Connaughton, Esq.
Chairman
Council on Environmental Quality

c io ors  ....

Enviromncntal Protection Agency

bcc (wl encs):
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Enclosure

Govea~ment Policies

.One key to the success of voluntary climate programs for the power sector is the
implementation of appropriate govea-nln .egt policies. Overall, increased support for
emissions-free or less fossil £-uel-intensive technologies or practices - such as renewables,
clean coal technologies, and energy efficien~’y and demand-side management - can help
drive down greenhouse gases (GHGs). We are heartened by the announcement last fall
that the D?partment of Energy’s nearly $50 million of annual support for geolo~eal
carbon sequestration will be increased up to $90 million. Funding for international power
projects would also be helpful_

With regard to changes in policies and regulations, Administration support of
hydroelectric relicensing reform, nuclear powea- plant licensing extensions, and reform of
the new source review regulations under the Clean Air Act would directly or indirectly
decrease GHGs.

Other incentives to industry participation in voluntary programs include reporting
reforms under Energy Poliey Act (EPAct) section 1605(b), which the February 14
presidential statement articulated as the award of transferable credit and not penMi.’zing
those taking voluntary measures for their actions under future climate policy (which some
have characterized as "baseline protection’). In addition, the July 8, 2002, four-agency
letter to the President recommended a placeholder for activities previously reported trader
the F_PAct section. 1605(b) guidelines.

GovelItment tax policies that could assist in reducing GHGs include accelerax~d
depreciation and amoltization of pollution corrtrol equipment. Other important financial
incentives include production tax credits for renewables and tax incentives for hybrid and
fi~el cell vehicles.

CEQ 003857
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Enclosure

Contribution~ fi-om ~:.1~.I ~.d EPRI Ind~Irtitiafives

The eurrefit forecast for EEl’s industry initiatives is as follows:

ForestTree Carbon Company: As much as 2 million metric tons of carbon
dioxide (CO~) are expected to be SeXlU~’tered over the lifetime of the projects-z

Coal Combustion Products Parmership: This partnership with the Environmental
Protection Agency will increase the use ofooal combustion products, and
therefore is projected to increase CO~ avoidances from the eurreaat 16 million
metric tons of CO2 to as much as 30 million metric tons of CO~. annually.

International Power Partnerships: This partnership with the Department of
Energ~ (DOE) could reduce, avoid or sequester 1.8-18 million metric tons of
C02-equivalent greenhouse gases (GHG-s) armually from 2002-2010, depending
on government (DOE) funding of~ and member company investments in, projects.

o Three initiatives on wind. biomass, and restoration of abandoned mine lands:
Tons of GI-IGs r~lue~d, avoided or sequestered as result of these renewables and
restoration initiatives are uncertain until projeots are developed, but am
potentially high.

EPRI’s carbon capture and storage and climate technology roadmap initiatives: The.go
long-tea’m, research, dewlopmont and doployment programs are tmlikely to yield
significant tons of GHGs reduced, avoided or sequ~tered in the short to medium term,
but their potential for addressing GItG,s in the long term is high.

~ The Departmem o~Agrieulmre this month is holding two workshops on revision of the
Ene~ PQlicy Act section 1605(b) guidelines that may address unresolved carbon
sequestration accounting isst~es, such as reporting a larger number of sequestered ton_s
during the early years ofpr0jects.
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Next generation energy systems include fuel cells and
the "hydrogen economy". Fuel cells powered by
hydrogen could replace the internal combustion engine
and provide power sources for buildings. Canadian
companies are already world leaders in fuel cell and
hydrogen technologies.

Under Action Plan 2000, the Government of Canada is
working with industry to resolve the challenge of re-.
fueling infiaslructure for fuel cells. The Government is
also prepared to explore further means by which
Canada’s leadership in this area can be supported,
including demonstration of fuel cells in federal buildings.
Key to the hydrogen economy will be the development of
clean, efficient energy sources to produce hydrogen.

Biotechnology offers another area of opportunity for
climate- and environmentally friendly innovation.
Bioproducts, for example, t~se plants to produce fuels
such as ethanol that can be blended into gasoline and a
wide range of products, including plastics, textiles,
paints, lubricants, solvents, adhesives and even
cosmetics. Enzymes and biocatalysts are also used in
industrial processes to supplement or replace more
energy intensive processes. Bioproducts provide

¯ alternatives to products derived from fossil fuels (e.g.,
gasoline and petrochemicals) and can help avoid
substantial greenhouse gas and other emissions.
Growth in bio-based products will also stimulate rural
economic development by creating new markets for
what are now waste materials. The Government of .
Canada is joining with provincial governments,
industry and academia to develop a technology
roadmap for further advancing bioproducts in Canada.

Modem infrastructure is a vital part of creating and
maintaining prosperity in Canada. It is also a key part
of positioning Canada to take advantage of
opportunities in the greener economy of tomorrow.

As announced in the recent Speech from the Throne,
the Government of Canada will work with provinces
and municipalities to establish a 10-year infiastructure
program that will accommodate long-term strategic
initiatives essential to competitiveness and sustainable
growth. This will be keyto the quality oflife in both
urban and rural areas.

CLIMATE    CHANGE ACHIEVING

Within this framework, a new strategy for a safe,
efficient and environmentally responsible
transportation system will be introduced. Such an

initiative could help reduce congestion in cities and
bottlenecks in trade corridors, while improving air
quality.

New urban transit infrastructure in some of Canada’s
largest cities can contribute to more efficient
movement of goods and people, while reducing
greenhouse gas emissions.

Similarly, intermodal freight technologies- integrating
rail, water and road - could significantly reduce traffic
congestion while providing Co-benefits such as
reducing air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.

The Government of Canada will explore investments in
projects such as a pipeline to move CO2 from
emissions sites to locations where it can be utilized or
stored, in order to help achieve our climate change
objectives, while at the same time encouraging greater
energy production productivity and innovation.

As with any national project, the heart of the Plan is
partnerships. Innovation and infi’astmcture are two areas
where the Plan will build on the Government of Canada’s
long and successful track record of working closely and
collaboratively with provinces, territories, municipalitirs
and communities, Aboriginal peoples, the private sector
and non-governmental organizations. The Government
of Canada will also create a new mechanism, a
Partnership Fund, through which it will co-invest and "

¯ collaborate on emissions reduction projects.

Governments and stakeholders across Canada face
different opporttmi. "ties, challenges and pfibrities for
action on climate change. In addition, many are
engaged in ongoing processes of developing their own
strategies and plans. TJae Partnership Fund will enable
the Government of Cariada to be responsive to this
diversity of interests and evolution of ideas.

The overall approach is to establish a fund through
which the Government will cost-share the best
emissions reduction proposals as they emerge over
time. The Fund will be results-oriented, selecting the
most cost-effective projects while also taking into

OUR COMMITMENTS TOGETHERCEQ 003861



the large industrial emitters are forecast to contribute
almost 50 percent of Canadian emissions by 2010.

The Plan proposes a three-pronged approach to the
large industrial emitters:

targets for emissions reductions established through

covenants with a regulatory or financial backstop

(55 MT);
access to emissions trading, domestic offsets, and
international permits to provide flexibility; and
complementary measures, including cost-shared

investments in innovative technologies to reduce

emissions (11 MT - see next section on Renewable
Energy and Cleaner Fossil Fuels)

In all its work with the large emitters, the Government
will seek to design measures that are effective in
encouraging lower emissions, that are administratively
efficient and clear, and that maintain the competitiveness
of Canadian industry.

¯ thermal electricity generation (coal, oil
and gas)

¯ oil and gas (upstream extraction, oil and gas
pipelines, gas utilities, petroleum refining)

¯ " mining (both metal and non-metal)
¯ pulp and paper production
¯ chemical production (industrial inorganic

chemicals, industrial organic chemicals and
chemical fertilizers and fertilizer materials

¯ iron and steel production
¯ smelting and refining
¯ cement and lima production
¯ glass and glass container production

Covenants and Emissions Trading
Industry has expressed interest in covenants as an

approach that may lend itself more readily to dealing
with individual sector circumstances than a purely

regulatory approach. The United Kingdom has used

covenants for implementing emissions reductions and

emissions trading. Companies or sectors that enter into

these agreements and comply with them are then

exempted from the climate change levy.

Emission by ,Set;,.~,~ i~ 2t~I~

O11 and Gas

~_Power

16%

LMinlng and
Manufaotudng
17%

When emissions reductions in sectors not
covered by an emissions trading system aro
sold into that system, these reductions are
called "offsets" because they offset emissions
generated by industries in the emissions
trading system. "[his Plan proposes that the
forestry, agriculture and possibly landfill
sectors be permitted to sell Offsets into the
emissions trading system. For example, the
mass planting of trees, which acts as a carbon
sink, could generate an offset that could be
traded to another company looking to =educe
its emissions. Since these emissions
reductions would offset emissions reductions
that would otherwise be required of large
industrial emitters, they would not lead to
more emissions reductions in Canada overall.
The advantage of offsets is that they could
provide alternatives for reducing emissions to
the large industrial emitters, and a market
mechanism for stimulating emissions
reductions in other seclors,

CLIMATE    CHANGE ACHIEVING    OUR    COMMITMENTS TOGETHER
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CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 3-JAN-2003 16:32:20.00

SUBJECT:: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full senate Commerce Committee hearing

TO:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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FYI, Phil

Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 01/03/2003
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stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
01/03/2003 03:30:35 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full Senate Commerce Committee hearing

FYI - Dr. Mahoney has been invited to testify on wednesday, January 8,
at 2:30 p.m. in the Senate Russell Building, Room 253, in front of the
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. (See attached
pdf file for letter of invitation.) It will be a Full Committee hearing
on climate change and implementing a program of mandatory reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions and an associated trading system for emission
credits. Testimony will also will be heard on leglslation for such a
trading system expected to be introduced by Senators McCain and
Lieberman in advance of the hearing. Dr. Mahoney will be the only
Administration witness and will focus his testimony on the recently
released draft strategic plan for federal climate and global change
research and the publlc workshop on this plan held on December 3 to 5,
2002, in washington, DC.

Interagency and white House review of Dr. Mahoney’s statement will be
conducted on January 6 and 7. Dr. Mahoney has spoken with Committee
staff about the number of agencies involved in this review so they are
expecting it later than usual, but we anticipate providing it to them by
COB January 7.

Please-let me know if you have any questions,
stephanie Harrington
U.S. Climate Change science Program
202-482-1944 or 202-419-2487

- Hearing_Invite.pdf

Message Sent
TO:
whohenst <Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
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0002_f_gf4pc003_ceq.txt
watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov>
gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
"Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov>
mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov>
Erin Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Linda. Lawson" <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil>
Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.~ov>
"Simmons Emmy B." <EmSimmons@usald.gov>
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP

Message copied
TO:
gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov>
tspence <tspence@nsf.gov>
"Robert.Card" <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov>
Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov>
"Jack. Kaye" <Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov>
kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov>
"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov>
NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov>
David P. Radzanowski/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Joanne. R.Potter" <Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov>
artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov>
~fei n <jfei n@ns~, gov>
,,parker.kathrxn <parker.kathryn@epa.gov>
Jerry. Elwood <Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov>

"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
~garcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ,,
,,Patel-weynand To~al O (OES) <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov>

’genene.fisher ’ °<genene.fisher@noaa.gov>
’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>
Anderson Margot <Mar~ot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
chet Koblinsky <kobllnsky@gsfc.nasa.gov>
"Margaret. R.Mccalla" <Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov>
Avery Susan <savery@cires.colorado.edu>
Gorsevski Virginia <vGorsevski@usaid.gov>
Robert Marlay <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov>

A1-FACHMENT    1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0101:[ATTACH.D62]SREOP01300CP4FG.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END A"I-FACHMENT I
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0003_f_pf4pc003_ceq.txt
RECORD I~’PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 3-JAN-2003 16:32:21.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full Senate Commerce Committee hearing

TO:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Do you have a draft of his testimony yet? I will be in this weekend. See
you MOnday, Phil

stephanie Harrington <Stephanie. Harrington@noaa.gov>
01/03/2003 03:30:35 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message .
subject: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full Senate Commerce Commlttee hearing

FYI - Dr. Mahoney has been invited to testify on wednesday, January 8,
at 2:30 p.m. in the senate Russell Building, Room 253, in front of the
senate Committee on Commerce, science, and Transportation. (See attached
pdf file for letter of invitation.) It will be a Full Committee hearing
on climate change and implementing a program of mandatory reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions and an associated trading system for emission
credits. Testimony will also will be heard on leglslation for such a
trading system expected to be introduced by Senators McCain and
Lieberman in advance of the hearing. Dr. Mahon~y will be the only
Administration witness and will focus his testimony on the recently
released draft strategic plan for federal climate and global change
research and the public workshop on this plan held on December 3 to 5,
2002, in washington, DC.

Interagency and white House review of Dr. Mahoney’s statement will be
conducted on January 6 and 7. Dr. Mahoney has spoken with Committee
staff about the number of agencies involved in this review so they are
expecting it later than usual, but we anticipate providing it to them by
COB January 7.

Please let me know if you have any questions,
stephanie Harrington
U.S. Climate change science Program
202-482-1944 or 202-419-2487

- Heari ng_Invi te. pdf

Message Sent
To:
Whohenst <Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
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0003_f_pf4pc003_ceq.txt
neale <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov>
~asrar <gasrar@hq.nasaogov>
Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov>

mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
~hil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epaogov>

Erin Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Linda. Lawson" <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil>
Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.~ov>
"Simmons Emmy B." <EmSimmons@usa~d.gov>
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP

Message copied
To:
gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov>
tspence <tspence@nsf.gov>
"Robert.Card" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov>
"Jack. Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov>
~barrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov>
hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov>

NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov>
David P° Radzanowski/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Joanne.R.Potter" <Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov>
artusiocf <artusiocf@state°gov>
~fein <jfein@ns~.gov>
,,parker.kathrxn’ <parker.kathryn@epa.gov>
Jerry. Elwood’ <3erry. Elwood@science.doe.gov>

"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov>
"Patel-weynand Toral O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@stateogov>
"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov>
’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>
Anderson Margot <Mar~ot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
Chet Koblinsky <kobl~nsky@gsfc.nasa.gov>
"Margaret.R.Mccalla" <Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov>
Avery Susan <savery@cires.colorado.edu>
Gorsevski Virginia <vGorsevski@usaid.gov>
Robert Marlay <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov>

A1-FACHMENT    1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:.
Unable to convert NSREOP0101:[ATTACH.D71]SREOP01300CP4FP.001 tO ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END ATTACHMENT    i
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0004_f_eu4pc003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 3-3AN-2003 16:39:24.00

SUBJECT:: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full Senate Commerce Committee hearing

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov> ( Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Linda. Lawson" <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "Linda. Lawson"
<Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov> ( "slimak.michael"
<slimak.michael@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov> ( cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> ( mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Simmons Emmy B." <EmSimmons@usaid.gov> ( "Simmons Emmy B," <EmSimmons@usaid.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> ( andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin Wuchte ( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> ( "Ari.Patrinos"
<Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> ( watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale <neale@serc.si.edu> ( neale <neale@serc.si.edu> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Gorsevski virginia <vGorsevski@usaid.gov> ( Gorsevski Virginia
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0004_f_eu4pc003_ceq.txt
<vGorsevski@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Margaret.R.Mccalla" <Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> ( "Margaret.R.Mccalla"
<Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Anderson Margot <Margot,Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( Anderson Margot
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’genene.fisher ’" <geneneofisher@noaa.gov> ("’genene.fisher ’"
<genene.fisher@noaa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ( mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jerry. Elwood" <Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> ( "Jerry.Elwood"
<Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:jfein <jfein@nsf.gov> ( jfein <jfein@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Joanne.R.Potter" <Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov> ( "Joanne.R.Potter"
<Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov> ( NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert Marlay <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> ( Robert Marlay
<Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Avery Susan <savery@cires.colorado.edu> ( Avery Susan <savery@cires.colorado.edu>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:chet Koblinsky <koblinsky@gsfc.nasa.gov> ( chet Koblinsky
<koblinsky@gsfc.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov> ( ’Margarita Gregg ’
<Margarlta.Gregg@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Pat~l-weynand Toral O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> ( "Patel-weynand Toral
O (OES) <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epaogov> ("scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
UNKNOWN ] )
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READ:UNKNOWN
0004_f_eu4pc003_ceq.txt

CC:"parker.kathryn" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov> ( "parker.kathryn"
<parker.kathryn@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> ( artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David P. Radzanowski ( CN=David P. Radzanowski/ou=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> ( "hratch.semerjian"
<hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Robert.card" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( "Robert.Card" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> ( gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
FYI - Dr. Mahoney has been invited to testify on wednesday, January 8,
at 2:30 p.m. in the senate Russell Building, Room 253, in front of the
Senate committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. (See attached
pdf file for letter of invitation.) It will be a Full Committee hearing
on climate change and implementing a program of mandatory reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions and an associated trading system for emission
credits. Testimony will also will be heard on legislation for such a
trading system expected to be introduced by senators McCain and
Lieberman in advance of the hearing. Dr. Mahoney will be the only
Administration witness and will focus his testimony on the recently
released draft strategic plan for federal climate and global change
research and the publlc workshop on this plan held on December 3 to 5,
2002, in washington, DC.

Interagency and white House review of Dr. Mahoney’s statement will be
conducted on January 6 and 7. Dr. Mahoney has spoken with Committee
staff ~bou~ the number of agencies involved in this review so they are
expecting it later than usual, but we anticipate providing it to them by
COB January 7.

Please let me know if you have any questions,
Stephanie Harrington
U.S. climate Change Science Program
202-482-1944 or 202-419-2487
- Hearing_Invite.pdf A1-FACHMENT

A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00
1

TE~F:
Unable to convert NSREOP0101: [AI-FACH.D0] SREOP01300CP4UE. 001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END A1-FACHMENT i
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0006_f_fa5pc003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR : Stephani e Harri ngton <Stephani e. Harri ngton@noaa, gov> ( Stephani e Har ri ngton
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 3-JAN-2003 16:47:22.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full Senate Commerce Committee

TO:Phil Cooney (CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

hearing

TEXT:
we are still working on it. I will let Jim know you will be working this
weekend so
that if he gets to the point where he wants to send it out before Monday
he can
send it to you.
stephanie

Phil_Cooney@ceqoeop.gov wrote:

> Do you have a draft of his testimony yet? I will be in this weekend.
See you
> MOnday, Phil

> (Embedded
> image moved Stephanie Harrington
> to file: <StephanieoHarrington@noaa.gov>
> pic15543.pcx) 01/03/2003 03:30:35 PM

> Record Type: Record
>
> To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
>
> cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
> Subject: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full Senate Commerce Committee
hearing
>
> FYI - Or. Mahoney has been invited to testify on wednesday, January 8,
> at 2:30 p.m. in the senate Russell Building, Room 253, in front of the
> Senate Committee on Commerce, science, and Transportation. (See attached
> pdf file for letter of invitation.) It will be a Full Committee hearing
> on climate change and implementing a program of mandatory reductions in
> greenhouse gas emissions and an associated trading system for emission
> credits. Testimony will also will be heard on leglslation for such a
> trading system expected to be introduced by senators McCain and
> Lieberman in advance of the hearing. Dr. Mahoney will be the only
> Administration witness and will focus his testimony on the recently
> released draft strategic plan for federal climate and global change
> research and the public workshop on this plan held on December 3 to 5,
> 2002, in washington, DCo

> Interagency and White House review of Dr. Mahoney’s statement will be
> conducted on January 6 and 7. Dr. Mahoney has spoken with Committee
> staff aboJt the number of agencies involved in this review so they are
> expecting it later than usual, but we anticipate providing it to them by
> COB January 7.

> Please let me know if you have any questions,
> Stephanie Harrington
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0006_f_fa5pc003_ceq.txt
U.S, Climate Change science Program
202-482-1944 or 202-419-2487

Name:
Type:

Hearing_Invite.pdf Encoding:
Description:

Download Status:

Hearing_Invite.pdf
Acrobat (application/pdf)
BASE64
Adobe Portable Document
Not downloaded with message

Message Sent

whohenst <Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
nea]e <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov>
~asrar <gasra~@hq.nasa.gov>Ari.Patrinos <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov>
mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov>
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Linda. Lawson" <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mi]>
Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov>
"simmons Emmy B," <EmSimmons@usaid.gov>
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP

Message Copied

gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov>
~spence <tsp~nce@nsf.gov>
’Robert.Card’ <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov>
Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov>
"Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov>
kbarrett <kbarret~@usaid.pov>
"hratch.semerjian <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov>
NelsonDJ2 <Ne]sonDJ2@state.gov>
David P. Radzanowski/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Joanne.R.Potter" <Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov>
artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov>
~fein <jfein@nsf.gov>
parker.kathr~n" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov>

"Jerry. Elwood <Jerry. E]wood@science doe.gov>
"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov>
"Pate]-weynand Toral O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov>
"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov>
’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>
Anderson Margot <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
cl~et Koblinsky <koblinsky@gsfc.nasa.gov>
"Margaret.R.Mccalla" <Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov>
Avery Susan <savery@cires.colorado.edu>
Gorsevski Virginia <vGorsevski@usaid.gov>
Robert Marlay <Robert.Mar]ay@hq.doe.gov>
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0006_f_fa5pc003_ceq.txt

Name: pic15543.pcx
Type: Acroba~ (application/pdf)

pic15543.pcx Encoding: BASE64
Description: Adobe Portable Document

Download Status: Not downloaded with message
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0007_f_hxSpc003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 3-3AN-2003 16:58:07.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full Senate Commerce Committee hearing

TO:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
thank you, Phil

stephanie Harrington <Stephanie. Harrington@noaa.gov>
01/03/2003 04:32:06 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: Re: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full Senate Commerce committee
hearing

we are still working on it. I will let Jim know you will be working this
weekend so
that if he gets to the point where he wants to send it out before Monday
he can
send it to you.
stephanie

Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:

> Do you have a draft of his testimony yet?
See you
> MOnday, Phil
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I will be in this weekend.

(Embedded
image moved stephanie Harrington
to file: <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
pic15543.pcx) 01/03/2003 03:30:35 PM

> Record Type: Record

> To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
>
> cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
> subject: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full Senate commerce Committee
hearing

> FYI - Dr. Mahoney has been invited to testify on wednesday, January 8,
> at 2:30 p.m. in the Senate Russell Building, Room 253, in front of the
> senate Committee on commerce, Science, and Transportation. (See attached
> pdf file for letter of invitation.) It will be a Full Committee hearing
> on climate change and implementing a program of mandatory reductions in
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0007_f_hx5pc003_ceq.txt
greenhouse gas emissions and an associated trading system for emission
credits. Testimony will also will be heard on leglslation for such a
trading system expected to be introduced by senators McCain and
Lieberman in advance of the hearing. Dr. Mahoney will be the only
Administration witness and will focus his testimony on the recently
released draft strategic plan for federal climate and global change
research and the publlc workshop on this plan held on December 3 to 5,
2002, in washington, DC.

Interagency and white House review of Dr. Mahoney’s statement will be
conducted on January 6 and 7. Dr. Mahoney has spoken with Committee
staff about the number of agencies involved in this review so they are
expecting it later than usual, but we anticipate providing it to them by
COB January 7.

Please let me know if you have any questions,
stephanie Harrington
u.s. climate change science Program
202-482-1944 or 202-419-2487

Name: Hearing_Invite.pdf
Type: Acrobat (application/pdf)

Hearing_Invite.pdf Encoding: BASE64
Description: Adobe Portable Document

Download Status: Not downloaded with message

Message Sent

whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov>
~asrar <gasra~@hq.nasa.gov>
Ari.Patrinos <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov>

mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov>
Erin Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Linda. Lawson" <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil>
Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov>
"Simmons Emmy B." <EmSimmons@usald.gov>
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP

Message copied

gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov>
tspence <tspence@nsf.gov>
"Robert.card" <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
~cleave <M~leave@hq.nasa.gov>
Jack.Kaye <JackoKaye@hq.nasa.gov>

~barrett <kbarret~@usaid.gov>
’hratch.semerjian’ <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov>
NelsonDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov>
David P. Radzanowski/OMB/EOP@EOP
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"Joanne.R.Potter" <Joanne,R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov>
artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov>
rein <jfein@nsf.gov>
parker.kathr~n" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov>
Jerry. Elwood <Jerry.Elwood@science.doe.gov>

"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov>
"Patel-weynand Toral O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov>
"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov>
’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>
Anderson Margot <Mar~ot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
chet Koblinsky <kobllnsky@gsfc.nasa.gov>
"Margaret.R.Mccalla" <Margaret,R.Mccalla@noaa,gov>
Avery Susan <savery@cires.colorado.edu>
Gorsevski virginia <vGorsevski@usaid.gov>
Robert Marlay <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov>

Name:
Type:

pic25543.pcx Encoding:
Description:

Download Status:

pic15543.pcx
Acrobat (application/pdf)
BASE64
Adobe Portable Document
Not downloaded with message
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 3-JAN-2003 17:04:43.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full senate Commerce committee hearing

TO:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie. Harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
stephanie, do you know what 2004 budget will be for CCRI -- overall
climate science? should that be part of testimony? Phil

stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
01/03/2003 04:32:06 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: Re: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full Senate Commerce committee
hearing

we are still working on it. I will let Jim know you will be working this
weekend so
that if he gets to the point where he wants to send it out before Monday
he can
send it to you.
stephanie

Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:

> Do you have a draft of his testimony yet? I will be in this weekend.
see you
> Monday, Phil

> (Embedded
> image moved Stephanie Harrington
> to file: <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
> pic15543.pcx) 01/03/2003 03:30:35 PM

> Record Type: Record
>
> To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

> co: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
> Subject: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full senate Commerce committee
hearing

> FYI - Dr. Mahoney has been invited to testify on wednesday, January’8,
Page 1
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> at 2:30 p.m. in the senate Russell Building, Room 253, in front of the
> senate Committee on commerce, Science, and Transportation. (See attached
> pdf file for letter of invitation.) It will be a Full Committee hearing
> on climate change and implementing a program of mandatory reductions in
> greenhouse gas emissions and an associated trading system for emission
> credits. Testimony will also will be heard on legislation for such a
> trading system expected to be introduced by senators M¢Cain and
> Lieberman in advance of the hearing. Dr. Mahoney will be the only
> Administration witness and will focus his testimony on the recently
> released draft strategic plan for federal climate and global change
> research and the publlc workshop on this plan held on December 3 to 5,
> 2002, in washington, DC.
>
> Interagency and white House review of Dr. Mahoney’s statement will be
> conducted on January 6 and 7. Dr. Mahoney has spoken with Committee
> staff about the number of agencies involved in this review so they are
> expecting it later than usual, but we anticipate providing it to them by
> COB January 7.

> Please let me know if.you have any questions,
> stephanie Harrington
> U.So climate, change science Program
> 202-482-1944 or 202-419-2487

Name: Hearing_Invite.pdf
Type: Acrobat (application/pdf)

Hearing_Invite.pdf Encoding: BASE64
Descrlpt~on: Adobe Portable Document

Download Status: Not downloaded with message

Message Sent
To :

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>

>

>
>
>
>

whohenst <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@sercosi.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov>
~asrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov>

mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov>
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Linda.Lawson°’ <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil>
Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov>
"Simmons Emmy B." <EmSimmons@usa~d.gov>
David Halpern/oSTp/EOP@EOP

> Message copied
To :
>

>
>
>

gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov>
tspence <tspence@nsf.gov>
"Robert.card" <Robert.Card@hq.doeogov>
Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov>
"Jack. Kaye" <Jack. Kaye@hqonasa.gov>
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kbarrett <kbarret~@usa~d.gov>
"hratch.semerj~an’ <hratc~.semerj~an@n~st.gov>
NelsonD32 <Ne~sonD32@state.gov>
Dav~d P. Radzanowsk~/OMB/EOp@EOP
"3oanne,R,Potter" <3oanne,R,Potter@fhwa,dot,gov>
artus~ocf <artus~ocf@state,gov>
~fein <jfein@nsf.gov>
parker.kathryn" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov>

"Jerry.Elwood" <Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov>
"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joe]@epa.gov>
~garcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ,
Patel-weynand To~al O (OES) <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov>

"’genene.fisher ’’ <genene.fisher@noaa.gov>
’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>
Anderson Margot <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
chet Koblinsky <koblinsky@gsfc.nasa.gov>
"Margaret. R.Mccalla" <Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov>
Avery Susan <savery@cires.colorado.edu>
Gorsevski Virginia <vGorsevski@usaid.gov>
Robert Marlay <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov>

Name: pic15543.pcx
Type: Acrobat (application/pdf)

pic15543.pcx Encoding: BASE64
Description: Adobe Portab]e Document

Download Status: Not downloaded with message
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RECORD I~PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 3-JAN-2003 17:39:50.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Dr, Mahoney to testify at full Senate Commerce Committee hearing

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
We are currently working with OMB to finalize the numbers, but they are
still embargoed, so we cannot
use them in the testimony.

Stephanie

phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:

> stephanie, do you know what 2004 budget will be for CCRI -- overall
climate
> science? should that be part of testimony? Phil

(Embedded
image moved stephanie Harrington
to file: <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
pic18993.pcx) 01/03/2003 04:32:06 PM

> Record Type: Record

> TO: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

> CC:
> Subject: Re: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full senate Commerce Committee
>       hearing

> We are still working on it. I will let Jim know you will be working this
weekend
> so
> that if he gets to the point where he wants to send it out before Monday
he can
> send it to you.
> stephanie

> Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:
>
> > Do you have a draft of his testimony yet? I will be in this weekend.
see you
> > MOnday, Phil

> > Record Type:

(Embedded
image moved stephanie Harrington
to fi~e: <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
pic15543.pcx) 01/03/2003 03:30:35 PM

Record

Page 1
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> > To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
>>
> > co: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
> > subject: Dr. Mahoney to testify at full Senate commerce Committee
hearing
>>
> > FYI - Dr. Mahoney has been invited to testify on wednesday, January 8,
> > at 2:30 p.m. in the senate Russell Building, Room 253, in front of the
> > Senate committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. (See
attached
> > pdf file for letter of invitation.) It will be a Full Committee hearing
> > on climate change and implementing a program of mandatory reductions in
> > greenhouse gas emissions and an associated trading system for emission
> > credits. Testimony will also will be heard on leglslation for such a
> > trading system expected to be introduced by Senators McCain and
> > Lieberman in advance of the hearing. Dr. Mahoney will be the only
> > Administration witness and will focus his testimony on the recently
> > released draft strategic plan for federal climate and global change
> > research and the public workshop on this plan held on December 3 to 5,
> > 2002, in washington, DC.
>>
> > Interagency and white House review of Dr. Mahoney’s statement will be
> > conducted on January 6 and 7. Dr. Mahoney has spoken with committee
> > staff about the number of agencies involved in this review so they are
> > expecting it later than usual, but we anticipate providing it to them
by
> > COB January 7.
>>
> > Please let me know if you have any questions,
> > stephanie Harrington
> > U.S. Climate Change science Program
> > 202-482-1944 or 202-419-2487

Name: Hearing_Invite.pdf "
Type: Acrobat (application/pdf)

Hearing_Invite.pdf Encoding: BASE64
Descrlption: Adobe Portable Document

Download Status: Not downloaded with message

Message Sent
To :
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >

> >

whohenst <Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
watsonhl <watsonhl@state.gov>
~asrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
Ari.Patrinos" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov>

mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov>
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Linda. Lawson" <Linda. Lawson@ost.dot.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil>
Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov>
"Simmons Emmy B." <EmSimmons@usald.gov>
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
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gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> "
~spence <tsp~nce@nsf.gov>
’Robert.card <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov>

Mcleave <Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov>
"Jack.Kaye" <Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov>
kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov>
"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov>
NelSOnDJ2 <NelsonDJ2@state.gov>
David Po Radzanowski/OMB/EOP@EOP
"Joanne,R.Potter" <Joanne.R.Potter@fhwa.dot.gov>
artusiocf <artusiocf@state.gov>
fein <jfein@nsf.gov>
parker.kathr~n" <parker.kathryn@epa.gov>

’Jerry. Elwood <Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov>
"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov>
"Patel-weynand Tora] O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov>
"’genene.fisher ’" <genene.fisher@noaa.gov>
’Margarita Gregg ’ <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>
Anderson Margot <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
Chet Kob]insky <koblinsky@gsfc.nasa°gov>
"Marqaret.R.Mccalla" <Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov>
Aver~ Susan <savery@cires.colorado.edu>
Gorsevski virginia <vGorsevski@usaid.gov>
Robert Marlay <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov>

> >
> >

> >
>
>

Name: pic15543.pcx
Type: Acrobat (app]ication/pdf)

pic15543.pcx Encoding: BASE64
Description: Adobe Portable Document

Download Status: Not downloaded with message

>                     Name: pic18993opcx
>    pic18993opCX    Type: PCX Image Document
(application/x-unknown-content-type-PCXImage.Document)
>                 Encoding: BASE64
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 6-JAN-2003 13:48:25. 00

SUBJECT:: hold close: Dr. Mahoney’s draft Jan. 8 Senate testimony

TO:Samuel A. Thernstrom ( CN=Samuel A. Thernstrom/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kameran L. onley ( CN=Kameran L. Onley/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
...................... Forwarded by Phil cooney/CEQ/EOP on 01/06/2003
01:44 PM ---

stephani e Harrington <St ephanie.Harringt on@noaa.gov>
01/06/2003 01:41:26 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
subject: Dr. Mahoney’s draft Jan. 8 senate testimony

I have attached a copy o f Dr Mahoney’s draft testimony for wednesday,
January 8, in front of the s~nate commit tee on commerce, science, and
Transportation. The attachments to the testimony are al so included.
Please note, however, that we are still working on getting a better
electronic version of the letter to the President, so while it is a true
text copy of what was sent, it is not on the letterhead.

I will be sending this out shortly to the ccsP agency reps as well.

Please let me know if you have any questions,
stephanie Harrington
U.S. climate change science Program
202-482-1944 or 202-419-2487

- Mahoney Senate commerce Committee Testimony DRAFT OF 1-6-03odoc
Evans-Abraham to President Letter 9-10-02.doc

- climate workshop Announcementodoc
- CCCSTI-Org-chart. ppt

A1-FACHMENT 1
Al-~ CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP 0103:[AI-~ACH.D63]SREOP01300CQDD P.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP’- END ATTACHMENT 4
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MEMORANDUM

Attached are po~t-hearlng questlon~ pertain~g to the above-mentioned
hearing. A~ a c, ourt~y, please submit ¯ single docum~t ~J~solidating the

not rec, eivc your re~x~e within Ibis ~ne frame or if the Committee mffe~

right to print tl~.l)o~od qu(~tio~ in I~ formal herring recont noti~ ~
re.once w~ not re~etve~
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18:53 OSTP SCIENCE DI~ ÷ 912~24562718

OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY
Executive Office of the President"

Eisenhower Executive Office Building
Washington, DC 20502

Fax: (202) 456-6027
www,ostp.gov

FAX TRANSMITTAL SHEET

Date: ~ ,._~’0,~ ~(~03

Phone Number:

Phone Number:. ,2 O,,.~ ~~’    ~03~°

NUMBER OF PAGES (INCLUDING COVER SHEET):
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THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
Advisers to #~e H~ion on ~en~e, Englneeflng, ond I~edidne

COMMITTEE TO REVIEW THE U.S. CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE PROGRAM
STRATEGIC PLAI~

Dr. Thomas E. Graedel (Chair)
Yale University
New Haven, CT

Dr. Linda A. Capuano
Honeywell ~c.
San Jose, CA

Dr. Elizabeth Chornesk’y
Urhversity of CaLifornia, Santa Cruz

Dr. David Skole
Michigan Stale University

Dr. Andrew Solow
Woods Hole Oceanographic institution
Woods Hole, MA

Dr. Robert A. Weller
Woods Hole Oceanograpkk: Institution
Woods Hole, MA

Ms. Mary Gade
Sonnenschein, Nath, and Rosenthal
Chicago, IL

Ms. Katharine L. Jacobs
Ar~ona State Department of Water Resources

Dr. Anthony C. Janems
H. John HrLrg, III Center for Scirnoe,
Economics, and the Environment
Washington, DC

Dr. Charles K01stad
Universil7 of California, Santa Barbara

Dr. Steve Wittrig
BP Amoco Chemicals Company
Naperville, EL

Dr. Gregory Symmes
Associate Executive Director
Division on Earth and Life Studies

Ms. Kristen Krapf
Sm.ff Officer
Board on Earth Sciences and Resources

Dr. Diana M, Livermau
University of Arizona

Dr. Jerry D. Mahlman
National Center for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, CO

Dr. Diane McKnight
University of Colo~ado

Dr. Michael J, Prather
University of California, Irvine

Dr. Eugene Rosa
Washington State University

Dr. Amanda Staudt
Staff Officer
Board on Atmospheric Sciences and Climate

Ms. Ann Carlisle
Administrative A~sociate
Polar g~search Board

Ms. Elizabeth Gattnis
Project Assistant
Bom-d on Atmospheric Sciences and Climate

Mr. Byron Mason
Project Assistant
Ocean Studies Board

Dr. William H. Schlesinger
Duke URivvrsity
Durham,
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Phasell

In the second phase, the commlttee will provide an overall assessment of the revised
(final) plan, with an emphasls on how the plan has evolved in response to NRC and
other community input, The committee also will address the following questJons related
to the processes used to solicit and consider Input from the scientific and stakeholder
communities throughout the strategic planning process:

¯ Were the mechanisms for Input from the scientific arid stakeholde|" communities
throughout the program’s strategic planning process adequate?

¯ Did the format of the workshop promote the open exchange of Ideas and
suggestions for improvement?
Was the process used to make decisions on potential changes to the draR plan
cleady communicated to workshop participants and others who submitted
comments during the public comment pedod?
Was this process consistent with generally accepted practices for considering
community Input dudng public comment periods?
What specific Improvements should be reflected In future planning efforts for the
program?

The results of phase II will be provided in a report to be delivered to the program within 6
months after the revised (final) plan is published,

CEQ 003896
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Draft Tlmeline for Str~eglc Plan Review

{~004

October-November 2002:

September 26, 2002:

October 3.2002:

October 7, 2002:

October 9, 2002:
October-November 2002:

Study planning, committee nominations, and selection
process
Planning meeting with Jim Mahoney, Richard Moss, Tom
Spence
Comments from agencies on proposed statement of task
and study Umeline delivered to NRC
Agreement between NRC and program on statement of
task and study timeline
GBEC approval of statement of task, prospectus
Committee appointed (12-15 members)

Phase !

November 11, 2002: Discussion draft of strategic plain avail~ble on the wqb

November 22:

December 3-5, 2002:

December 6, 2002:

January 13, 2003:

January 6-17, 2003;

February 1, 2003;

February 28, 2003:

Target date for first committee meeting (1-day meeting in
DC to meet wlth agencies/program staff and plan study)
Open workshop held In Washington, DC (some members
will attend)
Second committee meeting in DC (committee Will meet on
the 6m to discuss workshop and plan for report wdting)
End of post-workshop public comment pedod (for written
comments)
Target dates for third committee meeting (2-day wdting
meeting some time this week)
Draft of first NRC report ready for external review

First NR(~ report on d~aft s~;rateqic pla.n delivered

Phase II

Apdl 1, 2003:
Apdl 28-May 2, 2003;

June 16-20, 2003

August 2003
September, 2003

Publication of revised (final) plan (approximate date)
Target dates for fourth committee meeting (2-day meeting
in DC some time this week to meet with Program staff, and
begin work on second report)
Target dates for fifth committee meeting (2-day writing
meeting some time during this week)
Final NRC report enters review.
R6sponse to review, approval, release of final NRC report
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COMPANY:

FAX #:

FROM:

DATE:

COMMENTS:

No. of Pages (Incl. Cover Page)

ll]O COIlllt]i;~;il;ut Avenue, NW
Suite lzSo
Washington, 0C 20036-3925
ZOZ.408.g494 Fax 202.408.0877
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Portland Cement Association

I~irJard r.. ~g~
President, Gov~’m~e~ Affairs

January 7, 2003

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

The Honorable Christine Todd Whitman
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20460

The Honorable James L. Connaughton
Chairman
Council on Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, N,W.
Washington, DC 20503

Re: U.S. Cement Industry’s Voluntary CO= Goal and Associated Climate Program

Dear Sirs and Madam:.

On behalf of the Portland Cement Association (PCA) I am pleased to share with you
the U.S. cement industry’s voluntary goal to reduce GO2 emissions and the program the
industry has devised to implement it, PCA strongly believes that sector-specifi¢ voluntary
efforts are the most effective means of achieving the objed~ve set by the President’s
climate change proposal. PCA, like the President, agrees that these approaches are far
preferable to the economically pun’dive measures that would have resulted from adoption
of the Kyoto Pretocol.

PCA is a trade association representing c~ment companies in the United ~States.
PCA’s membership consists of 45 companies operating 101 plants in 35 states, accounting
for more than 95 percent of U.S. cement production. Portland cement is the key ingredient
in concrete, a building m~ial essential to our nation’s infrastructure.

¯ PCA member companies adopted the voluntary goal in July 2001, as part of the
association’s continuous environmental improvement program. It is a unit-based goal that,
like the President’s, allows the industry to simultaneously grow and reduce CO.z emissions
as a function of production.
1130 ConnectiCut Avenue, HW, 5ulte IZSo
Washington, OC 20035-392.~
202.408.9494 Fax 202.408.0877
rrreight0n@cement.org

uzru~, cenlel~toOrg
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Page 2

To achieve the goal, the industry has developed a throe part program that focuses
on the production process, the product oement manufacturers produce, and on how the
product is applied. While only efforts undertaken under the first two elements of the
program will be used to quantify progress towards achieving the industry goal, the third
part of the program has the greatest potential for mitigating climate change. PCA has
worked closely with various federal agencies to maximize its potential and plans to
continue to do so in the future.

Attached please find a document that bdefly summarizes the industry’s program.
Andy O’Hare or I would be delighted to respond to any questions you may have
concerning the industry’s program or to provide you with additional information. We both
may be reached at (202) 408-9494. PCA looks forward to working with you on this
program in the future.

CEQ 003901
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U.So CEMENT INDUSTRY CLIMATE CHANGE PROGRAM
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

The U.S. cement Industry began seriously studying the issue of climate change in
the mid-90s and worked with EPA through the Climate Wise Program to develop.a CO2
emissions protocol and a means by which to record emissions reductions through the DOE
1605 (b) program, The U,S. industry was then able to accurately quantify cement industry
COz emissions and to begin a process of examining ways to address them. The product
of this assessment culminated in the adoptionof a voluntary CO2 emission reduction goal
in July 2001. Similar efforts have since been initiated around the wodd, resulting in the
development of a global cement industry greenhouse gas emissions protocol, prepared
under the auspices of the Wodd Business Council on Sustainable Development.

Cement Industry Voluntary Goal: A 10% reduction in’COz emissions per ton of
cementitious product produced or sold from a 1990 baseline by 2020.

The industry is now implementing a three part program to achieve the goal, as described
below.

use.
Process: reduce emissions through increased efficiency and decreased fuel

Kiln types: continue conversion from less efficient wet kilns to preheatedpracalciner
kilns.
Demand-side energy management: reduction of electricity and fuel use through the
application of more efficient fans, motors, and other items utilized in making cement.
Use of alternative fuels and raw materials: use altematives to conventional fuels
and raw materials to reduce greenhouse gas and other pollutant emissions.

2, Product Formulation: produce cement using a lower proportion of calcined m~jtedals,
thereby reducing C02 emissions per unit of product

p..rpduct Application: promote the use of concrete as a climate change solution.
° Energy-efficient structures: commercial and residential structures built with concrete

extedor walls to enhance their energy efficiency,
° Urban heat island mitigation: light-colored concrete absorbs less and radiates more

heat than d~rk materials, whether on pavement, roofs, or other surfaces, thereby
reducing ambient temperatures.
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Vehicle fuel efficiency: because of its rigidity, concrete pavement enhances fuel
efficiency of vehicles when compared to flexible pavements.1

Lifecycle analysis: because of the three applications above, and other benet’ds,
cement-based concrete compares favorably to competing products; these results
should be taken into account in product-selection guidance.

PCA and/or its member ~ompanies have been and continue to be active in
international and domestic efforts to measure and reduce greenhouse gases, such as the
following efforts:

The EPA Climate Wise program (now the Energy Star Program)
The EPA Climate Leaders program
The EPA Energy Star program
The Department of Energy 1605(b) Greenhouse Gas Reporting program
The World Resources Institute/WBCSD GHG Protocol
The Pew Center on Global Climate Change
The WWF Climate Savers program
The Wodd Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) report on a
sustainable cement industry.

’ A Canadian study showed that trucks driven on concrete achieved rotlghly 10% more MPG than those
driven on asphalL The greatest improvements were obsen~ad In the summer, indicating that the comparative
efficiency of driving on concrete roads would be even greater in the United Stat~s and other ~ountries that
are warmer than Canada.

TOTAL PAGE.005 *~
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Stephz=nie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
01108!2003 06:25:35 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: January 13 CCSP/SGCR meeting information

I have attached an agenda for the January 13 CCSP key agency
representatives meeting from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. Please note that the
meeting location has changed to the CCSP office at 1717 Pennsylvania
Ave., Suite 250.

In addition, I have attached a memorandum for discussion regarding the
next steps in the preparation of the CCSP strategic plan. Please be
prepared to discuss this information on Monday. ~X/’"~ "~

As always, please let me know if you have any questions,
Stephanie Harrington

~U.S. Climate Change Science Program
202.482-1944 or 202.419-3487

I D - attl.htm

I[~ - Strategic plan revision 13Jan03.doc

I[~-COSP SGOR DRAFT AGENDA.doc

~nt To:
Whohenst <Whohenst@ocE.usDA.gov>
mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov>
neale <neale@serc.si.edu>
cgroat <cgroat@usgs.gov>
Watsonhl <Watsonhl@state.gov>
gasrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
"Ad.Patrinos" <Ad.Patrinos@science.doe.gov>
mmoore <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"slimak.michael" <slimak.michael@epa.gov>
Edn Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
"James.R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"Linda.Lawson" <Unda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov>
andrewj <andrewj@onr.navy.mil>
MaN Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov>
"Simmons Emmy B." <EmSimmons@usaid.gov>
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
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MessaQe Copied To:

gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov>
"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov>
tspence <tspence@nsf.gov>
"Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov>
kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov>
"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov>
"Jerry.Elwood" <Jerry.Elwood@science.doe.gov>
"scheraga.joel" <scherag a.joel@epa.gov>
mgarcia <mgarcia@uscjs.gov>
Anderson Margot <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
"MargareLR.Mccalla" <Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov>
Gorsevski Virginia <VGorsevski@usaid.gov>
Robert Maday <Robert.Maday@hq.doe.gov>
ipo@usgcrp,gov
Debbie Payne <Debbie.Payne@noaa.gov>
Holmes Kathy <Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov>
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1:00

1:30

1:50

~ZLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE PROGRAM and
~ SUBCOMMITTEE ON GLOBAL,C, IIANGE RESEARCH
t /_~\_.~ J am~ R. M ahone~,Chair

----~ Monday ]a~u~y~ 13, 2003~ 1:00 p.m, -3,00 p.m,
,~ ~717 Pennsylvania Ave, N,V ~

Update on FY 04 budget process (CCRI), prelimin~y discussion of proposed coordination
activities for FY05 budget initiatives (CCRI), ~d plans for FY04 budget rollout (Amthor,
Wuchte (tentative))

Process for preparing Our Changing Planet FY04 [Docu~pentation: draft production
sch~ule and responsibilities] (Piltz, Dokken) .,

Reflections on CCSP workshop and future program challenges (Mahoney)

2:10 Process for revision of strategic plan (Moss)

2:50      Other business                                      .._......---
¯ Time and date for nextn~

3:00 Adjourn ~ ,~e~ & " ..,’~ - "

DRAFT DATE: 3 January 2003 CEQ 003909
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National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association

A Touch.~onc 1~ner~~ Pan~er ~

lanuary 10, 2003

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Iudrpcnd~nce Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary Abraham:

Last year President Bush announced a new approach to the challenge of climate
changv~an approach that is long-term, emphasizes economic growth, and tak~
advantage of American techuology, innovation, and efficiency. The President set an
environmental goal for economic growth, to reduce the ratio ofU.S, grce, nhouse gas
emissions to economic output by 18 percent over the next 10 years. As part of his plan for
mwfing that goal, the President challenged American businesses to r~luce the
greenhouse gas intensity of their op~ations and emissions.

The National RRral Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA), representing more than
900 vlwtrio cooparatives sowing 36 million people in 47 states, supports the President’s
climate polivies and the call for voluntary notions to slow the growth of greeahouse gas
emissions. As a vital part of the elecuicity sector, coope~-atives deliver 9 percent of the
total kilowatt-hours sold in the U.S. and generate 5 pvvc,~nt ofthe electricity prodtmed
each yem:. Cooperatives, as part of the electricity sector, can ~ontribute to the Presidefit’s
goal by into’casing the greenhouse gas efficiency of their operations,

First, in ordcr to formulate a se~tor-wide approach to President Bush’s Global Climate
Change Initiative, NRBCA participates in the Elvctrio Power Industry Climate Initiative
(EPICI), a coalition of seven electric power groups. EPICI has dweloped a voluntary
climate ~artnership with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) called Power Partners.
Power_Partners includes a range of actions for the short, medium and long terms
including a Power ~_.:mers Resource Guide to enhance the eff-.-;.’:.:icy and reduce
emissions of elvctricity gvncrafion, transmission and distn’outlon, several carbon
sequestration initiatives and long-term resvarch and development. All gene~’ation and
transmission cooperatives participate in Power Partners.

Looking toward the future, electric cooperatives are also investing in the dvvelopment of
clean coal technologies. While half of the nation’s overall electric generation is coal-
based, more than two-thirds of the electric cooperatives" generation is from coal. Since
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fossil fuels will remain essential to electricity generation for the foreseeable future, new
"near-zero ~ission" tec~ologies are needed. Electric cooperatives r~cognize the
impor~cc of accelerating the development of affordable technologies and ar~ working
with Power Partn~r~ and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to evaluate cox~on
capture and sequestration.

Power_Partners will help to focus the electric sector’s efforts to increase emissions
eCfioienoy as its contribution to the President’s goal..As part ofEPICI, N’RECA will
pursue a Memorandum of Understanding with DOE for Power Partners over the next
several month~ to formalize this public,-private partnership.

Second, in addition to .Pow~ jPartners, NRECA is developing a Memorandum of
Understanding with the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) during 2003 to identify
opportunities to redue~ greenhouse gas emissions. Potential areas for cooperation include
the development of renewable electricity, e.g., wind, solar, biomass (cofiring with coal
and waste-to-energy including landfill methane, use of methane digesters for manure,
etc.), continued development and testing of new tectmologies such as fuel cells and
mieroturbines, and the use ofbiofuels 00ioethanol and biodiesel) and other bioproduets.
NRECA and USDA will look for ways to remove technical and market barriers to the use
of renewables for electricity generation in rural areas and commercialize other emission-
efficient technologies.

Third, electric cooperatives are also committed to’expanding thcir research and
devdopment of new electric teclmologies. They have recently produced Electric
T~hnolog), Coope.ratiw Solutions, a strategic vision and roadmap for cooperatives and
consumer-members. Electric cooperatives spend more than $15 milliota annually on the
research and development of new technologies that produce, deliver, or more efficiently
use energy at rural electric consumers" homes and businesses. For example., through the
work of the Coop=-ative Research Network, a consortium of electric cooperatives
dedicated to research, and the commitment~ by cooperatives to EPRI, cooperatives have
been successful in developixag tools and technologies that have resulted in the following

Distribution System Line Losses, Resistance to the flow of electrical current in
the distribution and transmission system causes a portion of energy, typically 7
percent, to be lost in the form of heat, resulting in higher emis~ons for the same
amount of delivered electricity. Data.from the USDA’s Rural Utilities Sarvice.
(’RUS), show that cooperative distribution system line losses were consistently
around 6% from I994 to 2000, well below the industry norm. In fact, RUS
reported cooperative llne losses at 4.96% during 2001. While electric
cooperatives serve I2% of all electric consumers, they maintain nearly half(2.3
million miles) of the nation’s distribution miles ofllne. With their consumers
widely dispersed (6.6 consumers per mile compared to 34 for investor-owned
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utilities and 44 for municipals), cooporatives have maintained a high degree of
distribution efHcieney under very challeaging conditions.

Load Management. Load management technologies allow generation
companies to better manage the timing of their customers’ energy use, and thus
help r~luce the large discrepancy between peak and off-tmak demand. Although
this approach does not reduce the overall consumption of elcotricity, it can rcdhc¢
the need to build new power plants simply to serve customers during periods of
peak dcinaud and reduces em~s~ons associated with using fossil fuels to meet
those l~ak electrical d~aands. The nation’s electric cooperatives have a strong
commitment to load management devioes and centre1 infrastructure. Energy
Information Administrafio~ (EIA) data for 2000 show that cooperatives have
more than 2,500 MW under control That represents more than 25% of all actual
peak reduction MW for the U.S. Because 60% of cooperative sales are to
residential consumm’s, much of their load management aotivity has been targctext
to residential load rexiuotiom There the cooperative contribution has been even
more dramatic, with more than 1,500 megawatts under control, more than 40% of
all residential actual peak reduction MW for the nation.

Renewable Energy. Nearly a quart~ of all distribution cooperatives currently
offer Cn’e~n Power from wind and biomass to their consumer-members. This
number has grown dramatically duo to consumer demand. Because cooperatives
are owned by the consumers they serve and axe part of their looal communities,
t~vy will continue to respond promptly to consumer demands for r~newable

Lastly, in addition to the commitments with DOE through Power Partn~r~, the
Memorandum of Understanding with USDA and the continued ¢xpvndi~ ofresearoh
aud development dollars for clvctfidty vffidcncy tcchnologies~ electric cooperatives are
uniquely positioned to pair U.S. elvotric cooperatives with cooperatives around the world
to increase energy efficiency. NRECA Intvrnational--a non-profit international p~gram
that provides technical assistance to developing countries for c~can, efficient
electri.fication--is investigating ways to rcduc~ greenhouse gas emissions overseas.
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NRECA believes that crech’ble, voluntmy actions can increase the economic efficiency of
business operations, strengthen U.S energy independence, and enhance our environment.
The President’s plan to provide incentive~ for inv~anents in dean technologies,
increased conservation and energy efli~enoy can help ele~iu c~mperative, s maintain
affordable and x~liable electric service for our consumm~s. Policies that provide incentive
for all electricity gengrators to develop dean energy will move America toward cleaner,
more efficient electricity gen6Tatiom

NRECA looks forward to working with you on this important energy and environment
issue.

Sincerely,

Glenn English
Cld~f Ex~utive Offie~

The Honorable Ann Veneman
Secretary, U,S. Dep~tmcnt of Agriculture

The Honorable James Connaughton
Chairman, White House Council on Environmental Quality
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:14-JAN-2003 12:51:40.00

SUBJECT:: Next .steps for strategic plan revisions - meeting date possibilities

TO:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin Wuchte ( cN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:ariopatrinos@science.doe.gov ( ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary,glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:slimak.michael@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hqonasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:turekianvc@state.gov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Holmes Kathy <Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov> ( Holmes Kathy
<Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Page 1
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CC:Robert Marlay <Robert.Marlay@hq,doe.gov> ( Robert Marlay
<Robert.Marlay@hq,doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Margaret.R.Mccalla" <Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> ("Margaret. R.Mccalla"
<Margaret.R.Mccal~a@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ( mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jerry. Elwood" <Jerry.Elwood@scienceodoe.gov> ( "Jerry,Elwood"
<Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> ( gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:rmoss@usgcrp.gov ( rmoss@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:talleyt@state.gov ( talleyt@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Patel-weynandTO@state.gov ( Patel-weynandTO@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie Payne <Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov> ( Debbie Payne <Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Gorsevski Virginia <vGorsevski@usaid.gov> ( Gorsevski virginia
<vGorsevski@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Anderson Margot <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( Anderson Margot
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> ("hratch.semerjian"
<hratch,semerjian@nist.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Jack.Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( "vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"James.R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "James.R.Mahoney"
Page 2
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<James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
The next steps for the revision of the strategic plan will be two
afternoon meetings for the lead agency CCSP representatives to discuss
the revision strategy, we expect to send you the full set of
consolidated comments on the plan by COB January 22 so that you have
time to review them before the first meeting.

Please let me know your availabilities for the following dates ASAP.
We will try to accomodate as many of your schedules as possible.

Friday, January 24, 2-5
Monday, January 27, 2-5
Tuesday, January 28, 2-5
wednesday, January 29, 1-4
Thursday, January 30, 1-4
Friday, January 31, 1-4

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
U.S. Climate Change Science Program
202-482-1944 or 202-419-3487

Page 3
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RECORD TYPE:    FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:16-JAN-2003 13:53:35.00

SUBJECT:: Meeting dates for strategic plan revisions

TO:mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> ( mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Margaret.R.Mcca]la" <Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> ( "Margaret.R.Mcca]la"
<Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gant <gant@niehs,nih,gov> ( gant <gant@niehs.nih,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.navy.mi] [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:nea]e@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:IPO <ipo@usgcrp.gov> ( IPO <ipo@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:rmoss@usgcrp.gov ( rmoss@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Anderson Margot <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( Anderson Margot
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:]inda.]awson@ost.dot.gov ( linda,lawson@ost.dot,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:slimak.michael@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
Page 1
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TO:gasrar@hqonasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa,gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( Whohenst@OCE.USDA,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"white Deborah J." <djwhite@nsf.gov> ( "white Deborah J."’<djwhite@nsf.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:talleyt@state.gov ( talleyt@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Patel-weynandTO@state.gov ( Patel-weynandTO@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie Payne <Debbie,Payne@noaa.gov> ( Debbie Payne <Debbie,Payne@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Gorsevski Virginia <vGorsevski@usaid.gov> ( Gorsevski virginia
<vGorsevski@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist°gov> ("hratch.semerjian"
<hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> [UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jack.Kaye" <Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ("Jack. Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( "vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:david.goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodrich@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:turekianvc@state.gov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T° Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Holmes Kathy <Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov> ( Holmes Kathy
<Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert Marlay <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> ( Robert Marlay
<Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ( mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN
Page 2
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READ:UNKNOWN
0077_f_bk72d003_ceq

CC:"Jerry,Elwood" <Jerry,Elwood@science,doe,gov> ( "Jerry,Elwood"
<Jerry,Elwood@science,doe,gov> [ UNKNOWN.] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett <kbar~ett@usaid.gov> ( kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence <tspence@nsf,gov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"James. R.Mahoney" <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "James.R.Mahoney"
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Based on the availabilities I received, we will hold the next CCSP
discussions on the strategic plan revisions:

Monday, January 27, 1-4:30 pm
wednesday, January 29, 1-4:30 pm

Location to be determined.

stephanie Harrington
U.So climate change science Program
202-482-1944

Page 3
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17 January, 2003

Sandy MacCracken.
United States Climate Science Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006

Docket ID # 030102001-3001-01
FILED ELECTONICALLY

Re: Comments on NOAA/USCCSP’s "Strategic Plan for the Climate Science Program"

I. Background Information

Name(s): Christopher C. Homer
Organization(s): Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI)
Mailing Address(es): 1001 Connecticut Avenue NW Suite 1250 Washington, DC 20036
Phone(s): 202-331-2260
Fax: 202-331-0640
E-mail: CHorner@CEl.orq
Area of Expertise: Federal Data Quality Act (FDQA), agency adherence to scientific norms.

I1. Overview Comments on Chapter 1: Introduction Climate and Global Change:
I.rnproving Connections Between Science and Society

First Overview Comment: CCSP’s document asserts "sound science" principles once
presumed in endeavors such as this, though grossly abused in recent years, most egregiously in
the "National Assessment on Climate Change" (NACC). These "Guidelines" must more strongly
assert adherence to, and the requirement that any product meet the requirements of, the Federal
Data Quality Act (FDQA)(enacted as Section 515(a) of the FY ’01 Treasury and General
Government Appropriations Act (P.L. 106-554; H.R. 5658). They must be stated more firmly,
and provide an internal enforcement mechanism, as well as review and appeal mechanisms
pursuant to the White House Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) "government-wide"
Interim Final Guidelines for agency compliance with FDQA requirements (66 FR 49718),
finalized by OMB’s January 3, 2002 Final Guidance (67 FR 369), providing a strong foundation
for improving the overall quality of information which the federal government disseminates to
the public. Past USGCRP efforts manifested flagrant violation of these basic standards, as
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detailed in this Comment, and which CCSP must avoid including through instituting advance,
FDQA-compliant precautions.

IlL Specific Comments on Chapter 1: Introduction Climate and Global Change~
Improving Connections Between Science and Society

,Guiding Principles for CCSP"

All the following comments relate to Page 1 l, lines 5-24, of document as found at
http://www.climatescience.gov/LibraryIstratplan2OO3/ccspstratplan2003-11 nov2002.pdf

Specific Comment: CCSP’s document asserts "sound science" principles once presumed in
endeavors such as this, though grossly abused in recent years, most egregiously in the "National
Assessment on Climate Change" (NACC). Replication of this is impermissible as CCSP must
comply with FDQA’s requirements as set fort, herein. CCSP’s principles are as follow:

"To fulfill its mission as the publicly sponsored research program addressing climate change 5
issues for the United States, the CCSP must continuously adhere to three guiding principles that
6
underpin the objectivity, integrity, and usefulness of its research and reporting: 7
’ The scientific analyses conducted by the CCSP are policy relevant but 8
not policy driven. CCSP scientific analyses (including measurements, models, 9
projections, and interpretations) are directed toward continually improving our 10
understanding of climate, ecosystems, land use, technological changes, and their 1 1
interactions. In developing projections of possible future conditions, the CCSP 12
addresses questions in the form of"If..., then..." analyses. Policy and resource 13
management decisions are the responsibility of government officials who must integrate 14
many other considerations with available scientific information. 15
¯ CCSP analyses should specifically evaluate and report uncertainty. All 16
of science, and all decisionmaking, involves uncertainty. Uncertainty need not be a 17
basis for inaction; however, scientific uncertainty should be carefully described in CCSP 18
reports as an aid to the public and deeisionmakers. 19
¯ CCSP analyses, measurements, projections and interpretations should 20
meet two goals: scientific credibility and lucid public communication. 21
Scientific communications by the C~2SP must maintain a high standard of methods, 22
reporting, uncertainty analysis, and peer review. CCSP public reports must be carefully 23
developed to provide objective and useful summaries of findings. 24" (emphases supplied)

These "Guidelines" must more strongly assert adherence to, and the requirement that any product
meet the requirements of, the Federal Data Quality Act.

Specifically, consider how past USGCR.P "climate science" has disregarded such basic
guidelines presumed in any credible, apolitical research and analytical product rising to the level
of "science".
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CEI has previously provided USGCRP, and NOAA, a detailed explanation of I) relevant issues
relating to all agencies promulgating Data Quality guidelines, incorporating a selection of how
various proposed agency guidelines address these important topics, including a) an example of a
satisfactory agency proposal on the issue, if any, and the reasoning for that conclusion, & b)
numerous unsatisfactory examples of current agency proposals; and II) a direct example of
information currently disseminated by Commerce/NOAA violating FI}QA, OMB’s
"government-wide" guidelines and any Commerce/NOAA guidelines which could be
acceptable under FDQA.

Regarding the latter, in sum, due to a failure to institute stronger protections than those
provided, e.g., in "IIl. Guiding Principles for CCSP", politics was permitted to infect an
expensive and important scientific undertaking, leading Commerce and NOAA to
disseminate significant data that fails the test set forth by FDQA and OMB’s government-
wide guidelines. Any Commerce/NOAA "guiding principles" that would permit the
continued dissemination of such data, as exemplified by but in no way limited to the
example provided, infra, cannot withstand scrutiny as acceptable under either FDQA’s or
OMB’s requirements.

CEI considers CCSP’s "Guiding Principles" to rise to the level of FDQA-eovered "agency
guidelines" regarding data quality. OMB’s interagency Data Quality guidelines implement
section 3504(d)(1) of the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA). 44 U.S.C. § 3516 note. Section
3504(d)(1) requires that "with respect to information dissemination, the lOMB] dlreetor shall
develop and oversee the implementation of policies, principles, standards, and guidelines to
apply to Federal agency dissemination of public information, regardless of the form or format in
which such information is disseminated...." 44 U.S.C. § 3504(d)(1). All federal agencies subject
to the PRA must comply with OMB’s interagency Data Quality guidelines when they issue their
own Data Quality guidelines. 44 U.S.C. §§ 3504(d)(1); 3506(a)(l)(B); 3516 note. Congress
clearly intended OMB’s Data Quality guidelines to apply to all information agencies subject to
the PRA in fact make public.

Further, the process envisioned by CCSP triggers the FDQA consideration of Third-Party
Submissions of Data to An Agency. Much of the information disseminated by federal agencies
originally developed and submitted by states or private entities. In addition, federal agencies
often disseminate research from outside parties, some of which is funded by the agency.

Congress clearly intended the Data Quality guidelines to apply to all information that agencies in
fact make public. OMB’s guidelines reiterate this (see "Case Study" immediately below).
Consequently, all third-party information that an agency disseminates is subject to the Data
Quality guidelines.

Where an agency does not use, rely on, or endorse third-party information, but instead just makes
it public, the agency might claim it should not have the initial burden of ensuring that the
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information meets the quality, objectivity, utility and integrity standards required by the Data
Quality guidelines. The information remains subject to the Data Quality requirements and
correction process through administrative petitions by third parties.

Yet this claim offers a distinction without a difference because when an agency uses, relies on, or
endorses third-party information, the agency itself must have the burden of ensuring that the
information meets the required quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity standards.

CCSP’s process also envisions use of Third-Party Proprietary Models. Federal agencies often
use various models developed by third parties (often government contractors) to formulate
policies based upon influential scientific information. The third-party models are sometimes
asserted to be confidential and proprietary. Worse, agencies use the involvement of third-party
proprietary information to justify withholding related, non-proprietary data, access to which is
indispensable to assessing the quality of modeled and other data.

This issue does not involve the concerns that arise when regulated entities are required to submit
confidential or proprietary data to an agency pursuant to a regulatory program, Instead, this issue
is limited to situations where any agency and a contractor agree to use a model on a proprietary
basis to develop influential scientific information.

OMB’s interagency Data Quality guidelines require that influential scientific information be
reproducible. This reproducibility standard generally requires that the models used to develop
such information be publicly available. The OMB guidelines further explain that when public
access to models is impossible for "privacy, trade secrets, intellectual property, and other
confidentiality protections,: an agency "shall apply especially rigorous robustness checks to
analytic results and documents what checks were undertaken." 67 F.R. 8452, 8457.

CASE STUDY:
ABUSE OF THIRD PARTY MODEL AND "PROPRIETARY" CLAIM

Environmental Protection Agency

CEI is increasingly concerned about the "third party data (model)" practice that government
agencies knowingly or otherwise employ in frustration of public access to important data. All
agencies now have a duty to ensure this practice ceases. By such practice we refer to an agency,
say EPA, fanning out, e.g., an economic assessment, using a proprietary model then refusing to
provide not the model itself but other related data (e.g., assumptions, often provided in whole or
part by the agency) critical to assessing the value of such an analysis, on the basis that the
information is "proprietary".

This claim is particularly vexing in cases such as EPA’s development of proposals for the
President’s "multi-pollutant" recommendation. In that context the Administration testified to
Congress that legislation must meet its criteria, established by such an analysis. There is no way
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to properly assess whether proposed legislation meets this test, or the validity of that test, when
parties cannot view the assumptions dictating the purported benchmark against which bills will
be measured.

As an example, CEI have already requested, under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), those
assumptions employed by/on behalfof EPA in the product underlying the following statement
excerpted from Assistant EPA Administrator Jeffrey Holmstead’s written testimony before the
Senate Environment and Public Works Committee on November 1, 2001:

"We have not modeled the specific provisions in S. 556, but useful information is
provided by comparing ,the analyses EPA and EIA conducted to respond to a request
from Senators Sm.ith~ Voinovich and Brownbaek with the analyses responding to a
request from Senators Jeffords and Lieberman. In the Smith/Voinovich/Brownback
analysis, when we analyzed SO2 and NOx reduction levels similar to S. 556, mercury
reduction levels more modest than S. 556 and no CO2 reductions, we did not find
significant impacts on coal production or electricity prices."

It is CEI’s understanding that EPA requested its outside contractor, ICF, assume unrealistic
scenarios regarding the cost and supply of natural gas, or at minimum scenarios running strongly
counter to those which ICF itself touts on its own website as likely under any carbon dioxide
suppression scheme. CEI expressed our concerns to Mr. Holmstead, who orally assured us that
his office would gladly provide us such information even without invoking FOIA.
Notwithstanding the seriousness of this proposal and that assurance, it is several months since
this assurance and this very straightforward request for information remains unsatisfied, under
FOIA or otherwise. This leads us to believe that the Administration is using such a tactic, of
farming out studies, to avoid scrutiny of its proposals.

Such withholding is made even more troubling by EPA refusing access to data described and/or
provided by EPA to a contractor; it does not request any such contractor’s "model" or other
property reasonably subject to "proprietary" claims. By such practice an agency a~,oids releasing
purported proprietary information that it is obligated to refrain from withholding. Still, we are
told by certain Administration officers, and it was alluded to by Mr. Holmstead, that the basis for
such refusal is a purported "proprietary" nature of the data.

We believe this practice makes for terrible policy and is unacceptable, even without, but certainly
given, FDQA’s requirements. OMB’s January 3 l~ublication of"Guidelines for Ensuring and
Maximizing the Quality, Objectivity, Utility and Integrity of Information Disseminated by
Federal Agencies" (Federal Register, Vol. 2, No. 67, p. 369)(see http://.f.rwebgate3.aceess.gpo.
go’~/e~i-bin/waisgate.egi?WAISdocID=43070613463+0+ 2+0&WAISaetion=retrieve) assert:

’"’As we state in new paragraph V.3.b.ii.B.II, ’In situations where public access to date
[sic] and methods will not occur due to other compelling interests, agencies shall apply
especially rigorous robustness cheeks to analytic results and document what checks were

5
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undertaken. Agency guidelines shall, however, in all cases1 require a disclosure of the
spe.cific data sources that have been used and the specific quantitative methods a~nd
assumptions that have been emplo},ed.’" (emphasis added)(p. 374).

We read this to mean that the Office of Management and Budget will refuse to consider any
assumptions used in, e.g., the ICF or other model(s) as proprietary. We also read this to
indicate OMB recommends other agencies act similarly in promulgating their own
required guidelines. That is, in the name of transparency and reproducibility Congress and
OMB have preemptively addressed certain materials requiring disclosure, such that denial under
FOIA, privacy agreements, or otherwise is not supportable.

Given that it appears there would not exist any reason, proprietary or otherwise, to refuse the
public access to the requested assumptions, we hope OMB and Commcrce/NOAA enforce this
position at every opportunity, and immediately encourage Commerce/NOAA to make a
prohibition against using such tools as barriers to public access to data in its FDQA guidelines.
Clearly, if it appears even one agency continues to use such a tactic to shield data on a matter of
such major economic significance, Congress surely would intervene and prohibit such outside
contracting, period. That is a result that appears easily avoidable, and indeed proscribed by
FDQA’s requirements.

CCSP must also consider the FDQA requirements of"objective" and "unbiased" information, an
error committed on a gross scale in the first, incomplete attempt at a National Assessment on
Climate Change The Data Quality Act requires agencies to issue guidelines ensuring and
maximizing the "objectivity" of oil information they disseminate. The OMB guidelines
implementing the legislation define "objectivity," and that definition includes a requirement that
information be "unbiased" in presentation and substance. "Objectivity," along with "unbiased,"
is correctly considered to be, under the OMB guidelines, an "overall" standard of quality. 67 Fed.
Reg. 8452, 8458. However, the OMB guidelines do not provide any explanation of how to
eliminate bias from risk assessment.

For many years, risk assessments conducted by EPA and other federal environmental agencies
have been criticized for being biased by the use of"conservative," policy-driven, "default
assumptions", inferences, and "uncertainty factors" in order to general numerical estimates of
risk when the scientific data do not support such quantitation as accurate. When such numerical
assumptions are presented in any agency risk characterization, it is likely that members of the
public who are unfamiliar with how the agency arrived at such numbers believe that the numbers
are based on "sound science." In actuality, the risk numbers are a result of co-mingling science
with policy bias in a manner such that they cannot be disentangled. The question is whether the
proposed agency guidelines have attempted to address this issue and how.

EXAMPLE OF CURRENTLY DISSEMINATED INFORMATION FAILING
ANY REASONABLE INTERPRETATION OF FDQA/OMB REQUIREMENTS
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For the reasons detailed, infra, to the extent that CCSP [Commeree/NOAA] and/or any covered
agency cites, refers or links to, or otherwise disseminates the following product of, inter alia, the
White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, it is in violation of FDQA. Further, to
the extent any Commerce/NOAA guidelines pursuant to OMB’s FDQA guidelines permitting
continued dissemination of this product, the first National Assessment on Climate Change
("National Assessment") (httlg://www.us~__c_rp.gov/usgerp/nacc/default.htm), that guideline is
unacceptable under the Federal Data Quality Act (FDQA).

The above-described and other failings of various draft FDQA guidelines that, facially, would
arguably permit continued dissemination of such inappropriate data therefore must be corrected if
they are to survive challenge as violative of FDQA. These mistakes must be avoided in future
USGCRP/CCSP efforts.

Specifically, and as detailed below, FDQA prohibits - and therefore, Commerce/NOAA’s
FDQA guidelines must prohibit -- dissemination of the first attempted National Assessment
(NACC) - or any successor document or document purporting to "complete" the first NACC" if
produced with the same flaws -- for the failure to satisfy the data quality requirements of
"objectivity" (whether the disseminated information is presented in an accurate, clear, complete
and unbiased manner and is as a matter of substance accurate, reliable and unbiased), and
"utility" (the usefulness of the information to the intended users (,.per the US Global Change Act
of 1990, these are Congress and the Executive Branch). See 67 FR 370. As the statutorily
designated steering document for policymaking, NACC qualifies as "influential scientific or
statistical information", therefore it must meet a "reproducibility" standard, setting forth
transparency regarding data and methods of analysis, "as a quality standard above and beyond
some peer review quality standards."

The reasons, as detailed, infra, include NACC’s inappropriate use of computer models and data.
Further, in developing the published version of NACC, the US Global Change Research Program
(USGCRP) also failed to perform the necessary science underlying regional and sectoral analyses
that, as Congress notified USGCRP at the time, was a condition precedent to the release of any
National Assessment (even a draft). FDQA ratifies those objections, and is violated by continued
dissemination of this product by any federal agency.

Additional rationale necessitating a prohibition on further NACC dissemination is provided by an
extensive record obtained through the Freedom of Information Act 0zOIA), that the purported
internal "peer review" of the draft NACC did not in fact occur (this record also ratifies the
inappropriate use of computer models, as also detailed). As the obtained documents
demonstrate, commenting parties expressly informed USGCRP that they were rushed and as such
were not given adequate time for substantive review or comment. USGCRP published and
continues to disseminate the product nonetheless, as do all agencies such as Commerce/NOAA
which reference, cite, link or otherwise disseminate NACC.

All of these failings ensure that dissemination of NACC violates FDQA’s requirement,
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manifested in OMB’s Guidelines and as necessarily manifested by Commerce/NOAA’s final
guidelines, that data disseminated by Federal Agencies meet standards of quality as measured by
specific tests for objectivity, utility and integrity.

As you are also aware and as reaffirmed by OMB in its FDQA Final Guidance, though
Commerce/NOAA is only now developing agency-specific guidelines and mechanisms, for
complaints invoking OMB’s Guidelines in the interim Commerce/NOAA should already have in
place requisite administrative mechanisms for applying OMB’s standards.

I. FDQA Coverage of the NACC

Be it as "third party" data or otherwise, NACC is inescapably covered by FDQA when
disseminated by any other Federal Agency. First, it is notweworthy that, whatever the status of
the governmental office produced NACC, as directed by the Executive Office of the President
(COP), the United States Global Change Research Program Lq.JsGCPd)), producer of the National
Assessment on Climate Change (NACC or Assessment) is subject to the Federal Data Quality
Act (FDQA). FDQA covers the same entities as the Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C.
Sections 3501 etseq.; see esp. 44 U.S.C. 3502(1)).

By statute the President serves as Chairman of the National Science and Technology Council
("NSTC"), operating under the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy
("OSTP"), and which has under its authority the Committee on Environment and Natural
Resources ("CENR") (15 U.S.C. 2932 (originally "Committee on Earth and Environmental
Sciences")). All of these offices are therefore COP entities, subject to PWRA, thus FDQA.

Per I5 U.S.C. 2934 the President, as Chairman of the Council, shall develop and implement
through CENR a US Global Change Research Program. The Program shall advise the President
and Congress, through the NACC, on relevant considerations for climate policy. Though the
composite USGCRP is an "interagency" effort staffed in great part by seconded employees from
federal agencies, it remains under the direction of the President and is therefore a "covered
agency" pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 3502(I).

Collectively and pursuant to statutory authority, under the direction of these Executive offices the
USGCR.P directed an effort statutorily dedicated in part to studying the state of the science and
its uncertainties surrounding the theory of"global warming" or "climate change," producing a
National Assessment on Climate Change ("NACC"). Though originally produced prior to
FDQA, the data asserted by the NACC (issued in final in December 2000; see
http:l/www.usgcrp.govlusgcrplnaccldefauit.htm), as current or continued dissemination is
subject to the requirements of the Federal Data Quality Act.
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If.    Development of NACC

The Assessment was produced as follows:

1. Pursuant to and/or under the auspices of the Global Change Research Act of 1990, 15
U.S.C. 2921, et seq., USGCRP is assigned the responsibility of producing a scientific
assessment, particularly that which is at issue in this Petition, as follows:

"On a periodic basis (not less frequently than every 4 years), the Council, through the
Committee, shall prepare and submit to the President and the Congress an assessment which -

(i)

(2)

integrates, evaluates, and interprets the findings of the [USGCR] Program
and discusses the scientific uncertainties associated with such findings;
analyzes the effects of global change on the natural environment,
agriculture, energy production and use, land and water resources,
transportation, human health and welfare, human social systems, and
biological diversity; and
analyzes current trends in global change both human-inducted (sic) and
natural, and projects major trends for the subsequent 25 to I00 years." (15
U.S.C. 2934).

2. The document at issue in this Petition, the "First National Assessment on Climate
Change," disseminates data rising to the requisite FDQA levels of"quality", as described
herein.

USGCRP’s surge to release a flawed, partial, and partially unauthorized, report came
despite requests of lawmakers and outside interests concerned with the issues at hand, to
withhold releasing a such a document lacking particular required scientific foundations,
in violation of several laws and public policy.

11I.

1.

The Assessment violates the requirements of the FDQA in the following ways:

NACC Relies Upon and Promotes Improper Use of Computer Model Data

For the following reasons, NACC violates FDQA’s "objectivity" and "utility" requirements. As
"influential scientific or statistical information", NACC also fails for these reasons its
"reproducibility" standard, setting forth transparency regarding data and methods of analysis, "a
qtmlity standard above and beyond some peer review quality standards."

First, on behalf of this petition, Patrick Michaels, Professor of Environmental Sciences at
University of Virginia, excerpts from his review of the NACC dated and submitted to USGCRP
August l 1, 2000, detailing concerns noted above that place the NACC in violation of FDQA.
Where appropriate, additional explanatory text is included. USGCRP made no apparent

9
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alterations of the original text in response to these comments, therefore the comments apply
to NACC as disseminated.

"August I I, 2000..."

"The essential problem with the USNA [elsewhere cited in these FDQA Comments as the
NACC] is that it is based largely on two climate models, neither one of which, when compared
with the I 0-year smoothed behavior of the lower 48 states (a very lenient comparison), reduces
the residual variance below the raw variance of the data. The one that generates the most lurid
warming scenarios--the Canadian Climate Centre (CCC) Model--produces much larger errors
than are inherent in the natural noise of the data. That is a simple test of whether or not a model
is valid...and both of those models fail. All implied effects, including the large temperature rise,
are therefore based upon a multiple scientific failure. The USNA’s continued use of those models
and that approach is a willful cholee to disregard the most fundamental of scientific rules. (And
that they did not find and eliminate such an egregious error is testimony to grave bias). For that
reason alone, the USNA should be withdrawn from the public sphere until it becomes
scienti fically based."

Explanatory text: The basic rule of science is that hypotheses must be verified by observed data
before they can be regarded as facts. Science that does not do this is "junk science ", and at
minimum is precisely what the FDQA is designed to bar fi’om the policymaking process.

The two climate models used in the NACC make predictions of U.S. climate change based upon
human alterations of the atmosphere. Those alterations have been going on for well over 100years.
Do the changes those models "predicted"for U.S. climate in the last century resemble what actually
occurred?

Thi.~" can be determined by comparison of observed U.S. annual temperature departures from the 20~h
century average with those generated by both of these models. It is traditional to use moving
averages of the data to smooth out year-to-year changes that cannot be anticipated by any climate
model This review used l O-year running averages to minimize interannual noise.

The predicted.minus-observed values for both models versus were then compared to the result that
would obtain if one simply predicted the average temperature for the 20~ century from year to year.
In fact, both models did worse than that .base case. Statistically speaking, that means that both
models perform worse for the last l OO years than a table of random numbers applied to ten-year
running mean U.S. temperatures.

There was no discernible alteration of the NACC text in response to this fatal flaw. However, the
NA CC Synthesis Team, co-chaired by Thomas Karl, Director of the National Climatic Data Center,
took the result so seriously that they commissioned an independent replication of this test, only more
inclusive, using 1-year, 5-year, 1 O-year and 25-year running means of the U.S. annual temperature.
This analysis verified that in fact both models performed no better than a table of random numbers

10
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applied to the U.S. Climate Data. Mr. Karl was kind enough to send the results to this reviewer.

"....the problem of model selection. As shown in Figure 9.3 of the Third Assessment of the United
Nations lntergovemmental Panel on Climate Change, the behavior of virtually every General
Circulation Climate model (GCM) is the production of a linear warming, despite assumptions of
exponential increases in greenhouse forcing. In fact, only one (out of, by my count, 26) GCMs
produces a substantially exponential warming--the CCC model [one ofthe two used in the NACC].
Others may bend up a little, though not substantially, in the policy-relevant time frame. The USNA
specifically chose the outlier with regard to the mathematical form of the output. No graduate student
would be allowed to submit a thesis to his or her committee with such arrogant bias, and no national
committee should be allowed to submit such a report to the American people.

Even worse, the CCC and Hadley data were decadally smoothed and then (!) subject to a
parabolic fit, as the caption for the USNA’s Figure 6 makes clear. That makes the CCC even
appear warmer because of the very high last decadal average.

One of the two models chosen for use in the USNA, the Canadian Climate Center (CCC) model,
predicts the most extreme temperature and precipitation changes of all the models considered for
inclusion. The CCC model forecasts the average temperature in the United States to rise 8.1°F
(4.5°C) by the year 2100, more than twice the rise of 3.6QF (2.0°C) forecast by the U.K. model (the
second model used in the USNA). Compare this with what has actually occurred during the past
century. The CCC model predicted a warming of 2.7°F (I .5°C) in the United States over the course
of the twentieth century, but the observations show that the increase was about 0.25°F (0.14°C)
(Hansen, J.E., et al., 1999: GISS analysis of surface temperature change. Journal of Geophysical
Research, 104, 30,997-31,022), or about 10 times less than the forecast [Hansen has since revised
this to 0.5°C, which makes the prediction three times greater than what has been observed] .... The
CCC forecast of precipitation changes across the Unites States is equally extreme. Of all the models
reviewed for inclusion in the USNA, the CCC model predicted more than twice the precipitation
change than the second most extreme model, which interestingly, was the U.K. model [the other
model used in the NACC]. The U.K. model itself forecast twice the change of the average of the
remaining, unselected models. Therefore, along with the fact that GCMs in general cannot accurately
forecast climate change at regional levels, the GCMs selected as the basis for the USNA conclusions
do not even fairly represent the collection of available climate models,

Why deliberately select such an inappropriate model as the CCC? [Thomas Karl, co-Chair of the
NACC synthesis team replied that] the reason the USNA chose the CCC model is that it provides
diurnal temperatures; this is a remarkable criterion given its base performance .... "

"The USNA’s high-end scenarios are driven by a model that 1) doesn’t work over the United States;
2) is at functional variance with virtually every other climate model. It is simply impossible to
reconcile this skewed choice with the rather esoteric desire to include diurnal temperatures..."

Explanatory text: It is clear that the NACC chose two extreme models out of afield of literally
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dozens that were available. This violates the FDQA requireraents for "objectivity" detailed in
the third paragraph of this Petition.

Second, Dr. Michaels is clearly not alone in his assessment. Consider the comments Of
government reviewers, all received and possessed by USGCRP. For example, that styled
"Improper nse of climate models", by William T. Pennell of Northwest National Laboratory,
submitted through DOE (John Houghton) to Melissa Taylor at USGCRP:

"Although it is mentioned in several places, greater emphasis needs to be placed on the
limitations that the climate change scenarios used in this assessment have on its results.
First, except for some unidentified exceptions, only two models are used. Second, nearly
every impact of importance is driven by what is liable to happen to the climate on the
regional to local scale, but it is well known that current global-scale models have limited
ability to simulate climate effects as this degree of spatial resolution. We have to use
them, but I think we need to be candid about their limitations. Let’s take the West [cites
example],..Every time we show maps that indicate detail beyond the resolution of the
models we are misleading the reader."

USGCRP received other comments by governmental "peer reviewers" affirming these modeling
data transgressions:

"Also, the reliance on predictions from only two climate models is dangerous". Steven J.
Ghan, Staff Scientist, Atmospheric Sciences and Global Change, Pacific Northwest
Laboratory.

"This report relies too much on the projections from only two climate models.
Projections from other models should also be used in the assessment to more broadly
sample the range of predicted responses." Steven J. Ghan Staff Scientist, Atmospheric
Sciences and Global Change, Pacific Northwest LaboratorY.

"Comments on National Assessment. I. The most critical shortcomings of the
assessment are the attempt to extrapolate global-scale projections down to regional and
sub-regional scales and to use two models which provide divergent projections for key
climatic elements." Mitchell Baer, US Department of Energy, Washington, DC.

"General comments: Bias of individual authors is evident. Climate variability not
addressed...Why were the Hadley and Canadian GCMs used? Unanswered questions.
Are these GCM’s [sic] sufficiently accurate to make regional projections? Nope".
Reviewer Start Wullschleger (12/17/99).

William T. Pennell, Manager, Atmospheric Sciences and Global Change, Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, cites the that "only two models are used" as a "limitation" on the
product.
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The final NACC currently disseminated by Commeree/NOAA shows these admonitions went
unheeded.

Stated simply, the climate models upon which NACC relies struck out. Strike one: they can’t
simulate the current climate. Strike two: they predict greater and more rapid warming in the
atmosphere than at the surface. The opposite is happening (see e.g., httl~://wwwghce.msfc.
nasa.gov/MSU/hl sat aecuracy.html). Strike three: they predict amplified warming at the poles,
which are cooling instead (see e.g., http://www, washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articleslA40974-
2002Jan 13.html). On top of this demonstrable lack of utility for their purported purpose, NACC
knowingly misuses them. Repetition of this practice by CCSP will further violate.FDQA. CCSP
must build protections into its system more stringent than the proffered "Guiding Principles."

2. Failure to Perform Requisite Scientific Review Violates FDQA

USGCRP’s development of NACC drew congressional attention to particular shortcomings.
Specifically, leaders in the United States House of Representatives repeatedly attempted to
ensure USGCRP and its subsidiary bodies follow the scientific method regarding particular
matters, specifically the regional and sectoral analyses. Indeed the concerns had become so acute
that these leaders successfully promoted a restriction prohibiting relevant agencies from
expending appropriated monies upon the matter at issue, consistent with the plain requirements
of the GCRA of 1990, through language in the conference report accompanying Public Law 106-
74:

"None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to publish or issue an
assessment required under section 106 of the Global Change Research Act of 1990 unless
(1) the supporting research has been subjected to peer review and, if not otherwise
publicly available, posted electronically for public comment prior to
use in the assessment; and (2) the draft assessment has been published in the
Federal Register for a 60 day public comment period."l

USGCRP did not perform the conditions precedent for valid science as cited in that language.
Instead USGCRP produced and now disseminates a NACC knowingly and
expressly without the benefit of the supporting science which not only is substanti.vely required
but which Congress rightly insisted be performed and subject to peer review prior to releasing
any such assessment.

These attempts to rectify certain NACC shortcomings were made in advance of USGCRP
producing the NACC, but were never rectified. These failures justify Petitioners’ request that
USGCRP cease present and future NACC dissemination unless and until its violations of FDQA

I House Report 106-379, the conference report accompanying H.R. 2684, Department of
Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development, and Independent Agencies
Appropriations Act, 2000 (Pub.L. 106-74), p. 137.
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are corrected. In addition to NACC violating FDQA’s "objectivity" and "utility" requirements,
as "influential scientific or statistical in~’ormation", NACC also fails its "reproducibility"
standard, setting forth transparency regarding data and methods of analysis. Per OMB, this
represents "a quality standard above and beyond some peer re~,iew quality standards."2

Given USGCRP’s refusal to wait for completion of the underlying science and their response to
the relevant oversight chairmen, it is manifest that USGCRP ignored or rejected these
lawmakers’ requests, including by the relevant oversight Chairmen and produced a deeply flawed
Assessment, knowingly and admittedly issuing a "final" Assessment without having complied
with Congress’s direction to incorporate the underlying science styled as "regional and sectorai
analyses,"3 while also admitting that the requisite scientific foundation would be completed
imminently. For these same reasons dissemination presently violates FDQA.

3. First, Incomplete Attempt at a "NACC" Was Not in Fact Peer Reviewed

Finally, NACC suffers from having received no authentic peer review, in violation of FDQA’s
"objectivity" and "utility" requirements. As "irtfluential scientific or statistical information", for
these reasons NACC also fails the "reproducibility" standard, setting forth transparency regarding
data and methods of analysis, "a quality standard above and beyond some peer review quality
standards."

Once an advisory committee was chartered pursuant to the Federal Advisory Committee
Act (FACA) in 1998, Dr. John Gibbons’ communication of January 8, 1998 to the first
Designated Federal Officer (DFO) Dr. Robert Corell indicates a sense of urgency was
communicated to the panel by political officials. Further, statements in the record and major
media outlets, including but in no way limited to those from certain anonymous if purportedly
well placed sources, indicate a perception among involved scientists that political pressures
drove the timing and even content of this draft document. This is manifested by the lack of
opportunity to comment for parties whose comment was formally requested as part of a "peer
review" of NACC.

This sense of urgency is reflected in, among other places, comments the Cooler Heads
Coalition obtained via the Freedom of Information Act, made by parties from the National

2 Attachments "B" establish the record of Congress, detailing for USGCRP its more obvious
scientific failures which now lead to NACC now violating FDQA, noting USGCR.P’s apparent
failure to comply with such conditions and seeking assurance that such circumstances would be
remedied. USGCRP via OSTP drafted a response to House Science Committee Chairman
Sensenbrenner, evasively failing to specifically address the concerns raised by these Members.
Chairmen Sensenbrenner and Calvert specifically took issue and/or disputed these non-responses
in the July 20, 2000 letter, reiterating their request for compliance with the law’s requirements.
Nonetheless, the failings persist.
3 See Attachments "B". This despite that the two principal NACC sections are "Regions," and
"Sections." (see http://www.~crio.org/nationalassessment/overvpdf/l Intro.pdf).
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Laboratories asked by the Department of Energy to comment on the Draft. In addition to an
emphasis on speed as opposed to deliberation, the report’s emphasis on "possible calamities" to
the detriment of balancing comments which were widely offered, and rampant criticism of the
reliance on only two significantly divergent models for the pronouncements made, these
comments are exemplified by the following samples from well over a dozen such complaints
accessed through FOIA, also received by and in the possession of USGCRP:

1) "This review was constrained to be performed within a day and a half. This is not an
adequate amount of time to perform the quality of review that should be performed on this
size document" (Ronald N. Kickert, 12/08/99);

2) "During this time, I did not have time to review the two Foundation Document Chapters"
(Kickert, 12/20/99);

3) "Given the deadline I have been given for these comments, I have not been able to read this
chapter in its entirety" (William T. Pennell);

4) "UNFORTUNATELY, THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT READY FOR RELEASE
WITHOUT MAJOR CHANGES" (CAPS and bold in odginal)(Jae Edmonds);

5) "This is not ready to go!" (William M. Putman).

These comments reflect an alarming implication of timing over substance, and of a product
whose final content appears predetermined. Patrick Miehaels’ comments, and the absence of
apparent change in response to his alarming findings, reinforces this troubling reality. Notably,
the product was released and continues to be disseminated without offering an actual peer review
or otherwise addressing the concerns expressed.

In conclusion, previous USGCRP efforts in this realm, particularly the National Assessment on
Climate Change, egregiously failed to meet FDQA and/or OMB guidelines regarding Data-
Quality. As a consequence, Commerce/NOAA’s FDQA Guidelines must prohibit continued
dissemination of the NACC, through reliance, reference, link, publication or other dissemination.
To avoid repetition of this regrettable waste of millions of taxpayer doIlars, agency

¯ embarrassment, and litigation, CCSP must ensure that politics is purged from future research,
and that these efforts strive to meet federal requirements for "sound science,"

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Christopher C. Homer, CEI
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IV. Overview Comments on Chapter 13:
Climate Change Science Program - Reporting and Outreach
(Principally "2. For Decisionmakers)
Page 149, Line 25, through Page 151, Line 40

"Reporting and Outreach" is where the products of the entire CCSP reach the public and the
political process. The result is climate change policy, which can range from inaction, to actions
such as the Kyoto Protocol, to proposals for drastic reductions in greenhouse emissions.

That policy continuum has been very ill-served in recent years, due principally to deeply flawed
outreach to the professional community. In order to improve the credibility of federal outreach, we
support establishing a "Reporting and Outreach Oversight Committee" (ROOC), as described herein.

V. Specific Comments on Chapter 13:
Page 149, Line 25, through Page 151, Line 40

The reasons for the establishment of this "ROOC" Committee are numerous, some of which are
manifested in the CCSP proposal itself. As the proposal notes, much of current outreach has been
carried out through the USGCRP. This will likely continue in the future.

While it has probably been the most important federal reporting and outreach apparatus on climate
change in recent years, USGCRP has been exposed through litigation and the Freedom of
Information Act to be perhaps the most biased office addressing climate change in the entire federal
apparatus. This occurred because senior management has largely been composed of people with
fairly uniform, extreme views on climate change. This may stem largely from the fact that very little
of that senior management consisted of trained atmospheric scientists. Instead, selection of that
management was a political decision undertaken by the previous Administration and that
management left in place a similarly extremist infrastructure.

Consequently, in order for CCSP Reporting and Outreach to meet a more normal standard for
balance, the entire USGCRP staffmust be examined for balance by the new ROOC. As a start,
ROOC should order USGCRP to sever relations with previous employees who are now serving
as consultants, or to ask for letters of resignation which will allow for further consideration after
re-evaluation. [See explanation in large part of the necessity of this step, at CEI letter to Adm.
Vice Admiral Conrad C. Lautenbacher, Jr., Under Secretary for Oceans & Atmosphere and Dr.
.lames R. Mahoney Assistant Secretary for Oceans & Atmosphere (18 October 2002), found at
http://www.cei.org/gencon/027~03333.c.fm].

A persuasive body of evidence exists of the bias and radical nature of the recent USGCRP.

° Page 150, Line 5. The "monthly Congressional seminar series", was profoundly one-sided,
consisting largely of scientists who were in agreement with the more lurid view of climate change.
Scientists with different views were either completely absent from the list of speakers, or were only
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allowed to present if there was opposing "balance". That "balance" was highly selective, while those
championing the lurid view of climate change were unopposed.

This would never have occurred in USGCRPs funding were vetted through a ROOC-style
committee.

°The USGCRP coordinated production of the 2000 "National Assessment" of the potential effects of
global warming, which gave rise to much of the subsequent "Climate Action Report" released in
2002. In the Assessment, USGCILP chose to flout the normal ethic of science, in which models must
conform to observations before they can be used to determine effects with any credibility.

USGCRP’s contravention of scientific norms resulted in litigation under numerous statutes, an
FDQA petition to cease dissemination of the Climate Action Report and National Assessment, as
well as a hearing by the congressional committees, both during its development and a subsequent
inquiry by the House Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee in 2002. Again a ROOC-overseen
USGC1LP would not have committed to such a biased seminar series or such a scientifically
controversial attempt at a National Assessment.

Reporting and Outreach problems on climate change have not been confined to USGCRP. In fact,
they are endemic in virtually every large federally-funded entity involved. That is largely because of
the nature of the scientific community, discussed briefly below. Once this nature is recognized,
corrective administrative measures, such as creating of the ROOC, can be taken to counter its
inherent bias.

Understanding the Sociology of Global Change Science

How could the scientific community have accepted the bias of the Seminar Series and the National
Assessment, and what does this portend for the future? That community encouraged excesses. And,
unless CCSP management is cognizant of the sociology of global change science this tendency will
continue or even worsen.

Dramatically increasing the research budget for global climate change, as is proposed in the current
document, not only rewards past misfeasance but increases the pressure on scientists to accentuate
negative aspects of climate change and to display the issue without balance. This is a natural product
o f the reward structure for academic research, which is largely predicated upon the amount of federal
funding that a scientist brings to his University. Equivocal "problems" do not merit $4 billion per
year in a federal market where health care, environmental, and social concerns compete for funding.
Only those presented in the most lurid fashion receive funding.

Threatening that funding stream places the individual scientist at a disadvantage compared to others
competing for a finite federal outlay. Consequently, the CCSP must be aware that the science
community, in general, will react negatively to members who may question the severity of
environmental issues that are receiving substantial funding.
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CCSP needs to actively counter this tendency by making Reporting and Outreach support to
USGCRP and other applicants contingent upon a demonstrated diversity of reasonable scientific
outlook. This was clearly lacking in the committee that directed the National Assessment. A
Reporting and Outreach Oversight Committee, such as that detailed below, would have encouraged a
proper diversity.

Interestingly, there is another large community of climatologists not as inherently biased toward the
lurid on climate issues as many Federal entities, and has substantial experience in Reporting and
Outreach on climate science. This is the American Association of State Climatologists (AASC), a
scientific society of about 200, including State Climatologists and their professional staffs. Perhaps
they are less strident because these individuals serve daily as the interface between climate issues and
the public, requiring quotidian hand-on experience with weather data and the impact of climate.
Daily immersion in this activity can lead to the conclusion that the climate world, in fact is not
coming to a rapid end, but rather that there is a great deal of social adaptation that takes place.
Whatever the reason, this community tends to be much less alarmist on the climate change issue than
the USGCRP and other federal organizations, and it is also vet)’ effective at public communication.

Other public commentary on CCSP, submitted by Roger Pielke, President of the American
Association of State Climatologists, makes it quite clear that AASC is very willing to lend its
expertise to CCSP, particularly in the areas of climate impacts and proper communication of science,
and in communicating the limitations of climate science. In its CCSP commentary, AASC notes:

¯ Human activities have an influence on the climate system. Such activities,
however, are not limited to greenhouse gas forcing and include changing land
cover and aerosol emissions, which further complicated the issue of climate
prediction. Furthermore, climate predictions associated with human
disturbance of the climate system have not demonstrated skill in projecting
future variability and changes in such important climate conditions as
growing season, drought, flood-producing rainfall, heat waves, tropical
cyclones and winter storms. These types of events have a more significant
impact on the United States than annual global temperature trends.

A search of USGCRP outreach documents reveals no analogously unequivocal statement about
the limitations of climate science. This alone argues for active inclusion of AASC in the
Reporting and Outreach activities of the CCSP.

Further, AASC notes:

General circulation models which have been applied to project changes in
global and regional climate for periods of decades into the future need to be
viewed as hypotheses about the behavior of the atmosphere in response to
human disturbance. The validity of such models is uncertain because our
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understanding of all relevant climate factors (and their relationships and
interactions) is incomplete. New research should be based only upon
hypotheses that can be verified by observed data. This underscores the need
to continue (and, in fact, enhance) the long-term climate monitoring system in
the United States so that, for example, climate models can be properly tested.

At the December Planning meeting for the CCSP, USGCRP consultant (and former coordinator
for the National Assessment) Michael MaeCracken argued that testing the GCMs that were used
in the Assessment on observed temperatures over the United States during the period of
greenhouse enhancement was not appropriate. The fact that USGCRP is at such variance with
AASC, whose leadership is certainly on a scientific par with USGCRP, indicates there is a
vigorous debate over what scientific information may appropriately be presented to the public.
The disparity of informed scientific opinion is primafacie evidence for the need for enhanced
scientific diversity in important Reporting and Outreach activities of the CCSP.

Specific Recommendations

¯ CCSP establish a "Reporting and Outreach Oversight Committee" (ROOC) specifically designed to
be inclusive. Membership should be from the scientific, environmental and industrial communities,
with special attention paid to the fact (noted above) that the scientific community is itself
economically biased towards exaggeration of funded or potentially funded environmental threats.

¯ Because of their scientifically controversial nature stemming from lack of appropriate oversight
diversity, ROOC should request removal of the "National Assessment" from USGCRP
communications as well as a web submission explaining why it had to be removed; in addition to the
FDQA reasons detailed, supra, is the fact that the supposed NACC of October 2000 failed to
comply with the statutory list of areas to be explored, thus not qualifying and leaving USGCRP
to still have not presented a NACC, over a dozen years after the statute’s passage.

¯ Because it is largely based upon the National Assessment, Chapter 6 of the Climate Action Report-
2002 should similarly be withdrawn by its publisher, the Environmental Protection Agency, along
with appropriate explanatory literature.

¯ All federal funding disbursed through the CCSP for Reporting and Outreach must be approved by
that Committee. The Committee will attach particular importance to the scientific and policy
diversity that resides in any organization whose funding it oversees.

¯ As a centerpiece of CCSP Reporting and Outreach, the ROOC coordinate the staffing and
development of a new o~, actually, First "National Assessment" of potential effects of climate
change on the United States, superceding the unlawful version; in addition, the next"Climate Action
Report" should contain text on the impact of climate change based upon the new Assessment.
ROOC should enlist a much more diverse coordinating staff for the new Assessment, in particular
including the expertise of the American Association of State Climatologists.
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Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Christopher C. Horn�r, CEI
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1anuary 17, 2003

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Seeretm’y of Energy
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20585

Delivered by ~V~essenger

Dear 1V~. Secretary:

The Edison Electric I~titute (~EI) continues to support voluntary actions to reduce
greenhouse gases (GI:£Gs) and specifically supports the President’s goal of redKcing U.S.
GHG bxtemity over the next decade. EEI and the electric utih’ty industry1 are world
leaders in voluntary acfioas to reduce, avoid or sequester GHGs. T~ fact, in 2000 power
sector activities comprised about 70 percent of ~e total redactions, avoidances and
sequestrafiona reported to the Energy In_formation A~trafion. These activities
primarily consisted of improvements to nuclear plants; energy e~[ieieney and dammed-
side management (DSM) projects; improvements to fossiI-fuel plants; methane recovery,
forestry projects and fly ash reuse; and r~newables projects.

EEl has been working with our EPICI induslzy allies ~ our member companies to
devdop a joint response from th~ en!~e power sector that ~flects ou~ fair contrilcn,’fion to
the Pr~ident’s goal. Acc~y, ~PICI pl~ to enter ~to a eoope~ve ~b~a
a~ent or memor~d~ of ~&~g ~O~ ~ DOE by May 1, 2003. ~ ~
d~e, ~EI ~ Work ~ o~ ~ICI ~d~ ~es ~d ~e ~v~ent to educe ~
po~ sewer’s ~b~ ~tensi~ byte equiv~f of 3 to 5 pe~ent.          :

~ In response to Prcsldenz Bush’s call for acfior~ EEl joined with six other power sector groups- Nuclcar
Enemy Institute (NE~, Amerlcau Public Power Association, Large Public Power Council, National Rural
Elcclric Cooperative Association, Electric Power Supply Assoc~.atlon (]~PSA) and Telltl~ssee 3/all~,
Authority (TVA) - to faun the Electric Power Industry Clhnam Initiative (I~ICI). HPICI’s prinlm7
ptlrpose is to coordhlate the power sector’s volunim~ climate activities ~u c.oopexmfioa with, and with

ed ~¢Power Partners-’- rower Yafl~lers , atong w~m vm~rbetween F~.PICI and DOI~ has been des|gnat -
industry partnerships with DOE, consfitu~ the AdminLqlration’s "1~nergy Parmers for Climate Action" (also
referred to as ~’Business Challenges"). S~veral EEl rnembrr companies are also participating in other
volunta~ climate programs, such as Cllmate Leaders (with the Havifonmental Protection Agency (HI’A)),
Ch~ca~o Cl~raat~ Exchange, Business Round Table and partnerships for Climate Action.
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The Honorable Spencer Abraham
lanuary 17, 2003
Page 2

Accomplishing this goal will be ve~ diJ~cult, as few sectors in the economy am lilly to
experience the level of growth forecast for our industry ficom 2000 to 2010. This goal
will be achievable only if all EPIC[ trade groups and their members - with government
support and appropriate policies~ - work together to implement robust supply-
demand-side actions as well as offset projects. A combination of power sector and
govemmant efforts will be necessary, inoluding: individlml company actions reflecting
companies" particular circumstances (financial, operating and fuel mix); government
laws, regulations and policies favoring the full utilization or maintenance of nuclear and
hydroelectric #ant generating capacity;, adequate supplies and delivery in~asmmture for
natural gas; economic incentives for renewables; and the full benefits of euergy
efficiency aud DS1VI as well as offset projects. Sine, individual companies face different
cir~~ces, the voluntary reduction goal does not apply to companies individually.

Some companies individually may be able to exceed this goal. And, as an industry, we
may be able to achieve s higher goal in the future. However, the achievement of any goal
is dependent upon market-driven forces affecting our industry’s fuel mix, and
government laws and policies.

individual Company Activities as the Cornerstone...

In order to reach the President’s goal, EEI has strongly recommended that member
companies focus on quantitative, concrete and specific activities to reduce, avoid or
sequester GHGs.

Once the umbrella MOU is completed, individual member companies may enter into
company agreements with DOE. Activities pledged in these documents will include
individual company actions - whether undertaken as a member of EEl, NEI, EPSA or
~uy other group ~ and joint, industry-wide initiatives (see discussion below).

Suppoxting individual company actions will be the Power Partners Resource Guide,
which will set forth a panoply of supply- and demand-side options for compauies to
consider in order to reduce, avoid and sequester GHGs. Among these activities will
likely be: additional natural gas3 and clean coal technology generation; ~ddit~onal
nuclear generation (through increased capacity utilization, upratings and plaut restarts)4;
additional renewables, energy efficiency and DSM; additional offset projects (e.g., tree
planting and forest management,s methane projects and international projects); and

The critical area of govemme=t policies is addre~ed in Enclosulc 1 to this letter.
S~ EPSA letter of/auum’y 10, 2003, to you.
S~ ~ I~-tter o£December 23, 9-002, to you.
The forecast for carbon sequestered in the U.S. through power sector activities is 4-5 ~l~on melric tons

of C0~ in the ncxt decade. International aequeslrafion activities by the pov~r sector ate likely to result in
.�~ numbers of sequestered tons.
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The Honorable Spencer Abraham
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Page B

additional actions related to compliance with new air regulations (e.g., additional naltwal
gas and less coal genexation).                                                 ..

...S_u~plemented by Industw Initiatives

In addition m individual company actions, which am the cornerstone of Power Partnerss~
vokmtary programs, EEl member companies will also paxtioipate in industry initiatives.
Our industry currently has eight initiativrs underway, with six headed by EEl and two led
by EPRL6

Other Actions

In conjunction with our EPICI industry allies and federal agency parmea-s, EEI also plans
to issue an interim report that examines the progress of Power Partnerss~ activities and
will seek to identify additional actions that could be undertaken by member companies,
individnally and eolleetively, to help meet the President’s goal.

Fttrthermore, EEI will strive to obtain full company participation in Power PartnerssM.
Companies currently participating comprise more than 87 percent of EEI member
company generation.

We appreciate the opportunity to work with DOE and other agencies as part of Se
A~tration’s Energ3r Pagners for Climate Action, and look forward to participating in
the February 6 kickoff event in Washington, D.C.

Sincerely,

Thomas R. Kutm

TRK:Isf
Enclosures (2)
ee (w/cries):
Hem Robert O. Card
Under Seoretary for Energy, Science and Environment

Hen. Vioki A. Bailey
Assistant Secretary
DOE OfficeofPoliey and IntemafionaI Affai~

The current forecast for Sese initiatives is contained in Enclosure 2 to this letter.
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The Honorable Spencer Abraham
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Page 4

Baltoa Mazcois
PrinoipaI Deputy Assistant S~tary
DOE Office of Policy and TLnt~mafional Agga~

Larisa Dobriansky, Esq.
Deputy Assistant Secretary
DOE Office of Polioy and ~ntemational Affairs

Hon. James L. Connaughton, Esq.
Chairman
Council on Environmental Quality

Phitip A. Cooney, Esq.
Chief of Staff
Council of EnvironmentaI Quality

Hon. Christine Todd Whitman
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
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Enclosure 1

Government Policies

One key tO the sUCceSS of voluntary climate programs for the power se~or is the
implementation of appropriate government policies. Overall, increased support for
emissions-flee or less fossil fuel-intensive technologies or practices - such as renewables,
clean coal technologies, natural gas, and energy efficiency and demand-side management
- can help driw down greenhouse gases (GHGs).

¯ Access to natural gos supply and nm’m~l gas transportation infra.ctmcture are
critical.
We are hearten~l by the announcement last fall that the Department of Ener=~j’s
nearly $50 million of annual support for geological cRrbon s~questration will be
inorcased up to $90 million.
Funding for international power projects would also be helpful.

With regard to ahanges in policies and regulations, the following are nece, ssary to help
directly or indirectly decrease GHGs:

¯ I-Iyd~oelectric rciicensing reform.
¯ Nuclear power plant licensing extensions.
. .P, eform ofth= new source.review re~-mlations under th= Clean Air Act (in order to

facilitate improven~ent o£ power plant efficiency and thereby decrease GHC-s).
Transmission siting authority for the federal government (which would ease
seriously constrained transmission capacity in the U.S., which has required
additional gone.ration or power plants).

Reporting reforms under Energy Policy Act (EPAct) section 1605(b) arc critical to
~ndustry participation in voluntary programs. The February 14 presidential statement
articulated these reforms as thd award of transferable credit aud not p~nalizing those
taldug voluntary measures for their actions under furore climate policy (which some have
characterized as "baseline promction"). In addition, the ffuly g, 2002, four-agency letter
to the President recommended a placeholder for activities previously reported under the
EPAct section i605(b) guidelines.

~ovemment tax policies that would assist in reducing GHGs include accelerated
depreciation and amortization of pollution control equipment. Other important financial
incentives include production tax credits for renewables - such as wind, biomass and
solar energy - and tax incentives for hybrid and fuel cell vehicles.
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Enclosure 2

Contributions fi’om F.FI and EPRI Ind,,~,-wide Initiatives

The current forecast for EEI’s industry initiatives is as follows:

ForestTrvc Carbon Company: As much as 2 million metric tons of carbon
dioxide (CO~) are expected to be sequestered owr the lifetime of the projects-1

Coal Combustion Products Partnership: This partnership with the Environmental
P~otection Agency will increase the use of coal combustion products, and.
therefore is projected to increase CO2 avoidanc~.s ~om the current 16 million
metric tons of CO~ to as much as 30 m~l]~on metriC tons of CO2 annually.

International Forcer Partnerships: This partnership with the Department of
Energy (DOE) could reduce, avoid or sequester 1.8-18 million mettle tons of
CO~-equivalent greenhouse gases (GHOs) annually from 2002-2010, depending
on government (DOE) funding of, and member company investments in, projects.

Three initiatives on wind, biomass, and zestoration of abandoned mine lauds:
Tons of GHGs reduced, avoided or sequestered as ~esult of these zenewables and
restoration initiatives are uncertain until projects are developed, but are
potentially high.

EPRI’s carbon capture and storage and climate technology roadmap initiatives: These
long-term, research, development and deployment programs are unlikely to yield
significant tons of �3HGs reduced, avoided oF sequestered in the short to medium term,
but their potential for addressing GHGs in the long term is high.

I The Department of Agriculture this month is holding two workshops on revision of the

Energy Policy Act section 1605(b) guidelines that may address unresolved carbon
sequestration accounting issues, such as reporting a larger number of sequestered tons

during the early years ofprojecus.
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701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washinglon, D.C. 20004-2696
Telephone 202-508-5000

EDISON ELECTRIC
INSTITUTE

January 17, 2003

The Honorable James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for

Oceans and Atmospheres, and
Director, Climate Change Science Program
U.S. Department of Commerce
Suite 250
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Dr. Mahoney:

The Edison Electric Institute (EEl) appreciates the significant efforts undertaken by the
Administration in developing the NoVember 11, 2002, draft "Strategic Plan for the
Climate Change Science Program." The draft plan is a "vehicle to facilitate comments
and suggestions" on the proposed "climate and global change" research needs of the
U.S. by stakeholders, such as EEl, scientists and others who attended the Program’s
three-day workshop last month. We also appreciate the opportunity to review the four
White Papers prepared in support of several chapters of the draft plan posted on the
Web on November 26 and 27, 2002.

EEl is the association of our nation’s shareholder-owned electric utilities and industry
affiliates worldwide, with 200 member companies in the United States serving more than
90 percent of all customers served by the shareholder segment of our industry and 48
affiliate members in 17 countries. We have a long history of participation in global
climate matters, including the development of the several assessment reports of the
lntergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) that relies heavily on research
results from the U.S. and elsewhere, and the development and continuing efforts to
implement the Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC), such as occurred
last fall at the FCCC’s eighth session of the Conference of the Parties (COP-8) in New
Delhi, India.

COP-8 adopted conclusions that are relevant to the draft U.S. plan on the importance of
an integrated international effort on research and systematic observation areas of need.
COP-8 also adopted, with U.S. backing, the Delhi Declaration on Climate Change and
Sustainable Development. It emphasized, among other things, that adaptation to the
"adverse effects of climate change is of high pdodty for all countries," as well as the
promotion of "sustainable development." The Declaration added, "Policies and
measures to protect the climate system against human-induced change should be
appropriate for the specific conditions of each
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James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
January 17, 2003
Page Two

[FCCC] Party and should be integrated with national development programmes taking
into account that economic development is essential for adopting measures to address
climate change."

Last February President Bush established the Climate Change Science Program
(CCSP) to coordinate and direct research efforts of climate and global change. The
CCSP is to report to an interagency group that in turn reports to the Cabinet-level
Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration (also established by
the President last February). The CCSP includes the U.S. Global Change Research
Program (USGCRP) authorized by the Global Change Research Act of 1990 (15 U.S.C.
sec. 2921 et seq.) and the Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) announced in
June 2001 by the President. We note that Part I of the draft strategic plan, which was
prepared by several federal agencies of CCSP, relates to the CCRI; Part !1, to the
USGCRP; and Part III, to communication, cooperation and management.

Clearly, a strong near- and long-term research program that addresses the significant
areas of outstanding uncertainties in the understanding of human-induced - as opposed
to naturally occurring - climate change is a key element in the development of future
policies and measures by both the public and pdvate sectors. We welcome the efforts of
the Administration to structure, improve and accelerate that research.

However, we are concerned that despite the June 11, 2001, directive of the President
that the Secretary of Commerce "set priorities for additional investments in climate
change research," the draft plan does not specify priorities for the research identified
therein. All of the research appears to have the same importance or urgency even
though it would seem that some of the research areas should cleady precede others in
order to be effective and timely.

We are also concemed about establishing time frames of 2-4 years, particularly without
also establishing priorities, for all of the CCRI research areas and for some of the
USGCRP research areas. While we recognize the need to demonstrate progress and to
keep pressure on the researchers and the sponsoring agencies, the workshop showed
that such times frames are likely to be unrealistic and disappointing. We believe a
milestone approach would be a better way forward in achieving the President’s desire to
"increase our knowledge" and to be "creative" and "flexible."

Based on our background and experience, EEl takes the opportunity to comment in
more detail on this important and helpful draft strategy document. Our detailed
comments are enclosed in accordance with the CCSP "Format for Comments" guidance.
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James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
January 17, 2003
Page Three

If you have any questions about our comments, please contact me at (202) 508-5617 (or
bfan,qt~.eei.or.q) or Edc Holdsworth, Director, Climate Programs, at (202) 508-5103 (or
eholdsworth(~.eei.or_q).

Sincerely,

William L. Fang
Deputy General Counsel

and Climate Issue Director

WLF:fhg
Enclosure
cc (w/ enclosure):

Dr. Harlan Watson
Senior Climate Negotiator and Special Representative
U.S. Department of State

Philip A. Cooney, Esq.
Chief of Staff
Council on Environmental Quality
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COMMENTS OF THE EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE
ON THE DRAFT STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION’S CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE
PROGRAM

Enclosure
January 13, 2003

This enclosure provides EEI comments on the draft and related White Papers in the
CCSP format.

I. Background Information

Name(s): William Fang/Eric Holdsworth
Organization(s): Edison Electric Institute (EEI)
Mailing Address(es): 701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20004-2696
Phone(s):
Fax(es):
E-mail(s):
Area of Expertise:

202-508-5617 (Fang), 202-508-5103 (Holdsworth)
202-508-5673 (Fang), 202-508-5150 (Holdsworth)
<bfang@eei.org>, <eholdsworth@eei.org>
Association of U.S. shareholder-owned electric utilities
and industry affiliates worldwide.

II. Overview Comments on Chapter I:
Introduction - Climate and Global Change:

Improving Connections Between Science and Society

First Overview Comment: The term "climate change" first appears in Chapter I (p. 8, line 11)
and as part of the term "climate and global change" (p. 8, lines 21 and 25). Both terms are
fi-equently used in the draft plan. However, neither term is defined in the draft, although the term
"global change" is defined in section 2 of the Global Change Research Act of 1990 as "changes
in the global environment (including alterations in climate, land productivity, oceans or other
water resources, atmospheric chemistry, and ecological systems) that may alter the capacity of
the Earth to sustain life." Similarly, the term "Global change research," which is also used in the
draft, is defined in section 3 of that Act. We presume that both definitions are applicable to the
draft strategic plan even though they are not spelled out therein. However, there is no such
statutory definition of the term "climate change" in the 1990 Act.

We are concerned about the lack ofa defmition in the draft of that term because usage of
the term differs, as shown by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in a
footnote to its Summary for Policymakers (SPM) of the Working Group I’s contribution to the
IPCC’s Second and Third Assessment Reports. The footnote states:

Climate change in the IPCC Working Group I usage refers to any change
in climate over time whether due to natural variability or as a result of human
activity. This differs from the usage in the Framework Convention on Climate
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Change where climate change refers to a change of climate which is attributed
directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of the global
atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate variability observed over
comparable time periods.

The draft strategic plan indicates that it is focusing on a "set of uncertainties about the
global climate system" referenced by the National Academy of Science (NAS) in its 2001 study
requested by the Administration, "Climate Change Science: An Analysis of Some Key
Questions," which examined the ~CC’s SPM for Working Group I of the Third Assessment
Report. One question asked of the NAS by the Administration was: "Are greenhouse gases
causing climate change?" The NAS responded:

The IPCC’s conclusion that most of the observed warming of the last 50
years is likely to have been due to the increase in greenhouse gas concentrations
accurately reflects the current thinking of the scientific community on this issue.
The stated degree of confidence in the IPCC assessment is higher today than in
was 10, or even 5 years ago, but uncertainty remains because of(l) the level of
natural variability inherent in the climate system on time scales of decades to
centuries, (2) the questionable ability of models to accurately simulate natural
variability on those long time scales, and (3) the degree of confidence that can be
placed on reconstructions of global mean temperature over the past millennium
based on proxy evidence.

A "Glossary" to the SPM for the Second Assessment Report comments further on the
IPCC usage of the term "climate change" as follows:

Climate change as referred to in the observational record of climate occurs
because of internal changes within the climate system or in the interaction
between its components, or because of changes in external forcing either for
natural reasons or because of human activities. It is generally not possible clearly
to make attribution between these causes. Projections of future climate change
reported by IPCC generally consider only the influence on climate of
anthropogenic increases in greenhouse gases and other human-related factors.

While it may be difficult at times to "make attribution between these causes," it is
important for the CCSP to avoid conveying the implication or assumption that all climate
changes are attributable to "human activities." They clearly are not. Given the Administration’s
question to the NAS and the NAS’s response, the draft should indicate which "usage" of climate
change is applicable in carrying out the U.S. strategic plan. The IPCC’s definition may be the
most appropriate.

S~cond Overview Comment (section 3, p. 11): This section sets forth "three guiding
principles" that underpin the "objectivity, integrity, and usefulness" of the CCSP’s "research and
reporting."
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The first principle is that the "scientific analyses conducted by the CCSP are policy
relevant but not policy driven." It appears to mimic an almost identical principle set forth in
section 4.4.1 of the "Principles Governing IPCC Work" and applicable to IPCC Reports,
including its Synthesis Report (SR), which were developed and adopted in 1999 by the IPCC
meeting as an intergovemmental body, not as a scientific body. That section states that the SP,
should address a "broad range of policy-relevant but policy-neutral questions approved by the
Panel’" (i.e., the [PCC). At that same session, the IPCC went on under then Chairman Robert
Watson’s direction to develop the questions for use in the SR. The SR responses, like the
questions, were approved and adopted by the IPCC, also meeting as an intergovernmental body
in 2001.

The second principle is that the CCSP analyses should "specifically evaluate and.report
uncertainty" and the third is that the CCSP "analysis, measurements, projections and
interpretations shall meet two goals: scientific credibility and lucid public communication."

Each principle is expressed with reference to "CCSP analyses," not to CCSP "research
and reporting." None of the principles is elaborated sufficiently in the draft to understand how it
is to be applied in the context of such "CCSP analyses." With greater elaboration or explanation,
they may be more helpful.

Further, the CCSP draft strategic plan states (p. 11) that it is "built around a carefully
constructed set of questions and objectives" and that the "research questions" are intended to
"focus on broad science issues.., supported by more detailed questions and objectives that can
be addressed in scientific research initiatives and projects" funded by the federal government.
The "challenge," according to the draft (p. 10), is:

"to focus attention on key climate change issues that are important
for public debate and decisionmaking, while maintaining sufficient
breadth to facilitate the discovery of the unexpected. Establishing a
careful balance between focus and breadth is essential if scientists
are to develop knowledge of the intersections between natural
variability and potential human impacts on the Earth System."

All of this requires constant oversight and coordination by the CCSP to ensure that the
strategic plan is implemented and the results reported, all on a timely basis. The reference to the
"CCSP analyses" function in the context of three "principles" seems extraneous to the CCSP
ensuring this "balance." To our knowledge, there is no discussion in this draft of the need for
such CCSP analyses; how or when the analyses would be conducted or how or when the
researchers, stakeholders, and the public would review them; or whether there would be a peer-
review process. In short, the purposes of this section need to be reexamined and explained, or
this section should be deleted.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.
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Ill. Specific Comments on Chapter I Introduction:
"Climate and Global Change: Improving Connections

Between Science and Society"

Page 11, section 3, delete and renumber section 4 "The Research Strategy" as section 3.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

IV. Overview Comments on Part I:
"Overview of the Climate Change Research Initiative"

Overview Comment (p. 15): The February 14, 2002, "New Approach" to the challenge of
global change states (tab 5, p. 24) that "on June 11, 2001 the President announced the creation"
of the U.S. Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) to "study areas of scientific uncertainty
and identify priority areas of scientific uncertainty and identify priority areas where investments
can make a difference." The document added:

The CCRI promotes a vision focused on the effective use of scientific knowledge
in policy and management decisions, and continued evaluation of management
strategies and choices.

The CCRI will improve the integration of scientific knowledge, including
measures of uncertainty, into effective decision support systems and will adopt
performance metrics and deliverable products useful to policymakers in a short
time frame (2-5 years).

However, the draft strategic plan lacks any prioritization of the research listed for the
CCRI research and states (p. 15) that the "CCRI programs will produce" such deliverables in a 2-
4 year time frame rather than the "2-5 years" range noted by the President last February. We are
concerned about this failure to prioritize and that even a 2-5 year time frame may be unrealistic.

Chapters 2 and 3 of the draft covers the CCRI areas and provide an extensive list of
"Research Needs" with a list of"Products and Payoffs" or deliverables. However, there are no
priorities established in the draft for the research and related deliverables. Indeed, all seem to
have the same priority. Further, except in the case of the North American Carbon Program (pp.
19-20) and in the case of scenario development (pp. 46-47), there are also no timetables for the
deliverables in Part I. This is in contrast to Part II (which is intended to address long-term
needs), where in the case of many "Products and Payoffs" there are numerous instances of a
schedule for each deliverable, some of which are also 2-4 years.

In the case of scenarios, the draft states (p. 46) that a "specific set of scenarios" to address
"relevant policy and resource management questions--at the national, regional, and sectoral
levels--will be developed in collaboration with stakeholders" and it even indicates how the
scenarios will be used. The time fi’ame assigned is two years. It adds (p. 47) that reports
"summarizing insights relevant to the questions posed by the decisionmakers and
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regional/sectoral resource managers, along with an analysis of the uncertainty, will be written"
also in two years. It is unclear whether these two "2 years" will run simultaneously or
consecutively. Preceding these descriptions and statements of"2 years" is the following (p. 46):

CCRI scenario development will go beyond past scenario activities such as those
of the IPCC. Decisionmakers, resource managers, and other stakeholders will be
engaged to help identify the types of scenarios that could be used to provide them
with timely and useful information. The CCRI will develop logical and internally
consistent scenarios with input from the full range of relevant stakeholders, which
potentially include environmental non-governmental organizations (NGOs),
industry representatives, natural resource managers, government agencies, and
research scientists. It will undertake independent analysis to extract up-to-date
information on projections for key variables (e.g., demography; technology
characteristics and costs; and economic growth and characteristics) and the
relationship of key driving forces to environmental change (e.g., land use and land
cover) and adaptive capacity. The CCRI will coordinate its scenario development
plans with the new IPCC scenario efforts. The IPCC may be interested in
adopting some of the CCRI scenarios or combining CCRI and IPCC efforts.

However, the draft fails to explain the process for such "input" and coordination and how
long it will take, although the draft lists (p. 42) as "Products and Payoffs" the selection of a "set
of potential policy questions that require information support from the climate change
community through stakeholder/scientist interactive dialogue" to "influence the development of
scenarios (6 months)." To our knowledge, the U.S. Global Change Research Program
(USGCRP) has not, since its establishment in 1989, undertaken to obtain "input" from the "range
of relevant stakeholders" that include EEI and our members. The USGCRP did not seek public
input in publishing the "Our Changing Planet" report on the USGCRP under the 1990 Act. The
lack of such experience in gaining public "input" would certainly make it difficult to accept the
two "two-year" time frames noted above for the scenario "’Products and Payoffs."

As to coordination of"scenario development plans with the new IPCC scenario efforts,"
we bring to your attention an article in the November 27, 2002, edition of the "National Post"
(published in Canada) that is headed "Leading economists want a full review of the UN’s 100-
year economic models for climate change; which they say contains ’material errors’ that
invalidate temperature forecasts." The article states:

A vocal group of economists around the world- including some of the
leading figures in the field of global economic modeling - believe the core
economic analysis behind the United Nations climate change initiative is based on
seriously flawed modeling principles. If their analysis is correct, the central
specific tenets of global warming, including the 100-year carbon emissions
forecasts and temperature increases, are likely grossly exaggerated.

Contrary to popular belief, the theory that the world is heading for major
temperature increases over the next century is not primarily a scientific issue. The
main framework for long-term predictions that temperatures could rise up to 4.5
degrees between now and 2100 is based in large part on economic models, not
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science models. But according to many economists, the economic models used
by the IPCC contain what are described as "material errors." These technical
errors, which include what might be deliberate use of inappropriate exchange
rates and unbelievably high growth rate assumptions, have major implications.
The possibility that the central economic foundation for global warming might be
riddled with errors will be brought before the ~PCC Bureau next month, according
to Dr. t~ajendra Pachauri, head of the IPCC. In a letter to Ian Castles, an
Australian economist who believes the IPCC’s economic forecasts are widely off
base, Dr. Pachauri said he planned to initiate a "full consultation~’ to get to the
bottom of the issue.

Mr. Castles, former head of Australia’s statistic bureau and .department of
finance, sounded the alarm over the economic projections last August in a letter to
Dr. Pachauri. In the letter, distributed to associates around the world, Mr. Castles
said it is important "that governments be advised as soon as possible that the
economic projections used in the IPCC emissions scenarios are technically
unsound."

It is from there "fantastic assumptions," Says Mr. Castles in his letter to
the IPCC, that the official modelers accommodated soaring emissions growth
estimates. In the emissions scenario that accompanies the growth rates in the
chart nearby, for example, the IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios
(SRES) estimated that in this decade alone carbon emissions would increase by
800 million tones in the developing world. "In other words," writes Mr. Castles,
"the modelers assumed that increases in emissions in each of the SRES
developing regions would be greater in the current decade than the increase for
the world as a whole between 1990 and 2000."

On the basis of these assumptions, which are "completely unrealistic," he
says the SRES proposes that carbon emissions of fossil carbon dioxide will
increase between 24% and 46% in developing countries during this decade. "On
this basis, output [under this model] suggests that GDP per head could rise by
around 50% in both regions." That’s impossible, he suggests. It is already certain
that growth of that magnitude will not occur. The IMF’s latest World Economic
Outlook forecasts don’t even come close to forecasting such growth.

We understand that the IPCC Bureau at its December 2002 meeting discussed this
correspondence with the IPCC and that the U.S. was represented. However, we do not know the
results of that meeting. This is an important issue. The above article states that Castles "wants
the IPCC to act quickly and not "delay reporting back until 2007 or some other date." The
review "should take place immediately."

We realize that almost a year has passed since the President announced his "New
Approach" last February, and that when he did so, he said his Fiscal Year (FY) 2003 budget
included $80 million "dedicated to implementation" of the CCRI and the National Climate
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Change Technology Initiative, with half of that amount for CCRI "to be shared among five
agencies." However, the relevant apprrpriation for FY03 has not yet been enacted, it has taken
nearly a year to develop the draft plan, it will not be finalized until later this spring, and the
budget for FY "04 will not be transmitted to Congress for a few weeks. We presume that the
Congress will want to consider the plan, together with the budget request. In short, it is unclear
from the draft when the 2-4 year, 2-5 year and 6-month time frames would begin and whether the
research will be fully funded by the Congress for fiscal years 2003 and 2004.

EEI is skeptical about the draft establishing a 2-4 year, 2-5 year or 6-month time frame
for deliverables for the CCRI research needs, particularly in the absence of any setting of
priorities and in the context of the uncertain status of appropriations. A better approach is to
establish realistic milestones for such deliverables that take into consideration the congressional
and budgetary processes. However, even milestones are inappropriate without a real effort to
prioritize, taking into consideration the uncertainties and research needs discussed by the NAS.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

V. Overview Comments on Chapter 3:
Climate Quali~. Observations, Monitoring and Data Management

The draft (p. 26) initially raises the question of how did "global climate change over the
past fifty years and beyond," and what "level of confidence" exists for this data "in attributing
change to natural and human Causes." W~e are concerned that the draft seems, by this question, to
focus on only "fifty years" of data. Additionally, under the heading "Products and Payoffs" (p.
28), the draft refers to "50 years and beyond." We think 50 years is too brief a period on which
to focus and note that the IPCC assessments cover a longer period, generally 100 years. Further,
the draft discusses the need to incorporate historical data as far back as 150 years to better
understand climate variability (p. 27):

Many individuals in many countries have gathered climate system variables using
many different instrument types during the past 150 years to document climate
system variability. In order to document and understand change from a historical
perspective, we need to develop global, comprehensive, integrated, quality-
controlled databases of climate system variables based on historical or modem
measurements, and to provide the user community with open and easy access to
these databases. We need to integrate these records as far into the past as is
practical to reduce uncertainties in the climate trend estimates of individual
parameters.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdswoi-th-Edisorl Electric Institute.

VI. Overview Comments on Chapter 4:
"Decision Support Services"

First Overview Comment (pp. 38-39): In his June 2001 remarks, the President said that the
"United States has spent $18 billion on climate research since 1990" which is "more than Japan
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and all 15 nations of the EU combined," but "we made" it clear that "we need to know a lot
more." The President added:

Today, I make our investment in science even greater. My administration
will establish the U.S. Climate Change Research Initiative to study areas of
uncertainty and identify priority areas where investments can make a difference.

I’m directing my Secretary of Commerce, working with other agencies, to
set priorities for additional investments in climate change research, review such
investments, and to improve coordination amongst Federal agencies. We will
fully fund high-priority areas for climate change science over the next five years.
We’ll also provide resources to build climate observation systems in developing
countries and encourage other developed nations to match our American
commitment.

However, in several ways Chapter 4 of the draft seems to shift the above purpose of
CCRI’s criteria away from research enhancement aimed at resolving the uncertainties and related
study areas identified by the NAS toward an emphasis of support for decision-making.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

Second Overview Comment (pp. 38-39): The draft asserts (p. 38) that the CCRI "will
synthesize the results of the research conducted" by the CCSP "to present critical information to
decisionmakers and resource managers both within and outside of the U.S. Govermnent." The
draft then provides a definition of"decisionmakers" as those that "engage in the development of
national policy such as setting national goals for greenhouse gas emissions and negotiating with
other countries over international agreements" (p. 38, lines 8-10). We presume that this
definition is intended to apply to the entire draft. However, there is a different definition of this
term in Chapter 13 (p. 150).

The definition with its references to national policy and negotiations for "international
agreements" clearly covers only federal and other governmental persons, to the exclusion of
others in and outside government. Clearly, this definition is too narrow. It does not, for
example, include resource managers or stakeholders in the private sector, even though the
President himself urged last February 14 that the business and industrial community undertake
voluntary programs as part of the Administration’s "Business Challenge." Undoubtedly, they
also strive for greater research that provides "critical information," as shown by the following
(pp. 38-39):

One major key element of the CCRI is the ongoing engagement of
scientists, decisionmakers, resource managers, and other stakeholders in
identifying issues and questions, and providing data and products that
include characterizations of uncertainties and the level of confidence
associated with this information.
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Research will provide continually stronger foundation to help
decisionmakers evaluate the suite of alternative policy options and
operational strategies.

Further, the definition is too limiting when it focuses on emissions and international
agreements, and does not even allude to adaptation, sustainable development, jobs, the
environment or the economy. Only a few weeks ago, the U.S. delegation to COP-8 in New
Delhi joined the G-77 and China in firmly resisting proposals by the European Union and others
to start international negotiations for 2013 and thereafter, saying that "we must also recognize
that it would be unfair--indeed, counterproductive--to condemn developing nations to slow
growth or no growth by insisting that they take on impractical and unrealistic greenhouse gas
targets."

We believethat if there is a need for a definition of"decisionmakers," it must be more
inclusive of the private sector and not be narrowly focused on government officials.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

Third Overview Comment (p. 39): The draft states (p. 39) that "[o]ne component of the CCRI
will focus on national-level challenges associated closely with the mitigation issue...
associated with long-term global climate change" and "[i]n a parallel effort, the CCRI will
accelerate development of a structure and process for integrating science with the decision
processes to assist the development of regional and sectorial adaptation responses.., to
variability and long-term changes in climate." We are concerned that the draft at this point
appears to treat mitigation separately, although on a parallel path, from adaptation. Yet we note
that last year, the U.S., in response to an invitation by the FCCC’s Subsidiary Body for Scientific
and Technological Advice (SBSTA), submitted views "on priority areas of research for the
scientific community" relevant to the FCCC (FCCC/SBSTA/2002/MISC.15), which called for an
integrated assessment of alternatives and an integrated analysis of mitigation and adaptation
options. The U.S. said:

The United States believes that adaptive responses and consideration of
adverse effects of climate change are important areas for further investigation of
potential responses, evaluation of their effectiveness and estimation of their costs.
Further, the application of integrated assessment and decision analytical
frameworks, which take into account economic, social, and biophysical data could
allow for the prioritization of adaptive responses, as well as the relative emphasis
on adaptation and mitigation.

The question of an economically efficient transition to a future that
minimizes the economic and environmental consequences of climate change
cannot be answered without simultaneous consideration of adaptation and
mitigation. This should be a priority of the scientific and technical community.
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U.S. to

In this regard a major concern is the inadequacy of decision models to capture
both the benefits and costs associated with climate change and relevant mitigation
strategies. The importance of a better assessment of accounting to reflect the full
range of benefits and costs across sectors and on the nation’s GDP, investment
patterns, consumption levels, and jobs throughout the economy merit
investigation.

We believe that the integrated approach to mitigation and adaptation suggested by the
SBSTA should be the focus of the CCRI. They should not be treated separately.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

Third Overview Comment (.pp. 39-41): The President’s February 14, 2002, "New Approach"
document states (section 5, p. 24) that the CCRI was "’created" to "study areas of scientific
uncertainty" and to "identify priority areas where investments will make a difference." The
document adds:

The CCRI promotes a vision focused on the effective use of scientific
knowledge in policy and management decisions and continued evaluation of
management strategies and choices. The "focus" of the investment is "on
answering key questions" identified by the NAS.

However, Chapter 4, section 1 of the draft seems to have a different "focus," namely
providing that the "CCRI will initiate a process" of identifying "policy decisions that should
influence the focus of climate change research programs" and stating that "[o]ne goal of the
decision-support efforts of the CCRI is to identify national-level decisions and to use the list to
develop decision support activities as well as to prioritize climate change research" (p. 40). The
draft states (pp. 39-41):

For the last decade, the primary focus of the development of climate
change science information at the national level has been in response to the debate
on energy policy.

It will be important to consider likely future policy decisions, because
there can be lag time in the delivery of research results. The resulting articulation
of potential policy questions will serve as a foundation for the subsequent
decision support activities. One goal is to expand the range of decisions from an
emphasis on energy policy to a broader agenda that includes greenhouse gases
and pollution other than carbon dioxide (CO2) ....

Research projects that contribute to decision support will be supported
under CCSP.
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CCRI will attempt to establish mechanisms to foster a new class of
working relationships to ensure that relevant issues are identified, articulated, and
communicated to the research community.

Accomplishing a productive and effective relationship among researchers,
federal research managers, and policy specialists will require new working
arrangements. The CCRI will devote attention to the type of institutional changes
necessary to forge effective interaction between research processes and policy
development.

For policy development related to mitigation, it will be difficult to
generate a true representation of salient decisions.

Based on the regional and sector-specific research that has been conducted
over the last decade, preliminary target areas for accelerated research that will be
considered include air quality; water availability and quality; forest and wildlife
management; drought; and public health.

These draft statements seem to shift the express focus for which the CCRI was "created"
by the President away from the "key questions" identified by the NAS and the "study areas of
scientific uncertainty" toward a focus on decisions and contributing to "decision support," and
away from an emphasis on energy policy toward non-energy issues. That shift is inappropriate.
Climate change research should be aimed at resolving uncertainties and other issues raised by the
NAS. It should help to formulate policy and related decisions. It should not convey the
impression, implied or otherwise, that policy decisions "influence the focus of climate change
research programs" of the CCRI. The NAS did not suggest a shift from energy policy "to a
broader agenda." We believe that the draft should focus on the reasons for the creation of the
CCRI as expressed by the President.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

VII. Specific Comments on Chapter 4:
Decision Support Resources

Page 38, lines 8-10: "Decisionmakers, as defined here, are persons from both the public and
private sectors engaged in climate change policy development and implementation and in
identifying relevant issues and questions for researchers and include resource managers and
stakeholders."

11
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Page 40, line 8, delete "and pollution other than carbon dioxide (CO2)."
Page 41, line 23, delete "to other pollutants," and insert "to pollutants."

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

VIII. Overview Comments on Chal3ter 13:
Reporting and Outreach

Overview Comment: We do not think this chapter is particularly relevant to the development
of a strategic research plan. In large measure, it is partly a restatement of ongoing activities of
the U.S. Global Change Research Program, which includes the National Global Change
Research Plan, as defined in section 2 of the Global Change Research Act of 1990. Section
104(d) of the 1990 Act provides that the Plan "shall provide recommendations for collaboration
within the Federal Government and among nations to," among other things, "establish, develop,
and maintain information bases," and "combine and interpret data from various sources to
produce information readily usable by policymakers attempting to formulate effective strategies
for preventing, mitigating, and adapting to the effects of global change." In addition, as noted in
this chapter (p. 151), the Global Climate Research Office was established by section 204 of the
1990 Act "to disseminate to foreign governments, businesses, and institutions, as well as the
citizens of foreign counties, scientific research information available in the United States which
would be useful in preventing, mitigating, or adapting to the effects of global change." The
section lists six categories of such information for dissemination, including "reducing energy
consumption through conservation and energy efficiency, .... promoting the conservation of forest
resources which help reduce the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere," and "assisting
developing countries in ecological pest management practices and in the proper use of
agricultural, and industrial chemicals."

Rather than address these statutory requirements, the draft explains (p. 149) that
improved "coordination, reporting, and outreach among federal agencies are required to make
research results and decision support resources more readily available and useful to
stakeholders." It states that this "reporting and outreach plan consists of working with two kinds
o f stakeholders":

The first includes those who need or are affected by climate information,
including policymakers, resource managers, the scientific community, the private
sector, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and the international
community. The second kind of stakeholder includes those involved in
education--whether it is the general public, K-12 students or those who
communication information (i.e., media, educators).

These "stakeholders" are not "federal agencies," nor are they the entities listed in the
1990 Act. Given the importance of the research, as emphasized by the President, and budgetary
constraints, the reporting of results must be more focused according to the statutory
requirements. In its present form, this chapter should be abandoned.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.
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IX. Overview Comments on Chapter 14:
International Research and Cooperation

The chapter states (p. 160):

Climate modeling capabilities have improved dramatically in recent years
and can be expected to continue to do so. As a result, U.S. scientists are now able
to model Earth system processes and their coupling on a regional and global scale
with increasing precision and reliability.

This statement is inconsistent with comments made about modeling reliability in Chapter
1. For example, Chapter 1 states (p. 7):

However, at this point model projections of the future regional impacts of
global climate change are often contradictory and are not sufficiently reliable
tools for planning.

We are particularly concerned about the reliability of model projections of the
future regional impacts of global climate change.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdswogh-Edison Electric Institute.

X. Overview Comments on Part H:
"The U.S. Global Change Research Program"

First Overview Comment (pp. 131-43): Chapter 12 does include priorities for the U.S. Global
Change Research Program (USGCRP) research elements. However, the priorities are described
without any sort of ranking, making the prioritization little more than a summary. As stated
earlier, the President wants the U.S. Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) to "study areas
of scientific uncertainty and identify priority areas of scientific uncertainty and identify priority
areas where investments can make a difference."

Establishing real priorities for the separate research elements, as well as for the linkage
between those elements, could save time and resources. However, flexibility must also be built
into the priorities to allow for new information to shape possible changes in the prioritization.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute

Second Overview Comment (pp. 131- 37): The draft frequently refers to "the next decade" as
though the time frame for all the "Products and Payoffs" for the research elements will be
completed within that time frame. However, "Human Contributions and Responses to
Environmental Change" does not include any time frames for its "Products and Payoffs," while
other elements, like "Water Cycle," have time frames for its "Products and Payoffs" that can
range as high as 15 years.

13
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While the next decade will be an important time for many of the research elements, not
all of the expected products are anticipated to be finished in that time frame. However, by
focusing on that time frame, the draft raises expectations that the research .elements will be
completed within that period. Again, time and resources can be saved by establishing
appropriate timetables for all work and then including that information when prioritizing the
work.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.
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/01 Pennsylvania Avenue, N W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-2696
Telephone 202-508-5D00

EDISON ELECTRIC
INSTITUTE

January 17,2003

The Honorable James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for

Oceans and Atmospheres, and
Director, Climate Change Science Program
U.S. Department of Commerce
Suite 250
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Dr. Mahoney:

The Edison Electric Institute (EEl) appreciates the significant efforts undertaken by the
Administration in developing the November 11, 2002, draft "Strategic Plan for the
Climate Change Science Program." The draft plan is a "vehicle to facilitate comments
and suggestions" on the proposed "climate and global change" research needs of the
U.S. by stakeholders, such as EEl, scientists and others who attended the Program’s
three-day workshop last month. We also appreciate the opportunity to review the four
Whi.te Papers prepared in support of several chapters of the draft plan posted on the
Web on November 26 and 27, 2002.

EEl is the association of our nation’s shareholder-owned electdc utilities and industry
affiliates worldwide, with 200 member companies in the United States serving more than
90 percent of all customers served by the shareholder segment of our industry and 48
affiliate members in 17 countries. We have a long history of participation in global
climate matters, including the development of the several assessment reports of the
Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) that relies heavily on research
results from the U.S. and elsewhere, and the development and continuing efforts to
implement the Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC), such as o~curred
last fall at the FCCC’s eighth session of the Conference of the Parties (COP-8) in New
Delhi, India.

COP-8 adopted conclusions that are relevant to the draft U.S. plan on the importance of
an integrated international effort on research and systematic observation areas of need.
COP-8 also adopted, with U.S. backing, the Delhi Declaration on Climate Change and
Sustainable Development. It emphasized, among other things, that adaptation to the
"adverse effects of climate change is of high pdodty for all countries," as well as the
promotion of "sustainable development." The Declaration added, "Policies and
measures to protect the climate system against human-induced change should be
appropriate for the specific conditions of each
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James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
January 17, 2003
Page Two

[FCCC] Party and should be integrated with national development programmes taking
into account that economic development is essential for adopting measures to address
climate change."

Last February President Bush established the Climate Change Science Program
(CCSP) to coordinate and direct research efforts of climate and global change. The
CCSP is to report to an interagency group that in turn reports to the Cabinet-level
Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration (also established by
the President last February). The CCSP includes the U.S. Global Change Research
Program (USGCRP) authorized by the Global Change Research Act of 1990 (15 U.S.C.
sec. 2921 et seq.) and the Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) announced in
June 2001 by the President. We note that Part I of the draft strategic plan, which was
prepared by several federal agencies of CCSP, relates to the CCRI; Part II, to the
USGCRP; and Part III, to communication, cooperation and management.

Clearly, a strong near- and tong-term research program that addresses the significant
areas of outstanding uncertainties in the understanding of human-induced - as opposed
to naturally occurring - climate change is a key element in the development of future
policies and measures by both the public and private sectors. We welcome the efforts of
the Administration to structure, improve and accelerate that research.

However, we are concerned that despite the June 11, 2001, directive of the President
that the Secretary of Commerce "set priorities for additional investments in climate
change research," the draft plan does not specify priorities for the research identified
therein. All of the research appears to have the same importance or urgency even
though it would seem that some of the research areas should clearly precede others in
order to be effective and timely.

We are also concemed about establishing time frames of 2-4 years, particularly without
also establishing priorities, for all of the CCRI research areas and for some of the
USGCRP research areas. While we recognize the need to demonstrate progress and to
keep pressure on the researchers and the sponsoring agencies, the workshop showed
that such times frames are likely to be unrealistic and disappointing. We believe a
milestone approach would be a better way forward in achieving the President’s desire to
"increase our knowledge" and to be "creative" and =flexible."

Based on our background and experience, EEl takes the opportunity to comment in
more detail on this important and helpful draft strategy document. Our detailed
comments are enclosed in accordance with the CCSP "Format for Comments" guidance.

2
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James R. Mahoney, Ph,D.
January 17, 2003
Page Three

If you have any questions about our comments, please contact me at (202) 508-5617 (or
bfan~eei.or.cl) or Eric Holdsworth, Director, Climate Programs, at (202) 508-5103 (or
eholdsworth ~.eei.or.q).

Sincerely,

William L. Fang
Deputy General Counsel

and Climate Issue Director

WLF:fhg
Enclosure
cc (w/ enclosure):

Dr. Harlan Watson
Senior Climate Negotiator and Special Representative
U.S. Department of State

Philip A. Cooney, Esq.
Chief of Staff
Council on Environmental Quality
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COMMENTS OF THE EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE
ON THE DRAFT STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION’S CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE
PROGRAM

Enclosure
January 13, 2003

This enclosure provides EEl comments on the draft and related White Papers in the
CCSP tbrmat.

I. Background Information

Name(s): William Fang/Eric Holdsworlh
Organization(s): Edison Electric Institute (EEl)
Mailing Address(es): 701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20004-2696
Phone(s):
Vax(es):
E-mail(s):
Area of Expertise:

202-508-5617 (Fang), 202-508-5103 (Holdsworth)
202-508-5673 (Fang), 202-508-5150 (Holdsworth)
<bfang@eei.org>, <ehoidsworth@eei.org>
Association of U.S. shareholder-owned electric utilities
and industry affiliates worldwide.

I1. Overview Comments on Chapter I:
Introduction - Climate and Global Change:

Improving Connections Between Science and Society

First Overview Comment: The term "climate change" first appears in Chapter I (p. 8, line 11)
and as part of the term "climate and global change" (p. 8, lines 21 and 25). Both terms are
frequently used in the draft plan. However, neither term is defined in the draft, although the term
"global change" is defined in section 2 of the Global Change Research Act of 1990 as "changes
in the global environment (including alterations in climate, land productivity, oceans or other
water resources, atmospheric chemistry, and ecological systems) that may alter the capacity of
the Earth to sustain life." Similarly, the term "Global change research," which is also used in the
draft, is defined in section 3 of that Act. We presume that both definitions are applicable to the
draft strategic plan even though they are not spelled out therein. However, there is no such
statutory definition of the term "climate change" in the 1990 Act.

We are concerned about the lack of a definition in the draft of that term because usage of
the term differs, as shown by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in a
footnote to its Summary for Policymakers (SPM) of the Working Group I’s contribution to the
IPCC’s Second and Third Assessment Reports. The footnote states:

Climate change in the IPCC Working Group I usage refers to any change
in climate over time whether due to natural variability or as a result of human
activity. This differs from the usage in the Framework Convention on Climate
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Change where climate change refers to a change of climate which is attributed
directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of the global
atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate variability observed over
comparable time periods.

The draft strategic plan indicates that it is focusing on a "set of uncertainties about the
global climate system" referenced by the National Academy of Science (NAS) in its 2001 study
requested by the Administration, "Climate Change Science: An Analysis of Some Key
Queslions," which examined the IPCC’s SPM for Working Group I of the Third Assessment
Report. One question asked of the NAS by the Administration was: "Are greenhouse gases
causing climate change?" The NAS responded:

The IPCC’s conclusion that most of the observed warming of the last 50
years is likely to have been due to the increase in greenhouse gas concentrations
accurately reflects the current thinking of the scientific community on this issue.
The stated degree of confidence in the IPCC assessment is higher today than in
was 10, or even 5 years ago, but uncertainty remains because of(l) the level of
natural variability inherent in the climate system on time scales of decades to
centuries, (2) the questionable ability of models to accurately simulate natural
variability on those long time scales, and (3) the degree of confidence that can be
placed on reconstructions of global mean temperature over the past millennium
based on proxy evidence.

A "Glossary" to the SPM for the Second Assessment Report comments further on the
IPCC usage of the term "climate change" as follows:

Climate change as referred to in the observational record of climate occurs
because of internal changes within the climate system or in the interaction
between its components, or because of changes in external forcing either for
natural reasons or because of human activities. It is generally not possible clearly
to make attribution between these causes. Projections of future cI~mate change
reported by 1PCC generally consider only the influence on climate of
anthropogenie increases in greenhouse gases and other human-related factors.

While it may be difficult at times to "make attribution between these causes," it is
important for the CCSP to avoid conveying the implication or assumption that all climat~
changes are attributable to "human activities." They clearly are not. Given the Administration’s
question to the NAS and the NAS’s response, the draft should indicate which "usage" of climate
change is applicable in carrying out the U.S. strategic plan. The IPCC’s definition may be the
most appropriate.

Second Overview Comment (section 3, p. 11): This section sets forth "three guiding
principles" that underpin the "objectivity, integrity, and usefulness" of the CCSP’s "research and
reporting."
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The first principle is that the "scientific analyses conducted by the CCSP are policy
relevant but not policy driven." It appears to mimic an almost identical principle set forth in
section 4.4.1 of the "Principles Governing IPCC Work" and applicable to IPCC Reports,
including its Synthesis Report (SR.), which were developed and adopted in 1999 by the IPCC
meeting as an intergovernmental body, not as a scientific body. That section states that the SR
should address a "broad range of policy-relevant but policy-neutral questions approved by the
Panel" (i.e., the IPCC). At that same session, the IPCC went on under then Chairman Robert
Watson’s direction to develop the questions for use in the SR. The SR responses, like the
questions, were approved and adopted by the IPCC, also meeting as an intergovernmental body
in 2001.

The second principle is that the CCSP analyses should "specifically evaluate and.report
uncertainty" and the third is that the CCSP "analysis, measurements, projections and
interpretations shall meet two goals: scieutific credibility and lucid public communication."

Each principle is expressed with reference to "CCSP analyses," not to CCSP "research
¯ and reporting." None of the principles is elaborated sufficiently in the draft to understand how it
is to be applied in the context of such "CCSP analyses." With greater elaboration or explanation,
they may be more helpful.

Further, the CCSP draft strategic plan states (p. 11) that it is "built around a carefully
constructed set ofquestions and objectives" and that the "research questions" are intended to
"focus on broad science issues.., supported by more detailed questions and objectives that can
be addressed in scientific research initiatives and projects" funded by the federal government.
The "challenge," according to the draft (p. I 0), is:

"to focus attention on key climate change issues that are important
for public debate and decisionmaking, while maintaining sufficient
breadth to facilitate the discovery of the unexpected. Establishing a
careful balance between focus and breadth is essential if scientists
are to develop knowledge of the intersections between natural
variability and potential human impacts on the Earth System."

All of this requires constant oversight and coordination by the CCSP to ensure that the
strategic plan is implemented and the results reported, all on a timely basis. The reference to the
"CCSP analyses" function in the context of three "principles" seems extraneous to the CCSP
ensuring this "balance." To our knowledge, there is no discussion in this draft of the need for
such CCSP analyses; how or when the analyses would be conducted or how or when the
researchers, stakeholders, and the public would review them; or whether there would be a peer-
review process. In short, the purposes of this section need to be reexamined and explained, or
this section should be deleted.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang,ff/oldsworth-Edison Electric Institute.
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III. Specific Comments on Chapter ! Introduction:
"Climate and Global Change: Improving Connections

Between Science and Society,"

Page 11, section 3, delete and renumber section 4 "The Research Strategy" as section 3.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

IV. Overview Comments on Part I:
"Overview of the Climate Change Research Initiative"

Overview Comment (p, 15): The February 14, 2002, "New Approach" to the challenge of
global change states (tab 5, p. 24) that "on June I 1, 2001 the President announced the creation"
of the U.S. Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) to "study areas of scientific uncertainty
and identify priority areas of scientific uncertainty and identify priority areas where investments
can make a difference." The document added:

The CCRI promotes a vision focused on the effective use of scientific knowledge
in policy and management decisions, and continued evaluation of management
strategies and choices.

The CCPd will improve the integration of scientific kno\vledge, including
measures of uncertainty, into effective decision support systems and will adopt
performance metrics and deliverable products useful to policymakers in a short
time frame (2-5 years).

However, the draft strategic plan. lacks any prioritization of the research listed for the
CCRI research and states (p. 15) that the "CCRI programs xvill produce" such deliverables in a 2-
4 year time frame rather than the "2-5 years" range noted by the President last February. We are
concerned about this failure to priodtize and that even a 2-5 year time frame may be unrealistic.

Chapters 2 and 3 of the draft covers the CCRI areas and provide an extensive list of
"Research Needs" with a list of"Products and Payoffs" or deliverables. However, there are no
priorities established in the draft for the research and related deliverables. Indeed, all seem to
have the same priority. Further, except in the case of the North American Carbon Program (pp.
19-20) and in the case of scenario development (pp. 46-47), there are also no timelables for the
deliverables in Part I. This is in contrast to Part II (which is intended to address long-term
needs), where in the case of many "Products and Payoffs" there are numerous instances of a
schedule for each deliverable, some of which are also 2-4 years.

In the case of scenarios, the draft states (p. 46) that a "specific set of scenarios" to address
"relevant policy and resource management questions--at the national, regional, and sectoral
levels--will be developed in collaboration with stakeholders" and it even indicates how the
scenarios will be used. The time frame assigned is two years. It adds (p. 47) that reports
"summarizing insights relevant to the questions posed by the decisionmakers and
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regional/sectoral resource managers, along with an analysis of the uncertainty, will be written"
also in two years. It is unclear whether these two "2 years" will run simultaneously or
consecutively. Preceding these descriptions and statements of"2 years" is the following (p. 46):

CCtLI scenario development will go beyond past scenario activities such as those
of the IPCC. Decisionmakers, resource managers, and other stakeholders will be
engaged to help identify the types of scenarios that could be used to provide them
with timely and useful information. The CCRI will develop logical and internally
consistent scenarios with input from the full range of relevant stakeholders, which
potentially include environmental non-governmental organizations (NGOs),
industry representatives, natural resource managers, government agencies, and
research scientists. It will undertake independent analysis to extract up-to-date
information on projections for key variables (e.g., demography; technology
characteristics and costs; and economic growth and characteristics) and the
relationship of key driving forces to envirox’hrnental change (e.g., land use and land
cover) and adaptive capacity. The CCRI will coordinate its scenario development
plans with the new IPCC scenario efforts. The lPCC may be interested in
adopting some of the CCRI scenarios or combining CCRI and IPCC efforts.

However, the draft fails to explain the process for such "input" and coordination and how
long it will take, although the draft lists (p. 42) as "Products and Payoffs" the selection of a "set
of potential policy questions that require information support from the climate change
community tivough stakeholder/scientist interactive dialogue" to "influence the development of
scenarios (6 months)." To our knowledge, the U.S. Global Change Research Program
(USGCRP) has not, since its establishment in 1989, undertaken to obtain "input" from the "range
of relevant stakeholders" that include EEl and our members. The USGCRP did not seek public
input in publishing the "Our Changing Planet" report on the USGCRP under the 1990 Act. The
lack of such experience in gaining public "input" would certainly make it difficult to accept the
two "two-year" tirne frames noted above for the scenario "’Products and Payoffs."

As to coordination of"scenario development plans with the new IPCC scenario efforts,"
we bring to your attention an article in the November 27, 2002, edition of the "National Post’"
(published in Canada) that is headed "Leading economists want a full review of the UN’s 100-
year economic models for climate change, which they say contains ’material errors’ that
invalidate temperature forecasts." The article states:

A vocal group of economists around lhe world - including some of the
leading figures in the field of global economic modeling - believe the core
economic analysis behind the United Nations climate change initiative is based on
seriously flawed modeling principles. If their analysis is correct, the central
specific tenets of global warming, including the 100-year carbon emissions
forecasts and temperature increases, are likely grossly exaggerated.

Contrary to popular belief, the theory that the world is heading for major
temperature increases over the next century is not primarily a scientific issue. The
main framework for long-term predictions that temperatures could rise up to 4.5
degrees between now and 2100 is based in large part on economic models, not
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science models. But according to many economists, the economic models used
by the IPCC contain what are described as "material errors." These technical
errors, which include what might be deliberate use of inappropriate exchange
rates and unbelievably high growth rate assumptions, have major implications.
The possibilily that the central economic foundation for global warming might be
riddled with errors will be brought before the IPCC Bureau next month, according
to Dr. Rajendra Pachauri, head of the IPCC. In a letter to Ian Castles, an
Australian economist who believes the IPCC’s economic forecasts axe widely off
base, Dr. Pachauri said he pl,’mned to initiate a "full consultation" to get to the
bottom of the issue.

Mr. Castles, former head of Australia’s statistic bureau and department of
finance, sounded the alarm over the economic projections last August in a letter to
Dr. Pachauri. In the letter, distributed to associates around the world, Mr. Castles
said it is important "that governments be advised as soon as possible that the
economic projections used in the IPCC emissions scenarios are technically
tlnsouFld,"

It is from there "fantastic assumptions," says Mr. Castles in his letter to
the IPCC, that the official modelers accommodated soaring emissions growth
estimates. In the emissions scenario-that accompanies the growth rates in the
chart nearby, for example, the IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios
(SRES) estimated that in this decade alone carbon emissions would increase by
800 million tones in the developing world. "In other words," writes Mr. Castles,
"the modelers assumed that increases in emissions in each of the SRES
developing .regions would be greater in the current decade than the increase for
the world as a whole between 1990 and 2000."

On the basis of these assumptions, which are "completely unrealistic," he
says the SRES proposes that carbon emissions of fossil carbon dioxide will
increase between 74% and 46% in developing countries during this decade.
this basis, output [under this model] suggests that GDP per head could rise by
around 50% in both regions." That’s impossible, he suggests. It is already certain
that growth of that magnitude will not occur. The IMF’s latest World Economic
Outlook forecasts don’t even come close to forecasting such growth.

We understand that the IPCC Bureau at its December 2002 meeting discussed this
correspondence with the IPCC and that the U.S. was represented. However, we do not know the
results of that meeting. This is an important issue. The above article states that Castles "wants
the IPCC to act quickly and not "delay reporting back until 2007 or some other date." The
review "should take place immediately."

We realize that almost a year has passed since the President announced his "New
Approach" last February, and that when he did so, he said his Fiscal Year (FY) 2003 budget
included $80 million "dedicated to implementation" of the CCRI and the National Climate

6
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Change Technology Initiative, with half of that amount for CCRI "to be shared among five
agencies." However, the relevant appropriation for FY03 has not yet been enacted, it has taken
nearly a year to de~,elop the draft plan, it will not be finalized until later this spring, and the
budget for FY ’04 will not be transmitted to Congress for a few weeks. We presume that the
Congress will want to consider the plan, together with the budget request. In short, it is unclear
from the draft when the 2-4 year, 2-5 year and 6-month time frames would begin and whether the
research will be fully funded by the Congress for fiscal years 2003 and 2004,

EEl is skeptical about the draft establishing a 2-4 year, 2-5 year or 6-month time frame
for deliverables for the CCRI research needs, particularly in the absence of any setting of
priorities and in the context of the uncertain status of appropriations. A better approach is to
establish realistic milestones for such deliverables that take into consideration the congressional
and budgetary processes. However, even milestones are inappropriate without a real effort to
prioritize, taking into consideration the uncertainties and research needs discussed by the NAS.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

V. Overview Comments on Chapter 3:
Climate Q~uality Observations~ Monitoring and Data Management

The draft (p. 26) initially raises the question of how did "global climate change over the
past fifty years and beyond," and what "level of confidence" exists for this data "in attributing
change to natural and human causes." We are concerned that the draft seems, by this question, to
focus on only "fifty years" of data. Additionally, under the heading "Products and Payoffs" (p.
28), the draft refers to "50 years and beyond." We think 50 years is too briefa period on which
to focus ,and note that the IPCC assessments cover a longer period, generally 100 years. Further,
the draft discusses the need to incorporate historical data as far back as 150 years to better
understand climate variability (p. 27):

Many individuals in many countries have gathered climate system variables using
many different instrument types during the past 150 years to document climate
system variability. In order to document and understand change from a historical
perspective, we need to develop global, comprehensive, integrated, quality-
controlled databases of climate system variables based on historical or modem
measurements, and to provide the user community with open and easy access to
these databases. We need to integrate these records as far into the past as is
practical to reduce uncertainties in the climate trend estimates of individual
paranaeters.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

VI. Overview Comments on Chapter 4:
"Decision Support Services"

First Overview Comment (pp. 38-39): In his June 2001 remarks, the President said that the
"United Slates has spent $18 billion on climate research since 1990" which is "more than Japan
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and all 15 nations of the EU combined," but "we made" it clear that "we need to know a lot
more." The President added:

Today, I make our investment in science even greater. My administration
will establish the U.S. Climate Change Research Initiative to study areas of
uncertainty and identify priority areas where investments can make a difference.

I’m directing my Secretary of Commerce, working with other agencies, to
set priorities for additional investments in climate change research, review such
investments, and to improve coordination amongst Federal agencies. We will
fully fund high-priority areas for climate change science over the next five years.
We’ll also provide resources to build climate observation systems in developing
countries and encourage other developed nations to match our American
commitment.

However, in several ways Chapter 4 of’the draft seems to shift the above purpose of
CCRI’s criteria away from research enhancement aimed at resolving the uncertainties and related
study areas identified by the NAS toward an emphasis of support for decision-making.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

Second Overview Comment (pp. 38-39): The draft asserts (p. 38) lhat the CCRI "will
synthesize the results of the research conducted" by the CCSP "to present critical information to
decisionmakers and resource managers both within and outside of the U.S. Government." The
draft then provides a definition of"decisionmakers" as those that "engage in the development of
national policy such as setting national goals for greenhouse gas emissions and negotiating with
other countries over international agreements" (p. 38, lines 8-10). We presume that this
definition is intended to apply to the entire draft. However, there is a different definition of this
term in Chapter 13 (p. 150).

The definition with its references to national policy and negotiations for "international
agreements" dearly covers only federal and other governmental persons, to the exclusion of
others in and outside government. Clearly, this definition is too narrow. It does not, for
example, include resource managers or stakeholders in the private sector, even though the
President himself urged last February 14 that the business and industrial community undertake
voluntary programs as part of the Administration’s "Business Challenge." Undoubtedly, they
also strive for greater research that provides "critical information," as shown by the following
(pp. 38-39):

One major key element of the CCKI is the ongoing engagement of
scientists, decisionmakers, resource managers, and other stakeholders in
identifying issues and questions, and providing data and products that
include characterizations of uncertainties and the level of confidence
associated with this information.
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Research will provide continually stronger foundation to help
decisionmakers evaluate the suite of alternative policy options and
operational strategies.

Further, the definition is too limiting when it focuses on emissions and international
agreements, and does not even allude to adaptation, sustainable development, jobs, the
envirozunent or the economy. Only a few weeks ago, the U.S. delegation to COP-8 in New
Delhi joined the G-77 and China in firmly resisting proposals by the European Union and others
to start international negotiations for 2013 and thereafter, saying that "we must also recognize
that it would be unfair--indeed, counterproductive--to condemn developing nations to slow
growth or no growth by insisting that they take on impractical and unrealistic greenhouse gas
targets."

We believe that if there is a need for a definition of"declsionmakers," it must be more
inclusive of the private sector and not be narrowly focused on government officials.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

Third Overview Comment (p. 39): The draft states (p. 39) that "[o]ne component of the CCRI
will focus on national-level challenges associated closely with the mitigation issue...
associaled with long-term global climate ch,’mge" and "[i]n a parallel effort, the CCRI will
accelerate development of a structure and process for integrating science with the decision
processes to ,assist the development of regional and sectorial adaptation responses.., to
variability and long-term changes in climate." We are concerned that the draft at this point
appears to treat mitigation separately, although on a parallel path, from adaptation. Yet we note
that last year, the U.S., in response to an invitation by the FCCC’s Subsidiary Body for Scientific
and Technological Advice (SBSTA), submitted views "on priority areas of research for the
scientific community" relevant to the FCCC (FCCC/SBSTA/2OO2/MISC.15), which called for an
integrated assessment of alternatives and an integrated analysis ofmitigation and adaptation
options. The U.S. said:

The United Slates believes that adaptive responses and consideration of
adverse effects of climate change are important areas for further investigation of
potential responses, evaluation of their effectiveness and estimation of their costs.
Further, the application of integrated assessment and decision analytical
frameworks, which take into account economic, social, and biophysical data could
allow for the prioritization or’adaptive responses, as well as the relative emphasis
on adaptation and mitigation.

The question of an economically efficient transition to a future that
minimizes the economic and environmental consequences of climate change
cannot be answered without simultaneous consideration of adaptation and
mitigation. This should be a priority of the scientific and technical community.
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In this regard a major concern is the inadequacy of decision models to capture
both the benefits and costs associated with climate change and relevant mitigation
strategies. The importance of a better assessment of accounting to reflect the full
range of benefits and costs across sectors and on the nation’s GDP, investment
patterns, consumption levels, and jobs throughout the economy merit
investigation.

We believe that the integrated approach to mitigation and adaptation suggested by the
U.S. to SBSTA should be the focus of the CCRI. They should not be treated separately.

Reviewer’s name, aff’diation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

Third Overview Comment (pp. 39-41): The President’s February 14, 2002, "New Approach"
document states (section 5, p. 24) that the CCRI was "created" to "study areas of scientific
uncertainty" and to "identify priority areas ~vhere investments will make a difference." The
document adds:

The CCRI promotes a vision focused on the effective use of scientific
knowledge in policy and management decisions and continued evaluation of
management strategies and choices. The "focus" of the investment is "on
answering key questions" identified by the NAS.

However, Chapter 4, section 1 of the draft seems to have a different "focus," namely
providing that the "CCILI will initiale a process" of identifying "policy decisions that should
influence the focus of climate change research programs" and stating that "[o]ne goal of the
decision-support efforts of the CCRI is to identify national-level decisions and to use the list to
develop decision support activities as well as to prioritize climate change research" (p. 40). The
draft states (pp. 39~41):

For the last decade, the primary focus of the development of climate
change science information at the national level has been in response to the debate
on energy policy.

It will be important to consider likely future policy decisions, because
there can be lag time in the delivery of research results. The resulting articulation
of potential policy questions will serve as a foundation for the subsequent
decision support activities. One goal is to expand the range of decisions from an
emphasis on energy policy to a broader agenda that includes greenhouse gases
and pollution other than carbon dioxide (CO2) ....

Research projects’lhat contribute to decision support will be supported
under CCSP.
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CCRI will attempt to establish mechanisms to foster a new class of
working relationships to ensure that relevant issues are identified, articulated, and
communicated to the research community.

Accomplishing a productive and effective relationship among researchers,
federal research managers, and policy specialists will require new working
arrangements. The CCRI will devote attention to the type of institutional changes
necessary to forge effective interaction bet~veen research processes and policy
development.

For policy development related to mitigation, it will be difficult to
generate a true representation of salient decisions.

Based on the regional and sector-specific research that has been conducted
over the last decade, preliminary target areas for accelerated research that will be
considered include air quality; water availability and quality; forest and wildlife
management; drought; and public health.

These draft statements seem to shift the express focus for which the CCRI was "created"
by the President away from the "key questions" identified by the NAS and the "study areas of
scientific tmeertainty" toward a focus on decisions and contributing to "decision support," and
away from an emphasis on energy policy toward non-energy issues. That shift is inappropriate.
Climate change research should be aimed at resolving uneertaintibs and other issues raised by the
NAS. It should help to formulate policy and related decisions. It should not convey the
impression, implied or otherwise, that policy decisions "influence the focus ofclimate change
research programs" of the CC1LI. The NAS did not suggest a shift from energy policy "to a
broader agenda:" We believe that the draft should focus on the reasons for the creation of the
CCRI as expressed by the President.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

VII. Specific Comments on Chapter 4:
Decision Suppor~ Resources

Page 38, lines 8--10: "Decisionmakers, as defined here, are persons from both the public and
private sectors engaged in climate change policy development and implementation and in
identifying relevant issues and questions for researchers and include resource managers and
stakeholders."

II
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Page 40, line 8, delete "and pollution other than carbon dioxide (CO~)."
Page 41, line 23, delete "to other pollutants," and insert "to pollutants."

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

VIII. Overview Comments on Chapter 13:
Reporting and Outreach

Overview Comment: We do not think this chapter is particularly relevant to the development
of a strategic research plan. In large measure, it is partly a restatement of ongoing activities of
the U.S. Global Change Research Program, which includes the National Global Change
Research Plan, as defined in section 2 of the Global Change Research Act of 1990. Section
104(d) of the 1990 Act provides that the Plan "shall provide recommendations for collaboration
within the Federal Government and among nations to," among other things, "establish, develop,
and maintain information bases," and "combine and interpret dala from various sources to
produce information readily usable by polieymakers attempting to formulate effective strategies
for preventing, mitigating, and adapting to the effects of global change." In addition, as noted in
this chapter (p, 151), the Global Climate Research Office was established by section 204 of the
1990 Act "to disseminate to foreign governments, businesses, and institutions, as well as the
citizens of foreign counties, scientific research information available in the United States which
would be useful in preventing, mitigating, or adapting to the effects of global chmlge." The
section lisls six categories of such information for dissemination, including "reducing energy
consumption through conservation and energy efficiency," "’promoting the conservation of forest
resources which help reduce the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere," and "assisting
developing countries in ecological pest management practices and in the proper use of
agricultural, and industrial chemicals."

Rather than.address these statutory requirements, the draft explains (p. 149) that
improved "coordination, reporting, and outreach among federal agencies are required to make
research results and decision support resources more readily available and useful to
stakeholders." It states that this "reporting and outreach plan consists of working with two kinds
o f stakeholders":

The first includes those who need or are affected by climate information,
including policymakers, resource managers, the scientific community, the private
sector, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and the international
community. The second kind of stakeholder includes those involved in
education--whether it is the general public, K-I 2 students or those who
communication information (i.e., media, educators).

These "stakeholders" are not "federal agencies," nor are they the entities listed in the
1990 Act. Given the importance of the research, as emphasized by the President, and budgetary
constraints, the reporting of results must be more focused according to the statutory
requirements. In its present form, this chapter should be abandoned.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.
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IX. Overview Comments on Chapter 14:
International Research and Cooperation

The chapter states (13. 160):

Climate modeling capabilities have improved dramatically in recent years
and can be expected to continue to do so. As a result, U.S. scientists are now able
to model Earth system processes and their coupling on a regional and global scale
with increasing precision and reliability.

This statement is inconsistent with comments made about modeling reliability in Chapter
1. For example, Chapter 1 states (p. 7):

However, at this point model projections of the future regional impacts of
global climate change are often contradictory and are not sufficiently reliable
fools for planning.

We are particularly concerned about the reliability of model projections of the
future regional impacts of global climate change.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.

X. Overview Comments on Part II:
"The U.S. Global Change Research Program"

First Overview Comment (pp. 131--43): Chapter I2 does include priorities for the U.S. Global
Change Research Program (USGCRP) research elements. However, the priorities are described
without any sort of ranking, making the pdoritization little more than a summary. As stated
earlier, the President wants the U.S. Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) to "study areas
of scienti fie uncertainty and identify priority areas of scientific uncertainty and identify priority
areas where investments can make a difference."

Establishing real priorities for the separate research elements, as well as for the linkage
between those elements, could save time and resources. However, flexibility must also be built
into the priorities to allow for new information to shape possible changes in the prioritization.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute

Second Overview Comment (pp~ 131- 37): The draft frequently refers to "the next decade" as
though the iime frame for all the "Products and Payoffs" for the research elements will be
completed within that time frame. However, "Human Contributions and Responses to
Enviromnental Change" does not include any time frames for its "Products and Payoffs," while
other elements, like "Water Cycle," have time frames for its "Products and Payoffs" that can
range as high as 15 years.
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While the next decade will be an important time for many of the research elements, not
all of the expected products are anticipated to be finished in that time frame. However, by
focusing on that time frame, the draft raises expectations that the research elements will be
completed within that period. Again, time and resources can be saved by establishing
appropriate timetables for all work and then including that information when prioritizing the
work.

Reviewer’s name, affiliation: Fang/Holdsworth-Edison Electric Institute.
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EDiTORiAL-
Po|icy Drousht on C|imate Chan e

T
he holiday season here in the United States was ushered in by a long-awaited report, her-
aided as laying out the administrmion’s research agenda for climate change. It should
interest those in the United States who may have been expecting something meaningful
from their government, along with those in Europe and elsewhere who have come to
expect disappointment.

The draft strategic plan for the combined U.S. Global Change Research Program
(USGCRP) and Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) will not surprise the second audience
and will tell the first that it has fallen victim to yet another triumph of hope over experience. This
long report, available at http:,’/globalchange.gov/#USGCRP-CCRl, offers a smorgasbord of moder-
ate-intensity research efforts but merely urges more study on the role of anthropogenic sources in
global wam~.ing. And it includes NONE of the following: analysis of the tradeoffs involved in a
major regulatory push toward fuel economy in the transportation sector, proposed cap-and-trade or
other incentives for reducing carbon dioxide emissions, and a research program aimed at sequestra-
tion technologies. It is, in short, a wait-and-see document.

The scientific evidence on global warming is now beyond doubt. Readers of these pages during
the past couple of years have seen one careful study after another documenting the role ofanthro-
pogenie sources of caffoon dioxide and other greenhouse gases in global warming; describing the
impact of past and present climate change on marine and terrestrial ecosystems;
and measuring rates of glacial melting in the Arctic, the Antarctic, and on the     ,;~.
tops of low-latitude mountains.

Old hands have noted a strange resemblance between this effort and an ear-
lier one. NAPAP, begun in the late 1980s, was a Reagan-era effort to study the
acid rain problem (the acronym stands for National Acid Precipitation
Assessment Project). It was cranked up with some fanfare and had the same    - ’ ..’q’:
leadership as the present study, in the person of James Mahoney (who is proba-
bly not to be blamed for either outcome). Like the present climate change plan, ¯
NAPAP essentially concluded that the problem needed more careful study.
Ironically, it arrived too late, well after the administration of Bush [ had decid-...;;~.
ed to take acid rain more seriously. The result was that Congress, with consider-¯
able consultation and design coming from the White House, passed the 1990
Clean Air Act amendments containing tradable-permits provisions for limiting
sulfur dioxide emissions.

It’s probably way too much to hope that a similar rescue might be at hand in this ease, but there
are encouraging signals out there. First, it now appears that industry takes the problem more seri-
ously than the government--surely a record. British Petroleum and other energy companies now
clearly expect to be doing business in a low-carbon economy, and they are spending serious money
to prepare for it. So is the eleclrie power industry, where some leaders have already made volunlary
carbon offsets. Meanwhile, hybrid cars are proliferating and the insurance induslry is worried about
its viability. Second, Congress may be noting that the politically popular goal of energy independ-
ence is linked to that of reducing global warming, and their constituents don’t have to read Science
to know that most glaciers are melting. It’s in their daily newspaper. Third, some states, weary offed-
eral inaction in the matter, have been pa~ing rules of their own: California recently passed a tough
law to limit future fleet carbon emissions standards, despite the usual complaints from auto manu-
facturers that the sky would fall.

Especially relevant to the scientific community is that there will be an independent review of the
administration’s plan by a National Research Council panel chaired by Tom Graedel of Ya/e. This is
an opportunity for the National Academies to make a real difference. The Graedel panel should not
be satisfied simply with a marginal critique of what’s there in the report. What isn’t there is impor-
tant, so the panel needs to undertake an independent review of the situation, evaluate the seriousness
of the challenge, and explain to the government what is missing from the report. The U.S. scientif-
ic community has come to expect a great deal from the Academies. In this case, the stakes are well
beyond national interest, because the nonparticlpatiun of the United States in the global effort on cli-
mate change is more than a national embarrassment. It’s dangerous.

Dormld genn~ly
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From: Brian Bravo/VVHO/EOP@Exchange on 01/20/2003 09:00:37 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Subject: NYT- U.S. Is Pressuring Industries to Cut Greenhouse Gases

U.S. Is Pressuring Industries to Cut Greenhouse Gases

By ANDREW C. REVKIN
January 20, 2003

In an aggressive effort to show that President Bush’s voluntary climate strategy can work, senior
administration officials are traveling the country collecting written promises from industries to
curb emissions of gases linked to global warming.

White House officials, insisting on concrete commitments measured in tons of gases, have
rejected written offers from some industry groups to take nonspecific actions, several industry
officials said. The administration and industry leaders plan to unveil a broad array of pledges at
the White House on Feb. 6.

This is the administration’s latest and most intensive effort to demonstrate that voluntarily
controlling emissions can make mandatory reductions unnecessary. Mr. Bush has said such
reductions will harm the economy. The effort has no teeth, officials and company representatives
say, other than the growing realization in industry that without measurable success from
voluntary reductions, it will become ever harder in coming years to stave off legislation requiring
companies to act. Senators of both parties introduced such legislation in Congress this month,
and states are acting on their own as well.

The administration’s intent, once all the industries’ commitmefits are tallied, is to meet Mr. Bush’s
stated goal: an 18 percent reduction, by 2012, in emissions of greenhouse gases for each unit of
gross domestic product. Overall emissions would continue to grow, but more slowly..

Some company officials and other opponents of regulation have criticized the administration’s
effort as a mandatory program disguised as a voluntary one.

"This is meant to give the impression that the administration is doing something to control CO2
emissions," said Myron Ebell, a climate policy expert at the Competitive Enterprise Institute,
which promotes free markets and limited government. "The danger is that they could easily get
pushed from that position into actually regulating emissions, which would be very expensive,
pointless."

At the same time, many scientists, environmental groups and political foes of Mr. Bush have said
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his target is so modest that no matter what industries do to achieve it, it will not help stem
climate change. Most other industrialized countries have chosen to pursue binding reductions in
emissions through the Kyoto Protocol, the climate treaty Mr. Bush rejected shortly after taking
office.

"Over a decade ago, the United States committed to voluntary greenhouse gas reductions, and
emissions have continued to rise," said Elizabeth Cook, an expert on corporate environmental
policies at the World Resources Institute.

Citing an expanding body of research pointing to rising concentrations of carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases as a cause of global wanning, she and other critics said more action was
needed.

White House officials said the new effort was just the beginning of a protracted campaign for
voluntary reductions. "We’re not declaring victory here and going home," an administration
official said. "It’ll be an ongoing thing from here."

Many big companies, expecting that regulation of greenhouse gases is inevitable, have already
moved independently to set up voluntary caps and trading schemes in which companies that
aggressively cut their emissions acquire pollution credits they can sell to other companies. The
list of such companies includes most of the country’s biggest energy, mineral and industrial
concerns, including DuPont, Motorola, Waste Management Inc. and American Electric Power, a
Midwestern utility that is the largest emitter of greenhouse gases in the Western Hemisphere.

The newest effort began on Thursday, with the start of the Chicago Climate Exchange, under
which big manufacturers and energy companies agreed to cut emissions and trade credits with
one another.

As they considered the administration’s initiative, industries at first resisted committing
themselves to specific targets.

The American Petroleum Institute, the oil industrfs principal trade group, initially offered the
White House a proposal for efforts on emissions, but without a specific timetable or targets. It
cited the difficulty of getting all its members to agree on a single plan- and of measuring
emissions from every facet of far-flung operations.

That was rejected, but after several rounds of discussions with the administration, the institute --
like other industry groups -- agreed to emissions changes that would mesh with Mr. Bush’s 2012
goal.

"Oil, gas and other industries have all had significant discussions in trying to achieve the types of
commitments the administration is desiring," said Robert L. Greco 111, a senior manager at the
institute. "Industry is committed to supporting this type of approach and is willing to step up to
further the objective of the president’s program."
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Trade groups for companies pumping oil, mining coal, making cars, synthesizing plastics,
smelting metals and manufacturing microchips have been recruited and have scrambled to settle
on various targets for reducing or in some cases eliminating emissions. ¯

These include some of the most influential voices for industry in Washington, the American
Chemistry Council, National Mining Association, the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers and
the Edison Electric Institute, which represents power-plant owners.

Talks are still under way, and agreements could Change, but some details are starting to emerge.

Under the program, magnesium producers have agreed to eliminate releases of a potent
heat-trapping greenhouse gas, sulfur hexafluoride, by 2010. The gas is very rare, but each
molecule has 23,600 times as much heat-trapping potential as a molecule of carbon dioxide.

Chip makers have said that by 2010 they will cut emissions ofperfluorocarbons, another potent
warming gas, 10 percent below 1995 levels.

Among other actions, all the major oil companies have agreed to scour pipelines and oil fields for
leaking methane, another powerful heat-trapping gas. Coal companies have promised to expand
efforts to capture methane and other greenhouse gases escaping from mines.

Individual companies are being asked to set more general goals.

Under a simultaneous initiative, also to begin on Feb. 6, the Business Roundtable, which
represents 140 of the country’s biggest companies, is working with the White House to obtain
commitments from its members to start assessing their activities and considering ways to reduce
their impact on climate.

Although that effort is theoretically voluntary, the Business Roundtable has already promised to
deliver 100 percent of its members.

Some industry officials have quietly objected to the heavy pressure to sign on.

On Jan. 8, James L. Connaughton, chairman of the White House Council on Environmental
Quality, addressed a private gathering of leaders of electric utilities at the Ritz Carlton tn Naples,
Fla. Several executives who were there said his insistence on substantive commitments prompted
some of them to label the effort the "mandatory voluntary climate program."

The administration’s push has intensified as criticisms of its cautious climate policies have
increased, and more aggressive alternatives have been proposed.

On the day Mr. Connaughton spoke in Florida, Senator John McCain, Republican of Arizona,
and Senator Joseph I. Lieberman, Democrat of Connecticut, unveiled a bill that would require
restrictions on emissions. California and New York are moving toward restricting greenhouse
gases from vehicles.
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Administration officials acknowledge that they are trying to tread a fine line. They do not want to
alienate voters in states like West Virginia, where the economy revolves around coal, a major
source of carbon dioxide, but they do want to appease moderates, particularly women, for whom
global warming is a growing concern.

But in seeking that path, many experts and lobbyists for different factions said, the administration
could end up satisfying no one and doing little to solve the problem.

Many people involved in the White House effort, including government officials and executives
from industries, say it is unlikely to lead to improvements much beyond those already taking’
place as the economy shifts from old-style manufacturing and businesses grow less wasteful.

And the effort, aimed mainly at manufacturing, encompasses only a small portion of America’s
greenhouse-gas emissions.

For example, while the auto industry is agreeing to curb gases from its assembly lines, it has not
been asked -- nor has it promised -- to reduce gases from the tailpipes of the cars and trucks it
builds.

Nevertheless, Ms. Cook, at the World Resources Institute, said there was some value in finally
pushing a broad array of industries to start looking for ways to reduce their impact on climate.
Once they have committed to change, she said, it will be hard for them to reverse course.
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"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
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Statement of the U.S.-China Working Group on Climate Change Page 1 of 2

[Print Fdendly Version]

Fact Sheet
Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs
Beijing, Peoples Republic of China
January 16, 2003

Statement of the U.S.-China Working Group on Climate Change

The United States and the People’s Republic of China agreed today to cooperate on a broad range
of climate change science and technology activities at the third meeting of the U.S. - China Working
Group held in Beijing, China, on January 14 - 16, 2003. The meeting of the working group was
conducted under the agreement reached by President George W. Bush and President Jiang Zemin
in February 2002 to undertake consultations to explore common ground and areas for cooperation
on climate change.

Both sides recognized the importance of sustainable development in addressing the issue of
climate change. They also agreed that economic growth will play a key role in this regard.

The respective delegations were led by Dr. Harlan Watson, Senior Climate Negotiator and Special
Representative of the Department of State for the U.S. side, and by Mr. Gao Feng, Head of
Delegation, Deputy Director-General, Department of Treaty and Law for the Chinese side.

The 14 member U.S. delegation included representatives from the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Foreign Agricultural Service, U.S. Department of Commerce National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, U.S. Department of Energy and its Energy Information Administration and Pacific
Northwest and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories, U.S. Department of State and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. The 27 member Chinese delegation included representatives
from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, State Development and Planning Commission and its Energy
Research Institute, Ministry of Science and Technology, State Environmental Protection
Administration and its Center for Policy Studies, China Meteorological Administration and its
National Climate Center, Tsinghua University, Chinese Academy of Agricultural ScienceS’, Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences and the Administrative Center for China’s Agenda 21.

The United States and China identified 10 areas for cooperative research and analysis: non-CO2
gases, economic/environmental modeling, integrated assessment of potential consequences of
climate change, adaptation strategies, hydrogen and fuel cell technology, carbon capture and
sequestration, observation/measurement, institutional partnerships, energy/environment project
follow-up to the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD), and existing clean energy
protocols/annexes.

The two sides further agreed to continue policy exchange and to review results of joint project
cooperation. The fourth meeting of the U.S. - China Working Group on Climate Change will take
place in the United States in May 2003.
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[End]

This site is managed by the Bureau of Public Affairs, U.S. Department of State.
External links to other Internet sites should not be construed as an endorsement of the views contained therein.
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Index Contents
Guidance Programs

U.S. Programs
International and Multilateral Programs

Independent Corporate Initiatives

Guidance Programs

1. World Resources Institute/World Business Council on Sustainable Development
Greenhouse Gas Protocol Initiative

U.S. Programs

Federal Programs

Greenhouse Gas Registry and Related Programs

2. EIA Voluntary Reportin,q of Greenhouse Gases {1605(b)) Program (Current Program)
3. EPA Climate Leaders Program

Cap-and-Trade Programs

4. U.S. Acid Rain Pro.qram and Clear Skies Initiative
5. U.S. Federal NOX Budget Tradin~l Program
6, Ozone Transport Commission (OTC) NOX Budget Trading Program

State & Other Programs

Greenhouse Gas Registries and Trading Programs

7. California Climate Action Registry
8. Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX)
9, NESCAUM Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading Demonstration Project
] 0. New Hampshire Voluntary Greenhouse Gas Reductions Regisfry
11. Wisconsin Voluntary Emission Reduction Registry IVERR~
12. Environmental Resources Trust IERT} GHG Registry

Greenhouse Gas Offset Programs and Guidelines

13. Oregon CO2 Standard and The Climate Trust
14. Oregon Forest Resource Trust
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15. The Nature Conservancy--Standard Procedures for CO2 Offset Estimation in Projects
Managed by The Nature Conservancy

16. Seattle Resolution Number 30359 and the Seattle City Light Offset Program
17. Winrock International~uidelines for Inventorying and Monitoring Carbon Offsets in

Forest-Based Projects

Multi-Pollutant Standards and Trading Systems

18. APX Environmental Registries
19. Clean Energy Group
20. Clean Power Group
21. Massachusetts Multi-Pollutant Standards
22. Michigan Air Emissions Trading Program
23. New Hampshire Multi-Pollutant Standards
24. Pennsylvania Emission Reduction Credit Registry System
25. Suffolk County, New York Multi-Pollutant Reclulation
26. Texas Emissions Banking and Trading Pro.gram

Other Initiatives

27. Climate Savers (World Wildlife Fundl
28. Climate Neutral Network ICNNI
29. Partnership for Climate Action IEnvironmental Defense)

International and Multilateral Programs

North America

Canada

30. Climate Change Vqluntary Challenge and Registry, Inc.
31. Baseline Protection Initiative
32. Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Trading (GERT) Pilot
33. CleanAir Canada (formerly Canada’s Pilot Emission Reduction Trading (PERT) Project)
34. Alberta Emission Trading Simulation

Europe

Multilateral Programs

35. European Union (EU) Emissions Trading Scheme
36. Procedures for Accounting and Baselines for Projects under JI and the CDM (PROBASEI

France

37. Registre des Emissions de Gaz a Effet de Serre (REGES) Program
38. Hello International

Netherlands

39. ERUPT/CERUPT
40. Triodos Climate Clearin.q House

United Kingdom

41. United Kin.qdom Emission Tradinq Scheme (ETS)
42. United Kin.qdom Carbon Trust
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43. Future Forests

Other European Programs

44. Denmark--Emission Trading Scheme (ETS)
45. Germany--Domestic GHG Emissions Trading Pro.qram (proposed)
46. Norway--Trading Scheme of Norway (proposed)
47. Slovakia--Emissions Tradin.q Scheme IDroDosed)
48. Sweden--Domestic Emissions Tradin.q System (proposedl
49. Switzerland--Greenhouse Gas Registry (proposed)

Asia-Pacific

A us tralia

50. Emissions Tradin.q System (proposed)
51. Greenhouse Challenge Pro.qram
52. Greenhouse Gas Abatement Program
53. Hancock New Forests Carbon Sequestration Investment Program
54. New South Wales Electricity Retailer Greenhouse Benchmarks and Carbon Sequestration

Framework
55. Queensland Emission Trading Forum

Japan

56. National GHG Emissions Trading Scheme and National GHG Re.qistry {proposed)

South Korea

57. National GHG Registry and Emissions Tradin.q Scheme (proposed)

Multilateral Programs

International Standards Organization (ISO)

58. Greenhouse Gas Reporting Standard (proposed)

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)

59. Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
60. Joint Implementation (JI)

The World Bank

61. Prototype Carbon Fund (PCFI
62. Community Development Carbon Fund (CDCF)

Other Programs

63. UNCTAD Carbon Market Programme

Independent Corporate Initiatives

64. BP Environmental Performance Group Reporting Guidelines and Emissions Tradin.q System

65. Shell Tradeable Emission Permit System (STEPS)
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Energy Policy Act of 1992

Section 1605.

NATIONAL INVENTORY AND VOLUNTARY REPORTING OF
GREENHOUSE GASES

(a) NATIONAL INVENTORY.- Not later than 18 months after the date of the enactment of this
Act, the Secretary, through the Energy Information Administration, shall develop, based on data
available to, and obtained by, the Energy Information Administration, an inventory of the
national aggregate emissions of each greenhouse gas for each calendar year of the baseline
period of 1987 through 1990. The Administrator of the Energy Information Administration shall
annually update and analyze such inventory using available data. This subsection does not
provide any new data collection authority.

(b) VOLUNTARY REPORTING.-

(1) ISSUANCE OF GUIDELINES.-Not later than 18 months after the date of the enactment
of this Act, the Secretary shall, after opportunity for public comment, issue guidelines for the
voluntary collection and reporting of information on sources of greenhouse gases. Such
guidelines shall establish procedures for the accurate voluntary reporting of information on-

(A) greenhouse gas emissions-
(i) for the baseline period of 1987 through 1990; and
(ii) for subsequent calendar years on an annual basis;

(B) annual reductions of greenhouse gas emissions and carbon fixation achieved through
any measures, including fuel switching, forest management practices, tree planting, use
of renewable energy, manufacture or use of vehicles with reduced greenhouse gas
emission~, appliance efficiency, methane recovery, cogeneration, chlorofluorocarbon
capture and replacement, and power plant heat rate improvement;

(C) reductions in greenhouse gas emissions achieved as a result of-
(i) voluntary reductions;
(ii) plant or facility closings; and
(iii) State or Federal requirements; and

(D) an aggregate calculation of greenhouse gas emissions by each reporting entity.
Such guidelines shall also establish procedures for taking into account the differential
radiative activity and atmospheric lifetimes of each greenhouse gas.

(2) REPORTING PROCEDURES.-The Administrator of the Energy Information
Administration shall develop forms for voluntary reporting under the guidelines established
under paragraph (1), and shall m~e such forms available to entities wishing to report such

Page 1 of 2 CEQ 004038



information. Persons reporting under this subsection shall certify the accuracy of the
information reported.

(3) CONFIDENTIALITY.-Trade secret and commercial or financial information that is
privileged or confidential shall be protected as provided in section 552 (b)(4) of title 5,
United States Code.

(4) ESTABLISHMENT OF DATA BASE.-Not later than 18 months after the date of the
enactment of this Act, the Secretary through the Administrator of the Energy Information
Administration shall establish a data base comprised of information voluntarily reported
under this subsection. Such information may be used by the reporting entity to demonstrate
achieved reductions of greenhouse gases.

(c) CONSULTATION.-In carrying out this Section, the Secretary shall consult, as
appropriate, with the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency.

Page 2 of 2 CEQ 004039
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TEXT:
The comments we received on the Draft Strategic Plan have been posted
at the following URL:
http://va~w.climatescience,gov/Library/stratplan2OO3/comments/default.htm

Please note that reviewer comments were submitted from many sources and
in varied formats; and were very rapidly reviewed and posted.
Consequently, occasional minor formatting errors may exist in some of
the posted submissions. Please pardon any imperfections.

we believe that all of the comments are presented as we received them.
we will let you know if an addendum is necessary.

Please let me know if you have any questions or problems with these
documents.

Enjoy,
Stephanie Harrington
U.S. climate change science Program
202-482-1944 or 202-419-3487
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Seemo Arora and Timoihy i~. Coson

Volunlary pallwion reduction gives compa-
nies on opportuni~ to take least-cost

o~ons to r~iuce pollution and at Ihe some
~me gain positive public r~ognifion. Given

these ~olentiol advantages, ~]I voluntaW
pollulio, reduWo, programs o~md Imge

numbm of pa~i~,~ an~ result in
pollution redu~ons? An onol~s of the
U.S. ~,v~mnmental Protedion Agenw’s

33/~0 Program sugge~ thor willingne~
to pa~dpote in that program vodes greatly

~mong indumies and among
indeed, on~ ~ small percenlage of

indust~’s firms am pa~icipating in ~e pro-
gram. However, the cam~nies that are

p~cenlage at toxic emissions. Thus
po~luffon mdu~ons du~ to lhe program

could be substantial.

Pollution reduction programs thai
p~on by companies are ~inin~ cu~ncy ~ a ~bl~ approach
to environmental improv~mcnL ~tl[

eff~clive in ~educin~ polluuon? W~a[ ~md of compan)’ would
d¢¢~e [o p~nicip~te? And ~hm kinds of ~lluuon rcducuons
would b~

To answer thes~ qu~sUons, we conducted a stud)" of th~
33/50 Program. a voluntary potluuon prevention miuaUve
designed by the U.S. Environmental Pro~cdon Agency (EPA)
reduce toxic r~leas~s. This program stresses cooperat~nn
between re.labors and tndust~ and provides positive feedback
and awards to partici~dng [i~s, We evaluated hctors t~at lead
to pamc~p~tion tn this program by mdus~nes and b)" individual
[i~. We afro compared th~ 33/50 Program ~th olh~r volun-
ta~ pollution control programs. Bebre we summarize our find-
ings, however, we present some background on volunta~" com-
pliance and the 33/50 Program

In 1984, a po~sono~ gas leak from a Union ~rbid~ p~sticidc
plant in Bhopal. India, killed more than 2,500 people and per-
~nently d~bled ~m¢ 50,000 mo~. Since then, the potential
for accidental chemi~l rele~es ~ wom~d re~idcn~ o[ co~u-
hides near mdustK~! plan~, who h~v¢ wanted to know wha~
che~cals the~ plants are emkdng in o~er to p~pa~ lot such
~l~ases. U.S. r~denu~ began advo~ting I~1 community right.

Originally published in Re~ur~.es, No. 1 t6, Summer 1094.
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to-k~ow law~, augm=nting a movemen~ [or worl~:r
right-m-lmow laws [~[ ~d b~n ~n ~ ~[~ !970~.

~ ch~mi~l d~mr in Bhopal abo ~lyzed
the movement for a ~ederal community nghtqo-
know hw. In 1986, Conies p~ed the
Planning and Community Rightqo-Know Act,
which em~di~ ~e p~ciple of public d~dosum.
The act requires all manufacturing facilities
r~port annually on relemes and transfers o~ more
~han 320 toxic chemicals, ThB reporting has
sulmd in ~he cremion el a ~tio~l datable called
the Tox~cs ~le~e lnven~o~ (TRD,~

One of lhe r~ults of mmda~d public
sure has been pubhc pressure for accountability.
Such pressure ~y be exemed by co~umer groups.
cit~en acdon groups, or the media. Even the mere
anticipation o~ public pressure can le~d companies
to alter their behavior, as it did m ~he case
Mons~nlo.

When [he TRI was [~rst publicly repor{fd m
1987. ~o~nm dimcovered ~h~[ iI w~ on~
{arges[ polluters. Thin di~ow~ led [h~ company
pkdg~ to r~ducfl i[s to~c air rd¢~s~s by 90
by the end of 1992. ~v~ral fea~u~s of ~is pledge
a~ st~king. Firm. lhe pledge w~ volunta~, ~ the
company w~ no~ ~4olating any environm~nial sian-
dar~. S¢~ond, i~ came f~m th~ highes~ ~chdon
the co~orauon~in hot, from Richard Mahoney,
Monsan[o’s chief executive officer. Ihird, it
trend lot other polluting fi~ to follow.

While public disclosure prompted Mo~amo
to act before co~umsrs, ci~en action ~oups, and
the media had time to r~ct ~o the ~[ inro~sdos,
other companks n~eded more urDng, Soon aker
the [irsi TRI was ~poned, t~ N~, Yurh rimes pub-
lish~d a [ull-pag~ adve~iscment, which w~
sored by cit~en action groups, hightighiing the top
ten co~oraie I~nd pollum~, water pollmers, and
air pollutes. F~ that fi~red promin~ndy in
ad immediately approached EPA and pledged
improve their en~mnmen~l

By the laie !980~, many companies tkat had
not been a~ the Foregmnt of environmental steward-
ship ~gan to adopt a much mo~ pmactive
ronmenml stance, Among the resul~ of the comps-

hieS’ inchnadon toward voluniary a~:tion was
33150 h:ogram

-i-he 33/50 Program g~t~ its name from tts two-step
reduction go~: a 33 pement reduction of chemical
rele~s ~d tra~re~ from 1988 leveb by 1992 znd
a 50 pe~ent reduction hy !99~, The program
encourages fi~s to develop le~-toxic substitutes
lot highi~ toxic chemicals, ra/ormulate products,
and redesign production processes in order to
~duce polluuon at iH so~c~, ti [~us~ on
teen or ihe 320 T~ chemic=Is that are h~gMy
~re produced by industry in large volumes, and
present pollution prevenuon opportunities. 7he
33/50 Pmgr~ stresses flexibility, allo~dng partici-
pans to reduce =k~es o~ any o[ these chemicals
into any endmnmenml media (air. land, or water)
Since about 70 pe~enl o[ Ih~$� rde~es are into the
mr, however, the 33150 Program is pnmgnl)’ an
toxi~ reduction program,

Pamcipation in th~ program ~ volunta~ and
does no~ change a F~rm’s respo~ibihties for com-
plying with environmental laws Indeed, EPA
claims ~hat it x~[l not give pre~e~ntial ~reatment--
such ~ reded re~la~o~ oversight or
o[ £PA regulations--to program participanis.
8ecau~ p~icipation ~ volunta~, commitments to
achieve pollution reductions are not legally en[orce-
abk--m fact, fi~ are free to renege. Nevertheless,
~any compam~ ~t have decided to pardcipale
the 33/50 Proem have submitted deeailed time-
rabies ~nd pollution reduction

Incentives lot participation in the 33150
Progam include public reco~it~n by EPA, special
~wards For oustanding achievemenm in pollution
prevention, and, s~gniFi~nd)~ the opportunity to
take left-cost actions to mitigate pollution. Unlike
manda~orF programs, this voluntary program
allows fi~ the flexibility to make the emisions
reduclions that are most cost-effective {or
Moreover, EPA provid~q ~s~mnce to th~ compa-
nies making these reductions by conducting
regional pollution prevention wor~hopg and by
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providing access to the agency’s Pollution Pre-
venuon Information Exchange System.

VolumeD’ pollunon reducuon programs -ruth
as the 33/50 Program appeal to regulators because
the programs require EPA to engage in no costly
nalemakings. Furthermore, they save regulators the
subs:anual costs of monitoring and enforcing com-
phance.

EPA initiated the 33150 Program m FebmaD’
1991, when It invited 555 companies with substan,
tim chemical releases to participate It later
extended thls invitation to all other firms that
release chemicals targeted by the 33/50 Protein. As
o{- March 1994-. the agency had invited more than
8,000 companies to participate m the program. To
date. nearly 1,200 of these firms have done so

The 33/~0 Program has been hailed as a suc-
cess it exceeded its 1992 interim goal (a 33 percent
reduction m emissions) by more than 100 million
pound_~a reduction of more than 40 percent from
!,988 emissions levels According to the project:ons
of parer!paring ,rims. the 1995 target ~s also hkely
to b~: act-tiered.

Since pamcipation is critical to the success of val-
uatorT pollution reduction programs, we e~mined
:he factors that may have led 1,1OO of the more
than 7,000"fi.rms in our study sample to take pan in
the 33/50 Program. Our analysis revealed suhstan-
Ual variation in the willingness to participate among
different industries and EPA regions. Among indus-
tales, this variation may be explained by levels of
advertising as well as research and development
(R&D) expenditures; the strength and environmen-
tal commitment of trade and manufacturer associa-
tions; and each industW’s market structure. Among
EPA regmns, the vananon may he du~ to ditteretnces
in the regions’ environmental regulations. We look
a~ each of these factors in turn.

The amount of money an industry" spends on
advertising and on R~D help~ to explain which
industries participate in the 33/50 Program.
Indttstrtes with high advertising expenditures tend

to have high levels of contact ~nth consumers, tf
consumers are environmentally conscious, we
woutd expect that participation in the 33150
Program would ba higher among industri.es that
produce final products, and hence haw a lot of
consumer contact, titan among industries that pro-
duce ~nputs to [mal products. When we tested this
hypothesis using advertising expenditures as a
proxy [’or consumer contact, we found that the
greater an industw’s advertising expenditures, the
greater the likelihood that ~t pam¢ipates in the
33150 Program. {ndustn~ v,~th high R~zD expendi-
tures are also likely to participate in the. pro~,n’am.
perhaps because a commitment to developing nov<
products is consistent with the program’s goals.

The :omparative strength and environmental
commitment of trade and manufacturer associa-
:runs Is another factor in industrT part~opatmn
industries 5vith associations that exert a strong mea-
sure of Influence on members actions and that
stress environmental stewardship are likely partici-
pants The high participation rate w~thm the chem-
ical industry may be owing in part to the fact thai
all members of the Chemmal Manufacturers Asso-
ciation must .join Responsible Care, an ininative
with goals similar to those of the 33150 Program

The market structure of each industW may also
help explain which industries parucipate in the
program. Recent trends m ~green" marketing and m
consumer awareness of environmenta! Issues, as
well as theorenca! work on firms environmental
performance, pro,,ide a basis for the expectation
that firms compete on environmental variables, par-
ticularly when they are part of an industry in which
competitmn is great and individual market shares
are small. We confirmed this intuition in a study of
a small sample of firms for which we were able to
combine financial (or economic) information with
toxic release data. The study indicates that uncon-
centrated industries, in which [trms have many
competitors (and hence small market shares), are
more likely to participate in the 33150 Program
than concentrated industries.

Within EPA’s ten regions, the variation in will-
ingness to participate may be a result of differences
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among the regions" environmental regulations. In
some regions. £PA may mandate pollution preven-
tion laws or toxics reduction laws that complement
33/50 Program goals In regions where this ts the
case, willingness to participate may be relauvely
high Moreover, regmnal vanauon may reflect the
varying smngency of environmental regulations in
individual regions, it may also be a measure of the
¢[[ectiveness of EPA’s regional coordinators in
rexruiting firms to join the 33t50 Program.

Participation by Individual Firms
Our research revealed many determinants o[ the
~dlingness o[ individual {’inns to participate in the
3"3150 Program Overall, we found that only a small
p<’rcenmge o[ the invited firms in any one industry
chose to participate [see Figure I). However, the
firms that did participate were responsible [or a
large percentage of their industW’s tome emotions
(_~ee Figure 2). Specific determinants, such a~ the
vohtme and number of 33150 chemical~ and other
TR1 chemicals that a [~rnx emits, a firm’s size and
fiuuncia| health, .and the intensity with which EPA
tries to recruit it, are considered n~xt.

1OO T~£ RFF REAOER

Firms that use high volumes of the seventecn
chemicals targeted by the 33150 Program (as well as
o~" other TRI chemicals) obviously have the porch-
thai for making the largest aggregate reduction in
release~ of the~e chemicals and are more hkdy to
participate in the 33150 Program. By voluntarily
reducing these releases, these firms ma) benefit
from consumer goodvn[I.

In certain circumstances, however, th~ larger a
fim~’s relea.se intensity (as measured by fl~e volume
o[ chemicah emitted per volume o| sales), the more
Unlikely it is to participate in the 33/50 Program.
F~rms with high release intensities vail recur high
costs per volume of ~ales i{ they switch to altema-
tzve chemicals and production processes.

The number or chemicals a finn releases is also
a significant determinant o[ its willingness LO panic>
pate in the 33/50 Program. Firms that emit a large
number of chemicals are more likely to participate,
perhaps because these firm~ po.�.~ greater oppor-
tunity and flexibility to develop less to,~ic chemicals.

Holding other [actors constant, large [irms, as
measured by number of employees, are ago [i~ly to
join the program. These firms rr~y enjoy greater ben-
e~ts from participation than srrtatl ~irrm b~’cause they
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[yp~caIly _eerve a larger market demand and
|reproved envtronmentnl peffon~nce rosy generate
empbyee goodwill Compared wi~h small firms,
large fi~s maX also feel more pr~ure m particip~m
m ti~e 33150 Program. ~rg¢ ft~ have more share-
holders. ~d shareholder pr~re [or ~n~ronmcmaI
co~c~o~ness could spur program p~dpatma

~X~iLe large ~e mercies the likelihood ~t a
h~ ~1[]o~ ~he 33/50 Pin.am. ~he h¢~ Ihat a
h~ a ~.arge number o! h¢il~tt~ do~ no~ Tht~ finding

ozucally benefit ko~ public reco~mon, even
one of their betimes parncipaled in the program..

Fmancml health and prohlability is another
determinam of parucipauon, [ncreased earnings
pro~nde opportuni~i~ for fi~s to invest m poilu-
non prevention. While pro[irabiE~y increases the
hkd~hood of participation, our ~naiysis showed

not si~fficant
A ~ignff~cant determinant of a firm’s ~flhng-

heSS to join the 33150 Program ~s the intensity
EPA contac;. EPA consulted extensively ,vith the
555 companies tt imtta[ly in~nted to jam the pro-
gram. At one point, pamcipation among these cam-
pomps was ~ high as OO percent. By contrasL the

parttclpatmn rate among the apptoxirrmtely 6.OO0
compames EPA later invited ~,o join th~ program has
been l~s than 15 percent With thes’a- companies
th~ agency had comparatwely little contact

Once we knew something about the indusmes and
f~s that partiopated m the 33150 Program, we
wanted to knmv whether emts~ions reductions
made by program pamcipanm were attnbutable to
the 33/"30 Program or to the disclosure requ,re-
men~ of the Taxies Release InventoD.

Our research indmnles that program partici-
pan~ are not free-haling on the reductions that they
made in response to ~RI disclosure requirements.
which went rata effect m 1988. Instead. the 33150
Program has reduced h~s to modify their toxic
emission~, as is clear from the changing pattern of
toxic releases s,nce the program began

Our analysis ~u~ests that. bet,veen 1088 and
t990. rele~es and transfers o[ the ~venteen chem-
icals targeted by the 33150 Program fall by i6 per-
cent. ~vhtJ~ releases and transfers of other TR[
chemicals felt bv 24 percent. This pattern changed

Fi{]t~ra 2. Rele~os o| to~i~ omissions b~, campanles par~idpaflng in the 33150 Prooron~ as = percentage o| emissions for
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dmmatzcally after the 33!50 f’~ogram was initiated
Between 1990 and 1991, releases and transfers
33/50 Program chemical~ fell by 2l percent, while
releases and transfers of nonprogram chemicals fell
by only 8 percent. The 1992 data reveal that reduc-
tion rates for the program chemical~ are [our umes
those reported [or other TRI chemicals. A break-
do,an of these data by program participants .~nd
nonparticipants reveals that both groups h~ve
increased the,r reductions of chemicals targeted by
the 33/50 Program. This suKgests spillover effects
from the program The availability o[ morn envimn-
mental{y friendly products and chemical substitutes
has made it easier for even nonparticipants to
achieve emissions reductions.

But could redueuons in chemicals targezed by
the 33/50 Program be "crowding ~ut" potential
reductions or even increasing emissions of other
chemicals? The answer is probably ~no." We found
that releases and transfers of nonprogram chemicals
by program pan|cipants have fallen more than 12
percent This finding suggests that the 33/50
Program has been successful in setting priorities
w~th respect to the chemicals targeted by firrn~ tn
their pollution control ~fforts. In addition to encour-
aging reductions in emissions of some o[ the most
toxic chemicals, the program may also bring about
reductions in emissions o[ other toxic chemicals.

33/50 Program ond Other Yolunla~/
Pollution Control Programs
Our evaluauon of the 33/50 Program raised three
addtt|onal questions: Does a firm’s participation in
another voluntary polluuon reduction program
affect i~s likelihood of participating m the 33/50
Program? Does a firm’s participation in the program
affect its compliance with environmental regula-
tions? Do firms that particzpate in the program get
preferential treatment in terms of r~iaxed regulator),
oversight and enforcement of EPA regul~[ior~?

To answer the first question, we examined the
relauonship of the 33/50 Program with EPA’s Green
Lights Program. Farticipanks in the Green Lighm
Program sign a memorandum of understanding

~th EPA in which they agree to u-~tall
czent lighting to reduce emissions of greenhouse
gt~es, t~ with th~ 33150 Program. the major incen-
m~ for pa~cipa~ng in ~e G~cn Ligh~ Pro~
positive public ~¢o~tion. Of the more ~n
participants in th,s protein, ninety are co~ora-
do~ ~K~[ ~l~e cheml~ls m~e~d by the ~3/50
~o~am. Our anat)’s~ reveals t~t p~tic, pation
the Green Li~ ~g~m st~fic~tly incr~s the
likelihood thor a fi~ ~11 pamcip~te m c~e 3~50
Program. YhJs obse~,ation su~ts that ’enxaw~-
mentally conscious" fi~s seek to improve
~pu~mion by pa~icipating tn s~ve~l vnlum~’ pol-
lution ~ducdon pro~ams at the same time

Our second question was prompted bF [ears
that firms ¢~n use paruc~paUon ~a t~e 33/5o
Program to circumvent some en~ronmenta[ re~la-
do~ under the Clean A~r Ac~ Skeptics of the pro-
gram argue that this pamcipation m~y ~ a w~’ to
obtain an extension for compl)~ng w~th cream of
t~e act’~ requirements. While such an extension
may be obtained throug~ pamctpauon ia the 33150
Prog~m. it Js mo~ approp~tely obtained by par-
ticipation in ~he Earl)" Reducuon~ Program. Any
~ductions in h~a~ous air pollutants documemed
under ~he Earl)’ Reducuo~ Program may be cred-
ited under the 33/30 Program and vice versa
Unlike the 33/50 Program, however, the Early
Reductio~ Program is more smngem and
hot, enforc~ble.

1[ fi~ could obtain exactions for compl~ncc
with regulatio~ under the C(ean A~r Act through
paniclpanon in the 33/50 Prog~m, the success
the prog~m m an akemaUve policy tool would be
diminished. The ability to obtain such extensions
wo~d su~t that fi~’ paine[patton m the pro-
~m wm no~ really motivated by the deslre co
positive public recognition. However, there ,s
e~dence to ~ppo~ ch~ theo~

Our ~i~ question wm prompted by the con-
cem that ~ panlc~paung in the 33150 Program
might get p~[e~m~l ~a~e~t from EPA, despite
the agency’s clnim that it would not ~x re~lam~
oversigb~ or en[or~mem for prog~m pamc~pan~.
Our examination o[ enforcement dec~s~om made
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and p~nalti~ proposed m 1993 under the Toxic
Substances Control Act (TSC~) pmvide_~ same
dence that suppor[s EPA’s chim. Of th~ ~wemy~
thm~ compm~ies ~h~ were fined under TSCA dur-
mg ~ha~ year, ~igh[ wer~ parti~pan~ in the 33150
Program These e~ght compani~ a~o received the
highes~ fines, Even ~thm the toxi~ und of EPA~
enforcement program, parlicipa~ion m the 33150
Program does no~ 5~em to reduce suhstamially
mspectio~ ~r penalty scttl~menH.

[n the enforcement of other environmental
hws and programs, EPA mtervem%on on behalf
parucipanm m the 33/~0 Program m probably even
less hkeb: Since the 33150 Program ~s f~deral and
~ince most of EIW~ enfo~em~nt takes place at the
state level ~ndegpread inter-chiton In s~te gnforce-
ment pmgams on behalf of program pamcipants
unhkely However, pamopams might beheve
they can get pteferentml treatment, even though
gPA’s enforcemem behavior does not appear to
roborate thi~ belief.

Our research reveals that the compames wuh the
largest amounts of toxqc releases are most hkely to
take part in the 33/50 Program. This suggests that
this voluntary program may achieve substantial
polluuon reductions because it targets firms wit.h
the greatest pollution reduction potential.

Our research also indicates that a voluntaD’
approach to poIIuuon reduction could augment
ex,stmg cotnmand-and-control regulation, unde:
which mandated pollution reductions and pre-
scribed technologies for achieving ~hose reductions
g~ve firms little Flexibility to con,,rol pollution in a
¢os[-effective way. The potenual for voluntary, pro-
grams to augment such regulation is increased
when their progres_~ can be tracked through pub-
licly available information that introduces account,
ability for pollution control and rewards pollution
reduction efforts beyond those required by law

Indeed, public awareness of the pollution
reductions achieved through innovative voluma~’
pro~ans can increase t~" programs’ effectivene_._~.
Regulator~ can use this awareness to incre~, par-
nc~pat~on in such programs, thereby spurring com-
petition in environmental qt~!ity Of coupe, public
disclosure ts not a cos~less exercise for firms, which
under the requirement,~ of the 5uperfund Amend-
ments and Reauthorization Act must report their
releases and transfers of chemicals. Estimates o1
doing ~o have ranged from EPA’s consee,’attve esti-
mate ef $4,000 p~:r TRi chemical to the Chemical
Manufacturers Association’s estimate of $7.000.

The "bene[it~, in terms of consumer goodwill.
might outwmgh the costs oi" such d~sciosure when a
firm can document substantial pollution reductions
through participation in voluntary pollutton control
programs. To help ensure these benefits. EPA
should p~owde substantial public recognition and
awards to finns achieving such r~ductions. Greater
public awareness of hems" participation in volun-
tar?,’ pollution control programs is key to achieving
the program5 goals.

Arora, S, and IN. Cason. 1995. An E\-penment in
VoiuntaD’ Enwronmental Regulation: Partici-
pation in EPAs 33150 Program. Jo,arnal of Envi-
ronmemal Exonomics and lvlan¢g~mr.nr 28: 27-86.

Arora, S.. and S. Gangopadhyay 1995. To,yard a
Theoretical Model of’voluntary Overcomph-
anc~. Journal q[ Economic Behavior and Or, o~dnl.

zation 28: 289-309,
Arora, S., and T.N. Ca~on. 1996. Wily Do Firms

Volunteer to Exceed Environmental Regu-
lmions? Understanding ParticipaUon in EPA’s
33150 Program. Land Economics 72 (4): 413-32

Hamilton, james H. 1995. Pollution as News:
Media and Stock Reactions to the Toxics
Release Inventory Data. Journal of Environ.
rn~ntal Economics and Management 28:98-113.
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January 23, 2003

American -.
Chemistry

Council
Mal~ It Passible

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary of Energy
Department of Energy
100 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Secretary Abraham:

On behalf of the American Chemistry Council (ACC), I am pleased to transmit the
attached "US Chemical Industry Response to the President’s Global Climate
Business Challenge." This voluntary commitment has been approved by our
Board of Directors, pursuant to President Bush’s call for an American industrial
response to the issue of global climate change. We applaud President Bush’s
leadership in harnessing the entrepreneurial spirit of the US private sector in
addressing this significant issue.

ACC members are proud to do their share to help the President and the country
achieve the overall 18 percent reduction in greenhouse gas intensity by 2012, as
called for in the Business Challenge. In 2001, the US chemical industry had
nearly half a trillion dollars in sales, and half of that was of products that are
hydrocarbon-based. The business of chemistry is energy-intensive, and is unique
because it uses energy both in the manufacturing process and also as a raw
material. No other industry adds as much value to its energy inputs as the business
of chemistry.

Energy efficiency and greenhouse gas intensity reduction are not new to the
chemical industry. As you know, we have reduced the fuel and power energy
consumed per unit of output by 41 percent since 1974. Carbon emissions per unit
of output have declined by more that 45 percent during the same period. The
efficient use of energy has been an economic imperative of the chemical industry

ResponslbM, Car,~

1300 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, VA 22209 ¯ Telephone 703-741-5100 ¯ Fax 703-741-6086
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The Honorable Spencer Abraham
January 23, 2003
Page 2

for decades, driven by the need to compete globally and the desire to constantly
improve our operations.

The centerpiece of our 12-part response to the President’s Global Climate Business
Challenge is to pursue reductions in greenhouse gas intensity toward an overall
target of 18 percent by 2012, using a baseline of 1990. From 2003 through 2012,
the ACC will collect data directly from members to measure progress. But that’s
not the only way our intensity wil! help the country achieve its intensity reduction
target. We also pledge to continue to manufacture products and pursue innovative
new ways to help other industries and sectors achieve the President’s goal. We
plan to work with the government, through the Department of Energy, to develop
a credible methodology for estimating green_house gas efficiency improvements in
sectors of the economy that use chemical industry products. Our response also
highlights areas in which government policy can assist in achieving designated
greenhouse gas intensity reductions.

We Iook forward to working with the Department of Energy and the
Administration in implementing this commitment. We also look forward to
participating in the February 6 White House event and would be interested in a
speaking role. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact ACC Vice
President of Federal Relations, Mark Nelson, at (703) 741-5900.

Chief Executive Officer

CO: The HonorabIe James L. Connaughton, Chairman
Council on Environmental Quality
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U.S. Chemical Industry Response to the President’s
Global Climate Business Challenge

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On February 14, 2002, President George W. Bush committed the nation to "cutting
greenhouse gas intensity- how much we emit per unit of e~onomic activity - by 18
percent over the next 10 years." As part of that commitment, he challenged American
businesses to furthex reduce emissions. This paper contains the response of the members
of the American Chemistry Council to that challenge.

The U.S. chemical industry had $454 billion in sales last year, and half of that was of
products that are hydrocarbon based. Obviously, it’s an energy-intensive industry, but
it’s unique beeause it uses energy in the manufacturing process and also as a raw
material. While using natural gas, natural gas liquids, oil, coal and electricity to power its
plants and processes, it also draws upon those same energy sources as the primary
ingredient in the products we use every day. No other industxy adds as much value to its
energy inputs as the business of ehemislxy.

The U.S. business of chemistry has reduced the fuel and power energy it consumes per
unit of output by 41 percent since 1974. Carbon emissions per unit of output have
declined by more than 45 percent during the same period. The efficient use of energy has
been an economic imperative of the chemical industry for decades, driven by the need to
compete globally and the desire to constantly improve our operations.

ACC members have had the opportunity to take part in a number of programs that have
helped to achieve these savings since the mid-1970s. Among them:

ACC’s Climate Action Program - where each ACC member is encouraged~to
inventory and examine greenhouse gas emissions and take measures to reduce
them.
ACC’s voluntary annual Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Survey- which eolleets data from members that ACC compiles yearly. ACC
then shares aggregate indicators of energy consumption, efficiency and
greenhouse gas intensity with the public through the Department of Energy.
ACC’s Energy Efficiency Awards Program - which recognizes companies for
energy efficiency achievements.

Along with compiling their own record of energy efficiency and greenhouse gas intensity
improvement, ACC’s members also have been developing and bringing to market
products that help other industries do the same. For example, refrigerators and other
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applianees are far more energy efficient today than a generation ago. That’s largely
because insulation materials, made from chemicals derived from oil and gas, have
dramatically reduced the electricity needed to mn them. The same is true for
automobiles, where parts and engine equipment made from the same type of chemicals,
make them lighter, increasing their energy efficiency, Chemicals also make today’s ears
more durable.

The ways we heat and cool our homes are more efficient, economical and
environmentally friendly thanks to chemical products. Chemical insulation material
wrapped around houses as they’re being built, along with paints and coatings, offer a
protective envelope that keeps out water, moisture and air. The Department of Energy
projects that the areas with the largest increases in associated CO2 emissions from 2000
to 2020 are the transportation and buildings sectors. Chemical industry products that
improve the energy efficiency for these sectors will contribute greatly to U.S. efforts to
achieve greater greenhouse gas intensity reductions.

While members of the American Chemistry Council have made and will continue to
make their best efforts to achieve greenhouse gas intensity reductions, government can
help by removing barriers that impede efficiency upgrades and by providing incentives
for companies to implement state-of-the-art teelmology. Without an aggressive
government role in removing barriers to progress and providing incentives, it will be
difficult, if not impossible for the business of" chemistry to do its share to reach the
president’s goal of reducing national greenhouse gas intensity by 18 percent during the
2002-2012 timeframe.

The Response

As its response to the president’s Global Climate Business Challenge, members of the
American Chemistry Council commit to:

Pursue additional reductions in greenhouse gas intensity toward an overall target of
18 percent by 2012, using 1990 emissions intensity as the baseline. Government data
shows that from I990 to 2000, with projection to 2002, the U.S. chemistry business
will reduce its greenhouse gas intensity by 12 percent. From 2003 through 2012,
ACC will collect data directly from members to measure progress. Greenhouse gas
intensity for the business of chemistry is the ratio of net greenhouse gas emissibns to
production.

Continue to manufacture p:c.:uets and pursue innovative ne’~ ";:~.:.ys to help other
industries and seetor~ achieve the president’s goal. ACC will work with the
government to develop a credible methodology for estimating the greenhouse gas
efficiency improvements in sectors of the economy that use chemical industry
products.
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Provide valid ~-ld reliable data ensuring that greenhouse gas int~sity reduction
numbers are compl~e, transparent, and cover actual conditions. ACC also will work
with the Depm’tment of Energy to develop consistent definitions and methodologies
for its voluntary mission r~xiu~don and sequestration registration program under
s~fion 1605(b) of the 1992 Energy Policy Act. In addition, ACC will support efforts
of the Administration to provide appropriate re.cognition to businesses and industries
for voluntary actions that are taken in 2003 and beyond to reduce greenhous.~ gas
intensity.

Provide regular reports to the public and the government on progress. Member-wide
reports will be made annually to the Department of Energy and contain what we’re
doing, how we’re doing, difficulties encountered and suggestions for improvement
when reporting within the 1605(b) process. ACC will participate and provide data for
the duration of the program and also encourage members to provide data directly to
the government through the 1605 (b) voluntary emission reduction program.

Make participation in the ACC reporting program a condition of membemhip through
the recently revamped Responsible Care~9 performance improvement initiative to
strengthen energy efficiency and environmental performance. Among the proposed
new "metrics" is public reporting of aggregated energy efficiency and greenhouse gas
emissions.

Develop an ACC member education and mutual assistance program -- including open
workshops -- to share methodologies and best practices to achieve greenhouse gas
intensity reductions. This information also would be made available to other energy

7. Support activities that increase our understanding of greenhouse gas intensity as it
relates to our products and processes by:

Participating in new and continuing research and development activities.
Providing expertise on priorities for taxpayer-funded research to assess the
value of CO2 and other greenhouse gases for new processes and products
as well as sequestration opportunities.
Educating customers on greenhouse gas and energy emission redueJion
benefits of chemical produets.

8. Encourage chemical manufacturers that are not members of ACC to join our program
or to make their own commitment.

Work with and support the Administration and Congress to implement legislation and
regulations that enhance industry’s ability to install and operate new technologies and
equipment that can increase energy efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and enhance industry’s ability to compete in the global marketplace. An example of
this cooperative effort is implementation of the Administration’s New Source Review
reforms.
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10. Work with and support the Administration, Congress and the F~-al Energy
Regulatory Commission to implement legislation and regulations that enable even
greater application of highly efficient CHP equipment without prohibitive market
access restrictions.

! 1. Promote the further development and deployment of coal gasification technology.
ACC members also will promote cost-effective, renewable energy resources, as well
as bio-basvd processes and product recycling in the chemical industry.

12. Encourage our employees to practice energy conservation by stopping up education
efforts concerning energy savings at work and at home.
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U.S. Chemical Industry Response to the President’s
Global Climate Business Challenge

Background

The U.S. ch~nical industry agrees with President George W. Bush in his approach to
address the challenge of global climate change. His method, "designed to harness the
power of markets and technological innovation," fits perfectly with the philosophy of the
business of chemistry, which is made up of problem-solving companies providing
solutions to make a better, healthier and safer world through chemistry. This paper
contains the industry’s iesponso �o the president’s Global Climate Business Challenge,
~ssued February 14, 2002.

The U.S. chemical industry had $454 billion in sales last year, and half of that was of
products that are hydrocarbon based. It is one of the nation’s keystone industries. The
industry uses the science of ch~listry to produce tens of thousands of innovative
products and services that make people’s lives better, healthier and safer. Among those
products are life-saving medicines, health improvement products, technology-enhanced
agricultural products, improved foods, more protective packaging materials, synthetic
fibers and perman~mt press-clothing, longer-lasting paints, stronger adhesives, faster
microprocessors, more durable and safer tires, lightweight automobile parts, and stronger
composite materials for aircraft and spacecraft.

Along with being the world’s largest chemical manufacturer, the U.S. business of
chemistry is also the nation’s largest exporter and has consistently turned in a positive
trade balance. It is a research and development-driven industry, and aceounts for one out
of every seven patents issued in this country each year. It employs more than a million
workers directly, and also contributes to the employment of more than five million others
in downstream industries. The industry is guided by Responsible Care®, a safety, health
and environmental performance improvement initiative that represents the ethical
framework for its operations.

The business of ehernistry is an energy-intensive industry, but it’s unique because it uses
energy in the manufacturing prooess and also as a raw material. While using natural gas,
natural gas liquids, oil, coal and electricity to power its plants and processes, it also draws
upon those same energy sources as the primary ingredient in the products we use every
day. No other industry adds as much value to its energy inputs as the business of
chemistry.

Using energy natural resources as a raw material is essential to the U.S. economy. In
fact, the chemical industry’s use of these resources in its products has actually helped
make other industries and the nation more energy efficient. For example, energy
resource-derived materials from the ehemieal industry have made refrigerators and other
appliances far more energy-effieiertt, automobiles lighter, and more energy efficient, and
home heating and cooling more efficient, economical and environmentally friendly.
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The U.S. business of chemistry has reduced the fuel and power energy it consumes per
unit of output by 41 percent since 1974: Carbon ~missions per unit of output have
declined by moro than 45 percent during the same period. The efficient use of energy has
been an economic imperative of the chemical indusla-y for decades, driven by the need to
compete globally, and the desire to constantly improve our operations.

One important way the industry has accomplished these improvoments is through the use
of combined heat and power (CLIP) technology, which was fL,’st used in the industry
during the 1920s. CHP units produce steam and electricity together and attain double the
fuel effieieneies of a typical electric utility power plant. Along with reducing the amount
of energy used per unit of output, these facilities also have led to a large re.duet’ion in
carbon emissions per unit of output. The industry also has be~n successful in redueirtg
other greenhouse gases.

This paper looks at the industry’s performance record to date in increasing energy
efficiency and decreasing greenhouse gas intensity and also foouses on the enabling role
the industry plays in creating products that help other industries attain the same objective.
Government barters and incentives also ar~ examined.
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Building on a Solid Performance Record of Energy Efficiency
and Greeni~ouse Gas Reduction

U.S. chemical companies are not new to measuring and improving greenhouse gas
rexiuction intensity and cnerg3, efficiency. While the American Chemistry Council has
developed this response to make voluntary commitments in meeting the President’s
"Business Challenge" on climate change, ACC members have had programs in these
areas since the mid-1970s.

ACC’s Climate Action Program, started in 1994, is based on a premise that differing
cimurnstances within companies warrant individual members’ evaluation of which
grwnhouse gas mnissions rcduo-ion measures are most appropriate and achievable.
Through the Climate Action Program, each ACC member is encouraged to invvntory and
examine greenhouse gas emissions and take appropriate and economically sound
measures to reduce them. The companies also are encouraged to report those reductions
through the "Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gases 1605(b)’" program, established
by the Energy Policy Act of 1992.

Since 1989, ACC also has conducted a voluntary annual Energy Efficiency and CO2
Emissions Survey. That survey collects data from members on their energy consumption
based on purchased energy used for fuel, power and steam, and related CO2 emissions;
consumption of"feedstoek," energy used as a raw material to produce a product; on-site
produced fuel energy (mostly from byproduct energy streams); and other greenhouse gas
emissions. ACC compiles that data and pmduees yearly aggregate indicators of the
companies’ energy consumption, energy efficiency and greenhouse gas intensity. The
summary results of the survey are shared with the Department of Energy and other
government agencies.

ACC also makes available and encourages members to take part in an Energy Efficiency
Continuous Improvement Program. ACC voluntary guidelines assist companies in
participating in energy efficiency effbrts.

Since 1994, companies also have been able to take part in the ACC Energy Effici~ency
Awards Program; This program recognizes companies for their outstanding energy
efficiency achievements. It also offers other companies examples of actions they could
take to increase efficiency.

The industry recently revamped its Responsible Care® perforrnane~ improvement
initiative to strengthen energy efficiency ~d environmental performance. Among the
proposed new "metrics" is public reporting of energy efficiency and greenhouse gas
emissions.

The industry has a history of increasing energy efficiency and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. During the past 12 years, ACC members have made major investments,
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conducted programs and look~l for and taken advantage o£opportunities to achieve those
reductions and efficiencies. Because oftlmt effort, end o£special opporkufities such as
changes in production processes that have r~luo~ nitrous oxide emissions, the industry
is expected to achieve about a 12 percent reduction in greenhouse gas intensity emissions
through 2002.

The chart below depicts greenhouse gas emission intensity since 1990. Performance to
date required substantial R&D, improvements in process and energy technology and
significant investment. Sustaining this level of improvement into the future will depend
on substantial additional introduction of new technology and processes, removal of
government barriers, and access to tax code incentives, in short, there is no such thing as
"business as usual" for the chemical industry.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG) Intensity
(GHG Emissions per Unit of Production)

140

130

~120

!10

100

80

-~-Greenhouse Gas Intensity Index
~ Fed, Reserve Industrial Production Index

Footnote: To measure the intensity of greenhouse gas emissions in the chemical industry, it is
neces.~’ary to use a denominator that measurgr changes in production. The ideal denominator
would be pounds of production, however this data dozv not exist for our industry because of its
diverse product base. The Federal Reserve calculates an "industrial production" index for the
chemical industry that attempts to measure changes in production activity. The IP index
measures changes in the physical quantity of production and where this data is unavailable, the
index is based on changes in electricity consumption and production worker hours. ACC is using
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this index to illustrate historical greenhouse gas intensity, Beginning in 2003. ACC will be
making the measurement using internal data.
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Enabling Other Industries to Improve Energy Efficiency and
Decrease Greenhouse Gas Intensity

Refrigerators and other appliances are far more energy efficient today than a generation
ago. That’s largely because insulation materials, made from chemicals derived from oil
and gas, have dramatically reduced the amount of electricity used to run a refrigerator.
The same is true for automobiles. Body parts and engine equipment -- made from
chemicals derived from oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids - make today’s cars
lighter, increasing their energy efficiency. These chemicals also make the cars more
durable than their pr~d~essors.

Even the ways we heat and cool our homes are more efficient, economical and
environmentally friendly thanks to chemical industry products. Common building
products such as wood, brick or stucco don’t completely prevent air and water from
seeping into a home, making it harder to keep it cool in the summer or warm in the
winter. But polyolefin fiber films and linear polyethylene, the insulation material
wrapped around homes as they’re being built, along with paints and coatings offer a
protective envelope that keeps out water, moisture and air. Insulation, double-parted
windows, window glazing, sealants and efficient heating artd air conditioning systems are
all produced through ehemistr)r.

These are just some of the many ways that the business of chemistry is developing and
commercializing sustainable, climate friendly products and technologies that help it and
other industries reduce greenhouse gas intensity while improving energy efficiency. As a
matter of fact, just one insulation product by one chemical company is responsible for
saving more than five billion gallons of fuel oil since the beginning of the nation’s energy
crisis in the 1970s. That insulation product’s use in U.S. homing construction has saved
six million metric tons of carbon dioxide from being generated. That same company has
developed products derived from ecru that are used in a number of products, including
paper and board coatings and pigments, paints, building products, bottles and food
service packaging. Because these products recycle the Earth’s carbon, they potentially
reduce COz in the atmosphere.

The Department of Energy/Energy Information Administration "Annual Energy (~utlook
2002" report projects that the areas in the economy with the largest increases in
associated COz emissions over the period 2000-2020 are the transportation (1.9 percent
per year) and buildings (residen.’.b’~ - 1.1 percent per year and eomm,~.qgl - 1.8 percent
per year) sectors. These two sectors have grown 23 and 33 percent respeeffully since
1990. Chemical industry products that improve the energy efficiency for these sectors
eonlribute much to the U.S. effort to achieve greater greenhouse gas intensity reductions.
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Growth in Light Vehicle Sales and Housing Starts
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Opportunities for Government To Encourage Chemical
Industry Greenhouse Gas Intensity Reductions

There are a number of opportunities for the government to help the chomieal and other
industries achieve desired greenhouse gas intensity reductions. These opportunities
include removing barriers that impede efficiency upgrades, and providing incentives for
companies to implement state-of-the-art technology-

For example, the Business Roundtable’s July 1999 report, "’The Role of Technology in
Responding to Concerns about Global Climate Change, "eoneluded that increased and
widespread deployment of more energy-efficient technologies and developing new and
breakthrough technologies comstitute the most effective responses to concerns about
global climate change.

Addressing U.S. and global needs for diverse energy and fuel supplies, as well as
implementing energy efficiency improvements, are important to the members of the
American Chemistry Council. ACC feels that near-term opportunities for accelerating
the development, commercialization and global dissemination of advanced technology,
especially combined heat and power (CHP), should be a part of the president’s Business
Challenge. Without an aggressive government role in removing barriers to progress and
providing incentives, it will be difficult, if not impossible, for the business of chemistry
to do its share to reach the president’s goal of reducing national greenhouse gas intensity
by 18 percent during the 2002-2012 timefi’ame.

Appendix I to this paper spells out the importance that the president’s National Energy
Policy places on the growth of CHP technology. The appendix also focuses on potential
roadblocks to the president’s plan for CHP growth and excerpts the National Energy
Policy’s support for combined heat and power.

Appendix II points out regulatory barriers that impede research, innovation and
investment in new technology that the business of chemistry needs to meet its energy
supply and economic growth.

Appendix HI focuses on tax barriers that interfere with capital availability and utffization
in the chemical industry, including investment in new plants and equipment, new
processes and new technology. Improvements on the president’s proposed tax incentives
are presented.

Part of the current challenge in establishing a viable energy policy are unnecessary
roadblocks brought about by environmental policy. To correct this, it is important to
evaluate key federal, state and local agency decisions regarding administrative action,
regulatory action, or compliance and enforcement action for its impact on energy supply,
distribution or use. Current agency activity should undergo an extensive review tbr
energy and fuel supply impact consistent with current law and the May 2001 Executive
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adverse impacts on energy ~ppiy, transmtss~on, d~SmbUt~on or use. I mS assessment
should consider possible shortfalls in supply, impact on consumers and inca’eased demand
for foreign supplies. The seoretary of energy should have the responsibility to comment
on the validity of federal agency assessments before administrative or enforcement action
is taken. States should provide direct input to the secretary of energy. Affected companies
should be encouraged to file adverse energy effects statements with the secretary of
energy as part of this process.

Unfortunately, some taxpayer-funded government initiatives have the potential to be
weighed down by inertia.and special interests, which can make it difficult for government
to make mid-course corrections in research and development. To operate effectively
within budget constraints, it is important for government to continuously re-evaluate the
effectiveness of current programs. Input from the private sector representing
manufacturing and deployment interests is crucial to this review so that more productive
use of R&D funding occurs.

There should be an annual "audit" of ongoing federal r~eareh and development to justify
funding, asking:

¯ Has the taxpayer funding resulted in improvements in the market viability for the
technology?

¯ Has the program attracted a growing base of private participation, including
manufacturing and deployment interests?

¯ ¯ Does the technology meet U.S. deployment needs?

Some tax incentives are designed without regard for effectiveness. Assuming a limited
budget is available for tax support for the president’s Climate Business Challenge, it is
vital that a periodic evaluation be undertaken to assess the effectiveness of various
incentives, including tax credits for purchase of equipment, to determine cost diffore, nees
between technologies and exemptions fi’om taxes.
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Orders 1321 i ("Actions Concerning Regulations that Significaufly Affect Energy Supply,
Distribution and Use") and 13212 ("Actions to Expedite Energy-Related Projects").

The federal govermnent should require that every agency action be evaluated for poss~le
adverse impacts on energy mpply, transmission, distribution or use. This assessment
should consider possible shortfalls.in supply, impact on consumers and increased demand
for foreign supplies. The secretary of energy should have the responsibility to comment
on the validity of federal agency assessments before administrative or enforcement action
is taken. States should provide direct input to the secretary of energy. Affected companies
should be encouraged to file adverse energy effects statements with the secretary of
energy as part of this process.

Unfortunately, some taxpayer-funded government initiatives have the potential to be
weighed down by inertia and special interests, which can make it difficult for government
to make mid-course corrections in research and development. To operate effectively
within budget constraints, it is important for government to continuously m-evaluate the
effectiveness of current programs. Input from the private sector representing
manufacturing and deployment interests is crucial to this review so that more productive
use of R&D funding occurs.

There should be an annual "audit" of ongoing federal research and development to justify
funding, asking:

Has the taxpayer funding resulted in improvements in the market viability for the
technology?
Has the program attracted a growing base of private participation, including
manufacturing and deployment interests?
Does the technology meet U.S. deployment needs?

Some tax incentives are designed without regard for effectiveness. Assuming a limited
budget is available for tax support for the president’s Climate Business Challenge, it is
vital that a periodic evaluation be undertaken to assess the effectiveness of various
incentives, including tax credits for purchase of equipment, to determine cost differences
between technologies and exemptions from taxes.
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Appendix I: PRESlq ENT’S POLICY ENCOURAGES AND
REQUIRES COMBINED HEAT AND POWER GROWTH

The National Energy Policy (excerpted below) contemplates substantial growth in
combined heat and power (CHP): an additional 124,000 megawatts at industrial facilities
alone. The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act has been successful in encouraging
CHP capacity growth from I0,000 megawatts in 1980 to 55,000 megawatts ourrenfly,
representing nine percent of el ectrlcity generation.

The U.S. Climate Change Strategy (excerpted below) contemplates a major role for CHP
during the 2002-2012 timeframe. Achieving an 18-percent reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions intensity in the industrial sector would be impossible ifCHP were discouraged.
New technology investments v.re needed now.

The National Energy Polioy calls for a new CHP tax credit that will enhance efforts
underway by the Environmental Protection Agency to streamline the permitting process
for cogeneration plants and to promote CHP location at "brownfields" and other
industrial sites.

WHAT ARE THE POTENTIAL ROADBLOCKS TO THE PRESIDENT’S CHP INITIATIVE?

There are a number of potential roadblocks to achieving the growth of CHP called for in
the National Energy Policy, including:

Failure to sustain the Carper-Collins Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act
amendment in the energy bill legislative conference (HR4).

The Carper Collins amendment to the Senate’s energy bill do~s much to continue
to preserce the incentives for CHP in monopoly utility markets, It must be
retained in any final energy bill that contains electricity provisions, Any attempt
to repeal PURPA without access to a truly competitive electricity market must be
blocked.

Application of"Clear Skies" multl-pollutant requirements to CHP ~

CHP plants already have provided substantial emissions reductions - in fact, they
produce about one-half the emissions of central station plants. Since many CHP
plants are fired by natural gas, there is no fuel-switching option. Many facilities
also are in non-attainment areas already subjected to substantial current and future
emissions constraints, Imposing the costs of additional regulation on facilities
that may have marginal economies and have superior environmental performance
is contrary to the National Energy Policy and the U.S. Climate Change Strategy.

I~IATIONAL ENERGY I~OLICY SUPPORT FOR COMBINED HEAT AND POWER
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[Excerpted from the report of the National Energy Policy Group, May 2001, Chapter 3 -
Protecting America’s Environment: Sustaining the Nation’s Health and Environment,
Page 5]

Technologies for Improved Efficlencies

Two-thirds of the energy used in a conventional coal-fired power plant is wasted in the
pmduetion of electricity. These losses can be minimized through a number of
innovations, including installing high efficiency steam turbines, reducing steam leaks,
and using.software to optimize combustion efficiency. New coal-burning power plants
can achieve efficioneies of over 40 percent using existing technology, and companies are
developing even more efficient technologies. Wasted energy can also be recycled for use
in industrial processes or for heating buildings.

A family of technologies known as combined heat and power (CHP) can achieve
effieieneies orS0 percent or more. In addition tO environmental benefits, CHP projects
offer efficiency and cost savings in a variety of settings, including industrial boilers,
energy systems, and small, building scale applications. At industrial facilities alone,
there is potential for an additional 124,000 megawatts (MW) of efficient power from gas-
fired CHP, which could result in annual emission reductions of 614,000 tons of carbon
equivalent. CHP is also one of a group of clean, highly reliable distributed energy
technologies that reduce the amount of electricity lost in transmission while eliminating
the need to construct expensive power lines to transmit power from large central power
plants.

[Excerpted from the report of the National Energy Policy Group. Chapter 4- Using
Enet,gy Wisely: Increasing Energy Conservation and Efficiency, Page 9]

Because of their large needs for both heat and electricity, businesses find combined heat
and power (CHP) systems particularly attractive. However, replacing old, inefficient
boilers with highly efficient CI-IP systems may add a number.of new regulatory
requirements (such as air permits), but does not offer the same tax depreciation incentives
the tax code grants to power plants.

Recommendations:

The NEPD Group recommends that the President direct the Secretary of the
Treasury to work with the Congress on legislation to encourage increased energy
efficiency through combined 1~:~.---.~ and power (CHP) projects by s_<--. ~ ~ening the
depreciation life for CHP projects or providing an investment tax credit.

The NEPD Group recommends that the President direct the Administrator of the
Environmental.Protection Agency (EPA) to work with local and state
governments to promote the use of well-designed CHP and other clean power
generation at "brownfield" sites, consistent with the local community’s interests.
EPA will also work toclarify liability issues if they are raised at a particular site
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The NEPD Group recommends that the President direct the EPA Administrator to
promote CHP through flexibility in environmental permitting.

U,S. Climate Policy Support for Combined Heat and Power

National Goal
[Excerpted from [Z.S. Climate Change Strategy, A New Approach, February 14. 2002,
Pages 6- 7]

The President set a national goal to reduce the greenhouse gas intensity oft.he U.S.
economy by 18 percent over the next ten years. Rather than pitting economic growth
against the environment, the President has established an approach that promises real
progress on climate change by tapping the power of sustained economic growth.

The Intensity Based Approach Promotes Near-Term Opportunities to Conserve
Fossil Fuel use, recover Methane, and Sequester Carbon. Until we develop and
adopt breakthrough technologies that provide sate and reliable energy to fueI our
economy without emitting greenhouse gases, we need to promote more rapid
adoption of existing, improved energy efficiency and renewable resources that
provide cost effective opportunities to reduce emissions

Incentives and Programs for Renewables and Industrial Cogeneration
[Excerpted from U..S. Climate Change Strategy, A New Approach, February 14. 2002.
Page 11]

The President’s FY ’03 budget proposes providing $4.6 billion in dean energy tax
incentives over the next five years ($7.1 billion over ten years) for investments in
renewable energy (solar, wind, and biomass), hybrid and fuel cell vehicles, eogeneration,
landfill gas conversion, and ethanol. These incentives are important to meeting the
nation’s long-term energy supply and security needs, and reducing pollution and
projected greenhouse gas emissions. These clean energy tax incentives include:

New 10 Percent Tax Credit for Co-Generation (Combined Heat and Power
Systems). The President has proposed a new 10 percent tax credit for inve~stments
in combined heat and power systems between 2002 and 2006. The credit will
encourage investments in highly efficient CHP projects and spur innovation in
improved ClIP technologies. No income tax credits are currently available for
investment in CHP property.

Cogeneration. Combined heat and power (CHP), also known as "cogeneration", is
a highly efficient form of electric generation that recycles heat, which is normally
lost under traditional power combustion methods. CHP captures the heat left over
fi:om industrial use, providing a source of residential and industrial heating and air
conditioning in the local area around the power plant. CHP systems achieve a
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greater level of overall energy efficiency, the~’eby reducing energy consumption.
costs, and carbon emissions.

EPA Combined Heat and Power Partnership.. The new tax credit would enhance
efforts underway by the Environmental Protection Agency to streamline the
permitting process for cogeneration plants, promote their location in Brownfields
and other industrial sitcs, and clarify how companies can use cogcnemtion to stay
in compliance with Clean Air Act pollution standards. On October 5, 2001, in
partnership with 17 Fortune 500 compauirs, city and state governments and
nonprofits, I~PA announced the Combined Heat and Power Partnership. Current
CHP projects of the founding partners represent more then 5,800 megawatts of
power geRexating capacity, an amount capable of serving almost 5 million
households. The projects annually reduce carbon dioxide by more than 8 million
tons; the annual energy savings equal 19 million barrels of oil. A similar program
by the Department of Energy challenges the heat and power industry to double
usage of cogeneration in the United States by 2010.
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Appendix I-I: REGULATORY BARR~RS

The Council supports reasonable regulations that result in environmental improveanents.
However, many current environmental regulations impede research, innovation and
investment in new technology needed to meet the nation’s energy supply and economic
growth needs, while producing limited environmental benefit.

A leading example of a regulatory barrier that discourages technological innovation is the
New Source Review program. This program was originally intended as a pre-
construction permitting program aimed at requiring major stationary sollrees to install
state-of-the-art air pollution controls when the source builds new plants or makes major
"non-routine" changes that result in significant increases in emissions at existing
operations. This program has deviated significant and detrimentally from’its original
intent.

EPA atmouneed its proposed reform of New Source Review June 3, 2002. In it, EPA
Administrator Christine Todd Whitman correctly recognized that "some aspects of the
NSR program have deterred companies from implenaenting projects that would increase
energy efficiency and decrease air pollution." EPA’s recommendations seem. to address
many of the concerns that have been raised about the NSR program. It is important that
EPA expeditiously implement these proposals through both final rules and proposed
rules, Any further dday will only exacerbate the challenge the industry faces in making
the investments that will helpachieve the int~sity improvements expected by the
President. ACC commits to work with and support the Administration and Congress to
implement legislation and regulations that enhance industry’s ability to install and operate
new technologies and equipment that can irterease energy e~eiency artd reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, thus e~ancing the industry’s ability to compete in the global
marketplace.

Companies that have made substantial investments are disadvantaged in the market when
regulatory policies are changed in mid-stream. In the late 1990’s, EPA reversed 20 years
of policy guidance on New Source Review requirements to pressure companies t@ accept
requirements not contemplated in the authorizing legislation. This undermines industry’s
ability to invest in new teelmologies, including many technologies that would improve
energy supply, fuel supply and energy efficiency while reducing emissions. Concurrent
with EPA’s changed regulatory interpretations on the NSR program, it has undertaken an
enforcement initiativo that relies heavily on their reinterpretatiorts. The threat of future
enforcement action had created a chilling effect on the pursuit of energy improvement
projects.

Several steps should be taken to improve the existing NSR program:

EPA should implement its existing regulations in a clear and consistent manner
that avoids triggering NSP,/PSD permitting requirements for changes necessary to
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maintain and repair existing units, for changes that result in energy efficiency
improvements, or changes that do not increase emissions.
All "routine maintenance, repair and replacement" activities must be exempt from
the scope ofNSR. EPA should retract its recent changes to the interpretation of
this regulatory exemption and return to the broader, common sense approach
followed from 1980 through the mid- 1990s. EPA should also provide further
clarification, by industry sector, on what activities constitute routine maintenance,
repair, and replacement.
Projects that generate environmental benefits should be explicitly exempted from
the NSR program. This exemption should include projects that increase the
energy efficiency of operations.
In addition to the above administrative changes and regulatory reforms, EPA
should facilitate permits that move away from project-by-project reviews to
facility-wide emissions, providing complete flexibility to make changes within the
permitt~’~xt emissions.

Other regulatory barriers that discourage technology innovation include:

Technology-based regulations preventing "netting" and other forms of performance-
based regulation.
Ineonsistertt enforcement among regulatory agencies and
Inadequate scientific and economic bases for regulations.

Regulatory barriers olden create disincentives or obstacles to adopting more energy-
efficient technologies that reduce total emissions. These barriers include:

Inclusion of combined heat and pow~ in new multi-pollutant proposals, e.g., Clear
Skies.
Technology-specific air quality standards.
Possible regulation of CO2 emissions.
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Appendix IH: TAX BARRIERS

As cm’renfly written, the U.S. tax code does not always support capital formation,
including investments in manufacturing plant and equipment and new process and
product technologies. Whilethe President’s initiative has proposed tax incentives for
CHP, unless depreciation life is shortened, the necessary incentives wiI1 not be provided.

The burden is especially difficult for many energy supply and energy-efficiency
inve~’nents that are also constrained by government regulations, trade laws and limited
market demand.

There are several issues with the R&D tax credit that should be addressed as part of a
national climate and energy policy iuitiative, including:

1. On-Again-Off-Again Nature of the R&D Tax Credit

Because the R&D tax credit has a history of unpredictable and short-term extensions,
companies have not been able to fully take advantage of its benefits.. Currently, the
credit is scheduled to expire on 3une 30, 2004. The uncertainty created by the
pending expiration is particularly troublesome for investors in long-term
breakthrough tectmologies. Their inability to rely on the credit impedes technological
progress. The solution to this problem is straightforward: Make the R&D tax credit
permanent.

2. Limitations and Inconsistencies in the R&D Tax Credit

The rules and exceptions that determine the availability of research and development
tax credits are highly complex. Rules that limit such tax credits to incremental
expenses over a base period amount and to a percent of gross receipts serve to reward
some R&D activities but not others.

In order to qualify for the credit, a company’s R&D outlays in the current year must
exceed a base period hurdle that takes into account the company’s historical
expenditures and gross revenues. Because the base amount is tied to gross re~ipts,
the amount of the credit can be affected as much by changes in the level of revenues
as it is by the level of research performed. The current R&D credit has the unintended
effect of encouraging high-cost, manual research and development, while
discouraging its replacement with more eftieient~ technological, and math-based
R&D procedures. In addition, firms in mature industries can face ever-declining
credits if their R&D outlays level offwhile their sales revenues increase in nominal
terms due to inflation.

Solutions to this R&D tax issue include:
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Allow R&D tax credits for every dollar of research expense incurred for energy and
~ncrgy efficiency-related technology- not just for the increment over some arbitrary
base pm’iod amount.
Eliminate the disparity between qualifying costs for contractors versus company
employees.
Make the credit refundable or transferable among taxpayers.

3. Tax incentives for energy efficiency, research and development are
inadequate, but some steps can be taken to address the problem, including:

* Provide crthanced tax credits focused specifically on promoting research and
development on breakthrough energy-efficiency technologies for plant and
equipment.

° Provide additional incentives and support for long-term public:private research
partnerships.

Congress should take the following actions to address the depreciable lives barriers
as described in a study on energy and energy-efficiency related investments by the
American Council on Capital Formation (ACCF):

Dramatically shorten the period during which businesses write off investments in
energy or energy efficiency (combined heat and power) related investments to reflect
the risks to investors and thc benefits to society.
Create a U.S. capital acquisition deduction, similar to that in European countries, for
energy-efficient plants and equipment.
Reinstate the Investment Tax Credit for energy-related investments.
Stop treating accelerated depreciation and amortization of energy-related investments
as preferences for AMT purposes.
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SBodman@doc.gov
01/24/2003 10:22:47 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: January 30 Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology Meeting

Attached for your review is the agenda for the Interagency Working Group on
Climate Change Science and Technology meeting being held Thursday, January
30, 10:00-12:00 PM in room 4830 at the Department of Commerce. I am also
attaching a draft program plan for bi-monthly meetings throughout the year.
I will solicit your comments on this proposed schedule at the meeting on
the 30th.

I look forward to seeing you next week.

Sam

(See attached file: Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 30Jan2003.doc)(See attached file:
IWGCCST Meeting Plan Draft.doc)
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SBodman@doc.gov
01/24/2003 10:22:47 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: January 30 Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology Meeting

Attached for your review is the agenda for the Interagency Working Group on
Climate Change Science and Technology meeting being held Thursday, January
30, 10:00-12:00 PM in room 4830 at the Department of Commerce. I am also
attaching a draft program plan for bi-monthly meetings throughout the year.
I will solicit your comments on this proposed schedule at the meeting on
the 30th.

I look forward to seeing you next week.

Sam

(See attached file: Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 30Jan2003.doc)(See attached file:
IWGCCST Meeting Plan Draft.doc)
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Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

Thursday, January 30, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to Noon
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Agenda

10:00

10:05

10:20

10:35

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:25

11:35

11:45

12:00

Call to Order

Legislative/Policy Update

International Update, including COP 9 preview

Earth Observation Summit

Science Update

Technology Update

1605(b) Update

Management and Budget - FY2003 Appropriations and
FY2004 Rollout
Discussion of draft annual meeting schedule

Other Topics and General Discussion

Adjourn

Dep Sec Bodman,
DOC
Chairman
Connaughton, CEQ
Asst Sec Turner, State

U/S Lautenbacher,
DOC
Asst Sec Mahoney,
DOC
CCTP Dir Conover,
DOE
U/S Card, DOE

Assoc Dir Peacock,
OMB
Dep Sec Bodman,
DOC
Dep Sec Bodman,
DOC
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Draft for comment at the January 30, 2003 IWGCCST meeting

Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

Planned Meeting Dates for 2003

Commerce Deputy Secretary Sam Bodman, Chair
Energy Under Secretary Bob Card, Vice Chair

All meetings are scheduled for Thursdays from 10:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m., at
locations to be announced prior to each meeting.

Agendas and briefing notes will be circulated to Working Group members one
week prior to each meeting.

MEETING DATE

January 30, 2003**

March 27, 2002

May 29, 2003

July 24, 2003

September 18,
2003

November 20, 2003

EXTERNAL*
TOPIC
None

Decision Support
Analyses

Voluntary
Emission Program
User Perspectives
IPCC Update

UNFCCC Update

SUGGESTED
PRESENTER(S)

N/A

Jake Jacoby, MIT

Sir Mark Moody-Stewart,
Ex-Shell

R.K. Pachauri, IPCC

Ms. Joke Waller-Hunter,
UNFCCC

Private Sector
Sponsorship of

Technology
Development ¯ ¯

T̄he order of Extemal Topics may change
*̄The January 30, 2003, meeting will adjourn at noon

Lynn Orr, Stanford
University

KEY INTERNAL
TOPIC

Management and
Budget

(FY2003/FY2004)
Voluntary

Emission Program
- Government

Update
Earth Observation

Summit

Budget (FY2005)

Technology
Program -

Government
Update

Preparation for
COP 9

SUGGESTED
PRESENTER(S)

TBD

Robert Card, DOE
Linda Fisher, EPA

Greg Withee, NOAA
Ghassem Asrar, NASA

James Mahoney, NOAA
David Conover, DOE
David Conover, DOE

Paula Dobriansky, State

Questions about the schedule and agendas should be directed to:

1. Ms. Stephanie Harrington (CCSP professional staff assistant to Dr. Mahoney)
202-482-1944, or email to Stephanie.Harrington~noaa.gov

1. Ms. Pat Thorne (executive assistant to Dr. Bodman)
202-482-8376, or email to Pat.Thorne~doc.gov
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Draft for comment at the January 30, 2003 IWGCCST meeting
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-EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF

COUNCIL v.,
ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

730 Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

PHONE:
FAX:

(202) 456-6224
(202) 456-2710

TO:

FROM:

DATE:
(INCLUDIlqG COVER

COMMENTS:

The document(s) accompanying this FAX transmission may contain informatioa, which is confidential and/or
sensitive. The information is intended only for use by the individual or entity named on this transmission sheet.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the
taldng of any action in reliance on the contents of this faxed information is strictly proin’bited, and that the
documents should be returned to this office immediately. In this regard, ffyou have received this FAX in error,
please notify us by telephone immediately so that we can arrange for the return of the original documents(s) to
US.

............ --_ OO.06S0 .    - ......... . .....
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-EXECUTIVE OFFICF. OF

COUNCIl ....
ENVI RONM EN TAI,

QUALI TY

730 Jac’t~on Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

I"IfONE:
FAX."

(202) 456-6224
(202) 4.56..2710

DATE: \ \.._ .,~--__"-~_~._.1~_ -~ PAGES:
(INCLUDING COVER SHEIk’)

COMMENTS:

The docu,neut(s) accompanying tiffs FAX transmission may contain information, which ,s confidential anti/or
sens~live. The in[bn~tion is intended ouly for ~e by the individtml or entity named on ~ffs ~aim~ssion ~heet.
11 you are nol the intend~t recipient, you ~e hereby notified thal any discl~me, copyh~g, distribution, or
taking of any action m ~eliance on the contents of this faxcd mlbnnation t~ s~ictly prohil,ited, and that fl~e
dOClllllelil q should t~ returned to this office inm~diately. In tiffs regard, if you have received this FAX in
please notity us by t¢lephoiw inuucdiately so that we can anange fi~r flw return of the oriEinal documents(s)
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U.S. Climate Partnership Association

USCPA 2003 Members

Alcan, Inc.

American Honda Motor Co., Inc.

Cinergy Corp.

General Motors Corporation

Pfizer Inc

We Energies

phone: 202-296-0539

One Thomas Circle, NW
Tenth Floor

Washington, DC 20005
fax: 202-530-0659
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USCPA Response Io EPA Climate Lcaders,01/24/200$

EPA Clima, te Leaders GHG Inventory Protocol: Desian Principles

Position and Comments on Specific Issues

USCPA supports the EPA Climate Leaders Program as a demonstration of
industry-level commitment to voluntary Initiatives.

USCPA supports voluntary reporting of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs)
to the DOE 1605(b) Registry. USCPA believes that mandatory reporting, at
the state or federal levels, is unnecessary and may be needlessly
burdensome.

USCPA companies are committed to reporting GHG emissions and we will
work to encourage others to report as well. To be effective in building a
broad base of reporting among U.S. companies, however, guidelines
should be established that are consistent, transparent, accurate, verifiable,
and relevant to optimizing the energy and process efficiency of companies’
business operations.

The EPA GHG Inventory Protocol is asserted by EPA on page 7 of their
document to be a set of "Relevant, Complete, Consistent, Transparent, and
Accurate" GHG reporting guidelines. USCPA is inclined to agree. It should
also be noted, however, that the EPA GHG Inventory Protocol is NOT a
GHG REGISTRY and should not attempt to assume that responsibility or
provide for the creation and transfer of GHG credits. Instead, USCPA is
working with DOE as it undergoes the process of modification of its
Registry to provide guidelines for accurate and verifiable reporting and to
enable the transfer of GHG credits. (Refer to Page 2-3: Data Confidentiality
Section.)

USCPA believes that the EPA GHG Inventory Protocol (as GHG Reporting
guidelines) would be consistent with our current understanding of the
DOE’s intentions regarding the level of transparency, accuracy and
verifiability required to enable the transfer of GHG credits. But more to the
point, USCPA believes that the EPA guidelines for reporting GHG
emissions should be coordinated with and compatible with the revisions
being developed for the DOE 1605(b) GHG Registry.

USCPA members will be working closely with the DOE to update and
modify the 1605b GHG reporting guidelines such that they reflect
"Relevant, Complete, Consistent, Transparent, and Accurate" criteria and
enable the transfer of GHG credits from a voluntary multi-tiered GHG
registry...a registry that allows buyers and the sellers to negotiate the price
of carbon per transfer rather than mandatory caps.

I III m |In II III I fill
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USCPA Response to EPA Climate Leaders,01/24/2003

1. USCPA supports a coordinated national reporting system rather than
individual state reporting systems to avoid the following:

[] Multiple state-level reports
[] Potential proliferation of non-uniform reporting approaches
[] Revealing competitive information, especially in those states

where business has only one facility
USCPA does not believe that individual state reporting programs or state
level reporting are necessary or worthwhile. In fact, they are likely to be
highly problematic. (It is worth noting that a national reporting system
could disaggregate company data totals to provide state-level data, by
expanding the existing tools within the data reporting spreadsheets to
collect state-level information. USCPA discourages such state level
aggregation, but it is feasible without having to implement individual state
level reporting. This could be done under the existing 1605(b)
confidentiality clause.)

USCPA comments regarding verification and certification:
[] GHG reporting under the existing DOE 1605(b) Protocol must

remain consistent, transparent, accurate, verifiable, and relevant
to optimizing the energy and process efficiency of business
operations.

[] Internal verification and certification of data reported by a
registered professional engineer (P.E.) or an officer of the
company should continue to be permitted.

[] 3rd party certificationlverification should not be required at the
time of reporting.

[] 3rd party certificationlverification should occur at the time when
the reporting company wants the credits to become fungible.

USCPA is unclear about EPA’s position regarding 3rd party verification,
because the verbiage at various points in the document seems to suggest
different approaches. Page 47 states that verification is "optional but
recommended," but at other points the EPA text seems to indicate that it
should be required. In any event, USCPA believes that "3~ party
certification/verification should not be required at the time of reporting."
(see bullet #3 above)

The EPA cites on page 38 (Level 2 Reporting) that each company "provide
information for each of their facilities separately." USCPA does not support
this based on the items listed above. Reporting this data may be
cumbersome, burdensome, and in some cases reveal facility specific
information that could be used by a competitor.

USCPA supports rolling-up the facility data to the corporate level and will
share, only under a confidentiality agreement, facility level data with a 3rd
party at the point when the reporting company is requesting the transfer of
credits. (page 16)
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USCPA Response to EPA Climate Leaders,01/24/2003

3. USCPA comments regarding data confidentiality:

Both the EPA Climate Leaders Program and the DOE 1605(b)
Registry are voluntary programs that should not require facility level
or source level data in order to evaluate progress in the reduction of
GHG emissions.

The EPA Climate Leaders Program and the DOE 1605(b) Registry
should protect the reporting company by only requiring the reporting
of corporate- level (or aggregated) GHG Intensity.

Data confidentiality should be preserved between the reporting
company and the voluntary government program. A 3rd party .should
not be required at the point of reporting GHG emissions. A 3r° party
will be required at the point when the reporting company requests
certification and verification of their absolute facility-level GHG
emissions for purposes of emissions trading.

The Illustration shown below indicates a few of the existing government
voluntary programs (clear boxes) capable of reporting up to the DOE 1605(b)
Registry. The blue box indicates those areas under development within the
1605(b) GHG reporting guidelines and registry. The green box illustrates an
example of a trade organization taking action to support the Administration’s
GHG reduction target for 2010.

Data Confidentiality Flow Chart

I
-Aggregated Data
-Self--Certification

- 3,,~ Party Verification
Optional

[DOE 1605(b) Voluntary GHG Registry[

IFederal Voluntary Programs +--Industry Driven

_~ Rcport~ng I I
.Aggregated Data

- No Com~tmem -Self-Certification
’
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USCPA Response to EPA Climate Leaders,01/24/2003

Data Accessibility Flow: Top to Bottom of Illustration

Voluntary Programs (EPA, DOE - At either the state or federal levels)
~. (Clear Boxes) Aggregated Data: Corporate Level

- accessible to Climate Leaders, 1605(b), public
> (Blue Box) Facility Level Data

- accessible to 3rd party verifierslcertiflers only via legal
Instruments (i.e. confidentiality agreement)

~> prevent FOIA reach-through by regulators, NGOs, etc
~ offer companies an option to establish a verified

baseline...insurance against a potential mandatory
future

USCPA believes GHG emissions should be reported for those facilities
under management control. Management control means at least a 50%
equity position, management of the operation, andlor at least 50%
representation on the board. However, where a company enters into a
documented agreement with the other partners for reporting of
emissions, that method should be used to ensure consistency of entity
reporting. The partner companies must ensure the lack of double
counting.

[] Full-Ownership = Management Control
[] Joint Ownership: report if greater than 50% ownership or board

representation
[] Leased Facility: report if greater than 5% of the annual facility

total GHG emissions is attributable to operations of the Climate
Leaders Partner company.

USCPA supports reporting based on management control as cited above
and does not support percentage equity position reporting (The EPA’s
Organizational boundaries-pages 10-15.) USCPA also supports a
materlality position on emissions as greater than 5% of facility emissions.

USCPA does not support the reporting of (1) Employee Business Travel, (2)
Transportation of Materials, Products, Waste, and Employees, (3) Employee
Commuting, or (4) Production of Imported Materials, (see EPA Operational
Boundaries page 18.) USCPA agrees with EPA’s statement in the Protocol
that the identification and calculation of GHG emissions in these categories
can be "highly inaccurate" due to the fact that the calculations must use
"best engineering judgment" and other techniques that systematically
multiply inaccuracies to determine a CO2e total per the respective
category.

The EPA should not advocate the reporting of "highly inaccurate" data.
(page 22). USCPA members certainly would not want to use "inaccurate"
or misleading data to establish their baseline.
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USCPA Response to EPA Climate Leaders,01/24/2003

USCPA also does not support the use of Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) as
an accurate andlor representative emissions indicator for travel purposes
due to the following:

o

VMT misrepresents the calculation of total GHG emissions-See Climate
Leaders Greenhouse Gas Inventory Protocol: Direct and Indirect
Emissions from Mobile Combustion Sources

~> For Example: A duty cycle of 10 miles may take 10 minutes on an
expressway going 65 mph without traffic. It may also take 1 hour
to travel 10 miles. The GHG emissions from each of the two
scenarios are completely different.

~. Rather than using VMT, the accurate calculation should be based
on the total gallons of fuel consumed over a period of time
(annually). The federal government tracks annual fuel usage per
type of fuel.

USCPA suggests the following for the reporting of Indirect Electricity
Emissions: Report electricity emissions based on a weighted average of
state electricity usage and state electricity emissions factors for a
designated year. The weighted average emissions factor for electricity
should be held constant over all reported years to eliminate a variable
outside of the control of the reporting entity.

USCPA does not support resetting the weighted emissions factor each year
as stated in the EPA Core Module: Indirect Emissions from
PurchaseslSales of Electricity and Steam. USCPA does support using E-
grid or other regional CO2 emissions factors for the purchase of electricity.

=

USCPA supports the use of EIA emission factors for all fuels used in the
U.S. except landfill gas and renewable electricity.

[] Use an emissions factor of zero for landfill gas and other
renewable energy sources to reflect the effect of offsettinq
emissions from conventional energy sources~ or of offsets
derived from landflll-g, as-to-enerclv I~roiects. [As a
recommendation, this issue should be embellished and clarified.]

[] If a facility changes its energy mix, then that should be
recognized in the reporting...otherwise this would remove
incentive to use greener power.

J

USCPA supports GHG emissions represented as intensity (i.e tons CO2
per unit produced).

USCPA supports reporting of reductions and carbon sequestration from
projects and suggests that the protocol comprehend all national and
international projects achieving emission reductions and carbon
sequestration.
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U.S. Climate Partnership Association
Comments on EPA’s

Climate Leaders GHG Inventory Protocol Core Module Guidance:
Direct and Indirect Emissions from Stationary Combustion Sources

The United States Climate Partnership Association (USCPA) appreciates the opportunity
to provide comments on the EPA Climate Leaders Greenhouse Gas Inventory Protocol
Core Module Guidance for Direct and Indirect Emissions from Stationary Combustion
Sources.

USCPA is a cross-industry trade association of companies dedicated to voluntary, cost
effective action to reduce, avoid, sequester or offset greenhouse gas emissions. USCPA
advocates sound voluntary climate policy and is committed to working with the
government through ongoing federal programs to address reductions of GHG emissions.
USCPA is committed to helping companies manage their greenhouse gas emissions by
developing and sharing tools, information, knowledge and best practices in energy
efficiency. USCPA believes that given the global events of recent months, it is
appropriate that corporate America step forward and advocate pro-active and constructive
voluntary approaches to address the challenges of global climate change.

USCPA recognizes the unique and necessary role that EPA is playing in encouraging
positive action by responsible companies through the Climate Leaders Program and its
other climate-related programs. Over the years EPA has demonstrated a strong capability
and track record in developing and managing programs like the Climate Leaders Program
and we strongly support EPA’s role in this activity. USCPA also supports efforts of other
federal agencies including the Department of Energy as they also work to meet the
Administration’s commitment to work with business to voluntarily reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. As recognized by the Administration, the challenges of climate change
are global and will require the cooperation and joint efforts of all federal and state
governments, companies and a broad spectrum of stakeholders. No one government,
organization, company or entity by itself is capable of addressing all of the environmental
and economic challenges of reducing climate change emissions in the United States and
around the globe.

USCPA commends EPA for taking an important first step in addressing issues related to
the Protocol. We greatly appreciate the opportunity to share our specific thoughts with
the Agency about these important issues that have global implications for the ability to
create a voluntary, credible, workable system to reduce GHG emissions.

USCPA has reviewed the Protocol Core Module Guidance and want to share with the
Agency our specific responses and reactions to the guidance document. We also want to
share with the EPA, USCPA’s recommendations on ways to ensure that the protocol
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meets both its global climate objective while at the same time creating a workable and
common sense approach that will make the program attractive to both existing and new
Climate Leader participants.

EPA should establish a "materiality" rule to recognize that emissions under certain
percentages should not be considered "material" to a GHG emissions report.

USCPA recommends the EPA address the issue ofmateriality through-out the
protocol. The protocol calls for the reporting or calculating of emissions that are
quite often, not material (not substantial) when placed in the context of a company’s
entity-wide GHG emissions. USCPA recommends the EPA not require companies to
report or calculate such emissions, so long as the company communicates in writing
that specific GHG emissions are "not material". We believe that GHG emissions
under 5 percent should be considered "not material."

EPA should carefully consider clarifying who is the "responsible reporting entity?"

The issue of who is the "responsible reporting entity" is complicated and not a simple
determination in many business situations. It is USCPA’s recommendation that
"management control" vs "equity" should determine who should be responsible for
reporting.

USCPA recommends that only one national GHG registry be utilized for those
participating in voluntary reporting and GHG reduction programs.

EPA has done an admiral job of working with WRI and the World Business Council
for Sustainable Development in developing a reporting protocol. But it is important
for accuracy, continuity, and to keep company GHG reporting costs down, that the
federal government should have only one GHG registry.

Reporting to EPA and DOE with different reporting requirements does not serve the
overarching goal of achieving significantly greater participation by companies from
all sectors and sizes and is not cost effective. The President’s Climate Initiative to
improve the DOE 1605 (b) GHG Registry has merit and is being supported by a
number of entities. Improvements are needed in the registry and we believe the EPA
can be of assistance to the DOE in strengthening and improving its quality.

USCPA also urges the federal government to encourage state governments to support
and promote use of a single federal DOE GHG registry rather than implementing
different registries in each state that may or may not be consistent.

EPA should apply a "materiality rule" to biofuel emissions

EPA needs to carefully assess the ways that emissions from bio-fuels are reported.
The Protocol assigns a net 0 to bio-fuel use but requires companies to report the GHG
emission anyway. This leads to unnecessary confusion and costs and may result in
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including the bio-fuel emission numbers unintentionally. USCPA recommends
reporting ofbio-fuels be addressed in a way that eliminates this confusion. USCPA
believes this issue should be subject to the "materiality" rule discussed above.

EPA should apply a "materiality rule" to CH4 and N20 Emissions

The Protocol requires calculating and reporting CH4 and N20 emissions.
USCPA believes a company should not be required to report fugitive CH4 losses if
they are not material relative to total emissions. This issue should be subject to the
"materiality" rule stated above. Some companies in certain industries may find their
CH4 emissions material or substantial as a portion of their total emissions and in
those cases it would be expected that they would report those emissions.

USCPA recommends entity wide and project reporting only

USCPA recommends that only entity-wide and project reporting be used as the
method for calculating CO2 emissions. The Protocol requires both facility and entity-
wide reporting. Reporting emissions for each facility to the GHG registry is a
burdensome reporting requirement that is un-neeessary. A significant number of
companies have 50 to 100 facility locations or more. Developing reports for each one
is time consuming and unnecessary so long as the total entity-wide reporting is
accurate. USCPA supports quality record keeping by the company and when
appropriate, third party review to assure accuracy and integrity. In order to ensure
lhat the states have the information they need we would re-emphasize the importance
of having only one reporting registry and that states should be able to easily obtain
the information contained in that registry.

"Quality assurance" needs to be determined by the quality of the data and the quality
of the method consistently used to make the emissions calculation

The protocol suggests that CEMS data should be compared to fuel data calculations
for quality assurance. USCPA would suggest that the comparison of fuel data is not
the most effective or efficient way to address "quality assurance" issues. "Quality
assurance" needs to be determined by the quality of the data and the quality of the
method consistently used to make the emissions calculation. A reporting entity
should apply the best available calculation methodology on the emission source and
use it consistently. If calculation methodologies are changed, the emissions should be
restated. So long as an entity consistently uses the same calculation methodology, it
would be USCPA’s recommendation that either should be acceptable to the EPA as
equivalent value in the registry.

EPA should take steps to ensure that Climate Leader participants are not exposed
either by EPA or external organizations to either legal or regulatory pressure
inconsistent with the pressures put on non-partlcipants,
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Given the litigious nature of our society, USCPA members are very sensitive to the
ways that company information submitted to the EPA may be used by the agencies or
third parties. Due to the fact that all data provided by companies are accessible by the
public, we recommend EPA identify issues and develop a strategy to ensure that the
threat of potential litigation or regulation not inhibit the voluntary nature of the
Climate Leaders program. In addition, we would recommend that EPA add language
to its program and protocol that identifies and strengthens the public understanding
that: Climate Leaders is a "voluntary" program; encourages "learning"; is under
development and will be for some time and thus has uncertainty; and that information
submitted to the EPA is done so in good faith, and is not to be used by or for use of
existing or future EPA regulatory programs. A company that participates in Climate
Leaders should not be exposed any legal or regulatory pressure that is not also
directed at non-Climate Leader companies.

EPA should be sensitive in using the words "Recommend" vs, "Require" hz the
rulemaking.

The protocol uses words like "required" or "must" to describe actions that companies are
asked to do to utilize the protocol and the participate in the Climate Leaders Program.
Consistent with the concerns stated above, and the fact that Climate Leaders is a
voluntary program, USCPA would respectfully recommend that words be carefully
selected to ensure the voluntary nature of the program.
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Draft for comment at the January 30, 2003 IW{

Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Seienc

Planned Meeting Dates for 2003

Commerce Deputy Secretary.Sam Bodman,
Energy Under Secretary Bob Card, Vice C

All meetings are schedtfled for Thursdays from 10:00
locations to be announced prior to each meeting.

MEETING DATE

January 30, 2003**

March 27, 2002

May 29, 2003

July 24, 2003

September 18,
2003

Agendas and briefing notes will be circulated to Work
one week prior to each meeting.
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None
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IWGCCST - Science Update
30 January 2003

¯ December 2002 Workshop
- 1300 participants (47 States and 35 other nations)

- 225 Presenters, Panelists, Moderators

¯ Comments on Draft Strategic Plan
- 270 individuals/groups submitted comments

U.S. Climate Change Science Program
Strategic Plan- Time Line

¯ Individual comments received on web site
until January 18, 2003 _ z-’?0 ~

¯ February 2003 NRC Report: Input to final
plan

¯ Completion of Strategic Plan, April 2003
¯ September 2003 NRC Report: Review of

entire process
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Workshop Results/Comments
General

¯ Overall support for science questions
¯ Overall support for robust technology
¯ Appreciation for new focus of program
¯ Calls for integrated fmdings and relevant

analyses/projections
¯ Much work remains to be done
¯ National Academy likely to agree

initiative

Workshop Results/Comments - Issues
- Resources and prioritization

- Realistic timelines

- Short vs. long term balance

- Plans for specific analyses and reports

- Agency responsibilities and interagency processes

- Linkages and cross-cutting analyses

- Regional analyses

- Ecosystem monitoring

- Model development

- Stakeholder communication, incl. international
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10:45

10:55

11 :OS

11:20

11:35

11:45

1~:00

Interagency Working Group on Climate Change.Science

Thursday, Janua.ry 30, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to N

Call to Order

Department of Commerce, Rut. 4830

Agenda (revised 29 Jan 2003)

~.egislativ~Policy Update’

International Update, including COP 9 preview

Earth Observation Summit

1605Co) Update"

Management and Budget- FY2003 Appropriations and
FY2004 Rollout
Science Update

Technology Update

Discussion of draft annual meeting schedule

Other Topics and General Discussion

Adjourn

~nd Technology

ion

Dep Sec Bodman,
DOC
Chairman
Co,mau~,ton, CEQ
Asst Sec Turner, State

U/S Lautenbacher,
DOC
U/S Card, DOE

Asso~ Dir P~aco~k,
OMB
Asst Sec Mahoney,
DOC
CUI’P Dir Conover,
DOE
U/S Card, DOE’

U/S Card, DOE
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Draft for comment at the January 30, 2003 IW(

Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Seien~

Planned Meeting Dates for 2003

Commerce Deputy Secretary.Sam Bodman,
Energy Under Secretary Bob Card, Vice

All meetings are schedttled for Thursdays from 10:00
locations to be announced prior to each meeting.

MEETING DATE

January 30, 2003**

Agendas and briefing notes will be circulated to Wor~
one week prior to each meeting.

March 27, 2002

EXTERNAL*
TOPIC
None

May 29, 2003

July 24, 2003

September 18,
2003

"De~ision Support
Analyses

SUGGESTED
Ply,. SENTER(S)

N/A

Jake Jacoby, M1T

Sir Mark Moody-Stewart,
Ex-Shell

R.K. Pachauri, [PCC

Voluntary Emission
Program - User
Perspectives
IPCC Update

Joke Waller-~er~, ’

Lynn Orr, Stanford
University

November 20, 2003 Private Sector
Sponsorship of

Technology
Development

*The order of External Topics may change

KEY
TO

Manage:

( ’2oo3
Voluntar3

Prog
Gove~

Earth O[
Sun

Budget (

Techn
Prog~

Govev

Prepare
CO~

**The January 30, 2003, meeting will adjourn at noon

Questions about the schedule and agendas should be directed to:

1. Ms. Stephanie Harrington (CCSP professional staff assistanl
202-482-1944, or email to Stel~hanie.Harrin~ton(~,noaa.~ov

2. Ms. Pat Thorne (executive assistant to Dr. Bodman)
202-482-8376, or email to Pat.Thorne(~doc.gov
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;hair
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.m. to 12:15 p.m., at

ng Group members
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 rotnovtch. Deal On C02
[(ey To Yloving Bush
’ tear_Skies

BY CHRIS HOLLY

Sen. George Voinovich, tapped by new Senate Environ-
ment and Public Works Committee Chairman James Inhere
to shepherd President Bush’s Clear Skies Initiative through
that panel, said Wednesday the Bush proposal is not likely
to move unless the committee can craft a deal on reducing
utility greenhouse gas emissions.

Bush upped the polilical stakes of his Clear Skies Initiative
(CSI) Tuesday by challenging Congress to enact the proposal
in his State of Ihe Union address. CSI would require electric
utilities to cut emissions of sulfur dio~ ide (S O2,) nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and mercury by 70 percent by 2018.

Utilities have been supportive of the concept behind the
Bush plan, but key Senate Democrats, strongly backed by the
environmental community,have panned the proposal because
it does not include a cap of emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2),
one of several greenhouse gases thought by most scientists to
be responsible for global warming.

Voinovich (R-Ohio), v,,hom Inhofe (R-Okla.) selected to
chair the environment panel’s Clean Air, Climate Change

(Continued on page 3)

FERC" Gas.

Markets Remain
Ripe For Gaming

BY JEFF BEATTIE

In a grim prognosis for the already battered energy
industry, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission staff
said Wednesday that natural gas markets remnln ripe for
polc.tial gaming Ih|s.vear, despite stepped-up federal and
industry scrutiny.

At an agency open meeting where they presented the
broad gas market assessment, commission slaff were quick
to underscore fruitful efforts by FERC, other agencies and
industry to combat "shaken confidence" in the market
brought on by bogus price reporting, so-called "wash
trades" and other alleged market shenanigans.

The report, entitled 2003 Natural Gas Market Asaess-
ment, said discovery of these dubious practices was a
logical result of "a high degree of scrutiny" that has fol-
lowed the commission’s attempts to complete restructuring
of U.S. natural gas markets.

But in an apparent reference to past market behavior now
under scrutiny, the report said: "Nevertheless, it is likely

(Continued on page 4)

No FreeLunch In Hydrogen Vehicles
In an act of political brilliance,Presi-

dent Bush, in his State bf the Union
speech, stole the Holy Grail ofenviron-
menlalism: the hydrogen-powered, fuel-
cell car.

For two decades, environmentalists
have held out the"hydrogen economy"
as the pollution-free future for transportation. Unfortu-
nately, it also has had about it the whiff of a free lunch.

The theory is this: Hydrogen is fed into a fuel cell on a
,,’chicle and, to quote the president, "a simple chemical
~eaction" proauces electricity, which pov.,ers the vehicle
and leaves no emissions save water. In a trice, with a fuel-
cell vehicle, pollution disappears along with dependence
on imported oil. It is an appetizing prospect.

Hov,’ever, there are three problems. One: \ve have no
easy source of hydrogen. Two: other alternative fuels,
such as natural gas and p~op,~ne, have found no favor in
the marketplace. Three: a massive new infraslruclure to
deliver hydrogen would be needed.

Hydrogen can be made from reforming almost any fossil

fuel, or by cracking water through hy-
drolysis. The former defeats the pur-
pose because you still have to have oil,
coal or natural gas to manufacture hy-
drogen. Natural gas is the easiest route
because it can be reformed on the ve-
hicle. But why not run the vehicle on

natural gas to begin with? Why burden it .with a dual
system of reforming the gas and then making electricity’/

It is unlikely that hydrogen in the quantities needed
could be achieved in a sustainable way without cracking
water. But this would take vast quantities of electricity and
many dedicated power plants burning fossil fuels, or a
phalanx of new nuclear power plants.

Even as fuel-cell technology has improved, its advo-
cates have come to realize that as with so many hopeful
energy technologies, it is hard to get from here to there: to
change the infrastruclure, re-educate consumers ~ind
mechanics, and wean the public from the hugely durable
and efficient gasoline-powered vehicles of today.

(Continued on page 4)
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- P_.., wer Supplies OK:,Unti12005..I
The California Energy Commission said Tuesday il expects sut~plies in the ~tate’~hould be "in gbod shape through

2005,’ wllh reserve margins of 9 to 90 percent durml~ the h~lth-demand summer months. .             .
I n a report to the State Sena {e Energy ~ommittee, the: comm’~ssion said that even without counting spbt-market imports

the state should have a 9 percent reserve during the summer months of July-September. Including imports from
neighbors, the commission e[timated its reserves at’15 percent for the critical summe.r monlhs. "     -

"In a more normal, cooler ~i:ather probability scenario, the reserve m~rgin increases to 16 percent, climbing’to a :20
percent reserve margin with~ihe addition of probable spot-market purchases," said Sleve Larson, the commission’s
executive director. - "" ~    "                                                ~         ¯    " ’

The commission attributed the buffer to the construction of 18 new power plants since 2000, adding more than 4,980
megawatts to the state’s supp!~. By the end of thissummer, seven more plants capable of generating another 3,106 MW
will come online. In addition;~renewable power plants funded by the commission are expected to contribute another 12
MW before August, the comtnission ~aid.

Plus, � ncrgy efficiency pr’ojecls arc expected to shaw 1,100MW from peak loads, and the c.ommission said new power
plants in neighboring states are also helping the outlook.        ,

The system, said Larson, ".appears to be in good shape through 2005, given the he~ generation from power pla.nts
both instate and in nelghbori..ng states and the ongoing energy efficiency programs."

Beyond :2005, however, reserve margins again begin to sllp. falllng, from 12.7 percent durir~g peak demand in :2006 to
8.8 percent in 2008.

FERC Trims  ipeline Bids To Hike Shippdr’Credit Scrutiny.
vice. ¯

BYJEFFI~EATTIE , ~ . ,

In its clearest stand yet on ap issue dividing natural gas
pipelines,and many of their ’~ustomers nationwide, the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Wednesday scaled
back two p~peimes requests for new power to tighten credit
requirements on shippers.

By a unanimous vote,FERC, s Ihree commissioners soft-
ened proposals from El Paso Co~.’s Tennessee Gas pipeline
and Northern Natural Gas Co., ajsubsidiaryl~, of MidAmeriean
Energy Holdings Co.      .

Among other things, FERC said shippers should be given
more t~me than the p~pehnes had, suggested to posl financml
guarantees in the event they b~came non-creditworthy..

Northern Natural and TenneSsee were among the first of.
at least five major U.S. pipeline~ asking for new prolections
against the possibility that some~oftheir shippers might fail.

Pipelines flooded FERC with those requests lhis fall,
arguing the new measures were*necessary in light of numer-
ous credit downgrades that had~il many shippers and their
parent companies.

More broadly, the matter has b’ecorhi: somethin~ of a
debale on how Ihe’lndustry shduld dislribute ri~ks arising
from the’erosion of Wall Street’s confidence in energy
companies following the Enr~n Corp. scandal and other
energy industry debacles.

Shippers have argu.ed biite/’ly that pipelines are over-"
stating the risks they face and u~fairly trying Io thift much
of that risk onto shippers.    ~         ’      ’

From the pipeline perspective, "we are tr~ing to increase "
security in case shippers fall below credilworthiness simply
because our own credit’depehds on it," Joan Dreskin,
general counsel for the lntersta|e Natural Gfi~ Association
of America, told The Energyi’Daily after the meeting.

In its most comprehensive statement yet on.the manet,
FERC in Wedfiesday’s order: ~:        ’

¯ Rejected a pipeline proposal1 to compel non-creditwor-
thy shippe.rs post, within five days after receiving notice, to
post collateral coveting thre~ rhonths worth of future ser-

Thursday, January 30, 200:7 ~’ENrERGY DAILY

¯ Said the pipeline could, as an alternative, require hon-
creditworthy shippers to post collateral to cover one month

. of service within five days. Shippers could use the next
thirty days to come up with collateral to cover an additiomil    .
three month/; of service.     .                            "

¯ Rejected a pipeline proposal to confiscate gas left on the
system by a non-creditworthy shipper whose service had     ’
been discontinued.        .

¯Said the pipeline tariffs must include"object criteria"to
judge whether shippers are ereditworthy, FERC staff said"
Wednesday that some pipelines iariffs currently include
such criteria and some do not. " ’"

Although Commissioner William Massey questioned ,
whether FERC should address the credit issues in a generic
rulem aking, he and Commissioner NoraBrownell eventually
lined up’behind a suggestion from Chairman Pat Wood to
first rule individually on several pipeline’s pending re-
quests.

Among ~thers, PG&E’s Gas Transmission NorthweSt
(GTN) pipeline, Ent ergy-Koch L.P.’s Gulf South pipeline,
and PGT’s North Baja pipeline all have similar proposals
pending at FERC.

If any generic issues remain after ~"ERC dispenses .with,
those c~ses, the commissioners agreed, F’E~C could handle

" the~h in a generic l~roceeding this spring or summer. A report
on the shipper credit issue is due in June from the North
American Energy St ar~da~ds Board (I~AESB).

"Let’s get through the batch of these," said Wood in ..
reference to the pending pipeline proposals.

"Then, if there needs to be an open process to come ;
talk .... l’m open to that ifthatis something parties are telling
us we need Io do."

One industry source Wednesday called a subsequent
generic rulemaking.unlikely because two of the pending      ,
pipeline proposals will force FERC to make all the big
decisions.

"My guess is that once FERC has ruled on GTIq and Gulf
South, most all of the issues will have been treated by the
commission," the source said.                           ,
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Deal On C0.2. Key. To Moving Bush
(Continued trom page one)

and Nuclear Safety Subcommittee, said he hoped to craft a
deal that would allow Bush’s proposal to clear the co’remit-
tee and, ultimately, the Senate.

TM

"q’m looking forward to working withlhe majority and the"
minority on the committee and on my [subcommittee] to see
if we can’t tackle things that have been aro’und here for a
very long time, including clean air legislation--the
presidenl’s Clear Skies Initiative--and trying to work with
environmental groups and others to see if we can’t compro-
mise and work somethin g out to deal with the small problem
of greenhouse gases," Voinovich said.

"lfyou can’t work that out you pr.obably can’l do [SO2],
NOx and mercury."

Speaking to reporters as he left the environment commit-
tee meeting, Voinovich acknowledged that presidential
politics would make his CSI negotiations more difficult.

Seas. Joseph Lieber~an (D-Conn.) and John Kerry (D-
Mass.), two of four declared congressional candidates for the
Democratic 2004 presidential nomination, are staunch envi-
ronmentalists and unlikely to support maid-pollutant legisla-
tion that does not also address CO2. Liebcrman also is the
senior Democrat on Voinovich’s clean air subcommittee.

Voinovich said the chances of a deal hinge on the
participation of senators who are "’really’ interested" in
negotiating.

"1 know some of the presidential candidates in the Con-
gress are never going to be able to make a compromise, but
maybe there’s enough of us who aren’t running for presi-
dent to sit down, and maybe I can sit down with some of the
environmental groups that are more moderate and share
with them that as long as we don’t make progress on this
issue, that getting on with some of the other issues-- in
terms of ISO2], NOx and mercury--may not occur.

message, calling on Con
the Union address. But
clear that they will figh(

"¢l~ar Skies is actual]
Act," SenateDemocratic
Wednesday. "lt delays
makes it harder for sea
president is using all the
wrong policies."

Sen. Hillary Clinton
subcommitee, told The

~’ president’s efforts to ir
companies to cut greenl
~’very encouraging" and

"Some kind of proto~
dards, with required mo
ihto mandatory standar~
|ime...is something 1hal
’ At the environmenta!
meeting, lahore said h~
responsibility for consic

’ chairmen of each subo
lahore said, would be h~
than in full committee.

An ]nhofe aide later
approved legislation w
committee before mox
expects most of the wo
occur at the subcommit

]nhofe reiterated that
massive highway consu
the president’s desk by ~
current federal highway

But he said he woul

 itiative ....

3

:tess to pass his bill in hi~ State of
ienior Democrats made it equally
the president on the issue.
~ weaker than the current Clean Air
coder ThomasDaschle (S.D.) said
¯ eductions in ai~ pollution and    "
S to limit pollution. Again, the-

ight rh. erotic but �linging to all the

D-N.Y’.), who sits on Voinovich’s
!nergy Daily Wednesday that the
lace utilities and other industrial . "
,ouse gas emissions voluntarily is
could serve as a basis for a deal. ’ ’,
:ol that starts with voluntaW stun ....~-~
~itoring, that would be transformed
s within’a relatively short period of
I’m interested ig" she said.
~anei" s Wednesday organizational
had decided to pass most of the.

:ring and moving legislation to the
~mmittee. Markups of legislation,
Id at the subcommittee levelrather,

"So if we can work out some
things that may not be exactly
what the administration wants,
and some things that some [en-
vironmental] groups want,
maybe we can come in on the
middle ground...."

The political importance ofLlew611yn Wants Yc

told reporters that subcommittee-
3uld still require a vote by the full
ing to the floor, but said lahore
:k--and votes on ame.ndments-~to
ice level.
ds first priority would be moving the
ration spending authorization bill tO
eptember 30, when authority for tim
:onstruction program is set to expir

introduce, at Bush’s request, the
CSI legislation "in several
weeks:’ and promised to work
with Voinovich to move that

’ bill as expcdltiously as pos-
sible.             ’ ,’

On’other cnvirom’nental is-
sues, Inhofe sa~d he would
undertake a rigorous review
of the science underlyingEn-

Bush’s CSI has increased enor-
mously since early December,
when utility officials wondered
aloud if Bush and his senior
aides would commit the full ,
weight of the White House
I~ehind the proposal. Utilities
urgently want clarity on their
future regulatory burdens as
they plan their capita_l con-
struction budgets.

Earlier this month, utility ex-
ecutives met with White
House senior political strate-
gist Karl Rove, urging him to
advise Bush to make CSI a
major legislative priority for
the administration. -

Bush clearly heard that
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vironthental Protection
Agency, rulemakings.

And in a more controver-
sial proposal, he said he would
"explore" whether Congress
should amend ~e federal air
quality statute to allow EPA
to consider cogts when re-
viewing national ambient air
quality standards and other
regulations.

"The    Clean ¯ Air
Act...precludes regulators
from considering costs when
crafting rules and regula-
tions," lnliofe said.,"I think
that’s something this com-
mittee should explore."
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No Free Lu  cn  ydt;ogea Vehtcles.:.i o.,,.. . o.o)"
Hydrogen, today, occup.i~s the same cherished place indtsarmed hydrogen enthusiasts, such as Agory Lovins,

environmenlal hopes that nbclear fusion once did.whoh~vebeenpreaching itsvirlues wi~m~sianie fervor.,
As one gets clear to a ~ew fuel source, lhe collateralClearly~Bus~isinterestedinalternativefucls.Thela~$e

problems ass~iated with all fuels ~gin to emerge. ~ewhite pickup truck in which he tools ~9ound Crawford,* ’"
federal government, under f~ve presidents, hi~s tried to en-
courage the development of nulural gas-furled vehicles.
They are cleaner than their ~asbline or diesel equivalents.
Federal fleets have used natural gas; city buse-~ use it; and
large commercial fleets, sue h .as United Parcel Service, use it.
But refuehng.has remained a stubborn obs.tac!e for private
vehicles. ,

As.a bit of trivia,taxis in ~Apstralia have been fueled with
natural g:~s since the 197Os.,~It works like a dream, but a
refueling infrastructure ne ve.r emerged. I know many natu-
ral gas enthusiasts.around W, ashington who have gradu-
ally given up on it. because ~f the problems of refueling.

Hydrogen would have th~ same problem except lhat,
because the energy density ~f hydrogen is very low, the
refueling stations would ha~’e to b~ larger. ]n laymen’s
terms, e~ergy density is the i~,¢notint of bang fo~" yo~r buck
in a given-quantity eta fuel. The energy density of hydro-,
gcn is about ]/10th of that,lot natural gas. One former
secretary of energy describes the hydrogen car as ’’sci-
ence fiction."    ,      ~ ’ ~           ,,,

Yet is has a constituency ,~nd an appeal. Bush also has

Texas has been converted from gasoline topropane. Pro-,
pane burns more cldanly than conventional fuels, but it is
a byproduct’of refining and does not exist in nature. M.aybe
he had meant to convert the truck to natural gas.

If Bush is sincere about reducing our lethal dependence
on imported oil, he can stimulate an improvement in miles-
per-gallon by getting behind the new generation of hybrid
vehicles. A lot depends on whether Ford and General
Motors succeed in producing light trui:k’s and SUVs that
operate indistinguishably from their gasoline equivalents."
~ Hybrids cut fuel consumption by about half. Ergo, they
ould cut oil imports drastically as we roll over the transpor:.

"ration fleet. The two hybrids now oh the market from Honda
and Toyota are small cars. but the driving experience is
indistinguishable from that of an equivalent gasoline car.

The hybrid is here and now, and offers the largest
immediate gain in conservation without federal govern-
ment research, a change in the infrastructure, or the perfec-
tion of complex new technology. Sure, the hybrid only
offers a glass that is half full, but it is at hand.ff.o science
fiction, just evolutionary improvement.

that revelations of imprope~ behavior will continue for
sometime."       . :1         ~                               t

And of the potential for fur ire problems, the report said
"It]he potential for manipul.ation of energy remains a
~oncern. Without prol~r mqnitoring, the likelihood of
successful manipulation co61d.increase under current
tight supply conditions."

The report also said the ga~ market problems are being
exacerbaled by plunging co~,fidence in the accuracy of
published price indexes~and the lack of alternative price
discove~ mechanisms.,

And.recent decisions by s . al companies to earl’gas-
trading operations has not hdlped, said FERC, because
that has reduced market iiquid.ity g.enerally and increased
market concentration in some/regions.

The commissioners, howeyer, generally downplayed
the gloomier parts of the reporit, prepared by the agency’s
Of~ce of Market Oversight a.n~d Investigations (OMOI-).

’ I think we haven [gas] ma’~,ket that needs fine-tuning,
as opposed to an electricity ~arket that needs complete
re-structuring," said Commissigner Nora Brownwell in the
meeting.    .     .              , ,.     t                ,

Brownell said it was the job~ of OMOI staff to root out
any potenlial market problems and let the commission
determine which ones are real.¶

"A good dose of paranoia at ~MOI is appropriate," she
told reporters after Wednesday’s meeting.

For his part, FERC Chairmah Pat Wood said: "FERC
active role in natural gas market~ was about a decade ago,"
when FERC was unbundling g~as service.             ,

"Our role. [now] iS to make sure th[: train stays on the

ATTENTION: COPYRIGHTED bL~ ~I~.RIAL. II is unlawful Io reproducethis page without written permission from the publlsh~-.

ets Remain Ripe ’ ....". . ~.. (Continued from page one)

track, which is a little bit different from laying the tracks. ~ ,
"These [issues] are manageable," said Wood although

he added U.S. natural gas markets would "not suffer from    -
inattention" and that the commission will remain vigilant
in the months ahead.

The new FERC report raised several specific concerns    .
about a growing crisis in confidence about price indexes
reported by trade publications ....

Several U.S. energy companies h ave admitted that their.
traders reported bogus trade data to some publications, in
an apparent attempt to manipulate gas markets, although
it is unclear whether the indexes were affected. Federal
prosecutors in the past two months have indicted two     .,~,
former gas traders for alleged false reporting and wire
fraud.

The FERC report says that the revelations may"lea~! to "
the unraveling of existing natural gas contracts.     ,

"Without an alternative price discovery mechanism,,
[market participants] would be left without a market basis..
for determining prices for new contracts." ,

In addition, the FERC report said "concerns surround-
ing price indices may affect the.willingness of parties to
enter new conlracts:      , ~

"Disarray in natural gas price discovery could hinder
traders, suppliers and customers from entering the market ,    ,

, and. creating liquidity. The result could be a dysfunctional      ,-
system," said the iepoh.         I~ "~    ’,.
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IWGCCST - Science Upd
30 January 2003

December 2002 Wor~hop    ’
- 1300 participants (47 States ahd 35 o~
- 225 Presenters, Pazietists, M6de’rhtor~

Comments on Draft Strategic Pit
- 270 individuals/groups submitted cot

.U’S. Clirr~t~ Change S6ienee 1~
Strategic Plan’- Time Lit.

¯ Individual comments received on
until January .18, 2003

¯ February 2003 NRC Report: Inpu
plan      ’

¯ Completion of Strategic Plan, Ap
¯ -September 2003 NRC Report: Re
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interageney Working Group on Climate Change Science

Thursday, Janua.ry 30, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to N
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Agenda (revised 29 Jan 2003)

Call to Order

Legislative/Policy Update

International Update, including. COP 9 preview

Earth Observation Summit

1605(b) Update

Management and Budget- FY2003 Appropriations and
FY2004 Rollout
Science Update

Technology Update

Discussion of draft annual meeting schedule

Other Topics and General Discussion

Adjourn

nd Teelmology

D~.~sec t~odman,
Chairman
connau ,ton,
Asst Se~ Turner, S~

U/S Lautenbacher,
DOC
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COIVtMONWBALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
OI FICB OF THB ATTORNEY

200 Pom’~ S~
BOSTON, MASSA~S~S’02114

(617) 7Z7-2200

To-’

FAX TRANSMISSION
Thomas L. Sansonetfi, Assisl~mt Attorney Oemaral
~.nvkonm~t mxd Natural Kmso~z’ces Division
U~C~d States Department o£ ]usdce

Janua~ 30, 2003

Fax #: (202) 514-0557 Pages: 8, L, zcluding’this
cover

From: ~es g. Milkey, Chief
Eaxviroxmaantal Protecdbn Division
Ivfmssachus~tts Of~ce of the A~Comcy Ci~nra~l

Subject-" Nofi=e oflntem to Su~ Und= Clean Air Act § 7604

COMMENTS:                                                           ’ "

l~lease fred attach=d a courtesy copy ofaNofice of Intsnt to Su~ Undsr Clean ALr Act
§ 7604 tha~ is bsizxg sent today, by first ulass nmil, from Massachusetts Attorney General Tom
Reilly, Cozmecficut ~kttomey General Kichazd Blumcnthal, and Maine Attorney General

Th~ docum=nts accomp~uying fl~Ls tsle~, opier, transmisslon contain infonnafi6n which may be
copfid, enti~l an.d/or privlle~ef[. The information is imended solely for the us~ of the addressee
named above. If you Rre not*the int~nde~ r~dpi~nt, you are advised that any ~sclOsm~, copying.
disr_ribudon or use of the itLfonxmfion transmitted is prohibited. If you have received this
tele~oplar trmm~srdon in error, please notify tho sander by telephone immediately and m~a the
original ~ssion to th~ sender by first clas~ mail via the U.S, ~ostal Service. Thank you fnr
your compliance, .....
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Conxmonw~th
of M~ssschusetts

Sta~e of Maine

Janumy 30, 2003

CERTI I3 D MAIL
ItETUP  RECEIPT REQUESTED

Honorable Ch~s~ Todd ~h~tnmn, Administrator
United SmIe.S Envlronmenud ~t~on Ag~n~ 1101~ U.S. EPA H~dqu~

1200 P~I~ Avenue, ~
W~h~o~ DC 20~0

Notice of Int~tt to Sue Under Clean Ai~ Act’§ 7604

Dear Adn~nist~ator ~ni~c

Ou July 17, 2002, the Att~zney~ General f~om el~vem stat~ mta le~ to Pre~d~t Bmh
~ h~ ~ ~onsid~ ~, £e~ gove~t’s c~ ~ge po~oy. ~e b~ of~
w~ ~e ~c~ng o~rohe~v¢ ~po~ U.~. Cli~te Me,on Report 2002, U-S. D~L of S~,
W~n, D.C,, ~ 2002 ("Cltm~e Ac~o~ ~po~. ~e Cl~are ~on ~o~ dosages
sodom co~uences of#obfl c~m c~ge ~d ~~ sm~s ~o conclmion ~ ~Mon

eonclmio~ set ~ ~ ~e CIim~e d~en Re~o~ com~l pr~t ~mpI~mfl~ of~to~
~ducfio~ of~bon ~o~ ~sio~.

We fully endorse srparsu~ effort~ by ~d~Mmt S~s to oon~l c~oa ~de
~ions, and so~ S~s ~d~ such effo~. For ~le, M~s~huse~
proctored stRm m~do~ d~ to ~s c~ ~o~ds ~ssio~ ~om Md~ pow~
p~m. C~ ~s ~c~d a law to l~r c~ ~o~ ~oms ~om v~. 0~
S~ ~e ~cc~d ~ ~ ~ stops soon. ~ stated ~ J~y 17~ ls~, how~,

~ougk a ~o~y coor~m~ ~k¢r-b~ed ~o~- W~ havo not ~
p~ss on the ~wl~m of a mfio~ pro~ to ~¢ss ~o~ dto~ds e~slons.

wel~e of ox= ci~ ~ ~ ~pac~ of cl~ ch~¢, ~ ~e [¢R m fMI
a~[~ r~e~es ~ e~sfing law.
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Honorable Ch_risti~e Todd Whi~nan, Administrator
January B0, 2003
Page- 2

For the masons set forth below,
~ law to
108 of the CI~ ~Act We ~so be~ev~ ~y~ ~ m do so Is a viola~n of~ A~for
w~ we ~ ~dfl~d to ~sss.
~s p~t to Se~on 304 of~ CI~ ~ Ac~ 42 U.S.C. ~ 76~, for ~s viols~ of~e ~t.

As EPA Has Recogniz~l, Carbon Dioxide Is an "Air Pollutant" .Under the Clean AEr Act

The Clean Air ACt re~ul~P~s ~’ak pollutants" ~ s¢v~ ways. h is n~ c[~ ~ ~on
¯ o~d¢ is on~ s~ch "~ po~u~f" ~ ~ m~g of~ ~e~ ~ ~t, ~e plan

po~ ~ d~ ~ fi~on 302(~ W indud~ "’~y p~ical, ch~iaa~ [~] biolo~ _-.

7602(g). ~~o~ly, c~on ~o~da is a physi~ or ~~ ~b~c¢ or ~R¢z ~t is

Sscdp~ 103~, 42 U.S.C. ~ 7403~. ~ fact ~t c~bon ~o~de is a na~ oom~¢m of~a

pequot." ~ subdues ~a~ occ~ n~y ~ ~e ~bi~t ~r, s~ch ~ ozo~ for ~p1¢,

The ]~PA itself has twice olqqcially concluded tha~ careen dioxide is an ’~air pollutant."
In 199f¢, EPA. Ganaml Cotmsel Jonathan Z. Cannon prepared a formal memorandum, in r~ponse
to a request from Congressrrmn Tom DeLay, in which he sat forth the legal analysis supporting
the agency’s conclusion thR~ gresnhous~ gases, including carbo~ dioxide, are indeed "air
polIutan¢s" subject zo regulz6on. Memorandum of Ionat3~n Z. Carmen, Geme~ Coums¢l, to
Carol M. Brow~a_~r, Admlnlstmtor, regarding
Elecfr~c Power Oenzerntion ,~ourcea, datod AIr~ 10, 1998. Zu 1999, ~A General Counsel Gary
S. Guzy confizmed and ~¢iter~ted
"the U..q. ]~nvi~omen’ml Protection Agency’s (]~PA) views as to "din legs! snthnrlty provide~l by
the C1~au Air Act (AeZ) to regulste ~missions of tin-ben dloxidc, or CO2."

Cru~o General Counsel, U.~. EPM, B~ore
Eco~wmtc Growth, Nutural R~ource~ and RegulEtor2 Affatra of the Com’m~e~ on Go.ernest
R~form and the Subcommft~e on JEnm’g2 ~md ~nvirorrmO.nt of the COmmittee on 8aiena¢~ U.S.
Ho~e o~’P,.=pr~s~ntati.ws, Oct, 6, 1999.

As RPA~ Has Recognized, Carbon Dioxide Causes or Contributes to A~ Pollution Which
ZvXay Reasonably be Anticipated to Endanger Public Health and Welfare

The Clran ~ Act r~quk~ P~PA to talcs certain a=tions whsa it detemaxinss that a
pollutant may "¢aus~’~ contrt’bute "to air pollution which may reasomtbly be anticipated to

....~danger public health or wslfm-~." Sea-, e.g., Clean Air Act Sr~.tion 10g(a)(1), 42 LI.S.C.
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Ho~oz~blo C1~dstin~ Todd W~tma~, ~1~toz
3~nua~ry 30, 2003

The t:md(~gs ~ conc~s~o~ls set forth in the Climate Rc~ R~orf ~bly esmb~
¯ at ~rbon ~o~d~ ~ss£ons ~us~ or c~~ ~ c~atc c~�.
devo~ ~ en~ p~r ~ a ~c~sion of~ot~al ~ps~ of cl~e chic" and
opfio~ ~t ~e d~i~d to ~r~e ~~ m c~ v~o~ md ~du~
c~ ~e." CI~ A~on ~epo~ az 83; se~ ~apter 6: Jmp~ and~apt~.
Specify, ~� Cl~are ~ction Repo~ colludes ~az ~e do~t so~c~
c~t~ ~g~ ~ ~n ~de ~~ ~d ~ ~e ’~� long ~ of~o~e

~epo~ at 82 (~ph~ addS. ~ a~fi~ ~ ~ g~¢~l ~nc~ssion ~at
causing c~ c~e, ~e Citrate A~n ~epo~ dens ~ ~c ~amples of ~verss

~ ~~�, heat ~ ~s~ ~1 ~v~, ~n~cy o~heat ~ves, water sho~gss,

hsal~ effects due ~ ~po~on ~d ~m~ wsa~T sv~ts.

Unsurprisingly, the CIImaCe,4cfio, Xeporr acknowledges the ~W ofpr~c~ w~t
~ pm~ ~pa~m of.cl~m ~ ~II b~ ~t ~ given place or~¢. Such a~nowled~ants ¯
do not ~d~t ~o Cll~a~e ~cfion ~ ~ p~iv¢ co--ions ~a~ c~ c~ngc is
oct; it is ca~d ~ c~b~ ~o~de ~ssi~ ~om hum~ ~fie~ ~d it po~S ~ ~
pubic hoa[~ ~d w~�. ~, ~s Cl~e AcHon ~po~ de~ ~at ~b~ ~o~d¢
=~s~o~ "~me or con~bu~ to ak po~fi~ wMch ~y ~ombly b~ ~fi~d to ~ndmg~

~ort imclf has ~d yo~ duW to re~la~ c~on ~o~do poH~n ~der ~ 0~ Ak
Act.

"!’be C!ir~e/~ct~on J~eporr was ~� c~don of ~ e~�~ ~d ~a~ve �ffo~"
conduot~ by EPA ~d ~voIv~g ~m ~ ~d~, ~o r~ ~d ~ ~g
scientific ~ ~d ~s~~ ~Igmd to
ob~gafions of~ U~t~ S~ ~at a~e

o~gi~ Clim~e Ac~n ~epo~ of~e U~ S~. ~ ~s con~t, k ~s ~ o~ position
of~ U~t~d Sm~s. U~r ~ S~y

United Nafio~ ~ ~ ~o~ position of~o U~d

Mu~ v. ~e ~oo~ C~B~ 6 U.S. 64 (1804) ~old~g ~at m act of Congress
¯ should b~ co~d co~n~ ~ ~t~R~d laws).
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Hozmrable Christina Todd Whitman, Admiu[strator
January 30, 2003
Page 4

We note, as well, that EPA pl~y~-d the lead role in grepmation sad publicatioa of the
Clknate A~-tion R~ort, over cozutucling fomml"notice and commmt, t" proceedings on the
ClimateActton Re, veer nut once., but twice. 66 Fed, Rag. 15470-7 ! (lVlar, 19, 2001); 66 Fed,
Rag. 57456-57 (Nov. 15, 2001). EPA fully ~avi=we.d and oi~ial[y adapted the findings and
conclusions of Chatamr 6, discussed above, as its owe. Moreover, tlm fact that, ainu" notice and
re.view of cornznemts, ~,P.~ reaclzsd the conclnsioas it did, set there out in the Clio.ate Action
Report, and adcrgted them as its own, demonstrates thRt EPA deemed the dat~ and ccrmmeats iz
r~v~zwed during tha~process to be sufii¢i~nt to support such ~onclus[0ns. No further notice and
oonmze~tt is aecessazy to trigger ~PA’s Cl=ma A£r Act obligations,

Conaistemt with the conclusions ofth~ Cliraat, Action Report, both you and President
Bush have znad~ nttmm-mzf atatemmlts ze.rognizing that ¢arbon dloxid¢ emissions ax~-
endmagering public heal~ and welfare mzd must b= r~duced. For exampls~ the President has
stated that climate carnage has the ’~otemtial t~ impact cvvry corner of the world," that "the
United States is the world’s largest r.mitt~r ofmanmade greenhouse gases," and that ~[b]y
-~croadng coasmvation and. energy eff~ency end aggressively using these clmm energy
t~tmologis,, w~. can ~duc~ our greenhouse ga~ emissions by significant amounts in the com~n~
years." Rsmaz~ ~y tim Pr~sideRt (~uue l l, 2001). Stmilm-ty, you have stated: "R’we fail to
take the st~ps necessary to ad&’ess the very zeal concern of global clJ~ta~ ehauge, we pm ore-
people, our economies, and our way of life at risk." 08 Envk, ot~mental Ministerial Meeting,
World~E Session on Climate Cha~ge, Trieste, Italy (Mar~ 3, 2001).

EPA 8as Not Complied with its Mandatory Duty to List Carbon Dioxide as a Criteria Air
l~ollutant raider Section 108.

~usuant to Section 108(a)(I). "critmla air po.llutants" are air poIIutaats plasent in
ambient a~- filet r.om~ "from Immerotm Or diverse ~obi~ or stationmy sources" and which, in
Admlaistrator’ s judgmemt, "cruise or contn’bute to air pollution which may reasonably b
atttldpated to endang~ pubUc health or welfare." 42 U.S.C. § 7408(a)(t). The regnht~n of
sudapollutants begin% under S~tio~ 108, withe pmevss known as "qisting," fi’~e 42 U.S.C.
§ 7409(a). Subsequent m listing, the Act rcquize~ EPA to set air qua.lity rritexia and National
Ambient Air Quality Smadards in consultation with scicatific advisory committees azul l£aasd
e.xtmasive process~ to evaluate risks pose~d by the nmvly-listed laollut~zt and to detmmine the
a1~propfiate, allowable l~veas ofitln ambient air. S~e 42 U.S.C. §§ 740~, 7409, and 74t7(~)(1).
Therefore, under the Act, damrmin~fion of~rly how, and at what fowls, a pollut~t should
be regulate.d are o~Iy cotaside.red

As noted above, HPA has allvady conclud¢d t~t carbox~ dioxide ~
"¢amv[s] ~ con~but¢[s] to ~ pollufi~ w~ may ~onably be ~tic~amd m end~er
p~Iic h~ or w~e." F~e~ore, i~ is ~ ~pumbls ~¢t that ~ ~oxidc
~uit ~om nm~o~-~r divm~ mobile or smtio~ so~ss." ~clu~g

"--~du~ so~ces ~ motor ve~cI~. 42 U.S_C. ~ 7408(a)(1)(B); see g, nerally, Clim~e
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R~vort at 37~42. Given thesu ~z~fs, c~ng ~= law co~u~ ~� con~uaion ~at ~A ~t n~
~ ~bon di~ ~ a ~ ~po~t ~Na~al R~c~ D~e C~ v. ~,
545 Fld 320 (2d ~. ~ 976), ~ ~ w~ wh~ ~e A~~r �ould be ~j~ ~ a
~~ no,on to c~el h~ ~ ~ 1~ ~ a c~te~ ~ ~t ~o ~~tor
conccd~ ~at l~d posed a s~o~ ~ b~ ~ug a p~ce m ~se ~ ~s~ m
r=~ate le~ ~ ~ ~t m~, ~ W ~ it. ~ C~ ~mpha~y ~d ~is
~proach ~d hel~ ~ wh~ ~t ~ ~nt~ ~at ~ ~ po~t ~m n~o~ ~ ~v~v

Seoti~ 108. Se~ ~C v. ~, f4~ F~d ~328 ("On~ ~ ~ondifio~ of~ 108(a)(1)(A) ~d
~) h~ve b~ ~ ~ Hs~g of la~ ~ ~ i~c~ of a~ q~ stand~s for [~d b~
m~.")

It ia now ~ndis~utable that emisdoa, o£ ~b~ ~ ~ ~m~rous ~ ~v~v mobile
or s~fion~ s~ ~o con~bu~g to cli~tv ~go md ~ ~=~by ~~g public
hv~ or ~. W~ ~o~ be~vo ~ ~ ~or rvqu~ u~ Sa~on 108(a)(l)
b~ m~ so ~t you now ~v~ a ~to~ ~ �0 li~ c=bon ~dv. Your fdI~

you ~d~ Seofion 304 ~ compel c~pH~cc ~ ~v ~m~ duW to list c~rb~ diode
~t~ ~ po~u~nt ~d~ Section 108,

Effact on Our States

A~ d~tailed in tha Cib,~e~ctlon Reporf, ~e co~�@e~c~ orbs-caused ~lob~
c~=m ~ due m c~bon ~ ~sio~ ~ ~o U~t~ S~t~ am n~~, ~d~
~ ~d poORly sev~. S~h h~psc~ will ~ ~~ fi~ ofh~ ~ ~Ho
h~ ~ ~ ~ adv~ ~ ~ ~l~ ~d p[~ sp~s ~sm~ufio~, a~e~mr~
~es ~d ~odu~, forsst pmduo~W, av~IHW of~t~ sunlit, ~d ~o~, ~

but a f~. ~o~ ~ ~ ~ff~ w~ ~ ~ ~~ re~o~ ~d 1ocali~, ~t is
~at ~ ~ occ~ ~u~out ~e n~e~m U~d S~. ~e foHo~ ~ j~t a

The. Climate ~lctio~ Report do~

tempa~ss ~1 I~sly ~s 5-9 ds~
n~mm S~- OR im ~it~,
~o~d h~s by about 4 ds~ F h wh~ ~d ~g ~d ~our 5 d~ ~ h ~ md
~[, ~ a m~ of 2-I0 d~evs F- Pf¢~pi~ ~ M~chus~ is ~s~ to ~ by
about I0 p~=nt ~ s~ ~ ~, 15 p~t
Te~~s md p~cipi~ ~11 ~ly
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Honorable Christine Todd Whitman, Administrator
January 30, 2003

These climate changes will have i)rofound cons~quence~ for human health. The most
direct effect will l~c an increase in hea~-r~lamd illnr.ss and death. At l~ast one study r~n~d by
the F-.PA on its website.pruj~ct~ that in Boston, by 2050, h~at-rolat~d deaths tinting a typical
summer could increase 50 perc~.nt, from close to I00 hnat-ml~te-~ d~aths par summer to ove~
150. Jncrwased tampemtur~s will bring with it increased formation of ozone. B~cause ozone

¯r~s~ry Ihu~s~s. In Co~u~tiaut, with its irmsular and i~tuus~ h~at waves, just a 2 d~grc~
increase in temperature would shbst~ntially inu’ax~o the nnmbrr ot" hr~.t mtatvd deaths.
Connucticut and M~ssachuserm am already classified ~s "sm-ious" non-atta~nmm~_t areas for
ozone. Southern and coastal M~inc is also plagued by ozone pollution, ~ud ]~PA Ires l:troposed
re~d~signate the so~t~ three cmm~ies to a "scr~ou. s~ non-a~a~ arcs. Furth~mom,
increased tmmp~Rtnrss will likely lead to northward m~,ration and spread of dis~a~ such as
Lyme disease, mosquito-born~ illussses su0h as West Nil~ Vires, encephalitis, and possibly
cl~xgtm f~var a~td malar~ as well a~ othex ~1~as~ tha~ wc a~ not eve~u awar~ of yet. L~aving
aside the mon~tary value of the deaths, sickn~sse-~, and smotion~l stress caused by such
the tnce~a~cd pzoval~nr.~ oi~rl~s~ Rln~ssss will r~ our States re increas= ~,,uding o~
education, ~radication and trsaunent programs.

P,~aing s~a leve3s will expose highly d~veloped coastal ~ ~ ~� no~t m ~om
~ offloo~ ~d ~ll ~n ~p~ ~d sew~ ~s~c~s. ~afion on
~A’s wcb~ do~m ~at s~ l~d ~o~ ~ ~t C~t is ris~g ~ 11 ~h~ p~r
~d k is l~y to r~ ~ofl~r 22 ~ch~ ~ 2100 ~ M~sa~s~ ~d Conu~i~r. ~
Mas~e~, ~ ~v~ge 0f65 acr~ o£upl~d ~ ~b~ged ~ch ye~ ~ a ~ult

by ds~g s~ tewls. Such ch~ges ~ ~ ~ C~ wM ~ ~ ~~es of
~Hom of do~ on rna~ s~~ ~o~. ~s vest of s~d ~Ivn~vnt alo~
coast ~ ~o~= to fi~ sea Is~Is my b~ ~ m~ ~ $900 ~I~o~ ov~ ~� ne~ c~.
~u~hout ~� n~~m U~=d St=ca, sea l~el ~s~ co~d ~ =~ve co~

Climat= chang~ attrlbutabls to carbon dioxide umlssions will have dramatic effects for
the quality and nature ~f life in the uorthe~st. ~PA reports that climat~ change will irreversibly
change the camposition ot’northcasC~’R ~urssts, I~ducfizg the brilliant fall colors and likely
harming tourism. Ma~ne’s vast spruce-fir furssts will b~ e~pecially suaccptible to insect
infestations cxanerbat~d by waunin~nducadchanges in the timing of sprin~ fi~sts. Other
rxample.s arc beyond th~ scope of this submission. Suffir~ it to ~y thRt carbon dio~d~
~zdsaions will lfl~ly cause or contribute to wid=-rartg~ng, ~dverss changrs to just about ~v~ry
aspect ofth= environment, public h~alth and welfare throughom ~ha noziheast.
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Honor~bl~, Chris~= Todd. Whib~mo, Adm~istrator
Junuary 30, 2003

Conclusion

Based o~ th~ £o~going, we believe t~st you ~sv~ a ~~ d~ ~ Est c~ ~o~d~
as = ~ ~ po~u~ ~t ~ Section 108 of~e ~ ~ yo~ £~ ~ ~ so c~~
a viol~on o~� Act. ~p~ go~ ~ n~ ~ga~ b~ m~ is ~ prot~ the

~r with ~, plebe co~ J~es ~ ~, C~ ~~l Proton Dillon,
~s~us~ ~omCy G~’s o~c¢ at (61~ 727-2200, ~ 3347.

Sincerely,

Thomas F. ~¢illy
Massachusett~ Attorney G~n~-al

Robert W. Vm-ney, Regio~l Admiuis~tor
United Stat=s P.n~nt~l Protection A~ency
New ~ud O~ce
1 Co~ss St. S~e ll00
BosWn, ~ 02114-20~

Iolm A~hc~-of~, Attorney Ganexa.I
U.S. Depa~m~t of’Justice
950 Pmmsylvan~ Avenue,
Waah~ngton. DC 20530--0001
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Office of Scicncc and TcchnololD’ Policy
Executive Office of the President
Eis~nhow~r Executive Office Building
Washington, DC 20502

CLIMATE CHANGE
Research and Development Funding in the President’s 2004 Budget

To advance and bring focus to short term objectives of climate change science, the President created in 2002
the Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI). The budget proposed $40 million for CCRI in 2003, and in
2004 this is increased by 355 percent to $182 million. The CCRI investment will develop resources to support
policy making, provide computer resources for climate modeling for decision support studies, and enhance
observations and data management for a climate observing system.

CCRI and the U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) were comblned into the Climate Change
Science Program (CCSP). USGCRP supports Iong-lerm objectives, such as:
¯ Building a climate observing system;
¯ Improving climate models through better understanding of the dynamical processes and interconnections

between atmosphere, land, and ocean; and
¯ Conducting fundamental research on climate processes over a large spectrum of time and space scales

(e.g., El Nine, aerosols, agricultural practices in North America, and oceanic uptake of atmospheric heat
and carbon).

The Budget request for CCSP is the same as proposed in 2003.

Climate Change Science Program 2003 2004 Change (2003 to 2004)
$M SM SM Percent

NASA 1,112 1,068 -44 --4%
National Science Foundation 203 213 10 5%
Commerce (NOAA) 118 136 18 15%
Energy 129 133 4 3%
Agriculture 66 73 7 11%
National Institutes of Health 59 61 2 3%
Interior (USGS) 26 26 0 0%
Environmental Protection Agency 22 22 0 0%
Smithsonian Institute 6 6 0 0%
USAID 6 6 0 0%
Transportation 0 4 4 N/A
State 0 1 1       NIA

Total, CCSP 1,747 1,749 2 0%

Subtotal, CCRI (included in CCSP total) 40 182 142    355%

For climate change technology, the budget provides about $1.2 billion, approximately the same amount as in
2003, for technology research and development and deployment programs to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions via renewable energy, energy efficiency, and carbon sequestration. About 90 percent is expended
in DOE and ten percent in EPA. As part of the President’s National Climate Change Technology Initiative
(NCCTI), government-wide spending on climate change technologies will be reviewed, and pdority programs
to be included in NCCTI will be identified. The Budget includes $40 million for the NCCTI Competitive
Solicitation program, which Is an innovative approach for funding technology research and development to
reduce, avoid or sequester greenhouse gases.

Fi,~l 1.31.03
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaaogov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:31-JAN-2003 11:21:38.00

SUBJECT:: FYI - Q&As for Dr° Mahoney’s January 8 testimony

TO:"’mleinen@nsf.gov’" <mleinen@nsf.gov> ( t"mleinen@nsf.gov’" <mleinen@nsf.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Margot.Anderson@hq.doeogov’" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> (
"’Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov’" <Nargot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’mary.glackin@noaa.gov’" <mary.glackin@noaa.gov> ( "’mary.glackin@noaa.gov’"
<mary.glackin@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’linda.lawson@ost.dot.g~v’" <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> (
"’linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov" <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’slimak.michael@epa°gov’" <slimak.michael@epa.gov> ( "’slimak.michael@epa.gov’"
<slimak.michael@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov’" <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( "’mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov’"
<mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’gasrar@hq.nasa.gov’" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( "’gasrar@hq.nasa.gov’"
<gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’cgroat@usgs.gov’" <cgroat@usgs.gov> ( "’cgroat@usgs.gov’" <cgroat@usgs.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov’" <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( "’Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov’"
<Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’ipo@usgcrp.gov’" <ipo@usgcrp.gov> ( "’ipo@usgcrp.gov’" <ipo@usgcrp.g6v> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov’" <Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> (
"’Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov’" <Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’gant@niehs.nih.gov’" <gant@niehs.nih.gov> ( "’gant@niehs.nih.gov’"
<gant@niehs.nih.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’EmSimmons@usaid.gov’" <EmSimmons@usaid.gov> ( °"EmSimmons@usaid.gov’"
<EmSimmons@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:"’andrewj@onr.navy.mil’" " ’ "’ ’"<andrewj@onr.navy.mil> ( andrewj@onr.navy.mil
<andrewj@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin Wuchte ( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO: "’ ari. patri nos@sci ence. doe. gov’" <ari. patri nos@sci ence. doe. gov> (
"’ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov’" <ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:"’Watsonhl@state.gov’" <watsonhl@state.gov> ( "’watsonhl@state.gov’"
<Watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO: "’ neal e@serc, si. edu’" <neal e@serc, si. edu> ( "’ neal e@serc, si. edu’"
<neale@serc.si.edu> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:MoSS Richard H <Richard.Moss@pnl.gov> ( Moss Richard H <Richard.Moss@pnl.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’White Deborah J.’" <djwhite@nsf.gov> ( "’white Deborah J.’" <djwhite@nsf.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Holmes Kathy’ <Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov> ( ’Holmes Kathy’
<Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’turekianvc@state.gov’" <turekianvc@state.gov> ( "’turekianvc@state.gov’"
<turekianvc@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’david.goodrich@noaa.gov’" <david.goodrich@noaa.gov> (
"’david.goodrich@noaa.govTM <david.goodrich@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Gorsevski Virginia’ <vGorsevski@usaid.gov> ( ’Gorsevski Virginia’
<VGorsevski@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’scheraga.joel’" < " "’ ,"scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( scheraga.joel
<scheraga.joel@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’hratch.semerjian@nist.gov’" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> (
"’hratch.semerjian@nist.gov’" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov’" <Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ("’Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov’"
<Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CO:" ’vi cki. horton@noaa, gov’" <vi cki. horton@noaa, gov> ( "’vi cki. horton@noaa, gov’ °’
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<vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~C:"’Patel-weynandTO@state.gov’" <Patel-weynandTO@stateogov> (
’Patel-weynandTO@state.gov’" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

READ:UNKNOWN

cc:’Debbie Payne’ <Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov> ( ’Debbie Payne’ <DebbieoPayne@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’talleyt@state.gov’" <talleyt@state.gov> ( "’talleyt@state.gov’"
<talleyt@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’sambrose@hq.nasa.gov’" <sambrose@hq.nasa.gov> ( "’sambrose@hq.nasa.gov’"
<sambrose@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Robert Marlay’ <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> ( ’Robert Marlay’
<Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’mgarcia’ <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ( ’mgarcia’ <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov’" <Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> (
"’Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov’" <Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’kbarrett@usaid.gov’" <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( "’kbarrett@usaid.gov’"
<kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:’tspence’ <tspence@nsf.gov> ( ’tspence’ <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~C:"’James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov’" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> (
’James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov’" <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
I have attached the set of post-hearing questions from the Senate
Commerce Committee that we received yesterday for Dr. Mahoney’s January
8, 2003, testimony. We will be drafting responses to these questions
which will be sent out for interagency review before being submitted to
the committee.

we did not receive these questions electronically, so I apologize for
any difficulties with the file format you may have.

stephanie Harrington
U.S. Climate change science Program
202-482-1944 or 202-419-3487
- Q&As for 8Jan03 Hearing on climate Change.pdf ATTACHMENT    1

ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert

END A1-FACHMENT 1
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S.169

Global Change R~earch Act of 1990 (Enrolled as Agreed to or Passed by Both House and Senate)

SEC. 10& SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT.

On a periodic basis (not less frequently than every 4 years), the Cotraeil, through the Committee,
shall prepat’� and submit to the President and the Congress an ass~aent which-

(1) integrates, evaluates, and interprets the findings of the Program and discusses the
soientifio tmeertainttes associated with such findings;

(2) analyzes the effects of global change on the natttral environment, agrieulah-e, energy
production and use, land and water resources, transportation, human health and welfare,
human social systems, and biological diversity; and

0) analyzes current trends in global change, both human-inducted and natural, and projects
major trends for the subs~luent 25 to 100 years.

SEC. 107. ANNUAL R~PORT.

(a) GENERAL- Each year at the lime of submission to the Congress of the President% budget, the
Chah’maa of the Cotmeil shall submit to the Congress a report on the activities conducted by the
Committee pursuant to this rifle, including-             ,

(1) a sunm~ary of the achievements of the Program during the period covered by the report
and of priorities for future global change research;                           ’

(9.) an analysis of the progress made toward achieving the goals of the Plan;

(3) expenditures required by each agency or department for carrying out its portion of the
Program, in~Iuding--

(A) the amounts spent du.~g the fiscal year most ~’~e~nfly ended;

(B) the amounts expected to be spent during the cun-ent fiscal year; and

(C) tile atll01111ts rcqttcst~ for the fiscal year for which tlae budget is being ~ubmittod,

htto://thomas.loe.gov/cgi-bintquery~?¢ 1 O1:1 :,/temp/-c t 0 lkYSjmk:e16573: ,2/3/2003
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(b) RECOMMENDATIONS- The report re~tuired by subseddon (b) shall include
recommendations by the President concerning-

NO. 7193

(1) changes in agency or department roles needed to improve implementation of the Plan;
and

(2) additional legislation which may be required to achieve the purpose~ of this rifle.

SEC, 108, RELATION TO OTI~R AUTItORITIF~.

(a) NATIONAL CLIMATE PROGRAM RP, SEARCH ACTIVITIES- The President, the
Chairman oftbe Council, and the Secretary of Commerce shall ensure that relevant re~-~m-eh
activities ofth~ National Climate Progx’a~ established by the National Climat~ Program Act (15
U.S.C. 2901 el. seq.), are considered in developing nafiorml global change research effom.

(b) AVAILABILITY OF 1LESEARCH FINDINGS- The President, the Chairman of the Council,
and the heads of the ag~eies and departments represented ell the Committee, shall e~astlie that the
research findings oft.he Committee, and of Federal agencies and departments, are available to--

(1) the Environmental th-oteefion Agency for use in the formulation era.coordinated
national policy on global climate change pursuant to ~etion 1103 of the Global Climat~
Prote¢tion Act of 1987 (15 U.S.C. 2901 note); and        ~

(2) all Federal agencies and departments for troy in the formulation of coordinated national
policies for respnuding to hum~-indueed and natural processes of global, change pm’suaut
to other statutory re~o~ibilities and obligations.

(c) EFFECT.ON FEDERAL KESPONSE ACTIONS- Nothing in this title shall be eomtrue, d,
interpreted, or applied to pie, elude or delay the planning or implem~tation of any Fedm-aI action
d~-igned, in whole or in part, to address the threats of stratospheric ozone depletion or global
climate change.                                           -

TITLE H-INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN GLOBAL CHANGE
RESEARCH

SEC, 201. SHORT TITLE.

This title may be cited as the "Internmional Cooperation in Global Change Research A.e.t of 1990’~

SEC. 202. FINDINGS AND pURPOSES.

(a) FINDINGS- The Con.gress makes the following findings:

(I) Pooling of international resourc~ and scientific capabilities will be essential to a
sueeessf~l int6Taafional global change program.

(2) While international scientific planning is already und~,ay, there is currently no
comprehensive inter~ovemmental mechanism for plannln~, coordin~, or implementing
research to unde~and global cha~ge ~d to mitigate po-~ible adverse effects.

http://thomas.loc.gov/egi-bin/query/F?e101:1 :./temp/--cl 0IkYSjmk:e16573: 2/3/2003
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(3) An international global change res~.rch program will be important in building
cons~msus on methods for reducing global environmental degradation.

(4) The United States, as a world leader ha enviromental and F_arth sciences, should help
provide leadership in developing aud implementing an international global change research
pmgram.

(b) PURPOSES- The purposes of this title are to-

(1) promote international, intergovernmental cooperation on global change research;

(2) involve soi~nfists and polbymak~rs from developing nations ~ such cooperative global
change rcseamh programs; and

(3) promote international efforts to provide t~chnical and other a.~i~tanc~ to developing
nations which will facilitate improvements in their domestic standard of liviag while
minimizing damage to the global or r~gional environment.

SEC. 203. INTERNATIONAL DISCUSSIONS.

(a) GLOBAL CHA.NGE RESEARCH- The President shouM direct the Secretary of State, in
coopomfion with the Committee., to initi, at~ discussions with other natio~ leading toward
intemafional protocols and other agreements to coordinate global chauge res~rch activities. Such
discussions should include the following issues:

(1) Allocation of costs in global change research pmgrm~, especially with respect to major
capital projects.

(2) Coordination of global change research plans with those dewloped by international
org~niz~ons s.uch as the International Council on Scientific Unions, the World
Meteorological ~fion, and the United Nations Envirom:nent Program.

(3) F.~tablishraent of global change research c. enters aud training programs for scientists,
¢spct:ial~y those from devcbping nations.

(4) D~velopment of kmovative methods for n~.uagement of ~ternational global change
rr~earch, including-

(A) use of new or e~,jst~g hatergovemm~tal organizations for the coordi~fion or
funding of global chang~ research; and

03) creation era limited foundat!.’on for global change ~:eseafeh.

(5) The prompt establishment of international projects to--

(A) create globally acceszible formats for data colleetexl by various international
so.tees; and

(9) combine and inlorp~et data from various sources to produce information readily
usable by poli~ymakcrs attempting to formulate effective strategies for preventizg,

P004
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mitigating, and adapting to possible adverse effects of global ehauge.

(6) Establistnn~at of international offces to disseminat~ information use.rid in iden~ng,
preventing, mitigating, or adapting to the possible effects of global change.

(1) Creation ofau int~matiop.al cooperative program to laud re.s~rch related to engrgy
efficiency, solar and other renewable energy sources, and passively safe and diversion-
resistant nuclear reactcrrs.

(2) Creation of an international cooperative pro/gaux to develop low cost energy
technologies which ar~ appropriate to the environmental, economic, and social needs of
developing nations.

(3) Exchange of information conc~aing emdronm~tally safe energy technologies and
pmcti~ez, including thos~ d~scribed in paragraphs (1) aud (2).

SEC. 2;04: GLOBAL CF/.ANGE RESEARCH INFORMATION OFFICE.

Not more than 180 days after the date of enactment of this Act, the President shall, in consultation
with the Committee and zll relevant Federal agencies, establish an Office of Global Change
Rese, arch J.uformation. The purpose of the Office shall be to dlssemJnate to foreig;a goveraments,
businesses, a~d iilstitutions, as well as the citizens of foreign countries, scigafific research
information available in the Unite~l States which wotdd be useagul in preventing, raitigating, or
adapting to the effects of global e~. Such information shall ktelude; but n~ed not be limited
to, results ofseienti_fi¢ research and developrrient on tectmologies useful for-

(1) reduchag energy consumption through co~ervation and energy efficiency;

(2) promoting the use of solar and renewable energy sources whioh reduce the amount of
gr~nhousc gas~s released into the atmosphere;

(3) devdoping replacements t’or chlorofluomca.rbons, halons, and other ozone-depleting
substances which exb2bit a significantly reduced potential for depleting stratospheric ozone;

(4) promoting the conservation of forest resources which help reduce the amotmt of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere;

(5) assisting developing countries in ecological, pest.management practices and in the proper
uso of agriculttwal, and industrial chemicals; and

(6) promoting recycling and source reduction of pollutants in order to reduce the volume of
waste w~ch must be dis’posed of, thus decreasing energy use and greenttouse gas emis~iom,

[~05
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TITLE III-GROWTH DECISION AID

SEC. 301, STUDY AND DECISION AID.

(a) The Secretary of Commerce shall conduct a study of the h~lications and potgntial
cons~Itmnces of grow~ a~d development on ~ban, suburban, mad rusal communities. Based upon
the findings of the study, the S~¢rotary shall pmdace a decision aid to assist ~ate sad local
authorities in planni~ and managing urban, suburban, and rural growth aud develol:rm~nt while
preserving community character.

(b) The S~¢rctary of Commerce shall consult with other appropriate Federal d~artm~ts and
ag~cies as n~e, ssazy in canying out this section.

(~) The Secretary of Commeme shall submit to the Congress a I~po~t containing the decision aid
produced under subsection (a) no later than .hmuary 30. 1992. Th~ Segrgtary .shall notify
appropriate Sta~e and local authorities that such decision aid is available on request. ’

Speakor of the House ofP, epre~entatives.

Vice t’resident of the Unit~ Statea and

President of the Senate.

hWo ://thomas~loe. gov/cgi-bi~/query/F?c 101:1 :./temp/--e 10 lkYSjmk:e16573: 2/3/2003
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Clobai Chaug~ Research Act of 1990 (Enrolled as Agreed to or Passed b~ Both House aud Senate)

SEC. 106; SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT.

On a periodic basis (not loss frequently than evory 4 year~), the Council, through thv Committ~,
shall prepare ~ submit to the Presid~lt and tho Congress an assessment which-

(1) integrates, evahatos, aad intcrfm~ the findings of the Program and discuss,s the
soientifio unoemdn~ associat, d with such findings;

(2) analyzes the ¢ffvots of global change on tho natural environm~g agriculture, ~e,gy
im~ductioa and use, land and water resources, transportation, hmnan health and welfare,
human social systems, and biological diversity;, and

O) analyzes current trends in global change, both hmnaa-induct~l and natural, and projects
major tr~ds for the subsequent 25 to I00 years.

SEC. 107. ANNUAL REPORT.

(a) GENERAL- Each year at the time of submission to the Congress of the Pl~dent’s budget, the
Chairman of~e Council shall submit to the Congress a r~t on the activities conducted by the
Committee pmsua~t m this title, including-             ,

(I) a ~acy of the achievements of the Progrmn during the period eov~ed by the report
and ofpriorities for futu~ global change x’esearch;                         ’

(2) ma a~alysis of the progress made toward a~hioving the goals of the Plan;

(3) expenditures required by each agency or department for can-y~g out its portion of the
Progrm~, inoluding--

(A) the amounts spent during the fiscal year most r~eently ended;

03) the auaotmts expected to be ~pent during the cun-ent fiscal ye, ax; and

(C) tile am0tl~2ts ICqR~tcd for the fiscal year for which tlao budget is being zubmitt~l.

httm//thornas.loe.gov/cgi-bin/query/F?c 101:1 :./t~mpl.-cl OlkY8jmk:e16573:
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(b) RECOMMENDATIONS- The raport reqtdred by subse,~on (b) shall include
recommendations by the President concerning-

(I) chauges in agency or d~partmcnt roles needed to knpmve implementation of the Plan;
and

(2) additional legislation which may b~ r~lUircd to a~hi~ve the purposes of this title.

SEC. 108. RELATIOI~ TO OTHER AUTHORITIES.

NATIONAL CLIMATE PROGRAM RESEARCH ACTIVITIES- The President, the
Chairmaa of the Council, and the Secretary of Commerce ahall �~,.’,n~re that ~lcv~t resea~h
a~fivitivs ofth~ Nafio£~.l Cl~ate P~ogram, established by the National Climate Program Act. ( 15
U.S.C. 2901 e! seq.), are oo~dered in developing national global change re.svarr~h efforts.

(b) AVAILABILITY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS- The Pr~dvat, the Chairman el’the Co~cil,
and the head~ of the agencies and d~partm~ats r~r~seat~l on the Committee, shall ensure that the
research findings of the Committee, aad of Federal agencies and dvpagane~ts, are available to--

(1) the Envimnment~l Protec4ion Agency for use in the formulation of a coordinated
national polioy on global climate change pursuant to ~eetion 1103 of the’Global Clknate
Protv~tion Act of 1987 (15 U,S.C, 2901 note); and       ~

(2) all Fedora] ag~ncie.s and dvpartments for uso h~ the formulation of coordinat~ national
polioies for responding to human-induced and natural pro~sos of global, change putsuaut
to oth~ statutory respons~oilities and obligations.

EFFECT.ON FEDERAL RF.~PONSE ACTIONS- Noth~ in this title shall be construed~
int~’pr~ted, or applied to Fre, clud~ or delay the plamling or implrm~ntation of any Fedezal
dedgned, ~ whole or in part, to address th~ thruats ofstratosphvrie ozone depletion or global
climate change.

TITLE H-INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN GLOBAL CHANGE
RESEARCH

SEC. 201. SHORT TITLE.

This title may be cited as the "International Cooperation in Global Change Ressarch Act of 1990’~

SEC. 202. FINDINGS AND P.URPOSES.

(a) FINDINGS- The Confess makes the fol!owing fi.udi~gs:

(I) Pooling of international resomce~ and scientific capabilities will be essential to a
successf-M international global change progrmn.           ~"

(2) While international sdentifie plarming is already urtdorway, thea’o is eurrtmtly no
comprehensive int~rSovernmgntal m~chanism for planning, coordinafin~, or implementing
research to tmderstand global chaago md to mitigate possible adverse effects.
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(3) An im~rnational global chang~ ~rch program will 6~ ~po:~n~ in bu~Iding fUaL~
cons~sus on m~,hods fo~ r~%cing global ~i--onmrntal &gradaio~.

(4) The United States, as a world loader ~n environmental and ~ sciences, should help
provid= leadership in d~veloping and hnpl~nenting as int~u~ional global chang~ r~e.m’ch
program.

(b) PURPOSES- The p~poses of this tiff= are to-

(3) promote international efforts to provide technical and other assistasco to d~vdoping
natiom~ which will facilitate improvements in their domcb’fic standard of living while
minimizing damage to fit= global or regional environment.

SEC. 203. INTERNATIONAL DISCUSSIONS.

(a) GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH- The President should dirgct the Secretary of State, in
cooperation with the CommRte% to J.~fia~ discussions with oth~ n~fio~ Ioading toward
international protocols and other agr~m~ts to coordinats global change rssb~rch activities. Such
discussions should include the following issues:

(I) Allocation of costs in global change rrseaw.h programs, ~’p~cially with r~prct to major
capital projects.

(2) Coordination of global change ~s~arch plans with those dcvelop~ by international
organizations ~ch as the Inteaxtational Council on Sdentific Unions, thee World
M=te, orologioal Organization, and the United Nations Envirom~ent Program.

(3) F.mablishment of global change re, s~trch r. enters and ~ng ~~ for scimfis~,
~i~ ~ose ~om devd~

(4) ~velopm~t of~ovafiv¢ me~ f~ ~ag~ent of ~a~ ~ ~
~h, inclu~g-

(A) us= of now or ~ist~ng intcrgovrn~ental organizations for the coordination or
funding of global cbang~ r~h; and

03) creation of a limited foundat~,’on for global chasge r~searc~.

(5) Thg_prompt establishment ofintexnafional p~jec~s to-

(A) create globally accessible formats for data collected by various international
sore;ors; and

(B) oombine and inforpr~t data from various sources to produce information readily
usable by polioymakem attempting to formulate effective stmtvgi~s for preventing,
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mitigating, and adapting to poss~l~ adverse effects of global change.

(6) Establishment ofint~ational office~ to disseminste information useful in
preventing, miti~aRng, or 8d~p~ug to the possible effects of global change,

(b) ~O¥ ~ESEARCH- The l~dent should ~ the Secretary of State (’m coopention
with ~e Secret~ of Energy, the Secretly of¢omm~c~ the United b’~n~es Trade Repr~entafive,
and other appropriate membe~ of the CoxxrrnRtee) to h~tiate discu~ons with other nations
1~ rowan! an international re~-~rch protocol for ~3pe~on o~ the dewlopment of energy
technologies which have ~ally adver~ effi~ on the mvLro~L Such discussions should
]nchdo, but not be limited to, the following issues:

(I) Creation of an inte~aafiox~l coope~’ativ~ program to fired research related to e~eqD’
efficiency, solar and other renewable energy sonsccs, and passively safe and dive.on-
resistant nuclear reactor~.

(2) Creation of an intcmatiox~l ~perat~ve progt~ax to deuelop low ~ost energy
technologies which are appropriate to t~o environmental, economic, and social ne.cds of
doveloping nations.

(3) Exchange of int’ormation oonceming enviroRme~tally sate energy tectmologies and
prac~ccs, including those descxibed in paragraphs (l) and (2).

SEC. 204; GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH INFORMATION OFFICE.

Not mo~ tha~ 180 days after the date of enactment of this A~, ~e ~d~t ~, ~ co~fion
~ ~e ~~ ~d ~ ~eI~v~t F~ ~oies, ~bli~ ~ O~ of Glo~ ~e
~s~h ~o~fion. ~e p~ose of~e 0~ ~ be to ~ss~e to ~ ~v~~,
bu~, ~d ~mdom, ~ well ~ ~e ~s of fo~ co~M~ sci~c ~s~h
~o~a~on av~l~ ~ ~� U~t~ S~t~ w~ wo~d be us~l ~ p~g, ~figa~g, or"
M~t~g to ~e ~ffec~ of~ob~ o~. ~ch ~o~afion shill ~cludc, but n¢~ not b~ 1~
to, ~ ofsci~fific r~h ~d d~clop~t on t~olo~ me~ for-

(1) reducing energy consumption through co~servatio~ and en~gy efficiency;

(2) promoting the use of solar a~ re~t.-wable energy soarces whioh reduce the amo~t of
greenhouse gases mleas~l into t~e atmosphere;

(3) developing rrplacem~nts £or chloro~orooarbons, halons, and other ozon~d~plefing
zubstance.s which exhibit a signifioantly re~ucrA potential for dq~l~dng stratospheric ozone,

(4) p~omoting the conservation of forest resources which help reduce the amount of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere;

(5) assisting developing couz~tries in ¢�ologica~ I~.st.management practices and in the proper
use ofagriculttual, and industrial chemicals; and

(6) promoting recycling and source reduction ofpoILlutants in ord~ to reduce the volume of
waste which must be disposed of, t~us d~creasing cn~gy usa and grrcnhousc gas omissions.

k
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TITLE IH-GROWTH DECISION

STUDY AND DECISION AID.

(a) Th¢ Svcretary of Commerce shall conduct a study of the ir~llc.afions and potential
consoquencee of growth ~md dcvelopmvnt on m-ban, suburban, and rural communities. B~sed upon
the findings ofthv study, the S~t’~e, axy shall produc~ a ~on aid to assist State a~t local
authorRi~s in planning and managi~ urban, suburban, and xural growth and &velopment while
preserving community chamctvr.

(b) The S~retazy of Comme~.~ shatl consult with oth~ app~Frhte Fvdvral depafanrnts and
agrnci~s as r~ec~sary in ~g out this s~tion.

(c) The Sccrelary of Commcrco shall submit to the Congress a report contahing the decision aid
produced und~ subsection (a) no lat~ than [auusry 30, 1992. The Secrelm-y shall notify
appropriate St~ and local authorilie~ that such decision a~d is availab1~ on request. "

Speak~ of the Hous~ of Rvpzese~tatiws.

Vicv Prosidont of the Unitvd States and

President ofthv Se~ate.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"MOSS, Richard H" <Richard.Moss@pnl.gov> ( "MOSS, Richard H"
<Richard.Moss@pnl .gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 4-FEB-2003 18:48:32.00

SUBJECT:: Guidance for revision of Strategic Plan

TO:wgcc@usgcrp.gov ( wgcc@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:robertomarlay@hq.doe.gov ( robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:sambrose@hq.nasa.gov ( sambrose@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Patel-weynandTo@state.gov ( Patel-weynandTO@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie Payne <Debbie. Payne@noaaogov> ( Debbie Payne <Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:talleyt@state.gov ( talleyt@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert Marlay <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> ( Robert Marlay
<Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ( mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jerry. Elwood" <Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> ( "Jerry.Elwood"
<Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( kbarrett <kbarrett@usaidogov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence <tspence@nsfogov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"James. R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ("James. R.Mahoney"
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Margaret.R.Mccalla" <Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> ( "Margaret.R,Mccalla"
<Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaaogov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> ( gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:neale@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:IPO <ipo@usgcrp.gov> ( IPO <ipo@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.conover@hq.doe.gov ( david.conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"white Deborah J." <djwhite@nsf.gov> ( "white Deborah J." <djwhite@nsf.gov>
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Holmes Kathy <Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov> ( Holmes Kathy
<Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:turekianvc@state.gov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodrich@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Gorsevski virginia <vGorsevski@usaid.gov> ( Gorsevski Virginia
<vGorsevski@usaidogov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "scheraga.joel"<scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist,gov> ( "hratch.semerjian"
<hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jack. Kaye" <Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ("Jack. Kaye" <Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov>
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( "vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov>
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> ( mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Anderson Margot <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( Anderson Margot
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@~oaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:slimak.michael@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:~Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Dear Working Group co-chairs and Lead Authors -

This message contains guidance on how to proceed with revision of the
draft strategic Plan. You will find two PDF attachments: a guidance memo
and a schedule. If you have difficulties with either file, please contact
MS. Sandy MacCracken(smaccrac@usgcrp.gov 9202.419.3483) or Ms. Leslie
Branch(lbranch@usgcrp.gov 202.223.6262 (x3460). In addition, WG co-chairs
and lead authors will receive an express package that contains hardcopy of
these items as well as other materials to facilitate your work.

Please make note of a few key milestones:

24 and 26 February: Half-day retreats for WG co-chairs, and lead authors
the CCSP/SGCR prl nci pal s,

28 February: NRC comments expected

7 March: CCSP/SGCR principals, IWG co-chairs, and lead author meeting on
NRC comments and next steps

24 March: Drafts due

April: Technical and high-level review processes and additional periods
for revision (as noted)

30 April: Launch of final draft via <climatescience.gov>

31 May: Annotated comments due
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Locations and times of the above meetings will be provided as soon as
possible.

Thank you for your time and attention to this very important undertaking.

sincerely,

Richard H. Moss

on behalf of the CCSP/SGCR Principals and CCSPO Staff

Richard H. Moss

climate Change science Program

(Incorporating the usGlobal Change Research Program and the climate. Change
Research Initlative)

1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250

washington, DC20006

Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov

Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476

Fax: 1 (202) 223-3908

~ - W6CCguidanceDRAFT_4Feb03.pdf -
stratplan2003_chron_4Feb03.pdf A1-FACHMENT 1

A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert D

END A1-FACHMENT 2
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CREATOR:"Barrett, Ko" <KBarrett@usaid.gov> ( "Barrett, Ko" <KBarrett@usaid.gov>
UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 6-FEB-2003 10:15:46.00

SUBJECT:: RE: Guidance for revision of Strategic Plan

TO:wgcc@usgcrp.gov ( wgcc@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’MOSS, Richard N’" <Richard.Moss@pnl.gov> ( "’MOSS, Richard H’"
<Richard.Moss@pnl.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov ( robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:sambrose@hq.nasa.gov ( sambrose@hq.nasa.gov
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Patel-weynand, Toral, O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> ( "Patel-weynand,
Toral, O (OES)" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie payne <Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov> ( Debbie Payne <Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov>
UNKNOWN ] ]
READ;UNKNOWN

CC:"Talley, Trigg (OES)" <TalleyT@state.gov> ( "Tal]ey, Trigg (OES)"
<TalleyT@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert Marlay <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> ( Robert Marlay
<Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ( mgarcia <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jerry. Elwood" <Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> ("Jerry. Elwood"
<Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Barrett, Ko" <KBarrett@usaid.gov> ( "Barrett, KO" <KBarrett@usaid.gov> F UNKNOWN
l)
READ: UNKNOWN

CC:tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> ( tspence <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"James. R.Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( "James.R.Mahoney"
<James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Margaret,R.Mccalla" <Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> ("Margaret. R.Mccalla"
<Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> ( gant <gant@niehs.nih.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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cc:"simmons, Emmy B." <EmSimmons@usaid.gov> ( "Simmons, Emmy B."
<EmSimmons@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.nayy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ariopatrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <watsonHL@state.gov> ( "watson, Harlan L (OES)"
<WatsonHL@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:neale@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:IPO <ipo@usgcrp.gov> ( IPO <ipo@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.conover@hq.doe.gov ( david.conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"white Deborah J." <djwhite@nsf.gov> ( "white Deborah J." <djwhite@nsf.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Holmes Kathy <Kathy.Holmes@scienceodoe.gov> ( Holmes Kathy
<Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Tureki~n, vaughan C (OES)(EGC)" <TurekianVC@state.gov> ( "Turekian, vaughan C
(OES)(EGC) <TurekianVC@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodrich@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Gorsevski, Virginia" <vGorsevski@usaid.gov> ("Gorsevski, Virginia"
<vGorsevski@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

cc:"scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "scheraga.joel" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"hratch.semerjian" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> ( "hratch.semerjian"
<hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"3ack.Kaye" <Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Jack.Kaye" <Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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cc:"vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> ( "vicki.horton" <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> ( mleinen <mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Anderson Margot <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( Anderson Margot
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:slimakomichael@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:whohenst@OCE.USDA.gOv ( whohenst@OCEoUSDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
I just wanted to take a moment to commend the group, specifically the CSSP
staff, for the very thoughtful document you have put together laying out
the substance and process for moving the strategy forward, well done!

KO Barrett
USAID

..... Original Message .....
From: Moss, Richard H [SMTP:Richard.Moss@pnl.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2003 6:43 PM
TO: wgcc@usgcrp.gov
Cc: whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov; neale@serc.si.edu; cgroat@usgs.gov;
watsonhl@state.gov; gasrar@hq.nasa.gov; ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov;
mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov; phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov; slimak.michael@epa.gov;
ewuchte@omD.eop.gov; linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov; andrewj@onr.navy.mil;
mary.glackin@noaa.gov; EmSimmons@usaid.gov; dhalpern@ostp.eop.gov; gant;
Anderson Margot; Margaret. R.Mccalla; mleinen; James.R.Mahoney;
vicki.horton; tspence; 3ack.Kaye; kbarrett; hratch.semerjian;
Jerry. Elwood; scheraga.joel; mgarcia; Gorsevski Virginia; Robert Marlay;
david.goodrich@noaa.gov; sambrose@hq.nasa.gov; panastas@ostp.eop.gov;
talleyt@state.gov; turekianvc@state.gov; Debbie Payne; Holmes Kathy;
Patel-weynandTO@state.gov; white Deborah J.; sambrose@hq.nasa.gov;
david.conover@hq.doe.gov; robert°marlay@hq.doe.gov; IPO
Subject:      Guidance for revision of Strategic Plan

Dear working Group Co-Chairs and Lead Authors -
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> This message contains guidance on how to proceed with revision of the
> draft strategic Plan. You will find two PDF attachments: a guidance memo
> and a schedule. If you have difficulties with either file, please contact
> Ms. sandy MacCracken ( smaccrac@usgcrp.gov <mailto: smaccrac@usgcrp.gov>
> 202. 419. 3483) or MS. Leslie Branch ( lbranch@usgcrp.gov
> <mailto:lbranch@usgcrp.gov> 202.223.6262 (x3460). In addition, WG
> co-chairs and lead authors will receive an express package that contains
> hardcopy of these items as well as other materials to facilitate your
> work.

> Please make note of a few key milestones:
>
> 24 and 26 Februa.ry: Half-day retreats for WG co-chairs, and lead authors
> the CCSP/SGCR prl nci pal s,
> 28 February: NRC comments expected
> 7 March: CCSP/SGCR principals, IWG co-chai rs, and lead author meeting on
> NRC comments and next steps
> 24 March: Drafts due
> April: Technical and high-level review processes and additional periods
> for revision (as noted)
> 30 April: Launch of final draft via <climatescience.gov>
> 31 May: Annotated comments due

> Locations and times of the above meetings will be provided as soon as
> possible.

> Thank you for your time and attention to this very important undertaking.

> Sincerely,
>
> Richard H. Moss
> on behalf of the CCSP/SGCR Principals and CCSPO staff

> Richard H. MOSS
> Climate Change science Program
> (Incorporating the us Global Change Research Program and the climate
> change Research Initiative)
> 1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250
> washington, DC 20006
> Email : rmoss@usgcrp.gov
> Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
> Fax: 1 (202) 223-3908
> << File: WGCcguidanceDRAFT_4Feb03. pdf >> << File:
> stratplan2003_chron_4Feb03.pdf >>
- attl. htm                   A1-FACHMENT 1

A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE : 0 00:00 : 00.00

TEXT:
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META H1-FP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5.5.2653.12">
<TITLE>RE: Guidance for revision of Strategic PIan</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><FONT COLOR="#0000FF" SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI">I just wanted to take a moment to
commend the group, specifically the cssP staff,&nbsp; for the very thoughtful d
ocument you have put together laying out the substance and process for moving t
he strategy forward,&nbsp; well done!</FONT></P>
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<P><FONT COLOR="#0000FF" SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI">KO Barrett</FONT>
<BR><FONT COLOR="#0000FF" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">USAID</FONT>
</P>
<UL>
<P><FONT SIZE=I FACE="Ari~l">--~--Original Message ..... </FONT>
<BR><B><FONT SIZE=I FACE=’Arial’>From:&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></B> <FONT SIZE=I FACE
="Ari al ">Moss, Ri chard H ~SMTP: ~i chard. Moss@pnl. gov] </FONT>
<BR><B><FONT SIZE=I FACE=’Arial >Sent:&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></B> <FONT SIZE=I FACE
="Arial">Tuesday, February 04, 2003 6:43 PM</FONT>
<BR><B><FONT SIZE=I FACE="Arial">To:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></B> <FONT S
IZE=I FACE="AriaI">wgcc@usgcrp.gov</FONT>
<BR><B><FON~ SIZE=I FACE="Arial">Cc:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></B> <FONT S
IZE=I FACE= Arial">whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov; neale@serc.si.edu; cgroat@usgs.gov; w
atsonhl@state.gov; gasrar@hq.nasa.gov; ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov; mmoore@oso
phs.dhhs.gov; phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov; slimak.michael@epa.gov; ewuchte@omb.eop.
gov; linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov; andrewj@onr.navy.mil; mary.glackin@noaa.gov; EmS
immons@usaid.gov; dhalpern@ostp.eop.gov; gant; Anderson Margot; Margaret. R.Mcca
lla; mleinen; James.R.Mahoney; vicki.horton; tspence; Jack.Kaye; kbarrett; hrat
ch.semerjian; Jerry.Elwood; scheraga.joel; mgarcia; Gorsevski Virginia; Robert
Marlay; david.goodrich@noaa.gov; sambrose@hq.nasa.gov; panastas@ostp.eop.gov; t
alleyt@state.gov; turekianvc@state.gov; Debbie Payne; Holmes Kathy; Patel-weyna
ndTO@state.gov; white Deborah J.; sambrose@hq.nasa.gov; david.conover@hq.doe.go
v; robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov; IPO</FONT></P>

<P><B><FONT 5IZE=I FACE="Arial">s~bject,~&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb
sp;</FONT></B> <FONT SIZE=I FACE= Arial >Guidance for revision of strategic Pla
n</FONT>
<IP>

<P><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">Dear working Group Co-chairs and Lead Authors -</F
ONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI"></FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI">This message contains guidance on how to proceed
with revision of the draft strategic Plan. You will find two PDF attachments: a
guidance memo and a schedule. If you have difficulties with either file, pleas

e contact Ms. sandy MacCracken (<U> </U></FONT><U><FONT COLOR="#OOOOFF" SIZE=2
FACE="Arial">smaccrac@usgcrp.gov &lt;<A HREF="mailto:smacc~a¢@us~crp.gov">mailt
o:smaccrac@usgcrp.gov</A>&gt;</FONT></U><FONT SIZE=2 FACE= Arial > 202.419.3483
) or Ms. Leslie Branch (</FONT><U> <FONT COLOR="#0000FF" SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">Ib
ranch@usgcrp.gov &It;<A HREF="mailto:Ibr~nch@u~gcrp.gov">mailto:Ibranch@usgcrp.
~ov</A>&gt;</FONT></U><FONT SIZE=2 FACE= Arial > 202.223.6262 (x3460). In addit
ion, WG co-chairs and lead authors will receive an express package that contain
s hardcopy of these items as well as other materials to facilitate your work.</
FONT></P>

<P><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI"></FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Aria1">Please make note of a few key milestones:</EONT>

<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI"></FONT>
<BR><B><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">24 and 26 February:</FONT></B> <FONT SIZE=2 FA
CE="Arial">Half-day retreats for WG co-chai rs, and lead authors the CCSP/SGCR p
ri nci pal s, </FONT>
<BR><B><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">28 February:</FONT></B> <FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Ari
aI">NRC comments expected</FONT>
<BR><B><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">7 March:</FONT></B> <FONT SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI">
CCSP/SGCR principals, IWG co-chairs, and lead author meeting on NRC comments an
d next steps</FONT>
<BR><B><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">24 March:</FONT></B> <FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial"
>Drafts due</FONT>
<BR><B><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">ApriI</FONT></B><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI">: Te
chnical and high-level review processes and additional periods for revision (as
noted)</FONT>

Page 5
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0181_f_8edod003_ceq. txt
<BR><B><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial ">30 April : </FONT></B> <FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Ari al"
>Launch of final draft via &l t ; ,c, li matesci ence. gov&gt ; </FONT>
<BR><B><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial >31 May:</FONT></B> <FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">A
nnotated comments due</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial"></FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">Locations and times of the above meetings will be
provided as soon as possibleo</FONT>

<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial"></FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">Thank you for your time and attention to this ver
y important undertaking. </FO,N,T>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial ’></FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Ari al ">si ncerel y, </FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial"></FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">Richard H. Moss</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">on behalf of the CCSP/SGCR Principals and CCSPO s
taff</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial"></FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial"></FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACF="Arial"></FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Helvetica">Richard H. MOSS</FONT>
<BR><FONT STZE=2 FACE="Helveticaii>climate change science Program.</FONT>      .
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Helvetica >(Incorporating the US Global change Research
Program and the climat,e, change R,e, search Initiative)</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE= Helvetica >1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250</FONT>

<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Helvetica">washington, DC 20006</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Helveti cai’,>Email : rmoss@usgcrp.gov</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Helvetica >Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Helvetica">Fax: 1 (202) 223-3908</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Times New Roman"> &lt;&It; File: WGCCguidanceDRAFT_4Feb03.pdf &
gt ; &gt ; &nbsp; &l t ; &l t ; Fi I e : st ratpl an2003_ch ron_4Feb03, pdf &gt ; &gt ; </FONT>
</P>
</UL>
</BODY>
</HTML>

END A1-FACHMENT I
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February 7, 2003 State Department Press Release on U.S.-EU Joint Meeting on Climate
Change Science and Technology Research

Press Statement
Richard Boueher, Spokesman
Washington, DC
February 7, 2003

United States and European Union Joint Meeting on Climate Change Science and
Technology Research

Following is the text of a joint statement issued by the United States and the European Union
upon the conclusion of the U.S. -EUJoint Meeting on Climate Change Science and Technology
Research.

Begin Text:

"The United States and European Union convened the first bilateral "’U.S.-EU JointMeeting on
Climate Change Science and Technology Research" in Washington on February 5-6, 2003,
following an invitation from Under Secretary of State for Global Affairs Paula Dobriansky to
European Commission ResearchCommissioner Philippe Busquin. The meeting was conducted
under the April 23, 2002 agreement of representatives to the U.S.-EU High Level Dialogue on
Climate Change to enhance cooperation on climate-related science and research.

The respective delegations were led by Dr. Harlan Watson, Senior Climate Negotiator and
Special Representative of the Department of State for the U.S. side, and by Dr. Anver Ghazi,
Head,. Global Change Unit of the European Commission Research Directorate-General for the
European side.

The U.S. delegation included representatives fi’om the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy, U.S. Climate Change Science Program Office, U.S. Department of
Commerce National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Dep~tr’cment of Energy, U.S.
Department of State, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Science
Foundation, and U.S. Agency for International Development. The European Union delegation
included representatives fi’om the European Commission Research Directorate-General, selected
research experts from European Union Member States, and the Delegation of the European
Commission to the United States.

The two sides identified cooperative research activities in six areas: (1) carbon cycle research;
(2) aerosol-climate interactions; (3) feedbacks, water vapor and thermohaline circulation; (4)
integrated observation systems and data; (5) carbon capture and storage; and (6) hydrogen
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technology and infrastructure. Specific topics of potential cooperation in each area are identified
in an annex to this statement available at: www.state.gov/g/oes/climate/.

The two sides agreed to designate points of contact to coordinate the development of specific
research activities and modalities of cooperation and to monitor the progress of these activities,
building on existing cooperative arrangements wherever possible.

The two sides further agreed to review the progress of their cooperation at the next Joint
Meeting, which could take place in Italy later this year. Additional topics to be considered then
are abrupt climate change including critical thresholds, integrated assessment of mitigation and
adaptation options, linkages between climate change management and energy systems
transformations, and capacity building for strengthening the involvement of developing countries
and young scientists in climate change research and monitoring."

End Text.

ANNEX--United States and European Union Joint Meeting on Climate Change Science
and Technology Research: Specific Topics of Potential Cooperation

The United States and European Union identified cooperative research activities in the six areas
at the first bilateral "U.S.-EU Joint Meeting on Climate Change Science-and Technology
Research" held in Washington on February 5-6, 2003:. (1) carbon cycle research; (2) aerosol-
climate interactions; (3) feedbacks, water vapor and thermohaline circulation; (4) integrated
observation systems and data; (5) carbon capture and storage; and (6) hydrogen technology and
infrastructure. Other non-greenhouse gas emitting energy sources (e.g., nuclear energy,
renewable energies), although not discussed in detail, were mentioned as worthy for cooperation
in future discussions.

Specific topics of potential cooperation in each area include the following:

Carbon Cycle Research
1. Define and implement an integrated and optimized carbon observing system over the

atmosphere, land, and oceans, with special emphasis on the carbon budget of North
America, Europe, and the North Atlantic region;

2. Coordinate efforts in modeling (future projections, assimilation methods, and analysis of
past changes) integration, interpretation, and future data acquisition strategies;

3. Enhance georeferenced carbon eyele data availability and quality;, and
4. Develop common assessment methods and state-of-the-art reports.

Aerosol-Climate Interactions
1. Perform studies of aerosols, their influence on clouds, climate, and links to the water

cycle in sensitive regions (hot spots) that are strongly affected by anthropogenic
emissions (South and East Asia, and the Mediterranean);

2. Improve emission data sets of reactive gases and aerosols from anthropogenic and
biomass burning sources;
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3. Perform studies on intercontinental transport and chemical transformation of
anthropogenic emissions that affect climate and air quality;

4. Advance integrated global/regional earth system modeling to study feedback mechanisms
and develop mitigation and adaptation strategies; and

5. Further satellite observations of reactive gases and aerosols and down-scaling through in
situ and remote sensing measurements in anchor stations.

Feedbacks and Climate Sensitivi ,ty
1. Improve representations of cloudfeedbacks in coupled climate models through

participation in the Cloud Feedbacks Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP);
2. Begin to quantify and reduce uncertainty in model predictions through joint work on

ensemble approaches to integrated climate change scenarios; and
3. Maintain and enhance participation in joint research on thermohaline circulation.

Integrated Observation Systems and Data
1. Cooperate, within existing international frameworks, to plan and develop the integrated

observation systems required to provide the data needed for climate change research;
2. Continue with efforts to combine satellite and in situ global observations that are

essential to detect climate change and improve evolving climate models, especially to
encourage expanded involvement of developing countries to fill gaps in existing
databases;

3. Encourage and further improve the sharing and archiving of climate data and the design
of common standards and formats; and

4. Encourage the widest possible participation in the Earth Observation Summit in July
2003 and prepare for appropriate follow-up.

Carbon Capture and Storage
1. Identify potential areas of collaboration on carbon capture and storage;
2. Foster collaborative research and development projects;
3. Identify opportunities to discuss the perspectives of governments and other key

stakeholders; and
4. Discuss planning, including research and development, for large integrated sequestration

and energy plant projects.

H-qdrot~en Technolokrv and Infrastructure
I. Development of international codes and standards including testing and certification;
2. Pre-competitive research and development on critical enabling technologies including:

polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells, non-precious metal catalysts, high
temperature membranes, solid oxide fuel cells, hydrogen storage concepts (e.g., carbon
nanostruetures and complex metal hydrides), refueling technologies and procedures, and
hydrogen production;

3. Data exchange on hydrogen energy technology and fuel cells; and
4. Benchmarking of development and deployment strategies for hydrogen energy

technologies and fuel cells.

[End]
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DEPUTIES 1VIEETING,_ON~ 1605(B) POLICY .ISSUF_~

1. Welcome and introduction

2. Review of accomplishments in the 1605(b)~,v.,i.sion proc.e,.ss
a. Report from DOE Workshops

b. Report from the USDA Workshop

3. Comments on the positions of States

4. Discussion Decision Matrix

Near terms issues:

a. Tiers - Meeting multiple stakeholder needs

i. Criteria issues

b. Definition of Entities and other..~eporting levels
c. Projects and the crediting system.

d. Absolute and intensity metrics

5. Next Steps

~.Bob, -Card v"

M~got.And.e~rson v/

, M .ar. got^. :An,de_..rs..on

Li.n. da F,.i,.sher

.Bob Card
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Deputies Meeting on Revision of
1605(b) Guidelines

Robert Card

Under Secretary for Energy, Science and Environment,
Department of Energy

Monday, February 10, 2003
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USDA

July 8, 2002

The President
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:

The Department of Energy’s Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gases program
has been operational since 1994. The program records the results of voluntary
measures to reduce, avoid, or sequester greenhouse gas emissions. In your
February 14, 2002, climate change announcement, you recognized the need to
enhance the greenhouse gas registry by improving the program’s accuracy,
reliability, and verifiability as a means of more effectively promoting innovative
and effective ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. An enhanced registry
will encourage participation by increasing confidence that actions are accurately
recorded and credited.

On February, 14, 2002, you:

Directed the Secretary of Energy, in consultation with the Secretary of
Commerce, the Secretary of Agriculture, and the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency, to propose improvements to the current
voluntary emissions reduction registration program under section 1605(b)
of the 1992 Energy Policy Act within 120 days. These improvements will
enhance measurement accuracy, reliability, and verifiability, working with
and taking into account emerging domestic and international approaches.

Directed the Secretary of Energy to recommend reforms to ensure that
businesses and individuals that register reductions are not penalized
under a future climate policy and to give transferable credits to companies
that can show real emissions reductions.

Directed the Secretary of Agriculture, in consultation with the
Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Energy, to
develop accounting rules and guidelines for crediting sequestration
projects, taking into account emerging domestic and international
approaches.

We view the directives to improve the greenhouse gas registry and credit those
who voluntarily make real reductions in greenhouse gas emissions as key
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components of this Administration’s overall climate program. The National
Energy Policy, the June 11, 2001, climate announcement focusing on science and
technology initiatives, and the February 14, 2002, announcement focusing on
reaching an 18 percent improvement in greenhouse gas intensity by 2012, clarify
the Administration’s commitment to:

Enhance and prioritize research, through the Climate Change
Research Initiative, to reduce the significant uncertainties that
remain on the likely causes and possible long-term effects of
global climate change;

Support focused research and development, through the National
Climate Change Technology Initiative, to develop and deploy the
technologies needed to sustain economic growth and reduce the
projected growth in emissions;

Provide economic incentives to reduce emissions, including tax
incentives for hybrid cars, residential solar energy systems,
methane capture, combined heat and power systems, and electricity
from wind and biomass;

Encourage voluntary action to achieve real reductions of
greenhouse gas emissions and increases in carbon sequestration, in
conjunction with more than 60 mandatory, voluntary, and
incentive-based Federal programs and similar efforts in the States;
and

¯ Promote new and expanded international cooperation to address
climate change, including accelerated adoption of clean energy
technologies.

The current Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gases program, created pursuant
to the 1992 Energy Policy Act and managed by the Department of Energy’s
Energy Information Administration (EIA), has been operational since 1994.
EIA’s Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gases 2000 contains reports from 222
corporations, associations, and individuals. About half of these reports are
"entity" (corporate-wide) reports. In addition, there are 1,882 project-level
greenhouse gas and sequestration reports.

In response to your directive, we have undertaken several actions to improve the
voluntary greenhouse gas registry and consider options to credit real reductions
and sequestration.
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First, we initiated simultaneous outreach efforts to the general public; industry;
environmental, agricultural, and forestry groups; the financial community; and
public policy organizations to solicit views on how to improve the greenhouse gas
registry. We also met with fourteen States and several organizations that
represent State and local energy and air pollution agencies. We issued a Notice of
Inquiry with a 30-day public comment period, which ended June 5, 2002. To
date, we have received over 80 sets of comments from a broad cross-section of
stakeholders representing a wide range of views. Many written comments came
from groups with whom we have met.

Second, we charged an interagency team with identifying options for improving
the program. This team critically reviewed the existing Voluntary Reporting of
Greenhouse Gases program, examined emerging State programs and international
approaches to greenhouse gas reporting, met with stakeholders, and met with
managers of analogous government programs in Japan, Australia, and the United
Kingdom.

Third, we established an interagency team to identify options for developing
accounting rules and guidelines for agriculture and forestry projects. This team is
conducting a review of the existing accounting methods for forest and agricultural
activities and developing recommendations for establishing standardized
reporting guidelines for agriculture and forestry that are consistent with the
crediting system.

Fourth, because of the business community’s broad interest in voluntary efforts to
address climate change, we met with trade associations and companies who may
want to take on additional or new agreements to meet the challenge you made in
the February 14, 2002, announcement.

Fifth, at your directive, the Department of Energy and the Department of
Commerce instituted the cabinet level Committee on Climate Change Science and
Technology Integration and the deputies level Interagency Working Group to
aggressively move ahead and craft a path forward on our science and technology
programs.

During this process, we encountered many significantly different views about
what to report, what should "count" as a real reduction, . how companies’
emissions reductions and carbon sequestration could be credited under future
policy, ways to ensure data accuracy, credibility, and transparency, and the
importance of consistency between State and Federal reporting systems. We were
also encouraged to maintain a fully inclusive process as we consider revisions to
the program. The stakeholder process has been very useful and has underscored
the need for more thorough public involvement, as outlined below.
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We view our primary goal as creating a credible and transparent program to report
and credit real reductions that support the national goal of reducing U.S.
emissions intensity by 18 percent by 2012. Our discussions - both internally and
with our stakeholders - have led us to identify the following recommended
improvements to the Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gases program:

Develop fair, objective, and practical methods for reporting baselines,
reporting boundaries, calculating real results, and awarding transferable
credits for actions that lead to real reductions. Developing such methods
is central to achieving the objective of"measurement accuracy, reliability,
and verifiability," as specified in the February 14, 2002, announcement.

Standardize widely accepted, transparent accounting methods. In 1994,
when DOE’s voluntary greenhouse gas reporting program was launched,
accounting methods were deliberately flexible to promote broad
participation. Since then, a large body of work on corporate and project-
level emissions, reductions, and sequestration accounting has been
developed. The revised and standardized voluntary reporting program will
take these methods into consideration and establish a systematic and
transparent approach for updating accounting rules as they evolve.

Support independent verification of registry reports. As the current
voluntary program evolves from a reporting program toward a crediting
program, it is important to ensure that reports are accurately and
consistently prepared and in compliance with specified accounting rules.
Requiring independent verification of reports, particularly those that
qualify for transferable credits, will enhance the accuracy, acceptability,
and credibility of the program.

Encourage reporters to report greenhouse gas intensity (emissions per
unit of ouO~ut) as well as emissions or emissions reductions. Reporting
emissions intensity allows firms to take growth into consideration and is
consistent with the overall goal of achieving an improvement in
greenhouse gas intensity by 2012. To verify the intensity measures,
reporters will need to submit the data necessary to calculate emissions
intensity.

Encourage corporate or entity-wide reporting. The revised voluntary
reporting program should encourage corporate or entity-wide reporting.
However, many important prospective emission reductions actions, such
as those relating to sequestration, energy efficiency, small-scale renewable
energy, or actions that reduce greenhouse gases other than carbon dioxide
may be difficult to accommodate within the context of entity-wide
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emissions reporting. Encouraging entity-wide reporting while allowing
for opportunities to report by projects acknowledges the importance of
recognizing a broad range of actions and facilitating cost effective ways to
reduce direct and indirect emissions.

Provide credits for actions to remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
as well as for actions to reduce emissions. Sequestration activities can
provide a valuable contribution to meeting our 2012 goal. Providing
incentives and recognition for actions to reduce the concentration of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere will facilitate their adoption.

Develop a process for evaluating the extent to which past reductions may
qualify for credits. A process needs to be developed for evaluating these
past efforts against the criteria now being developed for consistent and
accurate reporting.

Assure the voluntary reporting program is an effective tool for reaching
the 18 percent goal. The enhanced registry and reporting program is one
piece of a broad domestic effort to reach our 18 percent goal. It is
important to link voluntary programs, such as the Environmental
Protection Agency’s Climate Leaders and Business Challenges, with
reporting guidelines to encourage consistency between private actions and
public goals.

Factor in international strategies as well as State-level efforts. As
directed on February 14, 2002, we need to carefully review emerging
international approaches, including other national efforts such as those of
Australia, Canada, Japan, Denmark, and the United Kingdom (and other
Member States of the European Union). In addition, public and private
domestic approaches should be closely considered.

10.Minimize transactions costs for reporters and administrative costs for the
Government, where possible, without compromising the foregoing
recommendations.

While this effort is considerably more complex than the creation ofthe program
in 1992-1994, we nevertheless propose an expedited process based on these
recommendations and additional ideas we expect to emerge from our ongoing
outreach efforts. The process, which will culminate in new guidelines by lanuary
2004, (for reporting 2003 data) includes: several stakeholder workshops;
sufficient time to update technical guidelines based on analysis and workshops;
public comment periods to review the revised guidelines; development of
reporting forms, soft’ware, and a public-use database; and required Office of
Management and Budget review and clearance of new reporting forms.
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We will continue to aggressively pursue the improvements directed in the
February 14, 2002, announcement. We are convinced that by creating a process
that fully engages the many stakeholders who are concerned about climate
change, we can develop a reporting and crediting system with broad support that
will result in significant and credible actions to help us meet our climate goals.

Sincerely,

Donald L. Evans

Christine Todd Whitfiaan
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Based on GHG emission data for all Annex B countries, now mostly available through
2000, updated emission projections to 2010 have been prepared in accordance with the
approach described in earlier GCERs. For most countries, the easier emissions reductions
have already been achieved and further reductions are likely to be costly, and painful.

EU emissions are likely to increase by 2010 to slightly above 1990 levels. The limit of
feasible measures is estimated to leave EU total GHG emissions about 5% below 1990, or
still short of its 8% reduction target.

Canada, Iceland, lapan, New Zealand and Norway are all far abe.~,e their Kyoto targets
according to current trends, and most will miss the targets even under the best case
scenario.

Economies in u-ansition will experience declining supply of "hot air" emission reductions by
2008-2012, raising questions about the longer-term approach.
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Emissions Projections Show Many Reductions Already Taken

Based on GHG emission data for all Annex B countries, now mostly available through 2000,
updated emission projections to 2010 have been prepared in accordance with the approach
described in earlier GCEKs. The revised projections continue to indicate that, while some countries
will meet their Kyoto targets, most will still probably miss. For most countries, the easier emissions

reductions have already been achieved and further reductions are likely to be costly, and painful.

Emissions and projections for CO2 from energy use (fuel consumption) for all Annex 13 countries
are shown in Table 1. Emissions and projections for all GHGs included in the Kyoto targets are
shown in Table 2, in million tonnes of COa equivalent. It can be seen that energy-related COa
represents the largest share of emissions for all Annex B counn’ies, and therefore that each country’s
energy situation is the largest factor driving future emission trends.

Overall, Annex B cotmtries are projected to be between 5.6% below and 2.5% above 1990 levels
for all GHGs in 2010, and thus the collective target of a 5.2% reduction below 1990 levels can, in

prindple, be met. With the US not counted, this target is much easier to meet. But this is mainly
because of the significant amount of "hot air" emission reductions in countries with economies in
transition (CEITs), whose emissions have fallen significantly because of the restructuring of their
economies.

The importance of CO2 reductions is illustrated by Table 1. CO2 from fuel combustion accounts for
roughly 80% of total GHG emissions in most Annex B countries. As discussed in GCER-193, the
majority of Annex B countries other than economies in transition failed to meet the unbinding aim
of the Convention to return to 1990 levels by 2000, largely because of the growth in CO2
emissions.

Future emission trends for CO2 indicate Annex B countries will be between 0.7% and 9.1% above
1990 levels in 2010, despite being 1.7% below 1990 in 2000 thanks to CEIT reductions:The main
factors driving the emission increases are economic growth (weaker than earlier estimates but still
significant), population growth (espedally from net immigration) and consequent energy demands
in the electridty, transport and buildings sectors.

Projections 5till Rely on ~omewhat Uncertain Data

The projections remain difficult to make because of continuing serious gaps and inconsistendes in
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the historical emissions data for 1990 through 2000. As noted in earlier GCERs, IEA data are used

for COs emissions from fuel combustion because of the greater detail available by sector and by
fuel, and because of the greater consistency of these estimates across all countries. FCCC secretariat
data are used for other CO~ emissions and other GHGs covered by the Kyoto targets.

A number of countries have not submitted emission data to the FCCC secretariat for 2000 or even

earlier years. For example, the most recent data available on the FCCC website is the following for
these countries: Bulgaria (1999), Croatia (1995), Lithuania (I998, with data missing for 1991-
1994), Romania (1994), Russia (I996), Slovenia (I990 data only), Ukraine (1998, but with little
breakdown by sector or subsector). Even for those countries where data exist for most years from
1990 through 1999, there are some significant discontinuities in some data, with figures for some

sectors changing by orders of magnitude from one year to the next.

While the other GHGs are less important in influencing the overall emissions level, these problems
have made it necessary to make a number of judgments about ignoring certain data that seem out of

line with the longer trends or supplying data estimates for 2000 where these were missing for some
countries. The projections should be viewed with a little caution in light of these uncertainties, but
in general are considered indicative of the situations of each Annex B country regarding its Kyoto

target.

The It~.A data, while more complete, also has some gaps and inconsistencies. For example, in 2000,
Italy did not separate utility energy use and emissions from that of non-utility generators of heat

and electridty ("unallocated auto-producers"). Other countries are simply missing some data
elements in 2000 or have anomalous values inconsistent with trends from earlier years.

IEA data for the countries of the former Soviet Union are available only from 1992, and details for
1990 have been estimated based on trends since 1992 and aggregate emission data provided to the
FCCC secretariat. Thus, there are considerable uncertainties regarding the reliability of these
estimates (and the amount of"hot air" reductions actually occurring in these countries)..

The scenarios used for the projections are the same as in earlier years. As explained in earlier
GCERs, the Trend Scenario reflects current trends and measures already co~::~=’..~ed or likely to be

committed; it is a little lower than a "business-as-usual" scenario but generally comparable. The Pain

Threshold Scenario represents an estimate of the best that is likely to be achievable in light of
economic and political feasibility in each country. For countries with economies in transition, Trend
is replaced by a high economic growth scenario and Pain Threshold by a low economic growth
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scenario.

£U I= �loser to Target. But Probably 5fill Mi~se=

The EU, as a result of efforts made in several (but not all) Member States, continues to move closer

to meeting its 8% Kyoto reduction target by 2010. The largest single factor affecting the overall EU

situation is still the large reductions made during the early 1990s in Germany and the UK for

reasons other than climate change. This advantage for the EU seems to be declining, based on more

recent data trends, but several countries have implemented measures that have helped to offset the

increase in emissions that might otherwise have occurred.

As shown in Table 1, large reductions in CO~. emissions occurred in Germany (due to political
reunification), the UK (due to restructuring of the coal and electricity sectors) and Luxembourg
(due to closing an old steel mill). Most other EU countries were above 1990 emission levels in
2000, and thus the EU missed its commitment to stabilize CO2 emissions at 1990 levels by 2000.
Only Denmark and Finland also (barely) met this earlier non-binding commitment

The EU as a whole was 1.5% above 1990 CO2 levels in 2000, but current lwends will take it nearly
7% above this level by 2010, unless significant new measures in the energy sector are undertaken.
Trends in the transport sector and the electridty sector will make it difficult to find such measures in
the time frame of the Kyoto targets, and the push to close nuclear plants in Europe only adds to
these difficulties.

When all GI-tGs included in the Kyoto targets are considered, the EU is much closer to its target, as

shown in Table 2. As noted in GCER-194, this is largely became of significant reductions in
methane and nitrous oxide emissions. Methane emissions declined by nearly 20% between 1990 and
2000, with the largest reductions coming from coal-seam leaks (59%) and landfills (24%).

Livestock emissions also fell, due to a number of factors (including mad-cow disease and gradual
reform of the EU. Common Agricultural Policy on subsidies). Nitrous oxide emissions declined by
over 15% over this same period, with a 56% decline in chemical industry emissions more than
offsetting a doubling of transport emissions from increasing use of catalytic converters.

Nevertheless, EU emissions are likely to increase by 2010 to slightly above 1990 levels, i.e., far
short of the 8% reduction target. The limit of feasible measures is estimated to leave EU total GHG
emissions about 5% below i990, or still short of the target. The largest single measure that might
.alter these trends is the facility-specific emission caps that are to be imposed on the largest emitters

4:
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under the EU emission trading scheme now agreed at political level. The question is whether EU

industry can in the end live with and comply with these caps.

Other OECD Countries Remain Above Kyoto Targets

The other OECD countries (except the three economies in transition) are still mostly in trouble

regarding their Kyoto targets. Canada, Iceland, lapan, New Zealand and Norway are all far above

their Kyoto targets in the Trend Scenario, as shown in Table 2. Even tinder the best case of the Pain

Threshold Scenario, most miss the targets. Iceland is at least close to its target of a 10% increase,

and Switzerland could get below 1990 levels but would still fall considerably short of its 8%

reduction target.

The US and Australia are no longer committed to the I<yoto targets, and the latest projections

confirm that they would both miss their target by a significant margin even in the best case. Of

those that have ratified the Protocol, Canada appears to be in the biggest trouble, but Norway also

has serious problems.

The reasons for each country missing its target vary according to national circumstances. For
example:

For Canada and New Zealand (and also the US and Australia), a resource-intensive
economy, low population density and high population growth driven by immigration all
contribute to significant increases in emissions.

lapan’s situation reflects the already high degree of energy efficiency and limited options for
further reductions, as discussed in earlier GCERs.

For Norway, significant increases in natural gas productionand export and a very high
dependence on hydro for domestic Power are key factors.

Iceland’s increase is connected with construction of a major industrial fadlity in a country
with historical low emissions and few energy options.

The estimates presented here do not include sinks, as the historic data trends and the provisional
rules agreed in Bonn and Marrakesh are not suffidently clear to provide a firm basis for projecting
the net emission situation of each country in 2010. It may be that credits from sinks will help some
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of these countries in reducing the substantial defidts they have relative to their Kyoto targets, but at
this stage it is simply too early to tell.

In any case, the defidts are so large that all of these countries will have to turn to the Kyoto
mechanisms for large amounts of credits to have any hope of approaching their Kyoto targets.
Earlier GCEtLs estimated the shortfalls of OECD countries relative to their Kyoto targets in terms
of tonnes of CO= equivalent emissions annually. Similar calculations based on the latest projections
indicate the OECD countries (other than Czech tkepublic, Hungary and Poland) would have a total
potential demand for credits of between 400 million tonnes (Pain Threshold) and 850 million
tonnes (Trend) of CO=equivalent per year.

These estimates are with the US and Australia out of the picture. With these two countries induded,
the demand for credits would have been between 1.7 and 2.6 billion tonnes of COa equivalent per
year, largely because of’the huge US demand (1.3 to 1.7 billion tonnes). As noted in earlier
GCERs, it was only the US withdrawn from the Protocol, and from the credit market, that made
possible the agreements in Bonn and Marrakesh and the ratification of others in the hope that they
might find enough credits for themselves in the reduced market.

£conomie~ in Transition Have All the 5urplu~ Credit~

The supply of potential credits to meet the needs of OECD countries is dearly available in theory in
the "hot air" reductions that have taken place in the countries with economies in transition. Russia
alone has between 610 million and nearly 1 billion tonnes per year of COz equivalent emission
allowances that it could in prindple sell to other countries.

Others appear to have significant amounts as well, even under the Trend Scenario where their

economies grow and begin to emerge as full market economies. For example, Ukraine would have
between 360 and 470 million tonnes of potential surplus credi.ts, Poland between 110 and 140
million tonnes, Romania between 70 and 100 million tonnes, and so forth. In total, the CEITs may
have between 1.25 and 1.82 billion tonnes of possible surplus credits. These estimates are calculated

by comparing the projections in Table 2 with each country’s Kyoto target expressed in terms of
tonnes of CO2 equivalent.

It is interesting to note that the aggregate effective target for the economies in transition as a group
is only a 2% reduction below 1990 levels, thanks to both l~ussia and Ukraine having targets of 0%.
In contrast, the OECD countries, which have a more difficult time in achieving reductions, have an

6
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aggregate target of about 6.3% below 1990 levels. With the US and Australia included, the OECD
target would have been 6.6% (in other words, the US target was stricter than the OECD average).

The main issue now is whether these countries will in fact make the potential supply of credits
¯ available in the market, and at what price. As explained in ~arlier GCERs, it is unlikely that Russia
(and others) will simply make the total supply available, t-Iow much might be available and under

what prices and conditions is still quite up in the air. In fact, Russian ratification is still being held
up for analysis of the economic implications of ratification, including the considerations listed in
GCER-196.

Some have suggested that credits from JI and CDM projects might compensate for any tightness in
credit markets if Russia and other sellers deride to hold back some supply. However, II credits are
already implidfly included in the projections for CEIT emissions. And the rules emerging for the

CDM suggest that there will not be any flood of projects with large emission reduction credits once
investors see how large the administrative costs and time delays will be for approval of such
projects.

Tougher Measures Lie Ahead for OECD Countries

How easy will it be for countries to meet their Kyoto targets.~ Almost by definition, most of the

easier, cheaper reduction measures have already been taken by now. The beginning of the first

Kyoto commitment period is less than five years away. With each year, further reductions become

more difficult and expensive.

One way to se~ these trends is to compare emission changes during the first five years after 1990
(or other base year), up to 1995, and the changes between 1995 and 2000. These are shown in
Table 3, together with the total changes for 2000 compared to the base year and each country’s

Kyoto target.

For most countries, the largest reductions in emissions, or smallest increases, came between 1990

and 1995. Among the few exceptions are Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Netherlands, Sweden, lapan
and Norway. It appears that the larger reductions or smaller emissions growth between 1995 and

2000 in these countries are the result of a number of measures taken already starting in the early
1990s.

For other countries, the larger reductions or smaller increases in the early 1990s were mostly the

7
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result of circumstances and measures taken that were unrelated to climate change, such as those

mentioned above in Germany, the UK, Luxembourg and the structural changes in the economies in
transition.

For the EU, these trends suggest it will have trouble meeting its 8% reduction target. The two
largest emitters, Germany and the UK, slowed the rate at which they reduced emissions in 1995-
2000, and have actually been increasing in the past couple of years. The third largest emitter,
France, has managed to hold emissions about even, in line with its burden-sharing target, but the

fourth and fifth largest emitters, Italy and Spain, both emitted at increasing rates during the 1990s.

Among other OECD countries, emissions grew more rapidly in the second half of the 1990s than in

the first half in Australia, Canada, Iceland and the US, and Switzerland swung from a decrease in
1990-1995 to an increase in 1995-2000. Some of the reasons for these trends were mentioned
above.

Among economies in transition, all countries registered substantially larger emission reductions in
the first half of the decade than in the second half. Three increased emissions between 1995 and

2000: Croatia, Hungary and Slovenia. This suggests that the supply of "hot air" emission
reductions will be declining even more by 2008-2012, and raises serious questions about how these
countries might view the ELI proposal for more stringent emission targets for 2013-2017.

When might countries begin to realize that the current Kyoto Protocol targets and approach are not
working? A pessimistic skeptic might argue that this will not happen until 2013 or later, after all the
numbers are in for the firs~ commitment period and the magnitude of the problem is finally fully

appredated.

However, earlier events are likely to force a look in the mirror prior to this. Such developments
could include the requirement for an assessment of "significant progress" toward the targets by

2005 and the EU push to begin negotiations on the second commitment period targets by around
thesame fimeframe.
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TABLE 1" ANNEX B EMISSIONS: CO2 FROM FUEL

COUNTRY
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
German,/
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal

ISpain
’Sweden
United Kingdom
EU-15
Australia
Bulgaria
Canada
Croatia
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Iceland
Japan
Latvia
Lithuania
New Zealand
Norway
Poland
Romania
Russia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Switzerland
Ukraine
United States
Annex B Total

CONSUMPTION

1990
56.9

107.2
50.6
55.0

352.7
964.1

70.6
30.3

400.1
10.5

159.8
39.6

206.5
51.2

559.9
3,114.8

259.7
75.2

430.2
17.3

153.8
33.0
70.5

1.9
1,018.7

21.4
31.0
22.3
28.5

344.2
166.9

2,297.0
55.6
12.5
40.6

660.3
4,825.7

13,681.1

2OOO
62.8

120.3
50.1
54.8

373.3
833.0

87.8
41.2

425.7
8.0

177.1
59.6

284.7
52.0

531.5
3,161.7

329.3
42.7

526.8
17.8

118.8
14.0
55.2
2.2

1,154.8
6.5

11.2
31.6
33.6

292.8
86.4

1,505.7i
37.8
14.4
41.7

301.0
5,665.4

13,451.7

% DIFF.
10.3
12.1
-0.9
-0.3
5.8

-13.6
24.3
36.2
6.4

-23.2
10.8
50.5
37.9

1.6
-5.1
1.5

’ 26.8
-43.2
22.4

2.8
-22.8
-57.6
-21.7
13.7
13.4

-69.5
-63.7
41.9
17.7

-14.9
-48.2
-34.4
-31.9
15.6
2.7

-54.4
17.4
-1.7

2010
TREND

67.6
129.5
55.8
57.8

388.0
856.7
95.5
47.7

452.6
8.2

186.9
71.8

310.1
55.2

557.71
3,325.8~

353.61
59.7

555.9
21.0

135.9
19.5
67.7
2.3

1,210.0
11.2
19.9
33.4
38.6

311.5
134.0

1,965.6
54.8
19.9
43.0

473.2
6,074.0

14,930.5

% DIFF.
18.8
20.7
10.3

5.1
10.0

-11.1
35.3
57.5
13.1

-22.2
17.0
81.4
50.2
8.0

-0.4
6.8

36.2
-34.7
29.2
21.4

-11.6
-41.9
-18.1
20.5
18.8

-49.2
-39.9
49.6
35.2

-27.6
-32.1
-17.1

-8.1
51.4

5.9
-31.6
25.9

9.1

2010 PAIN
60.2

117.7
50.4
54.0

368.1
820.6
92.4
44.6

428.7
7.2

174.6
67.4

280.0
51.3

524.5
3,126.8

339.1
49.1

534.1
18.5

123.0
15.5
61.8
2.2

1,101.1
7.7

15.0
31.7
36.0

283.4
106.9

1,641.3
47.5
17.0

384.0
5,787.0

13,770.4i

% DIFF.
5.9
9.8

-0.3
-1.7
4.4

-14.9
30.9
47.5
7.2

-30.9
9.3

70.2
35.6

0.2
-6.3
0.4

30.6
-46.3
24.1

7.3
-20.0
-53.8
-25.3
15.3

8.1
-64.9
-54.9
42.3
26.1

-34.2
-45.8
-30.8
-20.2’
29.4’

2.4
-44.5
19.9
0.7
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TABLE 2: ANNEX B EMISSIONS: SIX KYOTO PROTOCOL GASES

2010 2010
COUNTRY BASE 20Q0 % DIFF. I TREND % DIFF.PAIN
Austria 85.8 89.2 3.9 93.6 9.0 82.1
Belgium 141.3 158.5 12.2 167.5 18.5 151.0
Denmark 68.9 67.9 -1.5 72.7 5.4 65.7
Finland 74.9 71.8 -4.2 74.8 -0.2 69.6
France 545.4 547.0 0.3: 551.8 1.2 518.3
Germany 1,202.3 992.6 -17.4 1,009.8 -16.0 961.8
Greece 101.3 122.1 20.6 129.5 27.8 123.7
Ireland 54.6 67.0 22.7: 73.7 35.1 68.8
Italy 514.1~ 538.6 4.8i 564.6 9.8 533.0
Luxembour9
Netherlands 214.1 223.9, 4.6 231.9 8.3 215.6
Portugal 65.2 87.2 33.8 100.5 54.2 93.3
Spain 290.3 389.41 34.11 417.0 43.6 380.3
Sweden 70.4 70.5 0.11 73.3 4.1 67.7
United Kingdom 748.8 659.0 -12.0 681.6 -9.0 639.3
EU-15 4,189.2 4,094,0 -2.3 4,252.0 1.5 3,979.1
Australia 415.8 497.5 19.7 514.4 23.7 491.2
Bulgaria 144.7 76.3 -47.3 90.4 -37.5 76.5
!Canada 608.1 736.7 21.2 763.6 25.6 729.9
Croatia 27.8 25.6 -7.6 29.6 6.5 26.4
Czech Republic 185.9 142.0! -23.6 159.4 -14.2 143.3
Estonia 39.0 17.2 -55.8 22.4 -42.6 18.1

Hungary 104.2 83.8 -19.6 98.3 -5.7 89.8
Iceland 2.8 3.2 12.9 3.4 18.4 3.2
Japan 1,256.7 1,381.5 9.9 1,414.2 12.5 1,282.4
Latvia 29.5 11.0 -62.8 15.7i -46.6 11.7
Lithuania 45.2 20.8 -54.0 27.3 -39.7 21.4
New Zealand 72.9 81.2 11.4 82.8: 13.6 79.0
Nop~vay 50.7 57.8 14.0 62.6 23.5 58.4
Poland 532.8 376.3 -29.4 392.9 -26.2 359.1
Romania 267.4 128.6 -51.9 173.7 -35.0 143.4
Russia 3,031.1 2,006.9 -33.8 2,418.8 -20.2 2,044.6
Slovakia 72.7 49.5 -31.8 64.0 -12.0 55.6
Slovenia 18.4 19.8 7.7 25.0 35.5 21.1
Switzerland 54.1 54.4 0.5 55.5 2.5 53.4
Ukraine 907.4 457.5 -49.6 622.1 -31.4 523.5
United States 6,167.3 7,020.7 13.8 7,393.3 19.9 6,998.4

18,223. 17,342. 18,681
Annex B Total 5 5 -4.8 2 2.5 17,209.41

, % DIFF.
-4.3
6.9

-4.7
-7.1
-5.0

-20.0;
22.2
26.2
3.7

-27.6
0.7

43.2
31.0
-3.8

-14.6
-5.01
18.1!

-47.1
20.0
-4.8

-22.9
-53.7 i
-13.9
12.4
2.0

-60.4
-52.5

8.3
15.2

-32.6
-46.4
-32.5
-23.5
14.8
-1.4

-42.3
13.5

-5.6

TARGET
-13.0
-7.5

-21.0
0.0
0.0

-21.0
25.0
13.0
-6.5

-28.0
-6.0
27.0
15.0
4.0

-12.5

8.0
-8.0
-6.0
-5,0
-8.0
-8.0
-6.0
10.0
-6.0
-8.0
-8.0
0.0
1.0

-6.0
-8.0
0.0

-8.0
-8.0
-8.0
0.0
-7.0

-5.2
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TABLE 3: ANNEX B EMISSIONS OFALL GHGS, 1990, 1995 & 2000

1995 2000 2000
VS VS VS

COUNTRY BASE 1995 2000 BASE 1995 BASE TARGET
Austria 85.8 86.4 89.2 0.6 3.3 3.9 -13.0
Belgium 141.3 153.0 158.5 8.3 3.6 12.2 -7.5
Denmark 68.9 76.0 67.9 10.2 -10.7 -1.5 -21.0
Finland 74.9 74.0 71.8 -1.3 -3.0 -4.2~ 0.0
France 545.4 545.8 547.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.13
Germany 1,202.3 1,063.8 992.6 -11.5 -6.7 -17.4 -21.0
Greece 101.3 103.9 122.1 2.6 17.5 20.6 25.0
Ireland 54.6 57.9 67.0 6.1 15.7 22.7 13.0
Italy 514.1 522.6 538.6 1.7 3.1 4.81 -6.5
Luxembourg 1t.8 9.3 9.3 -21.1 0.1 -21.0 -28.0
Netherlands 214.1 227.8 223.9 6.4 -1.7 4.6 -6.0
Po[tugal 65.2 74.1 87.2 13.7 17.7 33.8 27.0
Spain 290.3 320.5 389.4 10.4 21.5 34.1 15.0
Sweden 70.4 73.1 70.5 3.8 -3.5 0.1 4.0
United Kingdom 748.8 693.0 659.0 -7.5 -4.9 -12.0 -12.5
EU-15 4,189.2 4,082.6 4,094.0 -2.5 0.3 -2.3 -8.0
Australia 415.8 435.1 497.5 4.6 14.4 19.7 8.0
Bulgaria 144.7 96.7 76.3 -33.2 -21.1 -47.3 -8.0
Canada 608.1 667.9 736.7 9.8 10.3 21.2 -6.0
Croatia 27.8 23.8 25.6 -14.3 7.7 -7.6 -5.0
Czech Republic 185.9 149.4 142.0 -19.6 -4.9 -23.6 -8.0
Estonia 39.0 18.7 17.2 -52.1 -7.7 -55.8 -8.0
Hungary 104.2 79.0 83.8 -24.2 6.1 -19.6 -6.0
Iceland 2.8 2.9 3.2 3.0 9.7 12.9 10.0
Japan 1,256.7 1,345.8 1,381.5 7.1 2.7 9.9 -6.0
Latvia 29.5 12.6 11.0 -57.4 -12.7 -62.8 -8.0
Lithuania 45.2 21.0 20.8 -53.5 -1.0 -54.0 -8.0
New Zealand 72.9 75.4 81.2 3.4 7.7 11.4 0.0
Norway 50.7 55.6 57.8 9.6 4.0 14.0 1.0
Poland 532.8 411.3= 376.31 -22.8 -8.5 -29.4 -6.0
Romania 267.4 159.4 128.6 -40.4 -19.3 -51.9 -8.0
Russia 3,031.1 2,106.9! 2,006.91 -30.5 -4.7 -33.8 0.0
Slovakia 72.7 54.9 49.5 -24.5 -9.8 -31.8 -8.0
Slovenia 18.4 13.0 ¯ 19.8 -29.2 52.0 7.7
Switzerland 54.1 53.4 54.4 -1.4 1.9 0.5 -8.0
Ukraine 907.4 562.8 457.5 -38.0 -18.7 -49.6 0.0
United States 6,167.31 6,486.6 7,020.71 5.2 8.2 13.8 -7.0
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IAnnex B Total 51     61     51 -7.21
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"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
02/10/2003 07:05:01 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kenneth L. PeeVCEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
Subject: FW: Request for Correction - Climate Action Report

FYI

....Original Message ....
From: Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov [mailto:Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov]
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2003 6:13 PM
To: ’peter.karpoff@hq.doe.gov’; Stokes, Carrie; ’rworrest@usgcrp.gov’;
’howard.diamond@noaa.gov’; Samenow.Jason@epamail.epa.gov;
TurekianVC@state.gov; Hockstad.Leif@epamail.epa.gov;
I rving.Bill@epamail.epa.gov
Subject: Request for Correction -- Climate Action Report

For your information - EPA received the following petition today. Our
General Counsel’s office is reviewing this.

Reid

Chris Homer I
<chorner@cei.org>l

I
02/10/2003 03:06

I

To: quality.guidelines@epamail.epa.gov

cc: aloysius_hogan@epw.senate.gov,
andrew_wheeler@epw.senate.gov I

Subject: Request for Correction -- Climate Action Report

002066
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Please see attached RFC ("FDQA CAR EPA Petition I1"), and two referenced
attachments in support.
<<FDQA CAR EPA Petition II.doc>> <<FDQA CAR EPA Petition.doc>> <<FDQA
EPA Comments.doc>>
Christopher C. Homer
Senior Fellow, Competitive Enterprise Institute
Counsel, Cooler Heads Coalition
1001 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 1250
Washington, DC 20036
202.331.1010 phone
202.331.0640 fax
202.262.4458 cell

(See attached file: FDQA CAR EPA Petition II.doc)(See attached file:
FDQA CAR EPA Petition.doc)(See attached file: FDQA EPA Comments.doc)

I~ - FDQA CAR EPA Petition II.doc

I ~ - FDQA CAR EPA Petition.doc

I D - FDQA EPA Comments.doc
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10 February 2003

Office of Environmental Information
h~formation Quality Guidelines Staff, Mail Code 28221T
United States Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460

Re; Request for Response to/Renewal of Federal Data Quality Act Petition
Against Further Dissemination of ’Climate Action Report 2002"’ ("RFC")

Dear Information Officer,

Pursuant to our 4 June 2002 "Petition under Federal Data Quality Act (FDQA) To
Prohibit Further Dissemination of ’Climate Action Report 2002’ (CAR)" (attached), we
write 1) seeking a substantive response to that Petition, and 2) to formally renew our
pending request for "correction" of CAR’s fatal data flaws (ceasing dissemination).

As CEI detailed both in its Petition and subsequent Comments on EPA’s
Proposed FDQA Guidelines (also attached), the White House Office of Management and
Budget’s (OMB) Interim Final Guidelines for agency compliance with FDQA
requirements (66 FR 49718), finalized by OMB’s January 3, 2002 Final Guidance (67 FR
369), were expressly "government-wide" (see FDQA Section 515(b)(1)). We continue
our proceeding under EPA’s finalized "’Guidelines for Ensuring and Maximizing the
Quality. Objectivity, Utility, and Integrity of h~formation Disseminated by the
Environmental Protection Agency", as an "RFC", to the extent these Guidelines further
and are not in conflict with OMB’s government-wide guidelines and/or FDQA.

As also earlier detailed, particularly in CEI’s Comments, to the extent that the
United States EPA or any subdivision, branch, or office thereof cites, refers or links to, or
otherwise disseminates the CAR (http://www.epa.goy/globalwarminglpublieations/car/
index.html), as a product of, inter alia, EPA, it is in violation of the FDQA. This is
because CAR cites, relies on, and further disseminates data failing to meet FDQA’s
requirements (see esp. CAR "Chapter 6"). Specifically, CAR disseminates the first
National Assessment on Climate Change ("National Assessment" or "NACC")
(htto://www.usgerp.gov/usgerp/nacc/default.htm), in violation of FDQA.

This Request, incorporating.by reference and attachment both referenced prior
submissions, formally reiterates the request that EPA immediately remove all electronic
dissemination and cease other dissemination of the CAR, because CAR fails to meet
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FDQA’s requirements for the same reasons that NACC fails FDQA’s requirements and,
in relying in significant part upon NACC and re-circulating the discredited data as CAR
Chapter 6, in effect constitutes dissemination of the impermissible NACC.

As detailed (attached), FDQA prohibits - and therefore, EPA must cease --
dissemination of CAR as the sole feasible "correction" given the errors’ endemic nature
and CAR’s reliance upon and dissemination of the findings of the National Assessment
(NACC), because of that document’s rampant violations of the data quality requirements
of"objeetivity" (whether the disseminated information is presented in an accurate, clear.
complete and unbiased manner and is as a matter of substance accurate, reliable and
unbiased), and "utility" (the usefidness of the information to the intended users (per the
US Global Change Act of 1990, these are Congress and the Executive Branch).

This invokes NACC’s and therefore CAR’s inappropriate use of and reliance
upon computer models and data that upon scrutiny are demonstrably meaningless.
Further, in developing the published version of NACC which CAR relies upon and
further disseminates, the US Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) also
admittedly failed to perform the necessary science underlying regional and sectoral
analyses (that Congress contemporaneously notified USGCRP was a condition precedent
to the release of even a draft National Assessment). FDQA ratifies those objections, and
is Violated by continued dissemination of this product by any federal agency.

As the statutorily designated steering document for policymaldng - despite that
the particular document at issue admittedly failed to complete the statutory mission
required to qualify as a "National Assessment," and was disavowed by the White House
Office of Science and Technology Policy in order to resolve litigation also brought by,
inter alia, CEI -- NACC qualifies as "influential scientific or statistical information" for
purposes of FDQA. Therefore it must meet a "reproducibility" standard, setting forth
transparency regarding data and methods of analysis, "as a quality standard above and
beyond some peer review quality standards."

Pursuant to these prior filings and specifically CEI’s pending Petition/t&C, CEI
reiterates its request that EPA immediately comply with FDQA and cease dissemination
of the National Assessment on Climate Change in whole or part and in any form
including any product relying on NACC, e.g.; Climate Action Report. We therefore also
request that you notify us at your earliest convenience of EPA’s substantive response to
the violations set forth in this series of communications and the docket number assigned.

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions.

Sincerely,

enc
Christopher C. Homer
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June 4,2002

Administrator Christie Todd Whitman
United States Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460

Petition under Federal Data Quality Act
To Prohibit Further Dissemination of "Climate Action Report 2002"

Dear Administrator Whitman,

For the reasons detailed herein, to the extent that the United States Environmental
Protection Agency ("EPA") or any subdivision, branch, agency or office thereof cites,
refers or links to, or otherwise disseminates the "Climate Action Report 2002" ("CAR")
(http://www.epa.goy/globalwarmin~/publications/car/index.html or), a product of, htter
alia, EPA, it is in violation of the Federal Data Quality Act ("FDQA"). This is because
CAR cites, relies on, and further disseminates data failing to meet FDQA’s
requirements (see esp. CAR "Chapter 6"), presently applicable to EPA (see 67 FR
370). Specifically, CAR disseminates the first National Assessment on Climate Change
("National Assessment" or "NACC") (http://www.usgcrp.gov/usgcrp/nacc/default.htm),
which is unacceptable under FDQA.

This petition formally requests that EPA immediately remove all electronic
dissemination and cease other dissemination of the CAR.

Specifically, and as detailed below, FDQA prohibits - and therefore, EPA must
cease -- dissemination of CAR given its reliance upon and dissemination of the findings
of the National Assessment (NACC) on the basis of that document’s failure to satisfy the
data quality requirements of"objectivity" (whether the disseminated infomaation is
presented in an accurate, clear, complete and unbiased manner and is as a matter of
substance accurate, reliable and unbiased), and "utility" (the’usefuh~ess of the
information to the intended users (per the US Global Change Act of 1990, these are
Congress and the Executive Branch). See 67 FR 370. As the statutorily designated
steering document for policymaking, NACC qualifies as "influential scientific or
statistical information", therefore it must meet a "reproducibility" standard, setting forth
transparency regarding data and methods of analysis, "as a quality standard above and
beyond some peer review quality standards."
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The reasons, as detailed, infra, include NACC’s and therefore CAR’s
inappropriate use of and reliance upon computer models and data that upon scrutiny are
demonstrably meaningless. Further, in developing the published version of NACC which
CAR further disseminates, the US Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) also
admittedly failed to perform the necessary science underlying regional and sectoral
analyses (that Congress contemporaneously notified USGCRP was a condition precedent
to the release of even a draft National Assessment). FDQA ratifies those objections, and
is violated by continued dissemination of this product by any federal agency.

An extensive record obtained through the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
provides additional evidence requiring a prohibition on further CAR/NACC
dissemination. This record exposes that the purported internal "peer review" of the draft
NACC did not in fact occur, and also ratifies the inappropriate use of computer models,
detailed herein. As the obtained documents demonstrate, commenting parties expressly
infomaed USGCRP that they were rushed and given wildly inadequate time for
substantive review or comment. USGCRP published and continues to disseminate the
product nonetheless, as do all agencies such as EPA which reference, cite, link or
otherwise disseminate NACC directly and/or through the CAR.

All of these failings ensure that dissemination of NACC/CAR violates FDQA’s
requirement, manifested in OMB’s Guidelines and as necessarily manifested by EPA
final guidelines, that data disseminated by Federal Agencies meet standards of quality as
measured by specific tests for objectivity, utility and integrity.

As you are also aware and as reaffirmed by OMB in its FDQA Final Guidance,
though EPA is only now developing agency-specific guidelines and mechanisms, for
complaints invoking OMB’s Guidelines in the interim EPA should already have in place
requisite administrative mechanisms for applying OMB’s standards..Please detail these.

I. FDQA Coverage of USGCRP, therefore its Product the NACC, and CAR

However and by whatever government agency NACC, and therefore CAR, are
originally produced and/or disseminated they are inescapably covered by FDQA when
disseminated by a Federal Agency. First, it is noteworthy that, whatever the status of the
governmental office producing NACC, as directed by the Executive Office of the
President (EOP), the United States Global Change Research Program (USGCRP),
producer of the National Assessment on Climate Change (NACC or Assessment) is
subject to the Federal Data Quality Act (FDQA). FDQA covers the same entities as the
Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C. Sections 3501 et seq.; see esp. 44 U.S.C. 3502(l)).

By statute the President serves as Chairman of the National Science and
Technology Council ("NSTC"), operating under the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy ("OSTP"), and which has under its authority the Committee on
Environment and Natural Resources ("CENR") (15 U.S.C. 2932 (originally "Committee
on Earth and Environmental Sciences")). All of these offices are therefore EOP entities,
subject to PWRA, thus FDQA.
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Per 15 U.S.C. 2934 the President, as Chairman of the Council, shall develop
and implement through CENR a US Global Change Research Program. The Program
shall advise the President and Congress, through the NACC, on relevant considerations
for climate policy. Though the composite USGCP,-P is an "interagency" effort staffed in
great part by seconded employees from federal agencies, it remains under the direction of
the President and is therefore a "covered agency" pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 3502(1).

Collectively and pursuant to statutory authority, under the direction of these
Executive offices the USGCRP directed an effort statutorily dedicated in part to studying
the state of the science and its uncertainties surrounding the theory of"global warming"
or "climate change," producing a National Assessment on Climate Change ("NACC").
Though originally produced prior to FI)QA, the data asserted by the NACC (issued
in final in December 2000; see http:llwww.use.cro.l~ovlusgcrplnaccldefault.htm),
current or continued dissemination is subject to the requirements of the Federal
Data Quality Act. Such an argument of "pre-existing study" is not available as
regards the CAR, or any other disseminated document under FDQA.

II. Development of NACC

The Assessment was produced as follows:

Pursuant to and/or under the auspices of the Global Change Research Act of 1990,
15 U.S.C. 2921, et seq., USGCRP is assigned the responsibility of producing a
scientific assessment, particularly that which is at issue in this Petition, as follows:

"On a periodic basis (not less frequently than every 4 years), the Council, through the
Committee, shall prepare and submit to the President and the Congress an assessment
which -

(1)

(2)

(3)

integrates, evaluates, and interprets the f’mdings of the [USGCR]
Program and discusses the scientific uncertainties associated with
such findings;
analyzes the effects of global change on the natural environment,
agriculture, energy production and use, land and water resources,
transportation, human health and welfare, human social systems,
and biological diversity; and
analyzes current trends in global change both human-inducted (sic)
and natural, and projects major trends for the subsequent 25 to 100
years." (15 U.S.C. 2934).

2. The document at issue in this Petition, the "First National Assessment on Climate
Change," disseminates data rising to the requisite FDQA levels of"quality", as
described herein.

3. USGCRP’s surge to release a flawed, partial, and partially unauthorized report
came despite requests of lawmakers and outside interests concerned with the
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issues at hand to withhold releasing any such document lacking particular
required scientific foundations, in violation of several laws and public policy.

III. The Assessment violates the requirements ofthe FDQA in the following ways:

1. NACC.Relies Upon and Promotes Improper Use of Computer Model Data

For the following reasons, NACC violates FDQA’s "objectivity" and "utility"
requirements. For these same reasons, as "influential scientific or statistical
information", NACC also fails FDQA’s "reproducibility" standard, establishing
transparency requirements for data and methods of analysis, "a quality standard above
and beyond some peer review quality standards."

First, consider excerpts from the review of NACC by Patrick Michaels, Professor
of Environmental Sciences at University of Virginia, dated and submitted to USGCRP
August 11, 2000, detailing the above-noted concerns placing the NACC in violation of
FDQA. Where appropriate, additional explanatory text is included. USGCRP made no
apparent alterations of the original text in response to these comments, therefore the
comments apply to NACC as disseminated.

"August 11, 2000...

"’The essential problem with the USNA [elsewhere cited in this Petition as the NACC] is
that it is based largely on two climate models, neither one of which, when compared with
the 10-year smoothed behavior of the lower 48 states (a very lenient comparison),
reduces the residual variance below the raw variance of the data. The one that generates
the most lurid warming scenarios--the Canadian Climate Centre (CCC) Model--
produces much larger errors than are inherent in the natural noise of the data. That is a
simple test of whether or not a model is valid...and both of those models fail. All implied
effects, including the large temperature rise, are therefore based upon a multiple scientific
failure. The USNA’s continued use of those models and that approach is a willful choice
to disregard the most fundamental of scientific rules. (And that they did not find and
eliminate such an egregious error is testimony to grave bias). For that reason alone, the
USNA should be withdrawn from the public sphere until it becomes scientifically based."

Explanatory text: The basic rule of science is that hypotheses must be verified by
observed data before they can be regarded as facts. Science that does not do this is "junk
science", and at minimum is precisely what the FDQA is designed to bar from the
policymaking process.

The two climate models used in the NA CC make predictions of U.S. climate change based
upon human alterations of the atmosphere. Those alterations have been going on for well
over 100 years. Do the changes those models "predicted" for U.S. climate in the last
century resemble what actually occurred?
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This can be determined by comparison of observed U.S. annual temperature departures
from the 20a’ century average with those generated by both of these models. It is
traditional to use moving averages of the data to smooth out year-to-year changes that
cannot be anticipated by any climate model. This review used l O-year running averages
to minimize interannual noise.

The predicted-minus-observed values for both models versus were then compared to the
result that wouM obtain if one simply predicted the average temperature for the 20~1’
century from year to year. In fact, both models did worse than that base case. Statistically
spealdng, that means that both models perform worse for the last 100 years than a table
of random numbers applied to ten-.year running mean U.S. temperatures.

There was no discernible ~tlteration of the NACC text in response to this fatal flaw.
However, the NACC Synthesis Team, co-chaired by Thomas Karl, Director of the
National Climatic Data Center, took the result so seriously that they commissioned an
independent replication of this test, only more inclusive, using 1-year, 5-year, lO-year
and 25-year running means of the U.S. annual temperature. This analysis verified that in
fact both models performed no better than a table of random numbers applied to the U.S.
Climate Data. Mr. Karl was kind enough to send the results to this reviewer.

"....the problem of model selection. As shown in Figure 9.3 of the Third Assessment of
the United Nations Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change, the behavior of virtually
every General Circulation Climate model (GCM) is the production of a linear warming,
despite assumptions of exponential increases in greenhouse forcing. In fact, only one (out
of, by my count, 26) GCMs produces a substantially exponential warming~the CCC
model [one of the two used in the NACC]. Others may bend up a little, though not
substantially, in the policy-relevant time frame. The USNA specifically chose the outlier
with regard to the mathematical form of the output. No graduate student would be
allowed to submit a thesis to his or her committee with such arrogant bias, and no
national committee should be allowed to submit such a report to the American people.

Even worse, the CCC and Hadley data were decadally smoothed and then (!)
subject to a parabolic fit, as the caption for the USNA’s Figure 6 makes clear. That makes
the CCC even appear warmer because of the very high last decadal average.

One of the two models chosen for use in the USNA, the Canadian Climate Center
(CCC) model, predicts the most extreme temperature and precipitation changes of all the
models considered for inclusion. The CCC model forecasts the average temperature in
the United States to rise 8.1°F (4.5°C) by the year 2100, more than twice the rise of 3.6°F
(2.0°C) forecast by the U.K. model (the second model used in the USNA). Compare this
with what has actually occurred during the past century. The CCC model predicted a
warming of 2.7°F (1.5°C) in the United States over the course of the twentieth century,
but Zhe observations show that the increase was about 0.25°F (0.14°C) (Hansen, J.E., et
al., 1999: GISS analysis of surface temperature change. Journal of Geophysical
Research, 104, 30,997-31,022), or about 10 times less than the forecast [Hansen has
since revised this to 0.5°C, which makes the prediction three times greater than what has
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been observed] .... The CCC forecast of precipitation changes across the Unites States is
equally extreme. Of all the models reviewed for inclusion in the USNA, the CCC model
predicted more than twice the precipitation change than the second most extreme model,
which interestingly, was the U.K. model [the other model used in the NACC]. The U.K.
model itself forecast twice the change of the average of the remaining, unselected
models. Therefore, along with the fact that GCMs in general cannot accurately forecast
climate change at regional levels, the GCMs selected as the basis for the USNA
conclusions do not even fairly represent the collection of available climate models.

Why deliberately select such an inappropriate model as the CCC? [Thomas Karl,
co-Chair of the NACC synthesis team replied that] the reason the USNA chose the CCC
model is that it provides diurnal temperatures; this is a remarkable criterion given its base
performance .... "

"The USNA’s high-end scenarios are driven by a model that 1) doesn’t work over
the United States; 2) is at functional variance with virtually every other climate model. It
is simply impossible to reconcile this skewed choice with the rather esoteric desire to
include diumal temperatures..."

Explanatory text: It is clear that the NACC chose two extreme models out of afield of
literally dozens that were available. This violates the FDQA requirements for
"objectivity" detailed in the third paragraph of this Petition.

Second, Dr. Michaels is clearly not alone in his assessment. The following are
excerpts from comments by government reviewers, received and possessed by USGCRP,
or USGCRP’s "peer reviewers’" failed attempts to elevate the NACC to the level of
scientific product. For example, consider that styled "Improper use of climate models",
by William T. Permell of Northwest National Laboratory, submitted through DOE (John
Houghton) to Melissa Taylor at USGCRP:

"Although it is mentioned in several places, greater emphasis needs to be placed
on the limitations that the climate change scenarios used in this assessment have
on its results. First, except for some unidentified exceptions, only two models are
used. Second, nearly every impact of importance is driven by what is liable to
happen to the climate on the regional to local scale, but it is well known that
current global-scale models have limited ability to simulate climate effects as this
degree of spatial resolution. We have to use them, but I think we need to be
candid about their limitations. Let’s take the West [cites example]...Every time
we show maps that indicate detail beyond the resolution of the models we are
misleading the reader."

USGCRP received other comments by governmental "peer reviewers" affirming
these clear, significant, indeed disqualifying modeling data transgressions:
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"Also, the reliance on predictions from only two climate models is dangerous".
Steven J. Ghan, Staff Scientist, Atmospheric Sciences and Global Change, Pacific
Northwest Laboratory.

"This report relies too much on the projections from only two climate models.
Projections from other models should also be used in the assessment to more
broadly sample the range of predicted responses." Steven J. Ghan Staff Scientist,
Atmospheric Sciences and Global Change, Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

"Comments on National Assessment. 1. The most critical shortcomings of the
assessment are the attempt to extrapolate global-scale projections down to
regional and sub-regional scales and to use two models which provide divergent
projections for key climatic elements." Mitchell Baer, US Department of Energy,
Washington, DC.

"General comments: Bias of individual authors is evident. Climate variability
not addressed...Why were the Hadley and Canadian GCMs used? Unanswered
questions. Are these GCM’s [sic] sufficiently accurate to make regional
projections? Nope". Reviewer Stan Wullschleger (12/17/99).

William T. Pennell, Manager, Atmospheric Sciences and Global Change, Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, cites the that "only two models are used" as a "limitation"
on the product.

The final NACC currently disseminated by Commerce/NOAA shows these
admonitions went unheeded. Therefore, the CAR disseminated by EPA manifests
these same FDQA violations by specifically relying on NACC as described herein.

Stated simply, the climate models upon which NACC relies have struck out.
Strike one: they can’t simulate the current climate. Strike two: they falsely predict
greater and more rapid wanning in the atmosphere than at the surface -- the opposite is
happening (see e.g., h.ttp://wwwghcc.msfc, nasa.gov/MSU/hl sat accuraey.html). Strike
three: they predict amplified warming at the poles, which are cooling instead (see e.g.,
http ://www. washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A40974-2002Jan 13.html). Worse,
NACC knowingly misuses the data demonstrably non-utile for their purported purpose.

2. Failure to Perform Requisite Scientific Review Violates FDQA

USGCRP’s development of NACC drew congressional attention to particular
shortcomings. Specifically, leaders in the United States House of Representatives
repeatedly attempted to herd USGCRP and its subsidiary bodies to follow the scientific
method regarding particular matters, specifically the regional and sectoral analyses.
Indeed the concerns had become so acute that these leaders were compelled to promote a
restriction prohibiting relevant agencies from expending appropriated monies upon the
matter at issue, unless consistent with the plain requirements of the GCRA of 1990,
through language in the conference report accompanying Public Law 106-74:
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"None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to publish or issue an
assessment required under section 106 of the Global Change Research Act of
1990 unless (1) the supporting research has been subjected to peer review and, if
not otherwise publicly available, posted electronically for public comment prior to
use in the assessment; and (2) the draft assessment has been published in the
Federal Register for a 60 day public comment period."l

USGCRP did not perform the conditions precedent for valid science as reaffirmed in
that language. Instead USGCRP produced and now disseminates a NACC knowingly
and expressly without the benefit of the supporting science which not only is
substantively required but which Congress tightly insisted be performed and subject to
peer review prior to releasing any such assessment. EPA thereby disseminates a CAR
flawed for the very same reasons.

These attempts to rectify certain NACC shortcomings were made in advance of
USGCRP producing the NACC, but were never rectified. These failures justify
Petitioners’ request that USGCRP cease present and future NACC dissemination unless
and until its violations of FDQA are corrected. In addition to NACC violating FDQA’s
"objectivity" and "utility" requirements, as "influential scientific or statistical
information", NACC also fails its "reproducibility" standard, setting forth transparency
regarding data and methods of analysis. Per OMB, this represents "a quality standard
above and beyond some peer review quality standards."2

Given USGCRP’s refusal to wait for completion of the underlying science and their
response to the relevant oversight chairmen, it is manifest that USGCRP ignored or
rejected these lawmakers’ requests, including by the relevant oversight Chairmen and
produced a deeply flawed Assessment, knowingly and admittedly issuing a "final"
Assessment without having complied with Congress’s direction to incorporate the
underlying science styled as "regional and sectoral analyses,"3 while also admitting that
the requisite scientific foundation would be completed imminently. For these same
reasons dissemination presently violates FDQA.

1 House Report 106-379, the conference report accompanying H.R. 2684, Department of
Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development, and Independent Agencies
Appropriations Act, 2000 (Pub.L. 106-74), p. 137.
2 Attachments "B" establish the record of Congress, detailing for USGCRP its more
obvious scientific failures which now lead to NACC now violating FDQA, noting
USGCRP’s apparent failure to comply with such conditions and seeking assurance that
such circumstances would be remedied. USGCRP via OSTP drafted a response to House
Science Committee Chairman Sensenbrenner, evasively failing to specifically address the
concerns raised by these Members. Chairmen Sensenbrenner and Calvert specifically
took issue and/or disputed these non-responses in the July 20, 2000 letter, reiterating their
request for compliance with the law’s requirements. Nonetheless, the failings persist.
3 See Attachments "B". This despite that the two principal NACC sections are "Regions,"
and "Sections." (see htto://www.gerio.or~/nationalassessment/overvpdf/llntro.pdf).
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3. NACC Not in Fact Peer Reviewed, Commenting Parties Make Clear

Finally, NACC suffers from having received no authentic peer review, in
violation of FDQA’s "objectivity" and "utility" requirements. As "influential scientific
or statistical information", for these reasons NACC also fails the "reproducibility"
standard, setting forth transparency regarding data and methods of analysis, "a quality
standard above and beyond some peer review quality standards.’"

Once an advisory committee was chartered pursuant to the Federal Advisory
Committee Act (FACA) in 1998, Dr. John Gibbons’ communication of January 8, 1998
to the first Designated Federal Officer (DFO) Dr. Robert Corell indicates a sense of
urgency was communicated to the panel by political officials. Further, statements in the
record and major media outlets, including but in no way limited to those from certain
anonymous if purportedly well placed sources, indicate a perceptioa among involved
scientists that political pressures drove the timing and even content of this.draft
document. This is manifested by the lack of opportunity to comment for parties whose
comment was formally requested as part of a "peer review" of NACC.

This sense of urgency is reflected in, among other places, comments the Cooler
Heads Coalition obtained via the Freedom of Information Act, made by parties fi’om the
National Laboratories asked by the Department of Energy to comment on the Draft. In
addition to an emphasis on speed as opposed to deliberation, the report’s emphasis on
"possible calamities" to the detriment of balancing comments which were widely offered,
and rampant criticism of the reliance on only two significantly divergent models for the
pronouncements made, these comments are exemplified by the following samples from
well over a dozen such complaints accessed through FOIA, also received by and in the
possession of USGCRP:

1) "This review was constrained to be performed within a day and ahalf. This is not an
adequate amount of time to perform the quality of review that should be performed on
this size document" (R.onald N. Kickert, 12/08/99);

2) "During this time, I did not have time to review the two Foundation Document
Chapters" (Kiekert, 12/20/99);

3) "Given the deadline I have been given for these comments, I have not been able to
read this chapter in its entirety" (William T. Pennell);

4) "UNFORTUNATELY, THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT READY FOR RELEASE
WITHOUT MAJOR CHANGES" (CAPS and bold in original)(Jae Edmonds);

5) "This is not ready to go!" (William M. Putman).

These comments reflect an alarming implication of timing over substance, and of a
product whose final content appears predetermined. Patrick Michaels’ comments, and
the absence of apparent change in response to his alarming findings, reinforces this
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troubling reality. Notably, the product was released and continues to be disseminated
without offering an actual peer review or otherwise addressing the concerns expressed.

¯ In conclusion, the National Assessment on Climate Change, and therefore the Climate
Action Report 2002 fails to meet FDQA and/or OMB guidelines regarding Data Quality.
As a consequence, EPA must immediately cease electronic and other dissemination
of the "Climate Action Report 2002", ~vhich rdies in part on, cites, and further
disseminates (see esp. "Chapter 6")~ the unacceptable data provided by the National
Assessment on climate Change, as defined by OMB and described, supra.

I look forward to your timely response to this Petition.

Sincerely,

Christopher C. Homer
Counsel
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June 3, 2002

USEPA
EPA Northeast Mall
Room B607
401 M Street, SW
Washington DC 20460

Ms. Margaret N. Schneider, Acting Chief Information Officer
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Ariel Rios Building, Room 5000 (Mail Code 2810A)
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

Attn: Docket ID # OEI-10014

Re: Comments on EPA’s Proposed Data Quality Guidelines

Introduction

The White House Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) "government-wide"
Interim Final Guidelines for agency compliance with FDQA requirements (66 FR 49718),
finalized by OMB’s January 3, 2002 Final Guidance (67 FR 369), provide a strong foundation
for improving the overall quality of information which the federal government disseminates to
the public. However, as Congress acknowledged when passing the Federal Data Quality Act
(FDQA)(enacted as Section 515(a)of the FY ’01 Treasury and General Government
Appropriations Act (P.L. 106-554; H.R. 5658)), individual agencies must promulgate their own
conforming Data Quality guidelines addressing the unique characteristics and information
products of their programs.

In the interim, OMB’s guidelines clearly serve, as styled, as "government-wide"
requirements (see FDQA Section 515(b)(1)). Still, it is imperative that each agency electing to
draft its own guidelines do so in such a way ensuring they are workable, effective, and entirely
consistent with OMB’s government-wide standards.

The Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI) hereby offers formal comments in response to
EPA’s request for comment on their proposed guidelines under FDQA. These comments address
I) issues relating to all agencies promulgating Data Quality guidelines, incorporating a selection
of how various proposed agency guidelines address these important topics, including a) an
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example of a satisfactory agency proposal on the issue, if any, and the reasoning for that
conclusion, & b) numerous unsatisfactory examples of current agency proposals; and II) a direct
example of information currently disseminated by EPA violating FDQA, OMB’s
"government-wide" guidelines and any EPA guidelines acceptable under FDQA.

Regarding the latter, in sum, EPA currently disseminates significant data that fails
the test set forth by FDQA and OMB’s government-wide guidelines. Any EPA guideline
that would permit the continued dissemination of such data, as exemplified by but in no
way limited to the example provided, infra, cannot withstand scrutiny as acceptable under
either FDQA’s or OMB’s requirements. The appropriate remedy for such currently
disseminated data is withdrawing its dissemination immediately, consistent with OMB’s
Final Guidelines, applicable to EPA.

I. CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES RELATED TO AGENCY DATA QUALITY GUIDELINES

(1) Exemptions from Applicability of the Data Quality Guidelines

OMB’s interagency Data Quality guidelines exempt some types and categories of
information. Many other agencies have proposed additional exemptions. As demonstrated
herein, the OMB and additional agency exemptions from the Data Quality guidelines contradict
clear congressional intent to the extent that they exempt any information that an agency has in
fact made public. Neither OMB nor any other federal agency has authority to make such
exenwtions.

OMB’s interagency Data Quality guidelines exempt from their coverage certain publicly
disclosed federal agency information:

"Dissemination" means agency initiated or sponsored distribution
of information to the public (see 5 CFR 1320.3(d) (definition of
"Conduct or Sponsor")). Dissemination does not include
distribution limited to government employees or agency
contractors or grantees; intra- or interagency use or sharing of
government information; and responses to requests for agency
records under the Freedom of Information Act, the Privacy Act, the
Federal Advisory Committee Act or other similar law. This
definition also does not include distribution limited to
correspondence with individuals or persons, press releases,
archival records, public filings, subpoenas or adjudicative
processes.

67 FR 8452, 8460 (Feb. 22, 2002).

2
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This definition of"dissemination" is considerably narrower than OMB’s previous
definitions of this term in a PRA context. For example, in OMB Circular A-130, at page 3 OMB
defined "dissemination" to mean:

... the government initiated distribution of information to the
public. Not considered dissemination within the meaning of this
Circular is distribution limited to government employees or agency
contractors or grantees, intra-or-inter-ageney use or sharing of
government information, and responses to requests for agency
records under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) or
Privacy Act.

Other agencies have included the OMB exemptions in their proposed Data Quality
guidelines. Some agencies have proposed to expand the OMB exemptions, or to add new
exemptions. For example:

Retroaeti~,ity Exemption (See Issue #2, infra)

Several agencies, such as NI~I at page 4 of its guidelines, make statements indicating that
their guidelines, and the OMB guidelines, will apply only to information that is initially
disseminated initially after October 1, 2002. This proposed exemption contradicts OMB’s
interagency guidelines specifying their application to information created or originally
disseminated prior to October 1, 2002, i fan agency continues to disseminate the information
after that date.

Case-by-Case Exemption (See Issue #3, h~fra)

Several agencies, including EPA at pages 22-23 of its proposed guidelines, propose
application of the PRA’s Data Quality guidelines on a case-by-case basis, rather than application
of them to all information disseminated by the agency.

Rulemakinl~ Exemption (See Issue #~)

A number of agencies, including EPA at page 22-23 and the Department of the Treasury
at page 6 of their proposed guidelines, have stated that the Data Quality error correction process
required by OMB’s interagency Data Quality guidelines will not apply to information in
proposed rulemakings, and that any alleged errors will be addressed only through the rulemaking
notice and comment process. It is not clear from these proposed exemptions whether the
agencies believe that any of the PRA’s Data Quality standards apply to information disseminated
during rulemakings.
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Adiudicative Processes Exemption

EPA’s proposed data quality guidelines, at page 17, substantially expand OMB’s
adjudicative processes exception by broadening it to include, inter alia:

Distribution of information in documents relating to any formal or
informal administrative action determining the rights and liabilities
of specific parties, including documents that provide the findings,
determinations or basis for such actions. Examples include the
processing or adjudication or applications for a permit, license,
registration, waiver, exemption, or claim; actions to determine the
liability of parties under applicable statutes and regulations; and
determination and implementation of remedies to address such
liability.

The OMB interagency and individual agency Data Quality guidelines are promulgated
under and implement the Information Dissemination requirements of the Paperwork Reduction
Act ("PRA"). 44 U.S.C. §§ 3504(d)(1), 3516 note. The relevant statutory text and legislative
history demonstrate clear congressional intent that these Data Quality guidelines, like the PRA’s
other Information Dissemination requirements, apply to any and all information that federal
agencies have in fact made public.

By contrast to the PRA’s separate Collection of Information requirements, there are no
statutory exemptions from any of the PRA’s Information Dissemination requirements.

OMB’s attempt to create exemptions by restricting the definition of"dissemination" in its
interagency Data Quality guidelines contradicts Congress’ own pervasive and all encompassing
use of this term.

OMB’s "dissemination" exemptions in its interagency Data Quality guidelines are also
inconsistent with OMB’s prior, much broader definition of"dissemination" in implementing the
PRA’s lnfomaation Dissemination requirements.

The additional exemptions proposed by other federal agencies also violate clear
congressional intent because OMB cannot provide any exemptions fi’om its interagency Data
Quality guidelines, and the other agencies have to comply with OMB"s interagency guidelines.
44 U.S.C. §§ 3504(d)(1); 3506(a)(1)(B); 3516 note.
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2) Retroactive Application of the Data Quality Guidelines

In compliance with the statute, each agency’s Data Quality guidelines must become
effective on October 1, 2002. The guidelines must apply to information being disseminated on or
after October 1, regardless of when the information was first disseminated. This retroactivity
principle is explicitly enunciated in OMB’s February 22, 2002 guidelines, at III.4. All agency
guidelines are required to comply with the requirements set forth by OMB in their interagency
February 22nd Final Guidelines. 44 U.S.C. §§ 3504(d)(1); 3506(a)(1)(B); 3516 note.

Specifically, see Section II, infra, for an example of information currently disseminated
which fails to meet FDQA’s or OMB’s requirements, the remedy for which is withdrawal of such
information.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

D.e. partment of Justice

DOJ’s draft guidelines state at page 2, "These guidelines will cover information
disseminated on or after October 1, 2002, regardless of when the information was first
disseminated .... "

These guidelines are in full compliance with the retroactivity provision in OMB’s
February 22"d guidelines.

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

National Institutes of Health

The NIH guidelines state at p.4, "The OMB guidelines apply to official information (with
the NIH imprimatur) that is released on or after October 1, 2002."

NIH’s statement about OMB’s guidelines directly contradicts the text of OMB’s
guidelines which clearly state that-they "shall apply to information that the agency disseminates
on or after October l, 2002, regardless of when the agenc.y first disseminated the information."
[Emphasis added]
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(3) Individual Agency Guidelines Must Comply with OMB’s Interagency
Guidelines; There Are No Case-By-Case Exemptions From
Applicability of the Guidelines

OMB’s interagency Data Quality guidelines implement section 3504(d)(1) of the PRA.
44 U.S.C. § 3516 note. Section 3504(d)(1) requires that "’with respect to information
dissemination, the [OMB] director shall develop and oversee the implementation of policies,
principles, standards, and guidelines to apply to Federal agency dissemination of public
information, regardless of the form or format in which such information is disseminated...." 44
U.S.C. § 3504(d)(1). All federal agencies subject to the PRA must comply with OMB’s
interagency Data Quality guidelines when they issue their own Data Quality guidelines. 44
U.S.C. §§ 3504(d)(1); 3506(a)(1)(B); 3516 note. Congress clearly intended OMB’s Data Quality
guidelines to apply to all information agencies subject to the PRA in fact make public.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

None.

All agency guidelines reviewed appear to try to reduce significantly the binding nature
indicated in the OMB guidelines.

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

Multiple Agencies

None of the agency proposals reviewed make any reference to the directives of the PRA;
they refer only to section 515 of the FY 2001 Consolidated Appropriations Act, the Data Quality
Act itself, and ignore the fact that the Data Quality Act expressly states that the Data Quality
guidelines are promulgated under and implement the PRA.

EPA’s proposal states that its guidelines do not impose any "legally binding requirements
or obligations .... The guidelines may not apply to a particular situation based on the
circumstances, and EPA retains discretion to adopt approaches on a case-by-case basis that differ
from the guidelines, where appropriate.’" See. 1.1. "Factors such as imminent threats to public
health or homeland security, statutory or court-ordered deadlines, or other time constraints, may
limit or preclude applicability of these guidelines." See. 1.2. Information that generally would
not be covered by the guidelines includes "information in press releases and similar
announcements: These guidelines do not apply to press releases, fact sheets, press conferences or
similar communications in any medium that announce, support the announcement or give pubic
notice of information EPA has disseminated elsewhere." See. 1.3, Ins. 482-85.

The CDC/ATSDR proposal has lists of information products to which the guidelines do
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and do not apply. It also includes press releases and interviews, but does not include "similar
announcements," as does EPA. The umbrella I-H-IS guidelines state that the quality standards do
not apply to press releases. Sec. D.3.

The NIH proposal also lists with considerable specificity types of information covered
and not covered. Press releases are listed as not covered. There is no qualification as to whether
a press release simply announces, supports an announcement, or gives public notice of
information the agency has disseminated elsewhere, as in EPA’s proposal. See. 9, 2. The NIH
proposal states that its information dissemination products must conform to the OMB guidelines.
Sec. V, 1.

DOT’s proposal states that it contains only "suggestions, recommendations, and policy
views of DOT. They are not intended to be, and should not be construed as, legally binding
requirements or mandates. These guidelines are intended only to improve the internal
management of DOT .... " Sec. III, b. The DOT proposal is very specific in excluding certain
types of information. Information presented to Congress is excluded if’it is "not simultaneously
disseminated to the public". IIl, j. Also excluded are "[p]ress releases and other information of
an ephemeral nature, advising the public of an event or activity of a finite duration - regardless of
medium". III, k.

The DOL proposal begins with a Preface that states that the document provides an
"overview" of the agency’s "efforts" to ensure and maximize information quality. DOL states
that the guidelines are only intended to improve the internal management of the government and
"are not intended to impose any binding requirements or obligations on the Department... A
Departmental agency may vary the application of information quality guidelines in particular
situations where it believes that other approaches will more appropriately carry out the purpose
of these guidelines or will help an agency to meet its statutory or program obligations." DOL
also specifies certain types of information to which the guidelines do not apply, including press
releases, adjudicative processes, policy guidance, and statements of legal policy or interpretation.
See. on "Scope and Applicability".

The CPSC proposal states that information is not subject to the guidelines if it states
explicitly that it was not subjected to them. P.5.

Finally, all of the above agency proposals exempt material relating or adjudicatory
proceedings or processes, including briefs and other information submitted to courts. See e.g., ¯
DOT at IV, g.
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(4) Inclusion of Rulemaking Information in the FDQA Petition Process

Information present in rulemaking records, both completed and ongoing, comprises much
of the information disseminated by federal agencies. Neither the Data Quality Act itself nor
OMB’s February 22nd agency-wide guidelines exclude rulemaking records from coverage.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

None

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

EPA

EPA’s proposed guidelines, at pages 22-23, appear to exclude most rulemaking records
from the Data Quality Act petition and correction process:

... where a mechanism by which to submit comments to the
Agency is already provided. For example, EPA rulemakings
include a comprehensive public comment process and impose a
legal obligation on EPA to respond to comments on all aspects of
the action. These procedural safeguards assure a thorough
response to comments on quality of information. EPA believes that
the thorough consideration required by this process meets the needs
for the correction of information process. A separate process for
information that is already subject to such a public comment
process would be duplicative, burdensome, and disruptive to the
orderly conduct of the action.

If EPA cannot respond to a complaint in the response to comments
for the action (for example, because the complaint is submitted too
late to be considered along with other comments or because the
complaint is not germane to the action), EPA will consider whether
a separate response to the complaint is appropriate. EPA may
consider frivolous any complaint which could have been submitted
as a timely comment in the rulemaking or other action but was
submitted after the comment period.

Treasury_

The Treasury Department’s proposed guidelines (page 5) also have an improper
rulemaking exclusion.
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These proposed exclusions could, as a practical matter, remove all EPA and Treasury
rulemaking records from coverage under the Data Quality Act. This exclusion is contrary to the
letter and intent of the Act.

Moreover, many rulemakings are very lengthy proceedings. Information in a rulemaking
public docket may be publicly available for years before the agency takes any action on
comments on the information in its promulgation of final rules. Not allowing a Data Quality
guidelines petition to correct this information before promulgation of final rules would violate
OMB’s interagency Data Quality guidelines, which require a timely correction process for
correcting errors in all agency information made publicly available, including "preliminary
information" used in agency rulemakings:

... agencies shall establish administrative mechanisms allowing
affected persons to seek and obtain, where appropriate, timely
correction of information maintained and disseminated by the
agency that does not comply with OMB or agency guidelines.
These administrative mechanisms shall be flexible, appropriate to
the nature and timeliness of the disseminated information, and
incorporated into agency information resources management and
administrative practices.

i. Agencies shall specify appropriate time periods for agency
decisions on whether and how to correct the information, and
agencies shall notify the affected persons of the corrections made.

ii. If the person who requested the correction does not agree with
the agency’s decision (including the corrective action, if any), the
person may file for reconsideration within the agency. The agency
shall establish an administrative appeal process to review the
agency’s initial decision, and specify appropriate time lhnits in
which to resolve such requests for reconsideration.

67 FR 8452, 8459 (Feb. 22, 2002)(emphasis added).

OMB does not believe that an exclusion for preliminary
information is necessary and appropriate. It is still important that
the quality of preliminary information be ensured and that
preliminary information be subject to the administrative complaint-
and-correction process.

66 FR 49718, 49720 (Sept. 28, 200l).
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(5) Third-Party Submissions of Data to An Agency

Much of the information disseminated by federal agencies is originally developed and
submitted by states or private entities. In addition, federal agencies often disseminate research
from outside parties, some of which is funded by the agency.

Congress clearly intended the Data Quality guidelines to apply to all information that
agencies in fact make public. OMB’s guidelines reiterate this (see "Case Study" immediately
below). Consequently, all third-party information that an agency disseminates is subject to the
Data Quality guidelines.

Where an agency does not use, rely on, or endorse third-party information, but instead
just makes it public, the agency might claim it should not have the initial burden of ensuring that
the information meets the quality, objectivity, utility and integrity standards required by the Data
Quality guidelines. The information remains subject to the Data Quality requirements and
correction process through administrative petitions by third parties.

Yet this claim offers a distinction without a difference because when an agency uses,
relies on, or endorses third-party information, the agency itself must have the burden of ensuring
that the information meets the required quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity standards.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

Department of Transportation

While not entirely consistent with the PRA’s Data Quality requirements, the Department
of Transportation at page 8 of its proposal guidelines comes close to meeting these requirements:

The standards of these guidelines apply not only to information that DOT
generates, but also to information that other parties provide to DOT, if the other
parties seek to have the Department rely on or disseminate this information or the
Department decides to do so.

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

CPSC, EPA

The Consumer Product Safety Commission on page 3 of its proposed guidelines states
"the standards and policies applied to the information generated by CPSC cannot be applied to
external information sources".

EPA at pages 14-1 7 of its ]61-oposed guidelines exempts from the Data Quality guidelines
most third-party information submitted to the agency.
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(6) Use of Third-Party Proprietary Models

Federal agencies often use various models developed by third parties (often government
contractors) to formulate policies based upon influential scientific information. The third-party
models are sometimes asserted to be confidential and proprietary. Worse, agencies use the
involvement of third-party proprietary information to justify withholding related, non-proprietary
data, access to which is indispensable to assessing the quality of modeled and other data.

This issue does not involve the concerns that arise when regulated entities are required to
submit confidential or proprietary data to an agency pursuant to a regulatory program. Instead,
this issue is limited to situations where any agency and a contractor agree to use a model on a
proprietary basis to develop influential scientific information.

OMB’s interagency Data Quality guidelines require that influential scientific information
be reproducible. This reproducibility standard generally requires that the models used to develop
such information be publicly available. The OMB guidelines further explain that when public
access to models is impossible for "privacy, trade secrets, intellectual property, and other
confidentiality protections,: an agency "shall apply especially rigorous robustness checks to
analytic results and documents what checks were undertaken." 67 F.R. 8452, 8457.

CASE STUDY: ABUSE OF THIRD PARTY MODEL AND "PROPRIETARY" CLAIM

Environmental Protection Agency

We are increasingly concerned about the "third party data (model)" practice that
government agencies knowingly or otherwise employ in frustration of public access to important
data. EPA has a duty to ensure his practice ceases. By such practice we refer to an agency, say
EPA, farming out, e.g., an economic assessment, using a proprietary model then refusing to
provide not the model itself but other related data (e.g., assumptions, often provided in whole or
part by the agency) critical to assessing the value of such an analysis, on the basis that the
information is "proprietary".

This claim is particularly vexing in cases such as EPA’s development of proposals for the
President’s "multi-pollutant" recommendation. In that context the Administration testified to
Congress that legislation must meet its criteria, established by such an analysis. There is no way
to properly assess whether proposed legislation meets this test, or the validity of that test, when
parties cannot view the assumptions dictating the purported benchmark against which bills will
be measured.

As an exmnple, CEI have already requested, under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA), those assumptions employed by/on behalf of EPA in the product underlying the
following statement excerpted from Assistant EPA Administrator Jeffrey Holmstead’s written
testimony before the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee on November 1, 2001:
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"We have not modeled the specific provisions in S. 556, but useful information is
provided by comparing the analyses EPA and EIA conducted to respond to a request
from Senators Smith, Voinovieh and Brownbaek with the analyses responding to a
request from Senators Jeffords and Lieberman. In the Smith/Voinovich/Brownback
analysis, when we analyzed SO2 and NOx reduction levels similar to S. 556, mercury
reduction levels more modest than S. 556 and no CO2 reductions, we did not find
significant impacts on coal production or electricity prices."

It is CEI’s understanding that EPA requested its outside contractor, ICF, assume
unrealistic scenarios regarding the cost and supply of natural gas, or at minimum scenarios
running strongly counter to those which ICF itself touts on its own website as likely under any
carbon dioxide suppression scheme. CEI expressed our concems to Mr. Holmstead, who orally
assured us that his office would gladly provide us such information even without invoking FOIA.
Notwithstanding the seriousness of this proposal and that assurance, it is several months since
this assurance and this very straightforward request for information remains unsatisfied, under
FOIA or otherwise. This leads us to believe that the Administration is using such a tactic, of
farming out studies, to avoid scrutiny of its proposals.

Such withholding is made even more troubling by EPA refusing access to data described
and/or provided by EPA to a contractor; it does not request any such contractor’s "model" or
other property reasonably subject to "proprietary" claims. By such practice an agency avoids
releasing purported proprietary information that it is obligated to refrain from withholding. Still,
we are told by certain Administration officers, and it was alluded to by Mr. Holmstead, that the
basis for such refusal is a purported "proprietary" nature of the data.

We believe this practice makes for terrible policy and is unacceptable, even without, but
certainly given, FDQA’s requirements. OMB’s January 3 publication of"Guidelines for
Ensuring and Maximizing the Quality, Objectivity, Utility and Integrity of Information
Disseminated by Federal Agencies" (Federal Register, Vol. 2, No. 67, p. 369)(see
http://frwebgate3.aceess.l~,O.0, gov/cgi-bin/waisgate.c.~i?WAISdocID=43070613463+0+
2+0&WAISaction---retrieve) assert:

.... As we state in new paragraph V.3.b.ii.B.H, ’In situations where public access to date
[sic] and methods will not occur due to other compelling interests, agencies shall apply
especially rigorous robustness checks to analytic results and document what checks were
undertaken. Agency guidelines shall, however, h~ all cases~ require a disclosure or’the
specil~c data sources that have been used and the specific quantitative methods attd
assumptions that have been emplo.l~ed.’" (emphasis added)(p. 374).

We read this to mean that the Office of Management and Budget will refuse to consider
any assumptions used in, e.g., the ICF or other model(s) as proprietary. We also read this to
indicate OMB recommends other agencies act similarly in promulgating their own
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required guidelines. That is, in the name of transparency and reproducibility Congress and
OMB have preemptively addressed certain materials requiring disclosure, such that denial under
FOIA, privacy agreements, or otherwise is not supportable.

Given that it appears there would not exist any reason, proprietary or otherwise, to refuse
the public access to the requested assumptions, we hope OMB and EPA enforce this position at
every opportunity, and immediately encourage EPA to make a prohibition against using such
tools as barriers to public access to data in its FDQA guidelines. Clearly, if it appears even one
agency continues to use such a tactic to shield data on a matter of such major economic
significance, Congress surely would intervene and prohibit such outside contracting, period.
That is a result that appears easily avoidable, and indeed proscribed by FDQA’s requirements.

RECOMMENDED "THIRD PARTY" SOLUTION

General Policy

In their Data Quality Act guidelines Federal agencies must adopt a general
prohibition against use of third-party data or proprietary models.

Use of third-party data or proprietary models conflicts with the goals and intent of
the Data Quality Act.

Public disclosure of third-party data or models must be required in all but the most
unusual circumstances.

If federal agencies believe they must use third-party data or proprietary models in
order to carry out their regulatory duties and functions, then they must have the
burden of demonstrating to OMB, before entering into a contract to use the model,
that no other option is available and that other safeguards to ensure key
information - not the model itself but, e.g., assumptions - remains available to the
public.

Federal agencies’ Data Quality guidelines must explain in detail what "especially
rigorous robustness checks" will be applied to third-party proprietary models that
the agencies and OMB agree must be used and explain how the public will be
informed of these "robustness check." The public must be allowed to review and
comment on these robustness cheeks.

Implementation of the General Policy

l~rospective Implementation:
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Federal agencies must promulgate Data Quality guidelines declaring the general
policy on this issue as described above. These guidelines must further state that, before
the agencies agree to use a third-party, non-public, proprietary model, they will provide
OMB a written justification as to why the agencies have no other option, and await
OMB’s views before entering into a contract that utilizes an allegedly proprietary model.
The written justification to OMB should describe why the agencies cannot:

Use an existing public model;

Enter into a contact to develop a new public model;

Reimburse a contractor so as to convert a proprietary model into a public model.

Agencies should provide public notice of and an opportunity to comment on the above
justification.

Retroactive Irnplementation:

If a federal agency has already agreed to use a third-party proprietary model before
it proposes Data Quality guidelines, then the agency must undertake the following actions
within 45 days of the date it sends its proposed Data Quality guidelines to OMB for
review.

Provide OMB with a written identification of what third-party proprietary models
are being used by the agency;

Provide OMB with a written explanation of why the agency cannot reimburse the
contractors so as to convert third-party proprietary models into public models, or
enter into a contract to develop a public model.

Agencies should provide public notice of and an opportunity to comment on the
above justification.

(7) Definitions of "Affected Persons", "Person"

The definition of an "affected person" is fundamental to the operation of the Data Quality
Act because it determines who is eligible to file an administrative petition for correction of
agency-disseminated information.

OMB’s interagency Data Quality guidelines conclude that "affected persons are people
who may benefit or be harmed by the disseminated information. This includes persons who are
seeking to address information about themselves as well as persons who use information." 66
FR 49718, 49721 (Sept 28, 2001). Individual agencies must use OMB’s broad definition, which
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is consistent with the intent of these guidelines: to provide the public with a right to agency
disseminated information that meets high Data Quality standards; and with a right to correct any
publicly disseminated information that does not meet these standards.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

OMB

OMB’s definition of"affected persons" encompasses anyone who benefits or is harmed
by the information including, "both: (a) persons seeking to address information about themselves
or about other persons to which they are related are associated; and (b) persons who use the
information." OMB’s definition is further detailed by their comprehensive definition of"person"
which includes individuals, organized groups, corporations, intemational organization, and
governments and government agencies.

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

Department of Commerce

Commerce, at 67 FR 22398, 22401, (May 3, 2002), proposes to define "affected person"
in an extremely narrow manner:

(1) Affected person means a person who meets each of the following three criteria:

(i) The person must have suffered an injury "harm to an identifiable legally-protected
interest [sic];

(ii) There must be a causal connection between the injury and the disseminated
information-the injury has to be fairly traceable to the disseminated information or decision
based on such information, and not the result of independent or unrelated action; and
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(iii) It must be likely, as opposed to merely speculative, that the injury will be redressed
by a favorable decision.

Department of Labor

The Department of Labor provides no definition of"affected persons."

(8) Deadline for Deciding a Petition

Setting an appropriate, specific timeframe for agency decisions on information correction
petitions is necessary to fulfill one of the key purposes of the Data Quality Act amendments of
the PRA - enabling parties to obtain correction of information. It is also required by OMB’s
guidelines.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

Multiple Agencies

Agencies including I-H-IS, the Social Security Administration, and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission have proposed a 45-working-day time limit for the responsible agency to respond to
the petition with either: (1) a decision; or (2) an explanation of why more time is needed, along
with an estimated decision date.

The HHS and similar proposals are cognizant of: (1) agency responsibility to respond in a
timely and informative manner to all petitioners; and (2) that some petitions may require a longer
timeframe for a response. These proposals provide agencies with flexibility without allowing
open-ended delays in deciding a petition. It should be noted that these proposed guidelines do
not include provisions allowing additional response extensions.

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

Department of Labor

DOL’s proposed guidelines state that the agency should "try to respond to complaints and
appeals within ninety (90) days of their receipt, unless they deem a response within this time
period to be impracticable, in light of the nature of the complaint and the agency priorities."

DOL’s proposal does not require any communication to the petitioner and allows for
open-ended delays in responding to requests for correction of information.
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(9) Who Decides the Initial Petition?

The selection of the party responsible for acting on information correction petitions is
important because this person will have a substantial responsibility for ensuring that one of the
primary intents of the PRA is realized - allowing affected persons to obtain necessary correction
of federally disseminated information.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

The Federal Housing Finance Board

The FHFB’s proposed guidelines state that the Board’s "Chief Information Officer and
other personnel responsible for the information will review the underlying data and analytical
process used to develop the disputed information to determine whether the information complies
with OMB and agency Guidelines and whether and how to correct the information, if
appropriate." P. 6.

The FHFB’s short correction process statement has several important strong points
including: (1) designation of an official with primary responsibility for the correction who did not
originate the information; (2) examination of the data in question and the process used to produce
it; and (3) determination of whether the information complies with the Data Quality requirements
of both the agency and OMB.

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

National Science Foundation

NSF does not provide any indication as to the official or organization within the agency
responsible for acting on information correction petitions. Other agencies, including the
Department of Labor and CFTC provide little or no information on who is responsible for
evaluating information correction petitions.

Without knowing who has responsibility for the information correction process, it is
difficult to evaluate that process. Furthermore, by failing to indicate the official/organization
responsible evaluating information correction petitions, the agencies raise questions as to the
extent to which they have thought through their process.
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(10) Who Decides Appeals?

The appeal is the last administrative process open to an affected person seeking correction
of information. Thus, to fulfill congressional and OMB intent with regard to ensuring the quality
of disseminated information, it is important that agencies have a meaningful appeals process able
to catch any errors which may have made it through both the initial dissemination quality review
and the initial information correction process.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

Securities and Exchange Commission

The SEC’s proposed appeals process (referred to as a "request for staff reconsideration")
routes the appeal to an official (usually in the Office of General Counsel) who was not involved
in either producing the original data in question or in making the decision on the original request.
The SEC’s proposal also allows the appeal official to seek the advice of other officials.

This proposal ensures that th~ decision on any appeal is made by an objective official.

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

Department of Treasury

The Department of Treasury has proposed that any administrative appeal of an
information correction petition be conducted "... "within the Bureau (or Departmental Office),
which disseminated the information." P.6.

By failing to provide for independent review of administrative appeals, Treasury’s
proposal: (1) reduces the likelihood of any errors being recognized on appeal because the appeal
would be performed by the same organization which handled both the initial dissemination and
the original complaint; and (2) creates a potential conflict of interest.
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(11) Must the Agency Correct Information When It Agrees with a Petition?

The Data Quality Act amendments to the PRA explicitly give the public the right to seek
and obtain correction of federally disseminated information. Thus, to comply with the law,
agencies should be required to correct information disseminations covered by the guidelines.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

Department of Defense

DOD’s proposed guidelines state, "If the PAA [Public Affairs Activity of the relevant
DOD Component] agrees with any portion or all of a complainant’s request, he will notify the
disseminator of the information that the correction must be made, and shall explain the substance
of the requested correction. The PAA shall inform the reque.ster, in writing, of the decision and
the action taken." Sec. 3.3.5.1.

DOD’s proposed guidelines recognize that when a request for an information correction
is valid, the information "must" be correct. The DOD procedures would also ensure that the
petitioner is informed of the action.

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

Department of Labor

DOL’s proposed guidelines indicate that, when there is a valid request for information
correction, the Department’s response will be based on a number of loosely-defined factors
including "the agency’s more pressing priorities and obligations." P.7.

DOL’s proposed guidelines would not implement the Act’s legal requirement that
affected parties be able to obtain correction of erroneous information. Although under OMB’s
guidelines agencies "are required to undertake only the degree of correction that they conclude is
appropriate for the nature and timeliness of the information involved ..... "the OMB guidelines do
not create exemptions from the correction requirements due to "more pressing issues." 67 F.R.
8452, 8458.
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(12) What is the Standard for Rebutting the Presumption of Objectivity
Resulting from Peer Review?

The OMB guidelines state that information will generally be presumed to be objective if
data and analytic results have been subjected to formal, independent peer review; however, this
presumption is rebuttable "based on a persuasive showing by a petitioner in a particular
instance." 67 F.R. 8452, 8454. The OMB guidelines also specify certain standards for agency-
sponsored peer reviews. The issue is what will be considered a "persuasive showing" that will
overcome the presumption of objectivity under the proposed agency guidelines. For example, if
the agency does not comply with majority peer review criticism, views, or recommendations,
does a presumption objectivity apply?

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

None

The closest satisfactory example, perhaps, is the DOL proposal, which simply adopts the
exact language of the OMB guidelines: "’rebuttable based on a persuasive showing by the
petitioner in a particular instance". App. II sec. 3, b, i.

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

MultioleAgencies

EPA’s proposed does not address this issue.

The HHS proposal, the CDC/ATSDR proposal, and the NIH proposal do not address this
issue.

The DOT proposal does not address this issue.

The CPSC proposal does not even mention peer review,
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(13) How is "Influential Information" Defined?

The OMB guidelines define the term "influential;" however, they also provide agencies
with some flexibility in adopting their own definition. The OMB guidelines state that
"influential .... means that the agency can reasonably determine that dissemination of the
information will have or does have a clear and substantial impact on important public policies or
important private sector decisions." 67 F.R. 8452, 8455. The guidelines then state that "[e]ach
agency is authorized to define "influential" in ways appropriate for it given the nature and
multiplicity of issues for which the agency is responsible." ld. The issue is whether, and how,
agencies have deviated from the OMB definition in proposing their own definition of"influential
scientific, financial, or statistical information.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

EPA

The closest to a satisfactory approach might be considered to be EPA’s although it could
be considered overly restrictive.

EPA adopts the OMB language, and then specifies several types of information that will
generally be considered "influential," such as those that appear to meet the definition of a
significant regulatory action, including an economically significant action, under E.O. 12866, and
major scientific and technical work products undergoing peer review.

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory or Less Satisfactory Agency Proposals

Multiple Agencies

HHS simply defines "influential" in the same way as OMB, adding, like OMB, that each
of its subsidiary agencies is free to define "influential" in way appropriate for it given the nature
and multiplicity of issues for which the agency is responsible. Sec.s 2) I and 4) d.

The CDC/ATSDR proposal does not contain a definition of"influential," thus it is
presumably incorporates OMB’s definition and accepts it as appropriate for its nature and
multiplicity of issues. To the extent the agency understands and agrees with this, that is
consistent with FDQA and OMB’s "government-wide" guidelines. Should that or any
agency assert that a failure to define "influential," or other key term, is other than ah
incorporation and acceptance of O1VIB’s definition for its own purposes, that is incorrect
and inconsistent with FDA and OMB’s "government-wide" guidelines. Similarly, CPSC
does not define "influential", but simply refer to the OMB guidelines.

The NIH proposal defines "influential" inclose conformity with the OMB interim final
and final guidelines. See. VII.
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The DOT proposal contains a very extensive discussion of the meaning of"influential,"
extending for almost two pages. In general, the discussion appears to be intended to restrict the
situations in which the "influential" requirements will be applied. For example, broad impact is
required, so that substantial impact on individual companies would not be included, and the
economic impact benchmark is the $100 million per year from the "economically significant"
regulatory action portion of E.O. 12866. Other aspects of the definition of"significant regulatory
action" fi’om E.O. 12866 are also incorporated. Sec. XI, a.

DOL has an interesting qualification to "influential": "Whether information is influential
is to be determined on an item-by-item basis rather than by aggregating multiple studies,
documents, or other informational items that may influence a single policy or decision." DOL
then defines "influential" using the OMB language, but also provides examples of what meets the
definition and what does not. Among the examples of non-influential information products are
"fact sheets", "technical information issuances", "accident prevention bulletins", and "studies".
Sec. titled "Information Categories".

(14) What is "Objective" and "Unbiased" Information on Risks to Human
Health, Safety and the Environment?

The Data Quality Act requires agencies to issue guidelines ensuring and maximizing the
"’objectivity" of all information they disseminate. The OMB guidelines implementing the
legislation define "objectivity," and that definition includes a requirement that information be
"unbiased" in presentation and substance. "Objectivity," along with "unbiased," is correctly
considered to be, trader the OMB guidelines, an "overall" standard of quality. 67 Fed. Reg. 8452,
8458. However, the OMB guidelines do not provide any explanation ofhow to eliminate bias
from risk assessment.

For many years, risk assessments conducted by EPA and other federal environmental
agencies have been criticized for being biased by the use of "conservative," policy-driven,
"default assumptions", inferences, and "uncertainty factors" in order to general numerical
estimates of risk when the scientific data do not support such quantitation as accurate. When
such numerical assumptions are presented in any agency risk characterization, it is likely that
members of the public who are unfamiliar with how the agency arrived at such numbers believe
that the numbers are based on "sound science." In actuality, the risk numbers are a result of co-
mingling science with policy bias in a manner such that they cannot be disentangled. The
question is whether the proposed agency guidelines have attempted to address this issue and how.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

None
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None of the agencies have attempted to address this issue directly. The least
objectionable proposal guidelines are those of agencies such as DOT and CPSC, which simply
state that the information they disseminate must be "objective" and "unbiased," in accordance
with the OMB guidelines.

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

A number of agencies appear to have attempted to effectively avoid this issue in order to
continue the practice of employing default assumptions, inferences, and uncertainty factors to
generate speculative risk numbers that they believe are necessary to ensure protection of public
health. It appears they believe it is necessary to exaggerate risks in order to protect the public,
rather than accomplishing that goal through the risk management decision-making process by
making explicit policy decisions that are clearly separated fi’om the presentation of scientific data
and analysis.
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Three agencies’ proposed guidelines are examples: EPA, DOL/OSHA, and
I-H-IS/CDC/ATSDR. The three proposals bear a strong resemblance to each other. First, in
discussing the requirements for risk assessments, they do not refer to the requirement for
"objectivity" and "unbiased" data and presentation. Instead, they imply that OMB’s requirement
to adopt or adapt the quality standards from the Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments
substitutes for that requirement. Accordingly, all three agencies state that presentations of risk
information must be "’comprehensive, informative, and understandable," rather than "objective"
and "unbiased."

EPA goes a little further, referring to the use of"assumptions" and incorporating by
reference its Science Policy Council Handbook on Risk Characterization. This Handbook was
published in December 2000 but is based on its 1995 internal guidance.~ This EPA risk
characterization guidance makes clear that the agency will use policy-driven default assumptions,
inferences, and uncertainty factors to generate risk characterizations (e.g., pp. 15, 18, 21,41, and
C-24 of the Handbook and pp. 2 and 3 of the Administrator’s Mar. 21, 1995 Memorandum),
while at the same time stating that risk characterizations should be "separate from any risk
management considerations" (Mar. 1995 Policy Memorandum, p.2) and that numerical risk
estimates should be "objective and balanced" (tat. at p. 4). One passage from the EPA risk
characterization Handbook, incorporated into its proposed Data Quality guidelines, is particularly
illuminating:

3.2.9 How Do I Address Bias and Perspective?

There is an understood, inherent, EPA bias that in the light of uncertainty
and default choices the Agency will decide in the direction of more public health
protection than [sic] in the direction of less protection. However, it is not always
clear where such bias enters into EPA risk assessments. To the extent it may
make a difference in the outcome of your assessment, highlight the relevant areas
so that impact will not be overlooked or misinterpreted by the risk manager.

Handbook, p. 41.

Nothing is said about such agency "’bias" being overlooked or misinterpreted by the
public. In addition, the statement confuses risk management ("protection") with risk
"assessment," contrary to other statements of agency policy as indicated above. Inclusion of such
readily acknowledged "bias" in agency risk assessments and characterizations disseminated to
the public is directly contrary to both the Data Quality legislation and the OMB guidelines. The
SDWA amendment quality standards do not take the place of the legislative requirements,

~ This risk characterization guidance was never subjected to public notice and comment,
and the EPA proposed Data Quality guidelines do not inform the public regarding how to obtain
it online, though the document can be found at www.epa.gov/osp/spc/2riskchr.htm along with
two related policy memoranda from 1995.
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interpreted and implemented by OMB, that risk assessments, along with all other agency
information disseminated to the public, must be "objective" and "unbiased" as an "overall"
quality standard.

(15) Application of the SDWA Health Risk Assessment Standards

OMB’s February 22nd agency-wide guidelines stated that the science quality and risk
assessment standards contained in the 1996 amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA), 42 U.S.C. § 300g-1 (b)(3)(B), should be adopted or adapted by federal agencies.
Agencies should adoot both the SDWA science quality and risk assessment standards unless they
conflict with the other federal statutory requirements. If such conflicts do arise, agencies should
make every efforts to reconcile the SDWA standards with the conflicting statutory requirements.

There are only two valid reasons why a federal agency should not adopt these standards:

The agency does not conduct health risk assessment; or

The SDWA risk assessment standards conflict with the specific risk assessment
standards of another federal statute governing the agency.

In the latter case, the agency should identify the conflicting specific risk assessment
standards; make every effort to reconcile the conflicting standards with the SDWA standards;
and request public comment on both the conflict and the attempt at reconciliation.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

None

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

EPA

EPA’s proposed guidelines at page 9 adopt the SDWA science quality standards but state
that EPA will only ~ the SDWA risk assessment standards, without explaining how or why.

(16) Robustness Checks for CBI

OMB’s February 22~d interagency Data Quality guidelines require robustness checks for
data, models, or other information that the agency cannot disclose, but which are material to
information that the agency does disclose. These robustness checks are critical for ensuring
compliance with the Data Quality Act because the public will not be afforded any other
mechanism for determining the objectivity, utility, and reproducibility of this non-disclosed
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information, which underlies disclosed information. OMB explained in its February 22nd

agency-wide guidelines that the "general standard" for these robustness checks is "that the
information is capable of being substantially reproduced, subject to an acceptable degree of
imprecision." 67 FR 8452, 8457. Moreover, agencies must disclose "the specific data sources
that have been used and the specific quantitative methods and assumptions that have been
employed." Id.

Moreover, agency robustness checks for confidential business information (CBI) or
proprietary models should be subject to the Data Quality Act petition process.

Consequently, agency guidelines should state:

Agencies will perform robustness checks meeting OMB’s general standard set
forth above.

Agencies will provide sufficient information to the general public to determine
whether that standard has been met.

The agency’s compliance with these requirements is enforceable through the Data
Quality Act petition process.

Example(s) of Satisfactory Agency Proposals

None

Example(s) of Unsatisfactory Agency Proposals

Multiple Agencies

Most agencies’ proposed guidelines are very vague on the robustness check issue, and
none specifically state that the agency’s robustness checks, or lack thereof, are subject to the Data
Quality Act petition process.
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II, MULTIPLE AGENCY EXAMPLE OF CURRENTLY DISSEMINATED
INFORMATION FAILING ANY REASONABLE INTERPRETATION OF
FDQA/OMB REQUIREMENTS

For the reasons detailed throughout, supra, and as further detailed, infra, to the extent that
EPA and/or any covered agency cites, refers or links to, or otherwise disseminates the following
product of, inter alia, the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, it is in
violation of FDQA. Further, to the extent any EPA guidelines pursuant to OMB’s FDQA
guidelines permitting continued dissemination of this product, the first National Assessment on
Climate Change ("National Assessment") 0attp://www.usgcrp.goy/usgc~/nacc/default.htm), that
guideline is unacceptable under the Federal Data Quality Act (FDQA).

The above-described and other failings of various draft FDQA guidelines that, facially,
would arguably permit continued dissemination of such inappropriate data therefore must be
corrected if they are to survive challenge as violative of FDQA.

Specifically, and as detailed below, FDQA prohibits - and therefore, EPA’s FDQA
guidelines must prohibit -- dissemination of the National Assessment (NACC) for its failure to
satisfy the data quality requirements of "objectivity." (whether the disseminated information is
presented in an accurate, clear, complete and unbiased manner and is as a matter of substance
accurate, reliable and unbiased), and "utility" (the usefuh~ess of the information to the intended
users (per the US Global Change Act of 1990, these are Congress and the Executive Branch).
See 67 FI~ 370. As the statutorily designated steering document for policymaking, NACC
qualifies as "influential scientific or statistical information", therefore it must meet a
"reproducibility" standard, setting forth transparency regarding data and methods of analysis, "as
a quality standard above and beyond some peer review quality standards."

The reasons, as detailed, infra, include NACC’s inappropriate use of computer models
and data. Further, in developing the published version of NACC, the US Global Change
Research Program (USGCRP) also failed to perform the necessary science underlying regional
and sectoral analyses that, as Congress notified USGCRP at the time, was a condition precedent
to the release of any National Assessment (even a draft). FDQA ratifies those objections, and is
violated by continued dissemination of this product by any federal agency.

Additional rationale necessitating a prohibition on further NACC dissemination is
provided by an extensive record obtained through the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), that
the purported internal "peer review" of the draf~ NACC did not in fact occur (this record also
ratifies the inappropriate use of computer models, as also detailed). As the obtained documents
demonstrate, commenting parties expressly informed USGCRP that they were rushed and as such
were not given adequate time for substantive review or comment. USGCRP published and
continues to disseminate the product nonetheless, as do all agencies such as EPA which
reference, cite, link or otherwise disseminate NACC.                               .
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All o f these failings ensure that dissemination of NACC vio lates FDQA’ s requirement,
manifested in OMB’s Guidelines and as necessarily manifested by EP,~,’s f’mal guidelines, that
data disseminated by Federal Agencies meet standards of quality as measured by specific tests for
objectivity, utility and integrity.

As you are also aware and as reaffirmed by OMB in its FDQA Final Guidance, though
EPA is only now developing agency-specific guidelines and mechanisms, for complaints
invoking OMB’s Guidelines in the interim EPA should already have in place requisite
administrative mechanisms for applying OMB’s standards.

I. FDQA Coverage of USGCRP, and Therefore its Product the NACC

Be it as "third party" data or otherwise, NACC is inescapably covered by FDQA when
disseminated by any other Federal Agency. First, it is notweworthy that, whatever the status of
the governmental office produced NACC, as directed by the Executive Office of the President
(EOP), the United States Global Change Research Program (USGCRP), producer of the National
Assessment on Climate Change (NACC or Assessment) is subject to the Federal Data Quality
Act (FDQA). FDQA covers the same entities as the Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C.
Sections 3501 et seq.; see esp. 44 U.S.C. 3502(1)).

By statute the President serves as Chairman of the National Science and Technology
Council ("NSTC"), operating under the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy
("OSTP"), and which has under its authority the Committee on Environment and Natural
Resources ("CENR") (15 U.S.C. 2932 (originally "Committee on Earth and Environmental
Sciences")). All of these offices are therefore EOP entities, subject to PWRA, thus FDQA.

Per 15 U.S.C. 2934 the President, as Chairman of the Council, shall develop and
implement through CENR a US Global Change Research Program. The Program shall advise the
President and Congress, through the NACC, on relevant considerations for climate policy.
Though the composite USGCRP is an "’interagency" effort staffed in great part by seconded
employees from federal agencies, it remains under the direction of the President and is therefore
a "covered agency" pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 3502(1).

Collectively and pursuant to statutory authority, under the direction of these Executive
offices the USGCRP directed an effort statutorily dedicated in part to studying the state of the
science and its tmcertainties surrounding the theory of"global warming" or "climate change,"
producing a National Assessment on Climate Change ("NACC"). Though originally produced
prior to FDQA, the data asserted by the NACC (issued in final in December 2000; see
http://www.usgcrp, Rovlusgcrplnaccldefault.htm), as current or continued dissemination is
subject to the requirements of the Federal Data Quality Act.
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I]. Development of NACC

The Assessment was produced as follows:

I. Pursuant to and/or under the auspices of the Global Change Research Act of 1990, 15
U.S.C. 292l, et seq., USGCRP is assigned the responsibility of producing a scientific
assessment, particularly that which is at issue in this Petition, as follows:

"On a periodic-basis (not less frequently than every 4 years), the Council, through the
Committee, shall prepare and submit to the President and the Congress an assessment which -

(1)

(2)

(3)

integrates, evaluates, and interprets the findings of the [USGCR] Program
and discusses the scientific uncertainties associated with such findings;
analyzes the effects of global change on the natural environment,
agriculture, energy production and use, land and water resources,
transportation, human health and welfare, human social systems, and
biological diversity; and
analyzes current trends in global change both human-inducted (sic) and
natural, and projects major trends for the subsequent 25 to 100 years." (15
U.S.C. 2934).

2. The document at issue in this Petition, the "First National Assessment on Climate
Change," disseminates data rising to the requisite FDQA levels of"quality", as described
herein.

USGCRP’s surge to release a flawed, partial, and partially unauthorized, report came
despite requests of lawmakers and outside interests concerned with the issues at hand, to
withhold releasing a such a document lacking particular required scientific foundations,
in violation of several laws and public policy.

[II. The Assessment violates the requirements of the FDQA in the following ways:

1. NACC Relies Upon and Promotes Improper Use of Computer Model Data

For the following reasons, NACC violates FDQA’s "objectivity" and "utility"
requirements. As "influential scientific or statistical information", NACC also fails for these
reasons its "reproducibility" standard, setting forth transparency regarding data and methods of
analysis, "a quality standard above and beyond some peer review quality standards."

First, on behalf of this petition, Patrick Michaels, Professor of Environmental Sciences at
University of Virginia, excerpts fi’om his review of the NACC dated and Submitted to USGCRP
August 11, 2000, detailing concerns noted above that place the NACC in violation of FDQA.
Where appropriate, additional explanatory text is included. USGCRP made no apparent
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alterations of the original text in response to these comments, therefore the comments apply
to NACC as disseminated.

"August 1 l, 2000...’"

"The essential problem with the USNA [elsewhere cited in these FDQA Comments as the
NACC] is that it is based largely on two climate models, neither one of which, when compared
with the 10-year smoothed behavior of the lower 48 states (a very lenient comparison), reduces
the residual variance below the raw variance of the data. The one that generates the most lurid
warming scenarios--the Canadian Climate Centre (CCC) Model--produces much larger errors
than are irdaerent in the natural noise of the data. That is a simple test of whether or not a model
is valid...and both of those models fail. All implied effects, including the large temperature rise,
are therefore based upon a multiple scientific failure. The USNA’s continued use of those models
and that approach is a willful choice to disregard the most fundamental of scientific rules. (And
that they did not find and eliminate such an egregious error is testimony to grave bias). For that
reason alone, the USNA should be withdrawn from the public sphere until it becomes
scientifically based."

Explanatory text: The basic rule of science is that hypotheses must be verified by observed data
before they can be regarded as facts. Science that does not do this is ’~]unk science % and at
minimum is precisely what the FDQA is designed to bar from the policymaking process.

The two climate models used in the NACC make predictions of U.S. climate change based upon
human alterations of the atmosphere. Those alterations have been going on for well over l OO years.
Do the changes those models "predicted" for U.S. climate in the last century resemble what actually
occurred?

This can be determined by comparison of observed U.S. atmual temperature departures from the 20th

century average with those generated by both of these models. It is traditional to use moving
averages of the data to smooth out year-to-year changes that cannot be anticipated by any climate
model. This review used l O-year running averages to minimize interannual noise.

The predicted-minus-observed values for both models versus were then compared to the result that
wo,dd obtahl if one simply predicted the average temperature for the 20tn century from year to year.
bt fact, both models did worse than that base case. Statistically speaking, that means that both
models perform worse for the last lOO years than a table of rando~n numbers applied to ten-year
running mean U.S. temperatures.

There was no discernible alteration of the NACC text in response to this fatal flaw. However, the
NA CC Synthesis Team, co-chaired by Thomas Karl, Director of the National Climatic Data Center,
took the result so seriously that they commissioned an independent replication of this test, only more
inclusive, using l-year, 5-year, lO-year and 25-year running means of the U.S. annual temperature.
77~is analysis verified that in fact both models performed no better than a table of random numbers
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applied to the U.S. Climate Data. Mr. Karl was Mnd enough to send the results to this reviewer.

"....the problem of model selection. As shown in Figure 9.3 of the Third Assessment of the United
Nations Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change, the behavior of virtually every General
Circulation Climate model (GCM) is the production of a linear warming, despite assumptions of
exponential increases in greenhouse forcing. In fact, only one (out of, by my count, 26) GCMs
produces a substantially exponential warming--the CCC model [one of the two used in theNACC].
Others may bend up a little, though not substantially, in the policy-relevant time frame. The USNA
specifically chose the outlier with regard to the mathematical form of the output. No graduate student
would be allowed to submit a thesis to his or her committee with such arrogant bias, and no national
committee should be allowed to submit such a report to the American people.

Even worse, the CCC and Hadley data were decadally smoothed and then (!) subject to a
parabolic fit, as the caption for the USNA’s Figure 6 makes clear. That makes the CCC even
appear warmer because of the very high last decadal average.

One of the two models chosen for use in the USNA, the Canadian Climate Center (CCC)
model, predicts the most extreme temperature and precipitation changes of all the models considered
for inclusion. The CCC model forecasts the average temperature in the United States to rise 8. I°F
(4.5°C) by the year 2100, more than twice the rise of 3.6°F (2.0°C) forecast by the U.K. model (the
second model used in the USNA). Compare this with what has actually occurred during the past
century. The CCC model predicted a warming of 2.7°F (1.5°C) in the United States over the course
of the twentieth century, but the observations show that the increase was about 0.25°F (0.14°C)
(Hansen, J.E., et al., 1999: GISS analysis of surface temperature change. Journal of Geophysical
Research. 104, 30,997-31,022), or about 10 times less than the forecast [Hansen has since revised
this to 0.5°C, which makes the prediction three times greater than what has been observed] .... The
CCC forecast of precipitation changes across the Unites States is equally extreme. Of all the models
reviewed for inclusion in the USNA, the CCC model predicted more than twice the precipitation
change than the second most extreme model, which interestingly, was the U.K. model [the other
model used in the NACC]. The U.K. model itself forecast twice the change of the average of the
remaining, unselected models. Therefore, along with the fact that GCMs in general cannot accurately
forecast climate change at regional levels, the GCMs selected as the basis for the USNA conclusions
do not even fairly represent the collection of available climate models.

Why deliberately select such an inappropriate model as the CCC? [Thomas Karl, co-Chair of
the NACC synthesis team replied that] the reason the USNA chose the CCC model is that it provides
diurnal temperatures; this is a remarkable criterion given its base performance .... "

"The USNA’s high-end scenarios are driven by a model that 1) doesn,t work over the United
States; 2) is at functional variance with virtually every other climate model. It is simply impossible to
reconcile this skewed choice with the rather esoteric desire to include diurnal temperatures..."

Explanatory text: It is clear that the NACC chose two extreme models out of afield of literally
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dozens that were available. This violates the FDQA requirements for "objectivity" detailed in
the third paragraph of this Petition.

Second, Dr. Michaels is clearly not alone in his assessment. Consider the comments of
government reviewers, all received and possessed by USGCRP. For example, that styled
"Improper useof climate models", by William T. Pennell of Northwest National Laboratory,
submitted through DOE (John Houghton) to Melissa Taylor at USGCRP:

"Although it is mentioned in several places, greater emphasis needs to be placed on the
limitations that the climate change scenarios used in this assessment have on its results.
First, except for some unidentified exceptions, only two models are used. Second, nearly
every impact of importance is driven by what is liable to happen to the climate on the
regional to local scale, but it is well known that current global-scale models have limited
ability to simulate climate effects as this degree of spatial resolution. We have to use
them, but I think we need to be candid about their limitations. Let’s take the West [cites
example],..Every time we show maps that indicate detail beyond the resolution of the
models we are misleading the reader."

USGCRP received other comments by governmental "peer reviewers" affirming these
modeling data transgressions:

"Also, the reliance on predictions from only two climate models is dangerous". Steven J.
Ghan, Staff Scientist, Atmospheric Sciences and Global Change, Pacific Northwest
Laboratory.

"This report relies too much on the projections from only two climate models.
Projections from other models should also be used in the assessment to more broadly
sample the range of predicted responses." Steven J. Ghan Staff Scientist, Atmospheric
Sciences and Global Change, Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

"Comments on National Assessment. 1. The most critical shortcomings of the
assessment are the attempt to extrapolate global-scale projections down to regional and
sub-regional scales and to use two models which provide divergent projections for key
climatic elements." Mitchell Baer, US Department of Energy, Washington, DC.

"General comments: Bias of individual authors is evident. Climate variability not
addressed...Why were the Hadley and Canadian GCMs used? Unanswered questions.
Are these GCM’s [sic] sufficiently accurate to make regional projections? Nope".
Reviewer Start Wullschleger (12/17/99).

William T. Pennell, Manager, Atmospheric Sciences and Global Change, Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, cites the that "only two models are used" as a "limitation" on the
product.
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The final NACC currently disseminated shows these admonitions went unheeded.

Stated simply, the climate models upon which NACC relies have struck out. Strike one:
they can’t simulate the current climate. Strike two: they predict greater and more rapid warming
in the atmosphere than at the surface. The opposite is happening (see e.g..
http://wwwghcc.msfc.nasa.gov/MSU/hl sat accuracy.html). Strike three: they predict amplified
warming at the poles, which are cooling instead (see e.g., http://www, washingtonpost.corn/wp-
dgn/artieles/A40974-2002Janl 3.html). On top of this demonstrable lack of utility for their
purported purpose, NACC knowingly misuses them.

2. Failure to Perform Requisite Scientific Review Violates FDQA

USGCRP’s development of NACC drew congressional attention to particular
shortcomings. Specifically, leaders in the United States House of Representatives repeatedly
attempted to ensure USGCRP and its subsidiary bodies follow the scientific method regarding
particular matters, specifically the regional and sectoral analyses. Indeed the concerns had
become so acute that these leaders successfully promoted a restriction prohibiting relevant
agencies from expending appropriated monies upon the matter at issue, consistent with the plain
requirements of the GCRA of 1990, through language in the conference report accompanying
Public Law 106-74:

"None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to publish or issue an
assessment required under section 106 of the Global Change Research Act of 1990 unless
(1) the supporting research has been subjected to peer review and, if not otherwise
publicly available, posted electronically for public comment prior to
use in the assessment; and (2) the draft assessment has been published in the
Federal Register for a 60 day public comment period."2

USGCRP did not perform the conditions precedent for valid science as cited in that language.
Instead USGCRP produced and now disseminates a NACC knowingly and
expressly without the benefit of the supporting science which not only is substantively required
but which Congress rightly insisted be performed and subject to peer review prior to releasing
any such assessment.

These attempts to rectify certain NACC shortcomings were made in advance of USGCRP
producing the NACC, but were never rectified. These failures justify Petitioners’ request that
USGCRP cease present and future NACC dissemination unless and until its violations of FDQA
are corrected. In addition to NACC violating FDQA’s "objectivity" and "utility" requirements,
as "influential scientific or statistical information", NACC also fails its "reproducibility"

2 House Report 106-379, the conference report accompanying H.R. 2684, Department of
Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development, and Independent Agencies
Appropriations Act, 2000 (Pub.L. 106-74), p. 137.
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standard, setting forth transparency regarding data and methods of analysis. Per OMB, this
represents "a quality standard above and beyond some peer review quality standards."3

Given USGCRP’s refusal to wait for completion of the underlying science and their response
to the relevant oversight chairmen, it is manifest that USGCRP ignored or rejected these
lawmakers’ requests, including by the relevant oversight Chairmen and produced a deeply flawed
Assessment, knowingly and admittedly issuing a "final" Assessment without having complied
with Congress’s direction to incorporate the underlying science styled as "regional and sectoral
analyses,"4 while also admitting that the requisite scientific foundation would be completed
imminently. For these same reasons dissemination presently violates FDQA.

3. NACC Not in Fact Peer Reviewed, Commenting Parties Make Clear

Finally, NACC suffers from having received no authentic peer review, in violation of
FDQA’s "objectivity" and "utility" requirements. As "influential scientific or statistical
information", for these reasons NACC also fails the "reproducibility" standard, setting forth
transparency regarding data and methods of analysis, "a quality standard above and beyond some
peer review quality standards."

Once an advisory committee was chartered pursuant to the Federal Advisory Committee
Act (FACA) in 1998, Dr. John Gibbons’ communication of January 8, 1998 to the first
Designated Federal Officer (DFO) Dr. Robert Corell indicates a sense of urgency was
communicated to the panel by political officials. Further, statements in the record and major
media outlets, including but in no way limited to those from certain anonymous if purportedly
well placed sources, indicate a perception among involved scientists that political pressures
drove the timing and even content of this draft document. This is manifested by the lack of
opportunity to comment for parties whose comment was formally requested as part of a "peer
review" of NACC.

This sense of urgency is reflected in, among other places, comments the Cooler Heads
Coalition obtained via the Freedom of Information Act, made by parties from the National
Laboratories asked by the Department of Energy to comment on the Draft. In addition to an
emphasis on speed as opposed to deliberation, the report’s emphasis on "possible calamities" to

3 Attachments "B" establish the record of Congress, detailing for USGCRP its more obvious
scientific failures which now lead to NACC now violating FDQA, noting USGCRP’s apparent
failure to comply with such conditions and seeking assurance that such circumstances would be
remedied. USGCRP via OSTP drafted a response to House Science Committee Chairman
Sensenbrenner, evasively failing to specifically address the concerns raised by these Members.
Chairmen Sensenbrermer and Calvert specifically took issue and/or disputed these non-responses
in the July 20, 2000 letter, reiterating their request for compliance with the law’s requirements.
Nonetheless, the failings persist;.
4 See Attachments "B". This despite that the two principal NACC sections are "Regions," and
"Sections." (see http ://www.gcrio.or~nationalassessment/overvpdf/l Intro.pdf).
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the detriment of balancing comments which were widely offered, and rampant criticism of the
reliance on only two significantly divergent models for the pronouncements made, these
comments are exemplified by the following samples from well over a dozen such complaints
accessed through FOIA, also received by and in the possession of USGCRP:

1) "This review was constrained to be performed within a day and a half. This is not an
adequate amount of time to perform the quality of review that should be performed on this
size document" (Ronald N. Kickert, 12/08/99);

2) "During this time, I did not have time to review the two Foundation Document Chapters"
(Kickert, 12/20/99);

3) "Given the deadline I have been given for these comments, I have not been able to read this
chapter in its entirety" (William T. Pennell);

4) "UNFORTUNATELY, THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT READY FOR RELEASE
WITHOUT MAJOR CHANGES" (CAPS and bold in original)(Jae Edmonds);

5) "This is not ready to go!" (William M. Putman).

These comments reflect an alarming implication of timing over substance, and of a product
whose final content appears predetermined. Patrick Michaels’ comments, and the absence of
apparent change in response to his alarming findings, reinforces this troubling reality. Notably,
the product was released and continues to be disseminated without offering an actual peer review
or otherwise addressing the concerns expressed.

In conclusion, the National Assessment on Climate Change fails to meet FDQA and/or OMB
guidelines regarding Data Quality. As a consequence, EPA’s FDQA Guidelines must prohibit
continued dissemination of the NACC, through reliance, reference, link, publication or other
dissemination.

Sincerely,

Christopher C. Homer, Esq.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Susanna Eden <seden@usgcrp.gov> ( Susanna Eden <seden@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
CREATION DATE/TIME:23-FEB-2003 20:26:27.00

SUB3ECT:: HELP Info Session, 19 Feb 2003

TO:wwhite@nas.edu ( wwhite@nas.edu [ WHO ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:william.steiger@hhs.gov ( william.steiger@hhs.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:William R, Gaines ( CN=William R. Gaines/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ’UNKNOWN

TO:rhirsch@usgs.gov ( rhirsch@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:pstephen@nsf.gov ( pstephen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:patrick.hamilton@hw.doe.gov ( patrick.hamilton@hw.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:tspence@nsf.gov ( tspence@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:tom.laughlin@noaa.gov ( tom.laughlin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:ojedap@arts.endow.gov ( ojedap@arts.endow.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:moss@usgcrp.gov ( moss@usgcrp.gov [ WHO ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:susanne_fleek@leahy.senate.gov ( susanne_fleek@leahy.senate.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:susan.ware-harris@noaa.gov ( susan.ware-harris@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:william.woodson@hqda.army.mil ( william.woodson@hqda.army.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:weinberg@ers.usda.gov ( weinberg@ers.usda.gov [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:wanda. Ferrell@science.doe.gov ( wanda. Ferrell@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:rcalnan@usgs.gov ( rcalnan@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Patel-weynandTO@state.gov ( Patel-weynandTO@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Tom_Berry@Jeffords.senate.gov ( Tom_Berry@Jeffords.senate.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:thomas.w.richardson@erdc.usace.army.mil ( thomas.w.richardson@erdc.usace.army.mil
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:nepeters@usgs.gov ( nepeters@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mvaldez@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mvaldez@osophs.dhhs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:moneill@reeusda.gov ( moneill@reeusda.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Susan_Haseltine@usgs.gov ( Susan_Haseltine@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen@nsf.gov ( mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
The Special Information Session on the us contributions to UNESCO/WMO
Program on Hydrology for Life, Environment and Policy (HELP) will be held
in Room 100 of the National Academies of Science Building at 500 5th
street, NW.~ Registration and coffee begin at 8:30 a.mo~ An agenda is
attached.~

If you plan to attend and have not contacted me, please do so by return
email or call me at (202) 419-3481, so that I can make sure building
security has your name when you arrive.

For those of you coming by Metro, directions are appended below.~ The
parking entrance is right from 6th street just north of E Street.

By Metro to Gallery Place-chinatown station (Green or Yellow Line)
Exit the station by following signs to seventh and F Streets/Arena.
Turn LEFT and walk EAST on F St. N.W., two blocks past the MCI Center.
Turn RIGHT on to Fifth St. N.W.
Walk past the fire station parking lot.
The next building on your RIGHT will be 500 Fifth St. N.W.

By Metro to Judiciary square station (Red Line)
Exit the station by following signs to the Building Museum (F St.) exit
Turn LEFT and walk WEST on F St. N.W.
CrOss Fifth St. N.W. and turn LEFT.
Walk past the fire station parking lot.
The next building on your RIGHT w111 be 500 Fifth St. N.W.
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SPECIAL INFORMATION SESSION ON US CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE UNESCO/WMO PROGRAM ON

HYDROLOGY FOR LIFE, ENVIRONMENT, AND POLICY (HELP)

Wednesday, 19 February 2003

National Academies of Sciences
500 5th Street, NW, Washington, Room 100

AGENDA

0830 - 0900: Coffee and Registration
0900 - 0915: Welcome and Introductions
0915 - 1000: Overview of the UNESCO IHP and HELP programs: principles, process

and scientific goals (Mike Bonell, UNESCO)
1000 - 1030: Overview of US Participation in HELP and related hydrologic programs

(Rick Lawford, NOAA)
1030 - 1100: Discussion and Coffee
1100 - 1200: San Pedro (Robert Varady and Anne Browning-Aiken, U. Arizona)

- overview
- science perspective
- stakeholders perspective

1200 - 1230: Red Arkansas Basin (Jean Steiner, USDA Agricultural Research Service)
- overview
- science contributions

1230- 1330: Lunch
1330 - 1400: Lake Ontario Basin (Gerry Galloway, International Joint Commission)
1400- 1430: Luquillo Mountains, Puerto Rico (Fred Scatena, U. Pennsylvania)
1430 - 1500: Lake Champlain (Breck. Bowden, U. of Vermont, and William Howland,

Lake Champlain Basin Program)
1500 - 1515: Hudson Basin (Upmanu Lall, Columbia U.)
1515 - 1530: Discussion and Break
1530 - 1700: Panel Discussion -- What can the US contribute to HELP as part of its

reentry into UNESCO?
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Access:
By Metro to Gallery Place-Chinatown station (Green or Yellow Line)
Exit the station by following signs to Seventh and F Streets/Arena.
Turn LEFT and walk EAST on F St. N.W.; two blocks past the MCI Center.
Turn RIGHT on to Fifth St. N.W.
Walk past the fire station parking lot.
The next building on your RIGHT will be 500 Fifth St. N.W.

By Metro to Judiciary Square station (Red Line)
Exit the station by following signs to the Building Museum (F St.) exit
Turn LEFT and walk WEST on F St. N.W.
Cross Fifth St. N.W. and turn LEFT.
Walk past the fire station parking lot.
The next building on your RIGHT will be 500 Fifth St. N.W.
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CREATOR:David Dokken <ddokken@usgcrp.gov> ( David Dokken <ddokken@usgcrp.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:14-FEB-2003 14:06:15~00

SUBJECT:: 24 and 26 Feb Mini-Retreats - Cooney

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:ddokken@usgcrp.gov ( ddokken@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Dear Phil -

Since the *Guidance for revision of Strategic Plan* broadcast (Tue,
04 Feb 2003 15:42) was chock full of information, I wanted to make
absolutely sure that you were aware of the near-term Strategic Plan
mini-retreats:

24 and 26 February 2003
1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
NSF, Stafford 2, Room 595

A brief logistics broadcast will be sent out next Tuesday to the
Principals and WGCC and chapter leads, including a DRAFT agenda among
other things.

Please note that the agenda will be set so that most high-level
decision/guidance would be handled on 24 February; however, you are
certainly welcome and encouraged to participate in the hands-on
drafting slated for the 26th.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact
me.

Dave Dokken
u.s. Global change Research Program
Climate change science Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 250
washington, DC 20006
USA
+1.202.419.3473 (direct voice)
+1.202.223.3065 (fax)
http://www.usgcrp.gov/
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BOB.SUSSMAN@LW.com
02/13/2003 07:21:07 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, jim_connaughton@ceq.eop.gov, James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: FW: Climate Article In Environmental Forum

Jim and Phil: I thought you would be interested in the enclosed
article I’ve just written
on climate change and technology. The article will appear this week in
the Environmental Forum. You’ll see that Dave Garman (DOE) and Eileen
Claassen (Pew Center) also contributed short pieces on the topic. I
suspect that you’ll agree with many partos of the articles but perhaps
not with others. There is some gentle criticism of the Administration
and i hope you find it constructive.

Feel free to distribute the article to all who may be interested. And
by all means, provide any feedback!

This email may contain material that is confidential, privileged and/or attorney work product for the sole
use of the intended recipient. Any review, reliance or distribution by others or forwarding without express
permission is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete
all copies.

Latham & Watkins LLP

I[~] - climatechange.pdf
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Climate Change

The fractious debate over the Kyoto Protocol has obscured the agreement of
most parties ~ including the Bush administration -- that long-term action on

global warming is necessary. To achieve the radical trans/ormation o/our energy
economy required to dramatically lower emissions, the U.S. paradigm o/forcing

technology change through short-term regulatory mandates will have to be
replaced by a new framework o/Iong-range government-industry collaboration

ROBERT M. SUSSMAN

C
limate policy in the United States
is marked by deep divisions and
lack of consensus on a path for-
ward. The central development
of the last two years -- President

Bush’s decision to reject the Kyoto Protocol
and oppose mandatory greenhouse gas
(GHG) controls -- has left many climate ac-
tivists angry and frustrated. In the absence of
U.S. participation in Kyoto, some members of
Congress and a number of states have pro-
posed "Kyoto-lite" regimes, which apply to
particular industry sectors and set emission
reduction goals more modest than the Kyoto
targets and timetables. Although major states
like California and New York may implement
such programs, the prospects for legislation
at the national level are bleak. With the Re-"
publicans controlling the Congress and na-
tional security and the economy topping the
agenda, there is little likelihood that Congress
will agree to adopt near-term caps on GHG
emissions for the entire economy or specific
industries. As an alternative to such emission
limits, the administration is pursuing volun-
tary initiatives to reduce the GHG intensity
of the economy, continuing research on the
causes and impacts of climate change, and
making limited investments in new energy
technologies. While this approach has some
positive features, it is unlikely to mollify the
president’s critics i~ the United States or
abroad or create a durable bipartisan founda-
tion for future U.S. climate policy.

To break the political log-jam on climate,
policymakers on the left and right need to
move beyond the increasingly polarized and
unproductive debate over near-term emission
control measures modeled on the Kyoto
framework. Instead, we need a new policy
dynamic which recogrdzes the shortcomings

of Kyoto-type approaches but responds
proactively to the climate challenge. Three
positive developments could form the basis
for this dynamic.

First, despite remaining uncertainties,
there is growing agreement -- on the part of
the Bush administration and most industry
leaders in addition to scientists and
policymakers -- that industrial activities are
contributing to a rapid increase in GHG con-
centrations in the atmosphere and that this
buildup may well alter the earth’s climate in
serious and potentially harmful ways. This
consensus that anthropogenic climate change
is real and requires a meaningful governmen-
tal response did not exist just a few short years
ago and reflects a striking evolution in think-
ing among many traditional climate skeptics.

Second, President Bush has explicitly reaf-
firmed U.S. support for the 1992 Framework
Convention on Climate Change, whose long-
term goal is to stabilize atmospheric concen-
trations of GHGs at levels "that would pre-
vent dangerous anthropogenic interference
with the climate system."

And third, there is a widespread recogni-
tion that breakthrough technologies for pro-
ducing and consttming energy are necessary
for the dramatic changes in the carbon profile
of our economy required to reverse the cur-
rent GHG buildup and achieve the
convention’s stabili~.ation goal.

A serious and credible climate change policy
based on these three areas of agreement would
necessarily be long-term in focus, with goals
and milestones measured in decades and per-
haps centuries as opposed to years. Unfortu-
nately, the strong passions stirred by the de-
bate over Kyoto and its domestic counterparts
have prevented a thoughtful discussion of
long-term climate strategies or a recognition of

Robert M. Sussman Is a
Partner and Chair of the

Washington, D.C.,

envlron~mental practice at
Latham & Watklns. He

was Deputy Administrator

of the U~. Environmental
Protactlon Agency from

1993 to 1994.
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Creating, Not Waiting, For A Climate-Friendly Future

A s the United States contin-
ues to wrestle with how best
to respond to climate change,

we’d be wise to take management ex-
pert Peter Drucker’s words to heare.
"The best way to predict the future is
to create it." With the world’s top sci-
entists saying the earth’s climate is
undergoing potentially catastrophic
changes -- and that human activities
are largely to blame -- it
is time to move past pre-
dictions of what a climate-
friendly future might look
like. It is time to start cre-
ating that future now.

At the Pew Center on
Global Climate Change,
we call it the "10/50 Solu-
tion." The idea is that we
can successfully respond
to the threat of climate change only if
we think decades ahead. We need at
least a 50-year goal for reducing U.S.
emissions of greenhouse gases to lev-
els that do not interfere with the cli-
mate. At the same time, we need to
plan how we will achieve that goal
on a decade-by-decade basis, with
every 10-year period bringing us
closer to our desired future. Even 50
years is probably not enough time to
turn things around completely, but a
50-year vision will give us an idea of
how to start dealing with this issue
in a responsible and manageable way.

Why focus on the long-term? Be-
cause achieving the necessary reduc-
tions in our greenhouse gas emissions
will ultimately require a massive shift
away from fossil fuels to climate-
friendly sources of energ3a It will re-
quire innovation at a level we have
never seen before m fundamental
changes in how we produce things,
how we power our homes and build-
ings, and how we travel. Last but not
least, it will require a pronounced
shift in U.S. policy, which now
amounts to little more than business
as usual. Clearly, we will be at this
for a while.

But this does not meanwe can just
stand around and wait for change to
happen. In October 2001, the Pew
Center held a workshop with lead-
ing scientists, economists, and other

analysts to discuss the optimal tim-
ing of efforts to address climate
change. The overwhelming consen-
sus: Action needs to start now. If we
want to mass produce automobiles
powered by hydrogen, for example,
we need to develop new ways to pro-
duce, store, and distribute this fuel --
and that is going to take time.

"Learning by doing" is the only
answer. Over the past sev-
eral years, leading corpo-
rations around the world
have established volun-
tary targets for reducing
their own greenhouse gas
emissions. They’re doing
this not strictly for PR pur-
poses but because it gives
them a competitive ad-
vantage. By acting now,

they’re learning what it’s going to
take to achieve long-term emissions
cuts, while at the same time identify-
ing low-cost opportunities to reduce
their emissions now. But those com-
panies truly committed to addressing
climate change recognize that the goal
can be met only if everyone moves
fast enough and far enough in the
right directior~ That is why the ma~
jor corporations we work with at the
Pew Center have called for manda-
tory; market-based strategies to re-
duce emissions as cost effectively as
possible.

Starting right now, government,
business, and other stakeholders
need to work together to identify
short-, medium- and long-term strat-
egies that willhelp the U.S. transition
to a new, climate-friendly economy.

In the short-term category are
strategies thatreduce greenhouse gas
emissions without radical changes.
We can easily harvest low-hanging
fruit in the effort to reduce emissions:
everything from more fuel-efficient
cars and trucks, including hybrid gas-
electric vehicles, to energy-efficient
appliances and computers, efficiency
improvements in indus~r, and even
better management of animal wastes.
One short-term step that will help to
get the ball rolling: establishing a
mandatory system to more accurately
measure, report, and track green-

house gas emissions. Having this
kind of information in hand will be
essential as we move toward the next
step: an economy-wide cap-and-
trade system that puts market forces
to work to achieve steady emissions
reductions over time.

Government can also accelerate
the pace of innovation and techno-
logical change in a number of sectors
by providing tax and otherincentives
for the development and adoption of
energy-efficient technologies, dean
fuels, and carbon storage in forests
and agricultural mils, using innova-
tive management techniques.

Looking further ahead, the chal-
lenge is to begin to encourage the
large-scale fuel switching that is
needed to achieve significant, long-
term reductions in U.S. greenhouse
gas emissions. In the electricity sec-
tor, we’ re still using power plants that
came on-line in the 1890s, and a sig-
nificant fraction of today’s plants
were built more than four decades
ago. The long-term challenge, ther~
fore, is to continue the shift toward
building natural gas-fired power
plants as old plants are retired, while
at the same time doing more to de-
velop and promote alternative
sources of energy such as solar and
wind power, biomass, and fuel cells.
Similarly, in transportation, the me-
dium- to long-term challenge is to
look beyond incremental efficiency
improvements to fuel cells and other
technologies that will radically re-
duce car and truck emissions.

In all of these areas, government
can and must play a viral role. Rather
than preserving exactly how to reach
our goals, however, policymakers can
do their part by making those goals
dear and enforceable, then leverag-
ing the power of the market and tech-
nological innovation to ensure they
are met.

Climate change may be a long-
term problem, but we can’t wait any
longer to start solving it. Now is the
time to act -- while we still have a

Eileen Claussen is President of the
Pew Center on Global Climate Change
in Arlington, Virginia.
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the inherent drawbacks of short-term ap-
proaches. The reality is that, despite its sym-
bolic importance, Kyoto will do little to reduce
the risk of climate change. Even in the devel-
oped countries that have signed the Protocol,
a net decline in GHG emissions is unlikeI~r to
be achieved; at best, the rate of emissions
growth may be slowed. When emissions from
developing countries are taken into account,
the world can expect emissions to rise dramati-
cally over the coming decades, as continued
industrialization and population increases
drive energy demand to ever higher levels.

A climate strategy predicated on modest
emission cuts resulting from marginal changes
in energy production and consumption will
not reverse these alarming trends. Instead,
dramatic reductions in the ratio of GHG emis-
sions to economic output are needed so that
economic growth can continue while aggre-
gate emissions decline substantially. Accord-
ing to the most authoritative sources, carbon
intensity (emissions per unit of economic out-
put) would need to decline by 95 percent from
today’s level to achieve atmospheric stabili-
zation. Nothing short of a radical restructur-
ing of the world’s energy and transportation
systems can achieve this reduction. Such a re-
structuring cannot occur over the limited time
horizon of the Kyoto Protocol or comparable
domestic programs. Nor will it be brought
about by incremental emission management
steps divorced from long-term policies for
transforming the carbon profile of our
economy. To be effective, a comprehensive cli-
mate strategy must be based on long-term
emission reduction goals and a sustained,
multi-decade commitment to develop and
globally deploy revolutionary new technolo-
gies that are far less carbon intensive than cur-
rent technologies.

Right now, these building blocks for an ef-
fective climate change strategy are not in place.
In a speech to the American Petroleum Insti-
tute last fall, James Connaughton, chairman
of the White House Council on Environmen-
tal Quality, said, "There is an overwhelming
consensus that, at root, the practical and nec-
essary solution to addressing greenhouse gas
emissions is technological innovation and,
more importantly, its deployment." Although
this rhetoric is encouraging, we do not now

¯ have long-term programs to provide the re-
sources and incentives required for success-
ful technology change. The funding levels pro-
posed by the administration for climate-
friendly technologies are tiny compared to
total national outlays for research and devel-

opment; a systematic effort has not been made
to identify and address the major scientific and
economic barriers limiting widespread appli-
cation Of new technologies; targets and time-
tables for deployment of new technologies in
critical economic sectors have not been set;
and polities to encourage business investment
in R&D or technology demonstration projects
have been haphazard and uneven. Most im-
portantly, although the administration has ac-
cepted the Framework Convention’s goal of
stabilizing atmospheric GHG concentrations,
our nation lacks a process or timeline for
achieving this goal. As a result, there is no
overall emission reduction framework that
would define the pace, direction, and scale of
the technological innovation called for by the
CEQ chairman.

Relying on our success in improving air
and water quality, advocates of free-market
approaches to environmental problems may
prefer to rely on emission reduction goals to
drive technology change. Traditional regula-
tory strategies have worked well to stimulate
incremental improvements in emission con-
trol technologies in the automotive and power
generation sectors. However, it is unlikely that
regulatory mandates will, in themselves, cre-
ate the radically different energy and manu-
facturing technologies required to change the
carbon profile of our economy. For example,
the recent enthusiasm of many car companies
for hydrogen fuel~ell vehicles provides en-
couraging evidence that the industry is open
to alternative technologies that reduce depen-
dence on fossil fuels. But these tentative first
steps will not alone transform the automotive
sector; ultimately, the hydrogen must be
manufactured using non-fossil fuels and de-
livered safely and economically to drivers,
which means the creation of a new energy sup-
ply system. Similar challenges confront power
generators and our manufacturing industries.
In view of our huge sunk investment in exist-
ing energy, manufacturing, and transportation
infrastructure and the massive capital and
R&D investments required to rebuild it, the
private sector is unlikely on its own to com-
mit the resources and take the risks required
to bring new technologies to the marketplace.
While government intervention may be un-
appetizing to political leaders in both parties,
technology solutions to climate change will
only succeed with strong government pro-
grams to manage and guide technology
change, share financial risks, and reward pri-
vate-sector innovation and investment.

The key challenge for the president and the

Kyoto will do
little to reduce
the risk of
climate
change. Even in
the developed
countries that
have signed the
Protocol, a net
decline in
greenhouse
gas emissions
is unlikely to be
achieved; at
best, the rate of
emissions
grov th may be
slowed.
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A 21st Century Vision For Energy

"~ A ~.en the Bush administra-
t[ ~l tion took office two years
~’ ~ ago, we knew we had to

address issues of great importance to
the future of our country -- and of
the world. They were: energy secu-
rity, energy effidency, reducing pop
luting emissions, and reducing g~en-
house gas emissions.

The president addressed energy
security and efficiency in
2001 with his comprehen-
sive National Energy Plan
to ensure abundant, af-
fordable, and environ-
mentally sound energy for
the future.

Shortly after that, he
announced his plan for
cutting greenhouse gas in-
tensity by 18 percent over
the next 10 years, and for eventually
stopping -- and then reversing --
greenhouse gas growth.

And in 2002, he announced his
Clear Skies Initiative to cut power
plant emissions of the three worst air
pollutants -- nitrogen oxides, sulfur
dioxide, and mercury -- by 70 per-
cent by the year 2018

We have been moving ahead on a
broad front to implement these poli-
cies. Our vision, which embraces the
American commitment to a cleaner
environment, provides a realistic path
toward the use of energy in the fu-
ture. Americans currently depend on
foreign sources for 55 percent of our
oil -- a dependence that is projected
to rise. In addition, 64 percent .of the
world’s oil reserves are in the Persian
Gulf, so our dependence on off from
this region of the world is expected
to grow. Since two-thirds of the oil we
consume is used for transportation,
we must focus on alternative means
of fueling transportation from do-
mestic resources ff we ever expect to
reverse this trend.

For centuries we have lived and
prospered in a carbon-based econ-
omy. Energy sources like coal and oil
once overcame an economy based on
horsepower. So, I suspect, our carbon-
based economy may itself pass from
the scene to be replaced, perhaps, by
hydrogen.

The National Energy Plan directs
us to explore the possibility of such
an economy and such a future. Hy-
drogen offers the possibility of com-
pletely clean energy ~ its only
byproduct is water. And, since hydro-
gen is the most common element in
the universe, it offers an essentially
limitless source of energy.

In his State of the Union speech,
President Bush an-
nounced his Freedom
Fuel Initiative, a new re-
search and development
effort focused on hydro-
gen that will help reverse
America’s growing de-
pendence on foreign oil
and expand the availabil-
ity of dean, abundant en-

The president said, ’qn this cen-
tury, the greatest environmental
progress will come about not through
endless lawsuits or command-and-
control regulations, but through tech-
nology and innovation. Tonight I’m
proposing $1.2 billion in research
funding so that America can lead the
worldin developing dean, hydrogen-
powered automobiles. A single
chemical reaction between hydrogen
and oxygen generates energy, whid~
can be used to power a car ~ pro-
ducing only water, not exhaust
fumes. With a new national commit-
ment, our scientists and engineers
will overcome obstacles to taking
these cars from laboratory to show-
room, so that the first car driven by a
child born today could be powered
by hydrogen, and pollution-free."

Freedom Fuel is an initiative that
will accelerate the reseaw_h and de-
velopment requL, ed to solve the tech-
nical challenges in hydrogen produc-
tion, deliver3~ storage, and distribu-
tion, and to establish the necessary
safety-related codes and standards.
Freedom Fuel will also accelerate the
demonstration of fuel-cell vehicles
and hydrogen infrastructure so that
technologies can be validated under
real world conditions. When the vi-
sion of Freedom Fuel is achieved,
hydrogen will power the fuel cells
that provide energy for our cars,

trucks, homes, schools, and busi-

Last year the Bush administration
announced FreedomCAR, a public-
private partnership with U.S.
automakers to accelerate the devel-
opment of practical, affordable hy-

opment and commercial success
would remove personal transporta-
tion as an environmental issue and
substantially reduce our dependence
on foreign oil. FreedomCAR is work-
ing to lower the cost and advance the
technology of such vehicles to allow
them to be commercially available
and affordable.

The hydrogen needed to fuel these
vehicles is domestically available in
abundant quantities as a component
of natural gas, coal, biomass, and
even water through electrolysis using
renewable or nuclear power. The
challenge is to economically produce,
deliver, store, and distribute hydro-
gen for use as a consumer fuel, and
to engage the broader oil, energ~ and
power companies in this effort. Pur-
suing FreedomCAR and the new
Freedom Fuel initiatives in parallel
will enable a commercialization de-
cision by automotive manufacturers
and the energy industry regarding
fuel-cell vehicles and hydrogen iufra-
structure to be made in 2015.

Our energy plan provides the na-
tional guidance that will allow: More
individual choice ... Reliable and af-
fordable electricity to power our
homes and businesses ... Cleaner
sources of energy ... D~r~amatic gains
in energy efficiency ... Less depen-
denceon foreign energy sources. That

¯ is the vision that President Bush has
presented to the American people. It
is a vision that relies on a partnership
between our federal research and de-
velopment efforts and the creativity
and ingenuity of the private sector,
where innovation flourishes and risk
takers push the envelope.

And it is a vision that I think we
can all embrace.

David Garman is Assistant Secre-
tary for Energy Efficiency and Renew-
able Energy in the U.S. Department of
Energy.
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Congress is to design a set of policy measures
that commit the nation to realistic long-term
emission reduction goals and than set in mo-
tion the combination of public-private R&D
programs, financial incentives, and market
penetration targets required to develop the
new technologies needed for sustained
progress toward these goals. The Senate en-
ergy bill passed in the last Congress took im-
portant steps in that direction by calling on
the Executive Branch to develop a national
climate change strategy which focussed on
how and when to stabili~.e GHG levels in the
atmosphere and addressed the essential role
of technology in reaching that target. Despite
bipartisan support for these provisions in the
Senate, they were not endorsed by the presi-
dent or the House of Representatives and face
an uncertain fate in the new Republican-con-
trolled Congress. Nonetheless, even as atten-
tion shifts to the ailing economy and the threat
of war and global terrorism, the opportunity
for a centrist approach to climate change
should not be overlooked. Translating emerg-
ing areas of agreement into a new legislative
framework, based on the long-term goal of
stabilizing GHG emissions through technol-
ogy change, will require leadership, funding,
and a shared, public-private commitment to
innovation on a broad scale. But if we do not
rise to this challenge, policymakers will be
trapped in an incre~ingly bitter and partisan
debate over near-term emission limits which,
by their very nature, will fail to moderate the
climate threat.

T
he Kyoto Protocol is the leading
(and perhaps the only) example of
near-term emission control strat-
egies for addressing climate
change and provides an instructive

test of the effectiveness of these strategies. The
Protocol sets a mandatory target-- redudng
greenhouse gas emissions by 5.2 percent be-
low 1990 levels by 2012 m which individual
signatories are expected to translate into do-
mestic programs that spur emission reduc-
tions by the private sector. The premise of
Kyoto is that binding limits on emissions will
motivate business to invest in lower-emitting
products and processes and in energy sources
with lower carbon content. While the result-
ing emission reductions will be small at first,
they are expected to increase over time as
more stringent emission limits create incen-
fives for more dramatic emission improv~
ments.

Notwithstanding U.S. opposition, most of
the world’s developed countries are poised
to ratify the Protocol and it should enter into
force later this year. Despite this remarkable
diplomatic feat, however, successful imple-
mentation of the treaty is very much in doubt.
With less than a decade remaining before the
end of the first Kyoto commitment period,
attainment of its emission reduction targets is
increasingly unlikely. The pace of progress in
the European Union -- which strongly sup-
ported the Protocol and is the world’s largest
GHG emitter outside the United States -- is
disappointing. The European Parliament re-
cently reported that most EU members were
unlikely to reach their emission reduction
goals. Even the reductions that occur will be
largely illusory because they will depend
heavily on one-time "hot air" credits created
by economic collapse in Central Europe and
the former Soviet Union in the early 1990s.
According to the International EnergyAgenc~
if such credits are excluded, emissions in de-
veloped countries signing the Protocol are
likely to exceed Kyoto targets by 2.8 billion
tons, or 29 percent, by 2010.

Outside the developed world, the outlook
is even grimmer. According to the IF_A, total
global emissions are projected to increase to
38 billion tons, or 70 percent above today’s
levels, by 2030. Over two-thirds of these ad-
ditional emissions will occur in developing
nations. China alone will contribute a quarter
of the increase in emissions. In short, the
world’s emerging economies are on a path
toward rapidly rising emissions as a result of
explosive population growth and industrial-
ization.

How will the world’s governments re-
spond to the realization that worldwide GHG
emissions remain on an upward trajectory,
even in the industrialized countries where the
Kyoto Protocol was expected to bring about a
decline? Since there are no enforcement
mechanisms in Kyoto, countries in breach will
not be penalized. Instead, it is likely that the
targets and timetables will be renegotiated to
give developed countries more time. A rene-
gotiated Protocol would have the benefit of
preserving international cooperation in ad-
dressing a major global environmental threat.
But would relaxing a treaty that already sets
very modest goals really put the world on a
path toward mitigating the risk of climate
change? Unfortunately, the answer is no. At
most, a concerted effort by the developed
countries under a revised Protocol might slow
and negligibly reverse the growth of. GHG

Emissions per
unit of
economic
output need to
decline by 95
percent from
today’s level to
achieve
atmospheric
stabilization of
GHGs. Nothing
short of a
radical
restructuring of
the world’s
energy and
transportation
systems can
achieve this
reduction.
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emissions in the industrialized world over the
next 20-30 years. However, it would not ad-
dress the explosive emissions growth occur-
ring in developing countries, which are un-
likely to agree to any regulatory regime which
caps emissions and potentially limits eco-
nomic activity.

Nor would it reduce the buildup of green-
house gases in the atmosphere, which can be
expected to increase for decades to come. Fu-
ture emissions scenarios developed in 1992 by
the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change confirm this sobering reality. Assum-
ing continued reliance on 1990 energy tech-
nologies, atmospheric concentrations of CO2
would reach a staggering 1,100 par~ per mil-
lion by 2080. (The IPCC and other analyses
focus mainly on CO2, although other gases
are also addressed in Kyoto and most domes-
tic emission management programs.) Even
with substantial improvements in energy ef-
ficiency and increased reliance on non-fossil
fuels, the II~CC has projected that, because of
population and economic growth, atmo-
spheric concentrations of CO2 would rise to
750 ppm by the end of the century, twice 1990
levels and nearly triple pre-industrial levels.
Under extraordinarily optimistic assumptions
about the prevalence of carbon-free energy
technologies, resulting in declining world-
wide emissions by 2100, the IPCC has pre-
dicted that CO2 concentrations in the atmo-
sphere would still rise to over 500 ppm, more
than 2.5 times pre-industrial levels, over the
same period. Remarkably, even if global emis-
sions were to return to their 1990 level of 7.5
billion tons and remain at that level indefi-
nitely, CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere
would continue to increase for centuries.

Despite disagreements over the Kyoto Pro-
tocol, all developed countries, including the
United States, support the 1992 Framework
Convention on Climate Change, which estab-
lishes the long-term goal of "stabilization of
greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmo-
sphere at a level that would prevent danger-
ous anthropogenic interference with the cli-
mate system." There is no consensus among
scientists about what this target concentration
should be. But a recent report of the public-
private Global Energy Technology Strategy
Program underscores the difficulty of achiev-
ing even the high end of the plausible range
of acceptable atmospheric concentrations. Ac-
cording to this report, stabilization at 450 ppm
would require a rapid decline in worldwide
emissions starting in mid-century, leveling off
at approximately 2.5 billion tons by 2100. This

would mean a reduction of over 90 percent
from projected 2030 emissions. The report
reaches the conclusion that "the only way to
stabilize concentrations of greenhouse gases
atany level that is currently under serious dis-
cussion would be to reduce the carbon emis-
sions per dollar of economic output to less
than one-twelfth of their current value." If the
goal is to stabilize atmospheric concentrations
at the 1990 level of 375 ppm, the reduction in
emissions as a function of economic output
would be even greater yet the risk of climate
change would only be moderated, not elimi-
nated.

The breathtaking scale of the emission re-
ductions necessary to reverse the buildup of
GHGs in the atmosphere puts the current de-
bate about climate policy in a new light. Presi-
dent Bush has been faulted by U.S. allies and
domestic critics for rejecting the Kyoto targets
and instead seeking to reduce the "GHG in-
tensity" of the U.S. economy by 18 percent by
2012-- a goal that means that U.S. GHG emis-
sions will in fact continue to increase. But
while U.S. climate policy is less aggressive
than that of other developed countries, these
differences pale beside the reality that both
the United States and its major allies are on a
path that may only lower the rote of emissions
growth in the developed world but will not
prevent continued GHG buildup in the atmo-
sphere or stabili~.e GHG concentrations at a
level that will prevent harmful climate change.

I
t is understandable that our leaders
would seek to address climate change
with traditional regulatory strategies
that rely on near-term targets to change
private sector behavior. In our demo-

cratic system, where elected representatives
must answer to the voters at frequent inter-
vals, politicians prefer programs which de-
liver immediate, easily documented benefits;
they are less comfortable with open-ended
programs with uncertain future payoffs. This
mindset has shaped our environmental pro-
tection system, where our metrics for im-
provement have focused on year-by-year re-
ductions in emissions and discharges, tied to
air- or water-quality goals to be achieved in
five- or ten-year increments. Politicians, regu-
lators, and business leaders are accustomed
to managing against such short-term goals
and committing the funding, expertise, and
investment dollars necessary to meet govern-
ment targets. However, this approach will
only succeed where environmental problems
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can be solved without changing the basic tech-
nologies we use to produce and consume en-
erg~ manufacture products and raw materi-
als, and deliver services.

The catalytic converter in automobiles, the
removal of lead and sulfur from gasoline, and
the construction of scrubbers at coal-fired
power plants all represent important innova-
tions that produced rapid, quantifiable reduc-
tions in air emissions and observable improve-
ments in air quality. These benefits, however,
were achieved without altering the dominant
technologies in the affected industries. For ex-
ample, tailpipe emissions of conventional pol-
lutants from cars and trucks have been low-
ered dramatically in the last three decades
without reducing reliance on the internal com-
bustion engine and the petroleum-based fu-
els that power it. Considerable Investment and
ingenuity were required to achieve this
progress but our core energy and transporta-
tion technologies remained intact.

Climate change, however, is profoundly
different from other environmental challenges.
Incremental improvements in existing technol-
ogy will necessarily fall short in meeting the
challenge. While improved energy efficiency
in commercial buildings, reforestation projects,
methane recover~ or lower-emitting manufac-
turing processes may avoid or reduce emis-
sions by measurable amounts, these gains will
be offset by emissions increases resulting from
rising energy consumption driven by popula-
tion growth and higher per capita production
of goods and services. To actually lower emis-
sions significantly in an expanding global
econom3~ emissions per unit of economic out-
put must decline at a much more rapid pace
than countervailing increases in energy con-
sumption and economic activist. Only funda-
mental changes in technology will produce
radically lower GHG emissions per unit of eco-
nomic output without stifling economic
growth. These changes in technolog~ however,
will necessarily take decades if not centuries
to implement and therefore are beyond the
reach of near-term regulatory milestones. De-
bating finite short-term goals -- either the
president’s target of 18 percent carbon-inten-
sity improvement by 2012.or the Kyoto
Protocol’s target of reducing emissions by 5.2
percent from 1990 levels by the same date --
runs the risk of diverting our attention from
the real challenge: how do we bring about
econ0my-transforming changes in the basic
technologies we use to power our vehicles, run
our factories, and generate electricity to light
our homes and operate our computers?

In concept, the path which technological
change must follow to dramatically reduce
GHG emissions is well-understood. An excel-
lent summary of the options is provided in a
recent article in Science entitled "Advanced
Technology Paths to Global Climate Stability:
Energy for a Greenhouse Planet." Energy-pro-
duction technologies are required that are ca-
pable of meeting growing worldwide energy
demand without carbon emissions and have
the potential for large-scale, low-cost commer-
cialization. Candidates include terrestrial so-
lar and wind energy, solar power satellites,
biomass, nuclear fission, nuclear fusion, fis-
sion-fusion hybrids, and fossil fuels from
which carbon has been sequestered. An im-
portant role can also be played by non-pri-
mary power technologies, including dramatic
reductions in end-use energy demand, hydro-
gen reduction from water and subsequent
storage and transport, superconducting glo-
bal electric grids, and geoengineering. How-
ever, the Science article cautions that all these
approaches have "severe deficiencies" and re-
quire "intensive research and development"
before they can be deployed broadly to stabi-
lize GHG concentrations in the atmosphere.

Major industries are showing surprising
signs of interest in carbon-friendly technolo-
gies. Delighting both car enthusiasts and fu-
turists, General Motors unveiled a prototype
"Autonomy" vehicle powered by hydrogen
fuel-cells last January at the North American
Auto Show. The car has a thin chassis, resem-
bling a giant skateboard, on which different
bodies can be mounted. The platform has a
revolutionary drive-by-wire control system
which replaces traditional mechanical systems
for steering, braking, and acceleration and
eliminates the need for motor oil, brake fluid,
and transmission fluid. Small electric motors
are located in each of the car’s wheels. Power
for these motors is produced by an engine con-
sisting of hydrogen fuel ceils, which strip elec-
trons from hydrogen atoms and use them to
provide an electric current. The only
byproducts from this process are heat and wa-
ter vapor; emissions of CO2 are non-existent.

Although small numbers of hydrogen fuel
cell vehicles will soon appear in automobile
showrooms, no one should expect them to re-
place the millions of petroleum-powered cars
and trucks now on the road any time soon.
Several formidable obstacles lie in the way of
turning this seductive concept into a commer-
cial reality. Hydrogen will need to be pro-
duced in much larger quantities than it is to-
day. The main source of hydrogen at present

To be
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is steam reforming of fossil fuels, a process
that is energy intensive and itself results in
large C02 emissions. The potential exists to
produce hydrogen from biomass and other
renewable fuels, or to use electricity from
wind or solar power to extract hydrogen from
water by electrolysis, but efficient production
methods do not yet exist. Moreover, to sup-
port a nationwide fleet of fuel-cell vehicles,
the nation’s fueling infrastructure will need
to be rebuilt so that drivers can purchase hy-
drogen at filling stations as conveniently and
cheaply as they now buy gasoline. This will
require a multi-billion dollar investment. Hy-
drogen is a gas and therefore will need to be
compacted so it can be stored in sufficient
quantifies on a vehicle without excessive space
or weight; the technologies needed for effi-
cient on-board storage must be developed.
When mixed with oxygen, hydrogen is also
explosive and therefore will need to be stored
safely both on-board vehicles and at filling
stations and during distributior~ Most impor-
tantiy, the costs of fuel-cell systems, now esti-
mated to be up to a hundred time greater than
internal combustion engines, need to be low-
ered dramatically.

Will the private sector be successful in over-
coming these barriers? While touting
Autonomy’s innovative design, GM officials
were careful not to overpromise. Larry Burns,
GM Vice President for Research Development,
said: "We’re in a marathon and we’re only five
miles into the race." Jack Smith, GM’s chair-
man, was more explicit:. "We cannot make that
happen alone." Not only does the auto indus-
try face technological challenges outside its
traditional area of expertise; marketplace re-
alities themselves will hinder the industry’s
ability to deliver on the promise of fuel ceils.
The rapid development of the automobile in
the early 20th century was due to its dear su-
periority in meeting consumer needs over less
efficient forms of transportation. Market de-
mand sttrged once the internal combustion
engine was demonstrated to perform reliably
and safely. With an expanding market and
little competition from other technologies, in-
vestors could commit large amounts of capi-
tal to the construction of assembly plants and
fueling infrastructure cortfident that rapid rev-
enue growth would provide a healthy return
on investment. By contrast, fuel-cell vehicles
will need to compete with conventional auto-
motive technology, which is now highly de-
veloped in providing COnsumers with com-
fort, performance, and sociability at an accept-
able price. Unless fuel-cell vehicles can corn-

pete on these terms, they will not achieve large
market penetration, notwithstanding their
enormous environmental superiori~ And yet
fuel-ceil technology will only become com-
petitive in the marketplace if an enormous in-
vestment, at all levels of the economy, is made
to support advancement of the technology
and the creation of mass production capabil-
ity and a national fuel infrastructure. Will auto
manufacturers strapped for cash to improve
existing product lines and fighting for share
in a cutthroat global market be prepared to
take this risk by themselves? It’s not likely.

The same constraints are at work in other
industry sectors where breakthrough tech-
nologies have the potential for large reduc-
tions in carbon intensity. For example, the
power generation sector faces the challenge
of producing electricity from non-fossil
sources or sequestering emissions from com-
bustion before they enter the atmosphere. Re-
newable energy technologies (wind, solar,
hydro, biomass) are inherently non-emitting
but currently have serious limitations. These
include not just low power densities, requir-
ing large tracts of land and equipment to meet
power demand, but difficulty providing
baseload power given intermittency of opera-
tions and poor compatibility with existing
hub-and-spoke distribution networks. Local-
ized distributed generation systems also of-
fer potential benefits but will require scale-up
and commercial availability of low-cost fuel
cells powered by hydrogen from non-fossil
sources. Nuclear power is a carbon-free tech-
nology but the limited worldwide availabil-
ity of uranium fuel as well as public opposi-
tion may preclude its long-term viability in
the absence of new reactor technologies.

A potential path to a non-emitting power
sector is carbon sequestration, in which car-
bon that would otherwise b4emitted is cap-
tUred and diverted to storage chambers or
non-emitting reuse. This approach could al-
low abundant fossil fuels like coal to remain
in widespread use despite their high carbon
content. Depleted oil and gas wells, aquifers,
coal seams, and even the ocean offer abun-
dant sequestration opportunities. Howevei,
safety, environmental, and economic concerns
must be overcome before CO2 capture and
storage technologies are ready for widespread
use. We also need to assure that underground
repositories are leak-free and will prevent the
escape of CO2 in large quantities to the atmo-
sphere. Moreover, geographic considerations
may mean that cost-effective access to CO2
reservoirs exists in some regions but not oth-
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ers and that CO2 pipelines are needed to con-
nect many power plants or factories to these
underground reservoirs. Although energy
companies are experimenting with pilot se-
questration projects, large-scale investment
willbe needed before this technology is a prac-
tical retrofit option for the nation’s many coal-
fired power plants. Regulated utilities be-
holden to tight-fisted public service commis-
sions or cash-constrained merchant power
producers are unlikely to support this invest-
ment given the short-term impacts on energy
prices, the large cost burdens imposed on
some power plants, and the risks and uncer-
tain effectiveness of some sequestration tech-
nologies.

T
hese examples underscore the
reality that market forces--despite
their proven success in driving
innovation and creating invest-
ment capital -- will not be suffi-

dent to bring about the dramatic changes in
energy consumption and production required
to stabilize GHG concentrations in the atmo-
sphere. The obvious alternative is long-term
government leadership and support in devel-
oping climate-friendly technologies. Yet this
expanded government role will be viewed
with suspicion by flee-enterprise advocates.
They will argue that competition between in-
dividual entrepreneurs is a well-proven en-
gine of technology change, and governments
that restrict this competition will create barri-
ers to economic growth. They will point to
centrally managed economies m in Europe
and Japan, for example m that stumbled badly
in the 1990s because they lacked the culture
of innovation and risk-taking valued in the
United States. The marketplace, they will em-
phasize, should pick winners and losers based
on product quality, ingenuity, and cost; bu-
reauerats sheltered from the real world and
lacking accountability to consumers have no
business making these choices.

There are certainly examples of govern-
ment programs that validate these concerns.
Ill-conceived funding of shale-oil production
in the 1970s resulted in wasteful investments
in a technology that became uncompetitive as
soon as global energy markets recovered a few
years later. The Department of Energy poured
hundreds of millions of dollars into breeder
reactor research even though this technology
never became viable in the power industry.
The government likewise tried to rescue U.S.
television manufacturers by supporting de-

velopment of high definition television tech-
nology that is only now reaching the market-
place. Yet there are also government technol-
ogy initiatives that represent enormous suc-
cess stories for the U.S. economy. The Man-
hattan Project mobilized the nation’s scientific
brainpower and industrial infrastructure to
~eate a nuclear weapons arsenal with breath-
taking speed; one outcome of this effort was
a generation of civilian nuclear power plants
that would not have been built otherwise. The
same is true of World War II programs to ac-
celerate breakthroughs in aerospace technol-
ogy and create a domestic synthetic rubber
industry; these strategic investments delivered
large economic payoffs after the war. More re-
cently, the space program launched by Presi-
dent Kennedy not only stimulated a remark-
able scientific collaboration in exploring the
solar system but produced numerous spinoff
technologies with important applications in
software, computing, and materials science.
Similarly, biomedical research funded by the
National Institutes of Health has led to a new
generation of bioengineered pharmaceuticals
and dial~nostic devices brought to market by
the private sector. Indeed, a recent Economist
editorial has argued that the remarkable burst
of U.S. technological innovation that occurred
in the 1990s was in large part attributable to
the 1980 Bayh-Dole act allowing universities
performing federally funded research to com-
merdally exploit their discoveries. Even rail-
roads and automobiles, which resulted from
private sector innovation, would not have ex-
panded across the country without subsidies
from the federal government, which granted
rights of way for trains in the 19th century
and funded construction of the nation’s inter-
state highway system in the 20th century. As
these many examples show, partnerships be-
tween government and the private sector have
long been instrumental in the United States
in accelerating technology innovation and re-
ducing its risks and costs.

Although we celebrate the solitary innova-
tor tinkering in a basement or garage, the re-
ality is that the government is already a per-
vasive presence in the nation’s research and
development laboratories. Government fund-
ing for R&D totaled $104 billion in 2002 and
government officials have considerable con-
trol over how this money is spent, with orga-
¯ nizations like the National Institute for Sd-
ence and Technolog36 National Sdence Foun-
dation, the National Institutes of Health, and
the DOE National Laboratories determining
funding priorities and deriding which projects

TradRional
regulatory
strategies have
stimulated
incremental
improvements
in emission
control
technologies in
the automotive
and utility
sectors.
However, it is
unlikely that
regulatory
mandates will,
in  emselves,
create the
radically
different
technologies
required to
change the
carbon profile
of our economy,
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are worthy and which are not. Even the envi-
ronment receives a sizable amount of govern-
ment funding; agency spending on environ-
ment-related R&D totaled $7.5 billion in 2002.
By contrast, even as the challenge of climate
change has grown, funding for energy re-
search programs has declined in the United
States and many other developed countries
-- by one estimate, falling by 23 percent be-
tween 1985 and 1995.

While there is ample precedent for R&D
initiatives spearheaded by government agen-
des, a program to develop and deploy break-
through climate-friendly technologies would
test the skills of policymakers in new and chal-
lenging ways. The time-horizon for success-
ful R&D projects would be measured not in
months or years but in decades. Politicians
impatient for immediate results would need
to lower expectations and resist pressure to
transfer resources to areas with quicker pay-
offs. Priorities would need to be set across sev-
eral industry sectors and often among com-
peting technologies, each of which may have
strong advocates in industry or academia.
Members of Congress would inevitably take
sides in these disputes in an effort to steer pro-
gram funding to their home districts. It would
also be necessary to weigh the tradeoffs be-
tween technologies like hybrid gasoline-elec-
tric or diesel-electric vehicles with near-term
emission reduction benefits but continued re-
liance on fossil fuels, and technologies like fur
cells that promise larger but less certain emis-
sion reductions and are many years away
from commerdalization. And despite success-
ful demonstration projects, businesses may re-
sist investing in new technologies because of
the high costs of production or doubts about
consumer acceptance and may demand tax
credits or subsidies to reduce these risks.

D
esigning a long-term technol-
ogy program that overcomes
these obstacles will not be easy.
So far, Congress and the Execu-
tive Branch have not risen to the

challenge. Existing government efforts to en-
courage climate-friendly technologies suffer
from inadequate funding, shifting priorities,
and the absence of a long-term strategic vi-
sion. For example, the Clinton administration
and the domestic carmakers launched the
Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles
nearly 10 years ago to encourage fuel-effident
engine and vehicle designs but the Bush ad-
ministratibn recently abandoned the effort in

favor of a new FreedomCAR Program de-
voted to fuel-cell technologies. This change in
priorities may have been correct but it created
the perception of a stop-start approach to ba-
sic researcK with politics driving the deploy-
ment of R&D dollars rather than a long-term
technology roadmap for the automotive in-
dustry. Adding to this perception was the
Bush administration’s failure to set milestones
for when and in what quantities fuel-cell ve-
hicles would be on the nation’s roads. Even
with the new funding proposed in the
president’s State of the Union address, total
outlays (now $273 million per year) have
raised eyebrows among advocates of fuel-cell
technology. Looking beyond fuel cells, the
president proposed funding of only $1.3 bil-
lion for the National Climate Change Tech-
nology Initiative he announced last February
and proposed to allocate merely $40 million
of this amount for development and deploy-
ment of advanced energy and sequestration
technologies. This is a small fraction of gov-
ernment outlays (subsidies, tax incentives, and
R&D investment) to support conventional
energy sources and a minuscule investment
in comparison to funding for other priorities
like national defense.

Energy legislation passed by the Senate in
the last Congress would have taken impor-
tant steps to lay the groundwork for long-term
programs to develop and deploy break-
tbxough carbon-friendly technologies. Under
~Iifle X of the Senate energy bill, the president
would have been requix~ to develop and sub-
mit to Congress a national climate change
strategy with the long-term goal of stabil~.-
ing GHG concentrations in the atmosphere
through significant mitigation strategies and
implementingpmgrams. Amajor focus of this
s .trategy would have been fu~ ding and other
measures to foster introduction of advanced
technologies. Unfortunately, the president did
not support the climate rifles of the Senate
energy bill and the House did not include
counterpart provisions in its own energy bill.
While the new Republican-controlled Con-
gress is likely to have less interest in climate
issues than its predecessor, the Senate bill did
embody a bipartisan consensus that has been
elusive on other climate proposals and there-
fore represents a promising starting point for
renewed.attempts to forge a centrist approach
to climate change.

Like the Senate energy bill, a new legisla-
five framework for climate change should be
focussed on the long-term goal of the Frame-
work Convention--stabilizing GHG concen-
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trations in the atmosphere at acceptable lev-
els -- and the role of technological innova-
Lion in achieving this goal. (Senators John
McCain (R-Arizona) and Joe Lieberman (D-
Connecticut) have introduced a bill mandat-
ing cuts in GHGs in this session, but it has a
short-term focus.) Here are some key concepts
that could form the basis for this legislative
framework:

As the Senate energy bill recognizes, a long-
term dimate change strategy is essential to es-
tablish national goals and milestones. A strat-
egy spanning multiple decades will shift at-
tention away from near-term emission limits
and focus debate on the overall pace of
progress and accompanying commitment of
national resources required to mitigate the cli-
mate change threat on a long-term basis. In-
stead of spedfying step-by-step emission re-
ducLions, this strategy should set targets for
the GHG concentrations in the atmosphere
that we want to achieve by various dates over
the remainder of the century and beyond and
the reductions in carbon intensity that will be
needed to meet these targets. This approach
will assure that all our climate-related pro-
grams and initiatives are geared to and mea-
sured against the overall objective of stabiliz-
ing GHG concentrations at a level that accept-
ably minimizes climate change impacts on our
economy and ecosystems. Translating target
atmospheric concentrations into desired re-
ductions in carbon intensity will then make it
possible to set dear goals and timetables for
lowering emissions per unit of economic out-
put. These goals and timetables for lowering
carbon intensity will in turn make it possible
to develop performance metrics for new tech-
nologies.

How quickly we should reduce carbon in-
tensity and attain stabili~.ation is a complex
and controversial issue on which consensus
will be hard to reach. Some will argue that,
under the Framework Convention, determi-
nation of an atmospheric concentration tar-
get should occur through multilateral nego-
tiations, not unilateral action by the United
States, since this target is global in nature and
can only be met if all nations commit to par-
allel emission reduction regimes. However,
the prospects for international agreement on
stabili~.ation dates and targets in the near fu-
ture are uncertain at best. While the United
States could defer developing a long-term cli-
mate strategy until such an agreement is
reached, this approach would delay indefi-
nitely any meaningful effort to set targets for
reducing carbon intensity and performance

metrics for new technologies. A better strat-
egy would be for the United States (either
alone or with other developed nations) to
adopt a stabiliT.ation goal and timetable on the
premise that other nations will ultimately
commit to commensurate stabilization and
carbon-intensity reduction targets. While this
.approach would entail considerable uncer-
tainty and some risk to the U.S. econom)9 it
would also demonstrate U.S. leadership and
create a framework for technology change that
would eventually enable other countries (in-
duding those in the developing world) to
make comparable improvements in the car-
bon profile of their economies that in turn
provide a basis for worldwide agreement on
stabili~.ation levels and dates.

Because of its enormous political overtones,
it is unlikely that Congress or even the Execu-
tive Branch will be comfortable adopting sta-
bilization levels and dates. An alternative
would be for Congress and the president to
appoint a commission of respected climate sci-
entists, technologists, and economists who
would recommend target concentrations of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, dates for
achieving them, and accompanying targets
and Limelines for reducing the carbon inten-
sity of our economy. Congress would provide
several criteria to guide the development of
these recommendations -- including trends
in worldwide emissions and economic
growth, the projected U.S. share of global
emissions at various future dates, the ability
to maintain our industrial competitiveness
and standard of living, the expected pace of
technology advances in different sectors, the
anticipated timing and severity of adverse cli-
mate impacts., and other national energy,
transportation, and environmental policies.
The commission’s recommendations would
then be reviewed by Congress and, if ap-
proved, would be incorporated into the na-
tional climate change strategy. Since new sd-
entific, economic, and technological informa-
tion will emerge continuously, a regular reex-
amination of the stab~ation levels, dates,
and carbon intensity targets recommended by
the commission should occur, perhaps at 10-
year intervals.

Once a national strategy has been estab-
lished with timetables for achieving carbon-
intensity reduction goals, the next step would
be to identify critical technology paths for
reaching these goals. For this purpose, the Ex-
ecutive Branch (with support from the Na-
tional Academy of Sdences and input from
industry, environmentalists, and the scientific

Translating
emerging areas
of agreement
into a new
legislative
framework,
based on the
long-term goal
of stabilizing
GHG emissions
through
technology
change, will
require
leadership,
funding, and a
shared, public-
private
commitment to
innovation on a
broad scale.
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community) could develop "technology
roadmaps" for key sectors (e.g., energy pro-
duction, transportation, power generation
and distribution, agriculture, etc.). These
roadmaps would identify strategic technolo-
gies that offer the greatest promise of reduc-
ing carbon intensity, review the current state
of technology development, assess needed
areas of research and development, determine
related infrastructure needs, discuss barriers
to commercial deployment of the technology,
and evaluate possible environmental, eco-
nomic, or energy disbenefits that would need
to be overcome. These roadmaps would be
"evergreen" -- i.e., would be updated at pe-
riodic intervals (for example, every 3-5 years)
to take into account new data on the perfor-
mance or cost of different technologies, chang-
ing R&D needs or technology options not pre-
viously identified.

As recommended by the Global Energy
Technology Strategy Program, sectoral
roadmaps should initially identify a diversi-
fied portfolio of candidate technologies for
study and evaluation in order to stimulate in-
novation and hedge against the risk of tech-
nology failure. Over time, however, the
roadmaps should prioritize technology op-
tions on the basis of their relative effective-
hess and ease of commercialization. This is
necessary so that resources can be concen-
trated on the technology paths of greatest
promise rather than dissipated across tech-
nologies which are high risk scientifically or
economically. In many cases, sectoral
madmaps should also classify candidate tech-
nologies as "transitional" or ’qong-term." The
former would include technologies capable of
near-term commercial deployment and able
to provide significant reductions in carbon
intensity but not to eliminate CO2 emissions;
the latter category would include technolo-
gies that have a zero-emission profile and very
large potential benefits but require extended
lead-times and sizable R&D investment be-
fore widespread application could occur. In
the transportation sector, fuel-efficient hybrid
or direct-injection gasoline or diesel vehicles
would represent transitional technologies,
whereas fuel-cell vehicles powered by renew-
able sources of hydrogen would represent a
long-term technology..

Technology roadmaps would create the
foundation for technology development pro-
grams implemented by government and in-
dustry. The design and management of these
programs will be extraordinarily important to
assure that rigorous technical standards are

applied, apolitical priorities and performance
goals are set and maintained, and funding lev-
els are sufficient to accomplish stated objec-
tives. One option would be to create indepen-
dent non-profit corporations, directed by se-
nior government and industry managers, to
oversee technology development programs
for each sector. The goal of these corporations
would be to assure the continuity and perma-
nency of the R&D process and to insulate it
from congressional earmarks or politically
driven efforts to reduce or redirect funding.
Ideally, the corporation’s budget would de-
rive equally from public- and private-sector
sources. For example, Congress could require
direct financial contributions by companies in
each sector or impose a tax on emission-gen-
erating activities such as power generation or
fossil-fuel production. Funds appropriated by
Congress or contributed by industry could be
placed in a special trust dedicated to devel-
oping climate-friendly technologies. The over-
all level of funding would be closely tied to
the targets established by the technology
roadmap for the sector and Congress would
have limited discretion to adjust funding lev-
els on a year-by-year basis. The non-profit cor-
porations might create "centers of excellence"
at major universities to undertake cutffng-
edge R&D and take advantage of the exper-
tise of top scientists in academia, government,
and industry; the recently announced research
partnership between Stanford University and
three leading energy companies (Exxon,
Schlumberger, and GE) provides a possible
precedent for such centers.

Joint government-industry R&D should
not be the only or preferred mechanism for
developing climate-frienflly technologies but
should be reserved for projects that are too
risky, long-term, or challenging scientifically
to be undertaken by individual companies or
industry consortia. Incentives should also be
created for company-only R&D -- for ex-
ample, by providLr~g tax credits for research
or pre-commercial development projects for
new products or technologies that fit within
the goals of the applicable technology
roadmap.

The most challenging aspect of a national
climate change strategy will be to assure that
new technologies do not sit on the shelf but
are actually deployed at levels that meet the
strategy’s targets and timetables for reducing
the carbon intensity of our economy. A com-
bination of public-private R&D programs, tax
incentives for company-only investments in
new technologies, and market-driven innova-
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tion will undoubtedly accelerate the prolifera-
tion of low-emitting energy and transportation
solutions m particularly if the preferred tech-
nology path and timeline for key sectors is
dearly defined at the level of national policy.
But will these drivers for technology change
alone be suffident to produce an acceptable rate
of progress? Probably not. A further combina-
tion of carrots and sticks will in all likelihood
be unavoidable. These could include relatively
benign measures like tax credits for replacing
higher-emitting vehicles or power plants with
low-emitting alternatives. Or they could in-
dude more coercive approaches like technol-
ogy penetration targets-- i.e., X number of fuel
cell vehides on the road by 2030 --backed up
by penalties if companies fall short of these tar-
gets. Or industry and government could ne-
gotiate agreements that commit sectors to
achieving specific reductions in carbon inten-
sity by certain dates, with the potential for le-
gally enforceable requirements if these reduc-
tion targets are not met. Trading of emission
credits should be an essential feattme of all these
approaches so that technology pioneers are re-
warded and laggards have some ability to
cushion the impacts of non-performance.

Just as a system of short-term emission caps
requires reliable data on emissions trends to
measure progress, a long-term technology-
driven diraate change strategy also will de-
pend on credible and complete information
that enables policyrnakers to track emissions
at the economy-wide and sectoral level, mea-
sure improvements in carbon intensity and
assess the performance and level of penetra-
tion of new technologies. Existing GHG in-
ventories and registries (such as the DOE
1605(b) program) could be retooled to meet
these objectives.

T
ihe challenges of designing long-
term climate polities focussed on
interrelated targets for emission
reduction and technology change
should not be underestimated. To

be effective, these policies will require aggres-
sive goals for modifying the carbon profile of
our econom~ stressful transitions away from
proven and valued technologies, and a com-
mitment of resources far exceeding current
government or industry expenditures on cli-
mate mitigation measures. Moreover, a cli-
mate change strategy spanning a century or
more does not mean extended inaction. Busi-
ness will still need to devote considerable ex-
pertise and dollars to addressing the climate

change threat, although the initial focus may
be not on immediate emission reductions but
on technology investments that provide the
foundation for more dramatic reductions at a
later date. Companies with entrenched inter-
ests in carbon-intensive businesses may op-
pose government-subsidized investments in
new technologies that threaten established
markets and ultimately their livelihoods, but
over time technology breakthroughs should
give rise to wealth-creation opportunities for
new entrants and create a constituency for
continued technology turnover in the
economy. Indeed, technology innovations
originally intended to reduce carbon intensity
may achieve improvements inproduct effi-
ciency and performance which ultimately
boost American competitiveness and eco-
nomic leadership.

Technology breakthroughs coupled with
long-term emission reduction goals can add
an important new element to the climate equa-
tion that enables us to move beyond the cur-
rent impasse, where progress is being stymied
by seemingly unstoppable worldwide trends
toward increased energy consumption, rising
economic activity, and higher GHG emissions.
The technology path recognizes that we can-
not meaningfully change the carbon profile
of our economy unless we first invest in radi-
cally new energy and transportation systems
that provide tools that policymakers lack to-
day to reduce emissions in an economically
sustainable manner. If these tools become
available, we may be able to overcome deeply
rooted resistance, both in the United States
and around the world, to reduced dependence
on energy sources that have consistently de-
livered economic growth and rising standards
of living. Whereas developing countries are
unlikely to accept restrictions on fossil fuels
that provide the only path to economic growth
in the near term, they may be willing to ac-
cept carbon constraints once effident and eco-
nomically sustainable alternative technologies
are available that support continued growth
in per capita income and improving standards
of living.

The potential exists to break the current log-
jam in climate policy by forging abroad-based
agreement on a new policy framework based
on the combination of long-term targets for
reducing the carbon intensity of our economy
and development of breakthrough technolo-
gies to meet these targets. Congress and the
president should seize this opportunity or our
efforts to address climate change will remain
ineffective. ¯
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Hot potato
Feb 13th 2003
From The Economist print edition
The IPCC had better check its calculations

AT THE beginning of 2001 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
released, as the main result of its massive Third Assessment Review, a. set of figures that
have become the most-cited numbers in the field of environmental policy, and quite
possibly the most-cited numbers in any field of public policy. The panel, whose task was
to assess the extent to which emissions of greenhouse gases may warm the planet over
the coming century., reported that "globally averaged mean surface temperature is
projected to increase by 1.4 to 5.8°C over the period 1990 to 2100."

This alarming conclusion has become the starting-point for popular and official
discussion of global warming and the policies that might mitigate it. Bear in mind how
expensive some approaches to the problem, such as the Kyoto Protocol, might be if
governments actually succeeded in implementing them. Vast sums are at stake, As a
rule, the IPCC is careful to attach warnings to its projections. Journalists are impatient
with that: they prefer "prediction" to "projection" (less vague) and like to talk of
temperature rising by "as much as 5.8°’’ rather than quoting the full range. This is all very
misleading-but the panel cannot be blamed for the way its work is reported. What it can
be blamed for is the seriously flawed methods it has followed in making its estimates. In
recent months, two distinguished commentators - Ian Castles of the National Centre for
Development Studies at Australian National University, formerly the head of Australia’s
national office of statistics; and David Henderson of the Westminster Business School,
formerly the chief economist of the OECD-have put together a critique of the panel’s
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES).

The report claims to "provide the basis for future assessment of climate change", but Mr
Castles and Mr Henderson point to serious flaws in its analysis and results. Last year they
began writing to the chairman of the panel. Following an invitation to a technical
meeting convened by the IPCC last month, they have offered further comments. The
critique which thus evolved is to be published next month (see below for web link to
letters).

One key problem with the IPCC’s report, sufficient by itself for Mr Castles and Mr
Henderson to declare the document "technically unsound", is the way the scenario-
builders have based their projections of future output on national GDP estimates which
have been converted to a common measure using market exchange rates. This procedure
leads them to overstate the initial gaps in average incomes between rich and poor
countries-because prices tend to be much lower in poor countries. Those gaps are in turn
crucial for the IPCC’s projections, because the method used in the scenarios assumes not
only that the rich countries will continue to get richer but also, in most of the 40 scenarios
considered, that the greater part of the (overstated) initial gaps between rich and poor will
be closed by the end of the century.
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The combination of overstated gaps and of built-in assumptions about the extent of
convergence in the average incomes of rich and poor countries yields projections of GDP
for developing regions which are improbably high. Even the scenarios which give the
lowest figures for projected cumulative emissions in the course of the century assume
that average incomes in the developing countries as a whole will increase at a much faster
rate than has ever been achieved in the past.

Miracles and anomalies

The unreality of the assumptions about economic growth in developing countries is
highlighted by disaggregated projections which were recently released on the SRES
website <http://sres.ciesin.org/tgcia/>. These projections imply that, even for the lowest
emission scenarios, the average income of South Africans will have overtaken that of
Americans by a very wide margin by the end of the century. In fact America’s per capita
income will then have been surpassed not only by South Africa’s, but also by that of other
emerging economic powerhouses, including Algeria, Argentina, Libya, Turkey and North
Korea. The SRES summary for policymakers tells anxious governments that the 40
scenarios "together encompass the current range of uncertainties of future emissions".
Plainly, this is incorrect. The panel’s low-emissions scenarios make exceptionally
optimistic assumptions about economic growth in the developing world. But it is
impossible to say, without running the whole exercise afresh, what the properly
calculated range of projections for temperature changes would be.

Mr Castles and Mr Henderson offer a variety of other criticisms of the SRES, and of the
panel’s treatment of economic issues more generally. They complain, for instance, that
history is too much neglected in the consideration of future trends. They also point out
that developments in the first ten years of the scenario period, 1990-2000, were pretty
clear by the time the SRES was published in 2000, and that in some respects they
diverged substantially from the scenarios’ projections; yet the report pays them little or no
heed. Mr Castles and Mr Henderson argue that the circle of those involved in the climate-
change exercise has been too restricted. For the future, the panel should draw on a wider
range of economic and statistical interests and expertise. In particular, where its member
governments are concerned, there needs to be a greater involvement of economic
ministries and statistical agencies, alongside environment ministries.

The full panel meets next week in Paris to review the preparation of its Fourth
Assessment Review. It should take the opportunity to consider the Castles-Henderson
critique and resolve to do something about it. See the Castles/Henderson letters at the
following web link:
http~//www.ec~n~mist.c~~ddisp~aygeneric.~fm?pageheadgif=-FinanceandEc~n~mics&key
=efhpl
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CC:david.goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodrich@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:VGorsevski@usaid.gov ( VGorsevski@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:scheraga.joel@epa.gov ( scheraga.joel@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:hratch..semerjian@nist.gov ( hratch.semerjian@nist.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov (Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:vicki.horton@noaa.gov ( vicki.horton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mleinen@nsf.gov ( mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov ( Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:slimak.michael@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE,USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:lbranch@usgcrp.gov ( Ibranch@usgcrp.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:david.conover@hq.doe.gov ( david.conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:djwhite@nsf.gov ( djwhite@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov ( Kathy.Nolmes@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:turekianvc@stateogov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov ( Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia@usgs.gov ( mgarcia@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov (Jerry. Elwood@science.doeogov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett@usaid.gov ( kbarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence@nsf.gov ( tspence@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov (James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov (Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gant@niehs.nih.gov ( gant@niehs.nih.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:ari,patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:neale@serc,si,edu ( neale@serc,si.edu [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:dfahey@al,noaa,gov ( dfahey@al.noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
19 February 2003

Dear CCSP/SGCR Principals, working Group Co-Chairs, and Lead Authors of
the Strategic Plan

Attached please find the DRAFT agenda for the two mini-retreats taking
place on 24 and 26 February (1:00 - 5:30 p.m.). Take a moment to review
<24&26Feb_DRAFTagenda.doc>; and, if you feel that there are any glaring
omissions or deficiencies, please send a reply to me at
<ddokken@usgcrp.gov>.

This message also serves as cover to several ccsP-generated documents that
are intended to facilitate revision of the document: a general comments
overview and a matrix of chapter linkages.

BUt first, the practical detailsnm

~ National science Foundation
9999 stafford II, Room 595
9~ 24 and 26 February 2003
1:00 - 5:30 p,m,

CHECK-IN PROCEDURE

Meeting attendees must pick up visitor badges at the NSF Information
Center, located at 4201 wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA (north side of the
building, stuart & 9th street entrance). Then proceed to the stafford II
building (4121 wilson Blvd.), present your credentials, and take the
elevator to the fifth floor and follow the signs to Room 595.

Take a moment to scan the Participants List appended to the end of this
message. As indicated in the Guidance Memo (Tue, 04 Feb 2003 15:42), if a
chapter lead is unable to attend, please identify another member of your
wrlting team to attend in your stead. The breakout groups on Day 2 overlap
so teams need to cover concurrent activities.

TO ensure that requested participants are not turned away by security,
send me mail with replacement’s name and affiliation. A final list will be
provided to NSF. by COB Friday, 21 February. Apologies for the short
notice. Snow intervened.

And finally, please take a moment to RSVP to Leslie Branch
(<lbranch@usgcrp.gov>) so we can better gage numbers.

GENERAL COMMENTS OVERVIEW

112 reviews of the Discussion Draft Strategic Plan yielded 160 pages of
Page 3
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what have been categorized as *General Comments*. Many of these comments
refer to particular chapters or combinations of chapters in the draft
plan, and others are clearly relevant to particular chapters. To
facilitate appropriate consideration of these comments by chapter authors,
the attached file (<chapters_Gen_comments_2-19.doc>) pulls from the master
collation an annotated listing of reviewcomments that pertain to each
chapter. Each entry lists reviewer and affiliation, page and line numbers
of the comment (using the version of the draft plan that is posted on <
www.climatescience.gov>), and in most cases an indication of the content
of the comment.

CHAPTER LINKAGES MATRIX

TWO files are attached: <links021803.doc> and <crosslinks021803.xls>. The
former lists the key and illustrative questions for each chapter, and
identifies the specific questions to which they should link in other
chapters. The Excel matrix shows the links across chapters. The first two
columns identify the individual questions in each chapter, and subsequent
columns identify the linked question(s).

This cursory description will be elaborated upon at the mini-retreat.
However, if you have insight on how to improve the usefulness of said
documents, or need a quick tutorial to decipher nomenclature, please
contact Margarita conkright [<mconkright@nodc.noaa.gov>, 202.419.3466
(direct voice)].

MISCELLANY

An LCD projector will ~e available in the main plenary room. If you have
AV requirements for the breakout sessions please let me know ASAP.

of course, if you have any comments or concerns, do not hesitate to
contact me.

Dave Dokken
u.s. Global change Research Program
Climate Change science Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 250
washington, DC 20006
USA
+1.202.419.3473 (direct voice)
+1.202.223.3065 (fax)
http://www.usgcrp.gov/

MASTER PARTICIPANTS LIST

James R. Mahoney, Department of Commerce
Richard Moss, Battelle PNNL
Ghassem Asrar, National Aeronautics and space Administration
Margaret S. Leinen, National science Foundation
James Andrews, Department of Defense
Margot Anderson, Department of Energy
Mary Glackin, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Charles (Chip) Groat, u.s. Geological Survey
william Hohenstein, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Linda Lawson, Department of Transportation
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Melinda Moore, Department of Health and Human Services
Patrick Neale, Smithsonian Institution
Aristides Patrinos, Department of Energy
Michael Slimak, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Harlan Watson, Department of State
Kathie L. Olsen, office of science and Technology Policy
Philip Cooney, Council on Environmental Quality
David Radzanowski, office of Management and Budget
Erin wuchte, Office of Management and Budget    .
Margaret R. McCalla, office of the Federal Coordinator for Meteorology

Dave Fahey, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Phil Decola, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Jay Fein, National science Foundation
Randy Dole, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Rick Lawford, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Jared Entin, National Aeronautics and Space AdministratiOn
Tom Loveland, U.S. Geological Survey
Garik Gutman, National Aeronautics and space Administration
Diane wickland, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Roger Dahlman, Department of Energy
Steve shafer, u.s. Department of Agriculture
Susan Herrod-Julius, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Janet Gamble, U.S Environmental Protection Agency
Caitlin simpson, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Lou Brown, National science Foundation
claudia Nierenberg, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
John Houghton, Department of Energy
Joel Scheraga, u.s. Environmental Protection Agency
Dave Bader, Department of Energy
Chris Justice, university of Maryland
Keya Chatterjee, Department of State
wanda Ferrell, Department of Energy
Tom Spence, National science Foundation
Jack Kaye, National Aeronautics and space Administration
Mary Gant, Department of Health and Human Services
Robert Marlay, Department of Energy
David Conover, Department of Energy
Jerry Elwood, Department of Energy
Ko Barrett, USAID
David Halpern, office of Science and Technology Policy

Jeff Amthor, Department of Energy
Susan Avery, University of colorado
Margarita Conkright, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Dave Dokken, university corporation for Atmospheric Research
Suzanna Eden, university Corporation for Atmospheric Research
David Goodrich, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Stephanie Harrington, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
chet Koblinsky, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
David Legler, USCLIVAR Program office
sandy MacCracken, university Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Jessica Orrego, University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Rick Piltz, University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Nick sundt, University corporation for Atmospheric Research
Robert Worrest, GCRIO
Bud ward, Independent Consultant
Mike Jawson, U.S. Department of Agriculture
David Allen, University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Jim Butler, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

AI-I-ACHMENT 1
AI-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00,00
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TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOPOlO3:[A1-FACH.D79]SREOPO1300EOGTQ.O01 tO ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

DOCF11EOAIBllAE1000000000000000000000000000000003E000300FEFF090006000000000000
O000000000010000003300000000000000001000003500000001000000FEFFFFFFO00000003200
O000FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFECASC1001B4009040000FO12BFOOOOOOOOOOO1110001000100060000710E00000EO0
6A626A628BEE8BEE0000000000000000000000000000000000000904160022320000E18C0100E1
8C01007108000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000FFFFOF00
O000000000000000FFFFOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFOFO0000000000000000000000000000000
006C00000000008401000000000000840100008401000000000000840100000000000084010000
00000000840100000000000084010000140000000000000000000000C801000000000000C80100
0000000000C801000000000000C801000000000000C80100000C000000D401000074000000C801
O00000000000890B0000EAO000005C020000000000005C020000000000005C020000000000005C
020000000000005C020000000000005C020000000000005C020000000000005C02000000000000
460B000002000000480BO00000000000480BO00000000000480BO00000000000480BO000000000
O0480BO00000000000480BO0002COO0000730C000020020000930E000072000000740B00001500
00000000000000000000000000000000000084010000000000005C020000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000005C020000000000005C020000000000005C020000000000005C020000
O0000000740BOOO000000000DO02000000000000840100000000000084010000000000005C0200
O00000000000000000000000005C020000000000005C02000000000000DO02000000000000DO02
000000000000D0020000000000005C0200005200000084010000000000005C0200000000000084
010000000000005C02000000000000460B0000000000000000000000000000D002000000000000
9801000018000000B0010000180000008401000000000000840100000000000084010000000000
0084010000000000005C02000000000000460B000000000000D00200007A060000D00200000000
000000000000000000004A09000000000000840100000000000084010000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
O000000000000000000000004AO900000000000000000000000000004802000014000000E38779
BAO0000000C801000000000000CSO1000000000000AE020000220000004A090000000000000000
O000000000004A090000FCO10000890B000000000000890BO000000000004A0900000000000005
OF000000000000D002000000000000050F0000000000004AO9000000000000D002000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000400C3000FOOE50000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000~00000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000044S2414654204167656E64610D526574726561
74206F6E205265766973696F6E206F662074686520434353502053747261746567696320506C61
6EOD323420616E6420323620466562727561727920323030330DOD4D6F6E6461792COD32342046
6562727561727907070D43686169722F50726573656E746572730707313A3030202D20333A3135
0757656C636F6D652C204F626A656374697665732C20616E64204B6579204465636973696F6E73
20666F72205265766973696E672074686520506C616EOD9609496E74726F64756374696F6E2F6F
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:David Dokken <ddokken@usgcrp.gov> ( David Dokken <ddokken@usgcrp.gov>
UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME;19-FEB-2003 18:08:47.00

SUB3ECT:: DRAFT StratPlan Mini-Retreat Agenda and supporting Documents

TO:wgcc@usgcrp.gov ( wgcc@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:ddokken@usgcrp.gov ( ddokken@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:ipo@usgcrp.gov ( ipo@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:sambrose@hq.nasa.gov ( sambrose@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Patel-weynandTO@state.gov ( Patel-weynandTO@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov ( Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:talleyt@state.gov ( talleyt@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodrich@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:VGorsevski@usaid.gov ( vGorsevski@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:scheraga.joel@epa.gov ( scheraga.joel@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:hratch.semerjian@nist.gov ( hratch.semerjian@nist.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov ( Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:vicki.horton@noaa.gov ( vicki.horton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mleinen@nsf.gov ( ~leinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov ( Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] ).
READ:UNKNOWN
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cc:slimak.michael@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ : UNKNOWN

Cc:mmoore@osophsodhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophsodhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:lbranch@usgcrp.gov ( Ibranch@usgcrp.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.conover@hq.doe.gov ( david.conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:djwhite@nsf.gov ( djwhite@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathy.Holmes@science,doe.gov (Kathy. Holmes@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:turekianvc@state.gov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov ( Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia@usgs.gov ( mgarcia@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov (Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett@usaid.gov ( kbarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence@nsf.gov ( tspence@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov ( James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov (Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gant@niehs.nih.gov ( gant@niehs.nih.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin wuch~e/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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112 reviews of the Discussion Draft Strategic Plan yielded 160 pages
of what have been categorized as *General Comments*. Many of these
comments refer to partlcular chapters or combinations of chapters in
the draft plan, and others are clearly relevant to particular
chapters. To facilitate appropriate consideration of these comments
by chapter authors, the attached file
(<chapters_Gen_comments_2~19.doc>) pulls from the master collation an
annotated listing of review comments that pertain to each chapter.
Each entry lists reviewer and affiliation, page and line numbers of
the comment (using the version of the draft plan that is posted on
<www.climatescience.gov>), and in most cases an indication of the
content of the comment.

CHAPTER LINKAGES MATRIX

Two files are attached: <links021803.doc> and <crosslinks021803.xls>.
The former lists the key and illustrative questions for each chapter,
and identifies the specific questions to which they should link in
other chapters. The Excel matrixshows the links across chapters. The
first two columns identify the individual questions in each chapter,
and subsequent columns identify the linked question(s).

This cursory description will be elaborated upon at the mini-retreat.
However, if you have insight on how to improve the usefulness of said
documents, or need a quick tutorial to decipher nomenclature, please
contact Margarita conkright [<mconkright@nodc. noaa. gov>, 202.419. 3466
(direct voice)].

MISCELLANY

An LCD projector will be available in the main plenary room. If you
have AV requirements for the breakout sessions please let me know
ASAP.

of course, if you have any comments or concerns, do not hesitate to
contact me.

Dave Dokken
u.S. Global Change Research Program
Climate Change science Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 250
washington, DC 20006
USA
+1.202.419.3473 (direct voice)
+1.202.223.3065 (fax)
http://www.usgcrp.gov/

MASTER PARTICIPANTS LIST

James R. Mahoney, Department of Commerce
Richard Moss, Battelle PNNL
Ghassem Asrar, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Margaret S. Leinen, National science Foundation
James Andrews, Department of Defense
Margot Anderson, Department of Energy
Mary Glackin, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Charles (Chip) Groat, U.S. Geological Survey
william Hohenstein, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Linda Lawson, Department of Transportation
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Melinda Moore, Department of Health and Human Services
Patrick Neale, Smithsonian Institution
Aristides Patrinos, Department of Energy
Michael slimak, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Harlan Watson, Department of State
Kathie L. Olsen, office of science and Technology Policy
Philip cooney, council on Environmental Quality
David Radzanowski, office of Management and Budget
Erin wuchte, office of Management and Budget
Margaret R. McCalla, office of the Federal Coordinator for Meteorology

Dave Fahey, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Phil Decola, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Jay Fein, National science Foundation
Randy Dole, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Rick Lawford, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Jared Entin, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Tom Loveland, U.S. Geological Survey
Garik Gutman, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Diane wickland, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Roger Dahlman, Department of Energy
Steve shafer, u.s. Department of Agriculture
Susan Herrod-Julius, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Janet Gamble, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
caitlin Simpson, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Lou Brown, National Science Foundation
Claudia Nierenberg, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
John Houghton, Department of Energy
Joel scheraga, u.s. Environmental Protection Agency
Dave Bader, Department of Energy
Chris Justice, university of Maryland
Keya chatterjee, Department of State
wanda Ferrell, Department of Energy
Tom Spence, National science Foundation
Jack Kaye, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Mary Gant, Department of Health and Human Services
Robert Marlay, Department of Energy
David Conover, Department of Energy
Jerry Elwood, Department of Energy
Ko Barrett, USAID
David Halpern, office of science and Technology Policy

Jeff Amthor, Department of Energy
Susan Avery, university of colorado
Margarita conkright, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Dave Dokken, university corporation for Atmospheric Research
Suzanna Eden, university Corporation for Atmospheric Research
David Goodrich, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
stephanie Harrington, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

¯ chet Koblinsky, National Aeronautics and space Administration
David Legler, USCLIVAR Program office
Sandy MacCracken, university Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Jessica Orrego, university Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Rick Piltz, university Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Nick Sundt, university corporation for Atmospheric Research
Robert Worrest, GCRIO
Bud Ward, Independent consultant
Mike Jawson, U.S. Department of Agriculture
David Allen, university Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Jim Butler, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

- attl.htm - 24&26Feb_DRAFTagenda.doc - Chapters_Gen_Comments_2-19.doc -
I i nks021803, doc - crossl i nks021803, xl s-                 A1-FACHMENT 1
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0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
<!doctype html public "-//W3C//DTD W3 Hll~L//EN">
<html><head><style type="text/css"><!--
blockquote, dl, ul, ol, li { padding-top: 0 ; padding-bottom: 0 }
--></style><title>DRAFT StratPlan Mini-Retreat Agenda and supporting

Doc</title></head><body>
<div><font size="-1" color="#000000">19 February 2003<br>
</font></div>
<div><font size="-1" color="#000000">Dear CCSP/SGCR Principals,
working Group Co-Chairs, and Lead Authors of the Strategic Plan
-</font><br>
<font size="-1" color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font size="-1" color="#000000">Attached please find the DRAFT
agenda for the two mini-retreats taking ~lace on 24 and 26 February
(1:00 - 5:30 p.m.). Take a moment to revlew
&lt;24&amp;26Feb_DRAFTagenda.doc&g~;; and, if you feel that there are
any glaring omissions or deficiencles, please send a reply to me at
&It;ddokken@usgcrp.gov&gt;.<br>
<br>
This message also serves as cover to several CCSP-generated documents
that are intended to facilitate revision of the document: a general
comments overview and a matrix of chapter linkages.<br>
<br>
But first, the practical details<br>
<br>
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>National science
Foundation<br>
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>stafford II, Room 595<br>
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>24 and 26 February 2003<br>
<x-tab> </x-tab>l:00 - 5:30 p.m.<br>
<br>
CHECK-IN PROCEDURE<br>
<br>
Meeting attendees must pick up visitor badges at the NSF Information
Center, located at 4201 wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA (north side of the
building, stuart &amp; 9th street entrance). Then proceed to the
stafford II building (4121 wilson Blvd.), present your credentials,
and take the elevator to the fifth floor and follow the signs to Room
595.<br>
<br>
Take a moment to scan the Participants List appended to the end of
this message. As indicated in the Guidance Memo (Tue, 04 Feb 2003
15:42), if a chapter lead is unable to attend, please identify another
member of your writing team to attend in your stead. The breakout
gro~p~ ?n Day 2 overlap so teams need to coyer concurrent
actl Vl tl es. <br>
<br>
To ensure that requested participants are not turned away by security,
send me mail with replacement’s name and affiliation. A final list
will be provided to NSF by COB Friday, 21 February. Apologies for the
short notice, snow intervened.<br>
<br>
And finally, please take a moment to RSVP to Leslie Branch
(&lt;lbranch@usgcrp.gov&gt;) so we can better gage numbers.<br>
<br>
GENERAL COMMENTS OVERVIEW<br>
<br>
112 reviews of the Discussion Draft Strategic Plan yielded 160 pages
of what have been categorized as *General Comments*. Many of these
comments refer to partlcular chapters or combinations of chapters in
the draft plan, and others are clearly relevant to particular
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cc:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ariopatrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:neale@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:dfahey@al.noaa.gov ( dfahey@al.noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
19 February 2003

Dear CCSP/SGCR Principals, working Group Co-Chairs, and Lead Authors
of the Strategic Plan -

Attached please find the DRAFT agenda for ~he two mini-retreats
taking place on 24 and 26 February (1:00 - 5:30 p.m.). Take a moment
to review <24&26Feb_DRAFTagenda.doc>; and, if you feel that there are
any glaring omissions or deficiencies, please send a reply to me at
<ddokken@usgcrp.gov>.

This message also serves as cover to several ccsP-generated documents
that are intended to facilitate revision of the document: a general
comments overview and a matrix of chapter linkages.

But first, the practical detailsn~

National science Foundation
stafford II, Room 595
24 and 26 February 2003
1:00 - 5:30 p.m.

CHECK-IN PROCEDURE

Meeting attendees must pick up visitor badges at the NSF Information
Center, located at 4201 wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA (north side of
the building, stuart & 9th street entrance). Then proceed to the
stafford II building (4121 wilson Blvd.), present your credentials,
and take the elevator to the fifth floor and follow the signs to Room
595.

Take a moment to scan the .Participants List appended to the end of
this message. As indicated in the Guidance Memo (Tue, 04 Feb 2003
15:42), if a chapter lead is unable to attend, please identify
another member of your writing team to attend in your stead. The
breakout groups on Day 2 overlap so teams need to cover concurrent
activities.

To ensure that requested participants are not turned away by
security, send me mail with replacement’s name and affiliation. A
final list will be provided to NSF by COB Friday, 21 February.
Apologies for the short notice. Snow intervened.

And finally, please take a moment to RSVP to Leslie Branch
(<lbranch@usgcrp.gov>) so we can better gage numbers.

GENERAL COMMENTS OVERVIEW
Page 3
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chapters. To facilitate appropriate consideration of these comments by
chapter authors, the attached file
(&lt;chapters_Gen_comments_2-19.doc&g~;) pulls from the master
collation an annotated listing of revlew comments that pertain to each
chapter. Each entry lists revlewer and affiliation, page and line
numbers of the comment (using the version of the draft plan that is
posted on &lt;<u>www.climatescience.gov</u>&gt;), and in most cases an
indication of the content of the comment.<br>
<br>
CHAPTER LINKAGES ~ATRIX<br>
<br>
Two files are attached: &lt;links021803.doc&gt; and
&lt;crosslinks021803.xls&gt;. The former lists the key and
illustrative questions for each chapter, and identifies the specific
questions to which they should link in other chapters. The Excel
matrix shows the links across chapters. The first two columns identify
the individual questions in each chapter, and subsequent columns
identify the linked questio~(s).</font></div>
<div><font size="-1" color=’#000000"><br>
This cursory description will be elaborated upon at the mini-retreat.
However, if you have insight on how to improve the usefulness of said
documents, or need a quick tutorial to decipher nomenclature, please
contact Margarita Conkright [&It;mconkright@nodc.noaa.gov&gt;,
202. 419. 3466 (direct voice)].<br>
<br>
MISCELLANY<b r>
<br>
An LCD projector will be available in the main plenary room. If you
have AV requirements for the breakout sessions please let me know
ASAPI<br~
<br>
of course, if you have any comments or concerns, do not hesitate to
contact me.</font><br>
<font size="-1" color="#000000"></font><~div>
<div><font size="-l">Dave Dokken<br>
u.s. Global Change Research Program<br>
climate Change science Program<br>
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW<br>
suite 250<br>
washington, DC 20006<br>
USA<br>
+1.202.419.3473 (direct voice)<br>
+1.202.223.3065 (fax)</font></div>
<div><font size="-l">http://www.usgcrpogov/</font></div>
<div><font size="-l"><br></font></div>
<div><font size="-l"><br></font></div>
<div><font size="-l"><br></font></div>
<div><font size="-1" CoIor="#000000">MASTER PARTICIPANTS
LIST</font></div>
<div><font size="-1" color="#000000"><br></font></div>
<div><font size="-1" color="#000000">James R. Mahoney, Department of
commerce</font></div>
<div><font size="-1" color="#000000">Richard Moss, Battelle
PNNL</font></div>
<div><font size="-1" color=°’#000000">Ghassem Asrar, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration<br>
Margaret S. Leinen, National Science Foundation<br>
James Andrews, Department of Defense<br>
Margot Anderson, Department of Energy<br>
Mary Glackin, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration<br>
charles (chip) Groat, UoS. Geological survey<br>
william Hohenstein, U.S. Department of Agriculture<br>
Linda Lawson, Department of Transportation<br>
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Melinda Moore, Department of Health and Human services<br>
Patrick Neale, smithsonian Institution<br>
Aristides Patrinos, Department of Energy<br>
Michael slimak, u.s. Environmental Protection Agency<br>
Harlan Watson, Department of State<br>.
Kathie L. Olsen, office of science and Technology Policy<br>
Philip Cooney, council on Environmental Quality<br>
David Radzanowski, office of Management and Budget<br>
Erin Wuchte, office of Management and Budget<br>
Margaret R. McCalla, office of the Federal coordinator for
Met eo rol ogy<b r>
<br>
Dave Fahe~/, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration<br>
Phil Decola, National Aeronautics and Space Administration<br>
Jay Fein, National science Foundation<br>
Randy Dole, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration<br>
Rick Lawford, National oceanic and Atmospheric Administration<br>
Jared Entin, National Aeronautics and Space Administration<br>
Tom Loveland, U.S. Geological Survey<br>
Garik Gutman, National Aeronautics and Space Administration<br>
Diane wickland, National Aeronautics and Space Administration<br>
Roger Dahlman, Department of Energy<br>
Steve shafer, u.s. Department of Agriculture<br>
Susan Herrod-Julius, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency<br>
Janet Gamble, u~s. Environmental Protection Agency<br>
Caitlin simpson, N~’tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration<br>
Lou Brown, National Science Foundation<br>
claudia Nierenberg, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Admi ni st rati on<br>
)ohn Houghton, Department of Energy<br>
Joel scheraga, uos. Environmental Protection Agency<br>
Dave Bader, Department of Energy<br>
chris Justice, university of Maryland<br>
Keya chatterjee, Department of State<br>
wanda Ferrell, Department of Energy<br>
Tom Spence, National science Foundation<br>
Jack Kaye, National Aeronautics and space Administration<br>
Mary Gant, Department of Health and Human Services<br>
Robert Marlay, Department of Energy<br>
David Conover, Department of Energy<br>
Jerry Elwood, Department of Energy<br>
KO Barrett, USAID<br>
David Halpern, office of science and Technology Policy<br>
<br>
Jeff Amthor, Dep.artment of Energy<br>
Susan Avery, Unlversity of colorado<br>
Margarita Conkright, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Adml ni st rati on<br>
Dave Dokken, university corporation for Atmospheric Research<br>
suzanna Eden, university Corporation for Atmospheric Research<br>
David Goodrich, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration<br>
stephanie Harrington, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Admi ni st rati on~br>
Chet Koblinsky, National Aeronautics and space Administration<br>
David Legler, USCLIVAR Program office<br>
sandy MacCracken, university Corporation for Atmospheric Research<br>
Jessica orrego, university corporation for Atmospheric Research<br>
Rick Piltz, University Corporation for Atmospheric Research<br>
Nick sundt, university corporation for Atmospheric Research<br>
Robert Worrest, GCRIO<br>
Bud ward, Independent consultant<br>
Mike Jawson, U.S. Dep.artment of A.griculture<br>
David Allen, Universl ty Corporat1on for Atmospheric Research<br>
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Jim Butler, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration</font></div>
<div><font size="-1" color="#OOOOOO"><br></font></div>
<div><br></div>
</body>
</html>

END A1-FACHMENT    1

A1-FACHMENT 2
All- CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOPOlO1:[A1-FACH.D47]SREOPO1300EOH4I.O02 tO ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

D0CF11EOAIB11AE1000000000000000000000000000000003EO00300FEFF090006000000000000
O000000000010000003300000000000000001000003500000001000000FEFFFFFFO00000003200
O000FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF~FFFFFFF~FF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFECA5C1001B4009040000FO12BFO00000000001110001000100060000710EOO000EO0
6A626A628BEE8BEEO000000000000000000000000000000000000904160022320000E18CO100E1
8C01007108000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000FFFFOF00
O000000000000000FFFFOFO0000000000000000OFFFFOFO0000000000000000000000000000000
006C00000000008401000000000000840100008401000000000000840100000000000084010000
00000000840100000000000084010000140000000000000000000000C801000000000000C80100
0000000000C801000000000000C801000000000000C80100000C000000D401000074000000C801
O00000000000890B0000EAO000005C020000000000005C020000000000005C020000000000005C
020000000000005C020000000000005C020000000000005C020000000000005C02000000000000
460B000002000000480B000000000000480B000000000000480B000000000000480BO000000000
O0480BOOOOOOOOOOOO480BOOOO2COOOOOO730COOOO20020000930EOOOO72000000740BO0001500
00000000000000000000000000000000000084010000000000005C020000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000005C020000000000005C020000000000005C020000000000005C020000
O0000000740BO00000000000D002000000000000840100000000000084010000000000005C0200
O00000000000000000000000005C020000000000005C02000000000000D002000000000000DO02
000000000000D0020000000000005C0200005200000084010000000000005C0200000000000084
010000000000005C02000000000000460BOO00000000000000000000000000DO02000000000000
9801000018000000B0010000180000008401000000000000840100000000000084010000000000
0084010000000000005C02000000000000460B000000000000D00200007A060000D00200000000
000000000000000000004A090000000000008401000000000000840100000000000000000~0000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
O000000000000000000000004A0900000000000000000000000000004802000014000000E3B779
BA00000000C801000000000000C801000000000000AE020000220000004A090000000000000000
O000000000004A090000FCO10000890B000000000000890BOOO0000000004A0900000000000005
OF000000000000DOO2000000000000050F0000000000004AOg000000000000D002000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
O000000000000000000400C3000F00ES0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
O0000000000nO00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<Stephanie. Harrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:21-FEB-2003 14:51:29.00

SUBJECT:: NAS briefing to CCSP agency representatives

TO:Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov (Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:gant@niehs.nih.gov ( gant@niehs.nih.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin Wuchte ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:ari .patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl@stateogov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale@serc°si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen@nsf.gov ( mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov ( Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:slimak.michael@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:djwhite@nsf.gov ( djwhite@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov ( Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:turekianvc@stateogov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sambrose@hq.nasa.gov ( sambrose@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:VGorsevski@usaid.gov ( vGorsevski@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:scheraga.joel@epa.gov ( scheraga.joel@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:hratch.semerjian@nist.gov ( hratch.semerjian@nist.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov (Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:vicki.horton@noaa.gov ( vickiohorton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:ipo@usgcrp.gov ( ipo@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Patel-weynandTO@state.gov ( Patel-weynandTO@State.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov ( Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:talleyt@state.gov ( talleyt@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodrich@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia@usgs.gov ( mgarcia@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov (Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett@usaid.gov ( kbarrett@usaidogov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence@nsf.gov ( tspence@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov (James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
The NAS will brief the CCSP on the content of their review of the
Discussion Draft of the
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strategic Plan for the u.s. climate change science Program on Tuesday,
February 25, 11:30 am -
12:30 pm, in the CCSP large conference room at 1717 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Suite 250. Due to space
limitations, please limit your attendance to one representative per agency.

visitors to 1717 Pennsylvania Ave. need to sign in at the front desk when
.entering the building.
No other security measures are in place.

Please let me know if you have any questions,
stephanie Harrington
U.S. climate Change Science Program
202-482-1944
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES ~IL)

CREATOR:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ 3 )

CREATION DATE/TIME:21-FEB-2003 17:19:05.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: Heads Up: Climate: National Academy Report next week

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP E CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
thanks for the heads up, Phil

Phil cooney
02/21/2003 05:17:04 PM
Record Type:    Record

To:     Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Scott
McClellan/WHO/EOP@Exchange@EOP
cc:     See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject:         Heads Up: Climate: National Academy Report next week

Dana and Scott, next wednesday, the National Academy of sciences will
release its review of the Administration’s 10 year draft strategi~ plan on
climate change science research (that was released for public, revlew and
comment last November). Below is an announcement for a pre-release
briefing for federal agencies on Tuesday. I have an indication that the.
report will be very crltical of the plan and the Administration -- but it
it hard to gauge the likely depth of press interest on this. I spoke
today with Stephanie Harrington at the Department of Commerce and made
clear that they should be prepared to handle press response.., and that we
would be referring inquiries to them, but would appreciate their talking
points and Qs and As.        Phil

Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 02/21/2003
04:54 PM

stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
02/21/2003 03:00:29 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: NAS briefing to CCSP agency representatives

The NAS will brief the ccsP on the content of their review of the
Discussion Draft of the
Strategic Plan for the U.S. climate change science Program on Tuesday,
February 25, 11:30 am -
12:30 pm, in the ccsP large conference room at 1717 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Suite 250. Due to space
limitations, please limit your attendance to one representative per agency.

Visitors to 1717 Pennsylvania Ave. need to sign in at the front desk when
Page 1
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entering the building.
No other security measures are in place.

Please let me know if you have any questions,
Stephanie Harrington
U.S. climate Change Science Program
202~482-1944

Message Sent
TO:
Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov
neale@sercosi.edu
cgroat@usgs.gov
watsonhl@state.gov
gasrar@hq.nasa.gov
ari.patrinos@sclence.doe.gov
mmoore@osophs.dhhsogov
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
slimak.michael@epa.gov
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov
andrewj@onr.navy.mil
mary.glackin@noaa.gov
EmSimmons@usaid.gov
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
gant@niehs.nih.gov
Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov
Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov
mleinen@nsf.gov

Message copied
TO:
James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
vicki.horton@noaa.gov
tspence@nsf.gov
Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov
kbarrett@usaid.gov
hratch.semerjian@nist.gov
Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov
scheraga.joel@epa.gov
mgarcia@usgs.gov
vGorsevski@usaid.gov
davidogoodrich@noaa.gov
sambrose@hq.nasa.gov
talleyt@state.gov
turekianvc@state.gov
Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov
Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov
Patel-weynandTO@state.gov
djwhite@nsf.gov
ipo@usgcrp.gov

Message copied
TO:
Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP
pebble s. Fiddelke/CEQ/EOP@EOP
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
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Jay P. Lefkowitz/OPD/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Joel D. Kaplan/WHO/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Kevin M. O’DOnOvan/OVP/EOP@EOP
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Kathryn M. Harrington/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
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THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
Adv~. to the//~on on

NA110NAL AC.ADF_~Y OF SCIEN~S ¯ NATIONAL ACa, DI~Y OF EF~NEERING - BqSIIIIJK OF ~ ¯ NAIIONAL P, LgI~RCH COUNCIL

]]}ate:
Contacts:

Feb. 25, 2003
Bill Kearney, Media Relations Officer
Christian Dobbins, Media Relations Assistant
Office 6f News and Public Information
(202) 334-213 8; e-mail <news@nas.edu>

FOR IMJ~EDJATE RELEASE

GOVERNMENT CLIMATE-CHANGE RESEARCH PLAN IS GOOD START,
BUT MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED TO MEET NATION’S NEEDS

WASHINGTON - While the federal government has taken a good first step toward better
understanding and responding to climate change by drafting a strategic plan that contains new research
initiatives, the plan lacks a clear guiding vision and does not sufficiently meet the needs of decision-
makers who must deal with the effects of climate change, says a new report from the National
Academies’ National Research Council. The committee that wrote the report also noted that the
president’s fiscal year 2004 budget request appears.to |cave funding relatively unchanged for the U.S.
Climate Change Science Program (CCSP), which wrote the draft plan, despite the important new
initiatives called for in the plan.

"While past climate-change science has focused on how climate is changing and affecting
other natural systems, future science must also focus on more applied research that can directly support
decision-making," said committee chair Thomas E. Graedel, professor of industrial ecology,. Yale-

. University School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, New Haven, Conn. "Research is especially
needed to improve our understanding of thepossible impacts of climate change on ecosystems’and
human society, as well as options for responding to - and reducing - these effects."

The federal government formed CCSP a year ago to facilitate climate-change research
across 13 federal agencies. CCSP released its draft strategic plan for public comment in November and
also held a workshop in Washington where hundreds of climate scientists and other stakeholders
commented on the plan. CCSP asked the Research Council to review the draft plan as well.

The draft plan provides a solid foundation for future research by identifying some exciting
new initiatives that build on the success of the Global Change Research Program, which has been funding
valuable research for more than a decade, the committee said. It commended CCSP for introducing an
emphasis on the need for science to address national needs, including support for people in the public
and private sectors whose decisions are affected by climate change. In addition, CCSP has made genuine
overtures to the research community, indicating a strong interest in developing a plan that is consistent
with current scientific thinking. Some of the more important initiatives in the plan include a call for
models that can offer trusted projections, or forecasts, of climate change, and cutting-edge research into
aerosols and the carbon cycle that is needed to improve our understanding of climate change and
variability.

2101 Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 2041

(MORE-)

(202} 334-2138 e-moil <news@nas.edu> ¯ nationaLacademies.org
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will be needed to develop the computing power necessary for some of the modeling and data collection
called for in the draft plan.

Existing management processes may not be adequate to ensure that the 13 agencies
involved in CCSP cooperate toward the program’s goals, the committee found. The revised strategic
plan needs to clearly describe the responsibilities of program leadership and ways to foster greater agency
cooperation. At the same time, CCSP should encourage participation by other mission-oriented agencies,
such as the Federal Emergency Management Agency and the land management agencies of the
Department of the Interior.

The committee, whose work was sponsored by the U.5. Climate Change Science Program,
will review a revised strategic plan later this year. The National Research Council is the principal
operating arm of the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering. It is a
private, nonprofit institution that provides science and technology advice under a congressional charter.
A committee roster follows.

Copies of Planning Climate and Global Change Research: A Review of the Draft U.S, Climate Change Science
Program Strategic Plan will be available this spring from the National Academies Press; tel. (202) 334-3313 or 1-
800-624-6242 or on the lnternet at http://www.nap.edu. Reporters may obtain a pre-publication copy from the
Office of News and Public Information (contacts listed above).

[ This news release and report are available at http://national-academies.ory l
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-EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT-

COUNCIL ON
ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

730Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

(202) 456-6224
(202) 456-2710

(INCLUDING COVER SHEET)

COMMENTS:

The document(s) accompanying dais FAX transmission may contain i~fformation, which is confidential and/or
sensitive. The information is intended only for use by the individual or entity named on this transmission sheet.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, dislx~ution, or the
taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this faxed information is strictly prohibited, and that the
documents should be returned to this office immediately. In this re.gard, if you have received this FAX in enor,
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

CHAIRMAN
February 25, 2002

MEMOIL~NDUM TO:

FROM:

RE:

SECRETARY DONALD EVANS
SECRETARY SPENCER M3RAHAM
SECRETARY COLIN POWELL
SECRETARY ANN VENEMAN
SECRETARY GALE NORTON
SECRETARY TOMMY THOMPSON
SECRETARY DONALD RUMSFELD
SECRETARY NORMAN M1NETA
ADMINISTRATOR CHRISTINE TODD WHITMAN
DIRECTOR M1TCH DANIELS
DIRECTOR LARRY LINDSEY
DIRECTOR JOHN MAR_BURGER
ADMINISTRATOR SEAN O’KEEFE
DIRECTOR RITA COLWELL

Pursuant to the recommendation made at the February 4, 2002 cabinet-level Climate Change
Working Group and accepted by the President, I am pleased to inform you of your membership
on the new Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration. Its functions
include providing recommendations to the President concerning climate science and technology,
the movement of funding mad programs across agency boundaries and coordination with OMB
on implementing recommendations. Secretary’ Evans will initially chair the Committee, with
Secretary Abraham as the Vice Chair. Science Advisor Marburger will serve as the Executive
Director. The Committee will report periodically to the existing Climate Change Review Panel.
(Attachment).

An Interagency Working Group on Climate Change on Climate Science and Teclmology will
provide support to this eflbrt and its work should commence immediately to ensure that planning
for the Fiscal Year 2004 budget reflects a base review of the existing federal science and
technology research programs. This review would culminate in the acceptance of related
recommendations by the Climate Change Review Panel later this year.

You should expect to hear from Secretary Evans shortly about next steps.

Attachment

cc: Dr. Condoleeza Rice, National Security Advisor

Recycled Paper
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RECORD TYPE-" FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:SCott Rayder <ScOttoRayder@noaa.gov> ( Scott Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:25-FEB-2003 18:43:49.00

SUBJECT:: [Fwd: EPW: INHOFE RESPONDS TO CLIMATE REPORT]

TO:Michael Catanzaro <Michael_Catanzaro@epw.senate.gov> ( Michael Catanzaro
<Michael_catanzaro@epw.senate°gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert Card <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( Robert Card <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Harlan Watson <WatsonHL@state.gov> ( Harlan Watson <watsonHL@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:MaryBeth Nethercutt <MaryBeth,Nethercutt@noaa.gov> ( MaryBeth Nethercutt
<MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa°gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( James R Mahoney
<James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kevin Kolevar <Kevin. Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( Kevin Kolevar
<Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Craig Montesano <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov> ( Craig Montesano
<Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jordan St. John" <Jordan.st.John@noaa.gov> ( "Jordan St. John"
<Jordan.St. John@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Conrad C Lautenbacher <conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> ( Conrad C Lautenbacher
<conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Bob Hopkins <robertohopkins@noaa.gov> ( Bob Hopkins <robert.hopkins@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
FYI

original Message
Subject: EPW: INHOFE RESPONDS TO CLIMATE REPORT
Date: Tue, 25 Feb 2003 15:35:55 -0500
From: Michael_Catanzaro@epw.senate.gov (~ichael Catanzaro)
To: twinter@eaglepub.com,
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tripp.baird@heritageoorg,tracey.shifflett@mail.house.gov,
stephen.sayle@dutkogroup.com,ssegal@bracepatt.com,
scott.rayder@~oaa.gov,
sbrown@dutkogroup.com, robert.pollock@wsj.com,robert_traynham@src.senate.gov
(robert traynham), rlong@nma.org,ray.fitzgerald@mail.house.gov,
randy.randol@exxonmobil.com,ragon_gentry@inhofe.senate.gov,
public.policy@verizon.net,nschulz@techcentralstation.com,               .
nick.reid@heritage.org,mwhitenton@nam.org, mmckenna@dutkogroup.com,
mlewis@cei.org,mlke@hardimanconsulting.com,
mebell@cei.org,larry.boggs@corporate.ge.com,
kurt.christensen@mail.house.gov,kmccoy@namoorg,
kim.strassel@wsj.com,john_peschke@rpc.senate.gov (john peschke),
~oe@rpum.com,jmorgan9@ford.com, jmarks@nam.org,
~gizzi@eaglepub.com,jestes@who.eop.gov,
jack.victory@mail.house.gov,jack.belcher@mail.house.gov,
gkelly@kellypublic.com,george_o’connor@craig.senate.gov (george
o’connor), fmaisano@pcgpr.com,esteadman@celanese.com,
dridenour@nationalcenteroorg,dperino@ceq.eop.gov,
doug.heye@mail.house.gov,denniss@prestongates.com,
debbie_s._fiddelke@ceq.eop.gov,danny_finnerty@inhofe.senate.gov,
dan.skopec@mail.house.gov,dallen@nrsc.org,cohen@lexingtoninstitute.org,
cmitchell@foleylaw.com,chris°fl~hr@mail.house°gov, chorner@cei.org,
charli.coon@heritage.org,chad_bradley@inhofe.senate.gov (chad bradley),
bmoran@fabmac.com,blibro@mnpower.com, bill.koetzle@mail.house.gov,
bholbrook@rnchq.org,aridenour@nationalcenter.org,
alynn@rnchqoorg,susan_wheeler@crapo.senate.gov,
scott_milburn@voinovich.senate.gov,meredith_moseley@warnerosenateogov,marci
e_ridgway@voinovich.senate.gov,
jaredgyoung@yahoo.com,gary_hoitsma@inhofe.senate.gov,
ernie_blazar@bond.senate.gov,don_stewart@cornyn.senate.gov,
dick_wadhams@allard.senate.gov,chuck_kleeschulte@murkowskiosenate.g?v,
carrie_sloan@thomas.senate.gov,Genevieve_Erny@epw.senate.gov (Geneweve
Erny),Andrew_Wheeler@epw.senate.gov (Andrew
wheeler),Michael_whatley@epw.senate.gov (Michael
Whatley),Aloysius_Hogan@epw.senate.gov (Aloysius
Hogan),Marty_Hall@epw.senate.gov (Marty Hall)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Catanzaro

February 25, 2003

Contacts: Mike

202-224-5762
Jared Young
202-224-5762

INHOFE RESPONDS TO CLIMATE CHANGE REPORT

washington, D.C.-Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.), chairman of the senate
Environment
and Public works committee, gave a statement today on the National
Research
Council’s report assessing the draft u.s. climate change science Program
Strategic Plan:

D"The National Research Council report offers nothing new in terms of the
significant uncertainties surrounding climate science, but does
re~nforce
congress’s responsibility to ask tough questions about how climate
research
dollars are being spent. More quality and focused research is needed to
find
solutions to climate-related issues that may arise in the future.

D"Hats off to the Bush Administration for taking the right approach to
Page 2
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cl i mate
change. Instead of pursuing economically disastrous policies such as
the Kyoto
Protocol, it is taking a prudent course by trying to strengthen our
I i mi ted
understanding of the underlying causes and impacts of climate change.n"

--###--
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ 3 )

CREATION DATE/TIME:25-FEB-2003 18:59:37.00

SUBJECT:: Re: First story "Bush Climate Plan Lacks Focus"

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP E CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
you picked the line - right on the money

Phil cooney
02/25/2003 06:57:56 PM
Record Type:    Record

To:     Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Scott
McClellan/WHO/EOP@Exchange@EOP, Debbie s. Fiddelke/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:     James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov, Craig.montesano@noaa.gov,
Scott. Rayder@noaa.gov
subject:         First story "Bush climate Plan Lacks Focus"

Science - Reuters

Scientists: Bush climate Change Plan Lacks Focus
16 minutes ago Add science - Reuters to My Yahoo!

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The Bush administration’s plan for research into
global climate change lacks a "clear and
consistent" focus to guide officials in setting u.s. policy, a National
Academy of Sciences panel said on Tuesday,

The panel reviewed the draft plan at the request of the white House and
described it as "a good start" that needed
revisions to clarify its priorities and goals.

At first glance, members said, it appeared the administration’s proposed
budget for fiscal 2004, which begins oct. 1,
!eft funding for climate change research relatively unchanged -- despite
!mportant new initiatives that are proposed
in the draft plan.

After withdrawing from the Kyoto Treaty on global warming, the Bush
administration called for industry to make
voluntary efforts to reduce emisslons of so-called greenhouse gases linked
to climate change. It launched the
climate change strategic Program, for research into the issue, last fall.

scientists say use of fossil fuels, food production and land-use changes
have released carbon dioxide,

Page 1
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methane, nitrous oxide and ozone gases at the same time the earth’s
surface has warmed slightly.

climate change could result in melting of glaciers, a rise in sea levels,
extended crop-growing seasons and
changes in the geographic location of animals and plants.

"The draft plan lacks most of the basic elements of a strategic plan," the
NAS panel wrote. It said there was no
"guidi.ng vision," set of executable goals, clear timetables, criteria for

measurlng progress or priorities for work.

A revised version of strategic plan for the climate change strategic
Program, which would facilitate research by
13 federal agencies, will be reviewed by the panel later this year.

"The revised strategic plan should articulate a clear, concise vision
statement for the program in the context of
national needs," the panel recommended. "The vision should be specific,

ambitious and apply to the entire ccsP."

In their report, the NA~ panel said the draft plan identified "some
exciting new directions for research and for
"genuine overtures" to researchers and interested parties on how to
improve the draft.

some of the most important initiatives in the draft, the panel said, were
a call for reliable methods for forecasting
climate change and "cutting-edge" research into aerosols and the carbon
cycle, to improve scientists’ understanding

of climate change and variability.

Trustworthy climate forecasts would be of great value for policymakers at
all levels, the panel said. As an
example, it said the forecasts could be used by regional water managers or
even by consumers deciding which
appliances to buy.

Thomas Graedel, professor of industrial ecology at Yale university and
chairman of the panel, said while
research in the past tried to gauge how the climate was changing and its
effects on nature, "future science
must also focus on more applied research that can directly support
deci si on-maki ng."

"Research is especially needed to improve our understanding of the
possible impacts~of climate change on
ecosystems and human society as well as options for responding to -- and
reducing -- these effects."

Page 2
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:25-FEB-2003 19:32:53.00

SUBJECT:: Fwd: George Marshall comments on NAS Report

TO:Kameran L. Onley ( CN=Kameran L. Onley/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

07:27 PM
Forwarded by Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP on 02/25/2003

Frank Maisano <fmaisano@PcGPR.coM>
02/25/2003 07:09:58 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
subject: Fwd: George Marshall Comments on NAS Report

Date: Tue, 25 Feb 2003 18:46:11 -0500
From: "Frank Maisano" <fmaisano@PCGPR.COM>
subject: George Marshall comments on NAS Report
TO: "Frank Ma~sano" <fmaisano@PCGPR.COM>
MIME-version: 1.0
Content-t~pe: multipart/mixed;
boundary= Boundary_(ID_MsGdRf/MZ61X2N189IwJ1w)"

Friends,

Here are comments from the George Marshall Institute, who commented
extensively to the NAS...Many ot their comments wereincorporated into
this report.

You may wish to contact Bill o’Keefe c. (202) 251-4625

Best,

Frank Maisano
c. (202) 297-1502

February 26, 2002

MARSHALL INSTITUTE COMMENDS NATIONAL ACADEMIES’ CLIMATE SCIENCE
REVIEW:
Stresses Need to Prioritize Climate Research

Today’s National Academies report, Planning Climate and Global Change
Research, provides a valuable service by providing a constructive
critique of the Administration’s draft Climate change strategic Plan.

Page 1
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we join the Academy in commending the Administration for its outreach

to the broader scientific community and agree that these efforts
indicate a strong interest in developing a plan that is responsive to
national needs," Marshall Institute President william O’Keefe said.

The George Marshall Institute also examined the Administration’s draft
plan in detail. Based on comments submitted to the Department of
Commerce in mid-January, climate Change Science: Marshall Institute’s
Review of the Draft Climate change Sclence Program strategic Plan, the
Institute lays out its recommendations for improving the draft Strategic
Plan (available at http://www.marshall.org).

The Academy comments also reinforce those made by a majority of the
participants at the workshop convened last December to engage
stakeholders in the planning process.

In convening that Workshop, Assistant Secretary Mahoney provided a
valuable context by indicating that the draft had been designed to
provoke discussion and comment. His measure of success for the effort
was the extent of change made to the draft. By omitting this context,
the Academy risks a widespread misunderstanding of its review and the
Administration’s efforts.

In the end, the Academy report, as well as others from the scientific
community, reaffirm a few basic facts:

* our current state of knowledge is inadequate for distinguishing
human impacts from natural variability,

* Progress in improving our state of knowledge is tied to a
commitment and funding to improve our observational data system, and

* For models to be more useful, they must be based more on confirmed
scientific facts and less on unvalidated hypotheses.

The George Marshall Institute (GMI) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization founded in 1984 to encourage the use of sound science in
making public policy. Decisions and conclusions about many public policy
matters are shaped by advances in science and technology. For that
reason, unbiased and scientifically accurate assessments of the
significance of these advances for policy are critical.

George Marshall Institute
1625 K St, NW
suite 1050
washington, D.C. 20005
202/296-9655
info@marshall.org

- nas2-26rpt.pdf

A1-FACHMENT i
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00’

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0102:[A1-FACH.D54]SREOP01300E6J8B.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

255044462D312E330D25E2E3CFD30DOA3130382030206F626AOD3C3C200D2F4C696E656172697A
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Key Facts and Quotes About the National Research Council Report
"Planning Climate and Global Change Research"

February 26, 2003

1. The National Research Council’s report praises the Administration for "a strong
interest on the part of the Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) in developing a plan
that is consistent with current scientific thinking and is responsive to the nation’s needs
for information on climate and associated global changes"

2. NRC stated that the Administration’s Draft Strategic Plan "identifies some exciting
new directions" for climate change science programs in the federal government, while
making "genuine overtures to researchers and the broader stakeholder community to gain
feedback on the draft strategic plan and how to improve it."

Overall conclusion: "In general, the draft plan provides a solid foundation for the
CCSP. With suitable revisions, the plan could articulate an explicit and forward-
looking vision for the CCSP and clearly identifiable pathways to successful
implementation."

On the Draft Strategic Plan’s utility: "The CCRI portion of the plan introduces an
admirable emphasis on the need for science to address national needs, including
support for those in the public and private sectors whose decisions are affected by
climate change and variability."

On cutting-edge science: "... the draft plan identifies many of the cutting-edge
scientific research activities that are necessary to improve understanding of the Earth
system."

On the need for better observing systems: "The call for greatly improved
observational capabilities reflects a well-recognized priority for increasing
understanding of climate and associated global changes."

3. The NRC also made some thoughtful recommendations for improvements to the Draft
Strategic Plan: (1) clarify visions and goals of the CCSP and CCRI; (2) improve its
treatment of program management; (3) fill key information needs; (4) enhance efforts to
support decision making; and (5) set the, stage for implementation.

4. The Administration welcomes these recommendations and believes they will serv~ to
enhance its efforts to conduct an open, transparent, and credible climate science program.
It should be emphasized that the Draft Strategic Plan is just that: a draft - open to
constructive comments and with room for improvement. The NRC report is not the
endpoint - but it is a significant step in the process that will culminate in the Revised
Strategic Plan, which will be issued in April 2003.

5. This teport was requested by Dr. James Mahoney on behalf of the Administration as
part of the Climate Change Research Initiative. The Administration asked NRC to give
the Draft Plan a thorough looking-over, and find ways in which it could be improved.

6. Now that the Administration is well along in the important task of framing the key
questions to proceed with a science program, the NRC’s thoughtful critiques and
recommendations will further refine the process of producing a plan that serves the best
interests of the nation.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL     (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov ( Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:26-FEB-2003 19:33:44.00

SUBJECT:: DRAFT Press Release - PLEASE REVIEW

TO:stephanie.harringt0n@noaa.gov ( stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:rbirk@hq.nasa,gov ( rbirk@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

~C:"’Patel-weynandTO@state.gov’" <Patel-weynandTO@stateogov> (
’Patel-weynandTO@state.gov’" <Patel-weynandTO@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

READ:UNKNOWN

cc:’Debbie Payne’ <Debbie,Payne@noaa.gov> ( ’Debbie Payne’ <Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’talleyt@state.gov’" <talleyt@state.gov> ( "’talleyt@state.gov’"
<talleyt@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’sambrose@hq.nasa.gov’" <sambrose@hq.nasa.gov> ( "’sambrose@hq.nasa.gov’"
<sambrose@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Robert Marlay’ <RobertLMarlay@hq.doe.gov> ( ’Robert Marlay’
<Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:’mgarcia’ <mgarcia@usgs.gov> ( ’mgarcia’ <mgarcia@usgs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~"’ Jerry. El wood@sci ence. doe. g~v’" <Jerry. Elwood@sci ence. doe. gov> (erry. Elwood@science.doe.gov" <Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’kbarrett@usaid.gov’" <kbarrett@usaid.gov> ( "’kbarrett@usaid.gov’"
<kbarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’tspence’ <tspence@nsf.gov> ( ’tspence’ <tspence@nsfogov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

~C:"’3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov’" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> (
"James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov’" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

READ:UNKNOWN

~C:"’Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov’" <Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> (
’Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov’" <Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’gant@niehs,nih,gov’" <gant@niehs,nih.gov> ( "’gant@niehs.nih.gov’"
<gant@niehs.nih.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’EmSimmons@usaid.gov’" <EmSimmons@usaid.gov> ( "’EmSimmons@usaid.gov’"
<EmSimmons@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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cc:"’andrewj@onr.navy.mil’" <andrewj@onr.navy.mil> ( "’andrewj@onr.navy.mil’"
<andrewj@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=-EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: °" ari. patri nos@sci ence. doe. gov’" <ari. patri nos@sci ence. doe. gov> (
"’ ari. patri nos@sci ence. doe. gov’" <ari. patri nos@sci ence. doe. gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ : UNKNOWN

cc:"’watsonhl@state.gov’" <watsonhl@state.gov> ( "’watsonhl@state.gov’"
<watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’neale@serc.si.edu’" <neale@serc.si.edu> ( "’neale@serc.si.edu’"
<neale@serc.si.edu> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’white Deborah J.’" <djwhite@nsf.gov> ( "’white Deborah J.’" <djwhite@nsf.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Holmes Kathy’ <Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov> ( ’Holmes Kathy’
<Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’turekianvc@state.gov’" <turekianvc@state.gov> ( "’turekianvc@state.gov’"
<turekianvc@state..gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Paul T. Anastas ( CN=Paul T. Anastas/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~c:"’david.goodrich@noaa.gov’" <david.goodrich@noaa.gov> (
’david.goodrich@noaa.gov’" <david.goodrich@noaa,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Gorsevski Virginia’ <vGorsevski@usaid.gov> ( ’Gorsevski virginia’
<vGorsevski@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’scheraga.joel’" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "’scheraga.joel’"
<scheraga.joel@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~"’hratch.semerjian@nist.g~v’" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> (ratch.semerjian@nist.gov" <hratch.semerjian@nist.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov’" <]ack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> ( "’Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov’"
<Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’vicki.horton@noaa.gov’" <vicki.~orton@noaa.gov> ( "’vicki.horton@noaa.gov’"
<vicki.horton@noaaogOV> [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’mleinen@nsf.gov’" <mleinen@nsf.gov> ( "’mleinen@nsf.gov’" <mleinen@nsf.gov> [
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UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov’" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ~
"’Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov’" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David Nalpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’mary.glackin@noaa.gov’" <mary.glackin@noaa.gov> ( "’mary.glackin@noaa.gov’"
<mary.glackin@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

~i"’linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov’" <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> (inda.lawson@ost.dot.gov’" <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "’ sl i mak. michael @epa. gov’" <sl i mak. michael @epa. gov> ( "’ sl i mak. michael @epa. gov’"
<slimak.mi chael@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

cc:"’mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov’" <mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( "’mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov’"
<mmoore@osophs.dhhsogov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’gasrar@hq.nasa.gov’" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( "’gasrar@hq.nasa.gov’"
<gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’cgroat@usgs.gov’" <cgroat@usgs.gov> ( "’cgroat@usgs.gov’" <cgroat@usgs.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’whohenst@OCE.USDA.gOv’" <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( "’whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov’"
<whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Please review the attached press release containing the CCSP response
to the NRC report on the Draft Strategic Plan.

If you have any comments, please provide them to me no later than noon
tomorrow (Thursday, February 27) and cc Kent Laborde
(kent.laborde@noaa.pov) as I am reporting for Jury Duty tomorrow
morning and do not Know how long I will be out.

Thanks,
stephanie
- nrc release.doc:

All" CREATION TIME/DATE:
A1-FACHMENT

0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0103:[ATTACH.D99]SREOP01300ETYHN.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

D0CF11EOAIB11AE1000000000000000000000000000000003E000300FEFF090006000000000000

END A1-FACHMENT    I
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> ( Stephanie Harrington
<StephanieoHarrington@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:28-FEB-2003 14:59:56.00

SUBJECT:: FYI - NRC response to The Guardian article on Draft CCSP Strategic Plan

TO:Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov (Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:gant@niehs.nih.gov ( gant@niehs.nih.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen@nsfogoV ( mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov ( Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:slimak.michael@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs,dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:djwhite@nsf.gov ( djwhite@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov ( Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:turekianvc@state.gov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sambrose@hq.nasa.gov ( sambrose@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:vGorsevski@usaid.gov ( vGorsevski@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:scheraga.joel@epa.gov ( scheraga.joel@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:hratch.semerjian@nist.gov ( hratch.semerjian@nist.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov (Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:vicki.horton@noaa.gov ( vicki.horton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc: rbi rk@hq, nasa. gov ( rbi rk@hq, nasa. gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Pate]-weynandTO@state.gov ( Pate]-weynandTO@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov ( Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:talleyt@state.gov ( talleyt@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodrich@noaa,gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia@usgs.gov ( mgarcia@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jerry. Elwood@science.doe,gov (Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett@usaid.gov ( kbarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence@nsf,gov ( tspence@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov ( James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
On behalf of Dr. Mahoney, I am forwarding you the NRC response to the
February 27; 2003, article in
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The Guardian (UK) on the recently released NRC report on the Discussion
Draft Strategic Plan on the
u.s. Climate change science Program. Please see the attached pdf file for
the NRC response.

The original article can be found at the following URL or in the text
below:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/climatechange/story/0,12374,903609,00.html

Please let me know if you have any questions,
stephanie Harrington
U.S. Climate Change science Program
202-482-1944

Advisers tell Bush climate plan is useless

Strategy ’lacks vision, goals, timetable and criteria’

oliver Burkeman in washington
Thursday February 27, 2003
The Guardian

George Bush’s strategy on global warming suffered a setback yesterday when
a panel of scientists
convened at the request of the white House condemned it as lacking vision,
and wasting time and
money on research questions that were resolved years ago.

Mr Bush’s plan, introduced after the us backed out of the Kyoto protocol,
replaces that treaty’s
call for mandatory limits on greenhouse gas emissions with a decade-long
programme of research to
determine the scale of the problem.

BUt the 17 environmental experts, assembled by the National Academy of
Sciences at the president’s
request, said in their report that the president’s strategy "lacks most of
the basic elements of a
strategic plan: a guiding vision, executable goals, clear timetables and
criterla for measuring
progress", and misses the opportunity to cooperate more with other
countries on research.

"I’ve been doing ecosystems science for 30 years, and we know what we know
and what we don’t know,"
william schlesinger, a panel member, told the Guardian. "Rather than
focusing on the things we don’t
know, it’s almost as if parts of the plan were written by people who are ~
totally unfamiliar with
where ecosystems science is coming from.

"They say we ought to be monitoring methane in remote regions," said Dr
Schlesinger, the dean of
Duke university’s. Nicholas school of the Environment and Earth sciences in
Durham, North Carolina.
"Well, we’ve been monitoring some of these things for 30 years, and
there’s no question that the
levels are risingo"

The Bush plan also urges, for example, more research on how carbon
emissions are affected by forest
fires, a question largely seen as resolved within the academy.
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"They didn’t set the hard p. riorities," said Michael Prather, an earth
scientist from the university
of california at Trvine and a panel member. "From the scientists’ point of
view, we have a pretty
good idea of what is happening."

The experts also call for "~reatly increased" spending on addressing
climate change, far above the
$1.7bn per year earmarked. They concede that the plan is "a solid
foundation", going further towards
formulating a strategy on global warming research - as required by a 1990
act of congress - than
either the first President Bush or Bill clinton.

James Mahoney, director of the government’s climate change science
programme, which is charged with                                   ’
executing the plan, said he welcomed the panel’s criticisms. "Nobody ever
undertook to do something
like this before. There are certainly areas where we need to improve," he
said. "But we’re in a
process where we pushed to very quickly turn around a battleship, and
we’ve never had a plan
before."

But the scientists’ findings may cause concern in the administration in
the few weeks of the
consultation period that remain, not least because the panel included
experts from corporations
including BP and Honeywell.

Mr Bush has been accused of claiming that more research is needed in order
to stall moves towards
limiting us greenhouse gas emissions. Environmental groups accuse the oil
company Exxon Mobil of                    ¯
leading a campaign in the us to discredit scientific findings suggesting
that.the dangers of global
warmlng
are grave.

"There’s no question that if you claim that not much is known, even if it
is, then you delay the
time at which you can say, OK, the research is unequivocal and we need to
do something about the
problem," Dr schlesinger said. "It’s not very far beneath the surface that
there’s an element of not
taking any action here."
- Guardian Letter to the Editor 02-28-03.pdf.                      A1-FACHMENT

ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0103:[A1-FACH.D80]SREOP01300EAC60.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END Al-l-ACHMENT    i
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Letter to the Editor, London Guardian (UK):

Oliver Burkeman’s article "Advisers tell Bush climate plan is useless" (February 27)
discusses a report released by the National-Research Council, the operating arm of the
National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering, on the draft
U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) strategic plan.

This article misrepresented the report’s conclusions in several important ways. First, its
headline is not at all consistent with the committee’s overall assessment of the draft plan.
The committee concluded, "In general, the draft plan provides a solid foundation for the
CCSP." Although the report called on CCSP to make substantial revisions, it stated that
the draft plan "represents a good start to the process" and "clearly builds upon the
substantial and largely successful research programs of the last decade."

Second, the NRC report did not state that the draft plan wastes "time and money on
research questions that were resolved years ago." In fact, the committee found that it
"identifies many of the cutting-edge scientific research activities that are necessary to
improve understanding of the Earth system."

This committee worked hard to provide constructive advice to the CCSP as it takes on the
challenging task of revising its draft strategic plan. In so doing, it identified the plan’s
strengths as well as many opportunities for improvement. Your article would have been
more informative to your readers if it had accurately reflected the consensus views of our
committee.

Respectfully,

E. William Colglazier
Executive Officer
U. S. National Academy of Sciences and National Research Council
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RECORD I~PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"~4oss, Richard H" <Richard.Moss@pnl.gov> ( "Moss, Richard H"
<Richard.t~oss@pnl .gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:28-FEB-2003 17:45:23.00

SUBJECT:: Record of conclusions and follow-up actions from second day of lead
authors’ retreat

TO:wgcc@usgcrp.gov ( wgcc@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.�onover@hq.doe.gov ( david.conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:djwhite@nsf.gov ( djwhite@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov ~ Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:turekianvc@state.gov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sambrose@hq.nasa.gov ( sambrose@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov ( Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia@usgs.gov ( mgarcia@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Jerry. Elwo0d@science.doe.gov (Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:kbarrett@usaid.gov ( kbarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence@nsf.gov ( tspence@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov ( James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov ( Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gant@niehs.nih.gov ( gant@niehs.nih.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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cc:ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:neale@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:ipo@usgcrp.gov ( ipo@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Patel-weynandTO@state.gov ( Patel-weynandTO@State.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov ( Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:talleyt@state.gov ( talleyt@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodr~ch@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:vGorsevski@usaid.gov ( vGorsevski@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:scheraga.joel@epaogov ( scheraga.joel@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:hratch.semerjian@nist.gov ( hratch.semerjian@nist.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov (Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:vicki.horton@noaa.gov ( vicki.horton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mleinen@nsf.gov ( mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov ( Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN ,

cc:slimak.michael@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWF’
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CC:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
TO: ~~~ Working Group co-chairs/Lead Authors

FROM: ~~ climate Change science Program office

RE: ~~~ Record of conclusions and follow-up actions from
second day of lead authors~, retreat

DATE:~~ 28 February 2003

CC: ~~~ CCSP/SGCR Principals

Thank you for participating in the lead authors~, retreat on the 24th and
26th of February.Special thanks are due to Tom Spence, Rosa Knox, and NSF
Geosciences for hosting us. Conclusions and follow-up actions are
summarized in the attached meeting summary
<Retreat_Conclusions_28Feb03.pdf> and supplement the recommendations made
in the 4 February 2003guidance memo. If you have questions or a different
recollection of any of the conclusions, please contact me.

Note that we are suggesting that the meeting scheduled for 7 March to
review the NRC comments be dropped, since we have alread~ had a
preliminary review of the NRC comments on wednesday at the retreat. In its
place we propose to hold a teleconference (but only if it is useful to wG
co-chairs and lead authors~*see meeting summary) to discuss ~&with-in
chapter~8 revisions. We are also adding an afternoon meeting on 12 March
for final discussion of a number of cross-cutting issues (this could
include further discussion of the NRC report if warranted). This is also
described in the summary.

Also attached to this email you will find a series of files that you might
consider forwarding.to your respective writin~ teams along with your own
insights as you rewse your draft chapters. If you have any problems with
the attachments, please contact Ms. Sandy MacCracken.

The files are referenced in the conclusions/follow-up actions memo and
include:

~~ <NRCreviewFeb2003.pdf> (electronic version of the NRC report)

~9~ <Annotation_Directions.doc> (guidelines for noting responses
to comments)

~~ <StratPlan_Graphicsspecs.doc> (graphics specifications)

~~ <WG_ContactInfo.doc> (contact information for the writing
Page 3
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teams:)

:~:~3~:~ < Addendum_to_Collation. doc> (general comments received late:)

YYYYYYYYYYY

A few additional files related to cross-chapter linkages and products will
be distributed early next week.

Thank you for your continued participation in the planning process, we
welcome suggestions on making the process as efficient and productive as
possi bl e.

sincerely,

Richard MOSS

onbehalf of the ccsP office

SELECT CCSP STAFF CONTACT TNFO

Davi d A11 en (:202. 419. 3486, dal 1 en@usgc rp. gov:)

susan Avery (:202. 419. 3470, savery@ci res. colorado, edu:)

~largarita conkright (202.419.3466, mconkright@nodc.noaa.gov)

Davi d Dokken (202. 419. 3473, ddokken@usgcrp, gov:)

stephanie Harrington(:202.419.3487 or 202.482. 1944,
Stephani e. Harri ngton@noaa, gov)

Chet Kobl i nsky(202. 419. 3474, Chester. 3. Kobl i nsky@nasa, gov:)

sandy MacCracken~ (202.419. 3483, smaccrac@usgcrp.gov)

Ri chard I~oss(202 429. 3476, ri chard.moss@pnl, gov:)

Ri ck

Ri chard

cli mate

Piltz(202.419.3468, rpiltz@usgcrp.gov)

H. Moss

Change Science Program
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(Incorporating the usGlobal Change Research Program and the climate Change
Research Initlative)

1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250

washington, DC20006

Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov

Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476

Fax: 1 (202) 223-3908

~ - wG_ContactInfo.doc - Addendum_to_collation.doc - Annotation_Directions.doc -
NRCreviewFeb2003.pdf - Retreat_Conclusions_28Feb03.pdf -
stratPlan_Graphicsspecsodoc=- .......... A1-FACHMENT 1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0101:[ATTACH.D18]SREOP01300EAMSC.001 tO ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

D0CF11EOAIB11AE1000000000000000000000000000000003E000300FEFF090006000000000000

END A’I-I’ACHMENT 6
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:John Graham ( CN=John Graham/OU=OMB/O=EOP [ OMB ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME : 28-FEB-2003 19 : 30 : 07.00

SUBJECT:: Climate Change Data Quality Petition, FYI, per Sam Kazman

TO:Edmond Toy ( CN=Edmond Toy/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ : LrNKNOWN

TO:Paul R. Noe ( CN=Paul R. Noe/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OME ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TEXT :
Paul and. Edmond:

Please prepare a briefing for me on this one.
Forwarded by John Graham/OMB/EOP on 02/28/2003

07:24 PM

Chris Horner <chorner@cei.org>
02/28/2003 01:10:07 PM

Record Type: Record

To: John Graham/OMB/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: Climate Change Data Quality Petition, FYI, per Sam Kazman

John,

Per your discussion with my colleague Sam Kazman, I copy you on an FDQA
petition we recently filed with OSTP seeking to cease dissemination of the
National Assessment on Climate Change (NACC). Similarly, we filed related
requests with NOAA (NACC) and EPA for its Climate Action Report (which
incorporates NACC data and conclusions as the basis for its Chapter 6).

If you agree there is a role for OIRA in addressing this, that would be
opportune as continued dissemination of this material is (rightly) causing
strain between the administration and Sen. Inhofe and Rep.s Knollenberg
and Emerson, given that disseminating NACC in any form as government
policy or positions is in violation of an agreement we collectively
reached to resolve litigation over NACC’s unlawful production, not to
mention FDQA. <<FDQA CAR OSTP Petition.pdf>>

Christopher C. Hornet
Senior Fellow, Competitive Enterprise Institute
Counsel, Cooler Heads Coalition
1001 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 1250

file://D:\search 7 11 05 ceq_1\0275 f x5pae003_ceq.txt 8/1/2005
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Washington, DC 20036
202.331.1010 phone
202.331.0640 fax
202.262.4458 cell

- FDQA CAR 0STP Petition.pdf

ATTACHMENT 1
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE:    0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0102:[ATTACH.D26]SREOP01300EAP5X.001 to ASCII,

The following is a HEX DUMP:

255044462D312E330D25E2E3CFD30DOA35342030206F626AOD3C3C200D2F4C696E656172697A65
642031200D2F4F203536200D2F48205B2038393220333832205D200D2F4C20313535313037200D
2F4520313032363235200D2F4E203132200D2F5420313533393039200D3E3E200D656E646F626A
0D2020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020
2020202020202020202020202020202020787265660D3534203232200D30303030303030303136
203030303030206EODOA30303030303030373837203030303030206EODOA303030303030313237
34203030303030206EODOA30303030303031343238203030303030206EODOA3030303030303136
3433203030303030206EODOA30303030303031383731203030303030206EODOA30303030303032
353137203030303030206EODOA30303030303032353536203030303030206EODOA303030303030
32363033203030303030206EODOA30303030303034323933203030303030206EODOA3030303030
3034383331203030303030206EODOA30303030303035303635203030303030206EODOA30303030
303035333038203030303030206EODOA30303030303035383539203030303030206EODOA303030
30303339313833203030303030206EODOA30303030303636313839203030303030206EODOA3030
3030303931363430203030303030206EODOA30303030303931373739203030303030206EODOA30
303030303931383434203030303030206EODOA30303030303934353231203030303030206EODOA
30303030303030383932203030303030206EODOA30303030303031323533203030303030206EOD
0A747261696C65720D3C3COD2F53697A652037360D2F496E666F20353220302052200D2F526F6F
7420353520302052200D2F5072657620313533383939200D2F49445B3C31626432363934666465
616234626435633931323362323631353530373939633E3C316535323234333137653663616431
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COMPETITIVE ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE

20 February 2003

Director of the Office of Science and Technology PolicY
Executive Office of the President
Eisenhower Executive Office Building
1650 Pennsyl~tania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20502.

Initial Request for Correction of Information:
Petition to Cease Dissemination of the National Assessment on Climate Change,
Pursuant to the Federal Data Quality Act

Introduction

This document follows and incorporates by reference: 1) the information presented the United
States District Court for the District of Columbia in Competitive Enterprise Institute (CE1),
Inhofe, et al. v. Bush (DC DC CV 00-02383), the complaint of which is presently withdrawn
without prejudice expressly on the basis of OSTP assurances that the National Assessment does
not represent a product of the federal government; 2) correspondence sent by CEI to Assistant
Secretary of Commerce Dr. James R. Mahoney and Under Secretary of Commerce Vice Admiral
Conrad C. Lautenbacher, Jr (18 October 2002) requesting that the US Global Change Research
Change Project’s (USGCRP) National Assessment Synthesis Team undergo housecleaning to
remove members responsible for the unlawfully produced, incomplete and FDQA-noncompliant
National Assessment on Climate Change; and 3) CEI’s Comments on NOAA/USCCSP’s
"Strategic Plan for the Climate Science Program" (17 January 2003)(the latter two are attached).

Because "[t]he Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) and the Office of Magagement
and Budget (OMB) provide oversight [of USGCRP] on behalf of the Executive Office of the
President" (http://www.usgcrp.gov/usgcrp/GCRPINFO.html), OSTP retains responsibility for
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ensuring the compliance of USGCRP data, particularly the "National Assessment on Climate
Change", with FDQA requirements. "One of the major activities for the USGCRP during the
last several years has been the U.S. National Assessment of the Potential Consequences of
Climate Variability and Change. Assessment of the potential consequences of global change
was mandate [sic] by Congress in the authorizing legislation of the USGCRP. OSTP requested
the USGCRP to undertake this assessment, and played a key role in defining the assessment
process, which included a series of regional workshops, USGCRP sponsorship of regional and
sector vulnerability analyses, and creation of a National Synthesis Report, which will be
published in late 2000" .0attp://www.ostp.gov/Environment/html!envD3roiBAK.html)(see also,
e.g., "NSCTC Annual Report", at http://www.ostp.gov/NSTC/html/annualrpt98.html).

Pursuant to the justification presented in the cited litigation and attachments, and incorporated by
reference in this Request, the Competitive Enterprise Institute requests correction of information,
under Section 515 of Public Law 106-554, seeking OSTP comply with the FDQA by
immediately ceasing dissemination of any form of the flawed data specifically described herein,
and all conclusions or assertions based upon same, which is most effectively obtained by ceasing
dissemination of the document formally if inaccurately styled as meeting the requirements as a
first statutorily required "Climate Change Impacts in the United States: The Potential
Consequences of Climate Variability and Change", or National Assessment (NACC).

CEI is an Affected Person. As the lead plaintiffin CEI, lnhofe, et al. v. Clinton (DC DC CV 00-
02383), litigation against the President in his capacity as Chair of the NSTC, and Dr. Neal Lane
in his capacity as Director of the White House’s Office of Science and Technology Policy, based
on that product’s unlawful production, CEI is an Affected Person.

Further, CEI is an active participant in the domestic debate over United States "climate change"
policies addressing regulatory and related policies of the United States government and their
impact on its citizens, including inter alia an active practice writing and publishing (research,
opinion, books, monographs, and biweekly "Cooler Heads" newsletter), advocating and as
warranted litigating on policies regarding the economics, science and policies surrounding the
theory ofcatastr0phic anthropogenic global warming ("climate change"), which is the subject of
the Synthesized Product at issue in the Request.

OSTP’s Dissemination of the USGCRP Product "NACC" is Covered by FDQA. As clearly
manifested in great detail, infra, the National Assessment Synthesis Team is chartered pursuant
to if demonstrably out of compliance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act (indeed, in
federal litigation pleadings, OSTP’s attorneys mustered only arguments toward possible
compliance with the irrelevant "Sunshine ACt" in defense of this noncompliance). This,
however, does not mitigate OSTP’s responsibility for its USGCRP endeavors, and dissemination
of the National Assessment via the ".gov" intemet domain not available to non-federal entities
such as FACA committees even when operating in compliance with the law. The National
Assessment is the product of USGCRP, disseminated via the federal domain "usgcrp.gov". As
such, dissemination is traceable to OSTP, which remains responsible for the content pursuant to
FDQA.
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CEI’s Request for Correction is Timely. OSTP’s FDQA "Final Guidelines for Ensuring the
Quality of Disseminated Information" are dated October 2002. This request for correction of the
numerous flaws in the massive document, as specifically detailed herein is therefore timely.

Summary

Consistent with the record that CEI has established through litigation and formal comments to
numerous federal agencies involved with the OSTP’s effort to develop the National Assessment
on Climate Change during their formulation of FDQA Guidelines, we request "timely
correction" of NACC’s fatal data flaws which, which upon review appears to be only obtainable
by ceasing dissemination of the entirety.

The following represents "the information source" at issue. NACC was originally disseminated
electronically and in print December 2000, continuing to present, at http://www.usgcrp.gov/
usgcrp/nacc/default.htm. Supervision of and the relevant USGCRP product remains the
responsibility of OSTP as detailed herein. The information is also specifically described herein
as incorrect for its failure to meet the data quality requirements of "objectivity" (whether the
disseminated information is presented in an accurate, clear, Complete and unbiased manner and
is as a matter of substance accurate, reliable and unbiased), and "utility" (the usefulness of the
information to the intended users (per the US Global Change Act of 1990, these are Congress
and the Executive Branch).

The White House Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Interim Final Guidelines for
agency compliance with FDQA requirements (66 FR 49718), finalized by OMB’s January 3,
2002 Final Guidance (67 FR 369), were expressly "government-wide" (see FDQA Section
515(o)(1)). We continue our proceeding under O STP’s now-final Guidelines, and particularly
OSTP’s "Final Guidelines for Ensuring the Quality of Disseminated lnformation", to the extent
these Guidelines further and are not in conflict with OMB’s organic government-wide guidelines
and/or FDQA.

Further, as the statutorily designated steering document for polieymaking, despite that the
particular document at issue admits in its own text that it fails to complete the statutory mission
required to qualify as a "National Assessment," and was disavowed by the White House Office
of Science and Technology Policy in order to resolve litigation also brought by, inter alia, CEI --
NACC qualifies as "influential scientific or statistical information" for purposes of FDQA.
Therefore it must meet a "reproducibility" standard, setting forth transparency regarding data
and methods of analysis, "as a quality standard above and beyond some peer review quality
standards."

This invokes NACC’s inappropriate use of and reliance upon computer models and data that
upon scrutiny are demonstrably meaningless. Further, and as well documented in federal
litigation pleadings, in developing the published version of NACC the USGCRP also admittedly
failed to perform the necessary science underlying regional and sectoral analyses (that Congress
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contemporaneously notified USGCRP was a condition precedent to the release of even a draft
National Assessment, as the absence of such yields the absence of sound science). FDQA
ratifies those objections, and is violated by continued dissemination of this product by any
federal agency.

An extensive record obtained through the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) provides
additional evidence requiring a prohibition on further NACC dissemination. This record exposes
that the purported internal "peer review" of the draft NACC did not in fact occur, and also
ratifies the inappropriate use of computer models, detailed herein. As the obtained documents
demonstrate, commenting parties expressly informed USG-CRP that they were rushed and given
wildly inadequate time for substantive review or comment. USGCRP published and continues to
disseminate the product nonetheless, as do all agencies such as OSTP which reference, cite, link
or otherwise disseminate NACC.

All of these failings ensure that dissemination of NACC violates FDQA’s requirement,
manifested in OMB’s Guidelines and as necessarily manifested by OSTP’s final guidelines, that
data disseminated by Federal Agencies meet standards of quality as measured by specific tests
for objectivity, utility and integrity.

FDQA prohibits - and therefore, OSTP must cease -- dissemination of NACC as the sole
feasible "correction" given the errors’ endemic nature due to that document’s rampant violations.

Pursuant to the above-cited documentation and the following, CEI requests that OSTP
immediately comply with FDQA and cease dissemination of the National Assessment on
Climate Change in whole or part and in any form including any product relying on NACC.

Facts

I. FDQA Coverage of the NACC

However and by whatever cooperative effort of several government agencies, NACC as
originally produced and/or disseminated is inescapably covered by FDQA when disseminated by
a Federal Agency. This is particularly true given that no permissible interpretation of FDQA
would permit evasion of its requirements, particularly regarding such a massive taxpayer
expenditure, on the basis that it was a collaborative effort of numerous covered agencies. It is
noteworthy that, whatever the status of the governmental cooperative producing NACC, as
directed by the Executive Office of the President (EOP) and specifically OSTP, the United States
Global Change Research Program (USGCRP), as putative producer of the National Assessment
on Climate Change nonetheless is subject to the Federal Data Quality Act (FDQA). FDQA
covers the same entities - and therefore, products -- as the Paperwork Reduction Act
(PWRA)(44 U.S.CI Sections 3501 et seq.; see esp. 44 U.S.C. 3502(1)).

By statute the President serves as Chairman of the National Science and Technology Council
("NSTC"), operating under the White House OSTP, and which has under its authority the
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Committee on Environment and Natural Resources ("CENR") (I 5 U.S.C. 2932 (originally
"Committee on Earth and Environmental Sciences")). All are therefore EOP entities, subject to
PWRA, thus FDQA.

Per 15 U.S.C. 2934 the President, as Chairman of the Council, shall develop and implement
through CENR a US Global Change Research Program. The Program shall advise the President
and Congress, through the NACC, on relevant considerations for climate policy. Though the
composite USGCRP is an "interagency" effort staffed in great part by seconded employees from
federal agencies, it remains under the direction of the President, such direction which has been
delegated to OSTP, and is therefore a ’-’covered agency" pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 3502(1).

Collectively and pursuant to statutory authority, under the direction of OSTP the collaborative
effort USGCRP directed an effort statutorily dedicated in part to studying the state of the science
and its uncertainties surrounding the theory of"global wamaing" or "climate change," producing
a National Assessment on Climate Change. Though originally produced prior to FDQA, the data
asserted by the NACC (issued in final in December 2000), current or continued dissemination is
subject to the requirements of the Federal Data Quality Act. Such an argument of"pre-existing
study" is not available as regards any disseminated document under FDQA.

II. Development of NACC

The Assessment was produced as follows:

1. Pursuant to andlor under the auspices of the Global Change Research Act of 1990, 15
U.S.C. 2921, et seq., USGCRP is assigned the responsibility of producing a scientific
assessment, particularly that which is at issue in this Petition, as follows:

"On aperiodic basis (not less fi:equently than every 4 years), the Council, through the
Committee, shall prepare and submit to the President and the Congress an assessment which -

(i)

(2)

(3)

integrates, evaluates, and interprets the findings of the [USGCR] Program
and discusses the scientific uncertainties associated with such findings;
analyzes the effects of global change on the natural environment,
agriculture, energy production and use, land and water resources,
transportation, human health and welfare, human social systems, and
biological diversity; and
analyzes current trends in global change both human-inducted (sic) and
natural, and projects major trends for the subsequent 25 to 100 years." (15
U.S.C. 2934).

2. The document at issue in this Petition, the "First National Assessment on Climate
Change," disseminates data rising to the requisite FDQA levels of"quality", as described
herein.
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USGCRP’s surge to release a flawed, partial, and partially unauthorized report came
despite requests of lawmakers and outside interests concerned with the issues at hand to
withhold releasing any such document lacking particular required scientific foundations,
in violation of several laws and public policy.

I~. The Assessment violates the requirements of the FDQA in the following ways:

1. NACC Relies Upon and Promotes Improper Use of Computer Model Data

For the following reasons, NACC violates FDQA’s "objectivity" and "utility"
requirements. For these same reasons, as "influential scientific or statistical information",
NACC also fails FDQA’s "reproducibility" standard, establishing transparency requirements for
data and methods of analysis, "a quality standard above and beyond some peer review quality
standards."

First, consider excerpts from the review of NACC by Patrick Michaels, Professor of
Environmental Sciences at University of Virginia, dated and submitted tO USGCRP August 11,
2000, detailing the above-noted concerns placing the NACC in violation of FDQA. Where
appropriate, additional italicized explanatory text is included. USGCRP made no apparent
alterations of the original text in response to these comments, therefore the comments
apply to NACC as disseminated.

"August 11, 2000...

"The essential problem with the USNA [elsewhere cited in this Petition as the NACC] is that it
is based largely on two climate models, neither one of which, when compared with the 10-year
smoothed behavior of the lower 48 states (a very lenient comparison), reduces the residual
variance below the raw variance of the data. The one that generates the most lurid warming
scenarios--the Canadian Climate Centre (CCC) Model--produces much larger errors than are
inherent in the natural noise of the data. That is a simple test of whether or not a model is
valid...and both of those models fail. All implied effects, including the large temperature rise,
are therefore based upon a multiple scientific failure. The USNA’s continued use of those
models and that approach is a willful choice to disregard the most fundamental of scientific
rules. (And that they did not f’md and eliminate such an egregious error is testimony to grave
bias). For that reason alone, the USNA should be withdrawn from the public sphere until it
becomes scientifically based."

Explanatory text: The basic rule of science is that hypotheses must be verified by observed data
before they can be regarded as facts. Science that does not do this is ’~junk science", and at
minimum is precisely what the FDQA is designed to bar from the policymaking process.

The two climate models used in the NACC make predictions of U.S. climate change based upon
human alterations of the atmosphere. Those alterations have been going on for well over l OO years.
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Do the changes those models "predicted"for U.S. climate in the last century resemble what actually
occurred?

This can be determined by comparison of observed U.S. annual temperature departures from the
20~’ century average with those generated by both of these models. It is traditional to use moving
averages of the data to smooth out year-to-year changes that cannot be anticipated by any climate
model. This review used l O-year running averages to minimize interannual noise.

The predicted-minus-observed values for both models versus were then compared to the result that
wouM obtain if one simply predicted the average temperature for the 20~h century from year to year.
In fact, both models did worse than that base case. Statistically speaking, that means that both
models perforrn worse for the last lOO years than a table of random numbers applied to ten-year
running mean U.S. temperatures.

There was no discernible alteration of the NACC text in response to this fatal flaw. However, the
NA CC Synthesis Team, co-chaired by Thomas Karl, Director of the National Climatic Data Center,
took the result so seriously that they commissioned an independent replication of this test, only more
inclusive, using 1-year, 5-year, l O-year and 25-year running means of the U.S. annual temperature.
This analysis verified that in fact both models performed no better than a table of random numbers
applied to the U.S. Climate Data. Mr. Karl was kind enough to send the results to this reviewer.

"....the problem of model selection. As shown in Figure 9.3 of the Third Assessment of the United
Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the behavior of virtually every General
Circulation Climate model (GCM) is the production of a linear warming, despite assumptions of
exponential increases in greenhouse forcing. In fact, only one (out of, by my count, 26) GCMs
produces a substantially exponential warmingDthe CCC model [one of the two used in the NACC].
Others may bend up a little, though not substantially, in the policy-relevant time frame. The USNA
specifically chose the outlier with regard to the mathematical foma of the output. No graduate
stUdent would be allowed to submit a thesis to his or her committee with such arrogant bias, and no
national committee should be allowed to submit such a report to the American people.

Even worse, the CCC and Hadley data were decadally smoothed and then (!) subject to a
parabolic fit, as the caption for the USNA’s Figure 6 makes clear. That makes the CCC even
appear warmer because of the very high last decadal average.

One of the two models chosen for use in the USNA, the Canadian Climate Center (CCC)
model, predicts the most extreme temperature and precipitation chauges of all the models considered
for inclusion. The CCC model forecasts the average temperature in the United States to rise 8.1 °F
(4.5°C) by the year 2100, more than twice the rise of 3.6°F (2.0°C) forecast by the U.K. model (the
second model used in the USNA). Compare this with what has actually occurred during the past
century. The CCC model predicted a warming of 2.7°F (1.5°C) in the United States over the course
of the twentieth century, but the observations show that the increase was about 0.25°F (0.14°C)
(Hansen, J.E., et al., 1999: GISS analysis of surface temperature change. Journal of Geophysical
Research, 104, 30,997-~31,022), or about 10 times less than the forecast [Hansen has since revised
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this to 0.5°C, which makes the prediction three times greater than what has been observed] .... The
CCC forecast of precipitation changes across the Unites States is equally extreme. Of all the models
reviewed for inclusion in the USNA, the CCC model predicted more than twice the precipitation
change than the second most extreme model, which interestingly, was the U.K. model [the other
model used in the NACC]. The U.K. model itself forecast twice the change of the average of the
remaining, tmselected models. Therefore, along with the fact that GCMs in general cannot
accurately forecast climate change at regional levels, the GCMs selected as the basis for the USNA
conclusions do not even fairly represent the collection of available climate models.

Why deliberately select such an inappropriate model as the CCC? [Thomas Karl, co-Chair of
the NACC synthesis team replied that] the reason the USNA chose the CCC model is that it provides
diurnal temperatures; this is a remarkable criterion given its base performance .... "

"The USNA’s high-end scenarios are driven by a model that 1) doesn’t work over the United
States; 2) is at functional variance with virtually every other climate model. It is simply impossible
to reconcile this skewed choice with the rather esoteric desire to include diurnal temperatures..."

Explanatory text: It is clear that the N,4CC chose two extreme models out of afield of literally
¯ dozens that were available. This violates the FDQA requirements for "objectivity" detailed in
the third paragraph of this Petition.

Second, Dr. Michaels is clearly not alone in his assessment. The following are excerpts
from comments by government reviewers, received and possessed by USGCRP, or USGCRP’s
"peer reviewers’" failed attempts to elevate the NACC to the level of scientific product. For
example, consider that styled "Improper use of climate models", by William T. Pennell of
Northwest National Laboratory, submitted through DOE (John Houghton) to Melissa Taylor at
USGCRP:

"Although it is mentioned in several places, greater emphasis needs to be placed on the
limitations that the climate change scenarios used in this assessment have on its results.
First, except for some ttuidentified exceptions, only two models are used. Second, nearly
every impact of importance is driven by what is liable to happen to the climate on the
regional to local scale, but it is well known that current global-scale models have limited
ability to simulate climate effects as this degree of spatial resolution. We have to use
them, but I think we need to be candid about their limitations. Let’s take the West [cites
example]...Every time we show maps that indicate detail beyond the resolution of the
models we are misleading the reader."

USGCRP received other comments by governmental "peer reviewers" affirming these
clear, significant, indeed disqualifying modeling data transgressions:

"Also, the reliance on predictions from only two climate models is dangerous". Steven J.
Ghan, Staff Scientist, Atmospheric Sciences and Global Change, Pacific Northwest
Laboratory.
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"This report relies too much on the projections from only two climate models.
Projections from other models should also be used in the assessment to more broadly
sample the range of predicted responses." Steven J. Ghan Staff Scientist, Atmospheric
Sciences and Global Change, Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

"Comments on National Assessment. 1. The most critical shortcomings of the
assessment are the attempt to extrapolate global-scale projections down. to regional and
sub-regional, scales and to use two models which provide divergent projections for key
climatic elements." Mitchell Baer, US Department of Energy, Washington, DC.

"General comments: Bias of individual authors is evident. Climate variability not
addressed...Why were the Hadley and Canadian GCMs used? Unanswered questions.
Are these GCM’s Isle] sufficiently accurate to make regional projections? Nope".
Reviewer Stan Wullschleger (12/17/99).

William T, Pen_nell, Manager, Atmospheric Sciences and Global Change, Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, cites the that "only two models are used" as a "limitation" on the
product.

The f’mal NACC currently disseminated by OSTP shows these admonitions went
unheeded.

Stated simply, the climate models upon which NACC relies struck out. Strike one: they
can’t simulate the current climate. Strike two: they falsely predict greater and more rapid
warming in the atmosphere than at the surface -- the opposite is happening (see e.g.,
http://www.ghcc~msfc.nasa.gov/MSU/hl sat accurac’r’.html). Strike three: they predict
amplified warming at the poles, which are cooling instead (see e.g., http://www.
washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A40974-2002Janl 3.html). Worse, NACC knowingly
misuses the data demonstrably non-utile for their purported purpose. Being on notice of these
facts, OSTP is equally culpable.

2. Failure to Perform Requisite Scientific Review Violates FDQA

USGCRP’s development of NACC drew congressional attention to particular
shortcomings relevant to.this Request. Specifically, leaders in the United States House of
Representatives repeatedly attempted to herd USGCRP and its subsidiary bodies to follow the
scientific method regarding particular matters, specifically the regional and sectoral analyses.
Indeed.the concerns had become so acute that these leaders were compelled to promote a
restriction prohibiting relevant agencies from expending appropriated monies upon the matter at
issue, unless consistent with the plain requirements of the GCRA of 1990, through language in
the conference report accompanying Public Law 106-74:

"None of the funds made available in this Act may be used to publish or issue an
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assessment required under section 106 of the Global Change Research Act of 1990 unless
(1) the supporting research has been subjected to peer review and, if not otherwise
publicly available, posted electronically for public comment prior to
use in the assessment; and (2) the draft assessment has been published in the
Federal Register for a 60 day public comment period."l

USGCRP did not perform the conditions precedent for valid science as reaffirmed in that
language. Instead USGCRP produced and now disseminates a NACC knowingly and expressly
without the benefit of the supporting science which not only is substantively required but which
Congress rightly insisted be performed and subject to peer review prior to releasing any such
assessment.

These attempts to rectify certain NACC shortcomings were made in advance of USGCRP
producing the NACC, but were never rectified. These failures justify Petitioners’ request that
USGCRP cease present and future NACC dissemination unless and until its violations of FDQA
are corrected. In addition to NACC violating FDQA’s "objectivity" and "utility" requirements,
as "influential scientific or statistical information", NACC also fails its "reproducibility"
standard, setting forth transparency regarding data and methods of analysis. Per OMB, this
represents "a quality standard above and beyond some peer review quality standards."2

Given USGCRP’s refusal to wait for completion of the underlying science and their response
to the relevant oversight chairmen, it is manifest that USGCRP ignored or rejected these
lawmakers’ requests, including by the relevant oversight Chairmen and produced a deeply
flawed Assessment, knowingly and admittedly issuing a "fmal" Assessment without having
complied with Congress’s direction to incorporate the underlying science styled as "regional and
sectoral analyses,"3 while also admitting that the requisite scientific foundation would be
completed imminently. For these same reasons dissemination presently violates FDQA.

1 House Report 106-379, the conference report accompanying H.R. 2684, Department of
Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development, and Independent Agencies
Appropriations Act, 2000 (Pub.L. 106-74), p. 137.
2 As established in CEI et al. v. Bush, Congress detailed for USGCRP its more obvious
scientific failures which ensure that NACC now violates FDQA, noting USGCRP’s apparent
failure to comply with such conditions and seeking assurance that such circumstances would be
remedied. USGCRP viaOSTP drafted a response to House Science Committee Chairman
Sensenbrenner, evasively failing to specifically address the concerns raised by these Members.
Chairmen Sensenbrenuer and Calvert specifically took issue and/or disputed the~e non-responses
in the July 20, 2000 letter, reiterating their request for compliance with the law’s requirements.
Nonetheless, the failings persist.
3 This despite that the two principal NACC sections are "Regions," and "Sections." (See
http://www.gcrio.org/nationalassessment/overvpdf/I Intro.pdf).
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3. NACC Not in Fact Peer Reviewed, the Record Makes Clear

Finally, NACC suffers from having received no authentic peer review, in violation of
FDQA’s "objectivity" and "utility" requirements. As "influential scientific or statistical
information", for these reasons NACC also fails the "reproducibility" standard, setting forth
transparency regarding data and methods of analysis, "a quality standard above and beyond some
peer review quality standards."

Once an advisory committee was chartered pursuant to the Federal Advisory .Committee
Act (FACA) in 1998, Dr. John Gibbons’ communication of January 8, 1998 to the first
Designated Federal Officer (DFO) Dr. Robert Corell indicates a sense of urgency was
communicated to the panel by political officials. Further, statements in the record and major
media outlets, including but in no way limited to those from certain anonymous if purportedly
well placed sources, indicate a perception among involved scientists that political pressures
drove the timing and even content of this draft document. This is manifested by the lack of
opportunity to comment for parties whose comment was formally requested as part of a "peer
review" of NACC.

This sense of urgency is reflected in, among other places, comments the Cooler Heads
Coalition obtained via the Freedom of Information Act, made by parties from the National
Laboratories asked by the Department of Energy to comment on the Draft. In addition to an
emphasis on speed as opposed to deliberation, the report’s emphasis on "possible calamities" to
the detriment of balancing comments which were widely offered, and rampant criticism of the
reliance on only two significantly divergent models for the pronouncements made, these
comments are exemplified by the following samples from well over a dozen such complaints
accessed through FOIA, also received by and in the possession of USGCRP:

1)

2)

"This review was constrained to be performed within a day and a half. This is not an
adequate amount of time to perform the quality of review that should be performed on this
size document" (Ronald N. Kickert, 12/08/99);

"During this time, I did not have time to review the two Foundation Document Chapters"
(Kickert, 12/20/99);

3) "Given the deadline I have been given for these comments, I have not been able to read this
chapter in its entirety" (William T. Pennelt);

4) "UNFORTUNATELY, TtlIS DOCUMENT IS NOT READY FOR RELEASE
WITHOUT MAJOR CHANGES" (CAPS and bold in original)(Jae Edmonds);

5) "This is not ready to go!" (William M. Putman).

These comments reflect an alarming implication of timing over substance, and of a product
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whose final content appears predetermined. Patrick Miehaels’ comments, and the absence of
apparent change in response to his alarming findings, reinforces this troubling reality. Notably,
the product was released and continues to be disseminated without offering an actual peer review
or otherwise addressing the concerns expressed.

In conclusion, the National Assessment on Climate Change fails to meet FDQA and/or OMB
and OSTP Guidelines regarding Data Quality. As a consequence, OSTP must immediately
cease electronic and other dissemination of the unacceptable data provided by the National
Assessment on Climate Change, as defined by ON[B, and now OSTP, and described, supra.

Sincerely,

Christopher C. Homer
Senior Fellow
Competitive Enterprise Institute
1001 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 1250
Washington, DC 20036

Voice: (202) 331-2260
Fax: (202) 331-0640
Email: CHorner~eei.or~

eric

Senator James Inhofe
Representative Jo Ann Emerson
Representative Joseph Knollenberg
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New York Times
Editorial Desk [ March 1, 2003, Saturday
Rebuked on Global Warming

Late Edition - Final, Section A, Page 18, Column 1

Nothing so far has shamed President Bush into adopting a more aggressive policy toward
the threat of global warming. He has been denounced by mainstream scientists, deserted
by his progressive friends in industry and sued by seven states. Still he dings stubbornly
to a voluntary policy aimed at merely slowing the growth of greenhouse gas emissions,
despite an overwhelming body of evidence that only binding targets and a firm timetable
will do the job.

Now there is fresh criticism from sources Mr. Bush may find harder to ignore. Last week
Prime Minister Tony Blair of Britain, Mr. Bush’s most loyal ally in the debate over Iraq,
gently but firmly rebuked the president for abandoning the 1997 Kyoto Protocol on
global climate change and for succumbing to the in.supportable notion that fighting global
wanning will impede economic growth.

That was followed by another salvo, from an expert panel assembled by the National
Academy of Sciences to assess Mr. Bush’s proposals for further research into climate
change. Though polite, the panel could .hardly have been more contemptuous. It
described Mr. Bush’s plan as a redundant examination of issues that had largely been
settled, bereft of vision, executable goals and timetables - in short, little more than a
cover-up for inaction.

Of the two rebukes, Mr. Blair’s may have been the more painful. The prime minister said
he regarded environmental degradation in general and climate change in particular as
"just as devastating in their potential impact" as weapons of mass destruction and
terrorism.. "There will be no genuine security," he said, "if the planet is ravaged." He also
pledged to cut Britain’s greenho.use gas emissions by 60 percent by midcentury, a longer-
range but still a far more ambitious timetable than Kyoto’s target of an average 5 percent
reduction by industrialized nations by 2012.

Mr. Bl~iir’s speech obviously served the political purpose of distancing himself from the
WhiteHouse, at least on this issue, at a time when many of his countrymen have
criticized him for his support of Mr. Bush on Iraq. It should also be noted that, in strictly
economic terms, it is easier for Mr. Blair to hold the high ground on this issue than it is
for Mr. Bush. Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s wrenching decision some years ago to
convert Britain’s energy base from coal to natural gas, a much cleaner fuel, has already
moved Britain closer to Mr. Blair’s lofty targets than it otherwise would have been.

Nevertheless, the prime minister’s approach is everything Mr. Bush’s is not. It conveys a
sense of urgency, calls for common sacrifice and offers a coherent vision of how to get
from here to there. It is, in short, a recipe for ~e leadership that until not too long ago the
world had been looking to America to provide.
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The Guardian
Oliver Burkeman in Washington
Thursday February 27, 2003

Advisers tell Bush climate plan is useless
Strategy ’lacks vision, goals, timetable and criteria’

George Bush’s strategy on global warming suffered a setback yesterday when a panel of
scientists convened at the request of the White House condemned it as lacking vision, and
wasting time and money on research questions that were resolved years ago.

Mr Bush’s plan, introduced after the US backed out of the Kyotoprotocol, replaces that
treaty’s call for mandatory limits on greenhouse gas emissions with a decade-long
programme of research to determine the scale of the problem.

But the 17 environmental experts, assembled by the National Academy of Sciences at the
president’s request, said in their report that the president’s strategy "lacks most of the
basic elements of a strategic plan: a guiding vision, executable goals, clear timetables and
criteria for measuring progress", and misses the opportunity to cooperate more with other
countries on research.

"I’ve been doing ecosystems science for 30 years, and we know what we know and what
we don’t know," William Schlesinger, a panel member, told the Guardian. "Rather than
focusing on the things we don’t know, it’s almost as if parts of the plan were written by
people who are totally unfamiliar with where ecosystems science is coming from.

"They say we ought to be monitoring methane in remote regions," said Dr Schlesinger,
the dean of Duke University’s Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth Sciences in
Durham, North Carolina. "Well, we’ve been monitoring some of these things for 30 years,
and there’s no question that the levels are rising:"

The Bush plan also urges, for example, more research on how carbon emissions are
affected by forest fires, a question largely seen as resolved within the academy.

"They didn’t set the hard priorities," said Michael Prather, an earth scientist from the
University of California at Irvine and a panel member. "From the scientists’ point of
view~ we have a pretty good idea of what is happening."

The experts also call for "greatly increased" spending on addressing climate change, far
above the $1.7bn per year earmarked. They concede that the plan is "a solid foundation",
going further towards formulating a strategy on global warming research - as reqttired by
a 1990 act of Congress - than either the first President Bush or Bill Clinton.

James Mahoney, director of the government’s climate change science programme, which
is charged with executing the plan, said he welcomed the panel’s cdticisrns. "Nobody
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ever undertook to do something like this before. There are certainly areas where we need
to improve," he said. "But we’re in a process where we pushed to very quickly turn
around a battleship, and we’ve never had a plan before."

But the scientists’ findings may cause concern in the administration in the few weeks of
the consultation period ",hat remain, not least because the panel included experts from
corporations including BP and Honeywell.

Mr Bush has been accused of claiming that more research is needed in order to stall
moves towards limiting US green_house gas emissions. Environmental groups accuse the
oil company Exxon Mobil of leading a campaign in the US to discredit scientific findings
suggesting that the dangers of global warming are grave.

"There’s no question that if you claim that not much is known, even if it is, then you
delay the time at which you can say, OK, the research is unequivocal and we need to do
something about the problem," Dr Schlesinger said. "It’s not very far beneath the surface
that there’s an element of not taking any action here."
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Letter to the Editor, London Guardian (UK):

Oliver Burkeman’s article "Advisers tell Bush climate plan is useless" (February 27)
discusses a report released by the National Research Council, the operating arm of the
National Academy of Sciences and the Nafionhl Academy of Engineering, on the draft
U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) strategic plan.

This article misrepresented the report’s conclusions in several important ways. First, its
headline is not at all consistent with the committee’s overall assessment of the draft plan.
The committee concluded, "In general, the draft plan provides a solid foundation for the
CCSP." Although the report called on CCSP to make substantial revisions, it stated that
the draft plan "represents a good start to the process" and "’clearly builds upon the
substantial and largely successful research pmgrarns of the last decade."

Second, the NRC report did not state that the draft plan wastes "time and moriey on
research questions that were resolved years ago." In fact, the committee found that it
"identifies many of the cutting-edge scientific research activities that are necessary to
improve understanding of the Earth system."

This committee worked hard to provide constructive advice to the CCSP as it takes on the
challenging task of revising its draft strategic plan. In so doing, it identified the plan’s
strengths as well as many opportunities for improvement. Your artlele would have been
more informative to your readers if it had accurately reflected the consensus views of our
committee.

Respectfully,

E. William Colglazier
Executive Officer
U. S. National Academy of Sciences and National Research Council
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Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Editorial: Awaiting that climate plan
March 5, 2003

Awaiting that climate plan

If the Bush administration wants its position on global climate change to be taken seriously, it
needs to get serious about keeping a presidential promise and eoming up with a plan to address
the issue. Granted, the administration has much on its plate right now. But so far, appearing
serious on climate change seems to be missing from that plate.

At least that’s the impression one gets from a report released last week by a panel of the National
Academies, which commended the administration for addressing global wanning but criticized
the administration’s draft plan for having serious gaps.

"The draft plan lacks most of the basic elements ofa s~rategic plan: a guiding vision, executable
goals clear timetables and criteria for measuring progress," said the report. The panel of experts,
convened at th~ administration’s request, found that the plan listed dozens of contrasting goals
without setting priorities and that its research proposals were 20 years out of date. "Stuff that
would have been cutting edge in the 1980s is listed as a priority for the future," said one panel
member.

There is sometimes a good reason to review assumptions, but there’s rarely a good reason to
reinvent the wheel. At the very least, the administration needs to show whether what it is doing is
the former or the latter. More important, a draft plan dealing with climate change must set
priorities based on a solid understanding of the issue. How that can happen without a vision,
goals, timetables and criteria for measuring progress is difficult to imagine.

¯ Some environmentalists dismiss the plan as a joke. Maybe theyh-e right. Maybe there was never
any intention to take climate change seriously. President Bush and his people have consistently
downplayed the threat posed by global warming and questioned the assumptions behind it. They
certainly didn’t hesitate to pull the United States out of the Kyoto Protocol on climate change.

Not all of this is bad: Pulling out of Kyoto was a good move - the U.S. Senate had previously
rejected the treaty in a 95-0 vote - and reasonable doubts can be raised about the conventional
wisdom on climate change. There are still too many questions about what is happening - and
especially why - to be certain about anything. But that doesn’t mean the issue can be dismissed; it
only means that more study is needed.

ha pulling out of Kyoto, the administration said it would come up with its own plan for dealing
with climate change. To date, it has not done so, and the National Academies report suggests that
the administration isn’t very serious about ever doing so. Maybe that’s just appearance, or maybe
the environmentalists are right.

What the administration needs to do is change the appearance by demonstrating that it is serious
about finding out what’s really going on with the climate. It can start by paying heed to the
National Academies report and making the necessary changes in the f’mal plan, due out next
month.
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EDI
The Policy Drought on Climate Change
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EDiTORiAL-
The Climate Divide

everal weeks ago on this page, I vented some complaints about the Bush administration’s

S
drafi Climate Change Science Plan (CCSP). That plan was, and is, a c~mplieated hybrid
creature consisting of the preexisting Global Change Research Program begun by Bush
I~re, along with a modest Climate Change Research Initiative added by the incumbents.
The latter is aimed at helping managers (for example, those re-

. sponsible for water resources) adapt to climate change, an objec-
tive that certainly makes some sense. The older program contains some po-
tentially useful long-range research elements and has received to date about
$20 billion in support. Taken as a whole, however, the d~fl report was
markable in that it incl~aded no recommendations for emissions limitation or
other forms of mitigation. The current climate change peliw/depends entire-
ly on voluntary reduction targets, which, even if met, \~uld allow U.S. emis-
sion rates to continue to grow at around 14% per decade.

On balance, it looked like a very disappointing report,. That led us to plead that
the National Research Cotmeil (NRC) commit~ appointed to review the ~
gram should please look hard at what wasn’t them, as well as what was. So far,
the NRC draft (Science, 7 March, p. 1494) looks as though it has done half the
job. It is sharply critical of the report’s lack of vision, calls attention to the lack of
adequate funding, and expres.~s concern about the lack of coordination. That’s
well-deserved criticism, but how about what’s missing from the CCSP report’/Does it mak~ sen~ to of-
fer a plan that lays out some ways of dealing with climate change but has no program for ~ i’eduction?
Jamez Mahoney, the director of the CCSP project, promises that the final version will be different from
the draft we’ve seen, One can always hope, but our experience to date has not been encouraging.

The failure to act promptly on climate change carries heavy prospective penalties. The adminis-
tration’s plans to date have studiously ignored the need to front-load the reductions in emissions of

greenhouse gases (GHGs). Their strategy has been to delay these limits, on the
assumption that what matters is the final amaospherie concentration of GHGs
achieved at some future date, rather than the rote at which they are accumulat-
ing in the meantime. But a growing body of evidence disfavors this
ramp" hypothesis ofglo.bal warming, with its emphasis on gradual change fol-
lowed by societal adaptation to the altered climate regime. Instead, it n~, ap-
pears equally likely that warming events will trigger an abrupt nonlinear
process, producing dramatic regional temperature decreases, especially in the
temperate Northern Hemisphere. Recently analyzed records of historic dim,ate
change show that just ~ch sudden alterations have happened in the past, pre-
ceded by radically revised patterns of oceanic circulation. Thus, the "business-
as-usual" alternative that defers emission reductions may be a dangerous one.

A refreshing counterpoint to the U.S. effort is offered by the British plan
announced on 24 February by Prime Minister Tony Blair (www.dti.gnv.uk/
energy/whitepaper/index.shtml). It provides for aggressive short-ierm emis-

sion reduction targets for GHGs; these would actually reduce emissions by 60% by 2050, even
without nuclear power. That achievement would, by a large margin, beat the targets established by
the Kyoto Protocol--targets that the United States wouldn’t even talk about. Moreover, the British
plan provides research commitments to,ward the development of renewables and other alternatives
to fossil fuels, and sets industry incentives aimed at eventual energy independence. In all these
respects, it is a vast improvement on the U.S, plan.

How different things might have been had the United States chosen to participate actively in the.
post-Kyoto climate framework process afar the 2000 elections. Instead, the Bush administration
took a contemptuous pass on multilateral engagement with the global warming problem, a stance
that began the long, continuing process of eroding its friendships in Europe. Had it chosen to be a
player instead of a critical spectator, it might have learned something about the imporlance of the is-
sue, as the British did. And it might not have generated the kind of smoldering resentment ihat is
currently creating a coalition of the ua~willing with respect to the Iraq problem. Actions, after all, do
have consequences.

Donald Ke nnt~ly

Editor-in.Chief
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US Climate

Contact: Kent Laborde.
202-482-5757

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 27, 2003

CCSP announces new release date for revised strategic plan¯

The U.S. Climate Change Science Pr~jram (CCSP) has scheduled June 25, 2003 for release of its.
revised Strategic Plan. Although later than originally planned, this revised schedule will allow sufficient
time for fu{I consideration of the wide array of useful suggestions received by CCSP frommany sources
since publication of its November 2002 DisCussion Draft Stmteglc Plan.

CCSP received extensive comments and suggestions during the Climate Science Workshop attended by
more than 1,300 �limate specialists In December 2002. In the weeks following the Workshop, CCSP also
received 270 sets 0f written pUbl!ccomments, involving needy 900 pbges of text. The mbstrecent sef~ of
comments, from a CCSP-requested evaluation by.the National Research Council (NRC), was~
late February 2003, The November 2002 Discussion Draft, Strategic P!~n and all of theresp0iise
comments (fm~the Woi’ksh0p, the. PUblic cordr~ent pedod~ ahd the NRC report) are availab/e0nthe,

"We welcome the wide range of useful c~.mments, which will help to ~ubst~ntially strengthen the refilled
plan," said Dr. James R. Mahoney, Assistant Secre!~ary:of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and.
CCSP Director. "Si’nce, climate change is bi~Ch a cdt[ca!.issue~ we must’u~de~sta&d and
diverse comments, including thosethat provide confiicting’i:~coi’nme~datiofis~for future resear~ and
decision suPp0rtactivities."

The revised CCSP Strategic Plan ,w. illguide the co~certed U.S. effort to undersold, the nat~
impllcatto,s of chahge.~ in global Chma;~e,and related env!ronmentalsyst~rfis, !r~es~ribe~
program 6.bje~tive~sP~bif~cresea~�!~i q~JeStii~S,, and analysesthat will supp0i’t~declslbn

"All ofthe input he,been supportive~f.the open,incluslve and transpar’e~,~pp~ach takert’tOde~elop.:
the plan. we viewed the’,ccsP, Dt~SSibnDraff_S..f.rategic Plan a.~ a sta~ng pmnt, andmade eve~ effort.
to p~’~vide a forum that,,WOUid en~urage, suggesli0n~fot improvement,, Mahoney ~atd,_ WVe~,alue all
t~e com. ments and believe that the ~trei~ehdou~ ~es~or~e to t~edmff is proof of thb i~p0~a~ ~c

The Cllmate Change Scien= Program is a coope,rative e~orl: ambng ,13 governrr~eniatlagei!c~es,
chargedwith overseeing the Cohgi:es~i0|ially-n~ani~.’~d~,t~d u,S, Global �lir~ateRe~ear~ii.~t~farrt
(USGG!~,) and the climate Chabg~R~s~arch!n~t~btlv~ (CCR!)~/Th~CG ~R!;was-labdCS~a

observi~ng.sy~tems;~ ana develop reS~,~r l~to su~por~ pOlicymak~n~.~5d,~ ~eSbfJ~ ~’n~en|:~
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Yale University
School of Forestry
& Environmental Studies

March 7, 2003

Thomas E. Graedel
Professor of Industrial Ecology
205 Prospect Street
New Haven, CT 06511
203.432.9733 Telephone
203.432.5556 Facsimile
thorn as.gra,edel _(’~, ale.edu

Letter to the Editor, New York Times:

The editorial "Rebuked on Global Warming" (March 1) refers to a recent report of a panel that I
chair for the National Research Council, the operating arm of the National Academy of Sciences
and the National Academy of Engineering, on the draft U.S. Climate Change Science Program
strategic plan.

Your statement "though polite, the panel could hardly have been more contemptuous" is not an
accurate representation of the panel’s views. We provided, on request, candid and constructive
comments on the draft strategic plan, so that the final plan will be more effective.

Your statement that our report "describe[d] Mr. Bush’s plan as a redundant examination of issues
that had largely been settled" is also not an accurate representation. We concluded that the draft
plan "identified many of the cutting-edge scientific research activities that are necessary to
improve understanding of the Earth system." Among our significant recommendations, however,
were that the draft plan be revised to clarify the vision and goals of the program, improve its
treatment of program management issues, fill key information needs, enhance efforts to support
decision making, and set the stage for implementation. The panel will be issuing a second report
reviewing the government’s final plan.

Respectfully,

Thomas E. Graedel
Yale University
Chair, National Research Council’s Committee to Review the U.S. Climate Change Science
Program Strategic Plan
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February 7, 2003 State Department Press Release on U.S.-EU Joint Meeting on Climate
Change Science and Technology Research

Press Statement
Richard Boucher, Spokesman
Washington, DC
February 7, 2003

United States and European Union Joint Meeting on Climate Change Science and
Technology Research

Following is the text of a joint statement issued by the United States and the European Union
upon the conclusion of the U.S. - EU Joint Meeting on Climate Change Science and Technology
Research.

Begin Text:

"The United States and European Union convened the first bilateral "U.S.-EU Joint Meeting on
Climate Change Science and Technology Research" in Washington on February 5-6, 2003,
following an invitation from Under Secretary of State for Global Affairs Paula Dobriansky to
European Commission Research Commissioner Philippe Busquin. The meeting was conducted
under the April 23, 2002 agreement of representatives to the U.S.-EU High Level Dialogue on
Climate Change to enhance cooperation on climate-related science and research.

The respective delegations were led by Dr. Harlan Watson, Senior Climate Negotiator and
Special Representative of the Department of State for the U.S. side, and by Dr, Anver Ghazi,
Head, Global Change Unit of the European Commission Research Directorate-General for the
European side.

The U.S. delegation included representatives from the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy, U.S. Climate Change Science Program Office, U,S. Department of
Commerce National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Dep~trtment of Energy, U.S.
Department of State, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Science
Foundation, and U.S. Agency for International Development. The European Union delegation
included representatives from the European Commission Research Directorate-General, selected
research experts from European Union Member States, and the Delegation of the European
Commission to the United States.

The two sides identified cooperative research activities in six areas: (1) carbon cycle research;
(2) aerosol-climate interactions; (3) feedbacks, water vapor and thermohaline circulation; (4)
integrated observation systems and data; (5) carbon capture and storage; and (6) hydrogen
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technology and infrastructure. Specific topics of potential cooperation in each area are identified
in an annex to this statement available at: www.state.gov/g/oes/climate/.

The two sides agreed to designate points of contact to coordinate the development of specific
research activities and modalities of cooperation and to monitor the progress of these activities,
building on existing cooperative arrangements wherever possible.

The two sides further agreed to review the progress of their cooperation at the next Joint
Meeting, which could take place in Italy later this year. Additional topics to be eotmidered then
are abrupt climate change including critical thresholds, integrated assessment of mitigation and
adaptation options, linkages between climate change management and energy systems
transformations, and capacity building for strengthening the involvement of developing countries
and young scientists in climate change research and monitoring."

End Text.

ANNEX--United States and European Union Joint Meeting on Climate Change Science
and Technology Research: Specific Topics of Potential Cooperation

The United States and European Union identified cooperative research activities in the six areas
at the first bilateral "U.S.-EU Joint Meeting on Climate Change Science and Technology
Research" held in Washington on February 5-6, 2003: (1) carbon cycle research; (2) aerosol-
climate interactions; (3) feedbacks, water vapor and thermohaline circulation; (4) integrated
observation systems and data; (5) carbon capture and storage; and (6) hydrogen technology and
infrastructure, Other non-greenhouse gas emitting energy sources (e.g., nuclear energy,
renewable energies), although not discussed in detail, were mentioned as worthy for cooperation
in future discussions.

Specific topics of potential cooperation in each area include the following:

Carbon Cycle Research
1. Define and implement an integrated and optimized carbon observing system over the

atmosphere, land, and oeearm, with special emphasis on the carbon budget of North
America, Europe, and the North Atlantic region;

2. Coordinate efforts in modeling (future projections, assimilation methods, and analysis of
past changes) integration, interpretation, and future data acquisition strategies;

3. Enhance georeferenced carbon cycle data availability and quality, and
4. Develop common assessment methods and state-of-the-art reports.

Aerosol-Climate Interactions
I. Perform studies of aerosols, their influence on clouds, climate, and links to the water

cycle in sensitive regions (hot spots) that are strongly affected by anthropogenic
emissions (South and East Asia, and the Mediterranean);

2. improve emission data sets of reactive gases and aerosols from anthropogenic and
biomass burning sources;
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3. Perform studies on intercontinental transport and chemical transformation of
anthropogenic emissions that affect climate and air quality;

4. Advance integrated global/regional earth system modeling to study feedback mechanisms
and develop mitigation and adaptation strategies; and

5. Further satellite observations of reactive gases and aerosols and down-scaling through in
situ and remote sensing measurements in anchor stations.

Feedbacks and Climate Sensitivity
1. Improve representations of cloudfeedbacks in coupled climate models through

participation in the Cloud Feedbacks Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP);
2. Begin to quantify and reduce uncertainty in model predictions through joint work on

ensemble approaches to integrated climate change scenarios; and
3. Maintain and enhance participation in joint research on thermohaline circulation.

Integrated Observation Systems and Data
1, Cooperate, within existing international frameworks, to plan and develop the integrated

observation systems required to provide the data needed for climate change research;
2. Continue with efforts to combine satellite and in situ global observations that are

essential to detect climate change and improve evolving climate models, especially to
encourage expanded involvement of developing countries to fill gaps in existing
databases;

3. Encourage and further improve the sharing and archiving of climate data and the design
of common standards and formats; and

4. Encourage the widest possible participation in the Earth Observation Summit in July
2003 and prepare for appropriate follow-up.

Carbon Capture and Storage
1. Identify potential areas of collaboration on carbon capture and storage;
2. Foster collaborative research and development projects;
3. Identify opportunities to discuss the perspectives of governments and other key

stakeholders; and
4. Discuss planning, including research and development, for large integrated sequestration

and energy plant projects.

Hydrogen Technology and Infrastructure
1. Development of international codes and standards including testing and certification;
2. Pre-competitive research and development on critical enabling ~echnologies including:

polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells, non-precious metal catalysts, high
temperature membranes, solid oxide fuel cells, hydrogen storage concepts (e.g., carbon
nanostructures and complex metal hydrides), refueling technologies and procedures, and
hydrogen production;

3. Data exchange on hydrogen energy technology and fuel cells;and
4. Benchmarking of development and deployment strategies for hydrogen energy

technologies and fuel cells.

[End]
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O306_f_hTwae003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (:NOTES MAIL:)

CREATOR:Scott Rayder <Scott. Rayder@noaa.gov> ( Scott Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 1-MAR-2003 16:39:38.00

SUBJECT:: [Fwd: Oceansp@ce No, 477, FEBRUARY 28, 2003]

TO:Ron Bonjean <RBonjean@doc.gov> ( ROn Bonjean <RBonjean@docogov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jordan St. John" <Jordan.st. John@noaa.gov> ( "Jordan st. John"
<Jordan.st. John@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Conrad C Lautenbacher <conrad.c. Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> ( conrad c Lautenbacher
<conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Bob Hopkins <robert.hopkins@noaa.gov> ( Bob Hopkins <robert.hopkins@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Matthew Englehart <MEnglehart@doc.gov> ( Matthew Englehart <MEnglehart@doc.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( James R Mahoney
<James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Craig Montesano <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov> ( Craig Montesano
<Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:MaryBeth Nethercutt <MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov> ( MaryBeth Nethercutt
<MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
See 1 h--David Graham put a nice spin on this for us.
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subject: Oceansp@ce No. 477, FEBRUARY 28, 2003
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Editor: David M. Graham, Arlington, Virginia. News and announcements to
oceanspace37~@aol.com; new [FREE] subscription requests to
oceanspace@spearhead.co.uk.
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AND NOW TO THE NEWS
1. THE AMERICAS
la. C & C SUPERVISES GULFSTREAM PIPELINE SURVEY
Lafayette, Louisiana, USA -- Since July 2001, C & C Technologies Inc.
has
been superv~ing the survey of the Gulfstream pipeline near Tampa Bay,
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Florida. The pipeline stretches 656 miles and ranges in size from 16-36
inches in diameter. This is the longest pipeline In the Gulf of Mexico
and
cost more than $1.6 billion to complete.

C & C’s Gene Prather said selection wasprecipitated by the firm’s
project
management experience relating to inland and offshore pipeline surveys.
This project is expected to continue until April 2003, he said. upon
completion, the pipeline will be capable of transporting 1.1 billion
cubic
feet of gas per day to Florida’s energy consumers. For more, send
e-mail to
info@cctechnol.com or contact Prather at +1 (337) 261-0660. Also see
http://www.cctechnol.com/.

lb. CHESAPEAKE TEAMS WITH HARVEY-LYNCH
Mountain view, california, USA -- chesapeake Technology Inc. here
announced
last week a new collaborative agreement,,with its newest sales partner
Harvey-Lynch Inc. of stafford, Texas. We are extremely pleased to be
working with Harvey-Lynch and view this agreement as an important step
for
chesapeake’s continued business expansion in the Gulf of Mexico and
beyond,"
declared chesapeake’s John Gann. "Harvey-Lynch is a licensed reseller
of
all chesapeake products including sonarwiz for side-scan and sub-bottom
acquisition as well as our side-scan and sub-bottom processing package:
Sonarweb."

Since 1970, Harvey-Lynch has provided sales, leasing, service & repair,
and
equipment rental services to various facets of the land and marine
industry.
chesapeake provides marine data acquisition and processing software and
development services to government, commercial, and academic customers.
For
more, visit http://www.chesapeaketech.com/ or e-mail Gann at
info@chesapeaketech.com.

lc. COASTAL OCEANOGRAPHICS WINS CANADIAN CONTRACT
Middlefield, connecticut, USA -- Coastal Oceanographics Inc., developer
of
software for marine and dredging applications, reports it was recently
awarded a contract by the Marine Hydrographic Services of Public works &
Government Services canada (PWGSC). According to Coastal’s Lourdes R..
Evans, the connecticut firm will supply its HYPACK MAX and HYSWEEP
hydrographic surveying software. This system will replace PWGSC’s
current
data collection and processing software, she said. In March 2003,
Coastal
oceanographics will deliver five HYPACK MAX and five HYSWEEP/HYPACK F4AX
office licenses. The installation and training is scheduled for the end
of
March.

Both hydrographic surveying software packages are used throughout the
world
for survey design; single, multi-transducer, and multibeam data
collection;
graphical editing; plotting; volume computations; surface modeling; and
contouring, Evans noted. For more information, visit
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http://va~w, coastal o. com/ or contact Evans via sal es@coastal o. com.

id. UPLOAD I00 MEGABYTES OF ADCP DATA USING ACOUSTIC MODEMS
San Diego, California, USA -- underwater acoustic modems are a new way
of
uploading large amount of data from self-contained profiling) acoustic
doppler current profiler (ADCP) units, without retrieving the sensors
from
the deployment site. According to Dr.- Ning Xiao, LinkQuest Inc.’s
9600-baud
underwater acoustic modem provides the method. Uploading the data from
a
surface ship using acoustic modems has proven to be practical and
rel i abl e,
he said. LinkQuest’s high-speed modems allow the user to collec.t two to
three megabytes of data within 1 to 1.5 hours of onsite retrieval.
Recently, walsh Environmental Inc. (Baton Rouge, Louisiana) set a new
record
by. uploading 100 megabytes of ADCP data at three seafloor-mounted ADCP
sites
since september 2002.

xiao said LinkQuest provided three subsea UWM1000 modems to walsh. Each
of
these modems is connected to an RD Instruments Inc. (San Diego)
Workhorse
ADCP. walsh engineers deployed these ADCPs inseptember 200s in coastal
Louisiana at water depths from 10 to 15 meters, oceanographers visit
two of
the sites every two weeks to upload about 2 megabytes of current data at
each site and visit the third site every four weeks to upload about 3-4
megabytes of data. By sending commands from LinkQuest’s windows©
software
through the surface modem, hung from a vessel, the oceanographers
uploaded
the data easily, without retrieving the ADCPs.

Parameters of the ADCP were also flexibly adjusted during the visits.
In
total, about 100 megabytes of data were collected during the six-month
period. The maximum slze of data collected in a single visit is about 8
megabytes. According to 3oel Chaky, staff scientist at walsh,
"LlnkQuest’s
UWM1000 modems provided us a reliable, flexible, and cost-effective way
to
upload data from the ADCPS. We are very happy with the quality of data
collected acoustically and the UWM 1000 modems have performed
flawlessly."
For more information, visit http://www.link-quest.com/ or e-mail
sales@link-quest.com.

le. ODOM HYDROGRAPHIC APPOINTS HONG KONG REPRESENTATIVE
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, USA -- odom Hydrographic systems Inc.’s Kim
Dailey
announced the appointment of PIL Systems Ltd. as the exclusive
representative in the Hong Kong SAR. In addition to sales, PIL and
GeoMarine Technology provide customer support and maintain a spares
~nventory. Accordlng to Richard Byrd, president of odom Hydrographic,
moving to appoint these proven companies as the exclusive source for

odom
products in their respective areas insures the customer base of quality
service and support and strengthens the odom commitment to the market.."
Janson So of GeoMarine Technology and steve Lai of PIL have both
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exhibited
"a continuing effort to work within the chinese markets to provide the
same
quality of sales and support that has made odom world-renowned," he
added.
For further information about odom products and services in china,
contact
Janson so at +86 755 2364583 in shenzhen or steve Lai at PIL Systems at
+852
269-23074 for Hong Kong.

lf. COMPUTER MODELS FORECAST SHARP INCREASE IN TEMPERATURE
Denver, colorado, USA -- According to the American Association for the
Advancement of science, powerful computer models predict that winter
temperatures in the polar regions of the world could rise as much as 10§
centigrade in the next hundred years, scientists say the result is
based on
the lack of efforts to control production of carbon dioxide, methane,
and
other gases. "with projections to the year 2100, we can show what will
happen if we continue wlth business as usual -- if we don’t do anything
to
curb emissions of greenhouse gases," said warren M. washington, senior
research scientist for the U.S. National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR). He spoke at the AAAS Annual Meeting here earlier this month.

He noted that concentrations of carbon dioxide and methane did not start
to
increase significantly until the 20th century. Washington demonstrated
with
charts and graphs worldwide projections for average temperature in 2050
and
2090 and compared the data to the relatively stable temperature pattern
in
the 1,000 years that preceded the growing presence of greenhouse gases
in
the atmosphere. "The greatest warming takes place in the winter
hemisphere
and is strongly influenced by the retreat of snow and ice in high
latitudes," said washington. "The range of (computer) models for global
climate change at end of the century is 1.5§ to 6§ C, with most of the
models in the range of 2-4§. In the polar regions, the changes [are] of
the
order of 8§ to more than 10§ in the winter time of the years."

The computer predictions, produced by the NCAR Parallel climate Model
and by
other computer systems, are made by interpreting data gathered on sea
ice,
land-vegetation, ocean and atmospheric components of the climate system,
and
creating an interactive system for understanding how they work together
to
influence the earth’s climate. For more details, see
http://www.aaas.org/news/releases/2003/O216temp.shtml.

lg. TRIMBLE INTRODUCES COMPACT CARD GPS RECEIVER
Anaheim, california, USA -- Trimble Navigation Ltd. last month
introduced
the BD950, a real-time kinematic (RTK) compact global positioning system
(GPS) card for high-precision guidance and control applications.
Featu ring
extre~,~ely low power and a small form factor, the BD950 receiver is
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designed
to allow OEMs and system integrators to easily add centimeter-level
positioning to specialized or custom hardware solutions.

"The BD950 is ideal for system integrators who need a small, accurate,
and
low-power GPS solution," said JDrgen Kliem, Trimble’s division vice
.president of survey for Trimble’s Geomatics & Engineering Division. "It
Is
easy to integrate and the perfect choice for a wide range of positioning
applications in the agriculture, construction, mining, marine, survey,
GIS,
and seismic markets." with the lowest power consumption of any
dual-frequency RTK GPS/WAAS/EGNOS receiver on the market today, he
added,
the BD950 uses less than 1.5 watts of power. The card’s low power
requirement results in longer battery life, less heat generation,
increased
component life, and a more portable end-user product. For more, see
http://www, tri mble. corn/.

lh. GOVERNMENT CLIMATE-CHANGE RESEARCH PLAN IS ’GOOD START’
Washington, D.C., USA -- while the u.s. government has taken a good
first
step toward better understanding and responding to climate changethbYe
drafting a strategic plan that contains new research initiatives,

~lan
acks a clear guiding vision and does not sufficiently meet the needs of

decision-makers who must deal with the effects of climate change, says a
new
report from the u.s. National Academies’ National Research Council. The
committee that wrote the report also noted that the president’s fiscal
year
2004 budget request appears to leave funding relatively unchanged for
the
u.s. climate change science Program (ccsP), which wrote the draft plan,
despite the important new initiatives called for in the plan.

"while past climate-change science has focused on how climate is
changing
and affecting other natural systems, future science must also focus on
more
applied research that can directly support decision-making," said
committee
chair Thomas E. Graedel, professor of industrial ecology, Yale
university
school of Forestry & Environmental Studies, New Haven, Connecticut.
"Research is especially needed to improve our understanding of the
.possible
impacts of climate change on ecosystems and human society as well as
options
for responding to -- and reducing -- these effects."

The federal government formed CCSP a year ago to facilitate
climate-change
research across 13 federal agencies, ccsP released its draft strategic
plan
for public comment in November 2002 and also held a December workshop in
washington where hundreds of climate scientists and other stakeholders
commented on the plan. ccsP asked the National Research Council to
review
the draft plan as well.
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ccsP director Dr. 3ames R. Mah~ney yesterday expressed his "deep
gratification and appreciation for the newly released NRC report on
CCSP’s
discussion-draft strategic plan. "These recommendations will fortify
and
strengthen the long-term climate scienceresearch program outlined in
our
discussion draft," Mahoney said. "The recommendations will further
enrich
what the National Research Council describes in its report as CCSP’s
’solid
foundation’ for better understanding how the climate system might be
changing.and how those changes may affect human society and natural
systems. Mahoney is assistant secretary of commerce for oceans &
atmosphere and deputy administrator of the u.s. National Oceanic &
Atmospheric Administration.

He noted that the NRC recommendations complement input provided by
experts
nationwide as part of CCSP’s "commitment to a highly open process of
public
and expert participation in the understanding of climate change issues
and
response strategies." He added that, "In this important respect, our
fall
2002 discussion-draft has served its purpose in stimulating thoughtful
and
constructive input not only ~rom the NRC but from hundreds of individual
andinstitutional commenters.

copies of Planning climate and Global Change Research: A Review of the
Draft
U.S. Climate change Science Program Strategic Plan will be available
this
spring from the National Academies Press. Contact phone is +1 (202)
334-3313 or 1-800-624-6242 or on the Internet.at http://www.nap.edu/.

lj~ MILITARY CONTRACTS NEWS
Raytheon Co., Portsmouth, Rhode Island, was awarded an estimated $18.1
million contract for the demonstration and development of the Airborne
Mine
Neutralization System (AMNS). The AMNS is a U.S. Navy airborne mine
countermeasure development program. The system will be integrated into
the
MH-60 helicopter in order to relocate, identify, and neutralize

~reviousl Y
etected End classified bottom, close-tethered, and in-volumesea mines.

The Naval Sea Systems Command, washington, D.C., is the contracting
activity.

Kollmorgen Corp., Electro-optical Division, Northampton, Massachusetts,
was
awarded a $13.4 million contract modification for engineering services
and
production of the universal Modular Mast (UMM) System for installation
on
Virginia- and SSGN-class submarines. The UMM is a non-hull penetrating
mast
that raises and lowers sensors. The Naval Sea Systems Command,
washington,
D.C., is the contracting activity.

Digital System Resources Inc., Fairfax, Virginia, was awarded a $10.4
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million contract modification to exercise an option for continued
developmental innovative technologies of submarine systems improvements
under the Phase III small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) Program..
The
Naval Sea Systems Command, washington, D.C., is the contracting
activity.

Digital System Resources Inc , Fairfax, virginia, was awarded a $22.9
million contract modificatio~ for fiscal year 2003 multi-purpose
processor
(MPP) production. The MPP provides hardware and software processing for
the
towed array on submarines and surface ship platforms. MPP uses
commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) based hardware and some COTS based software. The
Naval
Sea Systems command, washington, D.C., is the contracting activity.

Sparton Defense Electronics, DeLeon Springs, Florida, is receiving a
$14.2
million split award for 30,636 AN/SSQ-53F sonobuoys and associated data.
The AN/SSQ-53F sonobuoys are dropped from various airborne platforms and
utilized for search and detection of submerged submarines. The Naval
surface warfare Center, Crane Division, Crane Indiana, is the
contracting
activity.

undersea sensor systems Inc., columbia city, Indiana, is receiving a
$5.7
million contract for 10,398 AN/SSQ-53F sonobuoys and associated data.
The
Naval surface Warfare Center, Crane Division, is the contracting
activity.

Electric Boat Corp., Groton, Connecticut, was awarded a $17.4 million
contract modification for new efforts on uss Jimmy Carter to accommodate
advanced technology for naval special warfare, tactical surveillance,
and
mine warfare operations. The Naval Sea Systems Command, washington
D.C., is
the contracting activity.

Titan Corp., San Diego, California, was awarded a $32.6 million contract
expansion for the construction, integration, and certification and
delivery
of the x-craft and data. This effort will involve the planning,
shipyard
selection, detail design, construction, certification, and delivery of
an
approximately 1,000-1ong-ton, high-speed, aluminum catamaran, meeting
the       "
requirements of the x-craft performance specification. The Office of
Naval
Research, washington, D.C., is the contracting activity.

2. EUROPEAN NEWS
2a. WS ENVIROTECH BITES THE DUST
Alton, Hampshire, U.K. -- WS EnviroTech Ltd., formerly W.S. Ocean
Systems,
went into voluntary liquidation on December 24, 2002, leaving debts of
~527,725.44 owed to some 80 creditors. Liquidator Bob Thompson (of
Rendell
Thompson, Accountants & Licensed Insolvency Practitioners) stated that
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"there is no prospect of a dividend to unsecured creditors." He also
noted
that "the extent of the losses of the company over the last two years
needs
to be investigated."

EnviroTech LLC, a Chesapeake, virginia-based manufacturer, acquired
assets
from ws EnviroTech. Mark Rawlinson, the managing director and a
shareholder
in ws EnviroTech when it went into liquidation, has been retained by
EnviroTech LLC as chief technical officer. For more information,
contact
Thompson at the accounting firm on +44 (0)1252 816636.

2b. DRL SOF-FWARE APPOINTS TECHNITRADE AS REP IN FRANCE
Godalming, Surrey, U.K. -- DRL software Ltd. reports it appointed
TechniTrade (Saint Jeannet, France) as its exclusive agent in France for
DRL
’s Sediview software. According to DRL’s (Dredging Research Ltd.) John
Land, DRL-Sediview? is a processing package for data obtained using RD
Instruments Inc. (San Diego, california) acoustic doppler current
profilers
(ADCP). In addition to a suite of processing, editing, presentation,
and
data export facilities, Land said, "sediview enables the derivation of
robust estimates of solids concentration from the acoustic backscatter
intensity data. The package is thus invaluable for detailed,
quantitative
studies of sediment transport in rivers, estuaries, and coastal
regions."

The software is provided with full technical support and training in
fi el d
techniques and data analysis, he added. For more information, contact
DRL
via mail@drl.com. TechniTrade (http://www.technitrade.info/) is
headquartered in the south of France and has a subsidiary office near
Paris
to cover all French territory. AS RD Instruments’ exclusive
representative,
TechniTrade has knowledge of ADCPs and their potential sediview
applications. TechniTrade is also the exclusive representative in
France
for EPC Labs Inc. (Danvers, Massachusetts), Geometrics Inc. (San Jose,
California), and TriOS GmbH (oldenburg, Germany).

2c. SOFI~ARE FOR MODELING THE SEABED
Nantwich, cheshire, U.K. -- Rockmate Technical Services’ dxm is the
easiest,
cheapest way to model the seabed, create contours, sections, 3-D views,
DXF
output. Fully working 30-day evaluation copy at
http://www, rockmate.com/.

2d. AQUARIUS GPS ORDER FOR ORMSTON TECHNOLOGY
Beverley, East Yorkshire, U.K. - offshore windmills near Denmark’s coast
will soon undergo precise alignment with the assistance of a-new Thales
Navigation (Santa Clara, california) Aquarius 2-22 high-speed,
dual-frequency global positioning system (GPS) receiver. The order came
to
ormston Technology Ltd. here from Hydro soil Services N.V. (Zwijndrecht,
Antwerpen, Belgium).
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Comprising a basic receiver with keyboard and screen as well as antenna
facilities, a spokesman said, the Aquarius 2-22 provides simultaneous
heading data and real-time kinematic positioning to centimetric
accuracies
over ranges up to 40 kilometers, with 56 independent, parallel
dual-frequency channels and configurable radio links, it features a true
heading function to within 0.1§ or better using a 2-meter baseline while
facilitating particularly high levels of processing and availability.
More
about ormston at http://www.ormtec.co.uk/.

2e. RUSSIA ~AY BUY NEW ICEBREAKERS FRO~4 FINLAND
Helsinki, Finland - Russia’s Pravda is reporting that the unusually
severe
ice conditions this year in the eastern part of the Gulf of Finland have
forced Russia to think about buying a whole range of new icebreakers
from
Finland. This was announced last week in an interview with the Sl-r News
Agency by Kimmo Juurmaa, head of the Arctic Research Centre at Finland’s
leading shipbuilding company, Kvaerner Masa-Yards Inc.

According to 3uurmaa, the report continued, Kvaerner Masa-Yards’ experts
are
currently preparing a proposal for the Russian Transport Ministry on
supplying Russia with a range of port icebreakers. If commercial
negotiatlons are successful, the company hopes to receive an order for
15
icebreakers to be built in 2004-2005. One port icebreaker costs about
?40
million; the total buy would be worth approximately ?600 million, one
third
of the icebreakers would be deployed in the Gulf of Finland, one third
in
the white sea, and the rest in the Far East, Pravda said.

2f. INTERNATIONAL OCEAN SYSTEMS PREVIEW ISSUE
T~ickenham, U.K. -- Astrid Powell, publisher of International ocean
systems,
writes that her magazine is bringing forward the publication of its
special
oI Americas 2003 Exhibition & conference preview issue to a month before
the
show. This premier oceanology show is scheduled for June 4-6 at the
Ernest
N. Morial conference Center in New Orleans, Louisiana. Exhibitors are
urged
to send details of their exhibits to International ocean systems before
March 7 to iosd@msn.com. Advertising for this May/June issue also
closes on
March 17. Find more details about the publication at
http://www.intoceansys.co.uk/.

2g. VT TSS ANNOUNCES MAJOR INVESTMENT IN FACILITIES
W. itney, oxfordshire, U.K. -- VT TSS (UK) Ltd. (a VT Group Pie company)
~s
moving away from the "old woolen mill" at witney to new digs in watford,
according to a spokesman. The latter site was the manufacturing base
for
the company’s range of s G Brown navigation equipment.

The warlord site will provide advanced facilities for R&D, product
engineering, production, and the servicing of all VTTSS products such
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as                             ,
motion sensors, detection systems, and the existing s G Brown product
range.
sales and service outlets for VTTSS will remain at Aberdeen, scotland,
and
Houston, Texas. All facilities will be transferred from witney by the
end
of July 2003. For more information, contact Carolyn Jones in witney on
+44
(0)1993 777700 or via cjones@tssuk.co.uk.

2h. JOINT VENTURE AIMS TO BE ~TECHNOLOGY HOTHOUSE~
whitstable, Kent, U.K. -- CEO Stuart Heaver reports that Innovation 4C
Ltd.
is a new European joint venture company formed by verhaert (Antwerp,
Belgium), 02 Marine Services (Kent), and the Fairwater Technology Group
(Aberdeen, scotland). He coined the theme, "Innovation 4C aims to be a
technology hothouse for the marine industry. The new firm, he said,
will
"combine new technology with industrial engineering and marketing."
other
principals are Jason Reid and Koen verhaert, directors.

Heaver’s first goal at Innovation 4C, he noted, is to find OEM partners
in
the marine industry for a range of new products and technologies. The
first
identified for launch are a new miniature solid state compass and
attitude
sensor (Min-IMU), advanced optic-acoustic sub-bottom sonar (Rheosound),
and
a satellite based track and trace system for vessels and buoys (S-Trac).
For more, go to http://www.innovation4c.com/ or send e-mail to
info@innovation4c.com.

3. AUSTRALASIA NEWS
3a. INDIAN NAVY ORDERS MORE DESO SOUNDERS
cairns, Queensland, Australia--The Indian Navy’s National Hydrographic
office at Dehradun is upgrading two of its survey vessels. According to
a
spokesman, ATLAS Hydrographic Holdings Pty. Ltd. received the order for
further Atlas DESO 25 echosounders to be installed on the INS Jamuna and
INS
sutlej. ATLAS Hydrographic GmbH headquarters is located in Bremen,
Germany.
The spokesman said the new units will complement nearly 40 similar units
already in service aboard other naval crafts for hydrographic surveys of
Indian waters.

with dual active sounding channels and two additional ones for recording
and
monitoring signal strength and overviews, he added, the DESO 25 is
capable
of depth measurements down to 10,000 meters. A bi-directional serial
interface provides water depth and echo strength to external computers,
which can also be used for remote control of all main operating
functions.
The Indian naval order follows recent commissioning of six Atlas DESO 25
systems for installation on the first three U.K. Royal Navy Astute-class
nuclear-powered attack submarines undergoing construction at the Barrow
yard
of BAE Systems Marine. More about ATLAS at http://www.atlashydro.com/.
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4. OFFSHORE OIL & GAS
4a. MMS ISSUES FINAL NOTICE OF CENTRAL GULF LEASE SALE 185
washington, D.C., USA - officials at the u.s. Department of the
Interior’s
Minerals Management Service announced that Lease Sale No. 185, scheduled
for
March 19, 2003, "continues recent royalty suspension measures designed
to
increase domestic natural gas and oil production" to meet u.s. energy
needs.
The measures include the following: In water depths less than 200
meters,
royalty suspensions apply for the first 20 billion cubic feet o~: gas
production from wells drilled to new reservoirs at 15,000 feet or

~reater ~elow sea level, operators have the opportunity to apply for additiona~
discretional" royalty relief in water depths greater than 200 meters,

pursuant to regulations at 30 CFR 203, if certain conditions are
sati sfi ed,
an MMS spokesman said. Sale 185 is scheduled for the Hyatt Regency/
conference center, in the cabildo Rooms, 500 Poydras Plaza, New Orleans,
Loui si ana.

4b. EXXONMOBIL ANNOUNCES FIRST PRODUCTION FROM BINTANG GAS FIELD
Irving, Texas, USA-- Exxon Mobil Corporation announced this week the
commencement of first production from the Bintang gas field located in
the
south China sea. Located some 137 miles offshore Terengganu, Malaysia,
the
Bintang field is expected to produce approximately 1 trillion cubic feet
of
gas with a peak production rate of 355 million cubic feet per day,
according
to Terry Koonce, president of Exxon~4obil Production Company. Gas from
two
Bintang platforms, A and B, will flow via 7 miles of new pipeline to
Lawi t A
for processing and then to shore via existing pipelines.

Bintang is the second field to be developed under a gas
p roducti on- shari ng
contract with PETRONAS Carigali, a subsidiary of Malaysia’s national oil
company, PETRONAS, and ExxonMobil, operator of the 50-50 joint venture.
ExxonMobil and PETRONAS Carigali advanced the development of the Bintang
field under the terms of the contract to meet increasing national demand
for
gas on the Malaysian peninsula. Total project development cost is
estimated
at approximately us$80 million, excluding drilling costs. A total of 10
wells are planned to be drilled this year, Koonce said.

4c. EXXONMOBIL ALSO STARTS PRODUCTION OFFSHORE NIGERIA
Irving, Texas, USA -- Exxon Mobil Corporation also announced recently
that
its subsidiary, t~obil Producing Nigeria unlimited, has started
producti on
from the Yoho development, located in the Nigerian National Petroleum
corporation/Mobil joint venture acreage, oil mining lease 104 offshore
Nigeria. An ExxonMobil spokesman said the $1.2 billion project, with
estimated recoverable resources of 0.4 billion barrels of o~l, will
develop
discoveries in the Yoho and Awawa reservoirs in shallow water depths of
200-300 feet. By using a temporary floating, production, storage, and
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offloading (FPSO) vessel as an early production system, first oil from
Yoho
came onstream almost two years ahead of full-field start-up. Production
through the FPSO is expected to add more than 90,000 barrels of oil a
day.

4d. CHEVRONTEXACO: FIRST OIL FROM CALEDONIA FIELD
Aberdeen, scotland -- ChevronTexaco Upstream Europe, as operator,announced
earlier this month the first oil from the caledonia field located in
block
16/26, approximately 130 miles north east of Aberdeen. ChevronTexaco
Upstream Europe is a subsidiary of ChevronTexaco. Production from the
North
Sea well is expected to average 10,000 barrels per day over the first
year
with peak production of approximately 13,000 barrels per day achieved
soon
after startup. Further development of the field will depend on the
future

~erformance of this well. A spokesman said the field has been developed
Y

means of a subsea template with a single production well tiedback to
the
Britannia platform via a 3.5-mile, 8-inch pipeline, caledonia partners
have
invested m36.6 million in the project.

The well was drilled in the summer of 2002 by the semisubmersible
drilling
rig, stena spey, with subsea facilities installed during the same
period.
Modifications were made to the Britannia platform to allow Caledonia oil
to
be processed and exported via the Forties Pipeline System. A strong
focus
on safety from all companies involved resulted in an excellent project
safety record.

5. SIGNIFICANT OTHER SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES
5a. SOLONS INTRODUCE NANOTECHNOLOGY BILL
Washington, D.C., USA - U.S. House of Representatives Science Committee
chairman Sherwood Boehlert (R-New York) and Rep. Mike Honda
(D-Cal i forni a)
recently introduced legislation that would authorize a national
9anotechnology research initiative. Nanotechnology is the top
interagency
priority in the administration’s fiscal 2004 proposed budget for
non-medical, civilian scientific and technological research and
development.
"Nanotechnology may be the ’smallest’ field of science -- the
manipulating
of individual atoms. But I’ve come to understand that in science and
~echnology, few things could actually be ’bigger’ than nanotechnology --
In
terms of its potential to revolutionize scientific and engineering
research,
improve human health, and bolster our economy," Boehlert said.

H.R. 766, the Nanotechnology Research & Development Act of 2002,
authorizes
$2.1 billion over three years for nanotechnology R&D programs at the

National Science Foundation, the Department of Energy, the Department of
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Commerce, the National Aeronautics & Space Administration, and the
Environmental Protection Agency. The bill provides a formal structure
for
coordination of research across the agencies, emphasizes
interdisciplinary
research, addresses societal concerns raised by nanotechnology, and
requires
outside reviews of the program. The text of the bill and a
section-by-section can be found at the science Committee website at
http://www.house.gov/science/. For additional information on the
federal

~overnment’s nanotechnology research initiatives, log on to
ttp://www.nano.gov/.

6. POSITIONS AVAILABLE
6a. DIRECTOR OF SALES
watsonville, California, USA--Triton Elics International Inc. is
hi rin.g
for its growing california office. TEI is a worldwide leader in
acoustic
underwater imaging, our sonar processing systems are used to scan the
seafloor and produce imagery supporting search, survey, mapping, and
ocean
exploration for commercial and government clients worldwide, our
products
are primarily based on the "wintel" architecture and are used for
real -ti me
data acquisition, conversion, processing, display, and storage of analog
and
digital sensor data.

Requirements: Proven track record of exceeding ~ssigned revenue and
profitability targets in a take-market-share envlronment. Five-plus
years
of experience selling software and/or hardware products related to
underwater sensor systems is highly desirable. Sales experience with
commercial software products runnlng on wintel platforms is a definite
plus.
The successful candidate will direct overall efforts of our
international
sales staff while focusing on the growth of our domestic markets, both
commercial and federal, and will be responsible for generating,
qualifying,
and closing sales leads; managing established accounts; and.providing
product training and application support. B.S. in engineering or
computer
sclence.

Please send resume to Triton Elics International Inc., 125 westridge
Drive,
watsonville, CA 95076; Fax +1 (831) 722-1405, e-mail hr@tritonelics.com.

7. EVENTS
7a, OCEAN STUDIES BOARD TO HOST OCEAN ENERGIES WORKSHOP
washington, D.C., USA - Fans of ocean energy technologies and
utilization
should not miss this one-day workshop. The U.S. National Academies
Ocean
Studies Board has announced that it is holding the workshop on March 19,
2003, to discuss the feasibility, value and interest in conducting a
National Academies study on the various forms of ocean energy
technologies
and their use in U.So federal and state waters. The meeting is expected
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attract researchers, federal agency staff, congressional staff,
non-profit
groups, and industry representatives, subjects covered include ocean
energy
conversion technologies, including wave energy, tidal current energy,
OTEC,
offshore wind energy, and salinity gradient energy conversion.

The meeting is scheduled for wednesday,~ March 19, from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. at the National Academy of sciences, 2101 Constitution Avenue NW,
washington, D.C. Contact Denise Greene on +1 (202) 334-3456 or via
dgreene@nas.edu for registration and information.

7b. MEETING TO PAVE WAY FOR E. ASIAN SEAS COLLABORATION
Diliman, Quezon city, Philippines -- Preparations are underway for the
East
Asian Seas Congress 2003, which is being organized by the GEF/UNDP/IMO
Regional Programme on Partnerships in Environmental Management for the
Seas
of East Asia (PEMSEA). Spokeswoman Maria Cecilia T. San, technical
assistant
for policy/legal analysis, Coastal & ocean Governance Services for
PEMSEA,
told oceansp@ce the congress, slated for December 8-12, 2003, in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, is aimed at paving the way for a new level of
collaboration in the region. It will highlight two major events: the
"Ministerial Forum on the sustainable Development of the Seas of East
Asia"
and the "International Conference on the sustainable Development of the
East
Asian Seas: Towards a New Era of Regional collaboration and
Partnerships."

The forum, she said, will provide a venue for concerned ministers and
officials from the host country, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, the
Peoples
Republic of china, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Indonesia,
Japan, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, Thailand, and
vietnam. They are expected to consider innovative and Sustainable
regional
collaborative arrangements and financing mechanisms for strengtheni ng
regional coastal and ocean governance as obligated under Agenda 21 of
UNCED
and in response to the recommendations of the WSSD and other related
instruments. This high-level gathering, scheduled on December 12 to
immediately follow the international conference, is expected to foster
stronger partnerships between and among nations and to give rise to
strengthened commitments to environmental management and sustainable
development in the region.

The international conference, slated for December 8-11, will consist of
plenary and workshop sessions focusing on two themes: (i) Review of
International and National Efforts Towards Addressing the Main Sectoral
Concerns regarding the Seas of East Asia and (2) Essential
Cross-Sectoral
~pproaches and Processes: Towards Achieving sustainable Development. It
is
geared toward policymakers, economists, environment and natural resource
managers, NGO representatives, media practitioners, the academe, and
other
members of civil society and the private sector. For more, contact MS.
San
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at (632) 920-2211 to 2214 or via e-mail on mctsan@pemsea.org, visit the
website at http://www.pemsea.org/.

7c. NEW and/or IMMINENT MEETINGS
June 11-13, 2003, InWaterTec 2003, Kiel, Germany. Information and
registration at http://www.inwatertec2OO3.de/.

July 16, 2003, sensing and Mapping the Marine Environment from Near and
Far,
The Geological society, London. Information and registration at
http://www.ims.plym.ac.uk/geomatics/sensemap/.

7d. SPEARHEAD EXHIBITIONS MEETINGS
June 4-6, 2003, Oceanology International Americas 2003 Exhibition/The
oceanography society ocean conference, Ernest N. Morial Convention
Center,
New Orleans, Louisiana. Information and FREE REGISTRATION at
http://www.oiamericas.com/.

september 2-5, 2003, offshore Europe 2003, Offshore Europe Partnership,
Aberdeen, scotland. Information and registration at
http://www.offshore-europe.co.uk/.

september 9-12, 2003, OSEi 2003: Defence Systems & Equipment
International,
Exhibition centre London (ExCeL), London Docklands. Information and
registration at http://www.dsei.co.uk/.

september 24-25, 2003, uuvs: Fourth Unmanned Underwater vehicle
Showcase,
Southampton oceanography Centre, southampton, Hampshire, U.K.
Information
and registration at http://www.uuvs.net/ or contact Stuart Fraser of
spearhead Exhibitions at +44 (0)20 8949 9822.

March 16-19, 2004, Oceanology International 2004, Exhibition centre
London
(ExCeL), London. Information at http://www.oceanologyinternational.com/
or
contact spearhead Exhibitions Ltd. at +44 (0)20 8949 9222.

7e. OTHER MEETINGS [revised for FEBRUARY 28]
March 6-7, 2003, Communications and software in Shipping, Singapore.
Information and registration at
http://www.thedigitalship.com/singapore.htm.

March 10-12, 2003, second ADCPs in Action Seminar, Catamaran Resort
Hotel,
Mission Bay, San Diego, california. Information and registration at
http://www.rdinstruments.com/pressrel/pr042602.html or contact Gina
Lopez at
glopez@rdinstruments.com.

March 13-15, 2003, IEEE seventh working Conference on current
Measurement
Technology, Bahia Hotel, San Diego, California. Information and
registration now available at http://www.whoi.edu/science/AOPE/cmtc/.
Questions to Judith Rizoli white at jrizoli@whoi.edu.

March 14-15, 2003, 22nd Diving for Science Symposium of the American
Academy
of underwater sciences, Greenville Hilton, Greenville, North Carolina..
Information and registration at http://www.aaus.org/.
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March 16-19, 2003, Third International conference on Marine
Bio-invasions,
La Jolla, California. Information for abstract submission and
registration
at http://www.sgmeet.com/mb/.

March 16-21, 2003, Fourth Gordon Research conference on Polar Marine
Science, sheraton Harbortown, Ventura, california. Information and
registration at http://www.grc.org/.

March 24-26, 2003, Argos Animal Tracking Symposium, Radisson Hotel,
Annapolis, Maryland. Information at http://www.argosinc.com/aats.htm;
registration forms at http://www.argosinc.com/documents/register.rtf.

March 24-26, 2003, First International conference on Maritime Heritage,
Corinthia San Gorg Hotel, Malta. Information and registration at
http://www, wessex, ac. uk/con fe rences/2003/he ri tage03/.

March 24-27, 2003, U.S. Hydro 2003 (sponsored by The Hydrographic
society of
America), Beau Rivage Resort & casino, Biloxi, Mississippi. Information
and
registration at http://WWWothsoa.org/.

April 3-6, 2003, sixth Underwater science symposium: Monitoring and
Measuring the underwater Environment, University of Aberdeen, Newburgh,
Aberdeenshire, scotland. Information from Jean Pritchard, society for
underwater Technology, +44 (0)1224 823637 or jean.pritchard@sut.org.

April 6-10, 2003, International Oil Spill conference, vancouver
convention &
Exhibition centre, vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. Information and
registration at http://www.iosc.org/index.htm.

April 6-11, 2003, EGS-AGU-EUG Joint Assembly 2003, Nice, France.
Information and registration at
http://www.copernicus.org/egsagueug/index.html.

April 13-16, 2003, Inaugural National Conference on Coastal and
Estuarine              ~y
Habitat Restoration, H art Regency Inner Harbor Hotel, Baltimore,
Maryl and.
Information and registration at http://www.estuaries.org/.

April 14-16, 2003, charting the secret world of the ocean Floor: The
GEBCO
Project, 1903-2003, Monaco. Information and registration at
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/gebco/gebco.html.

April 28-May 2, 2003, 145th Acoustical society of America Meeting,
Nashville
Convention Center, Nashville, Tennessee. Information and registration
at
http://asa.aip.org/meetings.html.

May 5-8, 2003, A Sea of Change: JGOFS Accomplishments and the Future of
Ocean Biogeochemistry, National Academy of sciences, washington, D.C.
Information requests and comments to mzawoysky@whoi.edu or
roger.hanson@jgofs.uib.no. Program will be announced at
http://usjgofs.whoi.edu/ or http://ads.smr.uib.no/jgofs/jgofs.htm.

May 21-22, 2003, Third All-Energy Opportunities 2003 Conference &
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Exhibition, Aberdeen Exhibition & conference centre, Aberdeen, scotland.
Information and registration (later) at http://www.all-energy.co.uk/ or
cal 1
+44 (0)20 8241 1912.

June 3-6, 2003, Tenth International caspian oil & Gas Exhibition &
conference, Baku, Azerbaijan. Information and registration at
http://www.caspianevents.co.uk/.

June 4-6, 2003, oceanology International, the Americas 2003, Ernest N..
Morial Convention Center, New Orleans, Louisiana. Information and
registration at http://www.oiamericas.com/.

June 6-7, 2003, First EARSeL Workshop on Remote Sensing of the Coastal
Zone,
Het Pand Monastery, university of Ghent, Ghent, Belgium. znformation
and
registration at
http://las.physik.uni-oldenburg.de/projekte/earsel/Zst_workshop.html.

June 8-13, 2003, OMAE 2003: 22nd International conference on offshore
Mechanics & Arctic Engineering, American Society of Mechanical Engineers
and
the Instituto Mexicano del Petroleo, Cancun, Mexico. Information at
http://www.omae.org/ and at http://www.asmeconferences.org/omae03/.

June 11-13, 2003, InWaterTec 2003, Kiel, Germany. Information and
registration at http://www.inwatertec2003.de/.

June 11-21, 2003, Habwatch workshop: Real-Time Coastal Observing Systems
for
Ecosystem Dynamics and Harmful Algal Blooms, Observatoire oc,anologique
and
Citadelle of villefranche-sur-Mer, France. Information and registration
at
http://www.habwatch.org/.

June 15-20, 2003, The Gordon Research conference on Permeable Sediments,
Bates college, Lewiston, Maine. Information at
http://www.skio.peachnet.edu/grc/.

June 16-21, 2003, ocean Mapping Group Multibeam Training Course,
Southampton
Oceanography centre, Southampton, U.K. Information at
http://www.omg.unb.ca/mbc/ and registration forms available via e-mail
to
minnie@netsurvey.co.uk or lgee@ivs.unb.ca.

June 23-24, 2003, Law of the sea workshop: Development of National
Maritime
Limits and the Application of Article 76, Radisson SAS Hotel Saga,
Reykjavik, Iceland. Information and registration at
http://www.caris.com/workshops/iceland.html.

June 24-27, 2003, Third International workshop on the Scientific use of
submarine cables & Related Technologies, Komaba Campus, university of
Tokyo,
Japan. Information from Professor Junzo Kasahara,
kasa2@eri.u-tokyo.ac.jp;registration at http://seasat.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ssc03/.

June 25-27, 2003, Conference on Legal and scientific Aspects of
Continental
Shel~ L~mitr (hosted by the Law of the Sea Institute of Iceland and the
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center for oceans Law and Policy, University of virginia), Reykjavik,
Iceland. Information and registration at http://www.virginia.edu/colp/.

June 29-July 2, 2003, sixth Regional Symposium, PACON 2003, Hotel
splendor
Kaohsiung, Kaohsiung, Taiwan. Information at
http://www.hawaii.edu/pacon/.

July 14-18, 2003, Association of Marine Laboratories of the caribbean
31st
Scientific Meeting, Port-of-Spain, Trinidad. Information contact is Dr.
Steve LeGore, AMLC executive director, slegore@mindspring.com.

July 16, 2003, sensing and Mapping the Marine Environment from Near and
Far,
The Geological society, London. Information and registration at
http://www.ims.plym.ac.uk/geomatics/sensemap/.

August 24-27, 2003, 13th International symposium on unmanned untethered
submersible Technology, New England center, university of New Hampshire.
Information at http://www.ausi.org/uust/uust.html.

september 2-5, 2003, offshore Europe 2003, offshore Europe Partnership,
Aberdeen, scotland. Information and registration at
http://www.offshore-europe.co.uk/.

september 9-12, 2003, DSEi 2003: Defence Systems & Equipment
International,
Exhibition centre London (ExCeL), London Docklands. Information and
registration at http://www.dsei.coouk/.

september 22-26, 2003, oceans 2003 Marine Technology & ocean science
conference & Exhibition (oceans 2003 MTS/IEEE), Town & Country Hotel &
Convention Center Complex, San Diego, california. Information and
registration (later) at http://www.oceans2003.com/.

october 6-10, 2003, 33rd Annual conference of the underwater Mining
Institute, cheju Island, Korea. Information from Karynne chong Morgan,
conference coordinator, at karynnem@hawaii.edu.

october 16-18, 2003, CoastGIS 2003: Fifth International Symposium on
Computer Mapping & Geographic Information Systems for Coastal Zone
Management, Genoa, Italy. Information at
http://www.gisig.it/coastgis/.

october 22-23, 2003, waterfront Expo 2003, ExCeL, London. Information
and
registration at http://www.waterfrontexpo.com/index.shtml.

November 2-5, 2003, 8th Estuarine & Coastal Modeling Conference (ECM8),
Monterey Hyatt, Monterey, california. Information and registration at
http://www.oce.uri.edu/ecm8/.

November 17-20, 2003, Shallow Survey 2003, sydney, Australia.
Information
at http://www.dsto.defence.gov.au/corporate/conferences/swsurvey/.

November 18-21, 2003, CARIS 2003 "Gateways in Geomatics," St. Louis,
Missouri    Information and registration at
http://w~w, cari s. com/cari s2003/.

November 24-26, 2003, Hydro 2003: Fourth Australasian Hydrographic
Symposium, Holiday Inn, Christchurch, New Zealand. Information and
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registration from wendy Barker at wendybarker@xtra.co.nz or visit
http://www.hydrographicsociety.org.nz/conference.htm.

December 8-12, 2003, EaSt Asian Seas Congress 2003, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.
For information, contact congress@pemsea.org or visit
http://way.to/seascongress/.

YEAR AFTER THAT
February 3-6, 2004, Pacific 2004: International Maritime & Naval
Exposi ti on                                                          q
for the Asia Pacific, sydney Convention & Exhibition centre, Darling
Harbour, sydney, Australia. Information contact at
paci fi c@mari ti me. net. au ;
or vi si t http ://www. paci fi c2004, com. au/o

March 16-19, 2004, Oceanology International 2004, Exhibition centre
London
(ExCeL), London. Information at http://www.oceanologyinternational.com/
or
contact spearhead Exhibitions Ltd. at +44 (0)20 8949 9222.

April 20-23, 2004, IEEE Underwater Technology 2004, The Howard
International
House, Taipei, Taiwan. Information and abstract submission at
http://www.ut.na.ntu.edu.tw/uto4/.

November 9-12, 2004, MTS/IEEE Oceans/Techno-Ocean 2004, Kobe, Japan.
Information at http://www.oceans-technoocean2004.com/.

#####

WANT TO CONTRIBUTE NEWS, INFORMATION? Submit news information directly
to
the editor at oceanspace379@aol.com.

SUBSCRIBE? Subscribing to the email newsletter is a simple process and
it’s
FREE. until the new website is up and running, please send your address
and
~articulars to oceanspace@spearheadoco.uk or directly to Cheri Arvonio
in
London at cheri.arvonio@spearhead.co.uk. In return for subscribing,
readers
will be asked to provide us with some additional information about where
you
are located and what you do in the ocean community -- all designed to
tel l
us who reads oceansp@ce so we can continue to improve and better target
our
product to you and your needs. As a~ways -- Oceansp@ce wi~ remain free
of
charge to its 17,500 subscribers worldwide.

WANT TO ADVERTISE? Again, submit requests and/or advertising copy
di rectl y
to Cheri Arvonio at cheri.arvonio@spearhead.co.uk. You may also submit
job
vacancies and position wanted requests. Advertising (jobs, items for
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sale,
etc.:) costs us$165 per ~nsertion (currently e105 U.K. pounds) per 100
words
or pro rata, payable by credit card in advance please. ForUS$650 (m415
U.K. pounds) you can sponsor an issue. This means your name appears
right
at the top with "This issue is brought to you by ......." and can include
a
company logo and a link to your website.

NO WEBSITE ACCESS? If you have any questions or want to be added to the
mailing list, e-mail oceanspace@spearhead.co.uk.

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS ABOUT THE WEBSITE? Contact
cheri.arvonio@spearhead.co.uk.

DISCLAIMER: The views expressed in Oceansp@ce are those of individual
contributors and not necessarily those of the publisher, while every
attempt is made to ensure the accuracy and authenticity of information
appearing in the newsletter, neither the publisher nor the editor accept
any
liability for damages caused by misinterpretation of information,
expressed
or implied, within the newsletter.

COPYRIGHT: International co.p~,right . 2003 by spearhead Exhibitions Ltd.,
Apex Tower, 8th Floor, 7 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DQ, U.K. ;
+44
(0)20 8949 9222. All rights reserved. This publication may not be
copied
or retransmitted in part or whole without change except with the
expl i ci t
consent of the rightsholder. Any unauthorized partial duplication will
be
considered a copyright infringement.
[end]
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES Nt~IL)

CREATOR:Scott Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov> ( Scott Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 1-N~R-2003 16:46:53.00

SUBJECT:: [Fwd: Fwd: letter to the London Guardian]

To:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ 3 )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
FYI--Mahoney is working hard to correct the record.

James R Mahoney wrote:

stephanie: Please distribute to the broad CCSP distribution list.

Richard: Please distribute to the office list.

Thank you both.

Jim Mahoney

> Subject: letter to the London Guardian
> Date: Fri, 28 Feb 2003 13:10:11 -0500
> From: "Bill colglazier" <bcolglazier@nas.edu>
> To: ~ames. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
> CC: Bruce Alberts" <BAlberts@nas.edu>
>
> Dear Jim:
>      Attached is a letter that I just sent electronically to the London
> Guardian. We regret very much the way the London Guardian and some
individuals
> have misrepresented the Academy’s report. We have asked the Guardian to
> publish my letter.
> Regards, Bill Colglazier
>
> (See attached file: Guardian Letter to the Editor 2-28-03.doc)
>

> Name: Guardian
Letter to the Editor 2-28-03.doc
> Type: WINWORD
File (application/msword)
> Guardian,Letter to the Editor 2-28-03.doc Encoding: base64
> Descrlptlon: Mac Word 3.0
> Download Statu~- Not
downloaded with message
- Guardian Letter to the Editor 2-28-03.doc: AI-FACHMENT

AI-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOPOlO2:[Al-FACH,D19]SREOPO1300EAWSO.OOZ to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

DOCF11EOAIB]LAEI000000000000000000000000000000003E000300FEFF090006000000000000
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END A1-FACHMENT        1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov ( Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 3-MAR-2003 08:40:40.00

SUBJECT:: FYI - Q&As coming to your agency for review

TO:Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov ( Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gant@niehs.nih.gov ( gant@niehs.nih.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen@nsf.gov ( mleinen@nsf.gov,[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov ( Margot,Anderson@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:slimak.michael@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Whohenst@0CE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@0CE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
Page 1
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READ:UNKNOWN
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cc:jeff.amthor@noaa.gov ( jeff.amthor@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:djwhite@nsf.gov ( djwhite@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov ( Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:turekianvc@state.gov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sambrose@hq.nasa.gov ( sambrose@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:vGorsevski@usaid.gov ( vGorsevski@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:scheraga.joel@epa.gov ( scheraga.joel@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:hratch.semerjian@nist.gov ( hratch.semerjian@nist.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov (Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:vicki.horton@noaa.gov ( vickiohorton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:rbirk@hq.nasa.gov ( rbirk@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Patel-weynandTO@state.gov ( Patel-weynandTO@stateogOV [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov ( Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:talleyt@state.gov ( talleyt@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodrich@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia@usgs.gov ( mgarcia@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov (Jerry. Elwood@scienceodoe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett@usaid.gov ( kbarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence@nsf.gov ( tspence@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:]ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov ( ]ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT
Page 2
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Please see the attached file forthe draft answers to the Q&As we
received after Dr. Mahoney’s Jan. 8 testimony in front of the senate
commerce committee. This document should be coming through the OMB
review process to your agencies, so keep an eye out for the official
version. As in the past, to speed up the consolidation process, I would
appreciate being copied on your agency’s response to

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
U.S. climate Change science Program
202-482-1944

- Senate Q&A Draft 2-28-03.doc- AI-FACHMENT i

All- CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0101:[A1-FACH.D45]SREOP01300EB91J.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

D0CF11EOAIB11AE1000000000000000000000000000000003E000300FEFF090006000000000000
END ATTACHMENT    1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES FIAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 3-MAR-2003 17:42:29.00

SUBJECT:: FYI - NRC response to The Guardian article on Draft CCSP Strategic Plan

TO:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 03/03/2003

05:42 PM

stephanie Harrington <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
02/28/2003 03:09:03 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: FYI - NRC response to The Guardian article on Draft CCSP
Strategic Plan

On behalf of Dr. Mahoney, I am forwarding you the NRC response to the
February 27, 2003, article in
The Guardian (UK) on the recently released NRC report on the Discussion
Draft Strategic Plan on the
u.s. climate change science Program. Please see the attached pdf file for
the NRC response.

The original article can be found at the following URL or in the text
below:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/climatechange/story/0,12374,903609,00.html

Please let me know if you have any questions,
stephanie Harrington
U.S. climate change science Program
202-482-1944

Advisers tell Bush climate plan is useless

Strategy ’lacks vision, goals, timetable and criteria’

oliver Burkeman in washington
Thursday February 27, 2003
The Guardian

George Bush’s strategy on global warming suffered a setback yesterday when
a panel of scientists
convened at the request of the white House condemned it as lacking vision,
and wasting time and
money on research questions that were resolved years ago.

Mr Bush’s plan, introduced after the US backed out of the Kyoto protocol,
replaces that treaty’s
call for mandatory limits on greenhouse gas emissions with a decade-long
programme of research to
determine the scale of the problem.

Page 1
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But the 17 environmental experts, assembled by the National Academy of
sciences at the president’s            .
request, said in their report that the president’s strategy "lacks most of
the basic elements of a
strategic plan: a guiding vision, executable goals, clear timetables and
criteria for measuring
progress", and misses the opportunity to cooperate more with other
countries on research.

"I’ve been doing ecosystems science for 30 years, and we know what we know
and what we don’t know,
william schlesinger, a panel member, told the Guardian. "Rather than
focusing on the things we don’t
know, it’s almost as if parts of the plan were written by people who are
totally unfamiliar with
where ecosystems science is coming from.

"They say we ought to be monitoring methane in remote regions," said Dr
schlesigger, the dean of
Duke University’s Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth sciences in
Durham, North Carolina.
"well, we’ve been monitoring some of these things for 30 years, and
there’s no question that the
levels are rising."

The Bush plan also urges, for example, more research on how carbon
emissions are affected by forest
fires, a question largely seen as resolved within the academy.

"They didn’t set the hard ~riorities," said Michael Prather, an earth
scientist from the university
of california at Irvine and a panel member. "From the scientists’ point of
view, we have a pretty
good idea of what is happening."

The experts also call for "~reatly increased" spending on addressing
climate change, far above the
$1.7bn per year earmarked. They concede that the plan is "a solid
foundation", going further towards
formulating a strategy on global warming research - as required by a 1990
act of congress - than
either the first President Bush or Bill clinton.

James Mahoney, director of the government’s climate change science
programme, which is charged with                        ¯
executing the plan, said he welcomed the panel’s criticisms. "Nobody ever
undertook to do something
like this before. There are certainly areas where we need to improve," he"
said. "But we’re in a
process where we pushed to very quickly turn around a battleship, and
we’ve never had a plan
before."

But the scientists’ findings may cause concern in the administration in
the few weeks of the
consultation period that remain, not least because the panel included
experts from corporations
including BP and Honeywell.

Mr. Bush has been accused of claiming that more research is needed in order
to stall moves towards
l~miting US greenhouse gas emissions. Environmental groups accuse the oil

Page 2
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company Exxon Mobil of
leading a campaign in the US
that.the dangers of global
warming
are grave.

0313_f_z0cceOO3_ceqotXt

to discredit scientific findings suggesting

"There’s no question that if you claim that not much is known, even if it
is, then you delay the
time at which you can say, OK, the research is unequivocal and we need to
do something about the
problem," Dr schlesinger said. "It’s not very far beneath the surface that
there’s an element of not
taking any action here."

- Guardian Letter to the Editor 02-28-03.pdf

Message Sent
TO:
Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov
neale@serc.si.edu
cgroat@usgs.gov
watsonhl@state.gov
gasrar@hq.nasa.gov
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mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
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Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov
andrewj@onr.navy.mil
mary.glackin@noaa.gov
EmSimmons@usaid.gov
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
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Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov
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TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOPO102:[A1-FACH.D27]SREOPO1300ECCOZ.O01 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

255044462D312E330D25E2E3CFD30DOA34302030206F626AOD3C3C200D2F4C696E656172697A65

END AI-FACHMENT i
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Bill:

Christopher Eisenbrey
Fang, Bill
3/5/03 5:59PM
Reductions by Project only, Entity only and Both Project and Entity

Here is what I was able to determine fro~ the 2001 reports:

Total Reporters:

Projects only: 130.4 MMTCO2
Entity only: 11.8 MMTCO2
Both: Projects: 185.3 MMTCO2/Entities: 193.3 MMTCO2

Electric Power Sector Reporters:

Projects only: 93.3 MMTCO2
Entity only: 2.3 MMTCO2
Both: Projects: 157.2 MMTCO2/Entities: 163.8 MMTCO2

This should do the trick. Feel free to call me should you have any questions.

Chris
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FAX 2o2 5o14672 OEI ~ 0oi

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office of ]Environmental Information

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (MC 2810A)
Washing~ou, DC 20460

Telephone Number: (202) 564-6665
Fax Number: (202) 501-1622

Date:

To:

Time:

Fax No.

Comments:

Number of pages (including cover sheet):
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lOF~b~y 2003

Office ol’Enviroamental Information
lalb,Tnation Quality Guidelines Staff; Mail Code 28221T
United States Environmental Protection Aget~cy
1200 Pennsyi vania Avenue, .N~,V
Washington, DC 20460

Request for Response to/Renewal of Federal Data Quality Act Petition
Against Furlher Dissemination of ’Climate Action Report 2002:" ("RF.___~C")

Dear hfformation Officer,

Pu~’suant to ou, 4 June 2002 "Petition under Federal Data Quality Act (I~DQA) To
Prohibit Further Dissemination of ’Climate Action Report 2002’ (CAR)" (attached), we
w~ite 1) seeking a substantive respouse to that Petition, and 2) to fo~.’mally renew our
pending request for "con’ection" oI" CAR’s fatal data flaws (ceasing dissemination).

As CEI detailed both i~ its Petition and subsequent Comments on EPA’s
Proposed FDQA Guidelines (also attached), tile White lfouse Office of Management ~d
Budget’s (OMB) Interim Final Guidelines for agency compliance with FDQA
requirement.~ {66 FR 49718). finalized by OMB’s January 3, 2002 Fin,’d Guidmace (67 FR
369), we~’e expressly "government-wide" (see FDQA Section 515(b)(1 )). We continue
our proceeding under EPA’s finalized "Guid~’Ib~es for ~ttSttt’irtg and Ma-ximizing the
Quality. Objecrivit>; Utili~,, and lnteg,q~, of b~’onnation Dissemi~utted by the
Environmental Protection Agen~Lv". as an "RFC", to the extent these Guidelines fut~er
~nd are not in conflict with OM~’s government-wide guidelines and/or FDQA.

As also earlier detailed, particularly ia CEI’s Comments.. to the extent that the
United States EPA or ~ny subdivision, branch, or office thereof cites, refers or lJnks to. o)
otherwise disseminates the CAR (b_tt~:llwww.eoa.~ovl~lobal~var~l~in~/l~ttblications!car/
index.h_~ml), as a product of, ittrer ella, EPA, it is in viol,alion or" the FDQA, This is
because CAR cites, relies on, and further disseminates data failing to meet FDQA’~
requirements (see esp. CAR "Chapter 6"). Specifically, CAR disseminates the first
Nzttional Assessment on Climate Change ("Nntional Assessment" or "NACC")
(ht.~2:lt~w_ ww.u~ct~.~t~v/us~cl-p/naec/default.htm), in violation of ~DQA.

This Request, _incorr>oratin~.~bv referetaee a~.d attachme~:t both referenced prio~.
.subrmssions, fornaal ly reiterates the request that EPA itrmaediately remove all electronic
disseminntion and cease other disserrdnation of the CAR, because CAR fails t() meet

CEQ 004503
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FDQA’s requirenlents for the zame masons that NACC fails FDQA’s requirements and:
in rel~ng in significant part upon NACC .~nd re-circulating tl~e discredited data as CAR
Chapter 6, in el’feet constitutes dissemination of the imperrnJsslble NACC.

As detailed (attached), FDQA prol~ibits - and therefore~ EPA must cease --
dissemination of CAR as the sole feasible "correction" given the errors’ endemic nature
and CAR’s reliance upon and disseminatiot~ of the findings of the National Assessment
(NACC), because of that document’s rampant violations of the data quality requirements
of "objectivity" (whether the disseminated information is presented in an accurate, clear,
complete and unbiased manner and is as a matter of stabsmnce accurate, reliable at~d
unbiased), and "utility" (the usefulness of the information to the intended us’ere (per tt~e
US Glob~.t Ct~ange Act of 1990, these are Cotagresa and the Executive Branch),

This invokes 1NACC’s and thereIbre CAR’s inappropriate use of and rcliance
upon computer models and data that upon serutlny are demonstrably meaningless.
Furlhe.r, in developing the published version of NACC which CA.R relies upon and
further disseminates, the US Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) also
adtmttedly failed to perform ~he t~eccssary science underlying regional and sectoral
analyses (that Congress contemporaneously notified USGCRP was a condition precedent
to tlae release of even a draft National Assessment). FDQA ratifies those objections, and
is violated by continued dissemination of this product by any federal agency.

As the statutorily designated stee~ing document for policymaking - despite that
the particular document at issue admittedly failed to complete the statutot’y mis:fion
required to qualify as a "National Assessment," and was disavo~ved by the Wl~ite t-louse
Office of Science and Technology Policy in order to resolve litigation also brought by,
inre.r alia. CEI -- NACC clualifies a~ "influential ~e~entifie or statistical inform,arian" for
purposes of FDQA. Therefore it must meet a "’reproducibility" standard, settling fort/~
transpa,eney t’egarding data and methods of a~,alysis, "as a qt~lity standard ubove and
beyond some peer review quality st,’w.dards."

Pursuant to these prior filings and specif!cally CEI’s pending Pctition/R b’C, CEI
reiterates its request that EPA immediately comply with FDQA and cease dissemination
ol the National Assessment on Climate Change in whole or part and in any form
including any product relying on NACC, e.g., Climate Action Report. We therefore also
request that you notiI’y us at your earliest convenience of t~,PA’s substantive response to
the violations set forth in this series of communications and the docket number a~signed.

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions.

Sincerely,

eric

Chrisloplaer C. Homer
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"~ Mar-O’S-03 03:30pm From-EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE ENV. AFFAIRS

waSalng~On U.L;. ~-25~J0
Telepnon~ 202-508-5000

F-641

EDISON ELECTRIC
INSTITUTE

TELECOPIER TRANSMI’ITAL FORM

COMPANY:

TELECOPIER NUMBER:

NUMBER OF PAGES TRANSMT1TAL FORM:

FROM:

TELEPHONE

i~ YO~ DO NOT P.~CEIVE ~SL OF TH~ ~O~
MENTIONED NUMBER OF PAGES~ PLEASE CALL T~E
PERSON MENTIONED~BOVE:

COMMENTS. °
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"~ MarLU5-03 03:30pm From-EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE ENV. AFFAIRS T-212 P.O03 F-G41

March 5, 2003

~ean E. Veto�t, Esq.
O~c~ of Policy and International Affa~s
Oi~ce of Electricity ~d ~a~ ~s ~ysis
U,S. D~~t
Fo=~l B~d~g, PI-2~
Room ~-O34
1000 ~d~end~ Avenue, S.W.
W~on, D.C. 20585

Attention: Voluntary_ Reporting Comments

Dear Ms. Vemet:

The Electric Power Industry Climate Initiative (EPICI) respectfully submits additional comments
relevant to the consideration and development by the Department of Energy (DOE) and Energy
Information Administ~ion (EL6,) of revised guidelines and an improved data base/registry
under section 1605(b) of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct). These comments are intended
to supplement EPICI’s earlier comments to Assistant Secretary Vicki A. Bailey of April 17,
2002, and our comments to you ofltme 5, 2002, and September 25, 2002.

As you may be aware, the power sector accounted for nearly half of" all rep6rts trader EPAct
section 1605(19) in 2000 and 2001, and more importantly, 70-79 percent of total reported
emission reductions, avoidances and sequestrations in those years.

We take this opportunity to express our appreciation to all offlze offieials and staffofDOE,
and other federal agencies that organized the several workshops In Chicago, Houston, San
Francisco and the Washington, D.C. area from November 2002-January 2003 and prepared the
transcripts thereof, They were all very informative and well run. We particularly commend the
faeilltator of the workshops for a job well done.

We have reviewed the workshop Wanscripts and the other relevant materials included with them
as well as recent submittals to the docket. We note that at the November l 8, 2002, ~vorkshop,
the deadline for written comments was extended "indefudtely." The prknary purposes of this
letter, the enclosure and attaclunents are to:

Make it abundantly clear that the ability of the power sector to meet the goals that it
expressed ha its climate notion plans to DOE Secretary Spencer Abraham frf~or to
February 12, 2003, is directly linked to the design of the reporting.reforms embodied in
the revised guidelines and improved registry.

Hi~alight and elarify our positions on several policy matters that need to be resolved in
order to support the power sector’s voluntary goals and programs.
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Jean E. Vemet, Esq.
March 5, 2003
l~age 2

EPICI places great importance on the rcviseA guidelines and improved data base/registry in
facilitating the six climate action plans that oar seven organizations have submitted to the
government. For example, in its letter of ~Iunuaxy 17, 2003, to the DOE Secretary, the Edison
Elec°ffio ~itute (EEl) stated that its volun~ry numeric "goal will be achievable only if all
EPICI trade groups and their members - with government support and appropriate polid~s -
work together to implement robust supply- and demand-side actions as well as offset policies"
(emphasis added). In addressing the "critical area of govga-nment policies," EFA in an enclosure
to its letter added, "Reporting reforms under Energy Policy Act...section 1605(b) are critical to
industry participation iu voluntary programs."

Overall, we cannot ovcrcraphasize the ",~rv pertinent remarks of the February 14, 2002, climate
policy statement by President Bush.
companies to publicly record their pr
of a company’s accomplishments, a"
He said that this "tool goes hand
added), which he also discussed o~
for reporting and recogn~ng prog
emissions reduced under secti~
Accordingly, he proposed "im~
measurement accuracy, reliabiF
emerging domestic and intemat
promote the identification and ~
gases" and it ’%rill eacourage p

the Prvsident called the registry a "tool for
"~olonso providing public recognition

~-- fim~re policy design."
ges" (emphasis
credible vehicle
can now register
been limited?’

at "will enhance
¢dng into accoumt
a’y, he said it %viii
~ reduce greenhouse

The President added that the’
~eenhouse gas (GHG) zedu~
we understand that the Ad~
starting from grouad zero,, mal6ng
revised guidelines that, consistent with the Presm,.~.
and expansion of innovative and effective ways to reduce
credibl= vehloIe for reporting and recognizing progress."

try" that "recognizes"
.e stakeholders. Thus,
at registry rather than
the registry through the

:omote the identification
provide a "standardized,

Moreover, EPICI does not believe that voluntary climate programs would be .well served by a
federal reporting system fragmented into compartmentalLzed or non-complementa@ systems.
Given the President’s emphasis on a GHG intensity metric that accommodates eeonornle growth,
the EPAet section 1605(b) reporting system should not be divided into one registry that focuses
on GHG/carbon intensity and anot[.~:." *~at £oeuses on absolute reductioDs. The fundamental
problem with a repoxfing system that would feature a tier of absolute reductions (eligibl~ for
transferable credits) ral~orted solely on ~u entity-wide basis is that it would be inconsistent wlth
the President’s climate policy, which emphasizes reducing GHG intensity, not aehievlng
absolute GI-IO reduetlons.

Finally, it is important to retain flexibility in order to encourage the broadest possible voluntary
partioipation by stakeholders operating in the United States. Flem’bility is particularly important
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Jean E. Vernet, Esq.
March 5, 2003
Page 3
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in the development of what we called the ’~robust r~,porting" concept in our earlier comments
regarding how information is developed and reported. We noted that under this concept,
"’reporting entities would have flexibility on the choice of baselines and methodologies for
estimating the emissions reductions, and may elect to self 0ertify," as specifically provided in
section 1605(b), "or validate the report through other means." We added that "in all cases, the
reporting requirement would be focused on ’full disclosure,’ i.e., providing detailed
documentation to support the informatibn reported in the registry." In this regard, we note that in
the opening remarks at the November 2002 workshop, the voluntary nature of the program was
reiterated,.as was the fact that the program is based on the statutory provisions of section 1605(b)
that themselves offer considerable flexa~bility. At the same time, it was stated that there is a
"need to balance rigor with practicality" (Lv., if it "isn’t practical and cost effective for our
reporters, we’re not likely to have very many reporters"). We agree. Such a "balance" is
imperative if DOE is to accomplish the President’s directives and achieve his goal of. reducing,
avoiding and sequestering as many tons of GHGs as possible in improving the nation’s GI-IG
intensity.

Enclosed are our supplemental comments and two attachments for the docket. We Iook forward
to continuing discussions with the White House, DOE, EIA and other depaxtments and agencies
on these and other issues.

Sincerely yours,

Robert P. Gehri
Co-chairman, Electric Power Industry

Climate hdtlatlve
Southern Company

Enclosure
WLF:wg
ce (w/ene & att~):
Hon. Vicki A. Bailey, Assistant Secretary,

DOE Office of Poli~y and International Affairs
Margot Anderson, Deputy Assistant Secretary,

DOE Office of Policy
Larisa Dobfiansky, Esq., Deputy Assistant Secretary,

DOE Office of Policy and International Affairs
AI Cobb, Senior Advisor,

DOE Office oftho Assistant Secretary, OPIA
Dr. Richard A. Bradley, Chief Advisor for Global Change,

DOE Office of Pollcy and International Affalx~
David Hill, Deputy General Counsel £or Poliey,

DOE 0tIiee of General Counsel
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Dr. Paul A. McCardle, Program bf_anager,
Energy Information Administration

Dr. Harlan L. Watson, Senior Climate Negotiator
and Special Representative,
U.S. Department of State

Sames L. Cormaughton, Esq., Chairman,
Council on Environmental Quality

Philip A. Cooney, Esq., Chief of Staff
Council on Envar" onmentaI Quality

John Graham, Administrator,
OMB Oftiee of Information and t~egulatory A_ffai~s

Marcus Peacock, Associate Director,
OMB Natural Kesources, Energy and Seiertee
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Enclosure

EPICI Pq,sitlons on Key Policy Issues in Revising ]~PAct
Section 1605(b) DOE Guidelines a~zd EIA Registry

In his February 14, 2002, policy statement~ the Pz~sident called the registry a ’~tool for
companies to publicly record thei~ pfogress in reducing emissions, providing public
recognition of a company’s accomplishments, aud a record of mitigation efforts for future
policy design.’" He said that this ’~tool goes hand-in-hand with voluntary business
challenges" (emphasis added), which he also discussed on February 14~ "by providing a
standardized, credible vehicle for reporthag and recognizing progress," Tie added ~hat
even though businesses can now register emissions reduced under section 1605Co) of
EPAct, "participation has been limited." Accordingly, he proposed "improvements" in
the 1605(b) guidelines that ’%rill enhance measurement accuracy, reliability and
verifiability, ~orldng with and taking into account emerging domestic and international
approaches." As to an enhanced registry, he said it "will promote the identification and
expansion of innovative and effective ways to reduce greenhouse gases" and it
encourage partielpation?’z

When he issued his policy statement, the President was aware of the provisions of EPAct
and section 1605(19) - a provision in title XVI, titled "Global Climate Change" - and saw
the opporttmity to relate it to his challenge to American businesses and indus.tries to

"redu.e.e greenhouse gas emissions" through "broader agreements and greater
reductions. In calling section 1605(b) a ~ool that goes hand-in-hand with his
"voluntary businesses challenges," the President clearly linked the two programs.

The Electric Power Industry Climate Initiative (EPIC1") places great importance on the
revised Energy Policy Act (EPAct) section 1605(b) guidelines and the improved Energy
Information Administration (EIA) registry and.revised reporting forms in facilitating the
six d/mate action plans that our seven organizations have submitted to the government.
For example, ~ its letter of ffanuary 17, 2003, to Department of Energy (DOE) Secretary
Spencer Abraimm, the Edison Elecrtri~ Institute (EEl) stated (p. 2) .that its voluntary
numeric "goal will be achievable only if all EPICI trade groups and their members - with
government support and appropriate policies - work together to implembnt robust
supply- and demand-side actions as well as offset policies" (emphasis added). In ..~
addressing the "critical axea of government policies," EEI in Enclosure I to its letter
added, ’T~eporting reforms under Energy P6Licy Act...section, 1605(b) are critical to
industry participation in volmaIary programs." More specifically, we address the
following key policy issues:

z "U.S. Climate Change Strateg~y, A NewAppro.aeh," Part 2, p. 9.

~ Id. at Part 3, p. 14.
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1. The need for a unitary federa[ re~ortin~ sTstem for voluntary pro.~rams

EPICI does not believe that voluntary climate program would be well served by a federal
reporting system ffa~nented into compartmentalized or non-complementary systems.
Given President Bush’s emphasis on a greenhouse gas (GHG) intensity.metric that
accommodates economic growth, the EPAct section I605(b) reporting system should not
be divided into one registry that focuses on OHG/carbon intensity and another that
focuses on absolute reductions. The fundamental problem with a reporting system that
would feature a tier of absolute reductions (eligible for transferable credits) reported
soJely on an entity-wide basis is that it would be inconsistent with tile President’s climate
policy, which emphasizes reducing GHG intensity, not achieving absolute GHG
reductions.

Focusing exclusively on entity-wide reporting is objectionable for a number of reasons:

The EPAct s~etion 1605(b) reporting system is.aimed at encouraging and
faeilltaling the voluntary reporting of "information" on Gt-IG emissions and
emission reductions, avoidances and sequestrations, whether obtained through
projects or entities. This voluntary system is compatible with the President’s
national climate policy, which is foc~ed on reducing (3HG intensity and
accommodating economic growth, not on aekieving net reductions by entities.
There are no treaty or statutory requirements applicable in the U.S. establishing a
cap on GHG emissions that would warrant even consideration of entity-wide
re.porting.

The four-agency Ietter of July 8, 2002, included with its recommendations
encouragement of"corporate or entity-wide reporting," while being silent on the
issue of whether that reporting should be limited to the U.S. However, that letter
wisely recognized that "many important prospective actions.., may be dif~cult
to accommodate within the context of entity-wide emissions reporting." It added
that while encouraging entity-wide reporting, the guidelines should also allow
"’opportunities to report by projects," acknowledging "the importance of
recognizing a broad range of actions and facilitating cost effective ways to reduce
direct and indirect emissions." Eneoaraglng entity-wide reporting may be
appropriate. However, establishing it as the. exclusive or ever predominant means
of repotting would be inappropriate.                                  ~"

Therefore, we are concerned about suggestions by some commenters at the DOE
workshops that in revising the .!.605(b) guidelines, DOE should narrow the
existing reporting guidelines m provide for entity-wide reporting only and limit
such reporting to the U.S. only. A narrowing of the section 1605(b) "tool" would
discourage the "participation" that the President seeks, could seriously harm - if
not break - the linkage that the President also spoke of between this "tool" and
the voluntary Business Challenges, and would be inconsistent With EPAct.
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Nowhere is this linkage more apparent than Jn the B~ss C~ge le~ of
I~ 17, 2003, ~om ~I to DO~ Se~r~ Spacer Abe, where ~ s~d
~at ~fiv~es ’~l~ . .~ ~clude ~d~ co~y ~ons - whe~
~d~ by ~L ~I ~ucle~ Ene~ ~e], ~SA ~le~c Pow~ S~ply
A~on] o~ my o~ ~o~ -

~do, w~ch ~ set fo~ a p~oply of s~ly- ~d de~d-side opfiom for
comp~es to consid~ h order to
~fio~ ~ h¢ludo pzoje~, bo~ htema~on~ ~d domestic, h ad~tion, ~e
EEI l~er hcluded h Enclos~ 2 "Con~bufio~ from EEI ~d EP~ ~d~-
Wide Initiatives.’"

Success of our "’Power Partners" response to th~ President’s Busines~ Challenge
initiat~ve would be severelyjeopard~.ed by au entiW-wide reporting system and a
reporting approach lindted to reporting of a~dvifies that reduce, avoid and
sequ~t~r GHG~ in the U.S. only. A~ noted in Enclosure I to the EEl letter to the
Secretary, reporting "reforms" under section 1605(b) "are critical to industry
pa~-icipation in voluntary programs." That enclosure listed some of the reforms
that we were aware of and view as critical. However, that list was not exhaustive.
Clearly, so-called reform proposals, such as entity-wide reporting and limiting the
reporting to the U.S., that attempt to reconstitute and constrict the existing
guidelines are just as "critical to industry participation."

Moreover, such narrowing of the section 1605(b) guidelines would not be
coasistent with either title X’VI .ofEPAct generally - which, as noted above, is
about "Global Climate Change," not U.S. climate chang~ - or with section
1605(b), which is apart of rifle XVI. Section 1605(b) is not directed at the
establishment of an inventory through entlty-wide reporting. That is a role
that EIA plays under EPAct s~cfion 1605(a), which directs the Secretary, through
]~IA, to "develop, based on data available to, and obtained by," EIA, "an
inventory of the national aggregate emissions" of GHG-s for a baseline period of
1987-1990 andre "annually update and analyze such inventory using available
data." EIA has issued the report- Eufissions of Greenhouse Gases in the United
States - every year since 1993.

The last sentence of sectien 1605(a) provides that the subsection "does not ~
provide any new data collection authority." Thus, in using that report EIA must
use available data, and its invento~ is based on estimates, not collected
emissiom. Indeed, the preface to the most recent EIA report for GHG emissions
for 2001, dated December 2002, stated=

This report- the temh annual report, as required by law-
presents the Energy Information A~trafion’s latest
estimates of emissions t’or carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous
oxides, and other ~eenhouse gases. These estimates are
based on activity data and applied emissions factors and
not on measured or metered emissions monitoring.’"

3
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P. iii (~mphases added).3

z AIthough styled as an ’ffnventory ofU.S. Grc~nhonse Gas Emissions and Sink~," the
annual report oflhe U.S. submitted pursuant to Decision 3/CP.1 of the Conference office
Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC), is also
an estimate of emissions and not truly an inventory (see FCCC/CP/199517/Add.I).
Decision 3/CP.I, in requesting Annex I Parties to submit to the FCCC Secretariat
national "inventory data on emissions," zecognized ’tthat for some greenhouse gases and
sectors or activities armual data may be less readily available or less relevant..." The
report was previously submitted by the State Department, but is now prepared by the
EnvironmentaI Protection Agency (EPA).

According to the EPA letter of Juae 25, 1998, to the House Comnfittee on Science, the
U,S. annual report o£Apd12002 was’prepared pu~u~,, t to section 1103 of the Global
Climate Protection Act o£1987 (15. U.S.C. § 2901) aud s~dons 103(b)(6) and (c)(2) of
the Clean Air Act 02 U.S.C. §§ 7403(b)(6), (c)(2)). The Executive SuunTmry stated (p.
ES-1) that "the U.S. endssions inventory is comparable to those of other Lrl~CCC
signatory countries" and the "estimates presented here were calculated using
methodologies consistent with those reconm~ended" (emphasis added) by the
Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change. It added, "For most source categories, the
IPCC default methodologies were expanded, resulting in a more comprehensive and
detailed estimate of emissions" (~mphasis added). The EPA also told the House Science
Committee that "numerous statistical and ~formafional databases compiled by all levels
of government, trade and research associations, and other public and private institutions
provide the raw data inputs required to estimate the emissions by sources and removals
by s~ks of greenhouse gases" (emphasis added). The letter also said:

In 1994, the Energy Information Administration 0EIA) and the EPA
entered into a memorandum of understanding to coordinate our respective
emission inveatory activities. The EIA gathers and compiles detailed
infommfion onenergy production and consumption, which forras the
foundation for the energy-related gr~nhous¢ gas estimates. The EIA also
reports on the carbon content of fossil fuels consumed in the U.S.,
developing em~sion factors that relate caxbon emissions to fuel quantity
burned.

Uncertainties in our national emission estimates stem from our inability to
actually measure emissions &om each source; instead we collect data and
measurements from a limited set of statistically representative sources and
extrapolate the results to obtain national estimates.

’(Emphases add~l.)

4
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In the case of so.ion 1605(b), the Secretary is to issue, pursuant to subsection
1605(b)(I), g~idellnes establishing "procedures’" for th~ ’~voluntary reporting of
information" on GHG emissions; reductions "achieved through any measures"
annually, "including’ forest management practices, tree planting and energy
efficiency; reductions "achieved" as a result of plant or £~cility closings" and
"State or Federal requirements"; and "an aggregate calculation" of GPIG
emissions "by each reporting entity." Subsection 1605(b)(2) provides that EIA
will issue forms to "entities that wish to report such information" and that
"[p]ersons zeporting under this subsection shall certify the accuracy of the
information reported."

The term "information" is all-encompassing. It certainly allows for entity-wide
repo~dng, but it is not limited to such reporting, nor Ls it limited to reporting
solely on the domestic level.

The reference to "any measures," coupled with the word "including," is equally
broad and not limiting. Similarly, there is a rdference to plants and facilities, and
the voluntary reporters can be an entity or persons. FinalIy, the "database" or
registry is to be "comprised of information voluntarily reported" by such entities
or persons, which, as noted, can be emissions, reductions or an "aggregate
calculation" o£ GHG emissions.

Participation in voluntary programs and projects would suffer if reporting under
EPAct section 1605(b) were restricted exclusively to entities. As indicated in the
annual EIA report discussed in section 4 below, a substantial amount, of the
reported emissions reductions, avoidances and sequestrations is project-based.
(Further policy reasons supporting project-based reporting are discussed in
section 5 below.)

It is in this broad context that EEI and its partners have submitted their letters to DOE
under the Business Challenge program. We expect that in improving the guidelines, as
called fo~ by the President, to "enhance measurement accuracy, reliability and
verifiability" the section 1605(b) "tool" will continue to meet our understanding and
expectations, encourage participation, and not limit or narrow the current guidelines.

We continue to believe that the enhancement of the dam base./registry and improvement
of the guidelines merit maximum flexibility and accommodation of different reporting
purposes. The modified ~eporting system should encourage participation to the
maximum extent possible, consistent with the need to develop provisions on transferable
credit, baseline protection and credit for past actions. DOE and EIA should remember
that they are refmLrig an existing, workable national and federal registry, and that this
effort should not be governed by, or overly concerned with, any shagle need or purpose.

2. Robust reporfi~.g vs. tiering

¯We also draw your attention to an overall design concept, "robust reporting," that would
enhance the reliability and t~ansparendy of the data base. Under this concept~ reporters
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have broad flexibility to develop the numbers or other infomaation in the manuer that
they deem most appropriate, but the guidelines’ "procedures" would specify in-depth
details on how the reported umbers were developed.

Under this concept, reporting entities would provide greater details on baseline
emissions, project descriptions, and estimams of GHG reductions, avoidances and
sequestrations. In addition, the extent of the details to be reported would be expanded
from the current EPAct section 1605(b) guidelines..Although the current guidellu~s
describe a broad scope of reporting, the number of required elementa in the reports is
limited. This lack of full reporting may affect the reliability and transparenwy of some
information in the current data base.

However, the critical difference between this concept and the tiered approach advocated
by some lles in the extent of the provisions for how the reported information is
developed. The distinction between what information is reported and prescriptive
requirements as to how the reported information is developed is important.

With the "robust reporting" concept, reporting entities would have
flexibility on the choice of baselines and methodologies for estimating the
emissions reductions, and may elect either to self-certify or to validate the
report through other me .ags. However, in all eases, the reporting would be
focused on "full diselosure," i.e., providing detailed documentation to
st~pport the information reported in the registry. Under this concept, the
minimuna reporting criteria would be expanded beyond those in the
existing guidelines.

With a tiering approach, the government could prescriptively specify ¼he
baseline assumptions, the methodologies for estimating emissions
reductions, and the procedures for monitoring and verification for each
"level’" of reporting. Entities would have to follow all requirements in
reporliug to theregistry. Such prescription and requirements are
inconsistent with the concept of guidelines embodied in section 1605Co).

We believe that the flexibility offered by robust reporting is more consistent with the
concept of guidance and the voluntary nature of the system under EPAct section 1605(b),
and is the best way to accommodate the full range of purposes of reporting and ty~e~ of
information to be reported. Such flexibility would also be beneficial to the potentially
broad range of uses for the information reported. Providing greater details improves
transparency, thus enabling markets to worY. r,~ informing public debate and decisio.n.-
making. In partleular, robust reporting is advantageous because it:

Is consistent with the broad, voluntary nature of the registry as characterized
in the orig~_nai legislation, Incorporating a more stringent, tiered set of
specific quantification and reporting requirements would inject signiiieant
rigidity into the system and would discourage participation.
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Would continue to allow reporters the flexibility to develop their data in a way
that is appropriate for theix purposes, which could include sharing information
on theh" activities, highlighting conin’butiods to the Administration’s GHG
intensity goal, transferable credits4 and baseline protection.

Encourages the innovation needed to learn about how to address issues
associated with quantification, which include practical determination of
baselines, setting appropriate project boundaries and accounting for leakage.
.This is particularly important for fostering Iearning abou~ quantification of
rexlucfions for activities and sectors where there may be little or no experie.nce
to date, and for enabling the registry to serve as .t~.,e repo~Cing vehicle for
"Climate VISION" as well as other voluntary initlafives,s

Does not bahibit the market for transferring GHG reductions, avoidances and
sequestrations, because this market already is evolving without the existence
of uniform requirements for credits. Issues rel, ated to the degree of rigor in
determining the reported emissions reductions, including leakage and
verification, are being addressed through the operation of market forces in the
process of valuation of the credit (i.e., credits with less rigorous quantification
and verification procedures have a lower market value).

Allows the U.S. to gain the additional experience with GHG credits that is still
needed before any more formal, future policy may be established. There is no
consemus as to the best way to do this technic.ally. Even in countries where
mandatory requixements are ha place or under development, .approaches vary
widely and inconsistencies across systems abound.

Allows reporters to provide a wide-range of"informafion," not just numbers.

Expanded discussion of robust reporting may be found in the EPICI paper, "1605(b)
Reporting Concept," filed on Jtme 5, 2002.

On the other hand, the revised guidelines under EPAet section 1605Co) should not
include a tiered structure because:

4 Those that wish to acquire transferable credits do so for a variety of reasons, which

may include public relations be~eftts; hedging against some pote~atial, future ellmate
policy; and enhancing a plan to contribute to the Administration’s GI-IG intensity
reduction goal.
s Initially, 88 percent of the repo~ers under EPAct section 1605(b) were electric

utilities. While reporting by others has increased in recent years, electric generators still
comprise nearly half of the reporters. Thus, much of the experience and public debate to
date has focused largely on the electric generating sector. However, it should be kept in
mind that the registry is national in scope and needs to accommodate reporting by all
i~dustdes aa-xd economic sectors.

7
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Setting fi~red xcqui~oments would inje~--t si~xdficant rigidity into a system that
needs to maintain maximum flexibility in order to ac~ornmodat~ th~ myriad of
reasons for reporting.

Tiering is tantamount to prejudging future climate policy.

Tiering would c~ate an cnvirortment for confusing the quality of the
measurement and reporting with the credibility and quality of the actions.

Tiering would set up a dynamic that encourages simplistic generalizations (Le., if
an entity is tu the top tier, it is "good"; if it is in any other tier, it is inadequate),
rather than one that encourages knowledge and understanding,

Tiering would create a strong disincentive to report for entities that do not meet
the criteria for the highest tier. There is no reason to report to a lower tier, only to
be judged inadequate.

Tiering would narrow incentives for entities to improve their reporting and
measurement. If an entity is currently reporting to a lower tier, and eaunot meet
all of the criteria for moving up to the next higher tier, there is no ineaufive to
improve along any dimension (since the entity would still remain in the current
tier).

Section 16050a) applies to "persons" as well as entities. Such persons should be
encouraged to report and not be burdened by provisions that would apply to
entities.

In stmamary, we believe that introducing a tiered structure into the EPAct sectionl605(b)
reporting system would be counterl~roduetive to the goals o£the Climate VISION
program, while adopting a "~zobust reporting" approach would support the programs goals
wkile improving the transparency of the data base.

3. RecognitiOn of transferable credits and baseline p~otection ’

Transferable credits and baseline protection should be recognized as valid but separate
concepts.

The Adndnistration’s Febmax’y I,:, 1902, poliey statement clearly stated ;~:,z~ 2,
p. 9) that the ’¢President directed the Secretary of Energy to recommend reforms"
of the EPAet section 1605Co) guidelines and national data base/registry ’~o ~u~c
that businesses and individuals that register reductions are not penalized under a
future climate policy, and to give transferable credits to companies that can show
real emissions reductions." This directive was reiterated by DOE official Margot
Anderson in her op~ming remarks at the DOE workshop last November: "Our
new charge is going to requite us to take a look at the guidelines to make sure that

8
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they meet the directives ofthe President." (Transcript Day i, p. 13.) We surely

There is adequate legal authority to support formation of an improved national
re~stry and revised guidelines that take each of these concepts into account by
l~ovidJng such acknowledgement and reco/~tion. Se~ EPICI supplemental
comments to DO~- of September 25, 2002, and Attachment 1 to this enclosure.

These concepts are distinguishable, and there are substantial reasons for treating
them separately in the improved registry and revised guidelines. Yet they are also
complementm% One provides masons to encourage reductions and reporting and
is pro-active. The other provides reasonable assurance for volunteers and is
defensive. In a voluntary program, neither offers guarantees, but both offer
opportunities.

Transferable credits: In this concept, .the reductions reported to the
improved national registry can be viewed as the equivalent of’credits in a
"bank" that the reporting entity can add to or draw out l~om time to time.
These credits can be bought and sold through private sector markets, with
their value being d~temained solely by the market place. Such
transactions have already occurred, and others may be anticipated both
domestically and internationally. Internationally, countries that are I~CCC
Parties may establish trading programs and registries in which entities
with multinational interests who report to the EPAct section 1605(b)
registry may want to participate through the use of reported reductions that
can be treated as transferable credits.

Some argue that such credits cannot obt~ia their full market value until an
emission target or "’cap" is/egislated, while others believe the real issue is
giving such recognition to reported reductions would hasten the passage of
a cap-related bill. However, it is our understauding that the President does
not support passage of such a bill by the Congress, and thus he surely did
not issue his February 2002 directive for transferable credits with a
maudatory cap in mind. While we cannot predict ~e future, in a voluntary
reporting program such un£ettered speculation should not become a policy
roadblock to a credit concept that is market-based and legally autho~rized
uude~ EPAet and other law.

Baselinepeotectlon: Baseline protection is needed by electric generators
at~d others in order to avoid penalizing themselves (i.e., by reducing their
own baselines by acting now) ~ the event of future elimatepoliey. This
concept should be supported because withoui it, such g~nerators and other
entities -ineluding those parficipafiug in Btm~ess Challenges - easily
could become reticent to make voluntary reductions. Once they volunteer,
they become vulnerable to sudden mad unforeseen changes Lu
governmental policy in future months and years and the nuances of those
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changes, all of which can have significant sdversc ¢c~nemlc and ether
consequences for th~n. This ~s particularly tree tn the case of climate
change because the benefits of GHG reductions, avoidances and
sequestrations are not necessarily local, regional or eve~l continental, but
are global in nature. As the Febnmry 14, 2002, presidential policy
statement observes, knowing thaf they have the opportu~ty to be
protected by their government for acting as volunteers, businesses and
in.rituals will be encouraged to "pursue innovative strategies to reduce
or sequester g~eenho .use gas emissions, without the risk that future climate
policy will disadvantage Chem."

This issue is analogous to the "Class of 1985" problem under the Clean
Air Amendments (CAA.A) or" 1990, where early volunteers who had
reduced their air emissions prier to the effective date of the CAAA sought
not to be penalized by the le~slafion for thdr early action.

These repox"dng reforms are cfftical i~power companies and other voluntary
actors are going to fitly engage in reducing, avoiding and sequestering GI-IC-s to
help fulfill the President’s goal of reducing national GPIG intensity. This is a
crucial area ~n which government policies will make a huge difference in what
power compauies and others do and how well they are able to perform in pursuing
sector goals.

4. Continued recognition and credit for reported prior actions

The revised guidelines and the national registry should not abandon or discount the effort
ofpubIic and private stakeholders to report since October 19, 1994.

We appreciate the recognition given to the issue of credit for reported prior
actions in the four-agency letter to the President of~uly 8, 2002.

According to the EIA February 2002 publication Volunt .a_ry Re!aortlng of
Greenhouse Gases 2000, the number of entities roporfiag ~’or 2000 trader EPAet
section 1605(b) increased 7 percent ~om 1999, more than double slnee 1994. In
addition, 65 of the r~porters for 2000 "recorded commitments to take action to
reduce emissiom ha future years, mostly during the 2000-2005 timefiame.’L The
EIA added (p. x):

Of the 100 organizations reporting at the entity level, 96 calculated their 2000
entity-wide greenhonse gas emiss-.’.-.-,;~. These entities reported direct
greenhouse gas emissions of 1,036 million metric tom carbon dioxide
equivalent, equal to about.15 percent of total greenhouse gas emissions in
2000.
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Ninny-two entity-level reporters also reported emission reductions, includ~ug
164.1 million metric tons carbon dioxide equivalent of direct emission
reductions, 27.8 million me~ric tons carbon equivalent of indirect emission
reductions, and 7.5 million metric tons carbon dioxide equivalent of emission
reductions resulting from carbon sequestration projects.

The electric power sector (including independ .ant power producers) accounted
for 1,287 (68 percent) of the projec~ reported.6

The projects aud entity-level reductions, avoidances and sequestrations reported
by these entities were all reported in accordance with EPAct section 1605(b) and
the existing guidelines. They are a part of the current re~ist~. Their continued
recognition under the revised guidelines and in the improved rcgish’y must b~
addressed without limitation. Such recognition is a powerful incentive for power
companies and others in the private sector to continue to.engage in voluntary
actions to reduce, avoid and sequester GHGs and to fully participate in Power
Partners activities. Conversely, elimination or discounting of credit for these
previously reported actions would b~ an enormous dlsince~tive to finl]aer engage
voluntarily in such activities.

5. Continued recognition of project-based reportin_~

The revised guidelines and registry must continue to recognize project-based reporting,
regardless of whether they are on-system or off-system.

The current guidelines recognize project-based reporting. They state that
volunteers ’~nay report under this program" if the volunteer initiates, controls or
"in some other way" participates in "activities" that "’result in reduc~u~’ GHGs or
"sequester earbort" and that:

The activities may be part of your regular opexafions, p~Iot
studies, prototype projects, or demonstration projects.
They may take place in your eommtmity, in your
workplace, at a location control_led by a thlrd-party, or at a
foreign location.

Indeed, much of the cur~em guidelines provides guidance on reporting projects.

For mvny power companies, the most cost-effective and ple~tiful options to
reduce, avoid and sequester GHGs are projects. These include traditional off_~et
activities such as methane, £orestry and international projects, as well as demand-

Tile power sector constituted about 70 percent of the total reductions, avoidances and
sequestrations reported in 2000.
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side management (DSM) or end-use efficiency improvements, adoption of
electroteohnologies, and product substitution (as in reuse of fly ash).

The importance of recognizing off-system activities and offsets is illustrated in
Attachment 2. A limitation of the carbon intensity metdo for an entity is that
emissions - the humerator in the fommla- do not take into account off-~stem
activities and off-set~. Yet these activities ate extremely important to eleetric
generators in reducing, avoiding, sequestering or ogl~etting their emissions. In
other words, such generators must be allowed to subtract the second list of
activities in Attachment 2 firom their emissions because such adj~tments will
help to reduce overall carbon intemity

International~projects are no dif£erent from domestic projects in this calculus. Az
noted, DOE and ELA have reeogaized the reporting of international projects since
the inception of the EPAet section 1605Co) guidelines in 1994 andthe
accompanying EIA reporting forms, respeotive!y. We understand that the primary
focus of the President’s climate plan is on the reduction ofU.S. GHG intensity.
However, GHGs know no geographical boundary, .and thus reducing, avoiding or
sequestering GHGs overseas is effectively the same as doing so ha the U.S.
Section 1605(b) is part oftRle XVI of EPAct, which, as we noted above, is
entitled "Global Climate Change." In enacting this title, Congress did not intend
to limit its provisions to flxe U.S. (except when specified).

Some other compelling reasons for power companies and others to engage in
international projects axe:

The U.S. is bound by the FCCC, with its provisions for activities
implemented jointly (AIJ) under the U.S. ~ifiafive for Joint
Implementation. It would be haeoneeivable that AI3 activities could not be
counted under the revised guidelines merely because they occurred outside
the

In the same week as the President’s February 14 climate policy statement,
the White House recognized the importance of international projects in
reducing, avoiding and sequestering GHCrs when tlm President’s
Council of Economic Advisors said, "Project-based measurement..": .is
important internationally if the U.S. wants to encourage domestic f~ms to
seek out meaningful reductions in developing countries where fully
market-based programs are r-..’.¢~,ely to be implemented.’’7

The same reasons that support the President’s policy statement on
transferable credits also apply to international projects, namely that

r Council of Economic Advisors, .Economic Report of the President 2002 at 248 (Feb.

2002).
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International projects are consistent with sustainable d~velopment
programs that the U.S. is undertaking in the wake of the World Summit on
Stmainable Development (2002) and the Delhi Declaration on Climate
Change and Sustainable Development (eighth meeting of the FCCC
Coaference of the Parties, 2002).

The revised guidelines should treat reductions -- whether based on projects,
domestic or intexnational, or on entity accounting -- in the same or comparable
manner and to the same extent in r~porting so "dmt one is not favored or
disadvanhaged over the other.

Direct emissions and direct emission reductions v. indirect emissions and
indirect emission reductions

The existing DOE guidelines make it clear that reporters may "report both direct and
indirect emissions." Presumably this g~idance applies to direct and indirect emission
reductions, although the guidelines arc silent on such reductions.

Consistent with DOE views, avoidances ~re a form of direct emission reductions. The
emission reductions of avoidances axe from a projected baseline rather than a historical
baseline.

With regard to direct eicff~s~ans, we note two additional points:

For electric generators, it shouId be a~ceptable to include only direct CO~z
emissions f~om generation in the U.S. in their reported entity-wide emissions.
Quantification and reporting of companies’ other direct emissions should remain
optional.

Electric g~erators should be urged (but not required) to report other categories of
direct emissions ffthey believe that the emissions from any of the other categories
(e.g., fleet vehicles, transmission and distribution, methaue, nitrous oxide, sulfur
hoxafluorido) axe greatex flmu a de minimis amount. Hovc~ver, such generators
should not be ~equimd to quantify o~ othervfise demonstrate that the direc$
emissions ~om these oth~r categories axe in fact de minimis if they are not
included In the report.

Indirect emissions and indirect emission reductions should continue to be eligible for
reporting hlxt ghould remain as a separate, optional cat~gory. B.¢poVd_ng ofindkect

13
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emissions should not be required in order to have an EPAct 1603(b) report accepted.
Clearly, they should not be identified or highlighted to be included in all or even
mos~ 1605(b) reports by p~rsons or entities.

Specifi~ problems or issues associated with accouxMug for indirect emissions mad indirect
emission reductions include:

Reported values for direct emissions are usually either measurements or relatively
accurate calculations of an entity’s actual emissions, whereas indirect emissions
are always estimates of changes in another entity’s emissions.

Indirect emissions are more complicated to quantify.

In a wholesale power market, marginal GHG emission rates vary by time
of use, both daily and seasonally, as well as by re,on. These rates cover a
broad re.uge. For example, they could ~r-~age from .5 torts pex rnegawatt-
hour for a gas unit to 1.2 tons per megawatt-hour for a coal unit.

In dere~-nxlated markets, there is no single utility that serves all load.
Instead there is a mdlange ofretaiI providers, wholesale suppliers, and
transmission and distribution companies that makes the calculation of
indirect emissions and indirect emission reductions even more complex.

Accounting for indirect emissions will always result in double-counting of direct
emissions.

Electric generators should not have to assign or allocate specific units of output (and
associated emissions) to particular customers or customer groups that want to quantify
indirect emissions, either at the wholesale or retail level, but should have the option to do
SO.

If an electrle generator opts to assign a portion of the direct emissions from generators to
purchasers, it should also report the portion so assigned as indirect emissioms in order to
account for all emissions ficom its generating units. Any reporting in this manner should
be additional to the reporting of all emissions o£ COs from generation as direct emissions.

7.. Third-party ~<erifleation

Third-party verification should continue to be an option that is available to all who
volunteer to report under EPAct section 1605~).. hut should not be required in order for
persons or entities to report.

EP.&ct subsection 1605Co)(2) calls for self-certification,s The current guidelines
expand on how this self-certification should be done.9

s EPACt provides in subsection 1605(b)(2) that the EL& ’%hall develop forms for

voluntaxy reporting.,, and nhall make such ~ol-fna availabla to entities wishing to report"

14
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Given the express mandatory provision of HPAct subsection 1605(b)(2) on self-
certification, it is at least highIy questionable whether DOE could revise the
guidelines effectively to mandate third-party verification of reported information
or even set criteria or stan .daxds for third-party verifi~xs to follow.

EIA is already per£ormlng a four-step process to check the information reported.I°

information. It also provides that ’¢Pcrsons reporting under tiffs subsection shall certify
the accuracy of the information reported."
9 The era’rent guidelines.provide that ffa ’~person" or "entity" chooses to report, they
must "certify" (through the use era "signature") such accuracy. The guidelines add,
"Therefore, the person who signs the report must be authorized to act as a representative
of the reporting entity for these purposes. :No independent c~fication is required..."
However, the reporter "may wish to haclicate" if the "data has been verified by a third-
party." The ~Jng of the reported information on such £orms and with such signature is
subject to 18 U.S.C. § 100I, which makes it a crknc to file false information knowingly
and willfully.
lo At the November workshop, EIA noted that while it "does not do verification," there

are "checks and balances." EJ.A said that ’~.herc ~re several steps w~. go through. And we
just don’t take the data and put a big rubber stamp on it and through it in the database and
say we’re done." Indeed, the EIA explained (Transcript Day 2, pp. 34-35):

... [~t’s quite a labor-intensive process, actually. And we’ll
outline the four steps for you that we do.

Number one, when we get the report in, we do what’s called
an analyst review. That’s where the report is checked for internal
consistency, accuracy of calculation, and comparability with other
SOurCeS.

Aider we go through that process, b~lt into the reporting
software, ~ud about three-quarters of ou~ repo~s, maybe 70 - maybe
.up to 80 percent ~epo~t electronically. So they send us a file using the
~porting software. And b~dlt into the soi~ware is an edit subsystem to
check ~o~ inconsistencies kt the numbers that am entered.

And the analyst will go through those edit checks to sec which
ones are valid, which ones may not be as - as the next step in the
review to find out any inconsistencies in the report.

So... that’s what we caiI the methodoIogicaI edit check,
where the - after nmning the edit subsystem, the analyst goes through
and checks the.., edit subsystem, would turn to that system.

And lastly, if we Fred inconsistencies in that process, we’re
going to call the reporter back aad have a follow-up discussion to
determine how to settl~ those differences or errors or miscalculations
in the form.

(footnote continue~)
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As in the present guidelines, the repodSng entity or person should continue to
have the option to utilize third parties for verification purposes, taking into
consldemtion the value to the reporting person or entity, the costs, the need and
other relevant factors. As the EIA pointed out at the November workshop in the
case of trades, it is up to "~the company to decide whether or not they will get
involved in a trade" and to ’~get it certified themselves.’’If

Of particular concern is the ~nozmous transaction costs associated with third-party
verification_ For example, the cost of third-PartY validation for clean
development mechanism projects under the Kyoto Protocol - including baseline
studies, validation of project methodologies and verification of performance -
can result in one-time costs on the order of $100,000, with recurring costs of
$10,000-15,000 annually)2

We are not aware of any legal basis trader EPAct s~tion 1605(b) for either DOE
or ELA tu b~ involved in setting criteria or standards for third-party verifiers, for
certifying them, for establishing and maintaining lists of such approved refiners,
or for enforc~g meh requirements.

Attachments (2)

And only after wc go though all ofthat process and we’re in
a~eement is the.., report formally accepted into the database.

added (Transcript Day 1, p. 61):

The U.S. government has nothing to do with that. It’s a company
decision and company action, and in essence when a company.
subm~t~ its information, following its guidelS:,...:-:, to the DOE, the DOE
cau say that flais company has followed the guidelines and per~od,
that’s it. It’s up to the company, ifthey want to tmde, to get it
certified and verified, and they can take those tons to New York City,
sell them to Amst~rdau~ sell them to any country. It takes the
government out of the area o£ do they have authority or not.

This infomaation is based on private communications with participating entities
reg~rd{~g ~taafay and £oregh"y projects.
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Attachment 1

Response To Assertions That The Department o£ Energy Lacks
Legal Authority For Recognition Of Transferab|e Credits

A~d Baseline Protection

After the Electric Power Industry Climate Initiative (EPICI) submitted on September 25, 2002,
supplemental legal authority comments to the Departnienf of Energy (DOE) docket established
on May 6, 2002 (s~ 67 Fed. Reg. 30370), another commenter, Marlo Lewis, submitted a lengthy
paper that examines the Fe..PICI comments. That paper does not apparently take issue with our
contention that these two concepts, baseline protection and transferable credits, arc separate and
distinct, but concludes that they ’hiltimat¢ly have no application except as part of a regulatory
(emissions cap-and-trade) program" and that to "set up a pre-regulatory crediting program
’guidelines," pursuant to no statutory authority, would not only be improper," it "would also be
illegal."

We disagree with the premise that these concepts ""nave no application" unless they are par~ of a
regulatory cap and trade program and assume that the Administration also agrees fully with us,
particularly in fight of the President’s directives of’February 2002 regarding both concepts.
Those directives surely did not reference a cap and trade program, and we presume that none is
contemplated.

We also disagree with the paper’s contention that guidelines could not give recognition to these
two distinct concepts and that DOE is legally incapable, in revising the Energy Policy Act
(EPAct) section 1605C0) guidelines and improving the existing database/re~stry, to provide such
recognition of these two concepts.

First, as to the question of whether "guidelines" could give "recognition" to these two distinct
concepts, we simply note that section 1605(b) provides that the Secretary "shall...issue
guidelines for the voluntarycollection and reporting of information on sources of greevhouse
gases" and that the EIA "shall deveiop forms for voluntary reporting under the guidelines" and
"establish a data base comprised" of the voluntarily reported information. While the section is
silent on publle access and dlselosure of the collected or reported information, DOE and the
Energy Information A~tmtion (EIA) have interpreted these provisions to provide ~for publie
disclosure of the information., subject to EPAct subsection 1605(b)(3) on eonfiderttiali~. Indeed,
EIA publishes the information armually (see EL6. report Voluntary. Reporting of Greenhouse
Gases 2000 (’Feb. 2002)). To our knowledge, there is nothing in EPAct subsections I605(a) or
(b), the current guidelines or any other relevant law applicable to DOE and ELA that would
preclude EIA from haelu .d~ng "recognitioN’ of these concepts as part of that annual publication.

Second, as to the question of legal authority for DOE to revise the current guidelines to provide
such recognition, we refer to our letter and enclosure of September 25, 2002, which discuss this
~ssue of legal authority at length and conclude that there is ample authority to recognize and
apply these two concepts. Our conclusions are based on the legislative history of section 1605,
particularly the work of the House-Senate Conference Committee; subsection 1605(b)(4), which
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states that the information voluntarily reported "may l~e used by the reporting enfiW to
d~monstmte achieved reductions" of ~eenhouse gases; and the g=neral authority contained in the
DOE Organization Act. Referenced also was the Framework Convention on Climate Change
(FCCC), which the U.S. signed and ratified in 1992 prior to the enactment of EPAct. Clearly,
the FCCC and section 1605 are in accord in encouraging voluntary actions to reduce and report
reductions, avoidance and sequestration.

Contrary to the views expressed in the Lewis paper, EPICI did not rely on remarks mad~ on final
passage of EPAct by Democratic Sen. Lieberman for these legal authority conclusions. EPICI
did take note of those remarks because they were relevant to the changes made in the Conference
Committee to the House and Senate versions of section 1605 that afforded greater "discretion" in
the implementation of the new subsection (b) of section 1605. As we noted in footnote 5 of our
encIosurc to our September 25, 2002, supplemental comments, a l~publican conferee who was a
signatory of the Conference Committee’s reported bill, Rcp. Carlos Moorhead, made similar
remarks on final Home passage of the bill when he said the conference repoxt surgived "with
detail and more discretion for the Administration." 138 Cong. Ree. 1-111438 (daffy ed. Oct. 5,
1992). Both remarks are supportive ofthe EPICI view that the final bill that was enacted clearly
was revised from *he pro-conference version.s, by 1) shifting from a call for mlemaking to
guideLines.and 2) discarding 11 specific provisions, including provisions on crediting and double
counting, in favor of far more general Language. In our view, the Lieberman/Moorhead
descriptions of the final version that it was "streamlined" and entailed "less detail and more
discretion" are accurate and quite appropriate. They are sound and valuable Iegislative history
support of the EPICI conclusion that the revised section 1605 provides "more discretion in the
program’s administration."

We also note rathe~ extensive comments in the Lewis paper about bills introduced, but never
enactexl, during the 105th and 106th Congresses by Sen. Liebermau and others regarding "early
credit" proposals. The paper asks why the Senator championed such legislation in those
Congresses, if the authority already existed for these two concepts in EPACt. lqot knowing
intent of the Senator, we would not presume to reply to this rhetorical question. However, we
understand that the bills (S, 2617 and S. 547) were decidedly regulatory in nature, which is
exactly the opposite result achieved by th~ Conference Committee in adopting a revised section
1605. In fact, S. 2617 was an amendment to the Clean Air Act and depended on the issuance by
the President ofnumerous reguIations. S. 547, while not an amendment to that Act, also required
the promulgation of regulations, Moreover, EPAct was e.naoted in the 102d Congress.
References to introduced bills in later Congresses ca~ have no bearing on the meaning, and
l~gislafivo history of a prior enactment.
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Attachment 2

FactorS, in C, arbon ,Intensity Metrics

Changes in carbon intensity relating to tlle power sex:toe can occur from on-system or off-
system actions.

I. On-system activities could include:

¯ Changes in fuel mix.
o Generationpvxformauce improvements,
¯ Changes in emissions due to improvements in �fficiency of electricity,use.
¯ Reductions in Ransmission and distribution lossos.

H. OR-system activities that should be considered could include:

¯ Offset credits from carbon sequestration, methane and international projects.
* Carbon reductions in other sectors due to produot substitution (e.g., cement).
* Reductions in direct fuel use in other sectors due to electrotvchnologies.
¯ Credits from net purchases of transferable credits,
o Credits for prior actions.

Depending on the level of reporting and referenced baseline, some of these activities may
not be reflected in ¢albon intensity estimates. If not, they should be considered as
adjustments to that da~a.
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RECORD I~’PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov ( Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 5-MAR~2003 22:06:31.00

SUBJECT:: National Assessment Telecon Thursday @ 2:30pm

TO:rmoss@usgcrp.gov ( rmoss@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/ou=oMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov ( MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gordonsc@state.gov ( gordonsc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov ( james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:savery@cires.colorado.edu ( savery@cires.colorado.edu [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:kent.laborde@noaa.gov ( kent.laborde@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:smaccrac@usgcrp.gov ( smaccrac@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sherron R, White ( CN=Sherron R, white/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov ( Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Late today we received confirmation that the rescheduled National
Assessment Briefing for Senate staff will be held on Friday, March 7,
from 11:30 am to 12:30 pm. Dr. Mahoney would like to host a "meet me"
teleconference to discuss strategy on Thursday afternoon from 2:30 to
3:00 pm. If you cannot participate, please have a representative
dial in. The logistics for the call will be sent on Thursday morning.

Please confirm that you have seen this email and that either you or a
representative will be on the call. I will call you to confirm that you
have read this message if I have not heard from you by mid-morning.

Thanks,
Page 1
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stephanie Harrington
U.S. climate Change science Program
202-482-1944
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New York Times
Editorial Desk ] March 1, 2003, Saturday
Rebuked on Global Warming

Late Edition - Final, Section A, Page 18, Column 1

Nothing so far has shamed President Bush into adopting a more aggressive policy toward
the threat of global wanning. He has been denounced by mainstream scientists, deserted
by his progressive friends in industry and sued by sevenstates. Still he dings stubbornly
to a voluntary policy aimed at merely slowing the growth of greenhouse gas emissions,
despite an overwhelming body of evidence that only binding targets and a firm timetable
will do the job.

Now there is fresh criticism from sources Mr. Bush may find harder to ignore. Last week
Prime Minister Tony Blair of Britain, Mr. Bush’s most loyal ally in the debate over Iraq,
gently but firmly rebuked the president for abandoning the 1997 Kyoto Protocol on
global climate change and for succumbing to the in.supportable notion that fighting global
warming will impede economic growth.

That was followed by another salvo, from an expert panel assembled by the National
Academy of Sciences to assess Mr. Bush’s proposals for further research into climate
change. Though polite, the panel could .hardly have been more contemptuous. It
described Mr. Bush’s plan as a redundant examination of issues that had largely been
settled, bereft of vision, executable goals and timetables - in short, little more than a
cover-up for inaction.

Of the two rebukes, Mr. Blair’s may have been the more painful. The prime minister said
he regarded environmental degradation in general and climate change in particular as
"just as devastating in their potential impact" as weapons of mass destruction and
terrorism.. "There will be no genuine security," he said, "if the planet is ravaged." He also
pledged to cut Britain’s greenho.use gas emissions by 60 percent by midcentury, a longer-
range but still a far more ambitious timetable than Kyoto’s target of an average 5 percent
reduction by industrialized nations by 2012.

Mr. Blair’s speech obviously served the political purpose of distancing himself from the
White House, at least on this issue, at a time when many of his countrymen have
criticized him for his support of Mr. Bush on Iraq. It should also be noted that, in strictly
economic terms, it is easier for Mr. Blair to hold the high ground on this issue than it is
for Mr. Bush. Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s wrenching decision some years ago to
convert Britain’s energy base from coal to natural gas, a much cleaner fuel, has already
moved Britain closer to Mr. Blair’s lofty targets than it otherwise would have been.

Nevertheless, the prime minister’s approach is everything Mr. Bush’s is not. It conveys a
sense of urgency, calls for common sacrifice and offers a coherent vision of how to get
from here to there. It is, in short, a recipe for flae leadership that until not too long ago the
world had been looking to America to provide.
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Yale University
School of Forestry
& Environmental Studies

March 7, 2003

Thomas E. Graedel
Professor of Industrial Ecology
205 Prospect Street
New Haven, CT 06511
203.432.9733 Telephone
203.432.5556 Facsimile
thomas.graedel@,,.vale.edu

Letter to the Editor, New York Times:

The editorial "Rebuked on Global Warming" (March 1) refers to a recent report of a panel that I
chair for the National Research Council, the operating arm of the National Academy of Sciences
and the National Academy of Engineering, on the draft U.S. Climate Change Science Program
strategic plan.

Your statement "though polite, the panel could hardly have been more contemptuous" is not an
accurate representation of the panel’s views. We provided, on request, candid and constructive
comments on the draft strategic plan, so that the final plan will be more effective.

Your statement that our report "describe[d] Mr. Bush’s plan as a redundant examination of issues
that had largely been settled" is also not an accurate representation. We concluded that the draft
plan "identified many of the cutting-edge scientific research activities that are necessary to
improve understanding of the Earth system." Among our significant recommendations, however,
were that the draft plan be revised to clarify the vision and goals of the program, improve its
treatment of program management issues, fill key information needs, enhance efforts to support
decision making, and set the stage for implementation. The panel will be issuing a second report
reviewing the government’s final plan.

Respectfully,

Thomas E. Graedel
Yale University
Chair, National Research Council’s Committee to Review the U.S. Climate Change Science
Program Strategic Plan
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The Guardian
Oliver Burkeman in Washington
Thursday February 27, 2003

Advisers tell Bush climate plan is useless
Strategy ’lacks vision, goals, timetable and criteria’

George Bush’s strategy on global warming suffered a setback yesterday when a panel of
scientists convened at the request of the White House condemned it as lacking vision, and
wasting time and money on research questions that were resolved years ago.

Mr Bush’s plan, introduced after the US backed out of the Kyoto’protocol, replaces that
treaty’s call for mandatory limits on greenhouse gas emissions with a decade-long
programme of research to determine the scale of the problem.

But the 17 environmental experts, assembled by the National Academy of Sciences at the
president’s request, said in their report that the president’s strategy "lacks most of the
basic elements of a strategic plan: a guiding vision, executable goals, clear timetables and
criteria for measuring progress", and misses the opportunity to cooperate more with other
countries on research.

"I’ve been doing ecosystems science for 30 years, and we know what we know and what
we don’t know," William Schlesinger, a panel member, told the Guardian. "Rather than
focusing on the things we don’t know, it’s almost as if parts of the plan were written by
people who are totally unfamiliar with where ecosystems science is coming from.

"They say we ought to be monitoring methane in remote regions," said Dr Schlesinger,
the dean of Duke University’s Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth Sciences in
Durham, North Carolina. "Well, .we’ve been monitoring some of these things for 30 years,
and there’s no question that the levels are rising.."

The Bush plan also urges, for example, more research on how carbon emissions are
affected by forest fires, a question largely seen as resolved within the academy.

"They didn’t set the hard priorities," said Michael Prather, an earth scientist from the
University of California at Irvine and a panel member. "From the scientists’ point of
view~ we have a pretty good idea of what is happening."

The experts also call for "greatly increased" spending on addressing climate change, far
above the $1.7bn per year earmarked. They concede that the plan is "a solid foundation",
going further towards formulating a strategy on global warming research - as required by
a 1990 act of Congress - than either the first President Bush or Bill Clinton.

James Mahoney, director of the government’s climate change science programme, which
is charged with executing the plan, said he welcomed the panel’s criticisms. "Nobody
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ever undertook to do something like this before. There are certainly areas where we need
to improve," he said. "But we’re in a process where we pushed to very quickly turn
around a battleship, and we’ve never had a plan before."

But the scientists’ findings may cause concern in the administration in the few weeks of
the consultation period’that remain, not least because the panel included experts fi’om
corporations including BP and Honeywell.

Mr Bush has been accused of claiming that more research is needed in order to stall
moves towards limiting US greenhouse gas emissions. Environmental groups accuse the
oil company Exxon Mobil of leading a campaign in the US to discredit scientific findings
suggesting that the dangers of global warming are grave.

"There’s no question that if you claim that not much is known, even if it is, then you
delay the time at which you can say, OK, the research is unequivocal and we need to do
something about the problem," Dr Schlesinger said. "It’s not very far beneath the surface
that there’s an element of not taking any action here."
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Letter to the Editor, London Guardian (UK):

Oliver Burkeman’s article "Advisers tell Bush climate plan is useless" (February 27)
discusses a report released by the National Research Council, the operating arm of the
National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering, on the dratt
U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) strategic plan.

This article misrepresented the report’s conclusions in several important ways. First, its
headline is not at all consistent with the committee’s overall assessment of the draft plan.
The committee concluded, "In general, the draft plan provides a solid foundation for the
CCSP." Although the report Called on CCSP to make substantial revisions, it stated that
the draft plan "represents a good start to the process" and "clearly builds upon the
substantial and largely successful research programs of the last decade."

Second, the NRC report did not state that the draft plan wastes "time and money on
research questions that were resolved years ago." In fact, the committee found that it
"identifies many of the cutting-edge scientific research activities that are necessary to
improve understanding of the Earth system."

This committee worked hard to provide constructive advice to the CCSP as it takes on the
challenging task of revising its draft strategic plan. in so doing, it identified the plan’s
strengths as well as many opportunities for improvement. Your artlele would have been
more informative to your readers if it had accurately reflected the consensus views of our
committee.

Respectfully,

E. William Colglazier
Executive Officer
U. S. National Academy of Sciences and National Research Council

~ i IIII I
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Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Editorial: Awaiting that climate plan
March 5, 2003

Awaiting that climate plan

If the Bush administration wants its position on global climate change to be taken seriously, it
needs to get serious about keeping a presidential promise and coming up with a plan to address
the issue. Granted, the administration has much on its plate right now. But so far, appearing
serious on climate change seems to be missing from that plate.

At least that’s the impression one gets from a report released last Week by a panel of the National
Academies, which commended the administration for addressing global warming but criticized
the administration’s draft plan for having serious gaps.

"The draft plan lacks most of the basic elements of a strategic plan: a guiding vision, executable
goals clear timetables and criteria for measuring progress," said the report. The panel of experts,
convened at th~ administration’s request, found that the plan listed dozens of contrasting goals
without setting priorities and that its research proposals were 20 years out of date. "Stuffthat
would have been cutting edge in the 1980s is listed as a priority for the future," said one panel
member.

There is sometimes a good reason to review assumptions, but there’S rarely a good reason to
reinvent the wheel. At the very least, the administration needs~to show whether what it is doing is
the former or the latter. More important, a draft plan dealing with climate change must set
priorities based on a solid understanding of the issue. How that can happen without a vision,
goals, timetables and criteria for measuring progress is difficult to imagine.

¯ Some environmentalists dismiss the plan as a joke. Maybe they’re right. Maybe there was never
any intention to take climate change seriously. President Bush and his people have consistently
downplayed the threat posed by global warming and questioned the assumptions behind it. They
certainly didn’t hesitate to pull the United States out of the Kyoto Protocol on climate change.

Not all of this is bad: Pulling out of Kyoto was a good move - the U.S. Senate had previously
rejected the treaty in a 95-0 vote - and reasonable doubts can be raised about the conventional
wisdom on climate change. There are still too many questions about what is happening - and
especially why - to be certain about anything. But that doesn’t mean the issue can be dismissed; it
only means that more study is needed.

h~ pulling out of Kyoto, the administration said it would come up with its own plan for dealing
with climate change. To date, it has not done so, and the National Academies report suggests that
the administration isn’t very serious about ever doing so. Maybe that’s just appearance, or maybe
the environmentalists are right.

What the administration needs to do is change the appearance by demonstrating that it is serious
about finding out what’s really going on with the climate. It can start by paying heed to the
National Academies report and making the necessary changes in the final plan, due out next
month.
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EDiTORiAL-
The Drought on Climate Change

he holiday season h~’e in the United States was ushere~ in by a l~ng~ .awaited report, h~-
alded as layhg out the administration’s research.agenda ~r d~at~ ~., It shou~l~interest those in the United States who may have been ~g something meantngfu

_ from their guvcrnm~at, along with those in Europ~ and elsewhere who haw come to
expect disappoinunent.

The draR strategic plan for the combined U.S. Global Change R~varch Program
(USGCRP) and Climate Change Research Initiative (CCKI) will not surprise the second audience
and will tell the first that it has fallen victim to ye~ another triumph of hope over experience. This
long report, available at http:llglohalchang~.govt#USGCRP-CCRI~ off’~ a ~. ,orgasbord of mod~-
ate-intensity research efforts but m~rvIy tugcs mor~ study on the role of ~thmpogeni¢ sources m
global warming. And it includes NO .NI~ of the following:-anal~is of" the tradeofl’s involved in a
major regulatory push toward fuel economy in tha transportation sector, proposed cap-and-trade or
other incentives for reducing carbon dioxide emissions, and a rvsez~ch program aimed at sequestra-
tion technologies. It is, in short, a wait-and-see document..

The scientific evidence on global ~mxming is now beyond doub~ Read~of these pag~ during
the past �~uple 0f~ haw s~m one careful study after another d0cumentmg the roIe of anthr.o-
pogenic sources of carbon dioxide and other greeniiot~ ges~s~~ in global Warming; describing:the
impact of past and present climate change on marine and terxestfial ecosystems;
and.measuring rates of glacial melting in the Arctic, tbe AntarctiC, "and on the
tops of low,latitude mountains ....

Old hands have noted a sty’,mge res=nblance I~¢tw~en this effort and an ear-
lier one. NAPAP, begun in the late 1980s, was a Reagan-era effort to study thv
acid rain problem (the acronym stands for National Acid Precipitation
Assessment Project). It was cranked up with some fanfare and had. th~ same
leadership as the present study, in the person of J’am~ M~oney (who is proba-
bly not to b~ blamed for either outcome). Llk~ the present climate change plan,
NAPAP essantiaily concluded that the problem needed more’careful s~ly.
Ironically, it re’rived too late, w~l] af~ the administration of Bush I-had.dvcid- -
ed m tak~ acid rain more seriously. The rvstflt was that Congress, with consid~’-
al~l¢ consultation and design coming from the White Hduse, passedthe 1990
Cl~an Air Act amendn~nts containing tmdable.permfis provisionsfor limiting
sulfur dioxide ~.mission~

It’s pro~bly way too much to hop~ that a similar rescu~ might be at hand in this cas~, but there
am encouraging signals out there. First, it now appears that.industry takes tim probl~n more seri-
ously than th~ govern~cnt-~rely a record. Brltlsh:Pe_trol~ and:other .energy companies now
clearly ~pect to’b~ doing business in a low-carbon economy, and they are.spending s~rious money
to for so is the el c power ind, s..W_,  lr ad ,m d 
carbon offsets. Meanwhile, hybrid cars arc prohfexating and the insurance industry ~s worned about
its viability. S~ond~ Congress may bc noting that the politically popular goal of enm’gy indcpend-
enc~ is linked to that of reducing global wanning, ~nd thei~ comtito~-nts don’t have to read
¯ to know that most glaciers are malting. It’s in th=ir daily ncwspai~. Third, some states, weary of fed-
eral inaction in the matter, haYs’been passing rules of their own: California recently passed a tough
law to limit future fleet carbon emissions standards, despite the usual complaints from auto manu-
facturers that the sky would fall.

Especially relevant to tbe scientific communiiy is that there will be an independent review of the
administration’s plan by a National Research Council panel chaired byTom Graedel of Yale. This is
an opportunity for the National Academies to make a real difference. The Graedel p~el should not
be satisfied simply with a marginal critique of what’s there in th~ repo~ What isn’t there is impor-
tant, so the panel needs to undertake an indcpcndeut review of the situation, evaluate tbe seriousness
of the challenge,.and explain to the government what is missing from the report. The U.S. scientif-
ic community has come to expect a great deal from.the Academies. In this case, the stakes am well
beyond national interest, because the nonparticipation of the United States in the global effort on cli-
mate change is more than a national embarrsssmcnL R’s dangerous.

Donald Kennedy

i
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ED TORIAL-
The C|imate Divide

everal weeks ago on this page, I vented some complaints about the Bush administration’s
draft Climate Change Science Plan (CCSP)..That plan was, and is, a complicated hybrid
creature consisting of the preexisting Global Change Research Program begun by Bush
p~.re, along with a modest Climate Change Research Initiative added by the incumbents.

S The latter is aimed at helping managers (for example, those re-
sponsible for water resources) adapt to climate change, an objec-

tive that certainly makes some sense. The older program contains some po-
tentially useful long-range research elements and has received to date about
$20 billion in support. Taken as a whole, howver, the drat~ report was re-
markable in that it ineleded no recommendations for emissions limitation or
other forms of mitigation. The current climate change policy depends entire-
lyon voluntary reduction targets, which, even if met, would allow U.S. emis-
sion rates to continue to grow at around 14% per decade.

On-balance, it looked like a very disappointing report: That led us to plead that
the National Research Council (NRC) committee appointed to review the pro-
gram should please look hard at what wasn’t there, as vcell as what was. So far,
the NRC draft (Science, 7 March, p. 1494) looks as though it has done half’the
job. It is sharply critical of the report’s lack of vision, calls attention to the lack of
adequate funding, and expresses concern about the lack ofcoordination. That’s ~
well-deserved criticism, but how about what’s missing from the CCSP report7 Does it make sense to of-
fer a plan that lays out some ways of dealing with climate change but has no pixy’am for risk/eduction?
James Mahoney, the director of the CCSP project, promises that the final version will be different from
the draft we’ve seen. One can always hope, but our experience to date has not been enoouraging.

The failure to act promptly on climate chang~ carries heavy prospective penalties. The adminis-
tration’s plans to date have studiously ignored the need to front-load the reductions in emissions of

greenhouse gases (GHGs). Their strategy has been to delay these limits, on the
assumption that what matters is the final atmospheric concentration of GHGs
achieved at some ftma-e date, rather than the rate at which they ~e accumulat-
ing in the meantime. But a growing body of evidence disfavors this "slow
ramp" hypothesis of glo.bal warming, with its emphasis on gradual change fol-
lowed by societal adaptation to the altered climate regime. Instead, it now ap-
pears equally likely that warming events will trigger an abrupt nonlinear
process, producing dramatic regional temperature decreases, especially in the
temperate Northern Hemisphere. Recently analyzed records of historic climate
change show that just ~ch sudden alterations have happened in the past, pre-
ceded by radically revised patterns of oceanic circulation. Thus, the "business-
as-u~al" alternative that defers emission reductions may be a dangerous one.

A refreshing counterpoint to the U.S. effort is offered by the British plan
announced on 24 February by Prime Minister Tony Blair (www.dti.gov.uk/
energy/whitepaper/index.shtml). It provides for aggressive short-term emis-

sion reduction targets for GHGs; these would actually reduce enfissions by 60% by 2050, even
without nuclear power. That achievement would, by a large margin, beat the targets established by
the Kyoto Protocol--targets that the United States wouldn’t even talk about. Moreover, the British
plan provides research commitments toward the development of renewables and other alternatives
to fossil fuels, and sets industry incentives aimed at eventual energy independence. In all these
respects, it is a vast improvement on the U.S. plan.

How different things might have been had the United States chosen to participate actively in the.
post-Kyoto climate framework process after the 2000 elections. Instead, the Bush administration
took a contemptuous pass on multilateral engagement with the global warming problem, a stance
that began the long, continuing process of eroding its friendships in Europe. Had it chosen to be a
player instead of a critical spectator, it might have learned something about the importance of the is-
sue, as the British did. And it might not have generated the kind of smoldering resentment that is
currently creating a coalition of the tmwilling with respect to the Iraq problem. Actions, after all, do
have consequences.

Donald Kennedy
Edltor-in-~Thi¢¢
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Contact: Kent Laborde
202-482-5757

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 27, 2003

CCSP announces new release date for revised strategic plan.

The U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) has.scheduled June 25, 2003 for release of its
revised Strategic Plan. Although later than originally planned, this revised schedule will allow sufficient
time for full consideration of the wide array of useful suggestions received by CCSP from many sources
since publication of its November 2002 Discussion Draft Strategic Plan.

CCSP received extensive comments and suggestions during the Climate Science Workshop attended= by
more than 1,300 climate specialists in December 2002. In the weeks-followlng the Workshop, CCSP also
received 270 sets of written public comments, involving nearly 900 pages of texL The mbst recent set’of
comments, from a CCSP-raquested evaluation by the National Research Council (NRC)I was released in
late February 2003. The November 2002 Discussion Draft Strategic Pl~n and all of the response
comments (from the Workshop, the public comment pedod, and the NRC report) are available on the
CCSP web site www.,cllmatesdence..qov.

"We welcome the wide range of useful comments, which will help to substantially strengthen the revised
plan," said Dr. James R. Mahoney, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere. and
CCSP Director. "Sihce climate change is such a cdtical issue, we-mustunderstand and reconcile the
diverse comments, including those that provide conflicting recommendationsfor future research and
decision support activities."

The revised CCSP Strategic Plan will guide the concerted U.S. effort to understand the nature and
implications of changes in global climate and related environmental systems. It describes high-level
program objectives, specific research questions, and analyses that will support decl~lon making on global
and regional climate Issues.

=All of the input has been supportive of the open, inclusive and transparent approach taken to develop
the plan. We viewed the CCSP DiscUssion Draft Strategic Plan asia starting point, and made every effort
to provide a forum that would encourage suggestions for Improvement," Mahoney said. "We value all of -
the comments and believe that the tremendous response to the draft is proof of the importance~ of our
efforts."

The Climate Change Science Program is a cooperative effort among 13 governmental agencies, and is,
charged with overseeing the CongresSionally-mandated U.S. Global Climate Research Program
(USGCRP) and the Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI). The CCR! was launched by the
President in June 2001 to reduce significant uncertainties in climate science, improve global climate
observing systems, and develop resources to support policymaking and resource management. For
more information, please visit www,c.limatescience.~ov

-30-
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FY 2005 CCSP
Budget Development Steps
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGEI~
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20480

March 5, 2003

Mr. W’~mn L. Kovacs
US chamber of Commeree
1615 H Str.~% N.W.
Waskh~ton, D.C. 20062

RE: P, gquest for Correction of Sc~e Advisory Board (SAB) rigging mhutos
pursua~ to Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and EPA Information
Quality Guidelines 0QG RFC # 4301)

The SAB is otmmted under the Federal Advisory Committee Act (TACA) which
prescn~s procodums for operating advisory committees, including ensuring that’~he advice and
recommenda~m ofth~ advisory committee will not be inappropri~ely influ~nc~ by the
appointing authority .... " 5 U.S.C. App, 2 § 5. FACA re, quires each advisory committee to
keep detaika] minmcs of each meeting, including "a record of the tnn’sons present, a compL=te and
accurate &w~fiption of matters ~ and conclusions r~ached, and copies ofaIl reporls
r.e.ceived, ismed, or approved by the ~lvisory committee. The acctwacy of all minutes ~ be
certified to by tim chairman ofth~ advisory committee." Id. §10(~). The Fed~ra] Advisory
Committee Mmmgeme~t Final Rule reiterates this requirem~, staling that meeting mimrtes mus~
include "an accur~¢ de~ription of each matter discussed and the resolution, ifany, made l~. the
advisory committee regm’ding such matter." 41 CFR 102-3.165(b)(3). In keeping with the
rexl~ts of FACA, reports, minute.s, and other docum~ts g~m~:ted as part of’the activities
of the SAB am not r~viCw~ for approval by EPA. Thus, rnkn~ of 8AB meetings are under the
control of-the SAB, noi EPA.

O00V  .
Intemet Address (URL) * htfp’JTwww.epa.gov

Rsc¥cl e~ec~table ¯ Prt~ted wllb Vegetable Oil Based InY, s on Recy~:l Paper (M~lmum 3ff% Postco~sumer)
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The Infurmmion Quality Guidelines apply to information EPA dissemimtes to the public
thai is prepared by the Agency 1o support o~ rq~resem an EPA viewpoint or to funmfl~e or
support a regulation, guidance o~ other Agency decision or position. Furthermore, the
Information Quality Guidelines apply ffEPA dism’butes imrormation preparcxi or ~ by an
outsi& party in a mmu~ tl~ reasonably suggests tha EpA endorses or agree~ with ~.’ i~EPA
indicates in its dis~’bution fl~t the informa~n supports or reprcse~ EP~’s vL-wpoin~ or ffEPA
in its ~ proposes to us~ or uses th~ infomiation to fonmdate or suptxm a itgulatim,

EPA through EPA’s v~bsite, the SAB is responm’ble for the contem ofdoctxmcms issued by the
SAB. Therefure, the contents of the minutes (and any other public documents produced by the
SAB such as reports) reflect the viewpoim of the SAB and do not repremnt information
disseminated by EPA. Because the correction process under the Information Quality Guidelims is
limited to requests for correction ofinformmion disseminated by EPA, the Imformation Quality
Guidelines correction and reconsideration processes do not apply to the SAB me,ting minutes
descn’bed in your request.

To avoid future misunderstandings about matefi~ issued by the SAB, explanatory notices
will be added to the SAB website to help ensure that the public is aware that minutes of SAB
meet~s and ottmr public documems produced by tim SAB are advisory committee docunmms,
and are not prepared to represent EPA’s viewpoint.

While the Information Quality Guidelines do not apply to the informmlon in question,
given your imerest in EPA’s use of environmental models, we take this opportunity to briefly
mention some wit3~s we work to ensure and maximize the quality of the models we develop and
use. EPA has estab~ and implenxmted guidance and regulations to help eamire that, when
using models, EPA integrates pollcy-making with the tenets of sound science. Fiinhemmre, we
recenIly revitalized a cross-Agency group 0fsenior mamigers, the Council for Regulatory
Environmental Modeling (CREM), to coordinate three high-priority a ".eti~es~ as Administrator
Whitman discussed in her memorandima dated February 7, 2003
[http://cfpub.epa, gov/crem/librarv/whitman~pdf]. First, EI~.A will draft cross-Agency guidance on
developing and using environmental models and on fostering greater and more consistent
transparency in this area, Secondly, EPA wB1 make publicly acces~ole an inventory of EPA’s most
frequently used models, which will include in~rmation on a model’s use, developmem, evakmtion,
and quality .a~ssme~t. Third,-EPA will collaborate with the National Academy of Sciences to
develop a report x~o. mmending best principles and practices in using e~4ronmental and human
health models .for decision-mald~. (Plea~ see www.epa.gov/cre~ for details). We noted your
favorable reaction ~o Administrator Whitman’s memo in the February 21, 2003 BNA Dau~y
Environment Report, and we agree that this approach will enhance the quality of irrformation
available to EPA decision makers.
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Lu~tn~r, Director
O~c~ of Information Coll~Jon
Of]Sce of Environmental Information

co: Kimberlie Orr, EPA IQG Proce~in~ Staff
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-EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT-

COUNCIL ON
ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

730 Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

TO:

FROM:

DATE: PAGES:

(202) 456-6224
(202) 456-2710

(13qCLUDING COVER SI-IEET)

COM!VlENTS:

The document(s) acctmapanying this FAX transmission may contain nfformation, which is confidential a~d/or
sensitive. The information is intended only for use _by the individual or entity named on this ~-~nsmission sheet.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are here~-nolified that any disclosure, copying, &stn-butioa, or the
taking ofany action m reliance on the contents of this faxed information is strictly prohibited, and that the
documents should be returned to this office unmediately, tm this regard, if you have received this FAX m error.
please notify us by telephone immedialely so that we can arrange for the return of the original documents(s) to
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0334_f_mnhfe003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 6-MAR-2003 07:37:36.00

SUB3ECT:: National Assessment Telecon Thursday @ 2:30pm

TO:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 03/06/2003

07:37 AM

Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov
03/05/2003 10:05:47 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: National Assessment Telecon Thursday @ 2:30pm

Late today we received confirmation that the rescheduled National
Assessment Briefing for Senate staff will be held on Friday, March 7,
from 11:30 am to 12:30 pm. Dr. Mahoney would like to host a "meet me"
teleconference to discuss strategy on Thursday afternoon from 2:30 to
3:00 pm. If you cannot participate, please have a representative
dial in. The logistics for the call will be sent on Thursday morning.

Please confirm that you have seen this email and that either you or a
representative will be on the call. I will call you to confirm that you
have read this message if I have not heard fromyou by mid-morning.

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
U.S. Climate Change science Program
202-482-1944

Message Sent
TO"
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Watsonhl@state.gov
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
gordonsc@state.gov
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov
rmoss@usgcrp.gov

Message Copied
TO:
craig.Montesano@noaa.gov
kent.laborde@noaa.gov

Page 1
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sherron R. white/OMB/EOP@EOP
savery@cires.colorado.edu
~maccrac@usgcrp.gov
james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov

0334_f_mnhfeOO3_ceq.txt
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0336_f_yj kfe003_ceq, txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney (CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATTON DATE/TTME: 6-MAR-2003 09:03:40.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: National Assessment Telecon Thursday @ 2:30pm

TO: stephani e. Harri ngton@noaa, gov ( Stephani e. Harri ngton@noaa, gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Stephanie, T will participate, thanks,Phil

Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov
03/05/2003 10:05:47 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: National Assessment Telecon Thursday @ 2:30pm

Late today we received confirmation that the rescheduled National
Assessment Briefing for Senate staff will be held on Friday, March 7,
from 11:30 am to 12:30 pm. Dr. Mahoney would like to host a "meet me"
teleconference to discuss strategy on Thursday afternoon from 2:30 to
3:00 pm. If you cannot participate, please have a representative
dial in. The logistics for the call will be sent on Thursday morning.

Please confirm that you have seen this email and that either you or a
representative will be on the call. I will call you to confirm that you
have read this message if I have not heard from you by mid-morning.

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
U.S. climate Change science Program
202-482-1944

Message Sent
TO:
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Watsonhl@sta=e.gov
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
gordonsc@state.gov
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov
rmoss@usgcrp.gov
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Message Copied
TO:
Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov
kent.laborde@noaa.gov
sherron R. white/OMB/EOP@EOP
savery@cires.colorado.edu
§maccrac@usgcrp.gov
james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov

0336_f_yj kfeOO3_ceq, txt
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0339_f_kqmfe003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL     (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 6-MAR-2003 09:35:34.00

SUB3ECT:: National Assessment Telecon Thursday @ 2:30pm

TO:Kameran L. Onley ( CN=Kameran L. Onley/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Kam can you participate on this call? can you attend the briefing
tomorrow -- Deb can not. Phil

Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 03/06/2003
09:34 AM

Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov
03/05/2003 10:05:47 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: National Assessment Telecon Thursday @ 2:30pm

Late today we received confirmation that the rescheduled National
Assessment Briefing for Senate staff will be held on Friday, March 7,
from 11:30 am to 12:30 pm. Dr. Mahoney would like to host a "meet me"
teleconference to discuss strategy on Thursday afternoon from 2:30 to
3:00 pm. If you cannot participate, please have a representative
dial in The logistics for the call will be sent on Thursday morning.

Please confirm that you have seen this email and that either you or a
representative will be on the call. I will call you to confirm that you
have read this message if I have not heard from you by mid-morning.

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
U.S. climate Change science Program
202-482-1944

Message Sent
TO:
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Watsonhl@stateogov
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
gordonsc@state.gov
Erin Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov
rmoss@usgcrp.gov

Message Copied
TO:
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Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov
kent.laborde@noaa.gov
sherron R, white/OMB/EOP@EOP
savery@cires.colorado.edu
§maccrac@usgcrp.gov
james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov

0339_f_kqmfeOO3_ceq.txt
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Alan Hecht
03/06f2003 11:16:28 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Theodore Heintz/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
co:
Subject: Meting with OMB Re: EPA SOE

OMB staff will met with Ted Heintz and me on Monday at 11:30, 722 Jackson Place to go over our reviews
of EPA SoE report. They have also marked up the climate section. On Monday we can compare notes.
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0344_f_oiwfe003_ceq.txt
RECORD l~(PE:    FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov ( Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 6-MAR-2003 11:32:56.00

SUBJECT:: Re: National Assessment Telecon Thursday @ 2:30pm

TO:rmoss@usgcrp.gov ( rmoss@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Nalpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov ( MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gordonsc@state.gov ( gordonsc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov ( james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:savery@cires.colorado.edu ( savery@cires.colorado.edu [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kent.laborde@noaa.gov ( kent.laborde@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov ( Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:smaccrac@usgcrp.gov ( smaccrac@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sherron R. white ( CN=Sherron R. white/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EoP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov ( Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
The conference call information for this discussion on MAR-06-2003
(Thursday) at 02:30 PM EASTERN TIME iS as follows:

AUDIO PARTICIPANT ACCESS

CALL DATE:
CALL TIME:
DURATION:
LEADER:

MAR-06-2003 (Thursday)
02:30 PM EASTERN TIME
30 mi n
MR JAMES MAHONEY
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USA Toll Free Number: 888-469-1058
PASSCODE: 10093

..... Original Message
From: <Stephanie. Harrington@noaa.gov>
Date: wednesday, March 5, 2003 10:05 pm
subject: National Assessment Telecon Thursday @ 2:30pm

Late today we received confirmation that the rescheduled National
Assessment Briefing for Senate staff will be held on Friday, March

>.7,
from 11:30 am to 12:30 pm. Dr. Mahoney would like to host a "meet
me"
teleconference to discuss strategy on Thursday afternoon from 2:30
to
3:00 pro. If you cannot participate, please have a representative
dial in The logistics for the call will be sent on Thursday morning.

Please confirm that you have seen this email and that either you
>ora

representative will be on the call. I will call you to confirm
that you
have read this message if I have not heard from you by mid-morning.

Thanks,
stephanie Harrington
U.S. Climate change science Program
202-482-1944
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~
Yale University

School of Forestry
& Environmental Studies

March 7, 2003

Thomas f ........
Pro~’essor of Induslrial Ecology
205 Prospect Stree!
New Ha\,et|, CT 06511
203.432.9733 Telephone
203.432.5556 Facsimile
tholuas. ~r;~cdel~ ale.ed~J

Letter to the Editor, New York Times:

The editorial "’Rcbttked on Global Warming" (March 1 ) refers to a recent report of a panel that !
chair for the National Research Cotmcil, the operating ann office National Academy of Sciences
and the National Academy of Engineering, on the draft t l.S. Climate Change Science Program
strategic plan.

Your statement "though polite, the panel could hardly have bccn more contemptuous" is not an
accurate representation of the p~mel’s views. We provided, on request, candid and constructive
comments on the draft strategic plan, so that the final plan will be more efl’ective.

Your start-meat thai our report "describe[d] Mr. Bush’s plan ms a redundant examinalion of issues
that had largely been settled" is also nol an accurate representation. We concluded that the draft
plan "identified many of the cutting-edge scientific research activities that are necessary to
improve understanding of the Earth system." Among our significant recommendations, however,
were that the drati plan be revised to claril3~ the vision and goals of the program, improve its
treatment of program managemenl issues, fill key intbrmation needs, enhance efforts to support
decision making, and set lhe stage tbr implcmentation. The panel \rill be issuing a second report
reviev, ing the government’s final plan.

Thomas E. Gracdel
Yale University
(’hair, National Research Council’s Committcc ~, Review the (.!.S. Climate Change Science
Program Stralcgic Plan
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RECORD I~’PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:SCOtt Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov> ( Scott Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:10-MAR-2003 16:35:25.00

SUBJECT:: [Fwd: FYI #32: Committee Files Response to S&T Request]

TO:Michael Catanzaro <Michael_Catanzaro@epw.senate.gov> ( Michael catanzaro
<Michael_Catanzaro@epw.senate.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Lisa Camooso <LCamooso@doc.gov> ( Lisa Camooso <LCamooso@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert Card <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( Robert Card <Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Harlan Watson <WatsonHL@state.gov> ( Harlan Watson <WatsonHL@state,gov> [ UNKNOWN
l)
READ: UNKNOWN

TO:MaryBeth Nethercutt <MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov> ( MaryBeth Nethercutt
<MaryBeth.Nethercutt@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( James R Mahoney
<James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kevin Kolevar <Kevin. Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> ( Kevin Kolevar
<Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Matt Englehart <MEnglehart@doc.gov> ( Matt Englehart <MEnglehart@doc.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Craig Montesano <craig,Montesano@noaa.gov> ( Craig Montesano
<Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jordan St. John" <Jordan.st.John@noaa.gov> ( "Jordan st, John"
<Jordan.st. John@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Conrad C Lautenbacher <conrad.c. Lautenbacher@noaa,gov> ( conrad c Lautenbacher
<conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Bob Hopkins <robert.hopkins@noaa.gov> ( Bob Hopkins <robert.hopkins@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
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Good news on CLimate:
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CLIMATE CHANGE: "The Administration proposes spending about $1.75
billion on climate change science, an amount equivalent to FY 03
enacted levels. The Committee believes this is an adequate
investment in this important research. The Committee supports the
proposal to dedicate $182 million to the Climate change Research
Initiative (CCRI), compared to last year’s $40 million request.
However, the Committee notes that much of the increase appears to be
the result of the reclassification of several ongoing research
programs .... The Committee commends the Administration for working to
develop a strategic plan to guide all federal research activities
regarding climate, including the CCRI. The Committee plans to work
with the Administration to complete the plan this year and ensure
that areas of climate research the plan identifies as priorities
receive adequate funding."

original Message -
subject: FYI #32: Committee Files Response to S&T Request
Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2003 16:13:22 -0500
From: fyi@aip.org
Reply-To: fyi@aip.org
To: scott.rayder@NOAA.GOV

FYI
The American Institute of Physics Bulletin of science Policy News
Number 32: March 10, 2003

House science Committee Responds to Administration’s FY 2004 Request

One gauge of congressional opinion regarding an administration’s
budget request for science and technology is provided by an inside-
the-Beltway document known as the House science Committee’s "views
and Estimates." Issued every year, this analysis gives an early.
indication of how Congress may respond to the S&T request, what
follows are selections from this recently-issued FY 2004 document
pertaining to physics-related budgets, see the committee’s web site
at http://www.house.gov/science/ for the full text. Twenty of 25
Republican and five of 22 Democratic members of the House science
Committee signed this report. A future FYI will include selections
from the Democrats’ views and Estimates. Note that for space
considerations, paragraphs have been combined. Selections are in the
order that they appeared.

ROLE OF FEDERAL FUNDING FOR S&T: "While the percentage of national
R&D sponsored by the federal government has declined in recent years,
the federal role remains essential. Indeed, as competitive pressures
have led many industrial enterprises to focus research on projects
with shorter-term benefits, longer-term research depends more than
ever on federal support."

NANOTECHNOLOGY: "The Administration proposes increasing spending on
nanotechnolo~y by 10 percent. This promising, broadly applicable
technology fleld merits the additional spending. The Committee plans
to report out authorizing legislation for the nanotechnology
initiative (H.R. 766) later this spring."

CLIMATE CHANGE: "The Administration proposes spending about $1.75
billion on climate change science, an amount equivalent to F¥ 03
enacted levels. The Committee believes this is an adequate
investment in this important research. The Committee supports the
proposal to dedicate $182 million to the Climate Change Research
Initiative CCCRI), compared to last year’s $40 million request.
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However, the Committee notes that much of the increase appears to be
the result of the reclassification of several ongoing research
programs .... The Committee commends the Administration for working to
develop a strategic plan to guide all federal research activities
regarding climate, including the CCRI. The Committee plans to work
with the Administration to complete the plan this year and ensure
that areas of climate research the plan identifies as priorities
receive adequate funding."

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURIl~ (DHS): "while the committee is
generally supportive of the scale of the proposed budget for DHS, the
Administration has not yet provided enough information to fully
evaluate the proposed budget, despite repeated requests dating back
several months. Important questions remain regarding the new
Department’s R&D agenda and how it will be carried out." "The
Committee is concerned that the primary early focus of DHS R&D will
be on development, with basic research comprising only 5 percent, or
$47 million, of the DHS R&D request. More information is needed on
the R&D agenda both within and outside the Department to determine if
this is adequate, especially given the proposed cuts in basic
research at the Department of Defense."

PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND THE R&D FUNDING BALANCE: "while the Committee
believes that the Administration has chosen the appropriate
priorities for the federal R&D budget, it is nonetheless concerned
that the biomedical sciences, in general, and the National Institutes
of Health (NIH), in particular, continue to dwarf the remainder of
the R&D budget, while the budget documents acknowledge the need to
increase support for the physical sciences, the proposed spending
levels would not allow that ~o occur, especially when compared to the
enacted levels for FY 03.    similarly, while Defense Department
development programs are critical to our national security, those
programs alone cannot create a stable and secure American society or
even ensure our protection from enemy attacks over the long-term.
Yet while the Pentagon is slated to receive a 12 percent increase,
basic and applied research in the Defense ~epartment would decrease
substantially from FY 03 requested levels.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY: "The Committee strongly believes that the
Administration,s FY 04 budget request for DOE’S o~fice of science,
which funds 40 percent of the Nation’s physical science research, is
inadequate. The budget proposes funding the office at $3.3 billion,
essentially the same level provided by the omnibus Appropriations for
FY 03. This is significantly less than the $3.8 billion the House
conferees proposed providing to the Office for FY 04 in last year’s
comprehensive Energy Bill (H.R. 4). The proposal also falls short of
the goal of the President’s council of Advisors on science and
Technology (PCAST), which recommended in its 2002 report that the FY
04 budget request begin bringing funding for the physical sciences
into parity with that of the life sciences." "The Committee is
particularly concerned about the future of the office of science’s
user facilities and academic research. In recent years, funding
limitations have forced many user facilities to restrict the number
of hours they are available to researchers, causing investments that
have cost taxpayers billions to sit idle. In addition, many DOE
facilities are deteriorating and staff are nearing retirement,
producing a looming problem that the committee believes must be
addressed with increased resources." ~’The Committee supports the
inclusion of $12 million in the office of science request for the
united states to rejoin international negotiations aimed at building
ITER, a burning plasma physics experiment intended to lead eventually
to the development of fusion as a commercially viable energy source.
The Committee also supports the request for $64 million, also within
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the office of science, for nanoscale science including funding for
instrumentation and construction of several nanoscale research
centers. The Committee is concerned, however, that without an
increase in the office of science’s total budget, existing programs
will be cut to provide the necessary increases for these new
initiatives."

NIST: "The Administration proposes to spend $387.6 million for the
core NIST laboratory functions (the Scientific and Technical Research
and services account) in FY04 an increase of $28.2 million, or 8

~ercent, over FY 03. The Committee is pleased with this request, and
n particular supports the new initiatives in nanotechnology and

homeland security for which the Administration has requested funding.
However, the Committee believes that more funding should be provided
to NIST to implement the,significant new responsibilities Congress
has recently given it." The Committee is also pleased with the
Administration’s proposed construction and maintenance budget for
NIST of $69 million. The budget request provides funding to
undertake much needed improvements at NIST’s laboratory in Boulder,
colorado. Above all, however, the committee wants to ensure that the
new Advanced Measurement Laboratory in Gaithersburg, Maryland is
completed as soon as possible. NIST’s FY03 appropriation did not
provide enough funding to keep this facility on schedule for
completion by the end of 2003. If no additional funding can possibly
be provided for its completion this year, the committee recommends
additional funding for FY 04." "The Committee takes issue with the
proposal to virtually eliminate funding for the Manufacturing       ¯
Extension Partnership (MEP), which helps smaller manufacturers
modernize to remain competitive. In FY 00 alone (the most recent

~ear for which data is available), the program contributed $2.28
illion in new or retained sales, $480 million in cost savings, and

$873 million in new capital investments. The proposed budget would
end federal support for almost all state MEP centers. This change
would force most centers to shut their doors just as they could be
contributing to economic recovery." "The Committee continues to
support the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) and is disappointed
that it is phased out in the Administration’s budget. The Committee
remains willing to work with the Administration on the ATP reform
package it sent to Congress late last year."

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION: "The FY04 budget request for NSF is
$5.481 billion, an increase of $452.9 million or 9 percent over the
FY03 request, but only 3 percent more than the FY03 appropriated
level. As a result, when compared to the actual FY03 appropriated
amounts, The high priority for NSF funding expressed in the
President s budget (which was submitted before the FY03 appropriation
was completed) fades to nearly flat funding when adjusted for
inflation. Moreover, the FY04 budget request falls far short of the
$6.39 billion authorized by the 107th congress for NSF education’and
research activities in FY04." "The Committee believes that NSF
should receive $6.390 billion in FY04, the amount authorized by the
National Science Foundation Authorization ACt of 2002 (P.L. 107-368).
This request would increase funding for NSF’s core science programs,
such as information technology and nanoscale science and engineering
research, and it would enable NSF to begin fully funding K-12
education programs and the large facility projects that have already
been approved by the National science Board." "The Committee is
pleased that the budget requests $200 million to complete the third
year of funding for the Mathematics and Science Education Partnership
Program. while the requested level is lower than the amount
authorized last year by the National science Foundation Act of 2002
(P.L. 107-368), it does restore recent funding cuts and it increases
the overall level to accommodate the high num6er of quality
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applications.’ "Finally, the Committee is pleased that the budget
request for NSF’s education programs increases the stipend level for
graduate students in research or teaching fellowships from $25,000 to
$3O,OOO."

NASA: "The Administration has proposed $15.469 billion for NASA in
FY04, an increase of less than 1 percent above NASA’S FY03
appropriation of $15.335 billion, unfortunately, as a result of the
tragic loss of the Space shuttle, it is impossible at this time to
credibly assess the proposed funding levels contained in significant
portions of NASA’S FY04 budget request." "On February 1, 2003, the
space shuttle columbia was destroyed during re-entry and the seven
astronauts on-board were killed. Following the accident, NASA
grounded the Shuttle fleet indefinitely pending an investigation by a
team of outside experts, clearly, the accident and subsequent
grounding of the shuttle will have a significant effect on NASA’S
proposed FY04 budget request for the shuttle program and the programs
that rely on the shuttle, specifically the International space
Station (ISS), and the I$S research program which is contained in the
office of Biological and Physical Research. In total, these programs
account for approximately $6.6 billion of NASA’S $15.5 billion
budget. It is too early in the investigation to accurately predict
what NASA’S FY04 budget requirements will be for these programs.’
"NASA hoped to achieve u.s. core complete assembly of the ISS
[International space Station] by spring 2004 and have 12 research
racks in operation. However, these plans are being re-assessed as
well. Therefore, the Committee cannot adequately address whether the
Administration’s $1.71 billion FY04 budget request for ISS assembly
and operations is justified, while the ISS has been an item of
concern for the committee, NASA has made significant progress this
past year in establishing more credible cost estimates and management
processes for the program." "The Administration requested $972 .7
million in FY04 for NASA’S Biological and Physical Research program,
which is a 6.5 percent increase over the FY03 request, as calculated
using full cost. This budget reflects NASA’S commitment to the
Research Maximization and Prioritization (RedCAP) Task Force
recommendations to increase the priority and productivity of science
on the space station. NASA management should be commended for
providing more stability to the space station research program.
However, the loss of the columbia and grounding of the space shuttle
fleet will impact NASA’S ability to conduct thls research." "Three
major NASA programs, Space Science, Earth science, and Aeronautics
are not directly affected by the grounding of the space shuttle
fleet. The Administration’s FY04 budget request for NASA’S Space
Science enterprise is $4.01 billion. The Committee strongly supports
NASA’S Space Science program and the Administration’s request,
including Project Prometheus for space nuclear power and propulsion
systems, optical communications, and the Beyond Einstein initiative."
"The Committee supports the Administration’s request of $1.55 billion
for NASA’S Earth science Enterprise and applauds NASA’S work with the
interagency climate change science program. However, the Committee
is concerned that the Administration is requesting only $75 million
in FY04 for NASA’S Earth science Application programs, despite its
proven track record of high payoff endeavors, including improved
weather forecasting, disaster management, terrain mapplng, and
aviation safety. The Committee is also concerned that the
Administration is not adequately transitioning NASA’S technology
efforts, such as space radar and weather monitoring sensors, into
operational capabilities."

###############
Richard M. Jones
Media and Government Relations Division
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The American Institute of Physics
fyi @ai p. o rg
(301) 209-3094
##END##########

If you no longer wish to receive this content alert for each issue,please send a
blank e-mai I to fyi -si gnoff-request@l i stserv, ai p. org.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney C CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:10-MAR-2003 16:37:23.00

SUB3ECT:: FYI, PHIL[FWd: FYI #32: Committee Files Response to S&T Request]

TO:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 03/10/2003

04:37 PM

scott Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
03/10/2003 04:31:39 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc:
subject: [Fwd: FYI #32: Committee Files Response to S&T Request]

Good news on cLimate:

CLIMATE CHANGE: "The Administration proposes spending about $1.75
billion on climate change science, an amount equivalent to FY 03
enacted levels. The Committee believes this is an adequate
investment in this important research. The Committee supports the
proposal to dedicate $182 million to the climate Change Research
Initiative (CCRI), compared to last year’s $40 million request.
However, the committee notes that much of the increase appears to be
the result,of the reclassification of several ongoing research
programs’ ’The Committee commends the Administration for working to
develop a strategic plan to guide all federal research activities
regarding climate, including the CCRI. The Committee plans to work
with the Administration to complete the plan this year and ensure
that areas of climate research the plan identifies as priorities
receive adequate funding."

original Message -
subject: FYI #32: Committee Files Response to S&T Request
Date: Mort, 10 Mar 2003 16:13:22 -0500
From: fyi@aip.org
Reply-To: fyi@aip.org
To: scott.rayder@NOAA.GOV

FYI
The American Institute of Physics Bulletin of Science Policy News
Number 32: ~arch 10, 2003

House science Committee Responds to Administration’s FY 2004 Request

One gauge of congressional opinion regarding an administration’s
budget request for science and technology is provided by an inside-
the-Beltway document known as the House Science Committee’s "Views
and Estimates. Issued every year, this analysis gives an early
indication oF how congress may respond to the S&T request, what
follows are selections from this recently-issued FY 2004 document
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pertaining to physics-related budgets, see the committee’s web site
at http://www.house.gov/science/ for the full text. Twenty of 25
Republican and five of 22 Democratic members of the House Science
Committee signed this report. A future FYI will include selections
from the Democrats’ Views and Estimates. Note that for space
considerations, paragraphs have been combined, selections are in the
order that they appeared.

ROLE OF FEDERAL FUNDING FOR S&T: "while the percentage of national
R&D sponsored by the federal government has declined in recent years,
the federal role remains essential. Indeed, as competitive pressures
have led many industrial enterprises to focus research on projects
with shorter-term benefits, longer-term research depends more than
ever on federal support."

NANOTECHNOLOGY: "The Administration proposes increasing spending on
nanotechnology by 10 percent. This promising, broadly applicable
technology fleld merits the additional spending. The Committee plans
to report out authorizing legislation for the nanotechnology
initiative (H.R. 766) later this spring."

CLIMATE CHANGE: "The Administration proposes spending about $1.75
billion on climate change science, an amount equivalent to FY 03
enacted levels. The Committee believes this is an adequate
investment in this important research. The Committee supports the
proposal to dedicate $182 million to the climate change Research
Initiative (CCRI), compared to last year’s $40 million request.
However, the Committee notes that much of the increase appears to be
the result, of the reclassification of several ongoing research
programs’ ’The Committee commends the Administration for working to
develop a strategic plan to guide all federal research activities
regarding climate, including the CCRI. The Committee plans to work
with the Administration to complete the plan this year and ensure
that areas of climate research the plan identifies as priorities
receive adequate funding."

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURIl~ (DHS): "while the committee is
generally supportive of the scale of the proposed budget for DHS, the
Administration has not yet provided enough information to fully
evaluate the proposed budget, despite repeated requests dating back
several months. Important questions remain regarding the ~ew
Department’s R&D agenda and how it will be carried out.    The
Committee is concerned that the primary early focus of DHS R&D will
be on development, with basic research comprising only 5 percent, or
$47 million, of the DHS R&D request. More information is needed on
the R&D agenda both within and outside the Department to determine if
this is adequate, especially given the proposed cuts in basic
research at the Department of Defense."

PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND THE R&D FUNDING BALANCE:       "while the Committee
believes that the Administration has chosen the appropriate
priorities for the federal R&D budget, it is nonetheless concerned
that the biomedical sciences, in general, and the National Institutes
of Health (NIH), in particular, contlnue to dwarf the remainder of
the R&D budget, while the budget documents acknowledge the need to
increase support for the physical sciences, the proposed spending
levels would not allow that to occur, especially when compared to the
enacted levels for FY 03." "similarly, while Defense Department
development programs are critical to our national security, those
programs alone cannot create a stable and secure American society or
even ensure our protection from enemy attacks over the long-term.
Yet while the Pentagon is slated to receive a 12 percent increase,
basic and applied research in the Defense Department would decrease
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substantially from FY 03 requested levels."

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY: "The Committee strongly believes that the
Administration’s FY 04 budget request for DOE’s office of Science,
which funds 40 percent of the Nation’s physical science research, is
inadequate. The budget proposes funding the office at $3.3 billion,
essentially the same level provided by the Omnibus Appropriations for
FY 03. This is significantly less than the $3.8 billion the House
conferees proposed providing to the Office for FY 04 in last year’s
comprehensive Energy Bill (H.R. 4). The proposal also falls short of
the goal of the President’s council of Advisors on Science and
Technology (PCAST), which recommended in its 2002 report that the FY.
04 budget request begin bringing funding for the physical sciences
into parity with that of the life sciences." "The Committee is
particularly concerned about the future of the office of science’s
user facilities and academic research. In recent years, funding
limitations have forced many user facilities to restrict the number
of hours they are available to researchers, causing investments that
have cost taxpayers billions to sit idle. In addition, many DOE
facilities are deteriorating and staff are nearing retirement,
producing a looming problem that the committee believes must be
addressed with increased resources." "The Com.mittee supports the
inclusion of $12 million in the office of Science request for the
united States to rejoin international negotiations aimed at building
ITER, a burning plasma physics experiment intended to lead eventually
to the development of fusion as a commercially viable energy source.
The Committee also supports the request for $64 million, also within
the office of science, for nanoscale science including funding for
instrumentation and construction of several nanoscale research
centers. The Committee is concerned, however, that without an
increase in the office of science’s total budget, existing programs
will be cut to provide the necessary increases for these new
initiatives ."

NIST: "The Administration proposes to spend $387.6 million for the
core NIST laboratory functions (the scientific and Technical Research
and Services account) in FY04 an increase of $28.2 million, or 8
percent, over FY 03. The Committee is pleased with this request, and
in particular supports the new initiatives in nanotechnology and
homeland Security for which the Administration has requested funding.
However, the Committee believes that more funding should be provided
to NIST to implement the significant new responslbilities congress
has recently given it." "The Committee is also pleased with the
Administration’s proposed construction and maintenance budget for
NIST of $69 million. The budget request provides fundin9 toundertake much needed improvements at NIST’s laboratory in Boulder,
Colorado. Above all, however, the committee wants to ensure that the
new Advanced Measurement Laboratory in Gaithersburg, Maryland is
completed as soon as possible. NIST’s FY03 appropriation did not
provide enough funding to keep this facility on schedule for
completion by the end of 2003. If no additional funding can possibly
be provided for its completion this year, the Committee recommends
additional funding for FY 04." "The Committee takes issue with the
proposal to virtually eliminate funding for the Manufacturing
Extension Partnership (MEP), which helps smaller manufacturers
modernize to remain competitive. In FY 00 alone (the most recent

~ear for which data is available), the program contributed $2.28
illion in new or retained sales, $480 million in cost savings, and

$873 million in new capital investments. The proposed budget would
end federal support for almost all state MEP centers. This change
would force most centers to shut their doors just as they could be
contributing to economic recovery." "The Committee continues to
support the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) and is disappointed
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that it is phased out. in the Administration’s budget. The Committee
remains willing to work with the Administration on the ATP reform
package it sent to Congress late last year,"

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION: "The FY04 budget request for NSF is
$5.481 billion, an increase of $452.9 million or 9 percent over the
FY03 request, but only 3 percent more than the FY03 appropriated
level. AS a result, when compared to the actual FY03 appropriated
amounts, the high priority for NSF funding expressed in the
President’s budget (which was submitted before the FY03 appropriation
was completed) fades to.nearly flat funding when adjusted for _ .
inflation. Moreover, the FY04 budget request falls far short ot the
$6.39 billion authorized by the 107th congress for NSF education and
research activities in FY04." "The Committee believes that NSF
should receive $6.390 billion in FY04, the amount authorized by the
National Science Foundation Authorization Act of 2002 (P.L. 107-368).
This request would increase funding for NSF’s core science pTograms,
such as information-technology and nanoscale science and englneering
r~search, and it would enable NSF to begin fully funding K-12
eQucation programs and the large facility projects that have already
been approved by the National Science Board.    The Committee is
pleased that the budget requests $200 million to complete the third
year of funding for the Mathematics and science Education Partnership
Program. while the requested level is lower than the amount _
authorized last year by the National science Foundation Act of 2002
(P.L. 107-368), it does restore recent funding cuts and it increases
the overall level to accommodate the high number of quality
applications." "Finally, the Committee is pleased that the budget
request for NSF’s education programs increases the stipend level for
graduate students in research or teaching fellowships from $25,000 to
$30,000."

NASA: "The Administration has proposed $15.469 billion for NASA in
FY04, an increase of less than 1 percent above NASA’S FY03
appropriation of $15.335 billion, unfortunately, as a result of the
tragic loss of the space shuttle, it is impossible at this time to
credibly assess the proposed funding levels contained in significant
portions of NASA’S FY04 budget request." "on February 1, 2003, the
space Shuttle columbia was destroyed during re-entry and the seven
astronauts on-board were killed. Following the accident, NASA
grounded the shuttle fleet indefinitely pending an investigation by a
team of outside experts, clearly, the accident and subsequent
grounding of the shuttle will have a significant effect on NASA’S
proposed FY04 budget request for the shuttle program and the programs
that rely on the shuttle, specifically the International space
station (ISS), and the ISS research program which is contained in the
office of Biological and Physical Research. In total, these programs
account for approximately $6.6 billion of NASA’S $15.5 billion
budget. It is too early in the investigation to accurately predict
what NASA’S FY04 budget requirements will be for these programs."
NASA hoped to achieve U.S. core complete assembly of the ISS

[International space station] by spring 2004 and have 12 research
racks in operation. However, these plans are being re-assessed as
well. Therefore, the committee cannot adequately address whether the
Administration’s $1.71 billion F¥04 budget request for ISS assembly
and operations is justified, while the ISS has been an item of
concern for the committee, NASA has made significant progress this
past year in establishing more credible cost estimates and management
processes for the program." "The Administration requested $972 .7
million in FY04 for NASA’s Biological and Physical Research program,
which is a 6.5 percent increase over the FY03 request, as calculated
using full cost. This budget reflects NASA’s commitment to the
Research Maximization and Prioritization (ReMAP) Task Force
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recommendations to increase the priorlty and productivity of science
on the space station. NASA management should be commended for
providing more stability to the space station research program.
However, the loss of the Columbia and grounding of the space shuttle
fleet will impact NASA’s ability to conduct this research." "Three
major NASA programs, Space science, Earth science, and Aeronautics
are not directly affected by the grounding of the space Shuttle
fleet. The Administration’s FY04 budget request for NASA’S Space
science enterprise is $4.01 billion. The Committee strongly supports
NASA’S Space science program and the Administration’s request,
including Project Prometheus for space nuclear power and propulsion
systems, optical communications, and the Beyond Einstein initiative."
"The Committee supports the Administration’s request of $1.55 billion
for NASA’S Earth Science Enterprise and applauds NASA’S work with the
interagency climate change science program. However, the Committee
is concerned that the Administration is requesting only $75 million
in FY04 for NASA’S Earth Science Applica.tion programs, despite its
proven track record of high payoff endeavors, including improved
weather forecasting, disaster management, terrain mapplng, and
aviation safety. The Committee is also concerned that the
Administration is not adequately transitioni~g NASA’S technology
efforts, such as space radar and weather monitoring sensors, into
operational capabilities.’

###############
Richard M. Jones
Media and Government Relations Division
The American Institute of Physics
fyi @ai p. org
(301) 209-3094
##END##########

If you no longer wish to receive this content alert for each issue,
please send a blank e-mail to fyi-signoff-request@listserv.aip.org.
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David Halpern
03/10/2003 06:31:48 PM

l’o: pcooney@ceq,eop,gov
co.: Stanley S. SokuI/OSTPIEOP@EOP, Clifford J. GabrielIOSTP/EOP@EOP, David

HalpernlOSTPIEOP@,EOP
5ubject~ CEI Petitions

OSTP will meet with DOC on Monday, March 17th, at 2;30 pm to prepare a plan for a unified response to
the CEI Petitions. Location is TBD.

Stan Sokul, OSTP Counsel, is going to contact EPA so there is a representative from EPA at t;qe meeting.

Who from CEQ should be involved in the process to respond to the CEI Petitions?

Dave                                - ....
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pcooney@ceq.eop.gov

Stanley S. Sokul/OSTP/EOP@EOP, Clifford J. Gabdel/OSTP/EOP@EOP, David
Halpem/OSTP/EOP@EOP
CEI Petitions

OSTP will meet with DOG on Monday, March 17th, at 2:30 pm to prepare a plan for a unified response to
the CEI Petitions. Location is TBD.

Stan Sokul, OSTP Counsel, is going to contact EPA so there is a representative from EPA at the meeting.

Who from CEQ should be involved in the process to respond to the CEI Petitions?

Dave
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] o: James Connaughton/CEQJEOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQIEOP@F-OP, Kameran L.
OnIey/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kenneth L. PeeltCEQ/EOP@EOP

Subject: Fwd:Op-ed on AGs’ CO2 litigation

...................... Forwarded by Dana M. PermoICF_Q/EOP on 03;12/2003 01:46 PM ...........................

~ M ichael_Catanzaro@epw.senate.gov (Michael Catanzaro)
03/12/2003 01:37:19 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

Subject: Fwd:Op-ed on AGs’ CO2 litigation

Forward Header    ~
Subject:     CE! op-ed on AGs’ CO2 litigation
Author: "Marlo Lewis" <m|ew~s~cei.org>
Date:          3/12/2003 12:31 PM

competitive enterprise institute

Whitman’s Opportunity
Lewis Op-Ed Jn Tech Central Station
Op. Eds & Articles
by Marlo Lewis, Jr. </dyn/view_expert.cfm?expert=lO>
March 12, 2003
Does the Clean Air Act impose a "mandatory duty" on the Environmental
Protection
Agency (EPA) to regulate carbon dioxide (CO2), the principal greenhouse gas
targeted by the Kyoto Pro~ocol?

That’s what the Attorneys General (AGs) of Connecticut, Hassachuset£s, Maine,
flew York, New Jersey, Rhode Island, an~ Washington assert in two recent
no~ices
o£ intent ~o sue EPA Administrator Christine Todd Whitman. In effect, the AGs
c~aim the Clean A~r Act compels Whitman to implement the Kyoto Protocol-a
non ratified treaty.
Fa[ from Jt being EPA’s duty to ~egulate CO2, £PA has no autho~-i~y to do so.
The
plain language0 structure° and ]eg~slatlve history of the Clean Air Act
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demonstrate that Congress never delegated such power to EPA.

The AGs somehow miss the obvious. The Clean Air Act (CAA) provides distinct
grants of authority to administer specific programs for specific purposes. It
authorizes EPA to administer a national ambient air quality standards program,
a
hazardous air pollutant program, a stratospheric ozone protection program, and
so on. Nowhere does it even hint at establishing a climate protection program.
There is no subchapter, section, or even subsection on global climate change.
The terms "greenhouse gas" a~,d "greenhouse effect" do not occur anywhere in
the
Act.

Definitional Possibilities Don’t Cut It

Lacking even vague statutory language to point to, the AGs build their case on
"definitional possibilities" of words taken out of context-a notoriously poor
guide to congressional intent [FDA v. Brown & Wi]]iamson, 120 U.S. 133
12000)].
The AOs argue as follows:

CAA Section 302(g) defines "air pollutant" as "any ... substance or
matter

which is emitted into or otherwise enters the ambient a~r." C02 fits that
definition, and is, moreover, idenrlf£ed as an "air pollutan~" ~n Section
~03(g).

Sections I08 and III require EPA to "list" an air pollutan~ for
regulatory
action if the Administrator determ{nes that it "may reasonably be anticipated
to
endanger public health and welfare."

The Bush Administration’s Climate Action Report 2002 projects adverse
health and welfare impacts from CO2-induced global warming, and EPA
contributed
to that report.

Hence, Administrator Whitman must ~nit~ate a rulemaking for CO2.
The AGs’ azgument may seem l~ke a tight chain of reasoning. In reality, it i~
mere wordplay, a sophomoric attempt to turn statutory construction into a game
of "9otcha." No regulatory authority can be inferred from the fact that CO2
meets an abstract definition of "air pollutant" that applies equally well to
oxygen and water vapor. Indeed, the very text cited by the AGs-Secticn
10~(g}-admon~shes EPA not to infer such authority. 103(g) concludes: "Nothing
in
this subsection shall be construed to authorize the imposition on any person
of
air pollution control requirements." If nothing in ~0](g) can authorize the
imposition of control requlrements0 then ~he passing reference therein ~o CO2
as
a~ "air pollutant" cannot do so.

As to the phrase "endanger public health and welfare," it proves too much. It
applies equally well to many substances that EPA does not-and may not-regulate
under Sections 108 and III. For example, chlorofluoroearbons ICFCs) are
emitted
int~ the ambient a~r, and are believed to endanger public health and welfare

by
thinning stratospheric ozone. EPA regulates 53 ozone-depleting substances
under
Sections 60]-.618. Congress added thos~ provisions in the 1990 CAA Amendments
precisely because existing authorities-including Sections 108 and lll-we~e
unsuited to address the issue of ozone depletion.
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Section 108 provides authority for EPA to set national ambient air quality
standards (N;JkQS), which determine allowable emission concentrations for
certa{n
pollutants. Section ]I] provides authority for EPA to set new source
performance
standards (NSPS), which determine allowable emission rates for certain
pollutants from new stationary sources. Attempting to protect stratospheric
ozone by establishing allowable ambient levels or allowable new source
emission
rates for CFCs would be a fool’s errand. Congress had ro amend ~he CAA and add
Title VI before EPA could lawfully implement a s~ra~ospher~c ozone protection
p~-ogram. Similarly, Congress would have to amend the Act again before EPA
could
implement a regulatory cl~mate protection program.

Wo~ds Out of Context

To ~nterpret a statute, one must read the words not "in isolation" but i~
their
"statutory context" [FDA v. Brown & WJlliamson, at I]3]. The AGs cite Section
]031g) ’s reference to CO2 as an "a~r pollutant," but do not mention that
]03 {g)
~s a non-regulatory provision (it directs the Administrator to develop
"non-regulatory strategies and technologies" for controlling air emissions).
Nor
do they point out that 103(g) is the sole CAA provision to mention "carbon
dioxide." And, as we have seen, they fail to note 103(g) ’s caveat against
inferring pollution control "requirements."

Worse, the AGs say nothing at all about Section 602(e), which contains the
CAA’s
sole reference ~o "global warming." 602(e) is also a non-regulatory provision
(it d~rects the Adm~n{strator to "publish"-i.e., research-the "global warming
potential" of ozone-depleting substances). It, too, concludes with a caveat:
"The preceding sentence [concerning global warming potential] shall nor be
construed to be the basis of any additional regulation under [the CAA] ."

So there you have it. When the CAA mentions "carbon dioxide" and "global
warming," it does so o~ly in the context of non-regulatory provisions, and
each
t~me warns EPA not to infer authority for additional (unspecified) ~egulation.

Absurd Exercise in Futility

The AGs of Connecticut, Massac~usetcs, and Maine contend that EPA must begin
~he
process of setting national ambien~ air quality standards fo~ CO2. However,
the
NAAQS program, with its state-by-state implementation plans, and
county by-county attainment and non-attainment designations, targets
pollutants
tha~ vary regionally and even locally in their ambient concentrations. Thus,
as
attorney Peter ~]aser explains, the NAAQS program has no rational application
~o
a g|oba] ntmospheric phenomenon like the greenhouse ef£ect.

Although C02 concentrations vary slightly from place to place due to different
sources and sinks, CO2 is well mixed throughout the global atmosphere, a~d £t
is
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global concentrations that supposedly influence climate change. Consequently,
it
is not even possible to imagine how EPA, after setting a N~QS for C02, could
assign attainment or non-attainment status to any scare or county without
simultaneously asslgning the same status to all other states or counties, when
has EPA ever published a NAAQS that effectively-and instantly-turned the
entire
country into a gigantic attainment or non-attainment area?

It gets even sillier. Since a multilateral regime like Kyoto would barely slow
the projected increase in CO2 concentrations, it is incomprehensible how any
state implementation plan could "specify the manner in which primary [health]
and secondary [welfare] ambient air quality standards will be achieved and
maintained within each air quality region of such State," as required by CAA
Section 107(a).

Any attempt to apply Section 108 to CO2 must founder on such imponderables.
Consider the possibil~ties. If EPA set a N;%AQS for CO2 above current
atmospheric
levels, then the entire country would be in attainment, even if U.S.
hydrocarbon
fuel consumption suddenly doubled. Conversely, if EPA set a N~J~QS for CO2
below
current levels, the entire country would be out of attainment, even ~f all
power
plants, factories, and cars shut down. [f EPA set a N;LAQS for CO2 at current
levels, the entire country would be ~n attainment-but only temporarily. As
soon
as global concentrations increased, the whole country would be out of
attainment, regardless of whether U.S. emissions were going up or going down.

When certain words ~n a sta£ute lead to results that are "absurd or futile,"
ov
"plainly at variance with the policy of the legislation as a whole," the
Supreme
Court follows the Act’s "policy" rather than the "literal words" [United
States
v. American Trucking Ass’n, 310 U.S. 534, 543 (19~9)]. Attempting co fit CO2
into the NAAQS regulatory structure would be an absurd exercise in futility,
and
plainly at variance with the Act’~ policy-powerful evidence that when Congress
enacted Section 108, it did not intend for EPA to regulate CO2.

Flunking Legislative History

Legislative history also compels the conclusion that EPA may not regulate CO2.
When the Senate passed its version of the 1990 CAA Amendments (S. 1630)0 it
declined to adopt a provision that would have established CO2 emission rate
standards for automobiles. House and Senate conferees subsequently deleted
provisions that would have made "global warming potential" a basis for
regulating ozone-depleting substances. In short, when Congress last amended
the
CAA, it considered and rejected regulatory climate protection strategies. The
AGs do not have a leg to stand upon. As the Suprem~ Court has stated: "Few
principles of statutory construction are more compelling than the prbposi~ion
~hat Congress does not intend sub silentlo to enact statutory language that it
has earlier discarded in favor of other language" [INS v, Cardozo-Fonseca0 480
U.S. 421, 442-43 (i98~)] .

What about Section Ill-does Whitman have a duty to establish pezformance
standards for CO2 emissions from power plants? Net a chance. Congress enacted
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Section ii] in ]970-before qlobal warming was even a gleam in A1 Gore’s eye.
At
no point in the deliberations on the ~990 CAA Amendments did Congress even
consider proposals to apply the NSPS program to global warming. In the 105th0
]06th0 and 107th Congresses, Sen. Patrick 5eahy introduced legislation to
amend
Section I~ and set performance standards for C02 emissions from power plants.
Each time the bill failed to attract even one co-sponsor. The AGs would have

believe Congress implicitly enacted the substance of 5eahy~s three-time lose,
back in 1970, The phrase "laughed out of court" was invented for just such
inanities.

Junk Science Doesn,t Cut It, Ei~her

Has Whitman "deKermined" that CO2 emissions endanger public health and
welfare,
as the AGs claim? The Bush Administration’s Climate Action Report 2002
is
an alarmist document, and SPA contributed to it. However, the CAR’s scary
climate scenarios are a rehash of the Clinton-Gore Administration’s report,
Climate Change Impacts on.the United States (CCIUS), and the Bush
Administration, in response to litigation by the Competitive Enterprise
Institute, Sen. James Inhofe (R-OK), and others, agreed that the CCIU climate
scenarios are "not policy positions or statements of the U.S. Government."

Both the CAR and the CCIUS rely on two non-representative climate models-the
"hottest" and "wettest" out of some 26 available to Clinton-Gore officials. In
addition, as Virginia State Climatologist Patrick M~chae]s discovered, and
NOAA
sci~entist Thomas Karl confirmed, the two underlying models (U.H. and Canadian)
could not reproduce past U.S. temperatures better than could a table of ~andom
numbers. The CAR thus flunks Federal Data Quality Act standards for utility
and
objectivity of ~nformat~on. Any rulemaking based upon it would be
challenseable
as arbitrary and capricious.

In any event, because the CAA provides no authority for regulatory climate
strategies, SPA could not regulate CO2 even if the CAR scenarios were based on
credible science and did reflect U.S. Government policy.

Transparent Power Grab

It is not d~ff/cult to see what the AOs stand to gain if SPA classifies C02 as
a
regulated pollutant. Instantly, tens of thousands of hitherto law-abiding and
environmentally responsible businesses (indeed, all fossil fuel users) would
become "polluters," The number of firms poten~ially in violation of the C;%A
would vastly increase. Since states have primary responsibility for enforcing
the CAA, the AGs’ prosecutorial domain would grow by orders of magnitude.

The AGs’ notices of intent to sue create a test of leadership for Whi:man.
They
put he~" in a c~oss f~re between President Bush, who opposes Kyoco, and the SPA
career bureaucracy, which has long sought the power to regulate C02, and
which,
during the Clinton-Gore Administration, asserted the same bogus legal opinions
the AGs now espouse, whitman should relish this challenge. The AGs have
unwit.tingly handed Whitman an opportunity to refute their arguments and, by so
doing, avert an era of anti-energy litigation.
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Prudence pays
practical s~eps ~ bridge

conflicting views
on climate change

Sir Philip Watts
Chairman of the Committee of Managing Directors

Royal Dutch/Shell Group

RiceUniversity, Houston
March 12, 2003
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SIR PHILIP WATTS has been Chairman of The "Shell"
Transport and Trading Company plc and of the Committee
of Managing Directors of the Royal Dutch/Shell Group since
July 2001. He has been a managing director of Shell Trans-
port and a Group managing director since 1997.

His functional and geo.graphical responsibilities as a
Group managing director are~ Finance; Human Resources;
Legal; International Departmeng Strategic Planning, Sustain-
able Development and External Affairs; and the United
States.

He joined Shell in 1969 and worked in Indonesia, the UK,
Norway and the Netherlands. In 1991 he went to Lagos as
Chairman and Managing Director ofthe Shell Petroleum De-
velopment Company of Nigeria, returning to The Hague as
Regional Co-ordinator Europe in 1994. From the beginning
of 1996 until becoming a managing director, he was director
of Planning, Environment and External Affairs for Shell In-
ternational in London.

Philip Watts was born in 1945 in Birstall, Leicestershire,
England. He graduated from Leeds University with a BSc in
Physics and an MSc in Geophysics. In between these two de-
grees he taught in a secondary school in Sierra Leone for two
years. He is married and has a daughter, a son and three
grandchildren.

He is chairman of the World Business Council for Sus-
tainable Development and of the UK chapter of the Interna-
tional Chamber of Commerce. In January 2003 he was
knighted for services to British business and in recognition of
his role in the WBCSD.

His interests include reading and gardening.
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Phih’p FUalts - Prudence pays

Climate change is a fundamental challenge in a world where energy
needs could grow threefold over the next 50 years. There is compelling
evidence that climate change is a threat, although there are still huge un-
certainties about the risks and impact. There are no quick fixes so we
need to take action now - to learn how to respond, test possibilities,
build the foundations for long term-change, and retain the flexibility to
adapt to developing understanding. There is much that can be done that
is both economic and helps to meet other energy challenges, such as
ensuring the energy security modem societies require. Responding to
the climate threat effectively and efficiently is made harder by differences
among key actors. Focusing on practical action is the best way to find
common ground. Shell recognised the need for action six years ago. We
are committed to playing our part - by reducing greenhouse emissions
from producing energy, helping our customers to reduce their emissions
from using it, find working with others to make progress.

I am proud to work for a business which
is primarily engaged in delivering the oil
and natural gas that are - and will long
remain - the mainstay of the world’s
energy requirements.

I have no doubt that those who work
in this great industry, in which Texas has
such a vital role, make an essential con-
tribution to society.

I also have no doubt that it is both
possible - and necessary - for this
industry to respond to the challenges of
sustainabllity.

In Shell, we committed ourselves six
years ago to contribute to sustainable de-
velopment in our business principles.
We work very hard at this. We see sus-
tainable development as a practical way
of integrating economic, social and envi-
ronmental needs throughout our opera-
tions - driven by systematic eugagement
with the concem~s of those they affect.

It is about how we do our business
and how we work with others.

So I am particularly pleased to speak
at the inaugural conference of the Shell
Center for Sustainability at Rice
University.

When William Marsh Rice founded
the institute which became this great
university in 1891, we can safely assume
he had never given any thought to the
words ’sustainable development’. But
what he was doing was completely in line
with it, supporting the social develop-
ment necessary for the future of this city,
as well as its economic progress.

The Shell Center for Sustainability
has two very practical purposes - to
foster the innovation that enhances envi-
ronmentally sustainable economic
growth, and to promote collaborative
thinking about the challenges of sustain-
ability.

Sustainable development embraces
much. So I intend to focus on one of its
most fundamental challenges, the
complex threat from climate change.

I say ’complex’ because questions and
controversy still swirl around the issue.
Is the science sufficient? Is Kyoto the
answer? How do we address the rift
between the United States and so many
other countries? What is the role of vol-
untary action? What are we prepared to
pay to address the problem? What part
should less developed countries play?

Amid all this uncer~.ainty we have
seen and heard enough in Shell to say

¯ we stand with those who believe
there is a problem, and that it is
related to the burning of fossil
fuels,

¯ we stand with those who are pre-
pared to take actc-~ "- solve that
problem now, before it is too late,
and

¯ we believe that businesses, like
Shell, cm. help to bridge differ-
ences on this issue.

It is a challenge for all society, not
iust companies. But this industry has
particdar responsibilities and I will say
something about how Shell is

"qVe stand v~th
those who believe
.~" e is a problem,

and that it is
reJated to the

burning of fosszl
fuels.., r~th those
who are prepated

to take action to
solve thatproblem.
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responding.
Above a]! we need to work together.

There is much we can all agree on if we
focus on taking practical action today,
rather than getting bogged down in the
details of long-term plans that are bound
to need changing.

But business can only act within the
right policy framework, which gives us
the flexibility to react to developing
understanding. We look to governments
for this.

Depending on energy
The climate challenge is so fundamental
because it is closely linked with how we
get and use the energy we depend on,
and which the world requires in
increasing quantities.

Energy needs have grown fourfold in
my lifetime. Yet there ~e still huge
disparities in consumption. Developed
countries containing only 15% of the
world’s people consume over half the
energy.

Perhaps two billion people must still
rely on gathered wood and agticultmal
waste, damaging their health and their
environment by doing so.

Enabling these people to gain the
benefits of modem energy that others
take for granted is an urgent task. The
Healthy Homes & Communities
Parmership launched by the US
government at the Johannesburg
Sustainable Development Summit is an
important initiative. The Shell
Foundation is co-operating on the issue
of indoor pollu.ti.on in developing
countries.

Over the next 50 years the world’s
energy needs may grow another two or
three times, to enable the development
necessary to raise living standards every-
where¯ (Figure l)

Energy use accelerates in the initial
stages ofurbanisation and industrialisa- ¯
tion, but grows more slowly as societies
get ticher¯ For example, US energy
demand per capita has grown by just 3%
since 1980.

Energy consumption in today’s
developed countries could peak within
the next 20 years. Although, while our
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energy comes from non-renewable
sources, we must comtandy develop new
reserves to replace those we consume.
Maintaining the supply security modem
societies require is a vital challenge.

Meeting growing needs
How do we meet growing energy needs?

The key is that the energy system is
continually developing. There were huge
changes over the 20th century, as energy
sources diversified and became progres-
sively less carbon i~tensive. (Figure 2)

This happened because businesses
responded to people’s changing expecta-
tions, as consumers and as citizens.

Looking forward, there are two key
driving forces - resource av~ability and
irmovation.

When will fossil fuels become scarce?
There is much debate about this. In

Figure 1: World
energy demand

1950-2050 (Shell
scenarios)

F’~ure 2: Twentieth
century energy

-transitions

"Ygver the next 50
¯ years the world’s
energy needs may
grow another two
or thtee tfmes, to

enable the
development

necessary to raise

evetywt ere."
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Shell, we think global resource con-
straints are very unlikely before 2025,
and per1~aps not for some time
thereafter.

Energy developments have always
depended on innovation, as businesses
respond to challenges and opportunities.
This creativity has certainly not dimin-
ished. More resources are being applied
to research, made more effective by
modem communications and
computing. I believe we are entering a
particularly innovative period in energy
technology.

The world faces great energy chal-
lenges. How might energy systems adapt
to meet them?

Exploring the [~ture
In Shell, we use scenarios - contrasting
smiles - to help us think about future
possibilities.

We have developed scenarios
describing two alternative energy paths
to 2050. (Figur~ 3)

One is an evolutionary progression
from coal, to natural gas, to renewables.

The early decades of the century see
advances in the efficiency of internal
combustion engines and hybrids, as well
as a rapid increase in natural gas use.
Sustained expansion of renewable energy
only starts after developments in energy
storage around 2025. Scarcity of oil
drives demand for biofuels. By 2050
renewables supply a third of energy.

The other is a switch to hydrogen,
made possible by technological innova-

Initially, hydrogen comes from fossil
fuels, supported by sequestration.
Natural gas becomes the major fuel.
Demand for hydrogen drives the expan-
sion of both renewables and nuclear
after 2030.

These scenarios - and I have given
only the barest hones of a rich analysis -
sugges.t that a dynamic energy system
can respond to those challenges over the
next half century. It can deliver the
energy required to raise living standards

Further details of these and other Shell
scenarios can be found on:
www.shell.com/scenarlos

exajoules
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everywhere. It can provide the diversi-
fied supplies on which security depends.
It can deliver cleaner energy.

And, it can - in both scenarios - halt
the rise in carbon dioxide emissions. By
2050 atmospheric concentrations would
be on track to stabilise below the 550
parts per million level some rite as a safe
maximum. (Figurv 4)

Let me be dear, these are scenarios
not projections, still less prophecies. The
future is always obscure. We. ~ m have to
adapt our approach to this challenge as
we learn. Scenarios help us to explore
the complex and dynamic possibilities
for change.

I say complex because one thing is
clear. There are no quick fixes to this
challenge.

In pmticular, there is no quick fix by
shifting rapidly to renewable energy, as

Figure 3: Shell
scenarios: world
energy supplies

2000-50
Figure 4: Shell

scenarios: carbon
dioxide emissions From

energy

syste_~ can
respond to those

challen~s over the
next halt’century."
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some suggest.
We may be able to rely on renewables

in the long-term, although that requkes
technological advance. And we can do
much now to push them forward -
devdoping the technologies, testing the
practicalities, driving down costs, making
them commercial. We are doing this in
Shell.

But there are many hurdles to over-
come - not least significant environ-
mental challenges - before renewables
can offer the affordable mass energy the
world needs.

Let me stress again that the energy
system is more than just energy compa-
nies. Only some 15% of the carbon
dioxide produced over the life of an
average car comes from making the fuel.
The other 85% comes from driving the
velficle.

The system involves all of us who
affect the way energy is delivere~l and
used, including those who establish the
policy framework which shapes how this
happens.

And, of course, we all have choices to
make as consumers and citizens.

Do we need to take ac~on?
But let me step back a bit. Do we really
need to take action?

There is compelling evidence that
climate change is a threat. We know that
greenhouse gas emissions from human
activities - largely burning fossil fuels -
bring about long-lasting atmospheric
changes likely to affect climate. And our
world does appear to be warming. The
IPCC forecast*significant changes in
temperatures and sea levels.

There are huge uncertainties about
the risks and the impact. Further
research is essential, But we can’t wait to
answer all questions beyond reasonable
doubt.

There will always be uncertainty
which we need to cope with.

That mean~ balancing climate risks
with others. Such as the risk of inhibiting
the economic growth necessary to raise
living standards, or of aggravating geo-
political tensions by jeopardising energy
security.

4

But doing research is not enough. We
need to act.

We need to do so just because there
are no easy fixes, So we can

¯ learn how to respond,
¯ test different possibilities,
¯ build the foundations for long-

telB:la change~
¯ and retain the flexibility to adapt

to developing understanding.
There is much that can be done with-

out jeopardising economic growth -
doing things that help us to meet other
energy challenges.

A commercial response
We recognised this six years ago in Shell,
and committed ourselves tO playing OUr
part.

Our customers~ our employees, our
shareholders expect us to do so. This is
true all over the world, although feelings
are stronger in some places than others.
In Europe feeling on this issue is very
strong, colouring people’s attitudes more
widely.

We also see commercial opportuni-
ties from being ahead of the game.

We aim to do two things. Reduce our
greenhouse emissions from producing
energy. And help our customers reduce
their emissions from using it. We will do
this while continuing to meet our
customers’ needs, profitably and com-
petitively.

What have we achieved so far?
Despite the growth of our business

we have already reduced our greenhouse

"¢l~nere is much
that can be done

without
]eopardising

’economic growth -
doing thin~ that

help us to meet
other energy
challeng~So "

Figure 5: Shell
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gas emissions by 10% from the 1990
level - by ending routine gas ventin~
reducing gas flaring and improving
energy efficiency. And we made money
doing so. (Figure 5)

Meeting this 2002 reduction target
was an important milestone, giving us
confidence that we are on the right track.

So we reaffirm our commitment to
manage our greenhouse emissions so
that they are still at least 5% below the
1990 level in 2010.

That’s an ambitious target, as our
business expands to meet growing
energy demand. And you won’t have to
take our word for it that we are doing
what we say. Our progress will be
audited by outside observers and trans-
parendy reported.

Meeting our commitment
How will we do iO

First, by continuing to cut routine gas
flaring, ending it by 2008.

Second, by pursuing significant
improvements in energy efficiency,
building on work we have done our-
selves and in collaboration with the
Rocky Mountain I.nstimte.

Third, by developing and applying
new technology to reduce the impact of
our operations - and then selling our
technology and expertise to others.

We drive this by insisting that the
potential costs of greenhouse gas emis-
sions - for example from carbon taxes
or permit schemes - are taken into
account in all our projects.

And we are~leading the way in using
emissions trading to drive efficient
reduction. Shell Trading is already doing
good business from trading environ-
mental products in 15 different markets.

But, as I stressed earlier, producing
fuels only accounts for a small part of
total emissions. We are also contributing
to reducing the impact of our customers’
energy needs.

First, by enabling them to use more
natural gas, the most important medium-
term response.

Here in the United States, for
example, we are pursuing new gas
reserves in the Rockies. We also worldng

hard to deliver fiquefied natural gas to
the American market, helping to diver-
sift] energy suppfies. The opening of the
Cove Point terminal in Maryland this
year will expand this capacity.

Second, by delivering better fuels and
lubricants.

Very low sulphur fuels can help
modem vehicles deliver improved fuel
economy, although the downside for us
is that the extra processing pushes up
refinery emissions.

Third, by working to commerciallse
alternative forms of energy.

We first worked on hydrogen fuel.
cells 30 years ago. But the time wasn’t
right. It may be now - particularly fol-
lowing the strong support for research
from President Bush.

We are developing key enabling tech-
nologies for hydrogen with parmers in
the US and elsewhere. We also support
projects to test the practicalities,
including the Californian Fuel-Cell Part-
nership, which hopes to put 60 fuel-cell
vehicles on the roads this year. And just
last week we announced an agreement
with General Motors to test hydrogen
fuel cell vehicles and refuelling in
Washington DC - installing the first
hydrogen fuel pump at a US retail
station.

We axe building a commercial renew-
ables business. Here in the US we now
have more than 230 megawatts of wind
capacity in Texas, Wyoming and
California.

We are working to commerdalise
bio-fuels that can be blended with
gasoline and diesel to reduce emissions.

And we have one of the largest global
solar energy businesses, which is playing
a part in widening access to modem
energy by providing affordable solar
systems for rural communities in
India, the Philippines, South Africa and
Sri Lanka.

Fourth, by developing ways of
dealing with carbon dioxide.

This includes working with other
companies to test sequestration, as well
as researching ways of fixing carbon
dioxide in inert building materials.

These actions all have one thing in

’~Despite ~e
growth of our

business we ~
Mread~ reduced

our greenhouse gas
e_r~.~’o~s by 10%

l?om the 1990level.
And we made

money doing so."
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common, we see them as business
opportunities. Pursuing them is part of
the continuing drive to create new, long-
term sources of value for our
shareholders by offering new choices to
customers.

Working together
Responding to the climate thr~at effec-
tively and effidently is made harde~ by
the differences among key actors, and
the rhetoric which inflames them.

We need to appreciate and engage
with different views.

The best place to start wou!d be a
new dialogue to address the lingering
animosity between the United States and
Europe on issues like climate change.

Flying over for this speech, I had the
distinct impression that the Atlantic is
getting wider. Today the focus of that
rift is on Iraq. But differences over envi-
ronmental issues have hardened atti-
tudes.

With a $30 billion footprint in the
United States and a similar presence in
Europe, we have a vested interest in the
best possible relations on both sides of
the Adantic.

And we’re not alone in that aspira-
tion. I am the Chairman of the Word
Business Council on Sustainable Devel-
opment- a coalition of 160 international
companies from 30 counlzies, including
some of the largest US corporations. On
climate change we seek to create a ’big
tent’, bridging divisions and working for
a common business approach.

I hope we c~an apply the same princi-
ples to the transatlantic di~l. ogue.

Because, when you reach behind the
rhetoric, look beyond the stereotypes -
when you sit down with leaders from
Europe and the United States to discuss
an issue like climate change - you find
much common ground. We need to
plant that common ground with seeds of
practical action.

Thinking about long-term solutions is
essential. But it is futile to get bogged
down in differences over details, which
are bound to need changing as our
understanding develops.

What matters is that we start taking

acron and learning from it, while
retaining the flexibility to respond to that
learning.

We need to concentrate on areas of
agreement - of which there are many -
and on action linked to solving other
challenges, such as enhancing energy
secuhty.

I believe that the recent emission
plans announced by the US administra-
tion will do much to kick-start action
here.

We may even learn that it is easier
than some fear.

But it requites working with others.
Business competition drives innova-

tion and improvement. But we also need
to work together.

For example, I am involved in the
World Business Council’s ’Sustainable
Mobility’ proiect which bfngs together
major energy and vehicle manufacturing
companies to explore ways of achieving
the mobility modem sodeties requite in
a sustainable way.

Another focus for the Council is on
improving eco-efficiency- delivering the
competitivdy priced goods and services
people need while reduchag the
ecological impact and resource intensity.
We learn from each other’s experience.

Business has a natural bias to taking
action. But we don’t operate in a vac-

We also gain by cooperating with
others, learning from fresh perspectives
and expertise. The Athabasca oil sands
project provides a new North American
source of high quality fur. We are also
working-with the help of an independ-
ent advisorT panel - to reduce life-cycle
greenhouse emissions to 6% less than
those from imported oil by 2010.

Another example is the Global Gas
Flaring Reduction Partnership which
now involves governments, companies
and NGOs working together to promote
ways of cutting flaring.

That brings me to the central role of
governments.

What business needs from govern-
ments is not abstract declarations or
unspecified targets, with little indication
of how they are to be met.
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We need stable, market-based frame-
works that encourage and enable innova-
tive action. In some areas - such as
emissions trading- these need to be hat-
mortised across borders.

Finally, we also need to work with
academia - harnessing research capabili-
ties, participating in collaborative
thinking, and supporting education.

I know that this Center will play an
important role in all three areas.

Going ~orwo~
Where do we go from here?

The first imperative is to dispd some
myths.

Business is part of the solution, not
the problem. Renewables offer no quick
fix, but have a vital long-term role.
Taking action on climate doesn’t jeop-
ardise prosperity. Growth drives
progress. Curtailing growth in rich
countries would do nothing to help the
poor in an interdependent global
economy.

The second imperative is to find
common ground.

There is much more agreement than
rhetoric suggests. Focusing on practical
action is the best way to find it. It is also
the best way to move forward. These are
difficult and complex issues. We can
only progress through learning.

I know that many look for binding
long-term commitments because they
don’t trust companies and governments
to deliver. I can’t convince them that
they should ... and wouldn’t want to try.

The only way is for us to show that
we do deliver.

But I know that companies - and
governments - are by their nature
responsive to the expectations of those
on whom they depend. And I know that
our customers, shareholders, and
employees - here in the US as well as
elsewhere - expect us to help find solu-
tions. We’re responding to those expec-
tations.

There is still great uncertainty about
this threat. But taking action now will
enable us to respond better whichever
way our understanding devdops.

We can’t afford not to take action.

"TaMng acdon on
climate doesn’t

]eopardise
prospedo~. Growth

drives progress.

in ~ich countzies
would do nothing

to help the lmot in
~ interdependent
global economy."

"~here is s~ great uncettMnq~ about au’s threat. But
taking acdon now will enable us to respond better

wl~’chever way our understanding develops. We can’t
afford not to take action."
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Theodore W. Ullyot
03/18/2003 06:27:13 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: Noel J. Francisco/WHO/EOP@EOP, Theodore W. UllyotJWHO/EOP@EOP

cc: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kyle Sampson/VVHO/EOP@EOP
Subject: Re: Washington Times note on US Climate Action Report

Will do. I need to pick up the final, signed version from David Leitch. Phil, can you give me your fax
number? Thanks.

..... Original Message .....
From:Noel J. Francisco/WHO/EOP
To:Theodore W. Ullyot/WHO/EOP@EOP
Cc:Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP,

Kyle Sampson/WHO/EOP@EOP
Date: 03/18/2003 05:46:42 PM
Subject: FW: Washington Times note on US Climate Action Report

Ted -- Would you shoot Phil the letter? Thanks, Noel
Forwarded by Noel J. Francisco/WHO/EOP on 03/18/2003 0~5.:50 PM

Phil Cooney
03/18/2003 05:46:12 PM
Record Type: Record

To: Kyle Sampson/WHO/EOP@EOP, Noel J. Francisco/WHO/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: FW: Washington Times note on US Climate Action Report

Kyle and Noel, Does either of you know what letter (reportedly from WH Counsel’s office) the Times is
referring to? thanks, Phil

Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 03/18/2003 05:44 PM

Kameran L. Onley
03/18/2003 05:24:11 PM
Record Type: Record

To: Phil CooneyiCEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: FW: Washington Times note on US Climate Action Report

Do you have a copy of the letter referenced here? Kam
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Forwarded by Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP on 03/18/2003 05:28 PM

"Navaro, Ann" <Ann.Navaro@usdoj.gov>
03/18/2003 04:57:46 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
Subject: FW: Washington Times note on US Climate Action Report

Kameran - Do you know what lette this blurb is referring to? Can we get a copy of it? Thanks. Ann.

..... Original Message .....
From: Toth, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2003 4:52 PM
To: Navaro, Ann
Subject: Washington Times note on US Climate Action Report

From the Washington Times - http://www.washingtontimes.com/national/inbeltway.htm
Getting warmer?
The Competitive Enterprise Institute in Washington is abuzz about the letter it received last week from the
Office of White House Counsel, its subject man-made global warming - or lack thereof.
In the letter, the White House denied impropriety surrounding an Environmental Protection Agency
"Climate Action Report" submitted to the United Nations outlining U.S. positions on catastrophic
man-made global warming.                                         ~ .....
But the climate report, according to the CEI, basically repackages findings frown the "National Assessment
on Climate Change," a document earlier disavowed by the Bush White House.
The administration distanced itself from the assessment when settling a lawsuit filed by CEI counsel
Christopher Horner on behalf of Republican lawmakers Sen. James Inhofe, Oklahoma Republican and
Reps. Jo Ann Emerson of Missouri and Joe Knollenberg of Michigan, among other parties.
The White House contended the global-warming assessment was "not policy positions or formal
expressions of the U.S. government."
But now the administration appears to have flip-flopped, putting its stamp of approval on the latest climate
report sent to the United Nations.
Meanwhile, eleven state attorneys general have seized Uncle Sam’s "spooky tale," as the CEI counsel
calls the report, "to file lawsuits demanding the most expensive regulatory undertaking in U.S. history,
given that the U.S. now ’admits’ it."
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An abuse
",of  power
i
IUS courts should not punish companies for
;human rights violations committed overseas

PATTI WALDMEIR
LEGAL COUNSEL

There ~s nothing quite so
distasteful as the naked
arrogance of American
power, on or off the
battlefield.

As we draw towards hasty
war with Iraq, all eyes are
focused on the potentially
spectacular consequences of
that planned acl of hubris.
But from the US court
syslem come subtler, more
Insidious signs of a
lone-ranger approach to
Inlernationa) Justice: a rash
of recent lawsuits that seek
to punish human rights
ahusrs abroa~ by tar~etin~
US dorporatlons at home.

In tim ~st t~dltions of .
America legal creatlx¢ty,
US plaintiffs’ lawyers have
revived a dormant lath.
cenlu~ law ~d made it
their chief wea~n in a
21silently bathe over
co~or~te re~onsibiHly In
an age of globalisafion.

Some 25 lawsuits have
been filed against big US and

, multinational corporations~under the ~ien Tort Claims
, Art of ~89. The Act - Just
one senten~ lofig - ~ves

f foreigners the right to sue in

~US co~s [or wrongs
com~tted "in violation
the law of nations or a trea~y

gf the United States".
: Human rights activists
’~have tried to use that
slatute, brief and v~e as
is, In hold US companies
~ccountable for everything
from Inflate and rape
foreign governments 1o poor
emqronments}
abroad,:

~’~d" the companies

insure them, are becoming
ncre~lngly concerned that
he rising wave of sucl{ "

|awsuits may soon carry
~ome t~ ~ctory.
~ SO far, that has not
hap~ned: no such
against a cut.ration has yet
gone to trial. But last
September, a three.judge
panel of the US court of
appeals for ~he ninth circuit
- famous for its espousal of
liberal judicial causes -
ruled that a suit could .
proceed against Uno~l. ~he
ener~’ compeny, alle~ng
had aided and abett~

.human fights abuses
~¢ommitted ~y the
mlll~ in connection with
an oil ~ipegne project.

The appeals court re~ently
,decided to rehear thai ~se
~, in June, before a full panel
o/judges. The decision ~fill
be ¢]osely walched by those
who wish to 6pun a new
legal f~nt in the war
a~inst g]obali~tton.

II may seem the wo~t
times to be defending either
fore~ des~ts or
corporatinns of any
, a US co~t, In ~ost.En~on,
~re-war Ameri~,
~moraltty of such ~ses
ap~ars dece~t~valy sim~le;
compani~ that profit
forei~ oppression, dlr~tly.
or {ndlre~ly, should
some responsibility for

Just a~ US courts and
le~slatures are on a mission
tO ~pOse
res~nsibillty for accounting
scandals, many are seeking

ways to enforce a new
morality on multinationals
operating overseas.

Consider the recent rash of
eases filed against
companies that did business
in South A~rica under
apartheid. They appear to
represent a new trend In the
litigation: targeting
companies not for direct
iuvolvement tn wron~
but merely for doing

business In suspect states.
The suits name

International Business
Machines and Clligroup,
Barclays and BP General
Motors and Fo~d and a host
of other banks and energy
companies, for operating
legally in South Africa. Filed
by the same crusading
lawyers who forced Swiss
banks 1o settle the Nazi gold
lawsuits, they target
business for "’aiding and
’abetting" apartheid.

The plaintiffs are suing
IDM because, tile lawsuit
alleges, it provided the
computer~ to control the
movement of non.whites
under South Africa’,s
notorious ’pass book"
system.

They target caxmakers fur
I selling the armoured
~ vehicles used to patrol bhck
I townships. And they attack ’
imultlnational banks that
j"provided the funding that
enabled Senti, Africa to
expand its poltce and
security apparatus".

For those old enough to
have boycotted Barclays as
students In the lg;0s, these
are familiar arguments: bite
the hand that reeds South
Africa and apartheid will
,starve.

I lived In South Africa for
: the ],0 years when economic
sanctions were supposed to
I~ starving Afrikaners into
submission and ! saw the
best-laid plans of activists
backfire. Apartheid did nnt
¯ .end ~oause i withdrew my
account¯from Barclays. ,,
(which I did); ff anything,

Ieconomic sanctions merely
hardened Afrikaners"
resolve.

Similarly, it seems
ludicrous to assume that
lawsuits under the Alier!
Tort ClaimS Act ’,,,’Ill cause
foreign miscr~nts to mend
th’eir ways. The), may have
other positive effects, such
as generating publicity or
satisfying the v~ctims’ thirst
for vindication.

i3ut their u.rdntt.nded
consequences are like .v to be
more exlonslve. They may
cause foreign regimes to
behave worse rather than
better seriously harm

target states, hurt US
Icorporations and livelihoods
iand undermine the US
justice system.

Surely America’s first
Confess, which wrote the
1789 law, did not Intend it to
be used to regulate what
South Africans did to other
South Africans on South
Afrloan soil.

Altering the hcha\’iour of
’, foreign states Is the b.us hess
¯ of ~lplomats or soldiers but
nut of Judges. The US
constitutio~ gives the
foreign -~irs power to the
executive br~nch of the US
government. US judges have
neither the expertise nor the
.legitimacy to decide what
are in effect dom~’stic
disputes imported from
overseas.

]n the landmark ~ase that
insplred t.~e recent

i liti~tlon, a federal judee
said such suits represented a

i "small but important step in
the fulfilment of the ageless
dream to free all people from
brutal \dolence". They do no
such thing: such suits are an
exercise In judicial hubris
that reflects a broader
arrogance of power. They
should be stopped before
they go any further.

wa.ldmelr,@aot
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Cold and Calculating
Paul Georgia 03/06/2003

The entire northern hemisphere was recently hit by a cold snap that had many
people longing for the good old days of global warming.

China, for example, experienced unusually high amounts of snowfall. Beijing, the
capital city, received heavy snowfall for six consecutive days, the longest
consecutive snowfall in that city in 128 years. China’s largest desert, Taklimakan,
received 14 inches of snow, and a 700-mile stretch of the Yellow River froze
over. Vietnamese villagers, who had never seen snow in their lives, awoke to a
world blanketed in white. In northern India and Bangladesh, more than 250
people died from exposure as temperatures dropped to below freezing.

In Norway, record cold temperatures combined with record high electricity prices
leading to the tragic deaths of several elderly people. Finland experienced record
cold temperatures, and the Baltic Sea experienced more extensive sea ice cover
than had been seen in decades with ice thickness being two to eight inches
greater than normal. In Russia, 40 ships were trapped in the ice in the Gulf of
Finland. Moscow reached temperatures as low as -37 degrees Celsius, and as
many as 23,000 people were without heat as antiquated systems broke down.

This is certainly nol what one would expect in a world being warmed by the
buildup of greenhouse gases. Of course, one must be careful inferring long-term
climate trends from the current weather. For years, global warming spinmeisters
have been making a living off cherry-picking weather events to frighten the
public.

In this case, however, current weather, which is due to blasts of freezing Arctic
air, coincides very well with what has been happening long term over the coldest
regions of the Earth and should give pause to those pushing the global warming
hypothesis. Climate models predict that warming should be most pronounced in
the coldest regions of the earth. This is due to the fact that the air is very dry in
those regions. The lack of water vapor, the most important greenhouse gas,
makes places like Siberia, for instance, very sensitive to small changes in
concentrations of other greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide. The earth’s
polar regions should, if the models are correct, be experiencing an amplified
warming relative to the rest of the planet.

Several scientific studies published over the last.year have shown that the
opposite is occurring. A study that appeared in EOS, a publica[ion of the
American Geophysical Union, found that since 1875 the Arctic has experienced
two brief periods of warming of about 15 years apiece, one beginning in 1922
and the other in 1985. The warming experienced in the first period was nearly
twice a large as that of the second period and reached a higher maximum
te .rnperature, although human greenhouse gas emissions were insignificant. The
current warming period, on the other hand, is "statistically indistinguishable" from
the temperature trend of the entire northern hemisphere. The authors conclude
that, "The air temperature and ice data do not support the proposed polar
amplification of global warming." This finding "poses severe challenges to
generating credibte model-based projections of climate change."

Data from the Antarctic also fall to bear out climate model predictions. A study in
Nature found that the Antarctic is actually cooling. According to the authors,

http:Uwww.techcentralstation.com/105 ]/printer.j sp?CID= 1051-030603D 3/20/2003
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Wanted from the 108th Congress:
A pro-energy energy bill that works

By Marl0 Lewis, Jr.

T he g~ eat ¢i~er.l~ Ix,li~)’ drl~ile
o1"2l~3 is in f~dl ~ing, and

"dependence" on imlw~led ~fil, Is il lhr
~ (drill oil in ~l~b} [~n~} Or b il

uil imI ~I II ~t[ ~ n~liu~lll ~mily
p~oldem --~ifouhi~ our

I~ [ol~i~ll oil wel e ~llliGll I~ ddrali.~

silly.

securing ac,-rs~ I~ h~qi nil. Re~II lhal

links Irl len’ul~l{l who would have l~w if

Middle F.~i~ W~ it a lime ~hen
and Am~ra ~r~’ untmlrlwd lqh~a{~- .

iup, Ix.nbi.~, ~ud olher a~u
~lll~ll~lili~ fiOlll i~r linled lo lh~ Middle

P~Irok’um EXl.~rlin~ (~*un~ i~

~m,rlimes oi,ly half a~ dculatcd ~
cullin~ oil iml~Ull il �~cmial Io

la~,,i~; C.nd’T3 t~ubl tratn’ct emtsurna" dtoire on big, h~tn~ vehidtz ~mllions af .’lma~eans a~ant.

make li’wer big, h e;nT vr’hich:s-- the

o~ ~ivil ~(illllifl I II1~1i11 liil lhillilleiltl

Opening ANWR to exploration and
drilling could boost domestic U.S.

oil production .by14 percent.

shoukl rejel;I Olll~ghl ldt’~

lie. ~:ort~waillcd

onewhit.
third
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’I ’s unreasonable not -to have an energy policy’
House Energy and Commerce Chair Billy Tauzin on the elements of a usin’ning energy bill
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The sincerest form of flattery...

A half-completed, political, junk science first "National Assessment on Climate Change",
(.disavowed by the White House to resolve litigation exposing that it put the "awful" in
unlawful~

$17 Billion

The annual cost to the U.S. economy of Kyoto-style greenhouse gas reductions that may
be forced upon us now that the Administration resuscitated this "adnfission"?:

$400 Billion

R.eceiving a denial of impropriety from a R.epublican White House, arguing "It depends
on what the meaning of the word ’are’ is":

Priceless
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221, 15 November 2001, affirming Articles 4.2 and 12 as the operative authority). The
administration explicitly used the NACC as the basis of Chapter 6 of this compendium.

To clarify, therefore, we do not in fact "contend th~it the citation and discussion of
Climate Change lmpacts in the [CAR] is inconsistent with the Bierbaum letter." Instead,
the obvious inconsistency is Chapter 6 being expressly drawn nearly in its entirety from,
and in fact purporting to be little more than a mere recapitulation of, the unlawfully
produced NACC that the White House appropriately disavowed. See, e.g., "Chapter 6
provides an overview of potential negative and positive impacts and possible response
options, based primarily on Climate Change hnpacts on the United States." The Potential
Consequences of (’lin~ate ~Zariabilit.v and Change’" (CAR Introduction and Overview. p.
5). and "[Chapter 6] is not intended Io serve as a separate assessment in and of itsel f, but
rather is drawn largely li’om aaalyscs prepared for the U.S. Nationnl and 1PCC
Assessments" (CAR Chapter 6, p. 3)° Also, the NACC’s continued dissemination, at
htto://www.us~err~.~ov/, and dissemination via CAR at www.epa.gov, further defeat the
argument that NACC does not constitute official statements of the U.S. government.

The above plainly demonstrates that upon obtaining dismissal of plaintiffs’ complaint the
administration employed the purportedly disavowed NACC as a "policy or position or
official statement of the U.S. government." This raises the second possible explanation
offered for our disagreement, which starkly contradicts our specific negotiation with Mr.
13erenson. The clear understanding of our agreement freeing the White House of our
complaint was that the White House adopted and expressed a legal ficlion regarding the
use of these unlawful products. That fiction was that these ".gov" documents "were
produced by the scientific community and offered to the government for its
consideration." In fact, pursuant to the organic statute, they were produced by the White
House Office of Science and Technology Policy for use by the Congress and the
Executive. (15 U.S.C. 2921, et seq.). Our agreement is only reasonably understood as
disavowal of their use, not temporary abandonment of the statutorily designated policy
document with the expectation it would be resuscitated upon withdrawal of the complaint

Doubtless some lack of coordination or supervision within other offices and not OWHC
sophistication led to this effective abrogation. Still, as the above demonstrates, this
deployment is nonetheless plainly contrary to our agreement as clearly intended by both
parties. Arguing that OWHC cleverly dispatched with legislator.plaintiffs because it
depends upon what the meaning of the word "are" is, however, merely compounds this
unfortunate situation. You are also likely aware that the NACC admits to only
addressing 5 of the 8 statutory "shalls", in its haste, and therefore does not exist for yet
one more reason. The White House ought to take advantage of pending Federal Data
Quality Act petitions against NACC and CAR, thereby reverting to your assurance in
resolving our litigation.

Sincerely,

Christopher C. Horner
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THE WH|TE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 3, 2003

Dear Mr, Homer:

On behalf of the Office o f the Counsel to the President, I write in reference to your e-mail
of February 5, 2003 - addressed to Karl Rove and others - in which you state that "the
Administration [has] reneg[ed] on the deal [that the Competitive Enterprise Institute ("CEI")]
struck with Brad Berenson in the WH Counsel’s office, to resolve [CEI’s] litigation against the
National Assessment on Climate Change." I understand the litigation to which you are referring
to be the case ofCE1, et al. v. Bush, DDC No. 00-02383. As you know, CEI and the other
plaintiffs dismissed their complaint h~ that case following the issuance, on September 6, 2001, of"
a letter by Rosina B ierbaum, Acting Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy.

Acting Director Bierbaum’s letter states that the doctunents comprising the national
assessment of climate change (formally titled Climate Change lmpacts on the United States: The
Potential Consequences of Climate Variability and Change) "are not policy positions or official
statements of the U.S. government." Rather, as the letter explains, the documents "were
produced by the scientific community m~d offered to the government for its consideration."

Your e-mail appears to contend that the citation and discussion of Climate Change
bnpacts in the document U.S. Department of State, U.S. Climate Action Report 2002
(Washington, D.C., May 2002), is inconsistent with the Bierbaum letter. We do not agree. Dr.
Bierbaum’s letter expressly states that the Climate Change [mpacls documents had been "offered
to the goverrmaen.t for its consideration," m~d does not purport to place limits on what use various
Federal entities might make of those documents in the future. Accordingly, no matter what use
has subsequently been made of the national assessment, there has been no "reneging" on the
Bierbaum letter.

Sincerely,

David G. Leitch
Deputy Counsel to the President

Clu’istopher C. Homer
Competitive Enterprise Institute
1001 Co~mecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 1250
Washington, D.C. 20036

cc: Karl C. Rove
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COMPETITIVE ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE

Contact for Interviews:
Richard Morrison, 202.33 I. i 010

ANWR OR ETHANOL.9 YOU DECIDE.

Washington, D.C., September 25, 2002--As the House-Senate conference committee on
the energy bill takes up the most controversial issues this week, the Competitive Enterprise
Institute suggests that two key provisions should be compared. Leading environmentalists
claim that the House-passed provision to open 2000 acres of the 19 million acre Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge to oil and gas exploration will not make a significant
contribution to America’s energy supplies. For example, Carl Pope, executive director of
the Sierra Club, said, "Drilling in the Arctic Refuge won’t address our nation’s energy
needs or make a dent in gas prices." Another expert, Leonardo DiCaprio, is quoted on the
web site of the Natural Resources Defense Council: "As for the best way to reduce our oil
dependence, the oil beneath the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge would never amount to
more than a drop in the bucket." On the other hand, environmentalists support provisions
in the Senate-passed version that would expand subsidies and mandates for renewable
sources of energy.

CEI has compared one such provisionuthe expanded ethanol mandate--with the ANWR
provision for potential energy production. Using government data, CEI estimates that the
Senate’s expanded ethanol mandate, which would require approximately 16 million acres
of corn to be planted each year to produce 5 billion gallons of ethanol, could produce the
same anaount of energy as the USGS mean estimate of ANWR’s energy reserves in 580
years. The calculations are explained below.

"ANWR may be a ’drop in the bucket’ as Leonardo Di Caprio and other environmentalists
claim, but it is a pretty big drop compared to what the environmentalists are trying to sell
to the American people. The fact that it would take 580 years of growing corn on 16
million acres, an area larger than West Virginia, to produce enough ethanol to equal the
probable amount of energy in ANWR reveals that the environmentalists are not serious.
Their renewable energy proposals are fantasies designed to conceal their real agenda,
which is to force Americans to use much less energy," said Myron Ebell, CEI’~; director of
global warming policy.

To schedule interviews with Myron Ebcll or Ben Lieberlnan, please call Richard Morrison
at (202) 331-1010, ext. 266.

1001 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. ¯ Suite 1250 * Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: (202) 331-1010 ¯ Fax: (202) 331-0640 * E-mail: info@cei.org ¯ Web site: http://www.cei.org
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September 25, 2002

An Open Letter to Senators John Kerry (D-MA), Joseph Lieberman (D-CT),
Hiilary Clinton (D-NY), Edward Kennedy (D-MA), Christopher Dodd (D-CT),
James Jeffords (I-VT), Charles Schumer (D-NY), Lincoln Chafee (R-R.I), Jack Reed
(D-RI), Patrick Leahy(D-VT), Olympia Snowe (R-ME), Susan Collins (R-ME).

Dear Senators:

We are writing to inquire about your positions on the proposed offshore wind "farm" off
Cape Cod and the Renewable Portfolio Standard in the Senate’s version of the energy bill.

On March 14, 2002, you voted for Senate Amendment 3017 to the Senate version of
H.R.4, which would establish a first-ever national electricity Renewable Portfolio
Standard (RPS). This version of the RPS would have required privately-owned electric
utilities to generate 20 percent of their power from renewable sources by 2020. The
amendment was defeated despite your support, but the Senate-passed bill still contains a
10 percent RPS by 2020.

Although much more costly than conventional sources, renewable power may look
attractive in the Northeastern States. Your States are against coal-fired power plants,
want to shut down nuclear plants, have blocked new natural gas pipelines, and strongly
oppose offshore oil drilling. The question arises, how is increasing demand for energy in
the Northeast going to be met?

One possible alternative is wind power. The proposed Cape Wind project would consist
of 170 wind turbines, each 426 feet high (the U.S. Capitol is 300 feet high), spread over
26 square miles of one of the world’s premier fishing, boating, wildlife, and scenically
beautiful areas. Since it would produce only about the same amount of power as a single
small-to-mid-sized (250 Megawatt) natural gas plant (or about 1 percent of New
England’s annual consumption), clearly many more wind fanns along the New England
coast and around Long Island will be needed to meet surging demand.

Since you support forcing i~lcreased production of renewable energy across the nation
ttu’ough the Renewable Portfolio Standard, we assume that you also support the Cape
Wind project and other similar proposals in your States. The fact that many local citizens
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Bad HabLt ’

Is SLillHooked "
On Oil Impor :s

Polities, OPEC’s Price Moves
CreoLe Dependency  Ceding
A Crucial Economic Lever

Bob DnuL,~ In

¯ .Engine That Runs on Water?
:o

All seven presidents of the "past 30
years, Democrat and Republican alike,
have tried to wean the U.S. off imported
oil. All have failed.

In 1973, President Nixon pledged
end oil imports by 1980 through Project
Independence, The U.S. imported 4.0% of
its oil that year. In 1979. President Carter
said imports wouldn’t ever rise again.
They did. Today, with the U.S. importing
61~’, of its oil, President Bush says hydro-
gen power will lead to energy Indepen-
dence.

Mr. Bush is almost certain to
proved wrong, at least in the next couple
of decades.

Despile an Increasingly energy-effi-
cient economy, the U.S. remains hooked

on foreign oil for two
reasons. The Organi-
zation of Petroleum
l~xporting Countries,
especially Saudi Ara-
bia and its ’neigh.I
burs, is skillful In Its

:lVa.’dtlnllloaand management of oil
~Bhuahaa Ya/tre- La prlces to maintain"
" P,u-~ America’s depen-

dence. And the U.S.
¯ lacks the political will to do what’s neces-

sary to weaken the cartel or reduce tlae
American appetite fur oil.

With American troops poised for wf~r
in the Persian Gulf, which dominates oil
exports and has two-thirds of global re-
serves, the consequences o[ oll depe~i-
dcncy are starker than ever. The U.S.
relies o.n some o[ the world’s most vola-
tile countries to supply a compm{ent that
is critical to American society. Political
turmoil in the region, in 1913 and
produced oil-price jtm~ps~’ that rayaged
the U.S. economy. In 1991, the’U.S. ~dnt.
~00,000 troops to the regionto expel Sad-
dam Hussein from Kuwait toensure that
he didn’t grab an’eCen-large.r share of
Gulf oil

¯ rite primary i-<sue Is price. OPeC ~’
manages production to try to keep prices

higher than they ~;ould be if set in a free
market, but low enough to make alterna-
tive fuels and technologies uncompetl-
tire.

"1[ we force Western countries to in..
vest heavily In finding alternative
sources of energy, they will," Saudi Ara.
bin’s influential oi1 .minister, ~helk
Aluned Zakl Yamani, said tn a 1981
speech at a Saudl petroleum university.
"This will take them no more than seven
to I0 years and will result in their re-
dr,cod dependence on o{1 as a source of
energy to a point which wilt Jeopardize
Saudi Arabia’s interests."

The O.~. could make rules to torte
Americans to use less oil or achieve the
same end by raising the price though
tariffs or taxes. Of the 1~.5 million bar.
rels oI oil Americans consume every day,

Please Turn to Page AI3, Column I
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Europe and Japan have especially
htgh g.’~s taxes-S3.16 a gallon In Britain;
.~1.75 in Japan-so drivers there over.
whelmingly choose smaller, fuel-efficient
vehicles. "To reduce o[I consumption, the
most obvious thing to do is to tax gaso-
line and make fuel economy a desirable
feature," ’says Loren Beard, a senior
manager {ur energy planning at Daimler.
Chrysler AG ir[ Detroit.

Overall, Germany, France and Japan
need only half as much oil as the U.S. to
produce the same ~mount of, economic
growth. Given the higher g~oline prices
in Europe and Japan, the International
Euerg7 Agency In Paris expects their oil
inlp~rts to grow more slowly in coming
decades than those of the U.S.

Political Poison
But even small gasoline-tax Increases’

are political poison in the U.S. The lirst
President Bush agret,’d to a [lve-cenba-
gallon tax incre~e in r,,~0 despite his
famous "no new taxes" pledge. Partly
because of that, he lost his re-election
bid. President Clinton pressed for ~.
broad energy tax in 19~3. but settled Iora
modest 4,3.cents-a-gallon levT. Officials
in the current Bush administration say
they considered higher gas taxes when
they put together their first energy plan
In 2001. but quickly rejected them In any
t,oan.

A tax increase by itself wouldn’t sol~’e
the oil-import problem. Higher gas-pump
prices would lessen demand [or oil,
which could lead to a glut and lower

wholesale oil prices. OPEC could cut
back on production, to boost prices, as it
did when oll prices slumped in 1~8. If
OPEC encouraged pflces to sink. the U.S.
and other consumLng.countries would
have to consider soaldn~ up extra sup-
ply-by greatly expanding the reserves
of oil they maintain for emergency
use-in order to prop up prices and pre-
vent OPEC t,rom gaining an even-stron-
ger hand in controlling supply.

Boosting supplies o{ oil outside the
Persian Gull would also help make the
U.S. less dependent on OPEC. But the
Bush administration hasn’t been able to
persuade Congress to start drilling in the
Alaska National Wildlife Reserve, and en-
vironmental regulations have put much
of the Rockies, along with the Atlantic
and Pacific coasts, off-limits for new
rigs. Oil companies are using technology
to extend the lives in old t,leids, bat do-
mestic supply continues its long swoon to
a~ut 5.S million barrels a day, one.third
less than when President ~lxon set his
ener~.Independence g~al in 1973.

Elsewhere, Russia. central Asia and
Africa are expected to broadly expand
production over the co=ninE decades.
Even when taken together, however,
these oil regions dou’t have the reserves
to affect U.S. reliance on the Persian
Gulf. which has the bulk of the world’s
reserves in cheap, easy.to-tap fields.
OPEC nations "are back In charge," says
Vito Stagliano, az~ energy official in the
first Busll administration.

Rep. Charles Rangel of New York, the

top Democrat on the House Ways and
Means Committee. says the U.S. may be
able to use Its military might to change.
the oil balance of. power. If the U.S. seizes
Iraq’s oil fields during a war and tttrus
Baghdad into a reliable ally, that could
reduce the concerns about U.8. reliance
on Per~lan Gull oil "If we control all that
oil," Ma’. Rangel says, "we don’t need ~.
damn gasoline tax." But the l~lltical con-
sequences of the war are hard to t,oretell.
especially if Saddam Hussetn destroys
Iraq’s oil wells, or l! other Gull oll fields
become terrorist targets. A democratic
[raq Is also likely to see the economic
virtues of, strengthening OPEC, not weak-
enlng it.

President Bush Is looking for a tschno-
Iogteal fix. He has seized on the technol-
ogy of hydrogen.powered fuel cells, bud-
geting $1.7 billion over the next five
years to try to produce hydrogen-pow-
ered cars and trucks. But the challenges
are daunting. Hydrogen now costs four
times as much as gasoline, fuel cells are
clunky and expensive, and the U.S. lacks
an infrastructure o[ hydrogen pumps to
match the nation’s gasoline stations.

Ann OPE~ Is ever vigilant to the possi-
bility that the U.S. could klck its oll
habit. In the late l~80s, Kuwait’s oil min-
Ister shooed away a-businessman who
approached him at a bar in a London
Hotel, Sheil~ All Khalifa aI.Sabah ex-
plained that the man "wanted to sell me
on an engine that works on water. If I
thought it \vorked, I would have bought it
and lOlled it."
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NASA’s Earth Science Enterprise funded this research as part of its mission to understand and protect
our home planet by studying the primary causes of climate variability, including trends in solar radiation
that may be a factor in global climate change.

The solar cycle occurs approximately every 11 years when the sun undergoes a period of increased
magnetic and sunspot activity called the "solar maximum," followed by a quiet period called the "solar
minhnum."

Although the inferred increase of solar irmdiance in 24 years, about 0.I percent, is not enough to cause
notable climate change, the trend would be important if maintained for a century or more. Satellite
observations of total solar it’radiance have obtained a long enough record (over 24 years) to begin
looking for this effect.

Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) is the radiant energy received by the Earth from the sun, over all
wavelengths, outside the atmosphere. TSI interaction with the Earth’s atmosphere, oceans and
landmasses is the biggest factor determining our climate. To put it into perspective, decreases in TSI of
0.2 percent occur during the weeklong passage of large sunspot groups across our side of the sun. These
changes are relatively insignificant compared to the sun’s total output of energy, yet equivalent to all the
energy that mankind uses in a year. According to Willson, small variations, like the one found in this
study, if sustained over many decades, could have significant climate effects.

In order to investigate the possibility of a solar trend, Willson needed to put together a long-term dataset
of the sun’s total output. Six overlapping satellite experiments have monitored TSI since late 1978. The
first record came from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Nimbus7 Earth
Radiation Budget (ERB) experiment (1978 - 1993). Other records came from NASA’s Active Cavity
Radiometer Irradiance Monitors: ACRIM! on the Solar Maximum Mission (1980 - 1989), ACRIM2 on
the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (1991 - 2001) and ACRIM3 on the ACRIMSAT satellite
(2000 to present). Also, NASA launched its own Earth Radiation Budget Experiment on its Earth
Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) in 1984. The European Space Agency’s (ESA) SOHO/VIRGO
experiment also provided an independent data set (1996 to 1998).

In this study, Willson, who is also Principal Investigator ofNASA’s ACRIM experiments, compiled a
TSI record of over 24 years by carefully piecing together the overlapping records. In order to construct a
long-term dataset, he needed to bridge a two-year gap (1989 to 1991) between ACRIM1 and ACRIM2.
Bbth the Nimbus7/ERB and ERBS measurements overlapped the ACKIM ’gap.’ Using Nimbus7/ERB
results produced a 0.05 percent per decade upward trend between solar minima, while ERBS results
produced no trend. Until this study, the cause of this difference, and hence the validity of the TSI trend,
was uncertain. Willson has identified specific errors in the ERBS data responsible for.the difference.
The accurate long-term dataset, therefore, shows a significant positive trend (.05 percent per decade) in
TSI between the solar minima of solar cycles 21 to 23 (1978 to present). This major finding may help
climatologists to distinguish between solar and man-made influences on climate.

NASA’s ACRIMSAT/ACRIM3 experiment began in 2000 and will extend ti~e long-term solar
observations into the future for at least a five-year minimum mission.

For more information on the lnternet, visit: hltl3://\~ww.gsfc.nv, tsa.goy[lt)l~.S.tgry/_2~!0.3/()313irradiant;c.html

For more information about ACRIM on the Internet, visit: htq~:/Av\vw.acrin~.com

3/21/2003
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Environmentalists Against War: Say No! to War Page 1 of 2

Hom_e I ~i~y-NO..t-.To-W.ar I Actio.n.] 1 Iofotmat.!oy). I ~ed]a Center

Say NO! To War

An attack on Iraq could cause hundreds of thousands of deaths, pollute air,
water and soil, and release chemical, biological and nuclear agents into
the environment. Please take a look at "~_0__R._e. a~o_n_.s_.E_n_v.ir0.n..mentalists
Opp0se an...At~tack on.lraq," and encourage groups you’re involved with to
en_d.o_r.s.e this position paper.

E._~.ndo_rse the 10 Reasons
¯ ~.~w...cu rr.e. nl..en d(~rse .m. e .qts

Statements from Environmentalists Against the Wa~
Press Conference

¯ An_.~.2~e_r._~nation____~aL.E_nv_jronm____e..nt_a_l C__~alJ_.to_Acti___o.n_ -- January 1991
¯ _L..e_~’_~_.V_ote ’~___Th_u.m~b_s~qn Bu_____s.h.’s Gulf War II - Gar Smith, Earth Island Ir
¯ Water, War and traq - Juliette Major, International Rivers Network

Statements by Environmental Organizations

¯ Fri~n_.ds of th_..e_~E ~0__b_.]n_.~En__ational
¯ _G_reenpeace I_n.Le.rnational
. .G_~e_e_ _n p_e a c._~_U_$_A.
. I.ns.tit.u..t.e__for. E.n..e.rgy.and .Enyir.on.me.ntal. Res~ar.c_h
¯ Sierra .C.!~
¯ Sill.con .V..~l!_ey...’l’oxics Coali.ti~.n
¯ _D..e.u_t .sch__e.r...N.~t.uo_rs..c..hu__tz_ri_.n.g .(I~..N__.R), the umbrella organization of German

environmental NGOs

Other Statements

¯ T_b.h.e._C.._ente.r_ .f0_r_~c__q.n_ o_m.i.c....ar]d. Spc_ial_Rights - Bush Claims "Sovereign Right
Destroy the Peace

¯ Fg.r._m~r.US..A_tt_o_r._ney.Ge.nera!.R.amsey_.Cfar.k on impeachment
¯ .D..a_v!.d. Kri~ge_(, Firing Squad
¯ _Ro_s_s_Mir_kar!m!- A Waron the Environment
¯ _Not Ln Our....Na .m.ff - Statement of Conscience
¯ ..P_hx~,i_ci.a.ns.~o..r H__q .n3_a..n..Righ_!_s
¯
¯ _V_q.Le._tO Impeach

ht.tp://\wvw.envirosagainstwar.org/sayno/ 3/21/2003
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10 Reasons Environmentalists Oppose an Attack on lraq Page 2 of 3

attack on Iraq destroyed "not a single chemical or biological weapon." That
may have been fortunate. On March 10, 1991, after the Gulf War had ended,
US troops destroyed several weapons bunkers at Khamistyah in southern Iraq.
Five years later, the Pentagon admitted that the explosion released a cloud
of CBW agents, exposing 100,000 US soldiers to mustard gas and satin nerve
gas.

5. Fighting a war for oll is ultimately self-defeating.

Our fossil-fuel-based economy pollutes our air, fouls our lungs and
contributes to global climate change. The world needs to burn less oil, not
more. Earth’s remaining recoverable oil reserves are expected to peak soon
and decline well before the end of the centuw. Waging wars to control an
energy source that is finite will never achieve long-term national
security. Oil-based economies must be replaced by technologies powered by
clean, sustainable, renewable fuels.

6. Pre-emptive attacks are acts of aggression.

A "pre-emptive attack" would constitute an attack on the rule of
international law, the dream of wodd peace embodied in the United Nations
Charter, and the promise of environmental security enshrined in a host of
global treaties. Attacking a city of 5 million people with hundr.eds of
cruise missiles would constitute a war crime and a crime against humanity.

7. Aggression invites retaliation.

The CIA has concluded that Saddam Husseln would only be provoked to use
chemical or biological weapons in self-defense - if the US launched an
invasion bent on replacing him. Attacking Iraq would increase the
probability of chemical, biological, and radiological attacks directed
against US cities.

8. Increased military spending (to control access to the fuel that powers
our oil-based economy) drains funds from critical social, educational,
medical and environmental needs.

The war (and subsequent occupation of Iraq) is projected to cost as much as
$200 billion. Meanwhile the economy teeters and unemployment soars while
the administration cuts funding for environmental slewardship and basic
human needs.

9. Militarization and the war on terrorism are eroding America’s freedoms
at home.

The US PATRIOT Act has been used to persecute immigrants and fuels an
atmosphere of racism and fear. "rhe terrorist threat has been used to
justify removal of public information databases that provided communities
with critical data on industrial hazards. There has been a clampdown on the
Freedom of Information Act, a valuable tool that had been used to hold
polluting corporations accountable for their actions. The PATRIOT Act
criminalizes legal forms of political opposition to controversial
government policies, thereby threatening legitimate political and
environmental activism.

10. The US has threatened to strike Iraq with nuclear weapons -the
ultimate weapons of mass destruction.

In December 2002, a US strategy report claimed that the US "reserves the
right to respond with overwhelming force - including through resort to all
out options - to the use of WMD (weapons of mass destruction) against the

http://www.envirosagainstwar.org/sayno/tenreasons.html 3/21/2003
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Greenpeace Responds to a Potential War in Iraq
Greenpeace is opposed to wars and actively works to eliminate weapons of
mass destruction and promote peaceful non-violent solutions to problems. In
addition to the tragic loss of life, wars often lead to environmental degradation
and pollution. Preparation for war also leads to the development and
dangerous use of weapons of mass destruction.

Greenpeace calls on the United States government to allow the United Nations
inspections teams to work to disarm Iraq of its weapons of mass destruction
and seek a diplomatic solution to this conflict. We fully support disarming Iraq,
as well as all nations that have developed weapons of mass destruction,
including the United States, but through peaceful means. The frameworks for
disarmament already exist in the form of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the
Biological Weapons Convention and other disarmament treaties. It Is clear that
the time has come to recommit to and work within these frameworks.

Greenpeace shares the analysis that one of the primary motivations for
aggressively pursuing a war with Iraq at this time is to gain access to Iraqi oil
reserves for American interests. Iraq has the world’s second largest proven oil
reserves outside of Saudi Arabia, or 11 percent of world’s total. However the
best path to security and peace globally is to reduce our dependence on oil,
and promote the development and use of clean energy technologies such as
solar, wind and hydrogen. If the United States were to invest significantly in
clean energy, it would make the United States less vulnerable to geo-political
changes in the oil producing and exporting nations, including Saudi Arabia and
Iraq. Additionally, reducing the United States’ dependence on oil would help
solve climate change, air pollution and curtail the pressure on our national
treasures..

Greenpeace is working with businesses and governments throughout the
world to promote clean energy as the best approach for global security and
environmental protection. Greenpeace will continue to work to protect the future
of the planet, as we have during times of both war and peace for more than 30
years.

CONTACT: Alisa Arnett, Greenpeace Media Department, (415) 255-9221 ext
330 http:llwww.g~eusa,org
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A hi-weekly report on the politics, science, and economics of global warming
By the Competitive Enterprise Institute

Politics

Japan Rethinking Kyoto

Japan’s industrial sector is beginning to grouse
about its obligations under the Kyoto Protocol,
which the government ratified last year.
According to Taishi Sugiyama, a senior
researcher at Japan’s independent Central
Research Institute of the Electric Power Industry,
industry is putting considerable pressure on the
government to rethink the Kyoto Protocol.
Apparently, the government is listening.

Japan was one of the last countries to ratify
Kyoto, partly due to strong opposition by
industry groups and the Japanese Conservative
Party, which favored voluntary reductions. But
the government also felt obligated to ratify a
treaty named for its ancient capitol. Now, nearly
a year later, industry has become increasingly
resentful of the Kyoto Protocol, said Sugiyama,
who spoke to the World Resources Institute in
Washington, D.C. last week.

Now the government is looking ahead to the
2005 negotiations when Kyoto signatories will
discuss actions to be taken beyond 2013.
Experts, such as Sugiyama, expect that the
government will push for voh|ntary emissions
reductions targets. Olhers disagree, however,
saying that it would be very difficult for Japan to
back away from the treaty.

Part of the resentment of the treaty comes from
the assumptions the government used to
determine its ability to meet the targets. For

example, it assumed that cuts in industrial
emissions would be accomplished in large part
through carbon leakage. In other words, heav~,
industry would close plants in Japan and open
new plants on the Asian mainland, which the
affected industries may have been surprised to
learn. There was also widespread doubt that
Japan would be able to meet its Kyoto targets, a
sentiment the government apparently’ ignored.

Industry leaders also feel that the treaty is unfair.
They argue that Japan is the only countr~ that has
enacted truly aggressive implementation policies,
while the Kyoto Protocol allows European Union
countries to buy emissions credits from less
industrialized Eastern European countries,
thereby avoiding the need for significant
emissions reductions. Moreover, the EU has
replaced much of its coal-fired capacity with
natural gas since 1990, which serves as the
baseline year for Kyoto reductions, thereby
making the EU’s target much less onerous.

Finally, industry argues that Japan made
significant emissions reductions prior to 1990,
when the government ’embarked on a
tremendously costly twenty-year program to cope
with the Arab oil embargo, making the 1990
baseline unfair to Japan. "We have already done
much," said Sugiyama. "Still, Kyoto requires
I Japan] to reduce emissions 6 percent. Given
that situation, it’s going to be extremely difficult
to reduce emissions further."

Last October the government organized a
committee to revisil the Kyoto agreement. The
committee, made up of 30 stakeholders, half of
which are industry representatives, will present

Editor: Myron Ebell                                                 Managing Editor: Paul Georgia
Cooler Heads is published by the Competitive Enterprise Institute for the Cooler Heads Coalition. a
subgroup of the 4 million member National Consumer Coalition, founded by Consumer Alert. Contact
CEI at 1001 Connecticut Ave., NW Suite 12.~0, Washington, DC 20036, Tel: (202) 331-1010. e-mail:
paulg@cei.org, web site: www.globalwarming.org.
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global temperature," which is a mainstay of the
debate. Such a thing doesn’t exist, according to
Essex. You can’t add up temperature and take its
average like you can with physical quantities
such as energy, length, and so on.

"Thermodynamic variables are categorized as
~tensive or intensive," said Essex. "Extensive
variables occur in amounts .... Intensive
variables [such as temperature] refer to
conditions of a system, defined conlinuously
throughout its extent." For example, one could
add the temperature of a~ cup of ice water to the
temperature era cup of hot coffee, but what does
that number mean? It doesn’t mean anything
because Ihere is no such thing as total
temperature. Dividing that number by two to get
the average doesn’t mean anything either. Yet
that is exactly what occurs when the average
global temperature is computed.

Essex also pointed out that the internal energy of
a system can change without changing the
lemperature and the temperature can change
while the internal energy of the system remains
the same. "This disconnect happens routinely in
the natural world around us all the time," said
Essex. "Ultimately this has to be so because
temperature and energy belong to two
fundamentally    different    classes    of
thermodynamic variables."

Global wanning enthusiasts want us to believe
that average temperature can tell us something
about what is going on in the climate, but it is
just a number with no physical content. To add
insult to injury, Essex explained that there are
literally an infinite number of averaging rules
that could be used, some of which will show
"warming" and others thai will show "cooling,"
but the "physics doesn’t say which one to use."

Essex also explained that the earth’s so-called
greenhouse effect does not work like a
greenhouse. "Incoming solar radiation adds
energy to the Earth’s surface," he said. To
restore radiative balance the energy must be
transported back to space in roughly the same
amounts that it arrived in. The energy is
transported via two processes - infrared radiation
(heat transfer) and flt=id dynamics (turbulence).

A real greenhouse works by preventing fluid
motions, such as the wind, by enclosing an area
with plastic or glass. To restore balance, infrared

radiation must increase, thereby causing the
temperature to rise. Predicting the resulting
temperature increase is a relatively
straightforward process.

But the "greenhouse effect" works differently.
Greenhouse gases slow down outgoing infrared
radiation, which causes the fluid dynamics to
adjust. But it cannot be predicted what will
happen because th~ equations which govern fluid
dynamics cannot be solved! Scientists cannot
even predict the flow of water through a pipe, let
alone the vastly more complex fluid dynamics of
the climate system. "No one can compute from
first principles what the climate will do," said
Essex. "It may warm, or cool. or nothing at all!"
Saying that the greenhouse effect works the same
way as a greenhouse, which is a solvable
problem, creates certainty where none exists, said
Essex.

Surely scientists are aware el" the issues that
Essex brings up (and several other equally
devastating points that aren’t discussed here). If
so, then how have we come to a place where the
media and politicians repeatedly state that there
is a scientific consensus that the planet is
warming up, it is caused by man, and the effects
will be catastrophic? McKitrick offered a very
convincing explanation. He discussed several
relevant groups, but we’ll focus on politicians
and what McKitrick calls "Official Science."

Politicians need big issues around which they can
form winning coalitions. Global warming is a
good issue because, "It is so complex and
baffling the public still has little Clue what it’s
really about. It’s global, so ... you get to have
your meetings in exotic locations. Policy
initiatives could sound like heroic measures to
save the planet..., but on the other hand the
solutions are potentially very costly. So you
need a high degree of scientific supporl if you are
going to move on it. There’s a premium on
certainty."

This is where Official Science comes in. Official
Science is made up of staffs of scientific
bureaucracies, editors of prominent magazines,
directors of international panels, and so on.
These members of Official Science aren’t
appointed by scientists to speak on their behalf,
but are appointed by governments. They have
the impossible job of striking "a compromise
between the need for certainty in policymaking
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the aid of nuclear power and would rely heavily
on building renewable energy capacity as well as
energy efficiency. The plan calls for a large
increase in renewable energy production,
requiring that 20 percent of the nation’s energy
be produced from renewable sources by 2020.

In a speech endorsing the plan, Blair claimed that
the technology is available to make the steep
reductions in CO.- emissions without hurting
economic growth. He also stated that, "It is clear
Kyoto is not radical enough" and that he will
"continue to make the case to the U.S. and to
others that climate change is a serious threat that
we must address together as an international
community."

Tile Financial Times criticized Mr. Blair in a
Feb. 25 editorial, stating that, "Having fixed the
end, he has not willed the means." it goes on to
say that tile white paper "opens a necessary
debate on the conflict between energy and the
environment but does not provide an answer on
how to combine them." The editorial noted that
a Downing Street document published last year
said that, "It would be unwise for the UK now to
take a unilateral decision to meet the [60 percent]
target in advance of international negotiations on
longer-term targets."

It concludes that, "Eventually, the government
will have to temper its moral passion for
renewables with certain realities," namely with
"awareness that renewable energies can never be
a complete solution, because most of them do not
work on calm or cloudy days .... if avoiding
carbon emissions is the priority, this is better
performed by nuclear reactors than anything
else."

Science

Another Hit for the Climate Models

It’s not everyday that the climate models take it
on the proverbial chin. It just seems like it. In a
paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
American Meteorological Society, Dr. Junhong
Wang with the National Center of Atmospheric
Research discussed his research team’s findings
that the amount of water vapor in the upper
atmosphere is much greater than previously
thought - at least over Oklahoma and Kansas.

The researchers have built a new radiosonde
instrument, called Snow White (SW), which
measures relative humidity more accurately than
the old instruments, which have been the basis
for all upper atmosphere climate records. The
new radiosonde will serve as the new reference
case from which all previous measurements will
be calibrated.

In test runs over Kansas and Oklahoma, the
researchers found that below six kilometers the
old and new radiosondes agree reasonably well
but then diverge at altitudes above six kilometers.
At about 11.4 to 12.7 kilometers, SW found a
supersaturation layer, which could be the cirrus
cloud layer. Previous measurements found
relative humidity of below 30 percent.

This finding is important because high altitude
cirrus clouds do not block sunlight, indeed they
are often invisible to the naked eye, but very
efficiently block outgoing infrared radiation
(heat), causing a net warming. Where humidity
is high, however, the relative effect of
greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide, on
temperature is smaller than in low humidity
areas.

That’s why most anthropogenic warming is
predicted to take place in extraordinarily dry
(and cold) regions such as Siberia, If the
humidity data used in a computer model is too
low, then the model will overestimate the effect
of greenhouse gases. And, the climate models
will predict too much warming. The paper is
available at www.ametsoc.org/AMS/index.html.

Melting in Arctic May be Natural

Researchers from the Norwegian Polar Institute
and the Norwegian Meteorological Institute have
compiled data from the ship logs of early Arctic
explorers and whalers to determine the sea ice
extent from 1553 to 2002.

What they have found is that the current retreat
of ice observed in the Arctic occurred before in
the early 1700s. While this evidence doesn’t rule
out that the current melting is due to man’s
greenhouse gas emissions, it certainly suggests
that it may be entirely natural. "If you go back to
the early 1700s you find that sea ice extent was
about the same as it is now," said Chad Dick of
the Arctic Climate Systems Study.
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The researchers also found that sea ice has
declined by about 33 percent over the past 135
years, but that most of that retreat occurred
before significant manmade emissions of
greenhouse gases. This also means that the
current melting could be due to natural cycles.
"The evidence at the moment is fairly
inconclusive," said Mr. Dick. "The fact is lhere
are natural cycles in sea ice extent and we’re not
outside the range of those natural cycles at the
moment."

Mr. Dick also noted that if the current warming is
indeed due to natural cycles, we should begin to
see ice thickening again in the near future. It will
take about ten more years at the current rate of
thinning to get beyond the range that we’d expect
if the decline in sea ice is due to natural cycles
(Globe and Mail, Februa~, 27, 2003). The
World Wildlife Fund is publishing the sea charts
on CD-ROM (www.panda.org).
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A bi-weekl), report on thepolitics, science, and economics of global warming
By the Competitive Enterprise Institute

Politics

Maine Bill Would Prevent Kyoto
Implementation

In an altcmpt to thwart Kyoto-style legislation
and Kyoto-related activities in Maine, a bill has
been introduced in the state legislature that
would prohibit the State from spending any
money to implement international treaties that
have not been ratified by the U.S. Senate.

demonstrable and direct connection to specific
requirements of any international treaty that has
not been ratified by the United States Senate."

On Wednesday, Kep. Joy testified that Kyoto
"really doesn’t have anylhing to do with
conservation. It’s really about command and
control - where you live, how you live and in
some cases, if you do live." Joy introduced the
bill on behalf of Jon Reisman, an economics
professor at the University of Maine at Maehias,
who has worked to prevent such efforts.

The bill may be the beginning of a backlash
against efforts in New England to carry out
Kyoto-style policies and to pressure the Bush
Administration to do likewise. In 2001, for
example, the governors of all six New England
States signed an agreement with the Eastern
Canadian provinces to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to 1990 levels by 2010 and to 10
percent below 1990 levels by 2020.

Also, State Attorney General Steven Rowe is one
of several attorneys general who have threatened
to sue the Bush Administration for failing to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions to prevent
global warming. Maine lawmakers have also
sought to introduce legislation to restrict
greenhouse gas emissions.

The bill, introduced by Rep. Henry Joy (R-
Crystal), reads in part, "A stale department or
agency may not expend or award funds to
implement, in whole or in part, an international
treaty that the United States Senate has not
ratified." Tile bill explains that "to implement"
is any "means to take any action that has a

Reisman calls the agreement between the New
England States and Canadian provinces, "an
unconstitutional foray into foreign policy." He
has noted the agreement violates Article I,
Section 10 of the Constitution, which states, "No
State shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance or
Confederation .... No State shall, without the
Consent of Congress... enter into any Agreement
or Compact with another State, or.with a foreign
Power...."

Arab States Reject Warming Claims

Thirteen oil producing Arab states, including
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iraq and the United Arab
Emirates, have signed a declaration dismissing
global warming claims and asserting their right to
produce and sell oil.

"Such unfounded allegations and doubts would
make victims of the oil and gas sector and may
result in a recession in world demand, thus
harming the interests of producers," says the
called Abu Dhabi declaration. The signatories

Edito1:. Myron Ebell                                                      Managing Editor: Paul Georgia
Cooler Heads is published b), the Competitive Ettterprise Institute for the Cooler Heads Coalition, a subgroup
of the "b million member National Consumer Coalilio~ founded by Cottsumer Alert. Conlazt CEI at
Conneaicul Ave~ Ng"Suile 1~50, IVashb~gton, DC ~0036, Teb (~0~) a~l-tOtO, e-maib paulg~ei.org, web site:
~v globahoarming.org.
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Victoria nor Abraham Lincoln decreed a policy
of decarbonization. Yet, the system pursued it."
Decarbonization and our path to the hydrogen
economy will happen regardless of government
decrees or federal research money.

Ausubel also takes to task the UN
lntergovernmental Panel on Climate Change for
its assumptions on energy use. When Ausubel
extrapolated decarbonization trends out to the
year 2100 and compared it to the IPCC’s 1990
"business as usual" (BAU) scenario he found that
they bore little resemblance to one another.

The IPCC’s BAU scenario was a flat line, which
assumes technical stagnation or what Ausubel
dubs the Bl~schnev Scenario. But properly
understood, BAU is a technologically dynamic
and progressive scenario that will eliminate CO2
by 2100. The IPCC’s 2001 Third Assessment
Report uses 40 scenarios which show
decarbonization and carbonization going in all
different directions with no probabilities
attached.

IPCC’s Economic Assumptions
Assailed

The Economist (February 13, 2003) has
published an article featuring criticisms leveled
at the UN’s lntergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change for the economic assumptions it used to
come up with its temperature projections.

"In recent months," according to the Economist,
"two distinguished commentators - Inn Castles of
the National Center for Development Studies at
Australian National University, formerly the head
of Australia’s national office of statistics; and
David Henderson of the Westminster Business
School, formerly chief economist of the OECD -
have put together a critique of the panel’s Special
Report of Emissions Scenarios (SRES)."

The major points of contention are the
assumptions about the gap between rich and poor
countries and the speed at which the gap will be
closed. The SRES based its projections of future
output on GDP estimates that were converted
into a common measure using ~narket exchange
rates. Because prices tend to be much lower in
poor countries, this method significantly
overslates the gap in average incomes between
rich and poor countries.

The 1PCC assumed that the rich countries will
continue to grow and that in most of the 40 SKES
scenarios the poor countries will close the
income gap by the Tear 2100. The combination
of the overstated gap and the assumption of
convergence lead to vastly overestimated
emissions scenarios.

Even more startling are projections that show the
per capita incomes of those living in South
Africa, Algeria, Libya, Turkey and North Korea
overtaking the per capita incomes of Americans
by 2100 by a wide margin. There are several
other serious errors in the SRES scenarios as
well. Castles and Henderson’s analysis will be
published in a forthcoming issue of Energy and
Environment.

Renewable Energy in Decline

The Energy Information Administration has
released a report showing that the consumption
of renewable energy fell significantly in 2001.
Much of the decline was attributed to a drought
which curtailed the generation of hydroelectric
power by 23 percent. But the report also noted
that the equipment used to produce solar power
is being retired faster than new equipment is
being installed.

Much of that equipment was installed in the
1970s and 1980s when there were plentiful
subsidies available for distributed solar power.
But now the equipment is getting old and
wearing out, and the subsidies are no longer
available to replace it.

Even though the use of solar collectors and wind
turbines has increased over the last few years,
overall consumption of renewable energy fell by
12 percent in 2001, the lowest point in over 12
years. In all, renewables only account for 6
percent of the nation’s energy consumption
(Energ~ Central, February 18, 2003).

Science

Climate Variation is the Norm, not the
Exception

A new report by Dr. David Wojick, which
reviews six major National Academy of
Sciences’ studies published over the last five
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University of Guelph, will give a Cooler Heads
Coalition congressional and media briefing on
their new book, Taken By Storm: the troubled
science, polkg,o a~d politics of global warming,
on Thursday, February 27, from 2:30 to 4:00 PM
in Room 406 of the Senate Dirksen Office
Building. Reservations are requested. To attend,
please contact Myron Ebel[ at mebell(ib.cei.org or
(202) 331-2256. Include your name, telephone
number, e-mail address, and institutional
affiliation. Registered attendees wi}l receive
copies of the book, compliments of the
Competitive Enterprise Institute.

THE COOLER HEADS COALITION

Alexis de Tocqueville Institution
Americans for Tax Reform
American Legislative Exchange Council
American Policy Center
Association of Concerned Taxpayers
Center for Security Policy
Citizens for a Sound Economy
Committee for a Constructive Tomorrow
Competitive Enterprise Institute
Consumer Alert
Defenders of Property Rights
Frontiers of Freedom
George C. Marshall Institute
Heartland Institute
Independent Institute
JunkScience.com
National Center for Policy Analysis
National Center for Public Policy Research
Pacific Research Institute
Seniors Coalition
60 Plus Association
Small Business Survival Committee
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A hi.weekly repot1 on the polities, science, and economics of global warming
By the Competitive Enterp ,ri,:se Institute

Politics

Court Orders EPA to Hand Over
Climate Change Documents

The Environmental Protection Agency has been
ordered by the U.S. District Court for the District
of Columbia to produce "climate change"
documents requested under the Freedom of
Information Act by the Competitive Enterprise
Institute (CEI), or to justif~ their withholding.
CEI, a non-profit free market advocacy group,
requested the documents to determine whether or
not the agency was engaging in activities to
implement the Kyoto Protocol "through the
backdoor" in opposition to congressional
prohibition.

"Now we can finally begin assessing how far the
agency has gone toward backdoor
implementation of the Kyoto Protocol," said
Christopher C. Homer, CEI Counsel who filed
the lawsuit. "We also remain fascinated by a
point of which the Court took paaieular note:
How does EPA explain their shift in alarmism
from the global cooling scare of years past to the
current emphasis on catastrophic global
warming.’?"

The documents that the EPA has been ordered to
hand over are expected to show that the agency
has violated the "Knollenberg Provision,"
originally sponsored by Rep. Joe Knollenberg
(R-Mi). The provision prohibits the federal
government from spending money to implement
the Kyoto Protocol, which has not been ratified
by the U.S. Senate.

"By this Order, the D.C. District Court joins
CEI’s puzzlement over the Administration’s
refusal to turn over documents on the basis that
their release ’may potentially harm U.S. interests
in ongoing Kyoto negotiations’," said Homer.
"And it adds to the mounting public
embarrassments over the refusal by various
o~eials to execute the President’s rejection of
Kyoto, instead continuing to ~ to cut a deal for
a treaty the President assured the public he
rejected in America’s interest."

The court ruling, said Horner, will likely expose
at’tempted backdoor implementation during the
Clinton Administration. The EPA has until
March 31 to either produce the documents or
explain to the satisfaction of the court why they
are withholding them.

Analyst Shreds AG’s C02 Case

State Attorneys General from several states have
filed notice on two separate occasions this year
of their intent to sue the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency for failing to regulate carbon
dioxide. The first notice came on Januars, 30,
informing EPA Administrator Christine Todd
Whitman that the Attorneys General of
Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Maine planned
to sue under Section 108 of the Clean Air Act
(CAA), which they claim obligates Whitman to
list CO2 as a pollutant that endangers public
health and safety.

The second notice came on February 20 when the
three AGs, joined by four others representing
New York, New Jersey, Rhode Island and

Editor." Myron Ebell                                              Managing Editor: Paul Georgia
Cooler Heads is published by the Competitive Enterprise Institute for the Cooler Head~ Coalition, a
subgroup of the 4 million member National Consumer Coalition, founded by Consumer Alert. Contact
CEI at 1001 Connecticut Ave,. NW Suite 1250, Washington. DC 20036, Tel: (202) 331-1010. e-mail:
paulg@cei, org, web site: www.globalwarming, org.
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Washington, informed Whitman of intent to sue
unless she promulgates New Source Review
Performance Standards for power plant
emissions of(20: under section I I I of the CAA.

In a critique of the two letters, Marie Lewis, a
senior fellow at the Competitive Enterprise
Institute, accuses the AGs of engaging in "mere
word play" and a "sophomoric attempt to turn
statutory construction into a game of’gotcha’."

The question, argues Lewis, is "Did Congress
delegate to EPA the power to regulate COz?
When Congress enacted and amended the CAA,
did it intend for EPA to set up a mandatory
greenhouse gas control program?" The answer is
clearly no, according to Lewis. As he has noted
elsewhere and repeats in the current critique, (202
is not mentioned in any (2AA regulatory
provisions and only once in a non-regulatory
provision. The clincher, however, is the
statement within the non-regulatory provision
that, "Nothing in this subsection shall be
construed to authorize the imposition on any
person of air pollution control requirements."

Moreover, the AGs want the EFA to declare CO:
a pollutant under the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS) program. But
NAAQS is a program that deals with "place-
specific air quality programs," which "measures
local pollution levels against national air quality
standards and seeks to remedy local problems via
state implementation plans."

it doesn’t make any sense to attempt to regulate
CO2 under the NAAQS provision because
regardless of where the CO., is emitted, it has the
same potential impact on the climate. "If EPA
set NAAQS for CO: above current atmospheric
levels, the entire country would be in attainment,
even if U.S. consumption of hydrocarbon fuels
suddenly doubled," says Lewis. "(2onversely, if
EPA set a NAAQS for CO: below current levels,
the entire country would be out of attainment,
even if all power plants, Factories, and
automobiles shut down."

The second notice or" intent to sue is a new
innovation in the AGs attempt to force the EPA
to regulate COL This one seeks to force
Administrator Whitman to set New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS) for CO: emission
from electric generating units. NSPS requires
different categories of stationary sources to meet

certain performances, Lewis points out that the
NSPS program was enacted in 1970, "years
before global warming was even a gleam in AI
Gore’s eye." Nor did Congress instruct the EPA
to address global warming in the NSPS program
when it amended the CAA in 1977 and 1990.

Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-VT) introduced legislation
to amend the NSPS to cap COz from power
plants in the 105t~, 1062, and I07th Congresses.
Each time the bill attracted zero co-sponsors.
It’s absurd, says Lewis, to argue that Congress
implicitly empowered EPA to cap CO: in 1970
given Leahy’s efforts to provide that authority
and Congress’s flat rejection of those efforts.
"The phrase ’laughed out of court’ was invented
for just such inanities." Lewis makes several
other cogent and damning eriliques of the AG’s
arguments.

He concludes by challenging EPA Administrator
Whitman to show leadership in the face of these
attacks. These notices are designed to force her
to choose between the President’s opposition to
CO: regulation and the career bureaucrats who
want to increase their power over the U.S.
economy, says Lewis. "Whitman must decide
where her loyalties li¢ - with the rule of law,
economic growth, and affordable energy, or with
the rule of bureaucrats, regulatory excess, and
Kyoto-style energy rationing." The critique, The
Anti-Energy Litigation Of The State ,4ttorneys
General: From Junk Science To Junk Law, is
available at www.cei.org.

Economics

UK Leader Endorses Ambitious
Carbon Reduction Goals

UK Prime Minister Tony Blair has thrown his
support behind a government plan that would
severely restrict greenhouse gas emissions,
require large increases in the use of renewable
energy, and block any further construction of
nuclear power plants. The plan, which was set
out in a white paper policy document released by
the government on Feb, 24, was hailed by the
prime minister as a "step change in the UK’s
energy strategy over the next 50 years."

The plan calls for a reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions of 60 percent by the year 2050. The
massive reductions would to take place without
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"Watson, Harlan L (OES)" <WatsonHL@state.gov>
03/19/2003 07:09:42 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: Joint Statement of Enhanced Bilateral Climate Change Cooperation Between the US and Mexico

<<Joint Statement of Enhanced Bilateral Climate Change Cooperation Between
the United States and Mexico.htm>>

ID- Joint Statement of Enhanced Bilateral Climate Change Cooperation Between the United States
and Mexico.htm
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Joint Statement
Richard Boucher, Spokesman
Washington, DC
March 18, 2003

Joint Statement of Enhanced Bilateral Climate Change Cooperation Between
the United States and Mexico

Following is the text of a joint press statement on climate change cooperation released today by the
United States and Mexico:

’q’he governments of Mexico and the United States today announced their intention to expand and
intensify their existing bilateral efforts to address climate change. The U.S. also presented its
Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum initiative.

"Both countries announced their intention to continue bilateral dialogue to develop joint activities to
combat climate change in such areas as: emission inventories, economic and climatic models,
energy, adaptation, agriculture/forests, earth observation systems and carbon sequestration
technologies. Specific areas of cooperation wilt be further considered.

"Both delegations agreed to establish a working group to follow up bilateral cooperation on these
issues.

"Talks took place in Mexico City on 17 March 2003, between Dr. Harlan Watson, Senior Climate
Negotiator and Special Representative, of the U.S. Department of State, and Mrs. Patricia
Olamendi, Under Secretary for Global Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Mexico, and other
senior and technical officials of both governments. Participating in the talks on the U.S. side were
the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce/NOAA, Energy, and State, and the Agency for
International Development and Environmental Protection Agency. The Mexican participants were
representatives from the Foreign Affairs Ministry, the Environment and Natural Resources Ministry,
the Energy Ministry, as well as from Pemex, the National Commission for Energy Conservation,
universities and research institutions."

[End]

Released on March 18, 2003

fi~e://C:\TEMP~I~int%2~Statement%2~f%2~Enhanced%2~Bi~atera~%2~C~imate%2~Chan~ 3/20/2003
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0374_f_q3rye003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Sandy MacCracken <smaccrac@usgcrp.gov> ( sandy MacC~acken
<smaccrac@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:24-MAR-2003 12:34:49.00

SUBJECT:: CCSP Meeting confirmation of Attendance

To:david.conover@hq.doe.gov ( david.conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:djwhite@nsf.gov ( djwhite@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov ( Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:turekianvc@state.gov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:sambrose@hq.nasa.gov ( sambrose@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov ( Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mgarcia@usgs.gov ( mgarcia@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov (Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:kbarrett@usaid.gov ( kbarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:tspence@nsf.gov ( tspence@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov (James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov ( Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:gant@niehs.nih.gov ( gant@niehs.nih.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaidogoV [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Erin Wuchte ( CN=Erin Wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ari.patrinos@science.doe°gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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To:watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonh!@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Patel-weynandTO@state.gov ( Patel-weynandTO@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov ( Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:talleyt@state.gov ( talleyt@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:david.goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodrich@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:VGorsevski@usaid,gov ( vGorsevski@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:scheraga.joel@epa.gov ( scheraga.joel@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:hratch.semerjian@nist.gov ( hratch.semerjian@nist.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov ( Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:vicki.horton@noaa.gov ( vicki.horton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen@nsf.gov ( mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov ( MargotoAnderson@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dotogOV [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:slimak.michael@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epaogov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat@u~gs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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TEX~F:
Due to the number of invitees to the CCSP meeting on Friday, March
28th, we would like to have a count on how many of you will be
attending, and how many will be calling in (details to follow if
needed).

We are currently scheduled to meet in the ccsP conference room,.but
if the numbers warrant, we will attempt to move the meeting to a
larger space.

If you would let me know as soon as possible, I would appreciate it.

Thank you,
sandy

sandy MacCracken
Administrator
climate Change science Program office
u.s. Global Change Research Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Tel: 202-419-3483
Fax: 202-223-3065
Email: smaccrac@usgcrp.gov

Page 3
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:24-MAR-2003 14:17:54.00

SUB3ECT:: Re: CCSP Meeting Confirmation of Attendance

TO:Sandy MacCracken <smaccrac@usgcrp.gov> { sandy MacCracken <smaccrac@usgcrp.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT;
sandy, I will plan to attend, thanks, Phil Cooney

sandy MacCracken <smaccrac@usgcrp.gov>
03/24/2003 12:33:45 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc:
subject: ccsP Meeting confirmation of Attendance

Due to the number of invitees to the ccsP meeting on Friday, March
28th, we would like to have a count on how many of you will be
attending, and how many will be calling in (details to follow if
needed).

we are currently scheduled to meet in the CCSP conference room, but
if the numbers warrant, we will attempt to move the meeting to a
larger space.

If you would let me know as soon as possible, I would appreciate it.

Thank you,
Sandy

sandy MacCracken
Administrator
Climate change science Program office
u.s. Global change Research Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Tel: 202-419-3483
Fax: 202-223-3065
Email: smaccrac@usgcrp.gov

Message Sent
To:
Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov
neale@sercosi.edu
cgroat@usgs.gov
watsonhl@state.gov
gasrar@hq.nasa.gov
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MA~L)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:25-MAR-2003 17:34:39.00

SUBJECT:: FY 2004 CCRI Program Descriptions and Milestones

TO:Kameran L, Onley ( CN=Kameran L, Onley/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

05:34 PM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 03/25/2003

stephanie Harrington <Stephanie,Harrington@noaa,gov>
03/1.3/2003 09:57:15 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution ~ist at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: FY 2004 CCRI Program Descriptions and Milestones

Please see the attached PDF file to view the FY 2004 climate Change
Research Initiative (CCRI) Program
Descriptions and Milestones, This document is now public,

Please let me know if you have any questions or have any difficulties
opening the file,

stephanie Harrington -
U,S, climate change science Program
202-482-1944

- FY 2004 CCRI.PDF

Message Sent
To:
Whohenst@OCE,USDA,gov
neale@serc,si,edu
cgroat@usgs,gov
watsonhl@state.gov
gasrar@hq.nasa,gov
ari,patrinos@sclence,doe,gov
mmoore@osophs,dhhs,gov
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
slimak,michael@epa,gov
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
linda,lawson@ost.dot,gov
andrewj @on r, navy, mi 1
mary, gl acki n@noaa, gov
EmSi mmons@u~ai d, gov
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
gant@niehs,nih,gov
Margot,Anderson@hq,doe,gov
Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov
mle~nen@nsf.gov
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Message copied
TO:
tspence@nsf.gov
Jack.Kaye@hq.nasaogov
kbarrett@usaid.gov
h ratch, s eme rj i an@ni st. gov
Jerry. Elwood@sci ence. doe. gov
scheraga, joel @epa. gov
mgarcia@usgs.gov
vGorsevski@usaid.gov
david.goodrich@noaa.gov
sambrose@hq.nasa.gov
talleyt@state.gov
turekianvc@state.gov
Debbie. Payne@noaaogov
Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov
Patel-weynandTO@state.gov
djwhite@nsf.gov
rbirk@hq.nasa.gov
ipo@usgcrp.gov

A1-FACHMENT
Al-r CREATION TIME/DATE:

1
0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOPO103:[A1-FACH.D81]SREOP01300F0VAW.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

255044462D312E32200DOA25E2E3CFD30DOA200DOA382030206F626AODOA3C3C0DOA2F4C656E67

END AI-FACHMENT    i
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"MoSS, Richard H" <Richard.Moss@pnl.gov> ( "Moss, Richard N"
<Richard.Moss@pnl.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:26-MAR-2003.17:06:35,00

SUBJECT:: Press Release on CCSP Plan Date Change

TO:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:slimak,michae1@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen@nsfogov ( mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gant@niehs.nih.gov ( gant@niehs.nih.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:david.conover@hq.doe.gov ( david.conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj@onr.navy.mi] ( andrewj@onr.navy.mi] [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( Emsimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Margaret.RoMccalla@noaa.gov ( Margaret.R°Mccalla@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:gasrar@hq.nasaogov ( gasrar@hq.nasa°gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov ( Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:ipo@usgcrp.gov ( ipo@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:djwhite@nsf.gov ( djwhite@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathy.Nolmes@science.doe.gov ( Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:turekianvc@state.gov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:tspence@nsf.gov ( tspence@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:scheraga.joel@epa.gov ( scheraga.joel@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov ( robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:VGorsevski@usaid.gov ( vGorsevski@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia@usgs.gov ( mgarcia@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett@usaid.gov ( kbarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:rbirk@hq.nasa.gov ( rbirk@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov ( Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jgross@mail.hq.nasa.gov ( jgross@mail.hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:talleyt@state.gov ( talleyt@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:hratch.semerjian@nist.gov ( hratch.semerjian@nist.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Patel-weynandTO@state,gov ( Patel-weynandTO@State.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov (Jack. Kaye@hq.nasaogOV [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodrich@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov (Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:sambrose@hq.nasa.gov ( sambrose@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
The press release announcing the change in the ccsP plan release date is
attached. This final version reflects most of the comments that were
submitted on the first draft. The press release is being sent first to
you, and subsequently to the Hill and media outlets. It will also be
posted on our web page.

Regards and many thanks,

Ri chard

Richard H. MOSS

Climate Change science Program

(Incorporating the usGlobal change Research Program and the climate change
Research Initlative)

1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250

washington, DC20006

Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov

Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476

Fax: 1 (202) 223-3908

~ - Press Release on June 25 Plan Publication 3-27-03.pdf.
A1-FACHMENT 1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0101:[ATTACH.D87]SREOP01300F293Y.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:.

255044462D312E330D25E2E3CFD30DOA362030206F626AOD3C3C200D2F4C696E656172697A6564
2031200D2F4F2038200D2F48205B2039353320323037205D200D2F4C203937363732200D2F4520
3935373132200D2F4E2031200D2F54203937343335200D3E3E200D656E646F626AOD2020202020
202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020
2020202020202020202020202020202020787265660D36203236200D3030303030303030313620
3030303030206EODOA30303030303030383634203030303030206EODOA30303030303031313630
203030303030206EODOA30303030303031333131203030303030206EODOA303030303030313533
30203030303030206EODOA30303030303032303638203030303030206EODOA3030303030303232
3832203030303030206EODOA30303030303032353034203030303030206EODOA30303030303032
373137203030303030206EODOA30303030303032393035203030303030206EODOA303030303030
33333238203030303030206EODOA30303030303033333637203030303030206EODOA3030303030
3036323736203030303030206EODOA30303030303036363639203030303030206EODOA30303030
303036383832203030303030206EODOA30303030303037303638203030303030206EODOA303030
30303037323830203030303030206EODOA30303030303136393837203030303030206EODOA3030
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0383_f_cg92f003_ceq.txt
RECORD I~’PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Moss, Richard H" <Richard.Moss@pnl.gov> ( "Moss, Richard H"
<Richard.Moss@pnl.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:26-MAR-2003 17:12:16.00

SUBJECT:: Press Release on CCSP Plan Date change

TO:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:slimak.michael@epa.gov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen@nsf.gov ( mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gant@niehs.nih.gov ( gant@niehs.nih.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:david.conover@hq.doe.gov ( david.conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov ( Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov ( Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:ipo@usgcrp.gov ( ipo@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:djwhite@nsf.gov ( djwhite@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathy.Holmes@science,doe.gov ( Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:turekianvc@state.gov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence@nsf.gov.( tspence@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:scheraga.joel@epa.gov ( scheraga.joel@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov ( robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:vGorsevski@usaid.gov ( vGorsevski@usaid,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia@usgs.gov ( mgarcia@usgsogov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett@usaid.gov ( kbarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:rbirk@hq.nasa.gov ( rbirk@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie.Payne@noaa.gov ( Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jgross@mail.hq.nasa.gov ( jgross@mail.hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:talleyt@state.gov ( talleyt@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:hratch.semerjian@nist.gov ( hratch.semerjian@nist.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Patel-weynandTO@state.gov ( Patel-weynandTO@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov (Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david,goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodrich@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov (Jerry. Elwood@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN
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Cc:sambrose@hq.nasa.gov ( sambrose@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
The press release announcing the change in the CCSP plan release date is
attached. This final version reflects most of the comments that were
submitted on the first draft. The press release is being sent first to
you, and subsequently to the Hill and media outlets. It will also be
posted on our web page.

Regards and many thanks,

Ri chard

Richard H. Moss

Climate Change science Program

(Incorporating the us Global change Research Program and the climate
Change Research Initiative)

1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250

washington, DC 20006

Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov

Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476

Fax: 1 (202) 223-3908

- attl.htm - Press Release on June 25 Plan Publication
3-27-03.pdf ATTACHMENT 1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT;
<html>

<head>
<meta http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/html; charset=us-ascii">
<meta name=Generator content="Microsoft word 10 (filtered)">

<style>

/* Font Definitions */
@font-face

{font-family:Helvetica;
panose-l:2 11, 6/4 2 2 2 2 2 4;}

/* style Definitions
p. MsoNormal, I i. NsoNormal, di v. NsoNormal

{margin: 0i n;
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margin-bottom:.0001pt;
font-size:12.0pt;
font-family:"Times New Roman";}

a:link, span.MsoHyperlink
{color:blue;
text-decoration:underline;}

a:visited, span.MsoHyperlinkFollowed
{color:purple;
text-decoration:underline;}

p.MsoAutoSig, li.MsoAutoSig, div.MSoAUtoSig
{mar~in:0in;
margln-bottom:.0001pt;
font-size:12.0pt;
font-family:"Times New Roman";}

span. Emai I Styl e17
{font-fami I y: Ari al ;
color :wi ndowtext ; }

@page section1
{size:8.Sin 11.0in;
margin:l.0in 1.25in 1.0in 1.25in;}

div.sectionl
{page:Section1;}

-->
</style>

</head>

<body lang=EN-US link=blue vlink=purple>

<div cl ass=section1>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=2 face=Arial><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>The press release announcing the change in the ccsP plan
release date is attached. This final version reflects most of the comments that

were submitted on the first draft. The press release is being sent first to
you, and subsequently to the Hill and media outlets. It will also be posted on

our web page. </span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=2 face=Arial><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>&nbsp;</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font slze=2 face=Arial><span style= font-size:10o0pt;
font-family:Arial’>Regards and many thanks,</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font slze=2 face=Arial><span style= font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>&nbsp;</span></font>a/p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font slze=2 face=Arial><span style= font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>Richard </span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font slze=2 face=Arial><span st~le= font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>&nbsp;</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font s~ze=2 face=Arial><span style= font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>&nbsp;</span></font></p>

<p class=NsoNormal><font s~ze=2 face=Arial><span style= font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>&nbsp;</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
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font-fami I y: Hel veti ca’ >Ri chard H. Moss</span></font></p>

<p cl aSS=MSOAUtOSi g><font si ze=2 face=Hel veti ca><span style=’ font-si ze: 10. Opt ;

font-fami I y: Hel veti ca’ >cl i mate change science program</span></font></p>

<p cl ass=MsoAutoSi g><font si ze=2 face=Hel veti ca><span style=’ font-si ze: 10. Opt ;

font-fami I y: Hel veti ca’ >(Incorporati n~ the </span></font><font si ze=2
face=Hel veti ca><span styl e=° font-sl ze : 10. Opt ; font-fami I y: Hel veti ca’ >US</span>

</font><font
si ze=2 face=Hel veti ca><span style=’ font-si ze : 10. Opt ; font-fami I y: Hel veti ca’ >
61obal Change Research Program and the climate change Research Initiative)</spa
n></font></p>

<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span

font-family:Helvetica’>1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,
p>

style=’font-size:10.0pt;

Suite 250<~span></font></

font-family:Helvetica°>washington</span></font><font size=2 face=Helvetica><s
pan
style=’font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Helvetica’>, </span></font><font size=2
face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;font-fami.ly:Helvetica’>DC</span>

</font><font
size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Helvetica’> </

span></font><font
size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Helvetica’>20

006</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;

font-familv’Helvetica’>Email: </span></font><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span
style= font-slze:10.Opt;font-famlly:Helvet~ca >rmoss@usgcrp.gov</span></font><

/P>

<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2

font-family:Helvetica°>Telephone:

<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2

face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;

1 (202) 419-3476</span></font></p>

face=Helvetica><span style=°font-size:10.0pt;

font-family:Helvetica’>Fax: 1 (202) 223-3908</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=3 face="Times New Roman’°><span

12.0pt’>&nbsp;</span></font></p>

</div>

</body>

</html>

END A1-FACHMENT 1

A1-FACHMENT 2
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0101:[Al-FACH.D33]SREOP01300F29GC.002
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<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
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The following is a HEX DUMP:

255044462D312E330D25E2E3CFD30DOA362030206F626AOD3C3C200D2F4C696E656172697A6564
2031200D2F4F2038200D2F48205B2039353320323037205D200D2F4C203937363732200D2F4520
3935373132200D2F4E2031200D2F54203937343335200D3E3E200D656E646F626AOD2020202020
202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020
2020202020202020202020202020202020787265660D36203236200D3030303030303030313620
3030303030206EODOA30303030303030383634203030303030206EODOA30303030303031313630
203030303030206EODOA30303030303031333131203030303030206EODOA303030303030313533
30203030303030206EODOA30303030303032303638203030303030206EODOA3030303030303232
3832203030303030206EODOA30303030303032353034203030303030206EODOA30303030303032
373137203030303030206EODOA30303030303032393035203030303030206EODOA303030303030
33333238203030303030206EODOA30303030303033333637203030303030206EODOA3030303030
3036323736203030303030206EODOA30303030303036363639203030303030206EODOA30303030
303036383832203030303030206EODOA30303030303037303638203030303030206EODOA303030
30303037323830203030303030206EODOA30303030303136393837203030303030206EODOA3030
3030303234383932203030303030206EODOA30303030303237353639203030303030206EODOA30
303030303433303535203030303030206EODOA30303030303439383230203030303030206EODOA
30303030303734343632203030303030206EODOA30303030303935363034203030303030206EOD
0A30303030303030393533203030303030206EODOA30303030303031313430203030303030206E
ODOA747261696C65720D3C3COD2F53697A652033320D2F496E666F203420302052200D2F526F6F
74203720302052200D2F50726576203937343236200D2F49445B3C386164313732626263346533
34623834623338356239303335373863643130313E3C3931386632663634356135353939313566
3637393766646232613730383265373E5DOD3E3EOD7374617274787265660D300D2525454F460D
20202020200D372030206F626AOD3C3C200D2F54797065202F436174616C6F67200D2FS0616765
73203320302052200D2F4D65746164617461203520302052200D2F506167654C6162656C732032
20302052200D3E3E200D656E646F626AOD33302030206F626AOD3C3C202F53203336202F4C2031
3035202F46696C746572202F466C6174654465636F6465202F4C656E6774682033312030205220
3E3E200D73747265616DODOA488962606090606060DEC9COCOCO5868C5800D7040690120168362
060675067E86074C17F867707D107BAODDEOD5D8COCOAO73835B80EB81508276DO23B95D22733E
C65C3263DCE5FB80F300C4004606C692CF409AO9883DOOO20COO662914550D656E647374726561
6DOD656E646F626AOD33312030206F626AOD3936200D656E646F626AOD382030206F626AOD3C3C
200D2F54797065202FSO616765200D2F506172656E74203320302052200D2F5265736F75726365
73203920302052200D2F436F6E74656E747320313720302052200D2F4D65646961426F78205B20
3020302036313220373932205D200D2F43726F70426F78205B203020302036313220373932205D
200D2F526F746174652030200D3E3E200D656E646F626AOD392030206F626AOD3C3C200D2F5072
6F63536574205B202F504446202F54657874202F496D61676543205D200D2F466F6E74203C3C20
2F54543220313420302052202F54543420313020302052202F54543620313520302052202F5454
3820313820302052202F5454313020323020302052203E3E200D2F584F626A656374203C3C202F
496D3120323820302052203E3E200D2F457874475374617465203C3C202F475331203239203020
52203E3E200D2F436F6C6F725370616365203C3C202F43733620313620302052203E3E200D3E3E
2OOD656E646F626AOD31302030206F626AOD3C3C200D2F54797065202F466F6E74200D2F537562
74797065202F5472756554797065200D2F466972737443686172203332200D2F4C617374436861
7220313438200D2F576964746873205B2032373820302030203020302030203020302033333320
33333320302030203237382033333320323-7382030203535362035353620353536203535362035
353620353536200D30203535362035353620353536203237382030203020302030203020302036
3637203020373232203732322030203631312037373820302032373820353030200D3636372035
353620383333203732322037373820363637203020373232203636372036313120373232203020
39343420302030203020302030203020302030200D302035353620353536203530302035353620
353536203237382035353620353536203232322032323220353030203232322038333320353536
2035353620353536200D3535362033333320353030203237382035353620353030203732322035
30302035303020302030203020302030203020302030203020302030203020302030200D302030
2030203020302030203020302030203020302033333320333333205D200D2F456E636F64696E67
202F57696E416E7369456E636F64696E67200D2F42617365466F6E74202F4F4F434B4E492B4172
69616C200D2F466F6E7444657363726970746F7220313220302052200D3E3E200D656E646F626A
OD31312030206F626AOD3C3C200D2F54797065202F466F6E7444657363726970746F72200D2F41
7363656E7420393035200D2F43617048656967687420373138200D2F44657363656E74202D3231
31200D2F466C616773203332200D2F466F6E7442426F78205B202D363238202D33373620323033
342031303130205D200D2F466F6E744E616D65202F4F4F434B50492B417269616C2C426F6C6420
OD2F4974616C6963416E676C652030200D2F5374656D5620313434200D2F466F6E7446696C6532
20323520302052200D3E3E200D656E646F626AOD31322030206F626AOD3C3C200D2F5479706520
2F466F6E7444657363726970746F72200D2F417363656E7420393035200D2F4361704865696768
7420373138200D2F44657363656E74202D323131200D2F466C616773203332200D2F466F6E7442
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0385_f_95b2f003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MA~L)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:26-MAR-2003 17:40:59.00

SUB3ECT:: FYI: Press Release on CCSP Plan Date change

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kameran L. Onley ( CN=Kameran L. Onley/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 03/26/2003

05:40 PM

"MOSS, Richard H" <Richard.Moss@pnl.gov>
03/26/2003 05:05:35 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: Press Release on CCSP Plan Date Change

The press release announcing the change in the CCSP plan release date is
attached. This final version reflects most of the comments that were
submitted on the first draft. The press release is being sent first to
you, and subsequently to the Hill and media outlets. It will also be
posted on our web page.

Regards and many thanks,

Ri chard

Richard H. MOSS

climate Change science Program

(Incorporating the us Global Change Research Program and the climate
Change Research Initiative)
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1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,

washington, DC 20006

Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov

Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476

Fax: 1 (202) 223-3908

0385_f_95b2f003_ceq.txt
suite 250

- attl.htm
- Press Release on June 25 Plan Publication 3-27-03.pdf

Message sent
TO:
Nargot.Anderson@hq.~oe.govandrewj@onr.navy.mi

~asrar@hq.nasa.gov
avid.conover@hq.doe.gov

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
gant@niehs.nih.gov
mary.glackin@noaa.gov
cgroat@usgs.gov
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov
linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov
mleinen@nsf.gov
Margaret. R.Mccalla@noaa.gov
mmoore@osophs.dhhsogov
neal e@serc, si. edu
ari. patri nos@sci ence. doe. gov
EmSi mmons@usai d. gov
sl i mak. michael @epa. gov
watsonhl @state. gov
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP

Message copied
TO:
sambrose@hq.nasa.gov
kbarrett@usaid.gov
Jerry. Elwood@sclence.doe.gov
mgarcia@usgs.gov
david.goodrich@noaa.gov
vGorsevski@usaid.gov
Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov
robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov
Patel-weynandTO@state.gov
scheraga.joel@epa.gov
hratch.semerjian@nlst.gov
tspence@nsf.gov
talleyt@state.gov
turekianvc@state.gov
jgross@mail.hq.nasa.gov
Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov
Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov
djwhite@nsf.gov
rbi rk@hq, nasa. gov
ipo@usgcrP.9Ov
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0385_f_95b2f003_ceq.txt
A1-FACHMENT    1

A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
<html>

<head>
<meta http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/html; charset=us-ascii">
<meta name=Generator content="Microsoft word 10 (filtered)">

<styl e>

/* Font Definitions */
@font-face

{ font- fami I y: Hel veti ca;
panose-l:2 11 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 4;}

/* style Definitions */
p.MsoNormal, li.MSONormal, div,MsoNormal

{margin: 0i n;
margl n-bottom:. 0001pt;
font- size: 12. Opt ;
font-family:"T~mes New Roman"; }

a:link, span.MsoHyperlink
{color:blue;
text-decorati on : underl i ne; }

a : vi si ted, span. MsoHype rl i nkFol I owed
{col or: purple ;
text-decorati on : underl i ne; }

p.MsoAutosig, li .MSOAUtoSig, div.MsoAutoSig
{mar~i n : 0i n ;
margl n-bottom:. 0001pt;
font-si ze: 12. Opt ;
font-fami I y: "Ti rues New Roman" ; }

Span. Emai I styl e17
{font-family:Arial ;
col or : wi ndowtext ; }

@page Section1
{size:8.5in 11.0in;
margin:l.0in 1.25in 1.0in 1.25in;}

di v. secti on1
{page: secti on1; }

-->
</styl e>

</head>

<body lang=EN-US link=blue vlink=purple>

<div cl ass=section1>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=2 face=Arial><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>The press release announcing the change in the ccsP plan
release date is attached. This final version reflects most of the comments that

were submitted on the first draft. The press release is being sent first to
you, and subsequently to the Hill and media outlets. It will also be posted on

our web page. <ispan></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=2 face=Arial><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>&nbsp;</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=2 face=Arial><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
Page 3
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font-family:Arial’>Regards and many thanks,</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=2 face=Arial><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>&nbsp;</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=2 face=Arial><span style=’font-size:lO.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>Richard </span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=2 face=Arial><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>&nbsp;</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=2 face=Arial><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>&nbsp;</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=2 face=Arial><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
font-family:Arial’>&nbsp;</span></font></p>

<p class=~soAutoSig><font size=2

font-fami I y: Hel veti ca’ >Ri chard H.

<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2

face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;

Moss</span></font></p>

face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.Opt;

font-family:Helvetica’>Climate Change science Program</span></font></p>

<p class=MSOAUtoSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;

font-family:Helvetica’>(Incorporatin~ the </span></font><font size=2
face=Helvetica><span style=’font-slze:10.0pt;font-family:Helvetica’>US</span>

</font><font
size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Helvetica’>
Global change Research Program and the climate change Research Initiative)</spa
n></font></p>

<p class=MSOAutoSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:lO.Opt;

font-family:Helvetica’>1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250</span></font></
P>

<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:lO.0pt;

font-family:Helvetica’>washington</span></font><font size=2 face=Helvetica><s
pan
style=’font-size:lO.Opt;font-family:Helvetica’>, </span></font><font size=2
¯ face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10o0pt;font-family:Helvetica’>DC</span>
</font><font
size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Helvetica’> </

span></font><font
size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:lO.0pt;font-family:Helveti~a’>20

006</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;

font-family:Helvetica’>Email: </span></font><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span
style=’font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Helvetica’>rmoss@usgcrp.gov</span></font><

/P>

<p class=MSOAutoSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;

font-family:Helvetica’>Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476</span></font></p>

<p cl aSS=MSOAUtOSi g><font si ze=2 face=Hel veti ca><span styl e=’ font-si ze: 10. Opt ;
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font-family:Helvetica’>Fax: 1 (202) 223-3908</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=3 face="Times New Roman"><span style=’font-size:

12.0pt’>&nbsp;</span></font></p>

</div>

</body>

</html>

END A1-FACHMENT 1

A’I-I’ACHMENT    2
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOPO101:[AI~FACH.D26]SREOPO1300F2B59.002 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END ATTACHMENT    2
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0390_f_bfk3f003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR: "Moss , Richard H" <Richard.Moss@pnl.gov> ("MOSS, Richard H"
<Richard.Moss@pnl.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME : 27-MAR-2003 16 : 14 : 08.00

SOBJECT:: supplemental Documents for 28March03 CCSP Meeting

TO:Erin wuchte ( CN=Erin wuchte/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:slimak.michael@epaogov ( slimak.michael@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov ( ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ : UNKNOWN

To:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mleinen@nsf.gov ( mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:cgroat@usgs.gov ( cgroat@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:gant@niehs.nih.gov ( gant@niehs.nih.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:david.conover@hq.doe.gov ( david.conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrewj@onr.navy.mil ( andrewj@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:EmSimmons@usaid.gov ( EmSimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:neale@serc.si.edu ( neale@serc.si.edu [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov ( Margaret.R.Mccalla@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:mary.glackin@noaa.gov ( mary.glackin@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:gasrar@hq.nasa,gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe,gov ( Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:ipo@usgcrp.gov ( ipo@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:djwhite@nsf.gov ( djwhite@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov ( Kathy.Holmes@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:turekianvc@state.gov ( turekianvc@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:tspence@nsf.gov ( tspence@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:scheraga.joel@epa.gov ( scheraga.joel@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov ( robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:VGorsevski@usaid.gov ( vGorsevski@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mgarcia@usgs,gov ( mgarcia@usgs.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kbarrett@usaid.gov ( kbarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:rblrk@hq.nasa.gov ( rbirk@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov ( Debbie. Payne@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jgross@mail.hq.nasa.gov ( jgross@mail.hq.nasa,gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:talleyt@state.gov ( talleyt@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:hratch.semerjian@nist.gov ( hratch.semerjian@nistogOV [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Patel-weynandTO@state.gov ( Patel-weynandTO@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jack. Kaye@hq.nasa.gov ( Jack.Kaye@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:david.goodrich@noaa.gov ( david.goodrich@noaa,gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Jerry. E1wood@science.doe.gov (Jerry. E1wood@science.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN
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cc:sambrose@hq.nasa.gov ( sambrose@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Attached please find several additional documents for discussion at
Friday’s CCSP meeting.

Richard H. Moss

Climate change science Program

(Incorporating the US Global change Research Program and the climate
change Research Initiative)

1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 250

washington, DC 20006

Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov

Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476

Fax: 1 (202) 223-3908

- attl.htm - CCSP_28Mar_supplemental.pdf ATTACHMENT

ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: " 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
<html>

<head>
<meta http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/html; charset=us-ascii">
<meta name=Generator content="Microsoft word 10 (filtered)">

<style>

/* Font Definitions */
@font-face

{font-family:Helvetica;
panose-l:2 11 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 4;}

/* style Definitions */
p.MsoNormal, li.MsoNormal, div.MsoNormal

{mar~i n : 0i n ;
margln-bottom:.0001pt;
font-size:12G0pt;
font-family: Times New Roman";}

a:link, span.MsoHyperlink
{color:blue;
text-decoration:underline;}

a : vi si ted, span. MsoHyperl i nkFol I owed
{color:purple;
text-decorati on: underl i ne; }
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p. MsoAutoSi g, I i. t4soAutoSi g, di v. MsoAutoSi g

{mar~i n : 0i n ;
margl n-bottom:. 0001pt ;
font-si ze: 12. Opt ;
font-family:"Times New Roman"; }

span. emai I styl e17
{font-family:Arial ;
col or :wi ndowtext ; }

span. Emai I styl e19
{font-fami I y :Ari al ; }

@page Secti on1
{size:8.5in 11.0in;
margin:l.0in 1.25in 1.0in 1.25in;}

di v. Secti on1
{page : Secti on1; }

</styl e>

</head>

<body lang=EN-US link=blue vlink=purple>

<div cl ass=section1>

<p cl ass=MsoNormal ><font si ze=2 face=Ari al><span style=’ font-si ze : 10. Opt ;
font-family:Arial’>Attached please find several additional documents for
discussion at Friday&#8217;s CCSP meeting. </span></font></p>

<p cl ass=MsoNormal ><font si ze=2 face=Ari al ><span styl e=’ font-si ze: 10. Opt ;
font- fami I y: Ari al ’ >&nbsp ; </span></font></p>

<p cl ass=MsoNormal ><font si ze=2 face=Ari al ><span style=’ font-si ze : 10. Opt ;
font- fami I y: Ari al ’ >&nbsp ; </span></font></p>

<p cl ass=MsoNormal ><font si ze=2 face=Ari al ><span style=’ font-si ze : 10. Opt ;
font- fami I y: Ari al ° >&nbsp ; </s pan></font></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><font size=2 face=Arial><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
font- fami ] y :Ari al ’ >&nbsp ; </span></font></p>

<p cl ass=~4soAutosi g><font si ze=2 face=He] veti ca><span sty] e=’ font-si ze: 10. Opt;

font-fami I y: Hel veti ca’ >Ri chard H. Moss</span></font></p>

<p cl aSS=MSoAUtOSi g><font si ze=2 face=Hel veti ca><span style=’ font-si ze: 10. Opt ;

font-fami I y: Hel veti ca’ >Cl i mate change science P rog ram</span></font></p>

<p cl ass=MsoAutoSi g><font si ze=2 face=Hel veti ca><span style=’ font-si ze: 10: Opt ;

font-fami I y: Hel veti ca’ > (Inco rporati n9 the </span></font><font si ze=2
face=Hel veti ca><span style=’ font-sl ze: 10. Opt ; font-fatal I y: Hel veti ca’ >tJS</span>

</font><font
si ze=2 face=Hel veti ca><span style=’ font-si ze : 10. Opt; font-fami I y: Hel veti ca’ >
Global Change Research Program and the climate change Research Initiative)</spa
n></font></p>

<p class=MSOAUtOSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10o0pt;

font-family:Helvetica’>1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250</span></font></
p>

<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;
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font-family:Helvetica’>Washington</span></font><font size=2 face=Helvetica><s
pan
style=’font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Helvetica°>, </span></font><font size=2
face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Helvetica’>DC</span>

</font><font
size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Helvetica’> </

span></font><font
size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Helvetica’>20

006</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2 face=He~vetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;

font-family:Helvetica’>Email: </span></font><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span
style=’font-size:10.0pt;font-family:Helvetica’>rmoss@usgcrp.gov</span></font><

/p>

<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:lO.0pt;

font-family:Nelvetica’>Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoAutoSig><font size=2 face=Helvetica><span style=’font-size:10.0pt;

font-family:Helvetica’>Fax: 1 (202) 223-3908</span></font></p>

<p class=MsoNorma~><font size=3 face="Times New Roman"><span style=’font-size:

12.0pt’>&nbsp;</span></font></p>

</div>

</body>

</html>

A1-F CREATION

TEXT:
Unable to convert
The following is

END AI-FACHMENT    1

A1-FACHMENT 2
TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00,00

NSREOP0102:[Al-~ACH.D77]SREOP01300F3KFB.002 to ASCII,
a HEX DUMP:

END A1-FACHMENT 2
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SBodman@doc.gov
03127/2003 07:13:47 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology (IWGCCST) - Apdl 3

Attached is the agenda for the I.nt~era.qency Working Group on Climate Chan~q~._.
Science and Technology meeting being helffThurs~y,/~ril 3,-~0:00-12:00 PM
~ 4830 at the Oepartment o~-----~ Commerce. You should use the Secretary’s
entrance on 15th Street (at the blue awning) for access to the building.

Please confirm your attendance with Stephanie Harrington at 202-482-1944 or
Margarita Gregg at 202-419-3466.

I look forward to seeing you next week.

Sam
(See attached file: Agenda IWGCCST Mtng03Apr2003.doc)

Messaqe Sent To:

conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov
James_Andrews@onr,navy.mil
Kathie L. OlserdOSTP/EOP@EOP
emiLfrankel@ost.dot.gov
eslater@osophs.dhhs,gov
gasrar@hq.nasa.gov
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
jrm@usda.gov
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
fisher, linda@epa.gov
Marcus Peaco~.;~".":.~,B/EOP@EOP
d.nelson@state.gov
rcolwell@nsf.gov
steven__gdles@ios.doi.gov
Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov

Messa.qe Copied To:

00093&
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ann_klee@ios.doi,gov
whohenst@OCE.USDA,gov
gpaules@hq.nasa.gov
watsonhl@state.gov
James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
Jobi A. Pardsh/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Beale.john@epa,gov
Karen Y. KnutsordOVP/EOP@EOP
Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov
catle~a@state.gov
linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov
Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov
Mleinen@nsf.gov
mcleave@hq.nasa,gov
mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov
Phil Cooney/CEOJEOP@EOP
reifsnyderDA@state.gov
dchard.spinrad@navy.mil
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov
emsimmons@usaid.gov
botetVl@state.gov
yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov
Joy.Viars@hq.doe.gov
Stephanle,Hardngton@noaa.gov
Vicki.Horton@noaa.gov
Pat.A.Slmms@noaa.gov
Roberta L. Conde/CEQ/EOP@EOP
PThome@doc.gov
KleibackerJu-ann@epa.gov
BotetVl@state.gov
barbara_dlehl@ios.doi.gov
Lynn._Scadett@ios.doi.gov
Clifford J, Gabdel/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Donna.Warren@noaa.gov
mconkdght@nodc.noaa.gov
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Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

Thursday, April 3, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to Noon
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Agenda

10:00

i0:05

10:25

i 0:40

10:55

Call to Order

1605(b) Update

Legislative and Policy Update

International Update

Earth Observation Summit

11:10 CCSP Update

11:25 CCTP Update

i 1:40 Other Topics and General Discussion

12:00 Adjourn

Dep. See. Bodman, DOC

U/S Card, DOE

Chairman Connaughton, CEQ

U/S Paula Dobriansky, State

Assoc. Director Astor, NASA
Ass’t. Admin. Withee, NOAA

Ass’t. See. Mahoney, DOC

CCTP Dir. Conover, DOE

Dep. Sec. Bodman, DOC
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDc:I~
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
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0392_f_m0v3f003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MALL)

CREATOR:SBodman@doc.gov ( SBodman@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:27-MAR-2003 19:15:25.00

SUB3ECT:: Intera~ency working Group on Climate Change science and Technology
(IWGCCST) -- Aprll 3

TO:steven_griles@ios.doi.gov ( steven_griles@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:d.nelson@state.gov ( d.nelson@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:fisher.linda@epa.gov ( fisher.linda@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:jrm@usda.gov ( jrm@usda.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov ( emil.frankel@ost.dotogOV [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James_Andrews@onr.navy°mil ( James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov ( Robert.card@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:rcolwell@nsf.gov ( rcolwell@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov ( eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov ( conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mconkright@nodc.noaa.gov ( mconkright@nodc.noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:clifford j. Gabriel ( CN=Clifford J. Gabriel/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] ).
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:barbara_diehl@ios.doi.gov ( barbara_diehl@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ;UNKNOWN
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CC:Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov ( Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Vicki.Horton@noaa.gov ( vicki,Horton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Joy.Viars@hq.doe.gov ( Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:botetvI@state.gov ( botetvI@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Scott,Rayder@noaa.gov ~ Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:richard.spinrad@navy.mil ( richard.spinrad@navy.mil [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mcleave@hq.nasa.gov ( mcleave@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Lynn_scarlett@ios.doi.gov ( Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:catlettla@state.gov ( catlettla@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Karen Y. Knutson ( CN=Karen Y. Knutson/OU=OVP/O=EOP@EOP [ OVP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Jobi A. Parrish ( CN=3obi A. Parrish/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Donna.Warren@noaa.gov ( Donna.Warren@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:BotetVI@state.gov ( BotetvI@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:PThorne@doc.gov ( PThorne@docogov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov ( Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Stephanie,Harrington@noaa.gov ( Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov ( yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ;UNKNOWN
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Cc:emsimmons@usaid.gov ( emsi~mons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert C. McNally ( CN=Robert C. McNally/ou=oPD/O=EOP@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:reifsnyderDA@state.gov ( reifsnyderDA@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mleinen@nsf.gov ( Mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kevin. Kolevar@hq.doe.gov ( Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Beale.john@epa.gov ( Beale.john@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov (]ames. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gpaules@hq.nasa.gov ( gpaules@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC : ann_kl ee@i os. doi. gov ( ann_kl ee@i os. doi. gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Attached is the agenda for the Interagency working Group on Climate Change
Science and Technology meeting being held Thursday, April 3, 10:00-12:00 PM
in room 4830 at the Department of Commerce. You should use the secretary’s
entrance on 15th street (at the blue awning) for access to the building.

Please confirm your attendance with stephanie Harrington at 202-482-1944 or
Margarita Gregg at 202-419-3466.

I look forward to seeing you next week.

Sam
(see attached file: Agenda IWGCCST Mtng03Apr2003.doc)
- Agenda IWGCCST MtngO3Apr2003.doc A1-FACHMENT I

ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0103:[A1-FACH,D57]SREOP01300F3V0M.O01 to ASCII,
The following is a NEX DUMP:

END ATTACHMENT i
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._. 04/01/2002 03:28:33 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L. Bailey/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Subject: WTO/GCC

Inside EPA, Monday, April 01, 2002
Industry Cites WTO Ruling That May Force Changes In U.S. Greenhouse Gas Policies

Industry officials and conservative activists are pointing to a year-old World Trade Organization (WTO) ruling that could
used by the European Union to retaliate against the Bush administration’s rejection of the Kyoto climate change treaty.
say the ruling could offer the EU an argument in attempting to force changes in the greenhouse gas policies of the U.S.

While there have been nagging concerns within {ndustry, particularly among multinational corporations, that President
decision not to participate in the Kyoto treaty could trigger a possible trade war, businesses have generally kept those
to themselves.

But a number of industry officials attending the Earth Technologies Forum conference on climate change and ozone pr,
in Washington, DC last week voiced concerns over the issue, questioning whether the U.S. stance on climate change c
with recent trade disputes will touch off a major trade battle between the Bush administration and the EU. "1 can’t imagi~
life of me that there won’t be a proposal within 12 months" on the issue, one industry source says.

For instance, during a panel discussion on Kyoto ratification by other nations, Thomas Jacob of Dupont Corporation, s~
current lack of U.S. participation in the climate change protocol raises questions about how U.S. trading partners will re
noting that a WTO decision last year -- the so-called "shrimp/turtle decision" - underscores the potential problems the
faces.

In its June 15, 2001 decision, a WTO panel upheld U.S. restrictions against certain shrimp products from other nations
concerns about how harvesting practices affected marine life, specifically sea turtles. Despite protests by countries suc
Malaysia that the restrictions were an unfair trade practice, a WTO panel issued a lengthy decision noting that countrie.,
legitimately require, as a condition of access of certain products to its market, that exporting countries commit themsel\
regulatory programme deemed comparable to its own."

Jacobs and others say this reasoning has ramifications for the United States, if similar arguments are made to uphold
restrictions or taxes on U.S. products to correct for alleged competitive advantages gained by American firms not subje
Kyoto targets.

Date: April 1, 2002
©.Inside Washington Publishers
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critical question that needs to be faced up to, and then

we are soing to do it, how much money does it cost? ~d be

real about that and tell people what it is going to cost to

do that, and then ~an are the risks to continue using the

current transportation system?

Thank you, Mr. Chai~an. I am sure I am over my time.

Mr. WALSH. Thank you, Alan.

I am soing to call on Mr. ~olle~erg next for questions,

but before I do that, I have to leave. I am going to hand

over the gavel to the Vice Chairman of the subcommittee,

Goode, for the first time. He sat on ~his committe~ for the

last two years as an independent representative. He is now,

I am glad to say, a ~ep~lican, so I will be glad to

over the snvel Ko M~. Goode at this time. Thank you.

Mr. GOODE. Thank you very much.

Mr. ~OLLE~ERG. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Marburger, [ am goinS to get into, as ~ick as I can,

a situation that soes back well before your time, and so it

was not on your watch. But you are familiar obviously with

~n 1990 the Congress passed a Global Change Research Act

which requires a national assessment be done by 1994.

they set forth 8 criteria for this national assessment. Once

the national assessment is issued, the law re~ires a

follow-up report every four years. In 1994, which would bare

been the year that they should have complied, but they did

CEQ 004691
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not, there was no report submitted. In 2000 the national

assessment is finally released just before the election, 6

years overdue. And that report was not complete. That

assessment, by the way, even states that the report could not

attempt to be comprehensive, and ~urther, only completed 5 of

the 8 criteria.

Now, this is where it gets a little bit interesting. In

October that year, myself along with Senator Inhofe and

Congresswoman Joa~ne Smerson, filed suit against the national

assessment, simply because of the fact that it was not,

because it could not become a tool or an instrument ~o

advocate policy. We filed suit, 8nd subsequent to that in

September, and I have got a lettel" here that I want to give

~o you. You probably have this, but this letter was the

agreement that we made in Septe~er of 2001. That letter

states ~hat the climate scenarios in the national assessme1%t

do not represent Government policy. It is at I think the

bottom of the second paragraph, and are not policy positions

or statements of the U.S. ~vernment. With that statement,

we agreed to drop the lawsuit. In June of 2002, on good

faith, the EPA submitted the national assessment as the U.S.

position and policy on climate change under the Rio Treaty,

and fur~her~ ~n effect, they wen~ back on, as I see i~, their

word. Now, that is signed by somebody who is no longer wi~h

the agency, as you know, and that is some of the problem.
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This thing is a little bigger than it looks. It is not

just a complaint that we are raising, because in fact we are,

about their going back on their word, but what is picked up

now, because there is a website, as you know, that portrays

this at least in a ~eneral way as being public policy, and

there are seven sta~es now that have attorneys general, seven

states that are ready to file suit. I think there is a

window of time here of 60 days or something.

But the point I am making is that, as ~ mentioned, this

is not on your watch, so it may be something that you have

inherited that yot~ do not particularly want, you would like

to see it go away. And I think some of us would too. But

the story is simply this--and I do noK know the outcome of

those lawsuits--but on rhe basis of our agreemenn which we

had, and the letter obviously ~eeponds to that, why is the

national assessment still being circulated, if in fact that

it is? We believe that it is, or these 7 states would non be

considering a lawsuit, because they are seeing it as public

policy, and I guess the ql,estion I would ask too, since it is

being disseminatad, because they are getting the information,

when will cessatJ.on of that dissemination stop? That is the

basic question.

MI’. MARBURGER. I am not sure I am familiar with all of

the ins and outs of this issue, but I am familiar with some

of it.
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Mr. KNOLLENBER~. You would be familiar with it if it

we re - -

Mr. MARBURGER. First of all, Congressman, the U.S.

Government does circulate or actually makes accessible a lot

of material that is not administrative policy. ~,d so that

am not sure that [ want to address th~ issue of let us say

pulling things off of websites or so forth. My u,~derstanding

is ~hat there is a lot of information in the reporK that you

are referring to that is useful to the science community, so

that is probably why it is still available. B~*t as far as I

am concerned, and as far as this administration is concerned,

the statement in this letter of September 6, 2001 is correct,

this is not a statement of administration policy.

The EPA.report that you referred to I believe did not

actually s~mJt the--it was not simply equivalent to the

assessment. I believe it did refer to the assessment in

several places, and if I am not mistaken, d~.d not refer to it

as administrative policy. So perhaps th~ situation requires

additional clarigicatio:~, and I would be glad to address this

in more legalistic te,~s and so forth, but that ~s my

understanding of the curre~It situation.

Mr. KNOLLENBERG. Well, that is what I am looking for.

It is possible that these attorneys general are acting on a

b~t of a slim foundation. On the othe~ hand, they are

acting, or they are assuming they are going ~o act within the
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next 60 days. It tells me that ~hey have taken a different

view of that, and what perhaps would have been a view that

you hold o~ would like to hold certainly. And we knew we had

an agreement. We thought it was solid. A~d now we find that

there is a difference interpretation being taken, perhaps

wrongly, and I ~uess that is what we have to clarify, what

the real position of EPA is, and a court of law will decide I

guess who is right here. But it appears to us that--and

incidentally, I might mention ~ha~ CEI, on the basis of this,

is also filing a lawsuit. The terms ofthat are too long to

go into here, but it is all over the same thing. It is

turning around, because one of the people on the lawsuit was

from CEI as well, a Mr. Homer. I remember that name too.

I just want you to be aware if it. I would like a

response co it. I would like a response to it so that we

know. I spoke to Mrs. Emerson this morning, who is aware of

this and concerned about it as well, so there ~s ~un interest

on our part in having some bona fide response.

Mr. MARB[~GER. ~ think the appropriate thing for us to

do is to provide you with a letter o~ memorandum that gives

the status and the exact position of the administration on

this issue.

Mr. KNOLLENBERG. I would like that very much ~f you

would do that.

Mr. MARBURGER. We will be glad to do it.
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critical question that needs to be faced up to, and then if

we are going to do it, how much money does it cost? And be

real about that and tell people what it is going to cost to

do that, and then what are the risks to continue using the

current transportation system?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sure I am over my time.

Mr. WALSH. Thank you, Alan.

I am going to call on Mr. Knollenberg next for questions,

but before I do that, I have to leave. I am going to hand

over the gavel to the Vice Chairman of the sttbcommittee, Mr.

Goode, for the first time. He sat on this committee for the

last two years as an independent representative. He is now,

~ am glad to say, a Reptlblican, so I will be glad to turn

over the gavel to Mr. Ooode at this time. Thank-you.

Mr. GOODE. Thank you very much.

Mr. KNOLLENBERG. Thanks,. Mr. chairman.

Dr. Marburger, I am going to get into, as quick as I can,

a situation that goes back well before your time, and so it

was not on yourwatch.. But you are familiar obviously with

in 1990 the Congress passed a Global Change Research Act

which requires a national assessment be done by 1994. And

they set forth 8 criteria for this national assessment. Once

the national assessment is issued, the law requires a

follow-up report every four years. In 1994, which would have

been t~e year that they should have complied, but them did

&TO "01,1
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not, there was no ~eport submitted-’ In 2000 the national

assessment is finally released just befor6 the election, 6

years overdue. And that report was not complete. That

assessment, by the way, even states that the report could not

attempt to be comprehensive, and further, only completed 5 of

the 8 criteria.

Now, this is where it gets a little bit interesting. In

October that year, ~yself along with Senator Inhofe

Congresswoman Joanne Emerson, filed sui~ a~ainst the national

assessment, simply because of the fact that it was not,

because it could not become a ~ooi or an instrument to

advocate policy. We filed suit, and subsequent to that in

September, and I have got a letter here that I want to give

to you. You probably have this, but this letter was the

agreement that we made in September of 2001. That letter

states that the climate scenarios in the national assessment

do not represent Government policy. It is at I think the

bottom of the second p~ragraph, and are not policy positions

or statements of the U.S. Government. With that statement,

we agreed to drop the lawsuit. In June of 2002, on good

faith, the EPA submitted the national assessment as the U.S.

position and policy on climate change under the Rio Treaty,

and £urcher, in effect, they went back on, as I see it, their

word. Now, that is signed by somebody who is no longer with

the agency, as you know, and that is some of the problem.
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This thing is a. little bigger than it looks. It is not

just a complaint that we are raising, because in fact we are,

about their going back on their word, but what is picked up

now, because there is a website, as you know, that portrays

t~is at least in a general way ~s being ~ublic policy, and

there are seven states now that have attorneys general, seven

states that are ready to file suit. I think there is a

windo~ of time here of 60 days or something.

But the point I am making is that, as I mentioned, this

is not on your watch, so it may be something that you have

inherited that you do not particularly want, you would like

to see it go away. And I think some of us would too. But

the story is simply this--and I do not know the outcome of

those lawsuits--but on the basis of our asreement which we

had, and the letter obviously responds to that, why is the

national assessment still being circulated, if in fact that

it is? we believe that it is, or these 7 states would not be

considering a lawsuit, because they are seeing it as public

policy, and I ~uess the question I would aek too, since it is

being disseminated, because they are getting the information,

when will cessation of that dissemination stop? That is the

basic question.

Mr. MARBURGER. I am not sdre I am familiar with all of

the ins and outs of this issue, but I am familiar with some

of it.
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Mr. K~OLLENBER~. YoU would be familiar with it if it

were--

Mr. MARBURGER. First of all, Congressman, the U.S.

Government does circulate or actually makes accessible a lot

of material that is not administrative policy. And so that I

am not sure that I want to address the issue of let us say

pulling things off of websites or so forth. My tunderstanding

is that there is a lot of info~ation in the report that you

are referring to that is useful ~o the science community, so

that is probably why it is still available. BUt as far as I

am concerned, and as far as this ack~inistration is concerned,

the statement in this letter of September 6, 2001 is correct,

this is not a statement of administration policy.

The EPA.report that you referred to I believe did not

actually submit the--it was not simply equivalent to the

assessment. I believe it did refer to the assessment in

several places, and if I am not mistaken, did not refer to it

as administrative policy. .So perhaps the situation req~!ires

additional clarification, and I would be glad to address this

in more legalistic terms and so forth, but that is my

understanding of the current situation.

Mr. KNOLLENBERG. Well, that is what I am looking for.

It is possible that these attorneys general are acting on a

bit of a slim foundation. On the other hand, they are

acting, or they are assuming they are going to act within the

$00~] ~JO"ON
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next 60 days. It tells me that they have taken a different

view of that, and what perhaps wo~ld have been a view that

you hold or would like to hold certainly. And we knew we had

an agreement. We thought it was solid. And now we find that

there is a difference interpretation beins taken, perhaps

wrongly, and I ~uess that is what we have to clarify, what

the real position of EPA is, and a court of law will decide I

guess who is right here. But it appears to us that--and

incidentally, I might mention that CEI, on the basis of this,

is also filing a lawsuit. The terms o£ that are too long to

go into ~er~, but it is all over the same thing. It is

turning around, because one of the people on the lawsuit was

from CEI as well, a Mr. Homer. I remember that name too.

I just want y~u to be aware if it. I would like "a

response to it. ~ would like a’response to it so that we

know. T spoke to Mrs. Emerson this ~or~i~g, who is aware of

this and concerned about it as well, so there is an interest

on our part in having some bona fide response.

Mr. MARBURGER. I think the appropriate thing for us to

do is to provide you with a letter or memorandum that gives

the status and the exact position of the administration on

this issue.

Mr..KNOLLENBERG.

would do that.

Mr. MARBURGER.

would like that very much if you

We will be glad to do it.
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April 2, 2003

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science
and Technology

Sam Bodman, Chairman Is/Sam Bodman

Interagency Participation in Climate Change Technology Program

I believe it is very important that we encourage robust interagency participation in the Climate
Change Technology Program (CCTP). Therefore, I would very much appreciate your
appointment of appropriate representatives to the CCTP Steering Committee and the CCTP
Working Groups. Your nominations for these agency oversight positions will be solicited in a
separate memorandum sent to you by the CCTP Director, David Conover.

The CCTP operates through Working Groups chaired by representatives from DOE, EPA,
NASA, and USDA, and involves Commerce and other Departments as well. Each of these
Working Groups will benefit from participation by all federal agencies represented on the
Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration (CCCSTI), primarily by
technically-oriented career staff. In addition, the overall CCTP will be successful as a Steering
Committee for the Working Groups if it also has adequate participation by senior political
appointees from CCCSTI member agencies. No individual acting below the level of Working
Group Chair or serving on the Steering Committee would be expected to devote more than
10-15 percent of their time to CCTP activities.

Many thanks.

Interagenc¥ Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology:

CEQ - J. Connaughton
DOD - J. Andrews
DOE - R. Card
DOI - S. Griles
DOT - E. Frankel
EPA - L. Fisher
HHS - E. Slater

NASA - G. Asrar
NEC - R. McNally
NSF - R. Colwell
OMB - M. Peacock
OSTP - K. Olsen
State - P. Dobriansky
USDA - J. Moseley
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Press Coverage ;of the:CCSP Strategi¢i:~ia~ ¯ -

2005 CCSP Budget DeveloPment
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Assistant
and

I. ccSPInteragency,~dn ~ding

H..~ NRC Report
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Kenneth L. Peel 04/03/2003 08:37:42 AM

Record Type: Record

To:
cc:

bcc:
Subject:

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
debbie s. fiddelke/ceq/eop@eop, dana m. perino/ceq/eop@eop, kameran I. onley/ceq/eop@eop, dennis r.
deziel/ceq/eop@eop

Re: please take a look and provide feedback ASAP. thanks, Phil

gctalkers403.doc

Phil, excellent work! Here are my very modest comments. Ken

Phil Cooney

.... ... ~:, Phil Cooney
04/02/2003 05:49:14 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc:
Subject: please take a look and provide feedback ASAP. thanks, Phil

Messa.qe Sent To:

Debbie S. Fiddelke/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. PeeI/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Dennis R. DezieI/CEQ/EOP@EOP
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0404_f_4u5bf003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES NAIL)

CREATOR:SBodman@doc.gov ( sBodman@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 3-APR-2003 14:58:15.00

SUBJECT:: Interagency working Group on Climate Change science and Technology

TO:steven_griles@ios.doi.gov ( steven_griles@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:d.nelson@state.gov ( d.nelson@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:fisher.linda@epa.gov ( fisher.linda@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:jrm@usda.gov ( jrm@usda.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov ( emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov E UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil ( James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert,Card@hq.doe.gov ( Robert.card@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:rcolwell@nsf.gov ( rcolwell@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov ( eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov [ UNKNOWN 3 )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov ( conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David.conover@hq.doe.gov ( David.conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:barbara_diehl@ios.doi.gov ( barbara_diehl@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov ( Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
Page 1
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Vicki.Horton@noaa.gov ( vicki.Horton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov ( Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:botetvI@state.gov ( botetvI@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Scott. Rayder@noaa.gov (Scott. Rayder@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:richard.spinrad@navy.mil ( richard.spinrad@navy.mil [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:mcleave@hq.nasa.gov ( mcleave@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov ( Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:catlettla@state.gov ( catlettla@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Karen Y. Knutson ( CN=Karen Y. Knutson/OU=OVP/O=EOP@EOP [ OVP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jobi A. Parrish ( CN=Jobi A. Parrish/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:BotetvI@state.gov ( BotetVI@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:PThorne@doc.gov ( PThorne@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov ( Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov ( Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov ( yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:emsimmons@usaid.gov ( emsimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert C. McNally ( CN=Robert C, McNally/OU=OPD/O=EOP@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:reifsnyderDA@state.gov ( reifsnyderDA@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
Page 2
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READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mleinen@nsf.gov ( Mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kevin. Kolevar@hqodoe.gov ( Kevin. Kolevar@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Beale.john@epa.gov ( Beale.john@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov ( James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gpaules@hq.nasa.gov ( gpaules@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:ann_klee@ios.doi.gov ( ann_klee@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Attached is the memo that was mentioned during this morning’s meeting.

(See attached file: CCTP.wpd)
- CCTP.wpd= ATTACHMENT

Al-T CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00°00
1

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0102:[ATTACH,D28]SREOP01300FB5U4,001 tO ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END ATrACHMENT    I
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International Update

Paula Dobriansky
Under Secretary of State for Global Affairs

U.S. Department of State
Interagency Working Group on

Climate Change Science and Technology

April 3, 2003

000955
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.Country

Australia

Canada

Central America

China

EU

India

Italy

Japan

Mexico

New Zealand

Russia

South Korea

Current Climate Change Bilaterals: Next Steps

Next Steps

Minister Kemp to meet with. senior administration officials May I-2 in
Washington.
U.S.-Australia Business Meeting: September/October

Interagency team to Ottawa to finalize action plan: April (tentative)

CONCAUSA tranche 1 technical workshops: Guatemala (April); El Salvador
(May).

Agencies working on additional programming for second tranche.

meeting of Joint Working Group in Washington: June 26-27

"a US-EU Joint Meeting in Europe: Fall

Interagency team to New Delhi to adopt action plan: Mid-May

2’~ meeting of Joint Working Group in Washington: June 16

3"~ Meeting of U.S.-Japan High Level Consultations on Climate Change in
Washington: June/July

Intexagency technical team visit to Mexico to develop action plm: May

Inter’agency team to Auckland to develop action plan: Mid-May

Interagency team to Moscow for I’t Joint Working Group Meeting: April 21-21,
2OO3

Intemgency team to Seoul to develop action plan: April 24-25.
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February 7~ 2003 State Department Press Release on UoS.-EU Joh~t ~V[eeth~g on C~mate
Change Science and Technology Research

Press Statement
~chard Boncher, Spokesman
Washington, DC
February 7, 2003

Techn~I~ogy Research

Following is the text of a joint statement issued by the United States and the European Unioa
upon the conclusion of the U.S. - EU Joint Meeting on Climate Change Science and Technology
Research.

Begin Text:

’¢I’he United States and European Union convened the first bilateral "U.S.-EU Joint Meeting on
Climate Change Science and Teetmology Research" in Washington on February 5-6, 2003,
following art invitation from Under Secretary of State for Global Affairs Paula Dobriansky to
European Commission Research Commissioner Philippe Busqttin. The meeting was conducted
under the April 23, 2002 agreement of representatives to the U.S.-EU High Level Dialogue on
Climate Change to enhance cooperation on climate-related science and research.

The respective delegations were led by Dr. Harlan Watch, Senior Climate Negotiator and
Special Representative of the Department of State for the U.S. side, and by Dr. Anver Ghazi,
Head, Global Change Unit of the European Con’m-fission Research Directorate-General for the
E~ope~._~ side.

The U.S. delegation included representatives from the White House Of~ce of Science and
Teelmology Policy, U.S. Climate Change Science Program Office: U.S. D&partment of
Commerce National Oceanic and AWzaospherie Administration, U.S. Department of Energy, U.S.
Department of State, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Science
Foundation, and U.S. Agency for International Development. The European Union delegation
included repre~entativ~ from the E~wopean Commission Research Directorate-General, selected
research experts from European Union Member States, and the Delegation of the European
Commission to the United States.

The two sides identified exmperafive research activities in six areas: (1) carbon cycle research;
(2) aerosol-climate interactions; (3) feedbacks~ water vapor and therm0hatine circulation; (4)
integrated observation systems and data; (5) carbon capture and storage; and (6) hydrogen
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technology and infrastructure. Specific topics ofpot~mtial cooperation in each area are identified
in an annex to this statement available at: www.state.gov/g/oes/climate/.

The two sides agreed to designate points of contact to coordinate the development of specific
research activities and modalities of cooperation and to monitor the progress of these activities,
building on existing cooperative arrangements wherever possible.

The two sides further agreed to review the progress of their cooperation at the next Joint
Meeting, which could take place in Italy later this year. Additional topics to b¢ considered then
are abrupt climate change including critical thresholds, integrated assessment of mitigation and
adaptation options, linkages between climate change management and energy systems
transformations, and capacity building for strengthening the involvement of developing countries
and young scientists in climate change research and monitoring."

End Text.

ANNEXwUnited States and European Union Joint Meeting on Climate Change Science
and Technology Research: Specific Topics of Potential Cooperation

The United States and European Union identified cooperative research activities in the six areas
at the first bilateral "U.S.-EU Joint Meeting on Climate Change Science and Technology
Research" held in Washington on February 5-6, 2003: (1) carbon cycle research; (2) aerosol-
climate interactions; (3) feedbacks, water vapor and thermohaline circulation; (4)-integrated
observation systems and data; (5) carbon capture and storage; and (6) hydrogen technology and
infrastructure. Other non-greenhouse gas emitting energy sources (e.g., nuclear energy,
renewable energies), although not discussed in detail, were mentioned as worthy for cooperation
in future discussions.

Specific topics of potential cooperation in each area include the following:

Ca, ,,~0n Cycle Research
1. Define and implement an integrated and op "ttmized carbon observing system over the

atmosphere, land, and oceans, with sp~ial emphasis on the carbon budget of North
America, Europe, and the North Atlantic region;

2. Coordinate efforts in modeling (future projections, assimilation methods, and analysis of
past changes) integration, interpretation, and future data acquisition strategies;

3. Enhance georeferenced carbon cycle data availability and qualit~,’and
4. Develop common assessment methods and state-of-the-art reports.

Aerosol.Climate Interaeaions,
1. Per’form studies of aerosols, their influence on clouds, climate, and links to the water

cycle in sensitive regions (hot spots) that are strongly affected by anthropogenic
emissions (South and East Asia, and the Mediterranean);

2. Improve emission data sets of reactive gases and aerosols from anthropogenic and
biomass burning sources;
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3. Perform studies on intercontinental transport and chemical transformation of
anthropogenic emissions that affect climate and air quality;

4. Advance integrated global/regional earth system modeling to study feedback mechanisms
and develop mitigation and adaptation strategies; and

5. Further satellite observations of reactive gases and aerosols and down-scaling through in
situ and remote sensing measurements in anchor stations.

Feedbacks and CHmate Sensitivity
1. Improve representations of cloudfeedbacks in coupled climate models through

participation in the Cloud Feedbacks Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP);
2. Begin to quantify and reduce uncertainty in model predictions through joint work on

ensemble approaches to integrated climate change scenarios; and
3. Maintain and enhance participation in joint research on thermohaline circulation.

Integrated Observation Systems and Data
I. Cooperate, within existing international fi:ameworks, to plan and develop the integrated

observation systems required to provide the data needed for climate change r~.areh;
2. Continue with efforts to combine satellite and in situ global observations that are

essential to detect climate change and improve evolving climate models, especially to
encourage expanded involvement of developing countries to fill gaps in existing
databases;

3. Encourage and further improve the sharing and archiving of climate data and the design
of common standards and formats; and .....

4. Encourage the widest possible participation in the Earth Observation Summit in July.
2003 and prepare for appropriate follow-up.

Carbon Capture and Storage
1. Identify potential areas of collaboration on carbon capture and storage;
2. Foster collaborative research and development projects;
3. Idg,,ntify opportunities to discuss the perspectives of governments and other key

stakeholders; and
4. Discuss planning, including research and development, for large integrated sequestration

and energy plant projects.

Hydrogen Technolo~� and Infrastructure
1. Development of international codes and standards including testing and certification;
2. Pre-competitive research and development on critical enabling technologies including;

polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells, non-precious metal catalysts, high
temperature membranes, solid oxide fuel cells, hydrogen storage concepts (e.g., carbon
nanostmetures and complex metal hydrides), refueling technologies and procedures, and
hydrogen production;

3. Data exchange on hydrogen energy technology and fuel cells; and
4. Benehmarking of development and deployment strategies for hydrogen energy

teclmologies and fuel cells.

[End]
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March 18, 206:3 State Department Press Release on U.S.oMerdco Jo|~t Statement

Joint Statement
l~3chard Boucher, Spokesman
Washington, DC
March ! 8, 2003

Joint Statement of Enhanced Bilatera~ C~irnate Change Cooperation Between the United
States a~d Me~c~

Following is the text of a joint press statement on climate change cooperation released today by
the United States and Mexico:

"The govermnents of Mexico and the United States today announced their intention to expand
and intermify their existing bilateral efforts to address climate change. The U.S. also presented its
Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum initiative.

"Both countries announced their intention to continue bilateral dialogue to develop joint
activities to combat climate change in such areas as: emission inventories, economic and
climatic models, energy, adaptation, agriculture/forests, earth observation systems and carbon
sequestration technologies. Specific areas of cooperation will be further considered.

"Both delegations agreed to establish a working group to follow up bilateral cooperation on these
issues.

"Talks took place in Mexico City on !7 March 2003, between Dr. Harlan Watson, Senior
Climate Negotiator and Special Representative, of the U.S. Department of State, and Mrs.
Patrieia Olamendi, Under Secretary for Global Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Mexico, and other senior and technical officials of both governments. Participating in the talks
on the U.S. side were the Depamnents of Agriculture, Commeree/NOAA, Energy, and State, and
the Agency for International Development and Environmental Protection Agency.’Tlae Mexican
participants were representatives from the Foreigrt Affairs Ministry, the Environment and
Natural Resources Ministry, the Energy Ministry, as wel! as fi’om Pemex, the National
Commission for Energy Conservation, universities and research institutions."

[End]
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TITLE 15, CHAPTER 56A, Sec. 2936. Page 1 of I

LII
legal information institute US CODE COLLECTION

TITLE 15 > CHAPTER 56A > Sec. 2936. Prev l ~

Sec. 2936. - Scientific assessment

On a periodic basis (not less frequently than every 4
years), the Council, through the Committee, shall prepare
and submit to the President and the Congress an
assessment which -

integrates, evaluates, and interprets the findings
of the Program and discusses the scientific
uncertainties associated with such findings;

(2)
analyzes the effects of global change on the

natural environment, agriculture, energy production
and use, land and water resources, transportation,
human health and welfare, human social systems, and
biological diversity; and

(3)
analyzes current trends in global change, both

human-inducted UJ and natural, and projects major
trends for the subsequent 25 to 100 years. "human-
induced"

[_!_] So in original. Probably should be.

Search this title:

Search Title 15 1

P__a_r_~l I eJ authori it~.~

T__opj_-~a I r_e_f_e., r e _n_¢~,~

Prey l Next

http://www4.1aw.comell.edu/uscode/15/2936.html 3/17/2003CEQ 004723
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Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov
04/04/2003 07:14:05 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEOJEOP@EOP

cc: james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov
Subject: edits to the document sent out for review

Thanks,
Stephanie
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"Stephanie.Harrington" <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov>
04/07/2003 11:24:02 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc: James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
Subject: Re: edits to the document sent out for review

Stephanie

Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:

>

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>

>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

>

Jim and Stephanie, here’s the document at this stage, reflecting comments
received in WH staffing and otherwise. Need any comments you may have by 10 AM
as this will go final this morning, thanks, Phil

(See attached file: gctalkers403.doc)

(Embedded
image moved James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
to file: 04/06/2003 07:19:11 PM
pic12508.pcx)

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc: Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov, james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov
Subject: Re: edits to the document sent out for review

Phil and Stephanie,

Upon weekend reflection, I have some other comments (in addition to
those Stephanie sent on my behalf.) I’ll transmit them Monday morning.

00 _ 32,8
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> Jim

¯
¯

¯

¯>

¯>

¯ > (Embed.6ed
¯ ¯ image moved
>>

>>
>>

>>

Original Message .....
From: <Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov>
Date: Sunday, April 6, 2003 7:41 am
Subject: Re: edits to the document sent out for review

> Thank you, Stephanie, for your helpful comments. Phil

Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov
to file: 04/04/2003 07:14:05 PM
pic08933.pcx)

> ¯ Record Type: Record

>¯

> ¯ To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
>>
> ¯ cc: james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov
¯ > Subject: edits to the document sent out for review
>¯
>>

>>
>>

>¯
>>
>>

Phil - Dr. Mahoney gave me a copy of a document you sent him with the
title "The Bush Administration’s Actions on Global Climate
Change." We
have reviewed the document and have only the following comments:
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> Thanks,
> Stephan~ie

Name: gctalkers403.doc
Type: WINWORD File (application/msword)

gctalkers403.doc Encoding: BASE64
Description: Microsoft Word 4

Download Status: Not downloaded with message

Name: pic12508.pcx
Type: WINWORD File (application/msword)

pic12508.pcx Encoding: BASE64
Description: Microsoft Word 4

Download Status: Not downloaded with message

I~ - attl.htm
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-EXECUTIVE OFFICE Ol

COUNCIl
ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

730 Jackson Place, NW
Washington. DC 20503

PttONE: (202) 456-6224
~FAA:" (202) 456-2710

II

FROM:

(INCLUDING COVER SHEET)

COMddENTS:

The document(s) acctnnimnying this FAX transmission may contain information, which is confidential and/or
sensitive. The information is intended only for use by the individual or entity named on this transmission sheet.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hexeby notified that may disclosure, ¢x, pying, distribution, or the
taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this faxed information is strictly prolm’bited, and that the
documents should be returned to this office immediately. In this regard, if you have received this FAX in error,
please notify us by telephone immediately so that we can arrange for the return of the original documents(s) to

000678
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0431_f_p5ggf003_ceq
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR: Debbie S. Fiddel ke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddel ke/ou=c EQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 9-AP R-2003 09:59:50. 00

SUBJECT:: Connaughton letter on Administration’s action on climate

TO:libby_jarvis@frist.se nate.gov ( libby_jarvis@frist.s enate.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Libby - Per my voice mail, attached and pasted below is the text of the
letter Connaughton is sending up this a.m. to Frist, Do menici, Inhofe and
Lugar. It accompanies the fact sheet on actions taken by the
administration, which is also attached.     I faxed this to you as well and
will deliver a hard copy to the Leader’s office this morning. Give me a
call if you have any questions, thanks. - Deb

April 9, 2003

The Honorable Bill Frist
Honorable James Inhofe
Majority Leader
Committee on Envi ronment
united states Senate
works
washington, DC 20510
Senate

washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Pete Domen ici
Richard Lugar
chairman, Committee on Energy
on Foreign

and Natural Resources
Rel ati on s
united states Senate
senate
washington, DC 20510
DC 20510

The

chairman,

and Public

united states

The Honorable

Chairman, committee

united States

washington,

Dear Mr. Leader and Chairmen:

As the Senate prepares for conside ration of legislation to
implement a national energy policy, I would like to provide you with an
account of the actions taken by the Admi nistration to implement President
Bush ,s climate change strategy.

The importance of the climate change iss
s May 2001 National Energy Policy, which
develop &innovative approaches to addre
change. 8 To fulfill this objective, th
cabinet-level process to advance our res
and energy technologies, and to develop
President directed his cabinet to pursue
domestic and international actions to ad
that taps the power of markets, realizes

ue was recognized in the President ,
recommended that federal agencies

ss the issue of global climate
e President convened a
earth on global climate science
mitigation init iatives. The
a more comprehensive range of

dress the issue of climate change
the promise of technology and

Page 1
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0431_f_p 5ggf003_ceq
ensures the widest-possi ble global participation, with sustained economic
growth.

In February 2002, the President committed the united states to an
ambitious national goal to reduce the greenhouse gas intensity of the
American economy by 18 percent over the next 10 years. Meeting this
commitment will prevent more than 500 million metric tons of
carbon-equivalent emissions through 2012 Included in the President ,s
announcement were directives to hls cabinet to implement a broad range of
domestic and international actions. These actions are underway and are
outlined in the attached fact sheet. Even as we focus on implementation,
the cabinet-level policy process remains in place to oversee and direct
this comprehensive program, and to adjust to new information and
opportunities going forward, our actions to date include:

Large budget increases for global climate change, ($4.5 billion,
a 17 percent increase).

Tax incentives through 2008 for renewable energy, and hybrid and
fuel cell vehicles ($4.4 b~llion).

New investments in private sequestration efforts under the
multi-billion dollar 2002 Farm Bill conservation programs.

A cabi net-level Committee on Climate Change Science and
Technology Integration.

New investments in federal energy and carbon sequestration
technology programs, including: hydrogen energy and fuel cell vehicles; a
$I billion demonstration project to build a commercial scale,
zero-emissions coal fired power plant; and a long term, international
uP.artnership on fusion energy.sustained funding for climate science programs ($1.7 billion in
FY 2004).

Fuel economy increases for SUVs and light trucks, saving 3.6
billion gallons of gasoline.

Partnering with Ameri can business and industry on commitments to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Enhancing the voluntary registry for reporting reductions of
greenhouse gas emissions.
u        Engaging in extensive international efforts,, through both
bilateral agreements and multilateral efforts.

Providing more funding to the Global Environment Facility than
any other nation ($500 million committed in next four years as part of
$2.2 billion replenishment).
6 " Funding deployment of advanced technologies in developing nations
through the u.s. Agency for International Development ($155 million
requested in FY 2004).

International tropical forest conservation efforts ($50 million).

The Senate may be.asked to consider measures to address climate change,
either in the energy bill or other legislative efforts. As this
discussion unfolds, I would ask you and your colleagues to keep in mind
the comprehensive actions now being undertaken by the Administration in
this area and to help inform your senate colleagues of our broad-based
efforts.

If you or your colleagues have any questions on the Administration ,s
efforts in the area of climate change, do not hesitate to contact me.

Si ncerel y,

James L. connaughton
Page 2
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CC: Members of the committee on Energy and Natural Resources
Members of the Committee on Environment and Public works
Members of the Committee on Foreign Relations
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END AI-I"ACHMENT    2
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THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION’S ACTIONS ON GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
"I’ve asked my advisors to consider approaches to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,

including those that tap the power of markets, help realize the promise of technology and ensure
the widest-possible global participation .... Our actions should be measured as we learn more from
science and build on it. Our approach must be flexible to adjust to new information and take
advantage of new technology. We must always act to ensure continued economic growth and
prosperity for our citizens and for citizens throughout the world." -- President Bush (6/11/01)

The Bush Administration has delivered on the President’s commitment with a
comprehensive, innovative program of domestic and international initiatives:

Ambitious National Goal to Reduce Emissions Growth: In February 2002, President Bush committed
the United States to a comprehensive strategy to reduce the greenhouse gas intensity of the American
economy by 18 percent over the next 10 years. Meeting this commitment will prevent more than 500
million metric tons of carbon-equivalent emissions through 2012 -the equivalent of taking 70 million cars
off the road.

Large Budget Increases for Globa! Climate Change: President Bush’s FY ’03 budget sought a 17
percent increase in funding for climate change-related programs, to bring total U.S. Government spending
this year to $4.5 billion, a commitment unmatched in the world. A similar request has been made in the
Administration’s FY ’04 budget. In addition, substantial funding for conservation programs under the 2002
Farm Bill will significantly increase the amount of carbon sequestration from agriculture and forestry.

Tax Incentives for Renewable Energy and Hybrid and Fuel Cell Vehicles: The President’s FY ’04
budget proposes tax incentives totaling $4.4 billion through FY ’08 to spur the use of clean, renewable
energy and energy efficient technologies. Consistent with the President’s National Energy Policy, the tax
incentives include credits for the purchase of hybrid and fuel cell vehicles, residential solar heating
systems, energy produced from landfill gas, electricity produced from alternative energy sources such as
wind and biomass, and combined heat and power systems..

Cabinet Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration: President Bush has
created an interagency, cabinet-level committee, co-chaired by the Secretaries of Commerce and Energy,
to coordinate and prioritize federal research on global climate science and advanced energy technologies.
This Committee develops policy recommendations for the President and oversees the sub-cabinet
interagency programs on climate science and energy technologies.

Federal Energy and Carbon Sequestration Programs: Includes $1.6 billion FY ’03 budget
request to fund federal research and technology demonstration programs. Major new initiatives for
FY ’04 and beyond include:

Hydrogen Energy. President Bush launched his Hydrogen Fuel Initiative in this year’s
State of the Union address. The goal is to work closely with the private sector to
accelerate our transition to a hydrogen economy, both on the technology of hydrogen fuel
cells and a fueling infrastructure. The President’s Hydrogen Fuel Initiative and the
FreedomCAR Partnership launched last year will provide $1.7 billion over the next 5 years
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to develop hydrogen powered fuel cells, a hydrogen infrastructure, and advanced
automobile technologies, allowing for commercialization by 2020. The United States will
pursue intemational cooperation to affect a more rapid, coordinated advance for this
technology that could lead to the elimination of air pollutants and a significant reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions in the transportation sector worldwide.

"FutureGen" -- Coal-Fired, Zero-Emissions Electricity Generation. In February 2003,
President Bush announced that the United States would sponsor, with international and
private sector partners, a $1 billion, 10-year demonstration project to create the world’s
first coal-based, zero-emissions electricity and hydrogen power plant. This project is
designed to dramatically reduce air pollution and capture and store greenhouse gas
emissions. This initiative is part of an international Carbon Sequestration Leadership
Forum, chaired by the Secretary of Energy, to work cooperatively with our global partners,
including developing countries, on research, development and deployment of carbon
sequestration technologies in the next decade.

Fusion Energy. In January 2003, President Bush committed the United States to
participate in the largest and most technologically sophisticated research project in the
world to harness the promise of fusion energy, the same form of energy that powers the
sun. If successful, this $5 billion, internationally-supported research project will advance
progress toward producing clean, renewable, commercially-available fusion energy by the
middle of the century. Participating countries include the United Kingdom, Russia, Japan,
China, and Canada.

Federal Climate Science Program: Includes $1.7 billion in FY ’04 budget request to fund federal
research program, with $185 million requested for the Climate Change Research Initiative In FY
’04. Interagency U. S. Climate Change Science Program proposed a 10-Year Strategic Plan in
November 2002, accompanied by 1300-person workshop, with representatives from over 35
countries; final plan to be released in June 2003. U. S. Government to host Earth Observation
Summit in July 2003, with representatives of nearly 30 countries to be invited.

Fuel Economy Increase for Light Trucks: On April 1, 2003, the Bush Administration finalized regulations
requiring an increase in the fuel economy of light trucks for Model Years 2005 - 2007, the first such
increase in many years. The increase from 20.7 miles per gallon to 22.2 miles per gallon by 2007 more
than doubles the increas~ in the standard that occurred between Model Years 1986 and 1996, when it
increased from 20.0 miles per gallon to 20.7 miles per gallon. The new standards are projected to result in
savings of approximately 3.6 billion gallons of gasoline over the lifetime of these trucks, with the
corresponding avoidance of 31 million metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions.

Voluntary Greenhouse Gas Reduction Initiatives with Business and Industry: The federal
government administers nearly 60 different voluntary programs on energy efficiency, agricultural practices
and greenhouse gas reductions. Major initiatives announced by the Bush Administration include:

"Climate VISION" Partnership. In February 2003, President Bush announced that twelve major
industrial sectors and the membership of the Business Roundtable, have committed to work with
four of his cabinet agencies (DOE, EPA, DOT and USDA) to reduce their greenhouse gas
emissions in the next decade. Participating industries included America’s electric utilities;
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petroleum refiners and natural gas producers; automobile, iron and steel, chemical and magnesium
manufacturers; forest and paper producers; railroads; and the cement, mining, aluminum and
semiconductor industries.

Climate Leaders. Announced by EPA Administrator Whitman in February 2002, Climate Leaders
is an EPA partnership encouraging individual companies to develop long-term, comprehensive
climate change strategies. Under this program, partners set corporate-wide GHG reduction goals
and inventory their emissions to measure progress: Over 35 major companies are now
participating, including General Motors, Alcoa, BP, Pfizer, Staples, International Paper, IBM, Miller
Brewing, Eastman Kodak and Target.

Voluntary Registry for Reporting GHG Reductions. Responding to President Bush’s February
2002 charge, the Secretaries of Energy, Commerce and Agriculture, and the EPA Administrator,
provided the President with their initial recommendations for enhancing and improving the DOE’s
greenhouse gas emissions reduction registry. The improvements are intended to enhance the
accuracy, reliability, and verifiability of greenhouse gas reductions measurements. As part of the
2002 public comment process, DOE hosted workshops in Houston, Washington, San Francisco
and Chicago. Final guidelines are anticipated in early 2004.

International Outreach:

International Cooperation. The U.S. is engaged in extensive international efforts on climate, both
through multilateral and bilateral activities. Multilaterally, the U.S. is by far the largest funder of the
activities of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, and leads R & D projects through the Generation IV International Forum,
which is developing the next-generation nuclear systems to produce electricity and hydrogen for
transportation use without emitting greenhouse gas emissions. Bilaterally, the U.S. has developed
a number of agreements with major international partners to pursue research on global climate
change and deploy climate observation systems, collaborate on energy and sequestration
technologies, and explore methodologies for monitoring and measuring GHG emissions. To date,
new bilateral agreements have been established with countries representing over 70 percent of
global greenhouse gas emissions: Australia, Japan, China, India, Italy, Canada, Russia, the
Republic of Korea, New Zealand, Mexico, the European Union and CONCAUSA, an organization
of seven Central American countries.

Global Environmental Facility (GEF). As part of a $2.2 billion international replenishment
agreement, the Bush Administration has pledged $500 million to the GEF over the next 4 years
(the most of any country) to help developing countries address environmental problems, including
global climate change. The GEF is the financial mechanism under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change and the United States’ contribution is the largest of any country.
This commitment, which will fund technology transfer and capacity building in developing countries,
represents a 16 percent increase over the U.S. contribution in the previous replenishment.

United States Agency for International Development. The Administration has requested $155
million in FY ’04 for USAID’s programs that fund the transfer of advanced technologies to
developing countries, including cleaner, more efficient energy technologies, technologies to make
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manufacturing and agriculture more productive and efficient, and programs to foster responsible
forestry practices.

Tropical Forest Conservation. In FY ’03, the Bush Administration will direct $50 million for
tropical forest conservation. These funds will provide the resources needed to pursue additional
’debt-for-nature’ projects under the Tropical Forest Conservation Act and contribute to the Congo
Basin Forest Partnership launched by Secretary of State Powell and EPA Administrator Whitman in
September 2002 to preserve eleven key landscapes in Cameroon, Central African Republic,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, and the Republic of the Congo.
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April 9, 2003

The Honorable Bill Frist
Majority Leader
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Pete Domenici
Chairman, Committee on Energy

and Natural Resources
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable James Inhofe
Chairman, Committee on Environment

and Public Works
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Richard Lugar
Chairman, Committee on Foreign

Relations
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Leader and Chairmen:

As the Senate prepares for consideration of legislation to implement a national energy
policy, I would like to provide you with an account of the actions taken by the Administration to
implement President Bush’s climate change strategy.

The importance of the climate change issue was recognized in the President’s May 2001
National Energy Policy, which recommended that federal agencies develop "innovative
approaches to address the issue of global climate change." To fulfill this objective, the President
convened a cabinet-level process to advance our research on global climate science and energy
technologies, and to develop mitigation initiatives. The President directed his cabinet to pursue a
more comprehensive range of domestic and international actions to address the issue of climate
change that taps the power of markets, realizes the promise of technology and ensures the
widest-possible global participation, with sustained economic growth.

In February 2002, the President committed the United States to an ambitious national
goal to reduce the greenhouse gas intensity of the American economy by 18 percent over the
next 10 years. Meeting this commitment will prevent more than 500 million metric tons of
carbon-equivalent emissions through 2012. Included in the President’s announcement were
directives to his cabinet to implement a broad range of domestic and international actions. These
actions are underway and are outlined in the attached fact sheet. Even as we focus on
implementation, the cabinet-level policy process remains in place to oversee and direct this
comprehensive program, and to adjust to new information and opportunities going forward. Our
actions to date include:
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¯ Large budget increases for global climate change, ($4.5 billion, a 17 percent increase).
¯ Tax incentives through 2008 for renewable energy, and hybrid and fuel cell vehicles ($4.4

billion).
¯ New investments in private sequestration efforts under the multi-billion dollar 2002 Farm

Bill conservation programs.
¯ A cabinet-level Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration.
¯ New investments in federal energy and carbon sequestration technology programs, including:

hydrogen energy and fuel cell vehicles; a $1 billion demonstration project to build a
commercial scale, zero-emissions coal fired power plant; and a long term, international
partnership on fusion energy.

¯ Sustained funding for climate science programs ($1.7 billion in FY 2004).
¯ Fuel economy increases for SUVs and light trucks, saving 3.6 billion gallons of gasoline.
¯ Partnering with American business and industry on commitments to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions.
¯ Enhancing the voluntary registry for reporting reductions ofgreenhouse gas emissions.
¯ Engaging in extensive international efforts, through both bilateral agreements and

multilateral efforts.
¯ Providing more funding to the Global Environment Facility than any other nation ($500

million committed in next four years as part of $2.2 billion replenishment).
¯ Funding deployment of advanced technologies in developing nations through the U.S.

Agency for International DeTelopment ($155 million requested in FY 2004).
¯ International tropical forest conservation efforts ($50 million).

The Senate may be asked to consider measures to address climate change, either in the
energy bill or other legislative efforts. As this discussion unfolds, I would ask you and your
colleagues to keep in mind the comprehensive actions now being undertaken by the
Administration in this area and to help inform your Senate colleagues of our broad-based efforts.

If you or your colleagues have any questions on the Administration’s efforts in the area
of climate change, do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

James L. Connaughton

Members of the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
Members of the Committee on Environment and Public Works
Members of the Committee on Foreign Relations
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Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov
04/11/2003 01:10:16 PM

Record Type: Record

To:
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Re: Draft CEI Response from OSTP

For your information - EPA has recently received initial "questions for
the record" from the Senate Appropriations Committee and the House
Appropriations Committee on the FY 2004 President’s Budget Request, one
of which from Congressman Knolienberg relates to the National Assessment
and the Climate Action Report (see attached Word file).

(See attached file: Knollenberg-Climate.doc)

I D - Knollenberg-Climate.doc

Messa,qe Copied To:

bartonpj@state.gov
Carla.a.steinbom@noaa.gov
Dcohenl@doc.gov
David Halpem/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Edward A. Boling/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Glenn.e.tallia@noaa.gov
Jefferson B. HilI/OMB/EOP@EOP
Kathie L OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Onley/’CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kristen.c.koch@noaa.gov
Linda.b.burlington@noaa.gov
Margo Schwab/OMBIEOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
reifsnyderda@state.gov
Shana L. Dale/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Stanley S. SokuI/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Theodore W. Ullyot/WHO/EOP@EOP
TurekianVC@state.gov
watsonhl@state.gov
Stanley S. SokuI/OSTP/EOP@EOP
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Congressman Knollenberg (KNO-001)

Questions Submitted for the Record by Congressman Knollenberg

CLIMATE ACTION REPORT: NATIONAL ASSESSMENT AS U.S. POLICY

Question: Despite assurances from the Administration that the National
Assessment on Climate Change is not government policy, the EPA submitted the
National Assessment to the United Nations as Chapter 6 of the Climate Action
Report 2002 as a "policy position or official statements of the U.S. government."
The EPA acknowledges in its Federal Register notice that it’s submission of the
Climate Action Report, including Chapter 6, is pursuant to Articles 4.2 and 12 of
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. These Articles
request detailed information on a country’s climate change policy. Articles 4.2
and 12 of the UNFCCC state in relevant part:

4.2 (a) Each of these Parties shall adopt national policies and take
corresponding measures on the mitigation of climate change, by limiting
its anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases and protecting and
enhancing its greenhouse gas sinks and reservoirs. These policies and
measures will demonstrate that developed countries are taking the lead in
modifying longer-term trends in anthropogenic emissions consistent with
the objective of the Convention...(b) each of these Parties shall
communicate, within six months of the entry into force of the Convention
for it and periodically thereafter, and in accordance with Article 12,
detailed information on its policies and measures referred to in
subparagraph (a) above..."

12. 2 .... Each developed country Party and each other Party included in
Annex I shall incorporate in its communication the following elements of
information: (a) .... A detailed description of the policies and measures that
it has adopted to implement its commitment under Article 4, paragraphs
2(a) and 2(b); and    (b) .... A specific estimate of the effects that the
policies and measures referred to in subparagraph (a) immediately above
will have on anthropogenic emissions by its sources and removals by its
sinks of greenhouse gases during the period referred to in Article 4,
paragraph 2(a)...

If the National Assessment does not represent U.S. government policy,
what document was submitted under Articles 4.2 and 12 as the U.S. policy?

Answer:
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Phil Coeney
04/16/2003 06:07:38 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: Alan Hecht/CEQ/EOP@E~)P
cc: Pernberton.John@epa.gov
Subject: CEQ comments on draft EPA report

gcepasoerpt403.doc

Alan, attached Is a redline that compiles the comments that I have collected from CEQ staff (including my
own). These changes must be made, as we have discussed. Many thanks, Phil
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Remarks of Linda Fisher
DeputyAdministrator, U.S. Environmental

at the 2003 Earth Technology Foru~:
Washington, D.C.

Thank you [Kevin] for that kind introduction.

acy

I am delighted to be here to spend time with you this morning. Protection of the earth’s
stratospheric ozone layer and global climate change are critically important environmental issues.
And how appropriate on Earth Day to be coming together to focus on technological solutions to
these global environmental challenges.

I must also confess that both of these issues are near and dear to my heart. During my
first tenure at EPA, I shared a small part of the history of both. I had the good fortune to be EPA
Administrator Lee Thomas’s chief of staff during the negotiations on the original Montreal
Protocol. A few years later, I headed up EPA’s climate policy work around the time the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change was agreed to. These experiences gave me an
opportunity to work on issuesI care deeply about.

This morning I would like to draw from this experience to give you a personal view of
what I think worked well in the context of the Montreal Protocol, and the lessons that we can
draw fi’om that to advance global approaches to climate change.

Let me start by saying that anybody who says the Montreal Protocol was easy and climate
¯ change hard wasn’t around during the early days leading up to the Montreal Protocol. Issues
revolving around scientific uncertainty, separating out natural from manmade impacts, and the
costs and availability of substitutes were the subject of countless meetings, Congressional
hearings, legal challenges, scientific debates, lengthy reports, and, of course, press releases. For
example, for a time many were alleging that the ozone hole was a natural phenomenon, or that a
viable policy option was to wear sunhats and sun screen. These issues first had to be sorted out
first domestically in developing a national position and then carried forward into the international
negotiations. I think it is fair to say that the Montreal Protocol and its early amendments stand
out as one of the greatest environmental achievements under President Reagan and President
Bush. I also know that many of you here today played an enormous role in making the Montreal
Protocol become a reality and as a nation, we are thankful for your contributions.

Its also important not to speak of the Montreal Protocol in the past tense. As many of you
in the audience know, there are still important challenges to realizing its full promise.
Developing countries need help fi’om the Protocol’s landmark Multilateral Fund to help them
phase out their production and use of ozone-depleting chemicals, address HCFC uses, and
manage the phase-out and critical use exemption for methyl bromide. We remain fully
committed to making sure the last few chapters of this story extend the success achieved earlier
on.

00 . 43
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I want to highlight two "lessons learned" from the Montreal Protocol experience that I
believe have direct relevance for addressing global climate change.

First, the Montreal Protocol and its subsequent amendments rested on a strong scientific
basis that was accepted internationally. Had all the scientific uncertainties been resolved about
the ozone hole? Did we fully understand the role of man-made chemicals in depleting the ozone
layer and the associated impacts on health and the environment? Of course not. But the
scientific understanding had substantially advanced from the initial theory posited in the 1974
Nature article by Mario Molina and Sherwood Rowland. Years of dedicated research and
international assessment had advanced the degree of understanding and reduced the uncertainties
to a point that the U.S. and the intemational community had a strong basis to act.

In developing his policy to address climate change, President George Bush has made
advancing our scientific understanding his number one priority. The U.S. leads the globe in
supporting science research aimed at advancing our understanding. I am sure many of you are
participating in the efforts underway as part of the Climate Change Science Program under Jim
Mahoney at NOAA. These efforts provide a strategic focus to our research activities that should
provide clearer direction and a stronger foundation upon which future policy actions can be
based.

But given the risks of climate change, actions beyond additional research are clearly
warranted. The second lesson from the Montreal Protocol is that a staged approach, starting with
small first steps, can be a very effective way to begin. At this point, few may remember that the
original Protocol called for a 50% reduction in CFCs phased-in over ten years and a freeze on
halons. The steps were aimed initially at going after the low hanging fruit -- those reductions
that were cost effective, and were available with current technology. Many of these reductions
were achieved first through voluntary programs. When further scientific evidence made earlier
reductions and broader coverage of chemicals necessary, these first steps provided the foundation
essential to being in a position to take more stringent actions.

In the context of climate change, in February of this year this Administration announced
dramatically expanded partnerships with most of the heavy energy using industrial sectors aimed
at improving their greenhouse gas intensity. These agreements include electricity production,
mining, chemicals, petroleum refining, cement, auto manufacturing, magnesium, forestry and
paper products to name just a few. These sectors are working through voluntary agreement with
DOE, USDA or EPA toward the President’s goal of achieving an 18 percent improverff~nt in
greenhouse gas intensity by 2012.

These agreements and this targe? :~-v not aimed at "solving" climate change, but they
effectively engage a broad spectrum across the private sector in taking voluntary actions that
form an important near-term step.

While some scoff at the voluntary nature of these agreements, I can state unequivocally
that EPA’s experience with voluntary programs have produced real results in reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. Let me give you just a few examples:
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- Through reducing emissions from natural gas pipelines, from coalbed methane capture
and reduced flaring of natural gases, methane emissions in the US are 5 percent below
what they were in 1990 and are expected to remain at that level through 2020, despite
expanded activities in these sectors.
- In 2002 alone, Americans - with the help of ENERGY STAR labels - reduced
greenhouse gas emissions equal to taking 14 million cars off the road, saved enough
energy to power 15 million homes, and saved $7 billion.
- EPA’s voluntary agreements with the Semiconductor Association call for reducing
high-global warming gases known as PFCs to 5 percent below 1995 levels by 2010.
- Our voluntary agreement with the magnesiurn industry calls for phasing out their
emissions of SF6, another very potent greenhouse gas, by the end of 2010.
- Our Mobile Air Conditioning Climate Protection Partnership will dramtically reduce
HFC refrigerant emissions while increasing energy efficiency.

We believe in the environmental integrity of our voluntary agreements. We know that
efforts to expand them to more sectors and more participants will measurably reduce greenhouse
gases. Voluntary actions are critical steps for us to take in addressing concerns about global
warming.

In order to further encourage near-term actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the
Administration is committed to enhancing the reporting guidelines under Section 1605b of the
Energy Policy Act. The goal of this effort, led by DOE, is to create rigorous standards that will
provide the foundation for giving companies transferable credits if they can show real emissions
reductions. The key is to create a voluntary reporting system that is transparent, credible and
verifiable. The system will also be designed so as to ensure that no firm is penalized for actions
it may take today that reduce its emissions.

Reducing scientific uncertainties, and encouraging near-term actions are two important
parts of the Administration’s climate program, the third important part relates to providing more
cost-effective longer-term technological solutions. Dave Conover, who leads this effort at DOE,
will be talking to you later this morning and will describe the details of the Climate Change
Technology initiative.

I started out by saying that it was wrong to say that the Montreal Protocol was easy. It
wasn’t, but with time we found the path forward, let me end by saying that we all knoxq climate
change is one of the most difficult issues we face. It is different scientifically, politically,
economically, and technologically. But with the commitments, talents and energies of those in
this room today, I am certain that we will also find the path forward. I particularly want to
congratulate the 23 winners of EPA’s Stratospheric Protection and Global Warming Awards that
will be formally presented at a dinner tonight featuring EPA Administrator Christie Todd

Earth Day is a day both to celebrate this precious planet and to recommit ourselves to
working toward addressing the challenges we face in safeguarding its treasures. As we look
back on our past accomplishments, we should gain both strength and knowledge upon which we
can shap.� our future successes.
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I wish you all a productive conference and a Happy Earth day.
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0509_f_64slg003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (:NOTES MAIL:)

CREATOR:Nicholas Sundt <nsundt@usgcrp.gov> ( Nicholas sundt <nsundt@usgcrp.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:30-APR-2003 17:31:51.00

SUBJECT:: webcast link for House science Committee mark-up of HR 1578

TO:ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov ( ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:wgcc@usgcrp.gov ( wgcc@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:ccsp@usgcrp.gov ( ccsp@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
FYI:

Full Science Committee - Markup
H,R. 766, Nanotechnology Research and Development ACt of 2003
H.R. 1578, Global change Research and Data Management Act of 2003
10:00 A.M. - 12:00 NOON

2318 Rayburn House office Building (:WEBCAST)
Contact: Republican staff: H.R. 766-Peter Rooney / H.Ro 1578-Eric

Webster Democrat staff: H,R. 766-Jim wilson / H.R. 1578-Jean Fruci
webcast: http://www.house,gov/science/webcast/index.htm
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9:10

9:20

9:35

9:45

10:00

10:15

10:30

12:00

12:45

Workshop Agenda
Learning from the National Assessment

AAAS Building, 1200 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, DC

Apd129,2004

Registration

Coffee, tea and fight breakfast snacks

Welcome and an explanation of the workshop’s objectives- G. Morgan

Questions and Discussion

The National Assessment: An overview of the process - T. Janetos

The National Assessment: A view fi’om the trenches - A. Fisher

Questions and Discussion

The survey of folks involved with the National Assessment- G. Morgan

Questions and Discussion

Break

Framing the first Working Group Sessions on
"Performing the Assessment" - G. Morgan

Break into working groups

Group A: Assessment Methods - S. Schneider, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 1,2,3,4

Group B: Social Issues - T. Wilbanks, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 2,4,5,6

Group C: Stakeholders and Communication - K. Jacobs, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 2,5,6,7

Breakout reports followed by Questions and Discussion

Working Lunch
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Phil Cooney
05/01/2003 11:32:29 AM

Record Type:    Record

To: Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc: John A. List/CENEOP@EOP
Subject: 1605(b) Next Steps - close hold, please

...................... Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 0510112003 11:28 AM ...........................

~ "Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
__              04/30/2003 10:46:33 AM

Record Type: Record

To:

CC:
Subject:

"John Beale (E-mail)" <beale.john@epa.gov>, "Bill Hohensteln (E-ma’l)" <whohenst@oce.usda.gov>, Phil
Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
1605(b) Next Steps - close hold, please

John Beale, Bill Hohenstein, and Phil Cooney,

Conference Call information

Date: 05/02/2003

Greenhouse Effects11605(b)
Draft Strawman CEQ 004769



Time:
Number:

01:00PM to 02:30PM (Eastern Time)
301-903-6011
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0517_f_pw53g003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 1-MAY-2003 18:24:15.00

SUBJECT:: Sensitivity Analysis of CCSP Overview of Strategic Plan

TO:watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:pcooney@ceq.eop.gov ( pcooney@ceq.eop.gov [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Phil and Harlan,

Please send me your comments by 12 noon tomorrow (Friday). Thanks.

Dave
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0522_f_jsm3g003_ceq.txt
RECORD I~’PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Bryan Jo Hannegan ( CN=Bryan J. Hannegan/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-MAY-2003 09:37:17.00

SUBJECT:: Commerce Hearing on NAS Review of CCSP

To:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
next wednesday May 7 at 9:30 -- no Administration witnesses, of course,
just members of the NAS panel

Page 1
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0523_f_5vm3g003_ceq.txt
RECORD 1-YPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-MAY-2003 09:38:28.00

SUBJECT:: FYI: Commerce Hearing on NAS Review of CCSP

TO:ScOttorayder@noaa.gov @ inet ( scott.rayder@noaa.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Craig.montesano@noaa.gov @ inet ( Craig.montesano@noaa.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov @ inet (James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 05/02/2003

09:37 AM --

From: Bryan J. Hannegan on 05/02/2003 09:36:47 AM
Record Type:    Record

TO: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
subject: Commerce Hearing on NAS Review of CCSP

next wednesday May 7 at 9:30 -- no Administration witnesses, of course,
just members of the NAS panel
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0525_f_b254g003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov ( Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-MAY-2003 14:41:16.00

SUB3ECT:: Fwd: [Fwd: Climate change hearing]

TO:CCSP@usgcrp.gov ( CCSP@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:craig.montesano@noaa.gov ( craig.montesano@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ~ )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:CCSP_info@usgcrp.gov ( CCSP_info@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ~ )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
FYI - Dr. Mahoney has heard that the following members of the NRC
review panel for the CCSP Strategic Plan will be testifying at the May
7 hearing (see forwarded message). We have not seen these names
confirmed in writing.
- Thomas E. Graedel
- A~thony C. Janetos
- Diana M. Liverman
- Michael J. Prather

stephanie Harrington
U.S. Climate Change science Program
202-482-1944
Return-path: <Craig.Montesano@noaaogov>
Received: from relay-east.nems.noaa.gov ([205.156.4.216]) by
ssmcmail.nems.noaa.gov (Netscape Messaging Server 4.15) with ESMTP id
HE9T6400.3QS for <Stephanie.Harrington@ssmcmail.nems.noaa.gov>; Fri, 2 May
2003 13:42:05 -0400
Received: from nems.noaa.gov ([205.156.4.217]) by relay-east.nems.noaa.gov
(Netscape Messaging Server 4.15) with ESMTP id HE9T6200.I6X for
<stephanie.harrlngton@noaa.gov>; Fri, 2 May 2003 13:42:02 -0400
Received: by nems.noaa.gov; id NAA04508; Fri, 2 May 2003 13:42:01 -0400
(EDT)
Received: from ofant89.hchb.noaa.gov(140.90.150.24) by gummo.nems.noaa.gov
via csmap (v4.1) id srcAAAZeayYi; Fri, 2 May 03 13:41:59 -0400
Received: from noaa.gov ([205.156.26.122]) by ofant89.hchb.noaa.gov
(Netscape Messaging Server 4.15) with ESMTP id HE9SZY00.DDT; Fri, 2 May
2003 13:38:22 -0400
Date: Fri, 02 May 2003 13:42:17 -0400
From: "Craig Montesano" <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>
subject: [Fwd: climate change hearing]
TO: james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov, stephanie.harrington@noaa.gov, Glynda Becker
<gbecker@doc,gov>, "brook.h.davis" <brook.h.davis@noaa.goy>
Message-id: <3EB2ADF9.6D38AD88@noaa.gov>
MIME-version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.79 [en] (windows NT 5.0; U)
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT
X-Accept-Language: en
There are no Administration witnesses -- just NRC.

Original Message ---
subject" climate change hearing
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0525_f_b254g003_ceq.txt
Date: Fri, 02 May 2003 11:29:26 -0400
From: "Howard S Marks" <Howard. S.Marks@noaa.gov>
To: Craig Montesano <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>
CC: Velna L Bullock <velna. L.Bullock@noaa.gov>

CQ SCHEDULES
Senate Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee
May 7, 2003 - New
CLI~ATE CHANGE
Full Committee Hearing

Senate Commerce, science and Transportation Committee (chairman McCain,
R-Ariz.) will hold a hearing on the review conducted by the National
Academy of sciences of the administration’s draft uos. climate change
science Program strategic Plan.

where and when:
May 7, 9:30 a.m., 253 Russell Bldg.

Contact: 3eanne Bumpus at 202-224-1251

Page 2
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0526_f_lq 54g003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (:NOTES MAIL:)

CREATOR:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-MAY-2003 14:51:18.00

SUBJECT:: Testimony at May 7th Hearing of McCain Committee on Commerce, science and
Transportation

To:kharring@ostp.eop.gov @ inet ( kharring@ostp.eop.gov @ inet [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Maureen R. O’Brien ( CN=Maureen R. O’Brien/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David Nalpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc;clifford J. Gabriel ( ON=Clifford J. Gabriel/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:pcooney@ceq.eop.gov ( pcooney@ceq.eop.gov [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L, Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT ~
Senate Commerce, science and Transportation Committee
Nay 7, 2003 - New
CLIMATE CHANGE
Full Committee Hearing

Senate Commerce, science and Transportation Committee (Chairman McCain,
R-Ariz.) will hold a hearing on the review conducted by the National
Academy of sciences of the administration’s draft u.s. climate Change
science Program Strategic Plan.

where and when:
May 7, 9:30 a.m., 253 Russell Bldg.

FYI From CCSP - Dr..Mahoney has heard that the following members of the NRC
review panel for the CCSP Strategic Plan will be testifying at the May
7 hearing (see forwarded message), we have not seen these names
confirmed in writing.
-Thomas E. Graedel
- Anthony C. Janetos
- Diana M. Liverman
-Michael J. Prather

There are no Administration witnesses -- just NRC.

003304
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0527_f_6s54gOO3_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE’- FEDERAL CNOTES NlAIL)

CREATOR:Nicholas Sundt <nsundt@usgcrp.gov> ( Nicholas Sundt <nsundt@usgcrp.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-MAY-2003 14:51:57.00

SUBJECT:: RE: [Fwd: climate change hearing]

TO:CCSP@usgcrp.gov ( CCSP@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov ( Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:craigomontesano@noaa.gov ( craig.montesano@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:CCSP_info@usgcrp.gov ( CCSP_info@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
FYI:

Formal announcement for the hearing is posted at:
http://commerce.senate.gov/hearings/witnesslist.cfm?id=750
Note that the posted announcement does not include Prather, but does
include
Richard Alley and Andew Solow.

Nick

Climate change
Full Committee Hearing
wednesday, May 7 2003 - 9:30 AM -

Description: Full Committee hearing scheduled for wednesday, in room 253
of
the Russell Senate office Building. Members will discuss the National
Academy of science review of the Administration’s Draft U.S° climate change
science Program Strategic Plan. senator McCain will preside.

Opening Remarks:

Dr. Richard Alley
Professor of Geosciences, Pennsylvania State university, Earth System
Science Center

Dr. Thomas E. Graedel
Professor of Industrial Ecology, Yale university, Department of Industrial
Ecology

Dr. Anthony C. ~anetos
Director, H. John Heinz III Center for science Economics and the
Environment

Dr. Diana M. Liverman
Director, Latin American studies Program, University of Arizona

Page 1
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0527_f_6s54g003_ceq.txt

Dr. Andrew Solow
Associate scientist and Director, Marine Policy Center,
Oceanographi c Insti tuti on

woods Hole

Page 2
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0529_f_n984g003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-MAY-2003 15:27:35.00

SUBJECT:: Fwd: [Fwd: Climate change hearing]

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP E CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Bryan J. Hannegan ~ CN=Bryan J. Hannegan/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP E CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kameran L. Onley ( CN=Kameran L. Onley/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP E CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Debbie S. Fiddel ke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddel ke/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
FYI, Phil

Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 05/02/2003
03:26 PM

Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov
05/02/2003 02:39:11 PM

Record Type: Record

To: CCSP@usgcrp.gov
cc: CCSP_info@usgcrp.gov, craig.montesano@noaa.gov
Subject: Fwd: [Fwd: Climate change hearing]

FYI - Dr. Mahoney has heard that the following members of the NRC
review panel for the CCSP Strategic Plan will be testifying at the May
7 hearing (see forwarded message), we have not seen these names
confirmed in writing.
- Thomas E. Graedel
- Anthony C. Janetos
- Diana M. Liverman
- Michael J. Prather

stephanie Harrington
U.S. Climate change Science Program
202-482-1944

Return-path: <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>
Received: from relay-east.nems.noaa.gov ([205.156.4.216]) bY
ssmcmail.nems.noaa.gov (Netscape Messaging Server 4.15) with ESMTP id
HE9T6400.3QS for <Stephanie.Narrington@ssmcmailonems.noaa.gov>; Fri, 2 May
2003 13:42:05 -0400
Received: fr,)m nems.noaa.gov ([205,156.4.217]) by relay-east.nems.noaa.gov
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0529_f_n984g003_ceq.txt
(Netscape Messaging Server 4.15) with ESMTP id HE9T6200.I6X for
<stephanie.harrlngton@noaa.gov>; Fri, 2 May 2003 13:42:02 -0400
Received: by nems.noaa.gov; id NAA04508; Fri, 2 May 2003 13:42:01 -0400
(EDT)
Received: from ofant89.hchb.noaa.gov(140.90.150.24) by gummo.nems.noaa.gov
via csmap (v4.1) id srcAAAZeayYi; Fri, 2 May 03 13:41:59 -0400
Received: from noaa.gov ([205.156.26.122]) by ofant89.hchb.noaa.gov
(Netscape Messaging Server 4.15) with ESMTP id HE9SZY00.DDT; Fri, 2 May
2003 13:38:22 -0400
Date: Fri, 02 May 2003 13:42:17 -0400
From: "Craig Montesano" <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>
Subject: [Fwd: climate change hearing]
To: james.r.mahoney~noaa.gov, ste~hanie.harrington@noaa.gov, Glynda Becker
<gbecker@doc.gov>, brook.h.davis" <brook.h.davis@noaa.gov>
Message-id: <3EB2ADF9.6D38AD88@noaa.gov>
MIME-version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.79 [en] (windows NT 5.0; U)
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT
X-Accept-Language: en

There are no Administration witnesses -- just NRC.

Original Message ---
subject: climate change hearing
Date: Fri, 02 May 2003 11:29:26 -0400
From: "Howard S Marks" <Howard. S.Marks@noaa.gov>
TO: Craig Montesano <Craig.Montesano@noaa.gov>
CC: velna L Bullock <Ve]na.L.Bullock@noaa.gov>

CQ SCHEDULES
Senate Commerce, science and Transportation Committee
May 7, 2003 - New
CLIMATE CHANGE
Full Committee Hearing

Senate Commerce, science and Transportation Committee (chairman McCain,
R-Ariz.) will hold a hearing on the review conducted by the National
Academy of sciences of the administration’s draft UoS. climate Change
Science Program Strategic Plan.

where and when:
May 7, 9:30 a.m., 253 Russell Bldg.

Contact: Jeanne Bumpus at 202-224-1251

Page 2
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0531_f_tsc4g003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kathie L. olsen ( CN=Kathie L. olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-MAY-2003 16:46:49.00

SUB3ECT:: EOP/State Sensitivity Review of Advance Copy of Overview of CCSP Strategic
Plan

TO:3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov @ inet ( 3ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov@ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:watsonhl@state.gov @ inet C watsonhl@state.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:pcooney@ceq.eop.gov @ inet ( pcooney@ceq.eop.gov @ inet [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Jim:

Additional EOP/State mark-up with respect to "WH" review is attached.

Kathi e

A1-FACHMENT 1
Al-[ CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0103:[A1-FACH.D47]SREOP0130064CST.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

D0CF11EOAIB11AE1000000000000000000000000000000003E000300FEFF090006000000000000

END ATTACHMENT    2
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0532_f_xuc4g003_ceq.txt
RECORD ]~YPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:kolsen@ostp.eop.gov ~ kolsen@ostp.eop.gov [ OSTP ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-MAY-2003 16:47:54.00

SUB3ECT:: EOP/State Sensitivity Review of Advance copy of Overview of CCSP
Strategic Plan

TO:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov ( James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:watsonhl@state.gov C watsonhl@state.gov E UNKNOWN 3 )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David Halpern ( CN=David HalpeFn/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Jim:

Additional EOP/State mark-up with respect to "WH" review is attached.

Kathie

(see attached file: gcscivisstmet503.doc)

(see attached file: gcscitopdown503.doc)

- gcscivisstmet503.doc - gcscitopdown503.doc .....

A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

A1-FACHMENT

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0103:[A]-rACH.D23]SREOP01300G4CUX.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END A1-FACHMENT 2

1
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Cooney, Phil

From: Watson, Harlan L (OES) [WatsonHL@state.gov]

Sent: Tuesday, May 04, 2004 10:18 AM

To: Connaughton, James; Peel, Kenneth L.; Cooney, Phil

Subject: Gao Feng’s (China)April 19 PowerPoint Presentation to METI’s Industrial Council in Tokyo: "NEW
CLIMATE CHANGE REGIME: CHINESE VIEW"

5/4/2004
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SECOND ANNU~CONFERENCE O1"4 CARBON~SEQUESTT~- ATI ¯

D~doping &      the
tO Reduce Carbon In~nsi~ : ~ ~

~ ¯ Hilton Alexandrta Mark Center
"" ¯ ¯ Alexandd& VA

Dear Colleague:.

The U,S. Department of Energy together~wtth other federal agencies, including
the Departments of Commerce, Agriculture and the EnvLrenmeatal Protection
Agen~y~ is work!n" g intensively inn vadety of areas to meet President George "~V.
Bush’s goal of’achieving an "18 percent reduction in greenhouse gases in the
next ten ye~Lrs...wh!"~!e sustaining econon~c growth:, One field of endeavor that can.
¯ provide a Patti~Wayt0 achieving this goal and be a bridge to a new,

, his climate change initiative. This, iSthe focus of this conference: Star.gin
2o03 ~ ~ ~u~t:even~ ~d b~td~g on,~OrS ~Na~O~ ~e~ T~
Laboratory 200t ~onference~nich dre(~w     partic~ts it vnll focus.on.:

? ’~," .:::A~ develop~g ¢eclmologies to utilize natural or already exi~g.,-i::

:;:i~.~ resources that c~..u[d reduce atmosphericcarbon emissions~ and.’,;:
i:~-,Have an innovative approach ortechnology to share,,,,... :..:::

-i: ~Otii~fiouId �onsider p~nting a paper, or; if,You’a~ intere~st~d iag~g’ i~!~
/inthiS ei-itieai national program; at the minimum, participating, lqvited~
.,. :.w~:"/inclUde key dedsionmakers from with’m DOE, involved

~d the i~ading innovators in the field," , -.’ " ¯ :: . -..5":~ ~ ’.: .? ~, [-:: ~..-::’:;.~i ::~" ~" ":~- ’"

........... going wsubmitapaP.~i" keepin ’ "    " "
~ what We will be lookingfortn-rev,~e~..mg.?;
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ACCOMMODATIONS
The rate for Conference i~ttendees at tlm Hilton Alexandria Mark
Center is $179,00 f0r single or double occupancy plus applicable
city and state taxes, A number of rooms are available for
~overnment’~mptoy~es at the $150.00 government per-diem rate.
To, qualify for 1his spectal r ate~ y~u mast have a gove~ment
i~lentlflcation card.

To guarantee a reseawation, call the Hilton Alexandrla q~lark
Center at 703845-1010 by April 5, tdcntif;t yours~lfa~ a Carbon
Conference Participant, lfspace ~ available, the above rzlc~.wilt
apply tbr attendees two day~ prior and two days after our program
date~ We recommend getting your re’~Tations prior ~o Apri| 5 tO

GROUND TRANSPORTATION
From Regan Natlon~ Alrpo~: The Hilton Alexandria Mark
Center provides �omplLmentary transportation to and from
National Aiq~ort every hour (6 axa. to I1 p.m.) A private taxi is
also a reasonable choice.
From Baltimore Airport: Call Super Shuttle and make reservatlons.
for the most economical rate,, From Drill’sAirport: Taxi wil! be
around $50.00. Othi~r means are~ aya!hble- ~ee theAii’port irlD desk.

Garage p~ng is avallab!e to hOt~i guests~ io~$6~.O0ldaY~Non

SECOND A_N  dAL.CONFERENCE

ON CARBON SEQL~STI~_ATION

Developing& Validating the Technotogy
Base to Reduce Carbon intensity

HILTON ALEX~2~DRIA M_APd~ CENTER
The Conference ~ite is ~ HiRor~ A~exan~ Mark Center, 50~
Seminary Road, Alexar~L~, VA 223I 1; Phone 703-84~i010, It
located sevenmiles Southwest of Was&ington, DC and Nation~,l
Airport and Twenty mile~ southeast ofDulles Aiw.,o~,, just offthe
Seminary,~, exit from I-3.95, It is ten minutes from
DC, the Smithsonian and all monuments. ,- ¯    ,, - , ¯

The H~tel operates a ~usi~e~s Center that can pro,qde photoc;pies,
¯ faesimiles; Internet access, word processing, workstation and
equip .merit rental, 24-hour ca!l-in dic!ation~ packaging and shipping
With UPS, FddF~ and Airborne. Office supplies also available, Al!
of the gueslr0~ms are equipped witha dataport for modem hookup,
An ExecutiVe Fitness Center ~d indoor/outdoor pool an: on the
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~
Paperlnvitaaon toP-resent a

~ ¯

~int~icslist~!ow.inbold~. "-"~ ""    - " " " ~            ’ ’ " ’" -~ -~ ~ ’

Top|cs
¯ .~u s~d ~
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c
SECOND’ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON STRATION
Steering Committee.,,

$colt IOara~ Chalrma~
National Ener~, Technology
LaboratOry
U.S. Dept. of Energy

Robert Beck
National Goal Council

David ~
U~DOE. Environ, ~)~., Fosall Energy

Jacque.ne Y. BIll
Ohio C~al Development O~ce

Howard Herzog
Maasachusett~ Institute of Technology

Gardlner Hill
BP Group Environmental Technology ’

William G. Hohenstein

Robert Knne
USDOEo Planning & Environ., FE

Arthur Lee
Chevron Texaco Corporation

Kanwal Mahalan
NETL. USDOE

John MarionALSTOM Power

Tta Nelson
7h~ Nature Conservancy

Pamela Temskl
~er~,. Environ. & Security Orp., Lad

John Wol)t~en
Peabody Energy

Edward L. Helmluskl
~ Thom~ MorehOuse
F,~I~,4/cG£Mo/CtTOR PUBS. & FoRu.~$

Developing & Validating the Technology Base
to Reduce Carbon Intensity

May 5 - 8, 2003
Hilton Alexandfla Mark Center

Alexandria, VA

Dear Colleague:

The U.S. Department of Energy together with other federal agencies, including
the Departments of Commerce, Agriculture and the Environmental Protection
Agency, is working intensively in a varieW of areas to meet President George W.
Bush’s goal o[ achieving an "18 percent reduction in greenhouse gases in the
next ten years...while sustaining economic growth." One field of endeavor that can
provide a pathway to achieving this goal and be a bridge to a new energy
economy is carbon sequestration. The President recognized this in announcing
his climate change initiative. This is the focus of this conference. Starting in
2003 as an annual event, and building on DOE’s National Energy Technology
Laboratory 2001 conference which drew over 450 participants, it will focus on
the "innovation" and science and technological advances the President has called
for to make carbon sequestration a practicable and commercially deployable
technology to address his carbon intensity reduction goal.

If you:

-- Conduct R&D in this area;
-- Work for a company that relies on utilizing carbon-based products which

result in greenhouse gas emissions;
-- Are developing technologies to utilize natural or already existing

resources that could reduce atmospheric carbon emissions, and
-- Have an innovative approach or technology to share..,,

you should consider presenting a paper. Or, if you are interested in getting involved
in this critical national program, at the minimum, participating: Invited speakers
will include key declsionmakers from within DOE, involved key federal agencies
and the leading innovators in the field.

If you are going to submit a paper, keep in mind the President’s words--
"technological innovation"-- that’s what we will be looklng for in reviewing
your abstract.

Sponsored by...

N--_--TL
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SE(~OND ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON CARBON SEQUESTRATION

Developing & Validating the Technology Base
to Reduce Carbon Intensity

May 5 - 8, 2003
Hilton Alexandria Mark Center

Alexandria, VA

The 2003 Conference will:

¯ Provide a comprehensive update on U.S. governmental agency programs and specific projects
plus upcoming government initiatives to support the development of carbon sequestration
technologies and processes;

a Allow for an open forum on the role or carbon sequestration in the overall international effort to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions;

¯ Include presentations on ongoing private sector initiatives;

¯ Provide an opportunity to discuss with government deeisiomakers the barrier~ to further
development and/or deployment of carbon sequestration systems;

¯ Facilitate an exchange of information on ongoing R&D and lessons-learned from field
demonstrations on the latest advances in carbon sequestration technologies approaches;,

¯ Provide open forum on the framework necessary to promote the private sector investment in the
development and deployment of carbon sequestration technologies;

¯ Allow for international exchange of experience and potential approaches to utilize carbon
sequestration;

Provide an overview of various co-benefits of carbon sequestration approaches.¯

Sponsored by...
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ACCOMMODATIONS
The rat,e for Conference attendees at the Hilton Alexandria Mark
Cenler is $179.00 for single or double occupancy plus applicable
city and state taxes. A number of rooms are available for
government employees at the $150.00 government per-diem rate.
To qualify for this special rate, you must have a government
identification card.

To guarantee a reservation, call the Hilton Alexandria Mark
Center at 703-845-1010 by April 5. Identify yourself as a Carbon
Conference Participant. If apace is available, the above rates will
apply for attendees two days prior and two days after our program
dates. We recommend getting your reservations prior to April 5 to
assure a place.

GROUND TRANSPORTATION
From Regan National Airport: The Hilton Alexandria Mark
Center provides complimentary transportation to and from
National Airport every hour (6 a.m. to 11 p.m.) A private taxi is
also a reasonable choice.
From Baltimore Airport: Call Super Shuttle and make reservations
for the most economical rate. From Dulles Airport: Taxi will be
around $50.00. Other means are available- see the Airport info desk.

Garage parking is available to hotel guests for $6.00/day. Non-
guests: $3.00/hr up to $11.00 maximum per day.

SECOND ANNUAL CONFERENCE

ON CARBON SEQUESTRATION

Developing & Validating the Technology
Base to Reduce Carbon Intensity

HILTON ALEXANDRIA MARK CENTER
The Conference site is the Hilton Alexandria Mark Center, 5000
Seminary Road, Alexandria, VA 2231 !; Phone 703-845-I010. It is
located seven miles southwest of Washington, DC and National
Airport and Twenty miles southeast of Dulles Airport, just off the
Seminary Road exit from 1-395. It is ten minutes from Washington,
DC, the Smithsonian and all monuments.

The Hotel operates a Business Center that can provide photocopies,
facsimiles, Internet access, word processing, workstation and
equipment rental, 24-hour 0all-in dictation, packaging and shipping
with UPS, F~Ex, and Airborne. Office supplies also available. All
of the guestrooms are equipped with a dataport for modem hookup.
An Executive Fitness Center and indoor/outdoor pool are on the
Hotel premises.

Registration opens at 3:00 p.m. Monday, May5 followed by a Reception and Dinner at 6:00 p.m.
’ The Opening Plenary is at 8:00 a.m, Tuesday, May 6. The Forum ends at 12:00 p.m., Thursday, May 8.

REGISTRATION FORM

SECOND ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON

CARBON SEQUESTRATION

MAY 5- 8, 2003

Registration Fees: CIRCLE ONE
General admission for non-gov’t: $795.00
Non-DOE government and

academic employees: $395.00
(Add $100.00 t# above afler April i, 2003)

For DOE employees: $Z95.00
(Includes: Three continental breakfasts, two lunches, three
receptions, one dinner, a copy. of the Briefing Book and a CD
copy of the Proceedings.)

Return this form and payment to: ExchangeMonltor
Publications & Forums, P.O. Box 65782. Washington,
DC 20035, Tel: 877-303-7367 or 202-296-2814 ext. 16,
Fax: 202-296-2805.

Payment/Cancellation Policy: Anyone who registers
and ~ancels after April I !, 2003 is subject to a $200.00
service fee. Fees paid will be forfeited for non-
attendance or cancellation after April 21, 2003
Substitutions welcome.

! am bringing ~ guests to all social events at $100.00 per guest.

Please list guest names

Name

Title

Affiliation

Address

City

State

Phone

E-mail address

Zip

Fax

Mail Code

~ Check is enclosed. ~Charge My:

Card Type:

Card No.:

Exp. Date:

Cardholder Name:
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AN OPPORTUNITY FOR VENDORS ....

Showcase Your Company’s Services, Products, and Technologies by joining the

2003 Carbon Sequestration Technology Exhibit

The First Carbon Sequestration Technology Conference attracted over 400 participants from key federal agencies including
DOE, EPA and USDA, industry and small business operators. They represented organizations involved in developing
technologies and services and those looking for ways to address their emission problems.

¯

Participation:

Dates and Times:

What to Do:

IT’S FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE--LIMITED TO ONLY 35 EXHIBITORS ¯

Conference exhibitors will be limited to no more than 35 companies who offer products and services.
The number of vendors is being limited to ensure attendees have adequate time to acquaint
themselves with each vendor’s products.

The Exhibit schedule will revolve around many of the catered functions and will provide ample
opportunities for one-on-one discussions with Conference participants.

Reserve space now for the Exhibit by faxing the form below. For more information contact the
Conference Coordination Office at: 202-296-2814 ext. 27

Costs: All Fees Include One Complimentary Registration to the Workshop ($795 Value).

Exhibit

SMALL COMPANIES
(Fifteen or Fewer Employees)

$1495

MKmt~ TO LARGW COMPANIES
(More than 15 Employees)

$1,850

RESERVATION FORM
Please reserve space for my company

(Indicate method of payment on Registration Form)

Reserve Space NOW!
Fax this form and Conference

Reeistrafion form to:
202-296-2805

Title/Position

Company/Affiliation

Address

City.

Phone

State

Fax

Mail Code,

Zip.

I

We will e..r, hibit on the following products(s) and/or service(s):
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An Invitation to Present a Paper
Individuals who are interested in giving an oral presentation at the Second Annual Conference on Carbon Sequestration are
encouraged to submit an abstract for review. Please feel free to submit sub-topics not specifically defined but are related to the
main topics listed below in bold type.

Topics
¯ Separation end Capture ¯ Ocean Sequestrntfon ¯ Role of Sequestration in Stabilinttfon

Sequestration of Carbon Emissions in
GenlogJc Formations

- Enhanced Oil/Gas Recovery
- Enhanced Coal Bed Methane Recovery
- Saline Aquifers
- Medefing Data

- Co-Bcnefit~
- MMV Technologie~

Enhancing Natural Sinks/Terrestr/al
Sequestration

- Ecosystem Behavior
- Science-Based Ecosystem Po~-ntials
- Microbial Indicators
- Soil ~ent

- MMV Teclmologie~
- Co-Benefits

Technology/Systems for the Meagur~ment~
Monitoring and Vedfiealion of Carbon
Emissions

- Direct [njecti~
- Fertilization
- Effects on the Ocean Biosphere
- F.avironmen~ Aspects
- Co-Benefits

Advanced Conversion Concepts

- Biological Proce~es
- Convenion to Methane
- Environmental Aspe~
-

Modeling and A~essmen~

- ~ Studies
- Economi~

-

Risk Aue~mont

Potential Commercinl Mechanisms to
Support Reduction of Carbon Intenslt~

- latematioml Experience
- Domestic
- AnalTs~s and Tool l~vclotnncnt

Internst~onal Initiatives and Programs

- Case Studies
- Policy ]z,~zez

Overvlew/Assestmen~ of Carbon
Sequestrst~on S~mttge~moio~es

¯ Emfssions Trading sad Offsete

- Domestic & Int~tational Experience
- Inffa-Comiumy

¯ Environmeutal Aspects/Impacts of
Atmospheric Carbon

¯ Control Strategies

- Options tot Fossil Fuel Use
- Flue Gas
- Biomass Fuels

¯ Commercinlfzation Barriers

¯ Market Assessment of Carbon
Sequestra~ou Systena~’ecbnologf~

Economics

¯ GHG Markets

~ Policy Issues

- Govc~mnent Drivers vs. Market Forces
- Regulatmy Framework
- P,q~a~g and Verification
- Certification 1605(b)

¯ Education and Outreach

¯ Publk Acceptance

Guidelines for Abstracts: Submit a 100 word abswact via e-mail including: Paper Title, Author/Co-Authors, Name of
Paper Presenter and Affiliation, Title, Address, Phone, Fax and e-mail address for each individual. Progress in
Technology Development, Field Experience, Innovation and New lnformaffon and Approaches is what we will be
looking for I !

Abstracts Due: Feb. 7, 2003; Acceptance Notification: Feb. 21, 2003

NOTE: Full papers are required. Presentations time will be limited to 20 minutes. The full paper must be submitted
as an Acrobat PDF ftle and will be included in an electronic proceedings (CD and web available).

ALL O VERHEADS/VIEWGRAPHS MUST BE IN PO WERPOINT-- NO EXCEPTIONS

Emall Abstracts To: CARBONSQ@EXCHANGEMONITOR.COM

J

I
I
:

l
i
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U.S. Climate Change Science Program
1717 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite 250,Washington, DC 20006. Tel: +1 202 223 6262

3 December 2002

Dear Colleague,

Welcome and thank you for participating in the U.S. Climate Change Science Program Planning Workshop for
Scientists and Stakeholders. The purpose of the Workshop is to provide a comprehensive r~view of the
discussion draft of the Strategic Plan for U.S. climate change and global change research. When finalized by
April 2003, the Strategic Plan will provide the principal guidance for U.S. climate change and global change
research during the next several years, subject to revisions as appropriate to respond to newly developed
information.

We welcome your comments on the discussion draft, both verbally during the workshop, and in written form
during the month following the workshop. Comments on all elements of the plan from all communities are
essential in order to improve the plan and identi~ gaps. In your review, we ask you to provide a perspective on
the content, implications, and challenges outlined in the plan as well as suggestions for any alternate approaches
you wish to have considered, and the types of climate and global change information required by policy makers
and resource managers. We also ask that you comment on any inconsistencies within or across chapters, and
omissions of important topics. For any shortcomings that you note in the draft, please propose specific
remedies. To participate in the review it is not necessary that you review .the entire plan.

Your verbal comments during the workshop will he noted by the rapporteurs during each session and be made
part of the workshop documentation. We also ask that you confirm or expand your verbal comments in writing
after the workshop and submit them by E-mail to <comments@climatescience.gov>. All comments submitted
by 13 January 2003 will be posted on the <http’J/www.climatescience.g’ov> website for public review. While
we are unable to promise detailed responses to individual comments, we confhm that all submitted comments
will be given consideration during the development of the final version of the Strategic Plan.

Attached to this letter are instructions and format guidelines for submitting review comments. Following the
instructions will ensure that your comments are properly processed and given appropriate consideration. If you
wish to distribute copies of the plan to colleagues to participate in the review, pleas~ provide them with a copy
of this letter as well as the attached instructions and format guidelines. We have posted the plan on the.
workshop website at <htrp’J/www.climates~ience.gov>. PDF files for individual chapters of the plan can he
downloaded from this site. If you have any questions, please contact: Sandy MacCracken at 1-202-419-3483
(voice), 1-202-223-3065 (fax), or via the address in the footer below.
We appreciate your contribution of time’and expe.ttis~ to this review, and look forward to your response.

-

Sincerely,

James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.                            ~
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere,
Director, U.S. Climate Change Science Program

Tel: +1-202-419-3483
Fax: ÷ 1-202-27.3-3065
E-Mail: commeuts@dimatesdenc~gov
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Instructions For Submission of Strategic Plan Review Comments

Thank you for participating in the review process. Please follow the instructions for preparing and
submitting your review. Using the format guidance described below will facilitate our processing of reviewer
comments and assure that your comments are given appropriate consideration. An example of the format
is also provided. Comments are due by 13 January, 2003.            ~

¯ Select the chapter(s) or sections of chapters which you wish to review. It is not necessary that you
review the entire plan. In your comments, please consider the following issues: .
¯ Overview: overview on the content, implications, and challenges outlined in the plan;
¯ Agreement/Disagreement: areas of agreement and disagreement, as appropriate;
¯ Suggestions: suggestions for aRemative approaches, if appropriate;
¯ Inconsistencies: inconsistencies within or across chapters;, . ,
¯ Omissions: omissions of important topics;
¯ Remedies: specific remedies for identified shortcomings of the dratt plan;
¯ Stakeholder climate information: type of climate and global change information required by

r~presentatiw groups;
¯ Other: other comments not covered above. ,, ,

¯ Please do not comment on grammar, spelling, or punctuatior~:. Professional copy editing will correct
deficiencies in these areas for the final draft.

¯ Use the format guidance that follows for organizing your comments... ~.a~ua~y¯ Submit your comments by email to <comments@climatesciehce.gov> by" 13 J,2(~03.

J.~ .

Format Guidance for Comments

Please provide background information about yourself on the ~rst page of your comments: your name(s),
organization(s), area of expertise(s), mailing address(es), telephon~ and fax numbers, and email address(es).

¯ Overview comments on the chapter should follow your background ~nformation and should be
numbered.

¯ Comments that are specific to particular pages, paragraphs or lines of the chapter should follow
your overview comments and should identify_ the page and line numbers to which they apply.

¯ Comments that refer to a table or figure should identify the table or figure number. In the case of
tables, please also identify the row and column to which the comment refers.

¯ Order your comments sequentially by page and line number.
¯ At the end of each comment, please insert your name and affiliation.
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Format Example for Comments
I. Back_~rou_nd Information

Name(s): John Doe
Organization(s): University College
Mailing Address(es): 101 1*t Street, New York, New York, 10001
Phone(s): 800-555-5555
Fax(es): 800-555-6666 . ’
E-mall(s): John.Doe@univ.edu ’ ’
Area of Expertlse: Atmospheric Composition

Overview Commen~ on Chapter. ~; Atmospheric Com_m~sltion

First Overview Comment: (Comment)
Reviewer’s name, affillati6n: John Doe, University College

Second Overview Comment: (Comment)    ’
Reviewer’s name, affiliation: John Doe, University College

IlL Speeif!~ Commepts’on ~hapter 5: Atmo~pheric Composition

Page 57, Line 5: (Comment)
John Doe, University College

Page 58, Line 32 - Page 59, Line 5: (Comment)
John Doe~ University College     ’

Table 1-4, Row 3, Column 6: (Comment)
John Doe, University College

t

Please send comments by cmail to <cornments~)climatescience.gov>
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Structure of the Workshop

The Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) workshop, held D~cembcr 3-5, 2002 at the Marriott
Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, D.C., is structured around a combination of plenary sessions and
breakout groups.

Keynote Plenary Addresses:
Invited keynote addresses by national and international government and science leaders will be presented
in plenary sessions each day during the workshop.

Breakout Groups:
There are four Breakout Groups during the three days of the workshop. Breakout Groups 1-3 will focus
on specific elements of the Strategic Plan, and Breakout Group 4 will focus on crosscutting issues across
the plan. Within each Breakout Group ther~ are six concurrent sessions, each focusing on different topics
of the Strategic Plan. One breakout session, Climate Variability and Change, is duplicated due to interest
by a large number of participants.

Most of the Breakout Sessions will be conducted with the format outlined below. Some of the breakout
sessions will have a slightly modified format, to accommodate their specific design. The basic format will
include:

¯ Call to order and opening comments by the moderator,
¯ Overview presentation of the topic (usually by a principal author of the chapter) based on the

relevant chapter in the draft Strategic Plan;
¯ Comments by volunteer and invited panelists chosen to represent a wide diversity of views from

the scientific, technological, environmental, and stakeholder communities. These named panelists
will comment, question, challenge, and/or provide suggestions for alternate approaches to
developing the information and analyses desired by the various communities;

¯ Open comments and questions from the floor directed to a panel composed of the original
presenter and the named panefists;

¯ Two rapporteurs will document the comments and questions in each session.

Review Plenary Sessions:
The moderator and rapporteurs will prepare a brief summary of the key issues discussed during each
breakout session, and the moderator will present this summary of key issues in a subsequent plenary
session. The moderator and rapporteurs will also be responsible for preparation of a more complete
written record of each breakout group, for posting on the www.elimateseienee.gov web site.

Closing Plenary Session:
The workshop will conclude with an invited panel presentation of feedback and lessons learned during the
workshop, a summary of key workshop f’mdings (including areas of agreement and disagreement), and a
description of the process for integrating workshop feedback into the revised research plan, and for
subsequent reporting of findings.
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0534_f_vsl 5g003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:David Dokken <ddokken@usgcrp.gov> ( David Dokken <ddokken@usgcrp.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 5-MAY-2003 13:58:03.00

SUBJECT:: CCSP strategic Plan Mini-Retreat: POSTPONED

TO:ccsp@usgcrp.gov ( ccsp@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:scheraga.joel@epa.gov ( scheraga.joel@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov ( ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
TO:

FROM:

CCSP Principals

Dave Dokken, ccsP coordination office

Please be advised that the ccsP strategic Plan mini-retreat scheduled
for the afternoon of .13 May 2003 has been postponed. A revised
near-term schedule is under preparation.

Page 1
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701 Pem,,syk, anla Avenue. N.W.
Wa~ngton D.C. 20004-2696
Telephone 202-508-5000

EDISON EI.,ECTBIC
INSTITUTE

May 6, 2003

The Honorable Robert G. Card
Under Secretary of Energy
U.S. Department of Energy
I000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Further CnmmenW on Key Policy Issues in Reporting Roforms under Energy
Policy Act Section 1605(o)

Dear Mr. Card:

On behalf of the Electric Power Industry Climate Initiative (EPICI)) I would first like to
express our appreciation for the opportunity to meet with you and other Department of
Energy(DOE) officials on April 1, 2003. As you know, EPICI has a critical interest in
the DOE revision of the Energy Policy Act (EPAcQ section 1605(b) guidelines and the
enhancement of be Energy Information Administration (EIA) data base and registry.

The primary purposes of the March 5, 2003, position papers that EPICI filed with DOE
were twofold:

To make it abundantly clear that the ability of the power sector to meet the goals
that it expressed in its climate action plans to DOE Secretary Spencer Abraham
(prior to the February 12, 2003, roll out of the voluntary Power PartnerssM
programs) is directly linked.to the design of the reporting reforms embodied in the
revised guidelines and improved registry.

To highlight and clarify our positions on several policy issues that need to be
resolved in order to support the power sector’s voluntary goals and programs,
including dissuading the govermnent from narrowing the existing reporting
guidelines to provide for entity-wide reporting only and limiting such reporting to
the U.S. only.

~ EPICI consists of the American Public Power Associalion, Edison Electric Institute,
Electric Power Supply Association, Large Public Power Council,National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association, Nuclear Energy Institute and Tennessee Vallvy Authority.
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The purposes of this letter, which EPICI requests that DOE place in the public docket of
the 1605(b) revision proceeding, are to l) amplify on several key policy issues covered in
our March 5 papers and discussed with you on April 1 and 2) provide you with some
concrete examples of how reporting would work under alternative greenhouse gas (GHG)
accounting approaches.

A "One-Size-Fits-All" Approach To Def’ming The Reporting Entity. Is
Impractical.

One of the critical issues in revising the guidelines is the question of how to characterize
or define what is an "’entity" for r~orting purposes. We axe not familiar with alternative
characterizations that might already exist in places such as the lntemal Revenue Service
ORS), so it is difficult for us to ascertain whether any of them would be useful, workable
and adequate in the context of the revised section 160503) guidelines.

However, in discussions with Department of Treasury officials a few days ago, we
learned that some have suggested use of the employer identification number (EIN) as a
way to define entities. That approach strikes us as raising more problems than it solves.
One involves the issue of confidentiality of identification numbers, since some persons
have Social Security numbers for EIN purposes with the IRS. Those could not be
disclosed. In addition, in the case of public access of the data, it would be difficult for.
members of the public to determine the identity of the numbered entity without some
system for correlating the EIN with the name of the entity. There are probably a host of
other difficulties as well.

What is important is that any proposed definition or characterization takes into
consideration and ultimately accommodates the various differences and potential
uniqueness of the facilities, operations and business and relevant practices of the
reporters that may be expected to participate in the registry. EPICI’s "Entity-wide
Reporting" paper of June 5, 2002 - which was filed with DOE and is enclosed for your
convenience- addresses many of the issues discussed on April 1 as well as your question
about "What doesn’t fit?". The paper discusses structural, operational and adjustment
issues, as well as several sub-issues. We question the need for a definition of either the
term "entity" or "P2erson," so long as such terms include reporters fi:om both the~private
and public sectors.

2 EPAct section 160503) expressly refers not only to "entities," but also to "reporting

entity" and "Persons," as well as "sources," "plant" and "facility" without defining any of
those terms. The only relevant provision that is akin to a definition is found in the
current 1605(b) guidelines, which state that a reporter "must be a legal U.S. entity, that is,
any U.S. citizen or resident alien; any company, organization, or group incorporated
under or recognized by U:S. law; or any U.S. Federal, state, or local government entity."
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Furthermore, a one-size-fits-all approach to defining reporting entity would be
inconsistent with the manner in which, for example, many power generators and utilities
are legally Structured. AES, one of the world’s largest independent power producers, is a
prime example: each of its generation plants is a separate legal entity, and the company
is completely decentralized from an operational standpoint. There are numerous other
examples of utifities that due to unbundling or restructuring, are disaggregated into
separate legal entities, or where a single legal entity owns a group of plants.

EPICI urges the government to propose a "building block" approach to these terms:
that is, allow the reporter to check one or more appropriate boxes, such as
association (as an aggregator for small municipalities or small rural electric
cooperatives), holding company, operational company, plant, facility, person, or
"other.___". This check-the-boxes approach is consistent with a robust reporting
system. See "EPICI Positions on Key Policy Issues in Revising EPAct Section 1605(b)
DOE Guidelines and EIA Registry" (hereinafter referred to as "EPICI Positions Paper"),
March 5, 2003, pp. 5-8. Transparency, such as by the building-block approach to
defining reporting entity that would include an explanation by the reporter of the basis for
the choice of a box, is a key to making a robust reporting system work.

Finally, it is worth noting that even using a broad definition of entity will not eliminate
the need for project-level reporting. For example, electricity generators could undertake
a project to improve the efficiency of a fossil generating unit, or switch fuel use at a unit
from coal to gas. Reporting such an activity at the "entity" level would require that the
generating unit be its own entity. In reality, most if not all of the generating units in the
industry are not structured this way. It is more common to find a single utility dir~tly
owning numerous generating units. As a result, most generators would need to be able to
report at a project level in order to receive credit for such a project.

The Purpose Of 1605(b) Is Not To Establish An Inventory Through Entity-
wide Reporting.

The EPICI position on this issue, summarized in the March 5 "EPICI Positions Paper," is
that section 1605(h) is not directed at the establishment of an invvntory through entity-
wide reporting. That is a role that EIA plays under EPAct section 1605(a). Further,
because the last sentence of section 1605(a) provides that the subsection "does not
provide any new data collection authority," the aforementioned EIA inventory is based
on estimates, not collected emissions. Our views on this issue are further highlighted in
the enclosed excerpt from the March 5 "EPICI Positions Paper."

General Guidelines, p. 3. However, we do not understand that statement to be a
definition of the term "entity" or "person."
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Enti .ty-wide Reporting (on an Absolute and Intensity Basis) and Project-
based Reporting

Regardless of whether an entity or person chooses to report on an entity-wide basis, a
project basis, or both, it should have the flexibility to report either a modified baseline or
a historic baseline. In the EPICI "Transferable Credits For Voluntary Reductions In
GHG Emissions Intensity" paper, June 5, 2002, pp. 8-9, EPICI commented to DOE that
since the baseline is the starting point for measuring GHG emissions reductions that
would qualify as a transferable credit, the guidelines for reporting transferable credits
should allow flexibility for the establishment of one or more baselines, static or dynamic,
provided that a prescribed methodology is followed for each baseline selected.

In addition, flexibility in the selection of baselines would support the Administration’s
policy goal of achieving reductions in GHG emissions intensity through voluntary
actions. It also would maximize the extent of voluntary participation in the reporting of
GHG emissions reduction actions. Finally, flexibility in the selection of a baseline also
would facilitate efforts to provide credit for past actions.

In the examples below, we demonstrate: 1) the differences among project-based
repo~ng, entity-wide reporting on an absolute tons basis, and entity-wide reporting on an
intensity basis; and 2) the ne~ for project-based reporting.

Comparison of Entity-wide and Project-based Reporting for a Hypothetical Utility

Consider a hypothetical utility. In 2002, this utility had 1800 MW of coal, 2400 MW
of nuclear, and 350 MW of gas combustion turbine generation capacity. In that year:

¯ Total generation was 32.6 TWH,
¯ Total carbon emissions were 12.3 million metric tons, and
¯ The carbon emissions intensity was .38 metric tons perMWH

By 2012, the utility will add 500 MW of natural gas combined cycle capacity, reduce
the heat rate of its coal units, and institute a peak-shaving demand-side management
(DSM) project. The generation projects would add a total of 10% to generation, with
a net increase of 9.6% after the reduction in demand from the DSM project.

In 2012:

¯ Total generation will be 35.7 TWH,
¯ Total carbon emissions will be 13.6 million metric tons, and
¯ The carbon emissions intensity will still be .38 metric tons per MWH.
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Entity-wide" Absolute Emissions Approach. Under an approach where transferable
credits could only be earned for absolute reductions in entity-wide emissions, this
utility would receive no credits in 2012, because it is a growing utility, and its
emissions have grown by 1.3 million metric tons, fi:om 12.3 to 13.6 million metric
tons, or about 10%.

Entity-wide. Emissions Intensity/Emissions Rate Approach. Under an approach
where transferable credits also could be earned for reductions in the entity-wide
emissions intensity or emissions rate, this utility still would receive no credit in 2012,
because its emissions rate has remained constant at .38 metric tons per MWVH.

Prelect-based Approach. However, in examining this utility’s actions more
closely, one sees that it has provided real emissions reductions. As a result, it would
need to be able to report at a project level in order to r~c~ive credit for the two actions
that do make such contributions. In the examples below, we demonstrate why the
actions do make real reductions, and quantify the project benefits that should receive
transferable credit.

Example 1 - Heat rate improvement project: By 2012, this hypothetical, utility
will have improved the heat rate of its coal units by 1 percent. As a result, the
elecUicity produced by those units will result in 1 percent fewer carbon emissions
than would be the case without this project. Assuming that these coal units
produce about 12.6 TWH, this project would result in real reductions of about
117,000 metric tons of carbon. Without a project-based approach, this utility
would not get any transferable credit for this activity, even though it provided real
reductions.

Example 2 - DSMproject: By 2012, this utility also will have initiated a peak-
shaving DSM program, resulting in a reduction in the. capacity factor of the gas
combustion turbines from 35% to 30%. Assuming that about 150 GWH of
combustion turbine generation is avoided, without any compensating increase in
any other generation, about 89,000 metric tons of carbon have not been emitted as
a result of this project. Once again, this utility has taken action that resulted in
real reductions that would contn’bute to achieving the national goal, but c6uld not
receive transferable credit without project-based reporting.

As a result of these two projects, this utility has reduced its emissions more than 200,000
metric tons below what it would have been without the projects. It should be able to
receive transferable credits .for this contribution.

These examples, which are typical of the types of on-system voluntary actions likely to
be undertaken by the electric power industry as part of Power Partners , illustrate three
important conclusions relevant to the design of the revised 1605(b) reporting guidelines:
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1. Identification of real emission reductions requires project-based reporting.
2. Entity-wide reporting alone will mask the reductions achieved through

individual voluntary projects, primarily due to the effects of load growth.
3. The addition of entity-wide reporting does not provide additional

corroboration, or otherwise add value, to project-based reports, because the
entity-wide report will reflect the net effect of multiple actions, and cannot be
easily correlated with the project-based report.

The examples associated with our hypothetical utility are plausible and are not extreme.
We could show decreasing entity-wide intensity, e.g., by adding a nuclear upgrade.
Alternatively, without the DSM project in our hypothetical case, intensity would
probably increase. Thus, credit for project-based actions is critical even in cases where
entity-wide intensity does not decrease. Although our hypothetical case shows intensity
essentially unchanged, we expect that the voluntary initiatives will result in declining
industry-wide intensity, especially when considering the full range of on-system and off-
system actions.

It should be recognized that th~se are examples of on-system projects for which we seek
recognition of their reductions. These are in addition to off-system domestic projects and
international projects, such as those involving sequestration. Like the current guidelines,
the revised guidelines should continue to give recognition to these off-system project
reductions, independent of the resolution of the entity-wide reporting issue.

We also emphasize that when the President used the term "real emission reductions" in--~
the context of transferable credits, we believe that he did not intend to convey the view
that this meant only absolute tonnage reductions. Rather, we presume that he intended.
that term to be applied in the context of his GHG intensity policy, which we undcrstaud ~
to mean real reductions in "_intensity or to~ns.

IV. Conclusion

The EPICI March 5 position papers and these further comments are intended in large part
to dissuade the government from narrowing the existing reporting guidelines to.provide
for entity-wide reporting only and limit such reporting to the U.S. only (whether for the
purpose of receiving credit or for other reasons). The core principles of multiple
purposes, flexibility, participation and practicality argue for project-based reporting by an ¯
entity or person. EPICI has strongly endorsed the need for flexibility in the revised
guideii~es and participation .in the enhanced registry, and we will not repeat those
arguments here. There is a practical need for project-based reporting that is due in part to
the complexities of entity-wide reporting.

EPICI would oppose a narrow regime that focused on entity-wide reporting solely for the
purposes of obtaining transferable credit. Such a reporting program would severely
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discourage participation and thus seriously harm - if not cripple - the voluntary Power
Partnerss~ programs that are so inextricably linked to the 1605(b) program, as recognized
by the President in his remarks of February 14, 2002. Moreover, as we discussed on
April 1, the improved regis.try and 1605(b) reports should serve multiple purposes. At the
election of the reporter, these may include: the reeordation of transferable credit, baseline
protection and credit for past actions; documentation of an entity or person’s progress
toward Climate VISION program goals; registration of research and development
actions; public relations material and releases and annual reports; information to
shareholders and the Securities and Exchange Commission; reports to state regulatory
commissions and other regional and state governmental bodies; and reports to the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission and other federal governmental bodies.

The statute provides that the guidelines "establish procedures for the accurate voluntary
reporting of information." Because reporting is voluntary, the reporter should be able to
choose not only whether that entity or person should elect to report at all, but also the
extent of the information to be reported, so long as it is accurate. There is an "all or
nothing" connotation in-the use of the term "entity-wide" reporting that is contemplated
by neither the plain words of the statute nor the Congress.

What is important arid significant is the purpose of the participation intended by the
person or entity. If the purpose is to obtain transferable credits or baseline protection, the
reporting under the revised guidelines may need to be more rigorous in the criteria to’be
applied for such credits and protection, although those criteria should not, and need not,
be dependent on entity-wide reporting, and should not result in a paperworkburden. As
to the other purposes for volunteers to report, the criteria could be less rigorous while also
being a significant improvement in accuracy, reliability and verifiability over the current
guidelines.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these additional comments.

Sincerely,

Lee Ann Kozak
Co-chair, Accounting and Reporting Committee
Electric Power Industry Climate Initiative

Enclosures
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Hen. Vicki A. Bailey, Assistant Secretary,
DOE Office of Policy and International Affairs

Margot Anderson, Deputy Assistant S~cretary,
DOE Office of Policy

Larisa Dobriansky, Esq., Deputy Assistant Secretary,
DOE Office of Policy and International Affairs

Dr. Ric~’d A. Bradley, Chief Advisor for Global Change,
DOE Office of Policy and International Affairs

Jean E. Vemet, Esq.,
DOE Office of Policy and International Affairs
Office of Elvotricity and Natural Gas Analysis
Forrestal Building, PI-23, Room 7H-034
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SUBJECT:: weather news has its politics, too
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TEXT:
weather news has its politics, too
Jennifer Harper
THE WASHINGTON TIMES
Published May 6, 2003

~The daily TV weather forecast may not be neutral territory.
~Personal beliefs influence what a television weathercaster reports
about "politically charged environmental issues such as global warming,"
according to a study released April 11 by the university of Texas at
Austin.
~"Research showed that personal per~F~tives 9" not years of
experience, market size, newscast posit-iun, science degrees and seals of
approval from accrediting organizations 9" shape weathercasters’ views
about climate change," the study stated.
~Journalism professor Kris wilson, a former TV weather forecaster,
polled 217 TV weathercasters and concluded that many tiptoe around global
warming and that some are forbidden to bring it up on the air.
~ I had one we~thercaster tell me his bosse~ thought it was a ’clinton
propaganda tool,’~’ Mr. wilson said yesterday. On the other hand, there
can be pressure from the businesspe?ple who don’t want the weather
forecast mixed up in some wacky envlronmentalist thing."

Page 1
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~His study is "not an indictment ofweathercasters."
............ But you can’t filter the politics or the personal perspectives outYYYYY . .
of a subject llk,e, cllmate change. I’m concerned the public is not getting
available facts,’ Mr. wilson said.
~The study challenges the "assumption that th_ose trai,ned ~n. s..cience~.
are apolitical," he continued, adding that journalistic oojectivlty coulo
be compromised.
~"There’s no gag ,order_he.re on global warming," said Ray Ban,
executive vice preslaent ot the weather Channel. "There’s a lot of debate
in the community about it and if climate change is caused by natural or
human influences, we don’t know all the answers yet."
~ Beginning in July, however, the weather channel will add a "climate
expert" to its roster of specialized weathercasters who advise on severe,
winter or tropical weather patterns.
~"we’re trying to make climate issues on par with weather issues and-
tell the public what we know, what we don’t know and the discussions at
hand," Mr. Ban said.
~The American Meteorological society, which certifies l~/
weathercasters, periodically weighs in on the discussion. The group issued
a statement earlier this year that acknowledges that the Earth’s
temperature rose in the past 200 years and that greenhouse gases had also
increased. The group called for more research to determine whether the
cause was natural or man-made.
~ Kevin Lavin, executive director of the National weather Association,
calls climate change complex and contentious, and advises the public to
monitor initiatives at the u.s. climate change science Program web site
(www. cl i matesci ence. gov)
~He also advised Mr. "wilson, a professor at the university of Texas,
to re~,eat his survey in a few years.
~ I would bet his findings would indicate greater understanding,
knowledge and consensus among weathercasters," Mr. Lavin said. "We should
also keep in mind that most weathercasters are not given the on-air time
to explain complex issues such as climate change, and the trend in some
areas is to reduce that on-air time. This trend will not give
weathercasters incentive to study issues they can’t present."
~The study, meanwhile, found weathercasters to be fairly skeptical but
a little shak on science Twenty-two percent said they think global
warming "was an accepted t.heory by most atm.o,spher, l,c s.c,~ent~s.ts:..
Fift -eight percent said they think it is aeDate~ oy tne scientists.
FortyY-fo6r percent said they think the greenhouse effect is a "scientific
certainty."
yyy~Seventy-five .... percent said they think, climate.change is a "serious, ¯
enwronmental ~ssue, and 70 percent sa~d they th~nk t~e Earth s
temperature had increased. But 13 percent could identify a range for this
increase, and, using a computer model, 33 percent correctly identified the
influence of global cloud cover and precipitation on greenhouse gases.
~"This is basic meteorology, yet ap, pa.rently .misunde, rstood by
two-thirds of these ~/ weathercasters, t~e study noteo.
~nn contact Jennifer Harper at jharper@washingtontimes.com or
202/636-3085.
copyright ~ 2003 News World Communications, InCo All rights reserved.

Return to the article
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To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: U.S.-India Joint Statement on Climate Change: Statement on the Vi

Climate Change Negotiator and Special Repr esentative
sit of Mr. Harlan Watson, U.S.

Phil,

Got India started--hope to bag the Chinese before too much longer.

Hadan

> http:llwww.state.govIgloeslrlslprsrllpressljan19964.htm
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U.S.-India Joint Statement on Climate Change: Statement
on the Visit of Mr. Harlan Watson, U.S. Climate Change
Negotiator and Special Representative

Released by the U.S. Embassy, New Delhi
May 6, 2002

Mr. Harlan Watson, U.S. Senior Climate Change Negotiator and Special Representative visited New Delhi on
April 29-30, 2002. He called on Minister of Power, Mr. Suresh Prabhu, and Secretary, Ministry of Environment
and Forests, and met senior officials from Ministries of Environment and Forests, Power, Petroleum and Natural
Gas, Non-Conventional Energy Sources and External Affairs.

Mr..Watson explained the climate change policy announced by President Bush on February 14, the steps that
the United States is taking to achieve its national goals for mitigating projected greenhouse gas emissions over
the next decade and its approach towards international cooperation on climate change issues. The Govemment
of India reiterated its commitment to the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) on the basis of common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities of
Parties in addressing climate change. The Government of India further conveyed its plans to host the 8th
Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in New Delhi from
October 23-November 1, 2002, and that it has initiated steps to ratify the Kyoto Protocol.

The U.S and India agreed that they would continue to work together in the spirit of cooperation and partnership
under the UNFCCC. In this context, the two sides announced their intention to enhance ongoing collaborative
projects in clean and renewable sources of energy, energy efficiency and energy conservation. India also
suggested acceleration of support in fuel cells, photovoltaic technology, weather eady warning systems and
climate modeling, and research and technology development. They recognized that these projects would
supplement the existing cooperation between the two countries in energy and environment. The two sides
agreed to continue their bilateral dialogue.

This site is managed by the Bureau of Public Affairs, U.S. Department of State. External links to other Internet sites should not be
construed as an endorsement of the views contained therein.

http://www.state.gov/g/oes/rls/prsrl/press/jan/9964.htm 5/7/2002CEQ 004825
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SUB3ECT:: McCain admits climate amdmt would fail - but intends to force a vote

To:candida P. wolff ( CN=Candida P. WOlff/OU=OVP/O=EOP@Exchange@EOP [ OVP 3 )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Sean B. O’Hollaren ( CN=Sean B. O’Hollaren/OU=WHO/O=EOP@Exchange@EOP [ WHO
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Bryan 3. Hannegan ( CN=Bryan 3. Hannegan/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ~ )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:3ames Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ~ )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
from today’s Energy and Env Daily:

McCMn concedes greenhouse gas cap-and-trade plan will fail
barren Samuelsohn, Environment & Energy Daily senior reporter
SenateCommerce Committee Chairman John McCMn (R-Ariz.) said yesterday
that, legislation establishing a greenhouse gas (GHG) cap-and-trade program
has ’no chance" of passing as an amendment during the comprehensiveenergy
bill floor debate. But the GOP maverick said he would introduce the
language anyway to force a vote on the issue.
senate floor debate on the Energy Policy ACt of 2003, S. 14, begins in
ernest today.
McCMn’s blunt assessment comes days after environmentalists ~lso.
acknowledged the dim prospects for his climate change approach. T~e
lawmaker said his amendment would mark the start of a long congressional
battle to address climate policies, likening the effort to the one that
ended last year with President Bush signing into law a campaign finance
reform bill. "Every special interest is lined up against u§," MqCMn ~aid
following a hearing in his panel that examined the National Academy o
Sciences" recent analysis of the state of climate change science.
At this point, it is unclear how the climate change issue will ~ay out as
the senate weighs a range of critical and contentious energy policy items:
Alex Flint, staff director for .Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee Chairman Pete Domenici (R-N.M.), said earlier this week that GOP
officials view climate change as the least predictable issue on the table
this year, with several groups of senators vying behind the scenes to
build coalitions to support a range of approaches that would move the
united states toward varying degrees of action.
A Capitol Hill source yesterday said that Domenici’s staff is drafting
language with senate Environment and Public works Committee chairman James~
Inhofe (R-Ok~ia.). Details of the amendment were not available, but the
source acknowledged that a starting point would likely involve the climate
title that Domenici last month had included and then dropped from an early
version of the energy bill. Several conservative committee members told
Domenici that they had concerns about the way the climate change issue had
been handled a~ the time, driving the chairman to postpone the matter
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until the floor because a consensus did not exist in the panel.
The original Domenici climate change draft included provisions that
Democrats said would essentially put into law President Bush’s plan to cut
the nation’s "carbon intensity" (the ratio of 6H6 emissions to economic
output) to 18 ~ercent by 2012. such an approach, the white House’s critics
say, is equivalent to a "business as usual" approach. But the Bush
administration maintains that its approach will not ruin the economy by
forcing massive fuel switching from coal to less abundant supplies of
natural gas.
The Domenici draft did not require stabilization of 6HG concentrations,
but instead would have called on the president to develop and implement a
national strategy to manage the risks posed by potential climate change.
It also included a provislon requiring the president to establish a
database for voluntary GHG emission submissions with the understanding
that any certified reductions may be applicable in the event a future
reduction program is created.
By contrast, the pending McCain amendment would gradually force the u.s.
e~ectricity, transportation, industrial and commercial sectors to cut
their 6H6 emissions to year 2000 levels by 2010, and 1990 levels by 2016.
A cap-and-trade approach among the sectors would be set up for six 6H6s:
carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons,
perfluorocarbons and sulfur hexafluoride.
The McCain approach was unveiled earlier this year as legislation, S. 139,
with sen. Joe Lieberman (D-Conn.), a 2004 presidential candidate, as a
cosponsor. Yesterday, Lieberman gave an energy policy campaign speech that
included a pledge that the nation would return to the Kyoto Protocol
negotiation table if he were elected to the white House.
Also on the horizon is a climate change amendment from senate Energy and
Natural Resources Committee ranking member Jeff Bingaman (D-N.M.). The
Bingaman amendment would go beyond last year’s Democrat-written energy
legislation by establishing a mandatory 6H6 emission reporting system
wh~le also setting up a whlte House climate change office with a future
requirement to choose a level for 6H6 stabilization.
One environmentalist said the current Domenici-Inhofe deal brokering is
being undertaken as a way to offset any Democratic criticism that
Republicans are silent on climate change, ultimately, this source said
lawmakers may reach a compromise in the same vein as the final product
from last year’s energy bill. There, lawmakers agreed to establish a 6HG
emission reporting system that would be voluntary for at least five years
while forcing it to become mandatory if, after the deadline passed, less
than 60 percent of u.s. 6H6 emissions had been brought in for
certification°
Lastly, Sen. Ron wyden (D-Ore.) is expected to file a carbon ~equestration
amendment today that would establish a Forest Carbon Program under which
states, forest land owners, local governments and private entities would
receive federal funding to restore forestland and maintain forest
conservation, sen. Larry Craig (R-Idaho) said last week that he and sen.
sam Brownback (R-Kan.) would cosponsor wyden’s approach.

Page 2
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SUBJECT:: SLIGHT CHANGE IN CONFIRMED DATE FOR: Strategic Plan for climate change
science Briefing

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Sherron R. white ( CN=Sherron R. white/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:kueter@marshall.org @ inet ( kueter@marshall.org @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Donna I. coleman ( CN=Donna I. coleman/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David Halpern ( CN=David Halpern/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:3obi A. Parrish ( CN=3obi A. Parrish/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Sandra ]. Toomey (CN=Sandra ~. Toomey/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
The Strategic Plan for climate change science Briefing is now scheduled
for:

wednesday, Ma 21 from 1:30 - 2:30 PM at the office of science and
Technology Policy.

The Front conference Room is reserved for the briefing.

Thank you all for your flexibility and cooperation in scheduling this
bri efi ng.

sandy Toomey
OSTP Science Division
202-456-6130

05/08/2003 10:45 AM ---
Forwarded by Sandra 3. Toomey/OSTP/EOP on

sandra J. Toomey
04/22/2003 04:21:25 PM
Record Type:    Record

TO:     Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Sherron R. white/OMB/EOP@EOP,
kueter@marshall.org @ inet
cc:     3obi A. Parrish/OSTP/EOP@EOP, David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
subject: CONFIRMED DATE FOR: Strategic Plan for climate Change
science Briefing

The Strategic Plan for climate change Science Briefing is scheduled for:
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wednesday, May 21 from 2:00 - 3:00 PM at the office of science and
Technology Policy.

The Front conference is reserved for the briefing.

Thank you for your cooperation in scheduling this briefing.

Best regards,

sandy Tgomey
OSTP Sclence Division
202-456-6072 (Direct)
202-456-6130 (science Division Main #)

04/22/2003 04:10 PM
Forwarded by sandra J. Toomey/OSTP/EOP on

sandra J. Toomey
04/22/2003 01:12:13 PM
Record Type:    Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, sherron R. white/OMB/EOP@EOP
cc: 3obi A. Parrish/OSTP/EOP@EOP, David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
subject: NEW DATES FOR: Strategic Plan for climate Briefing

Good Afternoon;

The following dates are available for the Strategic Plan for climate
Briefing:

Monday, May 12 -
wednesday, May 21 -
Thursday, 5/22 -
PM.

3:00 PM or 4:00 PM;
1:00 PM, 2:00 PM, 3:00 PM or 4:00 PM;

1:00 PM, 2:00 PM, 3:00 PM or 4:00

We do hope that one of these dates will work with Phil, Marcus and Kathy!

Many thanks to you all for your flexibility,

Best Regards,

sandy Toomey
OSTP sci ence Di vi si on
202-456-6072 (Direct)
202-456-6130 (science Division Main #)

04/22/2003 12:18 PM
Forwarded by sandra Jo Toomey/OSTP/EOP on

¯sandra J. Toomey
04/16/2003 08:54:10 AM
Record Type:    Record

To:     Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, sherron R. white/OMB/EOP@EOP, Jobi A.
Parrish/OSTP/EOP@EOP, kueter@marshall.org @ inet
cc:    David Halpern/0STP/EOP@EOP
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ANOTHER DATE FOR: strategic Plan for climate Briefing

Good Morning -

I will need to determine a new date for the above briefing and will you
email new alternate dates shortly.

Best regards,

sandy Toomey
OSTP science Division
202-456-6072(di rect)
202-456-6130(Mai n)

Page 3
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Z01 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washinglon, D.C. 20004-2696
Telephone 202-508-5000

EDISON ELECTRIC
INSTITUTE

May 12, 2003

The Honorable James L. Connaughton, Esq.
Chairman
White House Council on Environmental Quality
730 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20503

Re: Key Policy Issues Relating to Energy Policy Act Section 1605(b)

Dear Chai~tnna’~ughton:

I understand that scheduling difficulties prevented the meeting among you, Dale
Heydlauff, American Electric Power’s Senior Vice President, and me from occurring on
May 9 with respect to Energy Policy Act section 1605(b) issues.

I commend to your attention the enclosed letter that the Electric Power Industry Climate
Initiative (EPICI) transmitted to Under Secretary of Energy Robert Card on May 6. The
illustrative examples on pages 4-6 of the letter may be of particular interest to you and
others in the Administration. EPICI still believes that it is imperative that we discuss
several key policy issues addressed in the May 6 letter and EPICI position papers
transmitted to you and other Administration officials on March 5.

I will check Tom Kuhn and Quin Shea’s schedules and we will transmit another request
to your assistant to meet with you on 1605(b) issues. We look forward to meeting with
you prior to the next meeting of the "Deputies" on these key policy issues.

Sincerely,

William L. Fang
Deputy General Counsel and Climate Issue Director

WLF:wg
cc (w/enc):

Greenhouse Effects11605(b)
Draft Strawman
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Dr. Bryan J. Hannegan,
Associate Director for Energy and Transportation, CEQ

Dale E. Heydla.uff,
Senior Vice President, AEP

Thomas R. Kuhn
Quinlan J. Shea, III, Esq.
Eric K. Holdsworth
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TO:

FROM:

DATE:

-EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT-

COUNCIL ON
ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

730 Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

PHONE: (202,) 456-6224
FAX: (202) 456-2710

David Halpern

Phil Cooney

05/14/03 PAGES: 10
(INCLUDING COVER SHEET)

COMMENTS:

The document(s) accompanying this FAX transmission may contain information, which is confidential and/or
sensitive. The information is intended only for use by the individual or entity named on this transmission sheet.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the
taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this faxed information is strictly prohibited, and that the
documents should be returned to this office immediately. In this regard, if you have received this FAX in error,
please notify us by telephone immediately so that we can arrange for the return of the original documents(s) to
US.
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wednesday, May 14, 2003
CLIMATE CHANGE
Bush administration’s critics press their cases in court
Darren Samuelsohn, Greenwire senior reporter
The Bush administration’s climate change policies face a myriad of legal
challenges -- from states, environmentalists and conservative groups --
that will both guide and shadow the regulatory debate while lawmakers and
policy officials spar over the issue in other venues.
But bringing the climate change debate before the judicial branch is a
slippery slope, observers say, with implications that could factor into
international negotiations and 2004 presidential politics.
while many Bush administration supporters contend the lawsuits are driven
by politics and are unlikely to gain traction, critics argue that the
courts are one of the only means by which it can force the united states
to address an issue that has consumed much of the rest of the world.
Already, the Bush administration has sought to dismiss one climate change
case in its preliminary stages, filing a brief in federal district court
last month arguing that envl ronmentallsts lack legal standing to challeng~
the government’s decision to not regulate carbon dioxide emissions from
automobiles (Greenwire, Dec. 6).
In Oakland, Calif., a separate team of environmentalists will argue on
Friday before a federal judge that the U.S. EP.~ should within two years
update its clean Air Act new source performanc~ standards (NSPS) for power
plants and other industrial facilities to include c02 requirements. The
Justice Department, on behalf of EPA, argues in a recent brief that the
California court lacks jurisdiction on the issue, and if it assumes such

~urisdiction the agency would need until october 2005 to complete a review
or c02 controls.

soon, a coalition of seven state attorneys general, led by New York’s
Eliot Spitzer (D), will file suit challenging the EPA’s NSPS standards on
grounds similar to those put forward in california (Greenwire, Feb. 21).
while a court venue has not been determined in the case brought by Spitzer
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and the other six Democratic attorneys general, several sources close to
the case said yesterday that they expect the AGs’ challenge to be
consolidated with the one brought by environmentalists in u.s. District
Court for the Northern District of california. The latter case, brought, by
the Sierra Club and our children’s Earth before Judge claudia wilken, is
on a faster track to resolution, sourcessaid.
Meanwhile, state’s attorneys from Massachusetts, Maine and connecticut are
preparing another lawsuit against EPA that aims to have the agency
classify c02 as a pollutant under~ CAA, thereby starti_ng t,he proce, ssAto..
regulate emissions of the gas under the law’s Nationa! Ambient A~Ir Quality
Standards (Greenwire, Jan. 31). The AGs filed a 60-day notice ot intent to
sue in late January but have neither filed the challenge nor indicated
what court they will seek as a venue. The Bush administration has
responded to the threatened suit by arguing that c02 is not a pollutant
and therefore does not merit consideration under CAA.
Conservative chal I enges
Representing the flip side of the debate, the conservative competitive.
Enterprise Institute continues to claim that the Bush administration ~s
working through back channels to implement the Kyoto Protocol. EPA is
under a federal court order through the Freedom of Information Act to
provide CEI either a compilation of roughl.y 125 documents pertaining to
climate change or an index explaining their reasons for withholding the
documents, chris Hornet, a CEI senior fellow and attorney, said he expects
the FOIA cache to be released this week.
In an interview yesterday, Horner said CEI is poised to file two more
lawsuits against the Bush administration -- one aimed at forcing the State
Department to formally remove President clinton’s 1998 signature from the
Kyoto treaty and another that would require the white House office of
science and Technology Policy (OSTP) to publicly revoke its connections to
the "climate Action 2002 Report" submitted to the united Nations last
June. That report outlined potential climate change impacts for the united
states (Greenwire, June 3).
since the clinton administration, the white House has engaged in a public
tug-of-war with CEI over the national assessment report. In an April
letter to CEI, Kathie Olsen, OSTP’s associate director for science, said
the document is not an official position of the Bush administration, but
rather constitutes the work of a federal advisory committee chartered to
help the National science Foundation. In so doing, OSTP has denied CEI’s
requests under the Data Quality Act to remove reference to the report.
Horner, however, argues that both measures place the Bush administration
in a precarious and vulnerable position whereby its critics can gain legal
ground by questioning whether the federal government is doing enough on
climate change given the publicly available and seemingly u.s.-endorsed
data. Horner sa~d other countries could use the documents to challenge the
united states in international and domestic legal cases for its decision
to not ratify Kyoto (Greenwire, March 6, 2002) o
Horner acknowledged that CEI’_s campaign .for ..the uni~ted s.t.ates’..form~al
withdrawal from Kyoto -- similar to its nanQling or an internat~onal
criminal court dispute -- may draw President Bush and his Democratic
challenges into a controversial realm during next year’s reelection
campaign. The CEI suit would require the administration to defend its
climate change decisions, raising issues that could prove important in
electoral states with abundant coal reserves -- i.e. ohio, west virginia
and Kentucky -- that both Bush and the Democrats will seek to win.
Administration defends its position
In its defense, the white House has argued through cabinet-level public
statements and other correspondence that its climate change policies have
adequately addressed the issue throughout its two-plus years in office. In
February 2002, Bush asked com.panies to reduce their greenhouse gas
intensity -- the ratio of emissions to economic output -- by 18 percent in
the next decade. The administration also established a mUlet~ag~e~~climate change science Program to develop a climate chang    se
Initiative, coordinating it with the existing, congressionally mandated
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u.s. Global change Research Program. During his State of the union Address
this year, Bush unveiled a five-year, $500 million program to help u.s.
automakers research and develop vehicles powered by zero-emission hydrogen
fuel cells.
Last week, the white House and a key administration official put an
additional stamp on their positions, when the office of Management and
Budget released a Statement of Administrative Policy that said it would
oppose any legislative efforts during debate on the senate’s energy bill
that pushes Bush beyond his existing climate change positions. And Deputy
Energy Secretary Kyle McSlarrow, responding to reporters’ questions about
posslble climate change amendments that would enact a GHG,,cap or create a
mandatory GHG registry system for U.S. industries, said: we’re not
standing still."
Scott Segal, a washington D.C., attorney representing several power
companies, said he thlnks the state and environmentalist lawsuits are
political in nature and based on such weak grounds that no appeals court
will give them consideration. Regarding,,CEI’.s wor,k, Segal~ sa, i,d, t.b,e c.ases
are "designed to keep the agency honest, ana can oe re.solv.e.~.wl.tnout
winning any flashy judgment." still, he ack.nowledged the. aITTICU,lt
position ,o,f the Bush administration given the conservatlve group s
efforts. I think the administration has had to walk a fine line between a
proactive climate policy on the one hand and on the other implementation
of Kyoto," he said.
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"Conover, David" <David.Conover@hq.doe.gov>
05/15/2003 09:48:02 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Agenda for tomorrow’s meeting

<<CCTP Steering Groupagenda051603.doc>>

David Conover
Director, Climate Change Technology Program
US DOE
202-586-3994 (voice)
240-381-6506 (wireless)
202-586-0092 (fax)

- attl .htm

I~ - CCTP Steering Groupagenda051603.doc
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Bill Hohenstein <whohenst@oce.usda.gov>
Chris Kearney <chris_keamey@ios.doi.gov>
Eve Slater <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov>
Harlan Watson <watsonhl@state.gov>
"James Andrews (E-mail)" <James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil>
James Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
"Joel Szabat (E-mail)" <joel.szabat@ost.dot.gov>
"John Beale (E-mail)" <beale.john@epa.gov>
John Pemberton <pemberton.john@epa.gov>
Kevin D. Hurst/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Linda Lawson <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov>
"Margaret Leinen (E-mail)" <Mleinen@nsf.gov>
Ma~ Cleave <mcleave@hq.nasa.gov>
Phil Cooney/CEOJEOP@EOP
Robert Sandoli/OMB/EOP@EOP
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Scott Pace <space@hq.nasa.gov>
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"Ari Patrinos (E-mail)" <ari.patdnos@science.doe.gov>
"Bob Marlay (E-mail)" <robe~t.marlay@hq.doe.gov>
"Dina Kruger (E-mail)" <kruger.dina@epa.gov>
"Fred Humphrey (E-mail)" <frederick.e.humphrey@nasa.gov>
"Gail Marcus (E-mail)" <gail.marcus@hq.doe.gov>
"John Stamos (E-mail)" <john.stamos@hq.doe.gov>
"Mark Ginsberg (E-mail)" <mark.ginsberg@hq.doe.gov>
"Ron Birk (E-mail)" <rbirk@hq.nasa.gov>
"Stephen Seidel (E-mail)" <seidel.stephen@epa.gov>
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Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov
05/15/2003 11:14:09 AM

Record Type: Record

To: CCSP@usgcrp.gov

cc: CCSP_lNFO@usgcrp.gov
Subject: CCSP planning meeting - May 20, 3:30-5:00

We are calling for an important planning meeting for the CCSP next
Tuesday, May 20, from 3:30 pm to 5:00 pm. It will be held in the large
conference morn at 1717 Pennsylvania Ave, Suite 250. When possible,
principals should attend, but an agency representative may be
designated if necessary.

,~
We will be discussing the following:

1) Status of the strategic plan
2) Schedule for the strategic plan reviews
3) FY05 budget priorities //

Please let me know if you will be attending this meeting or sending
representative in your place.

Thanks,
Stephanie Harrington
U.S. Climate Change Science Program                        .
202-482-1944
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CREATOR:Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov ( Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:IS-MAY-2003 11:51:54.00

SUBJECT:: FY05 budget status request

TO:CCSP@usgcrp.gov ( CCSP@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:CCSP_INFO@usgcrp.gov ( CCSP_INFO@Usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT :
AS we start to review the FY05 CCSP budget, we would like to gather as
much information as possible at this point.

would you please provide the following information for your agency:
1) the status of your agency budget process and next steps
2) any budget information you are able to provide at this point for

USGCRP and CCRI requests (caveats on this information are welcome)

Please either bring this information with you to the CCSP meeting on
Tuesday or send it electronically to me by COB Tuesday, May 20.

Thanks,
Stephanie Harrington
U.So climate change science Program
202-482-1944
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"Anderson, Margot" <f~U~lot.Anderson@hq.d°e.gov>.
05/15/2003 12:33:05 PM

Record Type:

To:

cc:

Subject:

Record

Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP.-
"Fdeddchs, Mark" <Mark.FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe-g°v>, "Rypinski,
Arthur" <Arthur.Rypinski@hq.doe.gov>
decision matrix + draft agency for Friday

Bryan,

Progress since last meeting (5 minutes)

a. Strawman
b. General Guidelines
c. Technical Guidelines

Core Issues (matrix)
¯ ,

3) : R611out of General Guidelines

a. Finalize General Guidelines (2-3 weeks including

Greenhouse Effects/1605(b)
Draft Strawman
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interagency review)
b. Federal Register notice (include summer
workshop?)
c. Technical Guidelines - released over summer and
early fall

<<May 16 Decision List.doc>>

[~- May 16 Decision List.doc
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"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>
05/15/2003 06:02:26 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

co:
Subject: Key Elements of Revised 1605b:

<<revised key elements ma.doc>>

Did you have any changes to the agenda? Maybe we could shoot to get these
both out by 10:00 tomorrow. I should be in about 8:30.

Margot

revised key elements ma.doc

Greenhouse Effects/1605(b)
Draft Strawman CEQ 004854
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Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov
05/1612003 03:39:32 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc:
Subject: EPA has faxed response to CEI

For your information - EPA has this afternoon sent the following
document via fax and mail to CEI in response to their letter on the
Climate Action Report.

(See attached file: EPA KNelson Response 7428.pdf)

We posted this response on the EPA IQG site this afternoon as well.
Here’s a link to that site (see item 7b):
http :l/www.epa.govloeilqualityguidelineslaf_req_correction_sub.htm

Finally, we have modified several pages on our website where necessary
to cite the Climate Action Report as a State Department document. See,
for example, the main page listed below:

http://y~semite~epa~g~v~~AR/g~~ba~warming~nsf~c~ntent/Res~urce~enterPub~icati~ns USClimateActionRep
ort,html

Reid

I D- EPA KNelson Response 7428.pdf

Message Sent To:
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Kruger.Joe@epamail,epa.gov
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Stanley S. Sokul/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Kathryn M. Hardngton/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Theodore W. Ullyot/WHO/EOP@EOP
Edward A. BolingJCEQ/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Onley/’CEQ/EOP@EOP
Jefferson B. HilI/OMB/EOP@EOP
Margo Schwab/OMB/EOP@EOP
Unda B Burlington <Unda.B.Budington@noaa.gov>
cada.a.stelnbom@noaa,gov
David Halpem/OSTP/EOP@EOP
glenn,e.tallia@noaa.gov
kdsten.c.koch@noaa,gov
dcohenl@doc.gov
luttner.mark@epamail.epa.gov
Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Harvey.Reld@epamail.epa.gov
Pace.Barbara@epamail.epa,gov
Cummings.Evangellne@epamail.epa.gov
Theodore W. Ullyot/WHO/EOP@EOP
watsonhl@state.gov
bartonpj@state.gov
relfsnyderda@state.gov
turekianvc@state.gov
Duncan,Anna@epamail.epa.gov
ketcharn-colwlll.nancy@epamail.epa.gov
Kathle L. Olsen/OSTPIEOP@EOP
Shana L. Dale/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Mclean.Bfian@epamaiLepa.gov
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

¯~¥ ! 6 ~1~
Christopher C. Home~                 ~
Competitive Entm’pdm Institute
1001 Connrcticut Avenue, N~, Suite 1250
Washington, D.C. 20036

Re: Information Quality Guidelines Request for Correction #7428

Dear Mr. Homer:

The purpose of this letter is to respond to your February 10, 2003, request to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under the Guidelines for Ensuring and Maximizing the
Quality, Objectivity, Utility, and Integrity of!nformation Disseminatext by the Environmental
Protection Agency (Information Quality Guidelines) (IQG RFC #7428). You requested that EPA
cease dissemination of the U.S. Climate Action Report 2002. This letter also responds to your
June 4, 2002, letter requesting that EPA cease dissemination of the Report.

The U.S. Climate Action Report 2002 is the U.S. Third National Communication that
was prepared and submitted by the United States pursuant to its obligations under the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFC~C). Since the UNFCCC was
ratified by the U.S. in t992, the State Department has been responsible for developing and
submitting each of the U.S. national communications under the UNFCCC (i.e., in 1994, 1997,
and 2002). In 2002, as in previous years, the State Department convened an interageney team to
draft the document. This team included staff from the Office of Management and Budget,
Cotmeil on Environmantal Quality, Environmental Protection Agency, the Departments of State,
Energy, lntca’ior, Commerce, Defense, and Transportation, the US Global Change Resenreh
Program, U.S. Agency for lntm’national Development, and other federal agencies. The document
was submitted by the State Department to the UNFCCC Secretariat on May 28, 2002.

EPA subsequently made the document available on its Web site because of its advanced
we.b hosting capability, which may have been interpreted as an indication that this was an EPA
report. The State Department has the responsibility within the U.S. Government for developing
and dislributing the document to the UNFCCC Secretariat and to other Parties to ths Convention.
The document clearly states (on the inside cover page) that the Climate Action Report is a U.S.
State Department publication.

Therefore, EPA has determined that it is not the appropriam agency to consider
Information Quality Guidelines requests for correction relative to the Climate Action Report+
The EPA Information Quality Guidelines apply to information EPA disseminates to the public
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that is prepared by the Agency to support or represent an EPA viewpoint or to formulate or
support a regulation, guidance or other Agency decision or position. Ftmhermore, the F.,PA
Information Quality Guidelines apply if ]~PA distributes information prepared or submitted by an
outride party in a manner that reasonably suggests that EPA endorses or agrees with i~, ff EPA
indicates in its distribution that the information supports or represents EPA’s viewpoint; or if
E.PA in its disU’ibution proposes to use or uses the information to formulate or suPtx:rrt a
regulation, guidance,, policy, or other Agency decision or position. In this instance, EPA hosts
the Climate Action Report on its Web site solely to assist the St,am Department in providing
public access to the Report. While EPA did participate in the intcrageney drafting ~’ffort for the
document, EPA is not using it to support or represent an EPA viewpoint or otherwise adopting or
endorsing it. Aocordingly, EPA is not "disseminating" information in the document, as that term
is used in the EPA Information Quality Guidelines. Because the correction process under the
EPA Information Quality Guidelines is limited to requests for correction of information
disseminated by E, PA, EPA Information Quality Guidelines correction and reconsideration
processes do not apply to the information in the Climate Action Report, as described in your
requesL

In view of these considerations, we have forwarded your request to the State Department
for their information, and we suggest that you contact the State Department if you wish to pursue
this matter. EPA has made several changes to its Web site to state prominently that the U.S.
Climate Action Report 2002 is a State Department publication.

If you are dissatisfied with EPA’s decision that the information described in your request
is not covered by the EPA Information Quality Guidelines, you may submit a Request for
Reconsideration (RFR). EPA recommends that this request be submittezl within 90 days of the
dam on this letter. To do so, send a written request to the Agency’s Information Quality
Guidelines Processing Staff via mail (Information Quality Guidelines Staff, Mail Code 28220T,
U.S. EPA, 1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW Washington, D.C., 20460), electronic mail
(quality.guidelines@epa.gov) or fax (202 566-0255). The RFR should reference the request
number assigned to the original request for correction (identified in the first sentence/first
paragraph of this response). Additional information that should be included in the request is
listed on Information Quality Guidelines Web site (http:llwww~¢pa.govloeVauality_~uidelinesD.

Sincerely,

K.imberly T. Nelson
Assistant Administrator and

Chief Information Officer

Dan Raifsnyder, Director, Office of Global Change, U.S. State Department
Jeffrey R. Holmstaad, Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation, U.S. EPA
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~ Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov
05/16/2003 03:39:32 PM

Record Typ{,’:    Record

To:      See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

Subject: EPA has faxed response to CEI

For your information - EPA has this afternoon sent the following
document via fax and mail to CEI in response to their letter on the
Climate Action Report.

(See attached file: EPA KNelson Response 7428.pdf)

We posted this response on the EPA IQG site this afternoon as well.
Here’s a link to that site (see item 7b):
http:llwww.epa.govloeilqualityguidelineslaf.._req_correction_sub.htm

Finally, we have modified several pages on our website where necessary
to cite the Climate Action Report as a State Department document. See,
for example, the main page listed below:

http:h’yosemite.epa.gov/OAR/globa~warming.nsf/content/ResourceCenterPu blication sUSClimateActionRe p
ort.html

Reid

i{-’~ - EPA KNelson Response 7428.pdf

Messa,qe Sent To:
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Theodore W. UI]yot./WHO/EOP@EOP
watsonhl@state.gov
bartonpj@state.gov
reifsnyderda@state .gov
turekianvc@state.gov
Duncan.Anna@epamail.epa,gov
ketcham-colwlll.nancy@epamail.epa.gov
Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP~’EOP@EOP
Shana L. Dale!OSTP/EOP@EOP
Mclean,Brian@epamail.epa.gov
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D,C. 20460

Christopher C. liomer
COml~titive Enterpd:ie Insthutc
I001 Connecticut Avenue. NW. Suite f250
Washington, D.C. 20036

C/’FK;~- OF

Re: Information Quality Guidelines Request for Conection #7428

De:at Mr, Homer:

Tile pmpo~;e of this letter is to respond to your Ecbruary 10, 2005. lequest to tt~� U.S.
En~ironmemal Pratcct~on Agency ~PA) unde~ Ihe Guidelines for Ensuring and Maximizing
Quahty. Objcclivity, Utility, and Integrity o! Infonna~ion Dis~mJnatgd b~. fl~ Environmental
Prol~lion Agency 0nfi~rmafion Q~li[y Guidelines) ([~ RFC #~428). You ~gqu~stcd that EPA
cease dissemin~ion ol tl~ U.S. Clii~t~ Action R¢~I 2~2. This letter al~o
June 4, 2(~2, I¢l~r ]equ¢~ling that EPA cea~ diss~minu~on of lhe

The U.S. Climate Action Reporl 20{)2 I~, d~c U.S. Third Nation’.d Com|nunicalion tlya
~ as pJ’¢pa~d and submitted b)’ the United States pursuant to its obligations under the United
Nations F~mew~rk Convention oa Climate Change (UN~CCC). Since {~ UNFCCC
n~fified by Ihc U.S. in t992, the State Dcpan~at h~ ~cn ~espons~ble tot developing and
submit[~n8 each of the U.S. national communications under [he ~CCC (i.¢., in 1994, 1997,
~d 2~)2). In 2~2. as in previous )~a~, tl~e Slate ~p~enl convened an imeragency ~cam
~ft ~hc d~u~nt. This ~am i~lu~d staff f~m ~e Office of Management and BudgeL
Council on Envijonmen~al Qualit% Envi~nmcn~ Pmlcclion Agency, the ~panmenls of
~ergy, ln~edor, Commerce. ~tdns¢, and Trm~s~afioa, ~e US G[ob~ Change
lhogram, U.S. Agency for International ~velopmenh ~d oflm~ fede~ agencies. The d~amcn{
wa$ submincd by [hc State Depaament ~o ~e ~CC Secre¢~at on May 2~. ~)2.

EPA subsequently mad,~ fhc docu|ncnt available on ~ts Web site l~caus¢ of il~ advanced
~cb hosting c~abitity, whid~ may have ~n in[e~reted as an indication fl~m this w~ an EPA
~e~n. Tl~e Slate ~r~maat h~ ~¢ ~sponsibility within fl~c U.S. Govemmem for developing
and d~s[fibmin~ the document to ~hc UNFCCC S~rctadat and [o other Panics ~o th~ Convenfiom
~%e d~umcnt clearly states (on the i~id¢ cover pagc) thai ~� Climate Action Repo~ is a U.S.
S~.~Ic ~p~mcnt publication.

[’hetefore. EPA has determined lhat it is hal the appropriate agency lo cemsidcr
Information Quality Guidelines ~equests for con¢ctio, relative to the Clm’tate Action Rep~rl.
The EPA l,formatioa Quality Gmdelines apply to infonlmtion EPA disseminates to Ihe public
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Itutt is prepared by the Agency to supp~rt or r~present an EPA viewpoint or to formulate or
suppo~ a regulation, guidance or other Agency d~ision or pos=tion. ~he~o~, ~e ~A
lnfo~ation Quality Guidelines apply if EPA disldbums information pmp~d or submk~ by an
outside ~y in a m~n,r that ~asonably sugges~ that ~A endorses or agrees with it; if EPA
indicates in its distribution that th~ info~ation sup~ns or ~p~nt~ EPA’s view~int; or ff
F~A in its distribution proposes to ~ or uses th, info~ation to formulam or supra ~
regulation, guidance, ~licy, or other Agency d~i$ion or position. ~ ~i~ instance, EPA host~
the Climate Action Rein on its Web site solely to assist the State D~amnent in providing
public access to the Re~. While ~A d~d p~cipate in ~e interagency drafting effort for the
d~umenl, EPA is not using it to supra or ~pre~nt ~ EPA view~int or othe~,i~e adopting or
endowing it. Accordinglf, ~A is not "disseminating" info~ation in the d~ument, :~ that term
is ~s~ in the EPA lnfo~ation QuMity Gui~lines. B~au~ the co~ecfion pmess under the
EPA Infommtion Quality Guidelines is limit~ to requests for COtTecOon of infom~ation
disseminated by fiPA, ~A ln~o~ation Quality Guidelines co~tion and mconsiderm~on
pr~esscs do not itpply to the info~ation in the Climate Action Repotl, ~ described in your
~cquest.

In view of these considerations, we have for’warded ),our request to the State Department
for their information, and we suggest that you contact the State Department if you wish to pursue
this matter EPA has made several changes to its Web sile to state prominently that the U.S.
Climate Action Report 2002 is a State Dep.~rtmem publication.

If you are dissatisfied with EPA’s decision that the infom~alion described in your request
is uo! covered by file EPA Information Quahly Guidelines, you may submit a Request for
Reconsideration (RFR). EPA t~:commends that this request be aubmitted within 90 days of the
date on this letter. To do so, send a written request to the Agency’s Information Quality -
Guidelines Processing Staff via mai! (Information Quality Guidelines Staff, Mail Code 28220T,
U.S. EPA, 1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW Washington, D.C., 20460), electronic mail
(qualily.guidelines@epa.gov) or fax (202 566-0255}. The RFR should reference the request
number ~signed to the original request for correction (identified in the fit st sentence/first
paragraph of this response}. Additional information that should be included in the request is
lisled on Information Quality Guidelines Web sile ~ht~p:llwww.epa.~o,doeilcn|alitye_uidelineslL

Sincerely,

Kimberly T. Nelson
Assistant Administrator and

Chief Information Officer

Dan Rt:ifsnydev, Director, Office of Global Change, U.S. State Dt:panment
Jeffrey R. Hohnst¢ad, Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation. US. EPA
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CCTP Steering Group
May 16, 2003
10am-12pm

GH-019
Agenda

¯ Introductions (10-10:10)

¯ CCTP Deliverables (10:10-10:30)

¯ CCTP Working Group reports (10:30-11:00)

¯ Steering Group deliverables (11:00-11:30)"

¯ Discussion/Next Steps (11:40-12:00)

¯ Adjo~
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
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M_asage, Page 1 of 2

Hannegan, Bryan J.

From: Hannegan, Bryan J.

Sent: Monday, May 17, 2004 4:31 PM

To: Connaughton, James; Cooney, Phil; ’kyle.mcslarrow@hq.doe.gov’; ’david.garman@hq.doe.gov’;
’david.conover@hq.doe.gov’

Subject; 1605(b) Timetable and Options

All - as background for your continued discussions on 1605(b) and the timetable for development of new
¯ guidance to program participants, you may find the following information helpful.

Preamble & General Guidelines:
Released November, 2003
Public Workshop held January 12, 2004
Public Comment period closed February 17, 2004
Changes made - interagency review not yet started

Technical Guidelines:
Drafts complete - interagency review underway
Not yet released for Public Comment

Forms, Software, etc.:
Awaiting completion of General and Technical Guidelines

There appear to be at least two options for proceeding forward with completion of the program:

OPTION #1 -- CURRENT SCHEDULE

OPTION #2 -- EXPEDITED SCHEDULE

Greenhouse Effects11605(b)
5/17 Technical Guidelines
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Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

5/17/2004
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Status of Strategic Plan as of 20 May 2003

Chapters 1-2 (Introduction and Integrating Climate and Global Change Research)
Ready to be sent to WGCC as contributing authors for final input

Chapters 3-9 (Science Chapters)
In copy-editing

Chapter 10 (Modeling)
Revised complete draft due May 23

Chapter I 1 (Decision Support Resources)
o Will be ready to be sent to WGCC as contributing authors for final input by

May 21

Chapters 12-15 (Observations, Data, Communications, International)
In copy-editing

Chapter 16 (2~rograrn Management)
Revised complete draft due May 23

00075.4
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Status of Strategic Plan as of 20 May 2003

Chapters 1-2 (Introduction and Integrating Climate and Global Change Research)
¯ Ready to be sent to WGCC as contributing authors for final input

Chapters 3-9 (Science Chapters)
In copy-editing

Chapter 10 (Modeling)
¯ Revised complete draft due May 23

Chapter ! 1 (Decision Support Resources)
¯ Will be ready to be sent to WGCC as contributing authors for final input by

May 21

Chapters 12-15 (Observations, Data, Communications, International)
¯ In copy-editing

Chapter 16 (Program Management)
¯ Revised complete draf~ due May 23
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AGENDA
CCSP Meeting 20 May 2003

3:30-5:00 pm

Review of Status of Strategic Plan
¯ Status of individual chapters
¯ Discussion of draft synthesis and assessment products

~V[oss

Mahoney

Schedule for Production of Strategic Plan Harrington

FY05 Budget
¯ Status of Agency FY05 Budget Requests
¯ Discussion of FY05 Priority List

Mahoney
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Sent by: OSTP 2024566021; 05/20/03 9:05AM~#2gg; Page 1 110

May.20

Philip Cooney
Fax, 202-456-6224

From: David Halpem
Telephone, 202-456-6038
Fax, 202-456-6027

Phil,

Here is the second version of the OSTP Overview of the CCSP
Strategic Plan.

I would greatly appreciate your comments asap.

Many thanks.

TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES SENT BY FAX = 10

00~.477
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1
2
3
4

6

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32

V~rsion 19 May 03

TABLE OF CONTENTS

CCSP I0-Year Swatogio Plan

DEFINrrIONS

INTRODUCTION

U.S. CLIMATE RESEARCH, 1970-2000

VISION STATEMENT

MISSION

GUIDING PR.[NCIPLES

GOALS

OBJECTIVES
Scientific Questions
Climate Machinery
Climate Obsea’ving System
Climate Modeling
Infrastructure Modernization
S~ientifie Assessments
Education and Communication

MANAGEMENT PLAN

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology
Subgroup Meeting

Thursday, May 22, 2003, 3:00 - 4:30
Department of Commerce, Rm. 5838,

’ Agenda ( ~o~~_~ )

Update (’David Conovcr) N
FY05 Budget Priorities ~,~
National Climate Change Technologies Initiative (NCCTI)
Information (RFI) Analysis
FY03 Technology R&D Baseline
COP-9 Technology Expo

~/" .CCSP
¯

¯

¯

Update (James Mahoney)
Strategic Plan Update (June 25 release date)
Update on Decision Support Resource Analyses
Science and Technology Collaboration
FY05 Budget Status and Priorities

~arth Observation Summit

Communications Plans

Upcoming "Blue Box" Meeting and Next Steps--- _

Ill l I I
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Interagency Working Group on Climale Change Science and Technology

Thursday, May 29, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Agenda

1o:oo

10:05

10:35

10:45

10:55

11:05

11:15

I 1:45

Noon

Call to Order

Decision Support Analyses

Legislative and Policy Update

International Upd’ate

Earth Observation Summit

Dep. See. Bodman, DOC

Prof. Henry Jacoby, Co-Director of flae
MIT Joint Program on the Science
and Policy of Global Chanse
Chairman Conuaughton, CEQ

U/S Dobriansky~ State

U/S VADM Lautenbaeher, DOC

U/S Card, DOE

Ass’t. See. Mahoney, DOC

CCTP Dir. Conover, DOE

Dep. See. Bodman, DOC

1605(b) Update

CCSP Update, including budget priorities

CCTP Update, including budget priorities

Other Topics and General Discussion

Adjourn
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0651_f_14hkg003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MA~L)

CREATOR:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:20-MAY-2003 11:50:03.00

SUBJECT:: climate change science Briefing by James Hansen

TO:Jay P, Lefkowitz ( CN=Jay P, Lefkowitz/OU=OPD/O=EOP@Exchange@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Gary R. Edson ( CN=Gary R. Edson/OU=NSC/O=EOP@EOP [ NSC ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:chris_kearney@ios.doiogov @ inet ( chris_kearney@ios.doi,gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:pemberton.john@epa,gov @ inet ( pemberton.john@epa.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:robert,card@hq.doe.gov @ inet ( robert.card@hq.doe.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Mary M. chuckere] ( CN=Mary M, chuckere]/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:craig.montesano.noaa.gov ( craig,montesano.noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:sbodman@doc.gov @ inet ( sbodman@doc.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Lauren J. Vestewig ( CN=Lauren J. Vestewig/OU=OPD/O=EOP@Exchange@EOP [ OPD ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Wendy E. Gray ( CN=Wendy E. Gray/OU=NSC/O=EOP@EOP [ NSC ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Faryar shirzad ( CN=Faryar Shirzad/OU=NSC/O=EOP@EOP [ NSC ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John A. List ( CN=John A. List/OU=CEA/O=EOP@EOP [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:lynn_scarlett@ios.doi.gov @ inet ( lynn_scarlett@ios.doi.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:holmstead.jeff@epamail.epa.gov @ inet ( holm~Lead.jeff@epamail.epa.gov @ inet
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:david.conover@hq.doe.gov @ inet ( david.conover@hqodoe.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John Graham ( CN=John Graham/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Page 1
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0651_f_14hkg003_ceq.txt
TO:conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov @ inet (conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov @ inet [
UNKNOWN ] ]
READ:UNKNOWN

To:james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov @ inet ( james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Matthew Koch ( CN=Matthew Koch/oU=WHO/O=EOP@EOP [ WHO ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Jim Connaughton would like to invite you to attend a briefing on climate
change science by James Hansen of NASA. I have included at the bottom of
this e-mail a brief bio on Mr. Hansen. The briefing will take place on
June 12, 2003 at 3:00 p.m., CEQ offices, 722 Jackson Place. Thank you.

BIO

Dr. 3ames Hansen heads the NASA Goddard Institute for space studies in New
York city, which is a division of Goddard space Flight Center’s (Greenbelt,
MD), Earth Sciences Directorate. He was trained in physics and astronomy in
the space science program of Dr. James van Allen at the university of Iowa.
His early research on the properties of clouds of venus contributed to
their identification as sulfuric acid. since the late 1970s, he has worked
on studies and computer simulations of the Earth’s climate, for the purpose
of understanding the human impact on global climate. Dr. Hansen is best
known for his testimony on climate change to congressional committees in
the 1980s that helped raise broad awareness of the global warming issue. He
was elected to the National Academy of sciences in 1995 and, in 2001,
received both the Heinz Award for environment as well as the American
Geophysical Union’s Roger Revelle Medal.

Message Sent
To:
Charles D. McGrath Jr/OVP/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Kevin M. O’Donovan/OVP/EOP@EOP
Joel D. Kaplan/WHO/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Matthew Koch/WHO/EOP@EOP
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP
pebble s. Fiddelke/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Paul R. Noe/OMB/EOP@EOP
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
Jennifer H. Mayfield/oVP/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Jobi A. Parrish/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Marty P. smith/OPD/EOP@EOP

Message sent
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0651_f_14hkgOO3_ceq.txt
TO:
charles D. McGrath Jr/OVP/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Kevin M, O’DOnOVan/OVP/EOP@EOP
Joel D. Kaplan/WHO/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
David Halpern/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Matthew Koch/WHO/EOP@EOP
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Debbie s. Fiddelke/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Paul R. Noe/OMB/EOP@EOP
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
Jennifer H. Mayfield/OVP/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Jobi A. Parrish/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Marty Po smith/OPD/EOP@EOP
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As of May 21, 2003 (Revised)

CLIMATE CHANGE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAbl
Contacts List

CCTP STAFF NAME PHONE E-bIAIL

Director
Office/Assistant
CCTP Office Fax
Deputy Director
Office/Assistant
CCTP Annex Fax
CCSP Liaison
CCTP Webmaster
Intern
Intern
INEEL
BMI/PNNL

LLNL

IN-EEL

LANL

NtLEL
ANL
BNL
ORNL
LBL

Dave Conover
Nita Scotland
Forrestal, 7A-075
Bob Marlay
Frances Purvis
Forrestal, 7H-085

Magarita Conkrite
Nick Sundt
Stephanie Evans
Justin Darkoch
Bun Koske
Ken Humphreys

Leon Clarke

Eric Loewen

Dick Benson

TBD(Stan Bull)
TBD(H. Drucker)
TBD03. Horak)
TBD (M. Brown)
TBD (M. Levine)

202-586-3994
202-586-0070
202-586-0092
202-586-3949
202-586-3900
202-586-5342

202-419-3466
202-419-3480
202-586-3900
202-586-3900
202-475-1548
202-586-0050
509-372-4279
202-586-1141
925-423-0348
202-586-0070
208-526-9404
202-586-3900
505-699-3362
303-275-3030

david.conover@Ja_ q.doe,gov
nita.seofland@hq.doe.gov

robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov
frances.ourvis@hq.doe.gov

mconkright@~odc.noaa.gov
nsundt~,usgcrla.gov

koskbh~inel.gov
ken.humphreys@pnl.g0v

leon.clarke(~,hq.doe.goy
clarke 10(~,llnl. gov
eric.loewen ~(-~q.doe.go v
ioewep(-~inel.gov
riehard.benson _~d~q.doe.gov
Rabenson@lanl.gov
stanely bull~.el.gov

AGENC~ CCCSTI-IWG STEERING GROUP (Confirmed*)

DOC
DOE
DOD
DOI
DOT
EPA
HI-IS
NASA
NSF
State
USDA
NEC
CEQ
OSTP
OMB

S.Bodman
R.Card
A.Shaffer

S. Griles
E. Frankel
L. Fisher
E. Slater
G. Asrar
R. Colwell
P. Dobriansky
J. Mosely
R. McNally
J. Connaughton
K. Olsen
M. Peacock

J. Mahoney*; and NIST: A. Bement*, H.G Semerjian*
D. C’onover*
OSD (?); ONR: J Andrews, R. Spinrad

C. Kearney*
J. Szabat*
J. Beale*
M. Moore, Mary Gant
Scott Pace*, Mary Cleave*
M. Leinen
H. Watson*, R. Manning*
B. Hohenstein*
TBD
P. Cooney*
D. Halperin*, K. Hurst*
R. Sandoli*

000755
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SCENARIOS AND MODELING TASK FORCE

BMI/PNNL Ken Humphreys 202-586-0050
LLNL Leon Clarke 202-586-0043
CCSP Susan Avery 202-419-3470
NR~L Eldon Boes 202-646-5058

ENERGY PRODUCTION WORKING GROUP

Chair (DOE-NE)
SupporfflNEEL

Gail Marcus
Eric Loewen

202-586-2240
208-526-9404

Hydrogen Mark Ginsberg 202-586-1394
Renewable Fuels Mark Ginsberg 202-586-1394
Low Carbon Fuels Jay Braitch 202-586-9682
Renewable Power Mark Ginsberg 202-586-1394
Nuclear Fission John Stamos 301-903-1196

202-586-7517
Nuclear Fusion Thomas Vanek 202-586-1448
Low-E Fossil Power Jay Braitsch 202-586-9682
DOE-Electric Grid Jimmy Glotfelty 202-586-6210
DOE-Electric Grid Paul Carrier 202-586-5659
EPA Tay Wysor 734-214-4332
NASA Woody Turner 202-358-1662
OSTP Kevin Hurst 202-456-6066
State Robert Manning 202-647-8939
State Ed Fendley 202-647-2764
EPA Tom Kerr 202-5 64-0047
EPA Miehele Laur 919-541-5256
USDA-RUS Mike Kossey 202-720-0025
USDA-FS Bryce Stokes 703-605-5263

ENERGY EFFICIENCY WORKING GROUP

.Chair (DOE-EERE)
Support Staff
Transportation Systems
Buildings Systems
Industrial Processes
NASA
DOT
EPA
DOT
OSTP
State

Mark Ginsberg
TBD (awaiting con0
TBD (awaiting con0
TBD (awaiting con0
TBD (awaiting conf)
Paul Staekhouse
Carol Hammel-Smith
John Kargul
Karrigan Bork
Kevin Hurst
Ed Fendley

202-586-1394

757-864-5368
202-366-0193
734-214-4386
202-366-5804
202-456-6066
202-647-2764

OTHER GASES WORKING GROUP

ken.humphrey _s@pn_ 1 .gov
leon.elarke@ho.doe.~zov
s usan.averc(~,eolorado.edu
eldon ~l.gov

gail.mareu _s@hq.doe.go _v
loewep@inel.gqv.

eric.loewen@hq.doe.gov
marlc ginsberg@ee.doe.~ov
mark.ginsber~_ .ee.doe. I~ov
Ja¥.Brailsch@~q.doe.gov
mark.ginsberg@ee.doe.lzov
j ohn.slamos~,hq.doe.gov

thornas.vanek@science.doe.gov
Jay.Braitseh@hq.doe.goy
Jimmy.Gloffelt~@hq.doe.gov
Paul.Carri~q,doe.gov
Wysor,T~.gov
woody.turn~a.~v
khurst@ostp.eop.gov
ManningRA@state.gov
fendlevei (&,state.gov
kerr.tora@ena.gov
laur.michele@epa.gov
rnkoss~@,rus.usda.gov
bstokes@,fs.fed.us

mark. ginsberlz~ee.doe.gov

Paul .W.Stackhouse ~(t~r~asa.gov.
Carol.Hammel-Smith~tsa.dot.gov
Kargul.Jon@epa.gov
Karrigand3ork~ost .dot.gov
khurst@ostp.eop.gov
fendlevej~state.gov
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Chair (EPA)
EPA
EPA
NASA
NASA
OSTP
State
EPA
EPA
EPA
USDA-ARS
USDA-ARS
USDA-CSREES
DOE
DOE-NETL
DOE-NETL

Dina Kruger
Stephen Seidel
Paul Gunning
Mike Kurylo
Hal Mating
Kevin Hurst
Vaughan Turekian
Scott Bartos
Dave Godwin
Michele Laur
Arvin Mosier
Lowery Harper
Ray Knighton
Bill Breed
*Charlie Byrer
*Hugh Guthrie

202-564-9039
202-564-1072
202-564-9736
202-358-0237
202-358-1679
202-456-6066
202-647-4283
202-564-9167
202-564-3517
919-541-5256
970-490-8250
706-769-5631

202-401-6417
202-586-1447
304-285-4547
304-285-4632

*awaiting confirmations

SEQUESTRATION WORKING GROUP

Chair (USDA)
Terrestrial (USDA)
Terrest. (DOI-F&W)
Geologic (DOE-FE)
Ocean (DOE-SC)
Products/Materials
NASA
OSTP
State
EPA
EPA
USDA-FS
USDA-ARS
USDA-FS
USDA-NRCS

Bill Hohenstein 202-720-6698
Jim Hrubovcak 202-720-6699
Sam Hamilton 404-679-4000
Jay Braitsch 202-586-9682
Anna Palmisano 301-903-9963
TBD
Ed Sheffner 202-358-0239
David Halpem 202-456-6038
Toral Patel-Weynand202-647-3964
Ken Andrasko 202-564-3473
Karl Sehultz 202-564-9468
Ken Skog 608-231-9360
Mike Jawson 301-504-5281
Marilyn Buford 703-605-5176

Jeri Bert 202-690-4979

BASIC RESEARCH WORK~G GROUP

Chair (DOE-SC) Ari Patrinos 301-903-3251
PNNL John Clarke 301-314-6746
DOE-SC Jerry Elwood 301-903-3281
DOE-SC Marvin Singer 202-586-4336
DOE-SC Ehsan Khan 202-586-4785
DOE-SC William Kirchho ff 301-903-5809
DOE-EE Sam Baldwin 202-586-1394
DOC-NIST Hrateh Semerjian 301-975-8300
NASA Paula Bontempi 202-358-1508
DOT Lourdes Q. Maurice 202-493-4293
EPA Ben Deangelo 202-564-9107

kru~er.din~a.gov
seidel.stephent~,epa.gov
zunnin g.paul _t~eoa. _~ov
michael.j.km’yl~.gov
hal.madn~.gov
khurst@ostp.eop.~ov
turekianve~_ state.gov
bartos.seott~_ etm.zov
godwin.dave,_ epa.~ov.
laur.miehel~.~ov
amosierC~llamar.eolostate.edu
lharper~_ ,arches .uga.edu

rkni ~.hton(&reeusda.gov
william.breed~,hq.doe.gov
ebyrer@_~nefl.doe,gov
hguthr(~_ etl.doe.gov

whohenst@,oce.usda.gov
j hruboveak@oce.usda.gov
sam hamilton(ii~Fws.gov
Jay.Brait~h _(£~q.doe.gov
arma.palmisano@seience.doe.goy

edwin.j.sheffner(d~asa.gov
clhalpem@os~.eop.~ov
weynandto@state.gov
andrasko.ken(~,epa, goy
sehultz.karl(~,etm, gov
kskog@fs.fed.us
mdjC’W_~ars.usda.gov
mbuford@~_ s.fed.us
jeri.bere@usda.gov

Ari.Patrinos(~_,science.doe.gov
J.F.Clarke("~nl.gov
Jerry.Elwood@scienee.doe.gov
marvin.sing .er@seienee.doe.gov
EHSAN.KHAN~seienee.doe. gov

william, kirehhofl~_ ~seience.doe.go.v
sam.baldwin@ee.doe.gov
hrateh.semerjian@~st.gov
paula.s.bontempi~sa.gov
Lourdes.Mauriee@faa.gov

Deangelo.Ben@epa.gov
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NSF Thomas Chapman 703-292-8370
OSTP David I-Ialpem 202-45645038
State Vaughan Turekian 202-647-4283
USDA-ARS Steve Sharer 301-504-4644

tehapman _C~.sf.gov
dhalpem@,ost~.eop.~ov
turekianvc _(-~state.gov

MEASffRM~NT AND MONITORING WORKING GROUP

Chair (NASA) Ron Birk 202-358-1701
NASA Steve Hipskind 202-358-0781
DOE/PNNL Gerald Stokes 301-314-6704
DOE/LANL Richard Benson 505-699-3362

DOE Bill Breed 202-586-4763
USDA-FSA Glenn Bethel 202-720-1280
NOAA Russ Schnell 303-497-6733
NOAA Kathy Tedesco 301-427-2089
OSTP David Halpem 202-456-6038
State Shira Yoffe 202-647-4283
EPA Bill Irving 202-504-9065
USDA-FS Rich Birdsey 610-557-4091
USDA-NRCS Joel Brown 505-646-2854

rbirk(-~hq.nasa.gov
shipskin(-d~ho .nasa. gov
stok _es(’~anl.gov
richard.benson(-~l.doe.gov

Rabens.on@lanl.gov
wil liam.breed~,h~l.doe, gov
glenn.bethel@usda.gov
russell.e.selmell(-t~oaa.gov
kathv.tedeseo(ii~noaa.gov
dhalpern~,oslp.eop.gov
yoffesb@state.gov
irving.bill~,eva.~ov
rbirdse¥@fs.fed.us

joelbrow(ii~mmu.edu
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Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology
Subgroup Meeting

Thursday, May 22, 2003, 3:00 -4:30
Department of Commerce, Rm.

Agenda

.~’. CCTP Update (David Conover)
¯ FY05 Budget Priorities
¯ National Climate Change Technologies Initiative (NCCTI)

¯Information (RFI) Analysis
¯ FY03 Technology R&D Baseline
¯ COP-9 Technology Expo

~ .CCSP Update (James Mahoney)
¯ Strategic Plan Update (June 25 release date)
* Update on Decision Support Resource )knalyses
* Science and Technology Collaboration
¯ FY05 Budget Status and Priorities

~arth Observation Summit

Communications Plans

Upcoming "Blue Box" Meeting and Next Steps--~~’~

000685
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0691_f_ecgog003_ceq, txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MATL)

CREATOR:Margarita Gregg <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov> ( Margarita Gregg
<Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:23-MAY-2003 14:29:11.00

SUBJECT:: visit by Professor Henry D. Jacoby

TO:ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov ( ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:ccsp@usgcrp.gov ( ccsp@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
> The Climate change Science Program Office has the pleasure to invite you
> to an informal discussion with Professor Henry D. Jacoby from MIT. The
> discussion will take place at the CCSPO conference Room (1717
> Pennsylvania Avenue, suite 250), Thursday May 29th, from 2:00 - 3:30
> p.m.
>
> The following is a short biographical sketch for Dr. Jacoby
>
> Henry D. 3acoby is the Pounds Professor of Management in the M.I.T.
> Sloan school of Management and holds a Ph.D. in economics from Harvard
> university. Professor Jacoby is an applied economist working in the
> areas global climate change, international energy markets, and the
> application of techniques of corporate finance to the evaluation of
> resource projects under highly variable output prices. At present he is
> Co-director of the Joint Program on the science and Policy of Global
> change. For the period 1989-91, Professor Jacoby was chairman of the
> M.I.T. Faculty.
>

Margarita

> PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS

> M.E. Conkright Gregg, Ph.D.
> Temporarily at:
> Climate Change science Program office
> 1717 Pennsylvania Avenue
> suite 250
> washington, D.C. 20006
> Phone: (202)419-3466
> Fax: (202)223-3064
> Email: Margabita.Gregg@noaa.gov

> Permanent address:
> NOAA Program Planning and Implementation office
> 1315 East-West Highway, Rm # 15752
> Silver spring, MD 20910-3282
> E-mail: Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov
> Phone: (301)713-1622 ext 185
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0692_f_uwkog003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:PThorne@doc.gov ~ PThorne@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:23-MAY-2003 15:57:06.00

SUBJECT:: Interagency working Group on climate Change science and Technology
(IWGCCST) -- May 29, 2003

TO:Robert.card@hq.doe.gov ~ Robert.card@hq.doe.gov E UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:sbodman@doc,gov ( sbodman@doc,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:d,nelson@state,gov ( d,nelson@state,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:fisher.linda@epa.gov ( fisher.linda@epa,gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:jrm@usda.gov ( jrm@usdaogov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar@hq,nasa,gov ( gasrar@hq,nasa,gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:emil,frankel@ost.dot,gov ( emil,frankel@ost,dot,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James_Andrews@onr,navy,mil ( 3ames_Andrews@onr,navy,mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:steven_griles@ios,doi,gov ( steven_griles@ios,doi,gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:rcolwell@nsf,gov ( rcolwell@nsf,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:eslater@osophs,dhhs,gov ( eslater@osophs,dhhs,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:conrad,c,lautenbacher@noaa,gov ( conrad,c,l.autenbacher@noaa,gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Lynn_Scariett@ios,doi,gov ( Lynn_Scarlett@ios,doi,gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:BotetVI@state,gov ( BotetVI@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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0692_f_uwkog003_ceq,txt
CC:Roberta L, Conde ( CN=Roberta L, conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Vicki,Horton@noaa,gov ( vicki.Horton@noaa,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Joy,viars@hq,doe,gov ( Joy,viars@hq,doe,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:botetvI@state,gov ( botetvI@state,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Scott,Rayder@noaa,gov ( Scott,Rayder@noaa,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:richardospinrad@navy,mil ( richard,spinrad@navy,mil [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney C CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mcleave@hq.nasa,gov ( mcleave@hq,nasa,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:catlettla@state,gov ( catlettla@state,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Karen Y, Knutson ( CN=Karen Y, Knutson/OU=OVP/O=EOP@EOP [ OVP ] ).
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jobi A, Parrish ( CN=3obi A, Parrish/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:watsonhl@state,gov ( watsonhl@stateogov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:whohenst@OCE,USDA,gov ( whohenst@OCE,USDA.,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David,Conover@hq.doe,gov ( David,conover@hq,doeogov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:barbara_diehl@ios,doi,gov ( barbara_diehl@ios,doi,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kleibacker,lu-ann@epa,gov ( Kleibacker,lu-ann@epa,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Pat,A,Simms@noaa,gov ( Pat,A,Simms@noaa,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Stephanie°Harrington@noaa.gov ( Stephanie,Harrington@noaa,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:yvonne,brown@ost,dot,gov ( yvonne,brown@ost,dot,gov [ ~NKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:emsimmons@usaid,gov ( emsimmons@usaid°gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert C. McNally ( CN=Robert Co MCNally/OU=OPD/O=EOP@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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0692_f_uwkog003_ceq.txt
CC:reifsnyderDA@state.gov ( reifsnyderDA@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mleinen@nsf.gov ( Mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov ( Kevin. Kolevar@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Beale.john@epa.gov ( Beale.john@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov ( James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:gpaules@hq.nasa.gov ( gpaules@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

’cc:ann_klee@ios.doi.gov ( ann_klee@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Attached is the agenda for the Interagency working Group on climate change
science and Technology meeting being held Thursday, May 29, 10:00-12:15 PM
in room 4830 at the Department of Commerce. You should use the Secretary’s
entrance on 15th street (at the blue awning) for access to the building.

Please confirm your attendance with Stephanie Harrington at 202-482-1944 or
Margarita Gregg at 202-419-3466.

I look forward to seeing you next week.

sam

(see attached file: Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 29May03.doc)
- Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 29May03.doc A1-FACHMENT 1

All- CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0103:[ATTACH.D44]SREOP01300GOKWU.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END Al-~ACHMENT 1
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Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

Thursday, May 29, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Agenda

10:00

10:05

10:35

10:50

11:05

11:20

11:35

11:50

12:05

12:15

Call to Order

Decision Support Analyses

Legislative and Policy Update, Including G8
Review
International Update, Including Bonn
Meetings
1605(b) Update and Carbon Sequestration
Leadership Forum
Earth Observation Summit

CCTP Update, Including Budget Priorities

CCSP Update, Including Budget Priorities

Other Topics and General Discussion

Dep. Sec. Bodman, DOC

Prof. Henry Jacoby, Co-Director of the
MIT Joint Program on the Science
and Policy of Global Change
Chairman Connaughton, CEQ

U/S Dobriansky, State

U/S Card, DOE

U/S VADM Lautenbacher, DOC

CCTP Dir. Conover, DOE

Ass’t. See. Mahoney, DOC

Dep. See. Bodman, DOC
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0693_f_9zl og003_ceq, txt
RECORD l~PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:William Hohenstein <WHOHENST@mailoce.oce.usda.gov> ( william Hohenstein
<WHOHENST@mailoce.oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:23-MAY-2003 16:18:02.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Interagency working Group on climate Change Science and
(IWGCCST) --May 29, 2003

TO:jrm@usda.gov ( jrm@usda.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Technology

TO:sbodman@doc.gov ( sbodman@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert.card@hq.doe.gov ( Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:PThorne@doc.gov ( PThorne@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:vicki.Horton@noaa.gov ( vicki.Horton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:shelia Trollinger <Shelia#032#Trollinger-USDA@mailoce.oce.usda.gov> ( Shelia
Trollinger <Shelia#032#Trollinger-USDA@mailoce.oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Deb Atwood <Deb#032#Atwood-USDA@mailoce.oce.usda.gov> ( Deb Atwood
<Deb#032#Atwood-USDA@mailoce.oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov ( Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Keith collins <KCOLLINS@mailoce.oce.usda.gov> ( Keith Collins
<KCOLLINS@mailoce.oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ 3 )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Deputy Bodman:

USDA is intending to announce a set of new forestry and agriculture
incentives for greenhouse gas offsets at an event in early June (either on
June 4 or June 6). CEQ has asked us to present our plans at the 5/29    ~
meeting to ensure that the Blue Box group is aware of the event and
endorses it.

Thank you,

Bill Hohenstein

william G. Hohenstein
Director
USDA 61obal ihange Program office

Page 1
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300 7th street, sw
Room 670, Reporters Building
Washington, DC 20250

Phone: (202) 720-6698
Fax: (202) 401-1176

0693_f_9zlog003_ceq.txt

>>> <PThorne@doc.gov> 05/23/03 03:55PM >>>

Attached is the agenda for the Interagency working Group on climate change
Science and Technology meeting being held Thursday, May 29, 10:00-12:15 PM
in room 4830 at the Department of Commerce. You should use the secretary’s
entrance on 15th street (at the blue awning) for access to the building.

Please confirm your attendance with stephanie Harrington at 202-482-1944 or
Margarita Gregg at 202-419-3466.

I look forward to seeing you next week.

sam

(see attached file: Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 29May03.doc)
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0696_f_zjrog003_ceq.txt
RECORD I~(PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:23-MAY-2003 18:37:32.00

SUB]ECT:: Re: Interagency working Group on Climate change Science and Technology
(IWGCCST) -- May 29, 2003

TO:PThorne@doc.gov ( PThorne@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kameran L. Onley( CN=Kameran L. Onley/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Bryan 3. Hannegan ( CN=Bryan ]. Hannegan/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
3im Connaughton and I will attend -- also attending from our staff may be
Kameran Onley, Ken Peel, Bryan Hannegan and Deb Fiddelke

Thanks Phil cooney

PThorne@doc.gov
05/23/2003 03:55:51 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc:,See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: Interagency working Group on climate change science and
Technology (IWGCCST) -- May 29, 2003

Attached is the agenda for the Interagency working Group on climate change
science and Technology meeting being held Thursday, May ~, 10:00-12:15 PM
in room 4830 at the Department of Commerce. You should use the secretary’s
entrance on 15th street (at the blue awning) for access to the building.

Please confirm your attendance with stephanie Harrington at 202-482-1944 or
Margarita Gregg at 202-419-3466.

I look forward to seeing you next week.

Sam

Page 1
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0696_f_zj rog003_ceq, txt
(see attached file: Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 29May03.doc)

- Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 29May03.doc

Message Sent
TO:
conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov
James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil
Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov
eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov
gasrar@hq.nasaogov
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
jrm@usda.gov
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
fisher.linda@epaogov
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
d.nelson@state.gov
rcolwell@nsf.gov
sbodman@doc.gov
steven_griles@ios.doi.gov
Robert.card@hq.doe.gov

Message copied
TO:
ann_klee@ios.doi.gov
whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov
gpaules@hq.nasa.gov
watsonhl@state.gov
James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
Jobi A. Parrish/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Beale.john@epa.gov
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kevin. Kolevar@hq.doe.gov
catlettla@state.gov
linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov
Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov
Mleinen@nsf.gov
mcleave@hq.nasa.gov
mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
reifsnyderDA@stateogOV
richard.spinrad@navy.mil
Robert Co MCNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov
emsimmons@usaid.gov
botetvI@state.gov
yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov
Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov
stephani e. Harri ngton@noaa, gov
vi cki. Horton@noaa. gov
Pat. A. si mms@noaa, gov
Roberta L. Conde/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov
BotetVI@state.gov
barbara_diehl@ios.doi.gov
Lynn_scarlett@ios.doi.gov
David.conover@hq.doe.gov

A1-FACHMENT 1
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00
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0696_f_zjrogOO3_ceq.txt

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0102:[ATTACH.D58]SREOP01300GORJZ.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

D0CF11EOAIBIIAE1000000000000000000000000000000003E000300FEFF090006000000000000
END ATTACHMENT    1
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0698_f_40vog003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:24-MAY-2003 08:34:45.00

SUBJECT:: visit by Professor Henry D. Jacoby

TO:Bryan J. Hannegan ( CN=Bryan J. Hannegan/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kameran L. Onley ( CN=Kameran Lo Onley/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
FYI -- consider attending. Phil

- Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 05/24/2003
08:33 AM -

Margarita Gregg <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>
05/23/2003 02:24:31 PM

Record Type: Record

To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov, ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov
cc:
subject: visit by Professor Henry D. Jacoby

The climate Change science Program office has the pleasure to invite you
to an informal dlscussion with Professor Henry D. Jacoby from MIT. The
discussion will take place at the ccsPo conference Room (1717
Pennsylvania Avenue, suite 250), Thursday May 29th, from 2:00 - 3:30
p.m.

The following is a short biographical sketch for Dr. ]acoby

Henry D. 3acoby is the Pounds Professor of Management in the M.I.T.
Sloan School of Management and holds a Ph.D. in economics from Harvard
university. Professor 3acoby is an applied economist working in the
areas global climate change, international energy markets, and the
application of techniques of corporate finance to the evaluation of
resource projects under highly variable output prices. At present he is.
Co-director of the Joint Program on the science and Policy of Global
change. For the period 1989-91, Professor 3acoby was chairman of the
M.I.T. Faculty.

Margarita

PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS

M.E. Conkright Gregg, Ph.D.
Temporarily at:
Climate change science Program office
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue

Page 1
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0698_f_40vog003_ceq.txt
> suite 250
> washington, D.C. 20006
> Phone: (202)419-3466
> Fax: (202)223-3064
> Email: Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov

> Permanent address:
> NOAA Program Planning and Implementation office
> 1315 East-West Highway, Rm # 15752
> Silver Spring, MD 20910-3282
> E-mail: Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov
> Phone: (301)713-1622 ext 185

Page 2
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0701_f_8p4qg003_ceq.txt
RECORD TI’PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:PThorne@doc.gov ( PThorne@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:27-MAY-2003 15:31:20,00

SUBJECT:: Interagency workin9 Group on climate Change science and Technology
(IWGCCST) -- REVISED AGENDA for May 29 Meeting

TO:Robert.Card@hq,doe.gov ( Robert.card@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:sbodman@doc.gov ( sbodman@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:d.nelson@state.gov ( d.nelson@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:fisher.linda@epa.gov ( fisher.linda@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:jrm@usda.gov ( jrm@usda.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov ( emil.frankel@ost.dot,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James_Andrews@onr,navy.mil ( James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:steven_griles@ios.doi.gov ( steven_griles@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:rcolwell@nsf.gov ( rcolwell@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov ( eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov ( conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov ( Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:BotetvI@state.gov ( BotetvI@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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0701_f_8p4qg003_ceq.txt
CC:Roberta L, conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Vicki.Horton@noaaogov ( vicki.Horton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov ( Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:botetvI@state.gov ( botetvI@stateogov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov ( Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:richardospinrad@navy.mil ( richard,spinrad@navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mcleave@hq.nasa.gov ( mcleave@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:catlettla@state.gov ( catlettla@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Karen Y. Knutson ( CN=Karen Y. Knutson/OU=OVP/O=EOP@EOP [ OVP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jobi A, Parrish ( CN=Jobi A. Parrish/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David.conover@hq.doe.gov ( David.conover@hqodoe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:barbara_diehl@ios.doi .gov ( barbara_diehl@ios,doi.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov ( Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov ( Pat.A.simms@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov ( Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov ( yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:emsimmons@usaid.gov ( emsimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert C. McNally ( CN=Robert C. McNally/OU=OPD/O=EOP@EOP [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Page 2
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0701_f_8p4qg003_ceq.txt
CC:reifsnyderDA@state.gov ( reifsnyderDA@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mleinen@nsf.gov ( Mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov ( Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Beale.john@epa.gov ( Beale.john@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov ( James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gpaules@hq.nasa.gov ( gpaules@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:ann_klee@ios.doi.gov ( ann_klee@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Attached is a revised agenda for the Thursday, May 29, IWGCCST meeting.
includes a presentation by USDA.

(See attached file: Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 29May03.doc)
- Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 29May03.doc~- ..... ATTACHMENT 1

ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0102:[A1-FACN.D75]SREOP01300GQ4P8.001 tO ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

It

END A1-FACHMENT i

Page 3
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PThorne@doc.gov
0512712003 03:29:34 PM

Record Type: Record

CO:
Subject:

See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology (IWGCCST) - REVISED
AGENDA for May 29 Meeting

Attached is a revised agenda for the Thursday, May 29, IWGCCST meeting. It
includes a presentation by USDA.

(See attached file: Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 29May03.doc)

Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 29May03.doc

Messa.qe Sent To:
conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov
James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov
eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov
gasrar@hq.nasa.gov
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
jrm@usda.gov
John H. Marburger/OSTP/EOP@EOP
flsher.linda@epa.gov
Mamus PeacocldOMB/EOP@EOP
d.nelson@state.gov
rcolwell@nsf,gov
sbodman@doc.gov
steven_.gdles@ios.doi.gov
RoberLCard@hq.doe.gov

Messaqe Copied To:
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ann_klee@ios.doi.gov
whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov
gpaules@hq.nasa.gov
watsonhl@state.gov
James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
Jobi A. Pardsh/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Beale.john@epa.gov
Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Kevtn.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov
catlettla@state.gov
linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov
Lynn_Scadett@ios.doi.gov
Mleinen@nsf.gov
mcleave@hq.nasa.gov
mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov
Phil Cooney/’CEOJEOP@EOP
reifsnyderDA@state.gov
dchard.spinrad@navy.mil
Robert C. McNally/OPDIEOP@EOP
Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov
emsimm0ns@usaid.gov
botetVl@state.gov
yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov
Joy.Viars@hq.doe.gov
Stephanie.Hardngton@noaa.gov
Vicki.Horton@noaa.gov
Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov
Roberta L. Conde/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov
BotetVl@state.gov
barbara_diehl@ios.doi.gov
Lynn._Scadett@ios.doi.gov
David.Conover@hq.doe.gov
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.~.... Kameran L. Onley
05/27/2003 05:58:10 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Debbie S. Fiddelke/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc: Dana M. Pedno/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Subject: Meeting on Carbon Sequestration

Forwarded by Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP on 05/2712003 05:57 PM .....................

"Quick, Julie" <Julie.Quick@usda.gov>
05/27/2003 04:45:15 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Dana M. Pedno/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC:
Subject: Meeting on Carbon Sequestration

2:30 PM Wednesday May 28 in the USDA Whitten Building, Room 221A. Carbon
Sequestration Plarnling Meeting .... USDA, CEQ, staff from Sens. Brownback and
potentially Roberts office.

If you need to reach me and I’m not at my desk, my cell is 202-302-2988.

We can touch base with NO~ later if we need to .... but I’m thinking that the
morning event will only be USDA and the Kansas Senators. We will be sharing
talking points, etc., with NOAA for the later.field hearing.

Julie

..... Original Message .....
From:         Ferrara, Todd
Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2003 4:26 PM
To:    Quick, Julie; Nabors, Blake; Bish, Terry; McKalip, Doug; Yarborough,
Jonathan; Mausbach, Maurice; Hohenstein, William -OCE
Cc: Knight, Bruce; Harrison, Alisa; Nabors, Blake
Subject:     RE: Meeting on Carbon Sequestration

Please keep in mind, news of this travel is a close hold. We have not made
this public information yet.

~Original Message .....
From: Quick, Julie
Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2003 4:00 PM
To:    Nabors, Blake; Ferrara, Todd; Bish, Terry; McKalip, Doug; Yarborough,

CEQ 004919



Jonathan; Mausbach, Maurice; Hohenstein, William -OCE
Cc:    Knight, Bruce; Harrison, Alisa
Subject:     Meeting on Carbon Sequestration

Secretary Veneman will be travelling to Kansas City to make some announcements
on carbon sequestration with Sen. Brownback (and potentially other Kansas
Members) on the morning of June 6. We need to hold a planning meeting
tomorrow afternoon. Jonathan in Congressional is contacting staff in the
Senator’s office .... It will be a press event, potentially on a farm near the
Kansas City International Airport. Sen. Brow~back will then be holding a
field hearing that afternoon.

Please let me know if 2:30 PM, tomorrow (Wed.) works for you or a backup from
your office. Folks from CEQ will be here as well. We tentatively will meet
in 221A.

Terry, Doug, Maury -- I’m not sure who the best person from NRCS would be to
help with this, so I’ll let you guys figure out who needs to be there. I had
heard that the Kansas State Conservationist would be available to help
designate the venue and perhaps with the event .... would one of you touch base
with that person .... call me if you need more details.

Julie Jo Quick
U.S. Department of Agriculture
1400 Independence Ave., SW, #404A
Washington, DC 20250
202-720-4623
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0706_f_kxwqg003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Stephanie.Harrington" <Stephanie.Harrington@noaa.gov> (
"Stephanie. Harrington" <Stephanie,HarringtonOnoaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:28-MAY-2003 10:54:21.00

SUBJECT:: Any requirements for the IWGCCST meeting?

TO:jrmOusda.gov ( jrmOusda.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:David.conover@hq.doe.gov ( David.conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:d.nelson@state.gov ( d.nelson@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert.card@hq.doe.gov ( Robert.card@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov ( Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov" <whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( "whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov"
<whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:botetvI@state.gov ( botetvI@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Please let me know if you will need any presentation equipment for the
IW6CCST meeting tomorrow morning (e.g., LCD projector, overhead
projector). If you have an electronic presentation, please send it to me
by COB today so it will be ready to go tomorrow morning.

Thank you.
Stephanie Harrington
U.S. climate change Science Program
202-482-1944

Page 1
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~_.. Kameran L. Onley
05/29/2003 01:09:56 PM

Record Type: Record

To:      Phil Cooney(CEQ/EOP@EOP

Subject: Re: Need review quickly

Phil,
See below. I need your view on whether to incorporate this or not. Kameran

Forwarded by Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP on 05/2912003 01:09 PM

William Hohenstein <William.Hohenstein@usda.gov>
05/29/2003 09:40:00 AM

Record Type:    Record

To: Julie.Quick@usda.gov (Receipt Notification Requested), Kameran L. Onley/CEQJEOP@EOP

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Re: Need review quickly

Kameran:

William G. Hohenstein
Director
USDA Global Change Program Office
300 7th Street, SW OO43Oi

CEQ 004924



Room 670, Reporters Building
Washington, DC 20250

Phone: (202) 720-6698
Fax: (202) 401-1176

>>> kameran i. onley@ceq.eop.gov@INTER2 05/28/03 07:38PM >>>
Bill,
Before we put the fact sheet into staffing, please review the attached

I want to get the letter and fact sheet into staffing in the morning, so
please
review changes asap.

Also, Jason Weller at OMB has some policy questions on the larger version of
the
document that I ask him to check with you on. I gave him your number and have
cc’d him on this e-mail.

Kameran

(See attached file: USDA Fact Sheet 6.03.doc)

D- USDAFact w edit and comment.doc

Messaqe Copied To:

Joseph.Glauber@usda.gov (Receipt Notification Requested)
Keith.Collins@usda.gov (Receipt Notification Requested)
Dana M. Pedno/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Jason A. WellerlOMB/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Robert.Stephenson@usda.gov (Receipt Notification Requested)
Skip.Hyberg@usda.gov (Receipt Notification Requested)
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~_..~ Kameran L. Onley
05/29/2003 07:22:59 PM

Record Type: Record

To:
cc:
bcc:
Subject:

"Quick, Julie" <Julie.Quick@usda.gov>
See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

Re: Carbon Sequestration Event ~.~

Julie,
We need to confirm if Sen Roberts, can he attend? It is important that both Senators are there. If so, the
plan is good.
Of course our first preference would haver been on a farm, but at this date and hour, we should take what

we can get. I think it sounds fine and from what you described you already have media set up to attend.
That’s great. Kameran
"Quick, Julie" <Julie.Quick@usda.gov>

"Quick, Julie" <Julie.Quick@usda.gov>
05129/2003 06:04:36 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Carbon Sequestration Event

Kameran.,
Sen. Brownback’s office and some folks at Kansas State are holding a
"technical workshop" on carbon sequestration the morning of June 6. You may
already be aware of this. They have invited media .... which would be the same
reporters that we would plan to invite to a Secretarial event. Their agenda
is attached .... and the USDA-NRCS "guru" on carbon sequestration, Joel Brown,
will be participating in the event already, in addition to Dr. Chuck Rice.

It looks like our best option right now would be to have Secretary Veneman
speak at the event .... they would be happy to make room for her. We will have
some logistical difficulties getting to Manhattan but think we can overcome
that.

However, we don!t want to move ahead on anything without first speaking to you
about it .... it is still under discussion here .... let me know your thoughts.

Thanks

Julie

..... Original Message .....

004300
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From: crice [mailto:cwrice@ksu.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2003 3:30 PM
To: Howe, Matt (Roberts)
Subject: FW: CHANGE OF MEETING DATE

Matt

Tentative Agenda
Charles.W. Rice

Professor of Soil Microbiology
Director, CASMGS and Kansas EPA-EPSCoR Program
Kansas State University
2004 Throckmorton Plant Sciences Center
Department of Agronomy
Manhattan, KS 66506-5501

Phone: 785-532-7217
Fax: 785-532-6094
Email: cwrice@ksu.edu

..... Original Message .....
From: Eddie Ingalls [mailto:edna.ingalls@ks.usda.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2003 2:02 PM
To: John Drew; Gaz-y Satter; Roger Masenthin; Rick Porter; Duane Cheney;
Dan Curtis; Bruce Wells; Peggy Blackman; Carol S. Hughes; J.D. Rector;
Richard Olson; Jeff Davidson; Mike Beam; Greg Wingfield; Brian
Obermeyer; Brad Loveless; Bob Love; Vickie Leiber; Ken Thomas; Kent
McVay; Rick Davis; Chuck Rice; Bud Davis; Tracy Streeter; Doug Palen;
Jessica Baetz; Barth Crouch; Bill Fuller; Dan Johnson; Stephen Morris;
Loren Medley; Dale Lambley; Timothy Christian; William Hargrove; Jeffery
Williams; Ellis Rewerts; Dereck Schmidt; Dana Hoffman; Drue Durst; John
Bond; Kenlon Johannes; Forrest Chumley; Scott Carlson; Dan Devlin; Scott
Staggenbor; Steve Watson; Dave Spears; Paul Gallagher; Brian Lindley;
Ted Hartsig (E-mail); Mike Walsh; Gary Colliver (E-mail); Patrick
Splichal; Nathan Clark; Merle Holle; Steve Swaffar; Mike Zamrzla; Shawn
Cowing; Chris Williams; Steve Parkin; Brett Myers; Jeff Koscelny; Rita
Schartz; Harold Klaege; Don Paxson; Joann Freeborn; Mike Hayden
Subject: C":LANGE OF MEETING DATE

The attached meeting agenda has been REVISED and replaces the one
previously sent.

Please note that ALL of the activities will be held on FRIDAY, JUNE 6.
There will be nothing scheduled on Saturday.

D- june6meeting.doc

Messa,qe Copied To:

"Fen’am, Todd" <Todd.Ferrara@usda.gov>
"Harrison, Alisa" <Alisa.Hardson@usda.gov>
"Oldroyd, Taylor" <Taylor.Oldroyd@usda.gov>
"Hohenstein, William -OCE" <William.Hohenstein@usda.gov>
Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP
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Messaqe.Copied To:

"ferrara, todd" <todd.ferrara@usda.gov>
"harrison, alisa" <alisa.hardson@usda.gov>
"oldmyd, taylor" <taylor.oldmyd@usda.gov>
"hohenstein, william -oce" <william.hohenstein@usda.gov>
dana m. perino/ceq/eop@eop
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Debbie S. Fiddelke/CEQ/EOP@EOP
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lnteragency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

Thursday, May 29, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Agenda

10:00

10:05

10:35

10:45

10:55

11:05

11:15

"11:30

11:45

Noon

Call to Order

Decision Support Analyses

Legislative and Policy Update

International Update

Earth Observation Summit

1605(b) Update

CCSP Update, including budget priorities

CCTP Update, including budget priorities

Other Topies and General Discussion

Adjourn

Dep. Sec. Bodman, DOC

Prof. Henry Jacoby, Co-Director of the
MIT Joint Program on the Science
and Policy of Global Chan~e
Chairman Connaughton, CEQ

U/S Dobriansky, State

U/S VADM Lautenbacher, DOC

U/S Card, DOE

Ass’t. See. Mahoney, DOC

CCTP Dir. Conover, DOE

Dep. See. Bodman, DOC
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rou~m~ate Change Science and Technology

lay 29, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
~ment of Commerce, Rm. 4830

: 10i05

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:00

1 :15

Agenda

Ibecisio~ Support Analyses

Legislativeand Polici, t~~. c~luding G8

ht~mafional Update, hcluding Bonn
Meetings
1605~) Update and Carbon Seques~ation
Leaders~p Fo~
Fores~ ~d A~cul~e ~cenfives for
Gree~ouse G~ Offsets
Ea~ Obse~ation Summit

CCTP Update, Including Budget Priorities

CCSP Update, Including Budget Priorities

Dep. See. Bodman, DOC

Prof. Henry Jaeoby, C0-Director of the
MIT Joint Program on the Science
and Policy of Global Change
Chairman Connaughton, CEQ

u/S Dobriansky, State

U/S Card, DOE

Dep. Sec. Moseley, USDA

U/S VADM Lautenbaeher, D0C

CCTP Dir. Conover, DOE

Ass’t. See. Mahoney, DOC

000949
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¯
¯
¯ Dana M. Perino 05/3012~)03 03:46:41 PM

Record Ty|~.~: Record

To:

Subject;

Phil Cooney/CEQIEOP@EOP. Bryan J, Hannegan/CEQ/IEOP@EOP

from cpa’s foia reports

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Inquiries

During the week of May 19, 2003, the Agency received 167 FO1A requests. Of the total, 30 were
received in Headquarters. Year-lo-date totals are !.554 for Hcadq,arlcrs and 8,282 agency-wide.
Significan! FOIA requests received this week include:

(2) Christopher ! lomcr ot’Competilive Enterprise Institute (CEI) has requested infom~ation
regarding EPA’s decision to publish, post or other,vise disseminate the "Third Nationa!
Communication", or "Climate Action Report 2002"’ and the governmental decision to attributc
attthorship of this report to the State Departmenl;

(3)    Christopher itomcr of Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI) has requested documcnts
relating to EPA’s response to Jut~e 2002 press reporls abo,t slatements by Governor Whilman
tlmt she had not read the U.S. Climale Action Report 2002, and addressing the President’s
asserlions flint he, "read the report put out by the bureaucracy." Also requested were docttrncnts
relating to EPA’s objection to or other consideralions ofAri Fleischer’s June 4. 2002. assertion
that. "This report came out of EPA";

CEQ 004935



Dana M. Pedno 05/30/2003 03:46:41 PM

Record Type:

To:

CC:
Subject:

Record

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Bryan J. Ha~negarVCEQ/EOP@EOP

from epa’s foia reports

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Inquiries

During the week of May 19, 2003, the Agency received 167 FOIA requests. Of the total, 30 were
received in Headquarters. Year-to-date totals are 1,554 for Headquarters and 8,282 agency-wide.
Significant FOIA requests received this week include:

(2) Christopher Homer of Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI) has requested information
regarding EPA’s decision to publish, post or otherwise disseminate the "Third National
Communication", or "Climate Action Report 2002" and the governmental decision to attribute
authorship of this report to the State Department;

(3)    Christopher Homer of Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI) has requested documents
relating to EPA’s response to June 2002 press reports about statements by Governor Whitman
that she had not read the U.S. Climate Action Report 2002, and addressing the President’s
assertions that he, "read the report put out by the bureaucracy." Also requested were documents
relating to EPA’s objection to or other considerations ofAa-i Fleischer’s June 4, 2002, assertion
that, "This report came out of EPA";
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STRATEGIC PLAN
FOR THE

CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE PROGRAM

Table of Contents

Strategic Plan Summary

Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 2. Integrating Climate and Global Change Research

Chapter 3. Atmospheric Composition
Chapter 4. Climate Variability and Change

Chapter 5. Water Cycle

Chapter 6. Land Use/Land Cover Change
Chapter 7. Carbon Cycle

Chapter 8. Ecosystems

Chapter 9. Human Contributions and Responses to Environmental Change
Chapter 10. Modeling Strategy

~ apter 11. National and Place-Based Decision Support Resources
apter 12. Observing and Monitoring the Climate System

Chapter 13. Data Management and Information

Chapter 14. Communications

Chapter 15. International Research and Cooperation
Chapter 16. Program Management and Review

Annexes
A. Authors, Reviewers, and Workshop Participants

B. References

C. Graphics and Photography Source Information

D. Glossary
E. Acronyms and Units

001471
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SCHEDULE FOR COMPLETION OF STRATEGIC PLAN

DATE - 2003

23 May

23 May

23May

27- 29 May

29 May- 10 June

CHAPTER

Chapter 1 (Introduction), Chapter 2 (Integration of
Research), Chapter 11 (Decision Support)

Chapters 3-9 (Science Chapters), 12-15
(Observations, Data, Communications,
International)

Chapter 10 (Modeling), Chapter 16 (Management)

Chapters 1-16

Chapters 1- 16

19 - 25 June Chapters 1- 16

ACTION

Teleconference with WG Co-Chairs

Final Revisions due to CCSPO

Final Draft due to CCSPO

Review by CCSPO

Interagency Review Process (CCSP Agencies
and White House Review)

Production of Final Strategic Plan
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......:,..-.~’~- Kameran L. Onley
06/02/2003 06:27:33 PM

Record Type: Record

To:

co:
Subject:

"Quick, Julie" <Julie.Quick@usda.gov>, dwm@usda.gov, William Hohenstein
<WHOHENST@mailoce.oce.usda.gov>

Dana M. Pedno/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Debbie S. Fiddelke/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Cleared letter and Fact sheet ~

The letter and the fact sheet have cleared stafffing. Please find them attached. Kameran

Veneman letter to POTUS Final.( USDA Fact Sheet 6.03 Final.d

CEQ 004941
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Phil Cooney
06/03/2003 01:17:18 PM

Record Type: Record "

To:

cc:
Subject:

Quesean R. Rice/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Chapters 1-9 of CCSP Strategic Plan ready for Review

Quesean, please print this out for me. thanks, Phil
...................... Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 06/03/2003 01:16 PM

E._Holly_Fitter@omb.eo p.gov
06/03/2003 12:47:27 PM

Record Type: Record"

To:

cc:

Subject:

See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

John D. BumimlOMB/EOP@EOP, James J. JukeslOMB/EOP@EOP,
Edn Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
Chapters 1-9 of CCSP Strategic Plan ready for Review

Attached for final review are chapters 1-9 of the interagency Climate
Change
Science Program Strategic Plan. Chapters 10-16 will be sent to you later
in the
week,

Please provide your comments electronically to ERIN WUCHTE e-mail:
Erin
Wuchte/OMB/EOP by 10:00 AM 6/10.

Climate Science Plan
Vision Document

CEQ 004943



Please provide specific fixes to any problems you see and identify page
and line
numbers or table/figure numbers to which your comments apply. Also,
please
comment only on critical issues (i.e.,inconsistencies within or across
chapters)
and NOT on grammadspelling/punctuation since these will be addressed
by
professional copy editing in the final draft.

i[--t~ _ CCSPplanFD Text(chl-9).pdf

LRM ID: EHF93
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Tuesday, June 3,2003

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below

FROM: John D. Burnim (for) Assistant Director for Legislative
Reference
OMB CONTACT: Erin Wuchte

PHONE: (202)395-3452 FAX: (202)395-1150
SUBJECT: COMMERCE Report on Climate Chagne Science
Program Strategic Plan

CEQ 004944



DEADLINE: 10:00 AM Tuesday, June 10,. 2003

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
019-Council on Environmental Quality -Debbie S. Fiddelke - (202)
456-3908
029-DEFENSE - Vic Bemson .- (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY - Ai Beer - (202) 586-4312
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Edward Krenik - (202) 564-5200
025-COMMERCE - Michael A.Levitt- (202) 482-3151
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra S. Wallace - (202)
690-7773
059-INTERIOR - Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
007-AGRICULTURE - Jacquelyn Chandler - (202) 720-1272
084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Charles T. Homer
Ill -
(202) 358-1948
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Hedihy - (202) 366-4687
008-US Agency for International Development - Jan W. Miller - (202)
712-4174
109-Smithsonian Institution - Nell Payne - (202) 357-2962
095-Office of Science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202)
456-6037

Message Sent
To:
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Phil Cooney
0610312003 01:17:18 PM

Record Type: Record ’

To:

cc:
Subject:

Quesean R. Rice/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Chapters 1-9 of CCSP Strategic Plan ready for Review

Quesean, please print this out for me. thanks, Phil
...................... Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEOJEOP on 06/0312003 01:16 PM

E._Holly_Fitter@omb.eop.gov
06/03/2003 12:47:27 PM

Record Type: Record"

To:

CC:

Subject:

See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

John D. BumimlOMB/EOP@EOP, James J. Jukes/OMB/EOP@EOP,
Edn Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
Chapters 1-9 of CCSP Strategic Plan ready for Review

Attached for final review are chapters 1-9 of the interagency Climate
Change
Science Program Strategic Plan. Chapters 10-16 will be sent to you later
in the
week.

Please provide your comments electronically to ERIN WUCHTE e-mail:
Erin
Wuchte/OMB/EOP by 10:00 AM 6/10.

Climate Science Plan
Vision Document

CEQ 004947



Bryan,

Rationale:

Message Copied To:

Alan B. Rhinesmith/OMB/EOP@EOI~

Randolph M. Lyon/OMB/EOP @ EOP

Edn Wuchte/OMB/EOP @ EOP

Daryl L. Joseffer/OMB/EOP @ EOP

Richard E. Green/OMB/EOP@EOP
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.~=~
"Ferrara, Todd" <Todd.Ferrara@usda.gov>
06/03/2003 02:04:45 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
co: See the distribu~on list at the bottom of this message
Subject: June 6th Announcement Details

Thank you all for your many suggestions regarding the selection of a venue for Secretary Veneman’s
announcement on Friday morning.

For a multitude of reasons (including concerns about weather, cencem about building an audience and
ensuring easy media accessibility) we have selected the National Agricultural Center and Hall of Fame in
Bonnet Springs, KS.

This site is 20 minutes from downtown Kansas City and about 30 minutes from the airport.

Address
The National Agricultural Center & Hall of Fame
630 Hall of Fame Ddve
BonnerSprings, Kansas 66012
913-721-1075

Time
Friday, June 6, 2003 at 9:30 a.m. (tantative!)

Note: If the weather holds, there may be an opportunity to do this event outdoors with a picturesque
backdrop. If not, the event will be in an auditorium that will seat approx. 150. Many on this e-mail list have
expressed a desire to help build a crowd. We should make sure the crowd represents a broad range of
interests - especially local farmers, environmental stewards, NRCS folks, etc.              "

If you aren’t;t inviting folks yourself, feel free to bounce me a list with phone numbers and we can see to it
that they are invited.

Thanks again. Call me with questions .....

Todd Ferrara
Special Assistant to the Secretary of Agriculture
U.S. Department of Agriculture
202-720-3072

Messa.qe Sent To:

CEQ 004950



"Quick, Julie" <Julie.Quick@usda.gov>
"Noland, Josh" <Josh.Noland@usda.gov>
"Raymond, Matt" <Matt.Raymond@usda.gov>
"Harrison, Alisa" <hJisa.Hardson@usda.gov>
"Deberry, Drew" <Drew.Deberry@usda.gov>
"Rey, Mark" <Mark.Rey@usda.gov>
"Oldmyd, Taylor’ <Taylor.Oldmyd@usda.gov>
Dana M. Pedno/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Hohenstein, William -OCE" <Willlam.Hohenstein@usda.gov>
Kameran L. Onley/CEOJEOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQJEOP@EOP
Debbie S. FiddelkPJCEQ/EOP@EOP

.Messaqe Copied To:

DWM@usda.gov
"Waters, Mary" <Mary.Waters@usda.gov>
"Yarbomugh, Jonathan" <Jonathan.Yarbomugh@usda.gov>
~l’orrey, Mike" <Mike.Torrey@usda.gov>
"Nabors, Blake" <Blake.Nabors@usda.gov>
"Knight. Bruce" <Bruce.Knight@usda.gov>
"Fuller, Bill -FSA" <BilLFuller@ks.usda.gov>
"Banks, Chuck-RD" <cbanks@kstopeka2.fsc.usda.gov>
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~ Deb Fiddelke@hagel.senate.gov (Deb Fiddelke)
06/03-~2002 02:14:29 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Re:Response to Andy Revkin NYT article on climate change tod

Phil - I don’t want to forward this, but you should send it to Andy Wheeler as
well. Give me a call when you have a minute, this Is starting a minor furor on
the Hill. - Deb

Reply Separator
Subject: Response to Andy Revkin NY’r article on climate change today
Author: Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov
Date: 6/3/2002 9:31 AM

FYI -- please do not forward with my name attached, PHIL
Forwarded by Phil CooneylCEQ/EOP on 06/0312002 09:32 AM

Phil Cooney
06/03/2002 09:19:41 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Scott McClellardVVHO/EOP@EOP, Claire E. Buchan/WHO/EOP@EOP

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Response to Andy Revkin NYT article on climate change today

Scott, Andy Revkin’s article today is very misleading regarding the recent
report that the US submitted last Thursday
to the UN on Climate Change. The report, our "National Communication" on
climate change that is submitted
to the UN every five years pursuant to our obligations under the 1994 Framework
Convention on Climate Change, is several
hundred pages. Andy Revkin’s angle, that we are now conceding and "predicting"
that serious negative Impacts from
climate change will occur in specific regions of the United States, is
incon~ct. The report contains many caveats
that current climate models used in the Assessment are not remotely capable of
reliably "predicting" future regional impacts of
potential climate change in the United States.

BSIOW are some excerpts in that regard from the report itself:

002064
CEQ 004953



202.331.1010 phone

202.331.0640 fax

202.262.4458 cell

I ~- Wojick Climate Science Paper.doc

.Messa,qe Copied To:

John Graham/OMB/EOP@EOP
scott.rayder@noaa.gov
megan.thomson@mail.house.gov
Andrew_Wheeler@epw.senate.gov
Aloyslus_Hogan@epw.senate.gov
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¯ .-i ~_~ Kameran L. Onley
06/05/2003 11:03:13 AM

Record Type: Record

To:

Subject:

Todd.Ferrara@usda.gov @ inet, William Hohenstein <WHOHENST@mailoce.oce.usda.gov> @ inet,
Julie.Quick@usda.gov @ inet

Phil Cooney/CEOJEOP@EOP, Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Debbie S. Fiddelke/CEQ]EOP@EOP
Remarks and Press Release

I think we are good to go. Kameran

USDA press release 6.6.03 FINAL.d Veneman Remarks 6.6.03 FINAL.c
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8~ KAREN CHARMAN I 5.19.03

202296971~ p.!

The "K" Word
U.S. turns its back on Kyoto and global warming

As evidonce of global warming mounts, the Bush administration and right-wing, industry-funded
=researchers" who have long denied the phenomenon are trying a new tactic: muzzle the science.

tn February, the Competitivo Enterprise Institute, a pro-market think tank, asked the Bush
administration to "cease dissemination" of a government report on grounds that it violates a
new regulation, the Data Quality Act. The report, the National Assessment of Climate Change,

im act of global w.arm g __ ¯ ientists and academicsmodeled the likely                   in on the United States. The unprecedented research
effort took several Yeaprs and involved government agencies, sc                    "

The Data Quality Act requires federal agencies to ensure the information they disseminate is accurate,

6/I0/2003
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and to enable interested part~es,--that is, i~dustry~to cha~|e~ge the informat|on if they d~sagree.
According to one high-ranking government official, who requested anonymity, the law--which was
slipped Into a 2001 appropriations bill without hearings~"couid be used to undermine any legitimate
scientific effort" that threatens corporate interests.

Burning fossil fuels releases carbon dioxide, the main culprit in planetary warming, into the atmosphere.
The journal Science reports that energy consumption over the last 100 years has increased 16-fold,
bumping atmospheric concentrations of ca~on dioxide to their highest level in 420,000 years.

threatens the fossil fuel industry, because mitigating or
Acknowledging the existence of global warming than deal with the problem, the
reversing it means shunning fossi~ fuels like coal and oil. Rather
powerful and hugely profitable fossil fuel industry has engaged in an aggressive disinformation
campaign to discredit the science and disrupt any effort to solve it.

As higher levels of greenhouse gases trap heat in the Earth’s upper atmosphere, r~sing globai ice is
temperatures am destabilizing climate patterns--thawing the permafrost in Alaska, me|ting glaciers,

and coastal
and causing enormous ice shelves to break aPart in both the Arctic and Antarctica. The melting

¯ " ctor of the Woods Holeexpected to raise sea levels four to 40 inches by 2100, scientists say, submerging islands
Robert Gagoslan, d~e ¯ cean could disrupt global

regions throughout the wodd. According to water into the northum Atlantic O
Oceanographic Institute, the influx of fresh
ocean currents and potentially lead to a "mini ice age" in the northeastern United States and Europe,
even as the rest of the planet warms.

Escalating weather-related disasters, which confirm computer-modeled predictions, are further
discrediting the naysayers. And even the Bush administration now reluctantly admits global climate
change is occurring as a result of burning fossit fuels. " h’s climate change plan, announced last

t it President Bus . in reenhouse gas
....... ¯ ken’re doing much a~ou ..... ,.,,.~=~, reductions of 18 per.cent g       1990at ooesn t mu,= . -~                 uo anu vu,=,.=, ¯ .                  nt reductions fro . .    .._Th o more years of st .Y ’ ¯

ear, has ca~_e.d for 1_ rotocol, which Bush re|ecte , .... -,--cent of the world s populY toP n’~
i b ?.U~2..T.h~, Kyo..    .         United States, w=~ t~ _        ’s reenhouse gases,ntens ftYor ~dustrial,zed nauo=n_s .b..y~01.2. Thm~ "o about 25 percent of the wodd g

levels f ¯ tor to Iobal ~=rm~ng, ._leas~n_
tl~e largest contrtbu     g
into the environment each year.                                                gas intensity

of greenhouse
The environmental ~ommunity dismisses the plan for voluntary reductions in greenhouse

actually increase greenhouseas business as usual. BecaUse the measures suggest decreases in the rate of growth
gas emissions--rather than actual reductions--the policy on its own will
emissions 14 percent by 2012, says Dan Lashof, a climate scientist with the Natural Resources

Defense Council.
Jerry Mahlman, a climate scientist with the National Center for Atmospheric Research, says scientists
cannot predict exactly how much carbon in the atmosphere will tip off a catastrophic cascade of climate
change, or what.exactly the effects will be in eny given region. But, he says, the future is here: Since
carbon dioxide remains in the atmosphere for at least 100 years, past emissions have already
committed the wodd to significant future climate change.

And censoring the science won’t make it go away.

CEI Reply:

The Editor
In These Times

De~ Edimr,

CEQ 004959
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Your article, The "K" Word (May 19), accuses the Competitive Enterprise Institute of trying to "censor
the science’" about global climate change by asking that the Federal Data Quality Act be enforced over
the administration’s National Assessment on Climate Change. Nothing could be further from the truth.

People who want to really inform themselves about the state of scientific debate over the climate need to
keep up to date with the science itself. The nature of science is that it changes as more information
becomes available. It makes no sense to try to say the science is settled and pickle it in aspic. Your
writer’s alarmism over rising sea levels is a case in point. Far from suggesting a catastrophic rise from 4
to 40 inches (the margin of error alone there should suggest caution), scientists are now saying firings
like "It is now widely agreed that major loss of grounded ice [in the West Antarctic ice sheet] and
accelerated sea level rise are ver~ unlikely during the 21st century." That’s the Intergovernmental Panel
on Ciifiaate Change talking there, by the way.

Yet the National Assessment wasn’t even decent science when it was written. One of the two models it
was based on had less predietlve power than a table of random numbers. The other predicted extreme
precipitation in North America, and was clearly outside the mainstream of the developing selenee.
That’s why the report was discredited by scientists themselves. It would be simply irresponsible to
continue to refer to such a document. Far from censoring science, our actions champion iL

Sincerely,

lain Murray,
Senior Fellow, CEI

lain Murray
Senior Fellow, Competitive Enterprise Institute
1001 Connecticut Avenue, NW0 Suite 1250
Washington DC 20036
202.331.1010 Tel
202.331.0640 Fax

÷÷÷÷÷q-÷

Harper’s Magazine
Copyright (c) 2003 ProQuest Information and Learning. All rights reserved,

Copyright Harper’s Magazine Foundation Jun 2003

Sunday, June 1, 2003

Volume 306, Issue 1837; ISSIq: 0017-799X

611012003
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One-act farce

Bryant Urstadt

Where can a corporate lobbyist hide thirty-two lines of stealth
legislation? Right here, between a land transfer to the Gerald
Ford Foundation and some details about cost-of-living allowances at
the Ofl2ce of Personnel Management, on pages 153 and 154 of the
712-page federal budget for the year 2001. Christened the "Data
Quality Aet"-one of the many euphemisms employed by the law’s
supporters-Section 5 l 5 presents itself as an innocuous call for
federal agencies to improve the accuracy of their data. But the act,
.which became effective in October 2002, is in fact designed to
encumber those agencies and, over time, to haraper their ability to
regulate. Passed with no debate and with little public scrutiny, the
law is intended not to improve data but, through constant
contention, to suppress it.

Although technically an extension of the Paperwork Reduction Act,
the Data Quality Act forces regulatory agencies to produce reams of
~xu’a paperwork. The act required that the Oftiee of Manageraent and
Budget issue guidelines "ensuring and maximizing the quality,
objectivity, utility, and integrity of information...
disserainated by Federal agencies." When the OMB released these
guidelines in February 2002, they consumed sorae 10,000 words and
included clef’tuitions of the terms at issue. (Philosophers may be
interested to know that "quality" now is officially "an encompassing
tena comprising utility, objectivity, and integrity.") By October
2002 the individual agencies were required to produce their ownguidelines and, more important, to establish ,administrative

deliver reports on anyraecharasra to respond to, keep track of, and
ernin the objectivity, utillty, and integrity of

eora laints cone .g. .... e out of compliancethei~P;ata. If disputed tt~ormauon ts found to b
with these vague requirements, it may now be struck from government
use.

ceive of such a thing? As the only person listed in
Who wo.uld .c.on. ,,,~._ �~r~n~a Mitch Danlels Jr., previously a
the act, the olrector ox
senior vice president at pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly-would be a
natural guess, but an inaccurate one. Nominally, the act’s

onsoring representative was Jo Ann Emerson, Republican ofsp ~    - ,-t-~..,ist who gained her seat in 1996 after the
Missouri, a
death of her husband, eight-term congressman Bill Emerson, from lung
cancer. But in reality, the act was written by Jim Tory.i, a current
lobbyist whose clients include such corporate citizens as Philip
Morris, BridgestoneJFirestone, and Synagro Technologies, a leading
disposer of sewage sludge. For Tozzi, the act is the opening salvo
of his latest venture, the Center for Regulatory Effectiveness, a

012003
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for-profit lobbying group whose actual purpose is to render

r~gulations ineffective.

For data to be "objective" under the OMB’s definition, independent
scientists should agree on its validity. In practice, this offers
|imltless opportunity for complaint, because a f~iendly scientist
can always be found to dispute an inconvenient finding. The
Competitive Enterprise institute, for example, has filed a petition
under the act demanding that all references to the Nationa!
Assessment on Climate Change, which affirmed the existence of global

¯ he CEI’s filing teens heavily on Patrick
in be expunged. T ...... v s aaainst globalwarm g, ¯ ¯ ar ued fo,~ear _

ichasls, a scmnt.l.st who ~a..s.. 9 o t tecentl through theM .               o vr,=t|ona, m_s       Y             Jim
warming on bel~alt of c rp is funded by the coal industry.
"Greening Earth Society," which
Tozzi himself has used the act to demand that the EPA rescindstatements about the reproductive effects of atrazine, an herbicide
made by his client Syngenta. Tozzi’s filing draws on studies paid
for by Syngenta and peer-reviewed by a group called EcoRisk, which
was ~ounded, according to its website, ’~vith the encouragment [sic]
and support of various. ¯. private chemica| corporations." EcoRIsk
deems the EPA’s data irreproducib~e.

The agencies will report to John D. Graham, the administrator of
, ¯ d re ulation division. Previously, Graham

e OMB s information .an , .~_ u~,,~,d c or for Risk Analysis,
twhas the founding director or ,,=, 0 .......eHnatrvard but from more than
the bulk of whose funding comes not from
100 corporations. The center’s "risk analysis" is chiefly economic,

ns it has argued that the risks posed by
and with few e.xce.ptio     .      outweighed by the evils of
corporate proaucts or pollution are
regulation. For example, in 2000, after AT&T Wireless gave $300,000
to study the dangers of handheld cellphone use while driving, the
center found that no regulations were warranted. In elaborating on
the OMB’s guidelines, Graham has demanded special scrutiny for
’,influential" data-i.e., data that might prompt regu!ation-an.d.has
noted that even peer review by a scientific journal may not oe
sufficient to prove quality.

Finally conservatives and corporate lobbyists have found a
bureaucracy they like. With the law in effect, its author, Jim
Tozzi, now can devote himself to filing complaints under it. Beyond
his attack on the EPA’s atrazine study, he has also come to the aid
of BridgestonelFirestone, Goodyear, and the Rubber Manufacturers
Association against the National Highway and Traffic Safety
Administration, which is planning to distribute information abouttire defects. In his petition, Tozzi demands pre- dissemination

cturers themselves-perhaps this is
review by the .manufa _      ,’- ili~u" clause, that NHTSA must
,,integrity"-ana argues, under the ,.t., unsafe tires is useful. The
actually prove that releasing data about
end result: more paperwork, less information, weaker controls on
manufacturers, and fewer safeguards for the public. This, to
corporations, is "quality" legislation.

Bryant Urstadt has written for The Baffler, the New York Times, The
New Yorker, and other publications. He lives in Guilford, Connecticut.

Page 5 of 6
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CEI Reply:

The Editor,
Harper’s Magazine

Dea~ Editor,

In your article One-act Farce (June 1), you allege that the Competitive Enterprise lnstitute’s Petition
under the Federal Data Quality Act to cease dissemination of the National Assessment on Clhnate
Cl~ange was based on us "finding" a "friendly scientist to dispute an inconvenient finding." This is a
serious accusation that does not fit with the scientific evidence, and I hope you will allow me to set the

record straight.

The National Assessment is now widely agreed to be based on shoddy science. Rather than us "finding"
him, the academic you refer to. Patrick Michaels of the University of Virsinia, was actually part of the
Assessment’s peer review process. He demonstrated conclusively that the computer models central to
the Assessment’s case did a poorer job of predicting temperature record for the past 100 years than "a
table of random numbers." One of the computer models used to predict regional climate impacts was
provided by the Hadley Centre in England, which admitted in a published paper that, "scenarios based
on global models will "fail to capture the regional detail needed for vulnerability assessments at a
national level."

Tom Karl, co-chair of the Assessment Team, took the results so seriously that he commissioned an
independent evaluation of Professor Miehads’ tests. This evaluation, however, was more inclusive,
using four different averages of the US annual temperature, and it verified that both models produced no
better results than randomness. This is clearly not a sound basis for reaching public policy decisions,
and it is precisely the sort of thing the Federal Data Quality Act was designed to stop.

Nor is Professor Michaels alone in his criticisms. Our Petition under the Act mendons the objections of
four other respected scientists, not to mention the objections of another four peer reviewers working for
the national laboratories who testified that the peer review process itself was inadequate for such an

important document.

These are questions of considered scientific judgment. They present a very different picture from that
presented in your article. In our Petition, CE1 is acting to preserve the integrity of the scientific process.

Sincerely,

Iain Murray,
Senior Fellow, CE1

lain Murray
Senior Fellow, Competitive Enterprise Institute
1001 Connecticut Avenue. NW, Suite 1250
Washington DC 20036
202.331.1010 Tel
202.331.0640 Fax
http:llwww.ceLorg

6/10/2003
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~1~Natalie Towcimak

~06/11/2003 10:40:23 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc: Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L.
Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Subject: Part 2 of Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan

See below...
...................... Forwarded by Natalie Towcirna~/CEQ/EOP on 06/1112003 10:39 AM

From: E. Holly Fitter on 06/11/2003 10:36:22 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: John D. Bumim/OMB/EOP@EOP, James J. Jukes/OMB/EOP@EOP
Subject: Part 2 of Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan

Attached are chapters 10-16 of the Climate Change Science
Program for review. Please provide all comments on the entire
package (chapters i-16) no later than noon, Monday June 16
directly to ERIN WUCHTE e-mail:
Edn Wuchte/OMB/EOP

Climate Science Plan
Vision Document

CEQ 004965
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LRM ID: EHF93A
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Wednesday, June 11, 2003

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO:
below
FROM:
Legislative Reference
OMB CONTACT:

SUBJECT:

DEADLINE:

Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution

John D. Burnim (for) Assistant Director for

Erin Wuchte
PHONE: (202)395-3452 FAX: (202)395-1150
COMMERCE Report on Climate Change
Science Program Strategic Plan -

12:00 NOON Monday, June 16, 2003

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Debbie S. Fiddelke - (202)
456-3908
029-DEFENSE- Vic Bernson - (703)697-1305
032-ENERGY - A! Beer - (202) 586-4312
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Edward Krenik - (202) 564-5200

CEQ 004966



025-COMMERCE - Michael A. Levitt - (202) 482-3151
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra S. Wallace - (202)
690-7773
059-INTERIOR - Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
007-AGRICULTURE - Jacquelyn Chandler - (202) 720-1272
084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060.
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Chades T. Homer
III - (202) 358-1948
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687
008-US Agency for International Development - Jan W. Miller - (202)
712-4174
109-Smithsonian Institution - Nell Payne - (202) 357-2962
095-Office of Science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202)
456-6037

Message Sent
To:
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Natalie Towcimak
06/11/2003 10:40:23 AM

Record Type: Record

To:

CC:

Subject:

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kameran L.
Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Part 2 of Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan

See below...
...................... Forwarded by Natalie TowcimaldCEQ]EOP on 06111/2003 10:39 AM

From: E. Holly Fitter on 06/11/2003 10:36:22 AM

Record Type:    Record

To:

cc:
Subject:

See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

John D. Bumim/OMB/EOP@EOP, James J. Jukes/OMB/EOP@EOP
Part 2 of Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan

Attached are chapters 10-16 of the Climate Change Science
Program for review. Please provide all comments on the entire
package (chapters i-16) no later than noon, Monday June 16
directly to ERIN WUCHTE o-mail:
Edn Wuchte/OMB/EOP

Climate Science Plan
Vision Document
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LRM ID: EHF93A
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Wednesday, June 11, 2003

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO:
below
FROM:
Legislative Reference
OMB CONTACT:

SUBJECT:

DEADLINE:

Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution

John D. Burnim (for) Assistant Director for

Erin Wuchte
PHONE: (202)395-3452 FAX: (202)395-1150
COMMERCE Report on Climate Change
Science Program Strategic Plan

12:00 NOON Monday, June 16, 2003

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Debbie S. Fiddelke - (202)
456-3908
029-DEFENSE -Vic Bernson - (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY - AI Beer - (202) 586-4312
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Edward Krenik - (202) 564-5200
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025-COMMERCE - Michael A. Levitt o (202) 482-3151
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra S. Wallace - (202)
690-7773
059-INTERIOR - Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
007-AGRICULTURE - Jacquelyn Chandler - (202) 720-1272

¯ 084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060.
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Charles T. Homer
III - (202) 358-1948
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687
008-US Agency for International Development - Jan W. Miller - (202)
712-4174
109-Smithsonian Institution - Nell Payne - (202) 357-2962
095-Office of Science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202)
456-6037

Message Sent
To:
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From: Bryan J. Hannegan on 06/16/2003 08:05:05 PM

Record Type:    Record

To:
cc:
bcc:
Subject:

Erin Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP, E. Holly FittedOMBIEOP@EOP
Phil CooneylCEOJEOP@EOP, Natalie Towcimak/CEOJEOP@EOP
Records Management@EOP
FINAL COMPLETE CEQ Comments on CCSP Strategic Plan

gcpcstratplan603.d

Attached are CEQ’s final, complete comments on ALL chapters of the
draft Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan.

Please disregard prior, incomplete messages sent earlier today.
Apologies for the delay in getting you our complete comments.

Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

LRM ID: EHF93
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Tuesday, June 3,2003

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below

FROM: John D. Burnim (for) Assistant Director for Legislative
Reference
OMB CONTACT: Erin Wuchte

PHONE: (202)395-3452 FAX: (202)395-1150

Climate Science Plan
Vision Document
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SUBJECT: COMMERCE Report on Climate Chagne Science
Program Strategic Plan

DEADLINE: 10:00 AM Tuesday, June 10, 2003

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Debbie S. Fiddelke - (202)
456-3908
029-DEFENSE - Vic Bernson - (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY - AI Beer - (202) 586-4312
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Edward Krenik - (202) 564-5200
025-COMMERCE - Michael A. Levitt - (202) 482-3151
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra S. Wallace - (202)
690-7773
059-INTERIOR - Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
007-AGRICULTURE - Jacquelyn Chandler - (202) 720-1272
084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Chades T. Horner
III -
(202) 358-1948
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION -Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687
008-US Agency for International Development - Jan W. Miller -(202)
712-4174
109-Smithsonian Institution - Nell Payne - (202) 357-2962
095-Office of Science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202)
456-6037
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Dana M. Pedno 06/18/2003 06:12:17 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: NY Times

.................. Forwarded by Dana M. Pedno/CEQ/EOP on 06/18/2003 06:12 PM ..........................

~ Agen.Jarrod@epamail.epa.gov
06118/2003 05:28:51 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC:
Subject: NY Times

I was told that these may be the documents which were given to the NY
Times. I dont beleive the second attachement was sent to CEQ.

(See attached file: WHedits 4-25-03-colors.doc) (See attached file:
climatechangerev2.wpd)

~- WHedits 4-25-03-colors.doc

~- climatechangerev2.wpd
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¯
¯ Dana M. Perino 06/18/2003 06:49:35 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC:
Subject: Re: RoE/INSIDE EPA article today

Forwarded by Dana M. Pedno/CEQ/EOP on 06/18/2003 06:49 PM .........................

~ Harrison.Lisa@epamail.epa.gov
06/18/2003 06:39:13 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Doyle,Brendan@epamail.epa.gov

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Re: RoE/INSIDE EPA article today

didn’t return calls seeking comment? who’d they call? not OPA, as we
DO have a comment...

Brendan Doyle

06/18/2003 05:38 ¯
Ackerman/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,
PM
Harrison/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

To:          Jarrod
Agen/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,

brown.michael@epa.gov,

Diane Esanu, Lisa

cc:         Daiva
Balkus/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,
Altieri/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

Subject: RoE/INSIDE EPA
article today

Suzanne

Sonia

FYI .... part of this story stems from the NACEPT’s advice letter that was
mentioned in OCEM’s FR notice this week .....

Brendan Doyle
Director, Outreach and Communications Staff
OEI/0PRO (2811R)
US EPA
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1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
PHONE: 202/564-6935
FAX: 202/565-2441

e-mail: doyle.brendan@epa.gov

Forwarded by Brendan Doyle/DC/USEPA/US on 06/18/2003 05:45 PM

Steve Young
To:         Mike
Flynn/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Heather

06/18/2003 05:37           Case/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Steve
Adams/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Brendan
PM                          Doyle/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

cc:
Subject: FWD: On RoE:
insideepa.com document
["climate"
issue]

Forwarded by Steve Young/DC/USEPA/US on 06/18/2003 05:38 PM

Emma
McNamara/DC/USEPA To: Steve
Young/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
/US@EPA cc:

Subject: insideepa.com
document
06/18/2003 04:39
PM

http://insideepa.com/secure/docnum.asp?f=epa_2001-ask&docnum=6182003--°mb

Wednesday, June 18, 2003

EPA Drops Climate Data From ’State of Environment’ Report After Fight
With OMB

EPA has apparently decided to drop all data regarding global warming
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from an upcoming "State of the Environment" report after the agency and
the White House’s Office of Management and Budget (OMB) sparred over how
to portray climate change trends in the report, which is slated for
release June 23. Agency officials have been touting the report as one of
outgoing EPA Administrator Christine Todd Whitman’s final initiatives,
laying out the accomplishments of the Bush administration.

But one environmentalist says EPA apparently decided to remove the
section on global warming after OMB distorted the language during a
review of the report, saying EPA decided "it was probably better to
remove it than to have it say something distorted."

EPA did not return calls seeking comment.

The report stems from an initiative championed by Whitman to provide
information on actual environmental conditions, that will be released
days before Whitman’s departure at the end of June. Sources have already
said that use of the report’s findings are uncertain given Whitman’s
departure.

Sources tracking the issue have said the report is a landmark document
because it is the first time the agency has attempted to comprehensively
develop a set of environmental indicators that provide information on
the state of various environmental media, including land, water and air..

This spring, EPA and OMB had reportedly been debating how to describe
trends in temperature changes in the report. Sources said OMB was
reluctant to have the agency include information showing climate change
represents a serious problem.

But now, according to draft comments on the report prepared by EPA’s
National Advisory Council for Environmental Policy and Technology
(NACEPT), the agency has entirely eliminated the global warming data.
"We were advised that data related to global warming issue were not in
the report. EPA will need to be prepared to address why the report does
not include global climate change, greenhouse gases, and other major
issues," the comments say.

EPA did not provide the report to NACEPT to review, the comments say.
The NACEPT’s comments were prepared based on a briefing from information
chief Kim Nelson.

Environmental groups say they are not surprised by the anticipated
omission, given the Bush administration’s skepticism about global
warming and controversial decision to withdraw from the Kyoto treaty.
But one source says it is still "pretty shocking" the agency is
releasing a report on the state of the environment that fails to discuss
the major issue of climate change. The source says it is part of "a
pattern of suppressing information that is contrary to the
administration’s pre-determined policy view" that major new actions are
not needed to address global warming.

The source notes that previous federal reports on the environment, such
as reports released by the White House Council on Environmental Quality
throughout the 1980s that addressed the issue of global warming "as a
significant factor affecting the state of the environment." That history
makes EPA’s decision to leave out such discussion in its state of the
environment report "kind of like going to the doctor and not having your
blood pressure taken," the source says.

Meanwhile, the NACEPT says EPA must consider the report’s intended
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audience, how to portray what it does and does not contain, and how to
act on the findings when releasing it to the public.

"At release, EPA will need to clearly inform both the intended audiences
and the general public why the report was developed and what it is
intended to convey," the NACEPT says. For instance, the NACEPT says, the
report raises questions such as "is the report intended to convey agency
policies or comment on the success of such policies [and] is the report
intended to be a ’snapshot’ of the environment or will it provide trend
data to show the health of the environment has changed over time?"

The NACEPT’s comments also tell EPA to address how the report relates to
state and local environmental programs, since the report is national in
scale. "To address localized concerns of the report audience, EPA should
concurrently provide access to equivalent information on state and local
scales, similarly, the report should acknowledge international
environmental issues, such as climate changes and trans-boundary
pollution, to provide the appropriate context for judging the health of
the U.S. environment."

The NACEPT also says EPA must provide information regarding why certain
information was included while other data were excluded. "EPA will need
to clearly describe the filtering process used to select information for
inclusion in the report." For instance, EPA should explain which
environmental indicators were excluded even though the agency collected
data for them, like global warming, and why they were excluded, which
indicators the agency wanted to include but could not because of data
gaps, and how EPA will address data gaps.

Date: June 18, 2003
© Inside Washington Publishers

6182003 omb

Messaqe Copied To:
brown.michael@epamail.epa.gov
Balkus.Daiva@epamail.epa.gov
esanu.diane@epamail.epa.gov
Agen.Jarrod@epamail.epa.gov
altied.sonia@epamail.epa.gov
Ackerman.Suzanne@epamail.epa.gov
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EPA 0¢IR

l~me 19, 20031

President George W. Bush
The White House
1.600 Pennsylvania Avenue N3V
Wa:u~aing~on, DC 20500

Dent Presider Bush:

We are deeply disturbed to read reports this rooming that the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and the While Hou~, have decided to oml¢ data and Iartguago pertaining to cllmat= change from
the Agrmcy’s u~coming "State of the ]~Mviro~ent" r¢i:,ort. We would ll~ to krtow if this is true.

Ac--ordi~g 1o the, so reports, the Whi,t~ House Council on EavLruarrt=ntal Q~ality (CEQ) and the
Office of Mauagm~nent and Budget (OM.~) made deeitio~ts to delote from the "State of the
l~twLrorma~rtl" r=p,,rt scientifically somad, cor~¢nsus-based cotmlusions about the humam contributior~
to g!obal warming that have been �onfixmed by the 2q~.tional Rese,"rch Coctruzil and the
Intergove.qmaentaI Pa_ael on Climate Chang=. Wc would like to l~ow why, and who within the
AdraLr~tr, ttion made this decision.

?~haps mo~t di.~.,’~ssJ.ng ;are reports tttzt Administration officials substituted into ~he repol’t !’or
the deleted language a reference to’a study partially ftmde£1 hy the A.meriean Petrol~uto hastitme thai
ques6o~ tile Nataon~l Research Council’s eoncluiions.

If true, this action brings int~ question the ability and authority of the EPA or any agertey
within this Admi~.istratior.t to publish unbiased scie~tdfie reports. Thi~ would dramatically wen.keeL both
~ongtessional and public confidence in tho Administration to allow credible, peer.reviewe~i study to
prevail over political agenda. If these ~ep0rts ~ ar.eur~.te, your Ad.m~islzatioa has done a s~ri~
di~sm-vi¢¢ not only to th~ bard-workJ~g professionals at the EPA, but also to the American 0~opI~ ~nd

We request ,dl drafts of the report as well as colrtmentk prepared by the EPA, OM’I3, and CEQ.
W’e request a fist of all partleipants involved ~ review cf the document, including all Admir~iswati=n
officirds and entities outside the Administration. Fu.rt!ae~nore, we ask that appropriate ~ctiom be taken
regarding tl~osc r, sponsible for doctodtxg this report.

Sia=erei)’,

Bob Graham
l~anldng Member. Subcom_~inee on

Fisheri~, Wildlife and W;
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~¢nator        . Ron Wydrn
P.makirtg k,ffemh~r, gtthcom.mitt¢= on Public

La~ds and Forests
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Phil Cooney
06/21/2003 10:54:00 AM

Record Type: Record

To: James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Kenneth L.
pe,~I/CEQ/EOP@.=OP, Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: FYI: Excerpt from Pew Report on Healt~ and climate (December 2000)

"This report on the effects e~ climate change on human health in the United States finds that the complexity of the
pathways by which climate~aIIects health represents a maior obstacle to predicting how, when, where, and to

what extent global climate c~ange may influence human well-being."
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~,~,~,~, Khary I. Cauthen
06!23/2003 03:03:50 PM

Record Type: Record

To:

cc:
Subject:

Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Elizabeth A. Stolpe/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Bryan J.
Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Ponderous that the same paper ran both of these together---

The Atlanta Journal and Constitution June 23, 2003 Monday

Copyright 2003 The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
http://www.ajc.com
The Atlanta Journal and Constitution

June 23, 2003 Monday Home Edition

SECTION: Editorial; Pg. 10A

LENGTH: 640 words

HEADLINE: OUR OPINIONS: Give EPA heat for hiding facts on global warming

SOURCE: AJC

BODY:
Th ere is a dangerous pattern emerging from the Bush administration: If the facts don’t suit
President Bush’s policies, distort them.

Public attention has already been focused on charges that Bush and his aides hyped intelligence
on Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction. Two congressional committees are investigating.

Now comes news that an important Environmental Protection Agency report leaves out critical
scientific facts on global warming --- even facts confLrmed by a special study requested by t he
president himself last year. That study substantiated the Earth’s alarming temperature increase
over the last decade and its major cause, increased carbon dioxide emissions from the burning of
fossil fuels. The biggest sources are automobiles and coal-fired utilities.

The White House Council on Environmental Quality and Bush budget officials changed the
global warming section of a comprehensive report on the nation’s environmental challenges to be
issued by the EPA next week. The report was the final contribution of EPA chief Christie
Whitman, who is stepping down as agency administrator.

002 .68
I I
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Whitman, who came to her post with a good record on environmental issues, continued her habit
of turning the other cheek whenever the White House slaps down science in favor of its corporate
oil friends. She said she is "comfortable" with the report.

Ironically, Whitman suffered her first embarrassment on the global wamaing issue shortly after
she was sworn in, when she assured the international co mmunity that the United States was
serious about its commitment to carbon dioxide reductions, only to have Bush rescind the U.S.
signature to the global warming treaty. It is sad that in her last week at the agency, the departing
EPA chief must suffer a similar embarrassment.

Among the deletions were conclusions about the human contribution to global warming from the
2001 National Research Council report the White House commissioned (after rejecting similar
conclusions by a United Nations panel of scientists), one that Bush previously endorsed in
several speeches. White House officials also deleted a reference to a 1999 study by a respected
panel of scientists showing that global temperatures had gone up sharply in the last decade
compared with levels over the past 1,000 years. Instead, Bush officials added a reference to a
new study, partly financed by the American Petroleum Institute, questioning that conclusion.

Deleted from the report, for example, is even the simple statement upon which scientists agree:
"Climate change has global consequences for human health and the environment." That
statement is replaced with one meant to obfuscate and confuse; it cites the complexities of the
issue and the need to resolve uncertainties. The White House changes were so extensive,
according to an April 29 EPA staff memo given to the media by a former EPA official, that the
report’s climate section "no longer accurately represents scientific consensus on climate change."

The president’s refu sal to face the facts on global warming cannot be construed. . . . as anything other
than blatant pandering to his friends in Big Oil. They have spent years lmmm~zlng scientific facts
and refusing to concede the need for conservation and alternative energy sources that could save
our children from serious economic and environmental consequences.

Sen. Jim Jeffords (I-Vt.), the ranking minority member on the Senate Environment and Public
Works committee, along with several Democratic committee members, ha s asked the White
House for the original drafts of the climate change section. Members on both sides of the aisle
are obligated to find out to what extent the American people are being misled on a matter at least
as important to the future security of the nation as Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction.

&nbs p;
The Atlanta Journal and Constitution June 23, 2003 Monday

Copyright 2003 The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
http://www.ajc.com
The Atlanta Journal and Constitution
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June 23, 2003 Monday Home Edition

SECTION: Editorial; Pg. 11A

LENGTH: 469 words

HEADLINE: EQUAL TIME: Nature, not man, to blare e for warmer climate

BYLINE: ROBERT GRECO

SOURCE: For the Journal-Constitution

BODY:
It is true that the American Petroleum Institute helped sponsor the groundbreaking research
referred to in The New York Times story on global warming. But API’s role was relatively small.
Most of the funding for the research came from several federal agencies, including NASA, the
U.S. Air Force and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

But focusing on the funding misses the point. Much more important is the critical substance of
the research itself, which was done by two eminent scientists, Willie Soon and Sallie Baliunas of
the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics in Cambridge, Mass.

Their analysis suggests that the world was as warm or wam~er between 800 A.D. and 1300 A.D.
as in the late 20th century. If that’s true --- and it appears to be --- nature was more important than
cars or coal-fired utilities in causing higher temperatures in that era.

Their work found that the warming experienced in the late 20th century was not unusual. They
analyzed 240 separate studies of tree tings, ice cores, stalactites, coral, glaciers and other Sources,
including cultural and documentary records going back over 1,000 years.

Their conclusions are important because for a decade, the debate surrounding global climate
change has assumed that significant increases in temperature occurred only during the final
decades of the 20th century when fossil fuels became the main sour ce of energy for mankind.

That has been the conclusion of the United Nations’ scientific ann, the International Panel on
Climate Change, which says that human activity is largely to blame for producing the greenhouse
gases that drive temperatures up.

Until now, the United Nations’ work has set the agenda for much of the debate about climate
change. Its report constructed a mathematical temperature model based on a single tree-ring study
of data collected mostly from Northern Hemisphere locations.

Baliunas and Soon found that wamaing during the 20th century was neither unique nor as
extreme as during those earlier simpler times when world population was less than one-tenth of
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what it is today, and the Industrial Revolution was yet to come.

In other words, emissions caused by people were minimal. So, if climate was changing naturally
and significantly hundreds of years ago, how do we know that forces of nature are not the main
causes of climate change today?

And how do we distinguish natural climate change from that possibly caused by emissions from
the internal combustion engine, or the burning of coal to generate electricity?

Intelligent discussion of the science surrounding climate change will help all of us to set the right
public policies on this highly complex issue.

Robert Greco is director of global climate programs for the American Petroleum Institute.

&nb sp; ****************

The Atlanta Journal and Constitution June 23, 2003 Monday

Copyright 2003 The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
http://www.ajc.com
The Atlanta Journal and Constitution
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Phil Cooney
06/25/2003 09:39:34 AM

Record Type: Record

To:
CC:
bcc:
Subject:

Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Records Management@EOP
Re: FYI: One more story on climate flap

It’s at www.mediaresearch.org --was mentioned in today’s clips.
Dana M. Perino 06/25/2003 09:29:01 AM

Phil

¯
¯ Dana M. Perino 06/25/2003 09:29:01 AM

Record Type: Record

To:
cc:
bcc:
Subject:

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Re: FYI: One more story on climate flap

do you know where this ran?
Phil Cooney

i~ ~. Phil~oney
06/25/2003 09:26:38 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc:
Subject: FYI: One more story on climate flap

More Greenhouse Gaseousness

by L. Brent Bozell III
June 24, 2003

The Jayson Blair fiasco has not affected the power of The New York Times. The Newspaper of Record still
can start an avalanche of liberal spin on television. Its front page can still launch a thousand ships with cannons
trained on any conservative influence that surfaces in the Washington policy arena.

On June 19, the Times devoted part of its front page to a leak from a disgruntled environmental bureaucrat.

OO21 70
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The scoop? The Environmental Protection Agency’s forthcoming report on the state of the environment had
been edited by the White House, and "a long section describing risks from rising global temperatures has been
whittled to a few noncommittal paragraphs."

So what? Our government chums tons of paper each year for Washington reporters to consider or ignore.
Even those tons of paper edited by the White House are usually too massive to trouble the scholars of the press.

What is new about an executive branch report being revised by the chief executive’s team? It’s just a report, not a
bill before Congress, or an executive order, or a new set of regulations.

If you were a liberal environmentalist, you’d think otherwise.

Which explains the network reaction. ABC, CBS, CNN, NBC, and CNBC all lunged for the Times scooplet.
How predictable: leak something to liberal reporters in advance, and suggest that the White House is in

disarray and conflict due to obnoxious conservatives, and you’re headed for the spotlights at a mile a minute.

To hear the networks tell this tale, there aren’t liberals and conservatives in this policy battle. There aren’t scientific
boosters of global warming theory on one side and scientific skeptics on the other. No, liberalism for the purposes

of this news cycle was packaged as the essence of nonpartisanship, idealism, sound science, the public interest,
and the well-being of small children and bunnies. The conservative perspective was, naturally, the opposite:
partisan, unscientific, cynical, bought and paid for by arrogant corporate polluters.

It’s all in a night’s work of fairness and balance.

ABC’s Barry Serafin groaned that "Environmentalists are angry about what they regard as science pushed
aside by politics." Dan Rather laid it on thick, saying the greens were "taking the President to task for what they
say was the cynical changing of a major report on global warming. They say it was altered to put hardball partisan
politics over hard independent science." At NBC, David .Gregory was already counting the liberals (they weren’t.
called that, of course) as winners: "The flap over this new report gives new ammunition to administration critics,
both here and abroad, who contend the President has ignored the threat of global warming to appease corporate
polluters opposed to more environmental regulation."

In case you thought those stories were a little too tame, there was CNN’s "NewsNight" at 10. Anchor Aaron Brown
began: "Once upon a time a scientist named Galileo said the Earth was round and the political leaders of the time
said ’no, no Galileo it’s flat.’ And Galileo got life under house arrest for his little theory." Today, he proclaimed, the
"vast majority" of scientists say global warming is real, and "if the charges leveled against the White House are
true, an important environmental question is being twisted or ignored for the sake of politics."

If newscasts were cars, CNN would be facing a recall. Galileo did not argue the world was round, not flat. He was
condemned for suggesting the earth revolved around the sun, not the other way around.

Liberals love casting themselves as Galileo, as they have also done repeatedly in the arguments over cloning and
stem cell research. They are Science; conservatives, Unreason. But reporters are supposed to project objectivity,
not endorsements of one scientific/political cause and denunciations of the other as an industry-funded fraud. Nearly
every news story touts the "scientific consensus" behind the need for big energy taxes and regulations, as if

assembling a numerical majority, not the testing of hypotheses, was the basis of sound science.
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It is possible that the scientists that will be proven correct - the Galileo stand-ins for the 21 st century- are the scientists
skeptical of the doom-and-gloom assessment. More than 17,000 scientists have signed a petition against the proposed
Kyoto Accord. Don’t forget that the Senate voted 95 to 0 during the Clinton years to reject the treaty’s onerous burdens ~

the United States while "developing" nations faced no energy limitations.

That’s an entirely different consensus. But the media are too warm and comfy in the green Iobby’s pocket to consider
a more objective, less demonizing portrait of competing environmental visions. They would like to pretend it’s only

President Bush and his conservative pollution-loving friends that ever need to face the harsh winds of controversy
over the prospect of global warming. They aren’t making news stories. They’re making political cartoons.

Messaqe Sent To:

Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Debbie S. Fiddelke/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Joel D. KaplardWHO/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Jay P. LefkowitTJOPD/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Kevin M. O’Donovan/OVP/EOP@Exchal3ge@EOPDavid Halpem/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Allison Boyd/OPD/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Matthew Koch/WHO/EOP@EOP
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i"’ ~.~ Kathie L. Olsen
06/25/2003 10:00:13 AM

Record Type: Record

To:
cc:
bcc:
Subject:

Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
John H. MarburgedOSTP/EOP@EOP

Re: FYI: One more story on climate flap

Thank you this is amusing and I will probably send it to Dr. Hanson given his treatment!
k

Phil Cooney

Phil Cooney
06/25/2003 09:26:38 AM

Record Type:    Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

CC:
Subject: FYI: One more story on climate flap

More Greenhouse Gaseousness

by L. Brent Bozell III
June 24, 2003

The Jayson Blair fiasco has not affected the power 0f The New York Times. The Newspaper of Record still
can start an avalanche of liberal spin on television. Its front page can still launch a thousand ships with cannons
trained on any conservative influence that surfaces in the Washington policy arena.

On June 19, the Times devoted part of its front page to a leak from a disgruntled environmental bureaucrat.
The scoop? The Environmental Protection Agency’s forthcoming report on the state of the enviro.nment had
been edited by the White House, and "a long section describing risks from rising global temperatures has been

¯ whittled to a few noncommittal paragraphs."

So what? Our government churns tons of paper each year for Washington reporters to consider or ignore.
Even those tons of paper edited by the White House are usually too massive to trouble the scholars of the press.

What is new about an executive branch report being revised by the chief executive’s team? It’s just a report, not a
bill before Congress, or an executive order, or a new set of regulations.

If you were a liberal environmentalist, you’d think otherwise.
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Which explains the network reaction. ABC, CBS, CNN, NBC, and CNBC all lunged for the Times scooplet.
How predictable: leak something to liberal reporters in advance, and suggest that the White House is in

disarray and conflict due to obnoxious conservatives, and you’re headed for the spotlights at a mile a minute.

To hear the networks tell this tale, there aren’t liberals and conservatives in this policy battle. There aren’t scientific
boosters of global warming theory on one side and scientific skeptics on the other. No, liberalism for the purposes

of this news cycle was packaged as the essence of nonpartisanship, idealism, sound science, the public interest,
and the well-being of small children and bunnies. The conservative perspective was, naturally, the opposite:
partisan, unscientific, cynical, bought and paid for by arrogant corporate polluters.

It’s all in a night’s work of fairness and balance.

ABC’s Barry Serafin groaned that "Environmentalists are angry about what they regard as science pushed
aside by politics." Dan Rather laid it on thick, saying the greens were "taking the President to task for what they
say was the cynical changing of a major report on global warming. They say it was altered to put hardball partisan
politics over hard independent science." At NBC, David Gregory was already counting the liberals (they weren’t
called that, of course) as winners: ’q’he flap over this new report gives new ammunition to administration critics,
both here and abroad, who contend the President has ignored the threat of global warming to appease corporate
polluters opposed to more environmental regulation."

In case you thought those stories were a little too tame, there was CNN’s "NewsNight" at 10. Anchor Aaron Brown
began: "Once upon a time a scientist named Galileo said the Earth was round and the political leaders of the time
said ’no, no Galileo it’s flat.’ And Galileo got life under house arrest for his little theory." Today, he proclaimed, the
"vast majority" of scientists say global warming is real, and "if the charges leveled against the White House are
true, an important environmental question is being twisted or ignored for the sake of politics."

If newscasts were cars, CNN would be facing a recall. Galileo did not argue the world was round, not flat. He was
condemned for suggesting the earth revolved around the sun, not the other way around.

Liberals love casting themselves as Galileo, as they have also done repeatedly in the arguments over cloning and
stem cell research. They are Science; conservatives, Unreason. But reporters are supposed to project objectivity,
not endorsements of one scientific/political cause and denunciations of the other as an industry-funded fraud. Neady
every news story touts the "scientific consensus" behind the need for big energy taxes and regulations, as if

assembling a numerical majority, not the testing of hypotheses, was the basis of sound science.

It is possible that the scientists that will be proven correct - the Galileo stand-ins for the 21st century - are the scientists
skeptical of the doom-and-gloom assessment. More than 17,000 scientists have signed a petition against the proposed
Kyoto Accord. Don°t forget that the Senate voted 95 to 0 during the Clinton years to reject the treaty’s onerous burdens {
the United States while "developing" nations faced no energy limitations.

That’s an entirely different consensus. But the media are too warm and comfy in the green Iobby’s pocket to consider
a more objective, less demonizing portrait of competing environmental visions. They would like to pretend it’s only
President Bush and his conservative pollution-loving friends that ever need to face the harsh winds of controversy
over the prospect of global warming. They aren’t making news stories. They’re mak~g political cartoons.
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Messaqe Sent To:

Dana M. Pedno/CEQ/EOP@EOP
James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Debbie S. Fiddelke/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Onley/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Joel D. Kaplan/~VHO/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Jay P. Lefkowitz/OPD/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Kevin M. O’Donovan/OVP/EOP@Exchange@EOP
David HalpernlOSTPIEOP@EOP
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Robert C. McNally/OPD/EOP@EOP
Allison Boyd/OPD/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Matthew Koch/VVHO/EOP@EOP
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From: Bryan J. Hannegan on 06/24/2003 05:59:39 PM

Record T~,pe: Record

To: Roberta L. Conde/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Call Memo for Jim re: 1605(b)

ke.y issues 051603.doc call memo for jim 062503.d(

Attached is a brief one-pager for his call with Bob Card, DOE tomorrow at 12:30 pm. Also attached for his
referehce is the one-page list of key issues he used to chair a Deputies meeting on this topic on May 16th.
At the time, the Deputies decided only to take comments on the "open issues" listed at the bottom of the
page.

00 .549
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-EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT-
..._

COUNCIL, ON
ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

730 Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

PHONE:
FAX:

31

(202) 456-6224
(202) 456-2710

TO:

FROM:

DATE: ~,/2.~0 3 PAGES: /5--
(INCLUDING COVER SHEET)

COMMENTS:

The document(s) accompanying this FAX transmission may contain information, which is confidential and/or
sensitive. The information is intended only for use by the individual or entity named on this transmission sheet.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the
taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this faxed information is strictly prohibited, and that the
documents should be returned to this office immediately. In this regard, if you have received this FAX in error,

plea.... 6t’,, ,,< hv telenhone immediately so that we can arrange for the return of the original documents(s) to
US.

Climate Science Plan
Vision Document CEQ 005003
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From: Bryan J. Hannegan on 06!30/2003 05:15:33 PM

Record Type: Record

To: David Halpem/OSTP/EOP@EOP, Edn Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP

cc: Phil Cooney/CEOJEOP@EOP
Subject: Revised CCSP Executive Summary Draft Zero

new vision draft.doc

I’ll be available throughout the evening via Blackberry. Thanks.

Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

Climate Science Plan
Vision Document
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMI’I-FEE ON SCIENCE
SUITE 232o RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON, OC 20SIS.--6301
(20~) 225-.6371

TTY: 12021 226-4410

June 28, 2000

The Honorable Neal F. Lane
Assistant to the President for Science and Technology and

Director, Office of Science and Technology Policy
Old Executive Office Building, Room 42,1

W~shin~°~ tl 20502

In our letter of June 7, 2000, we raised a number of issues concerning the National A_s_,~e~s.rrtent
.................. $~,"~h-~is-Report public revi~ process and questioned why that process did not include the

regional and sectoral analyses that are used t’or the Report. You have yet to respond to thes~
concerns, and, in the interim, the Na’tional Sciehce Foundation (NSF), "on behalf" of" the
Subcommittee on Global Change Research of the Committee on Environment and Natural
Resources ofthe National Science and Technology Council (NSTC)," ha~ published a "Notice of
the availability or’the draft version of the National Assessment Synthesis Report" in the June 12,
2000 Federal .Register (65 F.IL 36845). This Notice announces "the availability of the draR
version of" the National Assessment Synthesis Report for a 60-day comment period (,Tune 12
through August 11, 2000)."

As will be detailed below, we have major concerns about the Notice and request that the
Administration: (1) promptl)’.publish the corrected drat~ versions of the National Assessment
Synthesis Report Overview and Foundation Report documents in the Federal Register;, and (2)
.extend the public comment period to provide a minimum of 60 days thereafter.

In your December 3, 1999 reply to the Committee on Science you said in response to Question
1.7 that the National Assessment Synthesis Team (’NAST) "is responsible for considering
reviewer comments and preparingreview memoranda that explain how the dr-fit report~ have
been modified in re~portse to such comments," and added that "a compilation of all comments
received will’also b~ main[aiDed."

In response to question 3.1, you also said:

"Notice of" the availability of the National Assessment Synthesis Report for a 60-day
public comment period will be published in the Federal Register, and copi~ of the report
will be made available to all interested parties. Copies of publications and analyses used
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The Honorable Neal F. Lane
.]’une 28, 2000
Page two

in the National Assessment Synthesis Report that are not widely accessible will be
maintained at the National Assessment Coordination Office. These materials will be
made available to technical reviewers and other readers upon request. Interested parties
will be able to access listings of this material and request access to specific items over the
Web."

In light of your assurances to this Committee, Dr. Baker’s March 9 testimony before the House
Science Subcommittee on Energy and Environment, and your May 17 testimony before the
Senate Commerce, Science, And Transportation Committee, we believe the Federal Regfster
Notice is inadequate in several ways.

First, the Notice does not establish a public docket, although it does stat~ that sometime after
receipt and collation of comments and their collection, they "wil! be available for public
inspection weekdays during normal business hours" at the NSF library in A~Iington, Virginia.
However, that availability appears limited ~o those who make appointments in advanca by
.telephone:--T-hat-does-not-appear to-be-consisten~-with--a-p~lSli~-dbEk-~-ih’~-iS accessible to the
pubic without appointment. Moreover, it is unclear when these comments will be available for
review and copying. ,Please explain why no public docket has been established.

Second, the Notice makes no mention of the memoranda prepared by NAST for the first two
stages of the technical peer review of the National Assessment Synthesis Report or the
compilation of all comments. Also, the Notice does not explain about the ava.ilability of
"publications and analyses" used in the report "that are not widely accessible" or indicate where
they will be maintained and made available "to technical reviewers and other readers upon
request." As noted above, your December 3, 1999 letter to the Committee said interested parties
"will be able to access listings of this materia] and request access to specific items over the
Web." Our review of the National Assessment Web site found that it neither lists lhese items nor
explains how the~, c.an be accessed. Moreover, as you "know, not all "interested parses" in the
public have access to the Web. Please expl.qn why these materials are not centrally located in a
public docket and identified in the Notice as promised. Also, please explain how persons
without Web access can review them and why the NAST memoranda for the first two stages and
related compilation have not been made ~vailable as part of this publication. In addition, .please
provide copies of all NAST "review memoranda that explain how the draft reports have been
modified in response to such comments," as well as a compilation of all comments received to
date.

Third, even for those with Web access, the National Assessment Synthesis Report Overview
Report and Foundation Report d~cuments posted on the Web have serious deficiencies, which
makes it impossible for them to have a 60-day review period. As shown in Atfachment 1, the
Overview Report Web site ~t b~p://.www.gerio.org/nationalas~¢ssment/overview.btrnl states that
"Due to an editing en’or, the tim.e scale shown on the n’fiddle diagram on page 11 is
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The Honorable Neal F. Lane
lune 28, 2000
Page three

incorrect. A revised diagram is being prepared." Such diagraa-n is not yet avaiktbl¢. In addition,
the Foundation t~.eport Web site Oa.ttp:l/www.gcdo..or~nationalassessmentlfoundation.html)
states that "[s]ome figures for Chapters 2, 5, 8, 16 and 17 are missing. All figures will be
available shortly." (See Ataachment 2.) None of these figures are yet available, nor are the six
tables referenced irt the Appendix to Chapter 2 ("Future Vegetation and Biogeochemical
Dynamics: Scenarios for the Conterminous United States"). Finally, the Federal .~egister
Notice s~ates that the Foundation Report "contains 19 chapters detailing and documenting the
findings presented in the Overview." However, ~ also shown in Attachment 2, the Web site
only lists 17 Chapters plus an Appendix on "Research Di.reetions," and there is no Chapter 18
("Conclusions"). In short, the Web publication is deficient and incomplete.

Fourth, and most importantly, you sa~d in your December 3, 1999 response that "copies of the
,report will be made available to all interested panics." However, the Notice does not provide for
such availability, unless a member of the public has access to the Web. For others, there is but
"one copy.., available for public inspection weekdays during normal business hours" at the NSF

.................. library--in-Aa’lington;--Virginia;-apparently-by-apgrointmear-o-rd.y.--Th-UT, my ~rfigi~e---gfiWrf ours
who lacks Web access would have to travel to Virginia to read the report. It is unclear how
much time that constituent would have ~’~er arriving from Wisconsin or California 1o read it,
assuming others also want to read it on the same day. Moreover, that person cannot do it over
the weekend or on July 4. He or she must visit the library on a work day and make an
appointment during the library’s business hours.

It is our understanding from your December 3, 1999 reply that ira person requested the National
Assessment Report, that person could get it freely without the need to travel to Virginia. Indeed,
corrtmon sense dictates that the Administration should have published it in the Federal Register
on Iune 12 in the same manner as other draft Reports to Congress are often published (e.g.,
"Draft Report to Congress on the Costs and Benefits of" Federal Regulations," 63 F.tL 44034,
Aug. 17, 1998), thereby making it readily available to the entire public for the full 60 days. It is
unrealistic to expect the public to read the 145-age Overview Report and the 700-plus page
Foundation Report, and to provide "detailed recommendations" on both,, including suggestions
for "~lternative wording" pursuant to the "formatting guidelines" on the Web while visiting the
NSF by appointment in Virginia on weekdays only. Making the documents "primarily"
available for review through the Web, with only "one copy.., available for public inspection
durin~ normal business hours" ar the NSF library in Virginia, by appointment1 is not in accord
with the requirements of House Report i06-379~ with the assurances provided by you in your
13ecember 3 1999 response~ or with Dr. ’~3ak~r’~ sworn testimony o(’~l’aa’eh 9, 2000. The Web
should not be the primary source. That should be the Federal ReKister.

We therefore request that the Administration promptly publish the corrected draft National
Assessment Synthesis Report Overview Report and Foundation Report documents in the Federal
Register and extend the public comment period to provide a minimum of,60 days thereafter,
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notwithstanding the likelihood that the "graphics" will not be able to be shown in color in the
Federal ~{egister. We are sure there is a way to explain by footnote those graphics without color.

As we noted in our .lune 7 letter, we in the Congress are the primary audience for the "Sdentific
Assessment" pursuant to section 106 of the Global Change Research A~t of 1990, and our
confidence in its quality and credibility hinges on an active review of the entire effort that
meaningfully accommodates and responds to the public’s knowledge and involvement.

Please respond promptly to these matter.~ includinf~ our request for r~-publicatioa and an
extension of the public review period with your reply to our letter of.rune 7. Please also include
this letter, our lune 7 letter, and the Subcommittee on Energy and Environment’s May 23 1 letter
and attachment to Dr. Baker, together with your and Dr. B~ker’s replies, with the responses to
the drai~ report.

sin :-erely,    J

d~ES SENSENBP,.ENNER, JR.
nan Chairman, Subcommittee on

Energy and Environment

Attachments

CC." The Honorable Ralph M. I-h!l, Ranking Minority. Member, Committee on Science, U.S.
House of Representadves

The Honorable D../ames Baker, Administrator, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere, U.S. Department of
Commerce

The Honorable Io Ann Emerson, U.S. House of Representatives
The Honorable Joe Kaollenberg, U.S. House of Representatives
The Honorable lohn E. Sununu, U.S. House of Kepresentatives
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Michael De Alessi <dealessi@reason.org>
06/30/2003 01:25:23 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC:
Subject: Reaon on NPR- TODAY

Dear Philip,

Apologies for such short notice, but I’ve just learned that Ron Bailey - Reason’s science correspondent -
will be on NPR’s national segment today to discuss the interplay of science and politics, with special
reference to the recent move by EPA to cut out a report on climate change. Professor Jasinoff from
Harvard will also be one of the guests.

The show will run today from 11-12 PDT, 2-3 EDT.

For more of Ron’s work, check out www.reason.com and a transcript should be available shortly at
www.npr.org

Cheers,
Michael

Michael De Alessi
Director of Natural Resource Policy
Reason Foundation
3415 S. Sepulveda Blvd., #400
Los Angeles, CA 90034
www.reason.org
www.newenviron mentalism .org
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From: Bryan J. Hannegan on 07/01/2003 04:41:08 PM

Record Type: Record

To:

cc"

Subject:

David Halpem/OSTP/EOP@EOP, Erin Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP

Clifford J. GabdeI/OSTP/EOP@EOP, Marcus
PeacocldOMB/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEOJEOP@EOP
Final Draft- CCSP Executive Summary v.4

new ccsp exec sum draft v4

Attached is what I hope will be the final draft of a new Executive
Summary to replace the "Vision" document intended as part of the
Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan. Please review ASAP
and provide comments to me directly via email or phone (5-0801). We
are trying to complete this by COB today. Thanks for your understanding.

Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

Climate .Science Plan
Vision Document
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~Today, I make our investment in science even greater. My administration will
establish the U.S. Climate Change Research Initiative to study areas of uncertainty and
identi~, priority areas where investments can make a difference.

*~I’m directing my Secretary of Commerce, worldng with other agencies, to set
priorities for additional investments in climate change research, review such investments,
and to improve coordination amongst federal agencies. We will fully fund high-priority
areas for climate change science over the next five years. We’ll also provide resources to
build climate observation systems in developing countries and encourage other developed
nations to match our American commitment."

President Bush, June 11, 2001

Climate Science Plan
Vision Document CEQ 005015
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0910_f_fd41h003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-JUL-2003 07:22:05.00

SUBJECT:: Annexes to the plan

TO:Quesean R. Rice ( CN=Quesean R. Rice/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
QR, please print out attachments. THANKS! Phil

Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 07/02/2003
07:20 AM

James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
07/01/2003 01:39:35 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: CCSP@USGCRP.GOV,    CCSP_INFO@USGCRP.GOV
CC:
Subject: Annexes to the plan

Ladies and gentlemen -

A PDF text file with the annexes for the strategic plan is attached for
your use. As I mentioned in my transmittal memo of last evening, this
annex material is also posted on the review site along with the
graphics.

Jim Mahoney

- Strat Plan Annexes 6-30-03.pdf
- James.R.Mahoney.vcf

Al-rACHMENT 1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0103:[ATTACH.D83]SREOP01300HL4DF.001 tO ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

255044462D312E350D25E2E3CFD30DOA312030206F626A20323233370D656E646F626AOD322030
2F5072657620323536303637203E3EOD737461727478726566
0D3236353531390D2525454F460D

END ATTACHMENT 1

ATTACHMENT 2
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
begin:vcard
n:Mahoney;James
x-mozi I I a-html : FALSE
org:National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
version:2.1

Page 1
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0910_f_fd41h003_ceq.txt
email;internet:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
title:Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere
adr;quoted-printable:;;u.s. Department of Commerce,=0D=0ARoom 5804,

=0D=0A14th Street & Constitution Avenue, NW;Washington;DC;20230;
fn:James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
end:vcard

END ATTACHMENT 2

Page 2
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0919_f_bj 6mh003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:James R Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( James R Mahoney
<James.R.Mahoney@noaaogov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 3-JUL-2003 13:46:25.00

SUBJECT:: Secretary Evans’ Monday July 7 meeting on CCSP

TO:"Conrad.C.Lautenbacher" <conrad. C.Lautenbacher@noaa°gov> (
"conrad.C.Lautenbacher" <conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Ghassem Asrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( Ghassem Asrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ: UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Secretary Donald L. Evans" <DEvans@doc.gov> ( "Secretary Donald L. Evans"
<DEvans@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert Card <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( Robert Card <RobertoCard@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( James R Mahoney
<James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Jordan st. John" <Jordan.st. John@noaa.gov> ( "Jordan st. John"
<Jordan. St. John@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Lisa Camooso <LCamooso@doc.gov> ( Lisa Camooso <LCamooso@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Scott Rayder <Scott. Rayder@noaa.gov> ( Scott Rayder <Scott. Rayder@noaa°gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Pat Thorne <PThorn~@doc.gov> ( Pat Thorne <PThorne@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:vicki horton <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> (vicki horton <vicki.horton@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Ron Bonjean <RBonjean@doc.gov> ( Ron Bonjean <RBonjean@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
Page 1
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READ:UNKNOWN
0919_f_bj6mh003_ceq.txt

cc:Jen McAndrew <JMcAndrew@docogov> ( Jen McAndrew <3McAndrew@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mike Gallagher <MGallagher@doc.gov> ( Mike Gallagher <MGallagher@doc°gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov> ( sbodman <sbodman@doc.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
To all -

I am attaching two documents that will be discussed during the meeting
secretary Evans has scheduled for Monday, July 7 at 8:30 AM° These are:

1. The CCSP vision Document as sent to the printers last evening (to be
ready for use on July 15)

2. The Executive Summary Rewrite send to me yesterday by David Halpern
on behalf of OSTP, CEQ AND OMB.

There will also be paper copies of these documents available in the
meeting room on Monday morning.

Best regards,

Jim Mahoney

- vision Printers Copy 7-02-03.doc - Halpern CCSP Executive Summary Rewrite
07-02-03.doc - James.R.Mahoney.vcf                      Al-~ACHMENT 1

A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0103:[A1-FACH.D78]SREOP01300HM6JB.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END ATTACHMENT    2

A1-FACHMENT    3
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE:        0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
begin:vcard
n:Mahoney;James
x-mozi I I a-html : FALSE
org:National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
version:2.1
email;internet:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
title:Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere
adr;quoted-printable:;;u.s. Department of Commerce,=0D=0ARoom 5804,

=0D=0A14th Street & Constitution Avenue, Nw;washington;DC;20230;
fn:James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
end:vcard

END ATTACHMENT 3

Page 2
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Rocolve~ :

07/88/2883

7/ 8103

18:22

0:41PM;

2827851815

2027851815 - > OSTP ; Page’ 1

COMPETITIVE E1WfERPRISE INSTITU’IX

Fred L Smith. Jr.
Pr~’~s. Shana Dale

Chief of Staff and General Counsel
Executive Office of the President
Office of Science and Technology Policy
Washingtom D.C. 20502

8 July 7_003

BY FACSIMILE

Dear Ms. Dale,

I am responding to your letter to Christopher C. Homer dated 2 July 2003, in which you
cite that OSTP, "before proceeding" on CEI’s Request for Reconsideration ("Appeal"),
"require(s) an internally consistent position from CEI on" whether the "National
Assessment of the Potential Consequences of Climate Variability and Change for the
United States" is a government document.

We’re both amused m3d confused because, of course, it is not possible for a CEI
characterization of the National Assessment in any forum to change the fact that, for
purposes of FDQA, the report at issue is information produced and disseminated by
OSTP, as assigned to it by the US Global Change Research Act. This triggers FDQA’s
standard. ¯ Whether this means the document is a lawful or legitimate "govermnem
document" (CEI believes it is not) is an entirely distinct issue.

CEI’s position remains consistent and in agreement with the exte~ive record. The US
Global Change Research Act of 1990, et o1., assign authority and resl~on~ibility for a
’~ational Assessment" to OSTP. For this and other reasons, for purpose~ of review
under FDQA any documem purporting to be such an Assessmem is the product of the
government (OSTP). CEI believes that this report is not in fact a lawful government
document, however, because either (as OSTP asserts) it was not produ~d by OSTP as
required by the USGCKA, or it was indeed produced by OSTP (as the record indicates
and law requires) but tailed to ~atisfy the requirements of the Data Quality Act.

Please also note o~ position that OSTP is now overdue in responding to CEI’s Request
for Reconsideration of 5 May 2003.

Sincerely,

Fred L. Smith
President

1031 Cotmeo~t Avm~ l,~W. - .%~ 1230 * W,~a~bint~on, D.C. 20036
Phone: {ROD 331-1010 " ~ (202)3)1-0640" E-mail: irt~@cct.org * Web ~t~: htt~:l/www.cei.or~CEQ 005023



U.S. Climate Change Science Program:
Planning Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholders

3-5 December 2002
Washington, D.C.

Participant List

Dr. Thomas P. Ackerman
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
PO Box 999
3200 Q Avenue, K9-34
Richland, WA 99352
USA
Tel: (1) 509-372-6032
FAX: (1) 509-372-6153
E-mail: ackerman@pnl.gov

Mr. Steven R Albersheim
DOT/FAA, Aerospace Weather Policy Division
(ARS-IO0)
FAA
800 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20591

Tel: (1) 202-385-7704
FAX: (l) 202-385-7701
E-mail: steven.aibersheim@faa.gov

Mr. Arthur G. Alexiou
Science Sector
IOCiUNESCO
1 rue Miollis
Paris, 75732

Tel: (33) 1-4568-4040
FAX: (33) 1-4568-5813
E-mail: a.alexiou@unesoo.org

Dr. Thomas C. Adang
Suite 600, CH1-440
The Aerospace Corporation
15049 Conference Center Drive
Chantilly, VA 20151
USA ~
Tel: (1) 703-633-5182
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FAX: (1) 240-777-7752
E-mail: elsen@askDEP.com
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil CooneyiOU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 9-JUL-2003 08:11:05.00

SUBJECT:: Annexes to the plan

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=E~P@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

08:09 AM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 07/09/2003

Phil cooney
07/02/2003 07:20:55 AM
Record Type:    Record

To: Quesean R. Rice/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
subject: Annexes to the plan

QR, please print out attachments. THANKS! Phil
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 07/02/2003

07:20 AM

James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
07/01/2003 01:39:35 PM

Record Type: Record

To: CCSP@USGCRP,GOV, CCSP_INFO@USGCRP.GOV
cc:
Subject: Annexes to the plan

Ladies and gentlemen -

A PDF text file with the annexes for the strategic plan is attached for
your use. As I mentioned in my transmittal memo of last evening, this
annex material is also posted on the review site along with the
graphics.                                 -

Jim Mahoney

- Strat Plan Annexes 6-30-03.pdf
- James.R.Mahoney.vcf

ATTACHMENT 1
A’FF CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00
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TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0103:[A1-FACH.D98]SREOP01300HPTDP.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

255044462D312E350D25E2E3CFD30DOA312030206F626A20323233370D656E646F626AOD322030

END AI-FACHMENT    i

.................... A1-FACHMENT 2
A’I-I- CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
begin:vcard
n:Mahoney;3ames
x-mozilla-html:FALSE
org:National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
version:2.1
email;internet:James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
title:Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere
adr;quoted-printable:;;u.s. Department of Commerce,=0D=0ARoom 5804,

=0D=0A14th Street & Constitution Avenue, NW;Washington;DC;20230;
fn:3ames R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
end:vcard

END ATTACHMENT    2
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 9-JUL-2003 08:12:12.00

SUBJECT:: [Fwd: vision Document Printer’s version [RESTRICTED]]

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

08:10 AM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 07/09/2003

James R Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
07/03/2003 03:13:11 PM

Record Type: Record

To: CCSP@USGCRP.GOV
cc:
subject: [Fwd: vision Document - Printer’s Version [RESTRICTED]]

TO all - I am sending this a second time. I entered the group address
incorrectly the first time. Jim Mahoney

Original Message
subject: vislon Document - Printer’s Version [RESTRICTED]
Date: Thu, 03 Jul 2003 15:05:37 -0400
From: "James R Mahoney" <James.RoMahoney@noaa.gov>
TO: CCSP@USGCRP, James R Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>

TO all -

I am attaching a file with the full text and illustrations of the ccsP
vision document as we sent it to the printer last evening. Please note
that graphics are already embedded in the text on pages 3 and 10. Other
color graphics are attached to each of the "research element boxes" that
will be placed as noted in the text when the layout is completed.

Last evening was our latest deadline to get a full color, full layout
document ready for use by secretary Abraham and Secretary Evans at a
roll out scheduled for July 15. (Note: DO not disseminate this date.
It may change.)

Also, note that we will be able to make a very limited number of edits

~best if they are substitutions of similar amounts of text) during
alley proof review scheduled for July 8 and/or 9.

Jim Mahoney

- vision Printers Copy 7-02-03.doc

A’I-I-ACHMENT    i
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
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unable to convert NSREOPO103:[A1-FACH.D36]SREOPO1300HP7ER.001 tO ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

DOCF11EOAIB11AE1000000000000000000000000000000003EOO0300FEFF090006000000000000

END A1-FACHMENT    i
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 9-JUL-2003 08:14:41.00

SUBJECT:: Main CCSP Document for concurrence/final edits

To:jeffrey.b.clark@usdoj.gov @ inet ( jeffrey.b.clark@usdoj.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
3eff, as promised, here is the first of the Z0-year strategic plan
documents. Ken

Forwarded by Kenneth Lo Peel/CEQ/EOP on 07/09/2003
08:12 AM

Phil Cooney
07/09/2003 08:09:38 AM
Record Type:    Record

To: Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
subject: Main CCSP Document for concurrence/final edits

08:09 AM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 07/09/2003

Phil cooney
07/01/2003 09:19:20 AM
Record Type:    Record

To: Quesean R. Rice/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
subject: Main CCSP Document for concurrence/final edits

please print out attachment -- Strategic Plan concurrence text. thanks
Phil

Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 07/01/2003
09:18 AM

James R Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
06/30/2003 07:12:38 PM

Record Type: Record

To: CCSP@USGCRP.GOV, CCSP_INFO@USGCRP.GOV
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: Main CCSP Document for concurrence/final edits

Ladies and gentlemen,

I am attaching a PDF file with the revised text (without annexes) of the
Page 1
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main ccsP scientific strategic plan document, for your concurrence or
final edits. The annexes for the document are in final checking at the
ccsP office at this time. I will send them to you as soon as their
checkout is completed - expected for early Tuesday. These annexes will
also be posted on the website https://www.usgcrp.gov/techrvw as soon as
they are completed.
name: techrvw
password: ccspplan

TO reduce the PDF file size all of the graphics for the plan have been
removed from the text file, and are also being posted on the same
website as above (with the same name and password). These graphics
should be available by approximately 8:00 PM this evening.

INSTRUCTIONS: DEADLINE IS COB WEDNESDAY, JULY 2

N.B.    REMEMBER THIS DOCUMENT IS RESTRICTED

Please review this revised document, and take one of the two following
actions:

1. If you concur with publication of the document, please send an
electronic message with your concurrence to ERIN WUCHTE email:
ewuchte@omb.eop.gov by COB WEDNESDAY, with a copy to me.

2. If you wish to discuss further revisions (please keep to the minimum
feasible), please email me of call me at 202-482-3567 by COB WEDNESDAY.

we need to keep Thursday, July 3 available for us to review and
understand any open edit issues with you. we expect to commit time over
the July 4 weekend to resolve any issues, so that we can reach closure
by midday Monday July 7.
We must be able to release the document for final copy edit, composing
and printing after July 7, so that we can have printed copies available
for the public presentation by secretaries Abraham and Evans currently
scheduled for July 15.

I look forward to receiving the message of your concurrence, ~r your
list of issues remaining to be addressed, by wednesday, July .

Thank you again for your attention to this.

Jim. Mahoney

- attl.htm
- Strat Plan Agency Concurrrence TEXT 6-30-03.pdf
- James R.Mahoney.vcf

Message copied
TO:
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
E. Holly Fitter/OMB/EOP@EOP
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
sbodman <sbodman@docogov>
"conrad.C.Lautenbacher" <conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
scott Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
Robert Card <Robert.card@hq.doe.gov>
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ATTACHMENT 1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00,00

TEXT:
<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en">
<html>
Ladies and gentlemen,                                                ¯
<p>I am attaching a PDF file with the revised text (without annexes) of
the main ccsP sclentific strategic plan document, for your concurrence
or final editso&nbsp; The annexes for. the document are in final checkin~
at the ccsP office at this time. I w111 send them to you as soon as their
checkout is completed - expected for early Tuesday.&nbsp; These annexes      ,,
will also be posted on the website <u><A HREF="https://www.usgcrp.gov/techrvw >
https://www.usgcrp.gov/techrvw</A></u>
as soon as they are completed.
<br>name: techrvw
<br>password: ccspplan
<p>To reduce the PDF file size all of the graphics for the plan have been
removed from the text file, and are also being posted on the same website
as above (with the same name and password).&nbsp; These graphics should
be available by approximately 8:00 PM this evening.<u></u>
<p><u>INSTRUCTIONS:&nbsp; DEADLINE IS COB WEDNESDAY, JULY 2</u><u></u>
<p><u>N.B. REMEMBER THIS DOCUMENT IS RESTRICTED</u><u></u>
<p>Please review this revised document, and take one of the two following
actions:
<p>l.&nbsp; If you concur with publication of the document, please send
an electronic message with your concurrence to ERIN WUCHTE&nbsp; email:&nbsp;
<u>ewuchte@omb.eop.gov</u>&nbsp;&nbsp; by COB WEDNESDAY, with a copy to
me.
<p>2. If you wish to discuss further revisions (please keep to the minimum
feasible), please email me of call me at 202-482-3567 by COB WEDNESDAY.
<p>We need to keep Thursday, July 3 available for us to review and understand
any open edit issues with you.&nbsp; we expect to commit time over the
July 4 weekend toresolve any issues, so that we can reach closure by midday
Monday July 7.
<br>we must be able to release the document for final copy edit, composing
and printing after July 7, so that we can have printed copies available
for the public presentation by secretaries Abraham and Evans currently
scheduled for July 15.
<p>I look forward to receiving the message of your concurrence, or your
list of issues remaining to be addressed, by wednesday, July 2.
<p>Thank you again for your attention to this.
<p>Jim Mahoney</html>

END ATTACHMENT    I

ATTACHMENT    2
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00,00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0103:[ATTACH.D44]SREOP01300HP7HR.002 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

END AI-FACHMENT 2

AI-FACHMENT    3
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
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begin:vcard
n:Mahoney;James
x-mozi I I a-html : FALSE
org:National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
version:2.1
email;internet:James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
title:Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere
adr;quoted-printable:;;U.So Department of Commerce,=OD=OARoom 5804,

=0D=0A14th Street & Constitution Avenue, NW;Washington;DC;20230;
fn:James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
end:vcard

END A1-FACHMENT 3
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL      (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 9-JUL-2003 08:15:31.00

SUBJECT:: Annexes to the plan

To:jeffrey.b.clark@usdoj.gov @ inet ( jeffreyob.clark@usdoj.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
second of three on 10-year strategic plan

Forwarded by Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP on 07/09/2003
08:13 AM

Phil cooney
07/09/2003 08:09:52 AM
Record Type:    Record

TO: Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
subject: Annexes to the plan

08:09 AM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 07/09/2003

Phil cooney
07/02/2003 07:20:55 AM
Record Type:    Record

To: Quesean Ro Rice/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: Annexes to the plan

QR, please print out attachments. THANKS! Phil
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 07/02/2003

07:20 AM

James R Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
07/01/2003 01:39:35 PM

Record Type: Record

TO: CCSP@USGCRP.GOV, CCSP_INFO@USGCRP,GOV
CC:
subject: Annexes to the plan

Ladies and gentlemen -

A PDF text file with the annexes for the strategic plan is attached for
your use. AS I mentioned in my transmittal memo of last evening, this
annex material is also posted on the review site along with the
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graphics.

Jim Mahoney

- Strat Plan Annexes 6-30-03.pdf
-James. R.Mahoney.vcf

ATTACHMENT i
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:        0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0103:[ATTACH.D66]SREOP01300HPTID.001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

255044462D312E350D25E2E3CFD30DOA312030206F626A20323233370D656E646F626AOD322030

END ATTACHMENT i

A1-FACHMENT    2
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

.TEXT:
begin:vcard
n:Mahoney;]ames
x-mozi I I a-html : FALSE
org:National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration CNOAA}
version:2.1
email;internet:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov
title:Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere
adr;quoted-printable:;;u.s. Department of Commerce,=0D=0ARoom 5804,

=0D=0A14th Street & Constitution Avenue, NW;Washington;DC;20230;
fn:James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
end:vcard

END AI-FACHMENT 2
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 9-JUL-2003 08:16:15.00

SUBJECT:: [Fwd: vision Document - Printer’s version [RESTRICTED]]

To:jeffrey.b.clark@usdoj.gov @ inet ( jeffrey.b.clark@usdoj.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
3 of 3 on 10-year strategic plan. I’ll check to see if this covers
everything. I’ll fax any additional docs I got at yesterday’s meeting.

08:14 AM
Forwarded by Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP on 07/09/2003

Phil Cooney
07/09/2003 08:10:57 AM
Record Type:    Record

To: Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
subject: [Fwd: vision Document - Printer’s Version [RESTRICTED]]

08:10 AM
Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP on 07/09/2003

James R Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
07/03/2003 03:13:11 PM

Record Type: Record

To: CCSP@USGCRP.GOV
cC:
Subject: [Fwd: vision Document - Printer’s Version [RESTRICTED]]

TO all - I am sending this a second time. I entered the group address
incorrectly the first time. Jim Mahoney

oTiginal Message
Subject: vlslon Document - Printer’s version [RESTRICTED]
Date: Thu, 03 Jul 2003 15:05:37 -0400
From: "James R Mahoney" <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
To: CCSP@USGCRP, James R Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>

TO al I -

I am attaching a file with the full text and illustrations of the ccsP
vision docu~ant as we sent it to the printer last evening. Please note
that graphics are already embedded in the text on pages 3 and 10. Other
color graphics are attached to each of the "research element boxes" that
will be placed as noted in the text when the layout is completed.

Last evenin~ was our latest deadline to get a full color,.full layout
Page 1
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document ready for use by Secretary Abraham and secretary Evans at a
roll out scheduled for July 15. (Note: Do not disseminate this date.
It may change.)

Also, note that we will be able to make.a very limited number of edits
(best if they are substitutions of similar amounts of text) during
galley proof review scheduled for July 8 and/or 9.

Jim Mahoney

- vision Printers Copy 7-02-03.doc

A1-FACHMENT 1
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:        0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
unable to convert NSREOP0103 : [ATTACH. D88] SREOP01300HP7IZ. 001 to ASCII,
The following is a HEX DUMP:

D0CF11EOAIB11AE1000000000000000000000000000000003E000300FEFF090006000000000000
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RECORD I~PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:10-3UL-2003 08:14:53.00

SUBJECT:: USGCRP Web site update: 9 3uly 2003

TO:Pebble S, Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S, Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kameran L. Onley ( CN=Kameran L. Onley/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Bryan J. Hannegan ( CN=Bryan J, Hannegan/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
This site is always interesting reading. Note USGCRP announced these
additions to its site on this broad public email mailing list.

08 : 12 AM
-- Forwarded by Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP on 07/10/2003

nick@sundt.org
07/09/2003 04:42:56 PM

Please respond to nick@sundt.org
Record Type: Record

To: Climate Change Info Mailing List <climate-l@lists.iisd.ca>
cc:
Subject: USGCRP web site update: 9 July 2003

The US Global change Research Program has just updated its "New" page with
a wide-ranging set of organized llnks to new online material. See the
additions at:
http://www.usgcrp.gov/usgcrp/new.htm
The page is usually is updated monthly and provides an easy way to monitor
important scientific developments -- without having to dig around dozens
of different web sites.                                                      ~

Among the latest highlights are links to:

**Leading climate scientists reaffirm view that late 20th century w~rming
was unusual. Press release (dtd 7 July 2003) from American GeophysiCal
union.

**Hydrogen fuel could widen ozone hole: Likely leaks blot green power’s
perfect reputation. Article (dtd 17 June 2003) from Nature "science
update."

**wet Tropics Carbon sink? Press release (dtd 16 June 2003) from the
Australian Institute of Marine science (AIMS).
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**Plant diversity threatened by climate change and buildup of greenhouse
gas, study reveals. Press release (dtd 16 June 2003) from stanford
university.

**Testimony of James Mahoney~ Director of CCSP, before us Senate field
hearing on Carbon sequestratlon. Hearing held by senate committee on
commerce, science and Transportation, subcommittee on Science, Technology
and space, on 6 June 2003 in Manhattan, Kansas.

**Global garden grows greener. Press release (dtd 5 June 2003) from NASA
Goddard space Fllght Center.

**Early Birds: Is Warming Changing U.K. Breeding Season? Article (dtd 3
June 2003) from National Geographic.

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES:

**Ocean observatories Initiative: Project office to coordinate ocean
observing Activities. "The Division of ocean ~ciences requests proposals
from interested groups for the establishment ot a Project Office to
coordinate and assist with activities related to ocean observing systems
leading to the Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI)." Program
solicitation from the National science Foundation. Letter of Intent Due
Date: September 29, 2003. Full Proposal Deadline: october 27, 2003.

**Research Announcement: New Investigator Program in Earth Science.
solicitation released by NASA on 27 May 2003. Proposals Due Date: August
15, 2003. "The New Investigator Program (NIP) in Earth Science was
established in Fiscal Year 1996 to encourage the integration of Earth
system science research and education by s~ientists and engineers at the
early stage of their professional careers.

MEETINGS:

*’31 July 2003. Earth observation Summit. sponsor: u. S. Government.
contact: Richard Ohlemacher, Policy Advisor, office of the Under Secretary
of Commerce for oceans and Atmosphere, U.S. Department of Commerce, Tel:
+1 202 482 1567. Fax: +1 202 482 1041. Email:
Richard.ohlemacher@noaa.gov. (link posted 5 July 2003)

**23-30 July 2003. Reno, Nevada. The XVI INQUA Congress. "Shaping the
Earth: A Quaternary Perspective." "Held every four years, the INQUA
Congress is the largest gathering of scientists studying the Quaternary
period, the last 2.6 million years of Earth’s history. " sponsor:
International union for Quaternary Research (INQUA), Geological Society
of America and others. Contact: Mary Berthelson. Email:
mberthelson@geosociety.org. Tel: +1 303 357 1083.

.... and much more.

Sincerely,
Nick Sundt
us Global change Research Program /
Climate Change science Program
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
suite 250
washington, ~C 20006
Tel: +1 202 419 3480
Fax: +1 202 223 3065
Email: nsundt@usgcrp.gov
web: www.usgcrp.gov and www.climatescience.gov
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You are currently subscribed to climate-1 as: kpee]@ceq.eop.gov
To unsubscribe send a blank emai] to ]eave-c]imate-]-138292x@lists.iisd.ca
- subscribe to Linkages Update to receive our t=ortnight]y., htm]-news]etter
on what’s new in the international environment and sustainable development
area: http ://www. i i sd. ca/emai ]/emai ]_subsc ri pti on_manage r. htm
- Archives of c]imate-L and climate-L News are available online at:
http://www, i i sd. ca/emai 1/c] i mate-L, htm
- Archives of water-L and Water-L News are available online at:
http://www, i i sd. ca/emai ]/water- L. htm
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COM~. £TTrWF-, EI,.O~RISF-, INSTITUTE

101uly 2003

Ms. $hana Dale
Chief of Staff and General Counsel
Executive Offiac of the President
Office of Selene* and Technology Policy
w~shington, D.C. 20502

BY FACSIMILE - 7 Pages

Dear Ms. Dale,

Pursuant to CEI"s letter to you signed by CEI President Fred Smith and dated 8 July
2003, CEI respectfully requests that OSTP provide within two weeks from the date of
this letter its overdue response to CEI’s Request for Reconsideration ("Appeal") of
OSTP’s denial of CEI’s Request for Correction of the impermissible data contained in the
’¢National Assessment of the Potential Consequences of Climate Variability and Change

for the United States" ("Nauonal Assessment ).

To further assist OSTP in its analysis, please also see the attached documents fotmd while
reviewing our files from CEI’s previous litigation against this unlawfttlly produced and,¯ " -t" (CEI, at aL v. Clinton (BushXDC DC 00-
now, disseminated "National Assessmen
02383). The provided excerpts ate selected pages from USOCRP (for these iymposes,
OSTP) documents containing numerous confirmations of the Assessment’s authorizing
statute, including that, inter alia, a) the Assessment’s "pareut body" is the CENK 0qSTC/
OSTP), b) reiterating that the FACA committee established in mid-process (lqAS’I3 was
limited to "leadership and direction" (not legal authority and responsibility) and
developing an Assessment component, the Synthesis Report ("SIV’); and ¢) even that was
only a draft, as the OSTP-edited SR "will be published by the Federal Government".

All of this confirms the volumes of similar acknowledgements in the record, presented in
CEI’s Appeal and contrar~ to OSTP’s argument to deny CEI’s Request. Again, there is
no reasonable claim to deny that the "National Assessment" for purposes of VDQA is a
product of the government. We look forward to OST’P’s timely Response.

Sincerely

~hri! ’ C. Homer

11301 ~t Avmaue. NLW. ’ Suite 1250 *War, h~gi~g~. D.C. 20036
Pboo¢: (202) 331-1010 ¯ Fax: (202) 331XM40 " E-ma~h irdo@e2Lorg * Web sire: http://ww~.cei.org
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PAGE

National Assessment of the Consequences of Cfimate
Variability and Change for the United States

Terms of Reference and Charge for the Sv_nthesisTeam
January 27,’1998                 "

Th~ "Global Change Rese, arch Act of I990" O?.L, 101-606) states that the federal
intm-agcncy comndtt~� for global dmug¢ research of the National Science and
T~,z~hnology Couacil "shaIl prepare ~nd xt~mit to the .~re.xfd~nt and the CongreJs
ms~srnent whfch-

. fl) integrates, evaluates, and i~ter, orets t[~e finding~ of the ,Progra~n rout dixcusxes . ",
the $cfenNfic uncerta~r~iex a~sociated wRh x~ch fiindings;

(2) anol, vzes the e, ffect~ of global cl~ange on the natural ¢nviron~. ent, agriculture, ..
energy production and use, ~t~d and water rexource£, lranxportation,.
health and welfare, ]-,umnn xociai ~-yxtencx, od~d bio[og~c.~d c[[verJ~ly; and

(3) ancdy~ currer~ trendx in global cluznge, both hunw. n-tnducted and ~atural,
and pro]ects major trends for the subxequent 25 to 100 yem-s.

During the past year, the US/GCP,.P, iu coop�radon with the Offic~ of Scieuc~ and
Technology Policy(OSTP), has engaged in a comprehensive planning effort to
implcm~at this national assessment proce.ss. Thes~ ~fforts have includ~ r~gional
workshops; an intensive two-w=k summer study; a National Forum; and e.~tensiv~
discussions among federal agencics,.th¢ science community, the stakeholder
commurdtics, and the intcragency committee for global change research. That process has
¯ led to a recommendation that a Synthesis Team be established, thc Terms of R~fcrenc~
and C.kaxg¢ for which arc outlincd bclow. This document outlines the .r~sponzibilit[es for
this Synthesis Team.
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Guiding principles: The assessment process is founded on the principles ofxclcatifi¢
¢×c¢lIencc and opc~css; is designed to b¢ comprchensivo, i~tegrativ~, and itcradve; will
ILok re_je~rch by scientists.to specific nseds of the stakeholders; .and will provMe planners,
manage~, organizations,a~ad ~h= public with the L, fformadon needed to increase
msiticoc~ to cljmat~ variability and cope with clLmat¢ change.          . ¯

~ha’T-ec~inolo~ Codn~E’~_ ~./i-~n~,,,ork.. through its Commir¢~ on F.nvironmeat ~d .~:

a fully o;p¢~ proc~s, the.ass~sm¢st ~ J~clud¢ both publ~o az~d
~ss the spectrum of’st~cholde~ hterests in the US.. The proc~s wiJJ be overseen by
the S~-,R.through the followh~ bas~c organizational, fi-amewo~k:               ." .. ¯

The SC-CR has.rstablished a Nat£orml Asscssmc’nt Working Group (HAW’G)
. composM of representatives ofth~ r~lev-,mt end cognizant federal agencies to
provide gencrzl oversight of the n~on~I.asscssmcnt process. The NAWG ~s ¯
tt~ principal, intcragsncy venue to ILuk the agehcles audoffices~f~. ~ fedcc~l
government to the vazious components of the nmion=d assessment process.

Teams and mscha~ms will be establishe.d,.with appropriate Terms of
Reference and Charges to asses the consequences of climate variability aad
change fo~ various ¢conondc and socie.~al.scctors and regions of the U~Jtcd

A Hational Assessm=nt <~?~oordination Office (NACO) is being e.,stabliskcd by
the SGCR.with th.¢ responsibility to support the Synthesis Team, and ~e
t~ns and organizational entities that will conduct the s¢ctoral and regional

Charge for the National Assessment Synthesis Team: The National Assessment
Synthesis Team will be formed under the auspices of the Subcornmitte~ oa Global
Change Re.search (SGCR), within the purview ofth~ Committee on Environmental and
Namrat P~sourc~ (CE’NR) and under the National Scir.ac¢ m-td Teclmology Council
(NSTC). Its membership is to be drawn from government, academia, and private
enterprise, and it is me.ant to have broad rcsponsibilities for the design and conduct of the

.o    :
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~atior=l effort to ~sscs~ the con.sequences of clLmste variabilitY and climate r.~ t’or
~� U~te~d St~t=. Spe~ifi~ly, ~e Nation~t ,&js~rnc~ Syn~=~s "I’e~ will:

Defi~e, in collaboration ~th the NAWG a~d the Federa~ age,.tics, the climate
sce~.rios to b¢ used i~ th~ Na~ot=I Assessment- Such sce~ios shoutd tsk~
L~to account the scema~os of the ITCC;

¯ Make, in coa~,crt with the NAWG, the final se, lccfiom of sectors and R:gions to

b~ covc~d i.u the Hador~t Assessment;

¯ Develop templates for s¢ctoral a~d regional ~sscssment~ cooI~mt~vcly with
the NAWG;

~ Oversee the scctoral assessments; "

Organize, within th¢ fretwork of the Terms of E.cfexcuc,� noted above and
this Charge, the Syntheis T~rn activities so that the Synthesis I~eport and the
compar~on sectoral a~d r=gional assessment r~ports are completcd, extcxuaJly
reviewed, and submitted to the SGCR. so that the.so reports cart bc completed
aad published by Jaauary 1, 2000:

c~: Letter of January 8, 199g from Dr. John H. G~bon~, Assistant to the President for
Science and Technology, to thr Chair ofths Subcx3aunittee on Global Change
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The overall assessment effort wil[ have thr~ major components:

I) l~atiomd syn..thesis- This will draw together the results ofregior~l workshops and/or
~mlys~s and sectoral analys~s ofth~ potential conso:luences Of climate vm-isbility and
change. In addition, the synthesis effort will involve new analyses ~ssx~ needed and
feasible. It will bc nado~ml in szope.

T1~� National Assessment will emphasize the potentia] consequences over the next 25-30 years,
and also over the next 100 yesrs. All re#onal, sectoral and synthesis armlyscs will u~ a common
set of scenarios for climate change and changes in socio-economic conditions. The use of
common scenarios across all analyses will fadIRste synthesis. Analyses of potential
consequences over the next 1 O0 years will need to consider the potenfiaI for significant secular
changes in climate, potentially accompanied by changes in clinmte variability and the frequency
of extreme eve~ts,’as well as the projected large changes in atmospheri¢ c.zrbon dioxide
c~ncen~-arlons. Over this time frarae~ coping technologies and practices can also b~ expected to
change, so some provision must be made in the analys~s for these considerations- Analyses of
potential consequences over the next 25-30 years will need to consider that atmospheric c~bon
dioxide concentrations will certainly continue to rise, and there may be modest, but observable,
u-ends in climate. Potential consequences over both sho~ and long time frames will nee~d to
consider ~� possibility of non-linear and tkreshold responses.

III. MANAGEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSESSMENT PRO~

Tim parent body wi*h;n th� US Gove.~ent for the National As..~s__~rnent is ~o ~~ on,
~vko~ent ~d N~ R~ (~), ~ is a subsi~ ~y of~ Nafior~ ~i~ce
~d Tec~olo~ Co,oil, c~r~ b~’~e ~id~t. ~e C~R~ delegated r¢~~ ~or -

ov~ht of ~s~sment acti~d~ to i~ Su~iRce on G]o~ C~� R~h (S~R),
w~ch ~ ~e p~nt ~~ for ~ ~SGC~. ~� SGCR h~ bm~ ~mibHiti~ for
~s~ch pl~g ~d eoordinmion ~ong ~e F~¢~ ag~ci~. Wi~ re~t to ~� N~o~l
~s~t, ~ SGCR h~ ~n chmg~ ~ overall c~fion, ~plemenmfion, ~d
s~nso~p of~e natio~ ~ment pm~ss. ~, leaer ~m ~ ~te Ho~ to ~� c~r of

3
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the SCaR s~jzning tiffs responsibiJity is included as Appendix I. The Terms of Referenee
developed by the SGCR for the NAST are included as Appendix~2.

Specific responsibilities have been defined for oversight of the three major components of the
National Asses.~nent and for coordination activities (se~ also charges to the various entities and
othcr expanded statements of roles and responsibilities). The National AssesSment is emvisioned
as a broad-based process that includes structured interaction with a range of regional and sectoral
experts and smkeholders.

The NAST is to provide overall intellectual oversight of the national assessment process and has
specific rasponsibility for the National Assessment S~esis Report, for defining national
scenarios, for providing advice and oversight ofthe~, and for recommending
guidelines for ~he template for the regiong analyses. The 1NAST, a FACA-chartered committee,
is a public-private partnership: its members are drawn from government, academia, and the
private sector. The NAST and the SGCR/NAWG jointly ace charged with producing templates
for both regional and sectoral analyses, to ensure that there is sufficient commonness of purpose
that a final synthesis is possible, while not overly constraining the ability of the regions to
address issues that are of particular importance to them. The NAST is also specifically charged
with preparing this Assessment Plan, and with recommending a review procedure for the final

.. . ,

Individual agencies or groups of agencies, in cooperation with the SGCR/NA:WG, have lead
responsibility for organizing and sponsoring the sectoral analys~ under the guidelines
established by the NAST and SGCR/NAWG. Each sectoral team will be composed of both
public and private participants.

SGCR/NAWG has primary oversight and coordination responsibility for the regional workshops
and analyses. Regional activities wiI[ be sponsored by individual agencies or groups of agencies.
To help address issues and questions that reach across regions (�.g, water re.sources, ecosystem
migration), an Inter-Regional Forum will b¢ established by the SGCR/NAWG and will tm
expected to assist NAST and the sectoral analysis teams in addressing such issues. The Inter-
Regional Forum will consist of one representative fi’om each region, and will be charged with
encouraging sharing of information, methods, data, and findings across regions.

Logistical suppor~ for the assessment process for both the SGCR/NAWG and the NAST will be
provided by the National Assessment Coordination Office (NACO). As importantly, NACO will
serve as a resource for the regional workshops and analyses that are being sponsored through the
efforts of the individual Federal agencies. NACO is expected to help provide a framework within
which the efforts of large numbers of local, regional, and Federal participants can interact with
the national assessment process in ways that provid~ useful insights and results for the National
Synthesis, and to promote d~velopment of stakeholder networks that will develop useful insights
for their own purposes, quite apart from any final National Synthesis.
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IV. OUTPUTS OF THE NATIONAL ASSESSMENT PROCESS

The outputs of the national assessment process are intend~ to inform national and
~olicy makers, land a~ resource managers, public and private organizations, and the public. The
outputs will be based on the best available scientific informatior~ and must respond to the issues
that have ~ raised by the broad spectrum of stakeholders. Thcxe are three classes of products
that arc envisioned fi-om the national assessment process:

1) The National Assessment Synthesis Report. This report will be both synthesis and summary
of sectoral and regioaal analyses, studies, and workshops combined with additlonal
quantitative analysis to provide an integrated National Assessment of the potential

.~. ic~. d,t:cis.ions that both public and private sectors must ma~. ~ Synthesis Report is n0~"-~
/’~mt .ended.t.o?� a..pa .p~.r in the scientific, pccr-rcviewed literarur~ hut,it will be exteam~Jy -.~ /)

LNa o  Asso e, t Synthesis Re~ ,~-~&-~s~or~|biiity of the NAS’I:: " - - ~ .
/

2) Scmtora~ ~ Each sector chos
investigation will be the ~ubject of workshops and quantitative analysts. This work must
con~idew the implicatior~ ofths National Assessment scenarios and be able to stand on its
own me.rim, as well as contribute to the overall National Assessment Synthesis Report Of
necessity, the National Assessrnen~ Synthesis Report wiIl be able to communicate only part
ofth~ derail that each sectoral study will gencrate. Therefore, each sectoral study should
result in a s~bstantive report that will be widely revi~ved for its

d [o b the                A . n addition, the national asses~ment
/|..proc.e.ss cncourages that the contributors [o sccmral studies and analyses rake evcry.
( oppo v to ultimate  omo the

3) Regional l~ports and Analyses. At regional leveIs, the reports from the individual regional
~,lPJ workshops will be published within a reasonable period of time after appropriate review. In
~.~ addition, r~gional analyses will rely on stak~older interactions and the National Assessment

set of sccnario~ ~ well a~ o~her regior~specific projections to e~plorc the impli~tions of"
climate change and variability on spatial ~eales ",hat are &e mo~t relevant for m~y po~tial
stakeholders. These ~eports and analyses will also be critical for the overall effor~ becausv the
National Assessment Synthesis Report cannot be expected ~o repre~nt all ~e demll inherent
in any single regional analysis. Therefore, each r~gional analysis should result in a
substantive report that will be widely reviewed for its technlval merit and relevance for

~.l~eonU’ibmors to regional reports and srm!~~_np~ortunity m prepare papers
"-~ "___whose ultimate homd is in the scientific, tx~r-reviewed literature..~--~_ -- -’ .
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Dana M. Perino 07/11/2003 07:58:09 AM

Record Type:    Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: FVV: Molly Ivins

Could you~lease take a,~guick
:- Forwarded by Dana ~1. ~rlno~EQ/EOP on 07/1112003 07 57 AM .........................

~ "
Catanzaro, Michael (EPW)" <Michael_Catanzaro@epw.senate.gov>

07/10/2003 07:01:01 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: FW: Molly Ivins

What do you think of this?

..... Original Message .....
From: Catanzaro, Michael (EPW)
Sent: Thursday, July I0, ~003 4:00 PM
To: Wheeler, Andrew (EPW)
Subject: RE: Molly Ivins

All over the country--it’s a syndicated column. Here’s what I put together.

Liberal columnist Molly Ivins took it upon herself to set the record straight
on global warming in her June 26 column. She did.that by criticizing the Bush
Administration’s "Orwellian" tactics--she got positively frothy over the White
House’s sound deletion of scientifically vague global warming language in an
EPA draft report--and savaged President Bush for lying about this issue~and
many others.

President Bush, of course, is not lying or using Orwellian tactics. He’s
doing the responsible thing by following objective, fact-based science. The

EPW Committee examined Ivins’s claims %’~ ~etermine their basis in fact.
Unfortunately Miss Ivins, whose column is nationally syndicated, appears to
be, at a minimum, terribly misinformed.

Problem-solving worthy of Orwell
By Molly Ivins

Ivins: You’ve got to hand it to those clever little problem-solvers at the
White House. What a bunch of brainiacs. They have resolved the entire problem
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of global warming: They cut it out of the report!

RESPONSE: What was cut out of the report, Molly? The earlier draft of the EPA
report introduces the "Global Issues" section with the sentence: "Climate
change has globa! consequences for human health and the environment.’, A
redraft of the final version instead begins: "The complexity of the Earth
system and the interconnections among its components make it a scientific
challenge to document change, diagnose its causes, and develop useful
projections of how natural variability and human actions may affect the global
environment in the future."

Molly, what did the National Academy of Sciences write in 20017 "Because of
the large and still uncertain level of natural variability inherent in the
climate record and the uncertainties in the time histories of various forcing
agents (and particularly aerosols), a causal linkage between the buildup of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and the observed climate changes in the
20th Century cannot be unequivocally established."

Ivins: This is genius. Everybody else is maundering on about the oceans rising
and the polar icecaps melting and monster storms and hideous droughts, and
these guys.just ... edit it out.

RESPONSE: Molly, where to begin? Are these catastrophes really the result of
fossil fuels? Perhaps you should consult the temperature data. According to
the American Geophysical Union, the Arctic was warmer in 1935 than it is now.
Take a look for yourself: "Two distinct w-arming periods from 1920 to 1945, and
from 1975 to the present, are clearly evident ... compared with the global and
hemispheric temperature rise, the high-latitude temperature increase was
stronger in the late 1930s to early 1940’s than in recent decades."

Also remember, Molly, in the 20th century, 80 percent of the increased C02
concentrations in the atmosphere occurred after 1940.

"Hideous droughts?" You mean, of course, because of fossil fuels inducing
global warming. Molly, researchers with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration found otherwise. In the last 700 years there have been two
"mega-droughts" that lasted for two to four decades each. A sixteenth century
mega-drought lasted 20 to thirty years and may have stretched from the West to
the East Coast. According to Connie Woodhouse, one of the researchers at the
University of Colorado, "There’s this 20-year periodicity of drought, we’re
not sure what that is due to, but it seems to be fairly regular." Molly?

What about monster storms? That’s code for "severe weather events," like heat
waves, induced by global warming. "The fact that.it’s hot for a week has
nothing at all to do with global warming, which would be measured over
decades, not days," says National Weather Service meteorologist Richard
Tinker.                                                                                           :

-Ivins: "The-editing eliminated references to many studies concluding that
warming is at least partly caused by rising concentrations of smokestack and
tailpipe emissions, and could threaten health and ecosystems," reports The New
York Times. Presto -- poof!

FACT: Molly, you realize that you are relying on a statement that is
essentially meaningless, yet couched in such a way as to dramatize the issue.

:~You’ve been duped! Consider again: Is "at least partly caused" by "rising
concentrations of smokestack and tailpipe emissions, and could threaten health
and ecosystems.’,    How much is partly? Does that mean .0006 percent? 5
percent? 85 percent? At what percent should we be concerned? Molly, do you
know? "Could" threaten health and ecosystems? Isn’t the science of global
warming supposed to be settled? Shouldn’t it be "will" threaten health and
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ecosystems?

Ivins: Inspiring as the remarkable Bush approach to resolving global warming
is -- the simplicity of it, the beauty of it, I cannot get over it -- does it
not suggest a certain cavalier je ne sais quoi about the future? What I mean
is, is anybody there concerned about what happens to people?

FACT: Yes, as a matter of fact, which is why President Bush proposed Clear
Skies, the most aggressive presidential initiative in history to reduce power
plant emissions. Yes, it addresses (and reduces) those emissions that have
demonstrated health affects on people’s lives. Problem is, Molly, it can’t
get passed because environmentalists, presumably those folks you
enthusiastically support, would rather obstruct Clear Skies in order to
fundraise and play politics over regulating carbon dioxide, something that has
no health impacts--we humans exhale it with every breath.

Ivins: I realize that the energy industry and the auto industry and other
major campaign contributors would prefer to think global warming does not
exist, but how long do you think it will take before reality catches up with
all of us? The White House editors (hi, Karl) instead chose to insert a new
study on global non-warming funded by -- ta-da! -- the American Petroleum
Institute.

RESPONSE: First, Molly, it’s not that it doesn’t exist. The Earth has cooled
and warmed for centuries. The key question is: what role do humans play? Not
much at all, if you read the scientific literature.

As for the API issue: Molly, did you know, or care to find out, that API
funded less than I0 percent of the study? Had you read (or maybe you did) the
Harvard-Smithsonian press release announcing the study, you would have found
that most of the funding came from federal grants through NASA, the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (hi, Molly).

Question: What if API funded the whole study? If that means it’s
automatically corrupted, can you point to specific research that refutes it?
Can you refute it, substantively that is?

Ivins: Fond as I am of many of API lobbyists I have known over the years, I am
not quite sure I want those bozos calling the shots on global warming. I have
watched them buy law and bend regulations for decades now, and although I
admire their chutzpah, I am impelled to warn you: They have no scruples, they
have no decency, and they have no shame. (See 50 years worth of reporting on
the industry by The Texas Observer.) Also, they lie.

RESPONSE: This is a rather scurrilous charge. Which API lobbyists are you
speaking of? You charge that "they lie," meaning they are lying now. ~hat
are they lying about, exactly?
Ivins: FYI: If you put "George W. Bush" and "lies" into the Google search
engine, you get 250,000 references in nine-tenths of a second.

RESPONSE: Molly, let’s be fair here. ,,Wi~=m J. clinton lies" got 65,000 hits
in 0.27 seconds, and "Molly Ivins lies" got 5,480 hits in 0.24 seconds.

..... Original Message .....
From: Wheeler, Andrew (EPW)
Sent: Thursday, July 10, 2003 3:44 PM
To: Catanzaro, Michael (EPW)
Subject: Re: Molly Ivins
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Yes, I suggest under j im, s name, where was this published?

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld (www. BlackBerry.net)

..... Original Message .....
From: Catanzaro, Michael (EPW) <Michael Catanzaro@epw.senate.gov>

To: Wheeler, Andrew (EPW) <A~idrew_Wheel~r@epw.senate-gov>
Sent: Thu Jul 10 18:38:47 2003
Subject: Molly Ivins

Andy,
I really want to respond to this. What do you think?

Molly Ivins: Little White House lies
By Molly Ivins
Published 2:15 a.m. PDT Thursday, June 26, 2003
AUSTIN, Texas -- You’ve got to hand it to those clever little problem-solvers
at the White House. What a bunch of brainiacs. They have resolved the entire
problem of global warming: They cut it out of the report!
This is genius. Everybody else is maundering on about the oceans rising and
the polar icecaps melting and monster storms and hideous droughts, and these
guys just ... edit it out.
"The editing eliminated references to many studies concluding that warming is
at least partly caused by rising concentrations of smokestack and tailpipe
emissions, and could threaten health and ecosystems," reports The New York
Times. Presto -- poof!
What do they care about health and ecosystems? Think of the possibilities
presented by this ingenious solution. Let’s edit out AIDS and all problems
with drugs both legal and illegal. We could get rid of Libya and Syria this
way -- take ’em off the maps. We can do away with unemployment, the uninsured,
heart disease, obesity and the coming social Security crunch. We could try
editing out death and taxes, but I don’t think we should overreach right away.
Just start with something simple, like years of scientific research on global
warming, and blue pencil that sucker out of existence. Denial is not just a
river in Egypt.
Inspiring as the remarkable Bush approach to resolving global warming is --
the simplicity of it, the beauty of it, I cannot get over it -- does it not
suggest a certain cavalier je ne sais quoi about the future? What I mean is,
is anybody there concerned about what happens to people?
I realize the energy industry and auto industry and other major campaign
contributors would prefer to think global warmin~ does not exist, but how !ong
do you think it will take before reality catches up with all of us? The White
House editors (hi, Karl) instead chose to insert a new study on global
non-warming funded by ... ta-da! ... the ~nerican Petroleum Institute.-
Dear old API, author of innumerable ringing editorials on the desperate need
to leave the oil depletion allowance at 27 percent (certain Texas newspapers
that shall remain nameless used to run those editorials without changing a
single comma), is really swell at representing the oil bidness. Fond as I am
of many of API lobbyists I have known over the years, I am not quite sure I
want those bozos calling the shots on global warming. I have watched them buy
law and bend regulations for decades now, and while I admire their chutzpah, I
am impelled to warn you: They have no scruples, they have no decency, and they
have no shame. (See 50 years worth of reporting on the industry by The Texas
Observer.) Also, they lie.
Well now, danged if that doesn’t bring us to the subject of lying and the
White House. Let us set aside the vexing case of the missing weapons of mass
destruction and focus on a few items closer to home. Anyone remember President
Bush’s 2002 State of the Union Address? No, no, not the one where he said Iraq
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had a nuclear weapons program. The one where he said he was going to expand
AmeriCorps by 50 percent, from 50,000 up to 75,000, because giving all those
young people a chance to work their way through college by doing good for the
community is so noble and effective.
"USA Freedom Corps will expand and improve the good efforts of AmeriCorps and
Senior Corps to recruit more than 200,000 new volunteers," he said.
Last week, Bush and Republicans in Congress cut AmeriCorps by 80 percent.
According to Jonathan Alter in Newsweek, Congress, under pressure, restored
some of it, but it still leaves Americorps with a 58 percent cut and tens of
thousands of fewer participants out there teaching poor kids to read, helping
old folks in nursing homes, setting up community gardens, and a thousand other
good and useful tasks -- many of which get the young people started on careers
in that kind of work.
Alter notes that restoring AmeriCorps to its current level would take $185
million, about one-half of one percent of the president’s latest tax cut for
the rich. The radical Republicans in Congress, apparently egged on by a
Heritage Foundation study from April 2003, have decided AmeriCorps is (gasp,
shudder) a jobs program.
What have these people got against national service?
Speaking of said same tax cut, too bad about the children of the working poor.
Congress just announced it’s too busy to get around to the restoring the child
tax credit to 6.5 million low-income families (known to The Wall Street
Journal as "lucky duckies" because, you see, they pay little or no income tax.
They only pay 19 percent of their meager incomes in other taxes.).
FYI: If you put "George W. Bush" and "lies" into the Google search engine, you
get 250,000 references in nine-tenths of a second.

<<ole0.bmp>> - Get the whole story every day - SUBSCRIBE NOW!
</static/live/bee/circulation/>
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~une 19, 2003

President George W. Bush
The White House
1600 P~msylvanis AvenRe FI’W
Wa’shington, DC 20500

D~r Pr~id~t B.sh:

We are deeply disturbed to ¢e.~d rcpaRs this morning that the Euvir~nm=ntal Prot¢ction Agency
¯ (ETA) and the White Houa¢ have d~Id=d to omit data and languago p~rt~ining to clim~t= change from
th~ Ag~cy’s upcoming "State of’the L~nvironm~nt" report, W~ wmald Ii~ to ~ow i.ftlds is true.

According to thews reports, th~ White House Council on Envi.ronmmtal Q~ality (C~Q) and the
Office of Mm~ag~m~nt and Budg=t (OIV£B) mad~ de~isions to d~l~t~ f~um the "State of the
Ignvtmnment" r~po¢l scientifically sound, oons~tu~based cancIusions ~thout tl~ human contn’butiom~
to global warming Rat haw herin confirmed by the lqational Research Council and thc
Intea’gove, mmtmtal Pan~l oR Climate Change. Wc would lik:o m kncrw why, and who Within the
Administr~on made this.d¢clsion.

T~rhaps most distressing ~re reports thgt Administration officials substitutad iuto lhe report for
the deleted language a referenoo to’a study partially ftmdc~l by the Amp’loan Petroloum Institxtte that
questions th~ National R~em-ch Council’s ~onclu~ious.

If true, this action brings inta que.s~on th~ ability and authority of the EPA or a~.y agency
within this Administration to publish unbiased s~enfifi~ r~orts. This would dura~atically weaker both
Congressional and public COZLfidemr.~ in the Administration ro allow �.r~dJble, peer-rev[~wad study to
prevail over political agenda. If these r~ports sr~ ar,~ura~e, your Admi~slzatlon has done a serious
disservico not only to the hard-working prof=~ssionaIs at th= E~’A. but also to the Am~ric, au peop[~ and
our future.

We reque.sl all drat’t¢ of the mpo~ as well as corament[ p~pared by the EPA, OMB, and CI~Q.
W’¢ r, quest a list of all participants trwolved irt review of the document, including all Admirtistrati,m
officials and entities outside the Admini~ation. Fuxthefmore, we ssk ~at appropriate ~.ctions be taken.
~egaxding those responsible for doctoring this report.

Sincerhly,

000689
CEQ 005076
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President G~rg~W. Bush
Jun~lg, 2003
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

REFERRAL

Jur

TO: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

ACTION REQUESTED: DIRECT REPLY W/COPY

REMARKS: PLEASE RESPOND BY JUL 9 03

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 562485

MEDIA: FAX, DATED JUN 19, 2003

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM:

SUBJECT:

THE HONORABLE JIM JEFFORDS

UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

CONCERN ABOUT EPA AND THE WHITE HOUSE DECISION TO OMIT DATA AND
LANGUAGE PERTAINING TO CLIMATE CHANGE FROM THE "STATE OF THE
ENVIRONMENT" REPORT & REQUEST ALL DRAFT FROM THE REPORT AND
COMMENTS PREPARED BY EPA, OMB & CEQ ALSO LIST OF ALL PARTICIPANTS INVO

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNES AT 456-2590.                                      "

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE~ WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO;
RECORDS MANAGEMENT~ ROOM 72, THE WHITE HOUSE, 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT - THE WHITE HOUSE
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.Tune 19, 2003

Preaidcnt George W. Bush
The White House
L600 Peamsylvania Aven,e NW
Washington. DC 20500

D~ar Pr~id~t Bush:

We are deeply disturbed to read repm’ts this morning that ~e Environm~nta! Protection Agency
(EPA) and the Wls, lte House have dectd~d to omit data and language pertaining to climat~ change from
the Agency’s upcoming "State of the Envir0nmont" report. We would like to lmow if this is true.

According to thee r~ort,, the White House Council on Fmvimmntmtal Q~ality (CZ~Q) and the
Offi¢� of Mauagmn~t and Budget (O1~£I~) made d~x~islons to del~cx~ f-~m the "State of the
~nvimnment" ~mport s*i~ficMly so~ c~~ ~l~om ~out ~ h~an contn~ti~
to ~obM w~g ~at ha~ be~ con~ by ~e B~on~ g~h Co~cil ~d the
Int~v~=ml P~I o~ Cl~a~ C~. W~ w~ld l~o m ~ why, md who ~thin ~a
Ad~tr~on m~, ~is d,¢ision.

P~haps most di.~re.ssing ar~ reports ~gt Administration officials substitumd iuto the report _For
the deleted language a reference ~o’a study pmtially ftmd~l by the American Petroleuua Institute thai
quest’ions the National Research Council’s ~on¢lu~ions.

If Was, this action brings intn qu~tion tits ability and attth~rity of ~� EPA or a~y agency
within rials Admiuistration to publish unbiased se.ieafifie reports. This would dramatically weakert both
�ongressional and public confidence in the Administration re allow cre&’bie, pe~-r~vi~wed study to
prevail over political agenda. If these reports are accurate, your Administration kas done a serious
diss~wicc not only to the hard-working professionals at th~ EPA. but also to the American peopl~ and
OUr f~lture.                                        ¯

We re.quest ~dl drafts of the report a~ well as comment~ p~ared by the EPA, OMB, and CEQ.
Ws r~quest a list of all participants involved in. r,~view of th~ dorumenL inclmiing all Admiaistraticm
offlci~.ls and endties outside the Administration. Furthermore, w~ ~k ~h~t appropriat~ t~ctions bc taken
~garding those responsibl~ for dortoring this tmport.

Sincerhly,

000689

Bob Graham
Ranking Nfemb~r, Subcomrnjttr,, on

Fisheries, Wildlife and

//
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Dana M. Pedno 07/11/2003 11:02:46 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc:
Subject: EPW: MOLLY IVINS

.................... Forwarded by Dana M. Pedno/CEQ/EOP on 07111/2003 11:01 AM .......................

"Catanzaro, Michael (EPW)" <Michael_Catanzaro@epw.senate.gov>
07/11/2003 10:43:51 AM

Record Type: Record

To: "Catanzaro, Michael (EPW)" <Michael_Catanzaro@epw.senate.gov>

cc:
Subject: EPW: MOLLY IVINS

Liberal columnist Molly Ivins took it upon herself to se’t the record straight
on global warming in her June 26 column. She did that by criticizing the Bush
Administration’s ,,Orwellian" tactics--she got positively frothy over the White
House’s prudent deletion of scientifically questionable global warming
language in an EPA draft report--and savaged President Bush for lying about
this issue and many others.

President Bush, of course, is not ly~.ng or using Orwellian tactics. He’s
acting responsibly by following objective, fact-based science, and rejecting
silly, counterproductive schemes such as the Kyoto Protocol, schemes that
appeal to Ivins’s ’New Europe’ sensibilities.

Because she is so convinced of the President’s mendacity, the EPW Committee
examined Ivins’s claims to determine their basis in fact, or in anything that
looks remotely like fact. Unfortunately, Miss Ivins, whose column is
nationally syndicated, appears to be, at best, terribly, woefully,      -
misinformed.

Problem-solving worthy of Orwell
By Molly Ivins

IVINS: You’ve got to hand it to those clever little problem-solvers at the
White House. What a bunch of brainiacs. They have resolved the entire problem
of global warming: They cut it out of the report!
RESPONSE: What was cut out of the report, Molly? You don’t say. The earlier
draft of the EPA report introduces the "Globa! Issues" section with this
sentence: ,’Climate change has global consequences for human health and the
environment." A redraft of the final version instead begins: "The complexity
of the Earth system and the interconnections among its components make it a
scientific challenge to document change, diagnose its causes, and develop

CEQ 005087



useful projections of how natural variability and human actions may affect the
global environment in the future."
Seems like sensible language, rooted in objective science. Don’t believe us,
Molly? Please, consult the National Academy of Sciences, which wrote in 2001:
"Because of the large and still uncertain level of natural variability
inherent in the climate record and the uncertainties in the time histories of
various forcing agents (and particularly aerosols), a causal linkage between
the buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and the observed climate
changes in the 20th Century cannot be unequivocally established."
And further, the NAS showed why EPA’S initial claim about health impacts and
climate change was scientifically baseless: "The understanding of the
relationships between weather/climate and human health is in its infancy and,
therefore, the health consequences of climate change are poorly understood.
The costs, benefits, and availability of resources for adaptation are also

uncertain."
IVINS: This is genius. Everybody else is maundering on about the oceans rising
and the polar icecaps melting and monster storms and hideous droughts, and
these guys just ... edit it out.

erin Moll ? You? NRDC? The Sierra Club? Are theseRESPONSE: Who s maund     g’ "" Y       ’n
catastrophes you recount really occurrl g (or going to occur) because of
fossil fuel use? perhaps you should ask the American GeophysicalUnion, which
found that the Arctic was warmer in 1935 than it is now.    Take a look for
yourself: "Two distinct warming periods from 1920 to 1945, and from 1975 to
the present, are clearly evident ... compared with the global and hemispheric
temperature rise, the high-latitude temperature increase was stronger in the
late 1930s to early 1940’s than in recent decades." Also reme~er, Molly, in
the 20th century, 80 percent of the increased C02 concentrations in the
atmosphere occurred after 1940.
’,Hideous droughts?" You mean, of course, because of fossil fuels inducing
global warming. Molly, researchers with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration found otherwise. In the last 700 years there have been two
,,mega-droughts" that lasted for.two to four decades each. A sixteenth century
mega-drought lasted 20 to thirty years and may have stretched from the West to
the East Coast. According to Connie Woodhouse, one of the researchers at the
University of Colorado, ,,There’s this 20-year periodicity of drought, we’re
not sure what that is due to, but it seems to be fairly regular." Molly?

What about monster storms? That’s alarmist code for ,,severe weather events,"
like heat waves, induced by global warming. ,’The fact that it’s hot for a
week has nothing at all to do with global warming, which would be measured
over decades, not days," says National Weather Service meteorologist Richard

Tinker.
IVINS: "The editing eliminated references to many studies concluding that
warming is at least partly caused by rising concentrations of smokestack and
tailpipe emissions, and could threaten health and. ecosystems," reports The New

York Times. Presto -- poof!
FACT: Molly, you realize that you are relying on a statement that is
essentially meaningless, yet couched in such a way as to dramatize the’~ssue-
Presto! You’ve been duped! Consider again: Is "at least partly caused" by
"rising concentrations of smokestack and tailpipe emissions, and could
threaten health and ecosystems."    How much is partly, Molly? Can you
quantify that for us? Does that mean .0006 percent? 5 percent? 85 percent?
At what percent should we be concerned? ,,Could" .~ o~aten health and

¯ . lobal warming supposed to be, according to
ecosystems? Isn’t the sc~e~e.~f.~ ..... ~I~,, ~ aten health and ecosystems?
your-lights, settled? Shouldn’t ~ m~ ~ ...... e

. "     , for et what the Natlonal Academy of sciences found in June
Guess not    Don t    .~ ...... ~h~ etween weather/climate and
2001: "The understan~Ing or 5n~ ~ ..... ~- b
human health is in its infancy and, therefore, the health consequences of
climate change are poorly understood. The costs, benefits, and availability
of resources for adaptation are also uncertain."
IVINS: Inspiring as the remarkable Bush approach to resolving global warming
is -- the simplicity of it, the beauty of it, I cannot get over it -- does it

CEQ 005088



not suggest a certain cavalier je ne sais quoi about the future? What I mean
is, is anybody there concerned about what happens to people?
FACT: Yes, as a matter of fact, which is why President Bush proposed Clear
Skies, the most aggressive presidential initiative in history to reduce power
plant emissions. It would reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, and mercury by 70 percent by 2018. Yes, it addresses those emissions
that have demonstrated health impacts on people’s lives. Problem is, Molly,
it can’t get passed because environmentalists, presumably those folks you
enthusiastically support, would rather obstruct Clear skies in order to
fundraise and play politics over regulating carbon dioxide, something that has
no health impacts--we humans exhale it with every breath.
IVINS: I realize that the energy industry and the auto industry and other
major campaign contributors would prefer to think global warming does not
exist, but how long do you think it will take before reality catches up with
all of us? The White House editors (hi, Karl) instead chose to insert a new
study on g!obal non-warming funded by -- ta-da! -- the American Petroleum
Institute.
RESPONSE: First, Molly, it’s not that it doesn’t exist. The Earth has cooled
and warmed for centuries- The key question is: what role do humans play? Not
much at all--but you could only understand that if you read the scientific
literature. Or maybe you have?
As for the API issue: Molly, did you know, or care to find out, that AgI
funded less than I0 percent of the study? Did you know that researchers from
the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics conducted the study? Had you
read (or maybe you did) the Harvard-Smithsonian press release announcing the
study, you would have found that most of the funding came from federal grants
through NASA, the Air Force office of scientific Research, and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (hi, Molly).
Another question: What if API funded the whole study? If that means the study
is automatically corrupted, would you at least deign to show us what’s wrong
with it? Can you refute it, any of it, substantively that is?
IVINS: Fond as I am of many of API lobbyists I have known over the years, I am
not quite sure I want those bozos calling the shots on global warming. I have
watched them buy law and bend regulations for decades now, and although I
admire their chutzpah, I am impelled to warn you: They have no scruples, they
have no decency, and they have no shame. (See 50 years worth of reporting on
the industry by The Texas Observer.) Also, they lie.
RESPONSE: "Bozos." That’s a brilliant, trenchant critique of API. "They
lie." This is a scurrilous charge, bordering on libelous. Which API
lobbyists are you speaking of? By asserting that, "they lie," you cast a wide
net over current and past API lobbyists. You seem to be saying lying is part
of their permanent condition. Specifically, Molly, what are they lying about?
IVINS: FYI: If you put "George W. Bush" and ,’lies" into the Google search
engine, you get 250,000 references in nine-tenths of a second.
RESPONSE: Molly, let’s be fair here. "Bill Clint6n lies" got 122,000 hits in
0.27 seconds, and "Molly Ivins lies" got 5,480 hits. in 0.24 seconds.

Messa e Sent To:
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James ConnaughtordCEQ/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Scott McClellanNVHO/EOP@Exchange@EOP
Jeanie S. Mamo/WHO/EOP@EOP
Brian R. Besanceney/WHO/EOP@EOP
Kameran L. Onley/CEQ]EOP@EO~P

Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Elizabeth A. Stolpe/CEQ]EOP@EOP
Khary I. Cauther~CEQ/EOP@EOP
Dennis R. Deziel/CEQIEOP@EOP
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0998_f_qcssh003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney C CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ 3 )

CREATION DATE/TIME:14-3UL-2003 11:37:45.00

SUB3ECT:: Hey Joe, returned your call -- see below

TO:Joe.McMonigle@hq.doe.gov @ inet ( Joe.McMonigle@hq.doe.gov,@ inet [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Quote from Page 17 of the National Research Council’s June 2001 reprot,
Climate change science: An Analysis of Some Key Questions" :

"The Effect of Human Activities

Because of the large and still uncertain level of natural
variability.inherent in the climate record and the uncertainties in the
time historles of the various forcing agents (and particularly areosols),
a causal linkage between the buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
and the observed climate changes during the 20th century cannot be
unequivocally established."

Page 1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:14-JUL-2003 11:48:18.00

SUBJECT:: Executive Summary

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:.
fyi

Forwarded by Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP on 07/14/2003
11:47 AM ...............

LCamOoSO@DOC.GOV
07/14/2003 11:44:32 AN

Record Type: Record

To: KWhitworth@DOC.GOV
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: Executive Summary

Please let me know if I have left anyone off the list...

(See attached file: ccsp_white.pdf)

- ccsp_white.pdf

Message copied
TO:
~ill.vieth@hq.doe.gov
julie.quick@usda.gov
Kathryn M. Narrington/OSTP/EOP@EOP
menglehart@DOC.GOV
povenmiresl@stateogOV
Scott.smullen@noaa.gov
RBonjean@DOC.GOV
Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP
lharrington@epa.gov

A1-FACHMENT
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE:

1
0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
¯ Unable to convert NSREOP0103:[ATTACH.D79]SREOP01300HST7M-001 tO ASCII,

The following is a HEX DUMP:

255044462D312E340D25E2E3CFD30DOA33382030206F626AOD3C3C200D2F4C696E656172697A65
END A1-FACHMENT    1
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Kathie L. Olsen
07/14/2003 02:19:55 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Clifford J. GabrieI/OSTP/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Marcus PeacocldOMB/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: CCSP FY05 input

Forwarded by Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP on 07/14/2003 02:19 PM

Gregory Williams <Gregory.J.Williams@nasa.gov>
07/14/2003 01:53:57 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP, David HalpenVOSTP/EOP@EOP, Jobi A. ParrislVOSTP/EOP@EOP

cc: mcleave@hq.nasa.gov
Subject: CCSP FY05 input

Kathie , Dave -

Attached
the CCSP rollout.
Regards,
Greg Williams

is NASA’s response to the action

D- CCSPfy05.doc

on potential FY05 items for

~5

00±462
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Record Type: Record

To: Clifford J. Gabriel/OSTP/EOP@EOP, Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: 1PM input

.................... Forwarded by Kathie L. OIsen/OSTP/EOP on 07/14/2003 02:25 PM

Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov>
0711412003 02:17:51 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: 1PM input

Kathie,

Attached are two documents. The first, titled "draft CCSP Release
Initiative", I am sending at the request of Jim Mahoney. The second is
the NOAA submission. I am also faxing these to your office. See you at
4pm. Mary

- Draft CCSP Release Initiative 7-03.doc

~- NOAA CCSP FY05.doc

Messa,qe Copied To:
James R.Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov>
David Gooddch <David.Gooddch@noaa.gov>
Vicki Horton <Vicki.Horton@noaa.gov>
Ahsha Tdbble <Ahsha.Tdbble@noaa.gov>
Conrad C Lautenbacher <Conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
Scott Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
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Scientifi(

The National Science Foundation
sustained efforts to provide infora
and global change, disaster wamir
issues.

Carbon and Water Cycles $11M
increment of $9M to accelerate re.,
An acceleration of efforts to study
better understand sources and sink
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National Science Foundation
Scientific Contribution to Earth Summit

The National Science Foundation is prepared to accelerate several integrated, and
sustained efforts to provide information to meet critical challenges in the areas of climate
and global change, disaster wami~g and mitigation, ecosystems, and environmental
issues.                        .,

Carbon and Water Cycles $11MI in CC for 2002 and $5.5M in WC for 2003 -
increment of $9M to accelerate r~earch.
An a~celeration of efforts to studylthe integrated carbon and water cycles will help us to
better understand sources and sink~ of carbon and how they function, and to effectively
manage water resources through a lieeper understanding of hydro_logic systems and the
factors that determine the distribution, availability, and quality of water.

HIAPER $3M for accelerated operations               ~ ~ ~L -~o~ ~

The new High-performance Instrumented. A .t~.ospheric Platform for Envir, on~. e~.tal..,.
l~esearch (HSIAPER) will become ~peralaonal in late FY 2005. A more roDusl sclentmc
operations plan would enable addiiional irivestigations into weather and storm prediction,
climate change, and environmental science.

Ocean Observations $2M to devdlop OOI coordination office.
Acceleration of coordination activities, research, prototyping and development will pave
the way for a robust investment in ~strumentation and observation in anticipation of
NSF’s Ocean Observatories Initiative, an ambitious effort to develop a new capability for
sustained in situ observations in th~ water column and on the sea floor¯

Cyberinfrastructure $10M to inil
An accelerated investment in the d
technologies, combined with perso
term platform to empower the mod
investment in environmental cybev
advancing our capability for data ~
range of environmental issues.

~ate investment in CI
stributed computer, information and communication
reel and integrating components, will provide a long-
~m scientific research endeavor. An accelerated
nfrastructure holds the promise of significantly
~alysis and modeling, yielding insights into a wide

COSNI;IC (Constellation Observin~ System for Meteorol gy) -
Set for launch in 2005, COSMIC x~ill enable inexpensive vertical profiles of temperature
and moisture across the globe with ~aigh spatial and temporal resolution by intercepting
GPS signals with a satellite-based r~-ceiver and inferring the deviations in each signal’�
straight-line path caused by tempe~ture and moisture gradien              ¯
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RECORD I~’PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:sbodman@doc.gov ( sbodman@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:14-JUL-2003 15:32:53.00

SUBJECT:: cancellation of the July 24 IWGCCST meeting

TO:emsimmons@usaid.gov ( emsimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:steven_griles@ios.doi.gov ( steven_griles@ios.doi.gov
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:d.nelson@stateogOV ( d.nelson@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:fisher,linda@epa.gov ( fisher.linda@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

To:jrm@usda.gov ( jrm@usda.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov ( emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil ( James_Andrews@onr,navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert.Card@hq.doeogov ( Robert.card@hq.doe.gov
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:rcolwell@nsf.gov ( rcolwell@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:3ohn H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov ( eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov ( conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:shawkins~oc.gov ( shawkins@doc.gov [ WHO ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:KWhitworth@doc.gov ( Kwhitworth@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David.conover@hq.doe.gov ( David.conover@hq.doe.gov
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READ:UNKNOWN

cc:barbara_diehl@ios.doi.gov ( barbara_diehl@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov ( Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Roberta L, conde ( CN=Roberta L, conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Vicki.Horton@noaa.gov ( vicki.Horton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov ( yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:KBarrett@usaid.gov ( KBarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Scott. Rayder@noaa.gov (Scott. Rayder@noaaogov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:richard.spinrad@navy.mil ( richard.spinrad@navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:mcleave@hq.nasaogOV ( mcleave@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov ( Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:catlettla@state.gov ( catlettla@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov ( Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Jobi A, Parrish ( CN=Jobi A. Parrish/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Margarita.Gregg@noaa,gov ( Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:JAckerly@doc.gov ( JAckerly@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:RBonjean@doc.gov ( RBonjean@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:BotetVI@state.gov ( BotetvI@state°gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:PThorne@doc.gov ( PThorne@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
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CC:Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov ( Pat.A.Simms@noaaogov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov ( Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:botetvI@state.gov ( botetvI@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jschafer@usaid.gov ( jschafer@~said.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:robert_c._mcnally@opd.eop.gov ( robert_c._mcnally@opd.eop.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:reifsnyderDA@state.gov ( reifsnyderDA@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mleinen@nsf.gov ( Mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dotogov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov ( Kevin. Kolevar@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Beale.john@epa.gov ( Beale.john@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov (James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gpaules@hq.nasa.gov ( gpaules@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:ann_klee@ios.doi.gov ( ann_klee@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
This is to inform you that the next meeting of the Interagency working
Group on Climate change science and Technology (IWGCCST), scheduled for
July 24 at 10:00 am, has been cancelled, yThe meeting is cancelled
because: (1) the release of the climate Change science Program strategic
Plan is, coincidently, expected to take place on that same day; and (2)
the July 8 meeting of the committee on climate Change science and
Technology Integration (CCCSTI), co-hosted by secretary Evans and
Secretary Abraham, included many of the usual participants of the IWG~T
meetings. ~The purpose of the July 8 meeting was to describe the eleme~¢s
of the u.s. climate change science Program to the principals, and to
answer any questions they had, prior to the release of the strategic Plan
and its supporting documents.

The next meeting of the IWGCCST will take place, as scheduled on Thursday,
~eptember 25, from 10:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. at the Department of Commerce
In Room 4830.

Thank you for your continued interest and cooperation. I will keep you
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informed concerning the release of the climate change science Program
strategic Plan and its supporting documents.

For your information, there is a ministerial level Earth Observation
summit, sponsored by the u.s. 6overnment, planned for July 31 with a 2-day
workshop to follow. ~More details are available at the website:
www.earthobservationsumit.gov.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:sbodman@doc.gov ( sbodman@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:14-JUL-2003 15:32:57.00

SUBJECT:: cancellation of the July 24 IWGCCST meeting

TO:emsimmons@usaid.gov ( emsimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:steven_griles@ios.doi.gov ( steven_griles@iosodoi,gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:d.nelson@state.gov ( d.nelson@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:fisher.linda@epa.gov ( fisher.linda@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:jrm@usda.gov ( jrm@usda.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov ( emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil ( James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov ( Robert.card@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:rcolwell@nsf.gov ( rcolwell@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H.. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov ( eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. O~sen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov ( conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:shawkins@doc.gov ( shawkins@doc.gov [ WHO ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kwhitworth@doc.gov ( Kwhitworth@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:David.conover@hq.doe.gov ( David.Conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
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cc:barbara_diehl@ios.doi .gov ( barbara_diehl@ios.doi .gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov ( Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. conde/OU=CEQ/O=-EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Vicki.Norton@noaa.gov ( vicki.Horton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:yvonne,brown@ost.dot.gov ( yvonne.brown@ost.dotogOV [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:KBarrett@usaid.gov ( KBarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov ( Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:richard.spinrad@navy.mil ( richard.spinrad@navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mcleave@hq.nasa.gov ( mcleave@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov ( Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi°gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:catlettla@state.gov ( catlettla@state.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov ( Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jobi A. Parrish ( CN=Jobi A. Parrish/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov ( Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:JAckerly@doc.gov ( JAckerly@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:RBonjean@Joc.gov ( RBonjean@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:BotetVI@state.gov ( BotetVI@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:PThorne@dac.gov ( PThorne@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
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CC:Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov ( Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov ( Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:botetvI@state.gov ( botetvI@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jschafer@usaid.gov ( jschafer@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:robert_c._mcnally@opd.eop.gov ( robert_c._mcnally@opd.eop.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:reifsnyderDA@state.gov ( reifsnyderDA@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mmoore@osophs.dhhsogov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mleinen@nsf.gov ( Mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

Cc:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dotogOV [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kevin. Kolevar@hq.doe.gov ( Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Beale.john@epa.gov ( Beale.john@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov ( James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gpaules@hq.nasa.gov ( gpaules@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC : ann_kl ee@i os. doi. gov ( ann_kl ee@i os. doi. gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
This is to inform you that the next meeting of the Interagency Working
Group on Climate change science and Technology (IWGCCST), scheduled for
July 24 at 10:00 am, has been cancelled. The meeting is cancelled
because: (1) the release of the climate change science Program Strategic
Plan is, coincidently, expected to take place on that same day; and (2)
the July 8 meeting of the committee on climate change science and
Technology Integration (CCCSTI), co-hosted by secretary Evans and
Secretary Abraham, included many of the usual participants of the IWGCCST
meetings. The purpose of the July 8 meeting was to describe the elements
of the u.s. climate change science Program to the principals, and to
answer any questions they had, prior to the release of the strategic Plan
and its supporting documents.

The next meeting of the IWGCCST will take place, as scheduled on Thursday,
~eptember 25, from 10:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. at the Department of Commerce
in Room 4830.

Thank you for your continued interest and cooperation. I will keep you
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informed concerning the release of the Climate Change science Program
Strategic Plan and its supporting documents.

For your information, there is a ministerial level Earth observation
Summit, sponsored by the u.s. Government, planned for July 31 with a 2-day
workshop to follow. More details are available at the website:
www.earthobservationsumit.gov.

- attl.htm
ATT CREATION TIME/DATE:

AI-FACHMENT    1
0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:

<br><font size=3 face="Times New Roman">This is to inform you that the
next meeting of the Interagency working Group on climate change Science
and Technology (IWGCCST), scheduled for<b> July 24 at 10:00 am, has been
cancelled</b>. &nbsp;The meeting is cancelled because: (1) the release
of the climate change science Program strategic Plan is, coincidently,
expected to take place on that same day; and (2) the July 8 meeting of
the committee on climate change science and Technology Integration (CCCSTI),
co-hosted by secretary Evans and Secretary Abraham, included many of the
usual participants of the IWGCCST meetings. &nbsp;The purpose of the July
8 meeting was to describe the elements of the U.So climate change science
Program to the principals, and to answer any questions they had, prior
to the release of the strategic Plan and its supporting documents.</font>
<br>
<br><font size=3 face="Times New Roman">The next meeting of the IWGCCST
will take place, as scheduled on Thursday, s~ptember 25, from 10:00 a.m.
to 12:15 p.m. at the Department of Commerce In Room 4830.</font>
<br>
<br><font size=3 face="Times New Roman">Thank you for your continued interest
and cooperation. I will keep you informed concerning the release of the
climate change science Program strategic Plan and its supporting documents.</fo
nt>
<br>
<br><font size=3 face="Times New Roman">For your information, there is
a ministerial level Earth Observation summit, sponsored by the u.so Government,

planned for July 31 with a 2-day workshop to follow &nbsp;More details
are available at the website: </font><font size=3 c~lor=blue face="Times New Ro
man"><u>www, earthobservationsumitogOV</U></font><font size=3 face="Times New RO
man">. </font>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<br>                                                                              ~
<br>

END AI-I-ACHMENT i
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:14-JUL-2003 17:13:23.00

SUBJECT:: Greenwire on Pew Report on climate Change

TO:LCamooso@DOC.GOV ( LCamooso@DOC.GOV [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:rbonjean@doc.gov ( rbonjean@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:povenmiresl@state.gov ( povenmiresl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:kathryn m. harrington ( CN=kathryn m. harrington/ou=ostp/o=eop@eop [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jill.vieth@hq.doe.gov ( jill.vieth@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kameran Lo Onley ( CN=Kameran L. Onley/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:lharrington@epa.gov ( lharrington@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:scott.smullen@noaa.gov ( scott.smullen@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:menglehart@doc.gov ( menglehart@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:julie.quick@usda.gov ( julie.quick@usda.gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:kwhitworth@doc.gov ( kwhitworth@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

Monday, July 14, 2003
CLIMATE CHANGE
Pew report envisions CO2 emissions on rise without national policy
Darren samuelsohn, Greenwire senior reporter
U.S. carbon emissions are likely to rise between 15 and 50 percent over
2000 levels under a wide spectrum of energy scenarios absent a national
policy that includes mandatory carbon dioxide caps, according to a new Pew
center on G obal climate Change report.
The Pew report, released last week, considers a range of imaginative and
even extreme developments in u.s. energy supply and use, including fuels
that account for more than 80 percent of the nation’s greenhouse gas
emissions, while the report’s authors caution that the findings are not
predictions, they note that their analysis can help policy-makers in
considering the implications of a status-quo effort on technology,
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emissions, economics, social and cultural behavior.
"If you want to get someplace in the future, you had better start now,"
Eileen Claussen, the center’s president, said in summing up the report’s
conclusions, other key findings in the report note that any policy and
investment decisions made now will play a significant role in reducing
energy-related c02 emissions at a later date.
The Pew report started by considering three scenarios by which u.s. energy
supplies might evolve over the next 30 years and then imposes a
hypothetical c02 policy freezing emissions at 2010 levels, followed by a 2
percent cut from 2010 to 2025 and then a 3 percent cut from 2026 to 2035.
The CO2~plan was not based on any existing policy vehicle, but instead was
drawn from a collaboration of ideas, many of which are being developed
outside washington, D.C., Claussen said.
The three base cases reflect divergent energy supply and demand trends.
under one scenario, called "Awash in oil and Gas," abundant supplies of
oil and natural gas remain available to u.s. consumers at low prices,
allowing energy consumption to rise considerably and conventional
technologies to dominate, c02 emissions under this scenario rise 50
percent above 2000 levels by 2035.
The "Technology Triumphs" scenario considers numerous forces that push a
successful commercialization of energy efficient technologies and
subsequent lower CO2 emissions, states, private companies and consumer
interest all play key roles in the development of such technologies,
spawn.ing an international market. Economic growth and energy consumption
contlnue to grow, but c02 emissions only rise 15 percent above 2000 levels
in 2035.
Lastly, the Pew analysis runs through a "Turbulent world" scenario that
sees u.s. energy markets continuously affected by both domestic and
international events -- including terrorism, accidents and weather-related
disasters -- driving heightened energy security concerns and a national
program in response that aims to reduce dependence on imported oil. In
this slowly growing economy, Pew said it would envision co2 emissions
rising 20 percent above 2000 levels in 2035.
In all three scenarios, a co2 cap equivalent to Pew’s hypothetical policy
drives substantially lower emission levels in 2035. At the same-time, the
Pew analysis shows significant cuts in carbon intensity (a comparison of
emissions to Gross Domestic Product), increases in natural gas consumption
and a stable reliance on nuclear electricity generation, coal consumption
drops drastically in all three energy future scenarios with the
hypothetical C02 cap but then rises in all but one (Awash in oil and Gas)
due to improvements in emission control technology and also because of its
effectiveness in the co-production of hydrogen.
The three energy future scenarios, coupled with the climate policies of a
co2 cap, do not throw a damper on u.s. economic growth, said Dr. Irving
Mintzer, .a lead author of the report and a member of the Global Business
Network. Instead, GDP rises at about a 3 percent rate over the same
3.0-year period, from $10 trillion in 2000 to $22 trillion to $28 trillion
i n 2035.
The Pew Center report incorporated ideas from Business Environmental     ~
Leadership Council, a group that includes industry’officials from Toyota,
American Electric Power Co., Alcoa Inc., BP America, Cummins Inc., and
DuPont, state officials from the california Air Resources Board, and
academia from Louisiana State university and Princeton university. The
center is planning additional reports that turn from possible outcomes to
suggestions concerning what it thinks should happen, Claussen said.
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LCamoosoODOC.GOV
07/14/2003 11:44:32 AM

Record Type: Record

TO: KWhitworth@DOC.GOV
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
subject: Executive Summary

Please let me know if I have left anyone off the list...

(see attached file: ccsp_white.pdf)

- ccsp_white.pdf

Message copied
TO:

i ill.vieth@h~.doe.gov
ulie.quick@usda.gov

Kathryn M. Harrington/OSTP/EOP@EOP
menglehart@DOC.GOV
povenmiresl@state.gov
Scott. Smullen@noaa,gov
RBonjean@DOC.GOV
Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP
lharrington@epa.gov

A1-FACHMENT    I
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RECORD I~PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kathryn M. Harrington ( CN=Kathryn M. Harrington/OU=OSTP/O=-EOP [ OSTP ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:lS-JUL-2003 13:47:16.00

SUBJECT:: Evans Op Ed

TO:RBonjean@doc.gov @ inet ( RBonjean@docogov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:LCamooso@doc.gov @ inet ( LCamooso@doc.gov @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEX1-:
Hi,

Jack ~assed along the draft of sec Evan’s Op Ed, and I wanted to check if
this is the same op ed referenced on the Monday call. Or is there yet

,another piece, signed by Abraham, that will speak more directly to the
ccsP (climate change sclence Program) strategic Plan?

Thanks - Kathryn
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:RBOnjean@DOC.GOV ( RBonjean@DOC.6OV [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:lS-JUL-2003 13:51:52.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Evans Op Ed

TO:Kathryn M. Harrington ( CN=Kathryn M. Harrington/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:LCamooso@DOC.6OV ( LCamooso@DOC.6OV [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. PeFino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
I believe we have two op-eds: one for the ccsP and one for the Earth
observation summit.    Lisa can you have the NOAA folks send around the
ccsP op-ed when it is ready?

kharring@ostp.eop
.gov
To
07/15/2003 01:46
PM
CC
jmarburg@ostp.eop.gov
subject
Evans Op Ed

Dana_M._Perino@ceq.eop.gov,
RBonjean@doc.gov, LCamooso@doc.gov

Hi,

Jack passed along the draft of Sec Evan’s Op Ed, and I wanted to check if
this
is the same op ed referenced on the Monday call. Or is there yet another
piece,
signed by Abraham, that will speak more directly to the ccsP (climate
cha.nge
sclence Program) strategic Plan?

Thanks - Kathryn
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RECORD I~(PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:LCamoosO@DOC.GOV ( LCamooso@DOC.GOV [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:15-JUL-2003 14:19:33.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Evans Op Ed

TO:RBOnjean@DOC.GOV ( RBonjean@DOC.GOV [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kathryn M. Harrington ( CN=Kathryn Mo Harrington/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
it’s in the final edit stages here, I’ll send asap...

Ron
Bonjean/HCHB/Osne
t

07/15/2003 01:49
PM

TO
kharring@ostp.eop.gov

cc
Dana_M._Perino@ceq.eop.gov,
jmarburg@ostp.eop.gov,
LCamooso@doc.gov

subject
Re: Evans Op Ed(Document link: Lisa
Camooso)

I believe we have two op-eds: one for the CCSP and one for the Earth
Observation Summit.    Lisa can you have the NOAA folks send around the
ccsP op-ed when it is ready?

kharring@ostp.eop
.gov

07/15/2003 01:46
PM

To
Dana_M._Perino@ceq.eop.gov,
RBonjean@doc.gov, LCamooso@doc.gov

cc
jmarburg@ostp.eop.gov

Subject
Evans Op Ed
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Jack passed along the draft of Sec Evan’s Op Ed, and I wanted to check if
this
is the same op ed referenced on the Monday call. Or is there yet another
piece,
signed by Abraham, that will speak more directly to the ccsP (climate
change
science Program) strategic Plan?

Thanks - Kathryn
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-EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT-

COUNCIL ON
ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

730 Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

PHONE:
FAX:

(202) 456-6224
(202) 456-2710

TO: Kathie Olsen
Cliff Gabriel
Ann Carlson

FROM: Phil Cooney

DATE: 07/18/03 PAGES: 4
(INCLUDING COVER SHEET)

COMMENTS: Chairman Connaughton’s comments.

The document(s) accompanying this FAX transmission may contain information, which is confidential and/or
sensitive. The information is intended only for use by the individual or entity named on this transmission sheet.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the
taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this faxed information is strictly prohibited, and that the
docur~ents should be returned to this office immediately. In this regard, if you have received this FAX in error,
please notify us by telephone immediately so that we can arrange for the return of the original documents(s) to
I.IS.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Ahsha Tribble <Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov> ( Ahsha Tribble
<Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:18-JUL-2003 16:51:28,00

SUBJECT:: CCSP Strategic Plan. Release

TO:CCSP_INFO@usgcrp,gov ( CCSP_INFO@usgcrp,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:gant@niehs.nih.gov ( gant@niehs.nih.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:CCSP@usgcrp,gov ( CCSP@usgcrp,gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:msweeney@nasa.gov ( msweeney@nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
This email is sent on behalf of Dr. Mahoney:

In effort to recognize the agencies and departments involved in the
development of the strategic Plan for the climate change science Program
(ccsP), a ccsP principal from each agency or department is requested to
attend the rollout of the Plan. This representative should also be
available to the press immediately following the release.

we also ask that you extend an invitation to your political appointees.
There participation is encouraged, and they will be recognized.

Event: Press Release of the strategic Plan for CCSP
Date: Thursday, July 24, 2003
Time: 10:30 AM
Location: HCHB 4830

NOte that space is limited. Please RSVP via email to
Ahsha.Tribble@noaaogov and CC vicki.Horton@noaa.gov with the names of
those representing your agency or department no later than COB Tuesday,
July 22, 2003.

Thank you,
Ahsha Tribble

Ahsha N. Tribble, Ph.D.
Technical chief of staff
office of Assistant Secretary of Commerce

For Oceans and Atmosphere
HCHB/Room 5804
14th & Constitution Ave, NW
washington,.DC 20230
202-482-5920 (DOC)
202-482-6318 (Fax)
202-419-3485 (CCSP)
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- attl.htm=
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:

AI-TACHMENT    1
0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en">
<html>
This email is sent on behalf of Dr. Mahoney:                          .
<p>In effort tO recognize the agencies and departments involved in t~e
development of the strategic Plan for the climate change Science Program
(CCSP), a CCSP principal from each agency or. department is requested to
attend the rollout of the Plan.&nbsp; This representative should also be
available to the press immediately.following the release.
<p>we also ask that you extend an ~nvitation to your political appointees.&nbsp

; dThere participation is encouraged, and they will be recognize .
<p><b>Event</b>:&nbsp; Press Release of the Strategic Plan for CCSP
<br><b>Date</b>:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Thursday, July 24, 2003
<br><b>Time</b>:&nbsp;&nbsp; 10:30 AM
<br><b>Location</b>:&nbsp; HCHB 4830                      -             ’’l
<p>Note that space is limited.&nbsp; Please RSVP via email to Ahsha.Trioo e@noa
a.gov
and CC vicki.Horton@noaa.gov with the names of those representing your
agency or department no later than <b>COB Tuesday, July 22, 2003</b>.
<p>Thank you,
<br>Ahsha Tribble                            ¯
<br>&nbsp;
<P>--      .

<br>Ahsha N, Tribble, Ph,D,
<br>Technical chief of Staff
<br>Office of Assistant Secretary of Commerce
<br>&nbsp; For Oceans and Atmosphere
<br>HCHB/ROOm 5804
<br>Z4th &amp; Constitution Ave, NW
<br>washington, DC&nbsp; 20230
<br>202-482-5920 (Doe)
<br>202-482-6318 (Fax)
<br>202-419-348S (CCSP)

<br>&nbsp;</html>

END. AI-FACHMENT    1
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RECORD TYPE:    FEDERAL      (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Ahsha Tribble <Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov> ( Ahsha Tribble
<Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:18-JUL-2003 16:51:33.00

SUBJECT:: CCSP Strategic Plan Release

TO:CCSP_INFO@USgCrp.gov ( CCSP_INFO@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gant@niehs.nih.gov ( gant@niehs.nih.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:CCSP@usgcrp.gov ( CCSP@usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:msweeney@nasa.gov ( msweeney@nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Bryan J. Hannegan ( CN=Bryan J. Hannegan/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
This email is sent on behalf of Dr. Mahoney:

In effort to recognize the agencies and departments involved in the
development of the Strategic Plan for the climate change science Program
(CCSP), a ccsP principal from each agency or department is requested to
attend the rollout of the Plan.~ This representative should also be
available to the press immediately following the release.

we also ask that you extend an invitation to your political appointees.~
There participation is encouraged, and they will be recognized.

Event:9 Press Release of the strategic Plan for CCSP
Date:~ Thursday, July 24, 2003
Time:~ 10:30 AM
Location:~ HCHB 4830

Note that space is limited.~ Please RSVP via email to
Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov and cc vicki.Horton@noaa.~ov with the names of
those representing your agency or department no later than COB Tuesday,
July 22, 2003.

Thank you,
Ahsha Tribble

Ahsha N. Tribble, Ph.D.
Technical chief of staff
office of Assistant Secretary of Commerce
~ For oceans and Atmosphere
HCNB/Room 5804 .
14th & Constitution Ave, NW
washington, DC~ 20230
202-482-5920 (DOC)
202-482-6318 (Fax)
202-419-3485 (CCSP)
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-EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT-

COUNCIL ON
ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

730 JacLvon Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

PttONE:
FAX:

FROM: pL’[ ~__.,o O ,"1 ~

DATE: "~/[" q!O ~ PAGES:

(202) 456-6224
(202) 456-2710

(INCLUDING COVER SttEET)

COMMENTS:

The document(s) accompanying fllis FAX transmission may contain information, which is confidential and/or
sensitive. The information is intended on!y for use by the individual or entity named on this transmission sheet.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the
taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this faxed information is strictly prohibited, and that the
documents should be returned to this office immediately. In this regard, if you have received this FAX in error,
please notify us by telephone immediately so that we can arrange for the return of the original documents(s) Io
US.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL
CONCURRENCE SHEET

RETURN BY Monday, July 21, 2003

Please check the applicable option, sign in space provided, and return by fax to addressee
below.

NSTC Report Title: The US Climate Change Science Program Vision for the
Program and Highlights of the Scientific Strategic Plan, and
Strategic Plan for the Climate Change Science Program.

u//A. I approve of the attached report.

B. I approve of the attached report and recommend minor editing [attach editorial
comments].

C. I request that the attached comments on the report be considered prior to its
being finalized.

D. This report does not directly apply to this agency, but I do not object to its being
cleared.

Signature

/

Department/Agency Telephone

Retum by FAX to: 202-408-9674
Carla Sullivan, NSTC Committee on Environment and Natural Resources, Executive
Secretary 202-482-5921, Carla.Sullivan@noaa.gov.
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:19-JUL-2003 17:29:42.00

SUBJECT:: Re: NSTC clearance of CCSP documents

TO:Carla sullivan <carla.sullivan@noaa.gov> ( carla sullivan
<Carl a. sul livan@noaa, gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Carla, I have signed the form, indicating CEQ’s approval -- to be faxed to
you on Monday. Apologies for being late -- last week was a blur. Best,
Phil

Carla Sullivan <Carla. Sullivan@noaa.gov>
07/17/2003 04:05:06 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: NSTC clearance of CCSP documents

All :

I have received copies of the agency clearances from OMB, which
satisfies the CENR process as well.

In order to have the proper documentation in the CENR/NSTC records,
however, I’ve attached a concurrence memo and sign-off sheet for your
signature, so that we can have a hard copy in the files.

Please fax this back this afternoon if possible (202-408-9674), and let
me know if you have any questions.

carla sullivan
CENR Executive Secretary
202-482-5921

- CCSP CENR clearance.doc
-Carla. Sullivan.vcf

Message Sent
To:
Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Conrad C Lautenbacher <conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"gilman.paul" <gilman.paul@epa.gov>

Message Copied
To:
Ann B. Carlson/OSTP/EOP@EOP
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Erin Wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
"matthews.lisa" <matthews.lisa@epa.gov>
3ames R Mahoney <]ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
Ahsha Tribble <Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov>

ATTACHMENT    1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Carla Sullivan <Carla. Sullivan@noaa.gov> ( carla Sullivan
<Carla.Sullivan@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 21-JUL-2003 07 : 37 : 44.00

SUBJECT:: Re: NSTC clearance of CCSP documents

To:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Thanks, Phil. No problem with it getting here this a.m. -- we just needed
the signed form
for our files in order to get the NSTC seal on the final printed version.

Have a "less-blurry" week (although this one has all the potential to be-
blurrier!)

ccs

Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov wrote:

> carla, I have signed the form, indicating CEQ’s approval -- to be faxed
to you
> on Monday. Apologies for being late -- last week was a blur. Best, Phil

(Embedded
image moved
to file:
pic24444.pcx)

carla Sullivan <Carla.sullivan@noaa.gov>
07/17/2003 04:05:06 PM

> Record Type: Record

> To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
>
> cc: see the distribution list at the bottom of this message
> subject: NSTC clearance of CCSP documents

> All:
>
> I have received copies of the agency clearances from OMB, which
> satisfies the CENR process as well.
>
> In order to have the proper documentation in the CENR/NSTC records,
> however, I’ve attached a concurrence memo and sign-off sheet for your
> signature, so that we can have a hard copy in the files.
>
> Please fax this back this afternoon if possible (202-408-9674), and let
> me know if you have any questions.
>
> Carla sullivan
> CENR Executive Secretary
> 202-482-5921

(appl i cati on/mswo rd)

Name: CCSP CENR clearance.doc
Type: WINWORD File
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CCSP CENR
1094_f_hwezh003_ceq.txt

clearance.doc Encoding: base64
Description: Microsoft word

Download Status" Not downloaded
4
with message

> Message
TO:

> Message
To:

Sent

Kathie L. Olsen/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Marcus Peacock/OMB/EOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Conrad C Lautenbacher <conrad.C.Lautenbacher@noaa.gov>
"gilman.paul" <gilman.paul@epa.gov>

copi ed

Ann B. Carlson/OSTP/EOP@EOP
Erin wuchte/OMB/EOP@EOP
"matthews.lisa" <matthews.lisa@epa.gov>
James R Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>
Ahsha Tribble <Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov>

>                             Name: pic24444.pcx
>    pic24444,pcx            Type: PCX Image
(application/x-unknown-content-type-pcxfile)
> Encoding: base64
> Download Status: Not downloaded with
- carla.sullivan.vcf                      AI-FACHMENT

Al-T CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00,00

message
1

TEXT:
begin:vcard
n:Sullivan;Carla
tel;cell:202-302-2965
tel;fax:202-482-1041
tel;work:202-482-5921
x-mozilla-html:FALSE           ¯
org:office of the Under Secretary;NOAA
version:2.1
email;internet:carla.sullivan@noaa.gov
title:Policy Advisor                        .
adr;quoted-printable:;;Department of commerce Bldg.,
tution Ave. NW=0D=0A;Washington;DC;20230;
fn:carla sullivan
end:vcaPd

Rm 5811=0D=OA14th & Consti

END A1-FACHMENT i
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NATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL
CONCURRENCE SHEET

RETURN BY Monday, July 21, 2003

Please check the applicable option, sign in space provided, and return by fax to addressee
below.

NSTC Report Title: The US Climate Change Science Program Vision for the
Program and Highlights of the Scientific Strategic Plan, and
Strategic Plan for the Climate Change Science Program.

~A. I approve of the attached report.

B. I approve of the attached report and recommend minor editing [attach editorial
comments].

C. I request that the attached comments on the report be considered prior to its
being finalized.

D. This report does not directly apply to this agency, but I do not object to its being
cleared.

Return by FAX to: 202-408-9674
Carla Sullivan, NSTC Committee on Environment and Natural Resources, Executive
Secretary 202-482-5921, Carla.Sullivan@noaa.gov.
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-EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT-

COUNCIL ON
ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

730 Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

TO:

FROM:

DATE: ~~ ~__ PAGES: ~__
(INCLUDING COVER SHEET)

PHONE.. (202) 456-6224
FAX: (205) 456-2710

COMMENTS:

The document(s) accompanying this FAX transmission may contain informatioi~, which is confidential and;or
sensitive. The information is intended only for use by the individual or entity named on this transmission sheet.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the
taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this faxed information is strictly prohibited, and that the
documents should be returned to this office immediately. In this regard, if you have received this FAX in enor,
please notify us by telephone inmaediately so that we can arrange for the return of the original documents{s) to
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07/22/03 13:15 FAX 2022280454 ~ 001

TO:

SENATE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS "

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT,
THE FEDERAL WORKFORCE, AND TIrE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

S~mator Richard J. Durbin
Ranking Democratic Member

326 Dirksem Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Phone: 202-224-5538
Fax: 202-228-0454

FROM:

Sue Hardesty
Professional Staff Member

Emily Kirk
Counsel

Brian McLaughlin
Staff Assistant

1"71 Jan Brumler
Counsel

[~ Catherine Potter
Professional Staff Member

John Daley
Staff Assistant

Date:

Pages: (including cover sheet)
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 nit d
COMMITEEE ON

GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-6250

1~002

July 22, 2003

The Honorable Joshua B. Bolten
Director, Office of Management and Budget
The Executive Office of the Presidcmt
725 17t~ Street, NW
Washington, DC 20503

The Honorable James L. Connaughton
Chair, Council on Environmental Quality
The Executive Office of the President
722 Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

Dear Mr. Boltcn and Mr. Connaughton:

I am writing to express my concern about the attempt by the Office of
Management and Budget and the Council on Environmental Quality to suppress the facts
about one of the most significant environmental erises we face: global warming.
Specifically, news reports indicate that officials in the Council for Environmental Quality
(CEQ), Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and possibly other Administration
offices, pressured the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to significantly alter the
elirnate change section in a report by the EPA entitled Draft Report on the Environment.

The first EPA draft included a section on global issues which began, "Climate
change has global consequen.ces for human health and the environment." Your offices,
and possibly other Administration offices, proposed changing this opening to "The
complexity oft.he Earth system and the interconnections among its components make it a
scientific challenge to document change, diagnose its causes, and develop useful
projections of how natural variability and human actions may affect the global
environment in the future."

The EPA decided to reject many ofthc changes proposcd by your offices and
possibly other Administration offices, saying that the White House proposal "no longer
accurately represents scientific consensus on climate change." However, under pressure
from your offices and possibly other Administration offices, the EPA shortened and
diluted the text in the climate change section so that it reads simply, "The issue of global
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climate change involves changes in the radiative batance of the Earth---the balance
between energy received from the sun and emitted from Earth. This report does not
attempt to address the complexities of this issue."

Leading scientists from a variety of disciplines have reached consensus that our
climate is changing, including members from the intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change 0PCC), a Uzfited Nations panel which includes over 2,500 scientists representing
more than 100 countries. As Dr. Robert Watson, then Chairman of the IPCC, said in
2001, "The overwhelming majority of scientific experts, whilst recognizing that scientific
uncertainties exist, nonetheless believe that hmnau-induced eli.mate change is already
occurring and that future e~aange is inevitable." "

Numerous repoz~ have explained how human impacts are contributing to global
warming, and have detailed the many detrimental effects of global warmirig. The
National Research Council of the National Academies states in a report released in March
2003, "as a result of global emissions of greenhouse gases, Earth’s mean surface
temperature is expected to rise by 1-3.5 C (1.8 to 6.3 F) over the next century, and
changes in Arctic Alaska are expected to be even greater (Houghton et. al. 1995, 1996).
... Ice cover in the Arctic Ocean has been shrinking by about 3% per decade over the past
20 years (Johannessen et al. 1999) ... If the trend were to continue, within 50 years the
sea ice could disappear entirely in the summer."

According to the National Climatic Data Center, there is growing evidence of
more extreme precipitation events than in the past.. Precipitation over land surfaces has
increased in the mid- and high- latitudes and decreased in the subtropics mad tropics. The
IPCC also observes that several pieces of evidence exist to indicate that global warming
is already occurring, including shrinking glaciers, thawing permafrost, earlier break-up of
fiver and lake ice, lengthening of rnid-to high- latitude growing seasons, poleward and
altitudinal shifts of plant and animal ranges, declines in some animal and plant
populations, and earlier insect emergence.

A report published in April 2003 by the Union of Concerned Scientists and the
Ecological Society of America details some of the very serious consequences of global
warming in the Great Lakes Region. This report found that by the end ot’the 21~t century,
summer temperatures in Illinois will generally resemble that of current east Texas. Sueh
a dramatic climate shift could significantly harm’our economy, particularly our
agricultural economy and other endeavors dependent on the weather. In addition, Dr.
Andrew Derocher, a biologist and leading expert on Arctic ecology, stated in a scientific
presentation at the beginning of this year that global warming could drive-polar bears to
extinction within 100 years.

Given the incredible amount ofre~eareh on global warming and its damaging
effects, I am seriously troubled by pressure exerted by your offices and possibly other
Administration otliees to eliminate decisive statements about global warming in the
EPA’s Draft Report on the Environment. For this reason, I would appreciate your
providing me with responses to the following questions:
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¯ What is the OMB and CEQ protocol for how and u~der what circumstances
agency publications a.re reviewed.’?

¯ Was the protocol discussed above followed when reviewing the EPA Draft Report
on the Environment? Please explain.

¯ When OMB and CEQ officials seek to alter statements about scientific findings or
the scientific analysis ofagmaeies, are those alterations peer-reviewed or
otherwise vetted or confirmed by scientific experts and/or sources.
On what basis did OMB and CEQ officials seek substantial changes to the climate
change section of the EPA Draft Report on the Environment?
What are your offices doing, individually and in coordination with other offices
and agencies within the Administration, to address global warming and its effects,
aside from conducting studies?

Despite the efforts ofOMB, CEQ and possibly other Administration offices to
censor the t~aets, gtobal warming eontitmes to worsen. I urge you to give agencies the
freedom to be forthright with the public about information regarding our environment,
economy, and public health, and I respeetfaally ask you to take action to address the
problem of global warming.

Sincerely,

Richard J. Durbirt
Ranking Member, Senate Subcommittee on
Oversight of Government Management, the Federal
Workforee, and the District of Columbia
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MEETING AGENDA

July 23, 2003

Update on rollout plan for the CCSP

Overview of the Earth Observation Summit (goals of the meeting, invitees, outline)

Communications outreach for the Earth Observation Summit

Action items for meeting attendees
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Agenda for Climate Change Strategic Plan (CCSP) Rollout
U.S. Department of Commerce

1401 Constitution Avenue- Room 4830
July 24, 2003
10:00 A.M.

Introduction
Deputy Secretary Sam Bodman, U.S. Department of Commerce

Welcome and Introduction

Secretary Spencer Abraham, U.S. Department of Energy
Background on Blue Team / Significance of press conference

Secretm3t Don Evans, U.S. Department of Commerce

CCSP Sig~ifieauce / Financial Commitment

Dr. John H. Marburger, Science Advisor to the President
Director, Office of Science and Technology policy

Role of OSTP in climate science

Under
Secretary Bob Card, U.S. Department of Energy
Specifics of Energy role in CCSP

VADM Conrad Lautenbaeher, Under Secretary for NOAA
Earth Observing summit announcement

UnderSecretary James Mahoney, NOAA

CCSP specifics
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:24-]UL-2003 15:47:09.00

SUB]ECT:: 3OHN -- SEE BELOW

To:joh.heilprin@ap.org @ inet ( joh,heilprin@ap.org @ inet [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Elizabeth A. stolpe ( CN=Elizabeth A. stolpe/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Khary I. cauthen ( CN=Khary I. Cauthen/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:michael_catanzaro@epw.senate.gov @ inet ( michael_catanzaro@epw.senate.gov @
i net [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
John -- good to see you today. Did you ask Phil Clapp if he doubles as
Rip Van winkle and missed 8 years of the clinton Administration?
,.. "This would have been a great research program if it had been

announced by the first President Bush 10 years ago."

white House wants more research on Mother Nature’s role in global warming.
WASHINGTON (AP) D* The White House on Thursday will issue a revised 10-year
global warming research plan that sets five goals, chief among them
identifying "natural variability" in climate change, an effort that
environmentalists say diverts the focus away from man-made pollution.
The second goal listed by the Bush administration is to find better ways
of measuring climate effects from burning fossil fuels, industrial
production of warming gases and changes in land use. The 364-page plan
~mphasizes the difficulties but.also the importance of reaching that goa!.
These changes have several important climate effects, some of which can

be quantified only poorly at present," say summaries obtained by The
Associated Press. Managing the potential human contributions to global
warming,is described as "a capstone issue for our generation and those to
follow.
other goals are to reduce uncertainty in climate forecasting; to better
understand how changes in climate affect human, wildlife and plant
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communitiesi and to find more exact ways of calculating the risks of
global warml ng.
The administration also will ask Congress for a new $103 million, two-year
initiative to speed up "high priority" research on carbon pollution,
aerosols and oceans and determine the best ways to compile and disseminate
information about them, Assistant Commerce Secretary James Mahoney told
the AP. He said that effort would be included in President Bush’s budget
proposals for 2005 and 2006 and would draw some of its funds from the
existing $1.75 billion climate change science Program.
The new plan and funding initiative are being presented by Commerce
Secretary Don Evans and Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham.
An earlier version was roundly criticized by a panel of top climate
experts at the National Academy of sciences, who said it didn’t set hard
priorities and lacked a clear, guiding vision and a specific timetable of
~oals.
we’ve tried to take all of the academy’s recommendations into account,"

Mahoney said. "The greatest focus is on what we can deliver in the
shortest period."
He said more than 250 people worked on the plan, which envisions no fewer
than 21 separate reports on varying aspects of climate change being
produced over the next four years.
carbon dioxide from burning oil and coal is blamed by many scientists for
contributing to a "greenhouse" or warming effect on global climates.
The Bush administration is the first to comply with Congress’ 1990 mandate
that a 10-year climate change research plan be created. Lawmakers also
said such a plan should be updated every three years.
The new plan revises a draft released late last year which focused on
making better economic projections of possible climate policy changes and
tighter coordination of more than a dozen federal agencies’ efforts.
Lester Brown, founder of the Earth Policy Institute, and Philip clapp,
president of National Environmental Trust, criticized the administration
for focusing on natural causes of global warming and reopening scientific
issues already adequately addressed by the academy and the united Nations’
scientific panel.
"It seems to me that it’s an effort to postpone doing anything meaningful
on the climate issue," said Brown, who called for more research on cllmate
warming effects on crop production and water shortages.
clapp predicted that "most climate scientists around the world will see
this as fiddling while Rome burns .... This would have been a great
research p,r, ogram if it had been announced by the first President Bush 10
years ago.
Annie Petsonk, an Environmental Defense lawyer who helped craft the first
Bush’s policy while working in his administration’s Justice Department,
said there is enough scientific certainty to begin taking action now to
reduce warming.
"where the administration has thought to take any action at all has been
to delete climate references from reports and to t,r,y to repudiate the
science that says global warming is happening now, she said.
Bush and his advisers have adopted the stance that reducing emissions
through costly near-term measures is unjustified, and that scientific
forecasting of climate change is too imprecise to agree to long-term,
international, mandatory cuts in greenhouse gas emissions.
Mahoney said the administration has been careful to distinguish between
science and policy.
"we can’t move the science faster than it goes," he said. "At any point in
time, there can be debates about the policy, but our job is to structure
our information to be the most helpful."
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:24-3UL-2003 16:15:10.00

SUB3ECT:: Full set of clips in text re: climate change announcement

TO:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kameran L. onley ( CN=Kameran L. onley/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Bryan J. Hannegan ( CN=Bryan J. Hannegan/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

04:13 PM
Forwarded by Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP on 07/24/2003

Joshua J. chinsky
07/24/2003 03:49:17 PM
Record Type:    Record

To: Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP
co:
bcc:
subject: Re: AP: white House to Unveil Global warming Plan (NYT,
USATtOOk the AP story)

Dana,
I hope the following stories are what you wanted.
-JOSh

A version of the AP story ran in the Hamilton Spectator (Ontario, Canada)~
and The standard (st. catharines)o

This came from Knight Ridder. It also appeared in Duluth News Tribune,
Centre Daily Times, Monterey County Herald, San Jose Mercury News, Contra
Costa Times (california), Lexington Herald Leader (Kentucky):

Copyright 2003pKnight Ridder/Tribune Business News
Copyright 2003pKnight Ridder washington Bureau ~
Knight Ridder Washlngton Bureau

July 24, 2003, Thursday

KR-ACC-NO: WA-BUSH-WARMING

LENGTH: 654 words
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HEADLINE: U.S. to study science behind Global warming Instead of Deciding
How to Fix It

BYLINE: By Seth Borenstein

BODY:
~WASHINGTON -- The Bush administration plans to spend at least two more
years and another $ 103 million studying what it calls the "uncertainty"
of the science behind global warming instead of deciding how to fix it.

scientists and environmentalists say the U.S. Climate Change science
Program, which will be released Thursday, focuses too much on scientific
questions that have already been answered and not enough on action. Knight
Ridder obtained parts of the plan wednesday

The science plan is the Bush administration’s next move on the thorny
issue of global warming, soon after taking office, President Bush withdrew
from a 1997 international treaty to reduce emissions of so-called
"greenhouse gases" -- which contribute to global warming -- and reneged on
a campaign promise to regulate carbon dioxide emissions from coal-fired

~ower plants. The president said restricting emissions of such fossil
uels to slow global warming would cost too much, given how uncertain he

believes the issue Is.

Summaries of the report use the word "uncertainty" 15 times and the phrase
"fossil fuels" only once.

But uncertainty is more in the eyes of politicians than of scientists.

while scientists still quibble about how bad the problem will become, an
overwhelming majority of climate scientists say global warming is man-made
and is caused primarily by burning fossil fuels. A team of top
international scientists predicts that world temperatures will increase
somewhere between 2.5 to 10 degrees by the year 2100.

spending so much time looking at the so-called uncertainty "is a little
bit like somebody sending a letter to the fire department trying to find
out their capabilities when there is already smoke coursing through the
house," said Michael MacCracken, an atmospheric scientist. He was the
federal government’s top scientist in charge of studying the impact of
global warming from 1993 to 2001.

The.prest.igious National Research Council, which does scientific and
englneerlng studies for the federal government, said in February that an
early version of the Bush strategy took good first steps, but "lacks most
of the basic elements of a strategic plan" that would help lead to action.
officials at the council did commend the Bush administration for seeking ~
scientific review.

Thursday’s plan calls for more research in five key areas:

--understanding today’s climate and how the climate has changed in the
past..

--Figuring out more precisely what causes global warming.

--Reducing the wide range of estimates on how hot the atmosphere will get.

--understanding how humans and the environment could adapt to global
warming.

--Deciding o~ "the limits" and risks of what can and can’t be done about
Page 2
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Commerce Secretary Donald Evans, in a prepared statement, said: "The Bush
administration has brought a total government spending on climate-change
related programs to $ 4.5 billion. The critical investment announced today
will accelerate select high-priority research projects and c~imate
observations that will help us fill critical.knowledge gaps.

According to Dan Lashof, science director for the Natural Resources
Defense Council, a washington environmental group, the problem isn’t
uncertainty, but Bush’s unwillingness to listen to scientists’ pleadings
that global warming is a serious problem that must be addressed now.

"The administration is trying to call attention to its research plan
to
distract attention from its lack of an action plan to actually reduce
global-warming pollution," Lashof said. "There is a lot of reiteration of
questions that have been asked and answered for a number of years."

But Bill Kovacs, the u.s. chamber of Commerce’s vice president for
environment and energy, said: "uncertainty is what the problem is, and
before you decide you’re going to wreck an economy you need to decide the
uncertainties."

other versions of the story apeared in:

The Atlanta Journal and Constitution

July 24, 2003 Thursday Home Edition

SECTION: News; Pg. 4B

LENGTH: 310 words

HEADLINE: Warming report expected to call for more research

BYLINE: JEFF NESMITH

SOURCE: Cox washington Bureau

BODY:
washington --- The Bush administration will release its plan for
addressing global warming today, calling for more study despite widespread
scientific belief that climate change is linked to burning fossil fuels.

A consortium of 13 federal agencies developed the strategy, which is to be
released by Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham, commerce secretary Donald
Evans and others. A summary, obtained wednesday, says the plan will
"support scientific discovery and excellence."

william O’Keefe of the George Marshall Institute, a group that questions
the need for immediate action, said the report "could be a very valuable
guide for research and planning."

"The fact of the matter is we simply do not know how the climate system
operates," he said. "No one doubts t~at human activities are affecting the
climate. The big debate is how much.

Many scientists and environmentalists say the administration should act
now,
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spending so much time looking at the so-called uncertainty "is a little
bit like somebody sending a letter to the fire department trying to find
out their capabilities when there is already smoke coursing through the
house," said Michael MacCracken, the government scientist in charge of
studying global warming from 1993 to 2001.

"The bottom line is the administration doesn’t have a policy to reduce the
pollution that’s causing global warming, so they’re trying to get people
to focus on their research effort," said scientist Dan Lashoff of the
Natural Resources Defense Council.

"I think we should learn as much as we can about global warming, but we
already know enough to know [that it is] time to start fixing the problem."

He noted the senate is set to debate global warming next week when a bill
to limit greenhouse gases is considered.

Knight Ridder Newspapers contributed material for this article.

The washington Post

July 24, 2003, Thursday, Final Edition

SECTION: A SECTION;    Pg. A06

LENGTH: 583 words

HEADLINE: Taking On Global climate Change; Planned study Is Decried as
stalling

BYLINE: Guy Gugliotta, washington Post staff writer

BODY:
The Bush administration will announce today final details of a 10-year
plan to study global climate change to determine whether greenhouse gases
and other human-generated pollutants have contributed to an unnatural
warming of Earth’s atmosphere.

"we want to take a very careful acknowledgement of everything we know and
don’t know and try to drive the science forward," Assistant Commerce
Secretary James R. Mahoney, director of ~he administration’s U.S. climate
Change science Program, said yesterday. And we want to do it with as much
transparency as possible, because this is a highly controversial area."

Environmental groups criticized the plan as a deliberate attempt to stall
action on global warming by revisiting scientific questions that were long
ago "asked and answered," said Daniel A. Lashof, science director for the
climate Center of the Natural Resources Defense Council.

Philip E. Clapp, president of the National Environmental Trust, said,
"Most climate scientists around the world will see this as fiddling while
Rome burns. More research is always welcome, but the goal here is just to
delay doing anything about the problem."

The plan is contained in a 330-page report to be released today by
commerce secretary Donald Lo Evans and Energy Secretary spencer Abraham.
An executive summary and other amplifying documents were made public
yesterday.

The new initiatives marked the latest effort by President Bush to take the
high ground in the climate change debate. Environmentalists roundly
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criticized him less than three months after taking office in 2001, when he
dismissed the Kyoto agreement on global warming, saying it exempted
developing countries and would harm the u.s. economy.

Bush’s critics say the preponderance of scientific opinion holds that
emissions of carbon dioxide and other heat-trapping industrial and
tailpipe gases are responsible for a trend that has the potential to alter
global cllmate in profound and perhaps catastrophic ways.

"The political piece with this la~est effort is to make people feel better
about the science," Lashof said. ’But the administration will try to
suppress information that its friends in the coal and oil industry don’t
like."

Administration supporters, however, say that although global warming may
be a reality, the reasons for it remain unproven: "A lot of what people
say about this is professional judgment and hypothesis,".said william
o’Keefe, president of the George C. Marshall Institute. We just don’t
have the empirical data."

The research plan is intended to fix that, Mahoney said. The Climate
Change science Program brings together expertise from 13 federal agencies
that are spending $ 4.5 billion per year on programs that touch on climate
change, he said, and the plan will reprogram $ 103 million to deploy new
satellite-based global observation technologies.

The plan outlines five "overarching scientific goals." They include
improving knowledge of Earth’s climate and "reducing uncertainty in
projections of how the Earth’s climate and related systems may change
the future." And although the plan is designed for 10 years, it also
outlines 21 priorities to be completed by 2007, focusing on measuring
emissions and making predictions based on the estimates.

in

"We don’t recommend decisions," Mahone~l said. "we’re completely neutral
about that, but we want to have as much useful information out there as
possible when the bell rings and somebody wants to use it."

u.s. Newswire

July 24, 2003 Thursday 10:15 AM

SECTION: National Desk

LENGTH: 496 words

HEADLINE: WWF: US Research Plan Another Tactic to Delay Action on Global
warming ;
Administration Attempts to Distract Nation from Environmental Problem

DATELINE: WASHINGTON,    JUly 24

BODY:
The ten year research proposal for the us climate change science Program
announced today by the Bush Administration appears to be another attempt
to focus attention on scientific uncertainties instead of taking action on
the basis of science that already exists, according to world wildlife Fund.

"If we continue to delay action while the Administration reinvents climate
science we will miss the window of opportunity to reduce future impacts on
communities and wildlife," said Katherine silverthorne, director of WWF’s
US Climate Change Program.
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"It is important to continue to build our knowledge of climate science,
but the existing .body of scientific literature on climate change makes
clear that we must take steps to reduce emissions of heat-trapping
emissions simultaneously while broadening our understanding," said
silverthorne. "Existing reports by top experts-the Th.ird Assessment Report
of the Intergovernmental Panel on climate change, a w~ite House
commissioned report by the National Research Council, and a 2002 rep?rt b.y
the US Department of State-project an array of potential harm if actlon is
not taken to reduce emissions of the heat-trapping gases that cause
climate change."

In its review of an earlier version of the proposal, the National
Academies highlighted that the proposal itself recognized that
"uncertainty is inherent in science and decision making and therefore not
in itself a basis for inaction," discounting the argument for delaying
action based on scientific uncertainty..

"The Administration’s irresponsible approach to global warming is putting
us all at risk," said silverthorne. "The planet has been diagnosed with a
life-threatening disease and rather than working on a cure, the
Administration is looking around for a second opinion it likes."

This proposal comes close on the heels of the release of an US
Environmental Protection Agency report where Administration officials
censored references to well accepted climate science, as reported by the
New York Times.

u.s. Newswire

July 24, 2003 Thursday 12:18 PM

SECTION: National Desk

LENGTH: 402 words

HEADLINE: NCPA: Good News, Bad News Associated with climate Report;
Emphasis on Uncertainty Good, But still Relies Heavily on Unreliable Models

DATELINE: WASHINGTON, July 24

BODY:
The Bush Administration released its Climate change science Program’s
(CCSP) strategic plan today to a flurry of criticlsm from environmental
activists that the administration has turned a blind eye to the
"universally accepted" occurrence of global warming. Yet, according to
scholars with the National Center for Policy Analysis (NCPA), the report
was right ~o point out that there are vast uncertainties at the core of
climate sclence, unfortunately, the report did not go far enough.

The CCSP report acknowledges the seriousness of a changing climate,
whether manmade or natural, and supports intensive research efforts to
help us understand the climate better, and help us understand how we might
respond to changes regardless of origin. It’s important that the report
acknowledges we know far too little about climate change to use it as the
basis for any policy decisions.

"These uncertainties have to be worked out before we’ll know if any given
action -- like reducing greenhouse gases -- will do any good, or provide
any benefit to present or future generations," said NCPA adjunct scholar
and Fraser Institute chief scientlst Kenneth Green.
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"Acknowledging the uncertainty is a goo~ first step,.even if ~t~doe~.open
the administration up to hyped attacks, said NCPA A~junct Scno~ar ~nris
~orner, also a fellow with the competitive Enterprise Institute.
Unfortunately like its critics, the report relies too heavily on climate

models that recent government-confirmed tests proved could not be
validated. These models have proved to be less accurate than a table of
random numbers."

"The Administration was right to mo~e away from the Kyoto Protocol, and
instead insist on further research,’ concluded NCPA senior fellow H.
Sterling Burnett. "Now its time fo~ them to move away from the unreliable
models from which Kyoto was based.

united Press International

July 24, 2003 Thursday 14:28 PM Eastern Time

LENGTH: 675 words

HEADLINE: Analysis: climate goals OK but not funded

BYLINE: By DAN WHIPPLE

DATELINE: BOULDER, Colo., July 24 (UPI)

BODY:
There are no non-political reports about climate chan~e, and no one will
ever be satisfied, but the Bush administration’s new strategic Plan for
the climate change science Program’ is a serious attempt to advance the
scientific basis for policy decisions, despite a lack of important
specifics, according to experts on both sides of the debate.

The report outlines proposed scientific goals in five areas of climate
research:

--Improving knowledge and understanding of the Earth’s past and present
climate and environment, including its natural variability;

--improving quantification of the forces bringing about changes in the
Earth’s climate;

--reducing uncertainty in projections of how the Earth’s climate and
related systems may change in the future;

’--understanding the sensitivity and adaptability of different natural and
managed ecosystems and human systems to climate and related global
changes, and

~-identifying the limits of evolving knowledge to manage risks related to
climate variability.

Bill O’Keefe, president of the George C. Marshall Institute in washington,
D.C., who participated in one of the workshops convened in preparing the
report, told united Press International the program will fill important
gaps ~n information.

"virtually all of the statements about climate change are based on
hypotheses," he said. "There is a tremendous lack of information and data.
This calls for a focus on research where research would help us understand
how the climate system works." As this process moves forward, O’Keefe
explained, it would create a scientific basis on which to make decisions,
instead of speculation.
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"This is a very broad and difficult topic, and I think the authors in the
agencies did a good job, considering the difficulty of the task, the
breadth of the topics and the relatlvely short amount of time in which
they put it together," Rick Anthes, president of the University Center for
Atmospheric Research, the parent of the National Center for Atmospheric
Research in Boulder, told uPI.

"Much of it is very general and few specific action items are proposed,"
he added.

"Although the report sets out an ambitious plan for scientific research,
the most glaring omission is no discussion of funding specifics and no
estimate of cost," Anthes added, saying the report mentions only that the
program will be implemented by six different appropriation bills within
the context of the federal budget cycle.

"How is this actually going to be implemented?" Anthes asked. "Are there
going to be new resources? If it’s just a shuffling around of.~xis~ing
resources, not a lot will come of this. we neea resources in tne observing
system and in the modeling area. If these resources aren’t forthcoming, we
will continue to make progress at a very slow rate.

Anthes called the problem "enormously important," and said, "If we’re
spending a billion a day on Iraq, which is also important, then we ough~
to spend a few hundred million a year on taking the pulse of the Earth.’

One thing the report does seem to indicate is the climate change issue
appears to be forcing its way to the policy forefront, despite the
administration’s lace of enthusiasm for the subject.

"climate and climate variability play important roles in shaping the
environment, natural resources, infrastructure, economy, and other aspects
of life in all countries of the world," the report states. "Potential
human-induced changes in climate and related" environmental systems, and
the options proposed to adapt to or mlt~gate" " these changes, may,,also have
substantial environmental, economic, and societal consequences.

Anthes said he is "impressed that a document signed by officials at the
highest levels of the administration would quote the June 2001 report that
says very directly, that greenhouse gases are accumulating, and that
temperatures are ~n fact rising, most likely due to human activities.".

"The new climate plan represents "an o~,en airing of views," he said, "not
sweeping global warming under the rug.

The Bulletin’s Frontrunner

July 24, 2003 Thursday

SECTION: washington News

LENGTH: 108 words

HEADLINE: white House TO Announce Revised 10-Year Global warming Research
Plan.

BODY:
USA Today/AP (7/24) reports, "The white House on Thursday will issue a
revised 10-year global warming research plan that sets five goals, chief
among them identifying ’natural variability’ in climate change, an effort
that environmentalists say diverts the focus away from man-made
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pollution." The new plan "and funding initiative are being presented by~I    nCommerce Secretary Don Evans and Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham. A
earlier version "was roundly criticized by a panel of top climate experts
at the National Academy of Sciences, who said it didn’t set hard
priorities and lacked a clear, guiding vision and a specific timetable of
goal s."

Dana M. Perino 07/24/2003 07:55:28 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Joshua J. chinsky/CEQ/EOP@EOP
cc:
subject: AP: white House to Unveil Global warming Plan (NYT,.USATtook the
AP story)

Josh -- could you please read the following article and then do a lexis
search to see where this story may have run? curious to know who all
picked up the ap story, who else wrote (i believe there’ll be stories in
the post, christian science monitor -- after noon today, reuters,
greenwire, etc). if you could put all of the text into one email for us,
that would be great, deadline would be end of day today, let me know if
you’ll be able to do it -- if not, no problem!

Forwarded by Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP on 07/24/2003
07:53 AM

Dana M. Perino 07/24/2003 07:52:35 AM

Record Type: Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
cc:
subject: AP: white House to Unveil Global warming Plan (NYT, USATtOOk the
AP story)

sorry -- here’s the article:

white House wants more research on Mother Nature’s role in global warming
WASHINGTON (AP) D* The white House on Thursday will issue a revised 10-year
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global warming research plan that sets five goals, chief among them
Identifying "natural variability" in climate change, an effort that
environmentalists say diverts the focus away from man-made pollution.
The second goal listed by the Bush administration is to find better ways
of measuring climate effects from burning fossil fuels, industrial
production of warming gases and changes in land use. The 364-page plan
emphasizes the difficulties but also the importance of reaching that goal.
"These chanqes have several important climate effects, some of which can
be quantified only poorly at present," say summaries obtained by The
Associated Press. Managing the potential human contributions to global
warming is described as "a capstone issue for our generation and those to
fol l ow."
other goals are to reduce uncertainty in climate forecasting; to better
understand how changes in climate affect human, wildlife and plant
communities; and to find more exact ways of calculating the risks of
global warming.                            ~
The administration also will ask Cong,r, ess for a new $103 million, two-year
initiative to speed up "high priority’ research on carbon pollution,
aerosols and oceans and determine the best ways to compile and disseminate
information about them, Assistant Commerce Secretary James Mahoney told
the AP. He said that effort would be included in President Bush’s budget
proposals for 2005 and 2006 and would draw some of its funds from the
existing $1.75 billion climate change science Program.
The new plan and funding initiative are being presented by commerce
secretary Don Evans and Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham.
An earlier version was roundly criticized by a panel of top climate
experts at the National Academy of sciences, who said it didn’t set hard
priorities and lacked a clear, guiding vision and a specific timetable of
~oal s.
we’ve tried to take all of the academy’s recommendations into account,"

Mahoney said. "The greatest focus is on what we can deliver in the
shortest period."
He said more than 250 people worked on the plan, which envisions no fewer
than 21 separate reports.on varying aspects of climate change being
produced over the next four years.
carbon dioxide fro,m, burning o,i,l and coal is blamed by many scientists for
cont.ributing to a greenhouse or warming effect on global climates.
The Bush administration is the first to comply with Congress’ 1990 mandate
that a 10-year climate change research plan be created. Lawmakers also
said such a plan should be updated every three years.
The new plan revises a draft released late last year which focused on
making better economic projections of possible climate policy changes and
tighter coordination of more than a dozen federal agencies’ efforts.
Lester Brown, founder of the Earth Policy Institute, and Philip clapp,
president of National Environmental Trust, criticized the administration
for focusing on natural causes of global warming and reopening scientific
issues already adequately addressed by the academy and the unlted Nations’
scientific panel.
"It seems to me that it’s an effort to postpone doing anything meaningful"
on the climate issue," said Brown, who called for more research On cllmate
warming effects on crop production and water shortages.
Clapp predicted that "most climate scientists around the world will see
this as fiddling while Rome burns .... This would have been a great
research p,r, ogram if it had been announced by the first President Bush 10
years ago.
Annie Petsonk, an Environmental Defense lawyer who helped craft the first
Bush’s policy while working in his administration’s Justice Department,
said there is enough scientific certainty to begin taking action now to
reduce warming.
"where the administration has thought to take any action at all has been
to delete climate references from reports and to try to repudiate the
science that says global warming is happening now," she said.
Bush and his advisers have adopted the stance that reducing emissions
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through costly near-term measures is unjustified, and that scientific
forecasting of climate change is too imprecise to agree to long-term,
international, mandatory cuts in greenhouse gas emissions.
Mahoney said the administration has been careful to distinguish between
~cience and policy.
we can’t move the science faster than it goes," he said. "At any point in

time, there can be debates about the policy, but our job is to structure
our information to be the most helpful."

07:51 AM
Forwarded by Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP on 07/24/2003

Dana M. Perino 07/24/2003 07:49:03 AM

Record Type: Record

TO: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
CC:
Subject: AP: White House to Unveil Global warming Plan (NYT took the AP
story)

July 24, 2003
white House to Unveil Global warming Plan
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Filed at 4:59 a.m. ET
WASHINGTON -- The chief goal in a white House plan to study global warming
is learning more about natural causes of climate change, drawing criticism
from environmentalists who say reducing industrial carbon emisslons is the
real problem.
The new 10-year plan and $130 million proposal to speed up research in
some high-priority areas was being released Thursday by commerce secretary
Don Evans and Energy Secretary,Spencer Abraham.
The first of the 364-page plan s five goals is to study the "’natural
variability" in climate change. The second is to find better ways of
measuring climate effects from burning fossil fuels, industrial production
of warming gases and changes in land use.
other goals are to reduce uncertainty in climate forecasting; to better
understand how changes in climate affect human, wildlife and plant
communities; and to find more exact ways of calculating the risks of
global warming, according to plan summaries obtained by The Associated
Press.                                          .
But environmentalists said the administration was focusing too much on
natural causes and reopening scientific issues already well studied.
Philip clapp, president of National Environmental Trust, predicted that
"’most climate scientists around the world will see this as fiddling while
Rome burns .... This would have been a great research program if it had
been announced by the first President Bush 10 years ago.
"’We can’t move the science faster than it goes," Assistant Commerce
Secretary James Mahoney, who oversees u.s. research on climate change,
told the AP. "’At any point in time, there can be debates about the
policy, but our job is to structure our information to be the most
helpful. ’ ’
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Mahoney said the administration also will ask Congress to approve a new
$103 million, two-year initiative to speed up research on carbon
pollution, aerosols and oceans and determine the best ways to compile and
disseminate information about them.
That effort will be included in President Bush’s budget proposals for 2005
and 2006, Mahoney said, and would draw some of its funds from the existing
$1.75 billion Climate change science Program.
congress in 1990 required that the nation create a lO-year climate change
research plan, but no administration has complied until now. Such a plan
also is supposed to be updated every three years.
The Bush administration released its first draft of a plan late last year,
focusing on making better economic projections of possible climate policy
changes and tighter coordination of more than a dozen federal agencies’
efforts.
That draft was harshly criticized bya panel of top climate experts at the
National Academy of sciences, who said it didn’t set hard priorities or
~rovide a clear vision and specific timetable for meeting goals.

"we’ve tried to take all of the academy’s recommendations into account,"
Mahoney said. "’The greatest focus is on what we can deliver in the
shortest period."
The plan calls for 21 reports over the next four years on a wide range of
climate change aspects. Many scientists blame carbon dioxide from burning
oil and coal for contributing to a "’greenhouse" or warming effect on
global climates.
Bush and his advisers have adopted the stance that reducing emissions
through costly near-term measures is unjustified, and that scientific
forecasting of climate change is too imprecise to agree to long-term,
international, mandatory cuts in greenhouse gas emissions.
Mahoney said the administration has been careful to distinguish between-
science and policy.                                            ~
Environmentalists said the administration was dragging its ~eet.
"’It seems to me that it’s an effort to postpone doing anything meaningful
on the climate issue," Earth Policy Institute founder Lester Brown sald,
adding that the plan also seems to overlook an important link between
global warming, grain production and water shortages°
Annie Petsonk, an Environmental Defense lawyer who helped craft the first
President Bush’s policy, said there is enough scientific certainty to
begin taking action now to reduce warming.
"’where the administration has thought to take any action at all," she
said, "’has been to delete climate references from reports and t~,try to
repudiate the science that says global warming is happening now.
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Chicago Climate Exchange Announces Start of Trading and
Provider of Electronic Trading Platform Services.

(Chicago - July 23, 2003) Chicago Clknate Exchange® (CCX~) r¢a~hed a~other n~ileston¢ in its
development of ~� greenhouse gas emissions market as it set the opening date for tradi~. CCX also
mmounccd that Intet~ntinental~chang~TM (ICETM) has been contracted to provide, design aud sexvice
CCX’s el~ctronic trsding platfomx

The auction of CCX emission allowances to its Membex~ will be conducted, and the results announced,
on Wednesday, Octolx~ 1, 2003. CCX has established Tuesday, September 30, 2003 as the closing day
for sealed bids. Continuous electronio trading of greenhouse gas emission allowauces and offsets will
begin on Friday, October 10, 2003.

"We are pleased to announce the dates for the first auction and the fJxst la:ading day of CC.X. We are also
very excited to enter into this licensing agreement with ICE," said Dr. Rictmrd L. Sandor, Chairman and
CEO of CCX. ’Whe ability to ~se ICE’s trading plaffoxm in tlfis privat~ label awangement allows CCX to
bene~t fi’om ICE’s proven lead.ship in e.lectroaic trading technology and will exemplify CCX’s
ftmctionality, Ueasparvncy and ability to provide a reliable mark~pIace for reducing and trading

’"ICE continues to .take a leading role in serving the commodity markets with technology by ¢onverg~g
innovative new products with unparalleled ~ctt~," said J~y C. Spxvchar, Chairman and CEO
of I~t~rcontine~tal. "We are pleased to I~ovide lz~mology for CCX participants un&r this private label
agreement that ~ facRitate the access~ility and transparenoy of the Exchange."

Atlanta-based IntergontinentalgxchangeTM is the leading electronic venue for the trading of over 600
energy and metals oommodifics. Marc than 5,000 users globa]ly access the IntemetJoased ICE platform
each trading day. Intercontinental also owns the International Petroleum Exchange of Londo~ (IPE),
Europe’s l~ading energy futures and options axchang¢. ICE rvcenfly Hcenscd its eleotronic platform to
thv IPE for thv trading of fi]tures and options, in addition to the e~lange’s regular open-outcry trading
sossions.

Chicago. Oimate Exdumge~, In,’- (C~k"~) i~ a seif-,egulatory exchange ~hat administers the worM’s
first multi-national and multi-sector marketplace for reducing and wading greenhouse gas (GHG)
emisMon~. CC~ repr~.sents the first voluntary commitment by a cross-s~:tion of North ~mer~an
covporau’ons, rnunicipalitfes and other insfftutions to establish a rules-based market for reducing
greenhouse gas emlsaions. CCX enables members to receiCe credit for reducffons, and w buy and sell
credits to detnrmlne tim most cost-effect~ve means of achieving emission reducttons.
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Get quotes

ICE to provide platform  :or Chicagc  climat!
market
Reuters, 07.24.03, 11:21 AM ET

NEW YORK (Reuters) - The
Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX)
moved closer to its goal of making
greenhouse gases tradable
commodities this fall by hiring
IntercontinentalExchange (ICE) to
provide its trading platform, CCX
said on Thursday.

CCX, the flint exchange of its kind in
the United States, aims to cut its
members emissions of greenhouse
gases such as carbon dioxide by
four percent by 2006. Scientists
believe greenhouse gases, released
by burning fossil fuels, cause climate
change by trapping the sun’s heat in
the atmosphere.

CCX said it will begin continuous
electronic trading of greenhouse gas
emission allowances and offsets on
Friday October 10, 2003.

The news came. on the same day
the Bush administration was set to
release a new report on global
warming. The Bush adminlstration
plans to delay action on global
warming in favor of more study,
according to an excerpt of a report
circulated by U.S. environmental
groups.

Atlanta-based ICE, which owns
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Europe’s energy trading market, the
Intemational Petroleum Exchange,
is an electronio venue for trading
600 energy and metals
commodities.

WIRELESS ; OESK
RLERT

"The ability to use ICE’s trading
platfon’n in this pdvate label
arrangement allows CCX to benefit
from ICE’s proven leadership in
electronic trading technology," said
CCX Chairman and CEO Richard L
Sander in a statement.

CCX currently fias 14 members,
ranging from the CRy of Chicago to
Ohio-based American Electric
Power (nyse: AEP - news - people),
the largest carbon dioxide emitter in
the United States. CCX officials are
hopeful they will attract more
members and extend the program
beyond 2006.

Most industrial nations, with the
exception of the United States - the
wodd’s largest polluter- have
ratified the Kyoto Protocol, penned
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Should I Refinance?
Low Home Equity Rates

eLibrary @ Forbes.com
Reseamh topics related to this story in the ~
news and magazine amhives.
Conservation Products from Crude
Gas Environment

in 1997. Kyoto requires signatories to reduce gas emissions below 1990 levels by

The plan allows companies that cut emissions more than they Initially pledged to s
firms unable to meet required reductions. Companies trading on CCX also can ear
emission reductions programs, such as reforestation projects.

Currently, U.S. companies are not required to cap their greenhouse gas emissions
Denmark, Japan and the European Union have already boosted emissions trading
companies that curb. emissions of greenhouse gases try to cash In. The European
plan to cap a trade 45 percent of its greenhouse emissions which is targeted to be

Copyright 2003, Reuters News Service
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SUBJECT:: Re: FYI #101: New Climate Change Strategic Plan

TO:Phil Cooney (CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TEXT:

FYI
The American Institute of Physics Bulletin of Science Policy News
Number 101: July 29, 2003

Administration Releases Climate change Research Strategic Plan

Commerce Secretary Don Evans, Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham and
OSTP Director John Marburger were among a panel of senior Bush
Administration officials who released the "strategic Plan for the
climate change science Program" at a July 24 brieflng. Presented as
the Administration’s outline for the conduct of research into
climate change, and not as a policy document, the report sets forth
a lengthy series of research goals over the next ten years to guide
and coordinate the activities of thirteen federal departments and
agencies. The document, a year in the making, is billed as "the
flrst comprehensive update of a strategic plan for u.s. global
change and climate change research since the original plan for the
u.s. Global Change Research Program was adopted at the inception of
the program in 1989."

The 360-page strategic plan is not quick reading. As befitting the
complexity of the subject, the report’s sixteen chapters descrlbe in
some detail the research needed to inform future policy decisions.
The chapter on Atmospheric Composition, for example, outlines five
questions such as, "what are the climate-relevant chemical,
microphysical, and optical properties, and spatial and temporal
distributions, of human-caused and naturally occurring aerosols?"
For each of the chapter’s five questions the report summarizes in
four pages the State of Knowledge; Illustrative Research Questions;
Research Needs; and Milestones, Products, and Payoffs.

~braham characterized the new plan as "far reaching," and said that
’the science program will find the answers" to many unresolved
questions about climate change. He stressed DOE research programs
that could ultimately reduce greenhouse gases, including those in
hydrogen, clean coal, carbon sequestration, andfusion. Evans said
that "the solution ultimately is technology," and said that "America
is leading" the research on climate change. Evans said the amount
of money the united States spends on climate change is more than
Europe and Japan combined, and described an Adminlstration-hosted
international conference later this week on a proposed $100 million
plus global observation system to be developed over the next ten
years. Evans concluded his remarks by characterizing criticism of
the Administration’s actions as "superficial."

Marburger repeated that the u.s. "is a leader in climate science,"
and characterized as "remote" and "difficult" climate science
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issues.    Energy under secretary Bob Card called the preparation of
the plan, which involved externa!, reviews and a public comment
process, open and transparent, we’re going after as much reduction
s we can, card sald of greenhouse gases.

NOAA Under Secretary James Mahoney, Director of the Climate Chance
s~ience Program, spoke at length, citing the "massive" investment
o~ time and funding in the program, Mahoney characterized the effort
as a paradigm changing process, and said "these are very big bets."
He outlined how the public provided input into the designing of the
strategic plan, including a conference last December drawing 1,300

particlpants, and 270 sets of later written comments Mahoney spoke
of a. "very special commitment to. full transparency."" A second
rewew of the plan by the National Research Council will be issued
in late 2003. The plan, he said, encompasses four approaches:
advancing science, observation and data management, developing
policy maker decision support resources and ~mproved communication
methods. Mahoney predicted that the strategic plan will result in a
much better sense of the meaning of research findings.

In a question-and-answer session,    commerce Deputy Secretary Sam
Bodman was asked what policy options might result from this work,
such as Kyoto-type caps on emissions, nAnything is possible,"
Booman said. "I would not put limits on anything that might come
~t of this. if. it is warranted." Policy might result from some of
tne research that is scheduled to be completed in as little as two
years, he said. More than twenty synthesis and assessment reports
will.be prepared in the next four years. Bodman added that "this is
~ s~ence aocument,,.., an intellectually sound document." He
~nslsted that the politics" of climate change was not a major
concern.

The 360-page Strategic Plan, a 34-page synopsis, and a four-page
Executive Summary can be viewed at http://www.climatescience.gov

###############
Richard M. Jones
Media and Government Relations Division
The American Institute of Physics
fyi@aip.org    http://www, ai p. org/gov
(301) 209-3094
##END##########

If you no longer wish to receive this content alert for each issue,
please send a blank e-mail to fyi-signoff-request@listserv.aip.org.
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EARTH
 BSERVATION

Loy Henderson Ro~m "                          ~"~"

U.S. Department of State
2201 C Street, NW, Washington, DC

,
Program of Confirmed Speakers

8:00 Registration (Refreshments available in the Delegates Lounge)

8:45 Photograph of Heads of National Delegations

8:55 Call to Order
Conrad C. Lautenbacher, Jr., Administrator, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration

9:00

9:30

9:40

9:50

Opening
Colin L. Powell, Secretary of State
Donald L. Evans, Secretary of Commerce
Spencer Abraham, Secretary of Energy

Welcome Remarks
John H. Marburger, 1Lr, Science Advisor to the President

Policy Context: Environmental and Economic Security ~
James Connaughton, Chairman, White House Council on Environmen3Quality                             ¯

Developing Country Pole
Henri Djombo, Minister of Forest Economy and Environment, Republic of
the Congo (Invited)

10:00 Presentation of the Earth Observation Summit Declaration
Donald L. Evans, Secretary of Commerce

10:05 Break [Press Briefing]

00 .558
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10:35

1:00

2:30

2:50

National Perspectives on an Integrated Earth Observation System
During this segment of the program, each country representative will have the
option to provide a five-minute overview of interest and support for an integrated
Earth observation system.

Argentina Japan
Australia Kazakhstan
Brazil Mexico
Cameroon Morocco
Canada New Zealand
China Netherlands
Columbia Norway
Democratic Rep. of the Congo Republic of Korea
Egypt Republic of the Congo
European Commission Russia
France South Africa
Gabon Spain
Germany Sweden
India Switzerland
Indonesia Thailand
Israel Ukraine
Italy United Kingdom

Luncheon Program (Benjamin Franklin Room)
Hosted by Paula J. Dobriansky, Under Secretary of State for Global
Affairs

Vision: An Integrated Earth Observation System of the Future
Scan O’Keefe, Administrator, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

Interactive Panel: Critical Need--Maintain and Improve Services
This session will focus on maintaining and improving services through
integrated observations. Discussion topics will include oceans and coasts,
meteorology, food, agriculture, and forests.

Moderator: James R. Mahoney, Director, U.S. Climate Change Science
Program

Panelists include:
Patricio Bernal, Executive Secretary, Intergove,-h,nental Oceanographic

Commission
Barge Brende, Chairman, Commission on Sustainable Development
David Harcharik, Deputy Director-General, Food & Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations
Patrick ObasL Secretary-General, World Meteorological Organization
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3:40 Break

4:10 Interactive Panel: Critical Need--Fill Gaps
The focus of this second panel is to identify and respond to current gaps in
observations. Discussion topics include pubIic health, disaster management

¯ oceans and coasts.support, lglobal carbon, climate,

Moderator:. Rita R. Colwell, Director, National Science Foundation
Panelists include:

David Carson, Director, World Climate Research Programme
Walter Erdelen, Co-Chair, Integrated Global Observing Strategy

Partnership
Will Steffen, Executive Director, International Geosphere-Biosphere

Programme
JosdAchache, former Chairman, Committee on Earth Observation

Satellites

5:00

5:10

5:20

5:30

6:00

Exchange of Data in a Full, Open, and Timely Manner
Gale A. Norton, Secretary of the Interior

Adoption of Earth Observation Summit Declaration
Spencer Abraham, Secretary of Energy

Closing Remarks

Adjourn

Evening Program and Reception (Benjamin Franklin Room)
Remarks.
Reception Host: Paula J.. Dobriansky, Under Secretary of State for Global

Affairs
Jeffrey N. Shane, Under Secretary of Transportation for Policy
Joseph Jen, Under Secretary of Agriculture for Research, Education, and

Economics
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2.

3.

4.

MEETING AGENDA

July 23, 2003

Update on rollout plan for the CCSP

Overview of the Earth Observation Summit (goals of the meeting, invitees, outline)

Communications outreach for the Earth Observation Summit

Action items for meeting attendees
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF

COMMERCE
WA~HI~IGTON. D,C,, 20230

NATIONAL
OCEANIC AND
ATMOSPHERIC

ADMINISTRATION

Contact: Bob Hopkins, NOAA
(202) 482-4640
David Steitz, NASA
(202) 358-1730
Jill Vieth, Department of Energy
(202) xxx-xxxx
Susan Povenmire, Department of State
(202) 647-3486

NOAA03-XXX
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
July 31, 2003

U.S.-HOSTED SUMMIT BRINGS NATIONS TOGETHER
TO TAKE THE PULSE OF PLANET EARTH

More than 25 nations came together today to realize a common goal - to

establish an international, comprehensive, integrated and sustained Earth

observation system. The new system is aimed at providing critical scientific data

needed to address important global economic, social and scientific challenges.

With this improved knowledge, decision-makers around the world will be able to

make more informed decisions regarding climate, the environment, and a host of

other economic and social issues that are affected by Earth and climate systems.

The Earth Observation Summit, hosted by the United States at the U.S.
Department of State, marks an important milestone in the development of a
comprehensive Earth observing system. By bdnging together ministerial-level
representatives from developed and developing countries with an interest and
significant role in observing systems as well as representatives from international
organizations such as the World Bank and the World Meteorological Organization,
the summit promises to raise awareness for the issue with international decision-
makers and ensure a new level of cooperation and investment in Earth observing
systems.

The program included participation from several U.S. Cabinet officials
including, Secretary of State Colin Powell, Department of Commerce Secretary
Don Evans and Secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham. Joining them, the
President’s Science Advisor, Dr. John Marburger, provided remarks, and the
Chairman of the White House Council on Environmental Quality, James
Connaughton, presented the policy context on environmental and economic
security. During the afternoon program NASA Administrator Sean O’Keefe and
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Interior Secretary Gale Norton offered perspectives on the U.S. vision for a
comprehensive, integrated Earth observation system.

-. more -

-2-

Today, the heads of national delegations participating in the summit
adopted a declaration that calls for a commitment to developing an integrated
Earth observation system, reaffirms the need for Earth systems data and
information for sound decision-making; sets forth principles for long-term
cooperation in meeting these goals and commits to improving Earth observation
systems and scientific support in developing countries. The declaration also calls
for establishing an intergovernmental working group to prepare a ten-year
implementation plan for an integrated Earth observation system.

State Dept. will provide a comment referencing the international community
participation.

The intergovemmental working group will hold its first planning meeting
tomorrow. The United States will be represented in the working group by retired
Navy Vice Adm. Conrad C. Lautenbacher, Ph.D., undersecretary of commerce for
oceans and atmosphere and NOAA administrator, and his alternate, Dr. Charles
Groat, directoj" of the U.S. Geological Survey.

"The U.S. and our international partners have made significant strides in
putting systems in place to monitor the Earth, but crucial data gaps remain," said
Commeme Secretary Don Evans. "The complex systems of the world’s oceans
cover 70 percent of the planet and affect climate trends that impact every nation
of the globe are sparsely monitored and poody understood. The Earth
Observation Summit creates an international coalition to address global issues
and lays the groundwork for improved environmental decision-making and
economic growth and prosperity."

Sec. Abraham quote:

With more than $3 trillion of U.S. GDP affected by climate and weather,
including the agriculture, energy, construction, travel and transportation industry
sectors, there are powerful economic as well as environmental incentives for
gaining a greater understanding of these phenomena. The United States has
already made significant investments in space and "in situ" or surface-based
observing systems, including our ability to monitor the ozone layer using
spacecraft and aircraft and the TAO/Tdton Array of buoys that have helped
forecast the most recent El Nifio six months in advance.

In addition, international organizations such as the WMO have played a ¯
leadership role in developing the global observing system of the World Weather
Watch with over 10,000 surface stations around the globe. Other monitoring
systems in development include Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS),
Global Climate Observing System (GCOS), Global Atmosphere Watch and the
Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS). These disparate systems provide
critical data, but linking them and expanding them will add considerable power to
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an already impressive data collection effort and a quantum leap in our ability to
predict and manage Earth system cycles and processes.

-3-
The improved observations will offer better data for improved models.

These models are expected to yield advancements in Earth science and
observations for many applications including more accurate predictions of climate
change, crop production, energy and water use, disease outbreaks and natural
hazards. The Earth Observation Summit begins a new era for hamessing the
world’s scientific and technical knowledge to take the pulse of the planet and
provide new products and services that will help protect our environment and
improve the quality of our lives.

For more information on the Earth Observation Summit please visit:
http://www.earthobservationsu mmit.gov.
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The Economics of Global Earth Observation

Current savings

The annual economic return to the U.S. economy of NOAA’s El Nino forecast system is
between 13 and 26%. (The Office of Management and Budget specifies a minimum rate
of retum of 5.8 percent for federal projects.)

Agricultural sector benefits from weather services are about 15 to 1 -- farmers get about
$15 of value out of every dollar spent forecasting the weather.

The vast increase in warning lead-times not only decreases deaths and injuries, but
substantial monetary savings as well. Improvements in all facets of observing and
forecasting have on average made our five-day forecast of a hurricane’s track as
accurate as our three-day forecast was 15 years ago.

A new financial industry - seasonal weather derivatives - has seen exchanges double "
from $2 billion a year in 1998-2000 to $4 billion in 2001. It is now at $7 billion and as
accuracy in forecasts increase, this industry will continue to grow.

In the U.S. alone, the benefits of Earth observation are estimated to be $265 to 300
million annually. Worldwide the benefits are at least $450 to $550 million per year. The
El Nino forecast system is an international effort to observe and forecast an international
event. The benefits from improved forecasting of El Nino affect large parts of the U.S.
economy. For instance:

There was a $1.1 billion decrease in storm losses in California in the 1997-1998
El Nino as compared to the 1982-1983 El Nino. Although portions of the
difference are due to different storm intensities and durations during each El
Nino, a significant portion of the savings came from heightened preparedness.

Benefits to U.S. agriculture by altering planting decisions have been estimated at
$265-300 million annually, throughout El Nino, normal and La Nina years.
Benefits to Mexican agriculture range from $10 to $25 million per year.

Optimizing inventory storage costs could approach $200 million a year.

By changing hatchery releases and harvest rates, even a small scale sector like
the Northwest Coho salmon fishery has a benefit estimated between $250,000
and $1 million.

Potential savings

The annual cost of electricity could decrease by at least $1 billion if the accuracy of
weather forecasts was improved by just one degree Fahrenheit.
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¯ In the U.S., about 1/3 of our Nation’s GDP is climate and weather sensitive. About $3
trillion is at risk in agriculture, finance, insurance and real estate; retail and wholesale
trade and manufacturing.

Better ocean observations can reduce the overall cost of oil pollution incidents by
improved deployment of oil-spill clean-up equipment. Reliable oil-spill trajectory models
depend on sea current and weather observations. Just in the Gulf of Maine, a one
percent reduction in oil spill volume saves $750K a year.

In the commercial aviation community, weather is responsible for approximately 2/3 of
air carder delays at a cost of $4 billion annually -- $1.7 billion of which is avoidable with
better observations and forecasts.

Improved data from more complete observations on volcanic ash plumes will provide
more accurate and timely warnings of the presence of these hazards to aviation.
Airlines will be able to avoid the serious damage these plumes can cause to aircraft
engines, and avoid any chance for serious accidents.

Ifwe can nan’ow our window of uncertainty through more relevant data
and through the integration of multiple data sources, we will enable
more informed economic decisions on many fronts - emergency response
management, for example. It is cheaper to evacuate five square miles than
25 square miles.

With more observations, and more accurate forecasts, ships at sea will be able to make
the changes in their routes to take advantage of favorable weather and avoid hazardous
weather sooner, thus saving time and money.

In pure economic terms, studies show that national institutions providing weather,
climate, and water services to their citizens contribute an estimated $20-$40 billion
dollars each year to their national economies.

Knowing the water depths to a higher level of accuracy will allow ships to carry more
cargo, producing more profit, and allowing the supply pipeline to continue flowing safely.
We receive 95% of our goods by ship, and any information that keeps this supply going
is vital. When a marine accident occurs, better forecasts lead to quicker rescues and
salvage of the ships.

Twenty-five percent of the Earth’s biological productivity and an estimated 80-00% of the
global commercial fish catch is concentrated in the coastal zones - where our
populations are rising. In the U.S., 71% of our recent disasters were coastal storms. As
the global population doubles in the next 10 years, people and.economies will be at
increasing risk.

Using very modest assumptions about costs, benefits, time horizons, discount rates,
etc., the net present value of a program to modernize NOAA’s weather service, similar to
the effort undertaken in the 1980s and 90s, would provide about a 10 % annual rate of
return on the investment.
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Earth Observation Summit
July 31, 2003

Fact Sheet

www.earthobservationsummit.gov

This unprecedented Earth observation Summit is being held to generate strong,
top-level international support to link thousands of individual technological assets
as one comprehensive global Earth observation system. The purpose of the
system is to much more effectively address critical economic and societal
concerns.

Around the globe, individual systems have already demonstrated their value - in
estimating crop yields, monitoring water and air quality, improving airline safety,
and forecasting El Nino six months in advance.

But gaps or "blind spots" in understanding Earth and its complex systems
severely limit our knowledge of how to address many concerns, such as drought,
disease outbreaks, stronger agricultural production, and energy and
transportation challenges. Relevant tools are required to address the scientific
uncertainties.

The challenge is international. Earth’s systems respect no borders. For example,
El Nino and the storms and droughts it generates are part of a climate system
that affects every comer of the world.

Twenty-seven countries and 20 international organizations are participating in the
one-day Summit, which is taking place at the Ministerial level. Ministers are
invited to adopt a Summit Declaration, which recognizes the need to support
development of an integrated Earth observation system for multiple uses.

Department of Commerce Secretary Evans, Secretary of State Powell and
Secretary of Energy Abraham are hosting the event. Dr. John Marburger, the
President’s science advisor, and James Connaughton, chair of the White House
Council on Environmental Quality, will speak.

International representatives will include Secretary General Obasi, of the Wodd
Meteorological Organization.

The one-day Summit will be immediately followed by a two-day working session
in which representatives of participating countries will launch work on an
international plan for an integrated system that will ultimatel.v :..’!.=. !d services and
products that go far beyond what we have today. The first step will be
development of a conceptual framework by spring 2004.
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There is demonstrated payoff in developing a comprehensive global
system.

Farmers get about $15 of value from every dollar spent on weather
forecasting.

El Nino forecasts generate a 13-26% economic return to the U.S.
economy. As two examples, a significant portion of the $1.1 billion
decrease in storm losses in California during the 1997-98 El Nino event
as compared with the 1982-83 El Nino is attributed to heightened
preparedness; and benefits to U.S. agriculture from altering planting
decisions are estimated at $265 - $300 million. Benefits to Mexican
agriculture range from $10 - 25 million per year.

Internationally, weather, water and climate services provided by national
institutions contribute about $20-40 billion annually to their national
economies.

In the U.S. alone, the benefits are estimated to be $265 to $300 million
annually. Worldwide the benefits are estimated to be at least $450 to
$550 million annually.

The need is critical:

"It is estimated that as much as 40% of the $10 trillion U.S. economy is
affected by weather and climate annually." National Research Council of
The National Academies [2003]

Population is expected to double in the next few decades, primarily in
coastal areas. Improved, up-to-date environmental data is needed to
plan for environmentally and economically sound growth and to develop
more sustainable practices to protect fragile coastal ecosystems. Coastal
crowding brings increased vulnerability to such natural hazards as
flooding, hurricanes and tsunamis.

Governments and decision-makers around the globe now understand that
large science questions are linked to pressing social and economic
concerns, such as water and air quality, energy use and food shortages.

For over four decades, Earth scientists and other experts around the world
have worked to build different weather systems - both space and surface-
based (in situ) - to observe and measure various aspects of the Earth. These
systems have evolved to allow us today to forecas~ weather five days in
advance, give a six-months’ heads-up on El Nino, estimate crop yields,
monitor water and air quality, and improve airline safety and operations,
among many other benefits. Now nations are faced with larger questions
about how the Earth functions and what the implications are for society, such
as climate change. This calls for international collaboration in integrating
technology now working around the globe.
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¯ Timeline of Key Bush Administration Initiatives

June 2001
President Bush calls the international community to action on climate in a
Rose Garden speech at the White House. This first-ever Summit is a major
advance in his commitment to "provide resources to build climate observation
systems in developing countries and encourage other developed nations to
match our American commitment."

Since 1990, U.S. has invested $20 billion in climate change science
and technology, three times the investment of all the nations of the
EU and Japan combined. U.S. now invests $4.5 billion a year in
climate research and technology.

The Administration committed more resources and established an integrated
management structure led by Cabinet Secretaries of Commerce and Energy.

Implementing the Climate Change Research Initiative established a new
management structure and committed new resources.

February 2002
President Bush announces $25 million in funding for observing systems and
capacity building in developing countries.

August 2002
At the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, South
Afdca, the U.S. took the lead in urging an integrated global observing system,
underscoring the cdtical link between global observations which link space and
in situ observations across land, sea and air and sustainable development.
During the Summit, the 500t" ARGO float was deployed. This event marked an
intemational milestone in the creation of a global ocean observing system that
provides information on weather and ocean phenomena critical to safety and
the economy.

May 2003
U.S. promotes global observing at G-8 Summit, where G-8 Partriers agree to
Cooperative Action on Science and Technology for Sustainable Development.

July 2003 in Washington, DC
U.S. hosts groundbreaking Earth Observation Summit

3
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SUMMIT
Earth Observation Summit

Participating Countries

Argentina
Australia
Brazil
Cameroon
Canada
China
Columbia
Democratic Rep. of the Congo
Egypt
European Commission
France
Gabon
Germany
India
Indonesia
Israel
Italy

Japan
Kazakhstan
Mexico
Morocco
New Zealand
Netherlands
Norway
Republic of Korea
Republic of the Congo
Russia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand
Ukraine
United Kingdom

Participating Organizations

Committee on Earth Observing Satellites (CEOS)
European Space Agency (ESA)
EUMETSAT
Global Climate Observing System (GCOS)
The Global Environment Facility
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC)
Integrated Global Observing Strategy Partnership (IGOS)
International Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP)
International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (ISDR)
International Council for Science (ICSU)
International Group of Funding Agencies for Global Change Research
UN Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
UN Development Programme
UN Environment Programme
World Bank
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Earth Observation Summit
Anticipated Press Q’s and A’s

(Internal Use)

:.s this an alternative to Kyoto?
This Summit is much broader and goes well beyond climate. The focused work on
climate and Kyoto is on-going elsewhere...participants at the Earth Observation Summit
are stepping up to look at the functioning systems of the Earth as a whole. Forming a
more complete system of observations of planet Earth will help to meet the current
knowledge gaps about climate. So, climate is an important element to this, but it is only
one piece.

What is the urgency of building an Earth Observation System?
The health of every country’s economy is directly tied to the health of the environment.
And as in today’s world our economies are linked, so too are the environments we live in.
Sever storms, drought, oil spills, volcanic plumes do not pay any attention to political
bo .undaries.

Our collective futures are inextricably linked to the natural environment we live in. If we
are to flourish we must understand our Earth. To truly understand our Earth we must
observe it.

How are we affected by the presence or absence of these networks?
We see everyday the benefits fi’om these observations with weather forecasts as they are
beamed into our living rooms. And we have seen these evolve from 3-day forecasts to
week-long forecasts - and now 3-6 month E1 Nino forecasts.

The Earth’s well-being is of major significance to America - and to every nation in every.
part.of the world. But right now there are major gaps in our understanding of how our
Earth works.

We must fill in these gaps to begin addressing critical societal and economic issues -
predicting and monitoring disease outbreaks, genuinely understanding changing climate,
getting the handle on drought, producing even more reliable and longer-term weather
warnings, and strengthening models of flood prediction, energy use and transportation
routing. The aim is to significantly heighten the quality of life for peoples everywhere.
More worldwide observations are needed.

The U.S. and the world has invested a great deal over the last few decades - in satellite
systems for forecasting weather and other natural events, in buoys, ships and other
networks that have brought us to the point where we can now forecast E1 Nino 6 months
in advance !
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We need to continue to develop the tools that can help guide us through the important
socioeconomic choices that the U.S. and other nations must make over the coming
decades.

Without good data we cannot answer these questions - and we cannot have good data and
information without observations.

What kind of world-wide cooperation is the U.S. getting to carry this out?

We have worked diligently to promote international cooperation and support for building
upon the present pieces of the global observation system. Right now, the system is a
rather loose set of ocean buoys, space satellites, and other instnmaents on land, sea, and in
the air that monitor the Earth and collect data.

A more comprehensive integrated observation and information management network is
needed to improve our understanding of climate change and generate the forecasts that
policy makers will need.

The recent G-8 Summit addressed the topic of Earth observations:

At the 2003 G-8 Summit in Evian, France, the G-8 Action Plan on Science and
Technology for Sustainable Development called’ for strengthening international
cooperation on global observation and listed a number of specific activities.

¯ These activities include areas to which the Summit may directly contribute,
including:

developing coordination of our respective global observation strategies for
the next ten years;

- identifying new observations to minimize data gaps;
- building on existing work to produce reliable data products on

atmosphere, land, fresh water, oceans and ecosystems;
improving the world-wide reporting and archiving of these data; filling
observational gaps of coverage in existing systems;

- favoring ofinteroperability with reciprocal data-sharing; and
- development of an implementation plan to achieve these objectives.

The U.S. committed $600,000 dollars to help generate a new report on the
adequacy of the current global climate observing system.

Investing $25 million in climate observation systems in developing
countries, and have challenged other developed nations to match the U.S.
commitment.

What technology is being used and shared among countries?
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The world’s countries have the technology to wire the world ....but in most cases we’ve
wired it separately. That is changing.

Satellites for weather and other environmental phenomena ring the Earth and
provide valuable information daily for public benefit.
For example, a handful of countries have funded the joint deployment of nearly
825 ocean monitoring buoys worldwide. Called ARGO, these buoys regularly
drop below the sea surface to take measurements and then send the data to
satellites overhead. But to truly be effective and fill in data gaps, we must have
3,000 buoys on the water.

Overall, we must take data and fill in many of the gaps we have in ocean and upper
atmosphere, as well as some of the surface stations and satellite coverage.

We have to get to the point where data is verifiable, it’s received consistently, and it’s
understood by all who use it for use in various Earth models, including climate models.

Some of the technology still needs to be developed. For example, climate observations
form the foundation for modeling, research, and informed decisions on climate. The
science community has developed a set of requirements needed for these observations.
For some - new techniques will have to be developed. For others - existing observing
capability is fine.

And it is essential for us to build the information management systems needed to handle
improved models and increases in data streams into the future - this will also require
large investments in high-performance computing similar to what the Japanese have done
for the Earth Simulator. ’

General Summit Info

What is the purpose of the Earth Observation Summit?

The purpose of the summit is to obtain high-level, international support for a system of
integrated space-borne, airborne, and in situ observations, to help understand and address
global environmental and economic concerns.

Who is invited to the Summit?

The United States is inviting Ministers from the G-8 and other countries that use
observing systems or significant ground segments; and are interested in development of
an international, coordinated, Earth observation system. Senior officials of relevant
multilateral organizations, multilateral development banks, foundations, and international
science organizations have also been invited.

When and where is the Summit being held?
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The summit will be held July 31, 2003, at the United States Department of State,
Washington, DC.

What U.S. Government agencies are participating?

The Summit is an interagency effort with strong participation f~om the Departments of
Commerce, State, Energy, Interior, Agriculture, Transportation, the National Aeronautics
and SpaceAdministration, the National Science Foundation, the Environmental
Protection Agency, White House Council on Environmental Quality, and the White
House Office of Science and Technology Policy.

How will the Summit and the work of the IAHWG relate to existing international
structures and programs?
Engagement of existing international structures and programs is important to the process
of developing a 10-Year Implementation Plan for an integrated Earth observation system.
The Summit and IAHWG documents emphasize the significant progress in Earth
observations, as constituted in existing international structures and programs; including,
but not limited to: the Integrated Global Observing Strategy, the 3 Global Observing
System organizations for climate, terrestrial, and ocean observations, WMO,
Intergovemmental Oceanographic Commission, and related UN activities, the Committee
on Earth Observation Satellites, and International Council for Scientific Unions.

How strongly will climate feature at the Earth Observation Summit and in the
follow-on work of the intergovernmental ad hoc Group on Earth Observations?

The Summit and its follow-on work, the creation of a ten-year implementation plan,
includes all aspects of Earth observations -atmosphere, oceans, land and ecosystems.
The plan will also require connecting a range of platforms for observations, including
land-based, airborne and space-borne systems, for the range of uses in climate, weather,
natural hazards, living resources, and related needs of national and international priority.
Earth observing systems for climate science are essential to this effort. The development
of a plan builds on the substantial set of Earth observation systems that are currently
contributing measurements for climate.
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Earth Observation Summit
Press Q’s and A’s

What is the urgency of building an Earth Observation System?
The health of every country’s economy is directly tied to the health of the environment.
And as in today’s world our economies are linked, so too are the environments we live in.
Sever storms, drought, oil spills, volcanic plumes do not pay any attention to political
boundaries.

Our collective futures are inextricably linked to the natural environment we live in. If we
are to flourish we must understand our Earth. To truly understand our Earth we must
observe it.

Why now?

1)

2)

For over 4 decades now, groups of Earth scientists and other experts around the
world have worked to build different weather systems - both space and surface-
based (in sit-u) - to observe and measure various aspects of the Earth.

These very systems have evolved to allow us today to forecast weather 5 days in
advance, describe E1 Nino to the general public, estimate crop yields, monitor
water and air quality, and improve airline safety and operations.

3) Now, nations are faced with larger questions about how the Earth functions and
what the implications are for society, such as climate change.

4) Governments and decision-makers around the world now understand that these
larger science questions are linked to other pressing social and economic needs of
society.

5) The Sttmmit is an unprecedented step to bring together nations interested in
connecting the separate systems that exist today and developing a more
comprehensive and globally coordinated Earth observing system.

How are we affected by the presence or absence of these networks?
We see everyday the benefits from these observations with weather forecasts as they are
beamed into our living rooms. And we have seen these evolve from 3-day forecasts to
week-long forecasts - and now 3-6 month E1 Nino forecasts.

Even with these advancements, there are major gaps in our understanding of how our
Earth works.

We must fill in these gaps to begin addressing critical societal and economic issues -
predicting and monitoring disease outbreaks, genuinely understanding changing climate,
getting the handle on drought, producing even more reliable and longer-term weather
warnings, and strengthening models of flood prediction, energy use and transportation
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routing. The aim is to significantly heighten the quality of life for peoples everywhere.
More worldwide observations are needed.

The U.S. and the world has invested a great deal over the last few decades - in satellite
systems for forecasting weather and other natural events, in buoys, ships and other
r etworks that have brought us to the point where we can now forecast E1 Nino 6 months
in advance!

We need to continue to develop the tools that can help guide us through the important
socioeconomic choices that the U.S. and other nations must make over the coming
decades.

Without good data we cannot answer these questions - and we cannot have good data and
information without observations.

What kind of world-wide cooperation is the U.S. getting to carry this out?

We have worked diligently to promote international cooperation and support for building
upon the present pieces of the global observation system. Right now, the system is a
rather loose set of ocean buoys, space satellites, and other instruments on land, sea, and in
the air that monitor the Earth and collect data.

A more comprehensive integrated observation and information management network is
needed to improve our understanding of issues like climate change and generate the
forecasts that policy makers will need.
The recent G-8 summit addressed the topic of Earth observations:

At the 2003 G-8 Summit in Evian, France, the G-8 Action Plan on Science and
Technology for Sustainable Development called for strengthening international
cooperation on global observation and listed a number of specific activities.
These activities include areas to which the Summit may directly contribute,
including:

developing coordination of our respective global observation strategies for
the next ten years;
identifying new observations to minimize data gaps;
building on existing work to produce reliable data products on    -
atmosphere, land, fresh water, oceans and ecosystems;
improving the world-wide reporting and archiving of these data; filling
observational gaps of coverage in existing systems;

- favoring ofinteroperability with reciprocal data-sharing; and
- development of an implementation plan to achieve these objectives.

¯ The U.S. previously committed $600,000 dollars to help generate a new
report on the adequacy of the current global climate observing system.
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The Summit is an interagency effort with strong participation from the Departments of
Commerce, State, Energy, Interior, Agriculture, Transportation, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, the National Science Foundation, the Environmental
Protection Agency, White House Council on Environmental Quality, and the White
House Office of Science and Technology Policy.

How will the Summit and the work of the IAHWG relate to existing international
structures and programs?

Engagement of existing international structures and.programs is important to the process
of developing a 10-Year Implementation Plan for an integrated Earth observation system.
The Summit and IAHWG documents emphasize the significant progress in Earth
observations, as constituted in existing international structures and programs; including,
but not limited to: the Integrated Global Observing Strategy, the 3 Global Observing
System organizations for climate, terrestrial, and ocean observations, WMO,
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, and related UN activities, the Committee
on Earth Observation Satellites, and International Council for Scientific Unions.

How strongly will climate feature at the Earth Observation Summit and in the
follow-on work of the intergovernmental ad hoc Group on Earth Observations?

The Summit and its follow-on work, the creation of a ten-year implementation plan,
includes all aspects of Earth observations -atmosphere, oceans, land and ecosystems.
The plan will also require connecting a range of platforms for observations, including
land-based, airborne and space-borne systems, for the range of uses in climate, weather,
natural hazards, living resources, and related needs of national and intemational priority.
Earth observing systems for climate science are essential to this effort. The development
of a plan builds on the substantial set of Earth observation systems that are currently
contributing measurements for climate.
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Earth Observation Summit
Talking Points
July 31, 2003

The Earth’s well-being is of major significance to America - and to
every nation in every part of the world. But right now there are major
gaps in our understanding of how our Earth works.

To fill in these gaps, and to begin to address critical scientific
uncertainties, we need to connect the thousands of technological
assets now at work on land and in the sea and air - the aim is to link
them as one integrated Earth observation system that can capture
the Earth’s dynamic forces all across our globe.

The payoff can be enormous. Right now, experts estimate that the
agricultural sector benefits from weather services at a cost ratio of
about 15 to 1. Farmers get about $15 of value from each dollar spent
on weather forecasting. The annual economic return to the U.S.
economy of NOAA’s El Nino ocean observing and forecast system is
between 13 and 26 percent. Just imagine the public safety and
economic payoffs of knowing how severe next winter will be, or
being able to predict where the next outbreak of West Nile virus will
hit.

The technology already exists. What’s needed is the international
political will to make one integrated global observation system a
reality.

That’s why we are hosting this groundbreaking Earth Observation
Summit, to usher in a new era of international cooperation in which
the nations of the world work in partnership to integrate a system
designed to bring the very best information home to all the peoples
of the world - sound science that will drive sound economic and
societal decisions.
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One integrated system will better predict and monitor disease
outbreaks...speed the flow of goods.., strengthen agricultural
production...give us a true understanding of changing climate...
yield even more reliable weather warnings to protect lives and
property...and provide output that will be fed into models of flood
prediction, energy use and transportation routing - all of which will
contribute to a better quality of life and stronger global economies.

More than 25 countries and nearly 20 international organizations
are engaged in the Summit. Ministers are invited to adopt a Summit
Declaration recognizing the need to support development of an
integrated Earth observation system for multiple uses. An
intergovernmental working group will develop an implementation
plan over the following year.

Many participating countries already have systems to observe and
measure various aspects of Earth. These are the systems that
enable us to estimate crop yields, monitor water and air quality,
improve airline safety - and forecast El Nino six months in advance.

Faced with larger science questions, such as climate change,
governments and policy-makers around the world now have a clearer
understanding that these larger questions are linked to other
pressing social and economic needs.

The Summit is an unprecedented step toward bringing together
nations committed to linking piecemeal systems as a way to address
these acute needs.

Never has the need been more critical. $3 trillion of the U.S. GD~P is
affected by climate and weather, including the agriculture, energy,
construction, travel, and transportation sectors. Globally, weather,
water and climate services contribute about $20-$40 billion yeady to
national economies.

On June 11, 2001, President Bush committed to providing resources
to help build climate observation systems in developing countries,
and to encourage other developed nations to match America’s
commitment. This first-ever Summit is a major step in advancing
that commitment.

2
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Earth Observation Summit Constituent Briefing
7/28/03

HCHB Auditorium

John F. Amos, President, SkyTruth

James E. Anderson, Director, WeatherNet Business Services, AWS Convergence
Technologies

Dr. Leo Andreoli, Northrop Grumman Space Technology (California)

Dr. Mary Atalo, Corporate Vice President, SAIC

Bill Baer, Space Imaging

Nina Bean, Director, Science & Information Technology Group, Decision Systems
Technologies, Inc.

Kathleen Beres, Sr. Director, Space Systems Group, Orbital Sciences Corporation

Jessica Biamonte, Institute for Alternative Futures

Eugene Bierly, Senior Scientist, American Geophysical Union

Hilary Biugle, IUCN - The World Conservation Union

Jonathan Black, Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources

Mark Brender, Vice President, Space Imaging

Carl Butler, KeyLogic Systems, Inc.

Lee Hayes Byron, USCAN Coordinator, US Climate Action Network

Julie Campbell, The Campbell Marketing Group, Inc.

Valerie Cooper, Weather Risk Management Association

,Thomas A. Cots, Policy Advisor, Energy, Environment and Transportation, Altarum

Marc Cotnoir, Consultant

Alessandro Damiani, Minister-Counselor-Head of Science, Technology & Education,
European Commission Delegation
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Larry Denton, Denton Associates for The Weather Channel

Gitane De Silva, Second Secretary, Environment and Fisheries, Embassy of Canada

Lamont Di Biasi, L. Di Biasi Associates

Dr. Sidney Draggan, Sr. Science & Science Policy Director, Office of the Assistant
Administrator for Research & Development, U.S. EPA

Frank Eden, Eden Consulting (703) 273-8928

Lynn Elsey, Heldref (Weatherwise)

Gina Eosco, American Meteorological Society Policy Program

A. Christine Eppstein, Sr. Project Manager & Legislative Analyst, Environmental
Council of the States

Simon Evans, NOAA Account Manager, ESRI, Inc.

Dr. Genene Fisher, American Meteorological Society Atmospheric Program

Paul Fraseione, Information Manufacturing Corporation

Mayumi Fujita, Researcher, Jamstec (Japan Marine Science and Technology Center)

Seth Gabriel, Government Affairs, National Ocean Industries Association

Patricia Geets, Washington Representative, Jean-Michel Cousteau’s Ocean Futures
Society

Graham Gibbs, Canadian Space Agency

Jennifer Greenamoyer,.Extemal Affairs Director, Sea Grant Association

Dick Hallgren, American Meteorological Society                           -

Erin C. Hatch, Manager, Government Relations, Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp.

George Hechtman, Mitretek Systems

Michael Hewins, Chairman & CEO, AstroVision International

Shannon Heyck-Williams, Senate Committee on Environment & Public Works

Thomas J. Hickey, Raytheon Information Systems
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Tim Hodges, Embassy of Canada

Eric Holdsworth, Director, Climate Programs, Edison Electric Institute

Dr. William Hooke, Atmospheric Policy, American Meteorological Society

John Hussey, Principal Director, NOAA Programs, The Aerospace Corporation

Tetsuro Isono, JAMSTEC (Japan Marine Science and Technology Center) Liaison to
NOAA OGP

Drl Herbert Jacobowitz, Short & Associates

Dr. Tony Janetos, Vice President, The H. John Heinz III Center for Science, Economics,
and the Environment

Chris Jehn, Cray Research

Sergio Jellinek, Communications Advisor to the VP of Sustainable Development, The
World Bank

Michael Johnson, Chairman of the Observations Coordination Group, Joint WMO/IOC
Technical Commission for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology

Russel Jones, Global Climate Change Program, American Petroleum Institute

Thomas Jones, Deputy Director for External Affairs, Consortium for Oceanographic
Research and Education

Drew Jorgensen, Environmental Literacy Council

Rhonda Kranz, Ecological Society of America

Carol Lane, Ball Aerospace

Vie Leonard, President & CEO, Resource21, LLC.

Dale Luddeke, Vice President, Resources and Environmental Services, Computer
Sciences Corporation

Taha Macpherson, Second Secretary (Political) Embassy of New Zealand

Michael Mader, Raytheon

Dr: Erick Malaret, President, Applied Coherent Technology Corporation
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Jon Malay, Lockheed Martin

Rori Marston, National Ocean Industries Association

Malinda Matson, Office of Pedro Tenorio, Representative to the U.S., Commonwealth of
the Northern Mariana Islands

Robert H. M~.Fadden, GHG Associates

Joanne McCoy, Manager, Washington Operations, Spectrum Astro, Inc.

Craig Mcyers, Eddington, Peel and Associates

Teresa Mikelson, Environmental Literacy Council

Robert Moran, Director of Government Affairs, American Petroleum Institute

Duane Mueller, Climate Change Team, Office of Environmem & Science Policy, U.S.
Agency for International Development

Tom Neff, Mitretek Systems

Frederick Nordlund, Head, Washington DC Office, European Space Agency (488-4158)

Bob. Olson, Institute for Alternative Futures

Ben Piper, Energy, Environment and Transportation, Altamm

Rare Pomerance, Americans for Equitable Climate Solutions

Benjamin Preston, Sr. Research Fellow, Pew Center on Global Climate Change

Robert Randall, President, The RainForest ReGeneration Institute

Randy Rondol, Sr. En’~,ironmental Advisor, ExxonMobil Washington Office

Dr. David Rogers, Science Applications International Corporation

George C. Roman, Boeing

Pete Rose, Director of Government Affairs, Weather Risk Management Association

Dr. Izumi Sakamoto, Deputy Director, Washington Office, Jamstec (Japan Marine
Science and Technology Center)
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Terry Schaff, Director of Government Affairs, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Stanley R. Schneider, Associate Director for Technology Transition, NPOESS Integrated
Program Office

Dr. Joseph Senftle, BAE Systems

Steve Short, Short & Associates

Randy Showstack, Editor, Eos - The American Geophysical Union

Dawn Sienield, Director of Washington DC Operations, DigitalGlobe

Lani Sinclair, Americans for Equitable Climate Solutions

Gary Sloan, Director, Maintenance & Operations, Raytheon Intelligence and Information
Systems

Wade H.B. Smith, Mitretek

Barry Stamey, Mitretek Systems and the Marine Technology Society

Amanda Staudt, Board on Atmospheric Sciences & Climate, National Academies,
National Research Council

Dr. Fred Stolle, Project Manager, Global Forest Watch for Southeast Asia, World
Resources Institute

Doug Stone, Government Affairs, American Meteorological Society

William E. Stoney, Mitretek Systems

Terry Tarbell, RSIS

Hassan Virji, Deputy Director, International START (SysTem for Analysis, Research
and Training) Secretariat

Frieddch Wacker, Embassy of Germany

Brian Wheeler, Director of External Affairs, Consortium for Oceanographic Research
and Education

Megan Weiner, Department of Geography, University of Maryland

Joel Widder, Lewis-Burke Associates
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Robert Winokur, Earth Satellite Corporation

Don Winter, Weather Consultant

Patrick Woods, Executive Vice President, Integral Systems, Inc.

Ann Yoders, National Council for Science and the Environment

Daniel A. Zimble, ESRI-Intemational Relations/Technical Marketing
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Earth Observation Constituent Briefing
July 25, 2003

HCHB Auditorium

Agenda:

Introduction/Opening Remarks and Presentation on EO Summit: VADM Conrad
C. Lautenbacher, Jr., U.S~ Navy (Ret.) Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans
and Atmosphere and NOAA Administrator

¯ NASA Role in EO Summit Presentation and Video (7’): Dr. Ghassem R. Asrar,
Associate Administrator for Earth Science, NASA

U.S. Department of Energy Role in EO Summit Presentation: Dr. Ari Patrinos,
Associate Director for Biological and Environmental Research, U.S. Department
of Energy

¯ Q&A
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~/ 2(~,~ ~ee of Congressional and Intergovernmenmi ~ " . ...........
1200 pennsylvania Ave., N.W.

Mail Code 1301A
Washington, D.C..20460

~--~-~om: Craig tL ]Preer
[Phone: (202) 564-1376

TO: Phil Kooney (CEQ)

I F~: (202)501-1519
(202) 456-2710

IV[essage:

Jeffords Letter
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

AUG 2 8 200:]
TIlE ADMINISTRATOR

The Honorable James M, Jeffords
Ranking Member
Committe~ on Environment & Public Works
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Jeffords:

Thank you for your letter of Jtme 19, 2003, to President Bush regarding EPA’s Draft
Report on the Em, ironment (Draft Report). I have been asked to respond on behalf of the
President. I appreciate having this opportunity to set the record straight on the Draft Report and
on the Admi~strafion’s extensive work to improve our knowledge about climate change.

The Draft Report is the first national picture of the environment in the United Stat~s,
highlighting the s{gnLficant progress tlmt has been made to protect the air, water and lmad
resources, and the importance of scientifically-sound indicators. One of its main goals is to
provide t~te American public the knowledge and the tools to assess the state oft.heir environment.
The Draft Report is the result of the dedicated efforts of many contributors and, though we are
pleased with the result, we recognized from the outset that the Draft .Report is only the first step
in a long process. Conaid~ that this report is the ftrst time the Agency has undertaken and .
completed such a comprehensive look at the nation’ s environment, it is regrettable that the long
hours of work by so many people were overshhdowed by complaints about what was not in the
report.

With regard to the concern that the Administration is reluctant to address the issue of
climate change, I would like to take this opporttmity to inform you of the release last month of
the Administration’s 327-page Strategic Plan for the Climate Change Science Program by
Secretaries Evans and Abraham, and the White House Office of Science and Technology
Director, John Marburger (copy enclosed). This report was being worked on in the same ti~e
fi~ame as the Draft Report and was released the month after the Draft Report was released. The
Strategic Plan i-~ an ambitious effort that sets a vision, goals, priorities and products expected
from the coordinated efforts of thirteen Federal agencies over the next decade. It also reflects an
unprecedented outreach effort to interested part;~, including some 1,200 scientists and
stakeholders as well as representatives of more than 35 countries.. The Bush Admkfisttation is
supporting theze efforts~ and others, through investments in climate-related progress totaling
over $4.5 billion armually.
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In addidort, at the Earth Observation Summit held in Washington on July 31, the
Administration announced that it would dedicate $103 million for a two-year Federal initiative to
acederate the deployment of new global observation technologies to study oceans, atmospheric
aerosols and carbon. I joined Secretary Powell at that Summit, along with the.Secretaries for
Energy, Commerce, and Interior. In just the past month, there ha~ been an 0xtraordinary amotmt
of work, Cabinet-level attention, and financial resources pledged in support of the climate "
change issue by the Bush Administration. All this should be viewed as part of an integrated,
serious effort to address the long-term challenge of global climate change.

It is therefore unfortunate that the Drafli~eport.has been singled out for criticism. With
regard to your request for "all ~... a~ well as’comments" and "’a list of ~11 participants
involved in review of the .document," let me emphasize that the content of the DraflReport was
dec.ideal within the Agency and that the Draft Report was reviewed in the intear-agenoy process in
the same manner as any report determined to be of iaterest outside the. Agency. Dmfcs,
comments, and the names of participants-represent the intem~ deliberative proe¢~ n~eessary to
publish reports. These are considered privileged, and it would be inappropriate to release them.
No final decisions about the content were decided outside the Agency..

Again, thank you for your letter, I_fyou have any fttrther questions or n,eed additional
information, please contact me, or your statTmay call Paul Almeida in the Office of
Congressional and Intergovernmental Relaiions at 202/564-6401.

Sincerely yours,

Mariamae L. Horinko
Acting Administrator

Enclosure
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THE.... ,NATIONALs. A.. ,CAD, !ES

Committee to Review the U.S., Climate Change Science Progran
Strategic Plan
DRAFt Agenda
August 25-27, 2003

The Nat!onal Academies Keck Center

Washington, DC 20001

The objectives of this meeting are:
1. Discuss with federal agency representatives their approach tO ,rev!.sing the strategic plan

expe~atlona of the comm~ee for phase II;
2. Discuss the revised strategic plan;
3. Discuss the GC~= pro~ss for obtaining scientific and stakeho~ar, Input on the draft strat,

plan;
4. Develop the outline for the ~ommittee’s second report;
5. Develop preliminary findings and recommendations for the committee’s second repo~
6. Discuss future committee activities,

M~nday, August 25, 2003

9:30 A.M.

9:45 A.M.

OPEN SESSION

Welcome and Introductions

Overview of the Strategic Plan and Responses
to Comments

Thomas,

Ghassem Asra
Richard Moss, CC~

11:15 A.M. Discussion

12:00 NOON Lunch(perhaps continue discussion with Mahoney and .Moss)

1:00 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

Chapter 8: Ecosystems

chapter 9: Human Contributions and
Responses to Environmental Change

Susan Herrod Julius,
Steve Schafer, USDA (in~

Janet Gamble,
Caltlin Simpson

2:00 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

Chapter 11: Decision Support Resources
Development

Chapter 14: Communications.
" o~: ¯ ~.

Susan Avery, NOAA and CC
Richard .Mo.s~, ; CCSPO

: KathiTn Parke

their

,9ic

:NASA
PO

JSEPA

JSEPA
NOAh,

;PO

~(EPA)
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3:00 P.M.

3:30 P.M.

3:50 P.M.

4:15 P.M.

4:40 P.M.

5:05 P.M.

5:30P.M.

CCTP Progress a~ Unkage with CCSP
Director, Climate Change Technology Program

David

Break

Chapter 10: Modeling Strategy Jay F

Chapter 12: Observing and Monitoring Chester I~
lhe Climate,System NASA and

¯ Chapter 13: Data Management and Information Wanda Fan’ell, DOE
Margarita ~ht~ NOA~A ~

" ~Martha M~en;NASA
Cl~rd 3a~bs, NsF

Chapter 15: International Reseamh and Cooperation" Louis Bray
David Allen,

Break

Conover

~ln, NSF

CCSPO

m, NSF
3CSPO

CLOSED SESSION

CLOSED SESSION
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THE. ,.NATIO  A,CADFJW  ES

Committee to Review the U.S. Climate Change Science Progran
Strategic Plan

August 25-27, 2003

The Natig~ A~ cademles Keck Center
50o ~ street, NW
Washington, DC 20001

The objectives of this meeting am:
1, Discuss with federal agenoj representatives their approach to revi.sing the strategic plan

expectations of the committee for phase II;
2. Discuss the revised strategic plan; ....
3. Di~ss the CCSP process for obtaining scientific and stakehold.er inpuz on me amR strat

plan;
4. Develop the outline for the committee’s second report;
5. Develop preliminary findings and recommendations for the committee’s second report;
6. Discuss future committee activities.

OPEN SESSION

9:30 A.M. Welcome and introductions Thomas.

9:45 A.M. Overview of the Strategic Plan and Responses Ghassem Asra
to Comments Richard= Moss, CCS

Discussion11:15 A.M.

12:00 NOON Lunch.(perhaps continue di.scussion with Mahoney and .Moss)

1:00 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

Chapter 8: Ecosystems

chapter 9: .Human contributions and.
Responses to Envlmnmental Change

Susan Hen’od Julius,,
Steve Schafer, USDA (in

Janet Gamble
Caitiin Simpsonl

2:00 P.M.

2:30 P.M,

Chapter 11: Decision Support Resources
Development

Chapter 14: communications

Susan Avery, NOAh, and CC
Rich~[d Moss, CCSPO

Kathwn Parke

~d their

,=gic

3meclel

~NASA
:~0

JSEPA

JSEPA
NOAA

"..(EPA)
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3:00 P.M.

3:30 P.M,

3:50 P.M.

4:15 P.M.

4:40 P.M.

5:05 P.M.

5:30 P,M.

CCTP Progress and Unkage with CCSP
Director, Climate Change Technology Program

David

Break

Chapter 10: Modeling Strategy Jay F

Chapter 12: Observing and Monitoring Chester ,
¯ e Cl~na~ Sys~m NASA~

Chapter 13: Data Management and Informa’don     Wanda Farrell, DOE
aargar~a Conkdght NO/~A~

Martha Malden.
Clifford Jacobs, NSFI

Chapter 15: Intemational Research and Cooperal~on Louis Bro~
David Allen,

Break

T~day,

CLOSED SESSION

Wed~day’, August 27, 200,~, .;(    .1

CLOSED SESSION

Donover
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AGENDA

NRC

CCSP Principals Meeting ~
August 21, 2003, 10:00-~12 a.n~

Climate Change Science Program offic~
Suite 250, 1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW

- NRC meeting agenda
- Overarching NRC recommendations and initial ideas for response

Agency responsibilities for CCSP synthesis and assessment products
Table of collated responses

Arctic Assessment Review
Proposed approach for review

Update on Earth Observation Summit
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AGENDA

CCSP Priucipids Mee. ~ting
August21, 2003, 10~00:-~12a~m.

Climate Change Science Program
Suite250, 1717Pennsylvani~’a~AvenueNW

NRC
- NRC meeting agenda
- Overarching NRC recommendations and initial ideas for response

Agency responsibilitiesfor:CCSP synthesis and assessment, products
Table of collated responses

Arctic Assessment Review
Proposed approach for review

Update on Earth Observation Summit
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Copyright 2003 Bangor Daily News
Bangor Daily News (Maine)

August 15. 2003 Friday All Editions

SECTION: A; Pg. 12

I+ENGTII: 686 ~.ords

HEADIJNE: Ilcated Rhetoric

BODY:
It may trot be unheard of tbr the li:der.ql govemn~ent to quietly et,cuurage others to sue it - think of the l:’ndangered
Species Act and how it somelimcs takes a la\+suit to prompt the U.S. Fish and Wildlili: Service to add aninmls to
the list. But a recent suit seeking to invalidate a report on global wasting, coupled wilh the Bush administration’s
uneven regard l’or the science on this stlbjecl is reason Ibr concer**.

1 he attorneys general of Maine and Connecticut this week asked U.S. Attorney General John Ashcrofl to
investigate whether the White I louse encouraged the Con~etitive Enterpri,,e Institute, an anti-regulation group+ to
sue it to undermine a 2000 report which said that glt+bal wasting posed signilicant flu’eats to ecosysten~s and water
supplies. In its lawsuit. Ihe CEI says the report, the National Assessment of the Potenlial Consequences of Climate
Varmbility and Change. by the scientists from government, indttslry, universities and non-governmental
organizations, does not meel govennnent sta~xdards for objectivity and quality.

The attorneys general conte,td that lhe lawsuit is ,;ot so much a challenge to the science behind global \varming
art altenrpl by the Bush admiuisl,alion to ha~c au outstdc group get it offthe hook lbr combating climate change
1o stre~tgthen their ease, the attorneys general cite a June 2002 e-nmil fi’om a Myron Ebell, director of(ilobal
Waru’~ing a,~d International Environmental Policy at CEI. to Phil Cuoney. the chiefofstaffat the Count’il on
Ensironmental Quality at the White l louse. In it. Mr. Ebcll thanks Mr. Conney Ibr soliciting his group’s help and
notes thai this is a "~elcome change from past the adnfinistralion’s [slandard operating procedurel. \~.hich is to tell
conservative to slop bothering them aml to shut ttp."

Mr. F.bell also says someone at rite Environmental Protection Agency - "a tall gal" - needs t~ go in order to gel
everyone "rowmg in the same direction." Ageucy administrator Christine Todd Whilman lasted another year.
stepping down last month. Mr. Ebell also calls for backtracking by the administration on the National Assessment
and warns, "this adminislralion has nmnaged, through incompetence or intenlion, to create one disaster after
another attd then m expect its allies to clean up flu: mess. I don’t know whelhcr we have the resources to clean up
this one."

While the c-nmil indicates there is a close relationship between CEI and the Council on Environmental Quality,
mteresl groups currying favor with the White Itousc is nothing new. What is more troubling and should be
mvestigated by Congress is the Bush a&~fimstration’s pattern of downplaying whether clinmte change is occurrmg
and, if so. what is causing it. Earlier this summer, it was revealed that the EPA had included a long section on the
th,cats posed by clinmte change iu a draft report on the state of the enviroument. Officials at the White llouse first
mnended and then whitlled this part of the report to a few paragraphs.

"]hcn last month, the secretaries of comn’~crce and energy announced they ~,vcre boosting spending on such climate
change reviews by $103 million. The money ,~,ould be used to further examine the "uncertainties" surrounding
global clinmte change. This despite the fact that the National Academy ol’Sciences, which has studied the issue
several times at the behesl of the administration, said in a relx~rt two years ago: "There is general agreen~nt that
the observed warming is real and particularly strong ~ithin the past twenty years." ’l’hig is because grcenbot,se
gases, particularly carbon dioxide, are acctutmlath~g in the atmosphere as a result ofhunmn activities, the science
panel saul

Given this pattern ofplartting doubt, the Maine and Uonnccticut attorneys get,oral art" right to call tbr an
investigation, but not of the relationship berg ecn a eort,~ervative group and the White |Ions,.:. The m,,estigation,
iniliated by the Senate, slmuld look at why in~ortant information ahoul climate change is being redacted liom
EPA docmr~nts and why mxdless review, but not action plaus, are warranted ou such a thoroughly studied topic.
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¯ Dana M. Perino 08/2112003 08:59:32 AM

Hocord I ype:    Record

To: Phil CooneylCEQ/EOP@EOP, William F. HolbrookJCEQ/EOP@EOP

Subject: Editorial on that emai!
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Phil Cooney
08/11/2003 03:44:12 PM

Record Type: Record

To: James Connaughton/CEQ/EOP@EOP

Subject: FYh will discuss below with you by phone. PC

Forwarded by Phil CooneylCEQ/EOP on 08/11/2003 03:42 PM ...........................

¯
¯ Dana M. Perino 08/11/2003 03:02:39 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Fw: Fred Bever, 207 874 6570

Forwarded by Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP on 08/11/2003 03:02 PM

"Blain.Rethmeier@usdoj.gov" <Blain.Rethmeier
08/11/2003 02:34:14 PM

Record Type: Record

To: "Kelly.A.Johnson@usdoj.gov" <Kelly.A.Johnson@usdoj.gov>, Dana M. Perino/CEQ/EOP@EOP
CC:
Subject: Fw: Fred Bever, 207 874 6570

I assume a response would be that we’re reviewing the letter and nothing else?

Getting on plane nowm. Will touch down in hour and half.

--- Sent from my BlackBerry.

...... Original Message .....
From: Isgur, Sarah <Sarah. Isgur@USDOJ.gov>
To: Rethmeier, Blain <Blain. Rethmeier@USDOJ.gov>
Sent: Mon Aug II 14:25:49 2003
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Subject: Fred Bever, 207 874 6570

Actually he has gotten back to me and the story is running today on Maine
Public Radio and is expected (by him) to be picked by NPR.

I have pasted the press release he sent...let me know whether you can take
this or whether I should send it to Charles.

MAINE, CONNECTICUT ags Call On Ashcroft To Investigate White House Role
in Lawsuit Email suggests conspiracy between White House and conservative
think
>tank.

AUGUST ii’, 2003
CHARLES DOW, SPECIA~ ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, 207-626-8577

In a letter sent today, Maine Attorney General Steven Rowe and
>Connecticut
>> Attorney General Richard Blumenthal called on United States Attorney
>> General John Ashcroft to investigate whether officials at the White
>House
>> Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) solicited a conservative
>Washington
>> think tank to sue the federal government in order to invalidate a
>> government document warning of the impacts of global warming.
>> The two state attorneys general obtained an email document through a
>> Freedom of Information Act request that revealed a great intimacy
>between
>> CEQ and the Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI) on strategizing about
>> ways to undermine the United States’ official reports and the authority
>of
>> its officials.
>> Rowe and Blumenthal called for the investigation after discovering an
>> email sent in June 2002 by an executive at CEI, Myron Ebell, to Phil
>> Cooney, the Chief of Staff at CEQ, thanking Cooney for "calling and
>asking
>> for our help." The email goes on to suggest strategies for minimizing
>the
>> problem of global warming, including finding a "fall guy (or gal)...as
>> high up as possible" in the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
>blame
>> for the report, and indicating that CEI might call for then-EPA
>> Administrator Christie Todd Whitman to be fired.
>> According to the official White House website, the White House CEQ
>> "coordinates federal efforts and works closely with agencies and other
>> White House offices in the development of environmental policies and
>> initiatives." According to the CEI’s website, the organization is "a
>> non-profit, non-partisan public policy group dedicated to the principles
>> of free enterprise and limited government."
>> The lawsuit was filed by CEI against the White House Office of Science
>and
>> Technology Policy and the National Science and Technology Council. In
>the
>> suit, CEI argues that the National Assessment of Climate Variability and
>> Change (National Assessment) and EPA’s Climate Action Report 2002 should
>> be invalidated. The National Assessment is a peer-reviewed study
>>~ documenting global warming and identifying its dangers. Its findings
>were
>> relied upon in the EPA’s Climate Action Report 2002, which was produced
>by
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>> the United States pursuant to its obligations under the 1992 Rio Treaty
>on
>> climate change. CEI alleges that the federal report failed to meet
>> scientific standards for objectivity and utility.
>> Maine Attorney General Steven Rowe stated, "It appears that certain
>White
>> House officials conspired with an anti-environmental special interest
>> group to cause the lawsuit to be filed against the federal government."
>> "The idea that the Bush Administration may have invited a lawsuit from a
>> special interest group in order to undermine the federal government’s
>own
>> work under an international treaty is very troubling."
>> "We believe an investigation is necessary to determine whether the idea
>of
>> this lawsuit came from the White House itself, and if so, whether it
>> represents improper conduct by public officials."
>> Maine, Connecticut and Massachusetts filed a lawsuit in June, 2003
>against
>> the EPA alleging that the federal agency is required under the federal
>> Clean Air Act to regulate emissions of carbon dioxide.
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¯
¯
¯ Dana M, Perino 08/12/2003 08:25:14 AM

Phil Cooney/CEQIFOP@EOP

Subject, Maine, ~nn. AGs question origin of lawsuit, seek probe

well. they didn’t use my good quote
...................... Forwarded by Dana M. PerinolCEQtE OP on 08/12/2003 08:25 AM ...........................

William F, Holbrook
08/12/2003 08:18:59 AM

R~;ord Typ(~:    Record

To: Dana M, Perino/CEQIEOP@EOP

Subject: Maine, Conn. AGs queslion origin of lawsuit, seek probe

The Associated Prcss State & Local Wire

The materials in Ihc AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These nlatcrials may no1 be
republished witlmut the express wrilten conscn! of The Associated Press.

Augqtst 12, 2003, Tuesday, BC cycle

1:51 AM Eastern Time

SECTION: State and Regional

LENGTH: 350 words

i IEADI.1NE: Maine, Conn. AGs question origin of lawsuit, seek prohe

BYLINE: By GLENN ADAMS, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: ALIGUSTA, Maine

BODY:
Altonaeys general in two New England states suggested Monday Ihal tl~c WhiIo House is behind
a lawsuit that seeks to invalidate a federal report on ,global wamaing.
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Maine Attorney General G. Stcvcn Rowe and Connecticut Attorney General Richard Blumcnthal,
both Democrats, also asked U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft for an investigation.

Rowe and Blumenthal said they want to know whether White House officials working at the
Cotincil on Environmenlal Quality solicited a lawsuit filed by a conservative Washington think
tank to discredit a 2000 report that documenls the dangers of global wanning.

The lawsuit was filed last week by the Competitive Enterprise Institute against the White House
Office on Science and Technology.

Blumenthal said a June 2002 e-rnail between a CEI executive and White House staffers
"indicates a secret initiative by lhe administration to invite and orchestrate a lawsuit against itself
~o discredit an official United States govenmaent report on global wam~ing dangers."

Such action, Blumenthal said, could constitute improper and possibly illegal conduct.

Rowe said the idea the administration is inviting a lawsuit from a special interest group in order
to tmdcrmine the federal government’s own work under an international lrcaty "is very troubling."

Dana Perino, spokesperson for the White llouse Council on Environmental Quality,
dismissed assertions that the lawsuit was contrived as "1 O0 percent false and absurd."

Perino added that the White House, which released copies of the e-mail in response to a
Freedon of Information Act requesl, has been "perfectly forthcoming" abou! its
communications with CEI.

A message left with the Justice Department was not immediately returned Monday at~.emoon.

The CEI’s lawsuit argues lhat Ihe National Assessment of Climate Variability and (’hange and the
Environmental Protection Agency’s Climate Action Report of2002 sbot, ld bc invalidated.

The laltcr reporl includes references to the National Assessment and documcnls similar likely
impacts, Rowe and Blumentbal say in ~ letter to Ashcroft.

LOAD-DATE: August i 2, 2003
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¯
¯ Dana M. Pedno 08/12/2003 08:25:14 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CC:
Subject: Maine, Conm AGs question origin of lawsuit, seek probe

well, they didn’t use my good quote
Forwarded by Dana M. PednolCEQ/EOP on 08/12/2003 08:25 AM

William F. Holbrook
08112/2003 08:18:59 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Dana M. Pedno/CEQ/EOP@EOP

CO:
Subject: Maine, Conn. AGs question odgin of lawsuit, seek probe

The Associated Press State & Local Wire

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These materials may not be
republished without the express written consent of The Associated Press.

August 12, 2003, Tuesday, BC cycle

1:51 AM Eastem Time

SECTION: State and Regional

LENGTH: 350 words

HEADLINE: Maine, Conn. AGs question origin of lawsuit, seek probe

BYLINE: By GLENN ADAMS, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: AUGUSTA, Maine

BODY:
Attorneys general in two New England states suggested Monday that the White House is behind
a lawsuit that seeks to invalidate a federal .report on global warming.

000697
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Maine Attorney General G. Steven Rowe and Connecticut Attorney General Richard Blumenthal,
both Democrats, also asked U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft for an investigation.

Rowe and Blumenthal said they want to know whether White House officials working at the
Council on Environmental Quality solicited a lawsuit filed by a conservative Washington think
tank to discredit a 2000 report that documents the dangers of global warming.

The lawsuit was filed last week by the Competitive Enterprise Institute against the White House
Office on Science and Technology.

Blumenthal said a June 2002 e-mail between a CEI executive and White House staffers
"indicates a secret initiative by the administration to invite and orchestrate a lawsuit against itself
to discredit an official United States government report on global warming dangers."

Such action, Blumenthal said, could constitute improper and possibly illegal conduct.

Rowe said the idea the administration is inviting a lawsuit from a special interest group in order
to undermine the federal government’s own work under an international treaty "is very troubling."

Dana Perino, spokesperson for the White House Council on Environmental Quality,
dismissed assertions that the lawsuit was contrived as "100 percent false and absurd."

Perino added that the White House, which released copies of the e-mail in response to a
Freedon of Information Act request, has been "perfectly forthcoming" about its
communications with CEI.

A message left with the Justice Department was not immediately returned Monday afternoon.

The CEI’s lawsuit argues that the National Assessment of Climate Variability and Change and the
Environmental Protection Agency’s Climate Action Report of 2002 should be invalidated.

The latter report includes references to the National Assessment and documents similar likely
impacts, Rowe and Blumenthal say in a letter to Ashcroft.

LOAD-DATE: August 12, 2003
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1275_f_75tgi003_ceq.txt

RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES ~AIL)

CREATOR:SCOtt Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov> ( Scott Rayder <Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN 3 )

CREATION DATE/TIME:14-AUG-2003 15:22:48.00

SUBJECT:: FOIA on CCSP

To:craig Montesano <craig,Montesano@noaa.gov> ( Craig Montesano
<craig.Montesano@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Jean Carter Johnson <jean.Carter. Johnson@noaa.gov> ( Jean Carter Johnson
<Jean.Carter. Johnson@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov> ( Mary Glackin <Mary.Glackin@noaa.gov>
UNKNOWN ] ]
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Margarita Gregg <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov> ( Margarita Gregg
<Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Vicki Horton <vicki.Horton@noaa.gov> ( vicki Horton <vicki.Horton@noaa.gov>
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Ahsha Tribble <Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov> ( Ahsha Tribble <Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov>
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Jean,

Mary Glackin, crai~ Montesano, Mahoney’s climate staff, and I will have
to review this pacKage . ¯ ¯

Do Received 8/8/03, from Andrew C. Revkin, The New York Times, requesting
copies of all communications from federal
agencies or the Executive office of the President, particularly the
w~te House counselD’s office, regarding the cl~mate~hange
science Program Strateglc Plan and envlronmental quall y.

Dr. Mahoney will probably not be in to lend his expertise but we may
have to call him at home for data. (Ahsha--please make sure we
communicate this to him). Typically, how long does it take to gather
the data on one of these??? His absence may push this one back a while.

Thanks,
Scott

- Scott.Rayder.vcf-
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00

ATTACHMENT    i

TEXT:
begin:vcard
n:Rayder~Scott
tel;pager:1-888-480-269~

Page 1
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tel ;cell :202-253-5259
tel ; fax: 202-408-9674
tel ; home : 4802691@skytel. com
tel ;work: 202-482-3436
x-mozi 11 a-html : FALSE
url : http ://www. noaa. gov
o rg : NOAA
version:2.Z
emai 1 ; i nternet: Scott. Rayder@noaa. gov
title:chief of staff
adr ; quoted-pri ntabl e: ; ; 14th & consti tuti on=0D=0AROOm

1275_f_75tgiO03_ceq.txt

(for text messages)

5128;Washington;DC;20230;

fn:Scott Rayder
end:vcard

END AI-FACHMENT I

Page 2
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Phil Cooney
08/15/2003 08:19:31 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Dinah Bear/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Fw: latest version of Jeffords Draft Rpt on Environment response

your thoughts? thanks Phil
..................... Forwarded by Phil Cooney/CEQJEOP on 08/15/2003 08:19 AM ...........................

Debbie S. Fiddelke
08/1412003 04:18:08 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP, Bnjan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: Fw: latest version of Jeffords Draft Rpt on Environment response

Ed would like your thoughts on this. Thanks!

.... Original Message .....
From:Krenik.Ed@epamail.epa.gov
To:Debbie S. Fiddelke/CEQ/EOP@EOP
Cc:
Date: 08/14/2003 03:42:38 PM
Subject: Fw: latest version of Jeffords Draft Rpt on Environment response

Deb, since I don’t have Phil’s or Brian’s email can you forward this     "
letter to them and ask that they get back to me with changes. Thank you.
I miss your voice. I am having withdrawals. Ed

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld (www.BlackBerry.net)

From: Donald McKinnon
Sent: 08/13/2003 08:22 PM
To: Ed KrenikJDC/USEPNUS@EPA
Cc: John ReededDClUSEPAIUS@EPA; Michele MckeevedDClUSEPNUS@EPA;
Paul Almeida/DC/USEPNU S@EPA
Subject: latest version of Jeffords Draft Rpt on Environment
response

00 .043CEQ 005243
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DRAFT DRAFT DRAFT

DRAFT

STRATEGIC PLAN

CLIIVIATE CHANGE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

[Preliminary Concepts for the Front Piece]

[Planned for release as a draft for public comment in October 2003, in
conjunction With a series of technical workshops to be held in the Fall 2003;

and for final publication in April 2004, in support of the FY 2005 Budget]

DRAFT
August 15, 2003

BH Edits to bh edits to cctp strategic plan draft5.doc,

Deleted: DraflCCTP Strategic Plan
RevS&xloc
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1286_f_I 71 hi 003_ceq. txt

RECORD I~(PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR :Ahsha Tri bbl e <Ahsha.Tri bbl e@noaa, gov> ( Ahsha Tri bbl e
<Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:15-AUG-2003 20:15:09.00

SUB]ECT:: Preparation for NRC review (A1-FACHMENT)

TO:CCSP_INFO@usgcrp.gov ( CCSP_INFO@Usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:CCSP@usgcrp.gov ( CCSP@Usgcrp.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Attached is the draft agenda for the NRC meeting, speaker confirmations
are expected to be made early next week. (I apologize for not attaching

it to the original email.)

Thanks,
Ahsha

Ahsha N. Tribble, Ph.D.
DOC/NOAA
HCHB/ROOm 5804
14th & Constitution Ave, NW
washington, DC 20230
202-482-5920 (DoC)
202-482-6318 (Fax)
Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov

- RAFT Meeting agenda - Aug03 rev2.doc= ATTACHMENT 1

Page 1
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Sep. 4. 2003 10:41AM ETS No.3827 P. 2/2

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
SUII~ 2320 RAYSURN HOUSE OFI~C~ BUILDING

WASHINGTON, DC 20515-6301

"FRY: (202) 226-4410

September 4, 2003

The Honorable Donald L. Evans
Secretary, Department of Commerce
Room 5516
U.S. Department or’Commerce
14th & Constlmtion Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Secretary Evans:

As Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Environment, Technology, and Standards, with jurisdiction
over climate change reseazch, I am writing to request specific information about the re~mtly completed
Strategic Plan Ibr the U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP). "l’his plan was mlea~d odsinell¥ in
draft form in November 2002. The fmnl plma reflects changes made in t~onse to public comments on the
draft and the National Roseareh Council’s (NRC) roport "Planning Climate and Global Change gcscax~"
A Review ofth~ Draft U.S. Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan."

I am wridng m requ~t a written description of how each of the NRC recommendations was addres~d in
the Final plan. The deeetiption thould point to ~oecific language in the plan that was added to addreas a
retmmmendation or should pmvlde a detailed c~tplanation as to why a reeomme~lation was rejeuted.

Please provide this information to me no later than September 19, 2003. It’you have qtu:ztiotm or believe
more timc will be neoessary to meet this request, please contact Amy Can~ll of my Sub~mllxittc~ staffat
202-225-8844 or amv.cmmll __M~il.house.gov. "llmnk you for your leadet~ip on this issue.

Sincerely,

Vernon J. Elders
ChaLquan
Subcommittee on Environment, Technology, and Standards
U.S. House of Represantatives

Cc:Dr. James Malmney, Assistant Secretary of Comme~e for Oceans and Atmosphere
Dr. Ricluud Moss. Director, U.S. Global Change Reseamli Program Office
Brenda Becker, Assistant Socretaxy of Commeme for Legislative Affairs
Craig Montesano, Congressional Affai~ Specialist, NOAA
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Hannegan, Bryan J.

From: Ahsha Tribble [Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov]

Sent: Thursday, September 11, 2003 4:39 PM

To: CCSP@usgcrp.gov; CCSP_lNFO@usgcrp.gov

Subject: Request from House Science Committee (action needed)

CCSP Principals,

Secretary Evans received a request from Honorable Vernon J. Ehlers (Chairman, Subcommittee on
Environment, Technology, and Standards) to provide a written description of how we addressed each
NRC recommendation in the final version of the Strategic Plan.

During the meeting/teleconference prior to the August 25th NRC Review, we discussed that responses
had been drafted for each of the NRC recommendations. We have since cleaned up the draft and are
submitting it to you for your review. This document is intended to fulfill our response to the request by
Honorable Ehlers.

As this is a time-sensitive issue, we ask that you review this document and provide any comments by
COB Wednesday, September 17. Please send your comments to me and cc Richard.Moss@pnl.gov
and James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov.

Thank you,
Ahsha

Attachments:
1) Request from Honorable Ehlers
2) Draft Response

Ahsha N. Tribble, Ph.D.
Technical Chief of Staff.
Office of Assistant Secretary of Commerce
For Oceans and Atmosphere

HCHB/Room 5804
14th & Constitution Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20230
202-482-5920 (DoC)
202-482-6318 (t’~..:)

9/17/2003
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From: "Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> on 09/04/2003 01:39:15 PM

Record Type: Record

To:

cc:

Subject:

See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
"Bailey, Vicky" <Vicky.Bailey@hq.doe.gov>, "Fdeddchs, Mark" <Ma~k.FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe.gov>,
"Staub, John" <John.Staub@hq.doe.gov>, ’5/ieth, Jill" <Jill.Vieth@hq.doe.gov>
REVISED press materials (drafts only - do not circulate)

My apologies - please use this version of the press release.

<<1605b Press Release v4.doc>>

..... Original Me..m~ge- ....

From: Anderson, Margot

Sent: Thursday, September 04, 2003 1:14 PM

To: Bryan Hannegan (E-mail); Phil Cooney (E-mail); Conover, David; Dobriansky, Ladsa; DeVito, Vincent; Bill Hohenstein
(E-mail); 3oe Kruger (E-mail); Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov; Eule, Stephen; Cobb, AI

Bailey, Vicky; Fdedrichs, Mark; Staub, John; Viebh, .]ill

Subje~:    press materials (drafts only - do not drculate)

USDA - still need you press contacts, please.

Margot

<< File: Talking points August 2003 v2.doc >> << File: 1605b Press Release v3.doc >>

Release v4.doc

Messa.qe Sent To:
Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQIEOP@EOP
Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP@EOP
"Conover, David" <David.Conover@hq.doe.gov>
"D0bdansky, Ladsa" <Ladsa.Dobdansky@hq.doe.gov>
"DeVito, Vincent" <Vincent.DeVito@hq.doe.gov>
"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <whohenst@oce.usda.gov>
"Joe Kruger (E-mail)" <kruger.joe@epa.gov>
Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov
"Eule, Stephen" <Stephen.Eule@hq.doe.gov>
"Cobb, AI" <AI.Cobb@hq.doe.gov>

Greenhouse Effectslt 605(b)
General Guidelines Review and Roll-Out
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From: Bryan J. Hannegan on 09/04/2003 09:12:24 PM

Record Type: Record

To:

cc:
Subject:

"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>

See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
CEQ comments on 1605(b) press materials ~

bh edits 1605b Press Release ~bh edits talking points August 2003

Message Copied
To:

phil cooney/ceq/eop@eop
"conover, david" <david.conover@hq.doe.gov>
"dobriansky, larisa" <ladsa.dobdansky@hq.doe.gov>
"devito, vincent" <vincent.devito@hq.doe.gov>
"bill hohenstein (e-mail)" <whohenst@oce.usda.gov>
"joe kruger (e-mail)" <kruger.joe@epa.gov>
harvey.reid@epamail.epa-gov
"eule,stephen" <stephen.eule@hq.doe.gov>
"cobb, al" <al.cobb@hq.doe.gov>
"bailey, vicky" <vicky.bailey@hq.doe.gov>
"friedrichs, mark" <mark.frieddchs@hq.doe.gov>
"staub, john" <john.staub@hq.doe.gov>
"vieth, jill" <jill.vieth@hq.doe.gov>

Greenhouse Effects11605(b)
General Guidelines Review and Roll-Out
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From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

sbodman@doc.gov
sda . Seotember 10, 2003 6:22 PMWedne.. Y.. .. ...... .... mes Andrews@onr navy mil; Olsen, Kathie L.;con rac~ .c.laumn DacnerL~,,u,~,,.u~,v; Ja _ ¯ "

emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov; eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov; gasrar@hq.nasa.gov; Connaughton,
James; jrm@usda.gov; Marburger, John H.; johnson.stephen@epa.gov;
marcus.peacock@omb.eop-gov; d.nelson@state.gov; rcolwell@nsf.gov;
steven_gdles@ios.doi.gov; Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov; emsimmons@usaid.gov;
Greg.Withee@noaa.gov
ann klee@ios.doi.gov; whohenst@OCE.USDA-gov; gpaules@hq.nasa.gov;
wat~’onhl@state.gov; james.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov; Parrish, Jobi A.; Beale.john@epa.gov;,e a. ov; Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov; catlettla@state.gov;
,.Ko.rtu.em.pa~.~ce__@, .,P_., ~,,. Lynn Scarlett@ios.doi.gov; Mlemen@nsf gov;
linoa.lawsonL~.u~t-uu"u’~" ,-- -                              "           "mcleave@hq.nasa.gov; mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov; Cooney, Phil; reifsnyderDA@state.gov;
Scott Rayder@noaa.gov" jschafer@usaid.gov; KBarrett@usaid.gov;’ " h doe ov;Vicki.Horton@noaa-gov;¯

brown ost.dot.gov; Joy.V~r.s@. q. "g ^o : Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov;yvonne. @ . Derta L.; PThu,ne@doc.gov. .
Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov, Co.nde, ~o__.~_,,~ ,,~ ,~,~i -ov" David.Conover@hq.doe-gov,
barbara__diehl@ios.d°.i~g..°.v.i Lyn.n~,~_c~u,~,,~’.’,’~-~rlUv~ OC.ClOV; SHawkins@doc.gov,
RBonjean@doc.gov; Rwmtworm~_,uu~,.uu .........

,,~d _

Margafita.Gregg@noaa.go ; Sherron_White@omb.eoP-gov; Donna.Warren@noaa,gov
Interagency Working Grou; on Climate Change Science and Technology (IWGCCST) --
September 25

t_Agenda
;CCS’T Mtng 25Sep0

The next meeting of the IWGCCST will be held Thursday, September 25, I0:00 a.m. - 12:00
p.m. at the Department of Commerce in Room 4830. You should use the Secretary’s entrance
on 15th Street (at the blue awning) for access to the building.

Attached is the agenda for this meeting. Please suggest any additions and/or deletions to
the agenda by sending your comments to: Margarita’Gregg@n°aa’g°v or call (202) 482-3252.
You should also confirm your attendance with Margarita-

I look forward to seeing you.

Sam

(See attached file: l_Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 25Sep03.doc)
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Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

Thursday, September 25, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Agenda

10:00

10:05

10:20

Call to Order

islative and Policy Update

International update

Dep. Sec. Bodman, DOC

Connaughton, CEQ

Senior Climate Negotiator Watson,
State

10:45

12:00

Budget Update

--~rth Observation Summit Update

-~-CSP Update

CCTP Deliverables

--~er Topics and General Discussion

Adjourn

Assoc.Director Peacock, OMB

Admin. Withee, NOAA

Ass’t. Sec. Mahoney, DOC

CCTP Dir. Conover, DOE

Dep. See. Bodman, DOC
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Conde, Roberta L.

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

sbodman@doc.gov
Wednesday, September 10, 2003 6:22 PM
conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov; James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil; Olsen, Kathie L.;
emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov; eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov; gasrar@hq.nasa.gov; Connaughton,
James; jrm@usda.gov; Marburger, John H.; johnson.stephen@epa.gov;
marcus.peacock@omb.eop.gov; d.nelson@state.gov; rcolwell@nsf.gov;
steven_griles@ios.doi.gov; Robert.Card@hq.doe.gov; emsimmons@usaid.gov;
Greg.Withee@noaa.gov
ann_klee@ios.doi.gov; whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov; gpaules@hq.nasa.gov;
watsonhl@state.gov; James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov; Parrish, Jobi A.; Beale.john@epa.gov;
Kortuem.patrice@epa.gov; Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov; catlettla@state.gov;
linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov; Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov; Mleinen@nsf.gov;
mcleave@hq.nasa.gov; mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov; Cooney, Phil; reifsnyderDA@state.gov;
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yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov; Joy.Viars@hq.doe.gov; Vicki.Horton@noaalgov;
Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov; Conde, Roberta L.; PThorne@doc.gov; Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov;
barbara_diehl@ios.doi.gov; Lynn_Scarlett@ios.doi.gov; David.Conover@hq.doe.gov;
RBonjean@doc.gov; KVVhitworth@doc.gov; JAckerly@doc.gov; SHawkins@doc.gov;
Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov; Sherron_White@omb.eop.gov; Donna.Warren@noaa.gov
Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology (IWGCCST) --
September 25

~_Agenda
;CCST Mtng 25Sep0

The next meeting of the IWGCCST will be held Thursday, September 25, i0:00 a.m. - 12:00
p.m. at the Department of Commerce in Room 4830. You should use the Secretary’s entrance
on 15th Street (at the blue awning) for access to the building.

Attached is the agenda for this meeting. Please suggest any additions and/or deletions to
the agenda by sending your comments to: Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov or call (202) 482-3252.
You should also confirm your attendance with Margarita.

I look forward to seeing you.

Sam

(See attached file: l_Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 25Sep03.doc)
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Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

Thursday, September 25, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Agenda

10:00

10:05

10:20

10:30

10:45

11:05

11:20

11:45

Dep. Sec. Bodman, DOC

Chairman Connaughton, CEQ

Assoc. Director Peacock, OMB

Ass’t. Admin. Withee, NOAA

Ass’t. Sec. Mahoney, DOC

U/S Dobriansk-y, State

CCTP Dir. Conover, DOE

Director OCCP Eule, DOE

Call to Order

Legislative and Policy Update

Budget Update

Earth Observation Summit Update

CCSP Update

International Update

CCTP Deliverables

International Partnership for the Hydrogen
Economy and International Energy
Cooperation Task Force

Other Topics and General Discussion

Adjourn

11:50 Dep. Sec. Bodman, DOC

12:00
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Phil,

.1o-o.3

Here are five copies of the expenditure report. It is also posted on
the OMB website under Legislative Information, Reports
Congress. The link to the report is:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/legislative/index.html

As I mentioned in my voicemail yesterday, I have also included the
2000 annual report which covers some of EPA’s climate programs.
It provides estimates of MMTCE emissions prevented by ENERGY
STAR and other voluntary programs.

Since this is the only extra copy of the report I have, I can’t
provide one to Ted Gayer. If I find any additional information that
I can send electronically, I will send it to both you and him. If you
need anything further, let me know.

Christine McDonald
5-6944
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Message Page 1 of 1

Hannegan, ~3ryan J.

From: Anderson, Margot [Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov]

Sent: Friday, September 12, 2003 5:43 PM

To: Hannegan, Bryan J.

Subject: RE: General 1605(b) Guidelines Progress

Thanks Bryan,

Two files attached:

.....Original Message .....
From: Hannegan, Bryan J. [mailto:Bryan J. Hannegan@ceq.eop.gov]
Sent; Friday, September 12, 2003 5:07 PM
To; Anderson, Margot
Subject; RE: General 1605(b) Guidelines Progress

ind

.....Original Message .....
From; Anderson, Margot [mailto:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 12, 2003 4:40 PM
To; Hannegan, Bryan J.
Subject: General 1605(b) Guidelines Progress

-Bryan,

Margot

Greenhouse Effects/1605(b)
General Guidelines Review and Ro~-Out

o/1 o/0~2
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO

BERKELEY ¯ DAVIS ¯ IRVINE ¯ LOS ANGELES ¯ MERCED ¯ RIVERSIDE ¯ SAN DIEGO S̄AN FRANCISCO

UCSD

SANTA BARBARA o SANTA CRUZ

CHARLES F. KENNEL
DIRECTOR
SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY

.̄.~             ;" | ....
September 15, 2003 =-] . .., . ,, ,..

Kathie Olsen, Associate Director for Science, OSTP ..~ ~ .~ .~ ’ ~
~/-,.Ralph Cicerone, Chancellor, University of California, Irvine~ ,~ , .

9500 GILMAN DRIVE
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92093-0210
TEL: (858) 534-2826
FAX: (858) 453-0167

Mark Abbott, Dean, College of Oceanic & Atmospheric Sciences, Oregon State UniverSity
Sean Solomon, Director, Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Washington

Colleagues:

Enclosed is the OSTP white paper dated July 17, 1995, that gave US sanction to what emerged or the
now fairly well developed "Integrated Global Observing Strategy (IGOS)." I co-chaired the CENR task
force that helped develop these ideas. A personal version of them is described on policy-maker terms in
a later paper, which Pierre Morel, Greg Williams, and I published in the journal, "Consequences - The
Nature and Implications of Environmental Change."

I hope this starts off our discussions.

Sincerely,

Charles F. Kennel

Enclosures

OO5_S60
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Keeping Watch on the Earth: an Integrated Global Observing
Strategy

By Charles F. Kennel, Pierre Morel, and Gregory_ J. William~s

Unlike the terrestrial globes that stand in our libraries and offices, the Earth itself is ever changing, as is
evident in clouds and storms and the passage of the seasons. The levels of lakes and oceans rise and fall,
as does the land itself. Glaciers come and glaciers go. Even the continents move.

Human beings have watched these and other changes in the natural world¯since the dawn of civilization,
and for several thousand years have endeavored 1o document and measure them. But ours is the first
generation with the ability to see and quantify these patterns of change on a global scale. We can view the
entire surface of the Earth from the vantage point of space, and we now share this information, freely and
instantly, around the world.

These new abilities come at a time of tremendous economic and social expansion, and have become
indispensable because of the effects of these changes. The population of the world has grown from just
over 2 billion people in 1930 to almost 6 billion today and will likely reach 12 billion sometime in the next
century. World economic output has grown even faster than population itself, rising from $13,500 billion
in 1970 to $31,000 billion per year in 1994.

The effects of increasing population and economic growth have reached the point where we have not only
converted much of the land surface to our own ends, but also alter the chemistry of the air and, to a
degree yet unknown, the climate of the entire planet. For better or worse, we stand on the brink of two
unprecedented developments in human history: (1) the ability to alter the natural environment on a global
scale, and (2) the capacity to detect and track the course of these changes and thus understand and
respond to them. The former can happen without much forethought. The-latter cannot.

This article examines the part of this challenge that depends on systematic observations of the Earth, and
points to the advantages of pursuing an integrated global observing strategy dedicated to this task.

AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

In the U.S., public recognition of the environmental impacts of human activities is more than 100 years
old, stemming from the efforts of such colorful and diverse personalities as John Wesley Powell and
Theodore P,.oosevelt. In the 1960s, however, a broader public awareness emerged with the advent of the
Space Age. Our first-ever look at the entire planet--a color photograph taken in 1968 from Apollo 8 on
the first manned flight to the Moon--gave us as well our first chance to see the Earth from afar: round and
blue in the black immensity of space. This single image so seized the public imagination and so
concentrated a developing international concern that it became the emblem of Earth Day, first celebrated
two years later.

The new look at ourselves from space, so unlike the static globes of’ old-time geographers, conveyed a
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sense of action, change, and inter- connection. Later images from space showed mighty dust storms
sweeping across the Sahara, initiating a process of atmospheric transport that would fertilize the ’
Amazonian rain forest, 6000 miles away. The view from space also identified the largest polluted air mass
in the world--not over Los Angeles, or Moscow, or Mexico City, but above the uninhabited South
Atlantic--and it allowed us to identify its many small sources, where fields and trees were deliberately
being burned in Africa and South America. The global view from space, in 1964, offered the first
cinematographic images of clouds from a satellite in a geostationary orbit: far. enough away to circle the
Earth in synehrony with the planet’s rotational period of twenty-four hours, thus allowing an uninterrupted
view era selected area, such as the Western or Eastern U.S. These pictures, now a common staple of
televised weather broadcasts, communicate the awesome power of weather systems and a sense of how
their paths are projected forward in practiea!~weather prediction.

Meteorology was the first scientific discipline to utilize continuous, or real-time observations to predict
changes in the environment. International telegraphic exchange of barometric pressure data enabled
one-day weather forecasts, initiated in Europe by the French astronomer LeVerrier in 1876. Beginning in
the 1930s, measurements of the air above the surface were routinely made from instrumented balloons,
and by the 1950s extensive compilation of these data made one- to two-day regional forecasts possible. By
the 1970s global weather predictions had been pushed another day in advance, thanks to a network of
surface and upper-air observations organized by the international World Weather Watch. Finally, in the
1980s, extensive use of computer models of the atmospheric circulation and access to global observations
from polar- orbiting and geostationary satellites enabled forecasts to be extended to five days. The lesson
was clear: accurate weather prediction beyond a couple of days requires global coverage of the Earth’s
atmosphere.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS THAT DEMAND GLOBAL DATA

Is there hope of extending the range of reliable weather forecasts any further? The answer is yes. but the
task requires monitoring a broader set of variables, and help from scientific disciplines that lie outside the
traditional domain of meteorology. The most important of these areas of study are oceanography (because
of the exchange and redistribution of energy and fresh water between the oceans and the atmosphere),
geography (through the effects of surface features on air circulation), and atmosphere chemistry (l~ecause
of the impacts of trace chemicals and solid particles on atmosphere radiation). Others include hydrology,
soil science, and plant ecology. Each of these disciplines, like meteorology, now utilizes global Earth
observations from space. Through the early initiatives of NASA and of other national and international
research efforts--including the multi-agency U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP)--
scientists from these and other fields now work together to provide a multidiseiplinary approach to
answering environmental questions.

The USGCRP identifies four major challenges in global environmental sciences. Two of them deal directly
with climate and all of them address not only important scientific questions, but areas of research that are
directed at practical applications and soeiet~il benefits. These four priority areas of research are:

~.;atosphede ozone depletion a.nd increase in surface UV radiation;
...

Prediction of climate fluctuations on time scales of seasons to years:

Climate change over decades and centuries; and

Changes in land cover and in terrestrial and marne ecosystems.
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In the order given here, they run from most mature to more exploratory in terms of our ability to acquire
the relizvant observations, to understand the mechanisms involved in the observed phenomena, and to
inform social and economic decision- makers of their impacts.

A PATHFINDER FOR INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC DECISION MAKING:
STRATOSPHERIC OZONE AND. UV RADIATION

Environmental consequences of’industrialization have long been viewed in terms of their local or in some
cases, regional impacts. Changes in air or water quality and ground pollution were customarily recognized
at the level of cities or regions, as were remedial actions, even if’controls were mandated through national
legislation. The discovery of an annual springtime depletion of stratospheric ozone over Antarctica. about
ten years ago, provided evidence, for perhaps the first time, of an environmental impact era much
broader, global scale that was directly traceable to a single human activity. As a result of this discovery.
new ground was broken in linking scientific findings .and international policy action.

Between 1970 and 1974, scientists recognized the possibility that industrial compounds of chlorine,
fluorine, carbon, and hydrogen (chlorofluorocarbons, or CFCs) could bring about a global depletion of
ozone in the stratosphere. CFCs are not products of nature, but are produced commercially as inert gases
for use in refrigerators and air conditioners, the production of foam plastics, and ga~-propelled sprays.
Released at ground level, these long-lived gases would according to theory become thoroughly mixed in
the atmosphere, both horizontally and vertically. The threat arises when they reach the high atmosphere,
tens of miles above the ground, where they are exposed to energetic solar radiation that splits them into
components capable of eating away at the Earth’s protective ozone layer. After an initial flurry of public
interest, the policy debate subsided, in part because of the lack of observational evidence for the predicted
effect.

Ground-based measurements suggesting significant global ozone depletion and the appearance of a
springtime Antarctic "ozone hole" were first reported a decade later, in 1985. While the effect was first
detected in measurements made from the ground, identifying the cause of diminished ozone required
sitlt observations with instruments carded in jet-aircraft to stratospheric altitudes where the chemical
reactions were taking place. But only measurements from satellites could determine the extent of the
phenomenon. Since 1979 global ozone data have been obtained by NASA’s polar-orbiting Total Ozo,le
Mapping Spectrometer..These observations demonstrated that the ozone hole was confined to the vicini!y
of the Antarctic continent by atmospheric circulation, and helped scientists uncover the mechanism of
ozone destruction. More comprehensive evidence that Antarctic ozone loss is of human origin was
provided by the agency’s Upper Atmosphere R.eseareh Satellite that was launched in 1991.

No one nation is uniquely responsible for the destruction of ozone in the stratosphere, nor can any
country, acting alone, put the brakes on this unintended but potentially serious interference with one of the
planet’s natural safeguards. At the time of the alarm, CFCs were produced or employed in mar~ufaetudng
in many industrialized nations, and released in some form in every country. The probable consequences
appeared to be as widespread as the causes. Reduction in total ozone in the atmosphere allows a heavier
dose of solar ultraviolet radiation to reach the Earth’s surface, with potentially sefiou?. ~.~ffects on skin and
eyes and the immune systems of people everywhere. Increased ultraviolet radiation also harms
phytoplmTkton, the minute, floating organisms that live near the sea surface and are the primary food
source of all life in the oceans. In view of this hazard, and as soon as the main cause for ozone loss
became reasonably clear, 148 of the world’s nations signed the 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances
Depleting the Ozone Layer and ensuing amendments that banned the production of CFCs.

It was the second time in the history of the world that nations acted together, by treaty, to limit the
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harmful impacts of a particular activity on human health and the global environment. Like the Nuclear
Test Ban Treaty of 19153, the Montreal Protocol provides a beacon of hope for future international action
on environment protection.

Today, ground- and space-based sensors are used to verify that the Montreal Protocol is in fact working.
Declining concentrations of key ozone-depleting substances have been found by a network of surface
stations and satellite measurements iff~g.~3. Yet there is still no firm international agreement to monitor
ozone from space, nor binding commitment to maintain the appropriate ground-based networks for
stratosphere ozone and ultraviolet radiation measurements. As a result, the door is still open for possible
future surprises insofar as ozone and-UV radiation are concerned.

TIIE PRESENT CIIALLENGE: SEASONAL-TO-INTERANNIJAL CLIMATE PREDICTION

Throughout most of the first half of the present century, weather predictions were made for one or at
most two days in advance. In the span of forty years, the useful range of such predictions was extended to
five days--a working week-with important gains for human decision-making. Still, many of our
endeavors, including most notably agriculture, operate on time scales era season or a year or more. (’an
we learn to predict regional variations in weather patterns and transient climate fluctuations several
months, or a year, in advance? As we shall see, this cannot be done without more comprehensive
observations--particularly measurements of winds over the surface of the oceans, the heat content of the
upper ocean, precipitation over land, and the storage of moisture in soils.

In short, seasonal-to-interannual climate prediction requires an observational strategy with more
dimensions than those needed for day-to-day weather forecasts or for tracking stratospheric ozone. A
wider range of variables must be monitored, some by sensors on ocean platforms, some on the land, and
others on spacecraft that circle the globe in near-Earth or more distant, geostationary orbits. Moreover,
because climatic variations on time scales of months and seasons are part of large scale, global phenomena
(F_kg~. 2), a variety of regional impacts are possible, including the simultaneous occurrence of floods at one
location and drought at another. Thus, no single response strategy can apply to all regions, as was the case
for ozone depletionl

The study of climate variability on these medium-term scales involves economic as well as natural science
issues. How reliable need long-term forecasts be, and how far in advance need they be made to be useful
to agriculture and other human interests? What are the implications for insurance and investment
decisions, of both successes and failures? Because of these challenging and very practical questions.
seasonal-to-interannual forecasting provides a powerful test ease in framing what we shall call an
integrated global observing strategy.

How ready are ~~e?

A recent study by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences cited seasonal-to-interannual climate prediction
as a maturing field with high relevance to economic and other practical decisions. The Academy noted that
scientists have now identified the fundamental science questions: Where does significant climate variability
exist, and what are its patterns? What mechanisms underlie this variability, and how do they evolve across
space and time? How predictable are such variations?

The Academy also noted that considerable progress has already been made. The largest contributor to
global climate variability on seasonal-to-interannual time scales is the transfer of heat and other forms of
energy between the atmosphere and the ocean. These exchanges operate on time scales of seasons to
years, and are initially manifest as distinctive surface warmings of the tropical Pacific Ocean, known as El
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Ni~o events, and associated changes in the global atmospheric circulation called the Southern Oscillation
phenrmena. Organized field studies of these climatic events over the last ten years have identified causes
and effects, and scientists are now beginning to model and predict their occurrence up to one,.year in
advance with some success. A system of instrumented buoys, moored in the open waters of the Pacific. is
already in place, and made possible a four-to-six month advance warning .of the 1997 El Nifio event. A
practical prediction system that links observations and models in regions affected by El Nifio-- particularly
the nations that bound the Pacific Ocean-has now been implemented.

Other steps have been taken to address seasonal-to-interannual climate change in middle- and high-latitude
continental regions. The U.S. Weather Service has for some time striven to implement a long- range
climate forecasting program for the U.S. Considerable investments have been made in the American
Midwest, Canada, Europe, and many other locations worldwide to deploy measuring networks for
systematic observation of the hydrologic regime, cloud cover, and radiation, all of which are critical
elements of transient climate variability. Soil and vegetation processes are also very much involved in the
exchange of energy, water, and carbon between the land and the atmosphere. Thus, regional information
on soil moisture and plant conditions are also required if models are to project climate months or years in
advance.

The need for multidisciplinary observations and analysis is well recognized by climatologists and the
agencies that fund research. For purposes of weather and climate prediction, dedicated spacecraft are now
making or will make observations that go far beyond the conventional meteorological suite of air
temperature, pressure, moisture, and cloud-cover data. These include the temperature of the surface of the
sea and the winds that blow across it; sea-surface topography and roughness; ocean circulation: and global
precipitation, including all the rain that falls, unseen, on the oceans. To support the
internationally-recognized research goals of the World Climate Research Program, multinational arrays of
moored and drit~ing ocean buoys now provide continuous measurements of surface and sub-surface ocean
conditions, and expendable sensors dropped from ships along commercial shipping lanes make systematic
observations of ocean temperature as a function of depth. In parallel, a number of interactive
ocean-atmosphere-land models are being developed around the world.

In view of these advances, the NAS recommended that the next step toward practical
seasonal-to-interannual climate prediction should be a project to forecast the occurrence and regional
impacts of future E1Nifio events, as a way of demonstrating the benefits and practical limitations of such
predictions. To do this, researchers will attempt to provide both broad predictions of global scale
phenomena and specific advisories regarding probable impacts and possible adaptation strategies in
regions such as tropical South America or the western U.S. To realize the full value of predictions, the
project will need to interact with the agricultural community by recommending appropriate planting
strategies, and with other sectors by advising on natural hazard preparation and mitigation. Needless to
say, such a project reaches well beyond conventional scientific research and requires the active
participation of relevant national agencies and of local and regional decision-makers.

A n international Institute for ENSO predictions

A major step toward a practical application of the capability to predict and respond to El Nifio events was
the recent formation of the International Research Institute for Climate Prediction, involving nations of the
Americas, the South Pacific, and the Pacific Rim of Asia. The Institute will coordinate modeling and
prediction, develop impact assessments and deliver basic information to shape national responses to
seasonal and interannual climate change. The new entity is unique in linking together the efforts of nations
in different parts of the world, in bridging the gap between the natural and social sciences, and in bringing
scientists and decision-makers together. A part of the plan, now awaiting Congressional approval, is to
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transform the ocean observation networks installed in the Pacific for the pilot phase of the project into an
ongoing international operational facility for observation and global prediction.

The challenge is to demonstrate a capability to collect, analyze, and employ data for the evaluation of
expected impacts on regional scales. Reliable predictions of !! Nifio events and other transient variations,
seasons to a year in advance, are of unquestioned economic and societal value, and their successful
realization will provide strong incentives for nations to support the implementation of a shared,
international system to produce them on a regular basis.

THE NEXT CHALLENGE: LONG-TERM CLIMATE CHANGES

Seasonal-to-interannual climate prediction adds a new suite of ocean and other observations to the
on-g0ing data requirements for today’s shorter, five-day weather forecasts. The next step-climate
prediction coveting a decade or longer--presents different and more difficult challenges. Global
observations of an even wider range of variables are required and, because of the time scales of the
processes involved, many of these observations will need to be sustained over a long period. At the same
time the benefits, while the science is being developed, are more diffuse-and remote. Yet the impacts of
significant long-term climate change on the global economy and the human condition can be profound: the
Earth is the only known habitable planet and our ultimate interest is to keep it so.

Understanding climate change on times scales of decades requires a correspondingly long commitment to
consistent and well-calibrated data records. Plans for NASA’s Earth Observing System (’EOS), the largest
element of the USGCRP, were based on the view of the scientific community that a minimum of fifteen
years of continuous monitoring would be needed to identify meaningful climate trends and to separate
human effects from changes of natural origin. In fact, some of the key parameters that control the Earth’s
climate will need to be monitored for an indefinite period, in the same way that population is counted or
economic indicators are monitored, year after year, today. Other observations are required intermittently
or for only a few years to uncover the mechanisms that underpin climate changes.

The data to be collected by EOS and other observing programs for the goal of projecting long-term
climate change include measurements of every major component 6fthe Earth system: global cloud cover;
the amount of dust and other solid particles (or aerosols) in the atmosphere (~); the radiation received
from the Sun and that emitted by the atmosphere and the surface of the Earth; the ~emperature of the sea
surface and the circulation of the oceans; changes in sea-level, around the world; the extent and thickness
of ice sheets and glaciers; the amount and thickness of floating sea-ice; the chemical composition of the
lower and upper atmosphere, including the fraction of "greenhouse" gases; and significant changes in
vegetation and other measures of land cover (Fi_g~. 4). These data must be assimilated into
computer-generated representations, or models, of global climate. Modelers must identify and weigh a
wide variety of processes that generate or regulate climate variations on all time scales.

The challenges invoh,ed

Designing an observing system suitable for the study and.prediction of long-term climate changes is a
daunting task, from both scientific and technical perspectives. Among the more difficult challenges are the
choices that need be made at the outset. Since we cannot afford to monitor every relevant or. suggestive
parameter, .which are the more important, how can they best be measured, and what are the relative
priorities among them? Greater yet may be the challenge of securing and maintaining financial, policy, and
organizational commitments to this task when governments expect relatively fast and identifiable returns
from their investment in research. How can a costly scientific undertaking sustain the financial support of
governments and popular interest, when it addresses time scales of decades to a century? How can it
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expect the support of taxpayers and the private sector when its findings might lead to recommendations
that mandate potentially costly and possibly controversial changes in human behavior?

A partial answer to these vexing questions of sustained commitment can be found in explaining global
climate change projections in terms of impacts at the regional level. A 2°C also in global mean temperature
over 100 years (as estimated in the most recent, mid- range projections of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change), is not likely to rank high among the concerns of the average citizen in this or any
country. That such a change will result in a world- wide rise ofhalfa meter in mean sea-level may pique,
somewhat, the-interest of the average person. But when translated into regional and local
consequences--such as loss of beaches and hazards to shoreline assets, impacts on agriculture, reduced
availability of fresh water from wells, an increase in disease vectors, and attendant impacts on quality of
life--long term climate forecasts have a greater impact. If projections are sufficiently specific and reliable,
impact assessments are possible for use in long term capital investment decisions and insurance planning.

The fact remains that scientists are as yet unable to specify, in more than general terms, the local impacts
of" long-term climate changes. Moreover, the obstacles to this long-sought goal are not so much the spatial
resolution of"today’s numerical models (now typically a square, several hundred miles on a side) or the
limitations of computing equipment, but what we don’t know or simply omit abo~t the basic physical,
chemical, and biological processes that are involved. It is these basic unknowns that introduce the
principal uncertainties in model results. Learning more about each of’them is a priority objective of
modern climate change research.

Most people, not surprisingly, have only limited understanding of either the strengths or the uncertainties
of models on which climate projections are based. This may be one reason why so many remain
unconvinced of the likelihood of increased global greenhouse warming due to human activity. An effective
means to increase public confidence and build support for a long-term climate observing system is to
demonstrate consistently successful, verifiable forecasts of shorter-term, seasonalqo-interannual climate
changes. In the process, scientists will gain confidence in their ability to discriminate between competing
causes of climate change, and skill in collecting and utilizing the vast amount of data required. Decision-
makers will gain a better appreciation of the capabilities and limitations of longer-term climate predictions,
as well as their demonstrated practical value.

THE FUTURE CHALLENGE: ECOSYSTEM RESEARCH

nly the bare beginnings have been made to develop an observational strategy for assessing significant
global changes in the behavior of living things and ecosystems. To date, most. attention has focused on
measuring and modeling global sources and sinks of carbon dioxide. This is in par~ because of the
fundamental importance of carbon dioxide as a primary cause of global warming. It is also because the
composition of the atmosphereis relatively easy to monitor, compared to other possible indicators of
ecosystem change.

The biological world is intrinsically complex at almost any spatial scale, and our customary ecological
indicators, such as plant productivity or microbial activity, are most often highly site-specific. What
happens in a field of corn may have little relevance to an adjoining forest, swamp, or pond. Moreover,
what applies in a meter-size plot within any of these sites may not describe the particulars in an adjacent
sample of similar size. Thus, the act of averaging or generalizing--so necessary in models that combine
data from disparate sources--presents a particularly difficult challenge to ecologists. The aggregation of
plot-scale observations into meaningful regional and global geographic information is a major scientific
and data management challenge, as is the opposite step, the disaggregation of large-scale estimates of
predicted changes, such as area-averaged rainfall, into realistic values pertinent to smaller scales.
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Improving our understanding of natural ecosystems, including the impacts of our own activities, -presents
both challenges and opportunities for the construction of land and marne observing systems. Human
impacts on the natural world are often the source of controversy. The act of assessing information
regarding these impacts--such as those that follow the dear-cutting of forests or the draining of
wetlands--can pit the immediate users of natural resources against those people or institutions that are
more concerned with the long-term health of the natural environment. Likewise, nations may be leery
about the wide availability of detailed images of their own territory from space, for various political,
military, and economic reasons.

The very utility of remotely-sensed land and marne observations can also complicate the development of
an international strategy for observing natural ecosystems. The commercial value of data that relate, for
example, to the projected value of crops ornext year’s yield of fisheries, can hinder the full and open
exchange of information for research and other public purposes. At the same time, our experiences with
visual images made from space suggest that a marketable product can also create opportunities.

Commercial firms are important consumers of data from the U.S.- built Landsat and the French SPOT
Earth-imaging satellites, and a "value-added" data processing industry has now arisen to tailor the raw
images from spaeeeratt to suit the unique needs of many different applications. The increasing demand for
remotely-sensed images of various features of the Earth’s surface comes at a time when the costs of
spacecraft and instruments are declining, such that private ventures are now-being proposed to provide
high-resolution satellite imaging systems and services on a commercial basis. Field studies of terrestrial
ecosystems lack a commensurate commercial value that would elicit similar interest from the private
sector, and programs to provide these data have developed on a more piecemeal basis through
governmental sponsorship.

AN INTEGRATED GLOBAL OBSERVING STRATEGY

Within the U.S., federally-supported research activities that bear upon the science of the environment are
coordinated by the interagency U.S. Global Change Research Program, linking the effo.rts of twelve
agencies and institutions. Similar initiatives have come into being in almost all other developed nations.
The European Union is endeavoring to coordinate the environmental research activities of its twelve
member states: Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, and the United Kingdom, combining their scientific and economic abilities. Japan has
recently launched a comprehensive global change initiative by combining research, observations (on the
surface and from space) and simulations to develop high-resolution models. The Word Climate Research
Program, the International Geosphere Biosphere Program, and the International Human Dimensions
Program are internationally-coordinated initiatives that address the fundamental science of major
environmental problems, including, but not.limited to, global climate change. Through these.programs,
international, cooperative research institutes have been or are being established in the Americas, Asia and
Africa. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, sponsored jointly by the World Meteorological
Organization and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) conducts international
assessments of what is known about potenffal future climate changes and their probable impacts, and
possible policy options to respond to them: ~

These internationally organized research activities all speak to the facts that (1) the major environmental
problems of today transcend national boundaries, and (2)the study of global-Earth system phenomena and
processes requires international collaboration. These statements also apply to the observational systems
that are necessary to monitor significant changes and to supply the diverse data needed to understand
them.
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Elements now in place or undetnvay

The World Weather Watch, sponsored by the World Meteorological Organization, is the most mature
international cooperative effort of this kind, but it is limited to meteorology. Other existing mechanisms
that reach beyond the domain of weather include the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites
established by the Group of Seven (G-7) major industrial democracies (Canada, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, United Kingdom, and U.S.). Several UN organizations and the non- governmental International
Council of Scientific Unions have jointly sponsored three proposed international observing system
initiatives that are directed, respectively, at global climate, the world oceans, and terrestrial phenomena
and ecosystems.

These are all first steps, however, and several important elements are still lacking. One is adequate
integration of both space-based and in situ observations in the three domains, for there is no
internationally-agreed-upon mechanism to rank the relative priorities of various measurements. A second
missing link is an international forum or other review process through which national agencies can
coordinate their own activities to meet global needs: to ensure that observational programs--in space or
from the ground-- will provide uniform and continuous data for agreed-upon science priorities. In this
sense, the present status of global observing systems is not unlike the ease of stratospheric ozone: an
international agreement to control substances that deplete ozone without an international strategy to
monitor the effect of the treaty.

Many of the elements of an integrated Global Observing Strategy exist today in terms of on-going but
separate observing programs and new initiatives. Combined world expenditures on non-military,
space-based research observations of the environment will total approximately $15 billion for the decade
of the 1990s, and twice that amount if one includes operational monitoring systems, such as the World
Weather Watch. Much of the-research investment will-go into the International Earth Observing
System--the first multi-national satellite array that is designed to address the multi-disciplinaD’ nature
most environmental questions.

The International Earth Observing System will combine six major satellite programs conducted by the
U.S., Japan, and European nations. Included are the U.S. Earth Observing System and Polar Operational
Environmental Satellite program; Japan’s Advanced Earth Observing System; the joint J apan/U.S. Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission; a joint Freneh/U.S. mission that measures ocean height and surface
characteristics; and the European Space Agency’s Environmental Satellite mission. Still, the combination
of systems and satellites is only loosely coordinated and there are no binding agreements to ensure that the
flow of data from any of them will not be interrupted. The first series of spaeeeratt will be launched within
a five-year period beginning this year, in 1997. The spacefadng nations have not yet coordinated their
plans for continuation beyond 2002, although given the long lead times involved in planning and
implementing space missions, it is time to do so.

The need for an underlying strategy

International discussions have already been initiated to define an Integrated Global Observing Strategy:
the foundation and raison d’&re for activities such as the International Earth Observing System effort. The
initial impetus for this development came in a 1994 report of Japan’s Space Activities Commission, which
called for an international Global Earth Observation System to be deployed early in the new century. The
Japanese suggestion kindled a U.S. effort that resulted in a white paper from the President’s Office of
Science and Technology Policy, proposing guidelines for international discussion, and interagency
consultations within the U.S. on the subject. European organizations such as the European Space Agency,
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the European Meteorological Satellite Commission, and the European Union have shown a growing
interest in developing such a strategy.

An Integrated Global Observing Strategy is the first requisite for a global Earth observing system: an
agreed-upon definition of what ne~ds to be monitorod, and why, how, and in what order. The word
"Integrated" carries several intended meanings. One is the essential international character of the
enterprise: the need to tie together the efforts and research investments of many nations, with the broadest
possible partidpafion. The obvious need to share costs is but one of the reasons to make such a system
international. Another is that the readiness of any nation to accept scienco findings or recommendations
regarding the environment depends on the.level of that country’s involvement in the processes of data

¯ acquisition and analysis.

"Integrated" also implies the combination and coordination ofspac~- based and ground-based
measurements, as is required in virtually every area of environmental research, in that each of the two
sources of information complements and helps validate the other. This is not a simple matter, as
ground-based facilities are owned by a great many national operators and constantly evolving, some
degrading, some improving. A third intended meaning is the linking of measurement technology with
scientific analysis, to reap the greatest information return from what is observed and monitored.

"Strategy" is another carefully chosen word. It entails matching what is needed in the way of observations
with existing and planned capabilities. It implies the need for a forum in which national and international
agencies would coordinate and tailor their own commitments to meet a global goal. Defining a "strategy"
instead of a"system" implies a more flexible and pragrnatie approach, as opposed to a fixed and
soon-dated plan for an ideal observing system. A "strategy" starts with what is now in hand, progressing
toward an end that can be adjusted as new knowledge emerges.

Action on a few key arenas of observation where early success is achievable, such as stratospheric ozone
monitoring, would be an excellent first step, and indeed, discussion of such actions is now underway in the
context of the G-7-sponsored Committee on Earth Observing Satellites.

CONCLUDING TItOUGttTS

Most people who deal with climate or other environmental issues would agree with the need to maintain a
continuous watch on the planet’s vital signs. It is equally dear that the observations that are required to
detect significant global changes are far more diverse than those now being made for day-to-day weather
forecasts, and more continuous and systematic than those which come our way through the chance
discoveries of experimental spaeecratt missions and field research.

A number of obvious impediments must be overcome to create a lasting global observing sy~em. First,
public commitment and government support need to be secured and then sustained over the periods
necessary to identify meaningful trends, which are often measured in decades. Moreover, unlike building a
highway system, or finding a cure for a dread disease, there is no clear-cut "end point" to the endeavor: to
separate trends fro:~ .’:.~ise, and to monitor subsequent changes, some key observations must keep going,
and going, and going. In the meantime, political parties in power will change, market indices will rise and
fall, and domestic and international priorities may change in response to national or geopolitical events.
Yet, the example of international weather data exchange has demonstrated that cooperative efforts can
indeed be sustained, uninterrupted, through good times and bad, including periods of international
confrontation.

A second obstacle is that, while the raw data acquired by a properly designed observing system are not
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themselves controversial, the issues to which they pertain almost always are, as could be their selection
and iriterprethtion. In matters that touch our lives, healthy scientific debate can be lifted out of context to
fuel public dissent. Strategies for coping with environmental changes involve economic choices, tensions
between long-term good and short-term gain, and frictions between perceived winners and losers. While
the vagaries of day-to-day weather have come to be accepted as random events, at least some longer-term
climatic variations may not be. The human dimension is unavoidable--for our own actions can indeed
provoke environmental changes on a global scale. To some nations or private interests, the prospect of"
global environmental monitoring may seem invasive and potentially provocative.

In this domain of science, there is probably no easy road to public confidence, and perhaps no crucial
experiment or definitive demonstration .of worth that will convince everyone, everywhere. To most
thinking people, however, the way toward more prudent environmental decisions and a clearer view of
what lies ahead is through more systematic documentation of the general state of the planet on which we
live.

Why strive for an Integrated Observing System?

The early Greek philosophers had a fair understanding of rain, wind, and tides, and for centuries scientists
have recorded natural and human-induced changes .in their local surroundings. Ours is the first generation
with tools to perceive the planetary dimensions of environmental change, and the first with the
computational means to interpret and predict these changes on a global scale. The last thirty years have
demonstrated the value of remote sensing and the feasibility and potential of international collaboration in
matters of global environmental change. Beginning with the TIROS weather satellites in the 1960s, the
first Landsat spacecraft in 1972, and extending through to International Earth Observing System platforms
that are currently under development, nations have demonstrated a willingness to support and carry out
the comprehensive observations needed to study climate and other significant changes in the global
environment. It seems to us that the largest remaining challenges are no longer technical but
organizational in nature.

Anticipated trends in population growth and corresponding increases in the demand for energy and other
natural resources imply that the next generation and those following will need to make prudent decisions
to maintain and improve the quality of human life. The formulation of well-informed policy
recommendations will depend on reliable answers to questions of the sort that are all too familiar to us
today: What is changing, and why? To what degree are these normal, natural variations? What are the
economic and social consequences? How certain are these purported or expected trends, and with what
asslaranee are the practical projections made? Can effective response strategies be conceived, and what are
their costs?

It is our obligation, flow, to systematically monitor the variables that reflect the habitability of our planet
and put in place the scientific infrastructure that will make the environmental questions of the l~ext twenty
or one hundred years more answerable. An archive of ongoing records, starting now, can also identi ".N our
own inadvertent marks on the planet, and help in distinguishing serious problems from false alarms. We
owe the next generation the scientific means to think more clearly about its global environm--r:’..
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Statemeni’of 0.S. ~nergy Secretary Spencer A
American Academy in Berlin

September 17, 2003

Let me begin by saying how grateful I am to Gary Smith and t~
Berlin for hosting today’s .event..-

Although I have prc~iously visited Germany, this is the first oI~
visit Berlin, and it is a great pleasure to be here. I very much appreciat
been afforded me, and I appreciate your giving me this forum to discu~
concern to’the people of Europe and the United States - global climate

As the Secretary of Energy, I am charged with implementing n
climate initiatives, and I am very proud of what we are doing. But it
on climate change is not sufficiently understood by large segments of(
here in Europe. That is why I came here today to share with you som~
polic~r and to describe some specifics about what we are doing to redu
emissions.                            ’

|

Let me be clear at the outset. I am not here to debate the wisd~

The United States is neither ashamed of its position on Ky~to
challenges of climate change. The United States is investing billions

chailenges, and we are a signatory ,o the .U, nl,’,t.e ,dNations. ram w_or_ _ 
Change, which has the ultimate goal of stabltmmg greenn,ouse gas co
aUnosphere.

As we have contemplated the U.N. Convention’ s attainment,
of its signatories face one hard and clear choice. Either dramatic gre~
come at the expense of economic growth and improved living standar,
technologies that change the game entirely will allow us to reduce ern
time, we maintain economic growth and improve the world’s standar~

We believe the second course is the only acceptable, cost=eff~
course is guiding our climate change policy response.. For that reaso~
believe it is unreasonable to expect any country that possesses abund~
fossil fi]els to forgo their use, President Bush initiated a Cabinet~level
approaches to climate change policy soon after taking office. The po]

be scienceobased;
encourage scientific and technological breakthroughs’:
harness the power of markets;       ’
encourage global participation;
ensure continued economic growth;
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and be consistent with the long-term goal of stabilizing greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere.

Within these parameters, the Administration has developed an ambitious approach to
climate change that rests on three main pillars - technology, science, and international
cooperation.

In February 2002, President Bush announced the creation of a Cabinet-level Committee
on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration, co-chaired by Secretary of Commerce
Don Evans and me. The Committee’s work is divided into two project lines, with the-
Department of Commerce leading the climate change science effort and the Department of
Energy l~ufing the technology research effort. Both project lines are interconnected and
complementary.

President Bush described this best when he said, "Our actions should be measured as we
learn more from science and build on it .... We will act, learn, and act again, adjusting our
approaches as ~cience advances and technology evolves. Our administration will be creative."

Perhaps as important, interwoven into our climate science and technology programs is
international collaboration. Because global climate change is a worldwide issue, we are"
committed to helping bring about a truly global response to this long-term challenge.

Well-designed international partnerships allow participants to leverage resources and
accelerate the development and commercialization of new tcclmologies. These collaborations
can be on a large scale or a small scale, but we feel they are especially relevant to the pursuit of
new technology.

Now that I have briefly outlined the structure and focus of our climate change efforts~ I’d
like to report on our progress.

The United Stat~ recognizes that climate change is a century-long challenge, but one that
we must begin to address now. In response, the Administration has developed a continuum of
short-, mid-, and long-term steps consistent with a 100-year timeline.

Our first task is to slow the growth of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions.

In February 2002, President Bush announced an ambitious national goal to reduce by 18
percent over the next 10 years the greenhouse gas intensity, or emissions per unit of economic
output, of the U.S. economy. Achieving this 18 percent reduction goal will result in the United
States reducing the 183 metric tons of greenhouse emissions per million dollars GDP that we
emit today to 151 metric tons per million dollars GDP in 2012. And meeting this commitment
will achieve 100 million metric tons of reduced emissions in 2012 alone, with more than 500
million metric tons in cumulative carbon-equivalefit emissions reductions through 2012 - an
amount equal to taking 70 million cars offthe road.
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A goal of this magnitude will require an effort well beyond bu’.
goal that works with economic growth, instead of dampening it. That!
experience has shown, vigorous and sustained economic growth is crit
energy efficiency, cutting-edge technologies, and a cleaner environme

To support his 10-year goal, the Bush Administtatiun is engag
�

approaches. -, ~ .

One example is our Chmate VISION program, a presidential
Energy Department in February 2003 that is designed to reduce the
etnissious by energy-intensive industrial sectors. Participants in the
between 40 and 50 percent of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions.

¯

These sectors have already agreed to meet specific commitm~
emissions and to use their suc.cesses to help enable those in other sect
and residential sectors, to reduce their greenhouse gas impacts. The
works with industry trade associations to accelerate the transition
processes that are cleaner, more efficient, and capable of capturing
gases. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Climate Leader
voluntary program with similar goals for individual compar~ies and

On another front, in February 20(~2, the l~resident directed th~
othe~ federal agencies to improve the accuracy, reliability, and verifi
gromhouse gas-reporting program that was established in 199.4. W(
annual participants in the program who have undertaken significant
greenhouse gases. These include businesses, farmers, and federal,
By enhancing the registry, participation will increase as businesses
more confident that their actions will be more accurately recorded,
voluntary actions taken now might not be recognized under any futr

We believe these approaches will be effective because they
and industries to make flexible deeisi~ns rather than being forced
mandated action~ or to meet government-imposed targets. Howeve
Administration’s 2002 Climate Change Strategy;if by 2012, "our p
sound science justifies further action, the United States will respun~
that may include a broad, market-based program, as well as additio
measures’designed to accelerate technology development and deplc

The Bush Administration is also implc.menting an array of f
support gre~ousc gas reductions. These include tax credits for r~
geothermal and wind sources, and energy efficient technologies lik
and cogeneration. These also include tougher fuel ~conomy stan&
"Energy Stm-’;~abeling to encourage inore-efficient home appliane~
program, which provides energy efficiency tips to homeowners.
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We have also made significar~t progress promoting conservation and incr~ energy
efficiency, and expanding the use of clean, renewable energy sources. Indeed, this year the
Energy Department made a funding request for energy efficiency and r~wable energy
programs tl~t exceed funding levels enacted by Congress any year during the ls~t two decadez.

We are proud of our record, and we belieqe that with all of these initiatives we can
achieve our short-term goals. But, of course, that only covers the short run. So, in addition to ¯
the actions fisted above, we have also launched an aggressive effort to lay the foundations for
mid- and long-term advances that will spring from a greater understanding of the climate, how it
is changing, and how it is being affected by various fa~ors.            ,

The troth is, we know little about the scope, magnitude, timing, or regional distribution of
future climate change or its potential impact on society. Our goal is to produce useful scientific
information on climate change that will bring greater focus to our research, and help us formulate
and implement the most effective future technological solutions. ’    ,

The U.S. National Research Council, an arm of the National Academies of Science, noted
that reducing the significant uncertainties in projections of future climate change requires finding
answers to a number of fundamemal Scientific questions relating to the growing concentration of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and the behavior of the climate system. The Council’s
recommendations were instrumental in the design of the President’s climate strategy and the
recently released 10-year Cabinet-level plan to accelerate climate science.

Consistent with that plan, President Bush requested $1.7 billion in fiscal year 2004 for
our overall Climate Change Science Program.

D

Th~ U~ited States also supports better environmental observation systems, especially in
developing countries where they are needed most. One such effort is the Earth Observation
Summit, which was recently hosted by the United States hnd attended by more than 30 nations.

The goal of the Summit is to establish an international, wide-ranging, and integrated
Earth observation system, which will be a crucial element in advancing our understanding of
climate change. Better observation systems will create more accurate climate models, improve
our knowledge of the behavior of carbon and aerosols emitted into the atmosphere, and develop
strategies for carbon sequestration. They will also help in the formulation of sound, science-
based environmental policies, and allow us to measure progress and assess the eff~tiveness of
our policies.         .                 ,        .

I know that some have characterized our emphasis on science programs as a delaying
tactic, a way to avoid doing anything until every scientific question is settled. But nothing could
be further from the truth. For in addition to our initial lO-year plan to reduce carbon intemity,
we have also launched an array of ambitious research projects to dev~Iop new technologi,~s
designed to help us attain spectacular reductions in greenhouse gas levels.

Last November, an article in the prestigious journal Science examined the full range of
existing energy technoIogies. The authors determined that existing energy technologies, oven
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with substantial ~hanccments, could not.mee¢ the world’s future app~
simultaueously deli’~r the emission reductions necessary to ~bili~ l

the kinds of technologies that will ~-ansform cu=ent energy systems.

T~ey concluded that stabilizing the climat~ "at the very ieast,
targeted research and development, ~ud international coop~ratiom
recognition that, although regulation can play a role, the fossil fuel

energy problem that..cannot be,.simply regulated away."

"Let us be very clear about the implications ~)fthis. We can si
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. We can set targets and time
emissions by certain percentages by cm~dn dates. But, as I have said
prepared to accept the severe’economic’conseqdences of punitive tax
agricuRu~ and forestry practices and ~nergy-derived carbon emissio:
targets alone wori’t be able to bring about sufficient ~r~enl~ouse gas ~

We will ~dso need to develop the revolutionary technologies I
happen. That meau~ creating the kinds of technologies that do not si
systems, but actually transform the way we produce and consume ¢m

When those technologies ar~ developed, we will all exceed o

developed, we will all fail.

" The Bush Administration’s Climate Cha~ge Technology;Pro
Department, is hard at work developing those technologies. Some ’~
others decades. But we are determined to make thegn a reality. As’~
of dollars into this effort, and more than a dozen fdderal agencies-’
academia, the private sector, and other nations - are i.nvesting coug. t

Let me highlight a few of the transformational te.chnolggies

More than half of the electricity generated in America today
new Clean Coal Technology Initiative, the Energy Department is ~
energy processes that ~an sharply reduce emissions of air pollutant~
compared with old~ coal-burning systems.

This work inbludes a broad spectrur~ of research and larg¢-~
most pressing environmental challenges, ",including climate change.

A related area of research is carbon sequestration. As you 1
involves removing carbon dioxide from emissions slreams or the al
storing it in deep underground formations, such as depleted oil and
coal seams, and deep saline aquifers,
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Carbbn sequestration research and technology is a top priority for the United States
because it acknowledges a simple and indisputable fact"

¯ fossil fuels will continue for the
foreseeable future to be the world’s most reliable and lowest-cost energy resources.

The International Energy Agency projects a 50 percent increase in worldwide coal use for
electricity generation over the next quarter century, most of it in developing countries such as
China and India, which have large coal reserves.

The United States is currently working with private sector partners on 65 carbon
sequestration projects around the country, and we have incr~ our carbon sequestration
budget by 60 percent.          ’

International cooperation in carbon sequestration rese.~rch is als~ a’key aspect of our
approach. The Carbon Sequestration Lgadvrship Forum, a’Bush Administration initiative, is a
multilateral effort to advance technologies that capture and store carbon emissions.

The Forum was inaugurated formally at a ministerial meeting in June, during which 13
coal producing and consuming nations and the European Union signed an international charter
establishing a framework, for cooperative research and development.

The Forum’s partners will also be invited to participate in our $1 billion FutureGen
project - an initiative to design and construct the first emission-free coal-fired power plant.

FutureGen ~will be one of the b.oldest steps our nation takes toward a pollution-free energy
future. Virtually every aspect of the plant will be based on cutting-edge technology. It will be a
living prototype, testing the latest technologies to generate electricity, produce hydrogen, and
sequester greenhouse gas emissions from coal.

FutureGen will help lead to the development of clean fossil fuel power plants all ~cross
the world. It will allow this abundant and economical fuel source to continue producing energy
without its traditional enviromental side-effects.

These are e~citing and important projects, but we ~kre also looking beyond traditional
energy sources. Today technology is transforming our lives like never before, and it is changing
the way we think about energy.

President Bush recognized the promise of transformational technologies when he
announced his groundbreaking plan to change our nation’s energy future to one that utilizes the
most abundant element in the universe- hydrogen. Over the next fi~,e years, the United States
has pledged $1.7 billion to fund the ambitious FreedomCAR and Hydrogen Fuel Initiative to
develop emission-free automotive operating systems that run on hydrogen.

Hydrogen represents one of the most attractive options to meet both o~r energy and
environmental goals. It has a high energy content, it produces no pollution when used to cr
energy in fuel cells, and it can be ’~roduced fr .............. eate

u,,~ a aumo~" OlOlHerent SOurCes, includingrenewable resources, fossil fuels, and nuclear energy.
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The United States has begun to reach out to our international p~
cooperation in hydrogen research. Last June I joined with European U
Research Phillipe Busquin in Brussels to sign an agreement that lays o’
which we will collaborate on hydrogen research. This agreement will
States and the European Union leverage their efforts to bring about a

In addition, last spring at the International Energy Agency, and

coordinate multinational research and development programs m
global hydrogen economy.

The pubfic-private coilaborations envisioned under the Parmet
technological, financial, and institutional barriers to hydrogen and
recognized technology standards to speed market penetration of n~¢ 1
technologies. Fifl~n potential international partners, including the
Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom, have b.een identified, and a
planned for November to get the Partnership under way.

In addition to hydrogen, we are also looking at bio-energY am
processes, which have the potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissk
development. As we are learning, scientific advances are making it
to petroleum substitutes. These substitutes could not only reduce dep~
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

We also have to r~cognize nuclear energy as a clean energy c
longer-term. The Generation IV program, which includes 11 intemat
new fission reactor designs that will be safer, more economical and

new products, such as hydrogen.

And earlier this year l~resid~nt Bush announc~ ~at the ~nit
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, a project to dee,
future en~a~y source. Although the teckuical hurdles of fusion ener
promise of this technology is simply too great to ignore.

Taken together, these technology initiatives, if successful, m
described as a long-term revolution in our energy systems. Not onl
us on a long-term path to stabilizing atmospheric greenhouse gas co
ensure secure, reliable, affordable, and clean energy to power econc

across the globe.

Needless to say, these initiatives cost money, and we have
significant resources. The Bush Administation’s fiscal year 2004
request totals more than $4.3 bi~iion ~ year. Moreover, the new En
I’ve discussed will constitute more than $5 billion in research activ
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-I am proud of the level of this commitment and I feel it places the United States in a very
strong comparative pbsition to the rest of the world in terms of climate technol6gy investment

As I’ noted, we be~eve that international partnerships are integral    " ’ "

p      ey m~lustrial and developing countries on advanced onerlD, ~ind ~, - ,
greenhouse sequestration teclmologivs, climate inonitoring, climate modofing, scientific resesi’ch,
Earth observation systems, and more.                                 . ~.~.     , . .

The United States has agreements with countries representing more than 70 percent of
global greeahouse gas emissions.-These include large industrial countries such as Russia and
Japan, and some of the largest emitters of greenhouse gases in the dweloping world; such as
China and India. Our emphasis on technology development and transfer will help thcs~ "
countries plan for a cleaner, more efficient energy future.

Through our climate change partnerships and other arrangements;such as the Clean    ,
Energy Initiative, which grew out of last year’s World Summit on Sustainable Dwelopment in
Johannesburg; we are working with our international partners to strengthen capacities for scaling
up and commercializing clean energy technologies that provide a range of public benefits:

The United States also is working through the United Nations’ Global Environmental
Facility to support the transfer of advanced energy and sequestration technologies to th~
developing world. Last year we supported a I6 percent increase in funding ofthe Global
Environmental Facifity over the next four-year replenishment period. ’,

Together with our international partners, we arc establishing policy and scientific and
technical frameworks for addressing climate change in a cooperative way, and we f&l such
multilateral efforts will be extremely productive.

~The U.S. efforts on clim~ite change I have described today represent a very different
approach to a very vexing challenge. But I am confident it is an approach that off.ors the be, st
hope to find cost-effective soIutions to this long-term challenge. Because’current technblogies
cannot lead to the desired result, irrespective of any regime of targets, we strongly befieve that to
get the job done we will need transfon’national energy technologies, similar in scope to the
discovery of electricity or the development of the automobile. Without these technologies, no ’
matter how good our intentions, we cannot achieve our environmental goals except by economic
stagnation.

As I have said, it is wrong to expect nations - especially developing nations - to accept
lower standards of living and curtailed economic development, just as it is impractical to expect
that any nation will not take advantage of abundant domestic energy resdurees to power their
economies. It is b~tter, therefore, that we work together to develop new.teehnologies that
advance all our economies and preserve the world’s environment.                   .
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FiRy years ago, no one could have gucascd how t~chnology we1
live today. Computers, genomics, nanotechnology, space travel, and el
were hardly imaginable a c~ntury ago. But mankind develop~l these

, .nature that we continue to d~velop new technologies to advance civiliz~

The challenges we face are significant. But working together,
developing and perfecting the new technologies that will transform the
~andchildrcn and all futur~ generations live.

Together, we can and will perfect the t~chnology of carbon seq

restrain the emission of greermousc gases so wu uz~ ~     ~ r

These goals are greater than any differences between us, and

work together to achieve.

Ttmnk you.

Id transform the way we
xer technical marvels
in~s. And it is in our
~ion.

~e am capable of
~ay our childish and

Lestratiom We can and
a~d we can and will
:t on future generations.

~y are goals we must all
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CCTP IWG 9/25 presentation

Cooney, Phil ............

From: Conover, David [David.Conover@hq.doe-g°v]

Sent: Tuesday, September 23, 2003 6:25 PM

To:
Sam Bodman (E-mail); Card, Robert; Connaughton, James; Olsen; Kathie L.; Marcus PeaCock (E-
mail); James R. Mahoney Ph. D. (E-mail)

Cc: Cooney, Phil

Subject: CC-[P IWG 9/25 presentation

Dave Conover
Director, Climate Change Technology Program

US DOE
202-586-3994 (voice)
240-381-6506 (wireless)
202-586-0092 (fax)

<<IWG 092503 EPL.ppt>>

9/23/2003
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1346_f_yfasi 003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Marlay, Robert" <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> ( "Marlay, Robert"
<Robert.Marlay@hq.doeogOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:23-SEP-2003 20:07:24.00

SUBJECT:: CCTP working Group chairs Mtg, Friday, 10:00 - 12:00 Noon

TO:"ROn Birk (E-mail)" <rbirk@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Ron Birk (E’mail)" <rbirk@hq.nasa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Marcus, Gail" <GAIL.MARCUS@hq.doe.gov> ( "Marcus, Gail" <GAIL.MARCUS@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <WNOHENST@OCE.USDA.GOV> ( "Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)"
<WHOHENST@OCE.USDA.GOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ginsberg, Mark" <Mark.Ginsberg@hq.doe.gov> ( "Ginsberg, Mark"
<Mark.Ginsberg@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Dina Kruger (E-mail)" <kruger.dina@epa.gov> ( "Dina Kruger (E-mail)"
<kruger.dina@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Patrinos, Ari" <Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> ("Patrinos, Ari"
<Ari.Patrinos@science.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Purvis, Frances’.’ <Frances. Purvis@hq.doe.gov> ( "Purvis, Frances"
<Frances. Purvis@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"stephen seidel (E-mail)" <seidel.stephen@epa.gov> ( "stephen seidel (E-mail)"
<seidel.stephen@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC: "Bal dwi n, Sam" <sam. Bal dwi n@hq. doe. gov> ( "Bal dwi n, sam" <sam. Bal dwi n@hq. doe. gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’nsundt@usgcrp.gov’" <nsundt@usgcrp.gov> ( "’nsundt@usgcrpogOV’"
<nsundt@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Loewen, Eric" <Eric.Loewen@hq.doe.gov> ( "Loewen, Eric" <Eric. Loewen@hqodoe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’ken.humphreys@pnl.gov’" <kenohumphreys@pnl.gov> ( "’ken.humphreys@pnl.gov’"
<ken.humphreys@pnl.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

¯
usda ov’" <jhrubovcak@OCE.USDA.GOV> (CC:"’jhrubovcak@oce.     .g .

"’jhrubovcak@oce.usda.gov’" <]hrubovcak@OCE.USDA.GOV> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Braitsch, Jay" <Jay.Braitsch@hq.doe.gov> ( "Braitsch, Jay"
<Jay.Braitsch@hq,doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Scott Pace’ <space@hq.nasa.gov> ( ’Scott Pace’ <space@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert Sandoli ( CN=Robert Sandoli/OU=OMB/O=EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Margaret Leinen (E-mail)" <Mleinen@nsf.gov> ( "Margaret Leinen (E-mail)"
<Mleinen@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kevin D. Hurst ( CN=Kevin D. Hurst/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’John Pemberton’ <pemberton.john@epa.gov> ( ’John Pemberton’
<pemberton.john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"3oel szabat (E-mail)" <joel.szabat@ost.dot.gov> ( "Joel szabat (E-mail)"
<joel.szabat@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"James Andrews (E-mail)" <James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil> ( "James Andrews (E-mail)"
<James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Eve Slater’ <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( ’Eve slater’ <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Eule, stephen" <stephen. Eule@hq.doe.gov> ( "Eule, stephen"
<stephen. Eule@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"scotland, Nita" <Nita.scotland@hq.doe.gov> ( "scotland, Nita"
<Nita.scotland@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Fred Humphrey (E-mail)" <frederick.e.humphrey@nasa.gov> ( "Fred Humphrey
(E-mail)" <frederick.e.humphrey@nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Stamos, John" <JOHN.STAMOS@hq.doe.gov> ( "Stamos, John" <JOHN.STAMOS@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’clarkeJF@battelle (E-mail)’" <John.clarke@battelle.org> ( "’ClarkeJF@battelle
(E-mail)’" <John.clarke@battelle.org> [ UNKNOWN ] ]
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’loewep@inelogoV’" <loewep@inel.gov> ( "’loewep@inel.gov’" <loewep@inel.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] ]
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"’koskbh@inel.gov’" <koskbh@inel.gov> ( "’koskbh@inel.gov’" <koskbh@inel.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] ]
READ:UNKNOWN

CC :"’ cl arkel0@l I nl. gov’" <cl arkel0@l I nl. gov> ( "’ cl arkel0@ll nl. gov’"
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<clarkel0@llnl.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"’J.F.clarke@pnl.gov’" <j.F.Clarke@pnl.gov> ( "’J.F.Clarke@pnl.gov’"
<J.F.Clarke@pnl.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"clarke, Leon" <Leon.clarke@hq.doeogOV> ( "clarke, Leon" <Leon.clarke@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Burt Koske (E-mail)" <koskbh@inel.gov> ( "Burt Koske (E-mail)" <koskbh@inel.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Robert McNally (E-mail)" <robert_c._mcnally@opd.~op.gov> ("Robert McNally
<robert_c. mcnally@opd.eop.gov> [ UNKNOWN(E-mail)" _

READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Mary Cleave’ <mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( ’Mary cleave’ <mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Linda Lawson’ <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( ’Linda Lawson’
<linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"John Beale (E-mail)" <beale.john@epa.gov> ( "John Beale (E-mail)"
<beale.john@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’James Mahoney’ <James.RoMahoney@noaa.gov> ( ’James Mahoney’
<James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:’Harlan watson’ <watsonhl@state.gov> ( ’HarlanWatson’ <watsonhl@state.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:’chris Kearney’ <chris_kearney@ios.doi.gov> ( ’chris Kearney’
<chris_kearney@ios.doi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Conover, David" <David.Conover@hq.doe.gov> ( "conover, David"
<David.conover@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
CCTP WG chairs:~ Reminder, sent on behalf of Dave Conover.~ Per mutual
agreement of our last meeting, the next CCTP Working Group chairs meeting
will be held 10:00 - 12:00 Noon, Friday, September 26.~ The meeting will
be at DOE’s Forrestal Building, Room GH-019.~ Our Call-In number is
301-903-7071.~ At the meeting, Dave will revlew his briefing on CCTP
status, planned for Thursday, at the Interagency working Group (the
so-called "Blue-Box" or "Deputies Group") of the cabinet-level committee
on Climate change science and Technology Integration (CCCSTI).~ We also
plan to discuss with the wG chairs, next steps and future plans.~ Bob~
202-586-3949 .~

P.S.~ Assistance with entry into DOE will be provided by Nita Scotland
(586-0070) and Frances Purvis (586-3900).
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RECORD l~(PE: FEDERAL     (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:PThorne@doc.gov ( PThorne@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:24-SEP-2003 17:10:40.00

SUBJECT:: Interagency working Group on climate Change science and Technology
(IWGCCST) - Final Agenda for 9/25

TO:emsimmons@usaid.gov ( emsimmons@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] ).
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Steven_griles@ios.doi.gov ( steven_griles@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:rcolwell@nsf,gov ( rcolwell@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ
READ:UNKNOWN

To:eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov ( eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. olsen ( CN=KathieL. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil ( James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Robert.card@hq.doe.gov ( Robert.card@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:sbodman@doc.gov ( sbodman@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:d.nelson@state.gov ( d.nelson@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:johnson.stephen@epa.gov ( johnson.stephen@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

To:jrm@usda.gov ( jrm@usda.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:gasrar@hq.nasa.gov ( gasrar@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

To:emil.f~ankel@ost.dot.gov ( emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaaogOV ( conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:sherron R. white ( CN=Sherron R. white/OU=OMB/O=EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:SHawkins@doc.gov ( sHawkins@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:KWhitworth@doc.gov ( Kwhitworth@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:DavidoConover@hq.doe.gov ( David.conover@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:barbara_diehl@ios.doi.gov ( barbara_diehl@ios.doi.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Roberta L. conde ( CN=Roberta L. conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Pat.A.simms@noaa.gov ( Pat.A.simms@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

Joy.viars@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )cc: Joy.vi ars@hq, doe. gov
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:KBarrett@usaid.gov (KBarrett@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Scott. Rayder@noaa.gov (Scott. Rayder@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov ( mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Mleinen@nsf.gov ( Mleinen@nsf.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov ( linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov ( Kevin.Kolevar@hq.doe.gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kortuem.patrice@epa.gov ( Kortuem.patrice@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jobi A. parrish ( CN=3obi A. Parrish/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:watsonhl@state.gov ( watsonhl@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov ( whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov ( Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jackerly@doc.gov ( jackerly@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:RBonjean@doc.gov ( RBonjean@doc.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN
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CC:Lynn_Scar]ett@qos.do~.gov ( Lynn_Scar]ett@~os.doq.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov ( Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Vicki.Horton@noaa.gov ( vicki.Horton@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:yvonne.bro~n@ost.dot.gov ( yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov [ UNKNOWN ]
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:jschaferOusaid.gov ( jschafer@usaid.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:reifsnyderDA@State.gov ( reifsnyderDA@State.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cC:mcleave@hq.nasa.gov ( mcleave@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:catlettla@state,gov ( catlettla@state.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov ( Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eopogov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Beale.john@epa.gov ( Beale.john@epa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov ( James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:gpaules@hq.nasa.gov ( gpaules@hq.nasa.gov [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:ann_klee@ios.doi.gov (ann_klee@ios.doi.gov [UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Attached is the final agenda for tomorrow’s IWGCCST meeting,

(See attached file: Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 25Sep03.doc)
- Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 25Sep03.doc AI-FACHMENT
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lnteragency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

Thursday, September 25, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Dep. See. Bodman, DOC

10:45

11:05

11:20

11:45

11:50

12:00

CCSP Update

--haremationai iSpdat~ "

-~n.r~t~ff’P~armership for the Hydrogen
Economy and International Energy
Cooperation Task Force

Other Topics and General Discussion

Adjourn

Chairman Cormaughton, t~lz~

Assoc. Director Peacock, OMB

---~ss’t. Admin. Withee, NOAA

Ass’t. See. Mahoney, DOC

U/S Dobriansky,. State

CCTP Dir. Conover, DOE

Director OCCP Eule, DOE

Dep. Sec. Bodman, DOC
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Issues for’discussion at 3:30 mtg on 1605b general guidelines                         Page 1 of 2

Hannegan, Bryan J.

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:
Importance:    High

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status:    Flagged

Friedrichs, Mark [Mark.FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe.gov]

Thursday, September 25, 2003 12:05 PM
’William Hohenstein’; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Cooney, Phil; Adele.Mords@do.treas.gov;
kruger.joe@epa.gov; Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov; Chds_Keamey@ios.doi.gov; Kathryn
Bickel; James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov; Christine L. Dobddge@oa.eop.gov;
Ted Gayer@oa.eop.gov; poe@obpa.usda.gov;~a~ell, Amy L.; McDonald, Christine A.;
Kra~ss, Lori A.; james andrews@onr.navy.mil; Karfigan.Bork@ost.dot.gov;
reifsnyderda@state.g~; TalleyT@state.gov; TurekianVC@state.gov; watsonhl@state.gov

Bowers, Mike; Strauss, Neal; Bryce Stokes; Jim Hrubovcak; Jim Reaves; Keith Collins;
Marilyn Buford; Maurice Mausbach; Michael Poe; Richard Birdsey; joelbrow@nmsu.edu;
Fraas, Arthur G.; Hunt, Lorraine D.; Noe, Paul R.; Eule, Stephen; Dobriansky, Larisa ¯

Issues for discussion at 3:30 mtg on 1605b general guidelines

All:

In order to facilitate the resolution of the remaining issues at this aftemoon’s meeting, I have drafted the attached list of issues
for discussion. Of course, anyone will be free to raise -- before or during the meeting -- other issues for discussion.

Hope to see many of you at 3:30.

Mark Friedrichs Greenhouse Effects/1605(b)
General Guidelines Review and RollLOut

-2---Origina! Message .....
From: William Hohenstein [mailto:WHOHENST@mailoce.oce.usda."~ov]

9/25/2003
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~sst~es for discussion at 3:30 mtg on 1605b general guidelines                          Page 2 of 2

Sent: Wednesday, Septe~nber 24, 2003 4:46 PM
To: Bryan J. Hannegan@ceq.eop.gov; Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov;
Adele.Morris@do.treas.gov; kruger.joe@epa.gov;
Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov; Chris_Keamey@ios.doi.gov; Kathryn Bickel;
James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov; Christine_L._Dobridge@oa.eop.gov;
Ted_Gayer@oa.eop.gov; poe@obpa.usda.gov; Amy_L._Farrell@omb.eop.gov;
Christine A. McDonald@omb.eop.gov; Lori A. Krauss@omb.eop.gov;
j ames_andrews@oar.navy.mil; Karrigan.B ork@ost.dot.gov;
reifsnyderda@state.gov; TalleyT@state.gov; TurekianVC@state.gov;
watsonhl@state.gov
Cc: Friedrichs, Mark; Bowers, Mike; Strauss, Neal; Bryce Stokes; Jim
Hrubovcak; Jim Reaves; Keith Collins; Marilyn Buford; Maurice Mausbach;

Michael Poe; Richard Birdsey; joelbrow@nmsu.edu;
Arthur G. Fmas@omb.eop.gov; Lorraine D. Hunt@omb.eop.gov;
Paul R. Noe@omb.eop.gov
Subject: Re: 1605(b) revised draft for comment/discussion on THURSDAY

Amy:

Attached are USDA comments on the revised draft for comment. We limited our comments to the changes since we last saw

the document. We raise questions in a few places that we hope to discuss tomorrow.

Our comments can be found on pages: 6, 10, 13, 14, 15, 22, and 31. Note: The page numbers in the attached draft may slide
a little due to the additions. Our comments appear in blue. We bolded them to distinguish them from earlier comments.

Bill

William G. Hohenstein
Director
USDA Global Change Program Office
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Room 4408 USDA South Building
Washington, DC 20250

Phone: (202) 720-6698
Fax: (202) 401-1176

9/25/2003
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’ I FW: 1605(b) revised draft f ~r comment/discussion on THURSDAY Page 1 of 2

Hannegan, B~an J.

From:

Sent:
To:
S. ubject:

Friedrichs, Mark [Mark.FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe.gov]

Thursday, September 25, 2003 2:41 PM

Hannegan, Bryan J.

FW: 1605(b) revised draft for comment/discussion on THURSDAY

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

.....Original Message .....

From: William Hohenstein [mailto:WHOHENST@mailoce.oce.usda.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, September 24, 2003 4:46 PM

To: Bryan J. I-Iannegan@ceq.eop.gov; Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov;
Adele.Morris@do.treas.gov; krugerjoe@epa.gov;
Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov; Chris_Kearney@ios.doi.gov; Kathryn Bickel;

James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov; Christine L. Dobridge@oa.eop.gov;
Ted_Gayer@oa.eop.gov; poe@obpa.usda.gov; Amy_L._Farrell@omb.eop.gov;

Christine A. McDonald@omb.eop.gov; Lori A. Krauss@omb.eop.gov;
james_andrews@onr.navy.mil; Karrigan.Bork@ost.dot.gov;
reifsnyderda@state.gov; TalleyT@state.gov; TurekianVC@state.gov;
watsonhl@state.gov
Cc: Friedrichs, Mark; Bowers, Mike; Strauss, Neal; Bryce Stokes; Jim
Hrubovcak; Jim Reaves; Keith Collins; Marilyn Buford; Maurice Mausbach;

Michael Poe; Richard Birdsey; .joelbrow@nmsu.edu;
Arthur G. Fraas@omb.eop.gov; Lorraine D. Hunt@omb.eop.gov;
Paul R. Noe@omb.eop.gov
Subject: Re: 1605(b) revised draft for comment/discussion on THURSDAY

Amy:

Attached are USDA comments on the revised draft for comment. We limited our comments to the changes since we last saw
the document. We raise questions in a few places that we hope to discuss tomorrow.

Our comments can be found on pages: 6, 10, 13, 14, 15, 22, and 3 I. Note: The page numbers in the attached draft may slide
a little due to the additions. Our comments appear in blue. We bolded them to distinguish them fi’om earlier comments.

Bill

William G. Hohenstein
Director                                                   ~. ~ , ~

9/25/2003

Greenhouse Effectsl1605(b)
General Guidelines Review and Roll-Out
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Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

Thursday, September 25, 2003, i0:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Agenda

10:00

10:05

10:20

10:30

10:45

1 i :05

11:20

I 1:45

11:50

12:00

Call to Order

Legislative and Policy Update

Budget Update

Earth Observation Summit Update

CCSP Update

( CCTP Deliverables )

Internafibrial’Pa~ership for the Hydrogen
Economy and International Energy
Cooperation Task Force

Other Topics and General Discussion

Adjourn

Dep. See. Bodman, DOC

Chairman Connaughton, ur_,t~

Assoc. Director Peacock, OMB

Ass’t. Admin, Withee, NOAA

Ass’t. See. Mahoney, DOC

U/S Dobriansky, State

CCTP Dir. Conover, DOE

Director OCCP Eule, DOE

Dep. See. Bodman, DOC

CEQ 005305



Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

Thursday, September 25, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Agenda

10:00

10:05

10:20

1:20

11:45

Call to Order

Legislative and Policy Update

Budget Update

Earth Observation Summit Update

CCSP Update

Intemati~in-a~hip for the Hydrogen
Economy and International Energy
Cooperation Task Force

11:50 Other Topics and General Discussion

--~.’00 Adjourn

Dep. Sec. Bodman, DOC

Chairman Cormaughton, CEQ

Assoc. Director Peacock, OMB

Ass’t. Admin. Withee, NOA.A

Ass’t. See. Mahoney, DOC

U/S Dobriansky, State

--~CTP Dir. Conover, DOE

--Director OCCP Eule, DOE

Dep. Sec. Bodman, DOC
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09/29/03      MON 08:54 FAX 301 713 1229 NOAA, GCNR ~001

NOAA
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL
NATURAL RESOURCES

FAX TRANSMISSION

Addressee:

Phone Number: Routing:
FAX Number:

NOAA Office of the
General Counsel

Originator: Linda Burlington
Phone Number: (301) 713-1332
FAX Number: (301) 713-1229

Routing:

Number of Pages:
(Including cover)

COMMENTS

NOAA/GCNR

000667

* * * * ** The information contained in this facsimile message is attorney privileged and confidential irfformation intended
only for the use of the individual haired almve. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the
employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby nodfied that any d~issemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please immediately notify us by telephone at 301-713 - 1217. Thank you.

CEQ 005311
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OFFICE OF OCEANIC AND ATMOSI::~HEPlIC RESEARCH

Mr. Christopher C. Horner
Competitive Enterprise Institute
Suite 1250
1001 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Homer:

Thank you for your "Request for Correction of Information: Petition
to Cease Dissemination of the National Assessment on Climate Change,
Pursuant to the Federal Data Quality Act" addressed to the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NO;~A) (hereinafter "request"),
amended and received February 26, 2003, requesting correction of
Znformation under Section 515 of the Treasury and General Government
Appropriations Act of 2001 (Public Law 106-554) {hereinafter "Section
515"). The referenced document, originally disseminated
electronically and in print in December 2000, is titled "Climate
Change Impacts on the United States: The Potential Consequences of
Climate Variability and Change," and will hereinafter be referred to
as the "National Assessment." Based upon our review, your request is
denied because it does not involve "information" that is
"disseminated" pursuant to the NOAA Information Quality Guidelines
(NOAA IQ Guidelines), which can be found at:
httD://www..noaanews.noaa.qov/stor~es/iq.htm.

NOAA does not disseminate the National Assessment. While NOAA does
provide information that was incorporated by others into the National
Assessment, that does not amount to "dissemination" of the National
Assessment itself. The incorporated information was provided pursuant
to requests from the National Assessment Synthesis Team, which is a
Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) committee. Also, although some
NOAA web sites do contain hyperlinks to the National Assessment, the
NOAA IQ Guidelines provide that the mere provision of hyperlinks to
information, absent some accompanying language indicating adoption by
NOAA, does not amount to dissemination so long as NOAA is not basing
policy or decisions on the linked information.

Part III.C.I. of the NOAA IQ Guidelines provides:

A request for correction states a claim if it reasonably
demonstrates, on the strength of the assertions made in the
request alone, and assuming’they aretrue and correct, that the
information disseminated wasbased upon a misapplication or non-
application of NOAA’s applicable published info~ation quality
standards. In other words, to state a claim, a request for

@ Pdn~ed on Recycled Paper
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correction must actually allege that NOAA disseminated
information that does not comply with applicable guidelines.

Yn your request, you suggest that NOAA is responsible for the National
Assessment by referring to the fact that NO~ is hosting the website
si~e of the Committee for Environment and Natural Resources (CENR),
under whose auspices~ the National Science Foundation chartered the
National Assessment Synthesis Team, the FACA committee that produced
the National Assessment, using the NOAA domain name (noaa.gov). Thank
you for pointing out that web site. In a separate process, NOAA is
reviewing its web hosting activities as part of clarifying its
policies on hosting and use of the NOAA domain name. The CENR web
page may or may not meet the criteria of the emerging policy. If it
does not, use of the noaa.gov domain name will be discontinued. Also,
in researching your request, NOAA found one web page that contains a
hyperlink to the National Assessment and a statement that the
information on that page is based, in part, upon the National
Assessment. Further investigation showed that none of the information
on that page is, in fact, based upon the National Assessment.
Therefore, that page has been corrected.

You may file an appeal of this denial, as outlined in Part III.D.I. of
the NOAA IQ Guidelines, within 30 calendar days of the date of this
correspondence. Your appeal must include: I) the requestor’s name,
current home or business address, and telephone number or electronic
mail address; 2) a copy of the original request and any correspondence
regarding the initial denial (including a copy of this document); and
3) a statement of the reasons why you, the requestor, believe this
decision is in error.

The complete appeal must be submitted to:

NOAA Section 515 Officer
NOAA Executive Secretariat
Herbert C. Hoover Building - Room 5230
14th and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20230

Sincerely,

Ernes~ G. Hildner, III
Acting Deputy Assistant Administrator
Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric

Research

CC: Daniel Cohen, DOC
Dr. James Mahoney, NOAA
Carl Staton, NOAA
James Walpole, NOAA
Glenn Tallia, NOAA
Linda Burlington, NOAA

CEQ 005313
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NOAA
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL
NATURAL RESOURCES

FAX TRANSMISSION

Date:J ~_~~ -~

Addressee: #.~/ ~~___

Phone Number:
FAX Number:

Routing:

NOAA Office of the
General Counsel

Originator: Linda Burlington
Phone Number: (301) 713-1332
FAX Number: ~01),713-1229

Routing: NOAAJGCNR

Nulnber of Pages: 3
(Including cover)

COMMENTS

** ** ** The information contained in this facsimile message is attorney pdvileged and confidential information intended
only for the use of the individual named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the
employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, ~ou are hereby notified that any d~ssemitmtion.
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. I f you have received this communication in error,
please immediately notify us by telephone at 301-713-1217. Thank you.
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P+"~’II of
OFFII~I:: OF C)CF..ANIC ANI~ ATMO~I~HI~RIC RI~EARCH

2. 5 2003

Mr. Christopher C. Hornet
Competitive Enterprise Institute
Suite 1250
!001 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Horner:

Thank you for your "Request ~or Correction of Information: Petition
to Cease Dissemination of the Nationa! Assessment on Climate Change,
Pursuant to the Federal Data Quality Act" addressed to the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (hereinafter "’request"),
amended and received February 26, 2003, requesting correction of
information under Section 515 of the Treasury and General Government
Appropriations Act of 2001 (Public Law 106-554) (hereinafter "Section
515"). The referenced document, originally disseminated
electronically and in print in December 2000, is titled "Climate
Change impacts on the United States: The Potential Consequences of
Climate Variability and Change,". and will hereinafter be referred to
as the "Nationa! Assessment." Based upon our review, your request is
denied because it does not involve "information" that is
"disseminated" pursuant to the NO~ Information Quality Guidelines
(NOAA IQ Guidelines), which can be found a~:
httD://www.noaaDews.noaa.qov/stories/i~.htm.

NO;~A does not disseminate the National Assessment. While NOAA does
provide lnformation that was incorporated by others into the National
Assessment, that does not amount to "dissemination" of the National
Assessment itself. The incorporated information was provided pursuant
to requests from the National Assessment Synthesis Team, which is a
Federal Advisory Committee Act {FACA) committee. Also, although some
NOAA web sites do contain hyperlinks to the National Assessment, the
NOAA IQ Guidelines provide that the mere provision of hyperlinks to
information, absent some accompanying language indicating adoption by
NOAA, does not amount ~o dissemination so !ong as NOAA is not basing
policy or decisions on the linked information.

Part III.C.I. of the NOAA IQ Guidelines provides:

A request for correction states a claim if it re~sonaDly
demonstrates, on the strength of the assertions made in the
request alone, a~d assuming they are true and correct, that
information disseminated was based upon a misapplication or non-
application of NOAA’s applicable published information quality
standards. In other words, to state a claim, a request for

~Printed on Recycled Paper
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correction must actually allege that NOAA disseminated
information that does not comply with applicable guidelines.

in your request, you suggest that NOAA is responsible for the National
Assessment by referring, to the fact that NOAA is hosting the website
site of the Com/aittee for Environmen~ and Natural Resources (CENR),
under whose auspices the National Science Foundation chartered the
National Assessment Synthesis Team, the FACA committee that produced
the National Assessment, using the NO~_A domain name (noaa.gov). Thank
you for pointing out that web site. In a separate process, NOAA is
reviewing its web hosting activities as part of clarifying its
policies on hosting and use of the NO~k domain name. The CENR web
page may or may not meet the criteria of the emerging policy. If it
does not, use of the noaa.gov domain name will be discontinued. Also,
in researching your request, NOAA found one web page that contains a
hyperlink to the National Assessment and a statement that the
information on that page is based, in part, upon the National
Assessment. Further investigation showed that none of the information
on that page is, in fac~, based upon the National Assessment.
Therefore, ~hat page has been corrected.

You may file an appeal of this denial, as outlined in Part III.D.I. of
the NOAA IQ Guidelines, within 30 calendar days of the date of this
correspondence. Your appeal mus~ include: I) the requestor’s name,
current home or business address, and telephone number or electronic
mail address; 2) a copy of ~he original request and any correspondence
regarding the initia! denial (including a copy of this document); and
3) a statement of the reasons why you, the requestor, believe this
decision is in error.

The complete appeal must be submitted to:

NOAA Section 515 Officer
NOAA Executive Secretariat
Herbert C. Hoover Building - Room 5230
14~h and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20230

Sincerely,

Ernest G. Hildner, III
Acting Deputy Assistant Administrator
Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric

Research

cc: Daniel Cohen, DOC
Dr. James Mahoney, NOAA
Carl Staton, NOAA
James Walpole, NOAA
Glenn Tallia, NOAA
Linda Burlington, NOAA
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,Coone~/, Phil                                                                    ,

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hadan
Monday,
~lle~@state.gov;gordonsc@state.gov;vc~rekian@s~te.gov;PeeI, Kenne~ L.; Cooney, Phil
Moscow-This moming Putinsaidthat Russia has notyetdecided whe~ertowillratifyKyoto

Greetings to all from Moscow.

In his speech here this morning, Putin said that
Russia has not yet decided whether to ratify Kyoto.

Following are specific quotes:

"The Russian Government is meticulously examining this
question and is studying all of the difficult problems associated with it."

"The decision will be taken at the end of this work
and in conformity with Russia’s national interests."

"While working out legal norms, we must take into
account the interests of all nations and not allow
restrictions on economic and social development, but
at the same time insuring a proper mechanism of
control over the agreements reached."

Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search http://shopping.yahoo.com
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE

INTF~GO~I~NTAL PANEL
ON CLIMATE CHANGE

WORKING GROUP l - 9== SESSION
V’~ana, 4 November 2003

WG-I: 9~/Do¢. 4
Item 3
(24J.X.2003)
~G~.~H ONLY

WORKING GROUP 1 CONTRIBUTION TO TIlE
~ IPCC FOURTH ASSESSMENT REPORT

Implementation

(Subedtted by ~e Co-Chairs of Working Grtmp I)

Phone: +41 22 7:30 8208/8254 Fax: +4122 730 ~3
E-mall: ti~.utc~lateway.wrno.ch Web~: htlp://m~.ip~ch

Ill I I III II I I II I I I Ill I II Illll i iili, ill , ii ill i
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Coone ’, Phil

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Harlan Watson~(~r-’ ~
Tuesday, September 30, 2003 5:32 PM
talleyt@state.gov; turekianvc@state.gov; gordonsc@state.gov; Cooney, Phil; Peel, Kenneth L.
Official translation of Putin’s remarks at the opening of the WCCC yesterday morning

Following is the official translation of Putin’s
remarks at the opening of the WCCC yesterday morning.

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

INFORMATION AND PRESS DEPARTMENT

32/34 Smolenskaya-Sennaya pl., 119200, Moscow G-200;
tel.: (095) 244 4119, fax: 244 4112
e-mail: dip@mid.ru, web-address: www.mid.ru

DAILY NEWS BULLETIN

Speech by President of the Russian Federation Vladimir
Putin at World Climate Change Conference, Moscow,
September 29, 2003

Good afternoon, esteemed ladies and gentlemen.

Academician Israel said just now that the initiative
for today’s meeting had come from your humble servant
at the Big Eight meeting. Actually that had been his initiative and the initiative of our
Russian specialists, which they had asked me to sound at the Big Eight meeting.

So that I with ease pass on this ball into our Russian specialists’ court. I shall yet say
a few words about this.

I, nevertheless, am very glad to welcome you to
Moscow, and to congratulate you all on the start of
the work of the conference.

Your forum incorporates scientists, entrepreneurs, and
the representatives of environmental agencies and
public organizations in many countries of the world. I
consider this a good opportunity to discuss the
problem of global climate change thoroughly.

That was why we so actively backed the initiative of
the Russian public, of Russian scientists to hold this conference. This problem, the
problem of climate change, has long since been not only of scientific, but of serious
practical significance.

In this regard, it is important for modern science to
determine the extent of real danger posed by global
climate change. The scientists must help to find an
answer to another basic question too, namely: what the
limits of man’s impact on the climate system are.

It is obvious that the scope of the tasks before us
requires co~binin~ efforts by the entire scientific
community. Over the last few decades scientists and representatives of publi~
organizations of many countries - including Russia -- have accumulated a solid experience

of cooperation. It is the exchange of information and the conduct of joint research and
participation in multilateral ecological and climatic programs.
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I am convinced it is necessary to actively develop
that ~cooperation, and Russia intends to assist this in
every way.

I want also to note the role of inte~rnational climate organizations and UN programs, in
particular, the Intergovernmental Group of Experts oh Climate Change.
They contribute significantly to coordinating the work
of scientists from different countries studying
climate problems.

I am convinced: a comprehensive scientific analysis,
the conclusions of lawyers, economists and
sociologists, broad public support are the necessary
groundwork for creating a universal international
legal base in the field of climate change.

While working out legal norms,we must take into
account the interests of each state and not allow
restrictions on economic and social development, but
at the same time ensure a proper mechanism of control
over the decisions and agreements reached.

Esteemed ladies and gentlemen,

It was no mere chance that Russia became the sponsor
of a World Climate Change in Moscow.

Our country has considerable intellectual potential in
the field of climatology. The achievements of our
schools of science and the services of Russian
scientists are recognized by the international
community.

Besides that, a quarter of the planet’s forests is on
the territory of Russia.

For manycenturies, Russia has been making a serious
practical contribution to reducing the anthropogenic
load on climate.

Yes, of course, we well know, and throughout the world
this is a known fact: a serious economic decline was
observed in Russia over the last decade. At the same
time, since 1990, due to, among other things,
structural changes i.n the Russian economy -- to this I
would like to draw special attention -- the loads and
emissions have decreased by 32 percent. That helped
to offset, in the 1991-2002 period, nearly 40 of the
increase of greenhouse gas emission in other
countries, if we take 1990 as a starting point.

In this regard, I want to note that there have been
calls to Russia to rltify the Kyoto Protocol as soon
as possible. Although I am sure that these calls are
likely to be repeated at our meeting, I want to note
that the Government of the Russian Federation is
closely studying and examining this question, which is
part of a complex of difficult and unclear problems.

A decision will be made when this work is finished.
And, of course, in accordance with the national
interests of the Russian Federation.

Esteemed conference participants,

We have more than once seen for ourselves that a
2 CEQ 005322



regular and constructive international dialogue helps
find keys to solving the global problems of today.
That’s exactly what the problem of climate change is -
complex and multifactor.

Today partnership in this field serves our common
interests, and is of real benefit to all countries and
indeed, without exaggeration - to all humanity. And I
am certain that by cooperating with each other, we can
achieve even greater successes.

Allow me to wish you fruitful work, interesting
discussions, realization of your plans and
acquaintance with Moscow.

All the best to you.

Thank you very much.

Remarks During the Forum

People in Russia often say either in jest or in
earnest - we are a northern country and a temperature
2-3 degrees warmer would not be scary, maybe it would
be good. You would have to spend less money on fur
coats and other warm things.

Farm experts say: why, our grain output is up and will
further rise, and thank God.

This is all true, of course, but, undoubtedly, we’ve
got to think of other things. We’ve got to think of
the consequences of these likely global climate
changes. We’ve got to think in what regions we would
be faced with the heavy consequences of these changes,
where droughts would hit us, and where we would have
to cope with floods, with which we have been faced
ever more often in recent years. What consequences
there would be for the people living in those regions,
what social, economic and ecological disruptions are
likely.

Of course, it is very hard to measure in current time
mode the result of the work of the specialists who
have gathered in this hall -- in rubles, dollars or
euros.. But we understand perfectly well that to
evaluate your work, the results of your activity in
money is just as hard in the medium and especially the
long term, because these likely changes would be
beyond count due to their proportions.

And for us, for the people who organize the life of
states or plan the economy, the knowledge with which
the specialists who are today in this hall can provide
us, is of the utmost importance.

We are very proud that, during these coming days,
Moscow will be a center for study of major current
p~oblems, the problems of climate change.

This has occurred thanks to your deciding to come to
Moscow, come to Russia and gather here for joint work.

We are grateful to you for that.

I sincerely wish you success in your work.

Thank you’verymuch.
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Working Group I Contribution to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Repert
Climate Change 2007: The Physical Science Basis

¯    ~ in Unde~ndi~ Uncertainties
Append~ Glossary of Tenm

* Va~b~ in ~ and Vek~n~ Rad~ F~ng

Chan~ in Sur~ Clin-~
Changes in the Free A~mc~phere
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Climate Model~ and their Evaluation

¯ Advan~ in Modeling
* Evah~on of Contemfxrary Mean Clinu~ as Sinmlat~ by ~ Gk~bal Mod~

. E~ of La~ Scale Clam Variability as ~ by Coupled G
Models

* Evaluation of the K~ Relevant Processes as Shrafla~l by Co~l~ ~ M~]~I~

, Model Simu]atiom of F..xtmm~

* Clim~ ~
* Evaluation of Model Sinmlations of ~ and Alm~ Evm~s

* Representing the Global Systan With Simpler Models

9. uneermn~g and Amibating CUmate Change

Radiative Fordng ~ ~ ~

10. Global Climate Pro|ectiom
Exe~five Summary
* Introduction
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Hanne~an, B~an J.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Towcimak, Natalie
Wednesday, October 01, 2003 4:54 PM
Cooney, Phil; Hannegan, Bryan J.
Fiddelke, Debbie S.
FW: DOC Draft Response on How the CCSP Strategic Plan Addressed NRC Rept
Recommendations

I assume you will coordinate comments? Due Tuesday 10/7 by 10:00 am.
Thanks-Nat

----Original Message---
From; Rtter, E. Holly
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2003 4:28 PM
To: Wuchte, Edn; Lyon, Randolph M.; Radzanowski, David P.; Neyland, Kevin F.; Fairweather, Robert S.; Irwin, .Janet E.; Erbach,

Addenne C.; Mertens, Richard A.; Railly, Thomas; Kulikowsld, .]ames M.; Foster, Gillian .].; Smith, Bryan R.; Mertens, Steven M.;
Lobrano, Lauren C.; Peacock, Marcus; Rossman, Bizabeth L; Newstead, 3ennifer G.; Nec Lrm; Cea Lrm; -]oseffer, Daryl L.;
Kaminsld, Amy; Rothenberg, ,Jason; Ceq Lrm; dodlrs@osdgc.osd.mil;, energy.gc71@hq.doe.gov; epalrm@epamail.epa.gov;
CLRN@doc.gov; Irm@hhs.gov; od@ios.doi.gov; usdaobpaleg@obpa.usda.gov; Irm@nsf.gov; NASA_.LRN@hq.nasa.gov; state-
Irm@state.gov; dot.legislation@ost.dot.gov; GC.OMB@usaid.gov; Ostp Lrm; Olsen, Kathle L.; justice.lrm@usc~oj.gov; Coone.y, Phil;
willdnsc@ogr.si.edu

Cc: 3ukes, .]ames .].; Burnim, .]ohn D.
Subject: DOC Draft Response on How the C~.~P Strategic Plan Addressed NRC Rept Recommendations

Please review the attached draft response (developed by the interagency climate group) to be signed by DOC Secretary
Evans, to Chairman Ehlers regarding how the U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) Strategic Plan addressed
the recommendations in the National Research Council (NRC) report, entitled "Planning Climate and Global Change
Research: A Review of the Draft of the U.S. Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan."

Attached is the incoming request, the DOC cover letter, and ~.n enclosure containing the responses to the NRC Report
recommendations.

Please provide any comments by 10:00 Tuesday 10/7. Thanks.
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Washington, D.C. 20503-0001
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Climate Change Science Program
Rep, Ehlers
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TO: Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below
FROM: , John D. Bumim (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
OMB CONTACT: E. Holly Fitter

E-Mail: E._Holly_Fitter @ omb.eop.gov
PHONE: (202)395-3233 FAX: (202)395-5691

SUBJECT: COMMERCE Letter on How CCSP Strategic Plan Addresses NRC Report Recommendations

DEADLINE:         10:00 AM Tuesday, October 7, 2003
In accordance with OMB Circular A-19, OMB requests the views of your agency on the above subject before advising on
its relationship to the program of the President. Please advise us if this item will affect direct spending or receipts.

COMMENTS:

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Debbie S. Fiddelke - (202) 456-3908
029-DEFENSE - Vic Bernson - (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY - AI Beer- (202) 586-4312
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Edward Krenik - (202) 564-5200
025-COMMERCE - Michael A. Levitt - (202) 482-3151
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra S. Wallace - (202) 690-7773
059-INTERIOR - Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
007-AGRICULTURE- Jacquelyn Chandler- (202)720-1272
084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Charles T. Horner Ill - (202) 358-1948
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 &340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687
008-US Agency for International Development - Jan W. Miller - (202) 712-4174
109-Smithsonian Institution - Nell Payne - (202) 357-2962
095-Office of Science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202) 456-6037
JUSTICE
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CLIMATE CHANGE

Preliminary Observations on the
Administration’s February 2002 Climate
Initiative

Why GAO Did This Study
In 2002, the Administration
announced its Global Climate
Change Initiative. It included,
among other things, a goal
concerning U.S. carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gas emissions,
which are widely believed to affect
the earth’s climate.

The Administration’s general goal
was to reduce the growth rate of
emissions, but not total emissions,
between 2002 and 2012. Its specific
goal was to reduce emissions
intensity 18 percent, 4 percentage
points more than the 14 percent
decline already expected.
Emissions intensity measures the
amount of greenhouse gases
emitted per unit of economic
output. In the United States, this
ratio has generally decreased for 50
years or more. Under the Initiative,
emissions would increase, but less
than otherwise expected.

GAO was asked to testify on
whether the Administration’s
publicly available documents (1)
explain the basis for the Initiative’s
general and specific goals, (2)
identify elements to help reduce
emissions and contribute to the 18
percent reduction goal, as well as
their specific contributions, and (3)
discuss plans to track progress in
meeting the goal.

This testimony is based on ongoing
work, and GAO expects to issue a
final report on this work later this
year. Because of time constraints,
GAO’s testimony is based on its
analysis of publicly available
Administration documents.

www.gao.gov/cgi-bin/getrpt?GAO-O4-131T.

To view the full product, including the scope
and methodology, click on the link above.
For more information, contact John B.
Stephenson at (202) 512-3841.

What GAO Found
The Administration stated that the Initiative’s general goal is to slow the
growth of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, but it did not provide a basis for its
specific goal of reducing emissions intensity 18 percent by 2012. Any
reduction in emissions above the 14-percent reduction already anticipated
would contribute to this general goal. However, GAO did not find a specific
basis or rationale for the Administration’s decision to establish a 4-
percentage-point reduction goal beyond the already expected reductions.

The Administration identified 30 elements that it expected would reduce
U.S. emissions and contribute to meeting its 18 percent reduction goal by
2012. The 30 elements include a range of policy tools (such as regulations,
research and development, tax incentives, and other activities) that cover
four broad areas: (1) improving renewable energy and certain industrial
power systems, (2) improving fuel economy, (3) promoting domestic carbon
sequestration (for example, the absorption of carbon dioxide by trees to
offset emissions), and (4) challenging business to reduce emissions. GAO
found that the Administration provided estimates of the reductions
associated with 11 of the 30 elements, but not with the remaining 19
elements. Of these 11 estimates, GAO found that 3 estimates represented
future emissions reductions related to activities that occurred after the
Initiative was announced. However, the other 8 estimates represented past
or current emissions reductions or related to activities that were already
underway before the Initiative was announced. Specifically,

o In five cases, an estimate is provided for current or recent reductions,
but no information is provided about the expected additional savings to
be achieved by 2012, the end of the Initiative.

° In two cases, the elements are expected to yield savings over many
years, but it is not clear what emissions reductions will be achieved by
2012.

In one case, savings are counted for an activity that began prior to the
announcement of the Initiative.

It is, therefore, unclear to what extent the 30 elements will contribute to the
goal of reducing emissions and, thus, lowering emissions intensity by 2012.

The Administration plans to determine, in 2012, whether the 18-percent
reduction goal was met. Unless the Administration conducts one or more
interim assessments, it will not be in a position to determine, until a decade
after announcing the Initiative, whether its efforts are having the intended
effect or whether additional efforts may be warranted.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

We are pleased to be here today to discuss our preliminary observations
on certain aspects of the Administration’s February 2002 Global Climate
Change Initiative. This Initiative included, among other things, a goal
related to domestic emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse

Specifically, the Initiative established the goal of reducing U.S. emissions
intensity 18-percent by 2012, which is 4 percentage points more than the
14-percent reduction that was otherwise expected to occur. In 2012, this
4-percent reduction in emissions intensity is expected to translate into a
100 million ton reduction in carbon emissions below levels that would be
expected in the absence of the Initiative. The Initiative is comprised of 30
elements, including partnerships with industry and tax credits, designed to
achieve the reduction in emissions intensity.

It is important to note that the Administration’s goal is to reduce emissions
intensity, not total emissions. Emissions intensity measures the amount of
greenhouse gases emitted per unit of economic output. For example, in
1990, U.S. emissions totaled 1,909 million metric tons of carbon equivalent
and economic output (or Gross Domestic Product) totaled $9,216 billion.’
Dividing these numbers yields an emission intensity ratio of 207 tons of
emissions per million dollars of economic output. Emissions intensity
changes in response to variations in either emissions or economic output.
For example, if emissions increase more slowly than economic output
increases, the ratio decreases. If emissions increase more quickly than
economic output increases, the ratio increases. If emissions and economic
output increase by the same proportion, emissions intensity does not
change.

Our testimony, which is based on ongoing work, discusses the extent to
which the Administration’s public documents (1) explain the basis for its
general goal of reducing emissions and its specific goal of reducing
emissions intensity 18 percent by 2012, (2) explain how the elements
included in the Administration’s Initiative are expected to reduce

~To allow for comparisons among greenhouse gases, which differ in terms of their effects
on the atmosphere and their expected lifetimes, emissions are sometimes measured in
million metric tons of carbon equivalent (which we refer to as million metric tons). The
economic output number is expressed in 1996 dollars.
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emissions and contribute to the goal of reducing emissions intensity 18
percent, and (3) discuss the Administration’s plans to track progress
toward meeting the goal. We expect to issue a final report on the results
of our work later this year.

Our testimony is based on our analysis of the Administration’s February
2002 Global Climate Change Policy Book and subsequent White House fact
sheets, as well as congressional testimony by administration officials, an
August 2003 report on federal climate change spending,2 and related
documents. Because of time constraints, we limited our work to
reviewing these documents.

We performed our work between July and September 2003 in accordance
with generally accepted government auditing standards.

Sum_mary In summary, in our review of the Administration’s documents, we found
that the Administration provided a general basis for its climate goal, but
did not provide a detailed rationale for the emissions intensity target that it
established. That is, we did not find a specific justification for the
additional 4-percentage-point reduction-as opposed to any other target
that could have been established--or what achieving a 4-percent reduction
is specifically intended to accomplish.

The Administration’s documents identified 30 elements that it expects to
help reduce greenhouse gas emissions, but did not consistently provide
information on how each element would contribute to the approximately
100 million metric tons that it estimates the Initiative will save in 2012. in
11 cases, the Administration provided an estimate of the element’s
contributions, but in 19 other cases it did not provide such an estimate.
Moreover, while 3 of the 11 estimates represented future savings levels
related to activities that occurred after the Initiative was announced, the
other 8 estimates were based upon past or current savings levels or were
related to elements that werd underway before the Initiative was
announced. Furthermore, we found no current and comprehensive source
for information about all 30 of the Initiative’s elements and their expected
contributions toward achieving the goal of the Initiative.

2Federal Climate Change Expenditures: Report to Congress, Aug. 2003.
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Finally, the Administration states that it plans to determine, in 2012,
whether the goal of reducing emissions intensity was met~ However, the
documents we reviewed did not indicate whether it plans to assess its
progress in the interim. Unless the Administration conducts one or more
interim assessments, it will not be in a position to determine, until a
decade after announcing the Initiative, whether its efforts to meet the goal
are having the intended effect or whether additional efforts may be
warranted.

To help the Congress credibly assess the likelihood that the Initiative will
achieve its stated goal, we believe that it would be helpful if the
Administration would make readily available more current and complete
information regarding the basis for establishing its emissions intensity
goal, the elements intended to help achieve it as well as their expected
contributions, and plans for monitoring interim progress toward the goal.
Providing such information would constitute a small, but important step
toward addressing broader issues in the policy debate now before the
Congress about the challenges posed by global climate change.

Background Carbon dioxide and certain other gases trap some of the sun’s heat in the
earth’s atmosphere and prevent it from returning to space. The trapped
energy warms the earth’s climate, much as glass in a greenhouse. Hence,
the gases that cause this effect axe often referred to as greenhouse gases.
In the United States, the most prevalent greenhouse gas is carbon dioxide,
which results from the combustion of coal and other fossil fuels in power
plants, the burning of gasoline in vehicles, and other sources. The other
gases are methane, nitrous oxide, and three synthetic gases. In recent
decades, concentrations of these gases have built up in the atmosphere,
raising concerns that continuing increases might interfere with the earth’s
climate, for example, by increasing temperatures or changing precipitation
patterns.

In 1997, the United States participated in drafting the Kyoto Protocol, an
international agreement to limit greenhouse gas emissions, and in 1998 it
signed the Protocol. However, the previous administration did not submit
it to the Senate for advice and consent, which are required for ratification.
In March 2001, President Bush announced that he opposed the Protocol.

In addition to the emissions intensity goal and domestic elements
intended to help achieve it, the President’s February 2002 climate initiative
includes (1) new and expanded international policies, such as increasing
funding for tropical forests, which sequester carbon dioxide, (2) enhanced
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science and technology, such as developing and deploying advanced
energy and sequestration technologies, and (3) an improved registry of
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. According to testimony by the
Chairman of the White House Council on Environmental Quality, the
President’s climate change strategy was produced by a combined working
group of the Domestic Policy Council, National Economic Council, and
National Security Council.

While U.S. greenhouse gas emissions have increased significantly, the
Energy Information Administration reports that U.S. emissions intensity
has generally been falling steadily for 50 years. This decline occurred, in
part, because the U.S. energy supply became less carbon-intensive in the
last haft-century, as nuclear, hydropower, and natural gas were
increasingly substituted for more carbon-intensive coal and oil to generate
electricity.

Administration’s
Public Documents
Provide a Context But
Not a Specific Basis
for the 18-percent
Goal

The Administration explained that the Initiative’s general goal is to slow
the growth of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, but it did not explain the
basis for its specific goal of reducing emissions intensity 18 percent by
2012 or what a 4-percent reduction is specifically designed to accomplish.
Reducing emissions growth by 4 percentage points more than is currently
expected would achieve the general goal, but--on the basis of our review
of the fact sheets and other documents-we found no specific basis for
establishing a 4-percentage-point change, as opposed to a 2- or 6-
percentage-point change, for example, relative to the already anticipated
reductions.

According to the Administration’s analysis, emissions under its Initiative
will increase between 2002 and 2012, but at a slower rate than otherwise
expected. Specifically, according to Energy Information Administration
(EIA) projections cited by the Administration, without the Initiative
emissions will increase from 1,917 million metric tons in 2002 to 2,279
million metric tons in 2012. Under the Initiative, emissions will increase to
2,173 million metric tons in 2012, which is 106 million metric tons less than
otherwise expected. We calculated that under the Initiative, emissions
would be reduced from 23,162 million metric tons to 22,662 million metric
tons cumulatively for the period 2002-12. This difference of 500 million
metric tons represents a 2opercent decrease for the ll-year period.

Because economic output will increase faster than emissions between
2002 and 2012, according to EIA’s projections, emissions intensity is
estimated to decline from 183 tons per million dollars of output in 2002 to
158 tons per million dollars in 2012 (a 14-percent decline) without the
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Initiative, and to 150 tons per million dollars under the Initiative (an 18-
percent decline).

Administration’s
Public Documents
Estimated
Contributions for
Some, but Not All, of
the Initiative’s
Elements

The Administration identified 30 elements (26 in February 2002 and
another 4 later) that it expected would help reduce U.S. emissions by 2012
and, thus, contribute to meeting its 18-percent goal. These 30 elements
include regulations, research and development, tax incentives, and other
activities. (The.elements are listed in Appendix I.) The Administration
groups them into four broad categories, as described below.

Providing incentives and programs for renewable energy and certain
industrial power systems. Six tax credits and seven other elements are
expected to increase the use of wind and other renewable resources,
combined heat-and-power systems, and other activities. The tax credits
cover electricity from wind and new hybrid or fuel-cell vehicles, among
other things. Other elements would provide funding for geothermal
energy, primarily in the western United States, and advancing the use of
hydropower, wind, and other resources on public lands. Still other
elements involve research and development on fusion energy and other
sources.

Improving fuel economy. Three efforts relating to automotive technology
and two other elements are expected to improve fuel economy. The
technology efforts include advances in hydrogen-based fuel cells and low-
cost fuel cells. Two of the five elements are mandatory. First, a regulation
requiring the installation of tire pressure monitoring systems in cars and
certain other vehicles was finalized in June 2002 and will be phased in
between 2003 and 2006.3 Properly inflated tires improve fuel efficiency.
Second, a regulation requiring an increase in the fuel economy of light
trucks, from the current 20.7 miles per gallon to 22.2 miles per gallon in
2007, was finalized in April 2003.~

Promoting domestic carbon sequestration. Four U.S. Department of
Agriculture programs were identified as promoting carbon sequestration
on farms, forests, and wetlands. Among other things, these programs are
intended to accelerate tree planting and converting cropland to grassland
or forests.

3Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards; Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems; Controls and
Displays, 67 Fed. Reg. 38704 (2002)(to be codified at49 C.F.R. pts. 571 and 596).

SLight Truck Average Fuel Economy Standards, Model Years 2005-2007, Final Rule, 68 Fed.
Reg. 16868 (2003)(to be codified at 49 C.F.tL pt. 533).
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Challenging business to reduce emissions. Voluntary initiatives to reduce
greenhouse gases were proposed for U.S. businesses. For ma~or
companies that agreed to establish individual goals for reducing their
emissions, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) launched a new
Climate Leaders Program. In addition, certain companies in the
aluminum, natural gas, semiconductor, and underground coal mining
sectors have joined voluntary partnerships with EPA to reduce their
emissions. Finally, certain agricultural companies have joined two
voluntary partnerships with EPA and the Department of Agriculture to
reduce their emissions.

The Administration provided some information for all 30 of the Initiative’s
elements, including, in some cases, estimates of previous or anticipated
emission reductions. However, inconsistencies in the nature of this
information make it difficult to determine how contributions from the
individual elements would achieve the total reduction of about 100 million
metric tons in 2012. First, estimates were not provided for 19 the
Initiative’s elements. Second, for the 11 elements for which estimates
were provided, we found that 8 were not clearly attributable to the
Initiative because the reductions (1) were related to an activity already
included in ongoing programs or (2) were not above previous or current
levels. We did find, however, that the estimated reductions for the
remaining 3 elements appear attributable to the Initiative.

We have concerns about some of the 19 emission reduction elements for
which the Administration did not provide savings estimates. At least two
of these elements seem unlikely to yield emissions savings by 2012. For
example, the April 2003 fact sheet listed hydrogen energy as an additional
measure, even though it also stated a goal of commercializing hydrogen
vehicles by 2020, beyond the scope of the Initiative. Similarly, the same
fact sheet listed a coal-fired, zero-emissions power plant as an additional
measure, but described the project as a 10-year demonstration; this means
that the power plant would not finish its demonstration phase until the last
year of the Initiative, much less be commercialized by then.

Of the 11 elements for which estimates were provided, we found that the
estimated reductions for 8 were not clearly attributable to the Initiative. In
five cases, an estimate is provided for a current or recent savings level, but
no information is provided about the expected additional savings to be
achieved by 2012. For example, the Administration states that aluminum
producers reduced their emissions by 1.8 million metric tons to meet a
goal in 2000, but it does not identify future savings, if any. Similarly, it
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states that Agriculture’s Environmental Quality Incentives Program, which
provides assistance to farmers for planning and implementing soil and
water conservation practices, reduced emissions by 12 million metric tons
in 2002. However, while the Administration sought more funding for the
program in fiscal year 2003, it did not project any additional emissions
reductions from theprogram.

In two cases, it is not clear how much of the claimed savings will occur by
the end of the Initiative in 2012. The requirement that cars and certain
other vehicles have tire pressure monitoring systems is expected to yield
savings of between 0.3 and 1.3 million metric tons a year when applied to
the entire vehicle fleet. However, it will take years for such systems to be
incorporated in the entire fleet and it is not clear how much of these
savings will be achieved by 2012. Similarly, the required increase in fight
truck fuel economy is expected to result in savings of 9.4 million metric
tons over the lifetime of the vehicles covered. Again, because these
vehicles have an estimated lifetime of 25 years, it is not clear how much
savings will be achieved by 2012.

In one case, savings are counted for an activity that does not appear to be
directly attributable to the Initiative. Specifically, in March 2001 (nearly a
year before the Initiative was announced), EPA and the Semiconductor
Industry Association signed a voluntary agreement to reduce emissions by
an estimated 13.7 million metric tons by 2010. Because this agreement
was signed before the Initiative was announced, it is not clear that the
estimated reductions should be considered as additions to the already
anticipated amount.

Estimates for the remaining 3 of the 11 elements appear to be attributable
to the Initiative in that they represent reductions beyond previous or
current levels and are associated with expanded program activities. These

Agriculture’s Conservation Reserve Program was credited with
additional savings of 4 million metric tons a year. This program
assists farm owners and operators to conserve and improve soil,
water, air, and wildlife resources and results in carbon sequestration.

Agriculture’s Wetland Reserve Program was credited with additional
savings of 2 million metric tons a year. This program helps convert
cropland on wetland soils to grassland or forest and also sequesters
carbon emissions.
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The Environmental Protection Agency’s Natural Gas STAR Program
was credited with additional savings of 2 million metric tons a year.
This program works with companies in the natural gas industry to
reduce losses of methane during production, transmission,
distribution, and processing.

More current information about certain of these elements and their
expected contributions has been made public, but has not been
consolidated with earlier information about the Initiative. For example,
the Department of Agriculture’s web site includes a June 2003 fact sheet
on that agency’s programs that contribute to carbon sequestration. Among
other things, the fact sheet estimated that the Environmental Quality
Incentives Program, cited above, will reduce emissions 7.1 million metric
tons in 2012. However, we did not find that such information had been
consolidated with the earlier information, and there appears to be no
comprehensive source for information about all of the elements intended
to help achieve the Initiative’s goal and their expected contributions. The
lack of consistent and comprehensive information makes it difficult for
relevant stakeholders and members of the general public to assess the
merits of the Initiative.

Administration’s
Public Documents Do
Not Discuss Plans for
Monitoring Interim
Progress

According to the February 2002 fact sheet, progress in meeting the 18-
percent goal will be assessed in 2012, the final year of the Initiative. At
that poInt, the fact sheet states that if progress is not sufficient and if
science justifies additional action, the United States will respond with
further policies; these policies may include additional incentives and
voluntary programs. The fact sheets did not Indicate whether the
Administration plans to check its progress before 2012. Such an interim
assessment, for example, after 5 years, would help the Administration
determine whether it is on course to meet the goal in 2012 and, if not,
whether it should consider additional elements to help meet the goal.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our prepared statement. We would be happy
to respond to any questions that you or Members of the Committee may
have.

Contacts and Acknowledgments
For further information about this testimony, please contact me at
(202) 512-3841. John Delicath, Anne K. Johnson, Karen Keegan, David
Marwick, and Kevin Tarmann made key contributions to this statement.
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Appendix I Appendix I

Table 1: Summary of Initiative’s Elements Expected to Reduce
Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Number I Measure

Providing tax incentives and programs for renewable energy and certain industrial
power systems

1 Tax credit for combined heat and power systems
2 EPA Combined Heat and Power Partnership
3 Department of Energy challenge to heat and power industry
4 Tax credit for residential solar energy systems
5 Tax credit for electricity from wind and certain biomass sources
6 Tax credit for electricity from additional biomass sources
7 Tax credit for new methane landfill projects
8 Tax cred=t for new hybrid or fuel-cell vehicles
9 Funding for geothermal energy
10 Renewable energy on public lands
11 Hydrogen energy
12 Coal-fired, zero-emissions electricity generation
13 Fusion energy

Improving fuel economy
14 Advancing hydrogen-based fuel cells
15 Department of Energy public-private projects for low-cost fuel cell technology
16 Fuel economy standards for light trucks
17 Tire pressure monitoring systems
18 High-efficiency automobile technology

Promotin~ domestic carbon sequestration
19 | Conservation Reserve Program
20 | Environmental Quality Incentives Program
21 | Wetland Reserve Program
22 | Forest Stewardship Program °

Challen9i
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

i 30

~g business to decrease emissions
EPA Climate Leaders Program
Semiconductor industry
Aluminum producers
EPA Natural Gas STAR Program
EPA Coal Bed Methane Outreach Program
AgSTAR Program
Ruminant Livestock Efficiency Program
Climate VISION Partnership

Source: Data from Global Climate Change Policy Book, Feb. 2002; White House
Fact Sheets, July 2002 and April 2003; analysis by GAO.

’Also listed in improving fuel economy category.
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GAO’s Mission
The General Accounting Office, the audit, evaluation and investigative arm of
Congress, exists to support Congress in meeting its constitutional
responsibilities and to help improve the performance and accountability of the
federal government for the American people. GAO examines the use of public
funds; evaluates federal programs and policies; and provides analyses,
recommendations, and other assistance to help Congress make informed
oversight; policy, and funding decisions. GAO’s commitment to good
government is reflected in its core values of accountability, integrity, and
reliability.
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Chris_Kearney@ios.doi.gov; James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov; james_andrews@onr.navy.mil;
poe@obpa.usda.gov; Indur Goklany@ios.doi.gov
Mark.FRIEDRICHS@hq.do~.gov; Nickerson, William; Bowers, Mike;
NeaI.Strauss@hq.doe.gov; Fraas, Arthur G.; Noe, Paul R.; MargoLAnderson@hq.doe.gov
RE: Revised Draft Proposed General Guidelines for 1605b, version 9

Hi Amy and all,

Christine Dobridge
Council of Economic Advisers
ph: (202) 395-4730
fax: (202) 395-6870

..... Original Message .....
From~ Fan-ell, Amy L,
Sent: Tuesday, September 30, 2003 12:38 PM
To: Kan’igan Bork (E-mail); Adele Morris (E-mail); Jim Hrubovcak (E-mail); Reid Harvey (E-mail); Dobddge, Christine L.; McDonald,

Christine A.; Hannegan, Bryan J.; TalleyT@state.gov; TurekianVC@state.gov; kbickel@oce.usda.gov; Dan Reifsnyder (E-mail);
Joe Kruger (E-mail); Krauss, Lori A.; Bill Hohenstein (E-mail); Cooney, Phil; Gayer, Ted; watsonhl@state.gov;
Chris_Kearney@ios.doi.gov; .]ames.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov; james_andrews@onr.navy.mil; poe@obpa.usda.gov;
Indur Goklany@ios.doi.gov

Cc: Mark.FPJE~R.[CHS@hq.doe.gov; Nickerson, William; Bowers, Mike; Neal.Strauss@hq.doe.gov; Fraas, Arthur G.; Noe, Paul R.;
Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov

Subject:    Revised Draft Proposed General Guidelines for 1605b, version 9

Greenhouse Effects/~6OS{b}          1 .... ~..~ :
Gene~’a~ Guidelines Review and Rob!l-Out

CEQ 005345



Hi all -
Please review the attached redline draft and provide comment ASAP but no later than noon this Thursday. When you
send comment, please reply to everyone or, at the least, please reply to Mark Frieddchs, Bill Nickerson, and myself so
we can make sure that any additional changes are reviewed by all appropriate parties.

Thanks,
Amy
...................... Forwarded by Amy L. FarrelVOMB/EOP on 09/30/2003 12:37 PM ...........................

"Friedrichs, Mark" <Mark.~=RIEDRICHS @ hq.doe.gov>
09/30/2003 10:37:29 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Amy L. FarrelI/OMB/EOP

cc: "Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov>, "Bowers, Mike" <Mike.Bowers@hq.doe.gov>, "Strauss, Neal"
<Neal.Strauss@ hq.doe.gov>

Subject: Revised Draft Proposed General Guidelines for 1605b, version 9

Amy:

Thanks.

<<1605(b) General Guidelines v9.doc>> <<Figure 1 for 1605b General Guidelines v2.doc>>

Mark D. Friedrichs, PI-40
Policy and International Affairs
U.S. Department of Energy
202-586-0124
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iVIessage Page 1 of 1

Hannegan, Bryan J.

From: Hannegan, Bryan J.

Sent:

To:

Subject: RE: Revised Draft Proposed General Guidelines for 1605b, version 9

Thursday, October 02, 2003 11:30 AM

’Friedrichs, Mark’; Farrell, Amy L.; Karrigan Bork (E-mail); Adele Morris (E-mail); Jim Hrubovcak (E-
mail); Reid Harvey (E-mail); Christine L. Dobridge@oa.eop.gov; McDonald, Christine A.;
TalleyT@state.gov; TurekianVC@state.gov; kbickel@oce.usda.gov; Dan Reifsnyder (E-mail); Joe
Kruger (E-mail); Krauss, Lori A.; Bill Hohenstein (E-mail); Cooney, Phil; Ted_Gayer@oa.eop.gov;
watsonhl@state.gov; Chds_Keamey@ios.doi.gov; James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov;
james_andrews@onr.navy.mil; poe@obpa.usda.gov; Indur_Goklany@ios.doi.gov

Nick.erson, William; Bowers, Mike; Strauss, Neal; Fraas, Arthur G.; Noe, Paul R.; Anderson, Margot

Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

Greenhouse Effects/t60~(b),~.: ,, ’"~.,
General Guidelines Review and Roll-Out

10/2/2003
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Page 1 of 1

Hannegan, Bryan J,

From: Hannegan, Bryan J.

Sent: Thursday, October 02, 2003 2:46 PM

To: ~Anderson, Margot’

Subject: RE: 1605(b) release materials

Comments to follow shortly on the FAQ.

Thanks,
Bryan

Greenhouse Effectslt 605(b)
General Guidelines Review and Roll-Out __

10/2/2003
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Hanne~lan, S~ar~ J.                                                                   .,

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Towcimak, Natalie
Friday, October 03, 2003 12:43 PM
Hannegan, Bpjan J.
Cooney, Phil; Fiddelke, Debbie S.
FW: CCTP Current Activities Report - for review

Bryan,
Please review, I will send you the files as they come. If you prefer, you can go to the website below.
Friday, October 10th at 10 am.
Thanks,
Natalie

Comments due by

.....Original Message .....
From: Fitter,.E. Holly
Sent: Friday, October 03, 2003 12:22 PM
To: Wuchte, Erin; Lyon, Randolph M.; Radzanowski, David P.; Neyland, Kevin F.; Fairweather, Robert S.; Irwin, Janet E.; Erbach,

Adrienne C.; Mertens, Richard A.; Reilly, Thomas; Kulikowski, James M.; Foster, Gillian .].; Smith, Bryan R.; Mertens, Steven M.;
Lobrano, Lauren C.; Peacock, Marcus; Nec Lrm; Cea Lrm; Joseffer, Daryl L.; Kaminski, Amy; Rothenberg, Jason; Newstead, Jennifer
G.; Rossman, Elizabeth L.; Hurst, Kevin D.; Cooney, Phil; Sandoli, Robert; O’Donovan, Kevin M.; Ovp Lrm; Ceq Lrm;
usdaobpaleg@obpa.usda.gov; judy.baldwin@usda.gov; julie.alten@usda.gov; dodlrs@dodgc.osd.mil; energy.gc71@hq.doe.gov;
epalrm@epamail.epa.gov; CLRM@doc.gov; Irm@hhs.gov; od@ios.doi.gov; Irm@nsf.gov; NASA_LRM@hq.nasa.gov; state-
Irm@state.gov; dot.legislation@ost.dot.gov; GC.OMB@usaid.gov; wilkinsc@ogr.si.edu; Ostp Lrm; justice.lrm@usdoj.gov

Cc: Burnim, John D.; Jukes, James J.
Subject: CCTP Current Activities Report - for review

Please review the "U.S. Climate Change Technology Program" -- Research and Current Activities - Review Draft
September 2003, and provide comments by 10:00 AM Friday October 10. Thanks.

The report file is very large. I will be sending it to you in several pieces in subsequent e-mails, however I am
concerned that it may not go through your e-mail buffer.

If you do not receive the document by e-mail within the next hour, please acess the website noted below.

THIS WEBSITE SHOULD BE SHARED ONLY WITH FEDERAL EMPLOYEES WHO NEED ACESS. THANKS.

LRM ID: EHF198 .... j
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Friday, October 3, 2003

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
OMB CONTACT:

SUBJECT:    OSTP

Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below
John D. Burnim (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
E. Holly Fitter

E-Mail: E._Holly_Fitter @ omb.eop.gov
PHONE: (202)395-3233 FAX: (202)395-5691

Report on U.S. Climate Change Technology Program: Key Technologies for the Near and

Climate Change Technology Program
Report

CEQ 005352



DEADLINE:

Long Term

10:00 AM Friday, October 10, 2003

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Debbie S. Fiddelke - (202) 456-3908
029-DEFENSE - Vic Bernson - (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY - AI Beer - (202) 586-4312
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Edward Krenik - (202) 564-5200
025-COMMERCE - Michael A. Levitt - (202) 482-3151
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra S. Wallace - (202) 690-7773
059-INTERIOR - Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
007-AGRICULTURE -Jacquelyn Chandler- (202) 720-1272
084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Charles T. Horner Ill - (202) 358-1948
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687
008-US Agency for International Development - Jan W. Miller - (202) 712-4174
109-Smithsonian Institution - Nell Payne - (202) 357-2962
095-Office of Science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202) 456-6037
JUSTICE                                    ’
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Hanne~lan, B~an J.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Towcimak, Natalie
Friday, October 03, 2003 12:57 PM
Hannegan, Bryan J.
Fiddelke, Debbie S.; C~oney, Phil
FW: Part I of CCTP Current Activities Report (44MB)

Attached is the CCTP report mentioned in my last email. Thanks!

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

.....Original Message .....
Rtter, E. Holly
Fdday, October 03, 2003 12:48 PM
Wuchte, Edn; Lyon, Randolph H.; Radzanowsld, David P.; Neyland, Kevin F.; Fairweather, Robert S.; Irwin, Janet E.; Erbach,
Adrienne C.; Hertens, Richard A.; Reilly, Thomas; Kulikowsld, James M.; Foster, Gillian J.; Smith, Bryan R.; Mertens, Steven H.;
Lobrano, Lauren C.; Peacock, Marcus; Nec Lrrn; Cea Lrm; Joseffer, Daryl L.; Kaminsld, Amy; Rothenberg, Jason; Newstead, Jennifer
G.; Rossman, Elizabeb~ L.; Hurst, Kevin D.; Cooney, Phil; Sandoli, Robert; O’Donovan, Kevin M.; Ovp Lrm; Ceq Lrm;
usdaobpaleg@obpa.usda.gov; judy.baldwin@usda.gov; julie.allen@usda.gov; dodlrs@dodgc.osd.mil; energy.gc71@hq.doe.gov;
epalrm@epamail.epa.gov; CLRH@doc.gov; Irm@hhs.gov; ocl@ios.doi.gov; Irm@nsf.gov; NASA._LRH@hq.nasa.gov; state-
Irrn@state.gov; dot.legislat-ion@ost.dot.gov; GC.OMB@usaid.gov; willdnsc@ogr.si.edu; Ostp Lrm; justice.lrm@usdoj.gov
Part I of CCTP Current Activities Report (44MB)

Please review the "U.S. Climate Change Technology Program" -- Research and Current Activities - Review Draft
September 2003, and provide comments by 10:00 AM Friday October 10. Thanks.

Part I of LRM EHF 198

CCTP Activities
Report draft S...

Climate Change Technology Program
Report

CEQ 005355
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06:33pm

facsimile transmittal

T-ZOE P.OI/II F-169

Environment, Science and
Technology Ollice
Phone: (7) (095) 7284312
Fax: (7) (095) 72~-5033

To: K~n P©el~ GEQ Fax; 202.456-;~710

To: Phil Co.hey Fmc

From: Micrlael Sgllivan Dm,~: 10/03/03
DepMty m the Cc~.nselor
Office of Environment, Science
and Technology

Re: WCCC DOCUMi~NTS No. Page~ 11

Ha¢]~. Wa~sa~ a.~d Da~ Reff_~yd~ ~dLc-d me m pass ~he followin¢ documents ~om the WCCC in

Moscow ak~g Io you

0042 0
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Sm-mzmry Report of the World Cl.imate Change Conference

(Moscow, October 2003)

The World Climate Chauge Conference was held in. Moscow from September 29m to October 3ra,

2003. Over 2000 pardcipanr.s from more r.han I00 countries mxended this international scientific

conference. [Star.istics on number of presentations to be added.] The Conference allowed for a large

number of scientists to interact with represcnzafives of governments, the privav, e sector, non-

government organizations and international organizations. The goal of the Conference was to have a

comprehensive discussion of the climate change problem including: understanding ~mral and

anthropogenic factors driving the climate; approaches I:o reducing anthropogenic emissions; impacts

and adaptation measu.~es ua on-going clirnftle changes; and hence, to achieve a maximum mutual

unde~’mndirtg bcv,wcr~ scientist, gov~vuncn~, busiz~=ss ch-cl~s and dzr public.

The Conference was opened by President Vladimir Putin, president of the Russian federation, and was

addressed by senior representatives of a number of international organizations and Ministers from

Canada, France and Norway. The first three days of Plenary sessions consisted of overview

presentations on m~my aspects of the eli.mate change issue and included an address by Professor

Andrei Illadonov, economic advisor zo President Putin, who presented a set of important questions to

the Conference, which generazed lively discussion and some responses from some par-dcipan~s who

had been involved in the IPCC’s work.

The Plenary presentations were followed by a thll day of derailed scientific presentations on four

parallel themes:

- science of climate change;

- eeologiea!, social and economic impacts ofelimate change;

- mitigation of and adaptation to climate change and the role of technology;

- stake.holder’s dialogue.

The Conference also included three Roundrables carded ou~ in parallel with the Plenary and sectorial

sessions dealing with:

- energy and climate change;

~ carbon market

socia~ issues.

CEQ 005358
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The In~efgovernmen[al Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has provided the basis for much of ore"

present ttuders~anding of knowledge in tiffs field in i~s Third Ass~ssmen~ Repor~ (TAR) in 2001. An

overwhelming majority of the scientific community has accepted ks general conclusions ~ climate

change is occurring, ~s primarily a result of httman emissions of greenhouse gases and aerosols, and

~ha~ ~his represents a r.hrea~ Io people and ecosystems.

The World Climate Change Conference provided a val~able opportunity for the presentation of new

research resulm from many new studies and an improved understanding of the clima~ ~stem, how it
might evolve in the future, ir.s potential effecus and. response options. The new studies presented by

Russian sciemism revealed the broad specmm~ of research mldng place in Russia. The rich number of

presentations at the Conference allowed lit’fie rh’ne for derailed discussion or a full understanding of the

implications of r_he new research studies. The resuks, nevertheless, will be available in the complem

proceedings of t.he Conferenc~ and will undoubtedly be a valuable inpu~ to ~he IPCC’s Fourth

Assessment Report, work on which has just begun.

This Conference, which gathered together parzicipams from all over fl~ World, achic~ced its goal of

presenting many new scientific findings and generating a lively dialogue between all parficipanls and

~n r.hat sense is expec~d m have a signii~can~ impac~ on ~r scientific research and policy

discussions.

Summary reports from r.he individual scientific sections and roundmbles, prepared by ~heir respective

chairs, are attached as appendices..

The pa.nicipams az rids Conference ~xpressed their deep appreciation to Presidenz Put’in and ~e

government of the Russian Federation for hosting rids timely and impormm in~ernafiorml evenz,
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1. Wha~ was fl~e actual level of Carbon Dioxide concentration ha amaosphere in 1980-20007
F, zmoata peattbmae ypoa’t~u Kon=fe~mpa~uu c)uoKcuda yertepo6a a arrtmocqbepe c 1980 no 2000 z. ?

2. What are the parameters of the model ofzempe~l:ta’e anomalies? And how were r.hey derived?
Why are there such flucRlations in mathropogenie forcing observazions?
Karoata napa~empta ~odeae~ me.~nepamypn~ax ana.ua.,tu~t? IOta o~u 5ta.au onpeOe,,tenta? qe~
oSz,~c~umt, marue Koae6amm a naS~tot~¢~ anmponazennux dgaxmopoe eo:~defccmmm (do
~a,wuta npomaozo aexa) ?

3. Can we explain the zempemture variation by CO2 coaee~tration in atmosphere in the past lO00
years?
Mo:x~’e~ au ~bt o6~.cnumz, ~e~enua me~nepamypta naroratenuem COz a anv~ocdpepe ~a
nocneOnue !000 ~zem?

4. Canwc cxplaia T.he temperature variation by CO~ concentration in the atmosphere in the past
140 years?
Moa~ce.~ au ~,= oSt,~cnum~, u.wenenua me~nepamypta tcaronnenuem CO~ a ara~oeqbepe ~a
noeJtednue ] 40 nem?

5. Can we explain the temperature variation by CO2 emissions of anr.hropogenic character?.
Mo:~ce~ ~tu ~rb~ o6~a~cnum~, u3~¢t~enu~ me~neparnyp~ anmponozenna~ a~uccuea CO~?

6. Other factors explaiaing temperature variation? Volcanic activiW?. Whether to include into the
model?
,ff, pyeue ~bamnop~z, o6v,.~cn:taauque u~e~e~u.~ memneparn~=a? Bymca~u~ecKaa deamea~moemb?
Modem 6~un~ a~.rt~a,cumt~ e a,toOenu?

7. Other factors explaining temperature variation? Long-term cycles? Whether to include into the
model?
,ff, pyeue qbaKmop~, o6-aactuoou~ue u.~enet~ua me.mnepamyp~a?,ff, numea~,~bte ~urJt~? Moatcem

8. Is the modern "global warming" tmiqtle in the las~. 5000 years?
~la~aemc~ coape.,~et-moe ¢~znotia~,~oe nomerute~ue# ynu~.ant~ubt,~ za noc~e6t~ue 5000 z=em?

9. Can we achieve the Kyoto protocol targets, providing the share of the Aanex I cotmtries’ (incl.
Russia, not iacl. USA and Australia) ia the world’s CO2 emissions is rapidly falling?.
Mo3~e.h4 llu .~t~ ~Oe/l’tzl~.ylrlb ~l~J~e~t .i~uomcKozo npomotcwta npu ycnoauu, ~mo atvtad trepan
I1punoa~cer~u,~ I (ar.mo~a~ Poccuto u ucKmo,~an CILIA u Aacmpanu~a) e zno6an~myro azatecuto
CO~ 5tacmpo crtu:~eaeme.~?

I O. And fina.lly: How much does it cost?.
I4 ~ta~o~e~: C~cwn,~o .~mo craoum?
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Answers to the questions raised by A.N. Illarionov during his talk
~4nthropogenic Factors in Global Warming: Some Questions>> at the World
Climate Change Conference 2005 prepared from material of the J~CC Third

Assessmen.t Report (TAR) by attending scientists] and presented to the
conference by Bert Bolin, chair emeritus of IPCC:

I) What was the actual level of Carbon DioxTde concentration in the atmosphere in 1980-
2000?

Al~nospheric COz conc~tradons rose from 338 ppm in 1980 r~ 358 ppm in 2000. Values
for the period 1980 to 2000~ are based only on direct measurements of air samples,
whereas the data before 1980 are from dix¢ct measurements as well as proxy data, i.e. ice
core and fire data.

The forecast i~ alarming. What is the basis for it?
The projection~ for the tempexarure rise for the 21st century as showu in Fig. 9-1b3 are
generated by sophisticated models and are based on a well defined set of socio-eeoaomic
assumptions about the development of technology and society". It is to be noted, that the
latter assumptions contain no explicit measures such as the Kyoto Protocol to limit the
auT~hropogenie missions of green house gases.

2) What are the parameters of the model of temperature anomahes? And how were they
derived? IPTty are there such fluctuaffons in an~hropogen~c forcing observations?

The figttress refer to temperature changes calculated by complex climate models. Such
models make use or’many parameters. The models are able to reproduce the manifestation
of the current climaxe and are validated as described and summarized in TAR (2001). Fig.
2-4a) shows the climate that is computed if only natural effects such as solar variation and
volcanic eruptions are included, but ignoring any effects from anthropogenic emissions.
Fig. 2-~b) shows the climaze that is ¢ompt~ted if only anthtopogenic GHG and aerosol
emissions are included, bu~ ignoring any naraxal effect. Fig. 2-qc) shows the climate if
natural and anthropogenic effects are both included. Since only the last figure su~eeds in
fitting the actual observations, human induced increases in amaospheric GI-IG
concentrations must be included in an expianation of the observed warming. These
findings were important to warrant the following carefully derived statement: "There is
new and stronger evidence that most of the warming observed over the last 50 years is
attributable to human activities" (SYR TAR., 2001)~.

J Among dmse scien~ts were Bert Bolin (Sweden), Andseas Fischtin (fiwi~crland), Jolm M.R_ Stone (Canada), Michel
Peat (France), David Warrilow (UK),/can-Pierre van Yb~rsele (Bdgmm), M~chad Grubb 0JK) and numerous odaers
2 Fig. 9-1a SYR TAR, 2001 resp. WGI TAR SPM, 2001 F~gs. 2a & 5b
3 SYRTAR, 2001, p. I40 resp. W~I TAR SPM, 2001 F~gs. lb & 5d

"Sit F_~, 2000
a SYR TAR, 2001 F~g. 2-4, p.50 zcsp. WGI TAP,, 2001 Fig. 12-7
6 p.51 and WGI SPM TAR, p. 5
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3) Can we explain the temperature variation by CO,. concentratioa m the atmosphere m the
po.~t I000 years~
Atmospheric concentrations of GHGs such as COz and CI-~ remained relatively eonsIam
during preindusrrial times~. The temperature changes during the preindustrial period are
due to natural effects such as solar variations, volcanic eruptions, and random climate
variability. The uncertainty in the data increases the timber bark in time we go, as earlier
dam are based on indirect measurements such as w~dths of tree rings. Direct tempea-am~
measttrements date only from around 1840. The six warming periods shown on the graph9
never exceeded a change of-0.3°C and never extended beyQnd half of a centuW. On the
other hand the increase during the last century is --0.6°C and has l~sted for most oftl~ 20~
century. As has been pointed out above (Q2), the course of temperature during the 2~ half
of the :20th eentm’y can not be explained tmless the effects of anthropogenie GHGs
emissions are included as welPa.

4) Can we explain the. temperature variattoa by C02 concentration m fhe atmosphere in
past 140 years? t t

Yes, given we include other effects as well. The response of the climate system to the
smooth increase in CO~ is-a slow and considerably delayed increase in the global mean
temperature. The observed varialions during the last 140 years is not only brought about by
attthropogenic emissions, but also by natural effects such as changes in the solar radiafion~
volcanic eruptions, and natural random variability (see also axtswers to Q2).

5) Can we explain the temperature variation by C02 emissions of anthropogenic character?

Yes, given we include natural effects as well. R is crucial to understand the inertia of the
climate system, i.e. emissions are not reflected instantly in changes of the temperature.
Thus we can expect further changes from emissions we have already made. The
temperature variation as measured in the last 140 years is a combination of the influence of
several factors, both nanax] and anthropogenic (see also answers ~o Q2).

6) Other factors explaining temperature va-t’latfon? Volcamc actiwty? 1T’hether to include
rata �he model?

Yes, natural effects such as volcanic eruptions have, are, and will be of importance for any
explanation on climate variation. They have been considered by the scientific community
and were thus included in the analysis of past temperature anomalies as reported.in the
TAP,. Moreover, this analysis not only included volcanie eruptions, but also those from

7 Speaker baghhghts six periods of nearly Knelt warming (6 rel~esSlOl~ lines) since ye~ 1000 and emphasizes that those
periods do not correlar~ wiflx a.ay significant changes m atmospheric C02 canccmt~adons.
S fiY~ TA-R, 2001 Ftgs 2-3, p 49 and Fig. 9-~a, p. 138

9 see pit’vlOt~
~o conf. T.M~ 200~
~ t The speaker erophasizes decrease in tempexam, re d~xmg 60’s aad 70% mad strezses the point that ~ese decreases do
no; correspond with the coucun-cnl kncTcasc i.u CO~ erm~s~,ons.

2
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7) Other fur-tom ~luinOtg rcraperamre variation? Long-rm’ra cycles? tP’hedu~ ~o include

~ umapetam~ vadafim~ over ~ of. ~ are pdmm’ily the result of" changes in

explain ~ mcmafly observed, rapid w~ming and ~e ~ to tm m_mLj~_ ~_.~e~m m me

8) Is the modern "glolmI warming" unique in th~ last 5’O00 years?
Yes. The extent, m_a~_5__-~de, and rnm of damage as obz~a-vod dmiag the Last 140 years
appears to b~ ~ted- The figOTe~ shows dal~ on isom1~ ra~os, which
f-!~r compm~ions to derive ~ estimates. ~I.oreover, they are from
and are not ~lati@e for th~ global picture, r. ~ comcxl: it ia warth-nafing that "the
projected .rate of wamaiag is veaT h~ely to be without precedent d~iag az least the last
lo’o0o years" (SYR TAR,

Can we achgevb the Kyoto protocol targets, providing the shar~ of th~ Annex 1 countries’
(’include. ~a, not irt~htde, USA arid A~carralia) in the world’s C02 emLcsions ~s rapidly

d~e US a~d Ausu’al~ d~e
not ralev~t for complying with ~e
~ ~y for ~d~~
~ ~~ co~ m ~ ~~ for s~~ eo~~t p~.

lO)Artd3~, lly: HoW much does it

This ~ on ~he level of stabilization aimed for a~d mus~ be ~ retazive ~o ttm size of
the eoncutlam GDP~. For insmne~ s1~btlization at 550ppm~° reduc~ global GDP ~ 2050
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October 3, 2003

Governor Michael O. Leavitt
State of Utah . ~

Office of the Governor
Salt Lake City, Utah 54114-060I

Dear Governor Leavitt;

Attached please find questions that sevemI members of the EnviromeIxt aud Public
Works Committee would like to resubmit to you for further consideration. It is my hope that
timely, expanded responses will help to move the confirmation process forwar&

Thank you in advance for your prompt responses. Should you have any questions, please
contact my staff director, Ken Connolly, at (202) 224-8832.

Sincerely,

James M. Jeffords
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Senator Jim Jeffords: .

Pre-Hearin9 Questions

1)    In 1987, the EPA released a report entitled "Unfinished Business: A Comparative
Assessment of Environmental Problems." If he Agency and other partners, including the
National Governors Association, participated in subsequent similar" efforts in 1990 and 1992 to
rank the inv~untary risks facing public health and welfare and the environment. Based on your
current knowledge of environmental problems, what do you perceive as the top five involuntary
environmental health risks faced by the Amedcan public?

Response:
I believe that EPA should rely upon sound science, as well as risk assessment, to
establish priorities ~’or environmental protection, if confirmed, I look forward to heating
what EPA’s scientists and experts advise in this regard before articulating any
preconceived list of priorities for the Agency.

7)    Do you think it would make sense to extend the attainment deadlines for areas that will
be designated as nonattainment for the new 8-hour ozone standard for some time beyond the
current attainment deadline for areas that have not yet attained the I-hour ozone standard?

Response: .
I am not familiar with aft of the issues that may need to be considered in responding to
the question of whether or not it is. appropriate to extend the deadline. If confirmed, I
would welcome the opportunity to learn more on this topic.

Post-Hearing Questions

35) What are the possible effects of global warming on Utah?
Response: .
Climate change science is complex and projections based on hypothetical models vary
widely.

37) .As was discussed briefly in the hearing, your state air director represented Utah’s
position in April 2003 on the Administration’s final and proposed New Source Review rules as
"making the situation worse." You suggested that his concerns were met or addressed in the
final rule issued on August 27,2003. However, since the final rule on routine equipment
replacement was not much different from the proposal, it is not clear how those concerns were
address. Please explain how Utah’s stated concerns were satisfactorily addressed in the final
rule.

Response:
The Utah Department of Environmental Quality’s (DEQ) primary ooncem was th, at New
Source Review needed to be improved. DEQ’s March 2003 suggestions were all
directed to the Annual Maintenance, Repair and Replacement Allowance (AMRRA)
proposal The comments were received and properly weighed; all were addressed.
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Senator Max Baucus:

1 )    Mr. Leavitt, do you commit to putting the clean-up of Libby, Montana, at the very top of
your pdority list at EPA, if you are confirmed? Do you commit to completing the clean-up in
Libby as soon as possible?

Response:
Whlle I do not know the details of EPA’s Superfund priorities yet, my understanding is
that t...h.e Libby cleanup is a high priority for EPA. I support continued priority attention to
an effective and efficient cleanup.

2)    Mr. Leavitt, will you promise to come to Libby as soon as possible after you are
confirmed, preferably this fall? Will you promise to sit down with Libby residents, with EPA staff
on the ground and hopefully, even Paul Peronard, so that you wil! understand personally what is
needed to finish EPA’s job in Libby?

Response:
I hope to visit many of the priority Superfund sites around the nation, as ! have those in
Utah. There is no better way to learn the issues than to sit down with the people most
concerned at the local level.

2
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Senator Bob Graham;

5)    On your official web site as Governor of Utah, you say we should reward results, not
programs. As noted earlier, many of EPA’s programs are operating without meaningful
standards. In light of this, how would you measure results? How would you set goals?

Response:
Results must be tied to the quafity of our environment. If the air is cleaner, the water
purer~.the land better protected, then we have made progress. I believe we must
continue to improve our ability to measure environmental results.

7)    On your official web site as Governor of Utah, you say environmental progress, and
public confidence~ improve where there is agreement on the underlying facts, but that policy
decisions can still be mad~ if agreement cannot be reached on those facts. This Administration
has repeatedly omitted, prevented the collection of, or skewed data that should be part of the
environmental debate (e.g., buried research on the Senate’s clean air plan, sanitized EPA’s
report on the environment, prevented EPA from discussing perchlorate pollution, etc.) What
steps will you take to ensure that data collections are not manipulated or curtailed for political
purposes, and data is widely shared after it is collected?

Response: "
I befieve it is EPA’S duty to provide the public with critical health information that is
reliable and accurate as soon as that information is gathered and validated.

11 ) I would like to get some further information regarding your involvement with the Legacy
Highway in Davis County, Utah. It is undisputed that the wetlands that the highway would affect
have national ff not international importance to wildlife, being the most significant refuge for
migratory bi~ds in the interior West. Throughout the process of proposing the highway, and up to
the present as far as I can tell, you were at odds with the EPA concerning your compliance with
federal law, including the Clean Water Act. While the EPA focused on legal deficiencies, you
focused on pitching the Legacy Nature Preserve. The EPA’s prior positions and the federal
courts have agreed, that proposals should first avoid wetlands, then minimize impacts to
wetlands, and as a last case resort, mitigate.if necessary. This interpretation of the law seems
very different from your desired result, justJficafJon of the impacts of your project based on its
mitigation package. In fact, your rationale that a project is acceptable if the mitigation is -
acceptable turns the Clean Water Act on its head. It puts mitigation ahead of avoiding impacts
to wetlands and minimizing impacts. During every phase of the highway’s permitting process,
the EP A was at odds with your position and you attempts to justify impacts based on mitigation.

They rated it environmentally unsatisfactory (which is the EP A’s lowest rating of a stud,/) and
constantly requested compliance with the law. Just pdor to the State of Utah receiving a 404
permit, documents show that Bill Yellowtail, a regional administrator with the EPA, warned you
about the "legal liability" of your proposal. The Tenth Circuit indeed concluded that your highway
proposal failed to consider a less damaging route and failed to minimize impacts.
Instead, it found that you violated the Clean W~ter Act with your proposal that would put a four-
lane highway with a large fight-of-way-the length of an entire football field-right through some of
the nation’s most important wetlands. How can the public trust that you will uphold the Clean
Water Act as EPA’s administrator when your past behavior shows a disregard for that law and
that is at odds with EPA’S own interpretation of the law?

Response:
it is and has always been my intention to ensure that the Clean Water Act is enforced
fairly and equitably.
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14) On January 15 of this year, F_.PA announced that it would consider a proposed rule that
would limit the scope of the Clean Water Act. By the EPA’s own estimates some 20 million
wetlands across the country -an area as large as Maine -have already lost Clean Water Act
protection under the guidelines they issued to field staff in January. Countless numbers of
wetlands, streams, ponds and other water bodies could be severely impacted if this rulemaking
goes forward. In fact, during an initial public comment pedod 39 out of 42 state agencies that
filed comments made clear they oppose proceeding with such a rule-making. Given your
advocacy for, giving the states more environmental authority where possible, how would you
handle a situation such as this where a strong majority has stated it does not want to lose
existing federal protections? What actions would you take in regard to this rule?

Response:
Over the last 11 years, I have had many opportunities to work on issues related to
wetlands. Wet/anti’are a ve.r.y important part of a natural hedtage that we must protect. !
have not been fully briefed on the issue, but if confirmed, I commit to you to consider the
input from states and others in determining how to proceed on this issue.

4
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Senator Joe Lieberman:

Pre.Hearing Questions

3)    The General Accounting Office has reported that the recent rules .amending the
exceptions to the New Source Review program were based on only anecdotal evidence
provided by industry groups. (United States Genera Accounting Office, Clean Air Act: EPA
Should Use ~-vailable Data to Monitor the Effects of Its Revisions to the New Source Review
Program (GA0-03-947 August 2003)). Even Assistant Administrator Jeffrey Holmstead
acknowledged this fact. Do you support a rulemaking such as’s that is not based on any
empirical analysis? Would you support a rulemaking under your supei~ision that was based
only on anecdotal evidence,?

Response:
As noted previously in response to Senator Jeffords’ question #6, i amaware that there
are differing perspectives concerning the recent changes made by EPA to the New
Source Review program, ff confirmed, I would like to understand in greater depth and
detail the data, issues, and perspectives associated with this complex subje,.ct. I look
forward to the opportunity to be briefed in detail on the NSR changes.

5)    In the FY2003 Omnibus Appropriations legislation, the EPA was instructed to
commission a study regarding the environmental and public health impacts of the New Source
Review reforms that were finalized on December 3.1, 2002. If this study shows that the rule will
increase pollution and/or have negative environmental and public health impacts, will you
rescind the rule?

Response:
Please see the response to Senator Lieberman’s question #3, above.

7)    Under the New Source Review reforms, states are permitted to implement their own
rules if they are more stringent than the Federal rul~. How would you define "more stringent
than the Federal rule?" What burden would the states need to satisfy to implement their own
rules?.

Response:
Please see the response to Senator Lieberman’s question #3, above.

9)    Currently, some thirteen star s plus local air districts in California have petitioned the
court to overturn the New Source Review rule finalized on December 31, 2002, In addition,
vadous states have vowed to or have already filed legal challenges against the August 27,
2003, final New Source Review rule on "equipment replacement." Should the states succeed,
and the rules be deemed invalid, will you vow to reform New Source Review by requiring all
grandfathered facilities to install modem pollution controls within the next ten years as
recommended by NAPA?

Response:
Please see the response to Senator IJeberman’s question #3, above.
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30) A decision to discount the value of future benefits, and, if so, the decision to apply a
steep discount rate, can very significantly reduce the estimated benefits of certain regulations,
like many environmental regulations, that prevent IongLterm ecological harm and long-latency
diseases like cancer. Discounting generally has much less downward effect on the calculated
benefits of safety regulations, which tend to prevent more immediate injuries.
(A) Do you agree?
(B) What are your views about whether to discount and what discount rate to use?
(C) How would you apply discounting to regulations that protect future genera.ti0ns?
(D) Should we apply a method for calculating benefits under which the preservation of the lives
of our children, counts for less than preserving our own lives?

Response to A-D:
If confirmed, I wifl r~view EPA ’s current policy regarding discounting before making a
d~cision. This is a very complex issue, and I look forward to learning more about it.

31) EP A has traditionally placed an equal value on all lives saved by environmental
protection. However, in connection with is "Clear Skies" initiative and other recent regulatory
proposals, the administration applied the o-called "senior discount" factor, an aiternative
valuation methodology under which the lives of Americans seventy and over were calculated to
be worth 37 percent less than the level t which all other, younger Americans were valued. Using
this cynical tool, the Administration was able to diminish the apparent benefit of life-saving
environmental regulations. A~er a firestotm of criticism from angry seniors, Christine Todd
Whitman announced on May 7,2003, that EPA would no longer use this valuation method.
"The senior discount factor has been stopped," Administrator Whitman was quoted as saying. "It
has been discontinued, EP A will not, I repeat, not, use an age-adjusted analysis in decision-
making. (Katherine A. Seelye and John Tiemey, "EPA Drops Age-Based Cost Studies," The
New York Times, May 8. 2003)
(A) Will you likewise commit .that, if you are continued as EPA Administrator, EPA will not use.
an age-adjusted analysis in decision-making?

Response:
! am not familiar with Governor Whitman’s basis.for that statement, but I will review the
policy, if confirmed.

(B) What is your opinion of the use of the Quality-Adjusted-Life- Year (QALY) to measure the
benefits of air pollution controls?

Response:
I am only generally familiar with cost-benefit analysis and "therefore, I am not familiar
with the particulars of this issue. I look forward to learning more before articulatiog a
position.
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RESUBMITTED QUESTIONS.TO GOVERNORLEAVI~-I"

32) Currently, the EPA is considering a rulemaking that would redefine waters of which the
Eederal government has jurisdiction. (See January 15, 2003 Federal Register Advance Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking (48 Fed. Reg, 1991)),
(A) What is your position on this role?
(B) Are you aware that if would significantly diminish Federal jurisdiction over water pollution?
(C) How do you respond to the recent analysis prepared by U.S, EPA Region 3, which
purportedly finds that the rulemaking change being considered could result in more that on-half
the streams and one-third of all the wetlands in the mid-Atlantic region losing Federal Clean
Water Act protections, according to an article in the September 5, 2003, Washingtqn Post?

Response to A, B, and C:
I have not reviewed the advance notice of proposed rulemaking. If confirmed, I will have
an opportu, nity to re.v., iew the notice, including the analysis to which you refer.

49) The Department of Defense has proposed exemptions from the Clean Air Act, the
Superfund Law, and the Resource Compensation and Recovery Act for military readiness and
training activities. Do you support these exemptions? Why?

Response:
! am not familiar with the specific details of this legislation. I support the efforts of the
Department of Defense in training our military men and women to do theirjob, and I am
sensitive to the training needs of the military at training ranges. There are, however,
many operational and cleanup activities ongoing at Utah military installations that require
regulatory oversight in order to assure appropriate protection of public health and the
environment.

Post.Hearing Questions

2)    As you know, EPA is in the process of implementing the new 8-hour ozone standard. But
some cities still haven’t met all of the requirements for implementing the pre-existing I-hour
standard, Do you favor requiring these areas to promptly comply with all of their unmet
obligations under the I-hour standard?

Response:
I am not familiar with all the issu.es that may need to be considered in responding to the
question. If confirmed, I would welcome the opportunity to learn more about this issue.

3)    In the last several years EP A has used a "downwind extension" policy to weaken clean
air requirements in cities like Washington, Atlanta, Baton Rouge, Beaumont-Port Arthur and
Dallas, Texas. As a result, these cities have missed clean air deadlines and have less protective
pollution controls than in cities that actually receive more transported pollution--cities like
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and Chicago. Four U.S. Courts of Appeals have’declared
the policy illegal. Will you pledge that you .will not seek to resurrect this policy?

Response:
I understand the complications of the transport of air pollution across city borders and
look forward to learning more about this important topic. I will work to promote.clean air
policies that protect public health in all U.S, cities and to ensure that EPA’s policies are
consistent with appficable legal requirements,
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13) Just recently,-there has been leaked to the-press an amnesty deal, in which EPA
"covenants not to sue" huge animal factories for violations of the Clean Air Act the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liabiiity Act ("CERCLA" or
"Superfund" law). In exch~lnge for EPA’s commitment not to sue, CAFOs will pay $500 in
penalties and will contribute $2,500 toward a monitoring fund. Any CAI=O (or smaller animal
feeding operation) may achieve immunity from EPA prosecution by paying these monies. Will
you support this amnesty deal?

Response:
I am not famfiar with the specifics of these negotiations. If confirmed, I will review them
and decide based upon the merits of ~he issues.

14. According to the Nation..al Academy of Sciences report in June 2001----a report requested by
the Bush White House:
"Greenhouse gases are al:;cumulating in Earth’s atmosphere as a result of human ~ct~vities,
causing surface air temperatures and subsurface ocean temperatures to dse. Temperatures
are, in fact dsing. The changes observed over the last several decades are likely mostly due to
human activities, but we cannot rule out that some significant part of these changes are also
reflection of natul’al variability."
(A) Do you agree that global warming is ocourdng?
(B) Do you agree that the 1990s were the hottest decade on record?
(C).Do you agree that most of the warming that has occurred over the last 50 years is due to
human activities?
(D) Do you agree that global warming threatens water resources?
(E) Do you agree that global warming threatens vulnerable ecosystems, such as alpine
meadows?
Are you aware that the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere has dsen more than 30% since
the beginning of the industrial revolution?
Are you aware that CO2 and other greenhouse gases remain in the atmosphere for decades to
centuries, and that as a result, we will be stuck with elevated concentrations of these gases for
hundreds of years?
Even if there are uncertainties about the precise impacts from continued emissions growth, isn’t
it dangerous to let CO2 concentrations keep dsing to levels that haven’t been seen in the whole
history of the human race?
(F) Are you aware that power plants.are the largest source of CO2 emissions in the U.S.,
responsible for 40% of U.S. CO2 emissions?
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(G) Are you aware that automobiles are the second largest source of CO2 emissions in the
U.S., responsible for about 20% of U.S. C02 emissions?
Are you aware that the administration’s voluntary "goal" for CO2 emissions would allow
emissions to continue dsing by 14% over the next decade---the same rate that they increased
during the last decade?

Response:
I am aware of the June 2001 National Academy of Sciences report, but I do not have
sufficient knowledge of the science to provide defTni~ve answers to this seres of
questions, The President has proposed a Series of immediate, deliberate actions that I
fully support: establishment of a national goal on the reduction of greenhouse gas
intensity, substantial increases.in research, partnerships withil~ the international and
industrial sectors, new agriculture sequestration projects, and focus on new
technologies. These steps will enable us to see reductions in greenhouse gas intensity
from the work of the international, industry, and agriculture sectors in the short term,
while increasing research and developing new technologies for the it~termediate to long
term. By initiating this work, we will be better able to inventory reductions from sectors
and technologies,

16) The report on this year’s ozone hole is particularly disturbing in light of the Bush
administration’s slackening efforts to protect the ozone layer. The U.S. is seeking huge
exemptions from the Montreal Protocol~ Senate-ratified treaty that the U.S. helped negotiate
for methyl bromide, the most dangerous ozone-destroying chemical still in widespread use. Are
you aware tha~ the U.S. exemption request for methyl bromide would reverse the phase-out of
this chemical and increase the amount produced in the United States? ¯

Respoi~se:
I am not familiar with all of the issues associated with the use of methyl bromide. I look
forward to learning more about this area and the United States’ efforts to implement the
requirements of the Montreal Protocol. I will work to uphold all international agreements
and protect the ozone layer,

17) Why should the U.S. government reverse the phase-out of methyl bromide and allow
production of this very dangerous chemical to increase again?

Response:
/ am not familiar with all of the issues associated with the use of methyl bromide. I
understand the phase-out of methyl bromide is an important issue, and I will work to find
alternatives to chemicals such as methyl bromide.

20) As EPA Administrator you would have responsibilities as a custodian of the nation’s
wetland resource.~. The EPA has the power to veto permits issued by the Army Corps of.
Engineers for the dredging or filling of wetlands, an authority seldom exercised. Are there any
circumstances under which you, as EPA Administrator, would veto a proposed permit in.order to
protect wetlands? If so, please describe the principles that would guide your veto decision.

Response;
As I mentioned during my confirmation hearing, a~ a Governor over the course of the
last 11 years I have Worked on many different occasions on issues related to wetlands.
Wetlands are a very important part of a natural heritage that we want to protect, ff
confirmed, I would look at the facts of any parb’cular case and the options available to
me to determine a course of action.
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Senator Barbara Boxer:

Question Re.qardin.q. EPA Rollbacks
Governor Leavitt. the EP A’s charge is to protect public hgalth and the environment. However,
during this administration’s tenure there have been over 300 environmental.and public health
rollbacks, more than 15 of them originating from the EPA_ I attached a list of all of the EPA
rollbacks.

Are you aware of all of these rollbacks?

Please comment on each separate rollback -whether you view it as protecting public health and
the environment and why or why not -prior to this committee’s voting on your nomination,

Response:
The list of actions you have provided covers a wide range of Agency actions taken and
statements made over the past two years. Many relate to complex issues on which I
have not.been fully briefed. I regret that I cannot at this time assess your
characterization of the~e as "rollbacks. "1 reiterate that, if confirmed, I intend to fully
enforce the laws enacted by Congress and to protect the health, safety and environment
of the American people.

Questions Re,qardin~ .T_r’ansp.afen~y and Public Participation in Decision-Makinq

Issue #1: Fdday Ni.qht Rollbacks
Governor Leavitt, I’str0n-gl-Y beli-eve that one of the cornerstones of a democracy is the
openness and transparency of our govemment and its decision-making. Do you agree with me
on this?

I also believe strongly that part of openness and transparency in a democracy requires that
democratic government inform the public of its policy decisions and the rational for them? Do
you agree with me on this?

! also believe that a key part of informing the public in a democracy is ensudng that the
government provides the public and its representatives with sufficient information to evaluate a
decision, or a policy. Do you agree with me on this?

Governor Leavit[, are you aware are you aware that this administration has a pattern of issuing
environmental and public health rollbacks late in the afternoon on a Friday or on the eve of a
holiday? Are you familiar with the 5 late Friday EPA rollbacks from 2003?

Are you aware that when this Administration does issue these rollbacks, it is invariably to the
media and it is I~ours or days later before elected representatives are provided with the details
of the rollback? Do you think that such. behavior reflects a respect for Democratic principles?

Are you aware that the EPA changed a 25-year old poli.cy prohibiting t~’ansfers of land
contaminated with PCBs until it the PCBs were cleaned up? Are you aware that the EPA did not
notify the public about this policy, and that it is known only because it was leaked to a reporter?
Governor Leavitt, is that good democratic governing in your mind?

Are you aware that this administration ~requently refuses to provide back up documentation for
the public health benefits it claims in these rollbacks, such as its New Source Review declsions?
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Do you think that such behavior reflects a respect for Democratic principles?

Governor Leavitt, will you commit to us here and now that. you will stop the pattern of
announcing rollbacks late on Fddays and on the eve of holidays?

Governor Leavitt, will you commit to us hare and now that elected representatives.will be
provided with information on regulatory decisions on a time scale that allows us to meaningfully
asses, and ir~quire into the meaning and the rationale of the decision pdor to the close of
business?

Governor Leavitt, will you commit to providing this information to all Senators and
Representatives at the sam.e time, regardless of their party affiliation?

Response:
Like you, I befieve that it is important to have an open and transparent govemrnent. I am
not familiar with the pasf practice that you reference, but I look forward to working with
the Committee and will make every effort to provide assistance and.information in a
timely and comprehensive manner.

Issue #2: Answ..e.rinq Congressional Request_s
There is a large backlog of congressional requests from the past two years where EPA has
failed to be sufficiently responsive. Most notably, EPA has refused to provide information on the
environmental impacts of the proposed and finalized changes to the New Source Review
program under the Clean Air Act and information on its Superfund program. The NSR changes
made by the Bush Administration in December and August alone pu.t thousands of lives at risk.
The Superfund slowdown has also ptaced untold numbers of people needlessly at risk. Clearly,
this EPA has abandoned its long-standing practice of providing non-partisan, unbiased analysis
for Congress, particularly Committee chairman and ranking members.

Governor Leavitt, are you aware that this committee was twice on the verge of.subpoenaing
E-PA for information; once on Superfund issues and once on NSR issues?

Governor Leavitt, will you pledge to work with Congress and honor our requests for information?

Will you pledge to present to the pubic and its representatives all of the analysis underlying
EPA’s decisions during your tenure?

Response:
It is my desire to have a very straightforward, candid and open relationship with the
Committee and other Members of Congress, as I indicated during the hearing and in our
private meetings. There haw always been tensions between branches of govemment,
but my record as Governor in working hard to communicate is solid, and it will be my
objective to be as responsive to you and to the people of this country as possible.
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Question Re,qa.r.dinq Super’fund:

Issue #2:
According to a Resources for the Future Report to.Cqngress, EPA has catalogued more than
43,000 potentially contaminated sited in its Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Information System (CERCLIS). More than 41,000 of these sites
have had a preliminary assessment to determine whetl~er cleanup is necessary. However, only
a smallnuml~r, approximately 1200 have been placed on the National Priorities List (NFL),
which was intended to be the official register of the nation’s most hazardous waste sites. NPL
sites are the focus of the Superfund program as they are the only sites that EP A can fund
under the Trust Fund.

From 1998-2001, EPA proposed listing an average of 38 sites each year and actually lis{ed an
average of 32, In 2002, EPA proposed 9 sites andlisted 19, and in 2003, EPA proposed 14
sites, and listed only 8.

Governor Leavitt, what will you do to ensure that the tens of thousands of sites not on the
Superfund NPL are cleaned up?

R̄esponse: ¯
in my experience, the states clean up far more contaminated sites than does the Federal
government under the Superfund program. I support the continued partnership between
the Federal government and state and local governments in addressing the cleanup of
contaminated sites.

Issue #4:
Governor Leavitt, the administration frequently asserts that site clean ups underway are more
complex sites than pre~iious site clean ups. However, EPA has been cleaning up extremely
complex sites for decades and I am unaware of any evidence indicating that the complexity of
sites has changed radically over the last two years. After the EPW hearing on the President’s
budget request for 2004, I asked the following questions, which ha~,e yet to be fully answered by
the Bush administration:

¯ Please provide a detailed explanation of what constitutes a more complex site.
¯ In addition, please summarize the information that your Agency has received that

indicates such a radical change in site characteristics over the last two years and provide that
documentation to this committee.

Governor Leavitt, please provide me with a full and complete response to these questions,
along with data to back up your response.

Response:
! am not familiar with the specific findings of the Agencyon the complexity of site clean-
ups, nor am ! privy to the information EP A has received over the last two years on this
matter. If confirmed, however, I commit to looking into your data request.
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Issue #5:
Governor Leavitt, in April 2002, Madanne Horinko, Assistant Administrator for the Office of
Solid Waste and Emergency Response testified before this committee under Oath. During that
testimony she indicated that if the Fund were not "robust", the Administration would revisit
reinstating the polluter fees. Her exact quote was:
"I’m ~ertainly not ruling out the tax. The Administration this fiscal year felt that in the 2003
budget we still had a relatively robust funding source in the remaining trust funds, that we did
not have to ~(opose the Superfund tax, but we will look at that again in 2004 and see if we need
to revisit that position."

The Trust Fund will be broke as of October l~t of 2003, with the full costs of cleanups shifting to
taxpayers. As you know, this was exactly reversed in 1995, when taxpayers paid 18 percent of
the cssts and.polluters 82 percent.

Governor Leavitt, as the Trust Fund clearly is no longer "robust", do you believe that the
adminiskation should reinstate the polluter fees? If not, please explain why not.

Response:                                                      -
I support the polluterpays principle, which I understand is the Administration’s position.
Parties responsible for the toxic waste at Superfund sites are responsible for cleaning
them up, If confirmed, I commit to continuing a strong EPA Superfund enforcement
program.

Issue _#7:
A recent GAG report confirmed that the Superfund trust fund, which once contained over $3.6
billion, will be entirely exhausted in just a few weeks. The full costs of cleaning up abandoned
sites and for program administration--roughly $1,5 billion--will now need to be borne by the
general treasury. Do you agree with the Administration that polluters should not pay the cost of
cleaning up abandoned sites, and that instead such costs should be foisted on the average
taxpayer?.

Response:
As I have stated above, I am committed to the effective and efficient use of funds for
sites listed on the NPL to protect human health and the environment, My first priority is
for polluters to pay, using Superfund’s liability system. I support the President’s proposal
to increase funding for Superfund, but I do not at this time hat}e a position on any
pending or proposed legislation concerning the source of funds.

Questions Req_ar.dinq PCB Land Transfer
Governor Leavitt, do you believe that government has an obligation to inform the public and its
representatives when it changes its positions on issues cdtical to public health and the
environment?

Response:
I strongly believe itis EPA’s duty to provide critical health information to the public that is
reliable and accurate as soon as that information is gathered and validated.

Questions Reqardi,,nq Perchlorat_e_

Issue #2:
Governor Leavitt, would you find it acceptable to delay issuing such a standard after decades,
and hundreds, of studies confirming the dangerousness of a chemical?

Response:
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I am not familiar with the specific circumstances to which you allude. Every American
deserves to have clean drinking water and, if confirmed, I will work to address drinking
water issues as expeditiously as appropriate under the circumstances.

Issue #4:
As you may know, the State of California has what could be described as one of the most
serious groundwater pollution problems caused by the rocket-fuel chemical perchlorate. The
perchlorate 15"ollution, which is impacting tens of thousands of my constituents in the San
Bemardino County area, has forced several water providers to shut down or restrict use of
approximately 20 groundwater production wells. More recently, several water emergencies have
been declared in 0the area I~ecause of the pollution. The perchlorate pollution is locatedin an
area formerly occupied by,,among others, a Department of Defense weapons storage facility.
The perchlorate contamination is causing severe water supply problems and is having serious
negative consequences on economic growth and development in San Bernardino County.

A delegation of representatives from some of the impacted water providers will be coming to
Washington on.October 8, 2003, to meet with DOD Assistant Secretary Johr~ Woodley to
developsolutions to this water crisis.

Governor Eeavitt, I.believe it is important for the new EPA Administrator to playa key role in
developing a solution to the emerging perchlorate cdsis. If you are confirmed, would you be
willing to meet with representatives of the affected water 15roviders on October 8, 2003, to assist
in the review of the conditions associated with the perchlorate pollution and to develop solutions
to this water crisis?

Response:
I will commit to working with the dedicated professionals at EPA to take appropriate
action.

.Questions Reqardin~l Mercury

Issue #1:
Mercury is a potent neurotoxin that has made its way into the food supply, contaminating fish
and posing a risk to people and wildlife that consume fish. Most at.risk are children and the
unborn. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), one in 12 women
of childbearing age (8 percent) has blood mercurylevels exceeding the EPA safe level for
protection of the fetus. This translates into approximately 320,000 babies born annually in the
United States at-dsk for neurodevelopmental delays. 44 states nationwide have issued ..
advisories warning people to limit consumption offish caught from inland lakes, streams and
coastal waters.

EPA is under a court order to enforce the Clean Air Act and issue a rule by December 31 of this
year to reduce toxic mercury emissions from coal-fired power plants, which are the largest
unregulated source in the nation. Because mercury is a potent toxin that, like lead, causes
developmental delays in children at even tiny quantities, the Clean Air Act requires EPA to set
standards based on the maximum amount that can be technologically reduced. The analysis
was promised to be delivered to an advisory committee made up of industry, conservation
groups, and others, but the meeting to review the data was cancelled and they-still haven’t
received it.
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RESU BMITTED QUESTIONS TO GOVERNOR LEAVITi"

According to a New York Times. report, EPA cancelled the technical analysis needed to produce
a credible mercury rule after EPA’s top air official consulted with the White House on how to
proceed.

Governor Leavitt, will you ensure that the agency moves with all necessary speed to do this
necessary analysis in time to produce the rule this year? Will you ensure that EPAshares this
analysis with its advisory group in a timely manner to solicit their input?

Resl:f6nse :
I.am not familiar with all of the issues associated with this question, and, ff confirmed, I
would welcome the opportunity to learn more about the issue,

Questions Reqardinq States’ Rights

Issue #.!.:
Govemor Leavitt, are you a supporter of states’ rights’?.

Governor Leavitt, under the Clean Air Act, California has been granted the right to regulate air
pollution in many areas, as long as its regulations are at least as stringent as the federal
governments’, The Clean Air Act also-allows other states to opt into Califomia’s regulations. As
EPA Administrator, would you strongly support this aspect of the Clean Air Act?.

Govemor Leavitt, would you as EPA Administrator support adder that preempted states’ dghts
under the Clean Air Act to more stringently regulate air pollution? "

Response:
As a Govemor for 11 years, I respect the role of states. ! ~ecognize that, as Administrator
of the EPA, my perspective would be somewhat different in that my new role would be a
national one. I believe that we need National standards, but understand very well that
you have to have room for "neighborhood" solutions.

Question Re~lardinq Standards in Decisjon-Makinq
G6vemor Leavitt, this EPA has-frequently relied on anecdotes when rolling back environmental
regulations, such as New Source Review and PCB-land transfers, but requires years, if not
decades, of rigorous scientific study when considering whether or not to regulate to protect
public health and the environment, such as a safe drinking water standard for perchlorate and
the regulation of carbon dioxide emissions.

Do you believe that regulations rolling back public health and regulations protective of public
health should be subject to the same dgorous scientific standards? What do you believe these
standards should be? If you do not believe that the same standards should be applied in both
types of cases, please explain why not.

Response:
The quality of science that underlies EP A’s regulations is vital to the credibility of EPA’s
decisions and ultimately the Agency’s effectiveness in protecting human health and the
environment. I am committed to ensuring that sound science plays a prominent role in all
EPA regulatory decisions.
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RESU BMITTED QU ESTIONS TO GOVERNOR LEAVITT

Senator Tom Carpet

.question Reqarding Request for Updates on.me Stat,_,s of Several Rules/Repulations/Actions
that We Unde_rstand Are Forthcominq from the EPA
Governor Leavitt, as is always the case the EP A is working on a number of rules and
proposals. To name just a.few, they include the new 8-Hour Ozone Standard, the PM 2.5
Standard, the Non-Road Heavy Duty Diesel Rule, Air Toxics from Mobile Sources. Attacl~ed is a
list of elevenrules or regulations that I understand are forthcoming from the agency.

2. Will you commit to seeing that each of these proceed forward without delay?

I. suspect a new EP A administrator would get an update on these as part of your "orientation" to
the job, and I ask that you share that information with us on the committee.

Response:
The status of each of the deadlines for the topics set forth in your request is not/(nown
to me. If confirmed, I look forward to learning more about each of these important areas
and the actions EP A is undertaking to ensure its obligations under the Clean Air Act are
met in a timely manner. I am committed to providing cleaner air for the public and will
make every effort to ensure that EP A meets applicable deadlines.
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RESUBMITTED QUESTIONS TO GOVERNOR LEAVITT

Senator Hillaw Clinton:

1)     On Wednesday, January 15, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S.
ArmyCorps of Engineers (Corps) published in the Federal Register an Advance Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) raising questions about the jurisdiction of the Clean Water Act
(CWA). Simultaneously, they released guidance to their field staff regarding Clean Water Act
jurisdiction over certain non-navigable, intrastate, isolated waters.

Both the ANPRM and guidance represent attempts to remove federal protection from many
waters (including many creeks, streams, small ponds, and wetlands) that have been protected
by the Clean Water Act for 30 years.

Do you support the proposed rulemaking to limit the types of streams, wetlands, ponds or other
waters that are covered by the federal Clean Water ACt? If so, which waters do think should not
be regulated by the EPA or Corps?

Response:
Over the last 1 i years, I have had many opportunities.to work on issues related to
wetlands. Wetlands are a very important part of a natural heritage that we must protect. I
have not been fully briefed on the issue, but if confirmed, I commit to you to considerthe
input from states and others in determining how to proceed on this issue.

3. As Govemor of Utah, have you supported any proposal .to restrict the scope of the Clean
Water Act’s jurisdiction, or allow states to determine which waters should be protected by water
quality standards?

Response:
The state is implementing the Clean Water Act. However, this question maybe
interpreted to apply to numerous actions or statements regarding the Clean Water Act.
During my tenure as Governor, state agencies have made recommendations regarding
various aspects of the Clean Water Act and its reauthorization. Both Westem Governors
Association and National Govemors Association have adopted resolutions regarding
various aspects of the Clean Water Act and its reauthorization. The State of Utah has
been involved in plans to construct the. Legacy Highway and in the judicial challenge to
the project; aspects of the Clean Water Act are under consideration in this matter. The
State is from tim~ to time named as a party in a lawsuit, based in part on some aspect of
implementation of the Clean Water Act.

9)    Under this administration, enforcement of many laws administered or overseen by EP A
has declined.

if you were administrator, what specific steps would you take to address this problem? Can you
pledge to this Committee that enforcement levels-number of civil and criminal cases filed, and
size of penalties--would be restored to previous levels? Would you support bringing the number
of EPA enforcement staff back to previous (FY 2001) levels?

Response:
As I said in ’my confirmation hearing, if there are those who avoid or evade the
requirements of the law the full weight of the EP A will be brought to assure their
compliance.
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RESUBMIT’rED QUESTIONS TO GOVERNOR LEAVITT

13) A strong and effective Office of Children’s Health Protection (OCHP) is vital to ensure
that the EP A’s standards and regulations protect children from environmental health and safety
hazards, i believe the OCHP, in collaboration with public health agencies such as the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, can be instrumental in improving the EP A’s research

¯ efforts to evaluate the impacts of environmental exposures on children’s health and to develop
the strongest and best protactive measures.

Do you agre~with these statements? How do you see the role of OCHP in your EPA? Will the
OCHP continue to report directly to you? The Office has been without a permanent director
since March 2002, and substantial new responsibilities have been placed in it without
commensurate increases in staff and resources. How will you address these problems?

Response:       ,,
! agree that EPA needs to take a leadership role to protect children from environmental
hazards. / am not familiar with the responsibilities of the office you mention or the
particular situation with its director or staff resources./f confirmed, / look forward to
learning more about this office and its efforts to protect children’s health.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hannegan, Bryan J.
Tuesday, October 07, 2003 11:18 AM
Fitter, E. Holly
Fiddelke, Debbie S.; Cooney, Phil; Towcimak, Natalie
Re: LRM 196 - CCSP response to NRC recommendations

Minor comments.’ See attached.

Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

bh edits re CCSP
response to N...

....Original Message .....
From: Towdmak, Natalie
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2003 4:54 PM
To; Cooney, Phil; Hannegan, Bryan .1.
Cc: Fiddelke, Debbie S.
Subject; FW: DO(2 Draft Response on How the CCSP Strategic Plan Addressed NRC Rept Recommendations

I assume you will coordinate comments? Due Tuesday 10/7 by 10:00 am.
Thanks-Nat

..... Odginal Message .....
From: Rtter, E. Holly
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2003 4:28 PM
To: Wuchte, Edn; Lyon, Randolph M.; Radzanowski, David P.; Neyland, Kevin F.; Fairweather, Robert S.; ]~rwin, ,1anet E.; Erbach,

Adrienne C.; Mertens, Richard A.; Reilly, Thomas; Kulikowsld, ,1ames M.; Foster, Gillian ,1.; Smith, Bryan R.; Mertens, Steven
M.; Lobrano, Lauren C.; Peacock,. Marcus; Rossrnan, Elizabeth L; Newstead, .Jennifer G.; Nec Lrrn; Cea Lrrn; .]oseffer, Daryl L.;
Kaminsld, Amy; Rothenberg, .jason; Ceq Lrm; dodlrs@osdgc.osd.mil; energy.gcTl@hq.doe.gov; epalrm@epamail.epa.gov;
CLRN@doc.gov; Irm@hhs.gov; od@ios.doi.gov; usdaobpaleg@obpa.usda.gov; Irm@nsf.gov; NASA_LRM@hq.nasa.gov; state-
Irm@state.gov; dot.legislation@ost.dot.gov; G¢.OMB@usaid.gov; Ostp Lrm; Olsen, Kathle L.; justice.lrm@usdoj.gov; Cooney,
Phil; willdnsc@ogr.si.edu

Co:
Subject:

.]ukes, .]ames .].; Bumim, 3ohn D.
DOC Draft Response on How the CCSP Strategic Plan Addressed NRC Rept Recommendations

Attached is the incoming request, the DOC cover letter, and an enclosure containing the resp.onses to the NRC Report
recommendations.

Please provide any comments by 10:00 Tuesday 10/7. Thanks.

- ccspenclosure.wpd << File: ccspenclosure.wpd >>
- ccspincoming.TIF << File: ccspincoming.TIF >>
- ¢_cspoutgoing.wpd << File: ccspoutgoing.wpd >>

LRM ID: EHF196
0042S4

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Climate Change Science Program
Rep. Ehlers CEQ 005390



Wednesday, October 1, 2003

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below
FROM: John D. Burnim (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
OMB CONTACT: E. Holly Fitter

E-Mail: E._Holly_Fitter @ omb.eop.gov
PHONE: (202)395-3233 FAX: (202)395-5691

SUBJECT: COMMERCE Letter on How CCSP Strategic Plan Addresses NRC Report Recommendations

DEADLINE:             10:00 AM Tuesday, October 7, 2003
In accordance with OMB Circular A-19, OMB requests the views of your agency on the above subject before advising
on its relationship to the program of the President. Please advise us if this item will affect direct spending or receipts.

COMMENTS:

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Debbie S. Fiddelke - (202) 456-3908
029-DEFENSE - Vic Bernson - (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY- AI Beer- (202) 586-4312
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Edward Krenik - (202) 564-5200
025-COMMERCE - Michael A. Levitt - (202) 482-3151
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra S. Wallace - (202) 690-7773
059-INTERIOR o Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
007.-AGRICULTURE -Jacquelyn Chandler - (202) 720-1272
084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Charles T. Homer III - (202) 358-1948
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687
008-US Agency for International Development- Jan W. Miller- (202)712-4174
109-Smithsonian Institution - Nell Payne- (202) 357-2962
095-Office of Science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202) 456-6037
JUSTICE
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Message Page 1 of 1

Hannegan, B~an J.

From: Hurst, Kevin D.

Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2003 5:20 PM

To: Hurst, Kevin D.; O’Donovan, Kevin M.; ’Sell, Clay’; ’Cooney, Phil’; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Sandoli,
Robert; McDonald, Christine A.; ’david.conover@hq.doe.gov’; Halpem, David; Russell, Richard M.;
Hays, Sharon L.; O’Brien, Maureen R.

Cc: Eubanks, Miriam R.

Subject: CCTP strategy group

We would like to hold a 30-min conference call on Thursday to follow up on our meeting yesterday. Please let me
know which of the following times would work for you on Thursday (Oct. 9): 9:30am, 11:00 am, 1:00 pm, or
suggest an alternative if none of those work.

Thanks,
Kevin

.....Original Message .....
From: Hurst, Kevin D.
Sent: Thursday, October 02, 2003 5:41 PM
To; O’Donovan, Kevin M.; Sell, Clay; Cooney, Phil; Hannegan, Bryan .1.; Sandoli, Robert; McDonald,
Christine A.; ’david.conover@hq.doe.gov’; Halpern, David; Russell, Richard M.; Hays, Sharon L.; O’Brien,
Maureen R.
Cc: Eubanks, Miriam R.; Olsen, Kathie L.; Hurst, Kevin D.
Subject: Climate Change Technology - strategy mtg Mon 2:30

OSTP is located at 1801 Pennsylvania, NW corner of 18th and H St., on the 5th floor.

Climate Change Technology Program
RePOrt

1
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Coone~/, Phil

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Hadan Watson (~)L"~)~
Wednesday, O( 2003 9:41
tallyt@state.gov; re~nyderda@state.gov; turekianvc@st~te.gov; Cooney, Phil; Peel, Kenneth
k.
Fwd: FW: Illarionov

FW: Illadonov

Note: forwarded message attached.

Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - With improved product search http://shopping.yahoo.com
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

All -

Farrell, Amy L.
Wednesday, October 08, 2003 10:09 AM
Adele Morris (E-mail); Dobridge, Christine L.; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Gayer, Ted
Nickerson, William; Mark.FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe.gov; Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov
1605b Issues

Thanks,
Amy

Version 10
issues.doc (28 KB)

- Version 10 issues.doc

1605(b) General
Guidelines vl0...

Greenhouse Efefcts/1605(b)
General Guidelines Review and Roll-Out CEQ 005397
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Hannegan, Bryan J.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Ahsha Tribble [ahshadc@yahoo.com]

Wednesday, October 08, 2003 10:28 PM

Hannegan, Bryan J.
Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov

Subject: Ehler’s Comments

to

Thank you,
Ahsha

Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search

10/9/2003
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~Jessage                                                                         Page 1 of 1

Cooney, Phil

From: Peel, Kenneth L.
Sent: Wednesday, October 08, 2003 10:47 AM

To: Cooney, Phil
Subject: text of Illadonov’s press briefing

clean version

10/8/2003
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TITLE PRESS CONFERENCE WITH PRESIDENTIAL ECONOMIC ADVISER ANDREI ILLARIONOV
[ALEXANDER HOUSE, 14:12, OCTOBER 3, 2003]
DATE Friday, October 3, 2003

TEXT

Moderator: Good day, ladies and gentlemen. Today we -- by we I mean the
Krgmlin.org network -- are holding a press conference with A!Idrei
Nikolayevich Illarionov, an economic adviser to the President. The topic of
our press conference is "Russia and the Kyoto Protocol: What Is to Be Done?"

This question interests us very much because, and I am afraid I will express
almost everybody’s view, everything we read about this, that has been said or
written by supporters and opponents, and especially by supporters, because
with opponents everything is simply they only have to maintain the status
quo, so all this offers very vague arguments.

Usually we are offered different explanations of why we should sign the Kyoto
Protocol. And all these explanations are so enticing, one can’t help asking
why there are so many of them. Just yesterday a very. respected person who
works in a very respected energy company tried to explain to me why it was so
important for Russia to join the Kyoto Protocol, that it was an international
club of very important countries. Is it a club, is it a way to save mankind,
or is it a way for Russia to earn? What it is? I hope we will find this out
today.

Illarionov: Thank you, Gleb Olegovich for your introduction. Before we start
talking about the content of our meeting, I would like to make a few
introductory remarks. First of all, as it turned out, the topic of the Kyoto
Protocol, the topic of ratification by Russia of the Kyoto Protocol or the
topic of non,ratification of the Kyoto Protocol or the topic of postponement
by Russia of the Kyoto Protocol ratification has become so politicized lately
that frankly speaking I can’t think of any other topic recently that would
havestirred such intensive and emotional debates.

Just two days ago I was at one of the press conferences devoted to the
ratification of the protocol and I witnessed so much emotion on the part of
the people who attended that I hadn’t seen since the end of the 1980s or at
least since October 1993. It’s not quite usual for such a calm l~fe,
political and economic and intellectual, we have had over the last few years.
Relatively calm, of course, at least compared to the emotions that I could
see several days ago.

So my first wish in our meeting today is that this meeting should not have a
nature of political statements. We do not pursue any goals here. The only
task we are facing is to have a calm and balanced discussion of problems that
are confronting the country, the choice that has been offered to the country,
the choice that has been the subject of very intensive intellectual and
political fighting. Despite all this, I will try to have as calm and balanced
a discussion .as possible in order to try to figure out what is happening.

Just a few very gener~l words about the Kyoto Protocol, although I am sure
the people in this room know this. The Kyoto Protocol was prepared and signed
in December 1997 in the city of Kyoto. This is why it is called the Kyoto
Protocol. I have here this small book called "The Kyoto Protocol: the
Convention on Climate Change." The Convention on Climate Change was adopted
by the United Nations.

But it is not the convention that is a legally binding document but the Kyoto
Protocol. The essence of the protocol is that -- of course, it’s a legal
document that is based on a certain theory, on a certain concept.
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According to this concept, the global climate warming that has been happening
over the last few decades and maybe even centuries is caused primarily, if
not entirely, by human activities, mainly by industrial and agricultural
activities, as a result of which a considerable amount of carbon dioxide is
discharged .into the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide accumulates in the atmosphere
and increases the greenhouse effect that has always existed or at least it
has existed for the last several hundred million years, but carbon dioxide
has increased this effect. As a result, the temperature rises, the climate
changes. This leads to serious cataclysms, both short-lived and long-lasting,
such as the melting of snow, ice, the rise of the Ocean, severe draughts in
one place and devastating floods in another place, and so on.

In order to prevent such scenarios, it was proposed to restrict the discharge
of carbon dioxide obtained through human activities. Certain quotas were
introduced for countries that are members of the so-called Appendix 1 to the
Convention on Climate Change. Here is the text of the Convention both in
English and Russian. And there is Annex 1 that lists these countries. As a
result of different negotiations, these countries arrived at a decision that,
using the year 1990as the basis, the emission of carbon dioxide and several
other gases that are called greenhouse gases and that account for a
relatively small share of all greenhouse gases, including methane, lower
nitrogen oxide, should be reduced for about 5 percent for all Kyoto Protoco!
member-states as a whole. These quotas differed for other members of Appendix
i.

The European community countries and the European community as a whole
decided to r~duce greenhouse emissions by 8 percent. Japan, if I am not
mistaken, decided to reduce them by 6 percent, Russia by about I00 percent of
the 1990 level, Iceland by 101 percent, Australia by II0 percent. That is,
the quota for each country was negotiated separately. This list included most
but not all industrialized countries and several, but not all, countries that
used to be called and are still called economies in transition. The
overwhelming majority of countries in the world are not parties to Appendix 1
and therefore they have not undertaken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions or
to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.

In accordance with the provisions of the protocol, the protocol may enter
into force only after it has been signed by not less than 55 countries that
are jointly responsible for the emission of not less than 55 percent of
greenhouse gases, the countries that are included in Appendix I. Such a
provision can be found in many international documents. By now if the
information is correct that I have received on September 29, naturally the
protocol was signed or rather was opened for signature in 1998, it was signed
in 1997 and it was opened for ratification in 1998.

Since then, I think on ’September 29, the treaty was ratified by 105 states
and it follows from this that not all countries have ratified the instrument
and correspondingly, out of those have ratified the agreement, there are
countries that assume certain commitments to restrict and limit the emissions
of carbon dioxide, there are also countries that do not pledge themselves to
such restrictions and which remain without any restriction, without any
ceilings. They can increase their emission of hothouse gases in whatever way
they please to.

Now about ten countries or maybe more have yet to ratify the agreement. 2.5
years ago, in March 2001, the United States through the lips of President
Bush declared that the United States would not ratify the protocol and they
go out of it. A little later a similar statement was released by the
government of Australia. And considering that the share of the United States
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in the aggregate emission of hothouse gases according to data of 1990 was
quite substantial, over 3.6 percent, then correspondingly, the US exit from
the protocol put the entire construction into question -- can the agreement
take effect?

A situation developed as a result of which the protocol could take effect
only if, considering the countries that have already ratified and those who
have not ratified and quit it, the agreement may enter into force, rather the
protocol may enter into force only when it is ratified by Russia. And only
Russia and no other country --even if all other countries which would like to
ratify the protocol have done it, but it is not done by Russia, then under
this document the agreement may not be able to enter into force.

The fact that Russia from March 2001 has found itself in such a role, the
role of the keeper of the key to the Kyoto Protocol, in the past 2.5 years a
big part of the discussion devoted to the Kyoto Protoco! has this way or the
other been related to Russia. Will Russia ratify the agreement? Won’t Russia
ratify the agreement? When will it ratify? And so on.

Considering that the discussion about the Kyoto Protocol and its ratification
was extremely acute, was acute between, on the one hand, the Europeans,
Japanese and Canadians and, on the other, the united States, as a result of
that discussion which among other things was happening in thecity of Genoa
at the meeting of the heads of state of the Eight in June 2001, the Russian
President Putin who was present at that meeting submitted a proposal after
two hours of intensive discussion on these issues when the parties were
exchanging opinions about the pluses and minuses, the pros and cons of
ratifying the protocol -- after that Vladimir Putin made a proposal to try to
resolve the outstanding issues that existed at a special conference, a world
conference on climate change.

The proposal was supported by all the participants of the Eight and this
position was registered in the final dotument. And now 2.5 years later, in
September this year, there began in Moscow and is now into its fifth day to
be closed today -- the world conference on climate change. Without Articles
of Association doubt it is quite an outstanding phenomenon. It is just a
third world conference on climate change. The previous ones were held as
follows: the first one took place 24 years ago, the second - 13 years ago and
now the third. And it is naturally the first that the conference is being
held in Moscow.

Also for the first time~ and also on a proposal of our President, the
conference is attended not only by scientists but also by officials from
governments, statesmen, businessmen, representatives of informal or
nongovernmental entities. This was done on purpose, so that everybody has the
opportunity to hear out any viewpoints and that everybody would have an
opportunity to express one’s own point of view to see which position is
considered to be the most reasonable.

So, in the course of five days such a conference is happening and today it is
being completed. As you know, on Monday, at the opening of the conference our
President addressed the conference and although the conference is devoted to
questions of climate change, this topic is much more broader than the topic
of the Kyoto Protocol, nevertheless, as was to be expected, but not to that
extent, very many among the conference participants for some reason waited
for the opening statement of the President to announce that Russia will
ratify the Kyoto Protocol or this has already been done or is being done,
something like that.
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As you know, the President decided not to do this. He did not do it and he
said a different thing. He said that we are being urged to ratify the Kyoto
Protocol and it is already not the first day they do it and they insistently
urge us to do it, we are hearing the arguments in favor of ratifying the
Kyoto Protocol. We also hear other arguments. We would like to attentively
analyze all information. The Russian government is engaged in analyzing the
protocol and the possible consequences of the ratification. And when the
analysis is completed, then the decision will be taken in accordance with
Russia’s national interests.

One must say that among a part of the participants in the conference the
statement caused a sense of regret, to put it mildly, and several delegates
intervened in the sense that a magnificent opportunity was lost to ratify the
Kyoto Protocol. Why wasn’t the opportunity used? To tell you honestly, this
is a somewhat strange approach.

It is necessary to make such a preface because I think over the past two
months our mass media and in the public area there was an intensive and
heated discussion of the question related to ratifying the Kyoto Protocol.

I would also like to make my small contribution to this discussion and to
formulate several questions and several positions which in my opinion
represent a broad public interest. I will say more: two days ago, at the same
world conference on climate change I had been given the floor and I
intervened and some of these questions were asked there. Ten questions were
asked concerning the scientific foundation of the Kyoto Protocol.

Colleagues from the international panel of experts on climate change -- the
English abbreviation is IPCC -- well known to specialists, got together and
jointly they drafted answers to those ten questions and this morning one of
the IPCC leaders, Professor Bolen (sp.--FNS) from Sweden acquainted the
participants of the conference with answers to those ten questions.

I just want to show you a book. It’s a sort of a synthesis report that was
prepared by the Intergovernmental Panel on climate Change, Which is the
intergovernmental group of experts on climate change. The book summarizes the

.main conclusions on climate change made by scientists. The research makes
three volumes of special studies. This is just a brief overview. And there is
a special chapter for those who do not understand complex calculations, that
is for those who make political decisions. It explains why the problem of
global warming exists, what role human activities play in this process. And I
would say it makes an attempt to provide a scientific basis for the Kyoto
Protocol.

Professor Bolen (sp.?) is one of the leaders in this team of authors, he also
spoke and gave answers to these questions. I can tell you that unfortunately
none of the formulated questions was answered.-One of the reasons for that
may be that there was not enough time and there was not enough information at
hand. However the questions that were formulated were not raised yesterday.
They have been on the agenda for at least the last 20 years at all such
conferences, meetings and seminars of climate scientists and economists who
discussed global warming and the role of human activities in this warming and
climate changes~

The fact that there are no answers to these questions does not mean that
these questions wili not be answered tomorrow or the day after tomorrow.

We hope, and we reached such an agreement, that our honorable colleagues will
try to prepare appropriate answers and make them known not only to us but to
the world and the international scientific community to make this knowledge
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public domain so that everyone could study and analyze it and make his own
conclusions.

What I am going to offer you after suc~ a long introduction is only part of
the questions that were formulated one more time in the last 20 years two
days ago, some of the questions and observations that were formulated today,
and some additional information. In order to draw a picture, and I think that
climate experts will find it extremely simplified, and they may be true, but
for those who do not deal with climate changes every day, it will give them a
rough idea of how the mechanism of climate changes works.

In the last several years when the attention of the people was riveted mainly
to the human impact on climate, but the problem, of climate changes is much
broader and much bigger. Roughly speaking, if we focus on climate changes, by
which we mean the change of temperature and mainly precipitation, we can
single out a group of factors that affect climate and that can be divided
into two big groups. These are natural factors, of which the most important
are solar radiation and changes in solar radiation, the reflecting ability of
the surface of Earth, for which there is this serious scientific word albedo
and which changes depending on the nature of the surface, whether it is
covered with woods or it is ploughland, or it is barren rocks , ice or ocean.

Each of these surfaces has its own reflecting capability. The change of the
surface changes the reflecting ability, the albedo, and therefore the amotunt
of solar radiation that Earth received from the Sun and then reflects back
into the outer space. ;tud the third, very important, element is the
concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, which serves as a cushion
that causes the greenhouse effect. There are several sources of carbon
dioxide emissions. Carbon dioxide is generated by Earth’s mantle regularly
and constantly. This is the main source. Carbon dioxide is discharged by
volcanoes and oceans. Carbon dioxide is produced by decomposing organic
substances and by animals when they breathe. People also contribute to the
concentration of carbon dioxide especially by burning fossil fuel for the
generation of electricity and heat, and in industry. Cement production
produces a lot of carbon dioxide. And of course, carbon dioxide is produced
by breathing. So, these are human factors. All these factors cause climate
changes. Climate changes affect the lithosphere, the cryosphere, the
atmosphere, .the hydrosphere and the biosphere and everything that is called
human society: economy, social rel~tlons, politics. There is a well-known
example when riots, revolutions, uprisings occurred in lean years, people
died and so on.

There is a lot to discuss, and very much has been written about this. In the
discussion on the Kyoto Protocol, -- the Kyoto Protocol addresses only one
group of factors that are called human factors. It does not deal with the
breathing of people yet but it deals with restrictions on the emission of
carbon dioxide generated by burning of fossil fuel and industrial activities,
and how this affects the climate. It is a general approach. The impact of
other factors is left outside, on the periphery. And I think it shouldn’t be
because the study of relevant literature showed that the share of carbon
dioxide emissions caused by human activities in the overall carbon dioxide
emission caused by both natural and human factors is growing and reached 8
percent at the end of the 20th century. In other words, this means that if we
take a step back, we will see that these two factors account for 8 percent.
Carbon dioxide emissions caused by natural factors make up 92 percent of the
total. But these are not addressed by the Kyoto Protocol. But natural factors
also play a role in this process -- among these three key factors: solar
radiation, the reflecting ability of Earth, or albedo, and -- so, if we try
to build a climate model and assign a certain share to a certain factor,
human factors should get their share. Bit they cannot account for more than 8
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percent. They will be actually smaller than that because each of these
factors has its share. You may ask me, what are the shares of other factors?
I addressed this question many times to climate scientists, and different
people gave me different answers. This is a subject of a broad discussion.
But I did not get a single answer although such an answer, probably exists.

But I would like to draw your attention to the following. At least we must
have in mind that although the emission of carbon dioxide of antropogenic
nature exists, and is growing, it indeed increases the concentration of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and its contribution is roughly like this.

Further on, we area passing over to the basic essence of the concept, the
theory under which the temperature in the recent period, especially falling
on the 20th century, I mean the rise in temperature, cannot be explained by
anything else except man-made activities. Strictly speaking, this is the
basis of the theory and all these data are taken from this book and there are
indications as to where the data were taken.

Like any person who looks at this picture, one immediately gets to ask
several questions: these changes in the temperature or even the basic changes
on the planet, and mind you, in Northern Hemisphere -- it is not coincidental
that here we have the Northern Hemisphere and if we trace here such a trend,
more or less constant, here we will get a big growth.

If we take a look at data on the Northern and the Southern hemispheres, we
don’t get such a picture, and there is also a trend of rising temperature,
but it is much less expressed. If you take a look at the data about the trend
of temperature of the ocean that have been obtained in recent time, the trend
shows a strictly horizontal straight line, there is not even a hint of an
increase. If one analyzes data on temperature measurements in the near-Earth
atmosphere at the level of 1.5-2 kilometers -.received from satellites --
they indicate a weak tendency toward lower temperature.

Now we kind of leave this side with different measurements, and we take only
one part -- the part used in this report -- a certain increase in temperature
in Northern Hemisphere. But if it is there, then the question arises: so they
say this is connected with human activity. Then naturally, this question
arises: the other temperature fluctuations over the past thousand years have
also been connected with anthropogenic activity the bulk of which is the
burning of organic fuel -- meaning coal, oil, gas and so on. And we have
discovered quite a number of examples over the past thousand years which, by
the angle inclination and by scale are comparable with the period we had in
the 20th century. But honestly, it is quite difficult to say how the active
anthropogenic activity of burning organic fuel was noted.

Moreover, it is not difficult to see that after a period of higher
temperature there were observed quite notable sharp reductions in
temperature. It was apparently assumed that at that period the anthropogenic
factory ceased to operate and then for 30, 40, 50 and sometimes even I00
years mankind ceased to burn organic fuel.

This is obviously causing very big doubts, I mean such an interpretation, and
this interpretation gets more profound if another graph is super imposed on
this one, taken again from that book. It is shown by dots here.

It is a graph showing concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
obtained with different methods also over the past 1,000 years, so when the
graphs are examined separately and incidentally they are given in this and in
other books, then the question of the extent to which they match each other
just does not arise.
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If however, one still tries to super impose one graph on the other, then
naturally the question arises as to what extent these two graphs are
correlated. To what extent it is possible to say that the changes of this
indicator are to some extent the functions of the change of this factor.

Anyone who engaged in correlations or regression analysis, even in their
simplest form, will naturally express some minor doubts about whether it is
possible to draw such a conclusion. Naturally, quite a number of scientists
in climatology are also expressing doubts over the possibility of this kind
of interpretation of the data.

We can take a shorter period -- 140 years. This is how this was done in this
book which also says that over the past hundred years, namely during the 20th
century, the temperature on the planet increased by 0.6 degrees and then it
is added in brackets -- plus- minus 0.2 degrees. Considering that the
accuracy of measurement may change. And they say that 0.6 degrees rise in
temperature in a hundred years is so colossal, so dramatic that there can be
only one explanation -- the impact of anthropogenic activity, the impact of
carbon dioxide which is man-made. If you take this period of the 20th
century and try to analyze it not from 1990 to 2000 but try to divide it into
three sections that differ by their trends. Actually we can do it a little
later. And let us put on this graph the same line of concentration of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere and let us take a look at the extent to which these
lines correlate with one another and what can one say about the strength of
such a statistical link.

An additional problem is one that is shown here in the appearance of a trend
line, indicated in blue here. The fact is that in this book there are no data
on carbon dioxide concentrations over the past 20 years -- from 1980 to 2000.
Instead of such dots that indicate the actual observations, instead of the
dots there is the traced line of the trend, relying on about the last 10-12
points and it plays a role sort of representing the existing observations of
the concentrations of carbon-dioxide in the atmosphere.

This question appears to be all the more strange because on all other gases,
methane, nitrogen-oxide, there are some detailed actual data of observations
over the past 20 years. However, for some reason there are no data concerning
carbon dioxide. All participants in these discussions, the authors of the
report asset that there are such data and in general it is hard to imagine
that such data do not exist. But for some reason the data were not included
in the book and instead of the data by traced the a line of the trend, a
straight line of the trend, thanks to which it is possible to say that at
this section between the end of the 1960s and the end of 1970s and 1980s
there exists a certain likeness between this trend line and the temperature
line.

However, there is no confidence that everything has been accurately done from
the viewpoint of science and many scientists asked questions. Finally, we
can take the same graph make out trends by individual sections of the 20th
century. Let us take the section of 1970s; from mid-1970s to 2000; from the
mid-1940s to the mid-1970s and say from the 1910s of the 20th century to the
middle of the 1940s.

It is not hard to see that in principle these three lines of the trend
reflect three different types of behavior, or three different characters and
if on this same graph we super impose a graph of the emission of
anthropogenic carbon-dioxide, then the question of how much these lines
correlate emerges with special acuity.
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While up to this period of time -- from the mid-1970s to 2000 -- it was
possible speak about some link between the emission of anthropogenic carbon-
dioxide with a rise in temperature; here there seems to be a certain
similarity observed although one cannot say whether there is a link or not,
if there is a cause-effect connection or not. At least we can’t say what
causes what.

As for the period from the middle of the 1940s to the middle of the 1970s, it
remains a big mystez-y because anyone who knows the history of mankind since
the middle of the 20th century knows that it was a period, that it was a
golden period, a golden era of economic growth, when the highest rate of
economic growth was achieved by most countries and it was a period of the
highest economic growth of the world economy, it was an era of cheap oil,
when oil, coal and gas were extracted and burned at an incredible rate.
During these 30 years the extraction and consu,~tion of oil increased six-
fold. And we can only imagine how much carbon dioxide emissions increased.

But what is happening to the atmosphere? The temperature of the atmosphere is
not rising. Moreover, there is a clear trend, which has been around for 30
years, and over these 30 years the temperature at the surface of Earth
dropped by 0.2 degrees, which is quite a lot. Therefore, not for a year or
two, but for 30 years diametrically opposite tendencies developed: carbon
dioxide emissions caused by human factors continued to increase considerably,
as we can see on this curve, and at the same time the climate was cooling off
and the temperature was decreasing. How can this be explained? No
explanations have been produced in the last 20 years in any discussion or at
the latest conference.

And finally, this period. We see a rather considerable increase in
temperature that is comparabl~ in terms of speed and angle of inclination
w~th what we have been seeing in the last 25 years. At the same time, in the
period from 1913 to 1944-1945, a period when two world wars, the Great
Depression, several global economic crises occurred, a period when the
biggest portion of the world economy was stagnating, carbon dioxide emissions
caused by human factors increased very slowly. At the same time, now the
temperature is growing as fast as it did in the last 25 years. How can it be
explained that carbon dioxide emissions grow rapidly in the period of slow
economic development and economic stagnation, and decrease in the period of
rapid economic development and growth? Unfortunately, we have so far nbt got
any answer to this question.

And this raises several more questions. For example, climatology has come up
with a rather decent connection between volcano activities and the
concentration of carbon dioxide. It’s quite decent for our level of knowledge
and for our limited scope of knowledge and measurements. In fact, when
volcanoes erupt, they discharge a large amount of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere, its concentration increases, and this results in an increase in
the temperature of the air. These curves are based on data covering a period
of more than I00 million years. It’s a rather long period of monitoring. It’s
not 20 or 25 years, as we saw in the previous charts. ~ind here, too, we see a
rough semblance. There is a nun~ber of studies that show that volcanoes are
one of the main source of carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere.

However, this factor was not included in the climate model that was
represented here. As a result, one of the most important factors, which has
been recognized by all climatologists, was not incorporated into the model
which provides the basis for the Kyot0 Protocol. The question is why?
Unfortunately, no answer was given to this question either.
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Now, there are even more interesting factors. For example, this chart
represents changes in temperature at the surface of Earth over a rather long
period of time. Not millions of years but for more than 400,000 years. What
is so good about this period of time? It is good because it is a period of
time when people were already around. According to the latest studies, people
appeared about four million years ago, at least the first signs of human
presence date back to that time, and 400,000 years ago people existed in
large groups, and there already began to appear the first signs of human
society. By the end of this period the first protohuman societies came into
existence.

So, what do we see here? We see that temperature changed considerably during
this period from the peak of minus 8 and minus i0 and even minus 12 degrees,
the relative average for the period, to plus 2 and plus 3. In other words,
the fluctuation amounted to 12- 15 degrees. Over what period did this occur?
It’s a period of about 1,000 years. If we extrapolate these numbers into our
times, we will see that -- the amplitude of fluctuations shows that they by
far exceed the fluctuations we have seen in recent years. As far as the rate
of temperature increase or decrease is concerned, they considerably -- they
certainly don’t differ from what has been happening in recent years.
Moreover, the climate has never been constant either and will never be
constant. It changes all the time.

It is obvious that during this period of time fossil fuel was not burnt in
more or less considerable amounts. And this means that these fluctuations
were caused by other factors that are not related to human activities. The
question is what are these factors? And if there are any cycles, whether they
are connected with solar radiation or something else, it is necessary to
understand which factors affect the situation and why, and can’t they be
included in the model. Unfortunately, this book, The Climate Model, on which
the Kyoto Protocol is based, does not include these factors either.

And the last thing. It is necessary to say that at the moment we are in the
upward part of this curve. This may to some extent explain why the
temperature on the planet is rather high or is said to be rather high. And
yet, the temperature is lower than the peaks-registered in the previous era.
It needs to be said that people already existed during this entire period,
they survived at high temperatures and they surely survived at the
temperatures that are marked here as peaks. This is interesting information.
for discussion on whether humankind will be able to survive an increase in
temperature by one degree or several degrees.

We gradually reducethe period. At first we had I00 million years, then we
reduced it to 400,000 years, and now let’s see what happened in the last
5,000 years. This point here represents the year 2000 A.D. And this point
here is the year 3000 B.C. It’s easy to see that the current increase in
temperature, it is marked here, does not really differ much from increases
that occurred around 800th or 900th years A.D., or 200th and 100th years
B.C., around the year 1300 B.C. It’s easy to see that these peaks were much
higher than the ones we have now. And this is a period when people not just
existed but when rather developed human societies existed.

Suffice it to say that this is a period when the Ancient World had reached
its highest point. Everything we know about that period happened then, when
the temperature of air at the surface of Earth was higher than it is now.

Reports say that grapes were harvested in England in ancient times, and then
around 800th or 900th years B.C. when Eric the Red discovered Greenland, it
was all green and that is why it was called that way and there is nothing of
this kind today.
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This is fertile ground for reflections, food for thought. And the question
is: what factors, evidently no longer anthropogenic in nature because in this
time nothing was observed similar to what is emitted by mankind into the
atmosphere today. Nevertheless, the temperature was much higher.

These questions were also perennially put, but so far there are no answers.
Further on, there emerge a number of questions related to a not so. distant
history or rather the current history: it is what is happening today or maybe
over the past 40 years. These are data of the World Bank and we see that in
absolute volume the emission of carbon dioxide at least from the middle of
the 1990s is stabilizing and probably shows a weak tendency toward reduction.
Now it is difficult to say but at least the date related to highly developed
countries or countries of average development -- register a weak indication
of reduction.

If we take a look at the indicator of the emission of carbon dioxide per
capita we will see that on the whole in the world the indicator has
stabilized roughly from the middle of the 1970s. In highly developed
countries it begins to diminish from the mid-1990s. I beg your pardon, I find
it a little difficult to speak ... In the weakly- and average-developed
countries the tendency also indicates a certain reduction.

If one talks about the specific "load" of carbon dioxide per one dollar GDP
produced, at least over th~ entire period of observation for which there are
the appropriate rows of statistical data based on the information of the
World Bank, one observes a sufficiently sustainable tendency of reduced
emission of carbon dioxide for the entire world economy. And even steeper
tendency is for highly developed countries.

As regards the weak- and average- developed countries, there was a rising
tendency which continued roughly from the middle of the 1980s, and from the
mid-1980s the tendency attested already to a drop.

We then pass over directly to the document for which we have gathered here,
namely the Kyoto Protocol. it transpires that the document is not universal,
it does not embrace all the countries of the world, it imposes no
restrictions On the emission of carbon dioxide for all countries of the
world. And we see how a change occurred between the two groups of countries.
The countries of Am_nex I, which undertook the commitments and ratified the
agreement, took the commitment and abide by them, and the rest of the world.

In 1990s the countries of Annex 1 produced 7.5 billion tons of carbon dioxide
while the rest of the world -- 12.8. In 1999 the Am_nex 1 countries produced
less carbon dioxide and indeed they are doing some work to reduce the
discharges of carbon dioxide while other countries, not committed to the
obligations of the Kyoto Protocol, are increasing it. As a result the gap
between those who undertook the commitment and those who did not take
commitments, has notably increased.

This can be seen, among other things, also on the graph here that shows the
specific weight in emission of carbon dioxide of Annex 1 countries in the
world emission. In 1968 those countries were responsible roughly for half of
the world emission of carbon dioxide; in 1990 -- on the order of 37 percent;
and finally, in late 1990s it was slightly less than 31 percent of the world
emission of gas -- this is if you count it with Russia; and if you count it
without Russia then the indicators will be slightly lower, of the order of 24
percent at the present time.
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It is clear that this has nothing in common with 55 percent and naturally the
question arises to what extent such a protocol and such international law can
be effective in attaining even the goals that were proclaimed. If countries
which are responsible only for less than one-third of world emission do
everything possible and e~en impossible to cut on the emission, while the
countries responsible for 70 percent of discharges will not do it and will
continue to increase the emission, it is not hard to see that in this case
the goals of the Kyoto Protocol in principle cannot be attained because these
co%~ntries are not bound by anything and one must say that they do not intend
to be bound by these restrictions.

The next question that was also actively discussed -- related to the price of
the activities in order to meet the den~%nds stemming from the Kyoto Protocol
at later stages of development -- for the economies of different countries of
the world and for the entire world economy. This graph is somewhat
complicated but I will try to explain it. You can see here slightly pale
posts -- this is the cumulative emission of carbon dioxide between the years
1990 and 2100, which means for Ii0 years. On condition that the carbon
dioxide concentration in the first case will not exceed 450 ppm -- meaning
450 particles per one million in a molecule, or molecule per million
molecules of atmospheric air. Here it is 550 ppm, which means 550 particles
of carbon dioxide per million of molecules of atmospheric air,
correspondingly 650 ppm and 750 ppm.

And here we have different variants of reducing the emission, different
variants of tech!lological decision. ~_nd I would like to draw your attention
not so much to that vertical a~xis indicating m~uximum volumes of carbon
dioxide emission, measured in gigatons of carbon and more for that vertical
axis which contains the indication of the price of activities, measured in
trillions -- and for those who might make mistakes with zeros, we have a
"crutch" --. ten to the power of 12 -- dollars in prices of 1990.

If we take a look at this scale, we will see that this variant is near the
figure of 1,800 which means one quadrillion 800 trillions of dollars in 1990
prices. For those who deal with such figures not quite regularly, I will
simply give you one figure for comparison. The figure is the world gross
domestic product of 2002, i.e., of last year measured in 1990 prices. The
whole world, including the US, China, Germany, Japan -- generally the Whole
world, all those six billion odd people produced the GDP worth 32 trillion
dollars per year. This is to say that if we put this post here, it would be a
very small post. This is what produced by the entire world economy during the
year. ~!~d here -- marked with a pole --is the spending to take measures under
the Kyoto Protocol on this particular project with these conditions. Of
course, with other conditions and on o~her variants, the expenditure may be
even less. But even in the most conservative estimate, it is a figure on the
order of I00 trillion dollars. This is to say that it is three times more
than the current world gross domesticproduct. Each can make a conclusion as
to whether or not such activities are expensive or cheap and to what extent
such measures are practicable and realistic.

There is one more aspect which as a rule is not discussed intensively because
it is regarded not to be quite decent to discuss. And not all of us engage in
the studies of climate and we don’t have any restraining factors and we can
engage in discussing this part which may be regarded as not quite correct in
political~ terms. And this part is called Emission of Carbon Dioxide -- it is

¯ an inevitable product of civilization at the current stage of development. We
wil! not say that carbon dioxide is a product of human life. But it we stop
producing carbon dioxide, we will simply cease to exist. But the present
economic civilization is based on hydrocarbons. Like it or not, effective or
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ineffective, but humankind burned and is burning wood, coal, oil, gas, fossil
fuel, people are generating energy which they use in their life.

This chart here shows a connection between average annual increase in carbon
dioxide emissions in the last 40 years and the average annual increase in GDP
over the same period. It’s easy to see that there is a rather high
correlation between the two in about 150 countries. It’s easy to see that all
countries that had high economic growth rates are in the right-hand upper
corner of the chart. This means that these countries had rather large average

emissions of carbon dioxides. At the same time, the countries that had no
increase in carbon dioxide emissions during this period had either low or
negative economic growth rates. Since our country has been busy the last six
months discussing how to double GDP, we couldn’t help looking at this picture
from this point of view.

If we are to double GDP within the next I0 years, this will require an
average economic growth rate of 7.2 percent. It’s a horizontal line here. We
see the first point on this line or above it, draw a vertical line through
this point and this tells us that these countries that had sufficient
economic growth rates for doubling GDP within I0 years or even higher rates,
these countries increased their carbon dioxide emissions by 7 percent or even
more every year. No country in the world can double its GDP with a lower
increase in carbon dioxide emissions or with no increase at all.

If we apply to this picture the requirements that the Kyoto Protocol applies
to Russia, we will see the following: since the Kyoto Protocol says that the
1990s levels may not be changed, in other words, it.sets the limit, we may
actually say the zero point -- w~ use this zero point to draw a vertical line
until it meets the last point here and continue it to the left toward axis Y.
And this leads us to the point of 4.5 percent. This means that the best rate
that has ever been achieved in the world economic history in the last 40
years, that this is the best one can achieve without increasing the emission
of carbon dioxide and with the maximum economic growth rate of 4.5 percent.
All other observations are below that. At least 4.5 percent is the maximum
that one can achieve. There has been nothing higher. This is the highest rate
that one can achieve. If we take. the average, the growth rate will be lower.

Lastly, if we look at the criterion that simply does not exist in official
documents, but that has been actively discussed, for Russia it is 42 percent
of the 1998 level, which the country is supposed to achieve by 2050. And this
means that we will have to reduce greenhouse gas emissions every year by
about 3.5 percent. So, we take this rate of 3.5 percent and go up every year
until we meet the last point that is consistent with this criterion. And this
takes us to about 2.5 percent.

In other words, the maximum rate of economic growth that may be possible if
this criterion is to be met and that has been achieved in the last 40 years
is 2.5 percent of GDP growth a year. Everything else will be below that. This
chart may not be politically correct. But it shows the nature of connections
between carbon dioxide emissions and economic development at the present
stage of human civilization. Like it or~not, people will survive because they
have to inhale oxygen and exhale carbon dioxide. The economy is a living
creature and it has to consume energy. In the q930s there was a motto that
read "Coal is the bread of industry." So, we can say that oil is the blood of
industry and so on. But there is logic to this because this is something that
gives us energy that powers our industrial and economic development. Since
there is such a strong connection between carbon dioxide emissions and
economic growth, the implementation of the Kyoto Protocol or even
preparations for its implementation, which will be more correct to say, will
curb economic growth considerably.
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This column here includes all countries listed in Appendix I, that is the
countries that are parties to the Convention on Climate Change and that have
ratified the Kyoto Protocol. Some of them have worked to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions with more success, others with less success in order to
meet the criteria established for them in 2008-2012. It turned out that the
average increase in GDP in 1997-2002 was chosen because the Kyoto Protocol
was signed in 1997. These are the years when authorities had to meet the
criteria determined by the Kyoto Protocol. And the rate of growth was 2.1
percent a year.

The rest of the world that was not bound by any obligations, irrespective of
whether a country has ratified the Kyoto Protocol or not and whether it is a
party to the Kyoto Protocol or not, they did not assume any obligations. And
they developed almost twice as fast as the countries that had assumed such
obligations and fulfilled them. As we can see, some of the countries,
especially EU countries and Japan, took their obligations very seriously and
have reduced emissions. For these countries and regions of the world that
have undertaken to reduce emissions, the rate of growth was negative in the
last 1990s. Other countries did not reduce emissions and actually increased
them. How did this affect economic growth in these countries? While the
European Union still had economic growth, although quite modest in the last
few years, Japan was basically stagnating, but the countries that did not
reduce emissions showed very impressive economic growth rates. This allowed
them to obtain additional financial resources to improve the life of their
citizens, including the poor part of the population, particularly in such a
country as India where more than one billion people live, as well as Iran and
Mexico.

If we further narrow down the topic, we will approach the relationship
between Russia and the Kyoto Protocol and we will see a rather noticeable
phenomenon which can hardly be described in any other way but discrimination
against Russia. In fact, if we take the absolute volumes of carbon dioxide
emissions, these are the latest data that have been available for a whole
number of countries, Russia has produced 1.7 billion tons of carbon dioxide.
But there are countries that produce more carbon dioxide than Russia. The
biggest of them are the US and China.

However, these countries ~ave not imposed any restrictions on emissions and
they have no plans to assume any obligations. If we taka a look at the per
capita figure of carbon dioxide emission in.Russia, it is quite a big
indicator -- about I0 tons per one person. But it turns out that there are
tens of countries in the world where the emission is higher than in Russia.
And in some countries the emission is tens of times higher than it is in
Russia and those countries do not commit themselves to any restrictions. If
we take a 16ok at the specific GDP "load" in regard to carbon dioxide
emission, it is quite big -- 1.6 kilograms per one dollar of the GDP produced
in accordance with purchasing power parity in prices of 1999. However, it
turns out that tens of countries in the world where carbon dioxide emission
per one Dollar of GDP produced is higher than in Russia but they are not
restricted in any way. Our country possesses a certain amount of financial
resources, conditioned by the size of the GDP but nevertheless, we are not
the largest economy in the world. There are economies that have not smaller
but much bigger financial resources, including for the pursuit of different
activities in order to meet the requirements of the Kyoto Protocol but
emission is not limited in those countries. Finally, per capita GDP in this
country is about 7.5 thousand dollars per capita -- it is a country with an
average development but we can see that there is quite a number of countries
which have much higher indicators of per capita GDP incomes and they
undertake no restrictions on carbon dioxide emission.
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Finally, one of the most hotly debated questions is the following: given all
the deficiencies and unclear points of the Kyoto Protocol, it has one
substantial advantage -- the Kyoto Protocol enables Russia to trade in its
quotas per superfluous ones, say pure air. Russia can sell ~he air to
countries that need it. It is because those other countries will exceed the
limits of hothouse gas. emission.

Alas, regrettably, this statement does not square with reality, it is
illusory. It has its roots in the reflections of those who established the
Kyoto Protocol in 1990s. Then indeed there were three major potential buyers
of free quotas in the world -- the United States of America, the European
Union and Japan. Based on the projections of economic growth’in those
countries it was expected that they will be net buyers of available quotas.
However, quite a lot of interesting things happened over the period. The
united States left the Kyoto Protocol and is not going to ratify it while the
European union and Japan, on the one hand, carry out large programs to
introduce technologies reducing the discharges of hothouse gases; and on the
other they have lower rates of economic growth, actually being in a stage of
stagnation.

As a result of this, one can say with a high degree of probability that the
European union and Japan will on the whole reach the required levels of
hothouse gas emission in 2008-2012. And thaiis why no demand will appear on
their side for free and clear air. Essentially, there is no buyer for
European quotas. At least there is no high degree of probability.

But let us also say that the European Union will most likely meet those
criteria. But different countries meet the criteria in different ways and it
is likely that some countries may not be able to reach that level -- that is
true. But then these countries will not be able to buy free quotas from other
EU countries -- which is attested to by the appropriate EU directive approved
two months ago.

Finally, if the number of such countries turns out to be slightly bigger and
it will not be possible to reduce the carbon dioxide emission to the degree
one would like to over the period, then there are I0 countries of Eastern
Europe which in the spring of 2004 will become EU members and thus they will
be the first natural participants in that line. They will become the sellers
of the quotas that they have. Russia will in any case be the last in that
list.

Finally, even if you imagine a hypothetical situation that buyers will still
be found for some Russian quotas, that situation will exist for a very brief
period. Between the year 2008 when the appropriate market mechanism may begin
to operate, and up to 2012, 2014, 2016 the dependence on the rates of growth
of the Russian economy when we will reach those restrictions on discharges
that are established either under the first stage of the Kyoto Protocol or
under the next one which is now beginning to be discussed.

And then after crossing that point Russia finds itself not as a seller but a
buyer of pure air quotas. And if we are not going to restrict ourselves in
economic growth, in economic development in 2012, 2014 or 2016, that in
principle they are not of great importance, we will then be forced tobuy
additional technologies, and equipment in order to better meet the stringent
standards and on the other hand, to buy additional quotas in order to be able

to improve our production.

one can imagine this tradeoff -- this matching of pluses and minuses of the
solution. In principle, the situation in regard to the Kyoto Protocol may be
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illustrated with us a slightly simplified’picture compared with man.
Considering that human organism in this sense differs little from the
economy. Let us say we can imagine the US economy as a grown up person, with
180 centimeters in stature, weighing 80 kilograms, aged 20 and such a man
exhales bout 249 kilograms of carbon dioxide a year. We take the average
parameters of man, not an athlete, not big, not small, about an average man.

Compared with such a man, we Russia, as an economy would look like a child
aged five and a half years, weighing 20 kilograms, being II0 centimeters in
stature and the results of our life and work would be exhaled as roughly 88
kilograms of carbon dioxide a year. If we ratify the Kyoto Protocol, then we
will at most reach the level that corresponds to what we had in 1990 -- it is
about 159 kilograms of carbon dioxide. Such volume, a mass of carbon dioxide
corresponds to a teenager aged 12 and weighing 40 kilograms. We simply cannot
develop any further. Of course we would like to grow and inhale more oxygen
and eat more of something, but we have that boundary in the form of a red
plank, beyond which we cannot grow.

Moreover, there enters into force the second phase of the Kyoto Protocol
under which the emission permitted to us must not exceed 48 percent from the
1998 level when, in terms of emission per man per year will reach 30
kilograms which roughly corresponds to an infant aged two and a half months
and weighing about 6 kilograms.

Of course, this is clearly a simplification. Nevertheless, this
simplification gives one an idea of the challenges and problems we may.face
if we decide to go down that road. At least if we take that road we have to
clearly see what tasks we will have to resolve in addition to other problems
we are also grappling with.

And finally, naturally, one more argument arises which can repeatedly be
heard and you surely heard it -- the argument to the effect that with such an
economy, with such an energy effective economy, with an economy that consumes
so much carbon dioxide, such goals cannot be accomplished. It is necessary to
switch to new technologies. We need to move on to a higher level of
development. And we can only agree with this. There is no doubt that this
must be done. But the big question is when and how we can move on to these
new technologies.

In order to get some idea about other technologies, let’s take a look at this
picture. Global power generation looks as follows: 6.8 percent of energy, and
not only energy, is generated by nuclear power plants, 2.3 percent by
hydropower plants, 0.5 percent by geothermal power plants, and 90.4 percent
by hydrocarbons that are burnt to heat our houses, to cook food, to power our
cars, planes and ships.

This is why when some say that it is necessary to move on to another stage of
technological development, there are no objections to that. But the question
is what exactly is meant. If you stop using hydrocarbons, what stage are you
going to move on to? Geothermal? And then the question is where are the
sources and when can you do this? Or, are you going to move on to the stage
of hydropower generation. But most of the world’s hydropower resources have
already been used and what is left is located in a few localities in
different parts of the world, and this will not solve global problems. And
this leaves the last option -- nuclear power engineering. Therefore, we must
understand that those who say that -- after all, we are people and we are not
fantasizing here. And this means that if we give up fossil fuel as the main
source of energy and the main element of our civilization and modern economy,
we will have to move on to nuclear power engineering and to replace fossil
fuel with nuclear power generation.
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The supporters, those who call themselves environmentalists, the supporters
of the Green movement who support the Kyoto protocol and who object to the
development of nuclear power engineering, they may find it interesting to
know that there is a discovery many of them are not even aware of when they
call for the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol. It is quite possible that
nuclear power engineering is the safest way to generate energy, as those who
work .in this field say. I may not know this.

But even if there is a certain period of time during which humankind may
change one energy generation technology for another, the ratio would be 4.9
to 6.8. It’s not hard to figure out how much time and investment we will
need, what structural changes will have to occur in our life and society and
safety in order to do this. And whether this can be done by 2008, 2012, 2014
or 2016.

so, from this point of view, it is very interesting how justified is a
seemingly illusory belief in such technological operations. Basically, this
allows us to formulate i0 conclusions. Sometimes they may be formulated in a
somewhat harsh or categorical way. Nevertheless, we don’t have answers to the
questions that were formulated and to the many other questions that were not
expressed today but which are constantly heard over the past 20 years. They
may be formulated as follows. So far the

Kyoto ProtOcol does not have a scientific substantiation. That model of
climate which is proposed, has many deficiencies and fails to accommodate
many factors, and what has been presented so far lacks conviction. The Kyoto
Protocol has significantly exaggerated the speed of the real increase in
carbon dioxide emissionespecially in recent years. The Kyoto Protocol is not
universal. It does not include all the countries of the world and it does not
impose limitations on all countries of the world.

By its mechanism, the Kyoto Protocol is not effective, it cannot attain even
the goals that it proclaims. The Kyoto Protocol is unacceptably expensive.
The costs given in the calculations in this book are of course beyond the
boundary of the reality.

The Kyoto Protocol or rather compliance with the Kyoto Protocol conditions is
obviously holding up economic growth and today this was again admitted at the
world conference on climate change, in the. statement by IPCC co-chairman
Professor Bolen (sp.--FNS) who clearly said in his statement that yes,
indeed, meeting the Kyoto Protocol provisions reduces the pace of economic
growth by one percent a year according to his estimate.

One can argue whether it’s one or two percent, this is immaterial. The
important thing is that nobody,.including the supporters of Kyoto Protocol
ratification, takes issue with the fact that the pursuit of the Kyoto
Protocol requirements and the economic growth are opposed directions. They
are incompatible.

The concrete text of the Kyoto Protocol and the requirements that Russia is
expected to meet, are discriminatory. The Kyoto Protocol is dooming Russia
not to the role of the seller, but to the role of a buyer of quotas for
hothouse gas emission. Considering that the Kyoto Protocol is restricting
economic growth, we must say it straight that it means dooming the country to
poverty, backwardness and weakness.
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And finally and lastly, this concerns not only Russia but also the entire
world and in this case we can speak about the interests of not only and not
solely of Russia but rather of the interests of the world. The Kyoto Protocol
relies of course on technological illusions. Replacing the technological base
of hydrocarbon energy sector, which took 1,000 years to establish and which
is now in a state of development in which it has been during several years,
is a great illusion.

That would be it. Now I am prepared to answer your questions.

(Further Mr. Illarionov answered journalists’ questions.)
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1357_f_06c6j 003_ceq. txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Ahsha Tribble <Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov> ( Ahsha Tribble
<Ahsha.Tribble@noaaogOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 9-OCT-2003 20:41:28.00

SUBJECT:: Re: RE: LRM 196 - CCSP Letter to Ehlers

TO:Bryan J. Hannegan ( CN=Bryan J. Hannegan/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:E. Holly Fitter ( CN=E. Holly Fitter/OU=OMB/O=EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
Holly,

CCSP concurs with CEQ’s 10/9 edits.

Ahsha

Ahsha N. Tribble, Ph.D.
DOC/NOAA
HCHB/ROOm 5804
14th & Constitution Ave, NW
washington, DC 20230
202-482-5920 (DOC)
202-482-6318 (Fax)
Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov

original Message
From: "Hannegan, Bryan J." <Bryan_J._Hannegan@ceq.eop.gov>
Date: Thursday, october 9, 2003 4:35 pm
subject: RE: LRM 196 - CCSP Letter to Ehlers

> After reviewing your response, I recommend the following language
> items:
> #1: useful projections of the potential impacts of climate change
will
> require improved climate models and advances in our understanding of
> climate impacts.
>
> #2: The CCSP has had significant accomplishments during the past
> decadein fostering, the development of human resources, and will
> expand these
> accomplishments in the future. Activities to build capacity in human
> resources are discussed in specific sections and chapters of t~e Plan
> (e.g. chapter 10, objective 2.2, pp° 204, and chapter 14, Section
> 3, pp.
> 290-291).
>
> #3: (add to end of fourth bullet) CCSP activities in Decision Support
> will focus on development and delivery of resources to
> stakeholders in
> effective and credible ways, and such activities are important new
> commitments under this interagency Plan.
>
> --original Message
> From: Ahsha Tribble [mailto:ahshadc@yahoo.com]
> Sent: wednesday, october 08, 2003 10:28 PM
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1357_f_06c6j003_ceq.txt
To: Hanneganl Bryan 5.
Cc: Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov
subject: Ehler’s Comments

Bryan,

(I am having trouble with attachments on my NOAA email account.
> Please respond to Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov. Sorry about this.)
>
> Again, we thank CEQ for now two rounds of comments on the
> response to Ehlers’ request. I have attached comments addressing
> threeof your suggested edits we concur with all other comments.

>    Please let me know your thoughts. If you would like to discuss
> them (instead of sending an ema11), please feel free to call me in
the
> morning (482-5920). I will be back in the office after 9:30 AM.

> Thank you,
> Ahsha
>

>
> Do you Yahoo!?
> The New Yahoo[ shopping
> <http://shopping.yahoo.com/?__yltc=s%3A150000443%2Cd%3A22708228%
2cslk%3A
> text%2Csec%3Amail> - with improved product search

Page 2
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Message Page 1 of 1

Hannegan, Bryan J.

From:
Sent:

To:

Cc:

Hannegan, Bryan J.

Thursday, October 09, 2003 4:36 PM

Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov; Fitter, E. Holly

’Ahsha Tribble’

Subject: RE: LRM 196 - CCSP Letter to Ehlers

Atter reviewing your response, I recommend the following language items:

..... Original Message .....
From= Ahsha Tribble [mailto:ahshadc@yahoo.com]
Sent’. Wednesday, October 08, 2003 10:28 PM
To= Hannegan, Bryan 3.
Cc= Ahsha.Tdbble@noaa.gov
Subject= Ehle¢s Comments

Thank you,
Ahsha

Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search

Climate Change Science Program
Rep. Ehlers

10/9/2003
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Message Page 1 of 1

Moss, Elizabeth

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Hannegan, Bryan J.

Thursday, October 09, 2003 4:36 PM

Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov; Fitter, E. Holly

’Ahsha Tribble’

Subject: RE: LRM 196 -CCSP Letter to Ehlers

After reviewing your response, I recommend the following language items:

#1: Useful projections of the potential impacts of climate change will require improved climate models and advances in our
understanding of climate impacts.

#2: The CCSP has had significant accomplishments during the past decade in fostering the development of human resources,
and will expand these accomplishments in the future. Activities to build capacity in human resources are discussed in specific
sections and chapters of the Plan (e.g. Chapter I0, Objective 2.2, pp. 204, and Chapter 14, Section 3, pp. 290-291).

#3: (add to end of fourth bullet) CCSP activities in Decision Support will focus on development and delivery of resources to
stakeholders in effective and credible ways, and such activities are important new commitments under this interagency Plan.

..... Original Message .....
From: Ahsha Tribble [mailto:ahshadc@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 08, 2003 10:28 PM
To: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Cc: Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov
Subject: Ehler’s Comments

Bryan,

(I am having trouble with attachments on my NOAA email account. Please respond to
Ahsha.Tribble@noaa. ogoy_. Sorry about this.)

Again, we thank CEQ for now two rounds of comments on the response to Ehlers’ request. I have
attached comments addressing three of your suggested edits. We concur with all other
comments.

Please let me know your thoughts. If you would like to discuss them (instead of sending an
email), please feel free to call me in the morning (482-5920). I will be back in the office after
9:30 AM.

Thank you,
Ahsha

Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! ShoppJn, g - with improved product search

12/14/2007
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Hanne~lan, B~all ,J.                                                               --

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hannegan, Bryan J.
Thursday, October 09, 2003 5:37 PM
Fitter, E. Holly; Hurst, Kevin D.
Cooney, Phil; Fiddelke, Debbie S.; Towcimak, Natalie
RE: LRM EHF 198 - CCTP Reports

Questions can be directed to me via Blackberry or phone (202) 395-0801.

Bryan Hannegan
Associate Director for Energy and Transportation
CEQ

draft comments on
cctp current...

.....Original Message .....
From-" Fitter, E. Holly
Sent: Fdday, October 03, 2003 12:22 PM
To: Wuchte, Erin; Lyon, Randolph M.; Radzanowsld, David P.; Neyland, Kevin F.; Fairweather, Robert S.; Irwin, Ja.net E.; Erbach,

Adrienne C.; Mertens, Richard A.; Reilly, Thomas; Kulikowski, James M.; Foster, Gillian J.; Smith, Bryan R.; Mertens, Steven
M.; Lobrano, Lauren C.; Peacock, Marcus; Nec Lrm; Cea Lrrn; Joseffer, Daryl L.; Kaminski, Amy; Rothenberg, Jason;
Newstead, Jennifer G.; Rossman, Elizabeth L.; Hurst, Kevin D.; Cooney, Phil; Sandoli, Robert; O’Donovan, Kevin M.; Ovp Lrrn;
Ceq Lrrn; usdaobpaleg@obpa.usda.gov; judy.baldwin@usda.gov; julie.allen@usda.gov; dodlrs@dodgc.osd.mil; energy.gc71
@hq.doe.gov; epalrm@epamail.epa.gov; CLRM@doc.gov; Irm@hhs.gov; od@ies.doi.gov; Irm@nsf.gov;
NASA_LRM@hq.nasa.gov; state-lrm@state.gov; dot.legislation@ost.dot.gov; GC.OMB@usaid.gov; wilkinsc@ogr.si.edu; Ostp
~m; justJce.lrm@usdoj.gov

Cc; Bumim, John D.; Jukes, James J.
Subject: CCTP Current Activities Report - for review

Please review the "U.S. Climate Change Technology Program" -- Research and Current Activities o Review Draft
September 2003, and provide comments by 10:00 AM Friday October 10. Thanks.

The report file is very large. I will be sending it to you in several pieces in subsequent e-mails, however I
am concerned that it may not go through your e-mail buffer.

If you do not receive the document by e-mail within the next hour, please acess the website noted below.

Climate Change Technology Program
Report CEQ 005426



THIS WEBSITE SHOULD BE SHARED ONLY WITH FEDERAL EMPLOYEES WHO NEED ACESS. THANKS.

URL:
User ID:
Password:

LRM ID: EHF198
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Friday, October 3, 2003

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
OMB CONTACT:

SUBJECT: OSTP

DEADLINE:

Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below.
John D. Burnim (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
E. Holly Fitter

E-Mail: E._Holly_Fitter@ omb.eop.gov
PHONE: (202)395-3233 FAX: (202)395-5691

Report on U.S. Climate Change Technology Program: Key Technologies for the Near and
Long Term

10:00 AM Friday, October 10, 2003

DISTRIBU.TION LIST

AGENCIES:
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Debbie S. Fiddelke - (202) 456-3908
029-DEFENSE - Vic Bernson - (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY - AI Beer - (202) 586-4312
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Edward Krenik o (202) 564-5200
025-COMMERCE - Michael A. Levitt - (202) 482-3151
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra S. Wallace - (202) 690-7773
059-INTERIOR - Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
007-AGRICULTURE - Jacquelyn Chandler - (202) 720-1272
084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Charles T. Homer III - (202) 358-1948
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687
008-US Agency for International Development - Jan W. Miller - (202) 712-4174
109-Smithsonian Institution - Nell Payne - (202) 357-2962
095-Office of Science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202) 456-6037
JUSTICE
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Cooney, Phil

From: Geyer, "led
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2003 1:46 PM
To: Cooney, Phil
Subject: gao testimony

Phil,
I’ve attached a draft of the letter to GAO. I left some a ¯signing the letter, so it’s yours to have Ji g..P~’_, which I ~ink yo..u can fill in easil h~Ted m sign and delNer. Let me Know ir need    y. Gregyou more lnformalk~

~ passed on
from me.
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Cooney, Phil

From: Margarita Gregg [Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov]

Sent: Friday, October 17, 2003 9:59 AM

To: CCSP@usgcrp.gov; CCSP_lNFO@usgcrp.gov
Subject: CCSP Draft Agenda and Documents for October 22nd Meeting

Attached is a draft agenda for the CCSP meeting to be held October 22rid, from 1:00-3:00 pm
CCSPO 1717Pennsylvania office large conference room. Also included in the package are d~
relating to the different items on the agenda.

If you have any comments or additional items for the agenda, please contact me at (202) 419-3,
emaih Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov.

If you wish to call in, please let me know prior to the meeting. The conference call number is:

USA Toll Free Number: 877-546-1574
PASSCODE: 18138

CALL DATE:
CALL TIME:

OCT-22-2003 (Wednesday)
01:00 PM EASTERN TIME

Thanks
Margarita

Margarita Conkright Gregg, Ph.D.
NOAA Program Planning mad Implementation Office
HCHB/R.oom 5804
14th & Constitution Ave, N-W
Washington, DC 20230
Phone: 202-482-3252 (DoC) or (202)419-3466 (CCSP Oftiee)
Fax: 202-482-6318(Fax)
Email: Margarita. Gregg@aao aa.gov

001968

10/17/2003

~66 or
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margarita Gregg [Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov]
Tuesday, October 28, 2003 4:35 PM
CCSP@usgcrp.gov; CCSP_lNFO@usgcrp.gov
Follow up to 22 October CCSP Meeting

D~~
Ac~°~220d03""’Attached is a document which summarizes decisions and actions from
October CCSP Principals meeting. Included in the document is the latest table
Synthesis and Assessment Products, DOT prospectus, and NOAAprospectus.
items have action items associated with them. Also please note, the next
scheduled for Friday, November 14, from 1:30 - 3:00 p.m. Please confirm your
with Sandy MacCracken (smaccrac@usgcrp.gov) and Margarita Conkright Gregg
(Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov)-

Thanks
Margarita

M.E. Conkright Gregg, Ph.D.

Temporarily at:
Climate Change Science Program office
1717 pennsylvania Avenue
Suite 250
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: (202)419-3466
Fax: (202)223-3064
Email: Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov

Permanent address:
NOAA Program Planning and Implementation Office
1315 East-West Highway, R~ # 15752
Silver spring, MI) 20910-3282
Phone: (301)713-1622 ext 185
Email: Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov

Please contact either at: (202)419-3466 or (202)482-3252

the 22
of the
f these
~eeting is
ttendance
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From:
Sent:
To:

Co:

Subject:

PThome@doc.gov
Thursday, October 23, 2003 5:34 PM
conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov; James Andrews@onr.navy.mil; Olsen, Kathie L.;
emll.frankel@ost.dot.gov; eslater@osoph~.dhhs.gov; gasrar@hq.nasa.gov; Connaughton, .

. hn H ¯ ohnson.stephen@epa.gov; ¯
rues: "rm usda.gov; Marburger., Jo "J ¯ I~ nsf. ov; sbodman@doc.gov;Ja - J-rJ=@--u~t,,~^,~b eon nov; a.nelson@state.gov, rcolw.e @ -~..~i~! nnv

marcus.pu~t~,_~,~,:,,, ¯ ~’~_L_., ,-,^,,~h,~ doe nov; emslmmonsL~u .....
des los Ool.gov; i~.ouu= L~,a,u~ ,~,    .=                         .steven gr (~ ov" aules@hq.nasa.gov,

ann kl~e@ios-doi.g°vi wh°he-n-s}@. 0-C_.E~S-~D~/~o;.gpP~rdsh, Jobi A.; Beale.john@epa.gov;
v" james R ManOnuy~=luo=,u ,watsonhl@state.g_o , ::: ’ . ......,^^,.r~,..,n eon nov; Kevin.Kolevar@hq.do_e-g°.v;

v" L n =scanet[L~=u=,,uu,.u ,catlettla state.gov; hnda.lawson@ost.dotgo , yn 7; ...... Phil: reifsnvderDA@state,gov;
mcleav~hq.nasa.gov; mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov, C~,

aa ov" ’schafer@usaid.gov; KBarrett@usaid.gov;Scott.Rayder@~no...g. , J ........ ~,-, ,~oe nov; Vickl Horton@noaa.gov;
yvonne.brown(~_,ost.ootgov; Joy.w~=~q.~,,H.~’ .u        "

¯ : Conde, Roberta L.; Kteibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov;Pat.A.Simms@noaa,g.ov. - ....,~,=,-~ d,,~ nov" David Conover@hq.doe.gov;

RBonjean@ c.g ;              ¯ ¯           "
Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov; Sherron White@omb.eop.gov
NEW DATE -- Interagency Working G’~oup on Climate Change Science and Technology
(IWGCCST)

Please note the new date:

Due to scheduling conflicts arising from the forum on international Partnership for
Hydrogen Economy to be held in D.C. during the same time frame in November, the next
Interagency Working Group on climate Change science and Technology (IWGCCST) meeting,
scheduled for November 20 has been changed to November 18, I0:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m., in
Room 4830 at the Department of Commerce. An agenda will be sent prior to the meeting.

Please confirm your attendance with Margarita Conkright Gregg (Margarita.Gregg@noaa.g°v or

call (202) 482-3252 ) ¯

Pat Thorne

1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:24-OCT-2003 09:05:19.00

SUBJECT:: C02 petitions filed - 10/24/03

TO:Kameran L. Onley ( CN=Kameran L. Onley/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Debbie S. Fiddelke ( CN=Debbie S. Fiddelke/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:LrNKNOWN

TO:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Richard S. Karp ( CN=Richard S. Karp/OU=NSC/O=EOP@EOP [ NSC ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Bryan J. Hannegan ( CN=Bryan J. Hannegan/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:Dana M. Perino ( CN=Dana M. Perino/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TEXT:

<http://www.enn.com/index.asp>
U.S. states sue federal government over greenhouse gases

Friday, October 24, 2003
By Nigel Hunt, Reuters

LOS ANGELESO;[]*[];Twelve states, including California and New York, filed
petitions Thursday in federal court in a bid.to force the Bush
administration to regulate emissions of greenhouse gases such as carbon
dioxide.

Several separate petitions were filed in the U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington, D.C., asking it to review a decision by the federal
Environmental Protection Agency that said it did not have the authority to
regulate such emissions under the Clean Air Act.

The agency issued an opinion in August in response to a petition backed by
environmental groups indicating it believed it did not have the authority
to regulate greenhouse gases under the act.

"The U.S. EPA’s decision that it has no authority to regulate greenhouse
gas emissions and that these emissions technically don’t even count as air
pollutants is wrong, disturbing, and dangerous to Californians’ health,
environment, and economy," said California Attorney General Bill Lockyer.

California filed a petition on its own and ii other states filed jointly:
New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maine, Illinois, New Jersey, New
Mexico, Oregon, Vermont, Washington, and Rhode Island.

file://D:\166 f r17cj003_ceq.txt 1/5/2004
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RECORD l~PE: FEDERAL (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Ruppe, Loret" <LRuppe@usaid.gov> ( "Ruppe, Loret" <LRuppe@usaid.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:27-OCT-2003 13:34:47.00

SUBJECT:: FIPCC document review

TO:"’rmoss@usgcrp.gov’" <rmoss@usgcrp.gov> ( "’rmoss@usgcrp.gov’" <rmoss@usgcrp.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’ccsp@usgcrp.gov’" <ccsp@usgcrp.gov> ( "’ccsp@usgcrp.gov’" <ccsp@usgcrp.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES)" <ReifsnyderDA@state.gov> ( "Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES)"
<ReifsnyderDA@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Mitchell Baer (\"Mitch\") (E-mail)’" <Mitchell.Baer@hq.doe.gov> ( "’Mitchell
Baer (\"Mitch\") (E-mail)’" <Mitchell.Baer@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Indur Goklany (E-mail)’" <Indur_Goklany@ios.doi.gov> ( "’Indur Goklany
(E-mail)’" <Indur_Goklany@ios.doi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ: UNKNOWN

TO:"’Dina Kruger (E-mail)’" <Kruger.Dina@epamail.epa.gov> ( "’Dina Kruger (E-mail)’"
<Kruger.Dina@epamail.epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Yoffe, Shira B (OES)(EGC)" <YoffesB@state.gov> ( "Yoffe, Shira B (OES)(EGC)"
<YoffesB@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’kbickel@oce.usda.gov’" <kbickel@OCE.USDAogov> ( "’kbickel@oce.usda.gov’"
<kbickel@OCE.USDA.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kenneth L. Peel ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Christine L. Dobridge ( CN=Christine L. Dobridge/OU=CEA/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Tony Socci (E-mail)’" <Socci.Tony@epamail.epa.gov> ( "’Tony Socci (E-mail)’"
<Socci.Tony@epamail.epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Rick Bradley (E-mail)’" <Richard. Bradley@hq.doe.gov> ( "’Rick Bradley
(E-mail)’" <Richard. Bradley@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:’Joseph Huang’ <joseph.huang@EE.DOE.GOV> ( ’Joseph Huang’
<joseph.huang@EE.DOE.GOV> [ UNKNOWN ] ) "
READ:UNKNOWN

~o:"’fitzgerald.jack@epa.gov’" <fitzgerald.jack@epa.gov> (
"fitzgerald.jack@epa.gov’" <fitzgerald.jack@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

READ:UNKNOWN
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TO:"Gordon, Susan, C (OES)" <GordonSC@state.gov> ( "Gordon, Susan, C (OES)"
<GordonSC@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:’Candyce Clark’ <candyce.clark@noaa.gov> ( ’candyce clark’
<candyce.clark@noaa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’robinson.avis@epamail.epa.gov’" <robinson.avis@epamail.epa.gov> (
"’robinsonoavis@epamail.epa.gov’" <robinson.avis@epamail.epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Alan C. Schroeder’" <alan.schroeder@hq.doe.gov> ( "’Alan C. schroeder’"
<alan.schroeder@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov’" <ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov> ( "’ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov’"
<ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Talley, Trigg (OES)" <TalleyT@state.gov> ("Talley, Trigg (OES)"
<TalleyT@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Phil DeCola (E-mail)’" <pdecola@nasa.gov> ("’Phil DeCola (E-mail)’"
<pdecola@nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Keya,Chatterjee (E-mail)’" <keya.chatterjee@nasa.gov> ( "’Keya Chatterjee
(E-mail)" <keya.chatterjee@nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Indur Goklany (E-mail 2)’" <igoklany@Coxonet> ( "’Indur Goklany (E-mail 2)’"
<igoklany@cox.net> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)’" <WHohenst@OCE.USDA.gov> ( "’Bill Hohenstein
(E-mail)’" <WHohenst@OCE.USDA.gOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Anne,,Grambsch (E-mail)’" <Grambsch.Anne@epamail.epa.gov> ( "’Anne Grambsch
(E-mail)’ <Grambsch.Anne@epamail.epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Thomas (Tom) Spence (E-mail)’" <tspence@nsf.gov> ( "’Thomas (Tom) Spence
(E-mail)’" <tspence@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO: "’ wi ckwi re. susan@epamai I. epa. g,o,v ’" <wi ckwi re. susan@epamai I. epa. gov> (
"’wickwire.susan@epamail.epa.gov, <wickwire. Susan@epamail.epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:"’Katherine Buckley (E-mail)’" <Buckley. Katherine@epa.gov> ( "’Katherine Buckley
(E-mail)’" <Buckley.Katherine@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Joel Scheraga (E-mail)’" <scheraga.joel@epa.gov> ( "’Joel scheraga (E-mail)’"
<scheraga.joel@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"stokes, Carrie" <CStokes@usaid.gov> ( "stokes, Carrie" <CStokes@usaid.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ’UNKNOWN
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TO:°Robert Dixon’ <robert.dixon@hq.doe.gov> ( ’Robert Dixon’
<robert.dixon@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:STATE+20DEPT+20USERS_CN=SARAMALLINDER-000300030017"@usaid.gov> ( "’Allinder, sara
M (OES)(IHA)’"
<’’IMcEAEx--~=UsAID-~U=~TATE-FADs-cN=~TATE+2~DEPT+2~USER~-cN=sARAMALLINDER-~~~3~~~3~~
17"@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Alan Perrin (E-mail)’" <perrin.alan@epa.gov> ( "’Alan Perrin(E-mail)’"
<perrin.alan@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Artusio, christo F (OES)" <ArtusioCF@state.gov> ( "Artusio, christo F (OES)"
<ArtusioCF@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Barrett, Ko" <KBarrett@usaid.gov> ( "Barrett, Ko" <KBarrett@usaid.gov> [ UNKNOWN
])
READ:UNKNOWN

BCC:Jason Rothenberg ( CN=Jason Rothenberg/OU=OMB/O=EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:

Hi All,

Your comments on the attached document are being sought in preparation for
the upcoming IPCC Plenary (Nov. 3-8).~ The document Is found at the
following website:

http://www.ipcc.ch/meet/session21/wg2doc3.pdf

Please forward edits on the working Group II Proposed Chapter outline to
me by COB Thursday, october 30.9 I also need suggestions on authors and
lead authors.9

consider forwarding the document as appropriate.

Thank you very much,

Loret Ruppe

Loret M. Ruppe

AAAS Fellow at the us Agency for International Development
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office of Environment and science Policy

Global climate change

1300 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Room 3.08-93

Washington D.C. 20523-3800

tel~ 202.712.0375

fax~ 202. 712. 3174

emai I : LRuppe@usai d. gov
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOT.ES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Conover, David" <David.conover@hq.doe.gov> ( "conover, David"
<David.conover@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:29-OCT-2003 14:46:24.00

SUBJECT:: CCTP Technology Options Report Review

TO:"Steve Griles (E-mail)" <steven_griles@ois.doi.gov> ( "Steve Griles (E-mail)"
<steven_griles@ois.doi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Rita colwell (E-mail)" <rcolwell@nsf.gov> ( "Rita Colwell (E-mail)"
<rcolwell@nsf,gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"James Andrews (E-mail)" <James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil> ( "James Andrews (E-mail)"
<James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Eve Slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( "Eve Slater (E-mail)"
<eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Clay Sell ( CN=Clay Sell/OU=OPD/O=EOP@Exchange [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sBodman@doc.gov> ( "sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sBodman@docogov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)" <d.nelson@state.gov> ( "Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)"
<d.nelson@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jim Mosely (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov> ("Jim Mosely (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jeff Holmstead (E-mail)" <rhonda.white@epaogov> ( "Jeff Holmstead (E-mail)"
<rhonda.white@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ghassem Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ("Ghassem Asrar (E-m~)"
<gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov> ( "Emil Frankel (E-mail)"
<emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Bob Card (E-mail)" <robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ("Bob Card (E-mail)"
<robert.card@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Roberta L. conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert sandoli ( CN=Robert Sandoli/ou=OMB/O=EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Mary Cleave (E-mail)" <mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Mary Cleave (E-mail)"
<mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kevin D. Hurst ( CN=Kevin D. Hurst/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jobi A. Parrish ( CN=Jobi A. Parrish/ou=osTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Harlan Watson (E-mail)" <watsonhl@state.gov> ( "Harlan watson (E-mail)"
<watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:clifford J. Gabriel ( CN=Clifford J. Gabriel/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <WHOHENST@OCE.USDA.GOV> ( "Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)"
<WHONENST@OCE.USDA.GOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Curtis, Michael" <Michael.Curtis@hq.doe.gov> ("curtis, Michael"
<Michael .curtis@hq.doe.gov> r UNKNOWN ]
READ : UNKNOWN

CC:"Tom Spence (E-mail)" <tspence@nsf.gov> ( "Tom Spence (E-mail)" <tspence@nsf.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Linda Lawson (E-mail)" <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "Linda Lawson (E-mail)"
<linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jim Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( Jim Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Dan Reifsnyder (E-mail)" <reifsnyderDA@state.gov> ( "Dan Reifsnyder (E-mail)"
<reifsnyderDA@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"chris Kearney (E-mail)" <chris_kearney@ios.doi.gov> ( "chris Kearney (E-mail)"
<chris_kearney@ios.doi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"scotland, Nita" <Nita.scotland@hq.doe.gov> ( "scotland, Nita"
<Nita.scotland@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Marlay, Robert" <Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> ( "Marlay, Robert"
<Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN
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TEXT:
At the september 25th committee on climate change science and Technology
Integration-Interagency working Group (CCCSTI-IWG) meeting, I distributed a
review draft of the climate change Technology Program’s Key Technologies
Report. That compendium has been through OMB Interagency Review and a
revised draft, entitled.Technology options For the Near and Long Term, is
now ready for final revlew.
If you attended the September 25th meeting, you will be receiving a final
review copy via messenger this afternoon. If you sent a representative to
the meeting, that individual will be receiving the final draft and is
copied
on this message. If you neither attended nor sent a representative to that
meeting, and would like to receive a draft for review, please contact Nita
Scotland at 202-586-0070.
For us to meet the deadline for shipping CDs of the report in time for the
cop 9 meeting in Milan, Italy, we need to receive any comments no later
than
close of business, wednesday, November 6. AS per the guidance from
CCCSTI-IWG Chairman Bodman at the meeting, agencies are not required to
comment on this report. If we have not recelved your comments by that date
we will assume that you have none. I apologize for the short review time
we are providing.

If you have comments, please provide them to me via fax (202/586-0092) or
email at david.conover@hq.doe.gov <mailto:david.conover@hq.doe.gov> with a
copy to the CCTP Deputy Director, Dr~ Robert Marlay at
robert.marlay@hqodoe.gov <mailto:robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov>°

Thank you very much for your continued support of the climate Change
Technology Program. If you have any questions, please contact me at
202-586-3994.

Dave Conover
Director, climate Change Technology Program
US DOE
202-586-3994 (voice)
240-381-6506 (wireless)
202-586-0092 (fax)

- attl.htm:
A1-F CREATION TIME/DATE:

A1-FACHMENT    1
0 00:00:00.00

TEXT:
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3,2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META H1-FP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5.5.2653.12">
<TITLE>CCTP Technology options Report Revlew</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><FONT FACE="AriaI">At the September 25th committee on Climate change science
and Technology Integration-Interagency working Group (CCCSTI-IWG) meeting, I d

istributed a review draft of the Climate Change Technology Program’s Key Techno
fogies Report.&nbsp; That compendium has been through OM~ Inte~agency R~view an
d a revised draft, entitled<I> Technology Options For the Near and Long Term</I
>, is now ready for final review.</FONT></P>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial">If you attended the september 25th meeting, you will be r
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eceiving a final review copy via messenger this afternoon.&nbsp; If. you sent a
representative to the meeting, that indlvidual will be receiving the final draf
t and is copied on this message.&nbsp; If you neither attended nor sent a repre
sentative to that meeting, and would like to receive a draft for review, please

contact Nita scotland at 202-586-0070.</FONT></P>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial">FOr US tO meet the deadline for shipping CDs of the repor
t in time for the COP 9 meeting in Milan, Italy, we need to receive any comment
s no later than close of business,<B> wednesday, November 6</B>.&nbsp; As per t
he guidance from CCCSTI-IWG Chairman Bodman at the meeting, agencies are not re
quired to comment on this report.&nbsp; If we have not received your comments b
y that date we will assume that you have none.&nbsp;&nbsp; I apologize for the
short review time we are providing.</FONT></P>

<P><FONT FACE="Arial">If yOU have comments, please provide them to me via fax (
202/586-0092) or email at<u> </U></FONT><U><FONT COLOR="#0000FF" FACE="Arial">d
avid.conover@hq.doe.gov &lt;<A HREF="mailto:david.conover@hq.doe.gov">mailto:da
vid.conover@hq.doe.gov</A>&gt;</FONT></U><FONT FACE="AriaI"> with a copy to the
CCTP Deputy Director, Dr. Robert Marlay at</FO~T><U> <FONT COLOR="#0000FF" FAC

E="Arial >robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov &lt;<A HREF= mailto:robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov
">mailto:robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov</A>&gt;</FONT></U><FONT FACE="AriaI">. </FONT
></P>
<BR>

<P><FONT FACE="A~ial">Thank you very much for your continued support of the cli
mate Change Technology Program.&nbsp; If you have any questions, please contact
me at 202-586-3994.</FONT></P>

<BR>

<P><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">Dave Conover</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">Di rector, climate Change Technology Program</FONT
>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FAcE="Arial">US DOE</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Ari al ">202- 586-3994 (voice) </FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Ari al ">240- 381-6506 (wi rel eSS)</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">202-586-0092 (fax)</FONT>
</P>

</BODY>
</HTML>

END AI-FACHMENT I
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL     (NOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"COnOVer, David" <David.conover@hq.doe.gov> ( "conover, David"
<David.conover@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:31-OCT-2003 09:28:14.00

SUBJECT:: Final Review, CCTP Research and Current Activities Report

TO:"Steve Griles (E-mail)’! <steven_griles@ios.doi.gov> ( "steve Griles (E-mail)"
<steven_griles@ios.doi .gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:"Rita colwell (E-mail)" <rcolwell@nsf;gov> ( "Rita colwell (E-mail)"
<rcolwell@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:James connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"James Andrews (E-mail)" <James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil> ( "James Andrews (E-mail)"
<James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"EVe Slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( "Eve Slater (E-mail)"
<eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )-
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Clay Sell ( CN=Clay Sell/ou=oPD/O=EOP@Exchange [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sBodman@doc.gov> ( "sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sBodman@doc.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)" <nelsondj2@state.gov> ( "Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)"
<nelsondj2@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jim Mosely (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov> ("Jim Mosely (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jeff Nolmstead (E-mail)" <holmstead.jeff@epa.gov> ( "Jeff Holmstead (E-mail)"
<holmstead.jeff@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ghassem Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Ghassem Asrar (E-mail)"
<gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Emil Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov> ( "Emil Fr’ankel (E-mail)"
<emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Bob Card (E-mail)" <robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( "Bob Card (E-mail)"
<robert.card@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
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READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert sandoli ( CN=Robert Sandoli/ou=oMB/O=EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Phii cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"Mary Cleave (E-mail)" <mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Mary cleave (E-mail)"
<mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kevin D. Hurst ( CN=Kevin D.Hurst/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Jobi A. Parrish ( CN=Jobi A. Parrish/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Harlan Watson (E-mail)" <watsonhl@state.gov> ( "Harlan Watson (E-mail)"
<watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:clifford J. Gabriel ( CN=Clifford ]. Gabriel/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"chris Kearney (E-mail)" <chris_kearney@ios.doi.gov> ( "chris Kearney (E-mail)"
<chris_kearney@ios.doi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"TOm Spence (E-mail)" <tspence@nsf.gov> ( "TOm Spence (E-mail)" <tspence@nsf.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Linda Lawson (E-mail)" <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "Linda Lawson (E-mail)"
<linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Jim Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( Jim Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Dan Reifsnyder (E-mail)" <reifsnyderDA@state.gov> ( "Dan Reifsnyder (E-mail)"
<reifsnyderDA@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <WHOHENST@OCE.USDA.GOV> ( "Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)"
<WHOHENST@OCE.USDA.GOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
MEMO TO: Interagency working Group on Climate Change science and
Technology Integration

FROM: Dave Conover, Director, climate Change Technology Program

SUBJECT: Final Review, CCTP Research and Current Activities Report

DATE: October 31, 2003

The second of the two CCTP documents discussed at the september 25th
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Interagency working Group on climate change science and Technology
Integration (IWG) meeting, the Research and current Activities Report, has

.been through OMB Interagency Review and is now ready for your final review.

If you attended the september 25th meeting, you will be receiving a final
review copy via messenger today. If you sent a representative to the
meeting, that individual will be receiving the final draft and is copied on
this message. If you neither attended nor sent a representative to that
meeting, and would like to receive a draft for review, please contact Nita
Scotland at 202-586-0070.
For us to meet the deadline for final printing and shipping in time for the
coP.9 meeting in Milan, Italy, we need to receive any comments on this
report no later than close of business, Friday, November 7. AS per the
guidance from CCCSTI-IWG chairman Bodman at the meeting, agencies are not
required to comment on this report. If we have not received your comments
by that date we will assume that you have none. I apologize for the short
review time we are providing.
If you have comments, please provide them to me via fax (202/586-0092) or
email at david.conover@hq.doe.gov <mailto:davidoconover@hqodoe.gov> with a
copy to the CCTP Deputy Director, Dr. Robert Marlay at
robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov <mailto:robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov>.

Thank you very much for your continued support of the climate change
Technology Program. If you have any questions, please contact me at
202-586-3994.

Interagency working Group on climate science and Technology Integration:

CEQ - J. connaughton
DOC - S. Bodman, J. Mahoney
DOD - J. Andrews
DOE - R. Card
DOI - C. Kearney (for S. Griles)
ol sen)
DOT - L. Lawson(for E. Frankel)
EPA - J. Holmstead .
(for J.
Mosel ey)
HHS - E. Slater

NASA - M. cleave (for G. Asrar)
NEC - C. sell

NSF - R. Colwell, T. Spence
OMB - M. Peacock

OSTP - C. Gabriel (for K.

State - P. Dobriansky
USDA - B. Hohenstein

Dave Conover
Director, climate change Technology Program
US DOE
202-586-3994 (voice)
240-381-6506 (wireless)
202-586-0092 (fax)
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TEXT:
<!DOCl~fPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<META Hl-rP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html ; charset=iso-8859-1">
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="MS Exchange Server version 5.5.2653.12">
<TITLE>Final Review, CCTP Research and Current Activities Report</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">MEMO TO:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb
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~p; Interagency working Group on climate change science and Technology Integrat
Ion</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">FROM:&nbsp;&nbsp; Dave Conover, Director, clima
te change Technology Program</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">SUBJECT:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb
sp; Final Review, CCTP Research and Current Activities Report</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE=’°Times New Roman">DATE:&nbsp;&nbsp; october 31, 200~</FONT>
</P>

<P><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">The second of the two CCTP documents discussed
at the september 25<suP>th</suP> Interagency working Group on climate Change Sc
ience and Technology Integration (IWG) meeting, the<I> Research and current Act
ivities Report,</I> has been through OMB Interagency Review and is now ready fo
r your final review.&nbsp; </FONT></P>

<P><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">If you attended the september 25th meeting, you
will be receiving a final review copy via messenger today.&nbsp; If you sent a
representative to the meeting, that individual w111 be receivingthe final dra

ft and is copied on this message.&nbsp; If you neither attended nor sent a repr
esentative to that meeting, and would like to receive a draft for review, pleas
e contact Nita Scotland at 202-586-0070.</FONT></P>

<P><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">For us to meet the deadline for final printing
and shipping in time for the COP 9 meeting in Milan, Italy, we need to receive
any comments on this report no later than close of business,<B> Friday, Novembe
r 7</B>.&nbsp; As per the guidance from CCCSTI-IWG chairman Bodman at the meeti
ng, agencies are not required to comment on this reporto&nbsp; If we have not r
eceived your comments by that date we will assume that you have none.&nbsp; I a
pologize for the short review time we are providing.</FONT></P>

<P><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">If you have comments, please provide them to me
via fax (202/586-0092) or email at<u> </U></FONT><U><FONT COLOR="#0000FF" FACE

="Times New Roman">david.conover@hq.doe.gov &lt;<A HREF="mailto:david.co~over@h
q.doe.gov">mailto:david.conover@hq.doe.gov</~>&gt;</FONT></U><FONT FACE= Times
New Roman"> with a copy to the CCTP Deputy Director, Dr. Robert Marlay at</FONT
><U> <FONT COLOR="#0000FF" FACE="Times New Roman">robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov &It;
<A HREF="mailto:robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov">mailto:robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov</A>&g
t;</FONT></U><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">. </FONT></P>

<P><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">Thank you very much for your continued support
of the climate change Technology Program.&nbsp; If you have any questions, plea
se contact me at 202-586-3994.</FONT></P>
<BR>

<P><U><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">Interagency working Group on climate science
and Technology Integration:</FONT></U>

<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp~&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb~p;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<BR><FONT FACE= Times New Roman >CEQ - J. connaughton&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp’;
NASA - M. Cleave (for G. Asrar)</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">DOC - S. Bodman, J. Mahoney&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&
nbsp; &nbsp;&nb~p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&~bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; NEC - C. SelI</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE= Times New Roman >DOD - J. Andrews&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; NSF - R. Colwell
, T. Spence</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">DOE - R. Card&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
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bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs~;&nbsp;&nbsp; O~B - M. Peacock</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE= Times New Roman >DOI - C. Kearney (for S. Griles)&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
¯ bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; OSTP -
C. Gabriel (for K. Olsen)</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">DOT - Lo Lawson (for E. Frankel)&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; state -
P. Dobriansky</FONT>

<BR><FONT FACE="Times NewRoman">EPA - J. Holmstead&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb
sp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; USDA - B. Hohenstein (for
J. Moseley)</FONT>
<BR><FONT FACE="Times New Roman">HHS - E. Slater</FONT>
</P>
<BR>

<P><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">Dave Conover</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">Director, climate change Technology Program</FONT
>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">US DOE</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI">202-586-3994 (voice)</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="Arial">240-381-6506 (wireless)</FONT>
<BR><FONT SIZE=2 FACE="AriaI">202-586-0092 (fax)</FONT>
</P>

.</BODY>
</HTML>

END ATTACHMENT I
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Final Review, CCTP Research and Current Activities Report Page 1 of I

MEMO TO:
Integrat ion

&nb sp; Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

FROM: Dave Conover, Director, Climate Change Technology Program

SUBJECT: &nb sp; Final Review, CCTP Research and Current Activities Report

DATE: October 31, 2003

The second of the two CCTP documents discussed at the September 25th Interagency Working Group
on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration (IWG) meeting, the Research and Current Act
ivities Report, has been through OMB Interagency Review and is now ready for your final review.

If you attended the September 25th meeting, you will be receiving a final review copy via messenger
today. If you sent a representative to the meeting, that individual will be receiving the final dra ft and is
copied on this message. If you neither attended nor sent a representative to that meeting, and would
like to receive a draft for review, pleas e contact Nita Scotland at 202-586-0070.

For us to meet the deadline for final printing and shipping in time for the COP 9 meeting in Milan, Italy,
we need to receive any comments on this report no later than close of business, Friday, November 7.
As per the guidance from CCCSTI-IWG Chairman Bodman at the meeti ng, agencies are not required to
comment on this report. If we have not received your comments by that date we will assume that you
have none. I apologize for the short review time we are providing.

If you have comments, please provide them to me via fax (202/586-0092) or email at
david.conover@hq.doe.gov <mailto:david.conover@hq~ with a copy to the CCTP Deputy
Director, Dr. Robert Marlay at robert.marlay@h~ov < mailto:robert.marla¥_@hq.doe, og~y~&g_t~.

Thank you very much for your continued support of the Climate Change Technology Program. If you
have any questions, plea se contact me at 202-586-3994.

Interagency Working Group on Climate Science and Technology Integration:

CEQ - J. Connaughton & nbsp; NASA - M. Cleave (for G. Asrar)
DOC - S. Bodman, J. Mahoney & nbsp; NEC - C. Sell
DOD - J. Andrews ; NSF - R. Colwell, T. Spence
DOE - R. Card &n bsp; & nbsp; OMB - M. Peacock
DOI - C. Kearney (for S. Griles) &n bsp; OSTP - C. Gabriel (for K. Olsen)
DOT - L. Lawson (for E. Frankel) &n bsp; State - P. Dobriansky
EPA - J. Holmstead&nbs p; &nb sp; USDA - B. Hohenstein (for J. Moseley)
HI-IS - E. Slater

Dave Conover
Director, Climate Change Technology Program
US DOE
202-586-3994 (void;e)
240-381-6506 (wireless)
202-586-0092 (fax)
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CREATOR:"COnOVer, David" <David.conover@hq.doe.gov> ( "conover, David"
<David.conover@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME:31-OCT-2003 09:28:29.00

SUB3ECT:: Final Review, CCTP Research and current Activities Report

TO:"steve Griles (E-mail)" <steven_griles@ios.doi.gov> ( "Steve Griles (E-mail)"
<steven_griles@ios.doi .gov> [ UNKNOWN l )
READ: UNKNOWN

TO:"Rita colwell (E-mail)" <rcolwell@nsf.gov> ( "Rita Colwell (E-mail)"
<rcolwell@nsf.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Marcus Peacock ( CN=Marcus Peacock/OU=OMB/O=EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Kathie L. Olsen ( CN=Kathie L. Olsen/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:3ames connaughton ( CN=James Connaughton/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"James Andrews (E-mail)" <James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil> ( "James Andrews (E-mail)"
<James_Andrews@onr.navy.mil> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Eve slater (E-mail)" <eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov> ( "Eve Slater (E-mail)"
<eslater@osophs.dhhs.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Clay Sell ( CN=Clay Sell/OU=OPD/O=EOP@Exchange [ OPD ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Sam Bodman (E-mail)" <SBodman@doc.gov> ( "sam Bodman (E-mail)" <sBodman@doc.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)" <nelsondj2@state.gov> ( "Paula Dobriansky (E-mail)"
<ne]sondj2@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jim Mosely (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov> ( "Jim Mosely (E-mail)" <jrm@usda.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jeff Holmstead (E-mail)" <holmstead.jeff@epaogov> ( "Jeff Holmstead (E-mail)"
<holmstead.jeff@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Ghassem Asrar (E-mail)" <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Ghassem Asrar (E-mail)"
<gasrar@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"EJ~il Frankel (E-mail)" <emil.frankel@ostodot.gov> ( "Emil Frankel (E-mail)"
<emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Bob Card (E-mail)" <robert.card@hq.doe.gov> ( "Bob Card (E-mail)"
<robert.card@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
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CC:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Robert sandoli ( CN=Robert Sandoli/ou=oMB/O=EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Phil cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@Exchange [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Mary Cleave (E-mail)" <mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> ( "Mary Cleave (E-mail)"
<mcleave@hq.nasa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:Kevin D. Hurst ( CN=Kevin D. Hurst/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:3obi A. Parrish ( CN=Jobi A. Parrishiou=osTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Harlan watson (E-mail)" <watsonhl@state.gov> ( "Harlan Watson (E-mail)"
<watsonhl@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:clifford J. Gabriel ( CN=Clifford J. Gabriel/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@Exchange [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:"chris Kearney (E-mail)" <chris_kearney@ios.doi.gov> ( "chris Kearney (E-mail)"
<chris_kearney@iosodoi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"TOm Spence (E-mail)" <tspence@nsf.gov> ( "Tom Spence (E-mail)" <tspence@nsf.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Linda Lawson (E-mail)" <linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov> ( "Linda Lawson (E-mail)"
<lindaolawson@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:Jim Mahoney <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> ( Jim Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Dan Reifsnyder (E-mail)" <reifsnyderDA@state.gov> ( "Dan Reifsnyder (E-mail)"
<reifsnyderDA@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <WHOHENST@OCE.USDA.GOV> ( "Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)"
<WHOHENST@OCE,USDA.GOV> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
MEMO TO:~~ Interagency working Group on climate Change science and
Technology Integration

FROM:~ Dave Conover, Director, climate change Technology Program

SUBJECT:~~ Final Review, CCTP Research and current Activities Report

DATE:~ october 31, 2003

The second of the two CCTP documents discussed at the september 25th
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Interagency working Group on climate change science and Technology
Integration (IWG) meeting, the Research and Current Activities Report, has
been through OMB Interagency Review and is nowready for your final
review.9

If you attended the september 25th meeting, you will be receiving a final
revlew copy via messenger today.9 If you sent a representative to the
meeting, that individual will be receiving the final draft and is copied
on this message.9 If you neither attended nor sent a representative to
that meeting, and would like to receive a draft for review, please contact
Nita Scotland at 202-586-0070.

For us to meet the deadline for final printing and shipping in time for
the coP 9 meeting in Milan, Italy, we need to receive any comments on this
report no later than close of business, Friday, November 7.9 As per the
guidance from CCCSTI-IWG chairman Bodman at the meeting, agencies are not
required to comment on this report.9 If we have not received your comments
by that date we will assume that you have none.9 I apologize for the short
review time we are providing.

If you have comments, please provide them to me via fax (202/586-0092) or
email at david.conover@hq.doe.gov <mailto:david.conover@hq.doe.gov> with a
copy to the CCTP Deputy Director, Dr. Robert Marlay at
robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov <mailto:robert.marlay@hq.doe.gov>.

Thank you very much for your continued support of the Climate change
Technology Program.9 If you have any questions, please contact me at
202-586-3994.

Interagency working Group on Climate science and Technology Integration:

CEQ - J. connaughton999 9999999 9999999 NASA - M. cleave (for G. Asrar)
DOC S Bodman, J.. Mahoney9999 9999999 NEC - C. Sell

spence

DOI C Kearney (for S. Griles)9999999 9999999 OSTP - C. Gabriel (for K.
olsen)
DOT - L. Lawson (for E. Frankel)9999999 9999999 State - P. oobriansky
EPA - J. Holmstead99999 9999999 9999999 9999999 USDA - B. Hohenstein (for
J. Moseley)
HHS - E. Slater

Dave Conover
Director, climate change Technology Program
US DOE
202-586-3994 (voi ce)
240-381-6506 (wireless)
202-586-0092 (fax)
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE Cl-

INTERGOVEILNMENTAL PANEL.
ON CLIIvlATE CHANGE

IPCC WORKING GROUP I - 9~ SESSION
Vienna, 4 Nov~mb~ 2003

W~

(24.LX.2003)
ENGLISH ONLY

PROPOSED CHAPTER OUTLINE OF THE WORKING GROUP 1 CONTRIBUTION
TO THE IPCC FOURTH ASSESSMENT RF.,PORT (AR4)

(Submitted by rite Co-chai~ of Working Group 1)
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Working Group I Contribution to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report
Climate Change 2007: The Physical .Science Basis

Summary for Policymakers

1. Itistorical Overview of Climate Change Science

Executive ~
¯ Introduction

Advances in U~:Uncemint~ ,..’,.. ,..
Glo~sm’y of Terms- - ......>.. ...

2. Changes in Atmospheric Constituents and in Radiative Fordng
Ex~tive Summary

¯ De.rich and ~ ofRadia~ve F~’ing

¯ A~rosot~" ~ and Indirect Radiat~
¯ Radiative Fox~-’in~ d~ to Land UseChang~ .
¯ Conn’ails and ~-tnckr.ed Cin’m..,

¯ Syn~e~i~ ofR~iv~ For~g Fact~

Appendix: T~clmlque~ En~r ~o~ and Me~e~m~

3. Observations: Atmospheric and Surface Climate Change

Exec~ive Summary

¯ lntrodu~on
¯ Chang~ in Surface Climate

¯ Changes in the Fr~e Atmosphere
¯ Chang= in A~osph~c CircuLation

CEQ 005461



8. CHmate Models and their Evaluation

¯

¯

¯

¯

0.

A~ in Modding ....

Evaluation ofCon~ M~an CIimat~ as Shnula~ by C~.,.upled Global Modds

F.~tion of ~ s~o Cl~te y~g._~ .s si~te~l ~ Co@~d G
Models

Evaluation of the ~ ReI~vant ~ a~ SimulB~cd by Cot@led Gl01mI Models

Mod~l Simulations of~

Evaluation of Mod~l Skrmlations of Thresholds ~ ~ Ewml~

Repre~-~ting th~ Global Sysmn Wi~ Simple~ Models

9. Understanding and A~tributing Climate Change

Exec~w Sun’ar~y

¯ Radiatiw Fo~ng and ~ Re~x~n~

¯ Understanding I~-~ Clkn~ Change

¯ U~g CIi~te Change Du~ing th~ ~ Era

Appendix: Methods used t~ de~t �~ forced s~gmls (d~t~tion/at~tion)

10, Global Climate Projections
Executive Sum.,mry
¯ Intn3duction

I
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WMO

INTERGOVEERNMENTAL PANEL ON:C’ LIMATE CHANGE

ON CLIMATE CHANGE

WORKING GROUP 1 - 9~h SESSION
Vienna, 4 November 2003

WG-I: ~/Do¢. 4
Item3~ ,.
(24.1X.2003)
ENGLISH ON.LY

lmplemeUt~tion

(Submitted by~h~ Co-Chai~ of Woddng Group l)

IPCCSecmtadat, �/o’WM0, ’T01~Av~lu~dela-Pal~ ~.P.N~2~O~-1211Geneva2, ,sWrI’ZERLAND
.PhOne.: +41 22 7308208/8254 Fax: +41 22-730 8025/8013,,

" E-mall."ipcc~.sec~,.toway~wrno,c~ , We.l~te:h’Up~/wwW21pcc.ch       ..
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1. Activities in Support of the Assessment Process

examination ofapproach~ via d~ w~b. �~ail,:and CD-ROM, ~ ~,m~d fea~’ble...

On.line JournalAccess " " ’ --

The inct~tsing, co~t of scientific joumal~ may make it more ~d~cult for exlx~ in some d~ei~ing

enter! int~ with the publish¢~ of.~i.end ! .’ .eading Scientif!~ joemals ~.
acce~ for WG1 I~ from tho~e’c~ie~ Co~s of this 6n-line.acce~a~being ~etby dmad~
charitable con~butiens arr~_ged byWG1. Thb,WG! TSU will ~ ,passWO~u~lled~cess t
fac~ity for the WGI LAs.                              ’~ . ~

ammgement~ to other jouraal~ including those pub~.h.ed in developing counlriea In or&r to

Access to Data and Model Results

A c~¢ of the physical climate sciences isthe incr~ing us~of very large datasets and anal
large amounts of computer model output. ~ is clearly an area.where coordinated acc,~s methods and
based tools can pro~de g~eater efficiency ~and enable a larger expezt cgmniunity to examine data or n
result~ at first hand,

~nc~ with previous assessments sugge~,s,, .that in the �om~ of, the AR,4 tl~ ~’a’.entifi¢ �ommuni~provide n~w compilat!ous Ofdala and model.~mlt~ ~ fel~imt to.~the- r~port. To easu~ that th~ ;

appmach~ will b~ used accordingto the ~, ~ch as:

The WGI TSU may take responsibility for maintaining a coordinated set of links to other sites [ut wil
ho~t data~ts or model results as proof ~ activity, Tim WGi r~le will b¢ to work with scie~
organizations and the author teams to d~velop consistent and open approaches to data acct. Some’
based facilities relevant to the AR4 w~l I~ specific to particular science organizations, some
approptlat~ managed wia~n ~ mand~ of the "r~L~ and othen may b~ ~ managed by ~
international sci~nc~ organizations ~uch as IGBP/PAGES.

¯ of
web-
~lel

,~ of

¯ on

ino~
~c

b~
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Activity Pm’pose~ Comments

Meetings and W~rkshops-2004
Uncertainty and Risk ccr, involving all WG~ WGI lead.
Workshop To cotmider guidelin¢~ for t~dmont of

uncertainty in tl~ AR4, imbxie~ all 3 WGs
l~gional Ctimat~ CCT, involvi~ all WG~ WO~ lead.

IPCCJWCRP me, tin8 on Regional Clima~e issues
Climate Semitivity Science meeting with a focus on asse, sment and
Wofl~hop us~ of climam Sensitivity in the AR4

bteefings to be organized by Olher Working Groups with WGI involvement
Article 2 and Key .. CCT, Involving all WGs, WG2 lead...
Yulncrabllitles provtslonalI)~ 24-27 March~ 200,1, Buenos Alres
Climate Change and CG’T, ini, olrlng all WG$, WG2 lead.
Water provisionally Auguat 2004
Technologv CC7, Involving all WGs, WG3 lead.

DC/EIT
Support

21 journeys,
across all WC~

3 0 journo’s
across all WOs
30Journeys
across all WGs
1.~ journeys
across all WGs

Meetings and Workshops - 2005
As for first LA m~lin[~
To r~wiew use of SClVis and EMICs in AR4

Includes 1 DC/EIT RE [mr chapter
Provisional for DC/EIT LA ~ppod, include~
inter-WG m~tings - NB budget is for WGI LAs

Meetings to be organized by other Worldng Groups with WG1 involvement
Article 2 and Key
Yulnerabilittes

Meetin~[I and Worktho
Fou~h LA mectinlt
Technical Summary
wd~ng rn~g

CCT, involving all WGs, WG2 lead.

m- 2006
As for third LA meetin~
CLAs only - additional drafting meeting for th~

30journeys
across all WGs

C~ lit

12 ~594

I~ 536

12 280

2~ 56O

18 420

94710

Note that this table doe~ not include me~Ydngs of the ~ Governing bodie~, in particular it do~ n~t
Bureau meetings or the WGI Plenary Se.~ion in 2007 to apt~ve ~he WGI-AR4, nor do~ it include
translation ~d publication.

31:,700
~: s6o

18~. .420

31.~ .700

for
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linkages that are now emerging in ~ are~ ShraTlafly, f~t~ sea I¢~I I~jcX~io~ "~
me~g~ with. p~Ojex~ion~ ofth~dlmato sy~m.~ ~ wh~le.

!
2

4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
11

5, Incorporation of Cross Cutting Themes

The WGI-AR4 ~ ~k to ~ &the ~ c~s-cutting ~ ofth~ AR4 as follows:

Pages
15
6O
15
60
6O
25
35
30
50
50
50
50
60
560

and
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will comid~- what ~s known about tho.lmg tram msponm ofth~ ¢lim~ ~
stabilization at ~ l~v~ of~ gas~
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WMO

INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE

£NTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL
ON CLIMATE CHANGE

TWENTY-FIRST SESSION
Vienna, 3 and 6-7 November 2003

Agenda imm: 1
, HNOLISH ONL~

PROVISIONAL .aNNOTATED AGENDA

o

OPENING OF THE SESSION

1.1

1.2

The Chair, Dr R.K. Pachaufi zdll call the session to order at 10.00 hrs on Monday, 3!
November 2003.                                  "

Opening Addresses

1.2.1 Dr Pachauri will make his opening address
1.2.2 A senior representative of the Austrian Government will welcome the I~�~C

to Vienna and deliver a keynote address ,
1.2.3 The Seeretary-G-eneral of the World Meteorological Organization (W!riO),

Prof. G,O.P. Obasi will address the Session on key climate change issues
1.2.4 The Executive Director of the United Nations Environmem Programme

(UNEP), Dr K. Tfpfer will address the Session on.key climate change issue~
1.2.5 The Executive Secretary of the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change (UN FCCC) Ms. Joke Waller-Hunter will address the    ,
session.

1.3 Working Arrangements

The Chair will 9onfirm the working a=angements, which are suggested to include
meeting hours of !0.00 to 13.00 for the morning sessions and 15.00 to 18.00 for afternoon
sessions.

Simultaneous interpretation in Arabic, Chinese, English, Fr~uch, Russian and Spanish
will be available during the plenary meetings of the session. All in-session documentation will
be in English only.

1.4 Approval of the Agenda

The agenda may be amended at any time during the plenary meetings of the session.

APPROVAL OF THE DRAFT REPORT OF THE 20TM SESSION (Doe. 3)

The draft report of the Twentieth Session ~-ill be submitted by the Sec.retariat for approval.

IPCC PROGRANI’ME AND BUDGET FOR 2004 TO 2007 (Doe. 4)

IPCC Secretariat, c/o WMO, 7bis, Avenue de la Paix, C.P. N° 2300, ~211 Geneva 2, SWITZERLAND
Phone: +41 22 730 8208/8254    Fax: +41 22 730 8025/8013    Telex: 414199 OHM CH

E-mail: Ipcc_se¢@gateway,wmo,ch    Website: http://www,tpcc,ch
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addresses inter alia the possible preparation of further Tectmieal Papers, e.g. on regions, new pro.ducts
and outreach material.

8. PROPOSAL FOR FURTHER ACTION ON TFi’F. DEVELOPMENT .OF
PRACTICABLE METt/ODOLOGI-17.S .TO FACTOR OUT DIRECT
INDUCED CIL~NGES IN CARBON STOCKS AND GREENI~OUSE ~AS
EMISSIONS BY SOURCES AND REMOVALS BY SINKS (’LULUCF Task 3)
(Doe. 16 and

The Panel decided, through the Chair, to establish a steering committee to conduct a h
level scientific meeting that would survey the current understanding of the processes affecting earl
stocks and human influences upon them. The outcomes of" the Expert Meeting would be used a

~ ~t ~ ¯ ,basis for reporting back to the ~1 S sslon of the Panel. The Expert Meeting has been held from 21
luly in Geneva. The proceedings of the Expert Meeting are contained in document IPCC-XXI/I~
The ~CC Chairman will introduce a proposal on how to progress Task 3.

9. REVISION OF THE ’REVISED 1996 IPCC GUIDELINES FOR NATION~,L
GREEN’HOUSE GAS INVENTORIES’ (Doe, 10)

At the 20th Session the Panel decided that concerning a revision of the Revised 1996 IPC’C
Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories the TF]3 should adopt the following four-st .~p
approach:

(1) Definition of the task Coeginn~g after ~CC X~ approval through late 2003).
(2) Preparation for the Seoping meeting.
(3) Scoping meeting (September 2003).
(4) Preparation of the Revised Guidelines (2004 - eaxly 2006-).

The Scoping meeting’was held in Geneva, 16-18 September 2003. The TFB co-chaks
present the proposed terms of reference, table of contents, work plan and timetable, to complete
task for consideration and decision by the PaneL

t

10. REVIEW OF T]a~ MANDATE OF TEIE TASK GROUP ON SCENA.RIOS FOR
CLEVIATE AND IMPACTS ASSESS!VI~NT (TGCIA) (’Doe. 13)

The Panel agreed at its 20th session that role and mandate of the TGCIA be reviewed and
membership be refreshed. IPCC-20 could not reach consensus on a proposal for a revised mandate,
work programme and membership of the TGCIA and it was agreed that Mr Moss should continue t~
lead the TGCL% operating under its existing mandate. Mr. Moss will present a proposal for a revised
mandate and workprogramme for consideration and decision by the Panel.

Concerning new membership it wa.~ suggested that the same procedure as for selecting Leai
Authors is applied (see Appendix A to the Principles Governing ~CC Work, paragraphs 4.2.1 andi
4.2.2). The Panel is invited to provide gtfidance on selecting new members for the TGCIA.

11. PRO CEDUtL4.L MATTERS

11.1 Election procedures (’Doe. 17)

The Panel at its 19th session (Geneva, 17-20 April 2002) decided that well before the next l
round of elections the Chair would bring to the Panel a proposal describing the rules and procedures
to be adopted by the IPCC when conducting elections. The IPCC Bureau at its 28’h Session’
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WG-I: q~/Doc. 3
Item 2
(24.IX.2OO3)
ENGLISH ONLY

PROPOSED CHAPTER OUTLINE OF TI~ WORKING GROUP I CONTRIBUTION
TO THE IPCC FOURTH ASSESSMENT REPORT (AR4)

(Submitted by the Co-chairs of Working Group I)

4EP

IPCC Secretariat, c/o WMO, 7bls, Avenue de la Palx,
Phone: +41 22 730 820818254

E-mail; ipcc_sec@ gateway.wmo.ch

C.P. N° 2300, 1211 Geneva 2, SWITZERLAND
Fax: +41 22 730 8025/8013

Website: http:llwww,lpcc,ch
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¯ Patterns of Variability

¯ Changes in the Tropics and Sub-Tropics

¯ Ext.-Tropical Changes

¯ Changes in Extreme Events

¯ Synthesis: Consistency across Observations

Appendix: Techniques, Eaxor.Estimation, and Mea.~-ement Systems

4. Observations: Changes in Snow, Ice and Frozen Ground

Executive Summary

¯ Introduction

¯ Changes in Snow Cover and Albedo

¯ Sea Ice Extent and Thickness Changes

¯ Changes in Glaciers and Small Ice Caps

¯ Changes and Stability of Ice Shelves

¯ Clmges and Stability of Ice Sheets

¯ Changes in Frozen Ground

Appendix: Techniques, Etmr Estimation, and Measurement Systems

5. Observations: Oceanic Climate Change and Sea Level

Executive Summary

¯ Introduction

¯ Changes in Ocean Salinity, Temperature, Heat Uptake, and Heat Contsm

¯ Biogeochemical Tracers

¯ Changes in Ocean Circulation and Water Mass Formation

¯ Sea Level: Global and Regional Changes

Appendix: Techniques, Error Estimation, and Measurement Systems

6. Paleoclimate
Executive Summary

¯ Introduction

¯ Proxy Methods and their Uncertainty

¯ Inferred Past Climat~ System Change

¯ Abrupt Climate Change

¯ Paleo-Environmental Model Evaluation and Semitivity

¯ Synthesis: Putting the Industrial Eta in Perspective

Appendix: Guide to the Use of Paleoclknatic Information.
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Projected Kad~a~vc Forcing

Timescales of R.esponse

Climate Change to 2100 and Beyond

Sea Level Projections.

Scenarios and Simple Models

Uncertainties in Global Model Projections

11. Regional Climate Projections

Executive Summary

¯ Introduction
¯ Evaluation of Regionalization Methods

¯ Alternative Simple Methods
¯ Projections of Sub-Continental Scale CLimate-

Latin America, North America, and Polar Regions

Small Islands

Uncertainties in Regional Pt’ojeclions

List of Authors and Reviewers

Index

Africa, Asia, Australasia, Eu
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2. Anticipated Timetable

The anticipated timetable of WGI-AI~4 related meetings and other activities is as follows:

Year Month
2003 Nov

Dec
2004 Apr

Apt
Apr -May
Jun

Sep

2005 Ja~
Feb-Mar

May-Jul

Sep-Oct

Dec
2006 Feb

Mar-May
Jan
Aug
Oct-Nov

2007 Jan

Activity
CLIVAR/PAGES/IPCC meeting on drought (co-sponsored)

Call for Government LA nominations
Bureau selection of LA teams

WGCM meeting on feedbacks (co-sponsored)

IPCC Workshop on Uncertainty and Risk
IPCC/WCRP Regional Climate meeting

IPCC Workshop on Climate Sensitivity
First LA meeting, Italy

.Completion of’zero order’ draft
Informal review of ’zero order’ draft

Second LA meeting, China
Expert meeting on simple cllnm~ models

Completion of first draft
8-week expert review of fast draft

Third LA meeting, New Ze "aland
Completion of second draft

8-week Government and Expert review of second draft
Fourth LA meeting, tbd

Completion of final draft
Government review of SPM

Submission to WGI Plenary for appro~-al

In addition it is expected that subgroups cf the LA teams will have additional small meetings to consader
specific issues such as development of a chapter or specific boundary issues between chapters. Similarly
additional meetings would "be used to exchange information In specgfie areas with other WGs. These[~e
anticipated as occurring in 2005 and are included in the budgetary pmvLsions below but decisions on specific
dates or other details are being deferred until 2004.

3. Implementation of Cross Cutting Themes

The cross cutting themes (CCTs) are j~int activities of all three Worldng Groups. Administration of
Regional Integration and Uncertain.tv and Risk themes is being carded out by WG1. In addition, as outJJ
in the respective concept papers, the WG1 contn"oution to the AR4 is linked to three other CCTs: Arti¢.
and Key Vulnerabilities, Climate Change and grater, and Technology. The scope and aims of each
themes is de.sen’bed in the corresponding concept papers that have been made available to Govemme
separately.

the
ned
’e 2

nts

Expert meetings are planned for each of these themes during 2004 and WG1 will ensure that experts from
the physical science community, including WGI Lead Authors where appropriate, are adequately
represented at those meetings.

4. Budgetary implications for the IPCC Trust Fund

Anticipated costs to the IPCC Trust Fund for Lead Author and expert meetings in support of the WG1-AP~
are as follows:
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3. Proposed structure of the report

The WG1-AR4 has retained some aspects of the TAR and has a number of important new elenlents
to reflect advances in science as well as Government comments.The slructure aims to re uain
comprehensive in scope but be shorter and more focused than the TAIL

The resulting sa’ucture of the WGI -AR4 can be summarized as follows:

¯ Introduction (Chapter 1): This section will give a short description of the evolution of our
understanding of climate change and provide a ’madmap’ to the rest of the report.

¯ Radiative Forcing and Observations (Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5): This section of the r~port
addresses the major sources of human and natural influences oa climate and describes the
observed trends and inter-decadal variability in climate as recorded in the insmma~aml
record. It will cover all relevant aspects of the amaosphere, c~yosphere (mow, ice, and
frozen ground), and oceans (including sea level).

¯ Past and Present Climate Change and Couplings to Biogenchemical Cycles (Chapters 6 7,
8, and 9): This section of the report addresses the scientific understanding of the proee: ses
that cause climate change and our ability to explain observed changes using p~cess-b~ sed
models. It wil! cover a longer time period than the previous section of the report to pro’ ride
a perspective for more recently observed changes, and it will assess the ability 6f a
hierarchy of climate models to explain observed climate changes. It will also assess
critical linkages between biogeochemical cycles and climate change.

¯ Future Climate Change (Chapters 10 and 11): This section of the report will as~e.ss
projections of future climate change derived from climate models on time scales f~om
decades to centuries at both global and regional scales. It will include coverage of [the
inertia in different aspects of the climate system, the differences between global ~md
regional climate projections, related sea level rise, implications of stabilimtion at ditfet~t
levels of greenhonse gas concentrations, and a careful analysis of uncertainties.

The detailed organization differs from that of the TAR in several key ways:

¯ All of the radiative forcing factors are covered in one chapter. This organization ~
emble a uniform assessment of the important process-based links between emissions d
radiative forcing and a more consistent overall view of key processes and tmc..emfintie
radiative forcing.

¯ The single observational chapter in the TAR has be~n divided into tl~e chapters dealing
with observations of changes in atmospheric and surface climate, in i~, and in the
This organization will enable an effective assessment of the large amount and new types
observational data that have become available since the TAR as well as improved
understanding in areas such as m~:les of climate variability (e.g, ENSO, NAO).

¯ Appendices to each of the observational chapters and to the radiative forcing chapter ~
directly link measurement systems, their uncertainties, and related resear~li needs to
inf~’mation assessed in the c~pters.
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significant advances in methods for characterizing uncertainty in the physical c
sciences, e.g, through the use of model erectable runs and probability distributions R
climate parameters. Such advances will be smnmafized in Chapter 1 of the WGI.
Lead Authors will be asked to characterize uncertainties objectively where that is po
and to use standard approaches to identifying levels of" confidence. The proposed
Workshop on Uncertainty and Risk will consider f-tmher ways to improve the desc~
and quantification of uncertainty in the AR4 and its oul~mes will be taken into accou
WG1.
Regional Integration: WG1-AR4 will ensure regional integration through a car
coordinated and conlinuous exchange of information between WG1 and WG2. The
continental climate projections will cover the same regions used in the WG2-AR4.
small islands are not geam’ally resolved in current climate models they will be dealt wi
a separate section of the regional projectiom chapter, and larger scale climate of the ne
sub-continental regions will also be discussed where relevant to small islands. Expe~
both the AR4 scoping meetings stressed the preliminary nature of current regional
climate modeling. Thus it appears unlikely that all regions can be addressed
comprehensive or uniform manner. For this reason a careful assessment of.uncert~
associated with regional climate modeling will also be included in Chapter 11. Wol
Group I supported a recent workshop on regional climate held in July 2003 and is
spcmsoring an expert meeting on the related issue of drought in November 2003. Fu
meetings will be conducted during the course of the assessment process with the next b
planned jointly with WCRP for summer, 2004. These provide an important opportunit.
compare methods and data used in different regions, to assist in comparing re/~
climate models with observations, and to support the. transfer of expertise bet~
counlries..

Water. The hydrological cycle and its role in the climate system is a key aspect for
WGI-AR4, and consequently much of the report will be directly relevant to the ~
theme. Water vapor plays a dominant role in the greenhouse effect, cloud processes,
heat transport within the atmosphere. Change in the hydrological cycle and its feedb
with climate change are a major focus of climate models. Chapters 3 and 4 will pm
both global and regional perspectives on observed changes in the hydrological cycle
will provide key information on the changes in rainfall and mow pack that are required
an assessment of river, lake and" water supply changes by WG2. Chapter 7 will inclu&
assessment of recent studies of potential linkages between aerosols and rainfall. Chapt~
will include an assessment of how well climate models can simulate change in
hydrological cycle, particularly issues such as increase in the frequency of drought
extreme precipitation events. Chapters 10 and 11 will include assessments of
projections of such change at both global and regional levels. Water is closely tied to-

key
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regional theme, and the upcoming drought workshop referred to above thus suplmrts
development of both themes and their linkages.

Key Vulnerabilities (including UNFCCC Article 2 issues): The WGI-AR4 will provic~ a
broad range of inputs for the consideration of key vulnembilities in accordance with
theme. This area also provides an important area f6r exchange of information betw,~n
WG1 and WG2. Assessment of observatiom of trends and variability for diffamt
components of the climate system in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 will provide a necessary conl~
for consideration of key vuinembilifies. Furthermore, the WGI-AR4 will contribute to f
theme through topics that have advanced significantly since the previous assessmcnt.
Chapter 6 will provide new infomaation, fi’om paleoclimatie evidence, on the magnitt!de
and rotes of abrupt climate change at regional and global levels. Chapter 7 will assess ~e

4                                               ’
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Content guide for subsequent chapters in Section II:

1. Scope, key issues, summary of TAR conclusions, specific methods
2. Current sensitivity/vulnerability: to weather and climate; and to other stresses; current

adaptation
3.Assumptions about future trends: climate, development, technology, etc.
4. Key magnitudes/rates of impacts and future vulnerabilities; costs and other economic aspects
5. Adaptation: practices, options and constraints
6. Implications for sustainable development
7.Key uncertainties, unknowns, research gaps and priorities

3, Fresh Water Resources and their Management
¯ Water and climate: precipitation, evapotranspiration, soil moisture, snow cover
¯ Surface water: rivers, lakes, ice cover;, quantity and quality
= Groundwater:. extraction, salinisation, quality
¯ Water demand and use: agriculture, industry, energy, domestic
¯ Extreme events: floods and droughts
¯ Management options

4. Ecosystems and their Services
¯ Grasslands and savannahs
* Forests and woodlands
¯ Deserts
¯ Wetlands
¯ Freshwater lakes and rivers
¯ Mountains
¯ Oceans, shallow seas and madne ecosystems

5. Food, Fibre, Forestry, and Fisheries
¯ Crop farming
¯ Livestock production
¯ Industrial crops and biofuels
¯ Forestry
¯ Fisheries: madne and fresh water
¯ Global food trade and food secudty
¯ Local food supply, regional employment and rural livelihood
¯ Environmental issues: water use, run-eft, land use

6. Coasts and Low-lying Areas
¯ Natural systems

- Wetlands, mangroves, coral reefs
- Deltas, estuaries and lagoons
- Beaches and cliffed coasts

¯ Human society

2of4
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Chapter 13 : Latin America

Chapter 14 : North America

Chapter 15 : Polar Regions (Arctic and Antarctic)

Chapter 16 ; Small Islands

IV. ASSESSMENT OF RESPONSES TO IMPACTS

17. Assessment of Adaptation Options, Capacity and Practice
¯ Methods and concepts: vulnerability, resilience, adaptive capacity

¯ Assessment of current adaptation practices: current vulnerability, risk management, local knowledge;
adapting to current climate and other stresses; policies and institutions

¯ Assessment of adaptation capacity and options: criteria for decision making; effectiveness, benefits an~
costs; barriers; equity and security

¯ Enhancing adaptation capacity: links to mitigative capacity; opportunities; constraints; adaptive leamin~

18. Assessment of Inter-relationships between Adaptation and Mitigation
Comparisons (between adaptation and mitigation strategies) of prerequisites for effective implementation:
determinants, capacities

¯ Comparisons of objectives and decision processes: reducing sensivity vs exposure; dealing with dsk
¯ Comparisons of scale: at global, national, sectoral, local and project levels
¯ Comparisons of timing: timing of outcomes, including rates of change, time discounting
¯ Differences between stakeholders: governments, private, civil society
¯ Comparison of costs and damages avoided
¯ Synthesis of trade-offs and synergies between adaptation and mitigation; mixes of strategies, uncertaint

19. Assessing Key Vulnerabilities
¯ Methods and concepts: measuring damage, identifying key impacts and vulnerabilities, and their risk of

occurrence
Approaches to determining levels or" climate change for key impacts: metrics, occurrence, timing,
uncertainty

¯ Assessing key global risks
¯ Assessing r~sks for key regions and sectors
¯ Assessment of response strategies to avoid occurrence: stabilisation scenarios; mitigation/adaptation

strategies; avoiding irreversibilities, role of sustainable development; treatment of uncertainty

20. Perspectives on Climate Change and Sustainability
¯ Global and aggregate impacts, and multiple stresses
¯ Implications for regional development, access to resources and technology, and equity
¯ Regional differences in impacts and adaptive capacity, and implications for vulnerability and security
¯ Opportunities and challenges for adaptation (including over long term)
¯ Uncertainties, unknowns, priorities for research

List of authors, reviewers
Glossary
Index

4 of 4
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> Second Expert Meeting on Climate Change and Sustainable Development (~’GI~ lead)
~ E~e~ M~¢~g on ~sk ~d Unc~ ~GI 1�~)
> Expe~Mee~ng on Re~on~ Issues GVGI lead)
> Expert Meeting on Tec~olo~" ~G~ lead)
> Second E~e~ Mec~g on Adaptation md Mifiga~on ~G~ lead)
> Second Expert MeuSe o~ ~cle 2 of ~e ~CCC md key ~e~i~fies (~e need for ~is depen~ onoutcome

of~e first mee~g on ~is subject)
~ Exp~ mee~g on Long Te~ ~6gafion

S, G~danee p~p~ for su~ors

Two ~dmce papers for au~o~s ~ b~ d~velop~d ~ ~e for co~dera6on by au~o~ at ~e~ ~t me~6ng ~ 20~:

a) Characterisation of climat~ and other scenarios for the WGII Assessment. This will be similar to that
developed for the WGII SAR and TAR, its purpose being to ensure that a broadly common set of assumpt
is adopted by WGII authors.

b) Description ofmacertainty and expression ofcomSdence levels, to achieve a common approach to these
description,. Tlfis will be similar to that incorporated in TAR.

Budget for the [PCC Trust Fund.

The expected cost of author and expert meetings is as follows:

Table 1: D~tailed summary of WGIl budget proposal (note that estimated costs for cross..~mtfing expert meetings includ~
across all thret WGs)

Activity Purpose/Comments

Meetings and Workshops- 2004

DC/EIT support Cost CI:[F

EM on Article 2 and
KV

EM on Water

First LA/CLA
meeting

CCT across all 3 WGs-WGII
lead; the provisionally 24.27
March, Buenos Aires

CCT across all 3 WGs -WGrr
lead
Vienna, 20-23 Sept 2 tbc

30 journeys across all WGs

30journeys across all WGs

80 journeys

189,420

189,420

505,120

Note: Meetings in italicisod text arc being lead by other WGs

EM on Risk and
Uncertainty

Second EMon
Sustainable
Development

EMon Technology

Second EM on
Adaptation.
lvIitigatto n

EMon Regional
Issues

EM on Long term
mitigation and
stabilisation scenarios

CCYacross all 3 WGs - WGI
lead

GCT with WGIII- WGIII lead

CCTacrosx all 3 WGs-~r’GI~
lead

CCT with WGII1- WGllI lead

CCT across all 3 WGS - I~’GI
lead

WGII1 lead

21journeys across all WGs

lOjourneys across WG 11 and WG II1

25journeys across all WGs

lOjourneys for WGI11 and ?/GH

24journeys across all WGs

20Journeys across WGH and WGIII

132,J94

63,140

94,710

63.140

151,536

126,280

ons
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2. Cun-ent sensitiviw, ivulnembihty: to weather and climate; and to other stresses; cun’ent
acclimation and adaptation

3. Assumptions about future trends: climate, and other drivers
4. Key magnitudea~cates of impacts and future vulner’abili~es; effects on ecosystem services

(’including economic analysis where possible)
S. Acclimation and adaptation~ practices, options and consa-aints
6. Implications for sustainable development
7. Key uncertainties, unknowns, research gaps and priorities

Suggested len_oxh of chapter:
Introduction
1. Assessment of Observed Changes in Natural and Managed Systems
2. New Methods and Scenarios of the Future
3. Fresh Water Resources and their Management
4. Ecosystems and their Services
5. Food, Fibre, Forestry, and Fisheries
6. Coasts and Low-lyflag Areas
7. Settlement, Industry and Services
8. Human Health
9. Africa
10. Asia
11. Australia and New Zealand
12. Europe
13. Latin America
14. North America
15. Polar Regions’(.aa’cfic and Antarctic)
16. Small Islands
17. Assessment of Adaptation Options, Capacity and Practice
18. Assessment of Inter-relationships between Adaptation and Mitigation
19. Assessing Key Vulnecabilities and the Risk from Climate Change
20. Perspectives on Climate Change and Sustainability
List of Authors, Reviewers
GlossaW
Index

TOTAL P.,4 GES 630

5 page:

40 page~
30 page~
30 page~
30 page~
30 page~
30 page~
30 pages’,
30 pages]

30 pages[
30 pages!
25 pages
25 pages
30 pages
25 pages
25 pagesI
25 pages
25 pages I
25 pages ~
25 pages !

25 pagesI
10 pagesI
15 pagesI
35 pages I

1
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Part C - Specific mitigation options in the short and medium term

Regional differentiation will be emphasized in all chapters in this part (section 4-12) as far as
htemture is available. However, this regional disaggregation may differ by sector and could be
along different characteristics, such as level of development, national circumstances or geographical
location

Chapters 4-10 will follow the following template. Template issues will only be incorporated when
relevant and when literature is available.

Execute summary
¯ Inlxoduction
¯ Status of the sector and critical developmental trends and implications
¯ Emission trends (global and regional)
¯ Description and assessment of mitigation technologies, options and potentials (technical,

economic, market), costz and sustainability
¯ Positive and negative interactions of mitigation options with vulnerability and adaptation.
¯ Effectiveness of and experience with climate policies, potentials, barriers and oppommifies /

implementation issues
¯ Integrated and non-climate policies affecting emissions of greenhouse gases,
¯ Technology research, development and transfer
¯ Long-term outlook/systems transitions, decision making; inertia and its relation with long-

term/short-term choices, decision tools

4. Energy supply
5. Transport and its infrastructure (road, raft, a~Sation, shipping, including transport fuels)
6. Residential/commercial (including services)
7. Industry
8. Agriculture (including land use and biological carbon sequestration)
9. Forestry (including land use and biological carbon sequestration)
10. Waste management I

11. Short and medium term mitigation from a cross-sectoral perspective

Executive stunmaty
* InToduction, including system perspective, relationship with chapter 3, key issues across

sectors and use of models/analysis
. Cross-sectoral mitigation options: description, characterization and costs
, Technology development, deployment, diffusion and tranger
¯ Synergies and trade-offs with other policy areas (e.g. air quality, water)
¯ Overall mitigation potential and costs, including portfolio analysis and cross-sectoral

modeling
¯ Macroeconomic effects
¯ Spill-over effects (positive and negative)
¯ Assessment of bottom-up and top-down analysis
¯ Economic and other generic policy ir~ruments (including taxes, emis~ons trading)

Recycling of industrial waste would be covered in chapter 7 as was done in TAR.
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2. Anticipated Timetable

The anticipated timetable ofWG IIT-AR4 related meetings and other activities is as follows:

Year Month
2003 Dec
2004 Apr

Aug

Nov

Nov-Dec
2005 Apt

Sep

Oct-Nov
2006 ~lan

lun

~’ul-Aug
Oct

2007 Mar

IApr-Ma~’
Jun

Call for Govemmen~ LA nominations
Bureau selection elLA teams

First LA Meeting

Completion of ’zero order’ draft
Informal review of’zero order’ draft

Second LA meeting

Completion of first draft
8-~veek expert review of first draft

Third LA meeting

Completion of second draft
8-week Government and Expert review of second draft

Fourth LA meetin~

Completion of final draft

Government review of SPM
Submission to WG HI Plenary for apl~rovaJ

In addition it is expected that subgroups of the LA teams will have additional meetings to confider
specific issues such as development of a chapter or specific boundary issues between chapters. ~uch
meetings will also be conducted to exchange informatio~n¢ in specific areas with other WorJdug

Groups. These activities are anticipated as occu_rring in ..005 and are included in the budge~ar~
provisions below but it is not possible to specify dates or other details at this stage,            l
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Part B - Long-term atmospheric stabmzation and emission paths (ch 3)

Part B will assess the stabilization and long-term mitigation scenarios, showing the "mi~
gap" between achieving certain stabilization levels and various scenarios (S1LES and othe~
issues covered in this part are: How could stabilization at various levels be achieved b,
combination of mitigation options and at what cost~? What driving forces am relevant (i~
the role of technology)? What is the role of the various greenhouse gases and other climate
agents? It will discuss the relation between adaptation and mitigation, in the hght of
making on the levels of stabilization of GHG concentrations (art 2 UNFCCC) and uncem
Finally it will discuss the implication of stabilimtion levels for short and medium term tech
improvement and emission reductions in the light of social and technical inertia.

igation
Key
what

uding
brcing
xfision
inties.
tology

The hterature assessed in this part would contain insights in sholt and medium term prospects for
technological change and effectiveness of ndtigation (covered in depth in Part C) as this forths an
important element in long-term studies. Regional dimensions of long-term stabilization assess~nents
will be covered in as far as the literature allows.

Part C - Specific mitigation options in the short and medium term (oh, 4-12)
Part C will assess the literature on specific mitigation options for the short and medium term. It
be organized by sectoral, intersectora! and thematic chapters. Each sector will include enfi:
and removals of all greenhouse gases. Regional differentiation will be emphasized across part
far as literature is available. However, this regional disaggregation may differ by sector and
be along different characteristics, such as level of development, national circumstance
geohwaphical location. The focus will be on key issues that differ from region to region.

!will
;ions
;as
ould

or

The sectoral chapters (4-10) will follow one template, which covers all relevant aspects, incl,t~ling
  ,ga on options, cosy and po  s, effectiveness of pohcy insmmaents for  nplemen, tion
(mcmamg experience obtained from both governmental as well as private sector perspectives[and
o,ve~comin~g sochl, and ..beThavi.’oral .barriers), t.ec.hnology development and transfer issues, system
cnanges, for each sector, the mteracuous of rmugation options with adaptation and vulnerability{ will
be assessed (on a regionally differentiated basis). The influence of non-climate policiesl on
emissions and the potential synergies and trade-offs with climate policy in the res’nectlve s’te~or

.qua~ty,..mo.btlity, land.use, food security, biodiversity and other sustainable development poli.~ies).
An ouuoo~: towards the long-team options (to provide a connection to Part B) will be gi,ven.
Template issues will only be incorporated when relevant and when literature is available. This
approach will provide an integrated picture, that was absent in TAR.                           :

Chapter 11 will cover a number of inter- or cross-sectoral aspects of short and medium ~
mitigation, that cannot be captured adequately in sector-oriented chapters. Key issues are: overall
mitigation potential, macro-economic impacts, economic imtntments, technology development ~.nd
transfer, synergies and trade-offs with other policy areas (such as air pollution abatement), hnd
influences fi’om actions in countries on other countries (spill-over effects).

This part would conclude with a thematic chapter (12) that summarizes and synthesizes information
at the macro-economic level on synergies and trade-offs between climate mitigation policies
sustainable development. This chapter’ will assess how climate change mitigation affects ~e
pursuance of sustainable development goals as well as how greenhouse gas emissions
influenced by purmting development goals for WEHAB themes, Millennkma Development Goifls,
Agenda 21, poverty reduction and national development plans. This would allow presenting climate
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2.2

3.2

3.3

3.4

Do we need an SyR?                                                          ]

question can best be answered on the basis of two c~iter~a. The first relates to the experience of
the last SyR and its overall utility as an IPCC product. The second would be based on ~ome
perception of the future demand for such a product azd its potential for meeting prc’ected
requirements in the coming five to six years. W~tl~a tlais framework it can be stated that:

2.1.1 The last SyR has proved to be a~ extremely valuable cbcumenr. It is by far the one iPCC
product that is the most widely referred to. There is no doubt need to refine the next SyR
based on the experience gained with the previous one, but its utility in the past has :been
highlighted by its users not only among polieytmkers and decisionmakers in business and
industry, but a!so by academies and researchers, NGOs, students and teachers as well { the
pubhc at large.                                                     1

2.1.2 The demand for the SyR is expected to grow substantially during the currem cyc!e of
production of the AR4. This is based on the fact that awareness about and interest in climate
change is increasing rapidly among all sections of society. While the research comm~mity
would continue with intensive use of the WG reports, other stakdaolders are expected tolseek
a comprehensive picture of all asp¢ctz of climate change available in a single document.
Even the research community that is not directly engaged in work on climate ch~ge b~t luas
some rehted interest in the subject would prefer a "single wln__dow" source of comprehe1 ~ive
assessment. This projected demand ~vould be enhanced if the [PCC were to produce alSyR
which is more reader fi-iendly, more presentable in style and �onte~t and more cross-c~ tl2ng
in nature as proposed in this document.

It can be concluded, therefore, that there is a clear demand for a SyR for the AR4, and that its
production wouJd be an extremely worthwhile and valuable undertaking.

Key issues for guiding the next SyR

It is important to consider the eventual perspective of the IPCC AR4 Synthesis Report.as a source of
scientific and technical knowledge with emphasis on key issues. T~e primary audience, @hen
designing the structure and contents of the SyR, should be the decisinn-making commtmity an~l its
needs for knowledge regarding climate cl~age and related issues. The SyR world also ~ve
considerable value for the scientific community, If we accept this orienlation, then we ~ust
understand the context in which people would read the next SyR. These contextual aspects nee~l to
be highlighted; as reflected in the following paragrap!as.

At the time of release of the AR4 the global negotiating community is expected to be en.ga~.ed
actively in the process of negotiations for the next steps under the UNFCC. Negotiators in partletl~ar,
and the public at large wou!d look for insigl~ and scientific assessment that provide a basis ifur
informed negotiations. This has to be kept in mind in tbe design and development of the ~yR,
without compromizing on objectivity and scientific figour.                               :

The general awareness of the decision-making community would most likely be at a much hi~er
level by the time of the release of the next SyR than was the case when the previous product Wa~
published. Expectations, therefore, would be for substantially new knowledge and much mpre
pointed information in the next SylL In some sense, therefore, the It~CC would be challenged by its
own ~uccess in the past.

The most important issue that needs to guide the preparation of the next SyR is the importance of
ensuring th.~t the contents are based on solid science. The team that works on the SyR should enzure
that the material is not policy prescriptive but policy relevant. Wt~e the very purpose of the SyR is
to ensure its relevance to policymakers, it is equally important that notl2ng even mildly suggestivd of
prescriptive answers should !~ad place in it. Therefore the AR4 Sy!~ must present the conclusio~of
its assessment in a well structured, easily tmderstaadable form, written in clear, direct and prec|se

.2

l
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’4.8

4.6

4.7

4.9

4.10

5.2

It would be desirable, in the AR4 SyR to provide some degree of consistency in the length of the
answers. If ~e question-answer approach is followed, a range not going beyond 7 to 13 page~ each

o~ me .~y~ w~t~mn an appropriate limit.

The Working Group summaries aml their break up were certainly more uniform than the main
of the SyR. The number ofpages covered by the Summasy for Pohcymakers was 15 in the a
Working Groups I and H and 11 pages for Wonking Group ~I. The Technical Summaries
respectively 51, 52 and 49 pages. Hence, these components of the Wonking Group outputs inc.
in the SyR were essen~atly uniform in size, though not necessarily completely consistent in de
with some cross cutting issues such as costing methodologies, issues of sustainable develepme~

~ s.ment of risk and uncertainty and decision analysis fiameworks. The reason for tltis was z
~ssues had been chosen rather late, compounded by the lack of bH1iographieal references v

led to creation of certain inadequacies. For instance, sustaimble development and equity issu~
treatment of uniform costing methodologies for impacts and’hence for evaluating adaptation
were dealt with inadequately.

body
se of
were
uded
ding

s the
’hich
and

The SPM length for TAR was set at 4000 word~, as this i~ the length that can be managed in ~ 3-4
day meeting (figures and tables additional). It is suggested that a similar length for the AR4 SyR be
maintained.

The A.R4 SyR shou!d use an adequate number of diagrams, illustratious, and graphs e~. The b: eak
up of these in the TAR. SyR is shown in Appendix B (ii). It is important to provide illustrat ons
representing the subjects covered in the SyP,. This would ensure that not only would the SyR be ~ble
to meet the needs of the scienl~fic and policy communities dealing with climate change, but that tl~
material contained in the form of graphics and pictorial representation would be used by ol her
organisations for popular materials that would have appeal for the public at large. Hence it w~ ald
also be useful, in the AR4 SyR. to produce as many of the diagrams and lllusWations in colotu as
possible. This indeed was the case in the TAR SyR except with the tables that were presented. In
any case, it would perhaps be desirable to reduce the number of tables, and try to substitute t~ ese
with graphs, diagrams and illustrations. It must be kept in mind that a picture is worth a thous~md
words. An example of this can be seen in figure 4.2 in the previous SyR that shows a picto~ial
description of the great ocean conveyer belt. If the same material had to be presented in word.sL it
would have taken substantially greater space and with a much weaker impact on the rea@r.
Cousidedng that the SyR will appear as a book including SPM and TS for each WG together ~ith
synthesis text, efforts should be started in producing figures and diagrams for the WG reports.
SyR then would appear to be an integrated version. There may also be a need for increasing ~he
number of boxes, which could present specific issues, ease studies and any specific analysis
supplement effectively the main text of.the report.

The key point is that consideration of communication and outreach should be built into each step !of
the process of preparing the A.R4. One means to ensure that all these aspects are kept in mind fight
from the beginning of the effort to produce the next SyR would be to arrange a specialist wi~
communications sldlls, providing inputs for the design and layout of the report.

Technical content of the next SyR

If the SyR is to eany a useful message embodying all aspects of the science of climate change, then
we would have to slrueture the questions or thames in a manner that relates them to the body 6f
knowledge, which is most policy relevant in the context described earlier. It is a!so suggested that the
focus of the SyR should be on integrated questions relevant to policy makers, which am reflected in
most of the CCTs and to limit single WG issues that are already in the WG SPlVfs. If we were to
Io0k at the policy relevant messages that must be included in the SyR, drawn from outputs from t@
Working Groups then we should perhaps consider the following:.

Working Group I - The reader must understand the nature and extent of climate change as it 1~I

taken place in the past, the relationship between past human actions and changes that have take~
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conclusions ~rom each of the three individual Working Group RePorts, All subsequent
quemons would relate ~o issues that involve the synthesis of information from two or[more
World~g Group reports.                                                /

/Regional inforrnat~’on. What ~re the most signLficant region-spool_fie findk~ of the Al~4~

Natural and human-induced c,,hange. I-Iow we!l is it possible to quantify the relative r~es of
anthropogeaie emissions of greenhouse gases i~eluded ha the UNFCCC as well as aeroso~ and
other influences on past and future climate change and impacts?

Lessons from palaeoclimates. What can palaeoclimate studies tell us about climate chang
impacts on decadal to century timescales?

Constraints on near-term human-induced change. What can be said about the nature
impacts of climate change over the next 15-20 years as a result of emissions that have ak
occurred?

and

and
:ady

!
6) Climate change to 2050, 2100 and beyond. What is the razge of possible future climate ch~mge

and its impacts to 2050, 2100 and beyond under a plausible range of emi~on scenarios ;~ and
allowing for inertia and lags in the climate system?

7) Climate change and water. How important is climate change for the future quantity ~d
quality of available freshwater?

8) Climate extremes and their impacts. How is future climate change expected to lead to cha~ges
in the frequency, severity and impacts of extreme weather and climate events?

9) Climate change and sustainable development. How can climate issues, influences hnd
information be better integrated into national, regional, and global strategies for addres~Sng
other environmental issues and implementing the goals of sustainable development for! all

change?                                                                  "
countries? And how can sustainable development strategies assist in addressing ciliate

|
10) Mitigation opn’ons. What are the mitigation options available for early implementation ~nd

what are their costs and other social, economic and environmental charactetSsties inclusiv~" of
co-benefits? .

1 I) Integran’on ofadaptat~’on and mitigan’on. What are the main considerations which will h~lp
guide the balance of climate daange mitigation and adaptation swategies, including mitigat~ye
and adaptive capacity?

12) Technology and climate change. What is the role of technology~ in national, regional, and
global strategies for addressing climate change?

13) Science "in support of 5~NFCCC. How do the findings of the AR4 change the scientific ba~s
for addressing Article 2 of the UNFCCC including the determination of what eonstitut~
"dangerous anthropogenie interference with the climate system"?

14) Uncertain and unresolved issues. What are the key gaps in infoanation and understanding and
the main areas of emerging scientific investigation?

7. How should the SyR be prepared?

~ The broadset of processes covering know-how, experience, ~.nd equipment used by humans to produce service as and
transform resources.
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Appendix A

Sugge~ons on the SyR provided by governments prior to the first scoping meeting
(Marrakech 14-16 April, 2003)

Comments relating to, inter al~a, the ikR.4 SyR were received from governments before the first seeping
meeting held in Marrakeeh. There were some common points made by several governments, dealing broadly with:

(a) Q&A format: Simplified policy related questions should be posed with relevant information provided in
brief in AR4--SyR

(b) ~eoq~orate a cross-cutting perspective, focussing on Article 2.
(e) Better integration of various scientific and policy issues

Other specific suggestions made by governments wen: a~ follows:

¯ Argentina:
1. Format to be compatible with concepts expressed in AR4
2. Avoid biased interpretations from interest groups.

¯ Finland: The content should be carefully plamaed in an open process addressing climate change with’t~ the
wider framework of sustainable development.

¯ Germany: To define the questions to be asked for SyR early in order to foster better linkages between
WGs from the beginning.

¯ Italy:
I. To include policy relevant information for the stakeholders and the SyR should be brief, more concise

and more approachable by non-specialist readers.
2. Follow a thematic approach and be more effee’tive by including relevant material from the report.
3, Simpler and better-formulated questions reflecrhag the needs ofthe Article 2 of the convention.

¯ Netherlands:
1. Policy relevant scientific themes as structural elements - rephrasing questions asked in TAR-SyR i~to

themes for the AR4-SyR.
2. CCTS treated as structural elements and therefore extension with key issues within the scope of o!!

WG is needed.
3. Scientific, teelmieal and socio-eeonomic information relevant to article 2 of the UNFCC as a startingIpoint.

S)veden: Have cross-cutting perspective focusing on Arlicle 2.

¯ United Kingdom:
1. Introduction, including discussion of Article H theme of the SyR.
2. Synthesis of the policy relevant information in the three reports trader the theme.
3. Chapters on each CUT (or sub-themes to Art rr theme), drawing together the information from each

WG report.
4. Q&A format to be retained but simplified and all relevant material included in the report for ready

reference.
$. Sunmaary of important topics not covered in previous section (few).

SyR not to be limited by any proposed guidance from IPCC, instead authors should suggest the
inclusion of other important topic.
For increased consistency SyR should be written in parallel with the A.R4.

UzbeMstan: AJtemative approach to a question/answer format In-AR4-SyR according to topics or CUTs.

Canada: The "Nine Policy Question" provided an innovative approach to strengthening the science-
policy interface. However more thought is required for better integration of various issues.
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Technical papers can be suitable insmmuents to pr~are information on specific topics ~nd for
targeted user groups in a timely and cost effective manner.                         ,
The nature of and responsibility for outreach and dissemination activities needs to bc ~Jamed
and clarified well in advance.                                                 ’

The AR4 product mix

and increase the focus and emphasis on new findings. It also recommended to shorten the SPMs and
them more comprehensible to policymakers. The Panel will consider at this session a proposal for a~
Synthesis Report.

The IPCC at its 18t~ session provided general guidance on the structure of the AR4. Each W~tking
Group report should continue to consist of a Sunanaar7 for Policymakem (SPM), a Technical Summar~ (TS)
and an underlying report, prepared and peer-reviewed according to the IPCC Principles and Procedttr~. The
Panel also recommended to shorten the underlying reports, while maintaining their comprehensive fiature,

make
.~1~,4

3,1, Primary AR4 products

Following the guidance from the Panel’ the primary products of the AR4 would be
¯ Three Worldng Group contributions in English each of which should not exceed 700 pages
¯ Surrmaaries for Polieymakers of the three Working Group contributions each of maximttn 10

pages, tmmlated in all six UN languages
Technical Summaries of the three Working Group contributions each of approximate!y 45
pages, translated in all six UN languages
and subject to the deeisiun by the Panel a Synthesis Report.

Translations, web-version, CD ROM and a set of graphic files from the reports (suitable for power-
point presentations) should be made available as soon as possible within six month of the final adoption of
the AR4.

3.2. Techrdcal Papers

Technical Papers have been used to summarise or synthesize information from IPCC Reports on
specific topics. According to the IPCC procedures Technical Papers have to be based on material alre~y in
IPCC Assessment Reports and Special Reports. Considering these procedures it is advisable tha~ the
possibility of preparing Technical Papers, which would be based on the AR4 is taken into eonsiderati6n in
the AR4 workprogramme and report smacture.

3.2.1. Technical Paper on Water

The Panel at its 20’h session asked for a seoping paper for a Technical Paper on climate change and ~ ater.
The document is available for consideration by the Panel at this session.

3~2.2. Regional Technical Papers

Considering the recommendation by Plenary to shorten the Working Group conlributions, whil, on
the other hand requesting more regional information the preparation of regional Technical Papers may ~ffer
the possibility to synthesize and highlight climate change relevant information for major regions. While they
may not be a substitute for regional chapters in the Worldng Group conWibutions they could help to shorten
the Working ~oup reports. Preparatory work for regional Technical Papers could start already during the
assessment process and authors for the Technical Papers could be part of the A.R4 authors’ team. However,
consistent with I~CC procedures, actual writing would only commence after the three Working Group
contributions have been accepted. A set of regional Technical Papers could be finalised by mid 2008. Costs
for an IPCC Technical Paper are in the order of 250.000 to 300.000 SFR. As an example cost estimates for 7
Technical Papers for the main geographical regions, published in Eng~h and in those UN languages that are
most suitable for the respective region, axe provided in Table 1.
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Well in time before the completion of the .4_R4 a detailed plan for outreach a~vities including
seminars, briefing material and training kits for specific target groups or topics should be
developed, either by the IPCC itself or in close collaboration with appropriate org .mis~fions.
This would also include press briefings. The enhanced use of videos and web-based m~m-ial
should be explored. As mentioned above the status of such activities and material in the[IPCC
product set ne~ds to be clarified                                               |

3.4.    Conclusions

Wha!ever the mix of products would be, an overall management fi~amework that ensures consistent
desagn and ~arnely delivery of the products should be in place well before the completion, of the [A.R4.
Contracts need to be in place for publication, production of graphics, CD ROMs, web-based materials and
the. 1.ike. The "look and feel" of the products needs to be agreed, particularly for the posters and the p~wer-
point presentations.                                                        "
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Phil

From:
Sent:
To;
Cc:

Subject:

Indur._Goklany@ios.doi.gov
Fdday, October 31, 2003 4:54 PM
Ruppe, Loret
’Alan C. $chroeder’; Artusio, Christo F (OES); ’Katherine Buckley (E-mail)’; ’Can, dyce Clark’;
’ccsp@usgcrp.gov’; ’ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov’; ’Christine Dobridge (E-mail)’; Stokes, Cantle;
’fitzgerald.jack@epa.gov’; Gordon, Susan, C (OES); ’Anne Grambsch (E-mail)’;i’lndur Goklany
(E-mail 2)’; ’AIlinder, Sara M (OES)(IHA)’; ’Joseph Huang’; Barrett, Ko;       |
’kbickel@oce.usda.gov’; ’Keya Chatterjee (E-mail)’; Peel, Kenneth L.; ’Dina Kruger (E-mail)’;
’Mitchell Baer ("Mitch") (E-mail)’; ’Phil DeCola (E-mail)’; ’Alan Perrin (E-mail)’; R~ifsnyder, Dan
A (OES); ’Rick Bradley (E-mail)’; ’rmoss@usgcrp.gov’; ’Robert Dixon’;       !
’robinson.avis@epamail.epa.gov’; ’Joel Scheraga (E-mail)’; ’Tony Socci (E-mail)’; Talley, Trigg
(OES); ’Thomas (Tom) Spence (E-mail)’; ’Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)’;
’Wickwire.Susan@epamail.epa.gov’; Yoffe, Shira B (OES)(EGC)
Comments on WG II outline

Comments on WG II proposed outline

i.     First, I would re-title Section I to read: "Assessment of Observed
Trends and Changes in Trends." Then I would move the contents into Chapters 3 :hrough 8.
One advantage of this would be one less set of CLAs, 5As, etc. Moreover, I bel~eve it
makes more sense, and it would be easier for the reader, to have a chapter for Each
"sector" that integrates current trends and future projections.
2. The content guide for Chapters 3 through 8 should be expanded to
include:

Discussion’of factors affecting adaptability and vulnerability, how
they have evolved in the past, and how they might change in the future, particularly as
populations become larger, wealthier (or poorer) and technology advances (or re~reats).
Generally the latter two factors have not been addressed in impacts assessments!. Doing so
would lead to more realistic impacts assessments.

Discussion of changes projected into the future with and without
climate change (in each of.the sectoral chapters).

I think it would be useful to have a summary of conclusions not only
from TAR, but also the analysis (to be) undertaken for AR4.
3.     The content guide for Chapters 9 through 16 should be revised
similarly (per Item 2).
4.     Chapter 17 should have an assessment of future adaptation options
given the basic assumptions embedded in the scenarios being used in AR4.
5.     Similarly, the discussions in Chapters 19 and 20 should be in the
context of projected levels of economic and technological development.

Thanks -- Goks
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Working Group I Contribution to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report
Climate Change 2007: The Physical Science Basis

Summary for Pollcymakers

Technical Summary

1. Historical Overview of Climate Change Science

Executive Summary

,’ Introduction
¯ Progress in Observations
¯ Progress in Understanding of Radiative Forcing, Proc, esse~, and Coupling

¯ Advances in UndeTstanding Uncertainties
Appendix: Glossary of Terms

2. Changes in Atmospheric Constituents and in Radiative Forcing

Executive Summary

¯ Introduction
¯ Definition and Utility of Radiative Forcing

¯ Recent Changes in Greenhouse Gases
¯ Aerosols- Direct and Indirect Radiative Forcing

¯ Radiative Forcing due to Land Use Changes

¯ Contrails and Ai~’raft-lnduced Cirrus
¯ Variability in Solar and Volcanic Radiative Forcing
¯ Synthesis of Radiative Forcing Factors
¯ GWPs and Other Metrics for Comparing Different Emissions

Appendix: Techniques, Error Estimation, and Measurement Systems

3. Observations: Atmospheric and Surface Climate Change

Executive Summary
¯ lna’oduction

* Changes in Surface Climate
¯ Changes in the Free Atmosphere

, Changes in Atmospheric Circulation
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7. Couplings Between Changes in the Climate System and Biogeochemistry

Executive S~

¯ lnlroduetion to Biogeochemical Cycles
¯ The Carbon Cycle and the Climate System

¯ Global Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Change
¯ Air Quality and Climate Change

¯ AerosoLs and Climate Change
¯ The Changing Land Surface and Climate
¯ Synthesis: Interactions Among Cycles and Processes

8. Climate Models and their Evaluation

Executive Surnmasy
¯ Advances in Modeling
¯ Evaluation of Contem~rary Mean Climate as Simulated by Coupled Global Models

¯ Evaluation of l_za’ge Scale Climate Vm’iability as Simulated by Coupled GI
Models

¯ Evaluation of the Key Relevant Proee~es as Simulated by Coupled Global Models

* Model Simulations of~

¯ Climate Semitivity

¯ Evaluation of Model Simulations of Thresholds and Abner Events
¯ Representing the Global System Wilh Simpler Models

9. Understanding and Attributing Climate Change

Executive Summzay
¯ Introduction

¯ Radiative Forcing and Climate Response

¯ Predictions of the Climate System and t.heir Reliability

¯ Unders~nding Pre-lndustrial Climate Ch~ge

¯ Undemtandlng Climate Change During the Inslnmaental Era

Appendix: Methods used to assess predictability

Appendix: Methods used to detect externally forced signals (detection/atlribt~on)

Appendix: Methods used to assess uncertainty

10. Global Climate Projections

Executive Summaxy
¯ Introduction
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1. Activities in Support of the Assessment Process

There are a number of important oppommities for expanded communication mechanisms among autho ~ in
support of the AR4 that ~ be considered and developed chning the initial phase of the fourth ass~,shaent
round. It is recognized that not all counlries and experts have equal access to the Interact, re ,qt~iring
examination of approaches via the web, email, and CD-ROM, where practical and feasible.

On-line Journal Access

Th.e increasing cost of scientific journals may make it more difficult for experts in some developing co’tries
and countries vath econ.omies in transition to access the necessary literature in a timely manner. In order to
reduce the effect of this potential constraint on the participation of key experts, arrangements have l~en
entered into with the publisber.~ of several leading scientific journals to provide on-line web-based jo~al
a.cc~s for WGI LAs from those conntries. Costs of this on-line access are being met by donation~ ~r..~a.
ch,~...table contributions arranged by WGI. The WGI TSU will maintain password-controlled accesn to this
facility for the WGI LAs.

Negotiations with additional publishing companies are c~ntinuing with a view to extending the pre
arrangements to other journals including those published in developing countries, in order to improve a~
to journals in different languages automated translation ofjota’nal abstracls will also be investigated. ~
such translations axe limited, their utility in improving access to papers in all languages will be inve~igated,

Access to Data and Model Results

A characteristic of the physical climate sciences is the in~reasing use of very large datasets and analys~s of
large amounts of computer model output. This is clearly an area where coordinated access methods and ’~’¢b-
based tools can provide greater efficiency and enable a larger expert commtmity to examine data or m~del
results at first hand.

Experience with previous assessments suggests that in the course of the AR4 the scientific community ~vill
provide new compilations of data and model results directly relevant to the report. To ensure that these a~e as
widely accessible as practical, within and across author teams and during the review process, a rang~ of
approaches will be used according to the circumstances, such as:

¯ provision of a central list of links to relevant datasets maintained by scientific organizations - e.l~. on
a chapter by chapter basis; ’

¯ provision of llnl~ to web-based tools within scientific organizations for extracting and manlpulaking
data - e.g. GIS based tools for examining observational datasets;

* encouraging author teams to develop teclmieal guidelines on the use of available datasels thatI are
consistent with their assessments and which would become IPCC Supporting Material - e.g. in
rehtion to the use ofpaleoclimafie data. I

¯ encouraging the climate medeling eomrnunity to provide their results in an open manner and in v~ay~
that support the assessment process - e.g. provision of radiative reining values used in model ru~s to
enable comparison of climate sensitivities in different medels.

The WGI TSU may take responsibility for maintaining a coordinated set of links to other sites bat ~ not
host datasets or model results as part of this activity. The WG! role will be to work with scientific
organizatiom and the author teams to develop consistent and open approaches to data access. Some ~,eb-
based facilities relevant to the AR4 will be specific to particular science organizations, some mayibe
appropriately managed within the mandate of the TG-CIA, and others may be best managed by exit.," g
international science organizations such as IGBPfPAGES.
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Activity

Meetings and Worksho]
Uncertainty and Risk
Workshop

Regional Climate

Oimate Sensitivity
Workshop

First LA meeting

Purpose/Comments

~s - 2004
CCI", involving all WGs, WG! lead.
To consider guidelines for treatment of
uncertainty in the AR4, includes all 3 WGs
CCT, involving all WGs, WGI lead.
IPCC/WCRP meeting on Regional Climat~ issues
Science meeting with a focus on a.sse~mont and
us~ of climate sensitivity in the AR4
Estimatin~ 3 to 4 DC/EIT LAs per chapter

Meetings to be organized by other Working Groups with WGI Involvement

Article 2 and Key CCT, involving all WGs, WG2 lead.
Fu/nerabllities t~rovlsionally 24-27 March, 2004° Buenos Aires
Climate Change and CCT, involving all WGs, WG2 lead.
Water " provisionally August 2004
Technology CCT, involving all WGs, WG3 lead.

Meetings and Workshops - 2005
Second LA meeting
Expert meeting on simple
climate models
Third LA meeting
Chapter meetings

As for first LA mectin8
To review use of SCMs and EMICs in AR4

Includes I DCiEIT RE per chapter
Provisional for DC/EIT LA support, includes
inter-WG meetings - NB budget is for WGI LAs

Meetings to be organized by other Working Groups with WGI Involvement
Article 2 and Key
Fulnerabilities (2~a)

Meetings and Worksho]
Fourth LA meeting
Teclmical Summary
writing meeting;

CCT, involving all WGs, WG2 lea’el.

~s - 2006
As for third LA meeting
CLAs only - ,’utditional drafting meeting for the

DC/EIT
Support

Co,t
CHF

21 journe3%     132~594
across all WG-s

24 journeys 151 ~36
across all WGs
20 journeys ! 26~80

40 joumw/s 252~60

30journeys 189!420
across all WGs
30journeys 189i420
across all WGs

15journeys     94, 7~10
across all WGs

4ojo,  25 60
I 0 journeys 63,

50journeys 315,~00
40 journeys 252~

30journeys 189,~20
across all WGs

50 jonrne~ 315,700
10journeys 63,1 ,.,~0

Note that this table does not include meetings ofthc LPCC Governing bodies, in particular it does not inclu .de
Bureau meetings or the WGI Plenary Session in 2007 to approve the WGI-AR4, nor does it include costs For
transhtion and publication.
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1. Introduction

This document is provided by the co-chai~s of Wofldng Group 1 for the information of delegates to
the lXth Working Group 1 Session in order to descn’b¢ the broad structu~ and rationale of tl~
Working Group I contn’bution to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (WGI-AR4).

The proposed outline for the WGI-AR4 is the rtsult of a more comprehensive consultation i and
scoping process than has been used in the past, involving two rounds of Gove~am~t comments
e.xtcmive consulta~ons with the international scienffic community.

2. The Consultation and ScopingProcess

WG1 has obtained a broad range of inputs on the scope of the WG1-AR4 from the expert scientific
community over the past 18 months. A series of WG1 Bureau meetings and ~rnail discussions
held to consider how best to combine the following inputs:

¯ Lead.ship by international scimtific experts fi’om many counties in developing
proposed contents and stng’ture of the report at two Scoping Meetings organized by
IPCC, in April 2003 in Marrakech, and September 2003 in Potsdam.

the

Feedback f~m experts at intematioml sdentifie meetings on presentations of the
developing content

Participation of the chahs of the World Climate Research Program (WCRP) and
International Geosphere Biosphere Program (IGBP) at IPCC Scnping Meetings.

the

¯ Input from climate modeling groups around the world and from WCRP working groups’
approaches for enabling model intercomparison during the asscs~rnmt proc~

¯ Feedback fiom Convening Lead Authors of the TAR on what key emerging science iss
needed to be addressed in the WGI-AR4, and what issues did not need to be repeated m
detail

Government comments on the scope, content, and emerging outlines of the AR4 were solicited l~i[’or
to each of the IPCC Scoping Meetings and were explicitly taken into account during these meeti~,gs.
The full set of Goveammat comments has been made available via the IPCC web site for the
scoping meetings as documents AR4 Scop-l/INF.3 and AR4 Scop-2/INF.2. These comments
directly influenced the development of the broad structure of the WGI-AR4, the approach to cr~ss-
WG issues including the cross-cutting themes, and the proposed content ofspeeifie chapters.

The WGI TSU is compiling the comments and discussion arising from this extensive scop.ing
process into a document that will be reviewed by the WGI Bureau. This document will ~en
provide a detailed background for consideration by the Lead Authors in writing the WGI -AR4.

ConsenstLs views expressed by delegates at ttds meeting, the IXth WG 1 Plenary Session, will a~so
be included in that document to Lead Authors.
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Observations of sea-level changes will be treated consistently and jointly with other
oceanic observations. This ~tion will enable assessment of the important scientific
linkages that are now emerging in this ~ Similarly, future sea level projectiom will
merged with p~jections of the climate system as a whol:

The discussion of model evaluation has been merged with that of climate processes
assess how well k~y processes are represented within models.

The carbon cycle and other relevant atmospheric chemistry, aerosol, and biogeochen
cycles are ~sessed in the context of climate change in one chapter. This organiz~
enables the emerging science of feedbacks in these areas to be considered carefully
consist~tly.

~caI
tion
and

A separate chapter will be devoted to the large amount of new palcoclimatic data land
related studies, rather than distributing this material across the assessment as in the EAR.
This orgamzatlon will enable a clearer assessment of the quality and use of paleoelin~atie
data, as distinct from instrumental data, and will provide a stronger pempeeti~i for
evaluation of recent observed changes in comparison to past climate variations and ab~pt
climate change.                                                          ~

Indicative Page Lengths                                        i

In order to meet the requirement hat the AR4 be "shorter and more focused", the target for the t~tal
page length of the AR4 has been set at about two thirds that of the TAIL The following table g~ves
indicative page lengths for each chapter of the WGI-AR4. Alllmugh these lengths may be revLsed,
the intent is to keep within the target total number of pages.

Chapter

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Title Pages
Summary for Policymakers 15
Technical Summary 60
Historical Overview of Climate Change Science 15
Changes in Atmospheric Constituents and in Radiative Forcing 60
Observations: A~nosphrrie and Surface Climate Change 60
Observations: Changes in Snow, Ice and Frozen Ground 25
Observations: Oceanic Climate Change and Sea Level 35
Paleoclimate 30
Couplings Between Changes in the Climate System and Biogeochemistry50
Climate Models and their Evaluation 50
Understanding and Attributing Climate Change 50
Global Climate lhx)jections 50
Regional Climate Projections 60
(total) 560

5. Incorporation of Cross Cutting Themes

The WGI-AR4 will link to five of the seven cross-cutting themes of the AR4 as follows:

* Uncertainty and Risk: Uncertainties will be covered comprehensively in all sections of~ the
report. As noted in the concept paper for the Uncertainty and Risk theme, there have bben
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couplings of biogeoc~cal cygles with ~he climate system and th~ potential ml~s of
feedbacks in future climate. Chapters 8 and 9 will pmvi~ a ~-itical conm’bufion to
theme through a new a.s.sersmeat of the uncertainty range for the climate sensitivity
parameter (facilitated by the W Ol climate sensitivity workshop to be held in July, .20~4).
Chapter 10 will consider what is known about the long term response of theclimate
to stabilization at different levels of greenhouse gases.

Technology: The WG1 aspect of the Technology theme includes measuring, moni ~,t0~
and verification of observations. The WG1-AR4 will cover these aspects explidtly ih a
series of appendices to the chapters based on observations liaat will cover advance~ in
remote sensing and other technologies relevant to the detection of climate change.
assessment of climate change and climate models in WG! provides the underlying
for integrated assessment of the role of technology in climate change.
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,Hanne lan, B an J.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cooney, Phil
Tuesday, November 04, 2003 8:01 AM
Hannegan, Bryan J.
FW: DOE oversight testiony on Climate C hange Technology

Let’s discuss, Phil

---Original Message---
From: Sandoli, Robert
Sent: Monday, November 03, 2003 6:36 plvl
To: O’Donovan, Kevin N.; Sell, Clay; Cooney, Phil; Russell, Richard H.
Cc: Weathedy, Hark A.; Hertens, Richard A.; Hurst, Kevin D.; McDonald, Christine A.
Subject: DOE oversight testiony on Climate Change Technology

Gentlemen -

Rob
x54573

./

CCTP Tes’dmony
House Science-O-.

...................... Forwarded by Robert SandolVOMB/EOP on 11/03/2003 06:36 PM ...................... ~ ....

From: E. Holly Fitter on 11/03/2003 10:57:42 AM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: James J. Jukes/OMB/EOP @ EOP, John D. Burnim/OMB/EOP @ EOP
Subject: DOE oversight testiony on Climate Change Technology

DOE’s second statement will be provided for review as soon as it is available.

If you do not respond by 11:00 AM on the attached oversight statement, this Office will assume that you have no objection
to clearance as submitted. Thanks.

Climate Change Technology Program
House Science

- CCTP Testimony House Science Nov 6revl .doc

TP Testimony
jse Science N...
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LRM ID: EHF216A
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Monday, November 3, 2003

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below
FROM: John D. Burnim (for) Assistant Director for L~gislative Reference
OMB CONTACT: E. Holly Fitter

E-Mail: E._Holly_Fitter @ omb.eop.gov
PHONE: (202)395-3233 FAX: (202)395-5691

SUBJECT:    ENERGY Oversight Testimony on Climate Change

DEADLINE: 11:00 AM Tuesday, November 4, 2003

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Debbie S. Fiddelke - (202) 456-3908
025-COMMERCE - Michael A. Levitt - (202) 482-3151
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Benjamin H. Grumbles - (202) 564-5200
059-INTERIOR - Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
095-Office of Science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202) 456-6037
006-AGRICULTURE (CR) - Mary Waters - (202) 720-7095
029-DEFENSE - Vic Bernson - (703) 697-1305
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra S. Wallace -(202) 690-7750
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 & 3~,0-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Charles T. Horner III - (202) 358-1948
084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060

Message Sent To:

CEQ LRM

epalrm @ eparnail.epa.gov

CLRM@doc.gov

ocl @ios.doi.gov

OSTP LRM

usdaobpaleg @ obpa.usda.gov

¯ julie.allen @ usda.gov

judy.baldwin @ usda.gov

CLRM@doc.gov

dodlrs@dodgc.osd.mil
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Hanne~lan, B~an J.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cooney, Phil
Tuesday, November 04, 2003 11:27 AM
Fitter, E. Holly; LiI.Owen@hq.doe.gov
Hurst, Kevin D.; Sandoli, Robert; Hannegan, Bryan J.
RE: DOC comments on DOE Oversight Testimony on Climate ChangeTechnology]

Bryan and I discussed them this morning and we should be providing comments shortly -- thanks, Phil

.... Original Nessage---
From: Rtter, E. Holly
Sent: Tuesday, November 04, 2003 11:05 AN
To: Ul.Owen@hq.doe.gov
Co: Hurst, Kevin D.; Sandoli, Robert; Cooney, Phil
Subject: DOC comment~ on DOE Oversight Testimony on Climate ChangeTechnology]

Deletion on page 4 from DOC.                                                                 /

KBrown @ osec.doc.gov
11/04/2003 11:01:32 AM

Record Type: Record

I III II

004Z49
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H~nne~ j, Br~an J.                                                                   -

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fitter, E. Holly
Tuesday, November 04, 2003 12:00 PM
Hannegan, Bryan J.
Energy Oversight Testimony on Climate Change

USDA has another suggested insert. Do you have any objection to passing this on to DOE?
...................... Forwarded by E. Holly FittedOMB/EOP on 11/04/2003 11:59 AM ...........................

~ Annette Holmes <AHOLMES@mailoce.oce.usda.gov>
11/04/2003 11:49:31 AM

Record Type: Record

To: E. Holly Fitter/OMB/EOP

CC:

Subject: Energy Oversight Testimony on Climate Change

Annette M. Holmes
Secretary
USDA, Office of the Chief Economist
Room 112:A, Whitten Federal Building
1400 Independence Avenue, SW.
Washington, DC 20250-3810
202-720-5955 (O)
202-690-4915 (F)
E-mail: aholmes@oce.usda.gov

Climate Change Technology Program
House Science
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Hanne~lan, Br~an J.                                                                ,,

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sandoli, Robert
Tuesday, November 04, 2003 5:23 PM
david.conover@hq.doe.gov
Hannegan, Bryan J.; Hurst, Kevin D.; McDonald, Christine A.
Comp. Solicitation sentence for testimony

Dave -

Rob
395-4573

004247

Climate Change Technology Program
House Science
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Han, ne~lan, B~an J. , ~

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Towcimak, Natalie
Tuesday, November 04, 2003 11:20 AM

¯ Hannegan, Bryan J.
Cooney, Phil; Peel, Kenneth L; Fiddelke, Debbie S.
FW: 2nd piece of DOE Climate Change Testimony

Comments due tomorrow (WED) by 10 am. Thanks!

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc."
Subject:

..... Original Message---
Rtter, E. Holly
Tuesday, November 0,~, 2003 11:13 AH
Ceq I.rrn; epalrm@epamail.epa.gov; CLRH@doc.gov; od@ios.doi.gov; Ostp Lrm; usdaobpaleg@obpa.usda.gov;
julie.allen@usda.gov; judy.baldwin@usda.gov; CLRN@doc.gov; dodlrs@dodgc.osd.mil; state-lrm@st~te.gov;
NASA LRH@hq.nasa.gov; Irm@nsf.gov; dot.legislatJon@ost.dot.gov; Irm@hhs.gov; Peaooi:k, Harcus; Hertens, Richard A.; Sandoli,
Robe~; Robinson, Donovan O.; Erbach, Addenne C.; Wuchte, Edn; Neyland, Kevin f~.; Radzanowski, David P.; Rossman, Elizabet~
L.; Petrosino, Nicole; Lobrano, Lauren C.; Cooney, Phil; .]oseffer, Daryl L.; Whgc I.rm; Ovp Lrm; Nec Lrm; Sell, Clay; O’Donovan,
Kevin H.; Miers, Harriet; Stidvent, Veronica V.; McDonald, Christine A.
Bumim, .John D.; .]ukes, 3ames .].
2nd piece of DOE Climate Change Testimony

Please review the attached Ruden Testimony for the 11/6 House Science hearing on Climate Change and provide
comments by 10:00 AM Wednesday 11/5. Thanks.

If you do not respond by 10:00 AM Wednesday, this office will assume that you have no objection to clearance as
submitted.

Rudlns Testimony
Version 6 Rev.,.

- Rudins Testimony Version 6 Revised 11-03-03.doc

LRM ID: EHF216B
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Tuesday, November 4, 2003

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below
FROM: John D. Burnim (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
OMB CONTACT: E. Holly Fitter

E-Mail: E._Holly_Fitter @ omb.eop.gov
PHONE: (202)395-3233 FAX: (202)395-5691

SUBJECT:    SECOND ENERGY Oversight Testimony on Climate Change .

DEADLINE: 10:00 AM Wednesday, November 5, 2003

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Debbie S. Fiddelke - (202) 456-3908
025-COMMERCE - Michael A. Levitt - (202) 482-3151
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Benjamin H. Grumbles - (202) 564-5200
059-INTERIOR -Jane Lyder- (202\ ,~n=. ~ ~-~

Climate Change Technology Program
House Science

004244
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095-Office of Science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202) 456-6037
006-AGRICULTURE (CR) - Mary Waters - (202) 720-7095
029-DEFENSE - Vic Bernson - (703) 697-1305
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra S. Wallace - (202) 690-7750
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Charles T. Horner III - (202) 358-1948
084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
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final draft CCTP testimony                                                      Page 1 of 1

Hannegan, Bryan J.

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Conover, David [David.Conover@hq.doe.gov]

Tuesday, November 04, 2003 4:24 PM

Sandoli, Robert; Hurst, Kevin D.; Hannegan, Bryan J.

final draft CCTP testimony

Importance: High

Thanks.

<<CCTP Testimony House Science - final.doc>>

Dave Conover
Director, Climate Change Technology Program
US DOE
202-586-3994 (voice)
240-381-6506 (wireless)
202-586-0092 (fax)

Climate Change Technology Program
House Science

11/5/2003
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~anne~an, B~an J.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bryan Hannegan [bjhanneg@vedzon.net]
Wednesday, November 05, 2003 9:30 AM
Fitter, E. Holly
Hannegan, Bryan J.
CEQ Edits - Rudins Climate Testimony

"udins testimony bh
edits.doc ...

’See

Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

attached. Am home this morning and using personal email account.

Climate Change Technology Program
House Science

004245
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House Science heating
Page 1 of l

Hannegan, Bryan J.

From: Conover, David [David.Conover@hq.doe.gov]

Sent: Wednesday, November 05, 2003 11:11 AM

To: Sandoli, Robert; Hurst, Kevin D.; Hannegan, Bryan J.

Cc: Maday, Robert ;

Subject: House Science hearing ~-

Importance: High

We were given a preview of some likely questions that may come up in tomorrow’s headng. Attached are our
prepared answers, which I will deliver orally. Let me know if you have concerns with any of this, please.

<<Science Qs (1234) Rev2.wpd>>

Dave Conover
Director, Climate Change Technology Program
US DOE
202-586-3994 (voice)
240-381-6506 (wireless)
202-586-0092 (fax)

11/5/2003
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i-.’.essage                                                                     Page 1 of 1

Cooney, Phil

From: Hannegan, Bryan J.

Sent: Wednesday, November 12, 2003 6:40 PM

"1"o: Cooney, Phil; Perino, Dana M.; Holbrook, William F.

Subject: 1605(b) Q and A

Thanks.
Bh

..... Original Message .....
From: Anderson, Margot [mailto:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 12, 2003 4:10 PM
To: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Cc: Friedrichs; Mark
Subject: Questions.for roll out of draft guidelines

<<1605b Q and A (FAQ and Backgrounders) v8.doc>>

11/13/2003

Greenhouse Effects/1605(b)
General Guidelines Review and Roll-Out

CEQ 005541
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cy Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

Tuesday, November 18, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Agenda

I0:00

10:05

10:20

10:35

-T075o

ll:10

! 1:30

11:50

12:00

Call to Order

slative and Policy Update

International Update

Budget Update

CCSP FY05 Crosscut

CCTP FY05 Crosscut

-~complishments for FY03 and Priorities for
FY04

Other Topics and General Discussion

Adjourn

Dep. Sec. Bodman, DOC

-~hairman Connaughton, CEQ

Under Sec. Paula Dobriansky, State

-Assoc. Director Peacock, OMB

Ass’t. Sec. Mahoney, DOC

CCTP Dir. Conover, DOE

Dep. Sec. Bodman, DOC

Dep. Sec. Bodman, DOC
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PThome@doc.gov on behalf of sbodman@doc.gov
da. November 12, 2003 7:58 PMFrom: Wednes Y. . ........... ,~,,,o~ Andrews@onr.navy.mil; Olsen, Kathie L.;Sent: conrad c lautenoacner~no~u.~uv, ,’ ......-To: emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov; cbeato@osophs.dhhs.gov; gasrar@hq.nasa.gov; Connaughton,

James; jrm@usda.gov; Marburger, John H.; johnson.stephen@epa.gov;
eo ov; neisondj@state.gov; rcolwell@nsf.gov;marcus.peaco_c.k@o.m.b. .P~ .... ,-.,,,~hn. oe.nov; emsimmons@usaid.gov

steven_griles~_,=os.oot.gov, ~ouu, t.,.,,=-,,~.~ -, d ,.¯ . .OCE.USDA.gov; gpaules@hq.nasa.go~ann klee@ios.do=.gov: whohe_n,s,t_@~~ ..... ,~ .... ~,ov" Parrish, Jobi A.; Beale.john@epa.gov;Cc: - te ov; James ~ ~,u=,uy~,,u=~,.u , ov"watsonhl@sta ~ :;-.’,- ,-*, .....~hn doe oov; catlettla@state.g ,
Kortuem.patrtceL~ P g v" Mlelnen@nsf.gov; .

Ra der noaa gov; jschafer@u " .g " "noaa ov,Scoff. Y @    ’ ¯ oe ov; Vicki Hortonr~    -g "
onne.brown@ost.dot.govj Jo.y.Vi_ar.s@,h~q;d ~.g.~__,,~^,. ,,,~,- K acker lu-ann@epa.gov;yv                                              ¯ ~ ~u,,,o....,~,,,, u ..... leib      ¯Pat.A.Simms@noaa.gov;, uonae, ~o[~er~a ~-., r-      ,~ ,

.Conover hq.doe.gov; RBonjean@doc.gov;barbara_diehl@~os.doi..gov.- D.a~d~ ...... . .r~@Hawkins(~doc.gov; Margarlta.Gregg .@. noaa.gov;
KWhitworth@doc.go.v; jacKeny~uuu;u~:., --- ,~,~- .~tendebach Sue@epamai~ epa.gov;
Sherron Whlte@omb.eoP.gov; turekmnvc@state.u,--, -        "           "
msweeney@nasa.gov
Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology (IWGCCST)

Subject:

The next meeting of the IWGCCST will be held Tuesday, November 18, I0:00 AM to 12:00 PM at
the Department o£ Commerce in Room 4830. You should use the Secretary’s entrance on 15th
Street (at the blue awning) for access to the building.

Attached is the agenda for this meeting. Please suggest any additions and/or deletions to
the agenda by sending your comments to: Margarita.Gregg@noaa-gov or call (202) 482-3252.
You should also confirm your attendance with Margarita if you have not already done so.

Sam

CEQ 005545
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C60ne , Phil

From: PThome@doc.gov

Sent:
Thursday, November 13, 2003 8:50 AM
conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa-gov; James Andrews@onr.navy.mil; Olsen, Kathie L.;

To: emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov; cbeato@osophs~dhhs.gov; gasrar@hq.nasa.gov; Connaughton,
rues "rm usda gov; Marburger, John H.; johnson.stephen@epa.gov;Ja ; J-r -m-@--L-,.:~omb eon nov; nelsondj!~state.gov; rco|well@nsf,gov; sbodman@doc.gov;

marcus.pu-d~u,,~.~ ¯
hies los doi gov; RoberLCard@hq.doe.gov; emsimmons@usald.govsteven_g’. @ .. ¯ A ov: aules@hq.nasa,go~Cc: ann_klee@,os.doLgovi whohe_n.st@OCE’US_D_/’_’g_(A[:.g~P~,,.,o~, ,,~h~ ~,. Beale,iohn@epa.gov;

watsonhl@state,gov; James-R.Man°ney@n°aa’uuv’ ro. "Karen Y Knutson@ovp eop.gov; Kevln.Kolevar@hq,doe.gov;Kortuem.patrice@epa.gov, - -- " Iinen nsf.gov;
catlettla@state.gov; linda.lawson@ost.dotogOV; Lynn_Scadett@los.doLgo~ M e @
mcleave@hq.nasa.gov; mmoore@osophs.dhhs.gov; Cooney, Phil; reifsnyderDA@state.go~
ScottRayder@noaa.gov; jschafer@usaid.gov; KBarrett@usaid~gov;
yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov; Joy.Viars@hq.doe.gov; VIckLHorton@noaa.gov;

¯ . imms noaa gov; Conde, Roberta L.; Kleibacker.lu-ann@epa.gov;Pat A S "e~ los ~oi gov; David Conover@hq.doe.gov; RBonJean@doc.gov,
barbara_dl @ . ¯        ¯
KWhitworth@doc.gov; jackedy@doc.gov; SHawldns@doc,gov; Margadta.Gregg@noaa.gov;
Sherron_White@omb.eop.gov; turekianvc@state.gov; Stendebach.Sue@epamail.epa.gov;
msweeney@nasa.gov
Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology (IWGCCST)

Subject:

Agenda IWGCCST
Mtng 18Nov03.do..,

Attached is the agenda for the November 18 meeting that
Please forgive me.

Pat Thorne

(See attached file: Agenda IWGCCST Mtng 18Nov03.doc)

I neglected to include last night.

I

CEQ 005547



Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology

Tuesday, November 18, 2003, 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Department of Commerce, Rm. 4830

Agenda

10:00

10:05

10:20

10:35

10:50

11:10

11:30

11:50

12:00

Call to Order

Legislative and Policy Update

International Update

Budget Update

CCSP FY05 Crosscut

CCTP FY05 Crosscut

Accomplishments for FY03 and Priorities for
FY04

O-’~-h~r Topics and General Discussion

--~joum

Dep. See. Bodman, DOC

Chairman Connaughton, CEQ

Under See. Paula Dobriansky, State

Assoc. Director Peacock, OMB

Ass’t. See. Mahoney, DOC

--~CTP Dir. Conover, DOE

Dep. See. Bodman, DOC

--~. See. Bodman, DOC
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1391_f_lcasj003_ceq.txt
RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL CNOTES MAIL)

CREATOR:"Friedrichs, Mark" <Mark. FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe.gov> ( "Friedrichs, Mark"
<Mark. FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 1-DEC-2003 10:24:03.00

SUBJECT:: Probable change in Date for 1605b workshop [from 1/14 to 1/15/200 4]

TO:Ted Gayer ( CN=Ted Gayer/OU=CEA/O=EOP@EOP [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Rypinski, Arthur" <Arthur. Rypinski@hq.doe.gov> ( "Rypinski, Arthur"
<Arthur. Rypinski@hq.doeogov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:"Pablo valdez (E-mail)" <ValdezPM2@state.gov> ( "Pablo valdez (E-mail)"
<ValdezPM2@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’kbickel@oce.usda.gov’" <kbickel@oce.usda.gov> ( "’kbickel@oce.usda.gov’"
<kbickel@oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Karpoff, Peter" <Peter.~arpoff@hq.doe.gov> ( "Karpoff, Peter"
<peter. Karpoff@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jim Hrubovcak (E-mail)" <jhrubovcak@oce.usda.gov> ("Jim Hrubovcak (E-mail)"
<jhrubovcak@oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Eule, Stephen" <stephen. Eule@hq.doe.gov> ( "Eule, Stephen"
<stephen. Eule@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Christine Lo Dobridge ( CN=Christine L. Dobridge/OU=CEA/O=EOP@EOP [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Bowers, Mike" <Mike. Bowers@hq.doe.gov> ( "Bowers, Mike" <Mike. Bowers@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Amy L. Farrell ( CN=Amy L. Farrell/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’TurekianVC@Stateogov’" <TurekianVC@stateogov> ( "’TurekianvC@state.gov’"
<Turekianvc@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Staub, John" <John.staub@hq.doe.gov> ( "staub, John" <John.staub@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Reid Harvey (E-mail)" <Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov> ( "Reid Harvey (E-mail)"
<Harvey. Reid@epamail.epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"McArdle, Paul (EIA)" <Paul.McArdle@eiaodoe.gov> ( "McArdle, Paul (EIA)"
<Paul°McArdle@eia.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Karrigan Bork (E-mail)" <Karrigan.Bork@ost.dot.gov> ( "Karrigan Bork (E-mail)"
Page 1

003, 9 
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1391_f_lcasj003_ceq.txt
<Karrigan. Bork@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Joe Kruger (E-mail)" <kruger.joe@epa.gov> ( "Joe Kruger (E-mail)"
<kruger.joe@epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO: "’ Indu r_Gokl any@i os. doi. g,o,v ’ " <Indu r_Gokl any@i os. doi. gov> (
"’Indur_Goklany@ios.doi .gov" <Indur_Goklany@ios.doi.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ : UNKNOWN

TO:"Dobriansky, Larisa" <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> ( "Dobriansky, Larisa"
<Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Bryan J. Hannegan ( CN=Bryan J. Hannegan/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <whohenst@oce.usda.gov> ( "Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)"
<whohenst@oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Adele Morris (E-mail)" <Adele.Morris@do.treas.gov> ( "Adele Morris (E-mail)"
<Adele.Morris@do.treas.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( "Anderson, Margot"
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
All:

We are very likely to change the date of the public workshop on the
proposed 1605b guidelines to Thursday, January 15 (same location,
washington Plaza Hotel).~ [EPA has climate Leaders meeting scheduled for
Tuesday and wednesday, January 13-14, 2004]

Does anyone see a problem with Thursday, January 15?9 speak quickly or
forever hold your peace ....

Mark

Original Message .....
From: 9 Friedrichs, Mark9
Sent:~ wednesday, November 26, 2003 1:50 PM
TO:~9~ Adele Morris (E-mail); Amy Farrell (E-mail); Bill Hohenstein
(E-mail); Bowers, Mike; ’Bryan_J._Hannegan@ceq.eop.gov’;
’Christine_L._Dobridge@oa.eop.gov’; Dobriansky, Larlsa; Eule, Stephen;
’Indur_Goklany@ios.doi.gov’; Jim Hrubovcak (E-mail); Joe Kruger (E-mail);
Karpoff, Peter; Karrigan Bork (E-mail); ’kbickel@oce.usda.gov’; McArdle,
Paul (EIA); Pablo valdez (E-mail); Reid Harvey (E-mail); Rypinski, Arthur;
Staub, John; ’Ted_Gayer@oa.eop.gov’; ’TurekianvC@state.gov’

subject:pp~gp~p Proposed Revised 1605b General Guidelines issued today

sorry for the late notice, but the proposed General Guidelines were issued
officially today.p Our new web pages are accessible.

..... Original Message .....
From: Daws, Joseph
Sent: wednesday, November 26, 2003 11:47 AM
To: Friedrichs, Mark

Page 2
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subject: FW: other agencies who need a heads-up

final release, please send to your agency contacts...

9<< OLE object: Picture (Metafile) >>

NEWS MEDIA CONTACT:9999 9999999 9999999 9999999 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Joe Davis, 202-586~4940 9999999 9999999 9999999 9999999 wednesday,
November 26, 2003
YYYYYYY YYYYYYY YYYYYYY YYYYYYY YYYYYYY

U.S. Department of Energy Releases Proposed Guidelines

For the voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Revisions to 1605(b) Registry Provide For Greater Accuracy & Completeness

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) today released
proposed guidelines for the voluntary reporting of greenhouse gas
emissions and reduction efforts designed to improve the accuracy,
verifiability and completeness of greenhouse gas emission data reported
under the registry program.9 The issuance of this proposal represents
another signlficant step toward the establishment of a broad national
effort to reduce greenhouse gas intensity of the u.s. economy, and address
the risk of global climate change.

The registry program was established as a voluntary program by section
1605(b) of the Energy Policy Act of 1992.9 The proposed revisions to,the
guidelines for the 1605(b) registry fulfill President George W. Bush s
directive that DOE enhance its voluntary reporting program.9 The proposed
revisions are a key element in the Administration’s efforts to encourage
and document voluntary efforts to reduce u.s. greenhouse gas emissions.9
changes to the federal registry are necessary to significantly improve the
documentation of participating entities’ efforts to reduce greenhouse gas
eml SSl ons.

"we believe these changes will provide a more complete accounting of
efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by companies that report on
their emission reduction programs.9 such clarity and transparency will
encourage increased participation in the registry by those companies that
take their reduction programs seriously," said under secretary of Energy
Robert card, who led an interagency process that developed the changes to
the 1605(b) program.9 Participants in the interagency process included
DOE, the Department of Commerce, the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Department of Agriculture, the council on Environmental Quality, and the
office of Management and Budget.

The pr?posed revisions would enable the Department of Energy to fully
recognize those participants in the registry who provide an accurate and
complete accounting of their efforts to reduce greenhouse gases.9 The
proposed guidelines will encourage major u.s. companies and institutions
to undertake comprehensive reviews of their greenhouse gas emissions and
to take actions to reduce emissions.9 By emphasizing the importance of
providing a full accounting of all greenhouse gas emissions and emission
reductions, the revised guidelines are designed to stimulate the type of
broad, economy-wide effort that is needed to make substantial progress
toward achieving the President’s goals for reducing the greenhouse gas
intensity of the u.s. economy.

R-03-276
Page 3
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under the revised guidelines, a wide range of entities, including
utilities, manufacturers, landowners and citizens, will be able to
register their greenhouse gas emissions reductions if they provide
entity-wide emissions data and demonstrate entity-wide emission reductions
after 2002.

other provisions encourage participation in the registry by small emitters
of greenhouse gases, such as households, farmers, and small businesses.~
Reporters not seeking to register reductions on an entity-wide basis can
continue to report emissions and emission reductions without meeting the
new entity-wide requirements.~ However, participants are encouraged to
take full advantage of the opportunity to do entity-wide reporting, which
can best showcase successful reduction efforts.

other technical changes to registry reporting requirements are being
developed and will be made available for revlew and comment at a later
date.

The proposed guidelines being released today take into consideration the
opinions of and strike a balance among the many comments received from
states, industry and environmental groups during the numerous stakeholder
reviews and meetings conducted by the interagency group.~ The proposed
guidelines will be published in the Federal Register for a 60-day public
comment period.~

To implement the President’s directive, DOE led extensive interagency
consultations, issued a public Notice of Inquiry, established a website to
distribute background analyses and receive stakeholder comments, held four
public workshops (USDA hosted two additional workshops on agricultural and
forestry issues), and met with numerous stakeholder groups.~ DOE will host
another public workshop in December 2003 to discuss today’s proposal.~
More information on this workshop and on the proposed guidelines being
released today is available at: www.pi.energy.gov/enhancing6HGregistry/ <
http://www.pi.energy.gov/enhancing6HGregistry/>.~ Those wishing to offer
comment on the proposed guidelines can do so by emailing:~
1605bgeneralguidelines.comments@hq.doe.gov <
mailto:1605bgeneralguidelines.comments@hq.doe.gov>~

Revising the general guidelines for the voluntary 1605(b) registry is just
one of many actions taken by the Bush Administration to address climate
change.~ The President’s approach recognizes that climate change is a
century-long challenge, but one the nation must begin to address now.~ In
response, the Bush Admini§tr~tion..has taken short-, mid-, and long-term
actlons to reduce U.So emlsslons.y

The Department of Energy has led the way in developing the types of major
technological advances necessary to reduce substantially global emissions
of greenhouse gases, including:

6~ Freedom CAR & Hydrogen Fuel Initiatives -- a $1.7 billion effort
over the next five years~ to further develop the technologies needed for a
future hydrogen economy.

R-03-276

- 3 -

~~ carb,)n Sequestration Leadership Forum - Ministers from more than a
Page 4
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dozen countries, including china, India, Japan, Italy and Mexico, have
joined the u.s.-led cooperative effort to further technologies to capture
and permanently store carbon dioxide.~ Efforts

include investments of $110 million in public and private funds on 65
domestic and international carbon sequestration projects.

since taking office, the Bush Administration has developed an ambitious
approach to climate change that rests on technology, science, voluntary
action, and international cooperation (more details can be found at <
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/O9/20030930-4.html>)

Administration-wide efforts include:

National Goal to Reduce Emissions Growth: In February 2002, President Bush
committed the United States to a comprehensive strategy to reduce the
greenhouse gas intensity of the American economy (emissions per unit of
economic activity) by 18 percent over the next 10 years.

Large Budget Increases for Global Climate change: President Bush’s FY ’04
budget sought a 15 percent increase in funding for climate change-related
programs, bringing total u.so Government spending to $4.3 billion, the
highest level ever.

Tax Incentives for Renewable Energy and Hybrid and Fuel-Cell vehicles: The
President’s FY ’04 budget proposed tax incentives totaling $4.2 billion
through FY ’08 to spur the use of clean, renewable energy and energy
efficient technologies, consistent with the President’s National Energy
Policy, the tax incentives.include credits for the purchase of hybrid and
fuel-cell vehicles, residential solar heating systems, energy produced
from landfill gas, electricity produced from alternative energy sources
such as wind and biomass, and combined heat and power systems.

cabinet committee on climate Change science and Technology Integration:
President Bush has created an interagency, cabinet-level committee,
co-chaired by the secretaries of commerce and Energy, to coordinate and
prioritize federal research on global climate sclence and advanced energy
technologies. This committee develops policy recommendations for the
President and oversees the sub-Cabinet interagency programs on climate
science and energy technologies.

"climate VISION" Partnership. In February 2003, President Bush announced
that 12 major industrial sectors and the membership of the Business
Roundtable have committed to work with four of his cabinet agencies (DOE,
EPA, DOT, and USDA) to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the next decade.
Participating industries included America’s electric utilities; petroleum
refiners and natural gas producers; automobile, iron and steel, chemical
and magnesium manufacturers; forest and paper producers; railroads; and
the cement, mining, aluminum and semiconductor industries.

R-03-276

4-

climate Leaders. Announced by EPA Administrator whitman in February 2002,
Climate Leaders is an EPA partnership encouraging individual companies to
develop long-term, comprehensive climate change strategies, under this
program, partners set corporate-wide emissionreduction goals and inventory
thelr emissions to measure progress. Over 35 major companies are now
participating, including General Motors, Alcoa, BP, Pfizer, Staples,
International Paper, IBM, Miller Brewing, Eastman Kodak, and Target.

Page 5
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Targeted Incentives for Greenhouse Gas Sequestration. On June 6, 2003,
AgrlcultureSecretary veneman announced that, for the first time,
consideration will be given to management practices that store carbon and
reduce emissions of greenhouse gases in setting priorities and
implementing USDA’s forest and agriculture conservation programs, such as
the Environmental Quality Incentlves Program and conservation Reserve
Program. USDA would provide financial incentives, technical assistance,
demonstrations, pilot programs, education and capacity building, along
with measurements to assess the success o~ these efforts.

International cooperation. The U.S. is engaged in extensive international
efforts on climate, both through multilateral and bilateral activities.~
Multilaterally, the u.s-. is by far the largest funder of the activities of
the U.N. Framework Convention on climate Change and the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate change, and leads R&D projects through the Generation IV
International Forum, which is developing the next-generation nuclear
systems to produce electricity and hydrogen for transportation use without
emitting greenhouse gas emissions.

Bilaterally, the u.s. has developed a number of agreements with major
international partners, including Russia, Canada, China and the European
Union, to pursue research on global climate change and deploy climate
observation systems, collaborate on energy and sequestration technologies,
and explore methodologies for monitoring and measuring GHG emissions.

-- DOE --

R-03-276
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES MATL)

CREATOR:"Friedrichs, Mark" <Mark. FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe.gov> ( "Friedrichs, Mark"
<Mark. FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME: 2-DEC-2003 08:07:31.00

SUBJECT:: Another possible date for 1605b workshop: January 12

TO:Christine L. Dobridge ( CN=Christine L. Dobridge/OU=CEA/O=EOP@EOP [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Ted Gayer ( CN=Ted Gayer/OU=CEA/O=EOP@EOP [ CEA ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Rypinski, Arthur" <Arthur.Rypinski@hq.doe.gov> ( "Rypinski, Arthur"
<Arthur.Rypinski@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Pablo valdez (E-mail)" <valdezPM2@state.gov> ( "Pablo valdez (E-mail)"
<valdezPM2@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’kbickel@oce.usda.gov’" <kbickel@oce.usda.gov> ( "’kbickel@oce.usda.gov’"
<kbickel@oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Karpoff, Peter" <Peter.Karpoff@hq.doe.gov> ( "Karpoff, Peter"
<Peter.Karpoff@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

,T,O: "’ Indu r_Gokl any@i os. doi. gov’" <Indu r_Gokl any@i os. doi. gov> (
’ Indur_Gokl any@ios, doi. gov’" <Indur_Gokl any@los, doi. gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )

READ: UNKNOWN

TO:"Dobriansky, Larisa" <Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> ( "Dobriansky, Larisa"
<Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Bowers, Mike" <Mike. Bowers@hq.doe.gov> ( "Bowers, Mike" <Mike. Bowers@hq.doe.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] ]
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Amy L. Farrell ( CN=Amy L. Farrell/oU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [OMB ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Kerr.Tom@epa.gov’" <Kerr.Tom@epa.gov> ( "’Kerr.Tom@epa.gov’" <Kerr.Tom@epa.gov>
[ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"’Turekianvc@state.gov’" <TurekianVC@state.gov> ( "’TurekianVC@state.gov’"
<TurekianVC@state.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Staub, John" <John.Staub@hq.doe.gov> ( "staub, John" <John. Staub@hq.doe.gov> [
UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Reid Harvey (E-mail)" <Harvey. Reid@epamail.epa.gov> ( "Reid Harvey (E-mail)"
<Harvey. Reid@epamail.epa.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"McArdle, Paul (EIA)" <Paul.McArdle@eia.doe.gov> ("McArdle, Paul (EIA)"
Page 1
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<Paul.McArdle@eia.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Karrigan Bork (E-mail)" <Karrigan. Bork@ost.dot.gov> ( "Karrigan Bork (E-mail)"
<Karrigan. Bork@ost.dot.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Jim Hrubovcak (E-mail)" <jhrubovcak@oce.usda.gov> ( "Jim Hrubovcak (E-mail)"
<jhrubovcak@oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Eule, Stephen" <stephen. Eule@hq.doe.gov> ( "Eule, stephen"
<stephen. Eule@hq.doe.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:Bryan J. Hannegan ( CN=Bryan J. Hannegan/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)" <whohenst@oce.usda.gov> ( "Bill Hohenstein (E-mail)"
<whohenst@oce.usda.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TO:"Adele Morris (E-mail)" <Adele.Morris@do.treas.gov> ( "Adele Morris (E-mail)"
<Adele.Morris@do.treas.gov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:’Michael scholand’ <MScholand@Navigantconsulting.com> ( ’Michael Scholand’
<MScholand@Navigantconsulting.com> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

CC:"Anderson, Margot" <Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov> ( "Anderson, Margot"
<Margot.Anderson@hq.doeogov> [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
We are now considering yet another date, Monday, January 12, for the 1605b
workshop on the proposed General Guidelines.~ Any objections?

Original Message .....
From: ~ Friedrichs, Mark~
Sent:~p Monday, December 01, 2003 10:20 AM
To:9999 Adele Morris (E-mail); Amy Farrell (E-mail); Bill Hohenstein
(E-mail) ; Bowers, Mike; ’Bryan_J ._Hannegan@ceq.eop.gov’ ;
’Christine_L._Dobridge@oa.eop.~ov’; Dobriansky, Larlsa; Eule, stephen;
’Indur_Goklany@ios.doi.gov’; J~m Hrubovcak (E-mail); Joe Kruger (E-mail);
Karpoff, Peter; Karrigan Bork (E-mail); ’kbickel@oce.usda.gov’; McArdle,
Paul (EIA); Pablo valdez (E-mail); Reid Harvey (E-mail); Rypinski, Arthur;
Staub, John ; ’Ted_Gaye r@oa. eop. gov ’ ;. ’Tu re ki anvc@state, gov ’

cc:9999 Anderson, Margot                            ¯
subject:9~99999 Probable change in Date for 160Sb workshop [from 1/14 to
1/15/2004]
Importance:~ High

All :

we are very likely to change the date of the public workshop on the
proposed 1665b guidelines to Thursday, January 15 (same location,
washington Plaza Hotel).~ [EPA has climate Leaders meeting scheduled for
Tuesday and wednesday, January 13-14, 2004]

Does anyone see a problem with Thursday, January 15?9 Speak quickly or
.forever holc~ your peace ....

Page 2
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Mark

Original Message .....
From: 9 Friedrichs, Mark~
Sent:99 wednesday, November 26, 2003 1:50 PM
To:9999 Adele Morris (E-mail); Amy Farrell (E-mail); Bill Hohenstein
(E-mail); Bowers, Mike; ’Bryan_J.THannegan@ceq.eop.gov’; ~        .
’christine L. Dobridge@oa.eop.~ov ; Dobriansky, Larlsa; Eule, St~pnen;~.
’Indur_GokTan~@ios.doi.gov’; Jim Hrubovcak (E-mail); Joe Kruger ~E-mail);
Karpoff, Pete~; Karrigan Bork (E-mail); ’kbickel@oce.usda.gov’;,McArd!~,
Paul (EIA); Pablo valdez (E-mail); Reid Harvey (E-mail); RypinsKi, Artnur;
Staub, John; ’Ted_Gayer@oa.eop.gov’; ’TurekianvC@state.gov’

subject:9999999 Proposed Revised 1605b General Guidelines issued today

sorry for the late notice, but the proposed General Guidelines were issued
officially today.9 our new web pages are accessible.

..... original Message .....
From: Davis, Joseph
Sent: wednesday, November 26, 2003 11:47 AM
To: Friedrichs, Mark
subject: FW: other agencies who need a heads-up

final release, please send to your agency contacts...

9<< OLE object: Picture (Metafile) >>

Joe Davis, 202-586-4940 9999999 9999999 9999999 9999999 wednesday,
November 26, 2003

U.S. Department of Energy Releases Proposed Guidelines

For the voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Revisions to 1605(b) Registry Provide For Greater Accuracy & Completeness

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) today released
proposed guidelines for the voluntary reporting of greenhouse gas
emissions and reduction efforts designed to improve the accuracy,
verifiability and completeness of greenhouse gas emission data reported
under the registry program.~ The issuance of this proposal represents
another signlficant step toward the establishment of a broad national
effort to reduce greenhouse gas intensity of the u.s. economy, and address
the risk of global climate change.

The registry program was established as a voluntary program by section
1605(b) of the Energy Policy Act of 1992.9 The proposed revisions to the
guidelines for the 1605(b) registry fulfill President George w. Bush’s
directive that DOE enhance its voluntary reporting program.9 The proposed
revisions are a key element in the Administration’s efforts to encourage
and document voluntary efforts to reduce u.s. greenhouse gas emissions.9
changes to the federal registry are necessary to significantly improve the
documentation of participating entities’ efforts to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

"we believe these changes will provide a more complete accounting of
efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by companies that report on
their emission reduction programs.~ such clarity and transparency will

Page 3
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encourage increased participation in the registry by those companies that
take their reduction programs seriously," said under Secretary of Energy
Robert Card, who led an Interagency process that developed the changes to
the 1605(b) program.~ Participants in the interagency process included
DOE, the Department of Commerce, the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Department of Agriculture, the council on Environmental Quality, and the
office of Management and Budget.

The proposed revisions would enable the Department of Energy to fully
recognize those participants in the registry who provide an accurate and
complete accounting of their efforts to reduce greenhouse gases.~ The
proposed guidelines will encourage major U.S. companies and institutions
to undertake comprehensive reviews of their greenhouse gas emissions and
to take actions to reduce emissions.~ By emphasizing the importance of
providing a full accounting of all greenhouse gas emissions and emission
reductions, the revised guidelines are designed to stimulate the type of
broad, economy-wide effort that is needed to make substantial progress
toward achieving the President’s goals for reducing the greenhouse gas
intensity of the u.s. economy.

(MORE)

R-03-276

2 -

under the revised guidelines, a wide range of entities, including
utilities, manufacturers, landowners and citizens, will be able to
register their greenhouse gas emissions reductions if they provide
entity-wide emissions data and demonstrate entity-wide emission reductions
after 2002.

Other provisions encourage participation in the registry by small emitters
of greenhouse gases, such as households, farmers, and small businesses.~
Reporters not seeking to register reductions on an entity-wide basis can
continue to report emissions and emission reductions without meeting the
new entity-wide requirements.~ However, participants are encouraged to
take full advantage of the opportunity to do entity-wide reporting, which
can best showcase successful reduction efforts.

other technical changes to registry reporting requirements are being
developed and will be made available for review and comment at a later
date.

The proposed guidelines being released today take into consideration the
opinions of and strike a balance among the many comments received from
states, industry and environmental groups during the numerous stakeholder
reviews and meetings conducted by the interagency group.~ The proposed
guidelines will be published in the Federal Register for a 60-day public
comment period.9

To implement the President’s directive, DOE led extensive interagency
consultations, issued a public Notice of Inquiry, established a website to
distribute background analyses and receive stakeholder comments, held four
public workshops (USDA hosted two additional workshops on agricultural and
forestry issues), and met with numerous stakeholder groups.~ DOE will host
another public workshop in December 2003 to discuss today’s Drooosal 9
Mo~e information on this workshop and on the proposed guidel~ne~ bei~
~e~easea today is available at: www.pi.energy.gov/enhancingGHGregistry/ <
nttp://www.pi.energy.gov/enhancingGHGregistry/>.~ Those wishing to offer
comment on the proposed guidelines can do so by emailing:~ .
1605bgeneralguidelines.comments@hq.doe.gov <
mailto:1605bgeneralguidelines.comments@hq.doe.gov>9
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Revising the general guidelines for the voluntary 1605(b) registry is just
one of many actions taken by the Bush Administration to address climate
change.~ The President’s approach recognizes that climate change is a
century-long challenge, but one the nation must begin to address now.~ In
response, the Bush Administration has taken short-, mid-, and long-term
actions to reduce u.s. emissions.~

The Department of Energy has led the way in developing the types of major
technological advances necessary to reduce substantially global emissions
of greenhouse gases, including:

6~ Freedom CAR & Hydrogen Fuel Initiatives -- a $1.7 billion effort
over the next five years~ to further develop the technologies needed for a
future hydrogen economy.

R-03-276

3 -

6~ carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum - Ministers from more than a
dozen countries, including china, India, Japan, Italy and Mexico, have
joined the u.s.-led cooperative effort to further technologies to capture
and permanently store carbon dioxide.~ Efforts

include investments of $110 million in public and private funds on 65
domestic and international carbon sequestration projects.

since taking office, the Bush Administration has developed an ambitious
approach to climate change that rests on technology, science, voluntary
action, and international cooperation (more details can be found at <
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/O9/20030930-4.html>)

Administration-wide efforts include:

National Goal to Reduce Emissions Growth: In February 2002, President Bush
committed the united states to a comprehensive strategy.to reduce the
greenhouse gas intensity of the American economy (emlsslons per unit of
economic activity) by 18 percent over the next 10 years.

Large Budget Increases for Global Climate Change: President Bush’s FY ’04
budget sought a 15 percent increase in funding for climate change-related
programs, bringing total U.S. Government. spending to $4.3 billion, the
highest level ever.

Tax Incentives for Renewable Energy and Hybrid and Fuel-Cell vehicles: The
President’s FY ’04 budget proposed tax incentives totaling $4.2 billion
through FY ’08 to spur the use of clean, renewable energy and energy
efficient technologies, consistent with the President’s National Energy
Policy, the tax incentives include credits for the purchase of hybrid and
fuel-cell vehicles, residential solar heating systems, energy produced
from landfill gas, electricity produced from alternative energy sources
such as wind and biomass, and combined heat and power systems.

Cabinet Committee on climate change science and Technology Integration:
President Bush has created an interagency, cabinet-level committee,
co-chaired by the secretaries of Commerce and Energy, to coordinate and
prioritize federal research on global climate science and advanced energy
technologies. This committee develops policy recommendations.for the
President and oversees the sub-cabinet interagency programs on climate
sclence and energy technologies.
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"climate VISION" Partnership. In February 2003, Presiden~ Bush announced
that 12 major industrial sectors and the membership of t~e Business
Roundtable have committed to work with four of his cabinet agencies (DOE,
EPA, DOT, and USDA) to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the next decade.
Participating industries included America’s electric utilities; p~trole~m
refiners and natural gas producers; automobile, iron and steel, cnemica
and magnesium manufacturers; forest and paper producers; railroads; and
the cement, mining, aluminum and semiconductor industries.

R-03-276

4 -

Climate Leaders. Announced by EPA Administrator whitman in February 2002,
climate Leaders is an EPA partnership encouraging individual companies to
develop long-term, comprehensive climate change strategies, under this
program, partners set corporate-wide emissionreduction goals and inventory
thelr emissions to measure progress, over 35 major companies are now
participating, including General Motors, Alcoa, BP, Pfizer, Staples,
International Paper, IBM, Miller Brewing, Eastman Kodak, and Target.

Targeted Incentives for Greenhouse Gas Sequestration. On June 6, 2003,
Agrlculture Secretary Veneman announced that, for the first time,
consideration will be given to management practices that store carbon and
reduce emissions of greenhouse gases in setting priorities and
implementing USDA’s ~orest and agriculture conservation programs, such as
the Environmental Quality Incentives Program and Conservation Reserve
Program. USDA would provide financial incentives, technical assistance,
demonstrations, pilot programs, education, and capacity building, along
with measurements to assess the success of these efforts.

International cooperation. The U.S. is engaged in extensive international
efforts on climate, both through multilateral and bilateral activities.~
Multilaterally, the u.s. is by far the largest funder of the activities of
the U.N. Framework Convention on climate Change and the Intergovernmental
Panel on climate Change, and leads R&D projects through the Generation IV
International Forum, which is developing the next-generation nuclear
systems to produce electricity and hydrogen for transportation use without
emitting greenhouse gas emisslons.

Bilaterally, the u.s. has developed a number of agreements with major
international partners, including Russia, Canada, china and the European
union, to pursue research on global climate change and deploy climate
observation systems, collaborate on energy and sequestration technologies,
and explore methodologies for monitoring and measuring GHG emissions.

-- DOE --

R-03-276
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¯ Hannegan, Bryan J.

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Importance:
Follow Up Flag:

Flag Status:

Friedrichs, Mark [Mark.FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe.gov]

Tuesday, December 02, 2003 5:49 PM

Bill Hohenstein (E-mail); Bill Irving (E-mail); Nickerson, William; Bowers, Mike; Hannegan,
Bryan J.; Bryce Stokes (E-mail); Dobridge, Christine L.; Jim Hrubovcak (E-mail);
’joelbrow@nmsu.edu’; Prusacki, Joseph; Karpoff, Peter; Katie Bickel (E-mail); ’Marilyn
Buford’; McArdle, Paul (EIA); Pablo Valdez (E-mail); Richard Birdsey (E-mail); Sacquety,
Roger (EIA); Staub, John; Gayer, Ted

Anderson, Margot; Rypinski, Arthur; ’Michael Mondshine (E-mail) (E-mail)’; Richards,
Richard (EIA)
Papers for tomorrow’s meeting of Working Group on 1605b Basic & Reductions Technical
Guidelines

High
Follow up

Flagged

<<Options for Calculating Elec Gen Reductions 12-2.doc>> <<Baseline Guidance 2a.doc>> <<Emissions
Comparison- Nov. 171 .doc>>

..... Original Message .....

From; Friedrichs, Mark
Sent; Tuesday, December 02, 2003 3:12 PM
To; Bill Hohenstein (E-mail); Bill Irving (E-mail); Bill Nickerson (E-mail); Bowers, Mike; Bryan Hannegan (E-mail); Bryce Stokes (E-mail);
Christine L. Dobridge@cea.eop.gov; .lim Hrubovcak (E-mail); joelbrow@nmsu.edu; .]oseph_Prusacki@cea.eop.gov; Karpoff, Peter; Katie
Bickel (E-mail); Madlyn Buford; McArdle, Paul (E[A); Pablo Valdez (E-mail); Richard Birdsey (E-mail); Sacquety, Roger (E~); Staub, John;
Ted_Gayer@cea.eop.gov

Cc= Anderson, Margot; Rypinski, Arthur; ’Michael Mondshine (E-mail) (E-mail)’; Richards, Richard (EIA)

Subject: Reminder: Tomorrow’s meeting of Working Group on 1605b Basic & Reductions Technical Guidelines

1;mportance; High

Hope to see (or hear from) all of you tomorrow at 10 am. I have attached a draft agenda and may still ¯
circulate other documents later today.                                            "

<< File: Agenda for Dec 3 meeting.d.oc >>

.....Original Message .....
From; Friedrichs, Mark

Sent= Monday, November 24, 2003 4:13 PM

To’- Bill Hohenstein (E-mail); Bill [wing (E-mail); Bill Nickerson (E-mail); Bowers, Mike; Bryan Hannegan (E-mail); Bryce Stokes (E-
mail); Christine_L._Dobridge@cea.eop.gov; Jim Hrubovcak (E-mail); joelbrow@nmsu.edu; .1oseph_Prusacki@cea.eop.gov; Karpoff,
Peter; Katie Bickel (E-mail); Marilyn Buford; McArdle, Paul (EIA); Pablo Valdez (E-mail); Richard Birdsey (E-mail); Sacquety, Roger
(E~); Staub, John; Ted_Gayer@cea.eop.gov

Cc: Anderson, Margot; Rypinski, Arthur; Michael Mondshine (E-mail) (E-mail); Richards, Richard (EIA)
Subject= First meeting of Working Group to Develop/Review 1605b Basic & Reductions Technical Guidelines

Greenhouse Effects/1605(b)
Technical Guidelines CEQ 005564
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All:

This is to confirm that the first meeting of the working group will be 10-Noon on Wednesday,
December 3, in roc )40 of the Forrestal Building, 1000 Independence Ave., SW. ~

I reserved 15 lines, which should be st)fficient, but please let me know
you intend to atter~d in person or call in.

Note that I have added a few names to the list, all of which are involved in the development of the
technical guidelines for agricultural and forestry sequestration, which is being led by USDA. If you
would like to be removed from this list, please let me know at any time.

I will send out an agenda for the meeting and a couple of short papers on December 1 or 2, just
prior to the meeting. Meanwhile, I have again attached a copy of a draft outline of the Technical
Guidelines, which will be one of the items on the agenda for discussion.

Thanks.

Mark Friedrichs
202-586-0124

..... Original Hessage .....
From, Friedrichs, Hark
Sent: Thursday, November 20, 2003 i:~t6 PN
To= Bill Hohenstein (E-mail); Bill Irving (E-mail); Bill Nickerson (E-mail); Bowers, Hike; Bryan Hannegan (E-mail);
Christine L. Dobridge@cea.eop.gov; lira Hrubovcak (E-mail); Joseph_Prusacki@cea.eop.gov; Karpoff, Peter; Katie Bickel
(E-mail);-IVlc_~dle, Paul (EIA); Pablo Valdez (E-mail); Sacquety, Roger (EIA); Staub, John; Ted_Gayer@cea.eop.gov

{:c" Anderson, Nargot; Rypinski, Arthur
Subject= Formation of Working Group to Develop/Review 1605b Basic & Reductions Technical Guidelines

All:

The recipients of this e-mail have volunteered or been volunteered to participate in an
interagency working group that I hope will help me and others at DOE develop Technical
Guidelines to implement major elements of the revised 1605b General Guidelines, which
should be released in the near future for 60 days of public comment. [If you do not believe
you should be on my list, please let me know.]

I would like to hold the first meeting of this group on Wednesday, December 3, at 10 am in
the Forrestal Building,. 1000 Independence Avenue, Room 7B-040. I will establish a call-in
number for those who would like to participate, but can’t attend in person. Ple~ase let me
know ASAP whether you can participate in this meeting, either in-person or by phone.

12/2/2003
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Happy Thanksgiving to all. See you in December.
<< File: TG Outline for Reductions v3.doc >>

Mark D. Frieddchs, PI-40
Policy and International Affairs
U.S. Department of Energy
202-586-0124

12/2/2003
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B: 41      US DELEGATION                                    ~0.879

INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE

Milan, 8 Decmnber 2003

PRESS INI:OKMATION

UNEP

The IPCC is an intergovernmeatal body rdmt assesses all aspects of climate change.
mobilises the best experts from all over the world, who work diligently in bringing out the
various reports of this body ou a regular b~sis. The Third 2~sessmem Report (TAR) of the
IPCC was released iv, 2001 through the collective efforts of around 2000 experts from a
diverse range of countries anti disciplines. All of IPCC’s reports go through a careful two
stage review process by governmenm and experts and acceptance by the member governments

composing the Panel.

The IPCC has currently embarked on the producfioR of its Fourth Assessment Repor~
Tim global community no~Is to know that rigorous preparaions have been undertaken for
srraoturing the AR4. Two intensive seeping meetings were held in April at Marrake2h and
in Sepmmb~r ia Potsdam respgc, liVelY m prepare the intellectual underpinnings of various
corfrponenm of the A~,4. Over’t30 experts participated ia the f’~st scoplng meeting for thr~e
full days and over 150 pardcipm~ts in the second ’meeting for four days. Coll~dvely. this
represe~xed over a thousan~ person days of teamwork, to which must be added th~ exwsmely
useful inputs provided by governments and other organisatlons, involved Is this exercise.
The outlines d~veloped dm’ing the scoping process were adopted by governr~nts at the
recent plenary s,ssion of the Panel in Vienna, in November this year.

In recent months sore, disin£ormation has b~n spread questioning the scermrios used by
IPCC as dcvelop~l in its Special Report on Emissions Scenm’ios 2000 "(SRF-~). Lik~ all
reports publish~i by the IPCC, this publication was based on an assessment of peer r, viewed
literature available at the time o£ the preparation of the ~eport and sxxbj~t to tim review and
acceptance procedures followed by th~ IPCC. As the work of tlte IPCC proceeds further any

new lit~ramrs that becomes available in this field will be assessed.

Criti¢ism of IPCC’s work has been mounted by so called "two independent commentators" Ian ,
Castles and D~tvid Henderson (raf~err~d to in subsequent paragraphs as C&H). Mr. tan Castles is
a member of the Lavoisier Group, a group fotmded in Australia, whose sole mission is to
oppose anything that aims to protect the environment.

Argtm~eats of C&I-I allege that scenarios used by the IPCC are based on a method of income-
gap c[osurs, using IVfm-ket Exchange Rates (NIKX) rather than purchasing power parity (PPP),
leading to unrealistically high economic growth ram assumptions for developing countries This
is factually incorrect. Fs:ortomie grovah rate assumptions wer~ carsfally chosen in line with
historic data for cotmtri~s that achieved camhing-up (~apa.u, Korea). In trmslating economic
growth into gr,~-nhouse g~s ernissions, PPP was taken into account in the various models that
were used. Income projections were expressed in both IvfEX as well as PPP terms by one of the
participating models (ILA.SA’s I~SSAGE model). Th~ fact that other model results wee,
expressed mostly in Iv£BX terms reflects the �ompl~xities of Nfl~X vs PPP conversions in

IPCC Secretariat, ¢1o WMO, 7his, Avenue de Is Palx, C.P. N* ?.3OO, 1:211 Geneva 2, SWI’FZERLAND
Phone: +41 22 730 i]208/8254 Fax: ~-,11 22 730 802~8013

E.mall: |pcc_sec@gataway.wr0o.e-~
Welosll~: ~lllp.J/wwwjpcc.ch
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longer-term projections. It might be r~alled that organizations ~uch as The World Bank and
the US Energy Information Administration u~e MEX for their projections.

Mor~ r~cenfly, in th~ wake of C&H’s uafom’~ded criticism, some ~ d~led model
have b~ c~ed om by ~ M~e of S~ord U~w~i~ ~d ~ ~chels of ~e Elec~c
Pow~ R~h ~mte. ~eir r~l~ show ve~ ~nor diffe~c~ ~ PPP ~ comp~son
~ ~e Use of ~ ~e cl~ of C&H, ~fo~, ~at ~� is = upw~d bi~ in the S~
sccn~os is to~y ~fomd~.

The criticism voiced by C&H that the sceaarios produced in the SP,.ES imply "historically ¯
implamcible" growth rate~ ia developing countries was obviously put forward in haste. T1d~
~ven conwadict~ a comment by lan Castles posted on a website called ’X2mli~e Opinion" in luly
2001 ~tating th~ "of th~ developing world’s 4.8 billion people., 2/3m live ia countries that have
attained fa~t~r ~,ovah rate~ in GDP per head than the United Stat~ slate 1973". ~ fiarth~r
stat~ that "growth has bee~ accderafing in the mo~ populou~ developing countries". More
reck’lily C&H in a paper pttblished M the journal Energy and Environments have accepted that
a higttm: growth in per capita income ia poorer cmmtri~ when compared to countries with
kigher leve]~ o~" affluence, are both "p|attsible and w~|l artest~ ~ ~conomic hi~tory".

C&H equate economic g~owth to proportionate increase ~a emissiova of GHGa, since the world
in their view seems determined by statistical recessions. "l’key completely igttore the fact that
higher economic growth generally r~ults in higher I~&D, more r~id capital tin-never, higher
resource t.me effici~mcy irmiuding energy efficiency and higher pre.fere~ce for pollution
controls, all of which could lead to rmluction in GHGs emissiom. Have C&H looked at the
trajectory of Chi~a’s emissiorm in tke last 20 Fears? Ha~ ~’s rapid growr.h not b~en
accompanied by impressive improveme~nts in energy efticlency and carbon inter~ity? Have
~ey ever considered that low~ ODP growth rates may ac~ally lead m Mgher OHC.~ e.mi~io~
in the abs~mce of climate policy?. Tkere is ~bsolute~y no ~ason m I~li~r~ that, i~ ~e longer
t~rm, lower economic development would, all other tki~gs being eqtml, resuh in lower
emissions.
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Ross J. Pillari
President, BP America Inc
Group ’,rice President, BP

BP America Inc.
28100 Torch Parkway
552K
Warrenville. IL 60555-4015
Direct 1 630 836 5675
Fax 1 630 836 5934
Mobile 1 630 561 0436
PillarRJ@bp.com
www.bp.com

December 10, 2003

Mr. James Connaughton
Chairman
Council on Envirommental Quality
730 Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

Dear Chairman Connaughton,

I am pleased to enclose a copy of a speech on Climate Change, presented by
John Browne, Group Chief Executive BP p.l.c. This speech to the Institutional
Investors Group is an important next step in BP’s thinking on climate change.

In this speech, BP reinforces the role of the oil and gas industry in the long-term
actions required to reduce the consequences of human activity on climate
change. Specifically, we confirm our own commitment to our existing targets for
greenhouse gas emissions reductions and our participation and investment in
longer-term options.

The continued use of oil and gas in a sustainable manner is an important factor
in meeting the world’s continued economic growth and improved quality of life.
The speech oudines many of the proactive options being considered or already
in place and calls for continued precautionary action.

BP remains committed to improying the world we live in, and we believe that as
oil and gas company we have an important role to play in developing
sustainable~options for future progress.

I encourage you to read the speech and to use. !t to stimulate dialog and
supportive action.

Very truly yours,

RJP/njc

Enclosure

002.5;34
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Climate Change

Lord Browne, Group Chief Executive, BP p.l.c.
Speaks to the Institutional Investors Group, Gibson Hall, Bishopsgate, London
26th November 2003

Ladies and gentlemen, it’s a great pleasure to be here and to have the chance to discuss the impact
of concerns about the level of carbon in the atmosphere on businesses such as BP.

I’d like to thank the [:[GCC and the Carbon Trust for giving us the opportunity to share some of our
thinking.

The actual or perceived consequences of human activity on the global climate - what is generally
called climate change - matter to BP because we’re interested in the long-term sustainability of
what we do. We want to be able to continue to sustain our core activity - applying our skills and
experience to produce and develop hydrocarbons.

The interest in sustainability is driven by our shareholders who are predominantly pension funds.
They look for sustainability in their investments ~ companies capable of regenerating their activity
and their ability to produce revenue and wealth on a long term basis.

Today,s subject covers just one aspect of sustainability, but it is one of fundamental importance.

The detailed understanding of the causes and consequences of climate change is still provisional, of
course. Modelling and analysis of the evidence continues but there is already a sufficient body of
analysis to suggest that precautions need to be taken.

As a business we need to be able to respond to the concern now, even if significant uncertainty
exists. We have to take the appropriate steps in order to ensure that our business remains
sustainable.

That’s our starting point.

It is now six years since we first acknowledged that precautionary action was necessary.

Over those six years the work we and many other companies have done has given us confidence
that business does have a positive role to play in the process. And it has given us the confidence
that the future of oil and gas is secure and sustainable.

We’ve shown that it is possible to reduce emissions of methane and CO2 from our own operations
by eliminating waste and leaks and by applying technology, for instance to eliminate the venting of
methane.

We’ve found th~at an emissions trading system, which ensures that resources are applied in the right
places, is the best way to keep costs down, and we’ve demonstrated that, far from being a cost
burden, reducing emissions by eliminating waste can add value.                        ~

To focus our efforts, we set a target to reduce our own emissions to 10% below 1990 levels by
2010 in line with the spirit of the Kyoto Protocol.

We were able to meet that target by the a-.-~ ~.f 2001, 9 years ahead of plan, for three simple
reasons.

Firstly, the aspiration resonated with the expectations of our staff. Doing something positive for the
global environment generated enormous enthusiasm and creativity.

Secondly, through a combination of emission caps and allowance trading, reducing emissions
became embedded within the business - the responsibility of everybody.

Thirdly, we found that efficiency and emission reduction was good business. So while some
remained locked in a debate about predicting the cost of reductions, our staff were pursuing
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activities that added value. In fact within the first three years we added $650M of value, for an
investment of around $20M.

So we’ve begun to build a track record of delivery.

Last year we updated our position, building on what had been achieved.

Scientific understanding, modelling and data collection had all progressed. The consensus of that
work was that there is a need to stabilise atmospheric concentrations of green house gases before
they begin to have a serious impact on the climate.

We therefore set ourselves a new internal performance target - to hold our net emissions, adjusted
for portfolio changes, fiat at the 2001 level.

We’ve set that target despite the fact that our oil and gas production is growing more rapidly than
global demand.

We aim to meet that target through a combination of continued improvements in operational
performance and through recognition of the reduction we are making in the emissions from the
products we sell. That work continues and is producing good results.

Setting any target, of course, raises the question of the appropriate level at which to stabilise
atmospheric concentrations of carbon. There is no definitive answer. Different modelling studies
produce different answers.

Business always has to work in conditions of uncertainty - you can only plan on the basis of
judgment and prudence.

In this case, based on our understanding of the range of the uncertainty around the scientific views,
we’ve come to the judgment that to avoid serious impact upon societies or the environment it is
necessary to stabilise atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases at around 500-550 parts per
million. Today’s level is around 370 ppm and has risen from pre-industrial levels of 280 ppm.

That range of 500-550 parts per million could shift as the scientific understanding improves, but it
establishes a present day objective to which action can be directed.

Stabilisation in the range of 500-550 ppm could be achieved by balancing the growth in energy
consumption driven by the world’s growing population and rising living standards with moves to
reduce the amount of carbon emitted.

Such a shift to a significantly lower carbon economy would require the removal by 2050 of a
significant volume of carbon emissions.

Can that be achieved?

In principle the~answer is yes.

There is no single solution - no magic bullet. But on the basis of practical steps, using technology
which is either available now and which may be within reach, stabilisation on that timescale does
seem to be an attainable goal.

Some very interesting work done at Princeton University has described what could be done in terms
of a set of ’stabilisation wedges’ summing up to 6 Giga Tonnes per annum of a~-¢!~.’i emissions of
carbon by 2050.

There are a series of technology options each of which could account for a 1GT wedge of that total.
For example:

1400 1GW generating plants, using natural gas rather than coal.

700 1GW coal plants with carbon capture and storage.
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¯ 2 billion gasoline or diesel cars running at 60 mpg instead of 30 mpg.

¯ A 70 fold increase in the current total wind energy capacity.

¯ 1000 fold increase in photovoltaic capacity.

¯ 700 1 GW nuclear plants, which represents a 4% per annum increase in nuclear capacity.

Of course, there are many uncertainties. The decisions, which require changes in lifestyle, may not
always be acceptable. The technology of carbon sequestration or hydrogen distribution may be
unattainable.

The development of a new generation of nuclear stations may raise unacceptable risks of
proliferation and terrorism as well as raising again the question of nuclear waste disposal.

Developing countries don’t have to pursue the same path of development, which the industrialized
world has been through. They could be incentivised to leapfrog to a completely new generation of
technology.

The items t listed are simply options. Society could choose to do more or less of each one. And
human ingenuity could add more options to the list over the next 50 years.

What is clear is th.at there is no one single solution not least because the problem has no single
source.

The challenge affects all sectors. The source of greenhouse gases isn’t just transportation which
accounts for just 20 per cent of the total. Industry contributes another 20 per cent; the domestic
and commercial sector around 25 percent and power generation another 35 per cent. They all have
to be tackled.

Many of the steps I’ve described require major investments.

If such steps are to be taken it is important to demonstrate the real value of taking a long term
approach which transcends the gap in time between the costs of the investment and the delivery of
the benefits. Political decisions are often taken on a very short term basis and the challenge is to
demonstrate the benefits of the actions which need to be taken for the long term.

Taken as a whole, though, the point is that stabilisation in the range 500-550 ppm is possible, and
with care could be achieved without disrupting economic growth.

The role of business is to transform the possibilities into reality. And that means being severely
practical - undertaking very focused research and then experimenting with the different possibilities.
The advantage of the fact that the energy business is now global is that international companies can
both access knowledge around the world and can then apply it very quickly throughout their
operations.

What does all t~is mean for us? What are the implications for a major oil and gas company - and
what can we do to seize the business opportunities involved?

First, it demonstrates that oil and gas have sustainable futures.

Oil is a very effective transport fuel and recent technical innovations provide the opportunity to
reduce the negative environmental impa( ~r: ":hich might otherwise be involved. In Europe for
īnstance, in the decade ending in 2005, oxides of nitrogen and sulphur, particulates and
hydrocarbons emissions will all have been halved, with further significant reductions still to come.

Technical advance continues. Dieselisation, direct gasoline injection and hybridization all offer real
potential for the improvement of the internal combustion engine.

So we continue to believe that oil has a very strong future as the principal source of energy for
transportation.

In power generation, unless there are economic breakthroughs in clean coal technology, there will
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be a need to bring about a shift in favour of Natural Gas.

Gas is already widely accepted as the preferred clean fuel to meet the increasing demands for
power. Total gas consumption could grow three fold by 2050.

We continue to develop our gas business globally and we see great potential to use gas to reduce
emissions. 3ust to quote one example. Bringing additional natural gas to Northern China from the.
Kovytka field in East Siberia could reduce the growth in emissions by at least 60 mt of CO2 each
year and possibly by as much as 120 mt a year if coal fired plants are taken out of service.
Looking further ahead, the key to stabilisation will be the availability of competitive energy
technologies.

To start with Hydrogen. Hydrogen is not a source of primary energy, but simply a clean energy
carrier, which depends for its creation on some other form of primary energy. The Hydrogen
Economy would need to be fueled by. something else.

There are vast quantities of hydrogen in the world, but the very chemical reactivity that makes it so
valuable as an energy carrier means that it has already naturally combined with other elements,
such as oxygen in waterr and carbon in natural gas.

To make hydrogen useful as an energy carrier we have to separate it from these basic elements,
through electrolysis of water into hydrogen and oxygen, or through the reforming of natural gas.

Hydrogen could be made from renewable energy, but this Io’oks likely to remain an expensive option
for some time to come and our view is that reformation from Natural Gas represents the most
viable short term source.

We already produce large quantities of hydrogen in our refining and petrochemical operations. The
Grangemouth refinery, for instance, produces enough hydrogen to fuel 500,000 fuel cell vehicles
and hydrogen is already an important tool in producing cleaner fuels.

Hydrogen is available and the key is to have hydrogen powered vehicles, which are competitive in
cost terms with conventional internal combustion engines. Of course, many issues still need to be
resolved.

Is it, for instance, more effective to produce the hydrogen locally, or would it be more cost effective
to have central production, which would also create the potential to capture and store any CO2?

That leads me to the next area, which Is the possibility of capturing carbon from many sources,
including power plants and storing it underground.

BP leads the joint industry Carbon Capture and Storage Project (CCP) that has attracted significant
government support in both the US and Europe.

This involves work on the capture of carbon dioxide - pre and post combustion - and on its storage
in ways which ISave demonstrable long term geological integrity.

The CCP project explores how we might radically reduce the costs of capturing and storing ca~rbon in
both new and existing facilities. ¯

In addition to that project, we’re working with Ford through the Carbon Mitigation Initiative at
Princeton which links fundamental research into climate science and technology with .*.he practical
approach of ’learning by doing’.

And on that same practical basis, we’re also preparing to develop one of the world’s largest CO2
storage projects at our Algerian In Salah gas field, in partnership with the state company
Sonatrach. That facility will store 1.:~ mt of C02 each year.

And then on the other side of the equation we’ve begun to look at demand and the opportunities
created by structural or behaviour changes in the way energy is consumed.

Buildings, for instance, account for at least a third of the emissions from the use of energy in the
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developed world.

We have a number of research projects underway on the efficiency of energy use including the
possibility of creating zero emission buildings and the potential for greater use of passive
renewables in building design - using the natural flow of energy to heat and cool buildings.

Potentially that could provide a seventh strand - another contribution to the overall objective of
stabilisation.

Given the long term nature of the challenge and the range of possibilities which are at different
stages of research, development and application, it is clear that the creation of.a market in
emissions’ reductions can play an very important role in ensuring that available resources are
applied where they have the greatest impact.

Our experience is that the most effective trading systems have to be clear, responsive to learning
and capable of delivering signals through both penalties and incentives.

I don’t think we’re likely to see the sudden emergence of a single global trading system - that would
be comparable to the emergence of a single global currency - but I do think there would be value in
the development of the existing European emissions trading scheme as a "strong" currency - with
its strength reflecting the rigour with which it is applied.

A strong currency of that sort would enable all the many different fragmented activities and efforts
to reduce emissions, which are underway across the globe to be valued on a common basis.

Again, in that area we are working with the academic community to understand just what a really
effective currency for emissions’ reductions would look like..

To summarise then, there is a good case for cautious optimism.

Globally emissions continue to increase and on the base of the scientific evidence so far available
there is a cause for concern and for precautionary action.

But the track record of experience - in BP and in many other companies - is that much can be done.
If we Can agree on the overall long term objective - the need to reduce emissions - we can begin to
take the steps necessary - applying existing knowledge and technology and focusing research into
areas where practical advances would make a real difference.

Our aspiration is to turn a threat and a risk into an opportunity. We believe the opportunity exists
both to grow the long term future of our existing business - by supplying oil and gas and related
products in a sustainable manner ... and to develop the business in ways which match the changing
needs of our customers and our investors.

The world’s need for energy continues to grow and we believe that oil and increasingly natural gas
will remain the most significant sources of that energy for many decades to come.

Over time other sources such as solar power and hydrogen will be become more important, a~nd we
are devoting appropriate resources to long term research and development in those areas and to
the issue of carbon capture. In the last three years alone we have invested over $125 million in that
research work.

Ladies and Gentlemen, ! know this is a subj--..~ of enormous interest and it is difficult to cover all the
issues satisfactorily in such a short time.

I’d be delighted to take questions now and our team in Investor Relations and the staff working on
these issues within BP would be very happy to talk to you and to explain our approach in more
detail.

Thank you very much.
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ATA
AMERICAN-TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS

2200 Mill Road * Alexandria, VA ,* 22314--4677

w~vw.truckline.com

Driving Trucl~ing’s Success

Bill Graves
President and Chief Executive Officer

December 1 O, 2003

The Honorable James L. Connaughton
Chairmma
White House Council on Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington. DC 20503

Dear Mr. Connaughton:

I wanted to keep you informed of discussions that ATA is having with both the
White House and EPA involving the SmartWay Transport program. I’ve enclosed copies
of t:orrespondence that I have sent for your information.

If you have any questions or need further information, please call Steve Brooks in
my office at 703-838-1804.

Sincerely,

703-838-1804 * Fax: 703-684-5751 CEQ 005579



ATA
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS

2200 Mill Road * Alexandria. VA * 22314-4677

www.trucldine.com

Driving Trucking’s Success

Bill Graves
President and Chief Executive Officer December 10, 2003

The Honorable Matt Schlapp
Deputy Assistant to the President

And Director of Political Affairs
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Matt:

I wanted to let you know about a program that ATA has been working on in
conjunction with EPA that I felt would be of possible interest to you and the President.
Over the past two years, ATA has been working with our members and EPA to assist in
the development of a truly new and exciting voluntary program to reduce greenhouse
gases and conserve valuable energy resources.

The program, known as SmartWay Transport includes charter partners from the
nation’s leading trucking companies such as Federal Express and United Parcel Service.
By committing to reduce emissions, charter partners will be entitled to use a special
trademarked seal on shipping containers, websites, literature, and letterhead, and will be
recognized by both EPA and shippers as "environmentally friendly".

EPA is planning to have an official roll-out event of SmartWay at ATA’s Winter
Leadership Meeting from February 8-10 at the Washington Capital Hilton Hotel that will
be covered by various news media outlets and credentialed press. As a strong advocate
of the federal government and private industry working together to improve the
environment beyond traditional regulatory means, this event will provide the President
with an excellent opportunity to highlight his political and policy initiatives to help
improve our environment. I have enclosed a copy of a letter I sent to Administrator
Leavitt for your information as well.

I will follow up with you on possible ways that we can involve the President in the
SmartWay rollout event. If you have any questions or need further information please call
Steve Brooks in my office at 703-838-1804.

Bill Graves

703-838-1804, Fax: 703-684-5751 CEQ 005580



ATA
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS

. 2200 Mill Road * Aloxandria. VA, 22314-4877
www.truckl ine.com

Driving Trucking’s Success

Bill Graves
President and Chief Executive Officer

December 10, 2003

The Honorable Mike Leavitt
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

RE: Request for Participation in EPA’s SmartWay Transport Program Roll-Out Event

Dear Administrator Leavitt:

The American Trucking Associations,Inc. ("ATA") has been working closely
with our members and the United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") over
the past two years to assist in the development of a truly new and exciting voluntary
program to reduce greenhouse gases and conserve valuable energy resources. The
program, known as SmartWay Transport ("SmartWay"), includes charter partners from
the nation’s leading trucking companies such as Federal Express and United Parcel
Service. By committing to reduce emissions, charter partners will be entitled to use a
special trademarked seal on shipping containers, websites, literature, and letterhead, and
will be recognized by both EPA and shippers as "environmentally friendly".

EPA is planning to have an official roll-out event of SmartWay at ATA’s Winter
Leadership Meeting from February 8-10 at the Washington Capital Hilton Hotel. Since
your Administration strongly supports the achievement of cleaner air and the protection
of human health and the environment, we are formally inviting you to join our industries’
leading CEO’s to participate in the official unveiling of this program. The event, which
will be covered by various news media outlets and credentialed press, will further show
how the federal government and private industry are working together to improve the
environment beyond traditional regulatory means.

I will be following up with you oia your availability to participate in the SmartWay
rollout event. If you have any questions or need further information please call Steve
Brooks in my office at 703-838-1804.

laves

703-838-1804, Fax: 703-684-5751 CEQ 005581
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Driving
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TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS
2200 Mill Road * Alexandria, VA * 22314-4677

www.truckline.com

Bill Graves
Prosicler~t and Chief Executive Officer

December 10, 2003

The Honorable .lames L. Connaughton
Chairman
White House Council on Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, DC 20503

Dear Mr. Connaughton:

1 wanted to keep you informed of discussions that ATA is having with both the
White House and EPA involving the SmartWay Transport program. I’ve enclosed copies
of eorrcspondenc¢ that I have sent for your information.

If you have any questions or need further in|brmation, please call Steve Brooks in
my office at 703-838-1804.

Sincerely,

........................................ ~fO3-8~-1004 * Fax: 703"604-5751
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ATA
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS

2200 Mill Road * Alexandria, VA * 22314-4677
www.truckllne.com

Driving Trucking’s Success

Bill Graves
President and Chief Executive Officer December | 0, 2003

The Honorable Matt Schlapp
Deputy Assistant to the President

And Director of Political Affairs
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Matt:

I wanted to let you know about a program that ATA has been working on in
conjunction with EPA that I felt would be of possible interest to you and the President.
Over the past two years, ATA has been working with our members and EPA to assist in
the development of a truly new and exciting voluntary program to reduce greenhouse
gases and conserve valuable energy resources.

The program, known as SmartWay Transport includes charter partners from the
nation’s leading trucking companies such as Federal Express and United Parcel Service.
By committing to reduce emissions, charter partners will be entitled to use a special
trademarked seal on shipping containers, websites, literature, and letterhead, and will be
recognized by both EPA and shippers as "environmentally friendly".

EPA is planning to have an official roll-out event of SmartWay at ATA’s Winter
Leadership Meeting from February 8-10 at the Washington Capital Hilton Hotel that will
be covered by various news media outlets and credentialed press. As a strong advocate
of the federal government and private industry working together to improve the
environment beyond traditional regulatory means, this event will provide the President
with an excellent opportunity to highlight his political and policy initiatives to help
improve our environment. I have enclosed a copy of a letter I sent to Administrator
Leavitt for your information as well.

I will follow up with you on possible ways that we can involve the President in the
SmartWay rollout event. If you have any questions or need further information please call
Steve Brooks in my office at 703-838-I 804.

Bill Graves

703-838-1804. Fax: 703-684-57"51
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AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS

2200 Mill Road ~ Alexandria, VA ~- 22314-4677

www.truckllne.�om

Driving Trucking’s Success

Bill Graves
President and Chief Executive Officer

December 10, 2003

The Honorable Mike Leavitt
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

RE: Request for Participation in EPA’s SmartWay Transport Program Roll-Out Event

Dear Administrator Leavitt:

The American Trucking Associations, Inc. ("ATA") has been working closely
with our members and the United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") over
the past two years to assist in the development of a truly new and exciting voluntary
program to reduce greenhouse gases and conserve valuable energy resources. The
program, known as SmartWay Transport ("SmartWay"), includes charter partners from
the nation’s leading trucking companies such as Federal Express and United Parcel
Service. By committing to reduce emissions, charter partners will be entitled to use a
special trademarked seal on shipping eontaihers, websites, literature, and letterhead, and
will be recognized by both EPA and shippers as "environmentally friendly".

- EPA is planning to have an official roll-out event of SmartWay at ATA’s Winter
Leadership Meeting from February 8-10 at the Washington Capital Hilton Hotel. Since
your Administration strongly supports the achievement of cleaner air and the protection
of human health and the environment, we are formally inviting you to join our industries’
leading CEO’s to participate in the oftieial unveiling of this program. The event, which
will be covered by various news media outlets and eredentialed press, will further show
how the federal government and private industry are working together to improve the
environment beyond traditional regulatory means.

I will be following up with you on your availability to participate in the SmartWay
rollout event. If you have any questions or need further information please call Steve
Brooks in my office at 703-838-1804.

703-838-1804. Fax: 703-684-5751
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U.S. Environmenlal Protection Agency.
SmartWay Transport Partnership
.C_~nt,,___~.t_U_~ I .P.~ n.t.y_ersl~n Search:            r~
EP~A_.H..~ > ~’_r, an_~l~)rta~i~n.a, _~_~_Qold~ > S.m._a_rtWay.]’ra~n.~pg~t_P_a_r~_ n_er_~hii~ ¯ SmartWay Transport
Home

Wha~s
New

Wa rtt_t_o.._L_e .a_r n
M.ore?.

Who are our
Current, Partners?

EPA
Wel___~__me_s.
our First 50
Pa___~.n._e_rs

EPA u_____n_v_ej I_s_
P._~a .rtn__er___shjg

a_t_ATA’s
L_e. ad__er__s.hi_g
C__o_.n_fe_r.e~ c_e

The SmartWay Transport Partnership is a collaborative
voluntary program between EPA and the freight industry. The
Partnership creates strong market-based incentives that
challenge companies shipping products, and the truck and
rail companies delivering these products, to improve the
environmental performance of their freight operations.
SmartWay Transport partners Improve their energy
efficiency, save money, reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and improve air quality;

[ Smart’Way: G!.Or~Sa__.W I ,$..LL~_M_ap ]

E_ p.A_H__o_ .m__e_ I _P_n.’~_a_qy_a._nd__S_ ecu_rLty_.N_otk~ I Cg_nt.a~ Us

http:/Iwww.epa.govlotaqlsmartway/demo/                                           2/4/2004
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Search::Conta_c_t Us I Pdn V_L~_n
EP~Hom¢ > i~_~.p~o_$~l~!r_QuaJ~ > ~_an~v_!r~P_o_d_P_a_rLr~r~h~ > Partners

SmartWay Home Partners
Where You Live

Basic Information A stronger economy. A healthier environment. SmartWay
In the News Transport Partners DELIVER!
Joining the
Partnership

Partners ’

Idling Reduction

Contact Us

SmartWay Transport Partners represent commercial, industrial, and public sector
organizations that commit to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve fuel
efficiency of ground freight transportation. EPA provides Partners with benefits and
services that include fleet management tools, technical suppod, information, public
recognition, and, for exceptional environmental performers, use of the SmartWay
Transport Partner logo. All current SmadWay Transport Padners are listed below.

Carriers
American Cartage
AMI Leasing
Arnold Transporation Services
Avedtt Express
Bison Transport

Braun’s Express

BrigdestonelFirestone North
American Tire
Camionnage C.P. Inc.
Cardinal Logistics Management
Coca-Cola Enterprises, Inc.
(Charter Partner)
Central Freight Lines
Commercial Transportation
DHL
Estes Express Lines
FedEx Express (Charter Partner)
FedEx Freight
FMI Intemational
G.I. Trucking Company
H-E-B (Charter Partner)
IdleAlre Technologies
I_ntemat_ionaIMotor Freig_~
Interstate Distributor Co.
J.B. Hunt Transport
Lakeville Motor Express
McKelvey Trucking
Metropolitan Trucking
Michel Distribution
Paschall Truck Lines

Shippers
Ca~_ no_~U~U.S;A._~_Mnc, (Charter Partner)
Clean Diesel Technologles
Dell
H-E-B (Charter Partner)
The Home Depot (Charter Partner)
IKEA North America Services, LLC
(Charter Partner)

In_t_e_~a___~_lnc_~. (Charter Partner)

Michelin North America
Volvo Logistics North America

2/4/2004
http:l/www.epa.govlotaq/smartway/demo/partners.htm
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_R_oad_.wa_y_.E.x_p~e__s_s (Charter Partner)
Schneider National (Charter
Partner)
Southe_.a_s_tern Freig_ht__Li_!~_es
S_w..i.ft_T~._n..sJ~_ .r~,, tio n (Charter
Partner)
Texas Department of
Transportation
Texas Star Express
"FP Freight Lines
Triple S Trucking
UPS (Charter Partner)
Vitran Logistics
Watkins & Shepard Trucking
Yellow Transportation (Charter
Partner)
Xpress Global Systems

[ SmartWay: _G_l_O.ssa__~’ I ~-~g )

.EPA H.ome I P_@_a_cy an_d._S._e.cg_d N~f~ I

2/4/2004http://www.epa.gov/otaq/smartway/dcmo/partners.htm
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U.S. £nvironmen al Profec ton A.qenc.y

In the News

EPA SmartWay Transport Partnership News

Grand Opening of the SmartWay Transport
Partnership
The official public release of the SmartWay
Transport Partnership will take place in
Washington, DC on February 9th, 2004 at the
American Trucking Association’s Annual
Leadership Conference at the Capitol Hilton Hotel
located at 1001 16th St NW, Washington, DC
20036
View EP_A___Pr_e_ss Release

First Official Release of EPA’s FLEET
Performance Model
EPA’s _F_reight L~og~isti__cs E___Dnyir__qon_men__~t~al__a_n_d
Econo_mi__c_T__~_ck_jin~_P_e.~q._rma~n_.ce. M___o_d.el v 1.0 is
now available.

Other SmartWay Transport News

¯ FleetOwner Magazine
"Turn Idle Time Into Cash: A how-to handbook on
trading engine idle time for profit." ~ Version

[ SmartWay: .G_!o_ssa.~ I S_’a_e_M_ _ag l

EP_&_Hom~ I privaqy~ap_d_S_c_�~_d~y_H.k~!i~ I

2/4/2004http://www.epa.gov/otaqlsmartway/demolnewsandevents.htm
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Basic Information: Background
Ground freight transportation, the movement of goods using trucking fleets and
rail, forms a solid foundation for maintaining our country’s economic prosperity and
competitive advantage. U.S. companies and organizations use neady 7 million
trucks and 20,000 Class 1 locomotives to transport over 11 billion tons of goods
each year, worth over 8 trillion dollars. This system provides an invaluable service
to businesses, consumers and the economy, however, these economic benefits
are not without costs:

~.-The value of the ground freight
transport system to businesses,
consumers and the economy is

valuable. However, these economic
benefits are not without costs. Moving
freight accounts for 20% of all energy
consumed in transportaton sector.
Trucks carry about 70% of all freight
shipped in the US, while rail carries
about 15% (water and air transport
account for the rest). Together, truck
and rail transport now consume over 35
billion gallons of diesel fuel each
year.

Burning this fuel produces emissions of
carbon dioxide, the most prevalent
greenhouse gas. Greenhouse gases
create a gaseous "blanket" that
prevents ultraviolet rays from leaving
the earth’s atmosphere, resulting in a
"greenhouse," or warming, effect, which
is a major part of global climate change.                         ~
Consuming 35 billion gallons of diesel fuel produces over 350 million metric tons
of carbon dioxide each year.

Burning this fuel also produces air pollutants that create ozone, or "smog’, and
particulate matter, two air pollutants that have serious health and environmental
impacts. Ground freight contributes 30% of transportation related emissions of
oxides of nitrogen (NOx)-a precursor to ozone formation, and 26% of particulate
matter emissions.

While burning fuel is necessary to move goods efficiently by truck and rail, some of
that fuel is wasted due to inefficient practices such as excessive Idling and using
trucks with poor aerodynamic design. That wasted fuel translates to wasted money
for freight transport companies and increased emissions released into the
environment.

2/4/2004
http://www.cpa.gov/otaq/smartway/dcmo/swintro.htm
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
SmartWay Transport Partnership
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Joining the Partnership

Stepping out ahead of the curve is courageous, and smart.

It takes courage and wisdom to set high goals and standards for your company. It
takes determination to meet or exceed those goals. Smartway Transport Partners
are leaders, setting the pace for their industry. As a SmartWay Transport Partner,
your efforts pay off in so many ways. SmartWay Transport Partners improve fuel
effficiency-and that improves the bottom line. SmartWay Transport Padners reduce
their environmental footprint-- and that eams the respect of customers. SmartWay
Transport Partners reduce energy consumption-and that improves national
security. SmartWay Transport Partners demonstrate leadership and corporate
citizenship-and that earns distinction and recognition,

A stronger economy. A healthier environment. As a
SmartWay Transport Partner, you can DELIVERI

[ SrnartWay: .G_lo__s_saj~/I _s.iteJ~g ]

E_P.~.Hom_e I priyacy and Secu.rtly._NQtk~e I CJ>nta~t~J~

2/412004http://www.epa.govlotaq/smartway/demo/partnerships.htm
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Idling Reduction: Background

Why do trucks and locomotives idle?

Truck and locomotive drivers idle their
engines for a variety of reasons. For
trucks, especially long-haul trucks, the
truck driver is mandated by law to rest
after driving a certain amount of hours
(for every 14 hours of drivlng, the ddver
must rest for at least 10 hours). Surveys
have found that 70%-80% of buck
drivers cite the need for heating or air
conditioning as the main reason for
idling. Beyond the need for a
comfodable temperature, truck drivers
have also cited the need to operate on-
board electrical appliances, such as a
television or refrigerator. Another
reason to idle the engine, especially in
cold weather, is to ensure the engine
block, fuel and oil remain warm. Similar
to this is the fear that once you tum a
diesel engine off it may be difficult to re-
stad. With newer engines, this should
not be a concern but it is habit forming
to simply leave a diesel engine running.

In the area of freight locomotives, it is important to point out that most locomotive
engines do not have anti-freeze, so temperatures below 40o F can cause engine
damage. Therefore, the main reason for locomotive Idling is weather related.
These locomotive engines will idle to maintain engine coolant, fuel, oil, and water
warmth, as well as maintaining battery charge. In addition, they may Idle to ~
maintain comfortable temperatures inside the operator cabs. Other reasons to
keep a locomotive idling include having a readily available engine (avoiding
unnecessary starting and shutting-down), and (like bucks) the habit or custom of
always keeping a diesel engine operating.

How does company size influence idling times?

Owner operators have the lowest Idling times primarily due to the fact that they, as
owner of their own business, better understand and appreciate the costs
associated with idling. Large company drivers also have a lower than average
idling rate, and this can be attributed to the financial incentives to reduce idling
available at these large companies. Both the small and medium company ddvers
had the highest amount of idling. These are the companies that may not offer any
type of incentive program or strategy to reduce Idling.

http:Hwww.epa.govlotaqlsmartwayldemolidling.htm 2/4/2004
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Basic Information: Background
Ground freight transportation, the movement of goods using trucking fleets and
rail, forms a solid foundation for maintaining our country’s economic prosperity and
competitive advantage. U.S. companies and organizations use nearly 7 million
trucks and 20,000 Class 1 locomotives to transport over 11 billion tons of goods
each year, worth over 8 trillion dollars. This system provides an invaluable service
to businesses, consumers and the economy, however, these economic benefits
are not without costs:

The value of the ground freight
transport system to businesses,
consumers and the economy is
invaluable. However, these economic
benefits are not without costs. Moving
freight accounts for 20% of all energy
consumed in transportaton sector.
Trucks carry about 70% of all freight
shipped in the US, while rail cardes
about 15% (water and air transport
account for the rest). Together, truck
and rail transport now consume over 35
billion gallons of diesel fuel each
year.

Buming this fuel produces emissions of
carbon dioxide, the most prevalent
greenhouse gas. Greenhouse gases
create a gaseous "blanket" that
prevents ultraviolet rays from leaving
the earth’s atmosphere, resulting in a
"greenhouse," or warming, effect, which
is a major part of global climate change.
Consuming 35 billion gallons of diesel fuel produces over 350 million metric tons
of carbon dioxide each year.

Bumlng this fuel also produces air pollutants that create ozone, or "smog’, and
particulate matter, two air pollutants that have sedous health and environmental
impacts. Ground freight contributes 30% of transportation related emissions of
oxides of nitrogen (NOx)-a precursor to ozone formation, and 26% of particulate
matter emissions.

While burning fuel is necessary to move goods efficiently by truck and rail, some of
that fuel is wasted due to inefficient practices such as excessive idling and using
trucks with poor aerodynamic design. That wasted fuel translates to wasted money
for freight transport companies and increased emissions released into the
environment.

http://www.cpa.gov/otaq/smartway/demo/swintro.htm 2/4/2004
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Where You Live t Pa. ~ r,e r,,,hFp

Click on your region of the country to find information about SmartWay
Transport Partnership activites in your area.

[ SmartWay: G~.o_$~_a~ I ~ ]

.A_b._o.ut..O_$..ce, o._Jf._T_~_n_sp~o.rt~a~].¢n and Ai[_O,_u~lljy.. I Deflniti_o_n_l I What are MQ._b.LI~_S_ u~? I ~e~_t.~_ InJe_me_t
B.e_s_oume_~ I Free.y~nd_R~.~.rJ~
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Glossary

Terms Relating to the SmartWay Transport Partnership

ATA - American Trucking Associations

API- American Petroleum Institute

APU - APUs automatically shut down the main locomotive engine idle while
maintaining all vital main engine systems at greatly reduced fuel consumption,

Automatic Tire Inflation System - Automatic tire inflation systems monitor and
continually adjust the level of pressurized air to tires, maintaining proper tire
pressure even when the truck is moving.

Aerodynamic Drag - Wind resistance

Backhaul - A vehicle’s return trip

Bin Center - A drop off facility that is smaller than a public warehouse

Boxcar - An enclosed railcar used to transport freight

Bulk Cargo - Unpacked dry cargo such as grain, iron ore or coal. Any commodity
shipped in this way is said to be in bulk

Cab Extenders - Also called gap seals, which help to close the gap between the
tractor and the trailer

Carriers - Companies that haul freight, also called =for-him" carriers. Methods of
transportation include trucking, railroads, airlines, and sea borne shipping

Chassis - A specialized framework that carries a rail or madne container

CLM - Council of Logistics Management

CO - Carbon monoxide

CO2 - Carbon dioxide

Container - An enclosed box that carries goods.

Container on Flat Car (COFC) - A container that is transported on a rail flatcar. It
can be shipped via tractor/trailer using a chassis as the wheel section.

Contract of Affreightment - A contract between a cargo shipper and carder for

http://www.epa.gov/otaq/smartway/demo/glossary.htm 2/4/2004
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the transport of multiple cargoes over a period of time. Contracts are individually
negotiated and usually include cargo description, quantities per shipment and in
total, load and discharge ports, freight rates and duration of the contract.

Crossdock - Crossdock operations in a warehouse involve moving goods
between different trucks to consolidate loads without intermediate storage.

Deadweight Tons (DWT) - The cargo carrying capacity of a vessel, Including fuel
oil, stores and provisions

Distribution Center (DC) - Distribution centers store and sort goods using
warehouse space so that full truckloads of merchandise can be sent to a single
destination or to multiple destinations along a specific route.

Doubles - Double trucks are two 28-foot trailers that are pulled by one tractor.
Doubles also are known as "double bottoms."

Drayage Firms - Motor carriers that provide local pickup and delivery of trailers
and containers (on chassis)

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) - A method of transmitting freight bills,
payment information and Invoicing between computers.

Flatbed - A flatbed, also called a haul bdte, Is a type of trailer on a truck that
consists of a floor and no enclosure.

Fronthaul - The first leg of the truck trip that involves hauling a load or several
loads to targeted destinations..

Intermodal Transport - A movement of goods using more than one means of
transportation. The most common intermodal arrangement is for goods to be
moved by truck at their origin, transferred to rail for the long haul between regions,
and transferred again to truck near their destination.

Less-Than-Truckload (LTL) Carriers - A LTL operation collects small shipments
from local pick-ups, moves them over the road between terminals In truckloads,
and breaks them up at the destination terminal, from where it makes local
deliveries.

Lumping - When a driver assists with loading and unloading the trailer contents.

NOX - Oxides of Nitrogen

OEM - Original Equipment Manufacturer

Owner/Operator- A truck driver who owns and operates his/her tractor/trailer.

Pallets - A reusable platform on which freight is loaded. Pallets are used to
load/unload goods using a forklift.

PM - Particulate matter

Private Trucking Fleets - Private fleets serve the needs of their owners, and do
not ordinarily offer commercial trucking services to other customers. Private fleets
typically perform distribution or service functions.

http://www.epa.govlotaq/smartway/demo/glossary.htm 2/4/2004
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Public Warehouse - A facility where companies rent space to store their goods

Refrigerated Carders - Truckload carriers designed to keep perishables good
refrigerated. The food industry typically uses this type of carrier.

Roof Faidngs - An integrated air deflector mounted on the top of the cab

Route Trucks Delivery - Trucks that travel fixed routes

SAE - Society of Automotive Engineers

Shippers - retailers and manufacturers of goods that require shipping

Shipper.Carriers - Shipper-carriers (also called private carriers) are companies
with goods to be shipped that own or manage their own vehide fleets. Many large
retailers, particularly groceries and "big box~ stores, are shipper-carders.

Straight Truck - Straight trucks do not have a separate tractor and trailer. The
driving compartment, engine and trailer are one unit.

Subhauler- A subhauler drives a tractor under contract for a company. Usually a
subhauler is an ownerloperetor or a small company,

Third-Party Logistics - Third-party providers specialize in warehousing and
distribution. They provide cross-dock services that consolidate truckloads of goods
and order picking that creates loads.

Tractor - The tractor is the ddver compartment and engine of the truck. It has two
or three axles.

Trailer - The part of the truck that carries the goods.

Trailer Drops - When a driver drops off a full truck at a warehouse and picks up
an empty one.

Trailer on Flat Car (TOFC) - A TOFC (also called a piggyback) is a truck trailer
that is transpoded on a rail fiat car.

Truckload (TL) Carriers - A truckload firm moves a shipment, a full truckload,
directly from origin to destination.

Truck Stop Electrification (TSE) -Provides power outlets at truck parking.spaces
in which truck drivers can simply plug in, and turn off their engines, rather than idle
their truck engine.

[ SmartWay:, Gl_o_ssa_w. I .SlJ aL~g_ ]
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D,C. 20460

December 19, 2003

Philip Kooney
Council of Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, DC 20503

Dear Mr.~y

I am pleased to share with you the Climate Protection Partnerships Division’s 2002
Annual Report, Change for the Better, ENERGY STAR® and Other Voluntary Programs. As
this report demonstrates, EPA’s voluntary climate programs continue to achieve sizable
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions while promoting economic growth.

OFFICE OF
AIR AND RADIATION

In 2002 alone, these voluntary partnership programs, which include ENERGY STAR,
Clean Energy, Methane, and Environmental Stewardship programs, prevented more than 43
million metric tons of greenhouse gas emissions (in MMTCE) - equivalent to the emissions from
more than 28 million automobiles. They also saved a significant anaount of energy - more than
100 billion kilowatt hours and 15,000 megawatts of peak power, the amount of energy required
to power more than 15 million of this nation’s homes.

The ENERGY STAR prograna has had tremendous results and continues to grow. For
example, through 2002, over I billion ENERGY STAR labeled products have been purchased,
100,000 ENERGY STAR labeled new homes have been constructed, and thousands of buildings
have been improved. In addition, EPA’s methane programs ure expected to keep U.S. methane
emissions below 1990 levels through 2020, and EPA’s voluntarv programs for the most potent
greenhouse gases are helping industry reduce these emissions .s~tbstantially.

Th~ key to the success of these programs is the continuing shared commitment of the
private and public sectors in forging a new way of doing business that protects the environment
while enhancing the bottom line. Thank vou tbr your contribution to these successes. We look
forward to working with you in the future.

Sincerely.

Kathlecn I logan. Director
Climate Protection Partnerships Division

Intern!! Address (URL) ~, hlJp://www.epa,gov
R~cycled/Recycl~ble ¯ Pdnled with Vegelabk~ Oil Based inks on Recycled P~oer (Minimum 20% Posl¢onsumef)
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December 16, 2003

Kam
Bryan
Phil
Ken

Please review and provide comments to Phil by COB Friday.

Global Climate Change (1 of 4)
CEQ: GEA 2001-2004
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COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS
58 EAST 6gTH STREET ¯ NEW YOKK - NEW YOR.K ioo~I

TdzIz 434 9683 Faxzlz 4t4 9875 row~,.gfr.org

Date:

To:

Fax:

Re:

Sender:

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET

December 15, 2003

Mr. James L. Cotmaughton

(202) 456-27 i. 0

Council Policy Initiative on Global Climate Change

Outline for Advisory Committee

Margaret Wir_terkom-Meikle, Research Associate

Tel: (212) 434-9683; Email: winterkorn@efr.org

YOU SHOULD RECEIVE 11 PAGE(S), INCLUDING THIS COVER SI-IEdET. IF YOU DO NOT
RECEIVE ALL THE PAGES, PLEASE CALL 212-434-9875

Dear Mr. Connaughton:

As promised, attached is an outline for the CFR Council Policy Initiative on gl0bal climate
change that David Victor has drafted for review by you and the other members of the CPI advisory
committee.

In order to move forward with this project, Da~d Victor will contact you in the next few
days to schedule a time to discuss the outline in more detail. Is there a convenient time this week
when he ban call you? Alternatively, David will be in Washington, DC on Monday, December
22nd, and could stop by your office may time before 3pm to discuss the project in person, if that
would be more convenient for you. Please let me know if you have a preference.for a time this
week when David can contact you.

Please do not hesitate to call or email me if you have any questions. Thank you again for
participating in this importamt project_

Sincerely,

Margaret Winterkorn-Meikle

CEQ 005606
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To:

From:

Date:

Advisory Committee, CFR CPI on global warming

David G. Victor

CFR CPI an Climate Policy

12 December 2003

I attach draft outline for the Council Policy Initiative (CPI) on global warming. The outline
adopts the "three speeches" approach that has been used successfully in earlier CPI’s, such as the
summer ’03 CPI on defense policy. The outline envisions an introductory memo that lays out
the major dimensions for policy choices and summarizes the three main options. Three
subsequent chapters contain the three speeches. As in earlier CPIs, the introductory memo
would provide most of the value-added since it would tmpaek the many choices within each
option, exposing the reader to the multi-dimensional nature of this policy problem. Given the
importance of that introductory memo, my annotated outline offers much more detail in that area.
For the speeches, I have simply indicated the main line of argument and points of emphasis. For
now, please focus especially on the outline for the cover memo.

Unlike Council Task Forces, CPI’s are strictly neutral. I need your help to ensure that the CPI is
faithful to that purpose. Moreover, as Richard Haass indicated in his invitation letter, we do not
seek consensus--indeed, quite the opposite. Our purpose is not advocacy; rather, it must aim to
reflect the full range of responsible opinion---and let the reader decide the best’options and
points of debate.

I seek your advice on whether this outline reflects the full range ofresponsible opinion. I will
follow up by email or phone in the next few days to set a time when we could discuss this draft.
My aim is revise the outline and then complete a full draft of the piece during.the winter
holidays--ready for your review at a meeting we will hold inWashington some time in
February. The final product is expected in late March or early April, timed for relevance in
Campaign 2004.

For your information, I also attach the advisory committee roster. We are still working to
finalize two other members. Please let me know if there are major branches of responsible
opinion and polie3~ expertise that you think will not be covered adequately with the committee
that we have assembled. The group that we have assembled is distinguished, senior and diverse;
Richard Haass, Jim Lindsay and I look forward to working with you in the coming months.
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Climate Change: America’s Policy Options
Council Policy Initiative, draft outline (12 December 2003).

Introduction: Major Options and Analysis of Choices
1) NB: This introduction in the form of a joint memo from the head of the National

Security Council and the National Economic Council (and CEA?) to the President.
2) Importance ofthe issue as potential threat to U.S. prosperity and seem-ity. Brief

overview of the key scientific and policy issues--the theory of climate change and
actions that many think will be needed to address these potential threats. Rise of
climate change as an important political issue; exit of US from Kyoto and current
difficulties with Kyoto. The need for a fresh look at U.S. policy options and US
coordination with other nations.

3) Choices required in many areas (science policy, land use, emission controls,
technology, etc.). Many of those choices are principally matters of U.S. policy, but
many also imply the need for coordination with other countries.

4) Based on extensive deliberation within your administration, we attach three options--
each presented in the form of a major speech:
a) Modest Precaution. A continuation, with small changes, of the policy that is

already in plaee~investment in science so that we understand the.risks better in
the future, investment in technology so that we are better prepared with more
effective technologies if We need them, some bilateral engagement with key
developing countries on modest policy changes. Let the states do what they like,
but little ~.’deral action beyond the systems we already have in place to register
voluntary emission reductions.

b) .K.yoto Plus. A re-engagement with the Kyoto process, built on the recognition
that the Kyoto targets are no longer achievable for the US (and many other
nations) but that urgent international action is required and the Kyoto framework
is the only viable framework for that action. This option would build on all the
actions in the "modest preeantion" approach but go much further. A centerpiece
would be a stringent cap on US emissions of greenhouse gases, as well as
aggressive efforts to-get developing countries to adopt caps.

c) Making a Market. Finally, a third option would view the task of erealing an
effective s~ategy for controlling emissions of greenhouse gases in light of other
great institution-building efforts of the last century, such as the construction of the
world trading system through the GATT and WTO. This speech would accept the
science and underscore the need for measured, long-term action but would
indicate th~ difficulties in building effective international institutions. It would
emphasize .the key role for national emission-trading programs and the likelihood
that an effecfivle international solution will emerge only from the "bottom up"
through lir_tks between these national programs. This option would commit the
US to a significant cap on its emissions and would also outline a distinct way for
engaging 6.eveloping countries through key infrastructures that "lock in" low-
emission fixtures--such as investment in gas infrastructures or in nuclear power for
countries :that otherwise would burn carbon-intensive coal.

5) Although we present these as three options, you may wish to pursue a policy that
combines elernents from each. Thus this cover memo does not evaluate each option
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individually ha detail but, rather, examines each of the five dimensions of choices that
you will need to make. We can craft an integrated policy; some choices will
constrain you~- actions in other dimensions, and we would be happy to discuss those
interactions with you through the deliberations on this important policy issue. The
five dimensions:
a) Science. Discuss the state of the science on detection of climate change and

attribution of that change to humans; discuss projections for the future; discuss the
state of research on the impacts of climate change, with particular emphasis on
three issues: i) the difficulty of making robust assessments of potential impacts of
climate change; ii) the importance of assumptions about how humans and
ecosystems will adapt to climate change; iii) the likelihood that the median
projections for climate impacts, at least for the next few decades, will include
winners and losers--with Kussifi, for example, as a potentially large winner; and
iv) the potential for "abrupt" or "catastrophic’" changes in climate that could
exceed the ability of e~ten highly adaptive societies (e.g., the U.S.) to adjust. In
each, indicate the uncertainties and how they propagate through the full
"integrated" analysis of the degree and impacts of climate change. The science is
the essential backdrop to any policy~ but you face policy choices regarding
science as well. Work in this area is expensive, and it is possible that greater
support of scientific research will lead to more precise answers in the future.
Outline the major options and their cost; disenss areas where scientific research
requires international collaboration, and indicate th~ (generally positive) state of
such collaborations.

b) Emission controls. The root cause of climate change is the emission of
greenhouse gases---principally carbon dioxide (’CO2) from burning fossil fuels but
also black carbon (a byproduct of burning dirty fuels such as coal and some
petroleum products), methane (from rice paddies, livestock and leaking gas
pipelines), and sundry other gases. To the extent that you think climate change is
a serious issue you must also consider your strategy for eentrolling emissions.
Summarize the main points about factors that detemaine cost--quick actions more
expensive than those that occur with the turnover of the capital stock; market-
based strategies more efficient than command-and-control; global strategies more
efficient tkan those that specify actions for eaehjm-isdietien. Indicate that there
are powerful political arguments against each of these propositions. For many,
mandates that specific firms reduce emissions to specific levels are the only way
to demons~ate credible action; global strategies; although less cosily, would send
capital and.jobs overseas; giving credit for efforts in other countries runs the risk
of proliferating a series of bogus credits that merely reward countries for doing
things that they would have done anyway---actious that do not push down the
projected emissions of greenhouse gases in any fundamental sense. There are
many complicated aspects to emission control policies; you face choices mainly
in three areas:
i) Local policies. Many states, on their own, are already starting actions to

control emissions. Some are also implementing "registries" that allow firms
to note reductions they have made with the hope that those reductions might
be recognized in the future--such as through the award of emission credits for

2
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e)

early action. Discuss pros and cons of these local and state policies. Indicate
t.hat much of this action has been spurred by the Iaek of any credible emission
policy at the federal level--as with clean air and water legislation in the US,
local action is an effort to spur and supplement efforts at the federal level.

ii) Federal policies. -Recap history of US federalpolicy, with attention to
voluntary, agreements, public-private partnerships, and the federal elimate
registry (1605b). Underscore that the question at present is whether to
increase these voluntary efforts or to impose some mandatory system. In
principle, many options for a mandatory system; in practice, most attention
focused on a trading system----,otably, MeCain-Lieberman bill. Discuss the
issue c.f cost control and the danger that a cap on emission quantities will
force the economy to meet obligations that prove to be much more costly than
originally anticipated.

iii) International policies. Discuss the Kyoto vision of an international emission
trading system; evaluate whether that system could emerge from such an
intergovemmental process or, rather, from the ground up. Indicate the major
policies being considered in key lxading partners (Japan, EU, Canada),
focusing on the European emission trading system and the possibility, in the
future, that a U.S. system could link with the European scheme so that firms
would be able to shop a large market (more than half of the world’ s economy)
for the lowest cost emission reductions. Discuss possible expansion to include
Russia and developing countries. Discuss the problems in setting emission
targets through a UN treaty process such as Kyoto.

Adapl~tion. Quite apart from efforts to control the root cause of climate change~
the emission of greenhouse gases--a certain amount of climate ch~m. ge will occur
anyway, t~resent data on sea le~vel rise (highly likely), storms (highly uncertain),.
drought attd floods 0aighly uncertain), heat stress (variable). Many existing
policies have a large effect on the ability of our society to adapt--such ~s coastal
zone management policies (e.g., zoning and insurance rules), water management,
farm policies that a~eet crop choice and prices, etc. If you want to prepare for
substantial climate ehattges in the coming decades then an integrated policy
would include signals about which of these policies will need to change. In some
areas, such as choice of crops, the lead times for response are very short and we
needn’t worry at present; in other areas, such.as siting of coastal struetttr~ and the
building of sewerages near sea level, actions today are ~lready locking out certain
options for the future. Finally, discuss issues surrounding ecosystem responses.
Ecosystems, unlike humans, can’t observe and anticipate changes in climate--
they respond, in many eases, with extinction. Insofar as you believe that our
policy should reflect danger of substantial climate changes then we should revisit,
for example, strategies for protecting natural eeosystems--a series of i}agmented
and small protected areas, as is common in much of the U.S. (especially where
protected ecosystems are near urban areas and private owners are marbled among
public lauds), may be less effective than large contiguous tracts of protected areas
in which plants and animals are able to "roam" as the climate changes.
Teehnolog~r. Discuss the need for long-term technological change so that the
services o2modem economies (electricity, food production, mobility,
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entertainment~ etc.) can be supplied without causing tmma to the environment.
Introduce concept of decarbonization and indicate the rate of decarboaizafion that
is ’~aormal" in modern economies---show the much higher rate that must be
sustai_ued over the next five decades if we were to reduce emissions to such a
degree as needed to stabilize the concentration of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. Also indicate the .types of technologies that might be needed to
"geoengineer" the elimate~if a catastrophic change in climate were to arrive,
could we intervene to forestall or reverse the ~ effects and buy time while
emissions are reduced? Discuss the types ofteetmologles that private firms would
support on their own, and indicate the interplay between credible emission
controls mad private investment in R&D. Indicate the types ofteelmologies that
have "public good" characteristics and are unlikely to attract adequate private
investment; discuss major possible roles for government policy in these situations,
the costs, and how possible policies in this issue compare with other technology
policies.
Develolpin~ Countries. Special attention needed to developing eotmtries because
their emissions are rising rapidly; indicate statistics, underscore that per-capita
emissions remain much lower than in the industrialized world for the foreseeable
future. Difficult to engage these nations. They stand to lose from climate change
(in poter~tial lives lost or disrupted, developing cotmtries are probably much more
vttlnerable than those from the industrialized wo~ld because so many people in
developing Countries depend On fickle climate to make a living--for example, as
farmers. (In contrast, most of the economy in industrialized nations depends on
mauufaeturing and services that are, in large me~sure, pretty immune to ehartging
climate.) But the losses from climate change are tmeertain and far in the future; in
contrast, the cost of policies to control emissions are incurred today--with that
calculus, few developing nations fittd an interest in investing in emission ~ontrols.
Under Kyoto, these nations do not cap their emissions. However, they can "opt
in" to the Kyoto mechanisms on a project-by-project basismgive examples--
through the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). You will face choices about
how best to engage with these nations; the options include:
i) Do nothing. The developing countries have already shovm that they are wary

of.accepting any obligations, even obligations that could be to their direct
benefit. At present their per-capita emissions are much lower than those of
the US and other advanced industrialized cetmtries; they will come on board if
and when their populations become concerned about global warming. Until
then, there is little---beyond some rhetoric about the importance of engaging
developi~tg cotmtries-~that we can do.

ii) Demand that developing nations accept caps on em~ssion.~. Unlikely to
succeed--they are well-organized and oppose such a policy. You could
attemp~. to force them by linking with other issues, such as in the WTO, but
that also is likely to fail. You could pay them the fttll cost of meeting those
caps--as the US and other industrialized have done reliably in the world-effort
to control depletion of the ozone layer--but that approach would be very
costly and prone to abuse as countries over-state the true costs. A campaign
to raise awareness of climate dangers in developing countries could help to
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sway public opinion and make these nations more willing to control
emissions, but such campaigns are difficult to organize and unlikely to have
any substantial near-term effects.

iii) Reinxdgorate the K¥oto system. The linchpin of this system is CDM. Discuss
why, so far, no CDM projects have been approved; indicate potential
difficulties with a larger CDM, espeeially as the system for approving CDM
projects is already becoming cumbersome and politicized. Discuss options for
streamlining the Kyoto system and indicate the conditions under which this
would actually work--that is, it works only if the credits generated within
CDM actually have value within the nations where the investors reside. If the
value of the credits declines---as in today’s market---then CDM will dry up.

iv) Mains~eam climate into develo]ament poiie¥. A third approach to developing
counttSes is to spawn a series of intergovemmental and private-public
dialogues about the interactions between climate policy and development. In
many eourttries key decisions are being made fight now that have long-term
implications for emissions and vulnerability to climate change. For example,
China and India are both in the midst of encouraging large investments in gas
infrasr_-uetures--where gas replaces coal in generating electricity, for
example, emissions of greenhouse gases are cut in half. "Mainstreaming"
would involve finding areas where climate-friendly policies are also
consistent with development policies; it might put particular emphasis on
infraslruetures and other choices that "lock in" low-emission futures. There is
al.ready much evidence that through the normat process of diffusion of modem
teetmologies that, for their level of economic development, the developing
countries emit at a much less intense rote than did the industrialized ceuntdes.
The "mainstreaming" strategy would recognize that achievement and aim to
reduce the emission intensifies even further. Discuss "emission intensity" as a
measuJ’e of achievement and indicate the link between that and th~ measure
proposed by the Bush administration----show figure on emission intensities of
all the major economies.

Assessment of the Major options. This section, the conclusion to the cover memo,
would review the three main options in light of the many dimensions and issues
raised in this memo, pointing to key areas for policy choices.

II. Presidential Speech: "Modest Precaution"
[This speech would recognize global warming as a potential problem but
emphasize the long time scales and uncertainties about impacts. The long time
horizons allow time for deliberation and a measured response. The uncertainties
about impacts underscore the need to prepare for adaptation--and to help others
with the same task---rather than merely view this as a problem for costly
abatement. Underscore that this is just one of a long series of uncertain and
cumulative envimumental issues--a category that includes air pollution, acid rain,
lead, mercm’y, heavy metals..In all those issues in the past we have taken actions
on the requisite time scales at costs that have proved acceptable--but crash
programs ~vith command and control strictures have been costly and must be
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avoided. Use examples--particulate pollution in London, acid rain in the US,
sundry water pollution problems.
[The policy advocated here would entail a modest increase in funding (from
already very high levels) on the science of climate change---so that future policy
actions are better informed about the real risks. It also envisions additional
funding for development and testing of new technologies, inelu .ding
"breakthrough technologies" that could supply modem energy services (e.g.,
electricity or mobility) without causing any emission ofgreenhonse gases. This
speech wc.uld emphasize modest efforts to work with key developing countries to
adopt some new technologies and alter development paths. It would underscore
that these tmtions already account for approximately half of world net emissions
of greenhouse gases and show little sign of abating. Thus, even as we prepare
modest effortsto control our own emissions, we should also adopt policies that
encourage anticipation and adaptation to likely climate changes, such as higher
sea level. The speech would indicate some concrete examples of such actions that
have been undertaken already, such as higher seawater intake pipes for new
power stations in coastal zones. As with efforts to control emissions, adaptation
that is started now and conducted at the normal time scale of business will be
suffieiem. ]

Presidential Speech: "Kyoto Plus"
[This speech would start with the same scientific information but emphasize the
dangers that are lurking in the uncertainties. This option accepts the science as
su~eiently robust to merit substantial action. This speech would emphasize the
excessive cost of unilateral action, and the enormous benefits of a concerted
global approach. The actions to be addressed Would include slrict limits on
emissions of greenhouse gases, as a credible first step toward an eventual cut of
60% (or greater) over the next five decades. The speech would underscore the
urgency in achieving a prompt departure from ’Yousiness as usual" patterns of
burning fossil fuels and laud use patterns. This poliey would include additional
attention to strategies for adapting to climate change, which in turn would require
addremsing issues such as land use poliey in coastal zones that will be prone to
damage from flooding and storms, as well as policies on water use in arid and
semi-arid areas, including the methods for allocating scarce water resources in the
southwestern United States. Substantial investments in technology will be
needed, as well as a large-scale plan for engaging developing eountries--qeading,
eventually, to those countries implementing binding limits on their emissions of
greenhouse gases. Throughout, this speech would emphasize the need to link the
climate problem to other issues, such as energy security, which also demand the
need for a much more efficient economy; the speech would underscore that other
nations, such as China, are facing similar policy challenges and we can use those
eommonalities as the seeds for a collective and aggressive policy. Building the
context for low carbon futures have strategic value---for the economy and our
seeurity----aud must attract investment at a scale comparable with other great
national projects. Success will speed the transition from oil and the ’¢resource
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curse" that has befallen so many oil exporters--and come back to hurt us, as in
Saudi support for Sept 11. It will blunt the geopolitical leverage of oil rich
nations; it will advantage gas in the short term, which could empower new
geopolitical players, but in the long term it will decouple our prosperity from the
vagaries ofnatmal resources.
[This second speech emphasizes that such an aggressive course of action will
require coordination and integration with the policies of other key nations. It is
inconceivable that U.S. business would accept the higher costs of these actions
unless their competitors---including, eventually, competitors in the developing
world--were engaged in a comparable effort. This second option thus envisions
re-engaging with the negotiating process that had been spawned by the 1997
Kyoto Protoeol--a process that this administration, in large measure, exited when
it refused zo submit the Kyoto treaty for ratification. The original emission
control goals in Kyoto are no longer achievable, and the.Kyoto system has other
flaws that our allies already recognize---we could use our re-engagement as an
opportunity to fix these issues while keeping the basic framework and spirit of the
Kyoto treat intact.

Presidential Speech: "Making a Market"
[This speech would emphasize the need for action to address the long-term
dangers of climate change but would look at the issue in the context of creating a
global institution. It would draw on examples from other efforts to build global
institution:~, such as the GATT system and the robust international currency
trading sy~em. It would emphasize the long time scales involved, the need to
avoid premature actions that introduce rigidity and excessive cost. It would start
with the observation that each major jurisdiction in the industrialized world (EU,
Japan, US) is adopting is own approach to the problem of climate change; over
time., a more coordinated international strategy may evolve, but for now these
parallel tracks offer opportunities for experimentation over a decade or longer. It
would applaud the efforts of different US states in this regard but caution--as in
the ~,trly days of other federal environmental programs--the need to avoid
excessive :~agmentation and thus the treed for a more measured federal policy
response. The speech would give particular attention to the role of emission
trading as a favored policy strategy--modeled on the U.S. experience with trading
sulfiar dioxide emissiott rights established under the 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendments. It would emphasize that creating an international tradin~ system is
akin to inventing a new form of money, and it is better to do that from the
"bottom up" so that we can control the standards that will govern the value a~.d
circulation of these credits, rather than work solely "top down" through an
international treaty that has no serious enforcement powers.
[To blunt criticism that this approach will be too slow and is inadequate to the
severity of the climate change threat, this speech would underscore the need for a
stronger US response in the form of a federal cap on emissions with a "safety
v.alve" to ensure that the costs are not excessive. 1Vfindftfl of the need for a policy
that operates on the timeseale of the turaover of the capital stock in the economy,
this federal cap must be more modest than envisioned in Kyoto, and our policy
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would explicitly open trading windows to other countries that adopt comparable
policies. Through a series of bilateral trading relationships the U.S. would play a
leading role in creating an integrated international system----muela as the highly
suecessfia] "WTOIGATT rules on international trade evolved from a series of
bilateral concession agreements. This third approach would engage developing

- countries :hrough broad programs that create the context for lower ftaazre
emissions---such as support~n__g a transition to natural gas in China, or sustainable
transpo~afion networks in India. This programmatic approach would not rely on
emission trading or the "clean development mechanism (CDM)’" of’the Kyoto
Protocol, as it.would prove impossible to ascertain exactly how many credits (and
with what security) would be due to the investors and host eountries~-indeed,
including these countries in the market for enfission credits might actually
undermine the "strong ctttrency" that we aim to create.
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December 16, 2003

Please review and provide comments to Phil by COB Friday.
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COUNCIL .ON FOREIGN RELATIONS
58 EAST 68TH STREET ¯ NEW YORK ¯ NEW YOKK ioo~I

Tel zIZ 434 9683 Fax ZlZ 434 9875 wraw.cfr.org

Date:

To:

Fax:

Re:

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET

December 15:. 2003

Mr. James L. Connaughton

(202) 456-27i. 0

Council Policy Initiative on Global Climate Change

Outline for Advisory Committee

Margaret Wix.terkom-Meikle, Research Associate

Tel: (212) 434-9683; Email." winterkorn@efr.org

YOU SHOULD RECEIVE 11 PAGE(S), INCLUDING THIS COVER SHEET. IF YOUDO NOT
RECEIVE ALL THE PAGES, PLEASE CALL 212-434-9875

Dear Mr. Connaughton:

As promised, attached is an outline for the CFR Council Policy Initiative on global climate
change that David Victor has drafted for review by you and the other members of the CPI advisory
committee.

In order to move forward with this project, David Victor will contact you in the next few
¯ days to schedule a time to discuss the outline in more detail. Is there a convenient time this week
when he can call you? Alternatively, David will be in Washington, DC on Monday, December
22nd, and could stop by your office any time before 3pro to discuss the project in person, if that
would be more convenient for you. Please let me know if you have a preference for a time this
week when David can contact you.

Please do not hesitate to call or email me if you have any questions. Thank you @ain for
participating in this impostor project.

Sincerely,

Margaret Winterkorn-Meikle
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To:

From:

Date:

Advisory Committee, CFR CPI on global warming

David G. Victor

CFR CPI ~n Climate PoIicy

12 December 2003

I attach draft outline for the Council Policy Initiative (CPI) on global warming. The outline
adopts the ’~three speeches" approach that has been used successfully in earlier CPI’s, such as the
summer ’03 CPI on defense policy. The outline envisions an introductory memo that lays out
the major dimensions for policy choices and summarizes the three main Options. Three
subsequent chapters eontaln the three speeches. As in earlier CPIs, the introductory memo
would provide most of the value-added since it would unpack the many choices within each
option, exposing the reader to the multi-dimensional nature of this policy problem. Given the
importance of that introductory memo, my annotated outline offers much more detail in that area.
For the speeches, I have simply indicated the main line of argument and points of emphasis. For
now, please focus especi,’dly on the outline for the cover memo.

Unlike Council Task Forces, CPI’s are strictly neutral. I need your help to ensure that the CPI is
faithful to that purpose. More~-~-~- ~i-ehard Haass indicated in his invitation letter, we do not
seek consensus--indeed, quite the opposite. Our purpose is not advocacy; rather, it must aim to
reflect the full range of responsible opinion--and let the reader decide the best options and
points of debate.

I seek your advice on whether this outline reflects the full range of responsible opinion. I will
follow up by email or phone in the next few days to set a time when we could discuss this draft.
My aim is revise the outline and then complete a full draft of the piece during the winter
holidaysmready for your review at a meeting we will hold in Washington some time in
February. The final product is expected in late March or early April, timed for relevance in
Campaign 2004.                                          -. ¯ .....................

For your information, I also attach the advisory committee roster. We are still working to
finalize two other members. Please letme know if there are major branches of responsible
opinion and policy expertise that you think will not be covered adequately with the corrimittee
that we have assembled. The group that we have assembled is distinguished, senior and diverse;
Richard Haass, Jim Lindsay and I look forward to working with you in the coming months.
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Climate Change: America’s Policy Options
Council Policy Initiative, draft outline (12 December 2003).

NB: This introduction in the form of a joint memo from the head offlae National
Security Courteil and the National Economic Council (and CEA?) to the President.
Importance of the issue as potential threat to U.S. prosperity and sec~.ty. Brief
overview of the key scientific and policy issues---the theory of ~l~e°~hange and
actions that many think will be needed to address these potential threats. Rise of
climate change as an important political issue; exit of US from Kyoto and current
difficulties with Kyoto. The need for a fresh look at U.S. policy options and US
coordination with other nations. -- ............. ~- ......
Choiees requi:red in many areas (science policy, land
technology, etc.). Many of those choices are principally rr~-~h~ff~j~-~i561icy, but
many also imply the need for coordination with other countries.
Based on extensive deliberation within your administration, we attach three options~
each presented in the form of a major speech:
a) Modest Precaution. A continuation, with small changes,-of the policy that is

already in place--investment in science so that we understand the risks better in
the future, investment in technology so that we are better prepared with more
effective technologies if we need them, some bilateral engagement with key
developing countries on modest policy changes. Let the states do what they like,
but little fi;deral action beyond the systems we already have in place to register
voluntary ,emission reductions.

b) .K¥oto PI~_. A re-engagement with the Kyoto process, built on the recognition
that the Kyoto targets are no longer achievable for the US (and many other
nations) but that urgent international action is required and the Kyoto framework
is the only viable framework for that action. This option would build on all the
actions in the "modest precaution" approach but go much further. A centerpiece
would be a stringent cap on US emissions of greenhouse gases, as well as
aggressive efforts to. get developing countries to adopt caps.

c) Making a Market. Finally, a third option would view the task of creating an
effective s-:rategy for controlling emissions of greenhouse gases in light of other
great institution-building efforts of the last century, such as the construction of the
world trad:ing system through theGATT and WTO. This speech would accept the
sci.e.nce a_nd underscore the need for measured, long-term action but woultl
inaicate the difficulties in building effective international institutions. It would
emphasize the key role for national emission trading programs and the likelihood
that an effective international solution will emerge only from the "bottom up"
through ltr&s between these national programs. This option would commit the
US to a significant cap on its emissions and would also outline a distinct way for
engaging developing countries through key infrastructures that "lock in" low-
emission fiatures--Sueh as investment in gas infrastructures or in nuclear power for
countries ~aat otherwise would bum carbon-intensive coal.

Although we present these as three options, you may wish to pursue a policy that
combines elements from each. Thus this cover memo does not evaluate each option

Introduction: Major Options and Analysis of Choices
1)

2)

5)

4)

3)
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individually h~ detail but, rather, examines each of the five dimensions of choices that
you will need to make. We can craft an integrated policy; some choices will
constrain yotn: actions in other dimensions, and we would be happy to discuss those
interactions w-ith you through the deliberations on this important policy issue. The
five dimensio:as:
a) Science. Discuss the state of the science on detection of climate chmage and

attribution of that change to humans; discuss projections for the future; discuss ~he
state 0fresearch on the impacts of climate change, with particular emphasis on
three issues: i) the difficulty of making robust assessments of potential impacts of
climate change; it) the importance of assumptions about how humans and
ecosystems will adapt to climate change; iii) the likelihood that the median
projections for climate impacts, at least for the next few decades, will include
winners and losers--with Russia, for example, as a potentially large winner; and
iv) the potential for "abrupt" or "catastrophic" changes in climate that could
exceed the ability of even highly adaptive societies (e.g., the U.S.) to adjust. In
each, indicate the uncertainties and-how they propagate through the full
"integrated" analysis of the degree and impacts of climate change. The science is
the essential backdrop to any policy, but you face policy choices regarding
science as well. Work in this area is expensive, mad it is possible that greater
support of scientific research will lead to more precise answers in the future.
Outline the major options and their cost; discuss areas where scientific research
requires international collaboration, and indicate the (generally positive) state of
such collaborations.

b) Emission controls. The root cause of climate change is the emission of
greenhouse gases--principally carbon dioxide (CO2) from burning fossil fuels but
also black carbon (a byproduct ofbumingdirty fuels such as coal and some
petroleum products), methane (from rice paddies, livestock and leaking gas
pipelines), mad sundry other gases. To the extent that you think climate change is
a serious i~ue you must also consider your strategy fo~c0-ntr61li~_~ emissions.
Surnmanz,~ the main points about factors that determine ~-o~’~--s~iJick actions more
expensive than those that occur with the turnover of the capital stock; market-
based strategies more efficient than command-and-controli global strategies more
efficient if_an those that specify actions for each jurisdiction. Indicate that there
are powerful political arguments against each of these propositions. For man~,,
mandates that specific firms reduce emissions to specific levels are the only way
to demons-xate credible action; global strategies, although less costly, w~uld send
c.apital and.jobs overseas; giving credit for efforts in other countries runs the risk
of proliferating a series of bogus credits that merely reward countries for doing
things that they would have done anywaymactions that do not push down the
projected emissions of greenhouse gases in any fundamental sense. There are
many complicated aspects to emission control policies; you face choices mainly
in three areas:
i) Local policies. Many states, on their own, are already starting actions to

control emissions. Some are also implementing "registries" that allow firms
to note reductions they have made with the hope that those reductions might
be recognized in the future--such as through ~he award of emission credits for
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early action. Discuss pros and cons of these local and state policies. Indicate
that much of this action has been spurred by the lack of.any credible emission
polley at the federal level--as with clean air and water legislation in the US,
local action is an effort to spur and supplement efforts at the federal level.

ii) Federal policies. Recap history of US federal poli~y, with attention to
voluntary agreements, public-private parmerships, and the federal climate
registry (1605b). Underscore that the question at present is whether to
increa,,~e these voluntary efforts or to impose some mandatory system. In
principle, many options for a mandatory system; in practice, most attention
focused on a trading system--notably, McCain-Lieberman bill. Discuss the
issue c.f cost control and the danger that a cap on emission quantities will
force the economy to meet obligations that prove to be much more costly than
originally anticipated.

iii) Intermttional policies. Discuss the Kyoto vision of an international emission
trading system; evaluate whether that system could emerge from such an
intergovemmental process or, rather, from the ground up. Indicate the major
policies being considered in key trading partners (lapan, EU, Canada),
foeusi~lg on the European emission trading system and the possibility, in the
future, that a U.S. system could link with the European scheme so that firms
would be able to shop a large market. (more than half of the world’s economy)
for the lowest cost emission reductions. Discuss possible expansion to include
Russia and developing.countries. Discuss the problems in setting emission
targets through a UN treaty process such as Kyoto.

Adaptation. Quite apart from efforts to control the root cause of climate change~
the emission of greenhouse gasesma certain amount of climate change will occur
anyway. Present data on sea level rise (highly likely), storms Cnighly lmeertain),
drought and floods Crtighly uncertain), heat Stress (variable). Many existing
policies ha.ve a large effect on the ability of our society to adapt--such as coastal
zone management policies (e.g., zoning and insurance rules), water management,
farm policies that affect crop choice and prices, etc. If you want to prepare for
substantial climate changes in the coming decades then an integrated policy
would include signals about which of these policies will need to change. In some
areas, such as choice of crops, the lead times for response are very short and we
needn’t worry at present; in other areas, such as siting of coastal structures and the
building of sewerages near seat level, actions today are already locking out certain
options for the future. Finally, discuss issues surrounding ecosystem responses.
Ecosystems, unlike humans, can’t observe and anticipate changes in climate---
they respo~ad, in many eases, with extinction. Insofar as you believe that our
policy should reflect danger of substantial climate changes then we should revisit,
for example, strategies for protecting natural ecosystems--a series of fragmented
and small protected areas, as is common in much of the U.S. (especially where
protected ecosystems are near urban areas and private owners are marbled among
public lands), may be less effective than large contiguous tracts of protected areas
in which plants and animals are able to "roam" as the climate changes.
Technology. Discuss the need for long-term technological change so that the
services of modem economies (electzicity, food production, mobility,

3
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entertainment, etc.) can be supplied without causing harm to the environment.
Introduce concept of decarbonization and indicate the rate of decarbonizafion that
is "normal" in modem economies--show the much higher rate thatmust be
sustained over the next five decades if we were to reduce emissions to such a
degree as needed to stabilize the concentration of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. Also indicate the types of technologies that might be needed to
"geoengin.eer" the climate--if a catastrophic change in climate were to arrive,
could we intervene to forestall or reverse the harmful effects and buy time while
emissions are reduced? Discuss the types of technologies that private firms would
support on their own, and indicate the interplay between credible emission
controls m~d private investment in R&D. Indicate the types of technologies that
have ’~public good" characteristics and are unlikely to attract adequate private
investment; discuss major possible roles for government policy in these situations,
the costs, ,rod how possible policies in this issue compare with other technology.
policies.
Develophlg Countries. Special attention needed to developing cotmtries because
their emissions are rising rapidly; indicate statistics, underscore that per-capita
emissions remain much lower than in the industrialized world for the foreseeable
future. Difficult to engage these nations. They stand to lose l}om climate change
(in potential lives lost or disrupted, developing countries are probably much more
vulnerable than those from the industrialized word because so many people in
developing countries depend on fickle climate to make a livingmfor example, as
farmers. (In contrast, most of the economy in industrialized nations depends on
manufacturing and services that are, in large measure, pretty immune to changing
climate.) But the losses from climate change are uncertain and far in the future; in
contrast, the cost of policies to control emissions are incurred todaymwith that
calculus, few developing nations find an interest in investing in emission controls.
Under Kyoto, these nations do not cap their emissions. However, they can "opt
in" to the Kyoto mechanisms on a.projeet-by-project basis--give examples~
through the Clean Dev.elopment Mechanism (CDM). You wil! face choices about
how best to engage with these nations; the options include:
i) Do nothinK. The developing countries have already shown that they are wary

of accepting any obligations, even obligations that could be to their direct
benefit. At present their per-capita emissions are much lower than those of
the US and other advanced industrialized, countries; they will come on board if
and wl’aen their populations become concerned about global warming. Until
then, there is little--beyond some rhetoric about the importance of engaging
developing countries--that we can do.

ii) Demand that developing nations accept caps on erni.~sionz. Unlikely to
sueceed~they are well-organized and oppose such a policy. You could
attemp: to force them by linking with other issues, such as in the WTO, but
that also is likely to fail. You could pay them the full cost of meeting those
caps~as the US and other industrialized have done reliably in the world effort
to cont.~ol depletion of the ozone layer--but that approach would be very
costly and prone to abuse as countries over-state the true costs. A campaign
to raise awareness of climate dangers in developing countries could help to

4
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sway public opinion and make these nations more willing to control
emissions, but such campaigns are difficult to organize and unlikely to have
any substantial near-term effects.

iii) Reinvigorate the Kyoto system. The linchpin of this system is CDM. Discuss
why, so far, no CDM projects have been approved; indicate potential
difficulties with a larger CDM, especially as the system for approving CDM
projects is already becoming cumbersome and politicized. Discuss options for
streamlining the Kyoto system and indicate the conditions under which.this
would actually work--that is, it works only if the. credits generated within
CDM .actually have value within the nations where the investors reside. If the
value of the credits declines---as in today’s market--then CDM will dry up.

iv) Mainw:ream climate into developmentpolicy. A third approach to developing
eountt:ies is to spawn a series of intergovernmental and private-public
dialogues about the interactions between climate policy and development. In
many countries key decisions are being made right now that have long-term
implic~ations for emissions and vulnerability to climate change. For example,
China and India are both in the midst of encouraging large investments in gas
infrast:.’uetures--where gas replaces coal in generating electricity, for
example, emissions of greenhouse gases are cut in half. "Mainstreaming"
would involve finding areas where climate-friendly policies are also
consistent with development policies; it might put particular emphasis on
infrasl~.’uctures andother choices that "lock in" low-emission futures. There is
already much evidence that through the normal process of diffusion of modern
technologies that, for their level of economic development, the developing
countrJ.es emit at a much less intense rate than did the industrialized countries.
The "mainstreaming" strategy would recognize that achievement and aim to
reduce the emission intensities even fitrther. Discuss "emission intensity" as a
meastu-e of achievement and indicate the link between that and the measure
proposed by the Bush administration--show figure on emission intensities of
all the major economies.

Assessment of the Major options. This section, the conclusion to the cover memo,
would review the three main options in light of the many dimensions and issues
raised in this l~_aemo, pointing to key areas for policy choices.

II. Presidential Speech: "Modest Precaution"
[This speech would recognize global warming as a potential problem but
emphasize the long time scales and uncertainties about impacts. The long time
horizons allow time for deliberation and a measured response. The uncertainties
about impacts underscore the need to prepare for adaptation--and to help others
with the same task--rather than merely view this as a problem for cosily
abatement. Underscore that this is just one of a long series of uncertain and
cumnlatiw: environmental issues--a category that includes air pollution, acid rain,
lead, mercury, heavy metals. In all those issues in the past we have taken actions
on the req~dsite time scales at costs that have proved acceptable---but crash
programs with command and control strictures have been costly and must be
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avoided. Use examples--particulate pollution in London, acid rain in the US,
sundry water pollution problems.
[The policy advocated here would entail a modest increase in funding (from
already very high levels) on the science of climate change--so that future policy
actions are better informed about the real risks. It also envisions additional
funding for development and testing of new technologies, including
"breakthrough technologies" that could supply modem energy services (e.g.,
electricit3, or mobility) without causing any emission of greenhouse gases. This
speech wc.uld emphasize modest efforts to work with key developing countries to
adopt some new technologies and alter development paths. It would underscore
that these nations already account for approximately half of world net emissions
of greenhouse gases and show little sign of abating. Thus, even as we prepare
modest efforts to control our own emissions, we should also adopt policies that
encourage anticipation and adaptation to likely climate changes, such as higher
sea level. The speech would indicate some concrete examples of such actions that
have been undertaken already, such as higher seawater intake pipes for new
power stations in coastal zones. As with efforts to control emissions, adaptation
that is started now and conducted at the normal time scale of business will be
sufficient. ]

III. Presidential Spee~h: "Kyoto Plus"
[This speech would start with the same scientific information but emphasize the
dangers that are lurking in the uncertainties. This option accepts the science as
sufficiently robust to merit substantial action. Thisspeech would emphasize the
excessive cost of unilateral action, and the enormous benefits of a concerted
global approach. The actions to be addressed Would include strict limits on
emissions of greenhouse gases, as a credible first step towhrd an eventual cut of
60% (or g~’eater) over the next five decades. The speech would underscore the
urgency in. achieving a prompt departure from "business as usual" patterns of
burning fossil fuels and land use patterns. This policy would include additional
attention to strategies for adapting to climate change, which in turn would require
addressin8 issues such as land use policy in coastal zones that will be prone to
damage from flooding and storms, as well as policies on water use in arid and
semi-arid areas, including the methods for allocating scarce water resources in the
southwestern United States. Substantial investments in technology will b~
needed, as well as a large-scale plan for engaging developing countries--leading,
eventually, to those countries implementing binding limits on their emissions of
greenhouse gases. Throughout, this speech would emphasize the need to link the
climate problem to other issues, such as energy security, which also demand the
need for. a much more efficient economy; thespeech would underscore that other
nations, such as China, are facing similar policy challenges and we can use those
commonalities as the seeds for a collective and aggressive policy. Building the
context for low carbon futures have strategic value--for the economy and our
security---and must attract investment at a scale comparable with other great
national projects. Success will speed the transition from oil and the "resource
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curse" that has befallen so many oi’l exporters--and come back to hurt us, as in
Saudi support for Sept 11. It will blunt the geopolitical leverage ofoil rich
nations; it will advantage gas in the short term, which could empower new
geopolitical players, but in the long term it will decouple our prosperity from the
vagaries of natural resources.
[This seeGnd speech emphasizes that such an aggressive course of action will
require coordination and integration with the policies of other key nations. It is
inconceivable that U.S. business would accept the higher costs of these actions
unless their competitors--including, eventually, competitors in the developing
world--were engaged in a comparable effort. This second option thus envisions
re-engaging with the negotiating process that had been spawned by the 1997
Kyoto Protocol--a process that this administration, in large measure, exited when
it refused ":o submit the Kyoto treaty for ratification. The original emission
control goals in Kyoto are no longer achievable, and the Kyoto system has other
flaws that our allies already recognize--we could use our re-engagement as art
opportunity to fix these issues while keeping the basic framework and spirit of the
Kyoto tre~.t intact.

Presidential Speech: "Making a Market"
[This speech would emphasize the need for action to address the long-term
dangers of’climate change but would look at the issue in the context of creating a
global institution. It would draw on examples from other efforts to build global
institutiot~:~, such as the GATT system and the robust international currency
trading system. It would emphasize the long time scales involved, the need to
avoid premature actions that introduce rigidity and excessive cost. It would start
with the observation that each major jurisdiction in the industrialized world (EU,
Japan, US) is adopting is own approach to the problem of climate change; over
time, a more coordinated international strategy may evolve, but for now these
parallel tracks offer opportunities for experimentation over a decade or longer. It
would applaud the efforts of different US states in this regard but caution--as in
the early days of other federal environmental programs--the need to avoid
excessive ~agrnentation and thus the need for a more measured federal policy
response. The speech would give particular attention to the role of’emission
trading as a favored policy strategy--modeled on the U.S. experience with trading
sulfur dio,~Jde emission rights established under the 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendments. It would emphasize that creating an international trading s~ystem is
akin to inventing a new form of money, and it is better to do that from the
"bottom up" so that we can control the standards that will govern the value and
circulation of these credits, rather than work solely "top down" through an
international treaty that has no serious enforcement powers.
[To blunt criticism that this approach will be too slow and is inadequate to the
severity of the climate change threat, this speech would underscore the need for a
stronger US response in the form of a federal cap on emissions with a "safety
valve" to ensure that the costs are not excessive. Mindful of the need for a policy
that operates on the timescale of the turnover of the capital stock in the economy,
this federal cap must be more modest than envisioned in Kyoto, and our policy
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would explicitly open trading windows to other counlries that adopt comparable
policies. Through a series of bilateral trading relationships the U.S. would play a
leading role in creating an integrated international system--rnuch as the highly
successful WTO/GATT rules on international trade evolved from a series of
bilateral concession agreements. This third approach would engage developing
countries zhrough broad programs that create the context for lower future
emissions--such as supporting a transition to natural gas in China, or sustainable
transportation networks in India. This programmatic approach would not rely on
emission Irading or the "clean development mechanism (CDM)" of the Kyoto
Protocol, ,ks it would prove impossible to ascertain exactly how many credits (and
with what security) would be due to the investors and host countries--indeed,
including these countries in the market for emission credits might actually
undermine the "strong currency" that we aim to create.

8
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Coone~/, Phil

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Margarita Gregg [Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov]
Wednesday, December 17, 2003 10:27 PM
CCSP@usgcrp.gov
CCSP_lNFO@usgcrp.gov
Follow up to CCSP 16 December Meeting

DecL~o~ and
AcOrns 16D~03 ....

Attached is a brief update on some of the decisions and actions ar
the 16 December 2003 CCSP Principals’ meeting. Additional action items for art
CCSP Principals are also included in this message.

Please note, the next CCSP meeting is scheduled for Wednesday January 7 from 2
p.m. in the CCSP Office large conference room.

Thanks
Hargarita

M.E. Conkright Gregg, Ph. D.

Temporarily at:
Climate Change Science Program Office
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, Suite 250
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: (202)419-3466
Fax: (202)223-3064
Email: Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov

Please contact either at: (202)419-3466 or (202)482~3252

.sing from
~ntion by

30-4:30
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03.12.03 EU 2005 emissions trading start in jeopardy: Deutsche Bank

The EU emissions trading scheme (ETS) is scheduled to be launched 1 January 2005, but the f~metable can hardly be achieved
Deutsche Bank in a report published Wednesday.

Download the report
Currently, EU Member States, both the current 15 and the acceding states, are busy transposing the emissions trading Directive into nat
hammering out their national allocation plans (NAPs). The latter are supposed to be submitted to the European Commission by 31 Mard
current Member States, 31 May for the new members.

"In our view, the timetable for the lead-up to emissions trading is extremely ambitious," wrote Eric Heymann in the Deutsche Bank report

’~’his view stems largely from the many grey areas and unanswered questions that remain, as well as the limited time available for solvir
problems in the initial allocation of credits."

Heymann quoted the following as the main uncertainties surrounding the launch of the EU ETS:
¯ How many emissions credits will be issued?
¯ How can emissions from each installation be measured in a reliable, comparable and transparent way?
* Which base year is relevant for which installation?
* VVhich criteda can be used as reliable proof of emission reductions in years gone by?
¯ How is emissions trading to be harmonised with other environmentally-motivated policy measures in individual Member States?

Concluding, Heymann noted: "it will become clear in the near future that when it comes to implementing the (theoretically very convinc~n
emissions trading in practice, the devil is in the detail...The timetable for introduction can hardly be reached. While this is regrettable, it s
into question the entire concept of emissions trading."

Last updated: 03.12.03

http://www.pointcarbon.com/article.php?articleID=2897&categoryID= 147 12/3/2003
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